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Sallskapet organiseras
Denna nyhet far formodligen blodet att isas tillfalligt hos de fiesta lasare.Det
har emellertid blivit omojligt att fortsatta i de former
som beslutades nar SBJS
bildades. Da var vi 7, nu ar
vi >50 och har dessutom en
imponerande internationell
panel. Och vad gor vi
egentligen med all den
kunskap och intresse som
finns? Definitivt inte tillrackligt.
Det overgripande malet for
SBJS ar att skaffa och
sprida kunskap om Bunk bade personen och hans
musik. For att klara det
malet maste verksamheten
organiseras och finansieras. Det gar inte att
komma undan att stadgarna maste andras, en medlemsavgift tas ut (sorry,
alia ni med enkelriktade
fickor) och nagon form att
’’executive committee” tillsattas. Det gamla systemet
med ’’vanliga” medlemmar
och
hedersmedlemmar
kommer att
skrotas. Allt
det har later kanske som
om SBJS overgar till att bli
nagot
slags
kommissariat,
men det ar sjalvklart att vi
ska traffas under angenama former aven i fortsatt•ningen. Den enda skillnaden man som medlem kom
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mer att marka ar att om
man inte ar tillrackligt intresserad av Bunk for att
betala 50 bagare om aret ar
att man aker ut. Dessutom
ska vi forsoka starta nagot
sadant har nyhetsblad, dar
forhoppningsvis manga vill
medverka.
Sa har kommer
tionen att se ut:

organisa-

fortfarande vill vara med.
Medlemsavgift 1993
Satt
in
50:-'pa
postgiro
433
42
24-5 (Hakan
Hakansson) fore den 1 juli.
Pengarna
ska
finansiera
porton m m for det har bla
det och det som blir over
gar till den arliga sammankomsten. For alias sakerhet
har
diskograferna
Lennart
Fait
och
Bjorn
Barnheim
utsetts
till
revisiorer

Bunk-diskografin

Som
framgar
av
bilden
pagar jobbet med Bunkdiskografin
intensivt.
Vi
har kommit langt, men avDessutom har vi Flail of vaktar kraftfullt just nu en
Fame.
del
information
for
att
kunna
ga
vidare.
Alla
inExecutive Committee
tresserade
uppmanas
dock
att
forska
i
Bunks
period
kommer
inledningsvis
att
pa
vastkusten
1943-44.
besta av
Kanner du till nagra inClaes Ringqvist
spelningar utover de som
gavs
ut pa GTJ? Och aven
Christer Fellers
de ar knepiga, hopklippta
Flakan Hakansson
av olika tagningar som de
ar. Kasta ljus, kare med
Med nasta nummer av det
lem, kasta ljus!
har lilla bladet kommer de
nya stadgarna och en ny
medlemsmatrikel.
Men
forst ska vi se vilka som
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Mera glada nyheter
Mike Hazeldine vill garna
komma
tillbaka
nasta
ar
igen till Bunk-motet. Da
kommer
ocksa
hans
bok
om
American
Music
att
vara nyligen utgiven. SBJS
har
fatt
uppdraget
att
granska
de
diskografiska
detaljerna och av vad vi
har sett hittills av manuskriptet kommer boken att
bli ett av de mest sonderbladdrade verken i Bunkalskarens referensbibliotek.
Bob
Koester,
Delmark
Records, har kopt rattighetema av Harold Drob till Alla har val vid det har
laget last Williams Carters
’’Last
Testamenf -inspelningarna.
Ryktena
sager bok Preservation Hall, sa
att det blir en CD som det kan vara kul att veta
Mike
Dine
(mannen
kommer
att
innehalla
en att
del av de tidigare outgivna bakom '504 Records’) komalternativa
tagningama.
Se mit hem fran New Orleans
Drobs information i New med 20 st nya 7” band med
material
fran
The
Larry
Orleans'Music Vol 1 #2.
Borenstein
sessions’.
Det
(Medlem Tom Pauli har fatt basta
kommer
att
goras
allt outgivet material fran tillgangligt pa CD sa smadenna session och arbetar ningom.
for hogtryck med att notera
i noter skillnaderna mellan
de olika tagningarna)

Lorderliga insatser

Vi kan ocksa se fram emot
AMCD-12
’’Bunk
Johnson
1944/45”
och
AMCD-15
’’Bunk
Johnson
Plays
Popular Songs”.
#12 kommer att innehalla
870, 833, 888, 6041/2, 853,
865, 871, 603, 887, 208,
823, 614, 516, 841,i61 1,
846, (515 & i610.
#15 kommer att
930, 931, 932,
936, 937, 939,
842, 891, 892,
860, 515 & 890.

innehalla
933, 934,
838, 106,
850, 839,

I
Vancover, Canada, sitter
diskografgiganten Tom Lord
(ej
att
forvaxla
med
Clarence Williams giganten
med
samma
namn)
och
filar pa sitt Magnum Opus
och - far man formoda Labour of Love: The JAZZ
DISCOGRAPHY 1890-1990.
Han amnar saledes
allt i jazzvag under
ar - en fullkomligt
de tanke. Drygt 30
ar planerade. Fyra
redan i handeln och det

ge ut
hundra
hisnanvolymer
Finns

femte kommer ut ungefar
samtidigt som det har bladet. Att doma av det som
redan kommit ut ar detta
en kulturgaming av sallsamma matt, lindrigt uttryckt.
For
allataren
ett
’’maste”
Bunk-freaks
nojer sig med SBJS:s pla
nerade skapelse.
Hur som heist, Tom Lord
har bett Sallskapets diskografigrupp om hjalp med
korrekturlasning av manuset nar detta mammutverk
kommit till bokstaven "J"
vilket ju lar ta ett tag till.
Vi sa JA forstas; att skydda, hjalpa och stalla tillratta
varhelst
Bunkologin
behover ett handtag ar ju
liksom meningen.

Bunk Johnson

Pin kornett k Ni v natternas stillhet
redan under den forsta forhlodnmgcn.
Djupt ur Louisianas svarta kallor hamtade tlu stwkan
till en ny gladje, en djupare forvissning.
/’

l)u forsvann i vimlet
<•« h en efter en slocknade broderna i finder
a\ glomska och militarparader.
I r det okanda koin du tillbaka med fural ansikte
snovilt har och med lappar som talade om nod.
Oforbrukad och ny kom du ulrr med forfarande toner
• M II din kornett ropade
ont den frojd och plaga smi» ui det *\uila liv* »>
oh. iliilnt the inntl’le! .

Stig Carlsson

*"■■■ --------- >
Bunk-Information har sina redaktionslokaler
pa foljande stallen:
Claes Rlngqvist, Baldersvagen 14B.
852 33 SUNDSVALL
Hakan Hakansson. Kungsholms Strand 185,
112 48 STOCKHOLM
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PRES' RELEASE

Sa borjade Bunk Informa
tion #1. Det har inneburit
att vi nu har nya stadgar
och att organisationen ar
inford.

Mike Hazeldines bok Bill
Russell's American Music
kommer att vara ute i november. Nasta projekt blir
att Mike, Harold Drob och
De nya stadgama bifogas. Bariy Martyn slar sig ihop
Som
ni
marker
ar
de och skriver en bok om
mindre
’’studentikosa”
an Bunk. SBJS har fatt erbjuatt
publicera
var
de tidigare, men §6 medger dandet
att arsmotet ska kunna be- Bunk diskografl i det verdrivas pa samma osystema- ket.
tiska
och
befriande
satt
som hittills.
Dessutom bifogas en ny
medlemsmatrikel
med
adress och telefonnummer till
alia
medlemmar,
svenska
som internationella.
Nog
om
detta
formella.
Synpunkter och fragor lamnas lampligen pa
Arsmotet 1994.
som kommer att ga av stapeln pa samma plats som
1993,
namligen
Birkagarden,
Karlbergsvagen
86,
Stockholm.
Datum: 1994-01-05
Klockslag: 18.30 -s
Anmalan sker genom att
skicka pengar for mat och
lokalhyra i forvag till post
giro 433 42 24-5 (Hakan
Hakansson).

har ordet:
Som framgar rusar sallskapet vidare med allt fastare
konturer.
Den
intemationella panelen har blivit imponerande,
minst
sagt.
Ganska nyligen anslot sig
saledes John R T Davies,
nagon
presentation
behovs
knappast, Floyd Levin, legendarisk jazzskribent fran
Californien
samt
Laurie
Wright,
utgivare
av
Storyville som i likhet med
New Orleans Music borde
vara ett ’’maste” for varje
sann Bunkare.

Den svenska sektionen forokar
sig
sa
sakteliga.
Inforande av medlemsavgift
medforde dock att ett par
sydligare medlemmar halkat av. Uppenbarligen en
missbedomning
vid
forsta
nomineringen.
I
sanninAMCD-45 Bunk & Mutt In gens namn skall har ocksa
papekas att vi haft vissa
New York 1947. Idel tidiga
bekymmer med en ny utre outgivna titlar.
namnd,
kornettspelande,
AMCD-46. Town Hall, New skargardsprast
och
hade
York 1947. Den gavs ut han inte haft en sadan
som Blank Label (E) 102 av eminent basist i sina led
Barry Martyn forsta gangen hade det varit synnerligen
och har sedan getts ut i en nara att vi hade fatt rasa
piratutgava av Keith Smith in i var nya organisation
(New Orleans Rarities #3).
med ytterligare reducerat
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manskap. Sa tack
vad
vore
SBJS
Sumpen) utan Dig?

Kulan, norrut. Vi spelade i tre
(eller dagar och det blev battre
och battre. Hans bok gick
at som smor i solsken och
Vi gor vart basta for att fa han blir valdigt glad om
Mike Hazeldine till arsmo- man hor av sig till honom
tet
for
att
presentera med synpunkter. Da hamboken. Han har ocksa fatt nar man pa hans mailing
tag i Jerry Blumberg, interlist
och
far
fortlopande
vjuat denne och kommer hans ’’Newsletter”, som ar
han har vi verkligen ’’hot en liten skrift i huvudsak
stuff att se fram emot.
om boken, men ocksa om
skivutgivning
och
I det har nyhetsbrevet finns hans
en
del
kul
fotos
alia uppgifter om arsmotet med
och vad man ska gora for ibland. Bills adress finns i
att vara med. Jag hoppas matrikeln. Skriv! och papepa ett gediget deltagande. ka att Du ar medlem i det
mer
valrenommerade
Intresserade
musiker
kan allt
Bunk
Johnson
kontakta
EK-medlemmen Svenska
Christer Fellers som halier Sallskapet.
i avdelningen "live music". Val mott pa arsmotet!
Om det finns ideer till
andra
programpunkter
kontakta mig eller Hakan.
Vi ar synnerligen glada att
ha
knutit
Nils
Gunnar
Anderby till EK.
Big Bill Bissonnette

Bokhornan

The Neon Rain, Heaven’s
Prisoners, A Morning For
Flamingos,
Black
Cherry
Blues, A Stained
White
Radiance
och
In
The
Electric
Mist
With
Confederate Dead. Vad ar
nu detta? Texter
under
akrylmalade
tavlor
pa
nagot
mondant
galleri?
Nagon
rockgrupps
kultforklarade
CD-produktion?
Nej, ingetdera, det ar titlarna pa de sex bocker som
forfattaren James
Lee
Burke hittills givit ut i vad
som lovar bli en fortsattande saga om den avdankade
New Orleans polisen Dave
Robichaux.
For
Bunk-sallBunk-diskografin
skapets medlemmar
borde
Jazz
Connoisseur
(E) bockema vara av intresse.
namliCassettes har gett ut en del Dave Robichaux ar
piratutgavor med Bunk. Vi gen en av oss.
kanner till #18 och # 61, I den forsta boken, som
men
behover
information kom 1987, ar Robichaux
om
matrisnummer
samt fortfarande
kriminalare
i
om de givit ut nagot mer New Orleans, men i de folmed Bunk. Vein vet?
jande har han sagt upp sig

Big Bill har turnerat fardigt i Sverige for denna
gang.
Da
jag
dumpade
honom pa nattaget soderut
fran
Sundsvall
"hotade”
han med att koinma tillbaka nasta ar med sin ljarde
fru,
tenorspelande
Sara
ganska
troligt
rykte
Spencer
fran
London.
I Ett
varje fall ar aktenskapet pa sager att Bill Bales hade
ett
antal
glass
acetates
planeringsstadiet.
med Bales /Bunk Johnson
Bill var oerhort nojd med duets gjorda 1943/44. Bill
sin sverigevisit - nagot som ar dod men hans hustru
kanske ar svart att tro pa lar ha behallit alia hans
for
den
som
studerade agodelar. Vein reser till San
hans
uppsyn
pa
Mose- Francisco snart? Eller har
backe. Men nojd var han. kontakter som kan snoka
Om han lat life stel pa lite?
Mosebacke sa lossnade han
(HH)
betydligt, da han kom

och jobbar med bat- och
fiskeredskapsuthyming
i
Cajunbaltet
kring
New
Iberia
och
Lafayette
dar
han ar fodd. Tillfalliga inhopp i den lokala poliskaren blir det ibland anda,
och hans tidigare poliskarriar gor sig ocksa till och
fran
pamind.
Dave
Robichaux far rikliga tillfallen att kampa mot ondskan, inte bara i form av
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nog sa patagliga skurkar,
utan ocksa mot den som
finns inne i oss alia. De
speciella
demoner
som
hemsoker hjalten heter alkoholism,
Vietnamminnen
och skuldkanslor for personliga relationer som aidrig blev av.
Cajunkulturen har ju varit
trend nagra ar nu, och
utan tvivel kom de har
bockerna ratt i tiden, men
de rekommenderas for den
insikt de ger i de miljoer
som de fiesta av oss laser
om fran andra infallsvinklar. Inte minst kan James
Lee Burke skildra det exotiska och for oss tilldragande i den franskamerikanska
kulturen
utan
att
for den skull vaja for obehagliga sidor. Lantliga lokalt
avgransade
kulturer
utmarks ju inte bara av
sammanhallning
inom
gruppen,
utan
minst
lika
mycket av intolerans mot
avvikare och vald som problemlosning, bade inat och
utat.
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ocksa kan namnet pa fler
musiker an Lead Belly som
spelade tolvstrangad gitarr.
(Han har till och med
snappat
att
Robert
Pete
Williams gjorde det!)

New
Iberia,
Louisiana,
never again to play music
for the profit of others.
But,
unfortunately,
this
may not be allowed to hap
pen; for there are those
ambitious enough to use
Sa det ar bara naturligt i this poor, old man to fill
den har varlden att en av the concert halls on the
de gangsters Dave stoter pa strength of his once great
i forbigaende talar om att reputation.
han ar spelat trombone i
Sharkey Bonanos band. Om It is a pitiful thing to
det sen skall tas som ett watch a tradition crumble
tecken pa att han var usel into something that is al
fran borjan eller pa att det most laughable...that is, if
finns nagot gott i oss alia far it weren’t so sad. For how
du avgora sjalv.
many people paid their way
into Town Hall and Jimmy
James Lee Burke har med Ryan’s during Bunk’s last
de har romanerna sallat sig visit to New York and when
till den lilla skara av ame- leaving,
asked
themselves
rikanska
deckarforfattare whether
Johnson
was
som ar sa bra att de far er- simply a hoax dreamed up
kannande av alia lager - by some ambitious press
Hammet,
Chandler,
Ross agents? If they were recent
McDonald. Han delar med comers
to
jazz
perhaps
dem formagan att skildra they wondered whether all
karaktarer
genom
dialog, jazz were a canard. They
och jag satter honom alltsa couldn’t
possibly
discern
snappet hogre an Elmore the few notes of beauty
Leonard och Ed McBain. that
forced
their
way
Deckarintresserade
vet
att through broken teeth and
det ar hogt berom!
cracked,
ruined
lips,
for
these
notes
were
lost
(NGA)
among the pitiful clinkers
Fran Bunk-arkivet. Del 1
that might have destroyed
every good that Bunk has
ever done in jazz.

Jazzen
ar
ingen
huvudingrediens i de har bockema, men den,
liksom omradets ovriga musik, ingar
som en betydelsefull del i
vardagen.
Har
talar man
al
deles
naturligt
om
It is a shame that this had
Waylon och Hank som arto happen, because Bunk
tister vilkas texter betyder
is truly a great figure. His
greatness, however, depen
nagot. Dave Robichaux
alskar
som
sagt
Bunks
ded largely on the fact
musik och lyssnar for ovthat, up until a few short
rigt lika gama pa Jelly Roll
years ago very few people
Morton
som
pa Iry
had heard him play. His
LeJeune. Att hans musiletters to Charles Edward
Smith and others were an
kintresse inte ar paklistrat
appears I hope that Willie
important link with the
marker man pa att han
Bunk Johnson is back in
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past and showed that his thing like get him to New
was a soul of great simpli York in time. So, at the
city
and
beauty.
That’s last minute, weeping tears
where the whole business of blood, the concert ma
should have been left. Or, nager had to send plane
perhaps we should have al
fare, and the old man arri
lowed a single recording ved here an hour before he
date... just for the record.
was supposed to appear at
Town Hall. He had no
I am told by those who cer
horn, he had no lip. The
tainly
should
know
that obvious thing to do, of
when Bunk first came out course, was to hold him
of obscurity to play on the over, or at least to have
West Coast, he approached another trumpet player on
the greatness of the past hand to ease him over the
and which he might have bad
spots.
But
never!!
retained in the present and There were twelve hundred
future
had
jazz
treated tickets
sold
in
advance,
Bunk Johnson as an elder
and God bless commercia
ly human being with recog
lism.
nizable human failings.
I didn’t go to the Town Hall
But the crackpots and lu
concert, because I had a
natic fringe in jazz couldn’t feeling that something was
leave well enough alone. going to happen there that
They had to sell Bunk, and 1 didn’t want to see or hear.
in order to do this, they 1 didn’t want to hear ent
had to build him into so
husiastic acclaim turn into
mething he never was. They polite, embarrased applau
had to take an old man, in se. I didn’t want to see peo
baggy, unpressed pants and ple shrink into their seats
an ill-fitting coat and make and start to wonder whet
him into a God. The psyko- her they had been taken in
logy is sound, because, you by a big joke. I didn’t want
see, a God can do no to go into the lobby at in
wrong. If a God hits a bad termission
and
hear
the
note or waves to friends wise cracks of those in the
when he is supposed to hit know who wanted to prove
a high note, then we just that
actually
they
were
look the other way and there just for the laughs.
make believe it didn’t hap
That all happened at Town
pen.
Hall, and I didn’t want to
Well, that was all bad be there.
enough, but this last trip However, I was at Ryan’s
was the final straw. The the next night, and, loo
whole thing was fouled up king round me, I saw peo
from
the
very
beginning ple I hadn’t seen since the
anyway.
Bunk’s
innume
last night of the Styvesant
rable
managers,
with
all Casino. It was old home
their
running
around, week for a fact. But some
couldn’t even do a simple
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how or other most people
managed to drift out
to the
sidewalk while Bunk was
on the stand until it got so
crowded that a
cop had to
chase them
all back in
again. They made a lot of
money
that
night
at
Ryan’s,
but I
just can’t
help think of the looks on
the faces of some people
who had never heard Bunk
play before.
One of the musicians put
it very simply to me that
night. He stood at
the
table (actually, to no one
in particular) ’’Why don’t
they leave that old man
alone? Why don’t theyjust
let him sit on his front
porch
and
leave him
alone?”
That is a very good ques
tion and I believe should be
given
serious
considera
tion. But I am afraid that
for New Yorkers it is too
late in the case of Bunk
Johnson.
The
illusion
is
destroyed.
The
fact
that
Bunk is one of the great
surviving
historical
figures
is almost forgotten. It is
wondered whether he ever
did play trumpet to any
one’s delight when deep
down we know he was one
of the gigants.
But the prophets have had
their profits, and I hope
they’re satisfied.
Ur
Jazz
1947, No 60

Record,

Nov

JAZZORAMA by Bob Author
Bill Bales (sid 1) skall
NATURLIGTVIS vara BURT Bales
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ett medlemsblad som ger PRES’ RELEASE, eller Mr
mer god lasning an vad ett
normalt muggbesok ger utrymrne for. Detta konstateras med viss stolthet!
Jananeese Garden Party

Sallskapet berikas!
Inte bara genom inforandet
av
medlemsavgift
utan
framfor allt av allt tier intresserade
och
kompetenta
medlemmar. Det kan dock
vara pa sin plats att beratta att kassan ar uppe i over
7.000 kronor, vilket ger oss
resurser att ta over nagon
legitimerad
Bunkian
till
nasta
arsmote.
Mike
Hazeldine ar redan inbokad
som bekant.
Alla har val vid det har
laget luslast Mike’s bok.
Darfor ar det roligt att i det
har numret kunna presentera
en artikel av Ole
Smith:
Reflections on
MH:s book”. Se vidare Pres’
Release.
Dessutom bifogas en forteckning
over
jazzinstitut,
arkiv och samlingar i USA.
Forteckningen gor inte ansprak pa att vara komplett.
Vi hoppas pa manga kompletteringar fran er. Har du
besokt nagot, bidra gama
med en kortfattad beskrivning av vad man kan forvanta sig vid ett besok!
Som en glad paminnelse
om
lyckliga
gemensamma
minnen kommer Mr Pres
med utforliga och livliga
mo tesnoteringar fran foregaende
arsmote.
Darmed
har vi lyckats astadkomma

Tisdagen den 9 augusti forvantas hela NEW ORLE
ANS RASCALS med medlemmen Ryoichi Kawai i
spetsen
anlanda
till
Stockholm
for
ett
antal
spelningar. En liten trad- har ordet:
gardsfest ar
planerad till
den dagen och de SBJS- Sa sjosatter vi harmed ytmedlemmar som ar intres- terligare ett nummer av
serade av att traffa dessa Bunk-Information, tjockt
oerhort
alskvarda
hottare och valmatat denna gang.
fran Nippons rike kan an- Jag tycker mig ha hort
mala
sitt
intresse
till vissa roster muttra om att
namnet ar tamligen fantanagon i EK.
silost och det koper EK
New Orleans Rascals har (Exekutivkommitten) utan
som
mal
att
ateruppliva vidare. Vi valkomnar alia
det
sound
som
George forslag till nytt namn. Var
Lewis’ band hade i borjan forhoppning ar att kunna
pa 50-talet. Det ar nagot ge ut nagra nummer per ar,
man
lyckats
mycket
bra inte bara infor arsmotet.
med,
kanske
battre
an Sjalvklart ar vi beroende av
nagot annat band. Men sa att medlemmarna aktiverar
har man ocksa jobbat pa sig en smula med bidrag
och forslag till saker som
saken i 30 ar!
kan tas upp pa arsmotena.
Goda nvheter
EK har massiva ambitioner
Fran och med nasta num
att hoja nivan pa SBJS,
mer och framover har med- framfor allt sneglar vi pa
lem Tom Pauli lovat att i dess forskningspotential.
Bunk Information publice- Vi tycker att det bland
ra notexempel pa Bunks medlemmarna Finns sa
trumpetspel
(saval
chorus- mycket oerhort kompetent
som
solospel),
nedtecknat folk att det inte pa nagot
dhekt fran skiva av Tom, satt Finns anledning att insom
ocksa
kommer
att skranka verksamheten till
kommentera
och
analysera att sitta och slafsa i sig
exemplen och forsoka fa matpatrullens eminenta
fram vad som ar sarskilt produkter pa arsmotena
typiskt
och
karaktaristiskt och skolja ner dessa med
for Bunks improvisationer.
sjoar av Four Roses samt
tjafsa om poangen i Akes
fragesport. Vi vill gama
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bredda
verksamheten.
Medlemsmatrikeln
formligen vimlar av kompetenta
skribenter,
forfattare,
poeter,
musiker,
historiker,
diskografer
och
transkriptionister
(heter
det
sa?).
Vissa av er har redan fatt
en
del
forfragningar.
Vi
hoppas pa det basta.
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Svenska Bunk Johnson Sallskapet

Nya Bunk-skivor

Pa sikt har vi for avsikt att
internationalisera
hela
63032246
(eller delar av) medlemsbladet och skriva pa engelska
for att pigga upp det stora
antal
medlemmar
som
AMCD-12 Bunk 1944-45
dvaljes
iden
Intemationella
Panelen.
Nio tidigare outgivna titEtt forsta forsok kommer lar. Nog sagt!
har
genom
var
nyblivne
medlem Ole Smith, dansk
kamrat
numera
bosatt
i
Goteborg och som har ett One Sweet Letter
gediget forflutet som jazz- From You
skribent i den internationella pressen. Jag uppmanar alia att folja detta exempel. Bidrag valkomnas!
(CR)

- Charlie Parker.
Synd,
fortsatter
Thore
dock, att sa manga verkligt
fina musiker sa helt gar
upp i att spela be-bop, ty
det ar en tamligen begransad musikform. Mot slutet
av Thores brev kommer sa
den rapport som far mig att
skicka in den har notisen.
’’Gamle Bunk Johnson var
pa Famous Door och lyssnade en kvall, glad i hagen.
Han bad att fa spela Sweet
Lorraine. Naturligtvis Tick
han det. Faktum ar att
han spelade den battre an
manga av hans belackare
hemma lyckas gora ibland.
Han ar i alia fall 68 ar. En
kille i stil med Albert
Engstroms krutgubbar.”
Heder
at
Thore
Jederby
som lyssnade pa musiken.
Hans omdome om Bunks
spel ar lika giltigt 1994
som det var 1947!
Nils-Gunnar Anderby
Anm. Harmed ar Bunk
brevspalt offentligt invigd!

Informations

Nya medlemskort
I novembernumret av den
Bunk-diskografln
fina jazztidningen Estrad
Finns det nagon medlem laser vi ett resebrev fran
som ager Vogue (El LAG New York av Thore Jederby.
12121 och/eller Vogue IF) Thore, som hade ett start
LD 198 med Bunk och musikerhjarta har hunnit
med att
lyssnapa det
Yerba Buena?
mesta. Speciellt glads han
Diskografiprojektet
skulle at standarden pa trumslavara betjant av kopia av gare och basister.
I ovrigt
omslag for att kunna fa be- raknar han
upp en
knippa
kraftelse pa vissa detaljer.
namn pa musiker som han
Det skulle ocksa vara fint hort och mott - Chubby
om nagon kunde forse oss Jackson, Ben Webster, Kai
Pete
Brown,
med en kopia av GULF (E) Winding,
Dizzy Gillespie och "den fi1004,
naste musiker jag har hort”

Nya medlemskort har
tiyckts upp. Samtidigt har
systemet med medlemsnummer slopats. Har
du inte fatt ditt nya kort,
kontakta Mr Pres.
Executive Committee
kan numera
telefax

aven

08-650 52 25

The End
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Karlbergsvagen

86A,

Stockholm.
Narvarande: Claes Ringqvist, Nils-Gunnar Anderby, Olle Tdrnqvist, SligLjunggren, Ake Sahlberg,
Olle Sahlberg, Hakan Jansson, Anders Aim, Hakan Hakansson, Lennart Fait, Christer Fellers, Sven
Stdlberg, Tom Pauli, Klas Lagerberg, Kajan Lagerberg, PeO Karlstrom, Jan Lorentzon, Anre Hogsander,
Bo Ekenstaf, Lars Westin, Sylvia Williams, Bo Scherman, Flans Marschall, Sven lange, Per Oldaeus,
Ragnar Hellspdng (gdst), iMrs Sundbom, Birgitta Sundbom, Goran Stachewsky.

SPIKADES ATT 1 FORTSATTNINGEN ha motet den 2:a lordagen i januari, vilket innebar att nasta
mote planeras till Lordagen den 14 januari, 1995.
Vissa roster hdjdes for hojd medlemsavgift (fran 50 - 100:-) men motet beslot att ligga kvar pa 50:atmiustone i ett ar till. En lista - anford av EK (=executivc committee) medlemmen Nils-Gunnar Anderby
skickades runt for att inkassera 1994 ars avgift. Inalles 900:- inkom den vagen. Franvarande kamrater samt
andra icke-betalande kommer att fa ett inbet. vad det lider.

Betraffande ARSMOTETS INNEHATL framkom inga protester alls.

TONDONRAPPORTEN (Westin-Ringqvist) utgar och aterkommer ev. i ett BUNK1NFO langre fram.

BUNKDOKSPROJEKTET. Mike Hazeldiue och Barry Martyn arbetar traget vidare med "New Orleans
Style" boken, det manuskript som Bill Russell paborjade. Boken beraknas komma ut frammot arssskiftet
94/95.
Arbetet med Bunkbiografm ar aven det paborjat och dar har man tagit hjalp av sjalvaste 1 harold Drob
(producent av "Last Testament"). Det ar saledes en trio som jobbar for fullt med den definitiva (?)
biografin over Bunk. Det ar inget som heist klart ang. utgivningsdatum, forlaggare etc. Dock har Mike
Flazeldine annonserat narvaro vid nasta arsmsote i SBJS, sa da lar vi fa veta mer. Flan amnar da halla ett
foredrag om arbetet pa boken, som da beraknas vara en bra bit pa vag. En av anledningarna till att man
inte kommit igang tidigare har varit Drobs medverkan. Den var lange synnerligen oklar av olika skal.
Men alia eventuella problem tycks nu vara undanrojda och nu arbetar man for fullt.
Mike har direktkontakter bade med Paul Larson (New Jersey) och Jerry Blumberg (Washington) och enligt
hittills obekraftade rykten har dessa herrar uttryckt onskan om medlemskap i Sallskapet, nagot som vi val
inte direkt har nagot emot. EK far skota detaljerna. En kort presentation kanske kunde vara pa sin plats:
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PAUL LARSON: Fordhandlarc i New Jersey. Traffade aldrig Bunk, men har sedan tidigt 50-lal varit cn
hangiven beundrare av Bunk och en stor samlare av skivor, memorabilia och framfor allt av fotografier.
Jag har vid upprepade tillfallen forsokt att fa fatt i honom genom brevskrivning - men hittills har han
aldrig svarat pa dessa, varfor jag sjalv inte har en aning om graden av hans onskan att fa bli med. Nu har
emellerid Mike H. "grillat" honom vid nagra luncher i New Orleans och i New Jersey sa vi far val hora
om nagot har lossnat. Ryktesvis har hans samarbete med Ilarold Drob inte varit helt friktionsfritt genom
aren och att detta kan ha varit en orsak till hans obenagenhet att ga med. Men det Finns foga substans
bakom delta. Tveklost tillhor Paul Larson de stora Bunkianerna tillsammans med Bill Russell
(naturligtvis), Harold Drob. Mike Hazeldine samt Sallskapets medlemmar.
JHRRY BLUMBERG: Elev till Bunk under 40-talets senare halft och gjorde inspelningar med honom
1947 /han var da 17 ar). Pa skiva kan han lata till utplaning lik Bunk. Som exempel pa detta ar laten
"Whispering" fran 1947 dar en del av spelet tillskrivits Blumberg, som i en intervju med Mike Hazeldine
dock en gang for alia forklarat att han i n t e medverkade overhuvudtaget pa denna inspelning "... wasn't
on stage what-so-ever...". Jerry B slutade att spela aktivt for c:a 15 ar sedan. Han har visat stort intresse
for sallskapet och vill nog garna vara med. Samt, tror Mike, att han nog skulle ga att fa att aka hit till
nagot arsmote och halla nagot foredrag eller sa. EK far halla vidare i dessa tradar.

Ytterligare ett slag - det kan inte slas nog manga - slogs for Mike Hazcldines bok BILL RUSSELL AND
THE AMERICAN MUSIC LABEL. Fran borjan var det tankt att Mike skulle narvara vid detta mote och
att han skulle ha en bunt med bocker med sig till forsaljning. Nu blev det inte sa, utan alia intresserade och jag utgar sjalvklart att det galler samtliga i SBJS!!! - hanvisas till att tillskriva Mike och kopa
boken direkt av honom (da far man den signerad ocksa). Priset ligger da aven cn bra bit lagre an vad som
galler andra inkopsstallen.
MIKE HAZELDINE
51 Melmerby Court
Eccles New Road, SALFORD M5 4UP
ENGLAND

Och priset ligger pa 25 pund + p&p (3 pund i nulaget)

Boken ar fullkomligt oumbarlig for alia med det minsta intresse av denna musik i allmanhet och av Bunk
och American Music i synnerhet. For att inte tala om denna helt omistliga skiva (CD) som medfoljer. 20
st latar, val utvalda och Hera av dem tidigre helt outgivna. Bara skivan ar val vard priset. Boken ar
recenserad i New Orleans Music (senaste numret) av Paul Larson, och vi hoppas att fa den omskriven i
OJ inom kort.
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Vad galler REVISION och RAKENSKAPER sa bestamdes det att forlanga rakenskapsaret fram till nasta
arsmote och att da Bjorn Bamheim (inte med pa dagens mote) och Lennart Fait framlagger rapport.

AUSTIN SONNIER, kand forfattare, poet, musiker, producent, m.m.m.m i Lafayette, LA och forfattare
till bl.a. en tamligen omdiskuterad Bunk-biografi pa 70-talet, har brcvledes forhort sig ang. Sallskapets
intresse alt medverka i en Bunk-dokumentar (video) pa 60 minuter. Sallskapets ekonomi ar ju sadan att
den ej skall tillata deltagande i sadana har projekt. Anda fram till forra aret levde vi ju en totalt
"aekonomisk" tillvaro. Det ar forst nu som vi har en symbolisk avgift. Detta gor att vi inte ar vad man
normalt kallar "stadda i kassa" och foljaktligen ar nagra ekonomiska ataganden helt uteslutna. Dock
kanske vi skulle kunna gora ideologiska insatser. Jag tillskriver Sonnier for att fa veta lite mer om
projektet - samt forklarar var ekonomiska status. Resultatet av dessa skriverier kommer att publiceras i
kommande BUNKINFO.

HAKAN HAKANSSON har nu sammanstallt varldens i sarklass mest kompletta Bitnk-diskografi. Ett
gediget och lysande arbete. Ett proves skickades runt for allman beskadan och beundran. I lakan har blivit
ombedd av den tidigare omnamnda Bunk-trojkan (Hazeldine-Drob-Martyn) att de skall fa anvanda den i den
planerade biografin. Det later isanning hedersamt.

Kanadensaren TOM LORD, icke att forvaxla med Clarence Williams biografen med samma namn, arbetar
vidare med sitt Magnum-OPUS 'T he Jazz Discography" som skall innehalla till jazz /trad-swing-modem,
allt) mellan aren 1890-1990. Detta ar sanning ett enormt arbete som beraknas omfatta 25 volymer plus en
massa supplement. 7 Volymer Finns i handeln just nu, det 8:e i pipe-line. Nar han kommer till bokstaven
"J" har han latit fraga oss om vi skulle kunna stalla upp med lite hjalp vad galler korrekturlasning - for
att ratta till de varsta skavankerna. Del ar naturligtvis helt omojligt att astadkomma en diskografi av
denna kaliber ulan att det blir fel nagonstans - men om vi kan hjalpa till med att minimera felen om Bunk
Johnson sa tycker jag det vore bra och i hogsta grad rekommendabelt. Det ar alltsa inte fragan om att
"donera" bort nagon diskografi - utan att ratta det uppgifter som Tom Lord har skaffat fram fran sina
databaser. Jag kan inte finna att vi borde ha nagra invandningar mot detta

I slutet av maj manad, 1994, ar det som de fiesta torde kana till DEN 12 INTERNATIONELLA DUKE
I ili .1NGTON-KONFERENS EN, "SERENADE TO SWEDEN", 19-22 MAJ, i Stockholm. Det ar ett
evenemang vart att stodja i storsta allmanhet. Men till detta mote kommer ocksa, med till visshet
gransande sannolikhet herrskapet PEGGY & LAURIE WRIGHT, tillika medlemmar i SBJS. Aven
BRIAN WOOD har aviserat sin ankomst. Ears Wcstin och jag halsade pa paret Wright for clt par veckor
sedan i deras hem i Chigwell utanfor London. Valkand adress for varje lasare av STORYVILLE. Jag tror
att de skulle tycka att det vore kul att traffa lite Bunk-folk under sin vistelse i Stockholm. Och inte
BARA en massa HI ling ton-freaks. Vi later EK titta pa fonitsattningarna att ordna till nagot kul och
intressant da de kommer.

Det bor aven omtalas har att BUNK JOIINSON star omnamnd 1 NATIONA1 .ENCYCLOPEDIN (Vol 10)
och att SBJS pa intet satt kan svara sig fri fran ansvar att sa ar fallet. Del ar Albrekt von Konow som
fortjanstfullt forfattat texten efter en tclefonkonferens om sjalva innehallet med mig. For ovrigt anser jag
- och manga med mig - att Abbe borde vara en sjalvklart medlem i sallskapet forutsatt att h;ui sjalv vill.
EK tar tag i fragan. (Abbe ar numera medlem!!)

BUNKSALLSKAPET har under snart ett ar haft en staende annons iime i IAJRC-journal (International
Association for Jazz Records Collectors) dar vi efterfragar Bunks aktiviteter pa USA:s vastkust under aren
1943 och 44, samt i NYC 45-47. Naga bidrag har kommit varav det i sarklass mest intressanta ar fran
Ross Russell, forfattare till den klassiska biografin om Charlie Parker. Det visar sig att han var ett
veritabelt Bunk-freak fran borjan och att han traffade Bunk ofta i San Francisco 1943 da han. Ross,
jobbade pa en radiostation. Mer om detta kommer senare. Ross uttryckte sin fortjusning over Sallskapet
och horde sig hte artigt for om vilka mojligheter en gammal skivbolagsdirektor (Dial Records) pa
vastkusten kunde ha att fa komma med.
Annonsen i IAJRC-journal kommer att Annas kvar i ytterligare 6 manader.

DEI .MARK-projeklel. Bob Koester, Delmark Records har kopt in rattigheterna till "The Last Testament"
Rikligt hur turerna gick vet jag inte. Fran borjan var planerna langt framskridna att AMERICAN MUSIC
i George Bucks (las Barry Martyns) regi skulle fa ta hand om dem och Harold Drob (en av
rattighetsinnehavarna) var aven han inne pa den linjen. Men hans kompanjon, Bob Stendahl, traffade
overenskommelse med Bob Koester om saken och da blev det sa. Faktiskt till AM: s stora besvikelse.
Men nu lar hela LAST TESTAMENT med en del av altemativlagningarna Annas pa CD pa
Delmarketiketlen. (CD:n finns nu i handeln och kan med fordel anskaffas - naturligtvis ett MASTE for
varje SBJS-mcdlem!! hos medlemmarna Bo Scherman (SK1VFYND) och Nalle Swahn (Nalles
TRADJAZZ). Undertecknad ar dock en smula besviken pa resultatet, fr.a. pa grund av del magra antal
alternativtagningar man tagit med. Vi vet ju hur manga det Finns.

COLYERPROJEKTET. Mahanda nagot utanfor amnet, men jag tycker dessa tva herrar. Bunk och Ken
Colyer, har sa pass myckel gemensamt att en liten redogorelse for detta ar pa sin plats. De bada kampade
ju for liknande saker fast pa olika kontinenter.
Nar Ken Colyer var pa Skeppsholmsfeslivalen sommaren 1986, ditbjuden av Bosse Stenhannnar efter
diverse tjat och gnat fran min sida, sa spelade han en del gig med Classic Jazz Band. Bland annat ett pa
Moscbackes utomhusscen torsdagen den 28 juni. Denna session spelades in av olika personer, hi.a Jesse
Lindgren och Christer Fellers. Den apparatur man hade till forfogande var val inte vad man menarmed
"first class" och ljudmassigt fanns val en del ovrigt alt onska. Men det rent musikaliska var det
sannerligen inget fel pa. Inspelningarna gjordes enligt Kens onskemal da han ville ha lite minnen fran
Sverige och ocksa for att se om det var nagot att ge ut. Det senare uttryckte han helt klart i brev till Jesse
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senare pa hosten. Jag fick sjalv brev med samma och liknande innehall. Bl.a. att Classic Jazz Band
grabbarna var nagra av de basta musiker han spelat med overhuvudtaget och att han ville komma ater aret
darpa for att spela in mer. Sa blev det nu inte. Ken var svart sjuk. Och han avled i Frankrike pa varkanten
1988.
Jag fick lana banden av Christer och Jesse och gjorde en "uppsnyggad" DAT-version (ett samplat urval)
och skickade det till Ken Colyer Trust i London (Tony Leppard) och berattade att Ken ville ha det har
utgivet och fragade om de hade mojligheter att gora det etc. Men inget hordes under lang tid och till slut
fick jag brev om att de, trusten, gjorde tummen ned forevandande en massa tjafs. Jag som i min enfald
trott att truslcns huvuduppgift lag just i sadana har projekt. Och INTE i en massa olmuggar,
nyckelringar, |>ennvasssare, brevknivar, muggpapper (?), etc med Kens bild pa.
Naval. Inget hande. Masterlejpen lag hos mig. Aren gick.
Tidigt i hostas (1993) satt Big Bill Bissonnctte hemma hos mig och petade i sig en byxljununen ramlosa
(han drack faktiskt det) och fick da hora pa denna cassette. Han pastar att han alltsedan 60-talet har velat ge
ut en "egen" Colyer, men att del aldrig blev av. Han blev alldeles eld och lagor over musiken och
bestamde sig i princip pa rot alt ge ut den pa en CD pa sitt Jazz Crusade. Jag gav honom cassetten och
sade honom att aka hem till USA och lyssna i lugn och ro och sedan bestamma sig slutgiltigt. Han hann
val inte mer an komma innanfor dorrarna hemma i Comiecticut innan han ringde: Det var solklart att han
ville ge ut dem. At mig gav han uppdraget att forhandla med inblandade musiker, skriva "liner notes"
forsoka vaska fram bilder till omslag och inlagg. Christer Landergren, var varldsstjarna till jazzfotograf
klev tjanstvilligt in en hel helg i morkrummet for att vaska fram nagot bra. Detta gjorde han helt utan
andra ansprak an att fa ett par ex av plattan da den blev klar. Nagot liknande, spartanska krav hade alia
inblandade varfor plattan kommer att slappas nu i mars (det gar ju fortare nar det inte ar en massa juridik
inblandat!). Detta blir Ken Colyers sista inspelningar, hans "Last Testament of a Great Jazzman". Den
kommer att heta "COLYER IN STOCKHOLM", Ken Colyer with the Classic Jazz Band (Goran Eriksson
cl, Jens Lindgren tb, Holger Gross bjo, Goran Lind bass, Cacka Ekhe, dms). Vi ser fram emot resultatet.

Medlemmen JAN LORENTZON hade anmalt ett litet inlagg. Han hade nyligen ringt till Bruce Raeburn,
chef pa Hogan Jazz Archicve, Tulane University, New Orleans, som framforde sin hyllning till Sallskapet
och dess arsmote. Han forefaller synnerligen imponerad over var verksamhet, nagot som jag sjalv ar val
inforstadd med genom var tata korrespondens. Janne passade aven pa att ringa Orjan Kjellin, medlem, och
lyckonska till den fina recensionen i SvD (trioplattan), som PcO Osterholm (icke medlem) hade skrivit.
Sjalva recensionen faxades ocksa over till Orjan som nyligen inforskaffat dylik apparatur. Orjan bad ocksa
han om sin halsning till motet.

Under aftonen avholls sedvanlig fragesport under ledning av AKE SAHLBERG, denna gang med viss
assistens av Olle Tomqvist. Nyheten for i ar var att lagen seedades sa att det skulle bli lite jamnare. Och
det blev det med besked. Max. 50 poang fanns att inhamta och de sex lagen lade sig alia pa 46-49 poang,
vilket far anses imponerande. Segern blev delad mellan Dag Sumpen och Lag Hakansson, som erholl

varsin halv-stolpe Four Roses. Ilur sedan dessa fordelades INOM varje lag ar nagol som ligger utanfor
ramen for denna framstallning.

LENNART FALT hade kommit upp fran Malmo utrustad med nagra videos av dokumentart intresse En
var fran New Orleans och dar var ff.a avsnittet om Bill Russell synnerligen intressant. Talet var dock pa
tyska vilket gjorde det lite groligt pa sina hall
Den andra videon var den av manga valkanda, men av ganska fa verkligen sedda film med Bunk Johnson
pa Washington Square 1946 Narbilder pa de fiesta i bandet samt en underbar seen dar Slow Drag dansar
just en Slow Drag, till synes milt i en rabatt pa Washington Sqare Ivrigt pahejad av George Lewis med
stor hatt i handen. Bunk star och snackar med Maude (frun) och Bill Russell. Dessutom star han och
spelar trumpet mitt i en skolklass eller likniuide. Helt fantastiskt och sagolikt fint
Inte manga minuter - men ack sa innehallsrika minuter. Onekligen tycker man sig kanna en person battre
bara man ser honom henne rora sig.

SVEN LANGE & 1 IIS KIDS stoil lor "live" musiken med larske pianisten Ragnar Hellspong som
inbjuden gast Det mynnade sa smaningom ut i jam dar man kunde hora Sylvia i en alldeles charmant
version av "Sister Kate" (bla.) och man kunde aven hora Olle Tornqvisl (pa LANAT horn) aven Arne
Hogsander, lom Pauli, Ber Oldaeus samt icke att forglomma den oforliknelige banjoislen Klas
I mgerberg, pa Levin i ar (Vegan forsvann ju sist. men kom sedemera tillratta efter ett synnerligen gediget
detektivarbete av undertecknad)

Ett STORT OCH GEDIGET LACK till Kokspatnillen med Anders Aim som sammankallande och en
justerad Sven Stalberg (kalkaxel) som koksideolog. Per Oldaeus ingick aven han i sagda patrull. Och ett
likasa stort TACK till BIRGITTA SI NDBOM vars osjalviska upprojningsarbete mojliggjorde det flyt pa
motet som kannetecknade hela aftonen

Beslots att forsoka la avhalla nasta mote i samma lokal, lordagen den 14 januari 1995 och att EK tar pa
sig att forsoka fa lut Mike 1 la/.eldine till detta

Sundsvall 30 januari, 1994

Claes Ringqvisl, SBJS, president

FORTECKNING OVER JAZZINSTITUT, ARKIV,
SAMLINGAR ETC. i USA.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
WASHINGTON, DC 20560
USA
I lur mycket som linns dar som s.a.s. ligger i vart direkta intresse vet jag inte. Smithsonian forde dock
langt gangna forhandlingar mal Bill Russells dodsbo om att overta merparten av dennes samlingar. Men
del strandade just pa det, merparten. Anhoriga ville att, fr.a. av forskninsskal, att Bills hela samling
skulle forbli intakt. Forestandaren heter JOHN EDWARD HASSE, Ragtime- och Ellington
specialist, men vi har saledes annu inte haft nagra mer ingaende kontakter med institutionen.

INSTITUTE OF JAZZ STUDIES
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
135 BRADLEY HALL
NEWARK, New Jersey 07102
USA
Ett av de mer kanda inlituten med den legendariske DAN MORGENSTERN, som chefsideolog.
Legendarisk eller inte, han behagar dock sallan eller aldrig att svara pa fragor och brev, varfor utnyttjandet
at' hans material forefaller en smula osakert. For att om mojligt utesluta att seniliets paranoia fatt sina
klor i mig sa har jag hort mig runt pa ett antal institut i USA om Rutgers potential, och en viss lattnad
infann sig faktiskt da jag erfor att i stort sett alia andra stallen har samma erfarenheter av mr Morgcnstem.
Dock har var eminente och hittills ende dispensmedlem Jesse Lindgren varit pa plats och kant mr DM pa
pulsen och har barn goda erfarenheter att fortalja. Vi far saledes lata tiden visa vartat det bar.

HARRY RANSOM HUMANITIES RESEARCH CENTER
The UNIVERSITY of TEXAS at AUSTIN
P.O. DRAWER 7219
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78713-7219
USA.
Det ar hit som ROSS RUSSELI. har donerat sitt stora arkiv, strax innan han emigrerade till Afrika (han
ar ater i USA numera). Forestandaren heter GEORGE LEAKE, och forefaller vara en synnerligen
tillmotesgaende person, val medveten om SBJS existens (val informerad av Ross Russell). Samlingarna
ar inte helt katalogiserade annu, men det finns folk utsedda som halier pa med detta heltid. Man har just
haft en mer an arslang utstallning om BeBop-cran, varfor en del rutinjobb har fatt ligga i trada. Men vi
hoppas en hel del pa samarbetet med George Leake och medarbetare.

SAN FRANCISCO TRADITIONAL JAZZ FOUNDATION
P.O. Box No. 15
TWAIN HARTE, CALIFORNIEN 95383
USA
Jag misstanker att man har har intagit en nagot lag profd under senare ar. Annars huseras har massor av
material fran Burt Bales eskapader med Bunk runt 1943-44, bl.a. en helt suveran brevsamling som SBJS
nu har tillgang till. Forestandaren heter JIM GOGGIN, och ar annars mest kand som Turk Murphys
store biograf och har firms aven det i sarklass storsta Murphy-materialet. SBJS ligger synnerligen val till
hos detta arkiv, icke minst genom att medlemmen Stig Ljunggren forsag det ined det enda som egentli
gen fattades dar i Murphysamlingen, namligen Gazell-utgavan av Murphy's "Kansas City Man Blues", pa
78,(originalinspelningen pa JAZZ MAN) Nu ar musiksamligen enligt uppgift komplett och jag tror att
de vill hjalpa till sa gott det gar. Jag har dock hort att stora delar av arkivet ar pa vag att Hyttas (om det
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uile redan ar gjort) till STANFORD UNIVERSITY i narheten. Vi aterkommer om detaljer vad det
lider.

NEW ORLEANS HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS
ROYAL STREET
70116 NEW ORLEANS, LA
USA
Forhoppningsvis kommer detta arkiv alt lata tala om sig framover. Det ar har som hela Bill Russells
ofantliga samlingar halier pa att katalogiseras. Detta av en historiker (Ph.D) som ryktesvis inte har den
blekaste aning om vad han halier pa med. Jag har sjalv inte vairt dar, men rapporterna darifran ar
samstamnnnga Katalogiseringsprojektct kommer att ta 4-5 ar, ar del sagt, Jag hoppas till Mike
I la/cl di ne, som ofta besokt stallet, kan ge oss en redogorcslc for det vid nasta Arsmote.

HOGAN JAZZ ARCHIVE
HOWARD-TILTON MEMORIAL LIBRARY
TULANE UNIVERSITY
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70118-5698
USA
Detta ar ju K1 \SSIKLRN inom vart omrade. Har har BILL RUSSELL residerat (1958-1965), foljd a\
DICK ALLEN (1965-1980, se 16. senaste numret av NEW ORLEANS MUSIC) och har basar nu den
oerhort sympatiske BRUCE RAEBURN, tillika medlem i SBJS och son till den gamle
storbandslegenden Han har till sin hjalp en alldeles underbar dam som heter ALMA D.WILLIAMS
och som verkligen \ el vad saker och ting ar fragan om. SBJS ligger formidabelt bra till och jag uppmanar
varje medlem som kommer till New Orleans att fara ut till Tulane och halsa pa och bara man sa mycket
som andas om att man ar medlem i Svenska Bunksallskapct sa rullas den roda mattan ut. Den hjalp vi har
fatt harifran kan inte nog uppskattas. Och om man som jag, har drabbats av de historiska vingslagen
under de orakneliga timmar jag tillbringat dar, sa ser man till att man blir medlem av FRIENDS OF
THE ARCHIVE, for nagra skelna dollar per ar. Da far man dessutom fortlopande synnerligen
informativt matenal, bl a den helt magnifika "JAZZ ARCHIVST", bara den vart pengarna. Higlilv
Recommended.

Detta ar saledes lite om vad som fmns i USA. Utan nagra som heist ambitioner pa
I nllslandighcl. Det finns en del t Europa ocksa som jag halier pa att botanisera ibland. Jag
hoppas att fa aterkomma om Arkiv-tillgangen pa den Europeiska kontinenten i ett
kommande nummer av BUNKINFORMATION.

Sundsvall 6 mars, 1994
Claes Ringqvist, SBJS, President

AMERICAN MUSIC BY BILL RUSSELL: reflections on Mike
Hazeldine's book
Ole L Smith

As if it were not enough: almost the entire output on the American Music label available in
superb quality for the collector and the New Orleans enthusiast to pick up for the first
time ever, thanks to the untiring efforts of George H. Buck and Barry Martyn, we also
now have the detailed chronicle of the recording history in Bill Russell's own words.
Mike Hazeldine has put together a documentary volume of inestimable worth for anyone
who wants to see how the miracle came about and a substantial bulk of New Orleans
music was recorded in its prime almost single-handedly by a dedicated individual.
By now Hazeldine's book should be in everybody's hands, so there is little reason to
describe its contents. There is, however, reason to discuss some questions arising from
the book and what the hook reveals about Bill Russell's methods of work as a field
researcher.
He has always been an enigma to most New Orleans enthusiasts: why did he record the
music he recorded, why seemed he so little interested in his own recordings some few
years later when they were almost impossible to get hold of, at least in Europe? From
time to time people who heard some of the unissued material in Russell's shop in New
Orleans came back and told the less fortunate about the unimaginable riches collecting
dust, stored away from a public who had not even heard all of the issued material because
it was almost impossible to get in regular form. Most of us, I imagine, listened to fourthrate bootlegs and primitive tapes. I still have an almost unplayable tape of Jim
Robinson/George Lewis' Ice Cream, the first AM material I ever got to hear, back in
1956. 1 am still today after all these years and revelations of the greater part of Russell's
recordings unable to listen to this number in a detached way. Obviously it was a
combination of commercial disinterest and lack of belief in his own work that kept
Russell back. Perhaps he could not understand the significance his own recordings had
for generations of enthusiasts. Even after the Story ville material began appearing and the
renewed interest in New Orleans jazz was well under way sparked by Ken Mills, Barry
Martyn and Sam Charters (irrespective of what one may think of his book today - he
opened up a world to all of us), Bill Russell seemed uninterested in bringing out the
entire material. Then came the Japanese flood: the Dan LPs demonstrated that the
unissued material was as good as the issued recordings that had been the inspiration and
staple food for innumerable younger musicians and enthusiasts.

There was no holding back now: and finally George H. Buck have brought out a scries
of magnificent CDs with already issued and much unissued material, so that there are few
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selections that have never been issued. The problem is now, however, that the Dan and
Storyville reissues are no longer generally available. It may seem ungrateful to complain
but these recordings are so important that they should be continuously available like, say,
Ellington's

recordings

with

Webster

and

Blanton,

or

Oliver's

Gennetts,

or

Charlie

Parker's Dials. Anyway, the enthusiast has never had it so good - you only need the
money.

But let's gel back to Hazeldine's book. It can be approached in different ways, and I will
start by taking it as Bill Russell the field researcher's description of what he has been
doing, his method of documentation, his ideas of the subject under study. I am sure Bill
Russell himself would have understood and appreciated this angle. His own meticulous
notes show that this was important to Russell himself. These notes and diaries now
constitute a major source for the history of New Orleans music from a time when no one
else thought that this knowledge and this information was worth preserving. Therefore an
edition of Bill Russell's notebooks on his recordings is of inestimable worth for anyone
who wants to understand the music and its context.
Hazeldine's book is based on Russell's notes, and for most of the time the book is in fact
more or less an edition of Russell's explanations of his documentary work. But there is a
problem, for as Hazeldine says in his introduction, Russell's original notes have been
interspersed and worked together with his latter-day recollections and observations - and
the reader cannot in most cases sec what the editor did or whether we are reading Russell
in 1945 or in 1987. Sometimes it is quite obvious that we have to deal with later
additions, as for example in the criticism of Cie Frazer's loud drumming at the Wooden
Joe session, or in the description of Louis Nelson's drinking habits. Well, so what? Is it
so frightfully important that we should be able to distinguish between the Russell then
and now? I think so, and I will explain why, and give a couple of examples to prove my
point.
To me there is a hell of a difference between Russell in 1944 when he started out on a
project he probably never then thought of as changing the history of the music and
Russell in 1987 when he collaborated with Hazeldine on the book; by then he must have
realised what had happened even though he may have tended to underrate his own role in
the history of jazz. So how can we know that his later experiences had not influenced his
views on his recordings and his ideas 40 years earlier? Bill Russell had, as Hazeldine
reminds us, a prodigious memory and he was obviously in full control of his mental
capacities until his death. Still, professional historians (and Russell was, for all his nonacademic amateur status, a true professional) are not immune to wisdom from hindsight,
and Russell, especially if he realised the development of New Orleans music from the
early forties until today (irrespective of whether he may have thought of it in qualitative
terms) may have allowed his later judgement to influence the editing and elaboration of
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his field notes. At least we cannot tell from the book whether a particular statement or
opinion is Russell in 1944 or in 1987. His views from 1987 may be important and
interesting, since he knew the music as no one else did, but as evidence for what he did
and why he did so in 1944 they have less value; his latter day's views cannot have the
same contemporary documentary force as the notes he took at the sessions or during the
days and nights he recorded the music.
The historian who wants to use Hazeldine's book as a historical source must be aware of
this, and has to go back to Russell's notes themselves. There are discrepancies. Whether
they are important, is perhaps another matter, but a couple of examples will illustrate the
problem.
It so happens that Tom Bethell in his superb book on George Lewis (George Lewis: A
Jazzman from New Orleans. University of California Press 1977) also used Russell's
notebooks and quoted freely from them. From time to time you are thus able to compare
Bethell's quotes with Hazeldine.
Both Bethell and Hazeldine quote in full the remarkable episode when George Lewis the
day after the session with Kid Shots suddenly gave his opinion of Bunk as a trumpet
player, that Bunk had something the younger men seem to have lost, and Russell thought
that Lewis meant that this quality had been present also in the work of the older men
Bunk had heard. Russell according to Bethell 177 then wrote: "1 don't know if this
thought occurred to him after playing with Shots the night before, or in anticipation of his
job that night with his modem trumpeter - De De Pierce." In Hazeldine 46 Russell is
quoted as writing " 1 don't know if this thought occurred to him after playing with Shots
the night before, or in anticipation of his job that evening, working with DeDe Pierce."
1 cannot say who is right here, Bethell or Hazeldine since I do not have access to the
source both authors are quoting. I suspect, however, that Bethell is right, for why should
he interpolate the word "modem"? If this is so, the difference is quite interesting: in 1944
Russell thought that DeDe Pierce was a modem trumpeter, a judgement few today would
understand when De De for decades has been presented to the public as classic blues
accompaniment. But back in the early forties De De Pierce's stints of big band work were
not far away. We have no means telling whether he may to Russell's ears have sounded
like Duke Derbigny, for example, or even like Kid Howard the year before when the
modem influence was unmistakable in his playing on the Climax sides. Whatever is the
explanation of Russell's judgement, it is there in the text. Or is it? Even a purist like
Bethell would not add this adjective, even if he felt free to do so. And I do not think he
did. So my guess is that Hazeldine (and Russell?) silently removed it. If this is tme, I for
one should like to know why.
Another case: according to Bethell 166, Russell wrote that Baby Dodds [after the
recording of Tiger Rag at the July 31, 1944 session in San Jacinto Hall] "came down
beside Slow Drag and hung over the railing for a minute, and groaned. Not that he was
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so exhausted physically, but he had probably seldom heard, nor played anything that
terrific in his file." In Hazeldine 22 Russell writes that "he probably had never played that
terrific in his fife." This may be thought to be a small matter, but there is a difference
whether Russell thought that Baby Dodds had "seldom heard anything that terrific" or
only "played that terrific" - after all we are talking about a musician whose career included
Oliver's Creole Jazz Band, Armstrong, Morton and a host of other top names. Tiger Rag
is a good performance, and the band, including Dodds, plays extremely well and spirited,
but 1 wonder whether anyone would put it quite in the same class as the masterworks
Dodds took part in during the twenties. It may be argued with much reason that Dodds
never played better than on the AMs. That he seldom had heard anything that terrific,
cannot. At least not in our 1994 perspective, though one can well understand that Russell
may have thought so and written so at the spur of the moment in 1944.
I have not made a detailed comparison of all quotes given in Bethell with the text in
Hazeldine but 1 think the above examples are sufficient to make one uneasy about what
has happened to Russell's original text. Lest I am misunderstood, I must emphasise that 1
do not suspect the editor of having interfered with Russell’s text without the author's
consent.

Hazeldine's book is a book about Bill Russell's American Music. Only recordings that
appeared on that label have been dealt with, which means that one important session
directed by Russell has been left out, the famous Climax session from 1943. This was
dealt with by Bethell but it seems natural that it should have been included here also. I
wonder whether the decision to omit it had anything to do with the unfortunate legal
problems of the ownership to the material. In the notes to the AM CD4 (which actually
contains 3 selections from this session) Bill Russell referred to the "illegal bootleg
operation" in the issue of the whole of the Climax material. It is anybody's guess what he
is thinking of, but most enthusiasts will know that the entire Climax recordings came out
in 1990 on Mosaic Records (The Complete Blue Note Recordings of George Lewis,
Mosaic MD3-132) mastered it seems from dubbings and tapes originally derived from
Dan. since "the original acetates could no longer be located" as Mosaic producer Michael
Cuscuna disarmingly says. An understatement?

The AMs compared to other recordings

The appearance of the book together with the now almost complete CD series should
provoke further study of the recordings and their contribution to our knowledge of the
development of New Orleans styles. In fact, very little has been done in that direction.
There is only, as far as I know, one major attempt at a general assessment of the
American Music material, and that was written many years ago at a time when we only
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knew and had access to half of the material known today. Still, Bruce King's analysis
(Jazz Monthly, March-April 1959) could well be taken as a starting point for a more
detailed and comprehensive treatment of the entire material. It is also necessary to discuss
in how far other and mostly later recordings contribute to the picture to be gained from
the American Music material. I believe there is a widespread pseudo-purist tendency to
regard the AMs as simply the best without further discussion, and later recordings with
few exceptions as at most hole-fillers. In some cases this is patently unjustified and
wrong:

Kid

Thomas,

for

example,

was

not

well

served

by

the

AM

recordings

(incidentally, Alden Ashforth's description of the session does nothing to explain why
the regular Thomas band was broken up) and to assess his importance one has to look
elsewhere. Charlie Love, 1 believe, can be heard better elsewhere (e.g. the session
recorded by John Bernard with Israel Gorman or the one with Emile Barnes on
Folkways), and the Love-Jiles Ragtime Band showed a dimension of the music not
covered at all in Russell's work. Besides, some material has come to light that has never
been discussed. Of particular importance is the John Reid recordings that complement
aspects already found in the Kid Rena session for Heywood Broun. In sum, the vast
material recorded by Herb Otto, John Bernard, Ken Mills and not the least by Barry
Martyn must be taken into account.
In particular, however, the 1937-1941 home recordings of Kid Howard, Andy Anderson
and Duke Derhigny found by Barry Martyn and issued on MONO LP12 (now also on
AM CD) have changed completely the documented history of New Orleans music. The
fact that Howard can be heard here playing in a different setting like he did a few years
later on some of the Climax tracks cannot be explained away, as it has been possible to
overlook the evidence for the development of New Orleans styles in Joe Robichaux's
New York recordings, material I have never seen included in an assessment of New
Orleans jazz during the 30's.
There is in this connection a problem that should be discussed. At about the same time
when Russell did his last recordings, Herbert Otto had started making on-location
recordings of some of the bands actually playing in the dance halls. On the Herb Morand
CD (AM CD9) we can compare Russell's recordings of Morand playing with a band put
together by Burbank and Russell to Otto's live recordings at Mama Lou's Camp of
Morand with Andrew Morgan (on tenor and clarinet). Although the Burbank sides are
excellent, there is a substantially different feel (and style) on the live recordings, and to
my mind these four selections are about the best live music ever recorded in New
Orleans. Both Morand and Morgan play superbly backed by a light and swinging
rhythm, and one can only regret that Morgan's easy-flowing tenor was not recorded
much more extensively. His later recordings with Louis James and Clive Wilson (La
Croix LP3) cannot really redress the balance. It appears very clearly from Hazeldine that
Morand was anxious to be recorded with a more "modem" group - he did not want to be
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associated with the Lewis bunch. And he seems also to have wanted to record his own
material, like If You’re a Viper which he did record a year later for the New Orleans
label. Since the Russell session was led by Burbank, Russell seems to have decided to
keep Morand out of the limelight. However this may be, the difference between Morand
on the AM sessions and the live recordings cannot be explained away.
Of the musicians documented on the AMs it is probably correct to say that they can here
be found at their best. Wooden Joe Nicholas' later recordings do not add much to his
reputation, George Lewis' best work (with the 1950 Pax/Paradox session and the Herb
Otto party as possible exceptions) is found on Russell's recordings. The same also goes,
I think, for Albert Burbank (though again here one must not forget Burbank's
extraordinary playing on the first Jimmy Clayton session in 1952 issued on Folkways
FJ2859) and Jim Robinson. In the case of Bunk Johnson, the appearance of little known
private material has added a bit to the picture, but not much, since the Bunk's "Last
Testament" session already gave us the other side of his truly remarkable musical
personality.
Of course there were important musicians left unrecorded by Russell: John Handy
immediately comes to mind together with Emanuel Paul. Percy Humphrey, Israel
Gorman, Andrew Morgan, Elmer Talbert and Peter Bocage are other personal favourites
of mine who would never have been recorded if Russell's initiative had not been
followed up by Herbert Otto, John Bernard, Alden Ashforth and David Wyckoff. The
music of the Eureka Brass Band at its best would have gone unnoticed and the Original
Zenith Brass Band and Bunk’s Brass Band would have been alone in representing a
significant part of musical life in the city.
One of the most interesting features in the book are Russell's comments on the selections.
It is strange to think that one of the sessions most cherished by posterity, the Wooden Joe
Nicholas with Burbank from Artesian Hall was held back by Russell because he thought
the sound quality inferior. Seen from a later perspective, tracks like Shake It and Break It
were so decisive for our view of the music in the city that it would be difficult to think of
the New Orleans Revival without it, containing as it does the rich and marvellous
interplay between Wooden Joe and Burbank in a summing up of the essence of New
Orleans band music. It is also surprising to read Russell's negative view of Cie Frazier's
drumming at the same session. This goes to show the difference between Russell's
approach and our latter-day understanding. Russell thought of the music in a way totally
different from the later enthusiast who had grown up listening to these tracks, and
accepting everything on them as the essence of traditional jazz.
We also now get the explanation of the strange start to Bunk's High Society (master
405): Russell has cut away half of the track because of Bunk's bad playing. No one
would guess today that the playing was that bad, even though there are some fluffs
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during the final collective chorus. And Russell’s opinion of Morand-Burbank’s recording
of the same number at the end of the 13 July 1949 session that it was nothing he would
issue is equally surprising: Burbank here really plays "some Lagniappe" including a nice
low register solo that inspired Morand to pick up a few phrases from it during the final
chorus.
To some extent Hazeldine's book disproves the long-standing criticism of Russell's work
that he tried to impose and prove a particular view of New Orleans music. We can see
that he tried to some extent to influence the choice of tunes; he was particularly bent upon
getting some blues recorded - with little success, since the musicians to Russell’s surprise
did not care too much about blues. He also tried to fight Bunk's habit of catering to the
popular tastes by proposing pure Tin Pan Alley material. And he put forward some
proposals of tunes that were unknown to the musicians. However, it also becomes clear
that he had difficulties in making the musicians themselves decide what to record. His
dislike for saxophones which he shared with Bunk, resulted in the neglect of John
Handy, Reuben Roddy and Emanuel Paul. Handy and Paul are nowhere as much as
mentioned. Reuben Roddy is mentioned, but only in passing as one of Kid Thomas'
regular men. If one wants to argue the case of Russell (and others with him) trying to
impose their private views the neglect of Handy and Paul offers strong evidence. It does
not become entirely clear what his view of the union was. It was later claimed that he
only wanted to record non-union musicians, which is patently untrue, and that he wanted
union members to play in defiance of the union. Nor can this be substantiated, and as Re
payment, he claimed - and there is no reason to doubt it - that he paid more than the union
scale. On the other hand one can easily imagine that the union, as it did later, wanted the
Bourbon Street modem musicians recorded instead of these neighbourhood players. And
that Russell therefore wanted to keep the union away.
From Hazeldine's book it appears very clearly that Russell (apart from the unexplained
aversion against saxophones) mostly worked with an open mind. He did not try to
influence matters unduly, although he from time to time suggested numbers that had little
to do with New Orleans music as it was played at the time; he wanted his music hot - this
Is in fact the only recurring adjective he uses in describing the music he liked - and he had
an almost unlimited confidence in Bunk whom he regarded as the world's greatest
musician. The reader often wonders about the length to which Russell was prepared to go
to keep Bunk happy and get him recorded even if it meant humiliation and pain for the
Lewis band. When you put down the book you will go on thinking about the strange
meeting of minds between Russell and Bunk, the almost uncanny fascination Bunk
exerted on Russell. It is sometimes hard to believe. But above all, this is one of the things
that make Hazeldine's book absorbing reading.
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Kultur O N S D A G E N

DEN 23 MARS 1994

BUNK JOHNSON ar

nam-

net pa en trumpetare, vilken liksom Buddy Bolden
mojligen spelade jazz innan jazzen fanns. Buddy gackade skivindustrin, och darmed ocksa
musikforskama, men i fallet
Bunk finns skivinspelningar
dock forst fran 40-talet, da han
H4 ar gammal gravdes fram ur
glomskan.

B

Ltt exempel pa kravande
jazzgrundforskning ges i nya
numret av den engelska tid
skriften New Orleans Music
Kragan galler huruvida det ar
Bunk eller Jerry Blumberg som
spelar solo pa Whispering. Efter
ett langt sokande befinns Jerry
annu vara i livet; han staller sig
till Bunkforskningens forfogan
de och lyssnar pa inspelningen,
varvid foljande samtal utspinner sig:

GOTEBORGS-POSTEN

Bunk,
absolut
B unk

Jerry: (l:a versen) Det har ar
Bunk. (2:a versen) Det dar ar
Bunk.
NOM: Allt ar Bunk sa har
langt?
Jerry: Allt ar Bunk.
NOM: (Langt, fallande arpeg
gio) Det var detta som gjorde
niig tveksam. Ar allt Bunk hittills?
Jerry: Utan tvivel.
NOM: Kunde du ha spelat sa
har da?
Jerry. Vet inte. Men jag gjor
de det inte.
NOM: (Trumpeten kommer
tillbaka och spelar solo) Vem
tror du detta ar?
Jerry: Densamme.
NOM: Du menar att detta defmitivt 3r Bunk? "
Jerry: Absolut. Han hade ett
annat satt att blasa an jag. Jag
hor ingenting som pa minsta vis
kunde vara jag.
Till sist kommer den talmodige
forskarens
triumferande
slutsats: "Ytterligare ett, mindre, fonografiskt sporsmal 3r
uppklarat en gang for alia.”

Erik Andersson

Om kravande jazzlorskmrig och mindre kravande joumalistik
Jag blev sjalvklart mycket forvanad nar jag upptackte att G-P befattar sig med
jazzforskning och inte bara kanner till Bunk Johnson (Erik Andersson, kultursidan 23
mars) utan ocksa till tidskriften New Orleans Music. Kanske Erik Andersson tycker det
ar komisk att intressera sig av vem som spelar pa de skivor man lyssnar pa, men som
serios skribent borde han i alia fall intressera sig av vad det ar han kopierar. Vad han
citerade var inte tidskriften New Orleans Music utan tidskriften Jazz Beat (vol.5 no.2,
fall 1993) s.21. Och i ovrigt avslojar han sin totala okunnighet da han oversatter
"discographical question" med "fonografiskt sporsmal." Menar Andersson ocksa att det
ar likgiltigt om del ar Picasso eller van Gogh, Shakespeare eller Strindberg?
Det lonar sig val inte att diskutera med Andersson, att det kan vara problematiskt att en
musiker identifierar sig sjalv.
Med vanliga halsningar
Ole L Smith

Claes Ringqvist and Bill Colyer (1993)

Although I consider the sound quality of this CD acceptable, it was recorded privately on a
cassette recorder. Some serious and extensive lab work by Richard Robinson of TNA Studios in
Wallingford, Connecticut virtually removed a low level microphone rumble but no attempt was
made to remove the foreground and background crowd noise as it would have cut into the music
frequency range. So your indulgence is requested with this, not all together objectionable,
distraction at points of the music. The historical value of the session certainly obviates this slight
distraction. Thank you
Big Bill Bissonnctte

KEN COLYER with ,hc CLASSIC JAZZ BAND
GORAN ERIKSSON (cl) JENS LINDGREN (tb)
HOLGER GROSS (bn) GORAN LIND (sbs) CACKA EKHE (dm)

COLYER IN STOCKHOLM
Uner Notes by Claes Ringqvist
In the spring of 1986, I asked Bo Stenhammar, the General Manager of the Grand Jazz Festival at
Skeppsholmen in Stockholm, ifhe didn’t think it was about time to invite some major traditional jazz musician
to the festival in the coming summer. The Jazzfest had enjoyed great success for many years, but those who
had pleased the audiences had all been modernists like Dizzy Gillespie, Zoot Simms, Clark Terry, Red Mitchell,
Horace Silver, Herbie Hancock, Freddie Hubbard - - you name them. With the exceptions of some local
bands, the old style jazz hadn't been represented at all. The always alert and open-minded Bo Stenhammar
was immediately struck with the idea and asked me if I had any suggestions as to whom to invite.
"Ken Colyer," I told him straight off, since he was the man I had in mind when he asked me.
"Ken Colyer?" Bo wondered, as ifhe had just heard the name of an old relative he couldn't properly place. I
hurried to explain that Ken Colyer meant to traditional jazz in Europe almost the same as Bunk Johnson
meant to New Orica ns jazz in the U. S. This seemed to make everything absolutely clear to Bo. He asked me to
get in touch with Ken and make the arrangements for his participation in the Jazzfest.
Ken was enormously happy when 1 asked him. He found the conditions satisfactory and was delighted to
come. There was only one problem: at the time Ken didn’t have a permanent band of his own and he was a
bit uncertain which musicians to use.
"How are we going to make it?" Bo asked me.
"Put Jens Lindgren in charge of solving that problem," I suggested. "He is a member of the excellent
Classic Jazz Band and I am completely confident that they can back Ken competently. Their regular
trumpeter. Bent Persson, sure needs a weekend off!"
So everything turned out very fine and smooth. The Classic Jazz Band musically joined Ken Colyer when
hearrived in Stockholm. The collaboration was to their mutual satisfaction to say the least. They really found
each other. They performed as if they had played together for years. The "chemistry" and the "vibrations"
corresponded more or less 100% to use a modem terminology.
Later that autumn, Ken wrote to me that the band was among the best he ever played with, in every
aspect, and that he wanted to come back to play more and to record with the band. Ken and I were friends to
the extent that he would have never said anything like this if he hadn’t meant it. On the whole, Ken was a
man who spoke what he meant frankly. Ifhe didn’t mean anything, well, he just didn't say anything.
I will quote from his letter of September 7,1986:
*. . . the band was good, very good. One of the best I've played with. And I
want to come back next year to play with them again, and to record with them."

Ken Colyer and the Classic Jazz Band played on the main stage at the Festival at Skeppsholmen. They
also played on a couple of minor stages around the city of Stockholm, as well as a couple of club gigs.
The music on this CD was recorded on Thursday, 28 June, 1986 at Mosebacke Etablissement, a
showplaceand restaurant owned by the Festivalgeneral Bo Stenhammar. This wonderful summer’s evening
they used the magnificent outdoor stage that is mainly for dancing. The view over Stockholm from the
outdoor stage is absolutely captivating; a circumstance that might have influenced the musicians' playing.
They used a couple of rather simple microphones. The recording was made at Ken’s request. He wanted to
document his stay in Sweden and also wanted to see if there was anything worth issuing. And there surely

was. In a letter to trombone player Jens Lindgren, Ken wrote:
Dear Jens,
Thanks for your card and cassette. I think it is very good, it would be a good
idea to make an L.P. or cassette from it to sell to the people, could you dc
this?

After the big success he met with at the Stockholm Festival in 1986, Ken was, of course, invited to come
back the next year. Upon his departure from our capital. Bo Stenhammar said, "Bye, bye Ken and welcome
backnext summer!"
But, as we all know, it didn’t turn out that way. Ken’s malignancy had grown even worse and by this time
he had got metastases in his brain. He became more and more ill. He sold his house in Hounslow, west ol
London, and moved permanently to Les Issambres, outside of Nice in France. There his health deteriorated
even further in spite of repeated admissions to a hospital in Germany for treatment.
Ken Colyer passed away in tranquility on a couch in the apartment of his friend Nichole on March 8,1988;
a few weeks before his 60th birthday.
In July of 1985 Ken recorded what has been said to be his last record, together with Acker Bilk for Bob
Erdos' Stomp Off label: a well-reasoned piece of work, a music document indeed.
The album you now hold in your hand was recorded almost exactly one year later and until further notice
we will have to regard this as Ken Colyer's "Last Testament of a Great Jazzman."
ABOUT THE MUSICIANS:
Jens Lindgren, trombone, belongs to those real veterans in the field of traditional jazz in Sweden. He
was one of the founders of the famous Kustbandet, a band he still co-leads after thirty years. He is also a
memberoftheHarlemJazz Camels and the Classic Jazz Band. He has performed and recorded worldwide. He
has been on tour to the Far East and to Australia with Kustbandet and also with Tomas Omberg & his Blue
Five. Jens has also recorded for Stomp Off in London together with Humphrey Lyttleton, Keith Nichols,
John R.T. Davies, Wally Fawkes a.o.
Goran Eriksson, clarinet, made his living as a professional musician (banjo and reed j in France for 14
years before moving back to Sweden. In France he played and made recordings with the Anachronic Jazz
Band that are now considered "classic." He also had a long stay with the Jazz O'Maniacs and toured
frequently with Irakli, Annie Fratellini a.o. Nowadays he is the leader of the reed section of Kustbandet. He
plays clarinet and saxophone in the Classic Jazz band and in innumerable other groups. He is also very much
in demand on banjo.
Holger Gross, banjo, is the founder and leader of the Classic Jazz Band which is backing up Colyer on
this recording. He belongs to the veterans of the traditional bunch of musicians in Stockholm.
Goran Lind, string bass, is one of the most genuine bass players around playing in the New Orleans
style. He has participated on many sessions and recordings over the last 25 years and he is very much in
demand when foreign guest musicians visit our country. He is a marvelous musician and very well-known in
New Orleans as well as in Stockholm, London, etc.
Cacka
Ekhe,
drums,
isadevotedmulti-instrumentalistwhostartedhismusicalcareerasacometplayerin
a couple of Stockholm based bands over 30 years ago. When in the mood he might still pick up his hom
every now and then. He also plays clarinet and other reeds in Sump>ens Swingsters, a band that was a great
success on the Jazzfest in New Orleans a few years ago. They also recorded for George H. Buck. He plays the
drums in Kustbandet and in the Classic Jazz Band. He is very much in demand for studio sessions and
recordings.
Sundsvall, Sweden 14 December 1993
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Goins international!
This is our first effort to
write
this
newsletter
in
English. The reason is to
involve
our
international
members, an esteemed and
learned collection of indi
viduals with an admirable
knowledge and interest in
’’the
good
old
music”.
Anyway, it is hardly pos
sible to be really interested
in jazz music without a
good working knowledge in
English and we don’t ex
pect any revolutionary ac
tions against this decision
from our Swedish mem
bers.

The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

We are also proud to
publish Tom Pauli’s tran
scription
of
Bunk’s
Franklin Street Blues. Tom
has done a marvelous job
and you can read his com
ments in our ’’One Sweet
Letter From You” column.
Tom has promised to give
us some more great stuff
like this one.
(HH)
PRES’ RELEASE

Words from our president:

In this issue we introduce
some new features. ”Our
Man There” is a space for
anybody
who
wants
to
make a report from any
Jazz happening within the
frame of the SBJS’s in
terest area. ’’Dill Pickles”
will contain small items of
news in the same arena.

From this issue on we in
tend to sharpen our ambi
tions a bit. Not only are we
changing to English, but
we will also try to publish
it about three times annualy. We will Jry to, but I
must
stress
right
here:
Success will to a great ex
tent depend on your con
tributions to this paper. So
We have also decided to go if you have anything to
commercial, i.e. to offer a say, if you have some ar
market space for anybody ticles in your chest of
who wants to sell, trade or drawers,
please
just
tell
buy items that connects in us. Our columns are open
some way with the aims of for all of you.
SBJS. It is completely free,
so we also reserve the right A very important question
to decide what comes into that arises every now and
this categoiy. Just contact then, is about the mem
the editor.
-

1-
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bership of this veiy sophis
ticated society. I have to
say
directly
here
that
nowadays
membership
is
restricted, and for the time
being there are no vacanci
es what so ever. We simply
cannot handle this if we
grow any more. I receive
letters and telephone calls
pretty often from people
who
has
presumtive
Bunkologists in their pipe
lines, but we cannot let
the Society grow any furt
her with the present orga
nization. But we'll have all
those suggested in mind,
because some day our pos
sibilities to handle a bigger
crowd might be better. And
one very important aim of
our activities is to spread
the science of Bunkology
and to let as many people
as possible know about the
great Bunk Johnson, his
life and music. But for the
moment we will have to
look
upon
the
Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society like
some sort of academy, with
restricted membership.
But don't give up. "Times
they are a’ changin'..." as a
great poet once said.
Since the latest BUNK IN
FORMATION we have en
larged our International
Panel with some really
great names. So I say veiy
much Welcome! to Ross
Russell, to Larry Gushee, to
John Chilton and to Alma
Williams of Hogan Jazz
Archive at Tulane
University in New Orleans.
It is so nice to have you
with us. We intend to
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publish the complete regis
ter (with adresses and te
lephone
numbers,
if
we
have them) in a later issue
of BUNK INFORMATION.

free of all charges as a
token for our appreciation
of all the good work so
many of you have done
during the years.

In the middle of Januaiy
(on the 14th, a Saturday)
we will hold the annual
meeting
of
the
Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society in
Stockholm.
Details
will
follow. One of our guestspeakers
will
be
Mike
Hazeldine
from
Salford
UK, Chief editor of the ab
solutely essential magazi
ne NEW ORLEANS MUSIC.
He is going to talk about
his new book (co-written
with Barry Martyn) "Jazz,
New Orleans Style". This
will be published in november if everything works
all right. At another place
in this magazine you will
find an application form
for
the
annual
meeting
and there you can mark
your interest (or not in
terest) in this book. See
more about this in the
next section: ’’Dill Pickles”.

(CR)
4

Dill Pickles
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pie are interested in buying
a copy, so he’ll know how
many to bring over. The
price is not fixed, but it
will be cheaper than the
AM book. Please let anyone
in
the
Executive
Committee know if you are
interested
(preferably
by
sending
the
registration
slip enclosed) and we will
forward the information to
Mike. Our president has
read Bill Russell’s original
manuscript and gives his
unreserved
recommenda
tions.

Mike
Pointon
and
Ray
Smith are currently wor
king on a book about
William
’’Bill”
Russell.
They are said to be in con
tact
with
an
interested
publisher and this is a
project that we are really Our distinguished member
Ann-Marie Nilsson, has
looking forward to see con
cluded. No dates can be been appointed Professor of
Music Science at the
given at this stage.
University of Abo, Fin
Essential Music, a New
land. CONGRATULATIONS
York based company has
released a CD with the
Sven Lange and His
complete works of Bill
New Orleans KIDS with
Russell.(CD...........) As far as
Blue Marit
has
released
we
know
there
is
no their first
CD
(KIDCDSwedish
distributor
so 001). Marvelous reviews and
you’ll have to order it the band is very much in
direct from the company de mand. You can buy
(c/o MeaderAss. Inc., 270 your copy from Christer
Lafayette
Street, NYC, NY Fellers, Gransangarvagen 20,
As you note we have deci
10001, USA). Among all 191 55 Sollentuna, Sweden, (+
ded to keep the name
Bunk Information in spite Bill’s percussion composi
46
of some little arguments tions you’ll find a most ex
(0)8-7684129)
Trumpet
within
the
society. traordinary
Concerto we hadn’t heard BARFOTA JAZZMEN has
However, as we got no bet
ter suggestions and as it is of before. Highly recom
released their second CD
becoming
established
no mended.
' 'Pleasant Moments " If
change was deemed neces
You
liked the first "If Ever I
At our next annual mee
sary.
cease
to Love" this one will
ting (Jan 14, 1995) Mike
be
a
must! Ask for a
has
announced
For 1995 we will raise the Hazeldine
copy
by
contacting
that
he
will
come
and
membership
fee
for
Kjell
Sundln,
Hagagatan
bring his new book ’’Jazz Swedish
members
to
871
40 HdrnoNew
Orleans Style” and he 137,
SEK100:-. Our internatio
s
a
n
d
,
S
w
e
den, ( +46
nal
members
will
still veiy much wants to know
(0)611.20196).
in advance how many peoenjoy their membership
-2-

NEW ORLEANS RASCALS
of Osaka came to Sweden
for a short tour. We celeb
rated them at
a great
Garden Party at Inger &
Jens
Lindgren.
Great
Success. The Rascals play
ed at the SS Blldosund
and Castle Hotel before lea
ving Stockholm
for the
Festival
in
Gothenburg
(This year’s festival was in
honour of George Lewis)
The World of Music doesn't
only consist of Bunk but
also of JELLY ROLL MOR
TON. His entire Library of
Congress
Recordings
(1938), are now released on
ROUNDER RECORDS - very
good sound, right speed,
and a lot of earlier unissu
ed
material
(previously
censured) make
these 4
CDs HIGHLY RECOM
MENDED.

Chloe. However, what no
body except our own Tom
Pauli seems to have noti
ced is that Someday also is
a different take! So you
need both the LP and the
CD to be complete. Tom
comments: ’’The differences
are not striking. In the last
two bars of the first chorus
(bars 31 - 32) of Someday
Bunk is playing the phrase
(A) on the LP-version but
the phrase (B) on the CDversion. (These examples
are written in the concert
keyB flat major.) The situ
ation is somewhat compli
cated by the fact that
Bunk also plays the phrase
(A) in the CD-version, but
there he plays it in the last
two bars of the second
chorus (bars 63 - 64), im
mediately before Don
Kirkpatrick’s piano solo.

The Bunk Johnson
discography project
For
our
new
readers:
Hakan
Hakansson
(co
author of Hymn To George)
is currently working on a
Bunk Johnson discography
that
hopefully
will
be
published by the time of
our
annual
meeting
in
January
1996.
However,
there are some questions
lingering
Does any of you owe a
copy of Vogue (E) LAG
12121 and/or Vogue IF) LD
198 with Bunk and Yerba
Buena? We need Xerox co
pies of cover and label.
The same goes for
(£) LQ0-4-.
Sr

(Ed: In N.O.Music Vol 1 # 3 Harold
Drob mentions that In two cases
(Out
of
Nowhere/Someday)
Columbia Issued other takes than
he
selected.
Obviously
we
now
have the take that Harold prefer
red.)

BUNK
and all our other New Or
leans heroes on CD, LP and
78rpm, new and secondhand
Also a latye stock of jazz,
blues & gospel. SBJS mem
ber Bo Scherman is there
to guide you through the
jungle of issues. We ship
world-wide. New lists of 30
p plus are issued bi-monthly.
Ask for the latest one!
SBJS-member 5 % reduction

Phrase (A)

L

m

GULF

Phrase (B)

The Delmark CD Bunk
Johnson
Last
Testament
issued two alternates takes
of Out Of Nowhere and
-3-
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TOM LORD the man be
hind the mammouth
work
in discography asked the
Society for help in proof
reading the BUNK JOHN
SON part of his discograp
hy.
Bjorn
Barnheim,
Lennart
Fait,
Stig
Ljunggren
and Hakan
Hakansson
all
contribu
ted. The Bunk part will be
published in Vol 10 (the
next one).Note that this is
a ’’name” discography that
only
covers
recordings
Bunk made
under his own
name.
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Jazz
Connoisseur
(E)
Cassettes has issued some
pirate tapes with Bunk. We
know about #18och # 6 1 ,
but
need
information
about matrix numbers. We
also need to know if they
have
issued
more
Bunk
material. Who knows?

civil commitments but no
financial backing. What we
do have is patience. We
worked
on
’’Hymn
to
George” for eleven years
before it was published!

‘Bfood <6 ‘Tears Productions

American Music AMCD-44

In
a
brain

One thing that might in
terest our readers is that a
guy called Raymond Lee is
working
on
an
Orange
Kellin
discography
with
support
from
SBJSmembers.

American Music AMCD-45

New Bunk Records

Good Time Jazz
GTJCD12024-2 &
GTJCD12048-2

discographer’s

Although
a
SBJS-member,
it is not just the Bunk
Johnson
discography
that
is buzzing in my brain.
Blood & Tears Productions’
George
Lewis
discography
"Hymn to George” is being
revised after the last copy
was sold out some year's
ago.
Another project is a new
edition
of
the
Sammy
Rimington
discography.
Since 1982 three editions
have been published toget
her
with
Gerhard
Bielderman
(Netherlands),
the latest one in 1988.
Considering Sammy’s re
cord production over the
years, everybody will un
derstand that this is quite
a piece of work.
Parallel to these projects
the discography of the New
Orleans Rascals is taking
shape. Their records have
been coming to Europe in
very limited numbers earli
er, but after their visits in
1991, 1993 and this year,
there is an increasing in
terest in their music.
When will all this go into
press? Your guess is as
good as ours - we have our

American Music AMCD-6
American Music AMCD-8
American Music AMCD-12
American Music AMCD-16
American Music AMCD-41

Lennart Fait

American Music AMCD-46
American Music Book CD
Blue Note CD 7893842
Delmark DD 225

Mosaic MD4-110
Prestige 3PCD-2301-2
WolfWJS 1001 CD
To be issued:
American Music AMCD-15
99^152700940

As we don’t have anything
to report under this hea
ding since our last issue,
we will present you with a
listing
of
Bunk
CDs.
Labels and numbers only.
If you need further infor
mation our advertising de
alers will be happy to help
you.
American Music AMCD-1
American Music AMCD-2
American Music AMCD-3
-4-

American Music AMCD-17
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One Sweet Letter
From You

NOTE: For the transcription. See http://fellers.se/Bunk/Transcriptions.html

Franklin Street Blues
This version of Franklin

The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

sharp” (See Ex. 1 with the
fingering indicated over the
notes),
without
changing
the second occurance of
”d” to "d sharp”, for in
stance
in
Darktown
Strutters Ball (ed: D.5-VBAlmost all the phrases in 998-2), the fifth bar in the
this number are veiy typi
second
chorus
and
in
cal of Bunk’s playing and ’’When The Moon Comes
they occur in one form or Over The Mountain” (ed:
the other in all the other AM 934), in the bridge of
of Bunk’s blues recordings.
the last chorus. Such figu
res
are used rather often
To fully understand Bunk’s
by
Bunk
(and even more
way of playing the blues, it
often
by
Louis
Armstrong),
is important to observe his
and
1
think
there
is no rea
way of using legato. Note
son
in
believing
that Bunk
the legato slurs!
would
make
a
mistake
In the bars 8-9 Bunk and three times just in case of
Jim Robinson are playing Franklin
Street
Blues
in double tempo, an effect when he does not in other
that is got by playing even similar cases just mentio
eights instead of the usual ned. (Moreover, Darktown
triplet
rythm.
This
has Strutters Ball was recorded
been indicated here (ed: at the same session as
see
enclosed
printed Franklin Street Blues). In
music)
by
giving
each my opinion the case of the
eighth-note in question a grace notes in Ex. 2 ocseparate
flag
instead
of curing
three
times
in
combining
them
with Franklin Street Blues is an
beams.
example of Bunk’s sense of
practical
jokes,
of
the
Ex. 2 shows a phrase that
same
sort
as
when
he
insi
is played three times in ex
sted on pronouncing ’’wea
actly the same way, name
pons”
as ’’weepons” when
ly in the bars 48 - 49, 60 singing
Down
By
The
61 and 72 - 73. Where one
Riverside"
(with
Turk
had to expect a ”d” in the
Murphy).
grace notes, Bunk instead
plays a ”d sharp”, as is in
I have indicated one pos
dicated in Ex. 2. There is, sible fingering for Ex. 2
however, a strong reason above the notes and it
for believing that this is seems to be a very natural
deliberate and not a mista
one.
ke. There are other cases,
In the last two bars, 75 where Bunk is playing fi
gures
consisting
of
the 76, Bunk plays a phrase
tone sequence "c sharp - d which he rather often uses
to conclude a number. He
- d sharp - e - e flat - d - c
plays a veiy similar phrase
Street Blues was recorded
in New York 1945-12-19.
The take Is the same as on
HMV
B-9821
and
on
Folklyric
Records
9047.
(ed: D.5-VB-999-2 )

-5-

in the last two bars
Maria Elena (Dec 1947).

of

Tom Pauli (copyright. aJl rights reser
ved)

WELCOME TO CONTACT

(Jf

NALLES TRADJflZZ
The mail order business
dealing with Traditional Jazz
only. More than 1000 different
LPs, CDs, Cassettes,
Videos and Books.
Stomp off. Delmark, GHB (Inc.
American Music series) Mardi
Gras, JSP, 504, Lake and
many others.

Phone: (0)526-15352 or
write : SURBRUNNSG 21,
S—452 37 STROMSTAD

Our Man There

This year’s LAJRC conven
tion and Annual Meeting
took
place
in
London,
England, the first week in
August. The IAJRC - for
you who don’t remember is
the
International
Association of Jazz Record

Number 4

Collectors
with
members
all over the world - literally
- even if for quite natural
reasons
the
majority
of
members comes from the
United States.
The 1AJRC welcomes as
members all who are seri
ously
interested
in
jazz
music of various kinds and
the annual meeting is an
opportunity to meet and
talk with people who share
your interests in jazz. Or,
in some instances, quite
the opposite...

The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

in a panel discussion on
Parker, but he also on
another occasion gave us
his memories of record col
lecting in the 30’s and
some
reminiscing
about
fellow collectors like Bill
Russell,
Marvin
Freeman
and Hoyt Cline and the
musicians you could meet
and hear then.

Those were the days, or so
they tell us, when the
lucky
collector
could
stumble upon some store
where there still were some
stock from the 20 ’s - re
You are not actually requi
cords
that
hadn’t
even
red to be able to say ’’The been unpacked from their
IAJRC
Convention
and shipping
crates.
Mr
Annual Meeting” (especi
Russell’s eyes twinkled in
ally not after dinner) but nocently as he told us of
this should not pose any one such scouting trip. ”1
problems for members of stopped by a store where 1
the SBJS (especially not noticed that they still had
after dinner) anyway.
the old Gennett logo up in
the window...”
This year’s programme en
compassed a wide variety If Mr Russell’s mode of
of
subjects,
from
the presentation is rather laidshowing of some amazingly back, the same can not be
rare - and good - jazz fdms said for the flamboyant Mr
to
panel
discussions
on Mike
Hazeldine. (There!
the Discographer’s lot or a Ever since I first saw that
panel of jazz record produ
word on the back of the
cers. The event will no Jelly Roll Morton album
doubt be written up in King of New Orleans Jazz
your local jazz rag, but I I’ve wanted to use it.
thought that I would re
Thanks to Mr Hazeldine
port that two of the pane
for providing me with an
lists were also members of excuse).
Mike
treated
a
the SBJS.
packed auditorium to some
Mr Ross Russell - I almost glimpses of the forthco
wrote the venerable Ross ming book: New Orleans
Russell but 1 do not think Style. This is the book that
Russell
planned
to
he would care for that - Bill
write
on
the
basis
of
some
was invited to speak about
fairly extensive interviews
the Charlie Parker Dial re
with a select number of
cordings and to participate
New Orleans musicians.
-6-
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We heard some excerpts
from these interviews plus
some very interesting com
mentary. I won’t go into
any detail here, because
the book will be out soon,
and Mr Hazeldine promi
sed that he would expand
on some of the themes at
the annual meeting of the
SBJS on the 14 th of
January 1995. Don’t miss
that, whatever you do!
Talking about books, some
of you might be interested
to know that George Buck
has commissioned a book
on Muggsy Spanier by Mr
Bert Whyatt; the book will
be published in about a
year and will contain many
new aspects on Muggsy
and some new facts too. It
transpires,
for
example,
that Muggsy was actually
bom in 1901 - the same
year as Louis Armstrong and that he joined the mu
sicians’ union in 1919. So
much for the stories of lis
tening to the Creole Band
while he was still in short
pants!
Next
year’s
Convention
will be held in Memphis!
Membership in the IAJRC
will cost you US$25 annu
ally, for which sum you get
a
quarterly
publication
’’the IAJRC Journal” - try
rolling
that
around your
tongue - and access to the
association’s
own
record
label with lots of goodies.
If you are interested - or
want to know more - con
tact me or the president of
our worthy society.
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Swedish members will also
be able to read more in the
"Orkesterjournalen”.
Nils-Gunnar Anderby

The
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Gothenburg Festival

1994

After last year’s tribute to
Bunk Johnson, what could
be more natural than to
follow it up this year with
a tribute to George Lewis.
This year’s festival saw a
number of SBJS members
performing on stage and
also - naturally - amongst
the
audiences. Ryoichi
Kawai, who brought his
New Orleans Rascals all
the way from Osaka to
Oslo.
Stockholm
and
Gothenburg, where we en
joyed the music of our
Japanese friends for three
days. This was an exotic
visit,
no
doubt,
and
Swedish TV and press sho
wed their interest. One of
the head-lines read: ’’Jazz
- the new Japanese won
der”.
The
Sammy Rimington
band with SBJS members
Karl-Ake
Kronquist
and
Sven
Stahlberg was gu
ested by veteran trumpet
player Doc Cheatham (89).
During
their
last
night
concert we all got a very
special
experience
when
parts of the town lost all
electricity and the concert
turned into a candle light
evening with the band "un
plugged".

brought some SBJS mem
bers on the stage as well
and also Sylvia "Kuumba"
Williams, married to mem
ber Bo Scherman.
All in all, a nice festival
with many SBJS-faces re
presented.
Lennart Lalt

Bunk Information is the
internal newsletter for
members of the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society.
Editor:
Hakan Hakansson
Kungsholms Strand 185
1 12 48 STOCKHOLM
+46 - 8 - 65 25 725
President and deputy editor:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL
+46 - 60 - 17 12 85
Other members of the
Executive Committee:
Nils Gunnar Anderby
Blekingegatan 16
118 56 STOCKHOLM
+46 - 8 - 64 04 054
Christer Fellers
Gransangarvagen 20
19155 SOLLENTUNA
+46 - 8 - 768 41 29
Bunk Information can also
be reached on fax
+46 - 8 - 650 52 25

Jesse’s New Orleans Band
-7-

My name:

<>

Your registration is final
after
you
have
paid
SEK150:-for rent and food
to postal account (postgi
ro) 433 42 24 -5 (Hakan
Hakansson).
The
meeting
will take place at the same
address
as
last
year,
B i r k
a g a r d e n ,
Karlbergsvagen
86,
Stockholm.
Payment must be made no
later that 1994-12-3 l.It is
probably smart to pay your
membership fee for 1995 at
the same time.

Bill Russell’s American Music
a reply by Mike Hazeldine

In the last issue of Bunk Information (April 1994), Ole L. Smith offered a number of valid and Interesting
reflections on my American Music book. All his points were well argued and 1 congratulate him on his
scholarly presentation. As we are both only interested in the truth, 1 am more than happy to respond to
the matters he raises.
It is true, there are differences between "diary" quotations in Tom Bethell's book and my own. Before I
discuss who offers the more authentic quotation, let me first give you the background to the two books.
When Bill was evicted from his shop on Chartres Street, he left his diaries (for safekeeping) with another
source. Me was not aware at that time, that many of the diaries were copy typed, and he assured me that
he would never have given his permission for this to have been done. According to Bill; Tom Bethell made
copies of some of the diary pages from this other source. Bill insisted that he neither gave Tom, nor was
ever asked by Tom. for his permission to use extracts from his diaries in the George Lewis book. (I
understand the other “source" no longer has copies of the diaries, as these were returned to Bill at his
request.) I tell this story not to criticize Tom Bethel, but, knowing how stubborn Bill could be at times,
one can understand (If not agree with) Bethell’s action.
When I began my prelimary work on the American Music book. Bill's angry comment: Tom Bethell stole
over 900 pages" (I rather think it was no more than than 250 to 300 pages), left me in no doubt that If 1
wanted his co-operation. I would have to play by his rules and do things his way. At the outset, he
insisted that the diaries were private and never intended for publication. He reasoned that they contained
errors and, even more important, some critical observations of some people that he would never want
published. He said certain pages had already been destroyed and, I gave him my word that I would never
publish, or ever discuss, the contents of those sensitive pages that remained. Faced with the problem that
the diaries were to be used for background information only, the first draft of the book in 1988 was based
mainly on my interviews with him. Although these “Interviews" continued over the next four years (not as
Ole Smith indicates only in 1987), I like to think I gained his confidence, as he allowed more and more of
the diary extracts to appear in subsequent drafts.
As editor and compiler, 1 have simply tried to produce the sort of book that Bill might have written
himself. To do this, I have tried to understand Bill Russell, the man, and his methods of working. During
the six weeks I spent with him in 1990; while I pored over the diaries, he would often sit In the next room
editing photographic copies of a Jelly Roll Morton handwritten arrangement, correcting the “mistakes”
with scissors and masking tape! Certainly the manuscript contained numerous errors and it Illustrates
just how protective Bill felt about the reputations of people he admired. He reasoned that Jelly’s
manuscript had been hastily written "before Jelly could try it out with a band.” and therefore he didn’t
want “Jelly to look a fool if anyone today tried to play them." Thus, the argument of preserving the
authentic, documentary writings in his old diaries would have cut little ice with Bill. He was once critical
of my taking them too literally, and, I am assured, he even once used a draft of my book when collecting
information for an AM CD release and liner notes! To him the diaries were not gospel, but simply a
random collection of events which (like Jelly’s first draft manuscripts), could, with hindsight, be revised at
any time. While most diary pages were written within hours of the event, some of the pages (according to
Bill) were written several days after, and, in a few cases, the following year*. I have collected copies of
many letters he wrote to other people during that time. None of these were used in the book, but it is
interesting to see how he developed his Ideas and thoughts, when compared to the text in the diaries. His
diaries make references to him writing letters and postcards almost eveiy day. The dates on some of these
letters indicate that they were probably written after the diary entries, and the diary text often has the feel
of a practice run for later letters. The facts are the same, but the words, presentation and emphasikK'ary,
depending on who he is writing to. Are these letters, then, less or more authentic than the diaries?
While we were working on the book, Bill was little Interested in documenting his own thoughts of 1940s
- only ensuring that the facts were accurate and presented correctly. Anything else (like his own musical
compositions), could be continually revised. Thus, if the author (Bill Russell) chooses to alter a word, a
phrase, or the whole sentence, does this make anything less true, less authentic?
-■
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Of the two examples that Ole Smith refers to: Yes, the 1944 diary (page 187) does describe DeDe Pierce
as “modem". But, if we must be 100% accurate, in his diary Bill does not refer to “De De Pierce” (as
quoted by Tom Bethell) or “DeDe Pierce" (as in my quotation), but he is simply Identified as “Pierce.” Bill
felt that the “modern” reference would be misunderstood in today’s concept of Jazz.
As to the Baby Dodds episode as they all listened to the playback of Tiger Rag. In the relevant
paragraph, Tom Bethell (page 166) has Inserted the word “seldom" into his quotation. The exact diary
wording is, “. . . but he had probably never heard, nor played anything that terrific in his life.” (1944
diary, page 108). Thinking of Oliver's Creole Band, Bill wanted his original statement revised to simply
state that Baby Dodds had probably never played better.
Of the passages in the book that are attributed to Bill - about 85% (with editing) was taken directly from
the diaries, about 12% from his conversations and the remaining 2 or 3% are linking words or sentences
which 1 devised with his agreement. (If anyone is really worried about this last statement, show me a copy
and I'll point out my words and sentences so they can erase them from the book! That would have tickled
Bill!). xxxxxxxxxxxx?
the last 30+ years, other than Bill, who has read all his 2000+ diary pages, plus the various note books on
musicians. I know what the problems are. The original diaries were often brilliantly written and contain
some wonderful descriptive passages, but left as they are, they would never work as a book. Like his
conversation, he sometimes starts a story on one page and concludes the story several pages later, after
two or three other stories or events had been referred to. Therefore, to keep the events in the correct
sequence and the central story moving at a good pace, some editing was done. Some of the stories were
compiled from several diary pages and interspersed with supplementary Information from his note books
and contemporary conversations. While he never made the errors that Sam Charters made in his book, he
was adamant that “emirs" should not be repeated, or statements misunderstood. Whatever you feel about
my working methods, I assure you they resulted in a far better book. I haven't invented anything or put
words into his mouth that he would never have said - it's all Bill Russell, it’s his story, and it is told his
way.
Bill was never interested in documenting New Orleans music - that is, recording the music that he
heard in the dance halls and on the streets during the 1940s**. Of the music he did record, he only
wanted to show the very best, and he Issued only a fraction of the output he recorded. Had a quality tape
recorder existed in the mid-1940s, he would have used one and probably spliced in new solos and
choruses from other takes on some of the Bunk tracks. He simply wanted to share “the best music he ever
heard”, played by the best musicians he could get, and show them in the best possible light. To go to a
dance hall and record a working band would never have crossed his mind. At weekends (the only time
when live music was available) he would often visit several dance halls in one night, to hear as many
bands as he could. His notes reveal that he was always critical of one or more of the musicians. Either the
drummer didn't “play in the right style", or the amplified guitar “ruined” the music. To understand this,
we must understand where he is coming from: he was a record collector, who cut his teeth on Bessie
Smith, King Oliver, Louis Armstrong, Johnny Dodds and Jelly Roll Morton records. His own research
notes show that he was mainly Interested in early New Orleans music. He mainly concentrated on meeting
as many pioneers (those who were active before, say, 1915) as he could find. His notes suggest that most
of them had little to say and were probably disillusioned by changing tastes in music. We can understand
his initial interest in Bunk, as many New Orleans musicians had already had mentioned him. We can well
understand his excitement when this talkative, veiy positive, energetic character was eventually found . . .
and could still play “better than anyone in New Orleans.” Although Bill's classical violin training and his
Interest in primitive and modem percussion music must have influenced some of his thinking, his New
Orleans attitudes and values were influenced by the attitudes and values of the pioneers he met. Thus,
saxophones had “no place In a New Orleans band" (Bunk Johnson), and the string bass was preferred to
the tuba (Bunk Johnson and Pops Foster). Although not even Bill could ever justify why he agreed to let
Oeorge Lewis hire a banjo, when Bill, and all the pioneers he'd talked to, always preferred the gultEj. tlis
understanding was that the better early bands had (with the violin lead) six or seven-pieces, and he found
that virtually all the bands working in the dance halls in the 1940s were mainly four- or, occasionally,
five-pieces.
Ole Smith wonders about the relationship that Bill had with Bunk - “the strange meeting of minds.”
Although some of Bill’s fellow enthusiasts deserted the Bunk camp, Bill remained faithful right up to the
end. During my association with Bill, never a day passed without some Bunk quotation being offered. The

Justification of any argument would be quickly terminated with “and Bunk always said . . .” Even more
than thirty years after his death, It seemed as though Bunk still had some hold over Bill which, never
having met Bunk. I cannot fully explain. At times I almost felt that Bunk was there, In the room, listening,
watching. Bill refers to many Bunk incidents In the book, but there are many other Bunk stories (not
related to AM recordings) that will have to wait for the Bunk book. Perhaps you feel as 1 do; the more we
learn about Bunk, the more complex he seems to become.
The 1943 Climax session was left out of the American Music book, simply because it was not an
American Music session. Had Bill not sold the ten “best numbers" to Alfred Lion (he later gave him two
more titles when Lion “lost" one of the double-sided masters), these sides would probably have appeared
on American Music. However, one may speculate that if he had not sold the best of the session to Lion,
then lack of funds might have prevented him from recording Bunk for five nights In 1944. Yes, it is true.
Bill retained all the remaining masters, and yes, he could legally have issued some of the other titles on
American Music. But he felt it was a matter of honour and, apart from a George Lewis Quartet number,
he never did. After the Mcsaic bootleg, he regretted having given Lion copies of the other masters for his
own private collection.
1 regret the book does contain a few minor errors, eg. the spelling of Ash Hardee's name (Bill only refers
to him as “Ash” in the diaries), John Steiner’s Information that there were two Art Hodes sessions - page
154, (John has now stated that there was only one session; November 5, 1953) and. despite checking
with an ailing Joe Mares, the tapes of the Brunies Brothers session has now been located, revealing that
there were other takes and the exact date of the session was 4 October 1957 - page 155. Per Oldaeus also
brought to my attention that the Mobile Strugglers 78 also appeared on a bootleg issue, namely, Country
Fiddlers - Roots RL-316. None of these errors were Bill’s. His own text, whatever the source, remains, 1
believe, his definitive statement of the American Music story.
The American Music book was continually being added to and revised during the last few years of Bill’s
life and his approval was essential at all times. After he died, the final draft was read and approved by his
brother. Bill Wagner.
For those of you who were fortunate to have met Bill Russell, you can understand the excitement I felt
at being able to spend so much time in his company. It was a privilege to be able to produce this book and
to share with so many people, my love and admiration of a wonderful human being.

(♦When he met Norwood “GeGe" Williams (guitar player of the Original Creole Band), Mamie Johnson
(former wife of bass player Bill Johnson), and trombonist Zue Robertson in Los Angeles in the Spring of
1940. The notes of those meetings were not written up until 1943. ( He also met Buddy Bolden’s wife out
there, but as he had agreed to her request that he would never disclose her idenity, he either never wrote
any notes on the meeting, or if he did. he must have distroyed them). The act of recalling (and perhaps
writing) the events long after they had taken place was a deliberate metal challenge which he enjoyed. He
once told me of how, exactly a year to the day after an event, he would sit quietly and think hard, and
recall the exact details, hour by hour, of that days happenings the year before.
♦♦Probably the one exception to this was the Mobile Stugglers band that he saw perform outside Jackson
Square during Mardl Gras in 1949)
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Some comments on Mike Hazeldine's BILL RUSSELL'S AMERICAN MUSIC
(Publ. by courtesy of George H. Buck, Jazzology Press 1993) by John Steiner.
Mike Hazeldine has preserved explicitly many of Bill's locutions just as I remember them. They must be
exact transcriptions of recorded interviews. His editing is superb, omitting Bill's asides which often were
Bill's humor of ambiguity or of inversion which would possibly detract from the clear narration that
Mike wanted to provide. Such humor might go amiss, and an instance is revealed in Bill's own words
when at the top of page 70 he reports that Bunk felt insulted "He didn't know that l was kidding..."
Getting to know Bill was to learn that when he espoused an untenable position. Bill was kidding. Mike
too, must have found that out. Some other of Bill's language peculiarities that Mike captured are "he

didn 1 play to his best..." on page 81. In several places when Bill tells of visiting someone he expressed
the action as going by liis home. Being a native Milwaukeean, I am familiar with such locution because
in German bei means at or to. Sometimes liis word order became twisted as when he said catch me

up, meaning catch up to me.

Between the lines other characteristics arc revealed. For example, liis biblebelt euphemism of standby
for the entirely innocuous safety (the correct term for the product of a second recording maclmine) was, I
am sure, Freudian sidetracking.

Bill's recalling detail such as what each of three of them had for lunch (page 74) puts my memory to
shame -1 don't recall what 1 had yesterday. When George Lewis and some of his men stayed with us in
Chicago, Bill reminisced detail after detail of their statements or eccentricities recalled from his earlier
New Orleans experiences, providing hours of jolly conversation and amazing all of us with his memory.

When, in the mid 1940s, Bill consulted with us on (lie kinds of equipment that Hugh Davis and I were
using for mobile jobs, we as (and apparently others he consulted) concurred on recommending a jxirtablc
Presto cutting table-lathe. I don't recall what amplifier and mike we recommended initially. Bill had
heard copies of what Hugh Davis cut in Chicago joints, and asked if Hugh would give him some pointers.
Hugh was glad to do so, and Bill came to Chicago to spend a day or two also being shown recording
equipment displays and visiting some of the recording studios with which we were familiar. Over the
years Bill's masters were in some cases converted in Chicago to acetates for the production of pressings
by Hugh Davis and also by Loren Toogood (after Hugh's death in 1948) and I did some tape copying
when Bill began leasing to foreign producers. It was probably at the Toogood Recording Company that
Bill observed multiple lathes cutting from center of discs outward. The principle of best cutting the
Higher amplitudes, those bursts of sound most often occurring near the end of phonograph records, by
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recording inside out was explained to him and he began that mode of recording as is told on page 85.
Toogood lent him a reverse grooved leadscrew with wider pitch than usual helping to reduce problems of
overcutting which was Bill’s tendency (as with most recording neophytes). Apparendy Bill was not
impressed widi the instruction that cutting at different speeds and diameters required different
equalizations, hence Davis disappointment widi diminished sounds on Bill's earliest recording.

Many other small adjustments had to be made as Bill progressed. We had to convert him to the use of
sapphire needles which had a long life instead of steel needles which he was wise enough to discard after
each session. Actually he converted the used steels into presents for friends. For what reason he believe
us to be wrong in the usual convention of leaving reels in storage in a forward wound condition, I cannot
fathom. Hazeldine mentions this eccentricity.

For a time Bill bought whatever recording blanks were available in New Orleans. I can appreciate that he
did not want to add some 20H to his burden carrying the best master blanks from Chicago or Pittsburgh.
But we finally convinced him that he was not buying the best available; and that if he had them shipped
from the manufacturer to New Orleans, they would be fresh (cutting smoothly) and he might store any
excess there or sell what he did not use on any of the trip.

When a few years later, after I introduced Bill to Ewing Nunn of Audiophile Records, Ewing did
secondary work for Bill. On page 145 Bill tells about the Stephens microphone which Nunn lent him. All
of us doing mobile work were devoted to the use of a single mike, rather than multiple mikes which were
generally a studio preference. Bill understood our reason and learned to use a single mike to its full
potential. Additional mikes would have added to his load a preamp and additional mike cases, a load then
being carried by two men (or the two trips by one man). This was before the period of so-called live
recording setups for phonograph issue and well before stereo.

On page 96 where Bill refers to recording at the Cieferskor studio in New York, a direct-to-disc
technique was employed. Twenty years ago when direct-to-disc LP:s were a rage, a similar technique was
used, but it had been employed, especially for short pressing runs, forty or more years earlier. The
exacting direct-to-disc routines needed for the recording of a whole LP in one take was a difficult task for
performers, but it had been used in the years of radio transcriptions for the advantage of slightly higher
fidelity. Recordings from Bunk's Cieferskor date, have to be copied today from the simultaneously
safties (cut by Mrs. Cieferskor), discs since Bill's direct-to-disc masters were destroyed in the plating
process. Direct-to-disc cuttings are not played back for a hearing check, the safety recordings serves that
purpose.

Bill was keenly aware that playing his masters resulted in some deterioration. He reports playing back
test cuttings. But lie did try to avoid playing good takes until copies could be made. Initially, he did not
locate a New Orleans firm to make playing copies. Most of his work was done in Chicago. The musicians

ultimately were sent third generation copies, that is, copies of the first listening copy of the master cut.
CDs made today are from Bill's original cuttings or from the original tapes of magnetic recording years.

Bill was living with his mother in their family homestead in Canton, Missouri in the spring of 1949 when
my wife and I visited him there. I seemed to have engendered liis mother's confidence, for she would
write to me asking about Bill when, after his move to Chicago. Bill might neglect to inform her of his
plans when he was on the road. I take it that she hoi>ed he would appear on her doorstep, and she wanted
to be prepared.

When Bill came to visit l is in later years in Milwaukee and when he visited pianist Erwin Ilelfcr in
Chicago, he brought his own sheets, reluctant to impose upon us to wash sheets for his one- or two-day
stay. On these trips he was draining the last research travelling as a manager of a road band from
Preservation Hall, or he was playing violin with the ragtime band on tour.

The recording of January 1, 1944, reported on page 143, of Baby Dodds drumming for the pianist Tut
Soper was influenced in part by Bill's desire for example of Baby work as an accompanist. Tut and Baby
had not met before that day, and their first recorded items (not as yet issued) represented their only
rehearsal. Tut mentioned afterward that he didn’t quite know what to make of Baby's unconventional
accents and cross-rhythms, and apparently Baby was equally unaware of Tut's peculiarities. But when
soon they arrived at the understanding that neither would change, they threw caution to the wind, and the
date went off fine. Bill got the item he wanted. Bill, not then living in Chicago, was not present at the
recording.

When in the half decade Bill lived with me in Chicago (1950-55), two other dates with Dodds occurred.
On page 138 Bill reports the recording of Dominique's band at the Saber Room in a resort-hotclroadhouse in hilly farmland on the outskirts of the Chicago suburb of Palos Hills where the manager, one
of Bill's disciples, offered his facilities if Bill would have the piano tuned. Bill again handled the
recording of the drums for his Dodds project, while I recorded the full band. We did the same thing when
recording the Volly DcFaut Trio as described on page 154. There is a misunderstanding in the statement
that a second session was made by this group. Strike that sentence from your book.

When on page 65 Bunk is reported to have s|>oken about Higgy's capacity for booze, I was reminded of
an experience with him in Chicago. He and Red Allen had a group in the basement Offbeat (or
Downbeat?) Room of the Garrick Bar. After becoming friendly and hearing me discuss the possibility of
a recording contract with Red, Higgy approached me for #5 "to apply" on the proposed date. A) Politely I
begged out on the IfS and, B) Joe Glazer, less politely wouldn't release Red to record for me.

On page 142 Bill mentions having worked on the far Southside during his Chicago hiatus. He was a
chemist for two years in my group at the Guardite Corporation, 95th Street at Cottage Grove. We drove
to work together and after work, usually one or two days per week, I would drop him off at one of his
friend's dwellings (Dodds, Preston Jackson, who years later lived in the apartment adjacent to Bill in
New Orleans, Dominique, Mahalia Jackson - Bill was Mahalia's gofer, her plumber, her painter. For both
of us Guardite was the day job that paid our living and recording expenses. Additionally, we tried to run
record companies.

When Bill left Chicago to take up residence in New Orleans, he presented to me a set of dmm rims which
Baby had replaced in the 1940s because they had become deeply worn from years of rim shots. By the
time they were replaced, the infinitesimal fraying of those rim shots dial Baby had substituted for wood
block "clacking" on King Oliver records had become long worn away - but, damn it, they were the same
rims. And damn it again, when Baby gave me a set of his sticks, I didn't have the presence of mind to .ask
him for an attestation regarding the rims. But after Baby's death, I did think to obtained confirmation in
writing from Bill. Hie rims are now in the University of Chicago's CHICAGO JAZZ ARCHIVES.

NEW YEAR’S EVE
December 31, 1945

BUNK JOHNSON
AND HIS NEW ORLEANS BAND

will play

From 10:00 P. M. To 3:00 A. M.
Reserved Tables
ADMISSION: $2.00 PER PERSON (Plus Tax)
R e s e r v a t i o n s n o w o n s a l e a t t h e box o f f i c e .

STUYVESANT CASINO
140 Second Ave. (near9th S+.) New York City

THE STUYVESANT CASINO WILL BE CLOSED ON
NEW YEAR'S NIGHT (JANUARY I, 1946)
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PRES’RELEASE

Still in the aftermath of the
annual meeting and the plea
sure
of
meeting
so
many
members, we are pleased to
send
you
this
newsletter,
again with some nice materi
al. We just wish we had the
technical abilities and equip
ment to send out this as a
CD-ROM
so
that
you
all
could enjoy the good music
played
by
members
of
Kroon’s
Jazzband
and
Sven
Lange’s
New
Orleans
Kids
and some of the nice pictu
res taken during the evening,
not to mention Mike’s speech
based
on
Bunk's
letters.
More of that later on.
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Detta Innebdr l klartext att
de
svenska medlemmar
som inte inkommit med
sagda
medlemsavgift
(100:-) till postgiro 433 42
24-5 (Hakan Hakansson)
senast den l Maj 1995 kommer att strykas ur medlems matrikeln. Vi tolkar
detta belt enkelt sa att
man pa detta sdtt markerar att man inte langre vill
vara med. For er dr detta
nummer av BUNK1NFO
det sista som skickas ut..
(Ar du tveksam om du betalt,
kontakta EK) __________________

Words from our president:

At the Annual Meeting we
also
decided, with
acclama
tion, to make two donations
of US$200 each. One to The
Historic
New
Orleans
Collection
on
Royal
Street
and the other one to Hogan
Jazz
Archive,
Tulane
University. You will find the
responses from those institu
tions as supplements in this
issue.

THE ANNUAL MEETING held
on January 14 in Stockholm
was
a
huge
success.
We
were delighted
to welcome
some
distinguished
guests
(and members as well) from
abroad, Mike Hcizeldine and
In this number we start a
Ruth
Phillips
from London
new series in which we pre
and
Brian
Wood from
sent
prominent
members
of
Walmer, Kent. Mike gave an
the society. First one out is
the
supplements
you
absolutely
marvelous
lecture Among
Floyd Levin.
will
also
find
a
very
interes
on "BUNK JOHNSON 1938apparently
without ting article by our knowled
We will have to withdraw our 1943",
member Ross
breathing
for
90
minutes.
I geable
ambition
to
publish
Bunk
Russell,
perhaps
best
known
had
no
idea
that
Information
more
than
twice certainly
as
the
founder
of
Dial
Mike mastered the method of
a year. Our current resour
Records and for his legenda
"circular
breathing"
the
way
ces will not permit more fre
he obviously did. In some ry book on Charlie Parker,
quent publication.
other place in this issue you "Bird Lives". Ross, now con
Per-Olof Karlstrom has repla
will find a short summary of sidered the world's oldest li
ving record collector, worked
ced
Nils-Gunnar
Anderby
on his great lecture.
in the San Francisco area at
the
Executive
Committee.
Nils-Gunnar
will
continue
to The annual meeting accepted the time Bunk stayed there
contribute
to
Bunk
the
membership
fee
of and they met and Ross wrote
some articles about him. This
Information.
He
is
presently SEK100.- (for Swedish mem
working on an article about bers only). Here follows a is one of them from the ma
gazine "The JAZZ RECORD",
Evan Thomas.
message for those members:
May 15, 1943, not a full year
In the autumn issue we will
after
Bunk's
first
recordings
enclose
a
complete
list
of
in New Orleans in June 1942.
members. (HH)
-1-
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Another
supplement
In
this
issue is a transcription from
the
tapes
of
Weeks
Hall.
Weeks
was
the
legendary
proprietor
of
the
famous
Plantation
Home
in
New
Iberia - " The Shadows-onthe-Teche"
where
Bunk
worked every now and then.
Not too often though, accor
ding to our latest research.
Weeks and Bunk were great
buddies and you will have to
look upon Weeks as a great
sponsor
of
Bunk.
In
this
transcription
Weeks
talks
about
some
memories
from
the days in New Iberia when
Bunk
lived
there. We
find
this very interesting, indeed.

Bill
Russell’s
interviews).
It
became a total sell out at the
Annual
Meeting.
This
is
a
book
I
cannot
recommend
highly enough!!! Most of us
have at one time or another
delayed
buying
something
until it was too late and
regretted
ever
since.
DON’T
DO IT AGAIN

We are extremely proud to
publish
another
excellent
transcription
of
Bunk's
re
cordings
in
this
issue.
Our
member and clever transcri
ber
Tom
Pauli
really
has
done a great job. This time it
is one of those famous so
called
’’Statiras
recordings”
from
NewOrleans,
February
1945, - Tiger Rag. We have
also
reminded
Gus
Statiras,
a
distinguished
member,
that
it is time to release those re
cordings on CD. (A question
still
remains:
Was
there
a
fifth
tune recorded
during
that session??)

(CR)

Since
the
latest
Bunk
Information we have had the
honor to welcome some new
members and I am very plea
sed to include Marilyn Bell
Hlnchlijfe and Charles DeVore
in our society.
Finally, I just
want to
tell you
that
whenMike Hazeldine
came to Sweden he brought
a big suitcase full of his and
Barry Martyn’s NEW ORLE
ANS STYLE book. (Based on

If you want to buy NEW OR
LEANS
STYLE
direct
from
Mike
Hazeldine,
he
has
changed his address to
52 Jackson's Lane
Highgate
London N6 5SX, England

MIKE HAZELDINE
Only a genius could make a
summary that would be fair
to Mike’s speech. Here we
will just give you some quo
tes, that if you were there
will make you remember and
if
you
weren’t
there,
will
make you come next year we
hope! But Mike managed to
show both sides of Bunk’s
complex
character
and
how
frustrating
he
could
be
to
those
who
were
near
him
and trying to help him. The
fact that they could forgive
and overlook his faults only
serves to underline that he
was a hell of a musician.
"Some people say that the
Bunk
Johnson
comeback
story began when Bill Russell
wrote to Bunk "C/o the New
Iberia
postmaster'
in
February 1939.
1 believe it
really started six months ear
lier
in
September
1938,
when
Louis
Armstrong
and
his Orchestra played a onenight stand at the New Iberia
-2-
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Training School as part of its
tour of the South. During an
intermission.
Bunk
introdu
ced himself to Louis, who
probably hadn't seen him in
over 30 years. Pops Foster
(who was also in the band)
saw the two men talking and
laughing
together,
didn't
re
cognise
Bunk,
and
when
Louis returned to the stand,
asked
"who
was
that
old
man?"
Later
thatevening
Louis
invited Bunk up onto
the
stand
and
Bunk
sang
and scatted a number. After
the
dance,
Bunk
invited
Louis and Luis Russell and
possibly
the
other
New
Orleans men, like Foster and
Paul
Barbarin
over
to
his
house for a drink or a meal.
Bunk
gave
Louis
and
the
guys some pecans from the
tree in his garden, and Louis
gave Bunk an signed photo
of himself:
"To my Boy Bunk.
He's been my inspiration all
my
life.
Yeah
man!"
This
photo with the touching in
scription,
remained
one
of
Bunk's
proudest
possessions
and was framed and remai
ned on view for the rest of
his life - no doubt to impress
his visitors. On the top of the
picture
Bunk wrote: "A treat
from my Boy Louis."
There
was
also
a second
photo
given to him from the other
New
Orleans
men
in
the
rhythm section, this was sig
ned
by
Paul
Barbarin
and
Pops Foster.
During the evening at Bunk's
house
Louis,
who,
like
all
trumpet
players,
never
let
his trumpet-case out of his
sight, showed
Bunk hisgoldplated
Selmer
trumpet.
You
can
imagine
Bunk's
reaction
when
handling
this
instru
ment (the most expensive
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and
very best that
Selmer
could produce). It was pro
bably
the best instrument old
Bunk had ever seen in his
life.
Louis
probably
told
Bunk
about
the
advertising
deal he had with Selmer and
how
they sent him
a new
trumpet every year. I would
imagine
Louis had
already
laid some money on Bunk (as
he
did
with
most
old-time
musicians
down
on their
luck) and perhaps
in a rash
moment,
Louis
mentioned
that he had a couple of other
old Selmers at home. I can
just see Bunk - as quick as a
flash,
he asked Louis
to let
him have one of his old trum
pets ...
if he didn't need it
anymore, and Louis not wan
ting to
appear
unfriendly,
agreed. This, to an old-time
hustler like Bunk, was fatal
and he never let Louis forget
this casual promise."

The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

if it were a practical case, in
a week's time.” Fred Ramsey
then wrote to Bunk informing
him of their plans, and Bunk
then wrote to Dr Bechet on
the 23rd of April.
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powerful; when he stood out
side (or even across the stre
et)
of
the
Styuvesant,
he
could hear Bunk (and Baby
Dodds)
quite
clearly,
alt
hough he couldn't hear the
clarinet
and
trombone.
Jerry
A few days later Dr Bechet told a story of how Bunk
never
used
mutes
on
the
wrote to Ramsey acknowled
ging Bunk's letter and then stand
and
how
he
would
wrote
to
Bunk
suggesting bounce his tone off the diffe
surfaces
to
vary
the
that he came to New Orleans rent
the
following
week,
on sound.
'Sometime
he
would
Wednesday May 10. Ramsey point his horn towards the
then sent Bunk the train fare large glass windows at the
and
other
times
to New Orleans and the day Styuvesant
wooden
floor,
or
so
before Bunk was due to see the
Dr Bechet, Ramsey wired Dr mething metal. If he aimed
Bechet
a
money
order
for the bell directly at you, even
$60
to cover the cost of from forty or fifty feet, you
could feel the note hit you. It
Bunk's set of teeth."
was
solid.'
Jerry
told
the
story when Bunk and Mutt
Mike related how after furt
her
prompting
from
Bunk, Carey used to play alternate
sets at the Caravan Ballroom
they finally obtained a trum
in
1947.
'One
night
Bunk
pet for and how it was finan
on
particularly
good
ced.
Mike
passed
around was
form,
and
during
his
set.
some photographs and news
Mike related how Louis was letters
of
Bunk's
San Mutt, who was a good dan
cer, was dancing with a lady,
probably
upset
by
a 1939
Francisco period and discus
Downbeat article, which may sed some of Bunk's activities and
Bunk
(probably
wanting
have
been
the
reason
that on the West Coast.
to impress Mutt) pointed his
horn directly at him and as
Louis never did send Bunk a
trumpet.
Mike then discus
moved
around
the
After 90 minutes time was Mutt
sed how Bunk began to con
up, as the meal was ready, dance floor, the sound follo
centrate
his efforts on
Bill but Mike has kindly supplied wed Mutt like a searchlight.'
Russell
and
others
as
a me with his notes for the After almost 50 years Jerry
means of achieving his goal.
final few minutes which he had lost none of his enthusi
After
showing
some
of was
unable
to
deliver.
I asm for Bunk and still feels
"When
I
met
Jerry he
Bunk's early letters in which quote:
is
the
greatest
trumpet
player he ever heard."
he wrote of his desire for a Blumberg in 1993,
1 asked
trumpet and a new set of him if asked if there were
teeth, Mike continued: "What any records which show just
DILL PICKLES
Bunk didn't know was that how Bunk sounded. He said
Bill,
Fred
Ramsey
and 'no, but the closest thing is if Ever since hearing about the
Charles
Edward
Smith
had you take one of the San terrible
earthquake
in
the
already decided to help Bunk Francisco records, say Ace in Kobe - Osaka area we have
get his teeth. In early April, a Hole or Nobody's Fault but worried
about
our
Japaneese
Bill had mentioned the mat
Mine, and turn up the volu
friends
the
New'
Orleans
ter
to
Sidney
Bechet,
who me
real
loud
and
increase Rascals. Finally we have re
immediately
recommended
the treble; that captures so
ceived
a
report
that
only
his
brother
Leonard.
They mething of the edge and bite Junichi Kawai (bjo) has suffe
wrote to Leonard who repli
that Bunk had in his tone.' red
minor
injuries
and
the
ed, "the work could be done,
Jerry said Bunk was really
rest of the band has escaped
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Number 5
physical injuries. We unders
tand that there have been a
lot of problems in their busi
ness lives, though. We send
them our best wishes.
Lennart Fait [(Bfood df^ears
Productions) has asked us to in
form the SB JS members that
he has some NO Rascals CDs
for sale (SEK160.- P&P extra):
NORCD002 w T Sharpsteen
NORCD004 w. Geoff Bull
NORCD007 at Ascona
NORCD008 30th Anniversary
Contact Lennart at +46-4086437 for more information.

NEW BUNK RECORDS

The following text is Tom
Pauli’s comments on his tran
scription of Tiger Rag:

I

Ake
Sahlberg,
much
appre
ciated
leader
of
the
Bunk
quiz at the annual meetings,
has married Shen You Qin of
Shanghai. Our warmest con
gratulations.
We regret to inform you that
member Ole Smith has pas
sed away. Ole, who contribu
ted to Bunk Information # 3
was a well known jazz writer
besides
being
Professor
of
Greek
at
the
University
of
Gothenburg.

190152800970

AMCD-17
Baby
Dodds
has
been
released.
It
contains
the following Bunk tracks:
MX827 Swanee River
MX899 Just A Little While
MX901 Nearer My God
MX893 Saints
MX849 Listen To Me
MX511 Maryland
MX852 High Society
MX214 New Iberia Blues

Christer
Fellers,
excellent
trumpeter
and
esteemed
member of
the
Executive
Committee has been appoin
ted wood researcher of the
year. He received his medal
(or whatever) at a ceremony
in the Marriott Hotel, New
Orleans. No
doubt
he will
from now on be known as
Wooden Chris.
The
Swedish
jazz
magazine
Orkesterjoumalen
featured
in no 2/1995 a three-pages
long article
about
member
Rolf Wahl (tpt) who led the
Original
Optimus
Orchestra
in the 60's and made two,
now very rare, EPs on the
Eureka label.

TIGER RAG AND THE STATIRAS RECORDINGS

MX212 Tiger Rag
All of these have been issued
before on Dan Records. But
don’t think that you can get
rid
of
your
Dans!
Bjorn
Bamheim has made a listing
(enclosed) of all previously is
sued
Bunk-recordings
for
American Music that (as far
as we know now) will not
come out on CD so you will
know
exactly
which
records
to
keep.
Should
you
need
more
details,
see
"Bill
Russell’s American Music”.
In our listing of Bunk on CD
in the last number we omit
ted Blue Note 7893852 (S
Bechet Jazz Classics - Vol. 2)
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This version of Tiger Rag is
one of the numbers recorded
by
Gus
Statiras
in
New
Orleans
1945-02-09
(Metronome B530). The other
numbers
from
this
session
are Weary Blues, Make Me A
Pallet
On
The
Floor
and
Careless Love. In my opinion
all
these
numbers
have
always
been
underrated,
even by Bunk freaks. I hope
that
this
transcription
of
Tiger Rag will give some con
tribution to change this situa
tion.
It is very interesting to com
pare this version of Tiger Rag
with
the
more
well-known
one recorded by Bill Russell
on
AM
1944-07-31(MX213).
The personnel is the same on
both occasions with the ex
ception that Baby Dodds is
replaced
by
Abby
”Kid
Collins" Williams on Statiras’
1945 version. Yet they are
very different, both in cha
racter
and
performance.
On
MX213
Bunk
and
Jim
Robinson seem to be a little
tired
and
uninspired
and
they play much on routine.
But
on
Metronome
B530
every note they play is inspi
red.
Jim
Robinson’s
solo
(chorus E2, bars 88 - 119) is
one of the best he has ever
recorded. That is one reason
I have transcribed that too.
(On MX213 Jim has no solo).
The other reason is to show
that
Bunk
quotes
one
of
Jim’s phrases in his own im
provisations. In his solo Jim
plays
two
phrases
consisting
of the tones f - e flat - c - a

Number 5
flat (concert key A flat major)
in the bars 107 - 108 and
109 - 110 respectively. He
also
plays
such
phrases
in
chorus E4. Then Bunk him
self plays such a phrase (g £ -_d - b flat, transposed key
B flat major], in the bars 185
- 186 at the very beginning
of chorus E5, quoting Jim.
Immediately after that, in the
bars 189 - 190, Bunk quotes
the
beginning
of
Louis
Armstrong's
tune
Strutting
With Some Barbecue.
When Big Jim has finished
the first half of his solo with
the break in the bars 103 104, he begins the second
half with his favourite phrase
(bars 105 106), a phrase
that he always plays in every
fast number, whether solo or
ensemble. Then he closes his
second half of his solo with
exactly
the same
phrase
(bar 120) as he did in the
first half (bar 104), but one
octave lower. The concluding
phrase (bars 119 - 120) is a
very
common
march
cliche,
but here it is used in a rat
her
ingenious
way,
referring
back
to
the
break
sixteen
bars earlier.
The sign
”+" over the
notes in
the bars
96 and 97
in Jim's
solo indicates that the pitch
is somewhat higher that the
noted one, in this case some
where between g flat and
As for
Bunk, he seemingly
keeps rather close to ordina
ry
standards
when
presen
ting the different themes of
the
number
in
the
first
eightyeight bars. But he uses
a lot of subtle and ingenious
variations.
Note
for
example
that in
the phrase
occuring
in the bars 4, 12 and 28 his
legato phrasing is different
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the second and third
from what it is the first time.

times

In the choruses D and El
(bars 41 - 88) the sign "x"
written over a note indicates
that
Bunk
plays
that
note
with
a
peculiar
"howling”
sound. (I don’t know how he
produces
that
sound.
Is
there
any
reader
who
knows?)
After Jim Robinson’s wonder
ful solo Bunk leads the en
semble
choruses
E3
(bars
120 - 152) and E5 (bars 184
-216) with marvelous impro
visations.
Note
the
dissonant
tones e_in the bars 120 and
122 and f sharp in the bar
121.
In E4 Bunk drops out while
the rest of the band continu
es as if nothing had happe
ned.
Bunk
often
used
this
way of dropping out in a deli
berate way (and it used to
annoy
Sidney
Bechet
very
much).
It is a sign of mastership to
be able to conclude a num
ber in a convincing and tas
teful way. It is always fasci
nating
and
instructive
to
study
the
phrases
Bunk
uses
when
concluding
a
number (the two or four last
bars of a number). Look at
the bars 212 - 216 of this
transcription!
Ingenious
but
still simple, and above all ef
fective!!
To avoid misunderstandings I
want to say that I do not
simply declare, that the "Gus
Statiras version" of Tiger Rag
is a better one than the AMversion.
The
situation
is
of
course
more
complicated
than
a
simple
"better
worse”-relation.
The
amateur
Abby "Kid Collins" Williams is
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of course not a substitute on
par
with
the
genius
Baby
Dodds. But we know about
the personal relations betwe
en Bunk and Baby Dodds.
Furthermore
Statiras’
recor
dings were made under rat
her
peculiar
circumstances
that
are
described
in
Christopher Hillman:
Bunk
Johnson - his life and times,
p 73 f. Maybe these cir
cumstances
forced
Bunk
and
his fellows to make the best
out
of
a
bizarre
situation.
Anyhow, I do contend that
Bunk’s (and Big Jim’s and
George Lewis’) playing is not
only much more inspired but
also
much
more
stringent
and concentrated on this ver
sion of Tiger Rag than on
AM.
Tom Pauli
reserved)

(copyright,

RECORDS WANTED
-

all

rights

Number 5
RECORDS FOR SALE
DCood & ‘Tears Productions has the

following new
cords for sale:
Lennart Fait
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and

sealed re
Contact

P.A. Hanssons vag 66A
215 67 MALMO, Sweden
SAMCD001
w. Thais Clark (1992)
SAMCD002
Live In Switzerland (1987)
SAMCD003
plays clt of George Lewis (1989)
Herman HJCD 1001
IN.O. Quartet (1977)
Upbeat URCD113
Ken Colyer (1972)
Music Mecca CD 1021-2
One Swiss Night (1991)
Jazz Crusade JCCD3005
A Jazz Gumbo Vol 2 (1993)
Progressive PCD-7088
More exciting sax (1994)
GHB BCD-16
Ken Colyer (1965)
GHB BCD-41 & 42
Capt John Handy-two vols (1965)
GHB BCD-288
Everybody's talking about (1965)

Jazz Writer
Floyd Levin
STUDIO CITY, CA. - Floyd
Lovin, one of the West Coast Rag's
moat read and moat knowledgeable
columnists and reviewers, has been
associated with jazz longer than many
musicians have been playing it. And
he’s also been Instrumental in helping
to provide the stage on which it’s
played.
He founded the Southern California
Hot Jars Society In 1949 (the second
oldest jazz club in the US), and his
articles about jar* have been published
throughout the world for more than 40
years. He has written many liner notes
for various record albums and has
composed lyrics for several tunes re
corded by internationally known jan
artists. His record reviews and articles
regularly appear in jan publications in
four countries.
In
1969,
he
founded
The
Association of Southern California Jazt
Clubs and spearheaded the drive that
resulted in the creation of the statue
of Louis Armstrong which now standi
in Armstrong Park on Rampart Street
in New Orleans. (The ASCJC was the
precursor of the United Jan Clubs of
Southern California.)
He has been Involved in organising
many important jazz events for the
past 30 years. He produced and em
ceed several International concert tours
that featured Barney Digard, Trummy
Young, Benny Carter, Ralph Sutton,
Art Hodes, Joe Venutl and many other
jazz greats.
In 1985, Floyd and his wife, Lucille,
were honored as the Grand Emperor
and Empress of the Sacramento Dixie
land Jubilee.
He currently Is a member of the
Board of Directors of The American
Federation of Jazz Societies, an active’
participant in The International Asso
ciation of Jazz Record Collectors,' .and
a charier member of The Jazz Journ
alists Association, -
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Bunk Information is the
Internal newsletter for
members of the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society.
Editor:
Hakan Hakansson
Kungsholms Strand 185
112 48 STOCKHOLM
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Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
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+46-60- 17 12 85
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+46-8-760 08 15
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Don't throw your Dan LPs away!
Bunk Johnson
Buddy Bolden Style
1

Tony Jackson at the Big 25

3

Pete Lala's & Dago Tony's

4

Funeral Parades

AM LP 643, Dan VC-4020, VC-7022,
Purist LP (no number)
AM LP 643, Dan VC-4020, VC-7022,
Purist LP (no number)
AM LP 643, Dan VC-4020, VC-7022,
Purist LP (no number)
AM LP 643, Dan VC-4009, VC-7011,
Purist LP (no number), Storyville SLP 202

Bunk Johnson & Bertha Gonsoulin
5a
Baby, I'd Love To Steal You
7
Plenty To Do
11 (3)
Pallet On The Floor (1)
12 (3a)
Pallet On The Floor (2)
13 (3b)
Pallet On The Floor (3)
I6V2 a Basin Street Blues
21
St. Louis Blues

AM LP 643, Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
AM LP 643, Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
Dan VC-4020, VC-7022
Dan VC-4020, VC-7022

Bunk Johnson's Band
202
Sister Kate
397
Careless Love
403
Ballin' The Jack
412
Panama
508
Royal Garden Blues
605 Vi Sugar Foot Stomp (11/; min test)
824
(a) Sister Kate (test)
828
Swanee River
830
All The Whores Like The Way I Ride
867
Lonesome Road
869
Milneberg Joys (Golden Leaf Strut)
872

My Old Kentucky Home

Dan VC-4016, VC-7018
Dan VC-4017, VC-7024
Dan VC-4016, VC-7018
Dan VC-4016, VC-7018
Dan VC-4016, VC-7018
Dan VC-4017, VC-7024
Dan VC-4018, VC-7020, Jazz Con JJC 78
AM 512
Dan VC-4018, VC-7020, Jazz Con JJC 78
Dan VC-4018, VC-7020
Dan VB-1004, VC-4018, VC-7020,
Jazz Con JJC 78
Dan VC-4018, VC-7020, Jazz Con JJC 78

Bunk's Brass Band
895
897
905

Just A Closer Walk With
Didn't He Ramble
St. Louis Blues

Thee

Dan VC-4019, VC-7023
Dan VB-1004, VC-4019, VC-7023
Dan VC-4019, VC-7023

Bunk's Trio
935
938

Where The River Shannon Flows
Poor Butterfly

AM LP 644, Dan VC-4021, VC-7025
Dan VC-4021, VC-7025
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BUNK JOHNSON COMES BACK
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By ROSS RUSSELL
Sunday afternoon, April 12, an overflow crowd
of 700 persons waited in the San Francisco
Museum of Art for one of the important recent
events of American jazz music—the resumption
of his playing career by the last-remaining sur
vivor of the New Orleans school of trumpet
players—Willie Bunk Johnson.
Importing Bunk to the West Coast was the
final step in a long campaign to get Johnson
out of the New Iberia, La., rice fields and back
where
he
belongs,
on the
bandstand. Several
years before dozens of jazz fans, among them
readers of this publication, had kicked in dollar
bills to buy Bunk a set of store teeth. After the
teeth came a trumpet, and after the horn a re
cording
junket
(Gene
Williams,
Bill
Russell.
Dave Stuart, etc.) to New Orleans to put Bunk
on wax for the first time. The climactic move
in the campaign was made possible by a popular
subscription of San Francisco jazz lovers who
have rallied around the monthly music and lec
ture sessions given by
Rudi Blesh
at the Museum
of Art. The previous meeting had seen enough
money raised to enable
Bunk to quit his
job and
leave New Iberia. As. can be believed Bunk's
appearance was awaited with tremendous expecta
tion.
The 63-year old man who stepped off the
California Limited and
went
at once to the
Museum proved himself
no ghost.
After a brief
introduction by lecturer Blesh, the platform was
turned over to Bunk and for nearly two hours
this erstwhile mythical character talked and played
—and the painstaking ground work laid by Mr.
Blesh came to life in a
very flesh and blood sort
of way.
"Yes, I played with Buddy Bolden in 1894
and 1895 and 1896 and until the King went
crazy we killed all the
other best bands in New
Orleans,"
related
Bunk
Johnson.
"Buddy
could
not read a note but
he surely
played a good
stiff lead and would have you in maybe six
sharps before you finished but I could always go
anywhere the King
went; We
played parades
and advertising wagons and, excuse me for the
expression, honky tonks, 3nd together we made
many famous blues."
It was the language of folk music itself. It
was jazz history right off the griddle, straight
from the source. For forty minutes Bunk talked
about the days when jazz was bom. Then he
unlimbered the trumpet and with the assistance
of Bertha Gonzolon, who played piano with King
Oliver way back when, he launched his one-man
concert with five choruses of Maple Leaf Rag.
History turned back 40 years and jazz was heard

played as it was in the beginning, when the
creative spirit of the Negro
people began spon
taneously to overflow and a new music was born.
Bunk's lower register
is
full and lusty, equal
in. power to any of the killer horns playing to
day. In
the upper register
his tone is thinner,
but marvelous clear. It is a more sensitive tone
than the veiled and husky vibrato of Armstrong,
a more thoughtful music.
A
rich and happy music
that has no lack of depth or feeling.
But the accent is the rare thing. Bunk plays
behind the beat, relaxed and perfectly sure, un
like the frenetic modem disciples of glittering
technique, and that accent is something that
must be
heard, or rather felt. It
gets down inside
of you
and before Bunk
has played a dozen bars
you know it is the real thing.
On High Society Bunk started out in the
upper register, soft, almost thin, and you thought
you heard, at a great distance, the old Bolden
band marching into Rampart street. Then the
tone dropped down and there was jazz the way
it used
to be, before it
was jazz, before it was
swing or jive or jump music—ragtime, right
out of the tonk.
Bunk played Maple
Leaf and High Society.
Ain't Gonna
Study War No
More. Tiger Rag,
seven choruses of Blues, and, for the finale. Oh
Lord, I Am Crippled, I Am Crippled and I
Cannot Walk.
Miss Gonzolon’s piano was, I am afraid, a
weak
substitute
for
the
proper
accompaniment
and at times Bunk's lip failed him. But these
are picayaune-ish criticisms. The April concert
was only another step on the rehabilitation of
Bunk Johnson as a playing musician.
Bunk is remaining in San Francisco and his
new career is under the energetic management
of Bill Colburn who realizes fully the pork
chop aspects
of
any musical comeback.
By the
time this issue reaches the press San Franciscans
will have been treated to a concert done in
authentic New Orleans style with a five or six
piece band built around Johnson. Among those
being contacted to appear are Papa Mutt Carey,
now a Southern Pacific porter; Buddy Scott and
Kid Ory; gigging around Los Angeles, and Wade
Whalley, that neglected New Orleans clarinetist
whom the West
Coast cats have been
digging
the last several years. Already Bunk has sat fn
with local groups, notably the remnants of the
Lu Watters band, and his lip is now fully
capable and
his
music better than ever.
Colburn
wants
to launch
Bunk
professionally
with a
real non-commercial New Orleans combo.
The twenty-odd years eclipse of Bunk, the
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postponement until 1943 of his reappearance on
the jazz firmament is of course a shocking com
mentary on our culture—which has created the
most unique native music in the world, and yet
permitted so many of the creating spirits to
eke out shabby ends as economic cripples. The
list is long
and dismal—Johnny Dodds,
Jelly
Roll
Morton,
Tommy
Ladnier,
Bessie
Smith,
King Oliver, a gang of others ad infinitum (and
ad nauseam). Bunk’s own case is more monstrous
even than the Jim Crow murder of Bessie Smith
and the sordid
end
of King Oliver, cleaning
spittoons in a Savannah pool hall. It differs in
this respect—that the future does hold some
hope (if militant jazz lovers succeed, a rather
bright hope) for a 63-year old rice field worker
with a gift trumpet and a set of store teeth—
and a head full of the music of what made jazz.

CHICAGO DOINGS
Bud Freeman, playing his best of all time, has
a piano, bass and guitar backing at The Drum,
a new spot on Dearborn, just off Randolph. It's
a soldier-sailor joint with the kind of prices you
like to pay, and shapely belles doing neat turns,
which in toto makes the program a two-ring
circus—one for eyes, one for ears. The Bud quar
tet goes on at 10 or 11 and quits at 3 or 3:30.
Earlier in the evening a tasty jazz dish is sup
plied
by
Marty
Marsala,
Jack
Gardner,
Joe
Schneider and Jim Barnes. In the single month
The Drum has run, it has developed the ear
marks of such traditional hot grandeur as the
old Deuces or Liberty Inn. If only the dozen
visiting jazzmen sitting around at every session
could sit in, heavenly things might develop. The
Drum is plain wonderful.
The young colored piano girl, Dorothy Donegan (Chicago's Hazel Scott) pounds and mugs
at the Garrick Downbeat Room next door to the
Garrick Theater on Randolph. Lips Page blows
lustily
enough
to
overcome
the
kids'
racket
while Donegan is out. Although Page's group
is a notch below classic, it's still completely re
freshing.
Boyce Brown, Pat Pattison and a piano go
great at La Playa Tap up near Edgewater Beach.
Cleo Brown is said to be at a bar across the
street from the Bismarck.—JOHN STEINER.

Mezzrow at Kelly's Stable
Mezz Mezzrow, clarinetist, has formed a small
band and moved into Kelly's Stable this week,
replacing Coleman Hawkins, who has gone to
Toronto for a week's engagement.
Mezz has Jack Butler, trumpet; Sandy Wil
liams, trombone; Ernest Meyer, bass, and Arthur
Herbert, drums. The piano man is still not per
manently set.

IT HAPPENED IN BRIDGEPORT
By ROCKY CLARK
Where has Jack Butler been all these years?
That's what
the
crowd of Bridgeport jazz
lovers wanted to know after they were introduced
to his fine brand of comet work during the
Bridgeport Swing Club's first jam session April
29th at the Ritz Ballroom.
At any rate, Butler made a decided hit, along
with Mezz Mezzrow, George Brunis, Art Hodes
and Eddie Dougherty. The entire group was in
rare form and
leftthe customers clamoring
for
more when the hour of midnight arrived and the
house lights had to be turned off. Rules
are
rules, of course.
Huddy (Leadbelly) Ledbetter was on hand, to
strum his 12-string guitar and sing his inimitable
blues during intermissions while the men in the
band caught their breath. For the grand finale,
Leadbelly remained on the platform singing and
playing with the band, and exchanging some
righteous jive talk with Brunis.
Whoever wrote in "The Jazz Record” that
Brunis can be
a one-man floor
show when
he's
in the mood, certainly hit the nail on the head.
George was in the mood at Bridgeport and gave
the
customers
what
they
craved—even
"Ugly
Child."
Mezz played beautifully, too. Hodes was in
his usual good form, and Dougherty handled the
drum sticks in fine fashion.
Rows of- seats were placed before the band
stand in the large ballroom, and a couple of
hundred people just
sat there
all evening—from
8:30 until midnight—as the musicians sent them
out of this world.
The rest of the customers were the usual ball
room crowd,
and they
welcomed the hot jazz
music as
ideal
for their
lindy-hopping and
shagging.
Nobody became
anywealthier as a
result of
the session.
It being
the
first ever held
in
Bridgeport, however, it was considered an artistic
success. There's no
doubt that
a second session
would draw
a much
bigger crowd. Everyone
who attended the first would be back—they were
so enthusiastic—and they'd bring along an army
of friends.
Jazz is staging quite
acomeback in Bridge
port anyway. Local musicians are getting to
gether every Sunday afternoon at the Hollywood
Restaurant, a night club, to get in their kicks.
Each week
the crowd is
growing larger and
more
enthusiastic.
Visiting
musicians from
"name bands"
appearingat Bridgeport theaters
are sneaking into the Hollywood between shows
to get in a few kicks with the local boys, mak
ing up for the stuff they can't do on the the
ater stage. Most recent group to do so was
a group from Joe Marsala's band.
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MORRIS RAPHAEL
the Shadows-on-the-Teche

in the garden of

Mm 1 is Raphael is an engineer by vocation and a writer by
. ocation. Although a native of Natchez, Mississippi, he
"ms lived practically all of his adult life in Acadiana,
deluding the communities of Franklin, Morgan City,
I .davette. Center\ille and the place where he now lives.
New Iberia. Louisiana.
Raphael is employed by Universal Fabricators at the Port
ot Iberia as a project engineer. He is a past president of the
Ulakapas Historical Association, the Iberia Cultural
Resources Association, the New' Iberia Kiwania Club, and
is prcseniK on the board of the St. Mary Chapter of
Louisiana Landmarks Society.
He has been published in many magazines and
newspapers and has been the recipient of several awards. He
w as at one time (‘ity Lditor of the Franklin Banner Tribune.
In l')7(i he was the author and publisher of a hardbound
book entitled The Bat lie in the Bayou Country, which is well
into its second printing, and in 1981 authored another
popular book entitled Weeks Halt—The Master of the
Shadows. In 1979 he received the Jefferson Davis award
lrom the United Daughters of the Confederacy in
recognition of his historical works.

compiled and annotated by
n
a

Morris Raphael

TA PK 45
A I'APE TO EDMOND SOUCHON"
(September. 1954)
Dear Edmond.
f he tape which you just sent me stimulated me. as your
lather's pictures always did. It has led me into a train of
thought, and into memories of Bunk Johnson." here, in the
last ten years of his life in New Iberia. Every now and then,
someone passes through here and asks me about him, and
asks where he is buried.
Many years ago. the Russian ballet under Diaghilev54
produced for a time a short ballet which they had titled. “Le
Tambeau de Couperin." It was a simple tribute to that
musician of the late French Renaissance. This kind of thing
is reminiscent of the needlework memorial pictures which
were done a century or so ago. They were always symbolic
and always contained a weeping willow tree and a mourner.
These sparse recollections of Bunk and his last days are
likewise meant to be a small tribute.

Dr. Edition Souchon, II (1897-1968). He was a New Orleans surgeon,
musician, author-and ja/7 authority.
"William Geary “Bunk” Johnson (1879-1949). World famous black jazz
musician.
"Sergei Pavlovich Diaghilev (1872-1929). Famous Russian ballet, art
and music impresario.
84

He died. 1 think, about seven or eight years ago. In a
cemetery here, he lies buried under a concrete slab. Such is
the tempo of our times, that there is no name, no date,
nothing. Such is the tempo of our times, that he rests here in
anonymity and silence, I am sure, awaiting the first note of
the last trumpet.
I never knew him in his early great days. He came to me in
his early 30s. as a yardman. His own terms. 1 had, in those
days, a beautiful, highly-bred, English setter. They became
devoted to each other and Bunk suggested that she was too
much of a lady to be fed canned dog food. Therefore, he
started to cook her meals for her. He said that he was sure
that she liked seasonings just as we did. I had nocook, and I
let him go ahead. Be it as it may, there finally evolved an
excellent hash, perfectly seasoned, and added to it were
yellow grits. Right from the beginning. Spot shared these
delightful breakfast briskets. She was as much addicted to
black coffee as was Bunk. The whole thing turned out very
satisfactorily all around.
Shortly after all this, Bunk had to leave. He was given a
position to teach music at some of the schools here. When he
worked for me, he came only occasionally when I needed
him or when 1 could find him. In absences from this place,
he evidently resorted to the cup to relieve the drabness and
the monotony of life in a small town. These moments of
fantasy must have reached such heights that the authorities
would hold him for his own safekeeping. This must have
been so, because now and then, I would have letters from the
dungeons from him. These were not written in blood, but in
the only materials available to him—in pencil, on toilet
paper, with a period after every word so that he would not
miss the end of a sentence. He wanted little—Picayune
cigarettes or Bull Durham.
When he was on the place here, he would talk
interminably of old times and Louis Armstrong and his
association with those who are now the immortals in his
field. There were no tape recorders then. At this time he had
85
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no trumpet. Noreould he have played one he had no teeth.
Me would continually say that Louis Annstrong had
promised him a set. During the sugarcane grinding season,
he drove a cane truck, and once he caught me when I was
standing at my front gate. He ran over to me and pulled
something out of his pocket, wrapped in toilet paper.
He said that Louis had sent him his teeth, and that Louis
was going to send him a trumpet. I asked him why he didn’t
wear these teeth. He said that in the truck they joggled
around in his mouth, and that he couldn’t eat with them
because they hurt him. He was waiting for his trumpet so
that he could punctuate his notes with them.
I lost track of him for a longtime—he seemed to be out of
town. And then it came to me that he had been rediscovered
by some authority on jazz, and that he had got a trumpet
from somewhere and was somewhere recording his early
style, which he had not used for many years. On account of
old associations, I was, of course, tremendously excited. A
phoenix arisen from the embers. 1 felt that his long years of
silence would be a blessing, perhaps. He was preserved from
the diluting and sweetening of his original period. All this
would prove to be latent. He would come back primitive,
archaic and strong as he was at first. It proved to be so.
Well, I hadn't seen Bunk in a long, long time. One week,
the current issue of Time came in, and going through the
pictures at first, in the division on Music, there was Bunk’s
picture. There followed an account of his having given a
concert at the Palace of the Legion of Honor, in San
Francisco, and of his rediscovery and of his triumph there.
It amused me to tell people here for a day or so that this
town had at last made the columns of Time magazine. 1 was
asked where and how. I told them that they would have to
find it for themselves. I do not remember if anyone ever did.
He was totally unknown at that time in his own home town.
As I have said, I hadn’t heard from Bunk in a long time. In
the next day or two, an enormous roll of papers containing
an issue of Time magazine came from San Francisco to me

b\ special delivery. These were all from Bunk, and with
them was a letter from him. Bless him, he had remembered
me first of all. The letter from him was typewritten and was
in his usual style a period after every word. Every sentence
began u ith a capital. He said that he was well, and he hoped
that I was. and that he was sending me a lot of papers with
articles about himself. He said that he was writing on a
typewriter which he had got secondhand and he said that he
had on one side of him a very strong cup of black coffee and
that this, together with the bell of the typewriter at the end of
the line, kept him awake. Here he was, midway between 60
and 70. and he had left an auditorium filled with wild
acclaim and applause. He said that he was unaccustomed to
the folks out thcrcand felt uneasyand could I find some way
to get him, out there in San Francisco, a job lawn-mowing.
This recital, of course, brought him into the national
public eye. He had his own name band afterwards—the
band which would draw no audience unless he himself were
there. He commenced to make a good deal of money. He
was totally indifferent to all this. He would appear or he
wouldn’t appear. He had the assurance of genius. In this, his
attitude during his latter years reminded me of the latter
\ears of John Barrymore. When he might have been making
hundreds of dollars a week, sometimes he was back of the
house here fishing in the Bayou Teche.
1 remember on one rainy Saturday night, the telephone
rang about ten o’clock. It was a woman representative of
Life magazine, who wanted him to come to New Orleans so
that they could have a double-page spread on Bunk. I told
her that Life was very sophisticated, but not enough so to
know that at ten o'clock on Saturday night it would be very
hard to find Bunk and those of his ilk. She asked me if he
had a telephone at his house. I said that that would be the
last place, even if he had had a telephone, that she would
find him on Saturday night. 1 advised her to telephone the
Harlem Grill and the Social Club and that she would find
him there, probably incoherent. He was there, and he was
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incoherent, but I had wanted her to find this out for herself.
I didn't want to mix things up. The next day, he telephoned
hack from my house to this journalist, and arrangements
were made, and I gave him money to go down for
photographs in Life. I understand that he got off all right,
hut nohody ever saw him after that, so the photographs
never appeared.
1 went ter his house the night that he was dying. The
darkness, the dark figures in the shadows, and the silence of
it till was not like Bunk at all. When he died. 1 wired Time
and Life. I he funeral was held up until a group of jazz
connoisseurs could come down for it. 1 couldn’t get to the
funeral, hut 1 sent flowers and loaned my driver and my
automobile for the family, as an extra car. They all came
around the next day and thanked me very, very nicely.
1 never heard Bunk play with a band, but one night
someone brought him here with his trumpet, a very valuable
instrument, and he played for me alone. His only
accompaniment was a pint of “Four Roses.” As he warmed
up. he told me that he had already banked a hundred
thousand dollars. When he left, he borrowed five dollars. A
pittance, indeed, for a private recital. The privilege was all
mine.
He was a small man, with courtly manners, and white
hair, and a skin like old aged walnut, and the kindest,
gentlest eyes 1 have ever seen in a human face.
May he rest in peace.
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Director

Mr. Claes Ringqvist, President
The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
Baldersvagen 14B
s-852 34 Sundersvall
SWEDEN
Dear Mr. Ringqvist:
Thank you for the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society’s generous gift of $200 to the
Historic New Orleans Collection. Our mission is to collect and preserve historical
materials about New Orleans and promote the study and appreciation of the area’s
unique history and culture. We are pleased that you value these goals enough to share
in their accomplishment - and we shall dedicate your gift toward the care of Bunk
Johnson material within the late William Russell’s great jazz collection, which came here
several weeks after his death.
The Historic New Orleans Collection treasures its reputation for exemplary care
of the many cultural artifacts that donors and friends have entrusted to us. We are
especially grateful for donations such as yours that enhance the service that our museum
and research programs offer New Orleans, the region, and the nation. In addition to
conveying our gratitude, we also hope that this letter will provide you with formal
documentation of your charitable donation.
We look forward to your own visit in March and April.

cc:

Dr. Alfred E. Lemmon, Curator of Manuscripts

MUSEUM
RESEARCH CENTER
PUBLISHER
53 3 ROYAL isTREET NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 701 30-2179
(504) 52 3-4662
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THE SWEDISH BUNK JOHNSON SOCIETY
Claes Ringqvist, President
Baldersvagen 14B
S-852 34 Sundsvall
| SWEDEN

The Tulane Jazz Archive
Howard-Tilton Memorial Library
Acknowledges with Thanks and Appreciation
Your Recent Gift
$200.00 donation

February 7, 1995

Dr- Bruce B°yd
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PRES'RELEASE

EDITORIAL

(Words from our president)

For a start, we call your attention to the next

We hope you enjoy our new layout and the new
logo. Thanks are due to Mike Hazeldine, who

ANNUAL MEETING in the Socety. Please make a

helped me scan the portrait of Bunk and his sig

note in your diary. The application forms will be

nature.

The

sent out later this year, but you can make a pre

letters,

before

latter
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comes
got
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one
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of
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the

early

liminary

famous

the

typewriter.

notice

Executive

of

interest

Committee.

now

to

somebody

Something

I

in

really

hope you will. Christer Fellers will be in charge
Last

number

we

started

a

new

series

presenting

of the live music as usual (bring your instru

prominent members of our society. For this issue

ments). He will also coordinate record auctions,
so talk with him if you plan to dispose of some

Claes Ringqvist gives you Dick Allen.
As

promised

we

enclose

an

updated

nice old disks.

membership

directory with this issue.
This time it will be our 10th anniversary - the
The

annual

meeting

will

be

held

on

Jan

20,
same

first meeting was held at the home of our distin
guished member Ake Sahlberg in January 1987,

as the last four years. We expect you there! You
will be welcomed if you have payed your fees and

and we were 6 members present at that time, I
remember. So we are growing, dear BunJkologists,

hold your own, payed-for, copy of the latest New

both quantitatively and qualitatively.

1996

at

Karlbergsvagen

86,

Stock-holm

-

Orleans Music in your hand (not really - but se
riously, if you don’t subscribe to it - what are

Our Guest of Honor at this coming meeting will

you doing in this society?)

be no less than William F. Wagner, or "Brother

The following message concerns Swedish mem
bers only:

Bill" as he likes to be called. For those not aware
(do they really exist??) he is the brother of the
late Bill Russell. He was very involved with the
Jazz Man recordings and in the search for Bunk

P-0 Karlsfrom tar over sall'shapets ehonomiadministration f r o m nuf
Exehutivhommitfen fyehfe aft det haiides
Iugnast med en jurist pa den den posfen.
P-0 har posfgiro:

in the late 30:s. He met Bunk before Bill did, and
he also met and saw a lot of Jimmie Yancy,
Johnny Dodds and a lot of other big shots in
Chicago in the 40's. Now he is a retired professor
of chemistry and is living in Lexington, KY. A city
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in jazz circles best known for Its federal prison
(asylum) for drug addicts, where they once in the
late 40’s had one of the best big bands in the

Bit shall arsavgiTten (oTo'rahdrat minst
100 hr) samt avgift fordeltagande i arsmdtef (150 hr) inbetalas. Gor det garha
nu!

US. It was led by Tad Dameron.

1

Brother Bill will give a little lecture on his
brother and Bunk - but he will also be very
pleased if the members present will ask him
questions. So please Bunkologists. prepare a
bag full of interesting questions before you enter
the meeting.

great guy. Louis Lince has replaced Peter as
publisher of NOM. We wish him and the
magazine good luck. (CR)

Since the latest BUNK INFORMATION we have
had the honour to welcome Chris Tyle as new
member in our society. Chris is a trumpeter,
from Portland, Oregon. Read more about Chris
in my Travel Report belove. You are very
welcomed, Chris!

A Travel Report March 1995
by Claes Ringqvist
VIEUX CARRE, some weeks prior to their own
French Quarter Festival. You can look upon it
as kind of general rehearsal to the Great Jazz
Fest starting on Tuesday, April 28. An amazing
programme at the fairground and at a lot of
other places all around the city.
PRESERVATION HALL is still running seven
nights a week, still very cheap entrance fee, still
not serving anything but music. It seems like it
is more or less pick up bands every night. The
only exception I heard was Dejans Olympia
Band, but still not the same as usual because
Harold himself has suffered a stroke and cannot
play the saxophone any more. But he is sitting
in the frontline and takes a vocal every now and
then. However, it is definitively not the Olympia
Band I remember from earlier days. Percy
Humphrey has turned 90 years of age, and of
course he hasn't the chops he once had. He still
plays some, but to me he looked very tired and I
think
he
misses
his
brother
Willie
tremendously.1
The
men
in
the
frontline
changed every night. You'll have to say that
Preservation Hall isn't what it used to be. But
the cohort of performers is diminishing, so I
don't think there's much you can do about it.
But the tourists are still coming in crowds - like
they always have. And the queue outside at
about 8 p.m. passes Pat O'Brian and goes down
to Royal Street as it has always done, seven
nights a week.
PALM COURT CAFE on 1204 Decatur you will
find closed Mondays. Tuesdays, but on

Also in this issue you'll find a contribution by
our Master of Transcriptions, Tom Pauli. This
time it is the trumpet part (and clarinet) of the
Gus Statiras recording of "Careless Love", with
Kid Collins, alias Abbie Williams on drums, from
february 1945 in New Orleans. Just put on the
record and enjoy Tom's outstanding work!!
Among
the
supplements
you'll
find
some
interesting stuff. An article from "The Tulanian",
Spring 1979, Vol 50, Nr 2. It's the story of the
Hogan Jazz Archive and the University has
given us the permission to reprint it in BJI. We
are very thankful for that. Do you know that you
can join the "Friends of the Archive"? For a
small fee you'll get the magazine "Jazz Archivist"
and more news from the Archive. Highly
recommended for those interested. We also have
another reprint - a discussion between Dick
Allen and Bill Russell. We find it very interesting
and hope you'll do the same. We had some
plans to publish the articles from "Record
Changer. Nov. and Dec. 1952" by Harold Drob
(he has kindly given his permission to do so),
but we'll save that for next issue.
We feel grief
Horsfield, the
who suffered
this year. We
years ago in

at the loss of our member Peter
publisher of New Orleans Music
a myocardial infarction, June 27
sure miss him. I met him a few
New Orleans and he was such a

'Ed’s note: Percy Gaston Humphrey died In New
Orleans 22 July 1995
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drums (without high-hat!!).
A
very highly
qualified quartet with an enormous knowledge
of tunes, some very very odd
and some not so
odd. Those nights at Can Can Cafe were
absolute highligths.

Wednesday you can listen to Greg Stafford and
his Jazz Hounds, the band that was led by the
late Danny Barker up to his death last year. On
Thursdays you can hear Percy Humphrey and
his New Orleans Joymakers and on Friday the
one and only Thais Clark will show up with her
Jazz Men. On Saturdays and Sundays Pud
Brown will close the week with some different
constellations. Not very thrilling if I shall be
honest, which I'll try to be. But it is a very nice
place and the couisine has improved quite a lot
since 1 was there some years ago. Today not
even Sven Stalberg will go starving after dining
at that place. The Kitchen Men & Women are
doing a great job.
At some of the hotels along Canal Street there
are a lot of jazz brunches and similar events on
the week-ends. Of very various quality and
quantity.
Back to Bourbon Street you can listen to a lot of
jam sessions at Frltzel's on weekend nights. No
fixed programs, but different participants night
after night. To me Jack Maheu was by far the
most outstanding reedman I ever heard in that
place. He has made N.O. his permanent home
city now and it seems he is very much in
demand. Second only to Orange as the great
reedman in Crescent City today.
George Finola, just recovering from being beaten
down by a horse-driver in the French Quarter,
played at Maison Bourbon. A highly skilled
trumpeter and Bix-fan, but not too interesting
to my ears, however.
I will save the absolute best for my last visit on
Bourbon this time. During my weeks in New
Orleans, Chris Tyle & His Silver Leaf band was
absolutely
outstanding
concerning
music
in
N.O. today. They are playing six nights a week
at Hotel Sonesta (Can Can Caf6), no entrance
fee. You just drop in, sit down with a drink and
enjoy the music (Mondays closed). It's a four
pieces band and the nights I listened to them
Chris
himself
played
superb
trumpet,
the
outstanding Orange Kellin on clarinet, Steve
Pistorious on piano and a jumping John Gill on

From a
more historical point of
view I will
mention
the rather recently opened
'The
Historic New Orleans Collecton" on 533 Royal
Street. It's an archive dealing not only with
music but with every aspect on Louisiana and
New Orleans history and culture. To the
jazzfriend it has a very special interest due to
the fact that the late Bill Russell's collection (the
main part of it) was donated to the collection
after Bill's passing in August 1992. Many people
thought that the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane
University would get the collection, but for some
reasons they didn't. Myself, I was a bit doubtful
that it was all to be donated to a non-jazz
instituton with veiy little knowledge of jazz. A lot
of
PhD
people,
but
no
well-known
jazzhistorians. But now, after I have had the
opportunity of a closer look at the Historic N.O.
Collection I am convinced that the Russell
collection is very well taken care of. A highly
skilled staff of professional archivists work with
the huge task to catalogize the material. All of it
is stored in a big room with special temperature,
moisture etc (like a wine-cellar) and all of it is
put into acidfree boxes, far superior to Bill's old
cardboard boxes. I think this will be a first class
archive very well suited for research. And when
in need for more jazz-knowledge, Jerry Brock of
the Louisiana Music Factory will help them. At
the Archive I also found a copy of the
manuscript of Bill Russell's book on Jelly Roll
Morton. I got the opportunity to sit and read in
it for a couple of hours. A marvelous book! A
masterpiece. I do hope that Karl Emil Knudsen
in Copenhagen will publish it soon. It is already
sadly delayed about year and a half. And I
know that Bill Russells brother, William Wagner
in Lexington, KY is quite upset because of this.
The book will be a masterpiece once published.
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Moon&Sixpence" on Wardour Street just a block
away. "But my office time is the same", he told
me which means he enters the pub opening
time 11 a.m and sits there until about 7 p.m.
when he goes home for a fast dinner before
going to Club 100 on Oxford Street.
I wondered how Bilco had raised money enough
to go to N.O. but I learned that the Ken Colyer
Trust paid his trip. Must be one of the best
things the Trust ever did. Nice of them. Because
of his somewhat peculiar way of living and his
dietary monotony the travel agency demanded a
medical check up before entering the tour, due
to insurance reasons. But Bilco passed it
without any problems what-so-ever. He is 75 by
now and in incredible good shape it seems.
I spent my last night in New Orleans this time
with Orange Kellin on Can Can Cafe', And early
next morning I left.

A labour of love, indeed. I am very anxious to
see it released.
Daniel Mayer, the producer at the radiostation
WWOZ asked me to join him in a programme
(Thursday morning 9-11 a.m) and to talk about
the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society and other
things. I just put up one condition: That I was
allowed to have Dick Allen with me in the
Studio. Dan accepted at once so for two hours
we sat in the studio (in the Armstrong Park) and
talked about Bunk, Wooden Joe, Ken Colyer,
The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society and a lot of
ragtime and Dan also played a lot of tunes from
the last CD with Barfota Jazzmen "Pleasant
Moments".
Talking about Dick Allen, I have since many
years tried to have him sit down for a little taped
interview. Up till now there has always been
something in betwen but this time he had the
time. So I had him sit down in the patio of Hotel
Richelieux on Chartres, not far from his home
on Govenor Nichols. We had a very very nice
sitting for
three hoursand I taped all of it. And I
hope to
transcribe it into
an article for
ORKESTER-JOURNALEN. After the sitting I took
Dick for dinner at Palm Court Cafe', where we
listened to Pud Brown and his band. So nice to
sit and eat together with a living legend.
Before I left New Orleans this time I was invited
by Chris
Burke to join the
Brass Bandthat
would meet the Ken Colyer Trust at the Airport.
One very
important thing that
would make my
decision easy was the opportunity to see Bill
Colyer in New Orleans (I have difficulties even to
imagine seeing him outside a pub on Dean
Street In London). In the brassband you could
find Reginald Koellar tp, me on comet, Wendel
Eugene tb, Mike Owen tb, Chris Burke cl, A1
Carson sous, Greg Stafford bassdrum and some
more.
We played some nice music and it is always very
thrilling to play in a real brass band. And of
course I met Bill Colyer. who told me he has
changed his water-hole in London from the pub
"Nellie Dean" on Dean Street to "The

!

[NOTE: For the transcription. See http://fellers.se/Bunk/Transcriptions.html__________1‘

CARELESS LOVE AND THE STATIRAS
RECORDINGS
The following text is Tom Pauli’s comments on his
transcription of Careless Love:

This version of Careless Love is another one of
the numbers recorded by Gus Statiras in New
Orleans
1945-02-17
(Metronome
B531).
In
addition to this one. Bunk made at least five
other recordings of Careless Love: two in
California (with Turk Murphy in the spring of
1944 and with his own V-disc Veterans 194407-11) and three with Bill Russell on AM in New
Orleans (1944-08-01 on mx398 and 1944-08-02
on mx410 and mx411). It is very interesting to
compare these versions not only for the
differences between them but as much for the
similarities.
The established practice in New Orleans is to
play Careless Love in E flat major (concert key)
and to preface the theme with some blues
choruses. Bunk deviates from this practice In
both respects on all his six recordings: they are
played in F major (concert key), and instead of

-4.
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name. Let us call it "Bunk’s Honeysuckle Rose
Phrase”. In Ex 7, 8 and 9 we have similar
phrases often used by Bunk.
In the bars 5-6, 24-26, 37-38 and 73-74 Bunk
plays figures based on the note sequence in Ex
4. Such figures also occurs in the 1945-12-19
version of Franklin Street Blues, but in another
key! See the bars 15-16 and 51-52 in my
transcription
of
that
number
in
Bunk
Information #4. October 1994.
In the last sLx bars (115-120) of the seventh
chorus we have again a case where Bunk drops
out, while the rest of the band continues as if
nothing had happened. (We had such a case
also the last time.)
The concluding phrase in the last four bars
(133-136 with upbeat) is brilliant as usual. The
last two bars (with upbeat) of the concluding
phrase is almost identical in all Bunk's six
recordings of Careless love.
At last I want to remind you of my general
comments on the Gus Statiras recordings in
connection with Tiger Rag.

the blues choruses the second half (i.e. the last
eight bars) of the theme is used as Introduction.
(On AM mx398 Bunk is shocking the listener by
beginning to play the eight bar introduction of
Sobbin’ Blues, but this introduction has exactly
the same chord progression as the last eight
bars of Careless Love.)
The opening phrase (the first four bars) and the
concluding phrase (the last four bars) in the
sixteen bar theme of Careless Love are identical.
This phrase consists of seven notes. There exists
three versions of this phrase that differ only in
the fifth note. Look at Ex 1, 2 and 3! Depending
on wether we use b— flat, e. flat or _a flat as the
fifth note, we get what we might call the
sentimental, the conventional and the blues
version respectively. These versions are quite
different in mood and character, due to one
single note. Of the three members of the front
line in Bunk’s band George Lewis prefers the
sentimental, Jim Robinson the conventional and
Bunk the blues version. This is in fact also a
veiy
apt
psychological
(and
musical!)
characterization of the three men!! On AM
mx411 you can listen to Ex 1 (the last four bars
of George Lewis’ solo) immediately followed by
Ex 2 (the first four bars of Jim Robinson’s solo).
As we noted in the last number of Bunk
Information, Jim Robinson plays one of his very
best solos on the "Gus Statiras version” of Tiger
Rag. On Careless Love it is George Lewis who
plays one of his most beautiful and emotionally
intensive solos ever recorded. It has also been
transcribed here. In the bars 48-49, 60-61 and
64-65 George plays phrases built up upon the
note sequence given in Ex 10. Then Bunk plays
this note sequence in the bar 79. apparently
influenced by George.
In bar 89 Bunk opens the sixth chorus with a
phrase that he
also uses
as a riff in the
beginning of the last chorus in Sobbin' Blues
(autumn 1942,
both versions),
see Ex 5.
Immediately after that (bars 90-91, see also Ex
6) Bunk plays
a phrase so common
in his
improvisations that we might give it a special

Tom Pauli (copyright, all rights reserved)

DILL PICKLES
In BI # 2 Nils Gunnar Anderby introduced the
New Iberia based detective Dave Robichaux,
main character in James Lee Burke’s books.
Burke has written a new book called Dixie City
Jam. Bunk is mentioned. We quote: ’...I heard
the flat, tinny tones of a 1920s jazz orchestra,
then the unmistakable bell-like sound of Bunk
Johnson’s comet rising out of the mire of Cmelody saxophones.’ Well, Burke may not have
all his jazz facts correct, but he write good
books (if you don’t mind a little mean violence
now and then).
The outstanding Labour of Love, "THE JAZZ
DISCOGRAPHY"" by Tom Lord has now reached
Vol 12. In # 11 you can find an excellent
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Orleans December 15, 1929 is now released on
a splendid CD
- FROG DGF5.
Highly
recommended, indeed. On the same CD you will
find, Genevieve Davis, Louis Dumaine, Anne
Cook, Johnny Miller, Monk Hazel and others.

discography of Bunk Johnson, with a little help
from the author's friends in the Bunk Johnson
Society. We'll just cite a bit from the foreword
(verbatim) 7 will like to thank several people who
have contributed to this project. Without their
help the task would have been impossible.... The
Swedish Bunk Johnson Society (Claes Ringqvist,
Bjorn Barnhelm, Halcan hakansson, Lennart
Fait, Stig LJunggren)

Did anyone (in Sweden) record the interview
with Orange Kellin in "Seniorpuls", Aug -95? Or
the interview with Kenneth Amstroih in the
same programme earlier this year? Christer
Fellers would like a copy (Tel. 08-768 41 29).

In # 12 we find George Lewis' recordings. The
author pays tribute to our two distinguished
members Hakan Hakansson and Lennarf Fait
by claiming (verbatim) 'The following section is
based on Blood&Tears Productions’ book Hymn

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

To introduce Dick Allen to a bunch of jazzfreaks
is, I think, a bit presumptuous. In
some way
Dick is New Orleans jazz. His contributions In
spreading themusic, his
research and his
devotion is legend today. Bom in Georgia in the
middle of the
20s he came in contact with the
N.O. music while inthe Navy in Gulfport,
MI.
The weekends were spent in the Crescent City,
starting at the end
of 1945, which meant that
Bunk had already left for Styvesant Casino in
New York. Actually
Dick never met Bunk. But
he fell so much in love with N'Awlins that he
moved there on a
permanent basis in
1949. His
aims were kto complete his degree in psychology
at the Tulane University and also to learn how
to play the trombone properly. Today he admits
with a smile that he failed with both his
purposes. At Tulane he came in contact with the
dynamic
jazz-fan
and
professor
of
histoiy
William Hogan.
There was no time for
psychology, but a lot of doings as kind of co
founder of the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane,
whose first curator was Bill Russell, supported
by Dick Allen, who later took over that position.
"Oral History"
has been his trade mark through
the years. As for the trombone playing he soon
discovered
(or
maybe
Jim
Robinson,
his
presumptive teacher soon disovered) his talents
were not those necessary. He claims he doesn't

To George ’.
From London we've got a report that Bilco (Bill
Colyer) is doing fine at his new waterhole at
'The
Moon&Sixpence",
on
Wardour
Street,
close to Oxford Street and Club 100. His office
time is about from 11.00 am to c:a 6 pm, more or
less daily. He is sending his regards to the
Society.
Member
Orange
Kellin
has
been
touring
Sweden for about three weeks playing with
Jesse’s
Jazz
Band
and
others.
He
also
participated on TV and Radio and played a very
successful gig at Castle Hotel in Stockholm
together with his old buddies in The Imperial
Band under the leadership of our distinguished
member of the Executive Committee Christer
Fellers.
For those interested to join The Friends of the
Archive. (Hogan Jazz
Archive,
Tulane
University), write to Alma Williams, Hogan
Jazz
Archive,
Howard-Tilton Memorial
Library, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA
10118, USA. She will give you more information.
it The
immortal
session with Jones and
Collins Astoria Hot Eight, recorded in New
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really made the band go.
The new photographs of Bunk on this page were
taken
by George Sabback,
San Francisco
comettist who is now in New York. Sabback
visited Bunk this summer, talked with
him and
heard him play a little. He reports that Bunk is
still a
fine man and a fine musician.
The top
snapshot shows Bunk trying out Sabbacks horn
in the
back yard of his home
in New Iberia,
Louisiana.

regret it - but I'm not so sure .! believe him. On
the other hand, that gave him plenty of more
time for research and to establish the absolutely
unique archive of taped interviews at Tulane.
Hundreds and hundreds of them. A marvelous
goldmine for researchers and others interested.
After the passing of Bill Rusell in 1992, Dick
Allen has to be regarded as the Great Jazz Dean
of today in New Orleans. His home is close to
the Palm Court Cafe', and he doesn't miss
anything going on in the French Quarter. He is
a living encyclopedia concerning jazz, something
I could find out myself during a three hours long
interview in N.O. earlier this year. We are
extremely proud to have Dick Allen with us in
the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society. (C R)

(From JAZZ INFORMATION. Vol II. * 16. November 1941.)

FILLING THE GAPS - more on the Oliver-Bunk
relation. By Paul Larson.
The record date that King Oliver is supposed to
have played with Lizzie Miles in 1930 has long
been a
question in the
minds of Oliver
collectors. Ever since the letter that Oliver sent
Bunk in
Eltra,
Texas, in "early 1930" was
published in Jazzmen, the record has been a
point of argument. It is my feeling that I am now
able to explain what probably did happen in this
matter.
Oliver who had
been one of the first to go north
and make good
was always writing to his old
friends in New Orleans to try to get them to join
him as he could hire
them at much
cheaper
wages than those musicians
who
had learned
about the monies to be
made in
music in the
north and in doing this he also wanted to let
them think that he was really making it big by
telling them some of his successesllof which he
had many to be sure). So, Oliver, in his letter to
Bunk, whom he had Just recently heard from,
wanted to make sure that Bunk was aware of
his needing musicans for his many gigs and
record dates, made sure to mention a record
date. He had considerably difficulty in locating
the much traveled Bunk.
Bunk had been on the
road for about 2 years with the Houston based
band of Dee Johnson playing dates throughout
the Southwest and finally as the adress of the
letter indicates ending up in the small Texas
town of Eltra between Vernon and Wichita Falls.

FROM THE BUNK ARCHIVES
"Bunk Johnson will record:"
The almost legendary New Orleans cometist,
still hale and hearty at almost 62, is expected to
come to New York soon to record some New
Orleans music for Victor with his old friend
Sidney Bechet.
This sensational news was a trade secret until
Louis Armstrong broke the story in an article
written for The Baton, a music magazine.
Armstrong wrote that he had met Bunk and
other old friends on a recent visit to the home
town. Bunk told him he'd heard from Bechet
about making "some recordings of the good old
days". Louis added: "Now, if this happens, it
ought to be real good".
And good it should be, if the stories we've heard
of Bunk are true. In New Orleans from 1895
Bunk was known as a marvel on the horn.
Playing with Buddy Bolden and later the Eagle
Band, he won the admiration of a whole
generation of musicians. The old-timers still say
Bunk didn't have Louis' power, or his range but in other respects he was Armstrong's equal.
Playing a light, matchlessly rhythmic lead, he
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where he took a job with Totten Bros. Funeral
Flome as sort of handy man. During this period,
Bunk according to Mr Totten did not play at ail
and
was known locally as"Sweet Willie". The
date
of "about early 1930" fits in with all the
above so with this infonnation we want to see
what Lizzie Miles was doing in
the way of
recording.
It is my opinion this is what happened at the
Miles record date
on Febr27, 1930. a Thursday.
Oliver probably was a visitor in the studios as
he was a Victor
artist also, but did not play
(records made that day were
Victor 23281 The
man I got ain’t the man 1 want. Victor 2398 Too
Slow Blues (never issued), and Victor 23306
Done Tltrowned The Key Away. My reasons for
thinking this aside from the above mentioned
one
is that in the letter to Bunk he says that
"the first thing Monday I will see if he can find
some kind of job for you" and also that the
record date was
yesterday, meaning that he
would have written the letter Friday Febr 28,
1930.
Bunk and Oliver must have written to each
other a few more times as Oliver asked Bunk to
join his band to make a tour the Mid and
Southwest areas. Rumor has it that Bunk left
Eltra to join Oliver in Kansas City to go to
Wichita to play at the Fox-Miller Theater (as
part of a double feature program with the movie
"Runaway Bride" for three days from June 1921). The Oliver band played for four shows daily
at Fox-Miller, but in only staying there for a few
days did not allow time for Bunk to ever catch
up with Oliver.
(From SECOND LINE. Jan. Febr. 1970)
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WELCOME TO CONTACT

NEW BUNK RECORDS

The mail order business
dealing with Traditional Jazz only.
More than 1000 different
LPs, CDs, Cassettes, Videos & Books.
Stomp Off, Delmark, GHB
(incl. American Music series),
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi Gras,
504, Lake and many others.
Good Time Jazz has released a 4CD-box called
Good
Time
Jazz
Story
4GTJCD-4416.
It
contains 4 numbers featuring Bunk, namely
Storyvllle Blues and Moose March from LP
12048 (42-06-11), Careless Love and Down By
The Riverside from LP 12024
(1944-01/02).
Nothing new for the Bunk collector, but some
nice liner notes by member Lloyd Levin. Lor
further information about this box, contact Bo
Scherman or Nalle Svahn.

The only shop in Sweden
100% specialized in jazz,
blues and gospel. Thou
sands of new and second
hand CDs and LPs in all
styles. Also 78s and
jazz literature. Lots of
BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
2 IRCs or 10:- in Swe
dish stamps for our
latest mail order news
list, where among other
things you will find a
special offer on the
Storyville label.
SKIVFYND JAZZ 0CH BLUES
Box 8003, 104 20 Stock
holm. Street address:
Scheelegatan 12. Tel/
fax: 08-632 92 91.

Phone: (0)526-15352 or
write: SURBRUNNSG 21
S-452 37 STROMSTAD

Bunk Johnson Information is
the newsletter for members of
the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society.
Editor:
H&kan H&kansson
Kungsholms Strand 185
112 48 STOCKHOLM
+46 - 8 - 65 25 725
President and deputy editor:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL
+ 4 6 - 6 0 - 17 12 85
Other members of the
Executive Committee:
P-0 Karlstrom
Storvretsvag'en 105
163 60 SPANG A
+46 - 8 - 760 08 15
Christer Fellers
Grans&ngarvagen 20
19155 SOLLENTUNA
+46 - 8 - 768 41 29
BJI can also be reached on
fax +46 - 8 - 650 52 25

New Orleans Memories (KID CD-001)
Sven Lange's New Orleans Kids
Christer Fellers(t,vo), Sven Lange(tb and leader), Arne Hogsander(cl), Hans Kjarby(p), Gorari'Stachewsky(b),
Sven Steihlberg(dm), Marit Elfstrom(vo).
A good man is hard to find. Why don't you do right. Yonder comes the blues. Me and my gin,
Down in jungle town, Squeeze me. Tire glory of love. Oh my babe blues. Goody doody. If I could be with you,
Mecca flat blues, Aunt Hagars blues. Brother can you spare a dime. New Orleans Memories, 'Fore day creep.
Go back where you stayed last night. (Sweden, February 20, April 5-6 1994).

New Orleans music

IAJRC Journal

Despite the group's name, Sven Lange's
New Orleans Kids were never youngsters
playing on the streets of the Crescent
City. While the members of this nimble
Swedish band are obviously in tune with
the sounds of the Mississippi Delta, their
lineage is deeply rooted in Scandinavia.
Trombonist-leader Sven Lange adds
frequent slurs and growls that reveal his
indebtedness to Kid Ory. On Down in
Jungle Town, the band's culminating
ensemble explosion is led by Christer
Fellers' torrid trumpet While adhering to
the melodic-lines, he also generates a
lusty swinging surge. Clarinettist Arne
Hogsander exercises brilliant tonal
control and occasionally drops into a
buoyant Barney Bigard mode. The subtle
rhythm section holds it together very
neatly.
The band's three instrumental
numbers are authentic substantiation of
their superiority as gifted soloists and
tight ensemble players - but it is the
startling work of their twenty-year-old
vocalist, Marit Elfstrom. that warrants
the four star ratings this CD should be
accumulating.
Ma Rainey recorded Yonder Come the
Blues and Oh, My Baby Blues half a
century before Marit Elfstrom was bom.
A Good Man Is Hard to Find, Me and My
Gin. and Squeeze Me were recorded by

Bessie Smith a few years later. In spite of
her youth and the ethnic difference,
Marit ingeniously expresses the rich tone
and unique phrasing heard on those
early blues recordings.
Her voice is less abrasive than Ma
Rainey's or Bessie Smith's - but it is
more seductive. The very young vocalist
grasps, with great conviction, the full
emotional values depicted in their
recordings. She also imparts a fragile
vulnerability to Why Don't You Do Right?
The earthy lyrics are deftly underscored
by pianist Hans KJarby's compassionate
accompaniment. The sombre Depression
anthem Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?
is handled with equal aplomb despite the
male oriented theme.
Marit adds touching resonance to my
lyrics on the title tune. Claude Luter's
poignant New Orleans Memories. I swear
that this has absolutely no bearing on
the substance of this review - honestly! It
must be apparent, however, that I have
been smitten by the vocal charms of
Marit Elfstrom. If I were thirty years
younger, I would think I was In lovel My
editor, Lucille (Mrs. F.L.) suggests 1
change that to forty years youngerl
Floyd Levin

The New Orleans Kids are neither from the Crescent City nor
were they under 21 years of age, with one exception, at the
time these tracks were recorded. The Kid part of the group's
name and the CD label come from Sven Lange's affection
for Kid Or/s playing which began at the time Ory visited
Stockholm in 1956. This group was put together in the late
’80s to play the style of Ory, and it does that very well. From
the brief liner notes, one can see that the players are well
experienced and it shows.
The youngster on this CD is the singer, who was 20 years
old when the recording was made. You would never know
that fact from listening to her performances on these selec
tions; she sings on all but three tunes. Christer Fellers, an
IAJRC member, says that Marit has been hearing the good
music since she was born because her mother had a lot of
records. Fie points out that Marit knows very well her Bessie
and Ma Rainey. One can hear that she knows a loi more,
too. Her conception of ihe tunes she sings on (his disc is ter
rific and she possesses a wonderful sound. While there are
other versions ol "Why Don't You Do Right," ihe common
comparison is to the Peggy Lee version with BG. Marit lakes
the tempo a bit slower and her version is a whole new ball
game. Only the rhythm section plays this one with her and
pianist Kjarby adds considerable interest.
The band cannot be faulted and its enthusiasm even in ihe
role as accompanist to Marit helps to raise each track a lew
notches. These inspired players roar on their three instru
mentals which are "Down in Jungle Town,” "If I Could Be with
You” and “Aunt Flagar’s Blues.” Good solos abound.
These are beautifully recorded studio sessions and you
should check this one out. Order by sending si6 lo Kid Jazz
Productions, Gransangarevagen 20,19155 Sollenluna, Swe
den. It'll be sent airmail postpaid.
—Russ Chase

Order the CD!
You get the CD by return mail.
Christer Fellers
Gransdngarevdgen20
191 55 Sollentuna, SWEDEN
120 kronor personkonto 41 06 04 - 0837
or 10£ or 14 $, Banknotes in an envelope.
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After You’ve Gone

Ai Rose Collection

The Superior Orchestra, circa 1910. Theflrchive has
interviews with .violinist Peter Bocage, cornetist.
BunK.Johnson, and two of bassist BlIlyTMafrero's

The search far origins is a fascinating activity, and those who have en
gaged in it have brought international recognition to Tulane University in a
number Of fields. The pioneering work of Tulane physicians into the causes
of yellow fever and other tropical diseases helped to save millions of lives,
and students come from distant countries to the University's School of Pub-1
lie Health and Tropical Medicine. The Middle American Research Institute is
also known the world over to scholars in its area, for its archaeological ex
peditions and professional publications that have added to an understanding
of the roots of the brilliant Mayan civilization.
Equally widespread is Tulane’s academic renown in a field that belongs
singularly and uniquely to New Orleans, Jazz. Jazz has been called America's
only native art form. It was bom in New Orleans and has spread around the
earth, behind the iron curtain, as far as Australia and Japan. But nobody
knows how it started.

Jazz has flourished and developed In its it and hoping it would go away. But jazz has
home town, although for some years the achieved social and Intellectual respectmore influential local citizens appeared to ability. Tulane people have played a sigregard it somewhat as their fathers had re- nificant part in that process. And it would
garded tropical diseases—trying to escape be difficult to find a subject in which inter-

A’61; Ed
’19; trom
W. Hyman,
three limes
JuiQ3 Cahn

Four Tulanians: Banjoists John Chaffe,
mond Souchon II, M.D., A&S Student in
bonist Bill Crais, L’51, and cornetist John
better known in music as Johnny Wiggs,
a part-time student.

est has pervaded the University more thor
oughly, skipping across all lines of rank,
employment and age.
Herbert Longenecker worked as a musi
cian in dance bands while going to Penn
sylvania State University, where he re
ceived all of his degees. He spent many
hours relaxing with his clarinet, in a family
combo or in other groups, during his tenure
as President of Tulane, 1961-76. Isidore
Newman, II, and Gerald Andrus, who be
came members of the Board of Administra
tors, as well as several other students who
later attained prominence in business or
professional life, were part of a student jazz
band of the twenties.
Many members of the Tulane community
— faculty, students, alumni, staff and main
tenance workers — have played jazz for
fun and sometimes for profit. Tulane fra
ternities and other groups, by hiring bands
for their dances, did much to revive the art
form from a local decline and give it social
status.
But a University, after all, is a place for
the discovery, preservation, and dissemi
nation of knowledge. And jazz is a subject
of serious study at Tulane aside from being
a source of aesthetic and sociable enjoy
ment.
For the past 21 years the William Ransom
Hogan Jazz Archive, housed in the Special
Collections Division of the Howard-Tilton
Memorial Library, has been gathering ma
terial on all aspects of the idiom. Its hold
ings comprise nearly 80,000 items, with a
total value of well over half a million dollars,
if such irreplaceable items can in any way
be measured. The collections include al
most 23,000 recordings — among them 24
primitive cylinders; 59 piano rolls; over
13,000 pieces of sheet music; 32 motion
picture reels; more than 12,000 reference
material items such as books, magazines
and other serials, microfilm reels, and vid
eotapes; and over 27,000 archival material
items including collections donated by in
dividuals, photographs, and miscellaneous
notes, clippings, and posters.

The Jazz Archive is an excellent example
of the way in which libraries are in immedi
ate touch with many aspects of American
life. Like the United States Information
Service, it is used by people all over the
world. In fact, foreign researchers and
musicians have visited the Archive more
than any other single group. Not only does
the center disseminate knowledge of jazz,
but it also influences the living art form.
Musicians have used its phonograph rec
ords, taped interviews, and sheet music to
obtain a more vital understanding of New
Orleans jazz, and to incorporate their find
ings into their playing. Visiting musicians
sometimes breathe a new life into the New
Orleans scene by teaching local men longforgotten melodies, some of which they re
corded themselves in the twenties.
The Archive is utilized also by graduate
students from many fields, journalists, and
visitors sent by the State Department. These
are not all musicians, by any means. For
example, a graduate student in folklore
from the University of North Carolina used
material from the Archive in a master’s
thesis on funeral customs. Books and mag
azine articles on many subjects both do
mestic and foreign acknowledge the help of
the Archive and its staff.
Curator and chief architect of the Archive
is Richard B. Allen who decided after one
semester of medical school that he pre
ferred to devote his life to jazz rather than
to the family tradition of psychiatry. A writer
in The New Yorker described him as "not
only the curator of the Archive . . . but, in a
sense, the curator of present-day New Or
leans jazz itself."
A native of Milledgeville, Georgia, Allen
visited New Orleans while in the Navy short
ly after World War II, and here he met and
heard a number of jazz musicians. He also
met Oren Blackstone, a pioneer researcher
who had just quit his job at theWew Orleans
Times-Picayune to open the New Orleans
Record Shop with his brother. Blackstone's
knowledge and scholarship had significant
influence on Allen.

Allen moved to New Orleans in 1949 and
made the acquaintance of those who were
creating, playing, and writing about jazz.
Among these was William Russell, a Mis
souri native and an occasional visitor to
Mew Orleans, who was considered by many
at that time to be the leading authority on
the subject of New Orleans music. Another
was Robert W. Greenwood, then a Tulane
undergraduate and later a Tulane librarian
until
his
recent
retirement.
Greenwood
pointed out the importance of recording in
terviews with the local musicians, many of
whom were living in relative obscurity in
spite of once having had world-wide repu
tations
among
music
lovers.
Greenwood
also believed in saving every scrap of pa
per connected with this influential musical
style. He saw the historical importance to
future researchers of what is called ephem
era. This attitude, Allen notes, converted
him even more into a pack rat — fortunate
ly so for jazz scholarship today and in the
future. Greenwood himself did early taped

The photographer turned out
to be an ex-drummer and fan
of New Orleans music. Later
he became an internationally
famous filmmaker: Stanley
Kubrick.
interviews in New Orleans and helped in
researching
an
important
article
on
oldtime musicians for Look magazine. Look's
writer, Joseph Roddy, was impressed with
Greenwood's
knowledge
of
New
Orleans
music. Greenwood was concerned that the
Look photographer, who was to arrive in
New Orleans in a few days, would kill the
emphasis on the then-forgotten old timers.
The photographer turned out to be an ex
drummer and fan of New Orleans music.
Later he became an internationally famous
filmmaker:
Stanley
Kubrick.
The
article
went just as Greenwood wished, bringing
several New Orleans musicians, especially

clarinetist George Lewis, back into the lime
light. It was not long until Russell moved to
New Orleans, and in the mid 1950's, he and
Allen began gathering "living history" of
jazz
through
taped
interviews
with
old
musicians.
In 1956, Allen approached Dr. William R.
Hogan, Chairman of the Department of His
tory, with the idea of doing a master’s
thesis on the basis of these interviews. It
turned out that Dr. Hogan was a jazz buff
and was interested in the subject as a field
of scholarship. He indicated to Allen that
serious studies in the art form had been
made in western Europe. The University of
Berlin, for example, in the 1920's had estab
lished "phonogram archives and gave mer
ited
recognition
to
New
Orleans
Jazz.”
From
his
conversation
with
Dr.
Hogan
"came not a master’s thesis,” Mr. Allen re
calls, “but the idea of a research center
where scholars might come to study the
musicians and their music.
There was little known material for such
a resource. There were no documents on
the early development of this music; the
oldest jazz record ever dates only to 1917.
"Not only were record companies slow to
become interested," the Curator explains,
"but the music was considered too vulgar
for anyone to write about."
Nevertheless, with some help from then
academic vice president Fred Cole, Rus
sell, and Allen, Hogan wrote a proposal that
was submitted to the Ford Foundation re
questing a grant to set up a research cen
ter while Allen was a graduate student.
Despite the reluctance of some of the Ford
trustees to recognize the scholarly poten
tial of jazz, important grants were made in
support of the project for the first seven
years. W. McNeil Lowry, retired vice presi
dent and director of the Ford Foundation,
relates that during his twenty years with the
Foundation, he could recall no other in
stance where the board members were in
dividually polled on an issue. The discus
sion apparently became so heated that
John J. McCloy, then Chairman of the

Dr. William R.
Hogan, who had the
idea and the drive to
get it all started.
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Board of Trustees, told one of his fellow
members, “You would have been against
chamber music in the Eighteenth Century."
The Archive thus became a reality in
1958, with Russell as Curator and Allen as
Associate Curator. Soon after, Allen took
over acting direction of the center and was
named Curator in 1965. The Archive v/as
named for Dr. Hogan after his death in 1971.
A stream of administrators and scholars

"You would have been against
chamber music in the
Eighteenth Century."

Jack Hufloy

"I got a face like a
bucket of tripe," said
Jack laine. In 1964
he was guest
lecturer in Allen's
University College
course on New
Orleans jazz. Laine
was then 90 years
old.

have come to the center to learn how to set
up similar oral history projects and ar
chives. Such centers or archives for jazz
study have been established in the past 20
years at a number of other places in the
United States as well as in several foreign
countries. One major jazz archive in Aus
tralia was modeled after Tulane's.
The taped interviews of Messrs. Russell
and Allen, including Allen's collection of
2,000 records together with other materials
gathered by them, formed a nucleus (or the
Tulane resource. Once the Archive v/as in
being, the Curator recalls that donations ol
materials came from many sources, "in
cluding people you would never think were
jazz buffs."
Some of the collections, however, were
made by prominent musicians. One of the
most important is that of the late Nick La
Rocca, consisting of 2,644 items. LaRocca
was leader of the Original Dixieland Jazz
Band, v/hich made the earliest recordings
that have been discovered. Some of these
sold over a million copies each, and were
largely responsible for the early spread of
the idiom.
And spread it has. The first known refer
ence to jazz played outside New Orleans is
in one of the Tulane tapes — an interview
with "Papa Jack." Laine, who was born in
1873. Laine told of playing in "an artificial
garden" in SI. Louis in 1904, the year of the

World's Fair, and teaching the form to musi
cians there. (This is the sort of thing one
cannot read in the [listories of jazz, but
which can be found in the Jazz Archive.)
SPREADING FARTHER THAN FROM
"NATCHEZ TO MOBILE"
In Australia, the Melbourne New Orleans
Jazz Band calls itself "the purest ol the
purists." In Japan, the Original Dixieland
Jazz Club of Osaka has formed the New Or
leans Rascals, the Bourbon Street Paraders, and the O.D.J.C. Marchin' Jazz Band.
London has the Gothic Jazz Band, Paragon
Brass Band and the New Iberia Stompers;
Paris, the High Society Jazz Band, Milan,
La Bovisa New Orleans Jazz Band; Poland,
the Warsaw Stompers. With these few ex
amples. it still seems clear that the spread,
the reach, and the "feel" of jazz has been
received in foreign countries like nothing
else from America with the possible excep
tion of money.
While the term "jazz" has been loosely
applied to much popular dance music, the
principal feature of the New Orleans style
is the freedom of the musicians to impro
vise, to give a personal interpretation to

While the term "jazz" has
been loosely applied to much
popular dance music, the
principal feature of the New
Orleans style is the freedom of
the musicians to improvise, to
give a personal interpretation
to whatever is played, creating
an ensemble in which the
independent parts blend
together.
whatever is played, creating an ensemble in
which the independent parts blend together
like that other New Orleans favorite, "red
beans and rice." Sheet music, if it is used
Continued on page 29
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Jules Gann

at all, serves as an outline rather than a
text. No matter how old or well known a
tune may be, a jazz devotee anticipates
something new, some little surprise, every
time he hears it played.
Some of the foreign bands have adopted
the New Orleans idiom in toto; some have
applied the style of indigenous music. The
Hogan archive has recordings of Rumanian
bands playing only American tunes as well

Some of the foreign bands
have adopted the New Orleans
idiom in toto; some have
applied the style to indigenous
music.
as Polish bands playing Polish tunes in New
Orleans style.
8ut how did it start? The popular legend
is that it began with black musicians play
ing in the posh bordellos of New Orleans'
famous
and
infamous
red-light
district
known as Storyville. The acceptance of that
account, no doubt, had much to do with the
negative attitude of many New Orleanians
toward the idiom. Mr. Allen dismisses that
explanation as not only oversimplified, but
without any basis in known fact or reason.
He notes that these fancy brothels had resi
dent professors at the pianos and that
bands played in nearby dance halls, but it
does not follow that the form originated
with them.
"New Orleans jazz had various anteced
ents and drew upon many sources," says
the Curator. "Some of the best players were
self-taught and could not read music. On
the other hand, some of the early ones had
been pupils of musicians in the old French
Opera Company that played in the city for
several decades."
Jazz also has been popularly ascribed to
African or Afro-American sources, but, Al
len says, “The early jazz musicians were
predominantly black, although there were
white bands, black bands, and mixed bands.

New Orleans had a mixed residential pat
tern. Many of the most noted jazz musicians
have been of Italian origin. French and
Italian influences must have gone into the
art form. Also, there ‘was a heavy German
immigration, and a German band was pop
ular here until about 1917, when it became
very unpopular."
In their efforts to trace the origins, Mr.
Allen and other researchers have sought in
terviews with elderly musicians and those
associated with them. For example, Mrs.
Alice Zeno, 94-year-old mother of clarinet
ist George Lewis, told how her son had
bought his first instrument, a ten-cent flute,
with pennies she had given him for carry
ing baskets of clothes when she worked
as a washerwoman. But none of the inter
viewees has been able to suggest how jazz
started. Several musicians claimed to be
the first to play the form, but nearly all have
told of hearing music in the jazz style
played by their elders. None has hinted at

Trombonist Earl
Humphrey, bassist
tjylvester Handy, and
drummer Joe
Watkins were
Orleanians; younger
trombonist Frank
Demond, from
California; clarinetist
Orange Kellin, from
Sweden; trumpeter
Yoshlo "kid
Claiborne" Toyamo
and Keiko "Mrs.
Claiborne" Toyamo,
from Japan. Several
members of the
group have been
interviewed and have
done research In the
Archive.

Several musicians claimed to
be the first to play the form,
but nearly all have told of
hearing music in the jazz style
played by their elders.
an origin in Storyville. The evidence, then,
seems to be overwhelming that jazz was
played in New Orleans before the mansions
of Storyville were converted from private
residences to brothels.
Not all the tapes were made in New Or
leans. Some were recorded elsewhere and
donated to Tulane; some were made at the
Archive's request. Musicians in other local
ities have been interviewed to provide con
trast and show the diffusion of jazz. Yet any
historian will find rich material in the tapes
made by Mr. Allen and his associates —
about a thousand hours of conversation.
Subjects were allowed to reminisce as they
wished, rather than merely respond to a
prepared list of questions. Many stray from
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Jack Hurloy

Punch Miller, one ol
the trumpet stylists
from the twenties.
This and the
Superior Orchestra
photo are from New
Orleans Jazz: A
Family Album, by Al
Rose and Edmond
Souchon II, M.D.,
both donors to the
Archive (Louisiana
Stale University
Press. 1967). William
Hogan Jazz Archive,
Tulane University
Library.

purely musical themes to personal informa
tion, such as the way the musicians would
surreptitiously maintain alcoholic fortifica
tion by hiding a half-pint bottle in an inside
coat pocket and sipping the liquid through
a straw. Often they recall names of individ
uals, ways in which jazz bands were em
ployed, and views of old New Orleans that
are of interest to social as well as musical
historians.
Many of the subjects have been inter
viewed because of their prominence, but
some of the most interesting material has
come from relative unknowns. They have
been found through personal contact and
offhand suggestions, each supplying a rich
part of the oral-history that makes the Ar
chive the singular resource that it is. Once,
as Mr. Allen waited at a bus stop, a musi
cian friend, Octave Crosby, came by and
told him of an old-time banjoist, Little Dad
Vincent, who was dying of cancer but who
would enjoy a visit. It took very little time
for Mr. Allen to pursue this lead, and in
making the visit, he took with him Punch
Miller, who had played with Little Dad years
before. For Vincent on his deathbed, the
day was brightened by seeing an old friend
for the first time in some 40 years, and he
eagerly talked of long-ago experiences.
The substance of the interviews will re
ceive wide circulation. The tapes are tran
scribed and summarized at Tulane, and the
typed summaries are being reproduced by
the Microfilming Corporation of America, a
subsidiary of the New York Times, which
will handle the distribution.
ETHNIC INFLUENCES
Jazz themes, of course, come from many
sources. The tune most frequently heard in
recent years has doubtless been, "When
the Saints Go Marching In,” which was orig
inally sung in Negro churches but whose
author is unknown. The New Orleans pro
fessional athletic teams, bearing the names
of “Saints,” and "Jazz," express the de
gree to which the musical idiom has be
come emblematic of the city's culture.
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Jimmie Noone in Chicago, aboul 1939.

Some influence has indeed come from
Africa. A chant of ttje Mossi tribe, sung
when paddling boats on the Niger River,
was transported to Texas and used as a
wood-chopping song, known as "Long
John." It was adapted by W. C. Handy and
Chris Smith and has been played often by
jazz bands. A musician expressing his feel
ings directly through an instrument is the
heart and soul of this music. This is char
acteristic of African music.
An Anglo-Saxon ballad, "The Ram of
Derbyshire," became the jazz song "Oh,
Didn't He Ramble." The well-known Ger
man song, "Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum,"
which some musicologists believe was a
pre-Christian solstice hymn, became "My
Maryland," and in New Orleans an ode to
John McDonogh commemorating his leg
acy to the public schools and children of
the city. Bob Crosby’s Bobcats, trans
formed it once again to, “The March of the
Bobcats," even though the original source
may be unrecognizable to the layman.
"Blues for Jimmie," a requiem by trom
bonist Kid Ory for deceased clarinetist
Jimmie Noone, contains a particularly soft
and tender passage consisting of the mel- ■
ody of the sextet from Lucia. Music from
many nations came to New Orleans and
was converted.
The “Curator of New Orleans jazz," has
been a busy man and is in great demand for
speaking engagements and consultation.
He has addressed such diverse audiences
as the American Historical Association, the
National Council ol Teachers of English,
the American Board of Pediatrics, the Tu
lane Conferences throughout the country,
and many civic, religious, fraternal, and
honorary groups. He has written articles
for magazines ranging from Footnote, pub
lished in Meldreth, Cambridgeshire, Eng
land, to Magnolia of Osaka, Japan. Allen
assisted William J. Schafer, an English
teacher at Berea College, in writing Brass
Bands and New Orleans Jazz. He tiied to
spice up the book, he says, with quotes

from the interviews. He also wrote a de
scription of a funeral with brass bands
for the book based largely on memory of his
experiences at the funerals. Treasuring his
memories of these unique events and peo
ple, Allen feels that these funerals meant
more to everyone before they were smoth
ered by camera-laden tourists. Another
such account in this book was written by
Betty B. Rankin, who worked in the Archive
for over ten years.
Allen feels that oral history has become
too fashionable with too many unprepared
people jamming microphones at virtually
every "oldster" they can find. Many simply
will not make the honest effort to spend
hours of researching before interviewing.
Allen suspects that the idea of making
typed summaries of interviews was origi
nated by Herbert Friedwald, who worked in
the Archive after attending Tulane. Fried
wald, now an attorney in New York, saw that
getting down every word on paper was tak
ing too much .time, and his suggestion to
produce accurate and knowledgable sum
maries is the first instance of this practice
that Allen can trace.
In addition to his law practice. Friedwald
has remained interested in jazz and has
maintained a love and respect for the musi
cians. He has also gained experience in the
record business by working for Riverside
Records, starting their "Living Legends"
issues with a New Orleans series. He is a
partner in a record company and also has
many musicians as clients.
Allen believes that oral history gives a
historical tool which is as valid as any mem
oirs. Two examples show this. Both are val
uable insights into the importance of Leon
Roppolo's work. Benny Goodman, in his
1939 autobiography The Kingdom ol Swing,
says, "My idea of a great clarinet player . ..
was Leon Rapollo (sic), who was playing at
the Friars' Inn then with the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings, and I did my best to sound
like him." Bassist Steve Brown, who alsoworked with the New Orleans Rhythm

Kings, stated on April 22, 1958, during the
Archives’ first interview, ". . . it seems like ,
after Rapollo left, the boys just couldn't get 1
together right . . there was always some
thing lacking and sorta disbanded." These
are different sources, but both are good,
and Allen suggests that, "Perhaps we
should look harder at original sources
rather than accepting what reporters and
critics write. Goodman and Brown were
there, and they heard music with finer ears
than most."
Jazz bands have been hired in New Or
leans for many purposes. They have played
for commercial advertising, either at fixed
locations or on wagons and trucks. They
have entertained at picnics, prize fights,
and many other events. In the early days,
many members of fraternal lodges, both
white and black, were buried "with a band
of music." The practice at white funerals
was long discontinued, but among the
black population marching bands some
times accompany funeral processions,
playing dirges and hymns in the presence
of the body and lively tunes on the way
back — paying tribute to death and to the
continuance of life. Occasionally, a white
music lover has been buried with "a band
of music" in recent years.
CYCLES AND FADS
Popularity of jazz has waxed and waned
over the years. In the 1930's, Mr. Allen re
lated, “jazz bands went underground, as it
were, and nobody thought anything was
going on musically in New Orleans. That
was the era of 'big bands' and ‘sweet mu
sic.' " There were resurgences of interest
in the early and again in the late forties, a
subsidence in the fifties, and a strong re
vival in the early sixties, which is continu
ing strongly today.
Jazz is "alive and well" in New Orleans.
It can be heard at parades and funerals, in
hotels and restaurants, around Jackson
Square, on Royal Street, up and down Bour
bon Street, from the Tradition Hall at 721 to
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One ol the numbers that is played (wilhoul Ihe
lears) in New Orleans. Original sheel music
pari of Ihe holdings of Ihe Archive.

the Blue Angel at 225, at Preservation Hall
on St. Peter Street, at night clubs around
the city, at concerts, at festivals, and at
many private parties. Few American musi
cians of any kind have been better known
in their times than Al Hirt, Pete Fountain,
and the late Louis Armstrong.
Rock has diverted some attention from
jazz among the younger citizens, but Mr.
Allen doesn't think it will have a permanent
or detrimental effect. Rock, in many in
stances, is faddist, he points out, and a
band is often confined to playing the "top
20" hits, changing each week as a new list
comes out. The most popular rock tune of
a month ago is very likely dead and gone,
while the saints will go marching in for
many a year to come.
And what of the future of the Archive?
Allen plans to apply for another grant to
help complete the summaries of the oral
history on the tapes. Letters, people, and
gifts poured in far beyond the small but
dedicated staff's capacity to handle them.
All requests simply cannot be filled, and
some make outrageous demands, such as,
"send me everything you have on jazz." All

require time; few are routine; mountains of
gifts pile up. Allen hps no plans to do much
writing in the near'future, as he wants to
work at getting the musician’s words down
before these irreplaceable sources are
gone from the scene.
While he feels that the need for research
materials in Tulane’s libraries should be
obvious, Allen notes that these needs are
all too often overlooked or inadequately
filled, pointing out that a university's re
sources serve not only its students, faculty,
and scholars, but the larger community as
well. The Jazz Archive, he is quick to point
out, is an excellent example of Tulane Uni
versity's service beyond the campus to New
Orleans, to the United States, and to the
world of scholarship. Allen puts it this way,
"Understanding one tradition opens one's
eyes to the whole world of civilization and
gives a new pride in the accomplishment of
pioneering Orleanians in music. This music
has touched and continues to touch people
in many places all over the world. Study of
its origins and spread gives one a grasp of
its significance and its relationship with all
knowledge, ancient and modern, domestic
and foreign." Allen smiles when he says,
"perhaps an education has a point, and in
this regard, Louis Armstrong put it very
simply, ‘A man has to know something or
he will always catch hell."'
— M. M. Kreeger

M. M. "Kris" Kreeger, A'36, co-author of this article
with Mr. Allen, spent 18 years as a newspaperman,
primarily with the Associated Press, and 28 years In
various administrative positions at Tulane before his
retirement in 1977. As to his competence in develop
ing this parlicular article, Mr. Kreeger says he cannot
read, play or sing a note ol music, and his "ignorance
on musical subjects ranges Irom Arcadelt to
zithers.”
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NOTE: For the transcription, See http://feHler5.se/Bunk/Tninscnptloii5.htiiil
PORTO RICO

phrase? built on the tone sequence e flat - f - g -

Tom Pauli's comments on his transcription of Bunk
Johnson’s recording of Porto Rico

a flat - g. If we transpose all this to G major, we
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124.
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The verse (in minor, choruses A1 and A2, bars 4

standard phrases it

is worth noti

- 36) is played as a rumba and is preceded by a

mined

typical rumba introduction on piano by Cliff

motorics and fingering, as is often the case with

Jackson (bars

1-

4). The refrain (in

ruses B1 - B6, bars 37 - 132) is
nary jazz time. The number
straight

until

Sandy

Williams

major, cho

Sidney

been

this paper.
I

102
have

Bunk

plays

called

still

"Bunk’s

another

entirely

factors

they seem

psychologically

as

to have

determined

and

Correction:
Bunk Information ft 5 (Spring 1995), page 5, column
l, last sentence in first paragraph:
reads: Immediately after that, in the bars 189 - 190,
BunkquotesT..
stTOuld read: Immediately after that, in the bars 188 189, Bunk quotes...

ferring back to my three earlier transcriptions in
bar

physiological

thus an important part of his musical character.

with
interesting
and
typical
improvisations,
which we will look upon a little closer while re

In

outer

Bechet

take their solos. Then Bunk leads the last two
ensamble choruses B5 and B6 (bars 101 - 132)

what

such

otherimprovisers. Instead

played in ordi
is played rather
and

by

variant

Honeysuckle

of

Rose

Phrase" (cf. Careless Love, bar 90 and Ex 6 - 9).

REMINISCENSESfrom, the BAY-DAYS

Immediately after that, in the bars 103 - 104.
we have again an allusion on Strutting With

By Hal Smith

Some Barbecue (cf. Tiger Rag, bars 188 - 189).

In the late 1970:s, I lived in the San Francisco

The phrase in bar 114 is exactly the same as
that in Careless Love,bar 126, but in a different

Bay Area, where I was privileged to work with
many of Bunk Johnson's musical associates. I

key. If we tanspose this phrase to B flat major

played jobs with Turk Murphy, Burt Bales, Ellts
Horne and Squire Girshack and was able to meet
Clancy Hayes, Pat Patton and Bill Dart. With the

and then
look at
the phrase from theend of bar
124 to the beginning of the bar 126 in Tiger
Rag, we

will see

that they have the

first- seven-

benefit of hindsight, I wish 1 could have done ex

notes ifrconnntm;t:e. the tone sequence c sharp

tensive interviews with all of them, especially re

- d - f - g -a flat - g - f_

garding

In bars 120 and 122 - 123 of Porto Rico we have

late for that of course, but I did manage to find
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their

association

with

Bunk.

It

is

too

out a few things that will be of Interest to the re

went to bed, we could hear Bunk's voice coming

aders of BUNK. JOHNSON. INFORMATION.

from the living room, where he slept. He'd say
'JEEE-E-E-ANE!!!

TURK

MURPHY:

"

would

think

Bunk

that

I

don't

know

why

deliberately

anyone

dropped

here),

out

to

create

some

kind

of

musical

texture

imitated

a

falsetto

voice

'Shut up Bunk!!

Go back to sleep!!! (Burt laughed for quite awhi
le in reminiscing about this frequent exchange)

of the ensembles. Some people think that he did
that

(Burt

'JEE-E-E-ANE!!!. I'd say

or

that it was some kind of New Orleans tradition. I

Bunk

sat next to him. I know why he dropped out. He

Christmas cards in the war years and Burt also

and

was adjusting his false teeth!"

sent cartons of Kool cigarettes to Bunk when he

Turk also told me that he wrote his arrangement

ting these exchanges have been sent to the Swe

returned
of

"Maryland

My

Maryland"

with

dish

and

Bunk

Burt

to

Bunk

exchanged

New

Iberia

Johnson

Mutt Carey in mind. The descending melody line

made

in the second strain was written with half notes

this writer by Burt).

correspondance

(photocopies

Society.

The

from original letters and

and

documen

copies

were

cards loaned to

(for Mutt), then triplets (for Bunk) on the repeat.
Turk's arrangement of "All the Girls go
Crazy" was based on the way Bunk played the
tune with the Yerba Buena Jazz Band. The
band's recording for Sonic Arts label ("A Natural
High", made in 1979) features Chris Tyle playing

dishes
he made was red beans and
rice, but
with a variation: "He liked to make it with pinto

a very Bunk-like part.

beans and cloves"

A discussion about New Orleans food led Burt to

Also,

While

I

ticular

about

never

asked

insight

regarding

Bunk,

Ellis
he

his

Horne

did

musical

anything

offer

an

tastes

at

mention that Bunk liked to
at

par

Bales'

apartment.

while he stayed

Naturally,

one

of

the

It was easy to figure out how much esteem Burt

interesting
the

the

cook

Bales had for Bunk. Only three framed photo
graphs adorned Burt's living room wall: Benny

time

Strlckler, Paul Llngle and Bunk Johnson.

he played with Bunk: "I always had thought we
(The Yerba Buena Jazz Band) were on the right
track. Then, one night, Papa Mutt Carey and the
Kid

Ory

Fortunately,

rhythm section sat in with us at the

living

in

there
San

are

still

Francisco

some

who

great

worked

musicians
with

Bunk

Dawn Club. That really changed my way of thin

Johnson. Bob Helm, Bill Bardin and Bob Mlellce

king!" (Ellis confirmed the "rhythm section" per

all have stories to tell of Bunk and his music. I

sonnel as Buster Wilson, Bud Scott, Ed Garland

intend

and

Minor

Hall

).

Surely

have been fresh in his
jobs soon after with Bunk.

this
mind

to

ask

these

gentlemen

about

Bales

Bunk's

was

with Bunk Johnson the next time 1 get to the

when

played

Bay Area.

he

Until then, I hope the readers of BUNK. JOHN

musical

outpoken
mind.

in

(Ken

his

Mills

support
has

of

brief vignettes of Bunk in San Francisco.

written

New Orleans, April, 1996

about this in his liner notes for a Burt Bales CD
on

the

GHB

label).

But

my

conversations

with

Hal Smith

Burt centered on a couple of the lighter points of
Bunk's

residency

in

San

time

would

SON. INFORMATION have enjoyed these
Burt

their

experience

Francisco.

"He

stayed

at our apartment for awhile. And he really had a
thing for my wife, Jeanne. Many times, after we
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DILL PICKLES

The same Publishing Company is also respon

sible for the publishing of Bill Russell's fife-work

"Mr Jelly Lord - a Scrapbook". Already years
we really hope that the publisher Karl
Emil Knudsen, a distinguished member of this

0

Nils-Gunnar Anderby has made us aware that
the discography "Gospel Records 1943-1962 A

delayed

Black Music Discography Vol 2 L to Z" by Cedric

society, will have
within this year.

J. Hayes and Robert Laughton (Record Informa
tion Services) p. 558 lists:
Sister Lottie Peavey, c. 1944 (no other details)

0

When I Move To The Sky, Jazette 1010

Again

"Friends

Nobody's Fault But Mine, Jazette 1010

we
of

the

highly
the

possibilities

to

launch

recommend a membership of

Archive'

e.g. Hogan Jazz Archive

at Tulane University. Write to Alma
Hogan
Jazz
Archive,
Howard-Tilton

It is not very risky to presume that these are the
recordings with Bunk. When I asked Mike about

Library.

this he pointed out that Sister Lottie Peaway —

Tulane

University,

New

Williams,
Memorial

Orleans,

(correct spelling) wasn’t a professional singer,

(and also send you the magazine "The

Archivist

twice a year). Don't forget to tell her you are a

of Christ in God on Post Street. She sang several

member of the Society.

times with Bunk at the C.I.O Sunday afternoon
sessions.

0

In a recent announcement, the Los Angeles

The magazine "The Second Line" published by
the New Orleans Jazz Club is a bit irregular

Jazz Society named our member Floyd Levin,
jazz journalist-historian as the 1996 recipient of

published. Recently Volume XLVI. 1994 was is
sued, with a lot of veiy interesting articles. Join

their annual Leonard Feather Jazz Communica

the Club and you'll get a subscription. The New

tor Award..

Orleans Jazz Club, Suite 265, 828 Royal Street,
New Orleans, LA 70116, USA, Annual fee: 20

° The enormous project The Jazz Discography by
Tom Lord, has now arrived at Vol. 13 (Meade Lux
Lewis to Steve Masakowskl). This work improves
for each
keeps on
Society
previous

LA

70118, USA. She will give you more information

just a soloist with the choir of Emanuel Church

0

it

volume
thanking

in

dollars.

published. And the author
the Swedish Bunk Johnson

his

forword,

volumes.

This

like

he

has

"encyclopedia"

done
is

0

On Jazzology Press there is a brand new publi

MUGGSY
SPANIER:
The
Lonesome
Road by Bert Whyatt. We think this is an extre
cation:

in

sche

mely good book - highly recommended.

duled for 25 volumes plus supplementum.

Press Stop

° After a very long (too long??) delay Vol 5 of
0

On Thursday, April 25, 1996, The Shadows -

"JAZZ RECORDS 1942-80" is published by JazzMedia in Copenhagen,
Denmark. There
has

on-the-Teche in New Iberia dedicated part of the

been a gap for many years as Vol 6 (entirely on

house to the memoiy of Bunk Johnson. We un

Ellington) was issued at the Duke Elligton Con

derstand

ference

asking for anyone who knew Bunk to come for
ward, and to be present at the inauguration.

in

Copenhagen

in

1992.

But

unless

the

publisher will keep a little faster tempo in issu

Barry

ing we will not survive to see the day when this
serie will be complete. But we must admit this is

that

Martyn

the

was

local

one

newspapers

of

the

had

speakers.

been

Harold

Drob was invited to speak at the event, but was
sadly

a first class discography and our only objection
is the somewhat irregular publishing.

not

well

enough

to

will be featured in our next issue
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attend.

More

details

peter was completely free to choose his musici

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

ans, and his repertoire. And as we all know,
Bunk wanted good sight-readers. He was tired
of his "emergency musicians" ( as he called Ge
orge Lewis and Jim Robinson 1 - who else but
Bunk on this earth could ever get the idea to
call George Lewis an emergency musician?? No
body I am sure!!). Bunk picked up his old copy

Of the Bunk Johnson researchers living today I

of "Red Bach Book of Quality Rags" (published

think there are a top trio who play in a division
of their own and with whom no one really can

by John Stark in 1909) and then he recorded
with his chosen men under the supervison of

compete. And those are, by my opinion, Mike
Hazeldlne, Paul A. Larson and Harold Drob.

Harold Drob. A classic session that was initially
bought by George Avaikan and Columbia (LP)

with absolutely no grading. Two of them, Mike

and was re-issued on CD some years ago on the
Delmark label.

and Harold, are members of this Society while
the third one Paul, hasn't responded to our invi
tations so far. We sure hope he will some day.

Harold also wrote some immortal articles in the

Harold Drobs contribution to the knowledge on

now deceased magazine

Bunk is perhaps surpassed only by Bill Russell.
Harold is no man of big headlines: He works

the

Record Changer

(November and December 1952) on Bunk John
son and "the Last Testament" - recordings.

more in the quiet way. But he has made absolu

Those articles are a must to eveiy Bunk fan, but

tely Invaluable contributions in this very field.

very hard to get today. However, Harold has
kindly given us his permission to publish those

A native New Yorker (born January 26, 1923) he
first came in contact with the music of Bunk
through the Jazz Man recordings which he

articles as supplementum in Bunk Johnson In
formation. We are most thankful to him for that

heard at the legendary Commodore Jazz Record

and we hope to do so as soon as we can.

Shop in NYC. He was a friend of Gene Williams,
the publisher of the magazine Jazz Information,

Harold has also been a devoted writer in the

who introduced him. At that time he was just
about to be drafted into the army and was very

Mississippi

rag

- and I really hope he will go on

with that. He wrote some classic articles in the

short of money - and since it was Wold War II he

end of the 70:s (in the Rag) about his pilgrimage

didn't know what would happen to him, so he

to New Iberia, where he organized so that the

hesitated to spend his last dollars on records.

tombstone of Bunk's grave (ordered by Bill Rus

But when he got out of the army a couple of

sell many years before, but still at the stonema-

years later, he had some money. He heard and

sonry) at last fell onto it's place. So thanks to

met Bunk at the Styvesant Casino in New York

Harold we can put flowers on the the gravestone

and he became aware of the "mess" around

in St Edwards Cemetry in New Iberia today. Ac

Bunk, who complained he couldn't play the

cording to the grapewine Harold is preparing a

music he wanted, and not with the musicians

book on his great idol, and we all wish him good
luck in his research. And we sure are very anx

he preferred. In short, this was the very beginnig of the project that became the classic "The
Last Testament". Bunk's last recordings (decern -

ious to have a closer look at the result some
day.

ber 1947) - and the rest is Jazz History.

(Claes Rlngqvist)

Harold spent some of his money on Bunk, wit
hout any conditions what-so-ever. The old trum
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meals himself and lately has been suffering from

FROM THE BUNK ARCHIVES

indigestion. Like White, Williams fault is lack of
experince and acquaintance with men in the bu -

WHO'S WHO IN THE CRITICS ROW

siness.

William

whole-hearted

to

Russell.

An

unassuming

academian,

But

make

his

Jazz

spectacular

Information

devotedness

to

single-handed
a

success

jazz

fight

and

music

his

arous

es respect of all who have met him.
From DOWN BEAT, December 15, 1940

who at 35 has become one of the jazz authoriti
es. Writes authoritative articles on New Orleans
jazz and Boogie Woogie piano style. Devoted to
music of Armstrong, Meade Lux Lewis, Bessie
Smith, Bechet and the Dodds boys. Never men

NEW BUNK RECORDS

tions Ellington and finds little or nothing of in
terest

in

are

today's

swing

"overweight".

manner
and

derived

travels

nese

Studies
from

gong

records

narrowness

of

Thinks

jazz

his

considerably.

stringe,

Collects

music.

in

an

classical

Plays

and

violin

analytical
and

few

Chi

instruments.

Criticized

But

bands

background

percussion

constantly.
interests.

big

for

his

criticize

the

man himself.

Dave Stuart. Unknown until a few months ago,
Stuart

runs

the

"Jazzman"

Record

shop

in

Hollywood. His story that Peck Kelley was a gre
atly

overrated

pianist

controversy with
sy Spanier and

a

terrific

Hammond, Ben Pollack,
Jack Teagarden, among

brought

about

Muggothers,

Not much to report this time. I guess we’re all
wondering when Bariy Martyn is going to issue

all throwing digs at Stuart's critical ability. He's

AMCD-15

well known on the coast and popular. Won't sell

ver,

commercial records in his shop. Goes for boggie

book called "Dixieland: The Birth of Jazz” (ISBN
1 -56799-236-6) which includes a CD with one

piano and other piano soloists like Hines. A sen
sational

Down

writer

Beat

"discovered"

him

"Bunk

Judith

Plays

Mahoney

Popular
Pasternak

know

more,

check

website

http://www.webcom.com/friedman/

23,

he's

a Columbia U

man. Got hep to jazz while there. Became so en
thusiastic he

started a

called Jazz
consider their
tic;

also

little

heptadajive sheet

Information which all collectors now
blue book.

always

raving

Great Armstrong fana
about

piano

solos.

Very

serious about the whole business. Tries to culti
vate a bland,

wordly expression

has

Howe

written

a

track by Bunk - The Entertainer. If you want to

through Charlie Emge.

Gene Williams. Just

Songs”.

and manner but

his age gives him away. Cooks many of his
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BUNK & BILL
(Bunk Johnson and Bill Russell)

A Transcript of the British Broadcasting Corporation's Four Original London Broadcasts on
December 15,22,29,1992 and January 5,1993
Copyright: Mike Pointon

Record research and editing by Floyd Levin.
Bill Russell, who died on August 9, 1992, played a vital role in jazz's history. Thanks to his tenacious research
and pioneer recording efforts, much of the background of New Orleans jazz is now well documented. Russell's
invaluable recordings, made half a- century-ago, were issued on his American Music label. They were singularly
responsible for launching a fervent revival of interest in pure New Orleans Jazz.

The discovery and eventual popularization of the early New Orleans trumpet star. Bunk Johnson, said to have
influenced Louis Armstrong, ranks high among Bill Russell's many achievements. Johnson's career began one
hundred years ago when he took his first band job in the Crescent City. He soon was playing with the legendary
Buddy Bolden. During the following interview, Russell recalls the events in the early '40s when he began a series
of recordings that are now considered noteworthy examples of New Orleans Jazz.

Russell's important work was accomplished during a period when Swing was in vogue and record buyers considered
jazz "old fashioned." Very few jazz bands were performing. Jazz concerts, parties, and festivals had not been
conceived. There were no jazz societies. Only three major record firms were in existence, and they were not
recording jazz groups or reissuing earlier material held in their vaults.

This is an astonishing contrast to the current healthy world-wide traditional jazz scene that would not exist without
the work of Bill Russell. He was a selfless, dedicated man who assiduously avoided publicity and submitted to few
interviews. He devoted a lifetime to his inexorable quest for the true history of New Orleans Jazz.

The following is a transcript of several BBC programs based on rare interviews with Russell that were conducted
by Mike Pointon and Ray Smith in New Orleans in Spring 1990. These remarkable radio programs were the result
of two years of work; they are a valuable contribution to the on-going study of jazz history.

2

I want to express my sincere appreciation to the British Broadcasting Corporation, Mike Pointon, and Ray Smith
for their permission to transcribe and publish this highly informative material. Pointon, an active participant in
the British jazz scene for over 30 years, having worked with such bands as Barry Martyn and Ken Colyer and toured
with New Orleans jazzmen like George Lewis and Alton Purnell. Smith, who also played with Colyer, is a
distinguished pianist and a co-leader of the acclaimed London Ragtime Orchestra.

The BBS series, "Bunk and Bill," revealed fascinating details about Bunk Johnson and the early New Orleans jazz
scene. This is the first time many of these facts have appeared in print.
Pointon is heard on the BBC • broadcasts with taped inserts from the Russell interviews he and Ray Smith
conducted a few years earlier in.New Orleans. The spoken segments of the programs were interspersed with
generous amounts of recorded music that captured the essence of Bunk Johnson's trumpet style. In most cases,
those records are parenthetically identified to assist readers interested in locating them. Wherever possible, currently
available recordings are listed.
Mike Pointon and Ray Smith have recently completed a comprehensive book about Bill Russell that will be
published soon.
Bill Russell's recordings are currently being released on American Music compact discs available from GHB Jazz
Foundation, 1206 Decatur Street, New Orleans, La. 70116
Floyd Levin, 1995

[Program #1] After a brief recorded interlude, the music fades...

Michael Pointon: Hearing such musical dinosaurs coming out of their radios must have been quite a culture
shock for ears accustomed to orchestrated swing and bebop in 1943. Nevertheless, Bunk Johnson was about to
inspire the New Orleans revival. And it was there, in 1990, that I met the man responsible for the veteran black
trumpeter's comeback - Bill Russell.
Bunk had been a leading jazz musician in the early years of the century, but unlike many of his contemporaries,
he'd never made any records. Eventually he was forced to give up the trumpet when he lost all his teeth and
vanished from sight.
It was during his research for the trail-blazing book, "Jazz Men," in the late '30s, that Bill Russell first came
across Bunk's name.

Bill Russell: At that time I'd never heard of Bunk. And in writing the New Orleans chapters [in "Jazzmen," the
first jazz anthology - 1939].... Steve Smith and I were working together on that, and Steve's wife, Lee, who was a
secretary and a good typist and professional secretary, did a lot of our research because I wasn't in New York then at
all that fall, hardly.

3

And they interviewed people like Zutty Singleton and Sidney Bechet, Wellman Braud, and "Pops" Foster. There
were quite a few people there in New York from New Orleans, and they were the first ones that ever told anybody
about Bunk, because we'd never heard of Bunk before. It might have been somebody like Bechet who said, "Well,
there are three great trumpet players in the world..." Course in New Orleans, they considered that the world. Well
of course, certainly Jelly Roll Morton did. Well...King Buddy Bolden, and Bunk, and then Louis Armstrong

MP\ Yes. Tell us about how he [Bunk] was contacted.

BR : Well in the first place, we couldn't find out what his right name was for sure. Some would say it was
Johnson, some would say it was Campbell, and some would say it was Robinson. Everybody, usually in New
York, would say his ■namexvas Bunk Johnson; like Sidney Bechet and all those people who knew him. So when I
went to see Lee Collins. I called him Bunk Johnson and he (Lee did too. But I asked Lee, I said, "You're a trumpet
player, can you tell us how he played? And can you describe Bunk's style, how he played an' all?" because Bunk
was his favorite trumpet player. He said, "Do you have any recordings of 'Chimes Blues', have you ever heard
'Chimes Blues'?" I said, "Oh, sure." He said, "Well if you've heard that, you've heard Bunk!" [Russell sings a few
notes of the "Chimes Blues" melody...] He put them [the notes] always a little behind the beat, and you knew
darn well he wasn't showing off with high notes. He said, "That sounds exactly like Bunk." He said, "You wonder
sometimes if he's ever going to get to the end of the phrase or the chorus - in time, he's always so far behind. But
he always does."
["Chimes Blues," is heard with Louis Armstrong playing lead, then fades...]

MP: The young Louis Armstrong featured on "Chimes Blues," his first recorded solo with King Oliver's Creole
Jazz Band in 1923. It was inevitable that Bill should go and talk to Louis.

BR: I asked him about Bunk and I said, "We don't even know his name for sure." And I could tell Louis was
already disgusted. "What did they tell you?" he said. I said, "Well, some of them say it's Johnson, some say it's
Campbell, and some say it’s Robinson." And he said, "Awww, it's Johnson!" He said it like he hated to talk to
anybody that dumb, that would believe the other names, [laughs] I said, "Can you hum something or play
something or skat something like Bunk would play?" So he [Armstrong] did a blues right away, and it sounded
just like it was "Chippie" Hill - like "Lonesome, All Alone and Blue," "Chippie" would sing a phrase and then a
little phrase of Louis' runs down the arpeggio at the end of it. As Bunk calls it - answering.
[Bertha"Chippie" Hill is heard, with Louis' horn answering. Okeh 8339]
Anyway, before we got through, I think he volunteered the subject, he said, "I just saw Bunk a few weeks ago!"
That startled me, too. He said, "He's in New Iberia [Louisiana], He said, "Just write, send a letter there care of the
postmaster, it'll get to him."

4

So that night when I got home I wrote a letter to the postmaster and said, "Will you give this enclosed letter," I
enclosed another letter inside the envelope, "to this colored trumpet player?" I guess everybody in town would
have known Bunk. It's a fairly small town, maybe twenty thousand or so people. Within three or four days it
[Bunk's reply] came back with the first letter:

Reader's voice:
"I'm here barely makin' out now. We have work only when the rice is harvested, and when that's over, tilings
goes real dead until cane harvest. ! drive a truck and trailer.and that only pays me $ 1.75 a day and that don't last
very long. So ya'll know for sure just how. much money that I make. Still, I made up my mind to work hard
until 1 die. I have no one to tell my troubles to and my children, they can't help me out in this case. I've been
real down for about five years. My teeth went bad in 1934, so that finished my playing music. Now I haven't
got any other way to go but put my shoulder to the wheel and my nose to the grindstone and put my music
down."

BR: This would be about February of 1939, after we got information about Bunk from New Orleans people like
Sidney Bechet in New York. I was still going to hear Sidney every opportunity I got, he was playing at Nick's.
One night a friend of our's from Philadelphia [was in town], a reporter on one of the leading papers, Park Breck.
We told him all about Bunk. Park wrote the first article for Downbeat about Bunk. At that time we began to raise
money for his dental work, to have Dr. Leonard Bechet [Sidney's brother] fix up his teeth. So one night. Park was
in New York. We went down to Nick's with him, and Sidney invited Park and I to go out to his house after they
finished that night. Sidney never had much income or any fancy apartment, but it wasn't down in the general
plane of Harlem, it was a fairly good apartment house. He was living there with a very light-colored girl, and her
mother was staying there with them too, which was surprising. But anyway, he fixed up breakfast for all of us.
Meanwhile, Park started to play some records in his front room there. Sidney had a little wind-up, hand-wound,
phonograph, and we were playing the Maggie Jones record, "Anybody Here Want to Try My Cabbage?"
It has a whole chorus by Louis [Armstrong] on it. And when he was halfway through that chorus - Sidney was in
the kitchen and could hear it out there he came in holding the skillet full of eggs that were frying. I was afraid he
was going to drop them. He would lean way over to listen, to get down closer to the phonograph. The eggs didn't
fall out of the skillet, but he finally said, "Now if I didn't know who that is, 1 would swear that has to be Bunk
Johnson."
["Anybody Here Want to Try My Cabbage," with Louis, is heard [Columbia 14063-D]
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So as soon as Louis had played and sung that chorus - same as Lee Collins said earlier, "If you've heard that,
you've heard Bunk." So there was Sidney saying the same thing. And then he made a funny remark, I never did
know for sure what he meant. At that time his brother. Dr. Leonard Bechet down here in New Orleans, was
starting to work on Bunk's teeth. And he [Sidney] said, "If Bunk comes back, I know one guy who's going to be
sorry." And I'm sure he meant Louis, of course. But I never knew why he made the remark, if he meant he'd be
competition, or maybe that he would show people where Louis got his style or something. It was probably that,
because he surely would have known that Bunk wouldn't have been a competitor of Louis'; hardly, at his age, and
all. But anyway, he did make that remark -"I know one guy who's going to be sorry if Bunk comes back."
So anyway, Bunk still didn't have a trumpet. This would be in 1939, when I went to California for the World's
Fair and I met Lu Watters. He had a big.ten or eleven piece band that worked over in Sweet's Ballroom in Oakland
about once a week. So one night; after the dance -. they probably got paid $10 or so a night, that'd be about all for
a dance of that kind - Lu said [to his musicians], "fm taking two dollars out of each of your pay." He didn't even
ask them, he just took it out, he was the boss of that band. And they didn't mind it, I guess. He said, "It's to get
Bunk a horn!" He gave me the twenty dollars to send to Bunk. And Bunk said he hitched a ride to New Orleans
and went to a pawn shop and bought both a comet and a trumpet. It showed he still wanted a comet, really, but he
knew everybody played trumpet. In 1941, this would be two years after he had those two bad horns, he made this
record which he sent back to New York:

Bunk's recorded voice is heard:
"I'm very proud to send this a little message to Sidney Bechet and the whole bunch, also Louis Armstrong. Are
you broke? You promised to send me a trumpet and I haven't seen that trumpet yet! But I know I'm gettin' one. I
might be lucky enough to get Gabriel's trumpet. Maybe you're figurin' on borrowin' that one for me. Ask Sidney
would he like to work at Pitman's Place with me where he first worked when we were playin' together in the Eagle
band? Two-Bits' was our drummer, 'Bogus' was our piano player, I was the trumpet player and he [Bechet] was the
great clarinetist on the job, and we went over big. "Ask Sidney do he still remember our old Scott Joplin music
that we used to play? Tell him that I have never forgotten any of it, and I tried to give him a little specification of
'Maple Leaf Rag' on this record. But the horn that I have over here is just a little better 'n the car horn, tell him.
The coffee pot is a little better, I think. [Louis,] I need me for a good trumpet, as I asked before. And if there's
anything that you can do to get me one, or intercedin' or helping to get me a horn. I'd be mighty proud. I know he
can help me if he want to.
"I'd like to get a mouthpiece if I don't get a trumpet anyway from Louis. This is from your ol'friend Bunk Johnson
as ever! And I'm 'bout the only trumpet player livin' today of that age of the of gang and able to play. Sidney, I
can play and play well, and play all the of time music just what you all want. I really have what RCA wants, if I
can only get there to explain it, and something to explain it with. This'll be from you friend, Bunk Johnson." [He
plays Maple Leaf Rag]

BR: So he sent those messages, to Louis Armstrong, sent him another message, he hadn't given up on Louis
giving him a horn by that time. He sent one to Luis Russell, to Herman Rosenberg... But finally we had to buy
one, though - the Selmer, which, as I said, Rosenberg got for us very cheap in Cleveland. I didn't meet Bunk until
1942, and just about that time is when he got the horn. So Bunk had to get a band together. Bunk hadn't played in
New Orleans for many years, although he knew hundreds of musicians around. More than anybody, 1 should
think, because of his wonderful memory. But he didn't know just who to get, so some of us made suggestions and
tried to find musicians for him to play with.
Anyway, Bunk remembered George Lewis, that he'd played with ten years before but hadn't seen him since. Jim
Robinson told him where George lived, and we went down to see George and he said he'd be glad to play the date.
Finally, Bunk remembered about Walter Decou.,.He was an old-time pianist. He'd been retired, practically, from
music, but Bunk decided he;go and see hint and he. was willing to make the date. For a drummer they finally
settled on Ernest Rogers: And Bunk wanted to use a guitar rather than the banjo, although the banjo had been
popular in jazz bands, not only in New Orleans but all over the country because it was a little more, you might
say, dynamic instmment - louder. Guitar was rather a soft instrument, before the days of the electric guitar, which
the old timers never would want to use anyway. So they first tried to get Willie Santiago, who was one of the oldtime guitar players. Anyway, we never did find Willie Santiago. At the last minute, the day of the recording,
George Lewis said, well, he could get his banjo player, Lawrence Marrero, so he made that date. And the bass
player was Austin Young. They'd had a little rehearsal the day before, over at Walter Decou's house, which was
way downtown, with Jim Robinson and George Lewis and Bunk. Only those three, what you might consider the
melodic instruments, with the piano. No drums, or guitar or anything, no banjo or bass at that first rehearsal. By
the way, in New Orleans, I might point out, they didn't consider what they called a "front line" and then a "rhythm
section" in back of that. It was entirely foreign to the principles of New Orleans music, which was mostly
ensemble. And also, they would have considered every one of those instruments a "rhythm" instrument. Bunk,
when he began begging people to buy him a comet or a trumpet, he would make this remark: "I know I can still
stomp myself some trumpet." He didn’t say, I can play or sing a melody on the tnimpet. Although he was, of
course, famous for his beautiful tone and playing the melody, as all New Orleans trumpet players had to stick right
to the "lead," as they called it, But, he thought of it as a rhythmic instrument. He could "stomp himself some
trumpet," he said.
The very first thing I heard Bunk play at the rehearsal was a spiritual, "Yes, Lord, I'm Crippled, I Cannot Walk." I
was astonished when I first heard him. We weren't expecting a big, strong tone out of him, anyway. 'Cause we
thought, well, he's an old man. [laughs] In those early days, in the 1930s and '40s, we thought any musician who
was over thirty was too old to play. They were like baseball players, or rather football players, their legs go bad
after they're thirty years old, and prize fighters are over, too, when they're thirty.

MP: What were your feelings? 1 mean, you just said you heard him play that number for the first time, and did
you suddenly realize that all your hopes were fulfilled?
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BR: Oh, yes! As I say, I wasn't expecting too much. Oh the night before, even, when Bunk first came to town a
few nights before the recording. He stayed over at a boarding house above Mule's Saloon in the downtown St.
Bernard section. And the first night that I ever heard Bunk play was there. He got out his horn just sort of to tune
up. I hadn't even seen that new trumpet diat we'd bought for him, the Selmer trumpet, so I was anxious to see
what it looked like. I knew it'd be good, practically new. But he got it out, got it timed up and started to play a
little scale, and he sort of missed half the notes, you know, just playing real soft. He didn't want to disturb
anybody. He wasn't trying to play, just to get a little sound through the instrument. I thought: Gee, I hope he
can do better than that when he records.
But then at this rehearsal they , started out on. that, !'Yes, Lord, I'm Crippled," I couldn't believe it. Bunk was so
powerful, and the wonderful tone, and the quality.?: The way he played, I must say, I couldn't believe it. It did seem
to me like it was the first time I'd really ever heard any music, [laughs]
[The music begins, and Bunk's first recording is heard, "Oh, Lord, I'm Crippled" - Jazz Man No. 1]

BR: He asked me when they got through what we thought, he didn't think they sounded very good.
Unfortunately, it wasn't very good fidelity. Dave Stuart, who had the Jazz Man Record Shop in Hollywood, decided
he would send these masters, about a dozen sides or so, including some talking sides that he made later, to Allied
in Los Angeles to have them processed. But when he [Stuart] gets back to Los Angeles, he goes to Allied to hear
the tests, and they said, "Oh, you wanted those, really?"
They thought it was a joke. They thought they were so badly [recorded], they thought David was showing how
bad they could record here in New Orleans. David said, "It was a wonder they didn't throw them out." But they
still had them there, so he had to convince them that he really was serious in wanting them. They maybe were
badly recorded, but there was some very good music on them, I thought.
[Music from those records is heard, "Bunk's Blues" - Jazz Man No. 10. "Storyville Blues" and "Moose March,"
from this initial Johnson session, is included in the CD set "The Good Time Jazz Story" 4GTJ-4416-2]

MP: The real impact of those first Jazz Man records in 1942 helped ignite the revival of interest in New Orleans
music, and a few months later Bunk recorded again. This time for Gene Williams.

BR: Gene did issue them later that winter on his Jazz Information records.

MP: How did you feel about that session?

BR: Somehow it didn't swing quite as much as the other, iu part probablyby not having Jim Robinson
[trombone].
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MP: Because [trombonist] Albert Warner is clearly doing brass band figures.

BR: Yeah, that's right. He never did much dance work. He might have played a few dances now and then, but
almost entirely his only work was brass bands. And he didn't know some of the pieces so well, either. Bunk had
to try to teach him some of those numbers. Bunk went for all those popular tunes, too. Not that he preferred them
to other tunes, but he thought the public liked them, and he figured the musician's job was paid by the public and
the musicians should play what the fans want to hear.
[Bunk's clear lead is heard on "When I Leave the World Behind" - Jazz Information Records No. 11.]

MP: The 1915 Irving Berlin song, "When I Leave The World Behind," which Bunk Johnson recalled playing at a
New Orleans cabaret years before. ;Bunk's best recordings: :were yet to come, many of them supervised by the man
who was to remain his staunch friend and supporter. Bill Russell.

Lady's voice: And Michael Pointon continues the Bunk Johnson Story next Tuesday■ afternoon at 4:30, with
another chance to hear that program next Thursday evening at 10:15. "Bunk & Bill" was produced by Derek
Drescher, and the reader was Colin MacFarland.

[End Program #1]
(Continued)
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PRES' RELEASE
(Words from our president)

Have you ever had your hard disc die in front of
your eyes? Realising that it was six months since
you had the sense to back up your files? Well. I
have, and it was no pleasure I can recommend.
Among those files that I have had to reconstruct
was the Bunk Johnson discography. So when you
read this first installment among the enclosures I
ask you to consider this and read it with very criti
cal eyes. My hope is of course that you will report
all the omissions and mistakes that inevitably
must be there. A few members have got copies
printed just before the accident. May I ask you to
check as carefully as your temperament will allow?
We decided to publish the discography in pairts,
starting with this issue, knowing fully well that
when Mike and Bariy publish their book a lot of
things will be put right that are now uncertain
and/or incorrect in our current work.
As another enclosure we give you part II of Mike
Pointon's and Ray Smith's radio programme "Bill
and Bunk" on BBC. We gladly repeat our thanks
to them for their kind permission to publish this
very interesting material.
In the true spirit of the SBJS, Floyd Levin did not
only help with the transcription of the BBC Bunk
programme, but he has also contributed with a
very readable article on Mutt Carey.
With his issue Tom Pauli finishes his meticulous
work on the Statiras recordings. Only he knows
what he will come up with next, the rest of us will
have to wait for the spring issue. While you're wai
ting. consider if you haven't got some nice materi
al concerning Bunk to share with the rest of us!
Hakan.Hakansson(&mbox200.swipnet.se
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We plan to celebrate our 11th Annual Meeting on
January 11th. 1997. hopefully at the same spot as
last year. We will send the details in a circular let
ter later on. Last year I must say. we launched a
marvelous program consisting of a lot of foreign
friends and guests, including speakers like William
F. Wagner ("Brother Bill"), Mike Hazeldlne, Briar,
Wood et al. We sure will have problems to live up
to that standard again this time but of course our
ambitions are to endeavour to do so in a not too
distant future. So maybe we will have to stick to a
more domestic program at this coming meeting.
But of course we will not miss the Annual Quiz
by Ake Sahlberg (co-chaired by Olle Tomqulsl) or
a feature of live music (not quite settled yet at the
time of this writing). Nor will we miss the results of
that excellent artistery in the kitchen by our dis
tinguished " Proudhommebrothers of Sweden",
Anders Aim and SuenStahlberg, who have promi
sed to do their best again. And all of us who have
been there before know what that means:
Absolutly brilliant Cajun Food.
Tom Pauli, our distinguished transcriber strikes
again. This time he comes up with the last of
those so called Statiras-recordings from New
Orleans. February 9, 1945 "Make me a Pallet on
the Floor". It is always so flabbergasting to look
at Toms transcriptions. They are second to none,
an opinion we share with a bunch of internatio
nal authorities.
So far we have not seen this excellent music on
CD, but believe me. I have tried to persuade Gus
Statiras (a member of our society) way back in
Tifton. Georgia, to issue them. And sooner or later
they will come out. I am convinced.

1966. The music is charming and the cassette
recommended. Available from Nils 'Cannonball'
Rehman. Yrkesvagen 7. S-121 32 ENSKEDE.
Sweden.

At present this music. 4 titles altogether.
["Weary Blues", "Tiger Rag", "Pallet on the Floor"
and "Careless Love". There’s a "missing" "Sister
Kate", that maybe should be a "Just a closer
Walk". The research on this goes on) is spred
out on a couple of vinyl records, pretty hard to
get sometimes. The original 78:s (on Metronome)
are Collectors Items today, something that
didn't stop my close friend Nils Gunnar Anderby
to present me a complete set. more or less mint
conditon at the last meeting. I have now been
thinking for almost a year but still I don't know
how to reciprocate him for this his marvelous
gift.
Our new (?) correspondent in California, US.
Hal Smith, who made great success in last issue
with his "Remlniscensesfrom the Bay-Days" un
fortunately cannot contribute in this issue due
to a big tour with the Jim Cullum Jazz Band.
But he has promised to come back in forthco
ming issues. And again I will stress: This maga
zine is open to all of you who have something to
say, to sell, to advertise and so on. Do not hesi
tate to contact any of us in the editorial staff.
I will also stress that our Annual Meetings - of
course - are open to every and any Internatio
nal Member who, for any reason will pass or
dwell in Stockholm at the time for the meeting.
Just tell us so that we can be of any help with
accommodations and such things. (Claes Ringqvist)

The Historic New Orleans Collection has
published "William Russell Collection - Bunk
Johnson Papers, a guide prepared by Marielos
Hernandez-Jehman with Nancy Ruck". To get
more information contact TEINOC at 533 Royal
Street, New Orleans. La 70130.

Bernard Klatzko. Glen Cove. NY. former owner
of the Yazoo and Herwin labels and also co
producer of the magnificent magazine 78 Quar
terly has become a member of our society. Veiy
welcome. Bernard! We hope to see you write so
mething here soon!

Dr Karl Koening, the distinguished musician,
author, publisher etc. has got a very good and
interesting catalogue on books, sheet-music and
more on his publishing company Basin Street
Press. Write for a free catalogue to Books-New
Orleans Jazz, 20460 Will Road, Abita Springs.
La 70420.

Mike Hazeldine and Barry Martyn are working
hard on their book about Bunk Johnson. They
have compiled such an enormous amount of
material that the book is going to be delayed.
We may have to wait yet another year or two.
But we trust the guys know what they are doing
and that
the wai
ting will
be swee
ter by
knowing
the end

DILL PICKLES
Member Per Oldaeus is currently doing a re
search on Spencer Williams' period in Sweden
1951 - 1957. He would like to get in touch with
anyone who can help. Per is in Dublin now. but
you can reach him c/o B.J.I.

The Swingsters. one of Stockholm's oldest and

result

best trad bands, probably the only one on this
side of the Atlantic to play music from the Carribean. has released a cassette. It was recorded
live at the Old Town Festival in Stockholm. May

will be
great.
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NOTE: For the transcription, See http://fellers.se/Bunk/Transcriptions.html
MAKE ME A PALLET ON THE FLOOR

also Ex 4) Bunk plays what we have earlier cal
led his Honeysuckle Rose-phrase: from now on
we will use the shorthand name "Bunk's HRphrase". In the bar 128 (see also Ex 5) he plays
a phrase that he often uses at the end of 8 or 16
bars long periods, when the chord is a dominant
7th. Let us call It "Bunk's D-phrase”. Later on
we will meet it almost as often as his HRphrase.
Also enjoy Jim Robinson's effective walking-bass
figure at the beginning of chorus 4 (bars 57 58, Ex 6) and Bunk’s fine concluding phrase in
the bars 133 - 136.

Tom Pauli's comments on his transcription of Bunk Johnson's recor
ding of that song Feb 17, 1945..

Here is another number from Bunk's famous
Statlras session February 17. 1945. The theme
of Make Me A Pallet On The Floor (see Ex 2) is
sometimes attributed to Buddy Bolden. Even if
this should not be true, it was anyhow one of
his favourite numbers. It has a rather peculiar
hexatonic
tonal
structure.
Gettysburg
March
(see Ex 3) is another example of a theme with
exactly the same tonal structure. Both themes
are fundamentally pentatonic: when written i C
major their pentatonic tonal material is: c, ^ e. -g.
- ji- But to these tones is added a sixth one. a d.
sharp _ alternatively an e„ flat inserted between 4
and s. Besides, both themes lie within the space
of an octave: when written in C major from
middle g to the g an octave above middle g.. All
this is summed up in Ex 1. The sixth tone is
marked with an X above it in Ex 1, 2 and 3.
If we compare Bunk's 'Statiras' version of this
number with that of Careless Love (see my transkription in B.J.I. #6, autumn 1995) we will see
that they have almost the same formal structu
re. In both cases we have to do with 16 bar the
mes, The second half of which are used as intro
ductions followed by 8 choruses. Chorus 1 (bars
9 - 24) and chorus 2 (bars 25 - 40) are en
sembles in both numbers. In chorus 3 (bars 41
56) and chorus 4 (bars 57 - 71) George Lewis
plays solo in Careless Love, while in Make Me...
Bunk drops out with the others continuing to
play. In chorus 7 (bars 105 - 120) in both num
bers Bunk plays pianissimo and the drops out.
The chorus 8 (bars 121 136) follows as a force
ful conclusion in both numbers.

Correction:
B.J.I. #6, page 5, column 1. 5th sentence in second
paragraph:
Reads: Depending on wether we use b flat, e flat or
flat as the...
Should read: Depending on wether we use Jj. flat, .g.or
a flat as the...

£< PRESS CLIP §><
Under the headline BUNK JOHNSON TO GET
JAZZ FUNERAL NEXT YEAR IN NEW IBERIA,
we quote the local press:
A former New Iberia resident will re
ceive

the

tribute

he

deserves

next

year, 48 years after his death.
New Orleans native William Geary "Bunk"
Johnson will be honered with a funeral
befitting a jazz pioneer.
Lafayette author, composer and musician
Austin Sonnier Jr. is organizing the
overdue jazz funeral, tentatively sche
duled for July 7, 1997.
"After 48 years it's time to do the

In Make Me... Bunk keeps relatively close to the
theme all the way. and his improvisations are
not so adventurous as in the other three 'Stati
ras' numbers. This seems, however, to be a mat
ter of a deliberate and tasteful restraint and not
a lack of inspiration.
Eventually we have to notice some details in this
version of Make Me... In the bars 86 - 87 (see

right thing" Sonnier said of his plans
to organize the event.
Editor's note: Member Austin Sonnier has in a letter
declared that the funeral will take place Saturday
July 5, 1997 at St Edward's Catholic Church and ce
metery, New Iberia.
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MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER
How did it all start, then? His purposeful collec
ting of records started at a very very early age
and by now he has got a career of more than
half-a-century as a devoted jazz-record collector.
And the result of this you can admire at his
home in Burnham Bucks, outside London (30
min. from Paddington Stn), where thousands
and thousands and again thousands of 78 :s are
meticulously piled and classified on the shelves.
It looks like he has got more or less everything
worth having. And I have tried to "cheat" him
myself by "ordering" very unusual records to
play - just to test him. But so far of no use:
Every time he has dived into his shelves and re
turned with the records asked for and with a
smile in his face presented them as "in a pretty
good condition". No wonder the re-issuing com
panies are forming queues outside his door
asking for his help and advice. In his huge col
lection he has got more or less everything and
when it comes to knowledge. John RT Davies
sure is second to none.
Parallel to this his career as a devoted collector
John RT has made his living as an active and
highregarded musician. Maybe there are some
of the readers who remember him from those ro
arin' days in Stockholm in the beginning of the
60:s, when the eminent British orchestra "The
Temperance Seven" visited the legendary ball
room "Nalen". In that band you could find an
odd member, performing in a fez on his head
and playing trombone and altosaxophone alter
nately. At that time he listened to the name of
Sheik Haroun Wadi El. That was the man who
later became the world's leading remasterer,

The name of John RT Davies, does it sound fa
miliar to you?? I presume it does, and that pro
bably depends on the fact that you'll find it on
almost every first-class remastered CD there is
today. And not only today, but for the last deca
des, I would say. I suggest you'll have a closer
look at the sleeve notes of the CD:s you are
going to buy - and if you'll find the words "Re
mastering: John RT Davies" - that will absolutely
guarantee first class sound.
In june this year (1996) John RT was invited to
Stockholm by the Jazz Society, The Swedish
Duke Ellington Society, Club 78 and the Jazz
Archive, to give a lecture on "The Philosophy of
Remastering". He gave an absolutely marvelous
performance at the Sound Laboratory & Archive
in Stockholm, where he gave further details of
his art and profession.

John RT Davies.
His

started in the legendary
Crane River Jazz Band, a band he founded to
gether with his mates Ken Colyer. Sonny Morris,
Monty Sunshine and his brother Julian Davies,
in the end of the 40:s. These guys were a bunch
of fundamentalists who were opposing the
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musical

career

NEW BUNK RECORDS

establishment and they were the first band In
Europe who played In the pure, real old New Or
leans revival style. Ken Colyer remained faithful
unto his death (1988) playing this music, but the
others drifted apart to other styles and other ac
tivities.
John RT still works as a musician on a free
lance basis, but his main occupation is his re
mastering work.
Back to the philosophy - what are the principles
about that?
John RT Is convinced that the history should
NOT be changed. I.e. you should NOT add or
take away anything from the originals. The very
aim of his work is simply (it sounds simply, but
it is NOT simple, I can guarantee) to restore the
original sound from the mint conditioned (if pos
sible) 78. to the new planned CD. No more - no
less. He doesn't like those arrangements with
adding echo to make the sound more "modem",
or even worse; to try to make it sound stereop
honic. You must simply not manipulate the
sound, because it is the original source, the sto
red. the archivated. You do not change in the
original writings of a Shakespeare play - nor will
you change in an original recording by King Oli
ver. What you will do is to help to preserve the
original sound for the generations to come.

Document Records, Austra, has released
new CDs of interest to members of this society:

three

DOCD-1001 BUNK JOHNSON AND HIS NEW
ORLEANS BAND contains the complete Deccas.
Victors and V-discs from Nov 1945 to Jan
1946.It contains all previously issed alternative
takes as well.
DOCD-5462 SISTER ERNESTINE WASHINGTON
contains the five titles (There were two takes of
Does Jesus Care?) she made with Bunk's band
four days before the V-disks.
DOCD-5463 GREAT GOSPEL PERFORMERS
contains the two Jazette sides mentioned in
B.J.I. # 7.
Our advertising record dealers will be happy to
supply you with more information.

IS IT ABOUT MY GRANDFATHER?
Most every evening when I'm in New Orleans I
pop into Preservation Hall for at set or two. not
because I am over fond of the "touristy" perfor
mances but more as an act of homage to the
past, paying one's dues as it were. There is
mostly a sort of fonnula approach these days:
two choruses in, everyone has a two chorus
solo, finishing with two choruses emsemble out.
This linear approach, where a number can be
five or fifteen minutes long - just chorus upon
chorus - has a respectable tradition as functio
nal, serial music for dancing, except that there
isn't any dancing at the Hall.

So when you are going to buy some nice music
from the old masters, please do have a look at
the sleeve notes - and when you'll see the name
of John RT Davies, then you will know for sure
that it is the best remasterings provided today.
You'll find them on labels like, HEP, TIME
LESS, MEDIA 7, JSP and on a number of ot
hers. So just watch out!!
We are extremely proud to have John RT Davi
es as a member of the Swedish Bunk Johnson

These are thoughts that went through my head
when listening to a tape in my car. The prece
ding track had been "Just a little while to stay
here" from the Georg Lewis : On Parade LP re
corded in San Francisco, June 18 1953. By some
quirk of fate I had not heard much of Kid

Society. (Claes Ringqvist)
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metal into gold, infusing the number with a
sombre dignity that has all the genuinely haun ting pathos of the classical blues chord sequen ce and none of the spurious, jaunty decadence
with which this number is sometimes associa
ted. Historically. I believe we are doubtly fortunte in that there was not a vocalist in the accep
ted sense in the band, for if there had been a
vocal the genuine pathos might inevitably have
become bathetic.

Howard lately and was surprised, as one is occaionally after a lapse of time, just how good the
Kid was on those tracks. Good down home, rock
solid music, perfect for dancing - the sort that
compels you to pat your foot and rotate that pel
vis. However the next track was "Saint Louis
Blues" (MX 109) recored July 29 at San Jacinto
Hall from the Bunk Johnson 1944 (2nd Masters)
CD. and here I immediately noticed an added di
mension that I am not denigrating Kid Howard.
It is not in my nature to criticise one musician
in order to applaud another. I celebrate variety
and diversity and will also do so.

Many trumpet players drive their bands like
jack-hammers whereas it seems to me that
Bunk rides the rhythm like a surfer, exploiting
every swirl of the musical currrent in a perfect
symbiosis. The extra flux provided by Sidney
Brown affords Bunk more opportunity, greater
freedom. This, then, is not routine serial music,
here we have an architecture, where the plan
ning and spontaneity are evidenced in the struc
ture of the performance and where the function
and arrangement of its components are comple
tely in accord with the appropriate ornamenta
tion.

There are, of course, linear or serial aspects to
"Saint Louis Blues" since it has a beginning, a
middle and an end. I would also venture to sug
gest that it and all the other tracks are eminent
ly suitable for dancing, especially "Yes Yes in
your Eyes"! But what I immediately noticed
about SLB was the extra dimension brought
about by the addition of Sidney "Little Jim"
Brown on tuba, and his having the nous to leave
most of the rhythmic propulsion to Marrero, Pavageau and Dodds. Including both a tuba and a
string bass in the same group is not an ideal
combination that springs readily to mind but
since Brown plays almost a second trombone
role, and fortuitously the two Jims know enough
not to get in each others way, the result is an
exciting enrichment of the melodic and the har
monic structure of the number that enables
Bunk and the others to excel, behind the George
Lewis "solo" (I use parenthesis to indicate that
these are not really solos in the usual sense)
there are some exquisite attention-grabbing dis
sonances from Bunk that are picked up by him
again in the solo. Thus we have an immediate
sense of creative ornamentation that develops
the structure in other directions. There is drama
and suspense of an extremely high order that
transcends what might have been a run of the
mill canter through choruses of what is not re
ally a true blues in terms of its chord structure.
Bunk,
however,
magically
transmutes
base

We are fortunate to be able to compare the diffe
rent versions. MX 211 recorded two days later is
surprisingly different in conception, not only
though the absence of Sidney Brown, but beause of what seems to be a wholly different frame
of mind in Bunk's approach. I have no doubt
from a close and repeated comparison between
the two versions that whilst other musicians
might have played virtually Identical roles in
both line-ups. Bunk accommondated for the
presence of Brown on MX 109 and was enabled
through the denser texture of the ensemble to
incorporate different figures and adopt a subtlely different role. Whilst MX 211 swings more
because Bunk uses a lighter more lilting lead, it
would be unperceptive to claim this results from
the absence of a lumbering tuba since lumber
ing is not an adjective to describe Brown's lively
playing. It would be more accurate to unders
tand that on MX 109 Bunk seized upon Brown s
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flowers to Kerstin Arghe who let Don stay at her
magniflcient apartment right in the middle of
Stockholm. Also a lot of thanks to Jens Lindgren, curator at the Jazz Archive, who so kindly
unlocked his auditorium for us that very eve
ning and let Don use the stage. Also a lot of
thanks to Agneta Brorson et al. who through
their catering service made it possible for us to
survive.
The evening was a huge success with an absolu tely packed auditorium. You couldn't find a
single seat unused.
Don started his talking without any slides, or
photos or anything. Just a manuscript he pretty
well know by heart after years of talking about
his favourite subject: Buddy Bolden. I presume
most of the people in the audience had read the
book - and if so there would be no problems to
follow what Don had to say. Even it you had not
read the book I think the speech was very detai
led and clear and Implied no problems.
Perhaps what was real news to many of us was
the new Grave in the Host Cemetry, way up at
City Park. The grave was inaugurated earlier
this autumn . With a brassband (Olympia) and
all. And by chance we had a member of the Ex
ecutive Committe - Christer Fellers - on the
spot, joining the band. You can read more about
that event in some other place in this newslet
ter.
But it is good to know, that Buddy Bolden, after
65 years, at last got his resting place in New Or
leans. Two of his relatives were also invited to
this cermony.
From Stockhom Don went by train to Lille in
France. And from there he was going back to
London and a few days together with the Ken
Colyer Trust people. In the begining of november
he will be back in New Orleans. On Friday No
vember 15 he will run his retirement party at the
Palm Court Cafe." We will sadly miss Don as
chief of the Mint, but I don't think he will be out
of sight when it comes to jazz only because of a
retirement.
So far we don't know for sure who's going to be

presence as a liberating force. Browns melodic
and harmonic contributions on tuba enabled
Bunk to evolve his own part as almost an ab
straction of what a standard trumpet lead involvs. It is surely not without significance that
MX 109 was rejected because it ran to over five
minutes (05'18", precisely) and was thus too
long to be used at that time. But we have the
evidence of our ears to confirm that the length
was not a linear expansion in terms of extra
choruses
but
an
architectural
function
of
Bunk's design. That Bunk was able to do this so
effectively and so nonchalanty is perhaps why
we are gathered together. Not. I hope, in solemn
pedantry, although that has its own place and
importance, but in joyful celebration of an ex
ceptional musician. To acknowledge that joyful
ness and diversity, get out your Bunk recor
dings and see if you agree. Whilst you are about
it, get out your Sam Morgans as well and see if
you are also in agreement that Sidney Brown
played the hell out of that tuba.
The title of this piece? It is what Roland Evans,
Junior ("Bunkie") said to me back in April of this
year when I telephoned to confirm the arrange
ments about collecting some booklets Harold
Drob had sent to Emily Mae Evans. Yes. It was
then, and is now, truly all about the one and
only Willie Bunk Johnson.
Walmer. Kent. Oct. 1996. Brian Wood

DON MARQUIS
at the Jazz Archive in Stockholm.
On Wednesday October 23rd. DON MARQUIS
passed Stockholm on his European pilgrimage.
He arrived two days before and was well taken
care of by members of the Friends Of Traditional
Jazz in Stockholm, also from some of the mem
bers of SBJS. Not the least I will say many many
thanks to Olle and Ake Sahlberg who really took
care of Don and let him have a look not only on
jazzy places but on a lot of other thing as well.
The Wasa Museum and so forth. A big bunch of
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great moment I have been waiting for after some
40 years of playing Jazz - to play with a New Or
leans brass band.
I think for myself as I'm waiting for the parade
to start: 'I have been fascinated by this highly
emotional music from the first time I heard Jelly
Roll Morton’s Didn’t He Ramble: I remeber sayi
ng 'this is the best music I've ever heard’. I cry
when I hear the fantastic Eureka Brass Band
play West Lawn Dirge - it’s so beautiful. I get
goose pimples when Bunk Johnson's Brass
Band plays Just A Little While To Stay Here on
the AM record. It is consequently not an inexpe
rienced trumpet player who joins the Olympia
Brass Band at Buddy's funeral. During the
years with the Imperial Band in Stockholm, we
played sill the tunes in the New Orleans brass
band music tradition. A highlight in the career
of the Delta Brass Band lead by the great trum
pet player Rolf Wahl, was when we welcomed
the George Lewis Band in Stockholm.
My thoughts are brought back to reality when
the drums begin to play the introduction to the
first tune Nearer My God To Thee. What a fan
tastic feeling to play with this band, following
the great brass band tradition! I'm trying to play
some second trumpet part to the best of my abi
lity. The next tune is Just A Closer Walk With
Thee. The marchers proceed to Holt Cemetery
close to the collage. The Buddy Bolden marker
is unveiled and speeches are made by Don Mar
quis and several other distinguished speakers.
Now the band starts to play Didn't He Ramble.
Just A Little While To Stay Here and some more
of the tunes usually played after the ceremony.
The band is swinging in a fantastic way. The
band returns to collage and the ceremony is
over. A happy Swedish trumpet player puts
down his horn is its case and says to himself: "I
played at Buddy Bolden’s funeral - nobody will
belive me".
"But you believe me, honey, don't you?"

his sucessor at the Museum. (CR)

I PLAYED AT BUDDY BOLDEN’S FUNERAL
By Christer Fellers
In the future when I am sitting by the fireplace
in the cold winter time in Sweden playing nice
melodies on my Bach trumpet, my young grand
child asks me: "Grandpa, how long have you
been playing that old trumpet?" And I tell her:
"For long, sweetheart. I even played at Buddy
Bolden’s funeral”.
"When did Buddy die, grandpa?”
"Back in 1931" I reply.
"But that means you are more than 100 years
old grandpa. You look old. but not that old”
I tell her the following true story.
I am on Delta flight 2039 arriving in New Orle
ans fram Atlanta Sept 5. 1996. When I get off
the plane, a New Orleans brass band is playing
happy, swinging jazz at the gate, including a
grand marshall and everything. My first reaction
is "how on earth did they know I was on the
plane?” The obvious answer to the question
brings me back to reality almost instantly - they
didn't. The brassband is welcoming the grand
daughter and great granddaughter of Buddy
Bolden. I ask around and find out that the rea
son for their arrival is that they have been invi
ted to be present at the funeral of the great jazz
man some 55 years after his burial in an un
marked grave.
The next day I phone my old friend Lars Edegran and ask him to tell me how to find Delgade
Community Collage, where the parade was
going to start and to meet me at 6 p.m. I have
brought my trumpet - just in case there would
be an opportunity to ”sit in" with the brass
band. I ask Lars if he thinks it would be OK to
play with the band. "Why don't you ask Milton
Batiste”, he says. I talk to the trumpet player
and he says "yeah sure - why not" and I am
suddenly a member of the Olympia Brass Band
for a short but happy time. For me this is the

Note: The Bolden funeral is also covered on In
ternet. Check http://www.doc.edu/buddv.html.
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terest in ragtime music was also triggered into
worldwide commercial acceptance by Mutt Ca
rey's initiative. Although he has been dead for
48 years, the warm memories of moments spent
with the pioneer jazzman remain very vivid. In
1948, to a young fledgling reporter, he seemed
like a very old man. but he was only 57 when he
died the following year.
Mutt was bom in 1891. He was the youngest of
17 children, many of whom were musicians. As
a teenager, he listened to Buddy Bolden playing
in a city park and heard the Olympia Orchestra
led by another young cometist. Freddy Keppard.
(Chrlster Fellers Is a member of the SBJS executive commute, a GHB
recording artist and a guy who can make a trumpet sing.)

I REMEMBER THOMAS "'PAPA MUTT" CAREY
By Floyd Levin
Despite the vital role that Thomas "Papa Mutt"
Carey played in a broad segment of jazz history,
his prominence has been overshadowed by more
flamboyant colleagues who enjoyed wider ac
claim.

After these experiences, and encouragement by
his brother Jack Carey, he abandoned his ambi
tion to become a fireman. Mutt began playing
the comet in 1912 and was soon working in his
brother's Crescent Band and in the venerable
Imperial Orchestra replacing Manuel Perez. He
joined Kid Ory's band in 1914 and began a leng
thy relationship with the great trombonist that
continued until 1947.
Among the yellowing notes of my conversations
with Carey, are his comments about Ory's band:
"We worked every night at Pete Lala's In the
'district.' "We played softly.... we didn't have to
play loud to produce good ragtime music. It's the
feeling that makes It swing! The bands would
come to Lala's when they got off work. We'd have
Jam sessions that started at 4:00a.m. and conti
nued until dawn!"

He was the last of the truly great original New
Orleans trumpet players. Except a few brief ar
ticles written half a century ago. his rightful
place in jazz history has been sadly neglected.
This oversight is especially appalling in view of
his many accomplishments.
Carey was one of the early New Orleans trumpet
kings. He was among the first musicians who
triggered an era by introducing jazz to audien
ces in the north and on the west coast. In the
early '20s. he participated in the first recordings
and the first radio broadcasts of authentic black
New Orleans jazz. Three decades later, the revi
val era. sparked by his horn, inspired many
young musicians who are still carrying the ban
ner of purejazz.

Carey always favored muted tones. He and Joe
Oliver were the First to introduce what he called
"freak" sounds. Those subtle shadings that dis
tinguished Mutt Carey's playing were always
painted in muted pastels that colored his work
with a soft glow. The heat was there - but it boi
led beneath the surface. When he occasionally
played without the mute, his open tones were
strong and harmonically interesting.

While it is not generally known, renewed in
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Mutt Carey's muted horn leading the way. to re
cord the first authentic black New Orleans jazz
at the
Nordskog studios in
Santa
Monica in
June 1921. The original 500 copies of the Sun
shine Record. "Ory's Creole Trombone" sold
briskly in the local area. (This writer has
previously
documented
the
Spikes'controversy
with Nordskog. West Coast Rag, Vol. 3. No. 1Nov. 1990)

His tenure with Ory was briefly Interrupted In
1917 when Mutt left New Orleans to tour with
Billy Mack's vaudeville troupe leading a fourpiece band that included Johnny Dodds on cla
rinet and pianist Steve Lewis. The tour ended in
Chicago where he replaced Joe Oliver at the
Dreamland Ballroom.
When Carey returned to New Orleans, he rejoi
ned Ory. led his own dance orchestra, and orga
nized brass bands for parades. He was compe
ting with the reputations of the established
trumpet kings of New Orleans - Buddy Bolden.
Freddy Keppard, Manuel Perez, Bunk Johnson,
and Joe Oliver.

In 1925, when Ory moved to Chicago to make
the landmark Louis Armstrong Hot 5 and the
King Oliver Dixie Syncopators recordings. Mutt
Carey took over the band. He kept them busy at
parties, country clubs, in taxi dance
halls, and
local clubs, including Sam Sebastian's in Culver
City. L.Z. Cooper played piano. Minor Hall was
the drummer, and Les Hite played reeds. Mutt
Carey's big band. "The Jeffersonians." worked
regularly in Hollywood providing atmospheric
music on silent film sets.

Kid Ory, who had moved to Los Angeles, sent for
Mutt to join him in the Fall of 1919 and Califor
nia became his home for the rest of his life. They
opened at the Cadillac Cafe on Central Avenue
with clarinetist Wade Whaley, pianist Manuel
Minnetta, and drummer Alfred Williams - all
from New Orleans. The Cadillac job lasted al
most a year.

Ory returned to L.A. in 1929 and resumed lea
dership of his Creole
Jazz
band until 1933.
During
the depression years, when
the local
music business dwindled. Carey worked as a
Pullman porter and Ory raised chickens for a
decade.

Patrons, unaccustomed to hearing the pure New
Orleans trumpet sounds, were astounded by the
range of Mutt's playing and his swinging clarity.
He soon became the most popular member of
the band.

When actor Orson Welles wanted to feature an
authentic New Orleans jazz band for his CBS
radio show "Mercury Theater." he asked Marili
Morden, of the Jazz Man Record Shop, to locate
a band for an appearance on the program. She
called Ory. who. hired Mutt Carey, pianist
Buster Wilson. Bud Scott, on guitar, Ed Garland
on bass, and drummer Zutty Singleton. Clarine
tist Jimmie Noone, working at a Hollywood club
with his quartet, was also invited.

In an interview with Reb Spikes 40 years ago. he
told me: "Mutt, who was actually the leader of
that band, called the tunes and set the tempos.
When we hired them to play at our Wayside Park
Cafe at Leek's Lake in Watts, we billed the band
as Ory's Creole Orchestra. The tune, 'Ory's Creole
Trombone' was so popular that we used It as a
drawing card - but Mutt led the band." Wayside
Park's aduertisments always Included the phrase
"Till Mut (sic) plays 'Farewell'."

The broadcast on March 15, 1944. was enthusi
astically received by Jazz fans throughout the
country. Yielding to overwhelming audience re
sponse, the band returned and appeared each
week for the next three months. Mutt Carey had

The Spikes Brothers decided to make their own
records to sell In their music shop on Central
Avenue. They arranged for Ory's band, with
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A Kid Ory Decca session a month later was fol
lowed by a Columbia album- all recorded in Los
Angeles. In each case. Mutt's crisply muted
horn, leaping from those grooves, created the
pure essence of New Orleans jazz. The Ory band
was now on the crest of its popularity and trum
pet players throughout the world were trying to
emulate Mutt Carey's elusive sound.

The fifth broadcast on April 1. included Orson
Welles' touching eulogyfor Ory's clarinetist. Jim
mie Noone, who died the previous evening. Play
ing "Blues for Jimmie,” Carey's soul-searching
blues touched the hearts of jazz lovers throug
hout the country. Barney Bigard. who earlier
had encouraged Ory to resume his playing care
er, handled the clarinet role for the balance of
the programs.

I accompanied Bill Russell, the prodigious histo
rian of New Orleans jazz, when he interviewed
Carey in Los Angeles just a few months before
the trumpet player's death in 1948. Mutt had
recently left the Kid Ory band after a relation
ship that lasted over 30 years.

After the Welles' broadcasts, another radio seri
es. sponsored by Standard Oil Company, alt
hough aimed at California school children, also
brought the sounds of Ory's New Orleans jazz to
a nation wide audience. The music was acknow
ledged by critics as "the highest point of intelli
gence that jazz has reached on radio."

During the interview. I sat with Russell and
Carey on the sofa in his modest southwest Los
Angeles home. Speaking softly, with a warm
Southern drawl, he was enthusiastic about the
success of his recent recording date in New York
City, the small role he played in the film. "New
Orleans." and a new band he had formed here in
Los Angeles. The group. Mutt Carey’s New Orle
ans Stampers, was to appear soon at the Ameri
can Legion Hall in Pasadena. He invited me to
the band's initial perfonnance.

A few months later, encouraged by the success
of the Orson Welles programs, Marili Morden
and her husband Nesuhi Ertegun launched the
Crescent Record Company and made the first
Kid Ory recordings since the Sunshine session
23 years earlier. During the initial Crescent
date, the band played "Blues for Jimmie" in tri
bute to their recently departedcolleague.

On May 14, 1948, my wife Lucille and I sat in
the front row during the successful debut of the
New Orleans Stampers. The band included pia
nist Buster Wilson from Ory's Creole Jazz Band
and Bill Perkins playing a twin-necked guitar.
Mutt played beautifully. His melodically rhyth
mic punch and exhilarating swing swept the
band along In his wake. The group was very well
received. Unfortunately, this was their only en
gagement. They had another booking scheduled
in San Francisco, but Mutt died suddenly before
the date.

A review in Time Magazine (Februaiy 3, 1945)
said. "They are probably as close as anything
ever put on wax to the spirit of old Storyville,
New Orleans' gaudy bawdyhouse district." When
the recordings were reissued on LP, Ertegun, in
his album notes, referred to them as, "....among
the most significant Jazz records ever made."
Another Ory record date, produced by Dr.
Exner, a dentist from Seattle. Wash., took place
in February 1945 at C.P. McGregor Studios in
Hollywood. For the first time, we heard the pure
fidelity of Mutt Carey's horn on Exner's newly
introduced vinyl surface. Collectors clamored for
a copy of "Dippermouth Blues" with Mutt's poig

The New York recording session occurred when
Mutt traveled east in 1947 to play with an all
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star group at Manhattan's Town Hail. For the
record date, he selected a group of unfamiliar
Scott Joplin rags seldom heard In orchestral
form as he played them In New Orleans 35 years
earlier. This was the first recording of Joplin's
classic rag, "The Entertainer," written in 1902. A
pair of 78 RPM records. Issued by Century re
cords as Mutt Carey and his New Yorkers, were
the only recordings ever issued with his name
listed as the leader.

final tabulations in their all-time, all-star, rea
ders' poll. Kid Ory. logically, was rated Number
One in the trombone category. Ory's sidemen.
bassist Ed Garland and guitarist Bud Scott each
achieved Second Place positions on their instru
ments. Ironically, in the trumpet division. Mutt
Carey, probably the most influential New Orle
ans trumpet player at the time, was rated twelf
th!
Mutt, a very modest man, preferred to stay In
the background and, throughout his career, re
ceived little individual acclaim. Except those
brief moments In a New York studio when he led
his all-star band, and his short-lived New Orle
ans Stampers launched in Pasadena just before
his death, he always remained a sideman.

Twenty-six years later, Marvin Hamlish, super
visor of the film "The Sting," remembered Ca
rey's fine recordings and used "The Entertainer"
In the picture. When Hamllsh's soundtrack re
cord was released by MCA, It achieved gold re
cord status. The resulting fervent ragtime revival
that still boils Is traceable to Mutt Carey's intui
tive choice on those Century recordings.

During the time I knew Mutt Carey, the legenda
ry trumpet star Bunk Johnson had recently
been "discovered" by Bill Russell. Recordings by
Johnson began to appear on Russell's American
Music label. It is possible that Mutt was jealous
of his contemporary's rise to fame, but he often
spoke critically of Johnson's talent and dismis
sed his importance as an early influence on New
Orleans jazz.

Discussing his recent departure from the Ory
band, he said, " We played waltzes, rumbas,
tangos, Ellington tunes, anything requested. We
played a lot of popular songs, current hits - even
hillbilly numbers. On most of our Jazz dates, the
audiences just wanted to hear the old dixieland
standards."
"Last year, we worked in San Francisco at the
'Green Room,' in the basement of the old C.I.O.
Union building. The people who came there, came
to dance - and we played dance music, popular
tunes of the day, like we used to play in New Or
leans years ago. We mixed a few Jazz standards
into the program. We were a big hit!" For reasons
he never explained. Mutt left the Ory band after
the 1947 'Green Room' date. (Private recordings
of the dance music are available on CDs "Kid
Ory at the Green Room," Vol. I, II, issued by
American Music on AMCD-42,43)

Fortunately, almost every note Carey recorded
appears in pristine lucidity on current CD's. By
casually listening to the finesse he inserts into
an ensemble, you will note his relaxed layers of
creativity - a sustained tone, a silent moment, or
a counter phrase. Mutt never dominated. He
created subtle gaps for the other horns that
combined with his to create the smoothest im
provised ensembles I have ever heard.
Although Papa Mutt Carey has been dead since
September 3. 1948, I hope that, as succeeding
generations of fans become aware of his achie
vements, he will finally receive the full recogni
tion that his talents deserve.

In 1951, the country's best selling jazz records
featured Papa Mutt, at his prime, leading those
brisk ensembles in the Kid Ory band. When the
Record Changer Magazine’s May Issue listed the
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I enjoyed the hours I spent with the great New
Orleans Jazzman: and I will never forget him.
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1
"BUNK & BILL"
(Bunk Johnson and Bill Russell) Copyright: Mike Pointon

A Transcript of the British Broadcasting Company's Four Original London Broadcasts on December
15, 22, 29, 1992 and January 5, 1993

This is the transcript of the second "Bunk and Bill" BBC program broadcast in England on December 22, 1993.
In our previous issue, Mike Pointon, interviewing jazz historian and record producer. Bill Russell, covered the
period that began when he met pioneer jazzman Bunk Johnson who was reputed to have been an early influence on
Louis Armstrong.

Program #2

Lady’s voice. In this, the second of four programs, Michael Pointon continues the remarkable story of the New
Orleans trumpeter. Bunk Johnson, who, it's said, was bom in 1879 [in New Orleans, December 27th]. He's helped
by the late Bill Russell, the musicologist, who did more than anyone to revive interest in this influential
musician.

MP: One of the reasons Bunk Johnson was so important to jazz historians was his link with Buddy Bolden, said
to be the very first jazz cometist. [A recording is heard of Bill Russell's interview with Bunk about Bolden]:

RB: Bunk, you seem to be the only one around who remembers how "King" Bolden used to play. Can you tell
us somthiu' about what style of comet he played?

Bunk Johnson:: Well, 1 can give you an idea of it by whisdin' one of Buddy's old tunes. [A remarkably strong,
clear, whisding comet lead is heard...]

MP: Bunk used to say that if he could play everything he whistled, that's what he'd like to do. [Bunk's comet is
heard, backed Bertha Gonsoulin on piano, "Plenty To Do."]

MP: There's been endless speculadon on how comedst Buddy Bolden might have played in die early days of jazz
because no recordings of him have ever been found. But it's quite likely that what you've just heard is the nearest
we'll ever get to it. (Bill Russell explained how, in 1943, that recording came to be made in San Francisco)

0

BR: At the museum they were having a series of lectures and the sessions about jazz. It had been arranged by Rudi
Blesh and some other friends of his out there, at the Art Museum in San Francisco. And Bunk suddenly went out
there because he wasn't making any money at all, he never hardly had any jobs through that whole year before,
after he made the Jazz Man records. That didn't help him commercially. So, he went out there thinking he might
be able to make it. And he played at this lecture dial Rudi gave at the museum. And they had Kid Ory's band come
up from Southern California with Bertha Gonsoulin, a lady pianist who'd first learned to play from Jelly Roll, and
we even recorded Bunk playing with Bertha. It was more or less, you might say, a practice session. He was trying
to get his lip in shape for the concert. He hadn't played much for several months. And I would go over...he played
over there, two or three times, at Bertha's house before the concert. And I recorded, I took my recorder along and
recorded some of the things, just piano and trumpet playing. And I also recorded a couple talking sides with Bunk.
At that time I had no intention of going into business or anything. I was just doing it for my own information. 1
thought if I did get some records that were good enough...if I recorded the whole band, like in New Orleans, I felt I
maybe could sell them to some company and have them issued. But, the San Francisco things were just done for
my own pleasure and information, you might say.

MP: Bunk, whose real name was Willie Geary Johnson, was bom in New Orleans. He claims to have been a
member of the legendary Bolden band when, according to his own account, he would have been about sixteen years
old.

Reader's Voice for Bunt. The first band I played with was Adam Olivier's band, and they played my music. Now
that was in the year of 1894. My friend [pianist] Tony Jackson started playing with Olivier's band, and I stayed
with them about one year until I got a good chance to get with King Bolden. When Bolden heard me play with
Olivier's band he wanted me to jump Olivier's and come with him because he had the most work and the biggest
name in New Orleans. It was the town's talk. King Bolden's band!

MP: After playing in the Storyville red-light district of New Orleans and doing parade band work, as many jazz
pioneers did, Bunk went on the road with circuses and minstrel shows. He said later that this included a trip to
London, when he appeared before Queen Victoria. No evidence of this has ever been found. Those were the days
when jazz was still developing from such influences as spirituals, ragtime, brass band music, and the many
ingredients making up the rich, cultural atmosphere of New Orleans. It's quite likely that much of that early music
was played in a rather formal, syncopated style.
["High Society" is heard as a march - Columbia A-103 8]
That was a 1911 recording of Prince's band playing "High Society,” which was to become a New Orleans standard.
Traces of such a formal style could still be found in Bunk Johnson's trumpet phrasing on this record he made in
1945.
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[Bunk's version of "High Society” is heard. It is included in the American Music CD AMCD-I7.]
Bunk was a strong influence on other trumpeters, including Louis Armstrong, which Louis seemed reluctant to
credit in later years. He [Bunk] also seems to have taken on pupils. Bunk spoke about helping [Tommy] Ladnier
early on. Didn't he teach him "Big Chief Battle Axe?" Or something like that, I read somewhere.

BR: Yes, I think Bunk made that statement that he'd first known Tommy...he came from over across the lake,
like around Mandeville, right on the other side of Lake Pontchartrain, and Bunk went over there and played quite a
bit and also claims he taught Tommy Ladnier [trumpet], too. But Tommy Ladnier, of course, went to Chicago,
then, in the early twenties...

MP: Yes.

BR: ...played with Lovie Austin and other bands and became quite popular. They called him the "preaching
trumpet."
[Ladnier is heard playing several nice breaks plus close-harmony phrases with Jimmy O'Bryant, clarinet.
Paramount 12255]

MP: That was Tommy Ladnier's "Stepping On The Blues" with Lovie Austin, 1924, with perhaps a touch of
Bunk's influence coming through. It seems that Bunk left New Orleans in 1914 and was on the move until he
settled in New Iberia, about a hundred miles to the west. This would be in the nineteen twenties, when
gramophone records were bringing jazz to a wider public. Perhaps it was due to Bunk's somewhat vagabond career,
at a time when many of his friends were being recorded, that he was overlooked.

BR: Bunk lived out in New Iberia, and he'd worked with a few of the bands...like the Black Eagle Band and the
Banner Band - with Evan Thomas [trumpet] and other musicians prominent out in that section. Bunk was never
really the leader although...sometimes not even the first trumpet, he would be the "hot" man, he played all these
so-called "hot" solos, the more improvised, rhythmic solos. But he played with any band out there that he could
get work, or even occasionally going over into Texas and playing with some of those bands.

MP: Yes.

BR: One time Bunk made a trip to Mexico. He tells about coming back with around $4,000 once, but spent it
about as soon as he got back. But, he made pretty good money sometimes on some of those Mexican trips.
Mexico was never a wealthy country but he did earn good money down there.

MP: Far from being inactive in music, Bunk was leading a busy career in what were then known as "territory"
bands. But in 1931, playing at a dance in Rayne, Louisiana, in a band led by trumpeter Evan Thomas which
included George Lewis on clarinet. Bunk suffered a severe setback. In full view of a crowded dance floor the
bandleader was stabbed to death by a jealous husband - who then smashed up many of the band's instruments,
including Bunk's trumpet. Bunk thought they were lucky to get away with their lives, and he soon decided to
switch to a safer job teaching music with the local parish school board. But to make a living he had to do heavy
manual work in the rice fields or at the local tabasco sauce plant. In any case, playing had become difficult because
he'd been having severe problems with his teeth. He could still occasionally play tuba with the Banner Band
because the embouchure [required] for that instrument was not too demanding. This was the position in which
Bunk found himself when he wrote this letter to Bill Russell:

Reader - simulating Bunk Johnson's voice: My dear kind friends. Only a few words I want to say to you about
my delay in sending you these pictures and these letters. Now I'm pretty sure that you all know just how
everthing is down South with the poor colored man. The service here is really poor for colored people. We have
no colored studios. This is a Cajun town, and in these little country towns you don't have a chance like the white
man. So, you just have to stand back and wait until your turn comes. That's just the way it is, so please don't
think hard of me, think hard of the other fella. You all do your very best for me and try to get me on my feet
once more in life. Now here is just what I mean when 1 say the word of "on my feet." I mean this. I want to be
able to play trumpet once more as I know I can still really stomp trumpet. Now, here's what it takes to stomp
trumpet is a real good set of teeth. That is just what I am in deep need for. Teeth and a good trumpet and then of
Bunk can really go.

MP: Bill, you were getting to know Bunk, then, at that time. How did you perceive your relationship with him,
did you start to be friends quite soon, or was there perhaps some distance between you, generation and color?

BR: Oh, no. I considered myself and Bunk very friendly. Bunk began writing letters to me about February of
1939. And his letters were so friendly - and so many letters. In later years those letters repeated the same ideas
over and over again. But those very first letters, handwritten, had much of the early history - when he talked about
the different bands he'd played in and the other music that he'd heard years before. He was a very friendly person in
spite of some rumors you hear about him. Because sometimes he didn't always get along with musicians if they
didn't play the right type of music that he liked. Even if they were personal friends, he would complain about
them. But otherwise, he was very friendly and easy to get along with, I would say. Not like you read in some of
the books about being a spiteful old and mean man. That's just entirely a false rumor.

MP: After the interest created by his first recordings, Bunk made the trip to California where he guested with Kid
Ory's band. Their broadcast together on the Rudi Blesh Concert in 1943 was a landmark in the New Orleans jazz
revival.
[Ory's solo trombone is heard, followed by Bunk's solo trumpet on "Dippermouth Blues," a recording from the
Rudi Blesh concert - available on American Music CD AMCD]

Announcer, at the 1943 concert:
You have just heard "This Is Jazz," the most unusual concert of honest-togoodness jazz music played by a few of
the members of New Orleans' original jazz bands, among them the famous Bunk Johnson, daddy of all New
Orleans trumpeters, now sixty-three years old.

MP: It was during his stay in San Francisco that Bunk caught the ear of distinguished music critic and
composer, Virgil Thompson.

Reader quoting Virgil Thompson:
Bunk Johnson himself is an artist of delicate imagination, meditative in style rather than flashy, and master of
the darkest trumpet tone I have ever heard. He's also the greatest master of blue or off-pitch notes it has been my
pleasure to encounter. Nothing could be more sentimental or speak more sincerely from the heart, less jittery, or
move around more freely. This music is as cultured an activity as any - and more than most.

MP: It was West Coast bandleader Lu Watters who had made Bunk's comeback possible by raising money for a
trumpet. So it was appropriate that Bunk should record with the young white band led by Watters that had
spearheaded the interest in New Orleans jazz. Here's a track with Bunk replacing Watters on trumpet, and his only
recorded vocal, on "Down By The Riverside."
["Down By The Riverside" and "Careless Love," with Lu Watters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band is included in the CD
set, "The Good Time Jazz Story" 4GTJCD-4416-2]
That was Bunk Johnson on the West Coast in 1944 backed by the Yerba Buena Jazz Band. After a year in
California Bunk became disillusioned, partly with union problems over working with a racially-mixed band, and
partly because although he'd become a celebrity, he was still forced to do manual work for a living. He decided to
return to New Iberia, but on the way he made an interesting series of recordings in Los .Angeles for the World
Transcription Service. The line-up included white trombonist Floyd O'Brien, who'd worked with Bob Crosby; the
young Red Callender was on bass; and Lee Young, Lester's brother, on drums.Here's one of Bunk's own
compositions:
[Transcription of is heard with above musicians and also Fred Washington, piano. Frank Pasley, guitar, and Wade
Whaley, clarinet. The entire session is available on GHB CD 101]
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MP: Bunk Johnson's V-Disc Veterans, as they were called, playing "Spicy Advice." That was probably the most
polished recording session Bunk had made up to that time. He now embarked on what many consider to be the
most significant part of his recording career in New Orleans. Bill Russell was in charge with his new American
Music label.

BR: I got a new recording machine in 1944. I got it, really, just the day before I came down to New Orleans, but
the speed was a little bit off. It recorded at about 81.6 rpm, revolutions per minute. So when you play it back at
the regular 78 [rpm] speed, everything's a little bit low; about a half a tone low. Well anyway, I hadn't especially
wanted to go into the business, but I thought: Well, if nobody else is going to issue them, if they are any good at
all. I'll take a chance. It wasn't very expensive, but it was still hard to get records made - that was still during the
war in 1944, and most companies wouldn't press for any new customer. Getting the shellac was a great problem,
it was a scarce substance. So, when I did get the American Music company ready to go, to have them pressed, we
went to a place called Muzak. It was an organization that furnished music for factories, and I only put out about
eight records in the beginning. They were all 78s, 12-inch, starting with 'Tiger Rag" and "See See Rider" and "St.
Louis Blues," and some of those early American Music records that everyone seems to know about.
['Tiger Rag" - AM CD3/"See See Rider" - AM CD/"St. Louis Blues" AM 098] MP: Was it you who took steps
to look for another drummer? Was that your decision?

BR: Yes. I decided to get the best drummer I could find in 1944. Bunk had always talked about Baby Dodds being
a favorite of his, too. Later on they didn't along. A couple years later, in New York, they had a little difficulty.
But I sent to Chicago for Baby, even got him a first-class ticket so he'd have a roomette and really be comfortable
coming down. His health wasn't good then. The rest of the band was mostly people Bunk had worked with before,
like George Lewis and Jim Robinson, Lawrence Marrero, and so on.

MP: And "Slow Drag" [Pavageau], of course.

BR: Yes, "Slow Drag" was the new bass player.
[Tiger Rag" is heard...then volume lowered while Bill Russell talks...]
Bunk always said, "The more I play, the harder my lip gets, the firmer and better I can play.” This is the truth.
After he'd been playing three or four hours, his lip is starting to get good and hard, you might say, and getting
more control and a bigger tone and all.

[Volume comes up again on Tiger Rag"]
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MP: A driving "Tiger Rag," one of the numbers recorded by Bill Russell for American Music in San Jacinto Hall
in New Orleans in 1944. Bunk was now ready to go north to join his old friend Sidney Bechet and create a stir in
New York

Lady's voice:
And you can hear about that next Tuesday at 4:30. "Bunk & Bill" is presented by Michael Pointon, the reader is
Colin MacFarland, and the producer, Derek Drescher.

[End Program #2]

(Continued)

Number 9
and who no doubt soon will brighten the lives of
the guys in the Swedish Academy) wrote about his
trip to New Iberia, how he met Harold Drob and
about their visit to The Shadows. The gardener
Clement Knatt suddenly remembered this tape
and they listened to it in the beautiful garden.
When Bunk claimed that he had $100,000 in the
bank. Clement cried: "He lied!"
Gunnar’s story is beautifully written and commu
nicates the magic of this moment. Unfortunately,
none of us feels competent enough to translate It
in the way it deserves.
Old members with good memory (what's your sec
ret?) will
realise that we enclosed this material
with issue #5. Many copies were of poor quality,
however, and we have many new members since
then, so we decided it was worth including again.

In B.J.I. #8 I wrote "With this issue Tom Pauli
finishes his meticulous work on the Statiras re
cordings." This time this statement mirrors the
facts. It’s always a burden to be ahead of your
times. Especially when you prefer old-time music.
But it can be done and it helps you find a good
excuse when you mix things up. 'Nuff said.
This edition's transcription (Weary Blues) comes
without Tom's usual comments. Tom feels that it
is pretty straightforward and that there is nothing
special to comment upon. We just feel that if you
want to illustrate the phrase "a job well done" you
only have to point at Tom's output.
Gus P. Statiras has written to point out that he is
no longer the owner of these recordings. He sold
the acetate master of the four tunes to the late
Bill Grauer of Riverside Records in the early
1950's.
Riverside Records are now owned by Fantasy
Records. Mr Ralph Kaffel who is the President of
Fantasy Records is the one who should be persua
ded to issue these historic recordings.

Our vague plans for a Bunk Johnson home page
on the Internet may have taken a step forward as
we found
out (or rather,
Nils-Gunnar did) that
Willem Weijts, Holland. (Willemjadse.nl) already
has a Bunk homepage. It’s just a brief introduc
tion but Willem felt that he wanted to do so
mething. That’s the spirit, and we are now tiying
to get Willem's co-operation to finally get this pro
ject started in earnest.
We encourage as much communication between
members as is convenient and interesting for each
one of you. Unfortunately the Post Office seems to
consider the delivery of a letter a rare privilege that
should cost
you dearly. So we start publishing email addresses now. Send us yours if you want.
In Pres' Release, Claes tells about his visit to Dr
Karl Koening. Karl is also the editor of Basin

In this issue we include 'Tape 45’ - a talking letter
from Weeks Hall to Dr Edmond Souchon. In 1983
Gunnar Harding (the man of the formidable pen

Street Press. This company was founded to make
available to jazz enthusiasts material not
- 1

previously known about the evolution of early
jazz and its influences. Basin Street Press also
publishes a series of historic band arrange
ments of the written dance and jazz music of the
late 19th and early 20th century. A catalog of
more than 300 arrangements is available.If you
haven't seen their output we strongly suggest
that you ask for book and/or music catalog at:

.PRES' RELEASE
(Words from our president)
On January Uth, we celebrated our 11th Annual
Meeting. For the first time in many years we
could speak Swedish throughout the entire eve
ning. as no friends from abroad did join us this
time.
We passed the ordinary meeting procedures and we had a lot of live music (more than usual,
actually). Our new member Ola P&lsson alterna
ted with Christer Fellers and
Olle Tomkvist in
the trumpetchair
- so we also got
a touch of
"Cootie Williams at Preservation Hall” this time.
We had auctions of old records and we had mar
velous food, this time created and designed by
Anders Aim alone in the kitchen. Not only is he
a reedman of the highest caliber, he would also
do very fine at
K.Paul's on Chartres Street in
New Orleans.
The Quiz was, as usual, led by Ake Sahlberg,
assisted by Olle
Tornkvist. I think the quiz is
getting more and more difficult - but that is how
it should be.

Basin Street Press
Karl Koenig Ph D
20460 Will Road
Abita Springs, La 70420
Bjorn Bamheim has compiled discographical in
formation about the four LPs that were issued
by the Louisiana Department of Commerce and
Industry. You will find this Information enclo
sed. These records were never sold but given
away to promote Louisiana. Today they are col
lector's items. Please send any information or
corrections you have about this or about the
Bunk discography part 2 (the West Coast peri
od) to B.J.I.
The enclosed artice "Is there a revivalist in the
house" comes from Stoiyville #2 and is used
here with the kind permission of Laurie Wright.
Don't read it if your doctor has warned you
about your blood preassure.
Since I took on the job of being the editor of this
humble little publication, I have come to un
derstand why editors nearly always look older
than they are. Murphy's law "If something can
go wrong, it will" seems to be written explicitly
with editors in mind. And since we now also
started printing a discography, we will be forced
to start a page dedicated to corrections. You will
find the first one included.

Due to a badly delayed flight from Minneapolis
to New Orleans (Northwest) I missed the entire
day of the Bechet lectures (May 6th) of the Cen
tennial Anniversaiy Cermonies. I didn't arrive in
N'Awlins until midnight.
But I met John Chilton there the next day and
had a little talk with him. He was very proud to
have been invited. The conference and the lectu

May the jazz be with you.
Hakan.Hakansson(amEox200. swipnet.se
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But deep in his heart Chris Tyle prefers the
trumpet Instead of drums and luckily for him
Hal Smith has made a move on a permanent
basis from San Diego to New Orleans to join the
Silver Leaf Band (albeit he was in Europe while
I was there).
One evening Lars Edegran, daytime still based
on Riverwalk along the Mississippi, joined the
quartet while Steve Pistorius was in Washing
ton DC. It was long since I heard him play toget
her with Orange Kellin and it was nice to listen
to their cooperation again..

res were held at "Le Petit Theatre" on the
uptown-lake corner of St Peter and Chartres,
close to Jackson Square.
John seemed to be very content with the day
although the preparations for the conference
didn't lack frictions. John was also interviewed
on radio (WWOZ) by Dick Allen; it was a very
successful programme.
There are two pretty new jazzspots on Rampart,
Donna's (close to St Anne) and "Funky Butt" a
few blocks away. According to Orange Kellin.
these were quite good places with nice music,
mostly.

I arrived in the City just after the big Jazz Fest
- and the musical atmosphere of New Orleans
was a bit of hangover.

The old gang is rapidly diminishing, not only
aging. Today we are far from Percy Humphrey,

Kid Thomas, Willie Humphrey, Louis Nelson -

While in New Orleans I had a very long and in
formative talk with Dr Karl Koenig, musician,
researcher, lecturer, writer, composer, historian,
in his lovely home in Abita Springs, north of the
Lake Pontchartrsdn. Karl is a diligent researcher

you name them - at Preservation Hall. Today
we'll have to accept (In case we'll go there, any
way) the music of John Brunious, Wendell
Brunious, Dr Michael White, Le Roi Jones, on
a weekly rolling schedule at the Hall. The times
they Eire a changin', indeed.
I think it is difficult to listen to good, decent
music in New Orleans today.
With one sparkling exception. And that is Silver
Leaf Band at Can Can Cafe (Hotel Sonesta) on
Bourbon Street. The band is into its 4th con
secutive year of playing at the same spot. But
every man seems to give his absolute best every
night, and the music is, in my opinion, outstan
ding in the Crescent City today.
Usually they use 4 pieces (but they don't hesita
te to add visiting firemen like Bob Helm, Ken
neth Amstrom, Fredrik John, etc).
After John Gill left some years ago for the Bar
bary Coast area, Chris Tyle has got difficulties
to find decent drummers. And what does a ge
nuine bandleader do about this? Well, he puts
himself behind the drums and hires another
stalwart on trumpet, such as the magnificient
Duke Heitger ( a member of the SBJS). He is a
brilliant trumpeter very well fitting into the qu
artet context.

and he has written a couple of dozens (SIC) of
books on the subject of old New Orleans music.
He has been travelling heavily around the Loui
siana Parishes, digging into different archives.
And that has resulted in books on the music of
Thiboudeaux, Natchez, Baton Rouge, Mandeville,
Napoleonville etc etc. It is extremely interesting
reading. Also he has compiled a "Jazz Antholo
gy" with articles on jazz from 1856 (the first ar
ticle on a negro funeral with music of banjo and
flute) up to 1929. Thery are two heavy volumes
of 1 300 pp and Karl is negotiating wih some big
book publishers about the release of the antho
logy within a year or so.
When not writing Karl is a pianist of the old
"professor" school, playing a lot of solo jobs
around. And as it would not be enough he is
also the leader of the "Music Antigua Band" - a
rather big "society" orchestra of 14-16 pieces that is playing old arrangements of melodies
from 1860-70 up to the 20s. (He Is also the lea
der of a big swing band, playing dance jobs at
the Hotels and similar spots all over Louisiana).
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I listened to the beautiful music of "Music Anti
gua band" myself and I was extremely Impres
sed and I am now waiting for a planned CD to
be released.
This summer Karl Is invited to Europe to give
lectures and to rehearse musical combos to play
his old arrangements. This time he will go to
Austria, Italy and France - but we do hope to
see him here in Scandinavia on a later occasion.

ry 98). you are welcomed to do so. Just contact
anybody In the Executive Committee. (CR)

DILL PICKLES
Per Oldaeus is still living in Ireland, but has
moved from Dublin to the west coast. From May
he can be found at 5 the Elms, Collage Road,
Galway, EIRE. Probably not much of traditional
jazz there, but on the other hand he will have
the fabulous Aran Islands a few miles from the
coast. He is still working on his research on
Spencer Williams In Sweden, so if you think you
can contribute with anything, don't hestitate to
contact him.
Concerning AMCD-15, "BUNK JOHNSON PLAYS
POPULAR TUNES" including the trio-sessions
from NYC, June 1946. We have heard from the
grapewine that the day of issue is NOVEMBER
1st, 1997. Let's hope for the best.
Concerning the CD "From Stockholm to New
Orleans" with the Imperial Band - the project
has been delayed a bit due to the fact that one
of the tunes was recorded in MONO on the mastertape. Corrections has been made and we
hope to see it released later this year - with liner
notes by the Pres.

Within the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society we
have been talking for a while of Issuing a serie of
Discographies (to begin with - later maybe
some Monographies on different subjects). Up to
now we have got material on Bunk Johnson
(the discography already has started up in this
magazine).
George
Lewis
(updated
from
Falt/H&kansson). Kid Thomas, Percy Humph

rey, Capt. John Handy
Longhair among others.

and

We want to welcome a bunch of new members,
among them Chris Hillman, Gunnar Gotaas,

Clive Wilson, Karl Koenig, Ashley Keating,
John-E Franzeri and Trygve Hemaes. Very

Professor

much welcomed, all of you.

Anybody who has got ideas of how to realize this
is very much welcomed with suggestions and
advices.
We think it is very important to release wellresearched,
meticolously
done,
discographies
about the old Masters.
And if there is anything you want to put onto
the agenda of the next Annual Meeting (Janua

The Second Bunk Johnson funeral in New
Iberia this summer doesn't seem to be realized.
The City of New Iberia isn’t willing to raise much
money (to say the least) to celebrate one of the
City's great sons. And Austin Sonnier, who has
tried to make ends meet cannot find sponsors
enough. And when he tried to hire a brassband
it was obvious that there was no charity whatso
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ever in playing for one of the real great names in
New Orleans jazz, all categories. Maybe Austin
(Sonnier) will make another try later - maybe
with a little help from the Swedish Bunk John
son Society. We will keep you Informed.

It is extremely difficult and sad to announce the
passing of our great, great member SHIRL
HOUSE from "Preservation House" in Moorabin,
Australia. After quite some years she and her
husband Dick, returned to New Orleans for the
Jazz Fest in April. They stayed at Nina Buck's
on the dark and at night-time pretty dangerous
Ursuline Street in the French Quarter, and on
their way home one night they were seriously
mugged. What contributions this might have
had on her
passing is
hard to say. but on her
way home she collapsed in Auckland, NZ at the
airport, waiting for a flight to Melbourne. Ashley
Keating, who phoned me and told me all this,
has written an obituary on her in this newslet
ter. Shirl was kind of mother to all tradjazz fans
on the southern hemisphere.

Our distinguished member and World Champi
on in remastering, John RT Davies, strikes
again. This time he seems to have got all the
time and equipment needed from the Retrieval
authorities and he has made a MASTERPIECE
in remastering all 39 tunes by King Oliver and
his Creole Jazz Band from 1923 (from Okeh,
Gennett, Paramount and Columbia) plus the
two duo recordings with Jelly Roll Morton. All
this is perfectly remastered on a CD - RETRIE
VAL RTR 79007. This must be the "Re-Issue of
the Year"- why not the decade?. An absolutely
MUST for everyone with the slightest interest in
Jazz. The record has got a sound quality we
didn't think was possible. Incredible. Indeed.

SHIRLEY HOUSE
20/7/27 - 20/4/97
Shirley House truly loved New Orleans. She
loved the city, the people and especially the
music. She
and husband Dick had
visited the
city on an annual basis
18 times in the last 20
years.
A visit to Shirl and Dick’s home, "Preservation
House", is a fabolous experience. Loaded with
memorabilia, lots of records warm hospitality,
Dick's very
funny and
salty sense of humour
and up until now, Shirley's Infectious enthusi
asm and her lovable and cutely saucy personali
ty. It was a treat to be there when the mailman
arrived delivering a daily flood of fascinating
mail from all over the world, eagerly consumed
by Shirl. She was indeed a world champion cor
respondent.
Shirley was a wonderful supporter of live New
Orleans Jazz in Melbourne. She and Dick hold a
deserved special place in the affections of the
local players. She taped every gig she attended
and I for one, must admit to jokingly conspiring
to jump on that little Walkman after it had cap
tured yet another of my alcohol ravaged perfor

JESSES JAZZBAND (leader: Jens Llndgren) Is
represented with 4 tunes on VOL I of "Traditio
nal Jazz Around the World” (New JAZZ CRU
SADE, prod: Big Bill Blssonnette), and BARFOTA JAZZMEN are Invited to Join VOL II, later
this year.

Sylvia "Kuumba" Williams, now living in New
Orleans is coming over to her "second" home
country in June to tour the southern part of it.
She will be singing in churches, mostly, for
about ten days with SBJS-member H&kan Soderberg and his Dreamboat Jazzband.
The European Tour of "NEW ORLEANS JOYMAKERS" (including Orange KelUn, Wallace Daven
port, Fred Lonzo et al.) has been cancelled due to
too unrealistic imaginations of the Danish pro
motor. What "The Law" will have to say about
this remains to find out. but Orange Kellin will
come over to Europe as a solo artist and is alre
ady booked in Oslo and Gothenburg.

ms
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mances. Couldn't do It though. She was too
sweet.
Shlrl had an active involvment In Jazz going
back beyond 1948 when she formed the Sout
hern Jazz Society. A devoted daughter, wife,
mother and friend, Shirley will be universally
missed.
Shirley collapsed and died suddenly In Auck
land, New Zealand, while she and Dick were on
their way home to Australia from New Orleans.
One of Shirks best friends, the eminent Aussie
jazz scribe Tony Standlsh, expressed It best
when he wrote -"I never met anyone who didn't
like Shirley House. She was a kind of person - a
really nice human being."
So true - she was a sweetheart.

Rolf Wahl, stalwart of the New Orleans revival
movement In Sweden and founder and leader of
the legendary Original Optimus Orchestra, all
of a sudden disappeared from the Swedish jazz
scene and moved to France.
But let's take It from the beginning. In the early
50s he got hooked on N'Awllns jazz - and like
many of us there was a great guy named Bunk
Johnson who Introduced him via an old 78 Vic
tor to "The Saints" and "Darktown Strutters Ball”.
From now on there was no return: He just HAD
to get a trumpet - and after some premature at
tempts on his father he succeded in that.
More or less completely self-taught Rolf spent
quite a number of years playing alongside old
records In his little attic-room at home. Then he
felt ready to form a band. It started with Eclipse
Alley Five but pretty soon he gathered what
was to become a classic constellation in Swe
dish trad Jazz: The Original Optimus Or
chestra, with members like Bengt "The Cotton"
Behmer cl. Hans Ingelstam tb, Christer Wljkstrom bjo and Stlg Lindwall dms, all of whom
are members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society today.

Ashley Keating (Melbourne)

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Rolf Wahl

The music that
that of Bunk
also
Wooden
Burbank), Kid
Toca. And they
ran Ken Colye r.

inspired the band was of course
Johnson and George Lewis, but
Joe
Nicholas
(with
Albert
Howard. Charlie Love, Lawrence
listened a lot to the English vete

The Original Optimus Orchestra was one of
the real big shots among the revival bands in
Stockholm in late 50s and early 60s. Another
great band was the Imperial Band, including
Orange Kelltn, Lars Edegran and Christer Fel
lers.
Optimus recorded 2 EPs (exended play), today
considered collector’s items and very hard to
get. Maybe we'll find a way to re-issue them on
CD in a future. The music Is veiy well worth it.
Rolf married a French girl In 1962 and after 10
years in Sweden the family prepared to live for
another decade in France. Before he departured
Rolf recorded a LP "Rolf Wahl & Friends" as
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kind of tribute to all those guys with whom he
had played for the last 15 years In Sweden. On
that LP you can hear a lot of original tunes from
one of Rolfs big heroes: The creole banjoman
George Guesnon , aka "Gayno". Rolf had
previously visited him In New Orleans and ta
king banjolessons from him. And was Impressed
of the music he wrote. "Houma, LA" and "The
Lord Is my Shepard" are tunes not too often
heard today.
During the first years in France. Rolf tried to
keep up with the horn, but difficulties finding
competent musicians together with a pretty cu
rious French attitude towards pure N'AwllnJazz
made him give up the trumpet In the middle of
the 70’s.
For many years he ran an Art Gallery in the
Latin Quarters In Paris, then he moved his stu
dio south of the capital and kept framing for the
Parisian galleries. He also took up an old in
terest, ornithology. Far from beeing a happy
amateur the authorities took advance of his vast
knowledge and devoted approach and he beca
me a consultant for the Goverment concerning
the diminishing cohort of ospreys (Pandton Heltaetus) In the forests south of Paris.
Albeit not being too active with any Instrument
today, it happens that Rolf puts up his brand
new Vincent Bach trumpet and plays alongside
old records again. Like it all started more than
forty years ago.
(Claes Rlngqvist)

Mike Pointon is asked to write the sleeve notes.
As the JI session will be very short for a CDrelease they are going to be coupled with the Ja
nuary 1st, 1946 recordings with Sister Ernesti
ne Washington (recently issued on Document).

WEEKS HALL - a short presentation.
Weeks Hall, who expired In 1958, was the last
private

that
historic
mansion
Shadows-on-the Teehe. in New Iberia. Louisia
na.
Hall was a prominent New Iberia artist, art cri
tic, photographer, gardener and lecturer. He
was born Oct 31, 1894 In New Orleans to elderly
parents and he led a sheltered life as a young
boy. He became a high school drop-out from the
Old Boy's High School In New Orleans in the
10th grade. Then he left school and he had no
extended formal education, but he was conside
red a self-taught intellectual.
He won a scholarship in 1913 to attend the Penn
sylvania Academy of Arts in Philadelphia and
while there he was awarded more sholarships to
study abroad in France and England. He deffered this activity until after World War I. During
the war he was enrolled in a camouflage unit on
the Gulf Coast.
Hall's father died in 1909 and his mother in 1918
and after that he developed a close relationship
with his widowed aunt, Mrs Walter Torian (nee
Harriet Weeks), who lived in New Orleans.
He sold his Interests in a salt mine on Weeks
Island and bought out his aunt in the Shadows
and became the sole owner of that property.
The mansion, Shadows-on-the Teche soon beca
me a meeting place for a lot of the big shots in
the world of film, litterature. art and so on.
In 1923 D.W. Griffith, famous movie director,
was so impressed with the Shadows that he fil
med "The White Rose" at the old home. The film
featured Neil Hamilton and Mae Marsh, and led
to the filming of portions of other films at the
Shadows.

NEW BUNK RECORDS
4659-3A Franklin Street Blues (1942-10-02) has
appeared on Commodore CMD 24002, a double
CD called The Commodore Story.

So far the October, 1942 sessions with Bunk
Johnson (the so called JAZZ INFORMATION
session) have never been re-issued on CD. But
now something starts to happen. They are sche
duled for CADILLAC Records and our member
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owner

of

Hall apparently fell In love with New Orleanian
Fanny Craig who later married a Frenchman.
Hall became despondent and began to drink
heavily. He blamed himself for losing Miss Craig.
A good friendship remainded between the two,
however. Hall reched his zenith as an artist in
1928 and his New Orleans exhibit of canvases
received favorable response from art critics. His
Shadows and his reputation as a colorful enter
tainer attracted celebrities from all over the
world. Famous visitors Included Henry Miller,
Lyle Saxon, Stark Young, Sheni’ood Anderson,
Hoddlng Carter, Mae West, Joseph Cotten, Cecil
B. DeMllle, Dick Powell, Ella Kazan, Emily Post,
Francis Biddle, Tex Ritter and many more.
Weeks Hall heckled friends with late telephone
calls. He even tried calling the Pope and Adolf
Hitler. He was a practical Joker and played
pranks on friends as well as on strangers.
Hall’s right hand wrist was crushed In an auto
mobile accident In 1935. He became handicap
ped as an artist and took up photography, pio
neering in color transparencies. He became
more and more concerned about the welfare of
the Shadows.
In 1953 he recorded 44 tapes about the life on
The Shadows. Soon afterwards there was found
an additional tape about Bunk Johnson who
worked as a yardman on the Mansion every now
and then. Bunk and Weeks became close
buddies and I think this tape will speak for
itself.
(Claes Rlngqvlst)

TAPE 45 - A tape to Dr Edmond Souehon,
September 1954.
(Dr Edmond Souehon II, 1897 - 1968, was a New
Orleans surgeon, musician, author and jazz
authority)
Dear Edmond.
The tape which you just sent me stimulated me,
as your father's pictures always did. It has led
me into a train of thought, and into memories of
Bunk Johnson, here. In the last ten years of his

life In New Iberia. Every now and then, someone
passes through here and asks me about him.
And asks where he Is burled.
Many years ago. the Russian Ballet under Diaghilev produced for a time a short ballet which
they had titled "Le Tambeau de Couperin". It
was a simple tribute to that musician of the late
French Renaissance. This kind of thing Is remi
niscent of the needle work memorial pictures
which were done a century or so ago. They were
always symbolic and always contained a wee
ping willow tree and a mourner. These sparse
recollections of Bunk and his last days are like
wise meant to be a small tribute.
He died, I think, about seven or eight years ago.
In a cemetry here, he lies burled under a conc
rete slab. Such is the tempo of our times, that
there is no name, no date, nothing. Such is the
tempo of our times that he rests here in anony
mity and silence, I am sure, awaiting the first
note of the last trumpet.
I never knew him in his early great days. He
came to me in his early 30s, as a yardman. His
own tenns. I had, in those days, a beautiful,
highly-bred, English setter. They became devo
ted to each other and Bunk suggested that she
was too much of a lady to be fed canned dog
food. Therefore, he started to cook her meals for
her. He said that he was sure that she liked sea
sonings just as we did. I had no cook, and I let
him go ahead. Be it as it may, there finally evol
ved an excellent hash, perfecly seasoned, and
added to it were yellow grits. Right from the be
ginning, Spot shared these delightful breakfast
briskets. She was as much addicted to black
coffee as was Bunk. The whole thing turned out
very satisfactoiy all around.
Shortly after all this. Bunk had to leave. He was
given a position to teach music at some of the
schools here. When he worked for me, he came
only occasionally when I needed him or when I
could find him. In absences from this place, he
evidently resorted to the cup to relieve the drab
ness and the monotony of life in a small town.
These moments of fantasy must have reached

such heights that the authorities would hold
him for his own safekeeping. This must have
been so, because now and then, I would have
letters from the dungeons from him. These were
not written in blood, but in the only materials
available to him - in pencil, on toilet paper, with
a period after every word so that he would not
miss the end of a sentence. He wanted little - Pi
cayune cigarette or Bull Durham
When he was on the place here, he would talk
Interminably of old times and Louis Armstrong
and his association with those who are now the
immortals in his field. There were no taperecorders then. At this time he had no trumpet. Nor
could he have played one - he had no teeth. He
would continually say that Louis Armstrong had
promised him a set. During the sugarcane grin
ding season, he drove a cane truck, and once he
caught me when I was standing at my front
gate. He ran over me and pulled something, out
of his pocket, wrapped in toilet paper.

One week, the current issue of Time Magazine
came in. and going through the pictures at first,
in the division of music, there was Bunk's pic
ture. There followed an account of his having
given a concert at the Palace of the Legion of
Honor, in San Francisco, and of his rediscoveiy
and of his triumph there. It amused me to tell
people here for a day or so that this town had at
last made the columns of Time Magazine. I was
asked where an how. I told them that they
would have to find it for themselves. I do not re
member if anyone ever did. He was totally unk
nown at that time in his own home town.
As I have said. I hadn't heard from Bunk in a
long time. In the next day
or two, an
enormous
roll of papers containing an issue of Time Maga
zine came from San Francisco to me by special
delivery. These
were all from
Bunk, and with
them was a letter from him. Bless him, he had
remembered me first of all. The
letter from him
was typewritten
and was in his
ususal style - a
period after every word. Every sentence began
with a capital. He said that he was well, and he
hoped that I was, and that he was sending me a
lot of papers with articles about himself. He said
that he was writing on a typewriter which he
had got secondhand and he said that he had on
one side of him a very strong cup of black coffee
and that is, together with the bell of the typewri
ter at the end of the line, kept him awake. Here
he was, midway between 60 and 70, and he had
left an auditorium filled with wild aclaim and
applause. He said that he was unaccustomed to
the folks out there and felt uneasy and could I
find some way to get him, out there in San
Francisco, a job lawn-mowing.
This recital, of course, brought him into the na
tional public eye. He had his own name band af
terwards - the band which would draw no audi
ence unless he himself were there. He commen
ced to make a good deal of money. He was to
tally indifferent to all this. He would appear or
he wouldn't appear. He had the assurance of
genius. In this, his attitude during his latter
years reminded me of the latter years of John

He said that Louis had sent him his teeth, and
that Louis was going to send him a trumpet. 1
asked him why he didn't wear these teeth. He
said that in the truck they joggled around in his
mouth, and that he couldn't eat with them
because they hurt him. He was waiting for his
trumpet so that he could punctuate his notes
with them.
I lost track of him for a long time - he seemed to
be out of town. And then it came to me that he
had been rediscovered by some authority on
jazz, and that he had got a trumpet from some
where and was somewhere recording his early
style, which he had not used for many years. On
account of old associations, I was, of course,
tremendously excited. A phoenix arisen from the
embers. I felt that his long years of silence
would be a blessing, perhaps. He was preserved
from the diluting and sweetening of his original
period. All this would prove to be latent. He
would come back primitive, archaic and strong
as he was at first. It proved to be so.
Well, I hadn't seen Bunk in a long long time.
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Barrymore. When he might have been making
hundreds of dollars a week, sometimes he was
back of the house here fishing in the Bayou
Teche.
I remember on one rainy Saturday night, the te
lephone rang about ten o'clock. It was a woman
representative of Life Magazine who wanted him
to come to New Orleans so that they could have
a double-page spread on Bunk. I told her that
Life was very sophisticated, but not enough so
to know that at ten o'clock on Saturday night it
would be very hard to find Bunk and those of
his ilk. She asked me if he had a telephone at
his house. I said that that would be the last
place, even if he had had a telephone, that she
would find him on Saturday night. I adviced her
to telephone the Harlem Grill and the Social
Club and that she would find him there, pro
bably Incoherent. He was there, and he was in coherent, but 1 had wanted her to find this out
for herself. I didn't want to mix things up. The
next day, he telephoned back from my house to
this journalist, and arrangements were made,
and I gave him money to go down for photograp
hs in Life. I understand that he got off all right.
But nobody ever saw him after that, so the pho
tographs never appeared.
I went to his house the night he was dying. The
darkness, the dark figures
in the shadows, and
the silence of it all was not like Bunk at all.
When he died, I wired Time and Life. The fune
ral was held up until a group of jazz connois
seurs could come down for it. I couldn't get to
the funeral, but I sent flowers and loaned my
driver and my automobile
for the family, as an
extra car. They all came
around the next day
and thanked me very very nicely.
1 never heard Bunk play with a band, but one
night someone brought him here with his trum
pet, a very valuable instrument, and he played
for me alone. His only accompaniment was a
pint of "Four Roses". As he warmed up, he told
me that he had already banked a hundred
thousand dollars. When he
left he borrowed five
dollars. A pittance, indeed, for a private recital.

The privilege was all mine.
He was a small man, with courtly manners, and
white hair, and a skin like old aged walnut, and
the kindest, gentlest eyes I have ever seen In a
human face.
May he rest in peace.

E-mail addresses
Anders Aim (Sweden)
<anders.alm@mdh.se>
Nils-Gunnar Anderby(Sweden)
<nils.anderby@swipnet.se>
Richard Bamann (Australia)
<rbamann@ozemall. com. au>
Chrlster Fellers (Sweden)
<christer. fellers@stfl. se>
Lennart Fail (Sweden)
<lennart.falt@malmo.mall.telia.com>
H&kan H&kansson (Sweden)
<hakan.hakansson@mbox200.swipnet.se>
Karl Koenig (USA)
<karlvnn@,communique .net>
Claes Ringqvist (Sweden)
<claes.ringqvist@sundsvall.mall.telia.com>

Svenska medlemmar paminns om att
medians- och andra avgifter skall betalas in
till postgiro 96 28 94-2, P-0 Karlstrdm, som har hand om saflskapets avancerade administration.

DOC CHEATHAM
Just as we are about to put this paper into the copy
ing machine we are reached by the sad news that
Adolphus "Doc" Cheatham died peacefully in his
sleep after a gig in Blues Alley. Washington DC. He
would have been 92 on the 13th of June.
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Nalles trapjazZ
The mall order business
dealing with Traditional Jazz only.
More than 1000 different
LPs, CDs, Cassettes, Videos & Books.
Stomp Off. Dehnark, GHB
(incl. American Music series),
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi Gras,
504, Lake and many others.
Phone: (0)526-15352 or
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The only shop in Sweden
1007o specialized in jazz,
blues and gospel. Thou
sands of new and second
hand CDs and LPs in all
styles. Also 78s and
jazz literature. Lots of
BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
2 IRCs or 10:- in Swe
dish stamps for our
latest mail order news
list, where among other
things you will find a
special offer on the
Storyville label.
SKIVFYND JAZZ OCH BLUES
Box 8003, 104 20 Stock
holm. Street address:
Scheelegatan 12. Tel/
fax: 08-652 92 91.

CORRECTIONS

Willie Geary "Bunk” Johnson

New Iberia 1942-02-02

Bunk’s home, 511 Providence Street
Bunk Johnson (vcl)
Message To Sidney Bechet
Message To Bill Russell
Message To Hoyte D. Kline
Message To Herman Rosenberg

American Music AMCD-41
Unissued
Unissued
Unissued

Maple Leaf Rag

American Music AMCD-41
Document (Au) DLP 501/502
American Music AMCD-41
American Music AMCD-41
American Music AMCD-41
American Music AMCD-41

Bunk Johnson (tpt)

Shine
Weary Blues
Pallet On The Floor
I’m So Glad I’m Brownskin

These titles were recorded by Mary Karoley on metal based acetates (later dubbed on cardboard) using a 16 VIM recorder.
On "I’m So Glad I’m Brownskin" Bunk plays over a record by Sippic Wallace acc. by Sidney Bechet, Clarence
Williams & Buddy Christian, recorded in NYC December 2, 1924 (mx 73014-B, OK 8197).
1942-08-24 Mary Karoley recorded Sidney Bechet’s "Message to Bunk” in reply to Bunk’s plea. At the same occasion
she recorded Bechet playing sop sax over the "Weary Blues” above. These recordings were issued on American Music
AMCD-44.

-o0oAnd if your interested in seeing how Chrlster Fellers really look, here's a better chance than in our
previous issue:

Is there a
revivalist in
the house?

... a personal view
of the cult of New
Orleans primitivism
by Doug Murray
18

IF THE so-called 'purist' movement
had
gone
no
further
than
the
adulation of a few elderly New Orleans
musicians by a handful of elderly
critics, serious damage would have
been avoided and there might have
been a quick and merciful end to
the whole ludicrous affair.
However, the noise of Bunk Johnson
with the George Lewis band reached
the ears of many young men who bought
instruments which they proceeded to
play as badly as possible in an effort
to sound pure, sincere and ninety
years old. Britain is noted for its
love of the amateur, so it is not
surprising that the 'purist' cult was
enthusiastically supported over here.
Many musicians who started off by
playing in this manner later became
aware of the severe and pointless
limitations they had inflicted upon
their musical development, but as
soon as their audiences noticed that
'impure' elements were creeping into
their playing, cries of 'Traitorl'
and ' Back to New Orleans] ' were heard
Some had the courage to ignore the
Great Unwashed and, by so doing,
increased their stature as jazzmen.
But their audiences insisted that
they knew best-I'm sure they always
will. How often have we read critics
who are determined to show Louis
Armstrong the error of his ways? How
often have we met record collectors
who never got any nearer a musical
instrument than pedalling their Aunt
Fanny's pianola and solemnly telling
us that Duke Ellington has done
nothing of value since 1930? Once
musicians allow themselves to be led
by the critics or by their audience,
a fall in standards is as inevitable
as the morning after the night before .
Most of us have a certain
romanticism in our attitude towards
New Orleans. Early jazz histories
used a lot of paper and printing ink
on lurid descriptions of the city's
social life at the turn of the
century. In itself, this is a harmless
enough obsession, which occasionally
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dire. The only member of the band who
yields some interesting background
information on the formative years
had ever appeared on record before,
of some of the early jazz musicians.
to my knowledge at least, was Jim
Unfortunately, legends of Lulu White
Robinson, who sounds just as bad on
and
Buddy
Bolden
were
sometimes
the Sam Morgan sides as he does today.
allowed to cloud musical judgements.
Those musicians who had remained
The effect on jazz criticism and
in New Orleans while their neighbours
later on jazz itself can modestly
migrated northwards were by no means
be described as disastrous.
as badly neglected as many historians
The
major
disaster
began
when
would have us believe. Victor and
Messrs, Ramsey and Russell dug Bunk
other companies had recorded all that
Johnson out of some New Iberian rice
they thought worth preserving, and
field or other. They gave him new
since some of these (the Dumaine ' s
teeth, a new trumpet and the George
and the Sam Morgans) suggest that
Lewis band to play with. Recordings
they had to scrape the barrel a bit,
were made and distributed all over
it is, then, fair comment that if
the jazz-speaking world , and, a numberLewis and the other Grand Old Men
of cloth eared gentlefolk became
who are constantly being rediscovered
convinced that their dream of a
weren't
worth
bothering
about
in
'pure' New Orleans ensemble had at
their youth, their efforts today are
last come true.
probably worth even less. One can't
When Bunk was found, he was one
blame
Lewis,
Robinson,
etc.,
for
of the unrecorded legendary figures
taking advantage of the situation,
who were remembered with respect by
but the critics must be blamed for
many well-known jazzmen. His sponsors
turning every standard of musical
no doubt acted with the best of
criticism upside down.
intentions, but they weren'l content
Jazz authorities have often been
to allow him to practise until he
very imaginative in their interpret
got into the way of things again,
ation of musical trends and in their
do what they could to help him form
setting
up
of
shibboleths.
Never
a band of his own choosing and then
before, however, had their imagin
sit back and listen to the results.
ations been given such an opportunity
They would seem to have made up
to run riot. Faults became virtues.
their minds in advance that Bunk
Elaborate theories about pentatonic
was going to turn out to be a New
folk - scales were circulated to
persuade infidels that anyone who
Orleans primitive.
On the assumption that collective
played in tune couldn't possibly be
improvisation was the basis of New
playing jazz - at least not REAL jazz.
Orleans jazz - a basis which had
Bunk, after many years of inactivity,
steadily disappeared since the 1923
had some trouble with his lip and was
forced to drop out of the ensemble
recordings by Oliver's Creole Jazz
from time to time. This was seen as
Band - they reasoned that, if the
a masterly sense of dynamics. The
Oliver's sounded so good, how much
band's
technical
incompetence
was
better then must the earlier bands
taken as evidence of its sincerity.
have sounded before any solos or
No gallery fetching high notes here
arrangements crept in.
- indeed the attempt would probably
Apparently they had some trouble
have
resulted in the immediate death
in assembling a band for Bunk to play
by asphyxiation of the man concerned.
with. Bunk was non-union and most of
Writers were eloquent in their
the worthwhile musicians appeared to
praise. One well - known critic
be fully paid-up members. They had
describes the first recordings as
to make do with what they could find ,
'a stunning experience' and 'one of
and what they could find was pretty
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the most complex ensemble sounds ever
recorded' . They are indeed! I have
never heard anything so stunningly
bad on a gramophone record. And it's
also perfectly fair to call it one
of the most complex ensemble sounds
ever recorded. There's nothing more
complex than a hopeless muddle. The
less said about Rudi Blesh and his
'superb and beautiful example of
dissonance 1 the better.
The saddest thing of all is that,
if Bunk's discoverers had been .just
a little more patient and a little
less intent on pushing their own pet
theories about how New Orleans .jazz
should be played, something worth
while could have been achieved . When
a rather more enlightened enthusiast
called Harold Drobatlast gave Bunk
an opportunity to choose his own
sidemen and his own repertoire, the
set of recordings which resulted were
very different from anything he had
recorded with the Lewis band. The
twelve sides which were made at three
sessions in December 1047 were
available here once on a Columbia LP.
My copy has become sadly worn over
the years and I would be delighted if
CBS were to give me an opportunity
to replace it with a new issue.
It would be foolish to claim that
these twelve sides show Bunk Johnson
as one of the all-time greats of jazz.
He never fully regained his trumpet
technique and there are occasional
fluffs and flaws in his playing, but
these are insignificant enough to
leave the listener in no doubt that
Bunk was quite capable of holding
his own among first-class musicians.

With Bunk were Don Kirkpatrick
(piano), Ed Cuffee(trombone), Danny
Barker (guitar) , Wellman Braud(bass)
Alohonso Steele (drums) and Garvin
hishell(clarinet) - all thoroughly
professional and experienced men. In
selecting his material, he got well
away from the traditional New Orleans
two - chord drivel which defined the
full extent of the Lewis clique's
capabilities. He chose four rags.
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which were played exactly as written,
one Dixieland standard, six good
popular son A s and a rumba.
It has been suggested that the
early New Orleans oanus, like Buddy
Bolden's, played in a style closer
to
ragtime
than
to
what
we
now
recognise as jazz. The recording on
which Bunk whistles a Bolden tune,
complete with Bolden - style breaks,
gives some support to this idea,
and
it's
possible
that
Bunk,
in
selecting the four rags for his last
sessions and being so insistent that
his band should stick so closely to
the written scores was, in effect,
saying to his rediscoverers:'This is
what a good New Orleans band REALLY
sounded like in the early days.
whether this is what he was doing
or not, these four sides are among
the most satisfactory band recordings
of ragtime ever made. There is
certainly much more of a ragtime
'feel ' in them than in the more
widely praised sides made the month
before by Tony Parenti's band.
The rumba, 'Maria Elena' confirms
the value of the occasional slice of
Spanish Tinge, The popular songs,
although well-known in themselves,
haven't been done to death by jazz
groups. I have a special liking for
Bunk's treatment of 'Till we meet
again', but they're all good, with
Bunk providing a firm lead throughout
and taking some fine solos.
I have a suspicion, however, that
if Bunk had begun his recording
career with jazz of this quality,
he wouldn't have attracted nearly
so much attention. But because the
Lewis band was so bad and because
so many people were making such wild
,claims for it, it became a subject
of controversy. Had Bunk's first
recordings been of the same high
standard as his last, everybody
would probably have said, 'Oh yes,
very good' , nobody would have
cared very much and Bunk would have
remained in relative obscurity.
You just must^ have a gimmick.
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"BUNK & BILL"
(Bunk Johnson and Bill Russell)

Copyright: Mike Pointon

A Transcript of the British Broadcasting Company's Four Original London Broadcasts on December 15, 22, 29,
1992 and January 5,1993 (Record research and editing by Floyd Levin.)
This is the third installment of "Bunk and Bill," a series of BBC broadcasts aired in England a few years ago.
During the previous program, pioneer record producer Bill Russell, interviewed by Mike Pointon, recalled Bunk
Johnson's descriptions of Buddy Bolden's style. The episode also covered Johnson's early career, his rediscovery
after many years of retirement, and his earliest recordings.

Program #3
Announcer: "Bunk & Bill." In the third of four programs, Michael Pointon continues the remarkable story of
New Orleans trumpeter Bunk Johnson who, it's said, was bom in 1879. He's helped by the late Bill Russell, the
musicologist who did more than anyone to provide interest in this influential musician.

Voice from the audiene: Basin Street Blues [The tune is heard, with two trumpets prominent...]

MP: Part of a 1945 broadcast of the Esquire Magazine Jazz Poll Winners' Concert in New Orleans. Bunk Johnson
could be heard backing his protege, Louis Armstrong. Due to Bill Russell's lobbying. Bunk had received a
controversial placing in the annual Esquire reader's poll, much to the annoyance of such progressive critics as
Leonard Feather, who publicly stated: "The fact is. Bunk and his cohorts - all old enough to be at least grandfathers
- are hopelessly incapable of producing anything that could possibly be called real music." In contrast, the more
broad-minded John Hammond was favorably impressed by Bunk's band. Sidney Bechet also played at that Esquire
Concert, and his reunion with Bunk gave him the idea to bring a real New Orleans style band north.

BR: When Bunk went to New York to play with Sidney in March of 1945, they made one Blue Note [recording]
date, before they went to Boston.
[A piano intro begins a mournful blues, "Days Beyond Recall," Blue Note LP 7008]

BR: Sidney Bechet promised that he was going to have a real New Orleans band, and that he was going to play
his clarinet rather than his soprano sax. Bunk didn't like soprano - he didn't like any kind of saxophone.
Personally, I don't care for the saxophone either except the soprano sax, I always enjoyed hearing Sidney play it
the way he did. But, Bunk didn't even like that.
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He called it a "fish horn," or "fog horn." But Sidney did not play clarinet, he used that "fog horn" and Bunk didn't
consider it belonged in a New Orleans band. And also, Sidney was used to faster tempos, which the New York
musicians take so fast sometimes. Bunk said he'd stomp off those tunes so fast that Bunk couldn't even tap his
foot. Bunk was used to playing his slow tempos that they have down here. That's characteristic of New Orleans
and die hot climate. When diey march in the street they don't try to run. Bunk said he didn't come up to Boston or
New York to play Dixieland, especially racehorse Dixieland.

Announcer from an early radio broadcast: And now, some of you older people in our audience may remember the
period, fifteen or twenty years ago, when ragdme was as popular as swing is today. Sidney Bechet and the boys
now play one of the most popular rags ever written, this one is called the "Twelfdi Street Rag." The piece is
continually pushed to a faster, uncomfortable tempo.

BR: Bunk would sit there resting his lip sometimes and not play half the time. He should have gone back to New
Iberia if he didn't want to play and do his best, you know. But he didn't like the band, it just rubbed him the wrong
way. He and Bechet they didn't get along at all. I went up there one weekend just to hear how bad it was going to
be [laughs]. Sometimes Bunk would say he was going to quit right away, but they stayed together for about, oh,
maybe two or three weeks. But they didn't get along, really, at all, and Pops Foster [bass] was so discouraged
because he was hoping they were going to have a good New Orleans band, too. It didn't sound right at all. They
had a modem pianist [Ray Parker] and a drummer [George Thompson], They weren't bad, they were good
musicians an' all, but it was really nothing to do with a real New Orleans sound that Bunk was hoping it would
have.

MP: And Bunk came back to New Orleans?

BR: No, to New Iberia. That was in the spring of 1945, and I came down here in May, then, and recorded Bunk
again, including a brass band that he led just for one afternoon.

MP: How did you put that together?

BR: Before we got the band together he didn't know who just to get. I said how many trumpets do you want?
And I might have suggested "Shots" [Madison], he liked his playing .too. But he said, "Oh, I only want but two
trumpets." He said, "If you have three trumpets it means never more than two up and one down." I thought he
meant two playing up high and one down low. But he meant one would be resting. I didn't go for that, they should
be playing all the time; tire trumpet players in New Orleans, even in a dance orchestra, should never drop out, they
should play one hundred percent of the time - according to the old-timers.
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So anyway. Bunk said he didn't need more than eight or nine pieces because in the old days if they had any more
than that, somebody was going to be loafing, [laughs] At that time, all of the brass bands here used saxophones,
sometimes one or two saxophones, at least one, and never, hardly ever, a clarinet. I knew Bunk didn't like
saxophone at all because he said that the saxophone was just like somebody running up and down die stairs but
not going any place.
[The brass band is heard playing "Just A Litde While To Stay Here" -included on American Music CD AMCD6.]
Gene Williams svas diere that whole year when we made those records, and we talked it over with Bunk, George
Lewis and some of them, about going to New York if we could get a date to play at some dance hall. About
August 1945, we began looking around. I was living in Pittsburgh dien, but I'd go up to New York and we'd
walk up and down the streets trying to find some ballroom - if we had to promote the dances ourselves. In fact
Gene really promoted it, he had a litde income from a trust fund or somediing, so he was willing to invest his
money even if he knew he was going to lose it. So, we finally found the Stuyvesant Casino, this old-dme Jewish
wedding hall, on Second Avenue up on die second floor. A big hall, but we never did actually get real big crowds
there. It started out very slowly, in September, and gradually picked up so that by December they were filling up
the place with about diree hundred people at least every night. They weren't open every night, quite often, only
four nights a week. When it got going good diey did keep it open almost every night, I guess maybe six nights a
week. It went over quite well. It got more publicity than anything I'd ever seen; every magazine in town,
newspapers, they would all have photographs, [laughs] There were dozens of photographers I'd see sometimes
taking pictures at night, and people really did like it.

MP. Were they dancing at all, the audience?

BR Oh, yes, it was mosdy dancing. Yeah. The dance floor would be... Bunk always wanted to play - most of the
New Orleans musicians would much rather play for dancing instead of the audience sitting there in a concert, in
chairs and listening. There'd always be a bunch of people up around die bandstand standing and listening, but die
dance floor would be busy, it would really be filled with people.

MP: What made them use a piano this dme?

BR: Well Bunk said the New York people sort of expect a band, and they'll dunk something's wrong if it don't
have a piano. So a lot of the smaller groups here, too, would use a piano. But the old tradidonal, regular dance
bands, didn't use them anymore. So, we left it up to George Lewis to bring up whoever he wanted to, and he
picked Alton Purnell, who came up with that band.
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Announcer is heard from early radio broadcast: This is the Stuyvesant Casino in New York where Bunk Johnson's
New Orleans band is recording for V-Discs.
[Purnell's piano intro brings in the tune, "I Can't Escape From You"]

MP: What did you think of the band, what was your impression of the band's sound?

BR: They all began playing better when they played every night. See, I'd only heard them down here [in New
Orleans] when they were working maybe once a week or so. Some people might think they'd get stale, but not the
New Orleans musicians, they just got better. Their lips improved and they did things better - better tone, and more
proficient as far as playing the right notes.

MP: Time Magazine called Bunk and the band, "Manhattan's hot jazz sensation of the year." Their success led to
recording offers from the major companies.

BR: Well the first date was for Decca [Nov. 21, 1945], Gene Williams was working for Decca, with [Milt]
Gabler, who had charge of all the jazz. And Gabler didn't want anybody to go to the session, I didn't even go to the
session. Gene said I could have gotten in but I didn't want to bother him to try and make an exception. So 1 didn't
go to the date.
['Tishomingo Blues," Decca 25131, is heard.]

MP: 'Tishomingo Blues," recorded by Bunk and his band for Decca in the wake of their success in New York.
The next date was for Victor, but there were already problems developing within the band.

BR: One reason is that the band was starting to fight amongst themselves, [laughs] There weren't actual fights or
anything, but they weren't getting along. They were there all alone, too, without their families. So, after a few
months, they were getting homesick and lonesome for their families at the time they made the Victor records.
They had two sessions for them in December. Steve Shoals, was running the Victor Jazz Department then - a very
nice fella. After the first session, the band was even getting along worse than they had before. I came near going to
Steve Shoals and saying: "You're going to make a mistake to do any more recording of this group and you better
just give it up." But then 1 got to thinking - Christmas was coming up in a couple weeks and I just didn't want to
do that to the fellas, knock them out of the pay of the session. They still have to eat, and live, and they'd want
some money to send home for Christmas, so I did not try to talk Shoals out of having the session. But if you
look at the one photograph in the album notes - they had a nice booklet of notes - Ralph Gleason had written it for
them, there's a picture of Baby [Dodds] sitting there looking glum with a big mattress up against the drums.
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And Baby, of course, didn't like that, if you can imagine the - it'd be like stuffing a lot of rags in your trumpet.
Another one of the bad things about those Victors... In December, George [Lewis] was having trouble with his
teeth. He had to have his teeth pulled, and decided to have them all pulled, every one. And he got false teeth, there
in New York. So on the Victor Records, George could not play hardly anything up high at all. If he tried any high
notes he'd get a squeak and a squawk. He gets a few, I think, on those records. Though not to blame George, he
was doing the best he could and he needed the money, too. It isn't that they're that commercial, but that's part of
the New Orleans tradition: even if you don't know a tune, do the best you can if people request it. So he was
trying to do tire best that he could on these records, too, but he should never have been playing then.
[Music from Victor 40-0128 is heard, "Darktown Strutters Ball"]

MP: Did you find diat producing records like diat didn't help the reputadon Bunk was building?

BR: Yeah, that's right. Yeah. And besides that. Bunk of course called some of them "emergency" musicians. Not
that diey weren't in very good tone, and wonderful spirit and all, but couldn't read to know just what they were
gonna do next. They'd do somediiug at rehearsal and they'd maybe never do it that same way again. Even if it were
written out, of course, they might change the tune, it might not be as interesting.

MP: So tension was building up, you would say?

BR: Yes. Gene Williams decided he was going to let the Stuyvesant Casino engagement end early. It was booked
through the 12th of January, 1946. But Bunk was the one who said, "No, let's keep it going." It was right before
Christmas and he said, "Christmas is coming up. Don't quit now, the guys all need money."After closing on
January 12 1946, the management of the Stuyvesant Casino took over. Gene Williams didn't want to try to get the
same band up there again, anyway. And they wanted a smaller band, so they decided to try to get by with a fivepiece band, and didn't want a banjo in it. They might have used six pieces, actually, because they had Don Ewell
on piano. Bunk wanted to use Don Ewell, he liked his playing. And the Stuyvesant wanted to get George Lewis
and Jim Robinson again. So they came back. It was just about April or May before they got back then. April I
think. Bunk wasn't getting along with George or any of the others very well, and they didn't like working with
him. They were there because the Stuyvesant insisted on that bunch being together. 1 asked him [Bunk] about
making some band records, and he said he rather make them with just the rhythm section. He said he would just
use the drums and piano, he liked working with Don. I asked him to wait until the engagement was over and he
would have more time. About the second or third night after they finished, they got together and recorded one
evening. Alphonse Steel wasn't any great drummer but he did all right, he kept time. He didn't really have a "down
home beat," as Bunk would say, but it wasn't bad, he didn't hurt anything much on the records.
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MP: Interesting tunes, too.

BR: Well, Bunk picked all those tunes. He'd been playing some of those at the regular dances, "In The
Gloaming," for instance.
[The tune is heard - on CD included with Jazzology Press publication "Bill Russell's American Music" - 1993]

MP: Bunk Johnson in 1946 playing the 1877 drawing room ballad, "In The Gloaming," with the young white
pianist Don Ewell, and Alphonse Steel on drums. In the next program I'll be covering the final phase of Bunk's
recording career, which reveals an aspect of his music that gives the lie to those who accused him of musical
incompetence.

[End Program #3]
(Continued)

Number 10
picture of Bunk's New York band at Washington
Square (outside Gene Williams’ apartment). Our
thanks go to Nils-Gunnar Anderby who bought
the picture and forced the Information
Department at his bank to make a nice scan of it
for B.J.I. We regret that it won’t come out of the
copying machine in the same lovely condition as it
went in.
I’d like to point your eyes at the output of 504
Records, Mike Dine’s excellent label. It is becoming
the most interesting, independent (i.e. of GHB)
label around for people like us. We hope to have
Mike in our ranks shortly and will give him
opportunity to tell you more. Send him a line and
an IRC (at 20 Clifton Road. Welling, Kent DA 16
1QA) and ask for his catalogue. I can thoroughly
recommend the latest Sweet Emma CD (504
CD67), recorded by Bill Russell in 1960 which
gives us an opportunity to hear Andrew Morgan in
great form together with Percy and Big Jim. Get it
or regret it later.
And now on with the show:

PRES’ RELEASE

(Words from our President)
While writing these lines I am listening to a 1948
session of Humphrey Lvttleton. Marvelous music
and it's veiy thrilling to think that this music was
made just a year after Bunk Johnson's last
recordings on Columbia, "The Last Testament".
When one great horn is silenced, another guy is
picking it up beeing the keeper of the flame. And
in this case he (Humph) makes it in Europe,
showing the international context in which this
our music Is dwelling.
In this the second issue of the year we welcome a
buch of old and new contributors. .

Picture by kind permission of Mike Hazeldtne

EDITORIAL

In our next Issue we hope to dig deep Into Ralph
Collins' book New Orleans Music - A Revised
History. It is a book that will keep the jazz friends
discussing long into the night and is a vital
contribution to help us clarify our thoughts about
the origins of our music. In this issue we give you
an article about Bill Russell from Ralph's pen.
We have also devoted one page to a very nice
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Flovd Levin, one of our Californian correspon
dents. has provided us with a marvelous article
on Ram flail (it is so good that it is published in
the current issue of New Orleans Music - that
should tell you!) and another about Kid Oiy’s
funeral. Of coure we are very greatful for that.
Mike Pointon. our man in London, gives us a
little history of our forerunners in UK. "the Bunk
Johnson Appreciation Society". In his article
Mike is doubting wheather we in Sweden were
aware of the existence of that society. Sure Mike,
we were, and not only aware of it. if I am right
informed our distinguished member Ake Sahlberg (and perhaps some more) also was a mem
ber of it.
Our man in Rymenam (Belgium) Marcel Jolv gives us a touching story of how he discovered
Bunk Johnson.
ffarold Drob has kindly given us his permission
to publish a nice little item "... don’t deny my
name". Obviously Harold is still doing a lot of re
search on Bunk and he is carrying on his habit
of visiting New Orleans once a year.
With this issue we will conclude the story on
BBC "Bunk & Bill" and I will here also take the
opportunity to clarify that BBC stands for
"British Broadcasting Corporation" - and nuttin
else. This is important because I want to stay a
friend with Mike Pointon.
Hopefully we will include the New Directory with
this issue, so that you can get an idea of some
new members.
Our Chief of Transcriptions Tom Pauli, strikes
again. Now, when he is finished with the Gus
Statiras recordings, he has moved a bit north, to
New York and the Blue Note recording session
from Spring 1945. "Lord, let me in Your Lifeboat"
- the magniflcient recording, with Sidney Bechet
& Sandy Williams et al., made just before those
unhappy scenes in Boston. As always. Tom's
transcription is first class, and we are veiy glad
to publish one of his masterpieces in every issue
so far.
As you can read elsewhere in this issue we are
trying to establish a more formal cooperation

The New Directory will be distributed separately later.

with the Jazz Archive at the University in Stock
holm. We have already had some co-arranged
very succesful meetings.. It started with the very
fortunate evening with Harold Drob in 1994. then
we had Don Marquis with us and this summer
we had Orange Kellin as a special guest. Also we
have some plans for a December 17 meeting "An
Evening with Rolf Wahl" (see: "Meet a prominent
Member" in last issue). And we are negotiating
with Sam Charters for a meeting early spring.
We have some more in the pipe-line. These mee
tings are open for everybody interested. Not only
members of this Society.
And I will end this little introduction like I al
ways do: By inviting you all to contribute to this
magazine. I am sure our Chief Editor will be flab
bergasted for every item. And don't forget the
possibility to advertise. If you have got anything
to sell, to trade, something you will buy - you are
all welcome.
DILL PICKLES
* One of the most outstanding researchers in
the subject of jazz, that I know of, Dr Rainer E.
Lotz of Bonn, Germany, has recently published
a masterpiece indeed. I cannot remember seeing
anything like it before. It is a book, a compilation
of his long time research on Black Music &
Black Musicians and the tltel of the book is
"BLACK PEOPLE” and there is a CD added to it.
With music you have never heard - or even
heard of . I dare to claim. This is a Labour of
Love - and a completely MUST for everybody who
has got the sligthest interest in Black Music Re
search. The book is published (a limitid edition)
by Verlag Birgit Lotz - and I will highly recom
mend you to drop her a few lines ordering a copy
before it is too late. Verlag Lotz, Jean Paul
Strasse 6, 53173 Bonn, Germany. I promise
you'll never regret it. A marvelous book - com
pletely outstanding. Already a "classic".
Raymond Lee, discographer, has not only
completed his discography on Orange Kellin,
*
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but in the pipeline, very soon to be published,
you can also find a compilation on Jim Robin
son (titled "Big Jim"). More in o follow are disco
graphies on Billie&DeDe Pierce and Kid Sheik.
You can reach Raymond at: Sounds of New Or

etc at http ://www.srk,se/swingsters

leans, 5 Broadhurst Walk, Elm Park, Essex
RM13 7HD, England.

* Sylvia "Kuumba" Williams, back in New Or

* One of the oldest and most interesting bands
in Stockholm "The Swingsters" now has a web
site. Find out more about their music, the mem
bers. coming gigs, records, what they look like

leans is now right in the middle of busy rehear
sals of a play "My Pretty Baby", and the premie
re is scheduled for around October 1997 at the
Petit Theatre in French Quarter, Chartres and
Toulouse (uptown-lake comer) in N'Awlins.

* Concerning the CD with the Imperial Band
on GHB label, that we talked about in a previous
issue, we understand that George Buck plans to
include it in his "autumn collection" as he puts
it. That should mean sometimes in January
1998.

*

The classic jazz stage in Stockholm, the
’Pawnshop" has changed management. We do
hope that the new owners will have the responsi
bility to keep up with the policy of traditional
jazz that has made the pub world famous.

*

Our distinguished member and Remastering
Champ of the World, John RT Davies strikes
again. This time on TIMELESS with two outs
tanding masterpieces. Two CDs (Vol I-II) titled

* The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society has en

Ragtime to Jazz 1912-1919" (Timeless CBC-l035) and "Ragtime to Jazz 1916-1922" (Timeless

tered a more formal and organized cooperation
with the Jazz Archive at the University of
Stockholm (with it's curator. Jens Lindgren,
also a distinguished member of this society). To
gether we arranged the legendary seminar with
Harold Drob in 1994. We also arranged the mee
ting with Don Marquis that took place last year
at the Jazz Archive. The evening with Orange
Kellin (see a report somewhere else in this issue)
in August was a smash success. And now we
have got some plans to invite Sam Charters to
an evening (we are only waiting for his final ac
ceptance) and later maybe we'll do something on
"The Gazell Club", the legendary Jazz Club in
the Old Town in Stockholm. Also we do some ne
gotiating with Rolf Wahl (see "Meet a prominent
member" in Issue #9) about an evening on his
travelling in New Orleans in the 60s. We 'll be
back with more information. We will also use the
Archives' premises for our next annual meeting.

CBC-l-045). Absolutely captivating music. From
"Red Onion Rag" (Roy Spangler 1 &12(or 13?) to
"Telephone Blues" (The Syncopating Skeeters
1922 ). You are absolutely forbidden to miss

them. There you'll get it - how our music star
ted. Give Bo Scherman a call, will you. Or get it
at your nearest record dealer.
*
Hal Smith our devoted member and top
drummer has moved, on a permanent basis, to
Bay St Louis in MS, but his workingplace for
the next 6 months (at least) will be on Bourbon
Street, Hotel Sonesta, Can Can Cafe together
with a bunch of other fellas in this society in Sil
ver Leaf Band, Orange Kellin, Chris Tyle and
eventually Duke Heitger.
* BARFOTA JAZZMEN have released their 3rd
CD called "Ma Ragtime Babe" (Fota CD-005) with a lot of ragtime stuff. Many thanks to Dr
Karl Koenig for providing some of the arrange
ments. The participation on Vol II of "Trad
Jazz Around the World", however, will be post
poned until father notice.
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NEW BUNK RECORDS

Not much, not enough. But last time we should
have reported that Blue Note has released a
4CD-box called Hot Jazz on Blue Note (8358112).
One title with Bunk: Days Beyond Recall (with
Sidney Bechet (New York City 1945-03-10) first
issued on Blue Note 564.

The BLINKJOHNSQN APPRECIATION
SOCIKTYJN LONDON
by Mike Pointon

It would have been around 1958 that I first
heard about the British Bunk Johnson Appre
ciation Society and I somehow found out that
they had regular meetings in a private room abo
ve a pub called "The Porcupine", in Charing
Cross Road in London's West End. It was oppo
site the Ken Colyer Club at Studio 51 near Lei
cester Square (where we were lucky enough to
hear George Lewis and his band sitting in with
Ken on his 1959 visit).
Although I had become interested in Bunk's mu
sic there wasn't much chance to get many of his
records apart from the Victors (released here on
HMV), the Deccas (Brunswick and Vocalion), the
Ernestine Washingtons (UK Melodise) and the
four unreleased film soundtrack sides on Esqui
re (UK). Luckily there were underground devo
tees who made acetates of some of the AMs,
which we could get at specialist dealers, as the
original LPs and 78s were hard to obtain. 1 re
member the first time I heard the Jazz Informa
tion session was on a bootleg dubbing and it was
a revelation to me. The Jazz Man sides were har
der to get in complete form, although some had
been released here on 78. I did manage to get a
copy of the UK Columbia LP of "The Last Testa
ment" which surprised me by its contrasting ap
proach to all the matrial I had already found.
The "Guru" of the Society was Graham Russell,
who had somehow managed to release the

Bunk's Brass Band sides on his own (I think) Di
xie label and I believe, the V-disc veterans sides.
(I don't know if he ever had any direct contact
with Bill Russell - they certainly weren't related)
Graham's assistant was Rae Wlttrick, a lady who
looked after all the administrative aspects of the
Society. Rae told me recently that another lea
ding light when they formed in the early 50s was
John Norris, who is now renowned as the editor
of Coda Magazine in Canada. But by the time I
joined I think he must have emigrated.
As far as I can remember a record player would
be used and examples of Bunk's music and ot
her aspects of New Orleans jazz played and dis
cussed. I know the list was varied and recall
hearing some of the what were then rare Joseph
Robicheaux' New Orleans Rhythm Boys sides for
the first time and some of the post-war Lee Col
lins Circles with Chippie Hill. There wasn't a
partisan fanaticism about Bunk and Russell
made quite a few analytical comments about the
music we all loved. But above all there was a
true dedicaion to "spreading the gospel" and the
Society somehow arranged to make limited edi
tion releases of 78s from rare material on its own
Purist label. I have retained two to this day: Big
Chief Battle Axe (4657-1 A) / Franklin Street
Blues (4659-3B) (Purist P 1004) from the Jazz In
formation session and the Sheik of Araby (AM
840) and Lady be Good (AM 887) on Purist 7/8.
I also have Purist 5/6: Old Time Religion and
Saints go Marching In by Papa Celestin
(4950/51). I also recall Purist releasing the two
available Styvesant V-discs on a 12" 78, to my
great delight (Purist P 1002). The other Purist re
lease was perhaps the most signifiant: A LP (un
numbered) of Bunk talking from Bill Russell's
1942 interview (A-15352.X) in an unedited form.
At the meetings were quite a few faces from Stu
dio 5 1 who were to become well-known on the
UK New Orleans jazz scene, including - if I re
member correctly - Bariy Martyn, Jim Holmes
and Dave Mills as well as others who moved Into

other fields, such as Vincent Dugleby, now a dis
tinguished broadcaster on financial matters. The
Stagg brothers. Tom and Bill, were regulars. Of
course Tom now lives in New Orleans and in
fact, according to Rae Wittrick. took over the So
ciety's files when it disbanded sometime in the
60s which led, I believe, to the founding of Foot
note and then New Orleans Music. The short liv
ed Eureka Magazine also came out of this tidal
wave of enthusiasm for the music, which spaw
ned limited editions of early recordings of such
bands as Kid Thomas' which were then littleknown here.

Vr. Kout Kotnlg.

Dr Karl Koenig has been around for a long time.
Bom in the South, but raised on the East coast
he later joined the Air Forces during the war. Af
ter that he decided to devote his time, fulltime,
to intensive studies of music, music theory and
music history. This resulted in a Ph.D. For the
latest four decades he has been researching jazz
music, especially its evolution and history.
In 1983 he founded "Basin Street Press", a pu
blishing company that since the very beginning
has been kind of a flagship of the literature on
jazz and its history.
Karl has been a key figure in increasing the sco
pe and awareness of the history of this very spe
cial kind of music in New Orleans. For many
years he belonged to the panel of the Jazz Muse
um of the Louisiana State Museum (tody at "The
Mint") as a musicologist. Also he has developed
international reputation for his detailed know
ledge of the history of jazz. When it comes to the
music that originated from the Parishes around
New Orleans, Karl Koenig is second to none. He
has done an incredible amount of research con
cerning the old music from Thibodeaux, Mande-

Sad to say, Graham Russell died in the 70s but
the Society was a driving force for many a young
jazz enthusiast. I wonder if jazzers in Sweden
knew of our activities at the time? I'm just proud
to have been Involved with the British version of
what was to become such a worthwhile consorti
um in later years and to have eventually met
Bill Russell who inspired it all.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

ville, Madisonville, Covington, Bogalusa, Pouchatoula, Donaldsonville, Napoleonville, Plaquenmines etc. etc.

He has lectured, appeared on radio and televi
sion and he has served in numerous committes
and panels dealing with the history of jazz in and
around New Orleans. In the summer of 1997 he
was invited to Europe (Italy, Schwizerland and
Austria) for the first time to lecture and to give
seminars on old music and also to rehearse
some orchestras trying to play old dance band
music.
Karl is also a devoted, versatile and diligent pia
nist and leader of a more conventional "Big
Band", but also of the "Musicum Jazz Antiqua",
an orchestra (12 - 18 pieces) that performs early
jazz and dance music.
His life long research in the early and pre-years
of jazz has resulted in a couple of dozens (sic) of
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publications. Most of them available on his own
’"Basin Street Press" which we presented in
more detail in #9.
Myself. I first got to know him when his, today
classic book, "Jazz Map of New Orleans" was
published about 15 years ago. That book was
soon followed by "A Closer Walk". Those two
booklets are not only collectors Items today, but
also they are absolutely necessary to everybody
who comes to New Orleans and who wants to
know about the city in the light of the old maestros. King Oliver, Louis Armstrong, Bunk John
son, Sam Morgan, Wooden Joe Nicholas, etc. The
books are filled with maps and details and I can
not recommend them enough for every visiting
fireman coming to the Crescent City.
I have been in touch with Karl (and vice versa)
through the years and I try never to miss him
when in New Orleans. In may 1996 I got the op
portunity to spend a few days at his wonderful
home in Abita Springs, north of the Lake Pontchartrain, together with him and his lovely wife
Lynne. We had hours and hours of interesting
talking about the old days and it is a great privi
lege just to sit and listen to his enormous know
ledge about the old days and of the history of
jazz.
Karl liked the idea and veiy much wanted to join
our society - and we are so proud to have him as
a member.
I will highly recommend you to drop him a few li
nes asking for his free catalouge with all his be
autiful books and sheetmusic.
His adress is: Dr Karl Koenig, 20460 Will

BILL RUSSELL, the voodoo curator,
by Ralph Collins
Bill Russell and I arrived in New Orleans at about
the same time in 1956. Bill was there to open a
shop in which to sell his American Music label re
cords and to research and ultimately publish bio
graphies of Bunk Johnson and Jelly Roll Mor
ton. I was there to research the history of New
Orleans music, eventually to wdte the book "NEW
ORLEANS JAZZ: A Revised History".

At that time suitabale research was extremely
difficult in New Orleans because of the racial se
gregation laws that were in effect and were
strictly enforced. Legally there was no way for
black musicians and white researchers to get to
gether. The only loophole in those laws allowed
both races to do their shopping in the same stor
es, so I began to seek a conveniant shop in
which to conduct interviews. The quest led to
Bill Russell's shop at 600 Chartres Street In the
French Quarter.
Bill detested the segregation laws and was plea
sed to conduct research at his shop. Before long
we became good friends, meeting daily and sha
ring our research. As Bill did not drive I was able
to use my car to get around town and to visit out
of town places seeking retired musicians. In the
period before a bridge was built over the Missis
sippi river we used the auto ferry to visit the
small towns across the river. In Algiers, one of
those towns, we were able to visit regularly with
Professor Manuel Manetta whose testimony was
on a par with that of Morton. At first only notes
were taken, it was some time later that we used
a tape recorder for interviews with musicians.
In 1958, with the opening of the Jazz Archive at
Tulane University, the situation began to cha
nge. Bill was appointed as the Archives first cu
rator. After some discussion it was decided that
much of our research materials would be dona
ted to the Archives. Thoughts of writing biograp
hies of Morton and Johnson were gradually
abandoned although Bill retained an interest in

Road, Abita Springs, LA 70420, USA
E-mail: karlvnne@communique.net

(You can also have a look at his web-site ______
http:/ /www.basinstreet.com.)

Claes Ringqvist
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tric University officials were completely nutty but
relatively harmless. I was not amused but Bill
retold the incident, embellished it and enjoyed it
for years. The story of the nutty voodoo curator
was his favorite yam among close friends. But
not, I feel sure, at the University.
Some time later it became necessary for my
friend to return home to take care of his aging
parents. We put the contents of his shop into a
large truck which 1 drove to his home in Missou
ri. Shortly after that I returned to California and
did not see Bill again for three of four years alt
hough we continued to write to each other.
In 1969 Bill visited me in Los Angeles. He had
returned to New Orleans and his interest in Jelly
Roll Morton had been restored. He wished to ex
amine the probated last will of Morton. Together
we searched through the fdes of the Los Angeles
County Hall of records discovering information
as to the disposition of Mortons considerable
music royalties.
Bill had long realized that his earlier theories
about the history of New Orleans music were er
roneous. Those writings as expressed in the first
chapter of the book Jazzmen, however, had been
very influential. It was agreed that I would ac
cept the task of revision while Bill concentrated
on biographies.
Although he was unable to reach his aim of aut
hor and biographer, Bill Russell was still able to
live a very productive life. He will always be re
membered by those who knew him well for his
kindness, intelligence and good humor. The
world was enriched by his presence and is made
poorer by his departure.

Marietta's biography and continued those inter
views. The major part of his efforts, however,
were increasingly devoted to the Tulane Jazz Ar
chives and so I continued my research indepen
dently.
Bill was a classical violinist and viola player. It
was during this period that he became interes
ted in repairing those instruments until his rec
ord shop began to look more like a violin repair
shop. Eventually he played viola with the New
Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra. As the segrega
tion laws began to crumble in the early 60s we
began a series of recordings at Tulane which, in
turn, began a rise of recording activity of New
Orleans music.
Places were opened for musicians to play in the
French Quarter. Bill became a member of a
group that operated one of those places. All the
se activities occupied his time and his research
declined.
In an effort to encourage his research 1 occasio
nally took Bill to a bar where Buddy the barten
der had been a schoolboy friend of Louis Ar
mstrong. He had retained a warm heart for mu
sicians who used the backroom for social gathe
rings rich with humor and musical reminiscen
ces. Although "Mr Bill" as the musicians called
him did not drink it was a novel experience for
him which he enjoyed very much.
On the fabled night of the voodoos in New Or
leans Bill decided, against my better judgement,
that we should explore along Bayou St. John.
This was the supposed but mythical meeting
place of the equally preposterous and fictional
voodoo people. As we stumbled through the
weeds at the side of the bayou our flashlight was
observed by a passing police patrol car. When
Bill told the officer of our search for voodoo cermonies we found ourselves in danger of arrest.
Either we were playing jokes on an officer of the
law or, more likely, we had certainly escaped
from some mental institution. We were saved
from spending a night in the pokey only by Bill's
University credentials. Those reassured the cop
who had always known, fortunately, that eccen

(Copyright Ralph Collins, 1997. by courtesy of the
author)
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THE BUDDY BOLDEN MEMORIAL

By Don Marquis
When the book. "In Search of Buddy Bolden",
was published by Louisiana State University
Press in the Fall of 1978, I was very happy. It
meant that nearly fifteen years of research and a
lot of years of telling friends about what I was
trying to do was finally available for them to read
and make their own judgements about. Saying
that you are working on a book and having one
published are two veiy different things.
The book was well received, and I felt that I had
made a contribution to Jazz history.
There were a few things that concerned me. One.
was that I felt somewhere was a close relative of
Buddy Bolden still living. The other was that no
one knew where exactly he was buried and he
had no grave marker or tomb stone.
I knew he was buried in Holt Cemetery, but that
was a "Pauper's" Cemetery and if the family did
not keep the site up, within two years, the re

mains were pushed aside and some one else bu
ried there, with no trace of who was buried in
that spot before.
It was not until 1993 that some things began to
come together. Following a three part series of
early days of Jazz in the New Orleans Times-Picayune. I recieved a call from Mr Henry Brown, a
local school teacher. He informed me that he had
a cousin in Chicago, who was Buddy Bolden's
grand-daughter. Would I be interested in contac
ting her? I would.
Thus began a series of letters and phone calls to
Mrs Gertrude Bolden Tucker. Her father was
Charles Bolden Jr. She did not live under his
roof very long, and he died when she was eleven
years old, but she was a direct link and had
some information about the family. It was my
desire to one day get her to New Orleans for
some kind of special event.
In early 1996, Delgado Community College hired
a new Public Relations Director named Joe Bren
nan. Mr Brennan called me one day in May and
said:
"I just read your book about Buddy Bolden. As I
sit in my office, which looks out over Holt Ceme
tery, I am reminded that he has no grave mark
er. Do you think we could or should do somet
hing about that?"
I replied that such had been a goal of mine for a
long time, however could get little support from
the community.
What ensued was an initial meeting of about ten
interested parties. By the third meeting, things
were falling into place. It was decided to erect a
monument in Holt Cemetery: have a Jazz Fune
ral for Buddy; invite mrs Tucker to New Orleans
for that weekend and to hold the event on Sep
tember 6. 1996. which would be the 119th anniversay of Buddy Boldens birth.
Everyone came through - Stewart Enterprises
said they would provide the monument. New Or
leans Parish Coroner, Dr. Frank Minyard said he
would sponsor the Olympia Brass Band. Nina
Buck offered to set up the Birthday party at the
Palm Court Jazz Cafe:

Delgado Community College would provide the
facility, food, beverages and importantly do the
Public Relations. They also took care of two
round trip tickets for Mrs Tucker and her one
daughter, Rita Camille Bell. (Chicago is 1. 000
miles from New Orleans)
Mrs. Dian Coleman Winingder, owner of the
Downtown / Superdome Holiday Inn, and who
was responsible for the Buddy Bolden Breezeway
murals in her hotel, offered rooms for the two la
dies. Plus any meals they cared to eat there.
Delta Airlines made available their V.I.P. Room
at the New Orleans Airport and gave permission
for a brass band to meet the plane at the arrival
gate.
The New Orleans Jazz Club provided an outstan
ding 12-piece brass band to meet the plane, and
also presented T-shirts and posters to Gertrud
and Rita.
The Touisiana Music Factory held a two hour
session for the Bolden descendants to sign co
pies of the books and other bits of memorabilia.
THE ARRIVAT
The plane arrived on time. Gertrude and Rita
were among the last to de-plane. The band
struck up a lively number, while Gertrude was
welcomed by a cousin from Tas Vegas, which
was another surprise. It took about fifteen minu
tes to make it through the corridors to the V.I.P.
Room
A lot of talking and presentations in the V.I.P.
Room, then to the Holiday to get checked in.
That evening was a special dinner at the Palm
Court.
THE JAZZ FUNERAL AND MONUMENT PRE
SENTATION
The Olympia Brass Band marched for almost an
hour from a stage at Delgado to all around Holt
Cemetery. There were over 1, 000 Second Liners
and a lot of media - The marching ended at a
stage set up by the marker. The monument was

unveiled to thunderous applause. Stewart Enter
prises had done a magnificient job. Mayor Marc
Morial spoke as well as some other folks.
BIRTHDAY PARTY AT PALM COURT
There was a big birthday cake and some special
guests. Alvin Alcorn (84 years old) was there. His
mother knew Buddy Bolden and his family. Blue
Lu Barker (Danny's widow) was present and
many other jazz fans. Later Gertrude, Rita, Euni
ce and some others went to Funky Butt on Co
ngo Square, where some great young trumpet
players did a tribute to Buddy. Gertrude, at age
abaot 75, stayed until 2 a.m. Her daughter and
cousin stayed later.
FINAL DAY
Local writer, photographer and tourguide, John
Me Cusker, took the Bolden family to see the
house at 2309 First Street, as well as other perti
nent landmarks. Joe Brennan and I took Gertru
de and Rita for breakfast and to the airport. It
had been one great event and Buddy Bolden, at
last, was given a proper farewell and a lasting
monument to his contributions to Jazz.
Picture: Outside 2309 First Street. Bolden lived here
from about 1885 until 1905. L to R: Eunice Turner,
Rita Bell, Don Marquis. Gertude Tucker.

I REMEMBER MINOR "RAM" HALL

Ram worked with very few bands during an enti
re career that was inexorably linked with Ory
and his fellow band members. As noted in my in
itial published article, he was the first member of
the Ory band I met at the memorable Pasadena
concert. 1 soon learned that he was among the
last of the great New Orleans drummers who
took part in the great migration that brought
Crescent City jazzmen to Chicago in the early
20s.
The first time 1 heard Ram, he was playing in the
"Punch Bowl", a lunch time gathering place for
musicians working at Douglas Aircraft Company
during World War II. He had recently been dis
charged from the army and was working in a
production control booth at the Santa Monica
plant. I had no knowledge of New Orleans jazz at
the time, but. a few years later, I recognized him
as Kid Ory's smiling drummer at the Hollywood
Jade Palace.
Ram was bom in 1897 in Sellies, a small town
near New Orleans. In 1916, after some brief drum
lessons from his brother Alfred, "Tubby" Hall,
his first New Orleans Job was with Ory at Pete
Lala's club in old Storyville. He replaced Henry
Martin.
He told me later that Martin was his inspiration,
his favorite New Orleans drummer - and the best
rhythm drummer he ever heard.
Unfortunately, history has failed to properly re
cognize the man who greatly influenced Minor
Hall. This might be the first time Martin's name
has appeared in print.
Recalling that early Ory band, he told Orrin
Keepnews in a January 1949 issue of Record
Changer Magazine "That was one of the best

by Floyd Levin

MINOR "RAM" HALL - 195C
Photo by Floyd Levin

"Therhuth/n section waUhestiwieestJ have, ever..
heard. This, was the real iazzl"

Those extravagant phrases are extracted from
my first published article that appeared in the
english magazine. Melody Maker, in 1949. They
remain accurate assessments of the buoyant
beat that propelled Kid Ory's Creole Jazz Band
during the years when Minor "Ram" Hall was
seated behind the drums.
His modest drum kit included only a minimum
of percussion accessories - a snare drum, tomt
om, bass drum and cymbals. Yet, in his hands,
they produced a gentle pulse or a driving beat
depending on the material involved.
He continually showed us the correct way to
play drums in a New Orleans jazz band. Never
obtrusive, continually supplementing the rich
ensembles. Ram's presence was always simme
ring beneath the surface. He created an irresisti
ble momentum without intruding on the band's
unified sound. When they were really swinging,
you realized that a subtle drummer was making
it happen.

bands in New Orleans. We played in parades and
dances and advertised those dances using a wa
gon with a couple of horses, a couple of nudes,
and we drove around with Ory sitting in back
playing on the tailgate"
Very little has been written about Ram Hall. His

name occurs briefly in a few reference books, but
usually to merely mention his work with the Kid
Ory band. As our frlendnship warmed, I was able
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from Mutt Carey to work in a group he was for
ming in Los Angeles. For several years, Carey's
"Jeffersonians", with Hall and clarinetist Joe
Darensbourg, worked in saloons, taxi dances,
night clubs and eventually at Frank Sebastian's
Cotton Club in Culver City.
After his stint in the army, and the Douglas Air
craft job, Ram resumed his long association with
Kid Ory at the Jade Palace in Hollywood in 1945
and remained with him for the rest of hs career.
In 1956, illness interrupted Ram's participation
in a European tour with Ory. His last job was
with an all-star New Orleans band led by Barney
Bigard at Ben Pollack's "Pick-a-Rib" on Sunset
Strip. During each performance, Pollack would
climb on the stand and play a rousing drum
duet with Ram. They moved in unison creating
precise dual rhythmic flow that has neer been
duplicated.
Despite the valued role Ram played in jazz's his
tory, he never achieved a secure financial posi
tion. When his illness required hospitalization,
he was admitted as a welfare case at the Sawtelle Veterans Hospital where he died of cancer in
1959. He was only 62 years old.

to learn about most of Ram's Interesting back
ground listening to him reminisce while he puf
fed his fat cigar between sets at the Beverly Ca
vern in Los Angeles.
During our conversations, I hastily scrawled no
tes on the back of the menus that fortunately
have remained in my flies since the early 50s.
His recollections might reveal some previously
unpublished segments of jazz history.
1 learned that Ram was an avowed baseball fan
and could quote the batting averages of almost
every player in the National and American Lea
gue. He was also a great Creole cook. Much to
the annoyance of the Cavern's irascible Chinese
Chef, he often brought a pot of his speciality red
beans and rice with sausage, to serve the band
between sets. From personal experience I can
confirm his culinary skills.
When 1 asked about his youthful experience with
Kid Ory in New Orleans. Ram said, "That mas a
long time ago, I was only 19 years old. But I re
member some of the tunes we played - "Careless
Love", "Idaho Rag", "Make me a pallet on the
Floor” and "Oh, Jack Carey" named after Mutt
Carey's brother who played trombone - the title
was changed to "Tiger Rag" when the Original Di
xieland Jazz Band recorded the tune."
"In about 1917, my brother got a job in Chicago
playing with Sidney Bechet and soon my family
moved there. When the army took Tubby, l repla
ced him at the De Luxe Cafe. That was where I
met Ed Garland, he was playing bass. A young
girl, Ltl Hardin, was pianist and Lawrence Duhe
played trombone (i.e. cladnet, ed.s corr.) and led
the band."
"Mutt Carey joined us briefly, but when he went
back to New Orleans, Joe Oliver took over and re
named the group "King Oliver's New Orleans Jazz
Band". We traveled to California in 1921 to play at
the Pergola Ballroom in San Francisco and at
Leek's Lake in Los Angeles with Jelly Roll Morton.
Ed Garland stayed there, but I returned to Chica
go to join a band led by Jimmie Noone. Baby
Dodds took my place in Oliver’s band."

i

During his staid military funeral, I stood with a
few of Ram's friends watching the somber army
drill team discharge a loud rifle salute. The 21
salvos that reverberated across the vast West
Los Angeles Cemetery seemed to be echoing the
candence of Ram Hall's expressive bass drum.
His pearlized snare drum, a pair of sticks and a
small brass cymbal are among my treasures that
I have bequeathed to the New Orleans Jazz
Museum.
I will always remember Ram Hall - his bald pate,
his sly grin, and his flirtatious behaviour when a
comely fan caught his eye - and he never missed
a beat!.
(Copyright Floyd Levin, 1997. by courtesy of tile aut
hor)

Ram left Noone's band when he recieved a call
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Band.
The concert, with the running commentary
read by Mr. Welles, was informative and it was
good jazz - in fact it was the best jazz this revie
wer has heard in a long time. It had exciting
rhythm, rich tone and a real tune, and it had
"what it takes" in the way of individuality and li
fe. The program, of course, was built on jazz
compositions rather than pure improvisation,
and the concert was therefore a different thing
from the improvised variety now usually heard.
The capacity audience was continuosly enthus
iastic.
The proceeds of the evening were to go for Yu
goslav relief, under the auspices of the Green
wich Village American Committee for Yugoslav
Relief, of which Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt is hono
rary national chairman.

PRESS CUTTINGS
PROGRAM OF JAZZ TRACES ITS HISTORY
Topnotchers in Field Present a Concert at Town
Hall to Aid Group for Yugoslav Relief.
Real jazz was presented on concert form at Town
Hall last night by Bunk Johnson's New Orleans
Band and other bands and soloists. Orson Wel
les, master of ceremonies and narrator, began
the proceedings by reading an outline history of
jazz, which traced it back the pre-war Southern
Negro. The first part of the program was illustra
tive of this early development, "the roots of jazz".
Bunk Johnson and his band opened the con
cert with "New Orleans Street Parade", in which
"Maryland, My Maryland" was the marching
tune around which the jazz was built. One of the
pioneers of modem jazz. Mr. Johnson has been
playing the trumpet in organizations now known
as jazz bands since the Nineties, when he appea
red in Buddy Bolden's Ragtime Band in New Or
leans. He disappeared for several years, working
in the rice fields in Louisiana until he was found
in 1938 by Louis Armstrong and returned to
music. At the age of 67 he still is a master of the
art of the jazz trumpet. The "parade" was follo
wed with "New Orleans Concert Hall," featuring
music of Gottschalk. in which the other mem
bers of the band, George Lewis, clarinet; Jim Ro
binson, trombone; Warren (Baby) Dodds, drums;
Lawrence Marrero, banjo: Alcide (Slow Drag) Pavageau, double bass, and Alton Purnell, piano,
were heard to advantage.
Charity Bailey, a young woman with a sad.
sweet and rather light voice, sang "Songs of the
Negro Creoles." accompanying herself at the pia
no. Other featured artists were Mme. Ernestine
B. Washington, gospel singer, who sang three
authentic spirituals in the campmeeting
"shouting" manner; Josh White of Cafe Society
Downtown, who sang two songs; Big Bill Broonzy, blues singer, and Clarence Williams' Wash
board Band and Henry (Red) Allen's Rlverboat

Source: New York Times 2 January 1946 page 23
B.k.p. Bjorn Bamheim.

THE DAY WE BURIED KID ORY

By Floyd Levin
I will never forget that winter afternoon in 1973 the day we buried Kid Ory.
We listened attentively to the whispered sounds
of Teddy Buckner's muted trumpet as he softly
played "Just a Closer Walk With Thee" in the
crowded mortuary chapel.
When he reached the final bars of the beautiful
hymn. Teddy slowly moved toward the open cas
ket. He concluded with a tender sustained note
that hung like a bell tone above the still body of
his former leader. The casket was slowly closed
and our group of pall bearers was ushered to the
pulpit.
We slowly guided the casket carriage through the
chapel to the hearse waiting In front. The bronze
casket seemed very light as we gently lifted it
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through the rear door. A battery of television ca
meras recorded the final journey of Jazzman Ed
ward "Kid" Oiy, the initial tailgate trombonist.

His "Muskrat Ramble," since its initial perfor
mance on a 1926 recording by Louis Armstrong's
Hot Five, has become the most renowned stan
dard in the entire history of jazz. It will continue
to play a vital role in the repertoire of traditional
Jazz.

We followed the hearse on a cross-town trip to
the Holy Cross Cemetery where we were joined
by the Southern California Hot Jazz Society's
great marching band. Seventeen of the nation's
leading Jazz musicians, lovingly assembled by
SCHJS musical director Gordon Mitchell, played
their final tribute to Kid Ory as we carefully lif
ted his casket from the hearse and carried it to
the nearby grave site.

Every time a band plays the enduring tune, it al
ways concludes with Ory’s familiar coda. Alt
hough Jazz is an improvisational music, no one
has deemed it necessary to alter a single note of
the succinct phrase Ory originated on that Hot
Five recording.
The setting sun reflected bright hues into the Pa
cific Ocean visible from the Holy Cross Cemetery
knoll on which we stood. The mourners followed
as the band moved down the hill playing "Didn't
He Ramble?"

Pianist Alton Purnell was wearing a derby and
clad in typical New Orleans funeral garb. His
chest was emblazoned with the Jazz Society1 s
red sash. Alton led the procession up a steep hill
from the cemetery entrance to the grave. Four
trombones preceded the band, followed by sco
res of Kid Ory's friends and fans.

Most of the people had returned to their cars.
Before leaving, I paused to watch a few workmen
remove the green plastic shrouding the mound of
earth that would soon fill the open grave.

We watched the casket, draped with fragrant flo
wers, being slowly lowered into a grave while the
band's final strains of Ory's classic.

As the workers shoveled the soil into the grave, I
could hear the band in the distance playing a
cheery reprise of "'Muskrat Ramble." Bariy Martyn's booming bass drum punctuated the joyous
beat.

As we stood silently overlooking the verdant hills
of southwest Los Angeles, I thought of that eve
ning 24 years earlier in Pasadena when I heard
Kid Ory's Creole Jazz Band the first time. The
many happy hours we spent in the Beverly Ca
vern listening to his music back in the late '40s
soon filled my thoughts. I recalled several convi
vial occasions visiting Oiy and tiis wife Dort and
enjoying his excellent Creole Gumbo and Dort's
memorable fried oysters.

I gathered a few flowers and said farewell to the
original tailgate rambler - a friend, and a musi
cian whose great influence will continue as long
as Classic Jazz lives.

A NEW DISCOGRAPHY STANDARD

I was cheered by the memories of a long friends
hip with the most famous Jazz trombonist in the
world. Within his lifetime, he saw the music of
New Orleans spread to distant comers of the
world. His unique style formed the accepted ap
proach to Dixieland sounds in bands from Joe
Olive to Herb Alpert.

If there is such a thing as a European paragon of
New Orleans music, it must certainly be Sammy
Rimington. He needs no introduction, but his
fans certainly need someone to document what
he's doing while this task is still fully possible. It
seems Sammy has chosen his friend Lennart
Fait to do Just that.
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Bunk Information is the
internal newsletter for
members of the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society.

Lennart (Blood & Tears Productions) has just
published his Sammy Rlmington discography.
After having supplied Gerard Bielderman with
facts for his two Sammy discos (1985 and 1988
editions), Lennart decided that he could do a
better job by himself
The published result certainly proves him right.
As a matter of fact I think this book could be a
model for how this type of discography should be
designed. It's spiral bound which means it can
and will lie flat on your desk. There is no risk for
it to change into a loose leaf fde after ordinary
use (experiences from Hymn To George, no
doubt!). The printing is clear and easy to read.
As printing is very expensive Lennart obviously
has done everything possible to reduce costs wit
hout actually going cheap. I could have wished
for more photographs. I would also have prefer
red that some sessions started on the top of the
page instead of very low down, making it neces
sary to flip the page to get a full view of a ses
sion. I do, however, understand the need for
cost-effectiveness. Indeed, 1 sympathize with it.
The book has a titles index, labels index and a
musicians index. All of them impressive by sheer
volume alone. I see, for instance, that Sammy
has recorded over 850 songs! I didn't count the
other indexes but if you're a good musician,
you’ll probably find your name in this work.
Sammy seems to have recorded with almost eve
rybody from New Orleans as well as from Euro
pe.
The book is available from Lennart Fait,
P.A.Hanssons vag 66A, 215 67 MALMO, Sweden
(e-mail: lennart.falt@malmo.mail.telia.comL The
price is SEK140:I have tried to make this presentation as impar
tial as I can, but let it be known to the reader
that Lennart and I are good friends. This challe
ngeability could possibly have been avoided by
letting someone else write this, but the book is
too good to give away.
HH
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,
I hereby authorize the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society to use my piece, "My Name is Willie Gary, Don't
Deny My Name" in the Christmas issue of its newsletter, as
submitted and with indication that it is copyrighted by
me.
Thank you,
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MY NAME IS WILLIE GARY, DON'T DENY MY NAME

Just about everything you can imagine about Bunk Johnson
has
been
subjected
to
intense
scrutiny,
in
particular
questioning
what he
himself
stated as
fact, including his date of
birth,
involvement with Buddy Bolden, worldwide comings and goings, etc.
Even his namel There are those who claim he was "christened Geary",
although
this is
not
based on any baptismal record, but
on a
questionable "Gerry" that appears on the 1900 Census. These days he
is invariably either
shown as Geary Johnson or William
Geary
Johnson, neither of which can be justified.
There is no birth
certificate, baptismal record, or early
official
record of any
kind
that would establish the name originally given him.
Bunk said his name was WILLIE GARY JOHNSON. Willie, not
William.
Gary,
not
Geary.
He
was
very
emphatic
about
Willie,
letting
everyone know
that he was not William. This includes
members
of his family with
whom I have spoken.
U. S. Government
records
showed his name as
"Willie Gary Johnson"
which should be
official enough, but I do have evidence of documents that show him
as William,
and even a signature as
such.
So there was
some
ambivalence
on his part or perhaps
pressure
from recorders of
official documents who would not accept Willie as a proper name.
Willie or William, I wouldn't bicker about it,but since he did,
I
should think that he should be shown as Willie, which
is indeed a
common proper name in the Southern United States.
As for Geary, therein lies a strange story! During his
lifetime, there is no document which he signed, or was personally
involved with, on which his middle name appears as
Geary. I know no
one who
knew him who thought
his middle name was anything
but Gary.
The first time Geary appears is in Rudi Blesh's "Shining Trumpets",
which
did
appear while Bunk
was still alive.
How
did the "e" get
added
into
Gary?
And why
Rudi Blesh? Blesh
was
responsible for
Bunk's appearance in San Francisco, originally
for his lectures at
the Museum. He also played a part in Bunk's appearance in Concert
at the GEARY Theater in San Francisco. I can
picture Bunk joking
about the Geary Theater being the appropriate place for him to
appear because of the similarity
to his middle name. This may
have
led to Blesh's mistake and maybe that is how it all began! But why
it became the thing for everyone to make Geary his middle name is
beyond me!(It is humorous
to note that in
the
1988 "Jazz, The
Essential Companion", Bunk is listed as "Gearv." and the theatre as
the "Ga rv" theater. This is also true of its successor: "Jazz, The
Rough Guide", published in 1995!)
Let's let the man at least have his name as he said it was
and from now on call him WILLIE GARY JOHNSON, since there is no good
reason to do otherwise.
© 1997 HAROLD DROB
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"BUNK & BILL"
(Bunk Johnson and Bill Russell)

Copyright: Mike Pointon

A Transcript of the British Broadcasting Corporation's Four Original London Broadcasts on December 15, 22,
29, 1992 and January 5, 1993
Record research and editing by Floyd Levin.

This is the concluding chapter in Floyd Levin's compilation of "Bunk and Bill," a series of four BBC broadcasts
heard in England a few years ago. The programs were based on rare interviews with jazz historian Bill Russell
conducted in New Orleans in 1990. Russell, gready responsible for die revival of interest in New Orleans Jazz,
died in 1992.

|Program #4]
Announcer: Michael Pointon and the late Bill Russell present the last program in this series on New Orleans
trumpeter. Bunk Johnson, who died in 1949. [A ragdme number is heard...then the volume is lowered for Michael
Pointon's introducdon...]

MP: Bunk Johnson, in 1947, playing "Minstrel Man," a ragdme two-step from 1911.["Bunk Johnson-The Last
Testament of a Great Jazzman - Columbia LP CL829, also on CD Delmark DD 225] [Music up...dien lowered...]
...this number exemplified die sort of arranged music Bunk preferred to play when surrounded by musicians who
coud read it. It also showed the repertoire and style he probably used as a young man. Compared to George Lewis
and the odier musicians who played with him in New York in 1945 at the Stuyvesant Casino, Bunk was from an
earlier generation widi a more legidmate approach to jazz. Aldiough he made some exciting records with those
untrained musicians, his own musical experience had been much wider. He had, in fact, been a minstrel man much
of his life, playing many kinds of music besides jazz.
After the New York engagement. Bunk returned to New Iberia. But he often did guest spots at concerts in places as
far afield as Chicago and Minnesota, usually with his new-found friend, pianist Don Ewell. According to Bill
Russell, Bunk was never at his best when he guested at concerts. Here's a somewhat dispirited sounding Bunk in
such a situation at New York Town Hall in 1947, die worse for wear after the long trip from the soudi.

Announcer from 1947 radio broadcast:
Yeali, we got a handful of band and a handful of horns. Bunk Johnson, Mr. Jazz! [loud applause from large crowd]
Bunk Johnson, up from New Orleans! [more applause, for about 15 seconds...]
[Piano intro for slow blues, then Bunk's horn...]
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MP: Part of a chaotic all-star concert. Surprisingly enough, many young jazzmen had been inspired by Bunk's
playing in New York. At least one had trumpet lessons with him. [Bunk-sounding trumpet is heard with a jazz
band] That was Jerry Blumberg, producing an amazing echo of Bunk Johnson's trumpet style, with the Stuyvesant
Stompers, pianist Dick Wellstood and Joe Muryani [clarinet, soprano sax] In 1947 a young ex-serviceman gave
Bunk the chance to choose a band of his own, this time with musicians able to read music. His name was Harold
Drob. Bill Russell helped by bringing along pieces from the famous "Red Back Book of Quality Rags,"
[Publisher- Stark, 1909] an old standby from Bunk's early days.

BR: I'd had those made for Bunk beginning iu 1942, when we first recorded Bunk for Dave Stewart's Jazz Man
label. Bunk told me, when I came to New Orleans, to stop iu St. Louis and try to pick up a bunch of the Red Back
Books, which came out about 1916 originally. So, Bunk had those to use in the 1947 date for Harold Drob. They
were specializing and trying to get some of the rags which Bunk always wanted to play, and then a few of the other
numbers, too, some of the favorite numbers that Bunk had, that he liked very much. Most of those came out very
well. As I say, he played better in that session than he did in the others. But he still wasn't entirely satisfied,
maybe, with the rhythm section as far as the beat goes. But a lot of people think it's his best band, since Bunk did
play better titan he ever did on the others - they are better records in that respect, of course - and they didn't come
out until they had long-play [33 1/3 rpm]; that was in the early '50s, after Bunk died. ["The Entertainer" is heard from the LP "BUNK JOHNSON The Last Testament of a Great Jazzman" - Columbia CL 829, and Delntark
CDDD 225)]

BR: Bunk did play better on that than on any of my records as far as the lip goes. He really could play any of
those tilings without missing anything. Not that he missed a lot of stuff on mine, but these were a bigger range,
higher and lower an all, and he did a wonderful job, I thought. Naturally, I like anything that Bunk did. [laughs]
Maybe I was prejudiced. But, 1 remember talking to Bill Colburn once about those. He's a close friend, the man
with whom Bunk stayed in San Francisco in 1943 and '44 for a while. He said, too, in talking to Bunk once. Bunk
did admit the Columbia LP tunes didn't have as much "down home" beat as some of the earlier New Orleans
groups.
The Columbia session had Danny Barker [guitar, banjo] there, and of course he doesn't always play the old style of
just four straight chords. And they also had Wellman Braud [bass]. By the way, Harold Drob - I'm sure he wasn't
making it up - when he went to pay Wellman Braud, Braud said, "You shouldn't pay me, I should pay to play with
Bunk." He enjoyed playing with Bunk that much and had that much respect for him. They were supposed to have
Hank Duncan on the date, the pianist with svhom Bunk had recorded for Blue Note, but he had some union trouble
or something; I forget, nothing serious. So they had to get [Don] Kirkpatrick, who's a good pianist, too. [A piece
with ajazz-Latin beat is heard, "Maria Elena"]
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BR: The Columbia recording was made at little Carnegie Hall. It was done on disc. Tape was just starting to
come in dien, but they didn't have any tape commercially available. And they naturally didn't even think about
that, they just did it on disc. And they had two or three sessions.

MP: Did you keep in touch with Bunk after he went back?

BR: Oh, yes. I was always writing to him and he'd always be writing to me, and Gene Williams, and
everybody. He was a great letter writer. Maybe some of his letters aren't so great, but I mean - he liked to
write letters.

MP: Of course, some of them were to get himself work, like this one to Don Ewell.
Reader: 638 Franklin Street, New Iberia, Louisiana, September 22nd, 1948. Dear Don: Another letter, as I have
not heard from you. Now I hope that you and Penny are in real good health and y'all are enjoying the very best of
it at this present. Now Don, do you think that you could find a good job for you and me together playing with a
real good organization, something like a real good quartet or good trio in some fine nightclub in Chicago, playing
every night for dancing just as you're doing at the Jazz Limited? So if you can look up a job right there it'll be a
great help to me and I'll say you are my true friend. Now, diis is my reason I'm askin' you to look up a job of that
kind, that's because I'm way down and everything. I've been that way for some time, and I think you'll do your
very best in tryin' to help me to pull up on my feet and be, well, Bunk Johnson again in life.

MP: Did you actually meet him again, later on?

BR: I went back to New Orleans at Mardi Gras time, tiiat would be February or March of '49. He had the stroke
about October or November, '48, the year before he died. I went down to the Mardi Gras with some friends from
Chicago, one a newspaper reporter. We went over to see Bunk, took a few photographs. He was up and walking
around, but one side was partly paralyzed and the left hand was useless. He didn't do much talking - just a little.
But then he got worse that spring and by July he’d had some more strokes. I went over just the week before he
died, and stayed there a couple of days, and he didn't feel like talking to anybody. His daughter'd say, "Aren't you
going to talk to Bill?" But he'd just say, 'Talk about what?" He didn't want to talk about anything, he didn't feel
like it, naturally, when he could hardly talk. I even stayed there with them one night so his wife could get some
rest. She would usually sleep in the same room to make sure he didn't need any help or had another stroke or
something. And the day I was recording Wooden Joe Nicholas I got a telegram from Maude saying Bunk had died,
the 7th of July 1949.
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I went to the funeral [in New Iberia] with two or three other people from New Orleans. He had joined the Catholic
Church, and they of course didn't allow any brass-band funerals - so they had no band. They wouldn't have had,
probably, a band anyway over there. They had...some of the old orchestra came to the funeral, the Banner Band, I
guess, that he'd played widi once, but as far as brass bands go, I don't think they had much of that in New Iberia.

MP: Booking back, how do you think we should view Bunk Johnson's position in the history of jazz?

BR: Oh, I never think about it, or worry about it. It's something we don't have any control over, anyway. It
depends on the future. A hundred years from now [laughs], maybe none of this music will be available - if the
world still exists. But, I've never even thought much about it, I just feel it's going to last a long time. His music
should last a long time, although it does have to have people who'll play it - otherwise it just depends on records
for the rest of its existence.

MP: Of course, now you've got some of your Bunk recordings - at last - on the proper speed.

BR: Yes. We corrected the pitch of them. They'd been issued, first, a half a tone too low. I didn't know any better
in those days, I guess. But on the compact discs, they're up to speed at least and the fidelity was in some ways
improved. Maybe not really improved, but the various noises, the distortions you might say, were taken out.
[An example is heard, "There's Yes-Yes in Your Eyes" - AMCD3]

MP: Bunk Johnson and Iris band in 1944 with a twenties song, "There's YesYes in Your Eyes." Bunk contributed
in no small measure to the revival of interest in New Orleans jazz that began in the 1940s. His memory is kept
alive not only by Bill Russell's American Music recordings but also by the Jazz Archives at Tulane University in
New Orleans. That's also a memorial to Bill Russell himself, who died in August, 1992, when he was eightyseven. He helped found the [Tulane] archives, and it was, thanks to Bunk Johnson, that a grant making it possible
was obtained from the head of the Ford Foundation.

BR: Mr. McNiel Lowery's [Ford Foundation head] favorite record was the spiritual, "Lord, Lord, You Sure Are
Good To Me." [AMCD3] That was Mr. Lowery's favorite record of all time! So when he said, "Oh, tire guy who
recorded that must know something," [laughs] He didn't know it was just luck that I happened to get a good record
there, and lucky that I had sense enough to record Bunk in the first place. But he did like it, so anyway, we got that
[Ford Foundation] grant. [Bunk's horn begins the spiritual...]

Announcer: Bunk Johnson and his jazz band in 1944 with Lord, "Lord, You Sure Are Good To Me," ends the
series, "Bunk & Bill," which was presented by Michael Pointou and produced by Derek Drescher.

[End Program #4]
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This BBC radio series, "Bunk and Bill," covers only a segment of Bill Russell's important contributions to jazz's
history. He was also an expert at repairing string instruments - and a fine classical musician. He appeared regularly
playing violin with the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. But Russell's most compelling contributions were his
exploratory research and his fine recordings that remain as vital scholastic and aural documentations of an
important segment of American music.
1 am very proud to have known Bill Russell. Over a thirty year period, we spent many hours together - mostly in
his crowded apartment in New Orleans. His "files," cartons piled high around the room, were filled with rare
letters, clippings, photos, and notations from which he re-constructed much of the history of New Orleans music.
Those valuable files are now in the Historic New Orleans Collection. They have been preserved, catalogued, .and
will remain permanently available for research by interested persons.
FLOYD LEVIN
("Bunk and Bill" was transcribed from the original BBC broadcasts by Richard Miller.)
Research References:
"Bill Russell's American Music" Compiled and edited by Mike Hazeldine,
Jazzology Press, New Orleans LA, 1993
"New Orleans, The Revival" by Tom Stagg and Charlie Crump, Bashall Eaves
Publication, Dublin, Ireland 1973
"Bunk Johnson, The Last Testament of a Great Jazzman" Liner notes by George Avakian, Columbia LP
CL829. 1949
'Traditional Jazz Discography, 1897-1985" by W. Bruyuinckx, Belgium,
Floyd Levin's correspondence and interviews with Bill Russell and his correspondence with Mike
Pointon.

HOW 1 DISCOVERED BIINK WHALE I WAS LIVING IN BELGIUM IN 1959 AND WHY IT
TOOK ME SO LONG
by Marcel JOLY
The answer to the second part of the question above is very simple, it’s the name of a man: Hugues
Panassiel
I was still very young (about 11 or 12) when I was already attracted by all kinds of American music. The
first time I knew was ‘Because of You’. At the age of fourteen I delivered a lecture on jazz in class
although my knowledge of the subject was almost inexistant. I didn’t even know Louis Armstrong was
black! Then the rock and roll wave arrived and I became an ardent fan of Bill Haley, Elvis Presley and
Little Richard. Very soon after this the first of a long series of coincidences put me in class next to a guy
who was good friends with another classmate whose mother was British. Every Summer vacation both
boys spent time in England. When they came back they were full of stories about the fantastic music they
had heard over there. Their hero was Chris Barber. I can still see them on the school playground chanting
‘I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream’. With my renewed interest in jazz I went to the public
library to see what I could find out about this fascinating music, not having the faintest idea that this was
the start of a life-long quest for the Holy Grail.
Before I go on with my story I need to tell you something about my country. Belgium is a bilingual
country: in the northern part people speak Flemish (Flemish and Dutch are like English and American), in
the Southern part they speak French. Very few Belgians in those days knew any English, not even the
higher educated ones. So it was only normal that the books about jazz that I found in the library were
written in Dutch or French. I ignored the ones in Dutch because they looked (and were!) very amateurish
and concentrated on the ones written in the language of Moliere. Two names came to the fore: Robert
Goffin and Hugues Panassie.' The first one was a Belgian lawyer .and poet who actually wrote the first
documented book on jazz, ‘Aux frontieres du Jazz’ published in 1937. The book that would become my
Bible was ‘Le dictionnaire du Jazz’ by Hugues Panassie. I took it home and kept it for months. Nobody
else asked for it! I copied large parts of it by hand because 1 didn’t have a type-writer and xerox-machines
were still science-fiction. In the end I knew that book almost by heart. Later I would get a present from my
girlfriend (who later became my wife and still is): she bought me a pocket-book called ‘Jazz, van New
Orleans tot Cool’, a translation in Dutch of Das Jazzbuch’ written by Joachim Ernst Berendt. I still think
that this book, published in 1953, is an excellent introduction for a newcomer in the jazz field. For me it
opened my mind, I became aware that Panassie’s ideas were not the only ones on the subject.
By that time I had started buying records, first 78’s to play on our old phonograph (with an electric motor
but still with steel needles!). The harvest was poor and I remember my excitement when a new department
store opened in the town where I lived and offered 78’s at 15F (the normal price was 60 F(including many
Sidney Bechet recordings on the Vogue label. Hugues Panassie said Sidney Bechet was OK, so my joy was
complete. On my 18th birtday my future wife bought me a portable record player on which I could play LP
and 45 rpm records. I was really on my way now and the first LP I bought was one by Louis Armstrong
containing 12 numbers recorded by the Hot Five. Soon I had LP’s by Jelly Roll Morton (the General solo
session), Sammy Price, early Ellington. Basie etc. According to Panassie I was listening to Te vrai jazz’,
the real jazz.
Much later 1 became aware how much the Belgian attitude towards jazz was influenced by the French
writers. The jazz world in France (and in Belgium of course) was divided in two camps bitterly opposed.
On one side were the followers of Panassie for whom jazz ended after the swing period. On the other side

of the fence were the followers of Charles Delaunay. Panassie and Delaunay had worked together a lot
before World War II. After the war Delauney became enchanted by the new developments in jazz when the
first records by Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie arrived in Europe. This meant the end of the
collaboration (for Panassie bebop was NOT jazz) and from then on it was real war between the two of
them.
Within the boundaries of this story it makes no sense to dwell further on Delaunay and his cohorts unless
to state that they were too busy with the new style of jazz to pay much attention to the revival of the New
Orleans style. A lot of time and energy was spent in the two leading French jazz magazines (Delaunay’s
‘Jazz Hot’ and Panassie’s ‘Bulletin du Hot Club de France’) by fighting each other. Although my natural
sympathy went to Panassie-1 was never too fond of bebop -1 have to say Jaz Hot’s polemics were much
funnier than Panassie’s. The latter was at his best when he was writing about something he liked. His
enthusiasm was the kind that would send you to your record shelves to play again the records he was
raving about in purple prose. When he was writing about something he disliked he became mean, vulgar
and very childish. His favourite nickname for Delaunay and his friends was Tes zazotteux’ which meant
exactly nothing. The other side called Panassie Te pape de Montauban’ (the pope of Montauban, after the
village where Panassie’lived) and this nickname was full of meaning. Indeed the Hot Club de France had
become more of a religeous sect than a democratic jazzclub. The members were expected to accept all of
Panassie'’s ideas without any reservation. Those who had the nerve to say or write something which was
not completely in accordance with these ideas were excommunicated without any chance of redemption
unless they were willing to confess their errors in public. Panassie was a real fanatic and sometimes his
behaviour was really funny. Somewhere in the sixties (and I am jumping ahead of my story now) I had
been reading some issues of the Bulletin borrowed from a friend, and 1 wanted to subscribe. The only way
to get the Bulletin was to become a member of the Hot Club de France. So I wrote to Panassie, showing
exagerated respect, and asked to become a member of the club. The ‘pope’ didn’t answer himself but 1
received a letter from Madeleine Gautier, his life companion and most faithful disciple. Madeleine wrote
me that it was imusal to become a member unless you were introduced by two regular members; in my
case, because I showed so much respect, they were prepared to make an exception. The only thing I had to
do (besides paying my membership dues of course) was to promise that I never would talk in public about
bebop as being jazz!
‘■Where is Bunk in all this?” I can hear you think. Well, that’s exactly the point: Bunk was nowhere in
Panassie’s world.. Strangely enough, while he was always waving the New Orleans flag in all his writings,
Panassie took no interest at all in the revival. A possible reason for this attitude could be found in his
character. In 1938 he had been in New York for 5 months (this resulted in his best book ‘Cinq mois a New
York’) trying to start a kind of New Orleans revival around Sidney Bechet, Tommy Fadnier and, strangely
enough, Milton “Mezz” Mezzrow, one of the few white jazz musician he considered to be equal to their
black colleagues. Although they made some fine recordings (not specifically pure New Orleans in
character) his efforts hadn’t the results he had expected, especially not in the States. When a couple of
years later some unknowns like Bill Russell and Gene Williams brought Bunk Johnson back out of oblivion
and even succeeded in making him the talk of New York for a while, all this without asking Panassie’s
blessing, the pope of Montauban decided that he would have nothing to do with all this nonsense. Fet’s
have a look what he had to say about Bunk in his ‘Dictionnaire du Jazz’: “He was rediscovered by
enthusiastic but misguided amateurs (Italics are mine! ) in 1941, made a number of records, played in
California and New York, and enjoyed a second but unfortunately undeserved fame. Johnson was
undoubtedly a remarkable musician in his youth, as all who heard him in New Orleans at the beginning of
the century have said (he could hardly ignore this after what his God, Fouis Armstrong, had said about
Bunk), but the records he made at the end of his life , the only ones he ever made, show neither swing or
invention nor any of the qualities which go to make up good jaz: trumpet." Fet’s see what he had to say

about George Lewis: “Enthusiasts of the ‘New Orleans revival’ have attributed to Him greater merits than
he can honestly be said to possess.” Big Jim comes off best: “Gained a certain fame by recording with
Bunk Johnson in the 1940’s. A mediocre soloist, but a good ensemble musician in New Orleans style
numbers.” How, for heaven’s sake, do you expect the young, naive jazz loving kid I was in those days, to
go out and look for records by these men? Add to this that Panassie had succeeded in surrounding himself
with a bunch of faithful disciples who propagated in France and in Belgium completely the same ideas.
Michel Perrin , for example, in his ‘Histoire du Jazz’ (Encyclopedic Larousse de poche - 1967) doesn’t
even mention George Lewis and says about Bunk: “They made him make records which, unluckily, don’t
give any idea about his past splendor”.
It’s time now for another in those series of coincidences I mentioned above. In 1959 I was studying
physical therapy in Antwerp. In the school was a basement room where we spent time between classes and
ate our lunch. In that room we had a record player. Those of us who had records at home brought them
along to play them on the old machine. One day a fellow student brought three funny looking 10” records
with him. The sleeves looked somewhat amateurish, the records were pressed on red vinyl and had a light
blue label; the label’s name was simply ‘American Music’ (LP 644 by Bunk and LP 639 and 645 by
George Lewis and Kid Shots, so that you know right away what I’m talking about). A fourth record
looked more ‘normal’, it was on the Philips label (which distributed Columbia in Europe in those days) and
the artist was again Bunk Johnson, the title ‘Last testament of a great New Orleans Jazzman’. To show
you I was already an ‘educated’jazz lover, I must say I was familiar with almost all the musicians who
were with Bunk on his last recording session, people like Ed Cuffee, Garvin Bushell and Don Kirkpatrick.
To show you my ignorance in the field of New Orleans music, I have to admit that, except for Bunk
himself and Baby Dodds, all of the musicians on the American Music LP’s were completely unknown to
me. You want to hear something funny? Looking at the photo of George Lewis on LP 639, where he is
wearing a parade cap, my first impression was that he was a policeman or a sailor!
After almost 40 years I can still feel the emotion I experienced when I first heard the American Music
records. I never had heard music like that but I knew right away that this was the music I had been looking
for. I asked if I could take the records home with me to listen to them properly and I could. I played them
again and again and the more I listened the more I loved what I heard. How much I had learned to love
Louis and Bechet and Morton, this music touched me more emotionally than everything I had heard
oefore. I couldn’t get enough of that strong, clear trumpet sound of Bunk, his style devoid of pyrotechnics
but with such an inner riches. The bitter-sweet tone of George Lewis made me shiver. I never heard a more
exciting trombone than Big Jim’s. On these records I really ‘heard’ Baby Dodds’s wonderful drumming. A
week later I was able to buy three of the four records because the owner needed money to go out in the
weekend. I was a poor student in those days. My parents gave me 5 F a day to buy two coffees. I drank
water and saved the 5 F. The price of a normal LP was 250 F, I remember I payed 100 F a piece for LP
644, LP 645 and the Philips LP by Bunk! I had to borrow the money from my parents...
Next coincidence. Two years later I was doing an apprenticeship at a local hospital, told one of the nurses
about my interest in jazz and found out that her husband was a jazz collector and would I like to come to
their house and meet him? That’s how I met my old friend Roger de Keersmaecker. Right on my first visit
he gave me a spare copy of American Music LP 643 by Bunk. I also took home a little book ‘Jazz - New
Orleans’ by Samuel B. Charters and a bunch of issues of Jazz Monthly, the best British magazine in those
days. Charters’ book became my new bible. In Jazz Monthly I read about recording sessions for Riverside
going on in New Orleans and somewhat later the first Icons began to arrive. Soon I was on the mailing list
of a British drummer, a guy called Barry Martyn, who had started his own record label called MONO. I
just missed the first issue which was already sold out. Limited editions were limited editions in those days.

If someone would have told me then, that twenty years later I would ask Bill Russell, the legendary man
behind American Music, to draw me a map to go to New Iberia to visit Bunk’s grave, I would have called
him a lunatic. How could I expect that I would spend hours and hours in that little apartment on Orleans
Street, year after year, listening to that same Bill Russell - who had become like a guru to me - telling
about George, Baby, Jelly and, most of all, about Bunk. Life has been good to me...
To close this little story, before I bore you all to death, one little snippet of new (?) information about
Bunk. When I was in New Iberia I visited the rice plant where Bunk had worked now and then. The man in
charge of the plant introduced us to an old black man who had worked there all his life. Oh sure, he had
known Bunk. He remembered hearing him play the saxophone in a local dance band (the Banner Band? He
couldn’t remember). “The saxophone” I asked “are you sure? Wasn’t it the trumpet or the tuba?” I mimed
both instruments. “No” he said “It was the saxophone” and he mimed that instrument. Bunk was reported
to hate saxophones - and so did Bill Russell! Did Bunk really play sax hi New Iberia?

‘

CORRECTIONS

1
San

Bunk Johnson
Big Bear, Oakland

Francisco 1943-04-12

Bunk Johnson (tpt) A1 Zohn (tpt) Turk Murphy (tbnl Ellis Horne (clt) Burt Bales (pno) Pat Patton (bjo) Squire
Girsback (bbs) Bill Dart (dins)
Unissued
Unissued
Unissued
Unissued

Ballin’ The Jack
Riverside Blues
Fidgety Feet
St Louis Blues

According to Bill Russell Maple Leaf Rag was also recorded but no copies have been found.
Hal Smith has pointed out that the tubaist on this session sounds a bit more like Dick Lammi than Girsback. The
session was recorded by Pat Patton on a 1927 transcription recorder.

2
The Yearba Buena recordings were recorded by David Rosenbaum - not Robinson. Please make a note in your copy ol
part 2 of the Bunk discography.

About the New Orleans 1942-06-11-session: Jazz Man(E)B8 should be (E)8 and (E)B9 should be (E)9.
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The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

Spring
(must've been late in) 1998

International
Association
of
Jazz
Record
Collectors. For $25 you get a very well produced
member's magazine and access to a large interna
tional network of jazz fans. Write to James Russell
Kirkham, 42 Clarkes Lane, Chilwell, Beeston.
Nottingham NG9 58L. England. Master Card and
VISA accepted.
Mike Dine, who runs the 504 Records - a label of
immense interest for people like us - is our
"Prominent member" in this issue. You will find
detailed information about (almost) all of his re
leases enclosed.

I must confess that every time we manage to get
another number out, it feels as if the heavens look
favourably at SBJS. And this time it's a bumber
issue that most probably will completely min our
postage costs budget. It you have any IRCs left lay
ing around - send them to us!

1945 was Bunk's most active year when it comes
to recordings. This is very obvious in part four of
our discography which runs for 14 pages. As usual
we appreciate all corrections and amendments.
Until Mike's and Barry's book come out, this is the
best Bunk discography in the world!

We wish to thank Jim Godbolt who came across
the article on Franz Jackson written by the late
James Asman and who arranged for B.J.I. to use it

PRES' RELEASE

in this issue.
During their convention in Sarasota. Florida, the
International
Association
of
Jazz
Record
Collectors honoured jazz journalist and SBJSmember Floyd Levin in their "Best Article Awards
for 1997" The award was for Levin’s documenta
tion of "The Palomar Ballroom Fire".
We congratulate Floyd and thank him at the same
time for his generous contributions to B.J.I. In
this issue we have two very interesting pieces on
Jelly Roll Morton. They have both been published
in New Orleans Music, but (and this never ceases
to amaze me) not all of our members subscribe to
that superb magazine.

So at last. This is the Spring Issue, delayed due to
circumstances we just couldn't foresee or do
anything about. But here it is. For the first time

You could, by the way, do worse than joining the
-

1-

since very long we will have to omit the very wel corned and highly prized transcriptions by our
distinguished member Tom Pauli. But he has
promised to "come back" in our Fall Issue with
a gem. I do believe him. So far I have never been

Lest in New Iberia. Arranged by people who
doesn't know too much about Bunk. I am
afraid. There was a second Funeral of Bunk,
(SIC) there was other activities and the whole
Fest ended in a Gala Bunk Dinner. I wonder

disappointed with his works. You are very very
welcomed, Tom!

what dear old Bunk himself would have said
about all this. So far I haven't heard from anyo
ne attending this fest. I had hoped that some
members of the Society (beeing in the area at
that time) would have been present. But I doubt
they were. But if we do hear something we'll
keep you informed.

Some years ago William Wagner, the brother of
Bill Russell visited us at the Annual Meeting of
this Society. He gave a marvelous lecture on his
Brother Bill. Nobody present will never forget it.

The last (?) news on the re-issuing of the Imperi
al Band is that Lars Edegran, distinguished
member of this society, has promised to have
the CD released before Christmas. When he
says so, 1 do trust him.

On April 7th there was the opening of an exhibi
tion at the Historic New Orleans Collection in
New Orleans on Bill Russell and his work. At the
same time a special edition of "The Southern
Quarterly" - a Journal of the Arts in the South (winter 1998) guest-edited by the curator of the
HNOC, Alfred E. Lemmon, was published. In
that mag'nificient magazine (highly recommen
ded to every member of this society) there is a
fantastic article by William Wagner, entitled "A
Brother remembers Bill Russell". You can easily
see that the nucleus of that article is his lecture
at the Bunk meeting in Stockholm. William has
veiy kindly permitted us to reprint the article in
this issue of B.J.I. We are very very pleased with
that and I hope you will all like it as much as I

Tom Lord's recommended Labour of Love " The
Jazz Discography" has reached Vol. 18. And it is
growing better and better. I am immensly im
pressed of his efforts. OK. there are errors (so
what!) but what a Discography!! You'll never
surpass it.
Another book I want to recommend is that by
Chris Hillman (a distinguished member) et al.
on Richard M. Jones. Very very good - and an
impressing discographical part - proof-read by
our experts (and members) Bo Scherman, Nils
Gunnar Anderby and Goran Eriksson.

do.
At the same time in New Orleans there was
another booklet issued by the Historic NO Col
lection: "JAZZ SCRAPBOOK: Bill Russell and

Albeit very controversial I do recommend & re
quest the members to read Ralph Collins book
"New Orleans Jazz: A Revised History", Vantage
Press 1996. I would very much welcome a di
scussion, a debate in this magazine about Col
lins thesis. We have got all the space you need.
Read it and please do come back with your opi
nions.

some Highly Musical Friends". Dealing with
Jelly Roll Morton. Louis Armstrong, Bunk John
son, Mahalia Jackson, Baby Dodds, Natty Domi
nique. Manuel Manetta and more. Highly recom
mended, to say the least.
When 1 visited New Iberia some 20 years ago
they didn't know at the Tourist Information who
Bunk Johnson was. The Great Son of the City.
But obviously they have learned, because at the
end of April there was held a Bunk Johnson

At last: I do hope you have all got a copy of the
American Music CD - 15. "Bunk Johnson plays
Popular Songs" You have never heard him in
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Jazz Band (Gothenburg).

better shape. (Maybe in Los Angeles in 1944)
And his trio-session (all 8 titles) are second to
none. Hard to beat. I think the music of this CD
will in full explain why there is such a thing as a

Ralph Collins' very talked about book NEW OR
LEANS JAZZ: A REVISED HISTORY (Vantage
Press, 1966) is presently being used as a text
book in Music History at University of Southern
California (head: prof. Alden Ashforth).

Swedish Bunk Johnson Society.
On a recently issued CD on the Verve label with
the eminent pianoman Ralph Sutton. Chris Al
bertson (the Bessie Smith bio- and discographer) has written the liner notes. But in the pre
sentation of the author of those liner notes you
can read: "Chris Albertson has recently comple
ted work on a massive volume on Jelly Roll Mor
ton: Letters, interviews and memoriabilia, to be
published by Kail Emil Rnudsen in Denmark.
The book has ben the province of William Wag
ner. lifelong Morton friend, fan and scholar, who
spent thirty years gathering Jellyana. Russell
died in 1992 before he could finish the work"
And this, dear members, is grossly misleading!
Bill Russell did complete the book before he
died, something he showed me and a lot of other
devotees. I think it is a pure scandal if Albertson
is trying to take credit of Bill Russell's labour;
his life’s work, you might say. I believe this to be
a mistake and that our distinguished member
Karl Knudsen will come up with an explanation.

The Board of Directors of the American Federa
tion of Jazz Societies has endorsed the selection
of pioneer record producer George Avakian as
the 1998 recipient of their Benny Carter Award.
George Avakian originated the concept of re
issuing jazz classics back in the '40s. His initial
Columbia albums created renewed interest in
the earlier work of Louis Armstrong, BLx Beider
becke, Bessie Smith, Duke Ellington and Earl
Hines. Avakian's early efforts triggered a world
wide revival of interest in Classic jazz
The Daily Iberian. New Iberia. La. published the
last known photograph of Bunk Johnson in
their March 25, 1998 issue. It was taken by
Jerry Wise, fresh out of journalism school, and
shows Bunk in his coffin with his trumpet. The
re's a story behind all this which we will come
back to at next annual meeting if you show an
interest.

DILL PICKLES

Christopher Hillman, who wrote a book about

In November last year, just after our Fall issue,
our venerable President Claes Ringqvist was
awarded the Louis Armstrong Memorial Prize at
the
historical
Mosebacke
Etablissement
in
Stockholm. Claes got the prize because of his in
spiring work as a historian, record collector, wri
ter and soul of fire in the field of traditional jazz
as well as his leadership of Barfota Jazz Men
(Sundsvall). The annual Louis Armstrong Memo
rial Prize was awarded for the 27th time. The
other two prize winners were Jack Lidstrom,
trumpet player and leader of Hep Cats (Stock
holm) since the late 40s and Nildas Carlsson,

Richard M. Jones, published by Cygnet Pro

Bunk some years ago, has written a book about
ductions. The book is recommended by our Pre
sident and can be ordered from Cygnet Produc
tions, P.O.Box 4, Tavistock, Devon PL 19 9YP.
UK.

Nalles Tradjazz is now on the internet. You can
find
this
great
record
service
http://www.stromstad.se/work/nalles.htm.

trombone player with the youthful Second Line
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at

mers 1937-1950 In Chronological Order" con
tains the two tracks (When I Move To The

NEW BUNK RECORDS

Sky/Nobody's Fault But Mine) with Sister Lottie
Peavey, Bunk and Yerba Buena from 1944.
(Your discography, yes. yes!)

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

MIKE DINE
494552550970

I first became interested in 'Traditional' Jazz in
the mid 1950's and heard the bands of Ken Colyer. Bob Wallis, Acker Bilk etc at different venu
es such as the Hot Club of London. Studio 51,
100 Oxford Street etc. During the late 1950's
early 1960's I was lucky enough to hear the visi
ting American Bands and musicians including
Louis Armstrong, George Lewis. Kid Ory etc. At
the same time I started my record collection,
probably the first 78 RPM was Darktown Strut
ters Ball/Saints by Bunk Johnson's New Orle
ans Band on H.M.V.. the first 12" LP was the
Climax session - George Lewis and his New Or
leans Stompers on Vogue. My entire collection
was and still is comprised of recordings of New

The long awaited Bunk Johnson Plays Popular
Songs, American Music AMCD-15 is here at
last. It contains all the trio recordings from 3
June 1946 and no less than eight previously
unissued tracks from 1944/45. You'll need to
add the following masters to last issue’s disco
graphy: 105. 106 and 515.
Document Records of Austria has issued a CD
called "Bunk Johnson 1942/1945 - In Chrono
logical Order". DOCD-1010. It contains the two
rehearsal tests from 11 June 1942 (correct your
discography). The complete Jazz Information

Orleans bands or New Orleans style bands (UK).

session from Oct 1942 (yes - you guessed it correct your discography), the four "Statiras"
tracks and Basin Street Blues with Louis Armst
rong and his Jazz Foundation Six. The two latter
sessions are noted in this issue's discography.

I made my first trip to New Orleans in 1970 and
with the exception of two separate years visited
every year to date, latterly making two trips a
year. Before and after my first New Orleans trip I
made recordings of different New Orleans style
bands in England and also different New Orle

For some reason Johnny Parth of Document Re

ans musicians when they toured with 'local'
bands, including Kid Thomas Valentine and
Louis Nelson. During this period I was connec
ted with NOLA Records which was founded by
Tom Stagg, Charlie Crump and Alan Ward and I
also started the 'CARROT' label with Brian B'
Minter who led the semi-professional GOTHIC
Band in England.
Towards the end of the 1970's I was not too im-

cords cut the introduction (eight bars) from Ca
reless Love (Statiras session). (Information from
Tom Pauli).
Franklin Street Blues from Jazz Information has
also been issued on a double CD called The
Commodore Story. CDM 24002. (Information
from P-0 KarlstrOm).
Document DOCD-5463 "Great Gospel Perfor
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pressed with the majority of recordings that
were made in New Orleans and felt that the mu
sicians involved were much better than their re
cordings. In 1978 whilst in New Orleans I made
up a band around the trombonist Wendell Euge

"MADE IN AMERICA"
A Tribute to Bill Russell
William "Bill" Russell, one of the most respected
persons among the collectors and fans of New
Orleans jazz around the world, was a very uni
que person. This is verified in the very interes
ting exhibition "Made in America" now on view
at The Historic New Orleans Collection's Gallery
at 533 Royal Street in New Orleans until 31 Oc
tober 1998. During a visit to New Orleans last
April I had the pleasure to see the exhibition.

ne with almost entirely New Orleans musicians
and produced an LP that was also recorded at a
local studio in the City. This was actually a 'one
off project basically to prove a point and I had
n't any particular thoughts of making any more
recordings.
However, in reality I have organised and subse
quently produced recordings made in New Orle
ans (with the exception of 1980) every year from

Bill Russell collected for more that 50 years all
kind of things related to the development of jazz
in New Orleans. In his collection you will find
among other things sheet music, records, books,
concert programmes, tickets, magazines, taped
interviews, photos and letters from musicians.

1978 to 1989 and as yet unreleased recordings
also made in New Orleans during the 1990's for
my '504' label. I have also during my New Orle
ans trips purchased earlier sessions that I con
sider to have merit, mostly New Orleans jazz
that either have or will be released in due cour
se. '504' is actually the telephone area code for
New Orleans which I adopted because the likes
of Delta. Climax. New Orleans etc had already
been used. Finally all the releases on 504 have
at least one New Orleans musician present on
the recording and for this reason I now have a
subsidary label - DINE - A - MITE JAZZ - to ac
comodate recordings that do not include a New
Orleans musician but feature a New Orleans

"Made in America" is an exhibition based on a
few of the about 36.000 items from Bill Russell's
collection, which after his death in August 1992
was purchased by The Historic New Orleans
Collection and now forms a part of their archive
as The William Russell Jazz Collection.
After a visit to this exhibition you get a better
understanding of all the fascinating work Bill
Russell did. The exhibition starts with his Certi
ficate of Baptism dated October 29, 1905 in
Canton, Missouri and ends with a plaque. Inter
national Association of Jazz Record Collectors
Award, which was presented to him the day be
fore his death. In between you can follow his
own musical experiences in the 1920's as a clas
sically trained musician and composer playing
Chinese percussion instruments and then his
interest for Jelly Roll Morton, Bunk Johnson,
Mahalia Jackson and Manuel Manetta. Of cour
se one part of the exhibition is dedicated to his
own record label American Music as well as a
part giving some examples of what he collected
in general.

style band.
Currently I aim to produce around sLx CDs a
year which include the Larry Borenstein Collec
tion, a series recorded from the late 1950’s to
the early 1960's at Preservation Hall, when it
was an Art Gallery and selected Ken Colyer ses
sions of behalf of the Ken Colyer Trust. I am also
engaged in reissuing some 24 LP albums from
the 504 catalogue in extended CD format. Even
tually I would expect the 504/DINE-A-MITE ca
talogues to number around 100 releases in
total.
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This is not a silent exhibition. When looking at
the things connected to Jelly Roll Morton you
can hear his music played from loudspeakers
above and when looking at the American Music
records there are of course music played from
one of the recordings Bill Russell made for his
own label in New Orleans in the mid 1940's.
Of special interest for the SBJS-members in
this exhibition is the part devoted to Bunk Jo
hnson. There you will find among other things
some rare photos, posters, tickets to Stuyvesant
Casino and Bunk's own signet-ring.
"It's not a comprehensive survey of the Bill
Russell collection. It's just a glimpse into one
man's utterly fascinating, incredibly rich life",
says Dr. Alfred E. Temmon, organizer of this ex
hibition and Curator of manuscripts at the
Historic New Orleans Collections.
Many of us saw Bill Russell sitting in the carri
ageway at Preservation Hall or heard him play
his violin with the New Orleans Ragtime Or
chestra. Some had the privilege of meeting him
in person and to speak with him. But 1 guess
very few of us really know the person Bill Rus
sell and his great and broad interest in the tra
dition of New Orleans jazz and its roots. This ex
hibition is a fine tribute to the man who for
more than 50 years made such a lot for the pre
servation of the New Orleans jazz tradition and
to whom we all are very grateful.
Bjorn Barnheim

Two books has been published in conjunction
with the Bill Russell exhibition.
"Jazz Scrapbook: Bill Russell and Some Highly
Musical Friends" is an informal collection of
nine essays and 66 (many of them rare) photos.
The book gives a reflection of Bill Russell's work
and a sampling of the vast amount of informa
tion in the William Russell Jazz Collection. The
text is based on documents in this collection

and explores Bill Russell's relationships with
Jelly Roll Morton, Touis Armstrong, Bunk John
son, Mahalia Jackson. Baby Dodds, Natty Domi
nique and Fess Manetta.
"Bill Russell: An American Ensemble" is a spe
cial feature issue of the Southern Quarterly de
voted to the pioneering jazz collector. It has nine
articles about Bill Russell written by among ot
hers his own brother William Frederick Wagner,
Bruce Boyd Raeburn. Dr. Alfred E. Temmon and
Barry Martyn.
Both books are available from:
The Historic New Orleans Collection
533 Royal Street
New Orleans
Eouisiana 70130-2179

Internet
You can find The Historic New Orleans Collec
tion
on
Internet
under
the
address:
http://www.hnoc.org.

JAZZ FESTIVAL - 1964 Style
by Hal Smith
I am sure that a majority of my fellow SBJS
members have either performed at or attended
jazz festivals in the US. Furthermore, I would
bet that many have been desillusioned by the
experience. They may have been unable to hear
any groups playing "the truth". Or they might
have performed with a first-class traditional
band only to be ignored. As festivals continue to
multiply like rabbits, their focus seems to be
shifting away fom music to entertainment. I
often think about the first festival I went to, in
1964. It provided me with enough musical inspi
ration to last a lifetime. If contemporary traditio
nal bands could have had this same experience,
might they have been inspired to play different
today? Would current-day jazz fans have diffe
rent standards for what constitutes a great per
formance at a festival?

floated by next, with Percy and Willie Humph
rey, Big Jim Robinson, Emanuel Sayles, Placide
Adams and Cie Frazier!

Beginning in the early 60s, longtime Jazz fan
Walt Disney presented an annual event at his
Disneyland amusement park in Anaheim, Cali
fornia. For several years "Dixieland At Disney
land" featured top names in classic jazz in a fa
mily setting, available to all ages. Now, looking
at the Dixieland at Disneyland programs, I can
rememeber the music clearly. Especially the
1964 event...

Across the "River Of America" a small palladium
had been built for the festival. As Sweet Emma's
keelboat disappeaed. the lights on the river dim
med and bright lights illuminated the palladium
stage. BEN POLLACK and his PICK-A-RIB BOYS
struck up "That's a Plenty" featuring the leader
on drums with Dick Cary-trumpet: Abe Lincolntrombone; Bob McCracken-clarinet; Don Owenspiano and Ira Westley on bass, with the Burch
Mann dancers doing a mad charleston across
the floor. As the band swung into outchorus, the
Disney Special Effects Department made the
stage "catch fire" from the hot music.

Portable bleachers had been erected in "Frontierland" facing the"River Of The Americas". There
was to be a special program called "All That
Jazz", with cameo appearances by each band
playing the festival. The program was narrated
Frank Bull, who had co-produced the famous
"Dixieland Jubilees" in Los Angeles in the 40s
and 50s. There was a pre-concert show, fea
turing the Elliot Brothers Orchestra and the
Clara Ward Gospel Singers. Then, at 9.00 p.m.
sharp, a keelboat rounded the bend in front of
the reviewing stands. On the top deck were the
'YOUNG MEN FROM NEW ORLEANS" with Mike
DeLay-trumpet;
Paid
Bames-clarinet;
Harvey
Brooks-piano: and Alton Redd-drums. Their gu
ests for the weekend were KID ORY and JOHN
NY ST. CYR! They played a version of "Muskrat
Ramble" which was literally unforgettable! The
stellar band anchored long enough to accompa
ny the Burch Mann Dancers for "A New Orleans

The onstage lights faded, except for the glow of
the flames. Suddenly another keelboat appea
red, bathed in red lights with the crew's fire
houses spraying cascades of water. On the top
deck - who else? the FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS
TWO played a stomping version of "Blues My
Naughty Sweetie Gives To Me", with leader Ward
Kimball on trombone: Danny Alguire-comet; Ge
orge Probert-soprano sax; Frank Thomas-piano;
Dick Roberts-banjo: Don Kinch-tuba: and Eddie
Forrest-drums.
As the FH5's boat floated into the distance, the
lightning on the river changed to a dramatic
blue as the final keelboat approached, bearing
LOUIS ARMSTRONG and his ALL-STARS.
Thankfully the boat moved slow enough for the
band to play "Sleepy Time Down South" with the
leader playing and singing! The All Stars for

Fish Fry".
Next. SHARKEY BONANO and his KINGS OF
DIXIELAND hove into view on another keelboat.
Along with the leader on trumpet, Paul
Crawford-trombone;
Harry
Shields-clarinet;
Stan Mendelson-piano; Chink Martin-tuba; and
drummer Monk Hazel made up another all-star
lineup. As they passed the bleachers. I recall
that they played "At The Jazz Band Ball" with
incredible drive.

this occasion were: Big Chief Russell Mooretrombone: Joe Darensburg-clarinet; Billy Kyle—
piano; Glen Thompson-banjo and guitar; Arvell
Shaw-bass; and Danny Barcelona-drums.
The program from 1964 lists a "Grand Finale",
but I was too dazed to remember who or what
was involved in this!

The Young Men and Bonano groups alone would
have been worth the price of admission. But
there was more! SWEET EMMA and her band
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ted he was very ill and would probably not play
the piano. Garland selected Buster Wilson, an
apprentice of Morton's two decades before, to
stand by.

Luckily, I was able to attend more "Dixieland At
Disneyland" weekends, in 1965, 1968 and 1970.
The music was always memorable. Ory, St Cyr,
Armstrong, Sweet Emma and the Firehouse Five
made return engagements. Some of the other
bands in the ensuing years were those of Santo
Pecora. Wild Bill Davison, Turk Murphy. Bob
Crosby, Doc Evans, Teddy Buckner, Bob ITavens
and the Dukes of Dixieland. Individual musici
ans who appeared with these groups included:
Buster Bailey, Eddie Miller. Thomas Jeffersson,
Alton Purnell, Art Hodes, Barney Bigard, Tyree
Glenn, Nick Fatool, Stan Wrightsman, Tudie
Garland, Ray Leatherwood, Smokey Stover.
Jerry Fuller, Johnny Guamieri, Morty Corb and
many others.

The saga of Jelly Roll's arduous cross country
trip towing a second car through snow packed
roads has been carefully documented in Alan
Lomax's book "Mister Jelly Lord", published in
the early '50s.
By the time he arrived, the band was ready. It
included: Mutt Carey and Pee Wee Brice, trum
pets, Kid Ory and Jug Everly, trombones, Theo
dore Bonner, Robert Gamer and Alfonso George,
saxophones, Atwell Rose, violin. Bud Scott, gui
tar, Ed Garland, bass. Minor Hall, drums.
Buster Wilson would play piano and Jelly was to
conduct.

What if "Dixieland At Disneyland's" high musi
cal standards could be revived? Unfortunately,
we can no longer hear- most of the pioneer musi

The newly assembled Jelly Roll Morton or
chestra rehearsed for several weeks at the Elks
Hall on Central Avenue. Morton had written
many new numbers for the record date he clai
med was scheduled.

cians in person. But their recordings are readily
available. If musicians and fans learned to ap
preciate the great jazz of the past, might the qu
ality of performances at future festivals actully
begin to improve? It would be wonderful if more
people could be exposed to the same kind of
musical excitement I experinced at Disneyland
34 years ago.

"Those arrangements were very interesting".
Garland told me. "Jelly was aware that some of
his tunes were being successfully played by the
swing bands - Goodman had a hit record of his
'King Porter Stomp' and Lionel Hampton's 'Shoe
Shiner Drag' was heard every day on the radio.
He thought he would show these swing bands
how his music should be played. He had written
parts for four trumpets and five saxophones, but
he revised the arrangements to fit the smaller
band I had put togetherfor him."

THE SAGA OF JELLY ROLL MOR
TON’S ILL-FATED FINAL RECORDING
DATE.
by Floyd Levin
During the Fall of 1940, Ed Garland, veteran
bassist with Kid Ory's Creole Jazz Band, recei
ved a very interesting phone call. It was Jelly
Roll Morton, in New York. The great pianistcomposer’s godmother recently died and he was
coining west to handle her estate. While in the
area, he wanted to rehearse a large New Orleans
band for a recording session.

Morton's health deteriorated rapidly and he was
hospitalized in the Spring of 1941. Garland con
tinued rehearsing the band for Morton until
Jelly's death.

He asked Garland to locate the best possible
players for the rehearsals. Since Morton indica

Unfortunately
Jelly's
final
recording
session
never took place. He died on July 10, 1941, en
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ding his dream to resume a prominent position
in contemporary popular music.

have sounded. It is regrettable that Jelly Roll
Morton's last writings will probably never be
located.

He was buried in Calvary Cemetary in Los Ange
les. The pall bearers included Kid Ory. Mutt
Carey. Fred Washington and Ed Garland. The
grave remained unmarked until 1950 when the
newly-formed Southern California Hot Jazz Soci
ety helped arrange for a marker to be placed on
the grave. (It will require a separate article to
properly delineate the intricacies of that unusu
al situation,)
An ironic twist of fate denied an opportunity for
me to own the arrangements Morton wrote for
that anticipated record date. His handwritten
scores remained in Buster Wilson's front room
for almost a decade. They were in a large trunk
draped with a silk shawl and topped with a tar
nished lamp. Buster promised to sort through
the trunk "one day" and promised to give me
those old manuscripts. I repeatedly reminded
him of his offer, but he never managed to open
the trunk.
After Buster's death. I informed his widow. Carmelita. of the promise. I discretely called her se
veral times but she seemed reluctant to give me
the manuscripts.The phone eventually was dis
connected. Carmelita moved, and apparently left
the city. It was never possible to contact her
again.

JELLY

ROLL

MORTON

INDUCTED

INTO THE ROCK AND ROLL HALL OL
LAME.

Garland told me that none of the musicians re
ceived payment for the lengthy rehearsals. Alt
hough his memory was usually very sharp, he
could not recall the
hearsed. Also, I was
formation regarding
might have arranged
cordings.

titles of the tunes they
never able to obtain any
a firm with whom
to issue the proposed

re
in
Jelly
re

To my knowledge, this is the only published
documentation about Jelly's last jazz band. We
can only speculate on how those records might

By Floyd Levin
"Musicians usually hate to give credit, but they
will say: 'I heard Jelly Roll play it first!'"
(Jelly Roll Morton in a letter to Down Beat Magazine.
1938.)

Residents of East Los Angeles were annoyed by
an intense whirring sound. It was not a helicop
ter or a group of gardeners using gas-driven leaf

Roll!"

blowers. The noise was traced to Calvary Cemetary and finally at Grave 4, Lot 347, Section N Jelly Roll Morton's burial place. The whirl bene
ath the bronze marker was the great jazz
pianist-composer twirling in his grave!

Modesty was not one of Morton's attributes. He
claimed he invented jazz and blues. He also took
credit for originating wire brushes and adapting
"Tiger Rag" from a French quadrille. According
to his own assessments, scat singing was anot
her innovation, and no one before him used a
washboard or string bass on a recording.

Monday evening January 12, 1998, on the
Channel 5 News, a video clip from WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York City carried a see
mingly
absurd
announcement.
Morton
was

Apparently, he also unwittingly contributed to
the momentous musical upheaval in the '50s
that forever altered the course of popular music.
Morton would surely have included this achieve
ment in his boastful pronouncements - unfortu
nately he died before the movement began.

posthumously inducted into the "Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame"! The TVs Closed Captions rolling
beneath the picture identified him as "Jelly Roll"
Martin!
A few days later, the Los Angeles Times confir
med the announcement with a two-paged spre
ad about the 13th annual black-tie event. Scan
ning the lengthy article. I zipped past such
disturbing names as the Eagles, Fleetwood Mac.
the Rolling Stones and the Mamas and the
Papas. (Have those monikers ever appeared on
these pages before?)

Elvis Presley was only six years old when Mor
ton died in 1941. During that year, an unknown
singer, Lil Green, made the first recordings that
eventually changed the industry's terminology
from "race records" to "Rock and Roll". Fourteen
years later, Bill Haley and the Comets ignited
the R & R fuse with "Rock Around the Clock",
and 22 years elapsed before the Beatles earliest
success.

I briefly glanced at million-selling titles like
“Hotel California". Say You Love Me", "Stagger
Lee", "Be-Bop-a-Lule" and "California Dreamin ”.
There was no mention of Morton's "King Porter
Stomp". "Jelly Roll Blues", "The Pearls". "Milenburg' Joys" or "Wolverine Blues" - wonderful
tunes from the fertile mind of jazz's first great
composer.

The fabolously successful Rolling Stones were
greatly influenced by the black singer Muddy
Waters - their name was inspired by his tune
"Rolling Stone Blues" back in 1963. The Beatles
worked their way to world wide fame emulating
sounds heard on early race records.

Finally, buried within the article, 1 located a
The above stars probably drew their inspiration

bried reference to "Atlantic Records’ founder
Ahmet Ertegun's passionate salute to jazz great
Jelly Roll Morton, who was honored in the Early
Influence Category."

from the various musical mutations that follo
wed Jelly's lead. Apparently his influence did
spawn a teenage culture, propel the R & R
surge, and launch careers that earned millions
for individuals and groups.

The astonishing announcement of the award
added additional credence to Jelly Roll Morton's
enduring influence. The echo of his assertion to

In view of Morton's selection as an "Early Influ ence" on the Rock and Roll adventure, jazz scho
lars. who have carefully chronicled his formi
dable achievements, can now add a footnote to

have "played it first” has attracted generations of
listeners to a broad range of music. Now, that
also includes - excuse the expression: "Rock and
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other Bluesmen who were operating around
Windy City. Back again we were treated to some
fine Franz Jackson tapes whilst we dined off
ham cured with hickory, fresh salad and warm

their findings.
At the peek of the R & R era, the record industry
flourished with hit after hit by youthful idols att
racting a rebellious young audience. Some of
those rock groups, now middle aged, are still re
cording and their CDs exceed the sales of alia
musical categories. Touring the world, they con
tinue
breaking
attendance
records
wherever
they perform.

farm bread, all from Franz' parents' farm out in
the country. In the evening we visited the fa
mous chief of S & D Records, John Steiner, who
played more fine recordings which included not
only Franz himself but such Chicago gigants as
rare Jimmie Noone. Lil Armstrong, Marty Gross
and Art Hodes. It was already evident the high
regard that fellow musicians and jazz buffs alike
held for Franz but his talents as a bandleader
were revealed on the last night of our stay when
we drove out on the Congress Expressway to the
Red Arrow Jazz Club, housed in an old ex-Al Ca
pone hangout at Stickney, Illinois. Every Friday
and Saturday night, extending until nearly 4
o’clock in the morning, Franz Jackson and the

The earliest appearance of the phrase "Rock and
Roll", a 1934 ballad by Richard Whiting, was the
title of a record that year by the Boswell Sisters.
Five years later, a much earthier song, "Rock
and Rollin' Daddy" was recorded by blues singer
Merline Johnson using the pseudoman "The Yas
Yas Girl". Successfully spoofing the craze, Kay
Starr hit the top of the charts in 1956 with
“Rock and Roll Waltz".

Original All-Star Jass Band play exciting and
authentic traditional jazz music. Bob Shoffner.
one of the great vintage trumpeters who served
his apprenticeship alongside King Oliver, Satch-

The Times article mentioned a date when the
two-hour videotaped award program was sche
duled as a nationwide TV special. Rather than
watch the dreary induction ceremonies. I spent
the evening listening to some of Morton's brilli
ant Red Hot Peppers recordings.
Reports from East Los Angeles
whirring sounds have subsided.

indicate

mo, Johnny and Baby Dodds. Kid Ory, Earl
Hines and Lil Hardin-Armstrong. led the classic
ensemble and was featured in exquisite hom va
riations on the Blues and several classic pieces.
John Thomas was the trombonist with an equ
ally impressive pedigree which started back in
1923 and covered such bands as Erskine Tate
(1927/28), Freddie Keppard (1929). Cassino
Simpson (1931), Reuben Reeves (1933), McKin
ney's Cotton Pickers (1934), made a tour with
Nat "King" Cole in the Spring of 1937 and con
cluded a distinguished career with Franz and
the Jass All-Stars from 1960 to '65.

the

FRANZ JACKSON
By James Asman (Feb. 1982)
I first met Franz Jackson back in 1961 at his
home in the suburb of Dowagiac on the out
skirts of Chicago. Virginia, Franz' friendly, char
ming wife, met me at the bus station and took

Bill Oldham was the tuba player and Lawrence
Dixon the banjoist, both linked with some of the
greatest classic bands of jazz history. Richard
Curry, once with Doc Cooke, was the drummer,
and Rozelle Claxton was the pianist. The Franz
Jackson Original Jass All-Stars brought back to
life the true flavour of New Orleans jazz, fresh
out of the riverboats, the theatre pits and the

us home by cab. We were made at home imme
diately, and a beaming Franz, well built with
crisp black hair surmounting a chubby brown
face, added to his warm welcome by driving me
down around 63rd Street to search out Muddy
Waters. Magic Sam, Roosevelt Sykes and a few
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first formed the Original Jass All-Stars in 1956.
meanwhile making various records for Jazzology
and other labels, including his own Pinnacle
mark.

dance pavilions. And Franz Jackson, playing
clarinet and providing the arrangements, was
the leader and the inspiration.
Franz talked about his early days to Stanley
Dance. "The first group I played with, and got a
little money from, was on a boat that ran from
Jackson Park to the Pier, here in Chicago. They
used to pass the hat around. It was no great
thing, and I wouldn't call that a professional
start. When I really got hired was with A1 Wynn,
Punch Miller and Albert Ammons. We used to
get on a truck and go around advertising those
excursions that went to New Orleans and Mem
phis. That was really my first job. and playing
saxophone. Clarinet was such a hard instru
ment, and the saxophone kept growing in popu
larity. Unless you could really blow clarinet, the
guys wouldn't tolerate you. and I couldn't play it
that well then."

Franz Jackson, with such a wealth of experience
behind him. now travels as a featured soloist
and singer, playing a warmly melodic clarinet, a
swinging tenor reminiscent of the late Chu
Berry, and a bracing, fluent soprano. He has al
ready been featured on record, especially on his
latest Pinnacle album, not only as an impressive
reedman and soloist but as an entertaining jazz
vocalist usually spiced by an errant sense of hu
mour. He now visits Britain for the first time
and his itinery, from May 2nd opens at the fa
mous 100 Club in Oxford Street, London, and
he is fully booked for the whole two weeks en
ding the weekend of May 15 th/ 16th.

FOOD, PRIDE AND BUNK
by Hakan Soderberg

He talked a lot about the old days when we met
again in London last year. "I always had itchy
feet." he confessed. "I was never satisfied where I
was at. I always wanted something else, and I
guess that's why I never got to be as well known
as others." In fact the list of his major jobs, be
ginning with the Cassino Stampers in 1931 and
Carroll Dickerson the following year, is almost a
history of jazz itself. He worked with Reuben
Reeves in 1933, back with Dickerson in '34,
played for a year with Jimmie Noone, briefly in
the Fletcher Henderson orchestra in the mid
thirties and then joined Roy Eldridge in Chicago,
moving for a year to New York between 1939
and '40. He played, arranged and recorded for
the fine Earl "Fatha" Hines orchestra from then
and through 1941. He then toured with Fats
Waller for a year and, during the forties, worked
spasmodically for Cootie Williams. Pete Brown,
Frankie Newton. Eldridge and. commencing in
1944, had quite a long stay with the Wilbur de
Paris band. At the end of hostilities he made a
U.S.O. tour with Jesse Stone, remaining with

Joe Calm

Starter
"What kind of soup is this?" I asked, after ha
ving perused the menu.
"It's g'oood", replied the waitress, with a very
long 'ooo'. Her right hand made a circular move
ment around her stomach and her whole face lit
up. Clearly, this was no empty sales talk. She

various U.S.O. shows until the early 1950s. He
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Here’s a quote from the book:

meant every word of it. In fact, she’d have liked
to have sat down and eaten some of that soup
right there and then. I can see her now. positive
ly beaming with joy and pride about the food
she was hoping to serve.

"As our friends and family gather together to
enjoy a bowl of Chicken and Hot Sausage File
Gumbo or a bowl of Artichoke Bisque, it becomes
a time to celebrate our being together and the
bounty of the good earth. We linger with a glass
of wine and share our thoughts, dreams and
news of the day's activities. And feeling too plea
santly full to move, we find ourselves reflecting
on last night’s good dinner or planning tomor
row 's lunch or dinner."

This happened at Sebastian's, a charming little
restaurant in a covered yard, filled with plants,
on St Philip Street. I met the same attitude, ho
wever, all over New Orleans, even given the fact
that the food here is different wherever you go.
There are French basics, Spanish variations, Af
rican cooking methods, Red Indian fresh produ
ce and recipes from around the world - yes, even
from Sweden. In more than one cookbook, I
have found Veal Oscar (or "Kalvfile Oskar" in
Swedish). But the pride - the Creole culinary ex
perience's common denominator
- permeates
both the cooking and consuming stages, and the
Creole joy of eating is unmistakable.

As you can see, food never strays far from peo
ple’s thoughts.
There are also cookery schools in New Orleans.
Tourists can follow Joe Cahn at the New Orleans
School of Cooking or Susan Murphy at the Coo
kin' Cajun Cooking School as they embark on a
journey among the pots and pans, proclaiming
their thoughts and ideas in a highly entertaining
manner.

Main course
Local fresh produce has always been in good
supply. There's fish and shellfish from the sea,
bayous and rivers, an abundance of vegetables
and spices, and - although this may apply more
to the old days - wild game. The raw materials in
themselves don't have to be expensive. Louis
Armstrong's mother prepared red beans in the
most unpretentious fashion. But the taste later
drove Louis to describe it in his autobiography,
and many other jazz celebrities also wrote or

"My body is not a health center" maintains Joe
Cahn. "It is an amusement park. The people of
New Orleans do not finish eating merely because
they are full, but because they are too tired to
carry on. And some do not even stop then!"
Joe also shares with us his thoughts about how
food should be served:
"How often do we not excuse ourselves in front
of our guests, apologizing that the food did not

sang about their moments of culinary magic.
I have video footage of Kumba Williams when,
on a visit to our home last year, she showed us
her way of cooking red beans. What a perfor
mance! She not only gave us a lesson in cookery
but in the joy of food.

live up to our expectations. Instead, we should
be saying the opposite. We should convey with
force that we've never succeeded with this dish
like that particular night. The guests will believe
us and the food will taste even better." After
these lectures, you can wander into the shop
that belongs to the school and buy all the spices
and sauces necessary to go home and cook what
Joe refers to unabashedly as the world's best
food.

Creole-bom Leon E. Soniat, collected his best
recipes in the book "La Bouche Creole". In it he
also pays tribute to his mother's and grandmot
her's culinary expertise. Leon's widow. June So
niat, gave us the sequel "La Bouche Creole II".
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The typical New Orleans food, the food which
actually captures the atmosphere of New Orle
ans, is a Gumbo or a Beef Daube eaten in an
unpretentious restaurant. An alligator sausage
at the French Market, for example, or a muffuletta from Central Grocery. Or how about a few
oysters with chili sauce, horseradish and freshly
squeezed lemon at one of the city’s oyster bars?
Needless to say, the oysters in New Orleans are
bigger and juicier than anywhere else.
And Bunk? Well, in his book "Kreor, Gunnar
Harding tells us that Bunk’s mother, Theresa
Johnson, ran a restaurant, and as a child. Bunk
helped out in the kitchen. This know-how came
in handy when he was later employed as Weeks
Hall's caretaker at the manor Shadows-on-theTeche.He befriended the house's English Setter,
and was soon cooking some seriously spicy
dishes for his canine companion. The old plan
tation owner was also given a taste, which resul
ted in Bunk's immediate appointment as chef.
Others have also witnessed Bunk's culinary ex
pertise and spicing abilities.
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Dessert
Members' email:
Another quote from June Soniat:

hazeldin(« dircon.co. uk

"Although Creole Food is always flavorful. filling
and often quite spicy, we would consider the
meal incomplete without a sweet dessert to top

Send in yours!

it off."
But
diet-conscious,
weight-watching
Swedes
might probably opt for a low-calory alternative:
*"One Sweet Letter From You", for example, re
corded in New York on 6 December 1945. It do
esn't get much better than that, anyway
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PERFORMANCES
JELLY ROLL! STARRING VERNEL BAGNERIS
The acclaimed off-Broadway evening with Ferdinand "Jelly Roll" Morton
Presented in cooperation with the Tennessee Williams/New Orleans Literary Festival - S25.CO.
April 16, 17. 18, 19, 22, 23, 24 at 8 p.m.
Matinee: Sunday, April 19, at 2 p.m.
Le Petit Theatre, 616 St. Peter St.
Tickets: 504-522-9958

JELLY ROLL’S "BIG NEW BAND"
Dance music by Jelly Roll Morton — unpublished and never before performed — big band compositions
from the William Russell Jazz Collection at the Historic New Orleans Collection.
Don Vappie and the Creole Jazz Serenaders Orchestra - S20.C0.
April 29, 30, and May 1 at 8 p.m.
Le Petit Theatre, 616 St. Peter St.
Tickets: 504-522-9958

HEAR JELLY ROLL'S "BIG NEW BAND” AT THE JAZZ FEST
Dance music by Jelly Roll Morton — unpublished and never before performed — big band compositions
from the William Russell Jazz Collection at the Historic New Orleans Collection.
Don Vappie and the Creole Jazz Serenaders Orchestra.
Sunday, May 3
Check New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival Program Guide for stage and time.

HOT NEW BOOKS
JAZZ SCRAPBOOK: BILL RUSSELL AND SOME HIGHLY MUSICAL FRIENDS
Jelly Roll Morton, Louis Armstrong, Bunk Johnson, Manalia Jackson,
Baby Dodds, Natty Dominique, and Fess Manetta — a roll call of the early jazz greats
in an important new book on New Orleans music.
Nine essays and 66 rare photographs give an intimate, backstage view of the jazz world
documented by the William Russell Jazz Collection. 152 pages - S9.95.

BILL RUSSELL: AN AMERICAN ENSEMBLE
A special issue of the Southern Quarterly
devoted to the pioneering jazz collector. 148 pages - $10.00.
At the Shop at the Collection and at local bookstores.

Visit the Collection on the Net at w-ww.hnoc.org

WILLIAM FREDERICK, WAGNER

A Brother Remembers William Russell
N 26 February 1906, Russell William Wagner, later to assume the name William Russell, was the second son born to William Charles and Lilly Giegerieh
Wagner in Canton, Missouri. His older brother by two years was Homer Wagner,
with whom he lived for a few years in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, during the Second World
War. About ten years later, two more sons werp born to the Wagner family, Arnold in
1914 and in 1916 William Frederick, who is the author of this article. Two of the ques
tions I am most frequently asked are: why are there two Williams in the family, and why
did Russell change his name to William Russell? My mother wanted to name her first
son William, but my father objected because of the confusion he had encountered from
being named William after his father. So she used William as the second name of her
second son. By the time I was to arrive, my mother said if she had another boy, his name
would be William. When Russell was in New York composing his music, he said no one
would ever listen to music written by another Wagner, hence he reversed his first two
names and used William Russell thereafter in his career, although he did not change it
legally. Hereafter, 1 will refer to him as Bill Russell.
Canton is located about 140 miles north of St. Louis on the Mississippi River. It is a
small town of about 2,000 residents, primarily depending on a rural economy. Obvi
ously it lacked many of the cultural advantages of a larger city, but fortunately the town
had a four-year accredited college, Culver-Stockton College, that provided some cul
tural activities not usually found in a town that size. Also Canton was on the main line of
the Burlington Railroad from St. Paul, Minnesota, to St. Louis and this, along with the
river traffic, provided more contact with the larger cities during the early 1900s.
Our father was a carpenter and contractor and achieved the reputation of being the
best in the area. Perhaps his insistence on nothing but the best in his work influenced
Bill’s appreciation of the best Our grandfather Wagner also was a carpenter, who came
from Germany at an early age and served the Union Army in the Civil War.
Our mother, whose maiden name was Lilly Giegerieh, was born in Canton; her grand
parents also came from Germany. Her father died while she was very young, and her
mother raised two children by being a dressmaker in her home. Our family was not
poor, but neither were we rich—with four boys in the family, expenses were controlled
carefully. Our mother made a lot of our clothes and hand-me-downs were the order of
the day.
Our mother loved music but could not afford to study music herself, although that
had been her desire. She listened to classical music daily on the radio, and every Sunday
afternoon we went to our aunt’s house to listen to Victrola records (we had no Victrola
ourselves). Our mother expected (probably required) all four boys to take music les
sons. Homer, the eldest, took piano and later played the organ in churches. Arnold also
took lessons on the piano but shifted to the organ later.
I had a more checkered musical experience. After resisting the piano, I turned to
Russell to learn the violin, which I resisted even more by writing nasty notes on the
music to and about Russell. A little later a wooden flute appeared on the table and I was
told that was it. Actually it appealed to me and I did fairly well on it to the point that I
was given a sterling silver Haynes flute.
Our mother promised to buy Bill a good violin at the age of ten, if he would learn
that instrument instead of drums, which he preferred. Arrangements were made for
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him to study with a teacher at the Quincy Conservatory of Music in Quincy, Illinois, a
larger town about twenty miles south of Canton on the Mississippi River. During the
summer he took a small steamboat from Canton to Quincy for his lessons. In Canton
Bill had limited opportunity to hear live music, but even at the age of three he would go
about three blocks from home to hear a church orchestra rehearse. He, of course, was
exposed to some of the jazz bands and calliope music on the excursion boats, which he
loved to hear. His violin teacher warned him, however, not to listen to those bands
because they would corrupt his musical style.
At the conservatory he also studied some harmony and counterpoint and became
interested in composing music. While still in high school he modeled or arranged the
first movement of a Mozart Sonata for an orchestra and called it Symphonic Caprice. He
sent the piece to a contest sponsored by the Chicago Daily News, and won the fourth
prize. At that time he also read articles in Etude magazine and the Musical Quarterly
about how terrible Schoenberg’s music was and how the music of Henry Cowell used
tone clusters and did ridiculous things. Bill thought their music probably wasn’t bad
and he wanted to hear it, so he became interested in modern music. Later in his career
Bill studied with Schoenberg in California. While composing his percussion music he
became involved with Henry Cowell, John Cage, Lou Harrison, and other “far-out” com
posers of the time.
After graduation from high school and the conservatory, Bill entered Culver-Stockton College where he was active in dramatics, appearing in several plays, designing sets,
and playing in the college orchestra. He spent one summer in Chicago studying violin
with Ludwig Becker, the former eoncertmaster of the Chicago Symphony. After three
years in college he lacked one required course in religion for graduation with a major
in chemistry, when he was persuaded to take a job teaching high school in a small
school in Ewing, Missouri, close to Canton. I am not sure what he taught, but with only
three teachers on the staff, I think he taught mathematics, science, music, tennis, and
probably anything else needed.
After that experience he took a position teaching music at Yankton College in
Yankton, South Dakota. With his interest in modern music, he had the school orchestra
play Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue, much to the chagrin of the conservative public in
Yankton. He stayed there one year.
To further his career as a violinist and as a music teacher, Bill went to New York to
take lessons from Max Pilzer, eoncertmaster of the New York Philharmonic, and attend
Columbia University Teachers College. New York opened up new vistas of music for Bill,
and he soaked it up like a sponge. He attended every concert at the Lewisohn Stadium
during the summer, sitting in the twenty-five-cent balcony seats. He enjoyed hearing
African music and also became interested in Oriental music. This interest led to his
serving as performing musician and arranger for the Red Gate Chinese Shadow Players
that traveled throughout the United States from 1934 to 1939. As a result of his interest
in percussion music, in the summer of 1932 he went to Haiti to listen and observe,
sometimes in the jungle, the voodoo percussion sound, which later formed the basis of
some of his percussion compositions. While he was teaching part time at the small Staton
Island Academy in 1929, the students left a bunch of their records there at the end of
the year. When Bill looked through them, he encountered a record ofjelly Roll Morton
and His Red Hot Peppers, playing Shoe Shiner's Drag. He was intrigued, took the record
home to hear what it was, and never got over it. This is generally considered the spark
that started Bill on his jazz career. I feel, however, that the seeds of jazz were planted
even as a child, listening to the jazz on the river boats, and later when he had the Yankton
College Orchestra perform Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. While children, he and Homer
went to the silent movies where a piano and drummer played a jazzy background.

While traveling with the Red Gate Chinese Shadow Plays Bill had the opportunity to
meet and interview many jazz musicians and record collectors and had spare time to
search for records. While I was enrolled at the University of Chicago from 1938 to 1940,
he would stop in for a visit and make the rounds of the nightclubs where we heard
Jimmy Yancey, Cripple Clarence Lofton, Johnny Dodds, and others. He searched the
record stores and thrift shops for records and went door to door in the residential
section of the South Side to purchase records. He gave me his “want list” that I used one
summer to seek records door to door. At that time, during the Depression, we paid five
to twenty-five cents per record, and the residents were happy to sell them at that rate.
Bill probably accumulated one of the country’s most complete collections of record
ings by such jazz musicians as Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Bessie Smith, Ma
Rainey, and King Oliver. While in Chicago, Bill purchased from Lil Armstrong some of
Louis’s records that he left with her after their divorce, including some test records.
Also in 1939, while I was still in Chicago, Bill took a correspondence course in compara
tive religions from the University of Chicago and transferred the credit to Culver-Stockton
College to complete his BS degree.
Because of the Depression, Bill could not obtain ajob teaching music in schools and
after a few performances of some of his percussion music, he said no one wanted to
perform or listen to it, and, besides, Baby Dodds could play better music than anything
he could write. He was so disillusioned that he sent his violin back to Canton for storage
and seemingly had no further interest in composition. This was typical of him. For
example, he was a better than average tennis player, and in New York he took tennis
lessons. When he thought he was as good as he could achieve, he arranged to play some
professional who soundly defeated him. After that he left his tennis racket in Canton
and never played again. Actually he was a perfectionist; he would not tolerate medioc
rity and insisted on accuracy and excellence in all things and circumstances by all people.
He was not forgiving of ignorance, stupidity, irresponsibility, carelessness, or corrup
tion of any sort. He could perceive ability in people and to those who had little, he was
invariably kind. But he had high expectations of the talented, and the greater the tal
ent, the harder time and relentless criticism he gave to those he was trying, in his way, to
nurture.
After devoting several years to the classical music field, playing the violin and com
posing modern percussion music. Bill shifted his attention to jazz: collecting, selling,
and trading records; writing articles, eoauthoring Jazzmen and The Jazz Record Book. Pri
marily responsible for the discovery and revival of Bunk Johnson, Bill launched a new
career in recording New Orleans musicians and bands, which he issued on his Ameri
can Music label. From 1940 to 1956 he devoted most of his time to his AM record business,
living in Pittsburgh, then in Canton, and finally in Chicago. The record business was
not especially profitable, so he eked out a living taking temporary jobs. He started an
intensive program of interviewing jazz musicians that formed the basis of several books,
written and unwritten.
When Bill moved to New Orleans from Chicago in 1956, he opened a record shop
on Chartres Street, which he later moved to St. Peter Street He was active in the devel
opment of Preservation Hall and became good friends with the owners, the Jaffes, who
were exceedingly generous to Bill, supplying him with an apartment, rent free, and
other amenities. Bill became almost a permanent fixture every evening at Preservation
Hall, talking to visitors and tending the record sales.
My wife and I feel we have to take the credit or blame for Bill’s revived interest in the
violin, which ultimately led to his playing violin in the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra
and viola in the New Orleans Recreation Department Orchestra. Our daughter, Jennie,
at the age of ten was making good progress on the violin, and while visiting Bill at

Christinas time, 1959, we asked him to listen to Jennie play. Reluetandy he agreed and
prepared for the ordeal. Very quickly his ears perked up and he became more than
interested. He said if we were willing to send her to New Orleans the next summer, he
would work with her, provided she would prepare a recital that fall. We agreed on condi
tion that she would get eight hours of sleep, according to his schedule. When we drove
to New Orleans to pick her up at the end of the summer, we arrived about three o’ clock
in the morning and tried to rouse them to no avail. We were resigned to spending the
rest of the night in our car when Bill and Jennie came walking down the street on their
way home from doing the laundry. Bill took a great interest in Jennie and our other two
children: Lenore who learned the violin, then shifted to the viola, and Russell (named
after his uncle to add to the confusion in the family) who learned the cello. After Jennie’s
recital. Bill offered to let Jennie come to New Orleans for a year for additional training
to which we, after much soul searching, agreed. Jennie is now a violinist with the Chi
cago Symphony.
Of course Bill also assumed the responsibility of providing instruments for all of his
proteges, which started his career in securing instruments in the usual Bill Russell fash
ion— not from recognized dealers, but scouring secondhand shops, flea markets, charity
stores, and pawn shops. He even purchased the entire stock of violins from a store in
Mobile, whose owner had died. He did find some fairly good instruments as well as
junkers. He spent hours repairing and then selling them at cost or giving them away.
The best genuine violin he found was sold to one of his friends in the New Orleans
Symphony at cost. In addition to repairing his own instruments, he repaired, free of
charge, many instruments for musicians who played at Preservation Hall. He expanded
the purchase and repair of instruments to woodwinds (mainly clarinets) and brass. He
extended his collecting to include autographs and photos of violinists and classical com
posers, and framed them to be given to our children. In addition he collected hundreds
of records of every violinist past and present, and accumulated an extensive collection
of Jascha Heifetz material, his favorite violinist. Bill went to California to hear the final
performance by Heifetz.
My wife Jean was really responsible for starting Bill on his travels to Europe. On one
of his visits with us, she said to him, “You are so interested in violins, why don’t you take
our son,” then fifteen years old, “to Italy to see the cities and museums where Stradivarius,
Amati, etc. worked and you might find some instruments, too.” That afternoon he had
a dental appointment, and we became concerned when he was late coming home. He
appeared, loaded down with travel books on Europe, such as, How To See Europe On A
Dollar A Day (written several years earlier) that he had purchased from a cut-rate used
bookstore. He took our son not once but twice to Europe and they did bring back some
instruments. Bill subsequendy took several trips to Europe in addition to those with the
New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. On one of his trips he took a side trip to Africa to visit
the area of George Lewis’s ancestors. Bill gave his extensive collection of violins, violas,
and cellos to our son who restores instruments in his shop in Chicago.
Bill had many other interests besides music. He collected any historical material
relating to New Orleans: thousands of postcards, books, sheet music, and Mardi Gras
memorabilia. He went to Mexico occasionally with a friend who collected pre-Columbian
statues and artifacts. Being rather fragile, some of the statues were damaged in transit,
and Bill became an expert in repairing the damage.
In 1987 I had the privilege of accompanying Bill and the New Orleans Ragtime
Orchestra to the jazz festival in Ascona, Switzerland. After the festival he took me on a
tour through Italy, France, and England to visit many of the sites he enjoyed: museums,
cathedrals, concerts, and tours in Cremona, Florence, Milan, Paris, London, Oxford,
and Stratford-upon-Avon. This was a nostalgic trip for Bill and his last trip overseas.

John Cage was in
strumental in having
Essential Music per
form all of Bill’s
percussion music in a
concert in New York
on 24 February 1990.
At the age of eightyfive, Bill was not in the
best of health, so
Sandy Jaffe made all
the arrangements for
transportation
and
hotel reservations, in
cluding having Betty
Carter
accompany
Bill.
He
did
not
Figure 2. William Russell in Mexico. Undated photograph
courtesy of the Historic New Orleans Collection.
specifically ask me to
go with him, but I re
alized he would
appreciate my help. I arrived in New Orleans on Saturday, 17 February. There was a lot
of packing to be done for the trip: Hainan voodoo drums, the jawbone of an ass, suit
cases, and manuscripts. I helped pack until 4:30 a.m. Sunday and Bill stayed up all
night. We left for the airport about 6:00 a.m. In New York we had a very nice room
overlooking Central Park—very expensive—about $180 per day. When John Kennedy
and Charles Wood of Essential Music cameover to talk about the concert, Bill launched
a verbal attack, blaming them for the expensive room, telling them that he had never
earned more than $1.50 per hour in his life. He showed them ads in the New York Times
for hotel rooms for $40 to $60. Of course, they had nothing to do with making the
reservations, but were too intimidated to respond. Then they showed Bill the wash
board they had prepared to be used in the concert. That brought forth another tirade.
The washboard was too small and the cymbals were mounted on the wrong end. Betty
Carter had once played the washboard, so she called to have hers sent by UPS.
In Bill’s composition Made In America, at the end the players were supposed to set off
firecrackers. We had experimented with them in Bill’s bathroom, and although they
went off too fast, we decided to try them anyway. We were not allowed to use the fire
crackers in the concert, however, since the fire code did not permit it. They were afraid
that the smoke would set off the sprinkler system, ruining the two $40,000 grand pi
anos. Bill was not prepared to pay for that. Up to the last day before the concert Bill
spent most of his time revising some of the music and finishing composing the Tango.
He did not leave the hotel room except for rehearsals; Betty and I prepared sandwiches
and other food so he could eat in the room. There were four rehearsals during the week
and when Bill finished a manuscript I rushed out to make photocopies for the players.
He finished the revision of Made In America two and a half hours before the final re
hearsal. In addition to all the time Bill spent on composing there was a flood of visitors,
including a reporter from Voice of America to interview him. Voice of America always
picked the most interesting musical program of the week to broadcast to the world and
selected Bill’s for that week—I suspected mainly because of his composition Made In
America, but I always wondered if they broadcast his music after hearing it
On 26 February, Bob Greene, who played piano in a small Cajun restaurant, invited
Bill and other friends to hear the band. Bill was introduced to the audience, and they
sang “Happy Birthday” to him.

After Bill sold the rights to his AM recordings to George Buck’s Jazzology, Bill of
fered to take the masters which were recorded on glass discs to Washington, DC to have
them transferred to tape for issue on compact discs. Again because of Bill’s poor health,
I helped him pack the masters and drove Bill and the masters to Washington in my van.
Bill supervised the transfer. He did not trust shipping the fragile masters through the
mail.
Bill was not cut out to be a businessman. He was more concerned about the high
quality of anything he produced, rather than the profit he might make. He was gener
ous to a fault; he would deny himself in order to help others he felt were in greater
need. He was almost obsessed in his criticism of the waste of money for the military
establishment and the excess profits of capitalism. That I think was the primary reason
he refused to install a telephone and other conveniences.
In conclusion: some personal reflections on our family. I think perhaps the greatest
influence on Bill’s life, particularly in the early years, was our mother. She loved music
and made sure we all had exposure and opportunity to have music as a part of our lives.
As I look back I realize that she recognized the talent in Bill—probably the only one in
the family who did—when he was young. She took special efforts to nurture his interest
in music. Again, in looking back, 1 guess one might say that he was her favorite—not
that any of us were aware of it or felt that he got undue attention. For example, Homer
took a part-time job working in a planing mill that required using somewhat dangerous
machines. Our mother did not let Bill take a job in the planing mill because she feared
he might lose his fingers and be unable to play the violin. She said she needed him to
help with the cooking in the kitchen during the summer when many hours were spent
canning enough fruits and vegetables to last the year.
When Bill was in New York taking violin lessons our mother, who had inherited two
or three thousand dollars from her mother’s estate, loaned him all of it to purchase a
good Italian violin. She sent him a little money when she wrote to him weekly, and he
mailed his laundry home, which she did and sent back to him. My brother Arnold and
I eagerly looked forward to the arrival of the laundry bag because Bill usually included
a package of chewing gum for us.
Throughout her life mother worried about Bill, since the rest of the boys had wives
“to take care of us,” in her way of thinking. She was concerned that he might not have
enough to eat and no one to make sure he had adequate clothes. I think she seeredy
wished he would find or take a more stable job in music, but she recognized his desire
to pursue music as he saw it and supported him fully. I am sure Bill recognized our
mother’s dedication and contribution to his career and felt so strongly about it that he
willingly interrupted his career at the Tulane jazz archives for two years to move to
Canton to care for her when she was unable to care for herself.
Our mother had strong ideas and ideals and was somewhat inflexible. She was rather
intolerant of views she did not accept (a trait that might apply to Bill). There was only
one way to do anything and that was the right way, as she saw it. We were expected to do
things right, and we were not to expect any praise for doing it right—there was no other
way. Criticism and lectures were forthcoming if we failed to achieve as expected. Don’t
mistake me—she was not abusive, just certain that we were receiving a proper up-bring
ing. Our father delegated discipline of the children to mother. He would have his say
but left the punishment to her.
Our father was a hard worker and demanded excellence from those who worked
with him. He did not tolerate sloppy work. We boys went to his construction jobs to help
clean up the site and later helped by carrying shingles and doing rough carpentry. We
had few luxuries as children; we did not have an automobile until I graduated from
college in 1938. So we had to carry ladders and tools by hand or on wheelbarrows to the
jobs.

Father measured success by doing a job well and receiving financial reward for it. I
don’t think he appreciated Bill’s careers in music, since they were not financially re
warding. I doubt that he considered music to be a suitable career for any of his children,
but he supported music as a hobby. I know he had little respect for Bill’s interest in
collecting jazz records and recording jazz musicians, mainly because there was not ad
equate financial reward. I hasten to add that it was not due to any racial prejudice
against black musicians. Both of our parents were more liberal than the average conser
vative Missourian. Bill once reminded me that our parents occasionally attended services,
probably special ones, in the Negro churches, which was no doubt frowned upon by
most Cantonians. My father was respected by the black community; he had hired black
workers and paid more than the “going” wage. When he got a job, the workers, both
black and white, approached him for work.
Homer, two years older than Bill, supported Bill’s endeavors, although he was not
pardcularly interested in jazz. He provided Bill a room in his home in Pittsburgh for
five years while Bill worked at the Pennsylvania Transformer Company as a chemist
Homer was an electrical engineer at the same company. Both Homer and his wife toler
ated Bill taking over their dining room to pack his records for shipment. Homer helped
Bill assemble and repair the first recording machine Bill used for the 1944 Bunk record
ings.
Arnold, about ten years younger than Bill, showed litde interest in jazz. He super
vised a large greenhouse in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, and was dedicated to his job as
organist at one of the churches. He was not especially supportive of Bill’s careers in
composing or jazz.
I don’t think that I realized or recognized the excepdonal talent Bill possessed until
I attended the University of Chicago. It was my contact with him during his visits that
brought my attention to his genius. His taking me to hear live jazz—Jimmy Yancey,
Cripple Clarence, and Johnny Dodds—and his collecting records led to my interest in
jazz, and he gave me the opportunity to help him with the 1944 recordings in New
Orleans. I really began to appreciate the remarkable talent and dedication he had for
music—classical and New Orleans jazz. Most impressive was his phenomenal memory
and knowledge, especially in jazz. I still regret that so much unique information in his
brain was lost with his death.
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504 CATALOGUE

504 compact discs -1
CDS 6 - Michael While's New Orleans Music - Shake It & Break II
01. Shake Hand Break II
02. Am I Blue
03. Please Don't Talk About Me...
04. In the Upper Garden
OS. Mama Inez
06. It's a Sin to Tell a Lie
07. Apex Blues
08. Baby Won’t You Please Come...
09. Girl 01 My Dreams
10. Exactly Like You
Reginald Koeller m Ip, Michael While - cl, Id, Freddie Lonzo - lb,
Frank ‘LillieDaddy"Moiiere-p, vocon/3. & 8., LesMuscutt- bj.
Waller Payton, Jr. - sb, Frank Parker ■ dr
roc. 1.1.1981, Ultrasonic Studios, New Orieans

11. Hindustan
13. Careless Love
15. Royal Garden Blues

12. Streets 01 Ihe City
14. Sing On

His Cado Jazz Band -1960
02. Waltz 01 the Bells
04. Sheik's Blues
06. Georgia Camp Meeting
08. Whal a Friend We Have In Jesus
10.
Near the Cross
12.
Cado Blues
14.
Bill Bailey

Charlie Love - Ip, Kid Sheik Cola - tp. Emile Barnes - cl, Albert Warner m lb,
Louis Gallaud - p, Emanuel Sayles ■

j, Albert Jiies - dr

rec. circa I960, New Orleans
total lime: 54:59, 6-page booklet

Gregory Stafford - co, Michael While - cl, Id.
Sadie Goodson Cola - p, voc on /13., Chester Zardis - sb,
Stanley Stephens • dr
rec. 2.5.1987, Olivier House, New Orieans
total time- 65:47, 8-page booklet

CD 9 • Paul Barbarln and his New Orleans Band • Streets ol the City
01. Just a Little While to Slay Here 02. Who's Sorry Now
03. Streets 01 the City
04. Smiles
05. Fidgety Feet
05. Just a Closer Walk With Thee
07. High Society
Ernest Cagnolalli m Ip, voc on/3. 8 6., Albeit Burbank - cl. Eddie Pierson - lb,
Lester Santiago ■ p, Richard McLeab - sb, Paul Barbarin ■ dr. id
rec. 5.9.1950, New Orleans

08. Panama
10. When I Was a Lillie Child
12. Sweet Georgia Brown
14. 8ourbon Street Par3de

CDS 21 - Kid Shelkwilh Charlie Love am
01. When You're Smiling
03. Don't Go 'way Nobody
05. Corrine Corrina
07. Then I'll Be Happy
09. The Sheik 01 Araby
11. Over IN the Gloryland
13. Down In HonkyTonkTown
15. Indian Sagua

09. Way Down Yonder In New Orleans
11. Weary Blues
13. Tin Rool Blues
15. Just a Closer Walk With Thee

same personnel as above, Albeit Burbank - voc on /10.
rec. Fall 1953, New Orleans

16. Big Bad Bully
John Brumous - Ip. Willie Humphrey • cl, Worlhia Thomas m lb,
Lester Santiago - p, Dr. Edmond Souchon - bj, voc. Ricard Alexis - sb,
Paul Barbarin m dr, Id
rec. 21.4.1956, Now Orieans
total lime: 60:54, 8-page booklet

CO 16 ■ Pete Fountain and his Basin Sheet Six
01. Wailing lor the Robert E. Lee 02. South Rampart Street Parade
03. Angry
04. Bonaparte's Retreat
05. Original Dixieland One-Step 06. Land of Dreams
07 Mahogany Hall Slomp
08 Royal Garden Blues
09 Sailing Down Ihe Cheseapeake B3y 10 Up a Lazy River
11. Milenburg Joys
12. Margie
13. High Society
14. I'm Going Home
15. Farewell Blues

CD 23 • Ken Celyer •
The Unknown New Orleans Sessions with Raymond Burke 1952 • 1953
01. Shine
02. Just A Closer Walk With Thee
03. Up A Lazy River
04. Dippermouth Blues
05. Song 01 The Islands
06. Savoy Blues
07. Silver Dollar
08. Tishomingo Blues No. 2
09. Fidgety Feet
10. In The Evening When The Sun...
Ken Cotyer - co, Albert Arligues -Ip on/4 8 6, Raymond Burke - cl,
Dr. Edmond Souchon - g, voc on/ 3 87, Dick Allen - tub b3ss,
Harold Kata' Maestri - dr
rec. 19.2.1953, The Jazz Record Center, 706 Bourbon Street. New Orieans

11. Make Me A Pallet On The Floor 12. Blues No.2
13. Willie The Weeper
14. Tishomingo Blues No.1
Ken Cotyer - co. voc on /11.. Raymond Burke - cl, Bill Huntington m bj.
Chades Merrlwcalher m dr
rec. 13.2.1953, John Bernard's llonte, Govenor Nicholls, New Orleans

15. Panama
17. High Society
19. The World Is Waiting For The Sunrise

16. Blues No. I
18. Indiana

Ken Colyer- co, Albert Artigues -Ip on/15. 18.. Raymond Buike - cl,
Jack Delaney - lb, Stanley Mendelson m p, Lawrence Marrero - bj,
Alcido Pavageau m b, Abbie Brunies - dr.
rec. 8.12.52, Joe Mares'SouihlandStudio, 520SI. Louis Street, New Orleans,
previously Issuod on NOLA LP 15
lotal lime: 65:50, 6-page booklet

CDS 27 • Raymond Burke and Cle Frazier with Butch Thompson In N.O.
01. Gypsy Love Song
02. Hindustan
03. Dead Bug Blues
04. Wonderful One
05.1 Want Somebody to Love
06. At Sundown
07. Oh Daddy
08 All That I Ask Is Love
09.1 Surrender Dear
10 Sweet Little You
11. HonkyTonkTown
12. Maybe You're Mine
13. Blues In A*
14. Dirty Rag
15. All By Myself

George Girard m Ip, voc on / 4. 3. 12, Pete Eounlain m cl, Joe Rotis - lb,
Roy Zimmermann - p, Bunny Frank - siring b, Charlie Duke - dr

Raynrond Burke's Big Three:
Raynrond Burke - cl, Butch Thompson - p, Josiah Cie Frazier ■ dr

rec. circa 1950, New Orieans

/1. -5. 8 9 rec. 21.8.1979, Preservation Hall, 726, SI. Peter. New Orieans

total bme: 46:00, 2-page booklet
also available on LP with gale-fold

/ 6. u 8. 8 10. -15. rec. 28. 8.1979, Preservation Hall

CDS 18 - Lionel Ferbos and The Creole Swingers - At the Jazz Band Ball Jazz In New Orleans - The Eighties / Nineties
01 At the Jazz Band Ball
02. Over the Rainbow
03. Shake It and Break It
04. Walking My Baby Back Home
05. Cherry Pink and AppleBlossom... 06. My Blue Heaven
07. Sobbin'Blues
08. Bogalusa Strut
09. Pretty Baby
10. Sweethearts On Parade
11. Once In Awhile
12. Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet
13. Lei Me Call You Sweetheart
LionelFerbos - Ip, voc on /3. 8 9., Id, David Grillier m cl, ts, Les Muscutt - el g,

total lime: 60:27, 8-page booklet

CD 31 ■ Willie Pajeaud/Kid Thomas •
The Larry Borensteln Collection, Vol. 2
01. Bucket's Got a Hole In It
03. Bill Bailey
05. Frankie and Johnny
07. Honeysuckle Rose

02. Eh La Bas
04. That's a Plenty
06. Just a Lucky So and So
08. Been a Good Woman Blues

//. -5.8 8: Willie Pajeaud's New Orleans Band:
Willie Pajeaud • ip. voc, Ray Burke - cl, Oanny Barker - bj, g, voc,
Len Ferguson - dr, Blue Lu Barker -voc on/ 8.
/6. 8 7. : Blue Lu Barker - voc, Danny Barker -g, Len Ferguson - dr

McNeal Breaux - sb. John Robichaux - dr, voc on/6. 8 12.

rec. circa 1955, 602 m 612 Bourbon Street, New Orieans

rec. 11.11.1987, Ultrasonic Studio, New Orieans

14 Girl 01 My Dreams
15. Beautiful Dreamer
16.
You're All I Want For Christmas
17. Pretty Doll I Ugly Child
18.
Shine
19. I'm Sorry I Made You Cry

09. Old Mill Stream
11.1 Don't See Me In Your Eyes ...
13. Maryland My Maryland
15. Say Si-Si

Lionet Ferbos m Ip, voc on/15, 17. 8 19, Id, Sam Rin ring Ion m cl, as,

Kid Thomas' Dixieland Band:

Lester Calisle m lb, Les Muscull - bj. Bill Huntington - sb, Frank Oxley - dr

Kid Thomas Valentine - Ip, Ed Washington m as, Louis Nelson - lb,
Joe James - p, Burke Stevenson - b, Sammy Penn m dr, voc, Joe Jeremiah - voc

rec. 19.1.1998, Word ol Mouth Studio, Algiers, La.
total lime: 72:01, 8-page booklet

10. IceCream
12.1 Believo I Can Make It By Myself
14. Bucket's Got a Hole In It
16. Over the Waves

rec. circa 1957, Associated Arlisls Studio, 726 SI. Peter, New Orieans
total hme- 58:34, 8-page booklet

Mike Dine Limited. 504 Records & Cassettes. 20 Clifton Road, Welling, Kent. DA1610A, England, Tel. (0181) 303 -9719 - Spring 1998

504 CATALOGUE

504 compact discs ■ 2
CD 32 ■ Isidore “Tuts’ Washington" - New Orleans Plano The Larry Borensleln Collection, Vol. 3
Ot. On the Sunny Side 01 the Street 02. Muskrat Ramble
04. Blue Moon
03. Fast Blues 71
06. Some 01 These Days
05. Basin Street Blues
08. After You've Gone
07. Yancey Special //
to. Cow Cow Blues
09. Early One Morning
12. Trouble Trouble
It. Pinetop's Boogie
14. Yancey Special 12
13. Tack Head Blues
16. SI. Louis Blues
15. Indiana

CO 38 • Noon Johnson / Lemon Nash -1960 The Larry Borensleln Collection, Volume 9
01. Tiger Rag
02. Exactly Like You / In the Groove
03. The Stars In the Sky Seem to Shine 04. Jambalaya
05. Cecilia
06. Bill Bailey
07. Bourbon Street Parade
08. The World Is Waiting... / reprise
09. Now Is Ihe Hour
Noon Johnson's Bazooka Band:
Noon Johnson - bazooka, Lawrence "Sam" Rankins - g, voc,
Harrison Verrett - bj, voc

Isidore 'Tuts' Washington - p,

rec. ca. I960, Associated Artists Studio, 726, St. Peter, New Orleans

Little Red Lajoie - bj on / 3, 6., 9. 4 15., vocon/3„ 6., 9, 12. & 15.

10. introduction /On a Coconut Island 11. Should I Reveal?
12. Time Marches On
13. Yakety Yak / Hi Yo, Silver
14. Big Ole Muskral

rec. circa I960, Associated Artists Studio, 726, SI. Peter, New Orleans
total time-51:07, 6-page booklet

CO 33 - Kid Thomas' Dixieland 8and 1960 with Emanuel Paul •
The Larry Borensleln Collection, Vol.
01. Milenburg Joys
02. Just a Closer Walk With Thee
■03. Kid Thomas Boogie
04. Just a Little While 8 reprise
05. Milk Cow Blues
CO. Smile Darn Ya Smile 8 reprise
07. Mack the Knile
08. St. Louis Blues
09. Sister Kate
10.1 Believe I Can Make It By Myself
11. The Sheik Of Araby
12. China Boy
13. St. Louis Blues Boogie
14. Bourbon Street Parade
15. Chiri -Biri-Bin
16. When the Saints Go Marching In
Kid Thonus Valentine - tp, voc on / 5. Emanuel Paul - ts. Louis Nelson - lb,
Joe James - p, voc on /16., Kid Twal Butler - str b,
Sammy Penn - dr, voc on/IO.
/I. - 6. & 9.-13. rec ca. I960, Associated Artists Studio, New Orieans
/ 7., 8, 14. A 15. rec 25.91960, Associated Artists Studio, New Orieans
total bme: 64:42, 8-page booklet

CO 34 -Punch Miller's N.O. BandThe Larry Borensleln Collection, Vol. 5
01.1 Ain't Gonna Give Nobody None... 02. You Rascal You
03. Linda Mugor
04. The Sheik 01 Araby
05. Snag It
06. Baby Won't You Please Come...
07. Some 01 These Days
08 Darktown Strutters' Ball
091 Cried For You
10. Sistor Kate
11. Royal Garden Blues
12. Exactly Like You
13. St. James Infirmary
14. Allot Me
15. Happy Birthday To Larry
16. When the Saints Go Marching In

Noon Johnson with Kid Thomas A George Guesnon:
Kid Thomas Valentine - tp. Noon Johnson m bazooka,
Creole George Guesnon - bj, voc, Lawrence ’Sam" Rankins - g, voc
rec. ca. i960, Associated Artists Studio, 726, SI. Peter, New Orleans

15. introduction / Ugly Child
17. The Duck's YasYas
19. Too Lale
21. Down In New Orleans
23. Stackolee

16. Sweet Georgia Brown
18. A Creole Song
20. Rooster Crowing Blues
22. The Outskirts 01 Town

Lenm Nash ■ ukelete, voc
rec ca. i960, Associated Artists Studio, 726, SI. Peter, New Orleans
total lime: 57:09, 8-page booklet

CD 40 • Punch Millers New Orleans Band 1957 and with Ed Washington ■
The Larry Borensleln Collection, Vol. 11
01. IceCream
02.1 Cried For You
03. Sugar Blues
04. Royal Garden Blues
05. Dippetmoulh Blues
06. Darktown Strutter's Ball
07. St. James Infirmary
08. Some 01 Those Days
09. All 01 Mo
10. Basin Slreet Blues
11. Milenburg Joys
Punch Miller-tp, voc on / 3. 6 A 9,
Ricard Alexis - sb, Bill B.igley - dr

I. Eddie Morris-tb, Simon Frazier-p,

rec. ca. 1957, Associated Artists Studio, NewOdeans

12. Sister Kate
13.12th Street Rag
14. Casey Jones
15. You Can Depend On Me / Thai's my Homo
16. Tiger Rag
17. Bill Bailey
18. Baby Won't You Please Come Home

Punch Miller - Ip, voc on/2., 4.. 6., 8., 10, 12. A 16., Eddie Morris - tb,
Simon Frazier - p, Picard Alexis - b, Bill Baglay - dr, unknown voc on /14.

Punch Milter m tp, voc on/12., 15. A 18.. Id, Ed Washington - as,

rec. 21.3.1957, Associate i Artists Studio, 726, St Peter, New Orleans
/10. A 11.: rec ca. 57, Associated Artists Studio, 726, SI. Peter, New Orleans

rec. 15.4.1957, Associated Arbsts Studio, New Orleans

total time: 56:41, 6-page booklet

total bme: 57:13, 6-page booklet

CD 36 - Billie 8 Dee Dee Pierce with
The Larry Borensleln Collection,'
01. Tiger Rag
03. Chiri-Biri-Bin
05. Who's Sorry Now
07. Hard Luck
09. Bill Bailey
11. Little Girl
13.01 All Ihe Wrongs
15. Hindustan

Kid Thomas Valentine • 1960 •
OI.7
02. Gravedigger Blues
01. Careless Love
06. Billie's Boogie
08. Eh La Bas
10. Up Country Blues
12. Tin Roof Blues
14. If I Could Be With You

Billie Pierce - p. voc on / /.. 2., 4., >, 7., 8., 10., 13. 8 14..
Dee Dee Pierce ■ co, voc on/8. i It.. Kid Thomas Valentine - tp
rec. ca. I960, Associated Artists S udio, New Orleans
total bme: 50:11, 8-page booklet

CD 37 ■ Kid Thomas' Dixieland Band 1957 with Ed Washington
The Larry Borensteln Collection, Vol. 8
01. Darktown Strutters' Ball/reprise 02. Just a Closer Walk With Thee
03. Li'l Liza Jane
04. Milenburg Joys
05. Kid Thomas Boogie
06. That's a Plenty / reprise
07. It’s All Over Now
08. Panama
09. Sister Kale
10. Alexander's Ragtime Band / reprise
11. St. Louis Blues
Kid Thomas Valentine m tp, Id,
Edmund Washington m as, voc on/1., 3., 9. A 11., Louis Nelson - tb,

Eddie Morris - tb, Simon Frazier ■ p, Louis James - sb. Bill Bagley - dr

CO 50 • George Lewis with Ken Colyer's Jazzmen 1957
The Famous Manchester Free Trade Hall Cone. • Rehearsal a. Opening Half
01. Over Ihe Waves
02. Walking With the King
03. Corrine Corrina
04. Ice Cream
Ken Colyer - tp, voc on/2. 4 4, George Lewis m cl.
Ian Wheeler -cl on/3. A 4., Mac Duncan - tb, Bob Kelly - p,
John Bastabte m bj, Ron Ward - sb, Colin Bowden - dr
rec. 84.1957, Clarendon Hotel, Manchester, England

05. The Bucket's Got aHole In It
07. Creole Song
09. Thriller Rag

06. It Looks Like a Big Time Tonight
08. You've Got to See Mama Every...
10. Just a Little While to Slay Here

Ken Colyer - tp, voc on/5., tan Wheeler - cl, Mac Duncan ■ lb, Bob Kelly - p,
John Bastabte - bj, Ron Ward m sb, Colin Bowden - dr
rec. 27.4.1957, Manchester Free Trade Hall, England

11. G.L. Blues
13. Fisherman's Blues

12. Maceo's 32-20 Blues

Bob Kelly m p, voc on /12. 4 13.
rec. 27. 4.1957, Manchester Free Trade Hall, England

14. How Long Blues
16. I'm Alabamy Bound

15. Sportin' Man Blues
17. The Old Grey Goose

Ken Colyer - g, voc, Bob Kelly ■ p, John Bastabte - bj. Ron V/ard - sb,
Colin Bowden - wbd
rec. 27.4.1957, Manchester Free Trade Hall, England
lot at bme: 7107. 8-page booklet

Joe James - p, Burke Stevenson m sb, Sammy Penn - dr, voc on / 5.
rec. ca. 1957, Associated Artists Studio, 726, St. Peter, New Orleans
total bme: 60:47, 6-page booklet

Mike Dine Limited, 504 Records 8 Cassettes, 20 Clifton Road. VJelling, Kent, DA16 10A, England, Tel. (0181)303-9719 - Spring 1998
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504 compact discs - 3
CO 51 • Georgs Lewis with the Ken Colyer Jazzmen 1957 ■
The Famous Manchester Free Trade Mall Concert ■ Second Hall
01. Basin Street Bluos / intro
02. Weary Blues
03. Shine
04. Tin Roof Blues
05. Bugle Boy March
06. Burgundy Street Blues
07. St. Philip Street Breakdown
08. Nobody Knows the Way I Feel This Morning/The Old Rugged Cross
09. Over the Waves
10. Ice Cream
11. Corrine Corrina
12. Mama Don't Allow/ Saints
13. No Place Like Home / Auf Wiederseh'n
Ken Colyer m Ip except on/6.-8. vocon/3. & 10.-12.

CD 67 • Sweet Emma Barrett and her Bell Boys • Mardl Gras Day 1960 ■ Live.
Jazz In New Orleans - The Sixties
02. Ice Cre3m
01. Just a Closer Walk With Thee
04. All Ot Me
03. Alice Blue Gown
06. Ting-A-Ling
05. Shine
08. Panama
07. Mack the Knilo
10. Bill Bailey
09. I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and
12. Sister Kate
11.lt Ever I Cease to Love
14. Happy Birthday
13.
St. Louis Blues
16. When the Saints Go Marching In
15.
Who’s Sorry Now
17.
Indiana
18. Basin Street Blues
Percy Huntphrey m Ip, voc on /16..

George Lewis • cl. Ian Wheeler except on / 2. -5.,
Mac Duncan • lb except on/6.-8., John Bastable - bj. Ron Ward • siting b.

Andrew Morgan - cl, Is, voc on/1., 7. & 13., Jim Robinson - lb.
Sweet Emma Barrett - p. voc on/4. 4 10., dialogue on /18, Id.

Cotin Bowden - dr
rec. 27.4.1957, Manchester Free Trade Hall. England
total lime- 71:28, 8-page booklet

Creole George Guesnon - bj, Ricard Alexis m sb, Cie Frazier m dr
rec. 1.3. I960, Laura Lee Guest House, SI. Charles Avenue, New Orleans
total bme: 77.26, 6-page booklet

CD 53 • Ken Colyer In New Orleans - The Complete 1953 Recordings
1. New Orleans Hop Scop Blues take 1 2. New Orleans Hop Scop Blues t. 2
3. Climax Rag take 1
4. Black Cat On the Fence take 1
5. Black Cat On the Fence take 2
6. Black Cat On the Fence lake 3
7. That's a Plenty take 2
8. Gravier Street Blues take 1
9. Gravier Street Bluos take 2

CD = mono/CDS = stereo

Dine-A-Mite Jazz DJCD-001

Ken Colyer - co, Emile Barnes - cl, Harrison Brazlee - lb. Dill Huntington - bj.
Albert Glenny u sb, Albert Jles m dr
rec. 23.2.1953, Emile Barnes'house, La Harpe Sheet, New Orleans

10. New Orleans Hop Scop Blues 1.1
12. Black Cat On the Fence take 1
14. How Long Blues take 1
16. How Long Blues take 3
18. Thai's a Plenty take 1
20. Frankie and Johnny take 1
22. Panama lake 1
24. Chiri-Biri-Bin take 1

Ken Colyer’s Jazzmen ■
In Concert -1959

11. New Orleans Hop Scop Blues 1.2
13. Black Cat On the Fence take 2
15. How Long Blues take 2
17. Climax Ragtakel
19. Gravier Streot Blues take 1
21. Buddy Bolden Blues take 1
23. Winter Wonderland lake 1

01. Sweet Fields
02. Vfhon I Leave the World Behind
03. Nobody Knows the Trouble I've... 04. Aunt tlagar's Bluos
05. Cheek To Cheek
06. Willie the Wooper
07. Muskrat Ramble
08. Peanut Vendor
09. Chimes Blues
10. Don't Go Vay Nobody

Ken Colyer - co, voc on/14. m ,6. & 21., Emile Barnes - cl,
Hanison Brazlee - lb. Bill Huntington - bj, Georgo Fortier • sb, Albert Sties - dr

Kon Colyor- Ip, voc on/3., Id, Ian Wheeler-cl, Mac Duncan - tb,
Ray Fexley - p, John Usslable - bj Ron Ward - sb, Colin Bowden - dr

rec. 24.2.1953, Entile Barnes'house. La Harpe Sheet, Atav Orleans

rec. 31.1.1959, Manchester Free Trade Hall, England
total bme: 65:33, 6-page booklet

total lime: 73:27 8-page booklet

CDS 55 - The New Orleans Jazz Wizards •
01. Jambalaya
03. Love Song 01 the Nile
05. River Slay Away From My Door
07. If I Could Be With You
09. St. James Infirmary
11. Darktown Strutters' Ball
13. Stumbling
15. When the Saints Go Marching In

Jambalaya
02. In the Sweet Bye and Bye
04. I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and...
06. China Boy
08.1 Don't Want to Walk Without You
10. Let the Rest Of the World Go By
12.
Tin Roof Blues
14.
When My Dreamboat Comes Home

LionelFerbos - Ip, voc on/1., 3.-5., 7, 9. ., 11. & 13, Pud Brown m cl, Is,
Lester Calisle - lb, Les Muscull - b/ Pett
"Chuck" Badie - sb, voc on /15,
Ernie Elly m dr
rec. 8.1995, Audiophile Studios, New Orleans
total lime: 59.57, 6-page booklet

CO 58 ■ The George Lewis Ragllme Band ■ In Concert 1959 •
Manchester Free Trade Hall Opening House
01. intro/Basin Street Blues
02. Who's Sorry Now
03. West End Blues
04. High Society
05. Hindustan
06. Tin Root Bluos
07. It's a Long Way To Tipperary
08. Nobody Knows the Way I Feel This Morning / The Old Rugged Cross
09. At a Georgia Camp Meeting 10. Lord. Lord, Lord
11.
Chinatown, My Chinatown
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Avery "Kid" Howard - tp, voc on /10., George Lewis m cl. Id, Jim Robinson - lb,
Joseph Robichaux - p, Stow Drag Pavageau ■ sb, Joe Watkins m dr, voc on/7
rec. 31.1.1959, Manchester Free Trade Hall. England

7") A. J, C S4

total time: 73:14. 6-page booklet
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Miko Dine Limited. 504 Rocords & Cassettes. 20 Clifton Road. Welling. Kent. DA1610A. England. Tel. (0181) 303 -9719 - Spring 1998
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504 CATALOGUE - Price-List

LPS 11 - Chester Zardls and his Hot5/Michael White and his Liberty Street 3

504 & Dine-A-Mite CDs / £ 11.45 each

rec. 1984, New Orleans

LPS 12 - Sheik 8 Sadie - My Dreams Are Gelling Belter All tha Time
rec. 1985, New Orleans

CDS 6 - Michael White's New Orleans Music • Shake It 8 Break It
rec. 1. 1. 1981 <5 2.5.1987, New Orleans, total time: 65:47
CD 9 • Paul Barbarln and his New Orleans Band - Streets of the City

LP 13 • Chlel John Brunlous and his Mahogany Hall Stompers - Bye and Bye
rec. 1964, New Orleans

LPS 14 ■ First Revolution Singers / Cherry Blossom Band •
New Orleans Gospel / Rhythm and Blues, rec. 1986, New Orleans
LP 16 a The Basin Street Six - Bonaparte’s Relreat, rec. ca. 1950, New Orleans
LPS 17 • Earl Humphrey • Andrew Jefferson Four - Have You Ever Been Lonely

rec. 5.9.1950, Fall 1953, S 21.4.1956, New Orleans, total time: 60:54

CD 16 - Pete Fountain and his Basin Street Six *
rec. circa 1950, New Orleans, total time: 46:00

CDS 18 - Lionel Ferbos and The Creole Swingers - At the Jazz Band Ball Jazz In New Orleans - The Eighties * / Nineties
rec. 11.11.1987, New Orleans <5 19.1.1998, Algiers, La., total time- 72:01
CDS 21 • Kid Sheik with Charlie Lave and His Cado Jazz Band • 1960

rec. 1967, New Orleans

LPS 18 • Lionel Ferbos and his Creole Serenaders • At the Jazz Band Ball
rec. 1987, New Orleans

LPS 19 - Sadie Goodson's Goodllme Music - Big Three and Solo Plano

rec. circa I960, New Orleans, total time: 54:59

rec. 1987 & 1989, New Orleans

CD 23 - Ken Colyer ■ The Unknown N.O. Sessions wllh Hay Burke 1952 • 1953

LP 20 - v.a. - Religious Recordings trom Black New Orleans: 1924 -1931

rec. 8.12.52, New Orleans, total time: 65:50

booklet with artist biographies and lyric transcriptions enclosed

COS 27 • Raymond Burke nod Cle Frazier wllh Butch Thompson In N.O.°

LPS 22- Chuck Carbo wllh Ed Frank's N.O. R8B Band - Lite's Ups and Downs

rec. 1979, New Orleans, total time: 60:27

rec. 1988, New Orleans

CD 31 - Willie Pajeaud / Kid Thomas ■ The Larry Borensteln Collection Vol. 2 *

LPS 24 - First Revolution Singers ol New Orleans La., zee 1988, Kenner, La.
LP 30 - Kid Thomas' Dixieland Band 1957 with Ed Washington •
The Larry Borensteln Colledlon Vol. 1, rec 1957, New Orleans
LP 31 - Willie Pa|eaud / Kid Thomas ■ The Larry Borensleln Colledlon Vol. 2

rec. circa 1955/1957, Nrrw Orleans, total lime: 58:34

CD 32 • Isidore “Tuts' Washington" - New Orleans Plano •
Tha Larry Borensleln Collection Vol. 3, rec. circa I960, N 0., total time: 51:08
CD 33 - Kid Thomas' Dixieland Band 1960 wllh Emanuei Paul •
The Larry Borensteln Collection Vol. A rec circa I960. N O., total time: 64:42
CD 34 • Punch Miller’s N.O. Band - The Larry Borensteln Collection Vol. 5

rec. ca. 55/57, New Orleans,

LP 35 - v.a. • A New Orleans Anthology: 726 St. Peter, New Orleans, La. The Larry Borensteln Colledlon Vol. 6, rec. 1955 • i960. Atav Orleans

rec. circa 1957, New Orleans, total lime: 56:41

CD 36 ■ Billie 8 Dee Dee Pierce with Kid Thomas 1960 •
The Larry Borensleln Collection Vol. 7, rec. circa i960, N o., total time: 50. tr
CD 37 - Kid Thomas' Dixieland Band 1957 wllh Ed Washington
The Larry Borensteln Collection. Vol. 8 rec. ca. 1957, N.O., total tinie: 60:47
CO 38 - Noon Johnson/Lemon Nash -1960 Tha Larry Borensleln Collection, Vol. 9,rec. ca. i960, N.O., total lime: 57:09
CD 40 • Punch Miller's New Orleans Band 1957 and wllh Ed Washington ■
The Larry Borensteln Colledlon, Vol. It rec ca. 1957, N.O, total lime: 57. ro
CD 50 • George Lewis wllh Ken Colyer’s Jazzmen 1957
The Famous Manchester Free Trade Hall Cone. - Rehearsal a. Opening Hall
rec. 8. & 27.4.1957, Manchester, total time: 71:07
CD 51 ■ George Lewis with the Ken Colyer Jazzmen 1957 •
The Famous Manchester Free Trade Hall Concert - Second llr.lf
rec 27.4.1957, Manchester. England, total time: 71:28
CD 53 • Ken Colyer In New Orleans - The Complete 1953 Recordings
rec 23. & 24.2.1953, New Orleans, total time: 73:27
CDS 55 - The New Orleans Jan Wizards -Jambalaya

LP = mono/LPS = stereo
Z.A’V/r-O'^ *-.:*£ s-rtzz. <?'>■-'» A *"*•"*

~e‘ /asr504 MCsT£ 7 00 each
TCS1 ■ Kid Sheik's Storyvllle Ramblers • The Sheik Ot Araby
rec. 1981, New Orleans

TCS 2 • Louis Nelson wllh Barry Marlyn's Serenaders - Skaters Waltz
rec. 1966, London, England

TCS 3 ■ Teddy Riley - llonky Took Town 79, rec. 1979. New Odeans
TCS 4 • W. Eugene / T. Riley / M. White / Kid Sheik - Four Leal Clover
rec. 1978- 1981, Now Orleans

TCS 5 - Jack Willis a. his New Orleans Band - Orleans Street Shuttle
rec. 1982, New Orleans

rec. 1995, New Orleans, total time: 59:57

TCS 6 • Michael While's New Orleans Music - Shake It 8 Break It

CD 58 - The George Lewis Ragtime Band - In Concert 1959 Manchester Free Trade Hall Opening House
rec 31.1.1959, Manchester, England, total tinie: 73:14
CD 67 • Sweet Emma Barrett and her Bell Boys - Mardl Gras Oay 1960 • Live. •
Jazz In New Orleans • The Sixties, rec. 1.3. I960, total lime: 77 26

rec. 1981, New Orleans

TCS 7 - Kid Thomas Valentine 8 Louis Nelson with The New Iberia Stompers A Night at the 100 Club, rec. 1973, London
TCS 8 - Wendell Eugene's New Orleans Band, rec. 1978. New Orleans
TC 9 - Paul Barbarln and his N.O. Band 1950 - Streets ol the City
rec. ca. 1950, New Orleans

DJCD-001 • Ken Colyer's Jazzmen • In Concert • 1959

TCS 10 • Young Tuxedo Brass Band • Jazz Continues, rec. 1983, New Orleans
TCS 11 ■ Chester Zardls and his Hot 5/ Michael While and his Liberty Street 3

rec. 31.1.1959, Manchester Free Trade Hall, England, total lime: 65:33

rec. 1984, New Orleans

CD = mono / CDS = stereo * also on LP / ° also on cassette
M

rec. 1985. New Orleans
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TC 13 • Chlel John Brunlous and his Mahogany Hall Stompers • Bye and Byo
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TCS 12 • Sheik 8 Sadie • My Dreams Are Getting Belter All the Time

c.. ,c-S.O r/SLc c, 7710-
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5 0 4 L P s / £ 7.00each
LPS1 • Kid Sheik's Storyvllle Ramblers ■ The Sheik Ot Araby
rec 1981, New Orleans
LPS 2 ■ Louis Nelson with Barry Martyn's Serenades • Skaters Waltz
rec 1966, London, England, intormative 8-page booklet enclosed
LPS 3 ■ Teddy Riley ■ Honky Tonk Town 79
rec 1979, New Orleans
LPS 4 - W. Eugene / T. Riley / M. White / Kid Sheik • Four Leal Clover
rec 1978- 1981, New Orleans
LPS 5 ■ Jack Willis a. his New Orleans Band - Orleans Street Shuttle
rec 1982, New Orleans
LPS 6 • Michael White's New Orleans Music • Shake tt 8 Break II

rec. 1964, New Orleans

TCS 14 • First Revolution Singers/Cherry Blossom Band - N.O. Gospel / R 8 B
'refe. 1986, NewJOrleans •

TCS 22- Chuck Carbo wllh Ed Frank's N.O. RSB Bsnd - Lite’s Ups and Downs
rec. 1988, New Orleans

TCS 27 - Raymond Burke’s Big Three, rec. 1979, New Orleans
TCS 101 G • First Revolution Singers ot Hew Orleans, La.,rec. 1986, New
Orleans

TC = mono/ TCS = stereo

shipping rates
compact discs 8 cassettes:

rec. 1981, New Orleans

LPS 8 a Wendell Eugene’s New Orleans Band, rec 1978, New Odeans
LP 9 - Paul Barbarln and his N.O. Band 1950 • Streets ol the City
rec. ca.1950, New Orleans
LPS 10 - Young Tuxedo Brass Band • Jazz Continues, rec. 1983, New Odeans

LP records:

Mike Dino Limited, 504 Records & Cassettes. 20 Clifton Road. Welling. Kent. DA1610A, England. Tel. (0181) 303 -9719 - Spring 1998
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Stereo

At the Jazz Rand Rail.
1 .At the Jazz Band Ball
2. Over the Rainbow
3. Shako It and Break It *
4. Walking My Baby Back Homo
5. Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White
6. My Blue Heaven 0
7. Sobbin’ Blues
8. Bognlusa Strut
9. Prelty Baby *
10. Sweethearts On Parade
11.Once In Awhile
12. Pul On Your OkJ Grey Bonnet 0
13. Let Me Call You Sweetheart
14. GW Of My Dreams
15. Beautiful Dreamer*
16. You're All I Won! For Christmas (Algiers
17. Pretty Doll / Ugly Child *
16. Shine
19. I'm Sony I Made You Cry *

tracks 1 to 13:
Lionel Ferbos - tnimpnt, vocal \ loader
Davkl Grillier • clarinet, tenor sax
Les Muscutt - amplified guitar
McNeal Breaux • string bass
John Roblchaux - drums, vocal 0
recorded at Ultrasonic Studio, New Orleans. La .
November II. 1987

tracks 14 to 19:
Lionel Ferbos - trumpet, vocal \ loader
Sam Rimington - clarinet, alto sax
Loster Callsto - trornhono
Les Muscutt - banjo
BUI Huntington • string bass
Frank Oxfny • drums

Strut)

recorded at Word of Mouth Studio, Algion. I a .
January 19. 1998
H COMPACT
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A 504 RECORDS PRODUCTION (?) 1908 - 504 RFCORDS (§) 1998 - 504 RECORDS

oTGITALmjnTo

MIKE DINE UMCIED

total playing time
72.01 mins

504 RECORDS 4 CASSETTES
20 Mflon HondL wry%vi Kon* DA 18 1Q\ EnrjAirl
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YOU OET MORE WITH 504
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504 (JUS r,5
Stereo

J n z z In New Orleans - The Nineties

J*og aneafJOu* *N P««*<W

Brian Camfck - clarinet
Waktren "Frog' Joseph - trombone
John ‘KkT Simmons - tnimpet
Clifford Brown • banjo, vocal 4
James "JC“ Prevost - string bass, vocal *
Gerald French - drums

I Streets 01 the City
2. Washington A Lee Swing *
3 Cnrefoss Love Blues
d. Bugle Boy March
5. Swat>ee River
6. Old Rugged Cross
7. Let Mo Call You Sweetheart
8. Lady Be Good 0
9. SI. Louis Blues 0
10 Darklown Strutters' Ball
11.1 Ain't Got Nobody
12Tlng-A-Ling
13. I’m Contestin' 0
14. Anytime

recorded at Sonny Fnggart's Patio.
716 Oimiaino Street. Now Orleans
April 22. 1997
by Hrn Stamhurqli (Word of Month Stixlio)

Brian Carrick with Waldren "Ftoe~ Joaeph and hit New Orfeana Bojrc

S9 SQD t-OS

Brian Can ick with
Watdren "Frog” Joseph and his New Orleans Boys

652512151826

snot-os

An fights reserved. Unauthorised reproduction of this recording b prohibited by I be appropriate law and suN«Cl to criminal prosecution

yi

sad T h e , Crook Swiorars - At the Jazz Band Ball 04 CD

504 CDS 18

Lionel Ferbos and The Creole Swtnjcr* - At the Jazz Band Ball.

Lionel Ferbos and The Creole Swingers
Jn7.T. In New Orleans - The Eifihtic.s/Nlnctlcs

r COMPACT

©3578)
A 504 RECORDS PROOUCRON (p) 1998 - 504 RECORDS (S) 1990 -504 RECORDS

ColoS©

DIGITAL AUDIO

total playing time
71.2*1 mins
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MIKE DINE LIMITED
504 RECORDS 4 CASSETTES
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YOU OET MORE WITH 504
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652512156784

504 CDS 65
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The only shop in Sweden
100% specialized in jazz
blues and gospel. Thou
sands of new and second
hand CDs and LPs in all
styles. Also 78s and
jazz literature. Lots of
BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
2 IRCs or 10:- in Swe
dish stamps for our
latest mail order news
list, where among other
things you will find a
special offer on the
Storyville label.
SKIVFYND JAZZ OCH BL
Box 8003, 104 20 Stock
holm. Street address:
Scheeleaatan 12. Tel/
fax: 08-652 92 91.

JES

WELCOME TO CONTACT

The mail order business
dealing with Traditional Jazz only.
More than 1000 different
LPs. CDs. Cassettes, Videos & Books.
Stomp Off, Delmark, GHB
(incl. American Music series).
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi Gras.
504, Lake and many others.
Phone: (0)526-15352 or
write: SURBRUNNSG 21
S-452 37 STROMSTAD
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make do with words alone. Thus, when you read
something, you tend to take it verbatim, which is
confusing when you read a transcription as some
words very well might mean something that was
communicated via a tone of voice. Bear this in
mind when you read transcriptions, especially if
you're doing research.
East issue's coverage of the Exhibition on Bill
Russell at the Historic New Orleans Collection in
New Orleans on Royal Street was written by Bjorn
Bamheim, but he didn't get the credit for it. Not
that he minded, but "credit where credit's due" is
one of our guide lines. The fault was mine.

George the Hurricane left his home early this au
tumn. aiming - like so many of us - directly for
New Orleans with no unnecessary stops on the
way, hoping to have the time of his life. A bit
south east of target he lost his bearings, however,
and turned too much north and New Orleans
escaped more or less except for some damages in
the area where Mama LouS used to be. We un
derstand that Biloxi got harder hit. Here, at the
vast editorial offices of B.J.I., we are just as selfish
as in all other such places, and rejoice in the fact
that our beloved city escaped more havoc than its
normal night life.

PRES RELEASE

In August. SBJS in co-operation with the Swedish
Jazz Archive invited Sam Charters to speak for us
about New Orleans in the 50's. Sam's introductory
address was in English, but Sam speaks good
Swedish so after a while the meeting was unintel
ligible to all but the Frozen Few. In this issue we
publish a transcription of the English part. 1 read
it very soon after having heard Sam and it sud
denly became veiy clear to me how differently we
perceive the two medias. When you see and hear a
speaker, you also follow body language so jokes,
ironies,
Written

associative deviations etc are
communication is different as

It is time for a new issue of this eminent magazine.
I have the sad duty to report of the passing of one
of our great members, good friend, outstanding
historian
and
superb
musician,
Albrekt
von
Konow. who lost his battle with a malignant di
sease this summer. Well miss him enormously.
(See Lars Westin's obituary in this issue).

obvious.
it must

-l-

perback publication with articles and memo
rable photographs, but the one with Bunk slee
ping on the bandstand at Styvesant Casino, I
am pretty sure Bill Russell himself would have
omitted.

Together with The Jazz Archive at the University
of Stockholm, the Swedish Bunk Johnson Socie
ty arranged a highly succesfiill evening, Tuesday
Aug. 18th, entitled "An evening with Sam Char
ters". A lot of people and a very talkative Sam
made this evening unforgettable. We have tran
scribed more or less all of what was said that
evening, and you will find it elsewhere in this
issue. We think it's a very important document,
indeed. Of course we have invited Sam to join us
in the Society, but so far he hasn't responded to
that offer. Maybe he prefers George Lewis too
much. (Who played altosaxophone with an
electric guitar' most of the 50s, according to
Sam).

Again in this issue we will miss music transcrip
tions, due to lack of time for Tom Pauli. But he
is working on a great project that 1 hope we will
publish in next issue. 1 can assure you it is
worth waiting for.

&

Lars Edegran phoned me some weeks ago and
told me about the progress of the much awaited
release of the Imperial Band CD. "Lars & Oran
ge, The Early Years. Imperial Band Historical
Recordings 1961-62". The cover, liner notes etc.
has been sent to the printer, and the CD is
scheduled for release in George Buck's "Christ
mas Collection", to use Lars' own words. To Ge
orge (Buck) Christmas every now and then ap
pears in January. But anyway, the record is on
it's way for release. And not only those three
"collectors items" EPs, there is also a whole un
issued session on the CD.

2U
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Re Bill Russells Labour of Love "Mr Jelly Roll - a
Scrap Book" I have nothing more to tell. Accor
ding to "Brother Bill", William Wagner, Karl
Knudsen has promised the book will be publised
within this year. But I have got no further con
firmations of this. So we will have to wait and
see. But for how long???

DILL PICKLES
SBJS has joined Center For Black Music Re
search” at Columbia Collage. Chicago. For moreinformation. visit their interesting web site.
mvw.colum.edu/cbmr/

I didn't have the opportunity myself to visit the
Exhibition on Bill Russell at the Historic New
Orleans Collection in New Orleans on Royal
Street 533. But a lot of distinguished members
did. Among them Christer Fellers, (see picture
elsewhere). A very interesting "Jazz Scrap Book"
was published as reported in last issue. A pa-

Our venerated Swedish member Claes Cervin
has made a generous donation of SI 27 to the
Historic New Orleans Collection where you will

.2.

find the legacy of Bill Russell. If you want to fol
low this fine example, contact them at 533 Royal
Street. New Orleans, LA 70130-2179.

NEW BUNK RECORDS

PeO Karlstrom has compiled a listing of all
American Music CDs issued by the GHB Foun
dation. It is attached to this issue.
One of your favorite spots has changed address.
You should now direct your steps to HOGAN
JAZZ ARCHIVE, 304 Joseph Merric Jones Hall,
Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70118.

992562302670

The muched talked about, controversial and
hard-to-get book "'New Orleans Jazz - A Revi
sed History"' can now be purchased directly
from the author with a 50% price reduction.
Write to: Ralph Collins. 1701 Bush Street, Apt
3J, Oceanside. CA 92054.

The CD "Best of Sidney Bechet ". Blue Note CDP
7243 8 2891 20. contains one track (Porto Rico
/BN-227-0/) with Bunk. (Info fr&n P-0 Karlstrom)
Ariola Express (G) has issued a budget CD cal
led "Dixieland - Best in Original" (290 311) with
one track by Bunk; 'The Saints' from Dec 1945
(usual take).

Willem Weijts has updated his Bunk Johnson
home page. Visit at:
www. iae. nl / users / s tormva / ejp- bj. h tm
The Center for Louisiana Studies, University of
Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, have issued
Vol. 3 of their "Louisiana Life Series" called "Se
cond Linin' - Jazzmen of Southwest Louisiana
1900 - 1950". Author is our member Austin
Sonnier, who kindly let us publish the article
about Lawrence Dube in this number. Other
chapters deal with Hypolite Charles. Bunk Jo
hnson. Harold Potier. Mercedes Fontenette a o.
Buy it!

Jazz Crusade JCCD-3036 "Jazz Nocturne 1" is
Bill Bissonnette's first reissue of five planned of
the radio airshots and rehearsals from Cafe
Savoy. Boston. Spring 1945 (Sidney Bechet and
his N.O. Rhythm Kings). This first issue con
tains the rehearsal from April 3rd. The other tit
les are with Bocage.Bill got the master tapes
from Tex Wyndham and Guy DeMole. so the
sound is all you can expect. In a recent email
from Bill he says he is ready to issue two more
now and the final two in January 1999.

Also this year members of our society were
awarded The Louis Armstrong Memorial Prize at
Mosebacke Etablissemang in Stockholm. We are
very proud to have trumpeter players Jocke
Falk and Jan Stolpe as members of our Swe
dish board. The third prize winner was Jennie
L'Obel. a young and promising jazz vocalist.

For more information about Jazz Crusade, visit:
http://members.aol.com/iazzcrusad.
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MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Jens Lindgren

Australia. The band has worked on occasion
with such pioneers as Doc Cheatham, Benny
Carter and Benny Waters. Apart from the year
1972, when Jesse lived in Japan and played
with the New Orleans Rascals, he has been fait
hful to the Kustbandet and in the early 80s he
took over as their leader.
He has also been involved in most of the num
bers on trumpeter Bent Persson's extensive re
cording project "Armstrong's 50 Hot Choruses
for Comet", and since 1986 he has worked with
Bent in the Classic Jazz Band.
Jesse has an academic degree and is a fully qulified radio producer. Over the years he has pro
duced a large number of jazz programmes on
Swedish radio.
From 1985 to 1995 he also was a member of the
Harlem Jazz Camels and since 1992 he has his
own band - Jesse's New Orleans Band - that
plays at jazz clubs and festivals.
"Jesse's Jubilee Album" (Jesse's Jazz CD20*30S)
covers his career in music with recordings from
1963 to 1994. It was released for his 50th birth
day in 1995. It can be bought from Jesse at
Skeppsbron 6. 1 11 30 Stockholm.

Trombone player Jens "Jesse" Lindgren is a pi
votal figure among present-day musicians that
represent the jazz music of the 20s and 30s.
Trendsetters like Kid Ory. Jay C. Higginbotham
and Dicky Wells have had a hand in forming Ills
style - earthy and extrovert but tender at heart.
Besides playing in several bands he’s also in
charge of the Swedish Jazz Archive.
Jesse, who's always had an abundance of initia
tive. started his first New Orleans band - The
Eagle Band - in 1962. In 1964 he began to play
in the Kustbandet. which has toured more than
twenty countries, including America. Japan and

LAWRENCE DUHE 1887-1960: JAZZ PIONE
ER.
by Austin Sonnier (with kind permission of
the author)
By the early 1900s. New Orleans had become
the absolute and undisputed capital of the new
music called jazz. Imposing figures like Buddy
Bolden. Bunk Johnson and Jelly Roll Morton all
roamed the streets and alleys headed for places
like Pete Lala's tonk, the Twenty Five Saloon or
Vic Dubois' place on Rampart Street to play
their music, down more than a few drinks, and
talk shop. The city was alive with all types of

friends.
By 1911, in spite of having saddled himself with
a job hauling mail for the La Place Post Office.
Lawrence was at the height of his involvement
with the family band. His love for music, by this
time, was beginning to blossom, and soon he
started looking to more professional musical si
tuations for aesthetic satisfaction. But not beeing quite ready to take on New Orleans, he ac
cepted the next best thing, a job in trombonist
Ed "Kid" Ory’s band.

music, and the African-French-Spanish tradi
tions that formed a blanket over this heaven of
the South provided for a large number of diverse
situations where musicians, especially practitio
ners of the "new" music, could present their ta
lents. During the daytime there were jobs in pa
rades of every sort, advertising dances on the
back of horse-drawn wagons, and, of course, the
unique New Orleans jazz funerals. Nights
brought the musicians into juke-joints, saloons,
and dance halls where the music was loud, the
women beautiful, and the fights often. The
music complemented. It embraced the city and
provided a means from which life could draw
and experience elation at its fullest.

In Ory’s group he was required to play only the
clarinet. This led to an attitude which caused
him to abandon completely the guitar and to
concentrate solely on the wind instrument. As a
result, he played clarinet for the rest of his mu
sical career.

It was in this atmosphere, around 1914, that cla
rinetist Lawrence Duhe' first noticed his affinity
with the music and started seriously to live jazz.
Du He’s musical talent was nurtured by a family
of musicians. He began playing the blues at a
very early age in La Place, Louisiana, his home
town. His father. Everiste Duhe, worked at the
la Place Sugar Refinery as a dryer, and played
violin in his own band as well as with other
groups in and around town. It was because of
his prompting that young Lawrence began to
play first the guitar and later the clarinet. He
became proficient enough on both instruments
to influence his brothers. Gaston B.L. and Dedana, to take him into their ensemble. The Duhe
Brothers Band. They played the blues, "hot" ar
rangements of popular songs of the day, and a
number of jazz tunes that seeped out of New Or
leans with an air of abandon that was remini

In 1913 Ory took the band to New Orleans.
Battles of bands and topnotch musicianship
were the order of the day. and Kid Ory’s band,
being one of young men with musically tight ar
rangements and unending ambition, succeeded
in beating Bab Frank's band of seasoned profes
sionals in a fierce cutting contest that was held
in DLxie Park. After the victory the band's mem
bers decided to stay in New Orleans to seek
their fame and fortune in the overcrowded and
competitive music underworld. John Joseph's
barber shop at Ferret and Robinson streets
became their headquarters.
For Lawrence Duhe this was a time for learning.
He concerned himself solely with the art and
trade of music. From Ory and some of the more
seasoned veterans of New Orleans music he
learned the art and qualities of leadership, a qu
ality bom of innate abilities and consciously and
systematically digested. From the masters. Lo
renzo Tio Jr and George Baquet. he studied Eu
ropean concepts of classical clarinet playing. He
found himself in an ideal situation .

scent of the Crescent City. Everything was play
ed by ear. Gaston was the bass player; Blace
(B.L.) Duhe, who was to graduate later from
Harvard and practise medicine in Beaumont.
Texas, played guitar: Dedana, the oldest brot
her, played trombone and violin: and Lawrene
performed on guitar and clarinet. Although their
mother did not project a talent for music, two of
their sisters did. Both girls played piano and
organ in church and at home for the family and

Duhe 's aggresive bearing shortly took him out
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South Louisiana. Once back in New Orleans he
influenced "King" Oliver, who was leaving for

of the ranks as sideman and into the fore as a
leader of his own band. His first venture was at
the 101 Ranch, a job that lasted just shy of three
months. It was long' enough, however, to en
kindle the fire that was needed for him to move
forward, ever looking' for success. Members of
his first band were chosen from the city's finest.
Personnel included Walter Decou on piano, the
great Johnny St Cyr played guitar, Sidney
Desvigne was the comet player and John Beno
it, from Pass Christian, Mississippi, was the
drummer. Duhe' managed to keep them together
for about a year in places like Pete Lala's and
Tom Anderson's Annex.

Chicago to another job, to fill the trumpet chair
in the Duhe outfit. "King" Oliver subsequently
joined the band when it moved to the Dream
land Ballroom. Things worked out well for a
while, but then a bit of trouble arose between
Duhe', Oliver and trombonist Roy Palmer when
Oliver insisted that Duhe' fire Palmer for sleeping
on the bandstand. Duhe. for personal reasons,
would not. Differences could not be settled, and
in 1919 the trouble suddenly climaxed. The end
was as much a surprise to Duhe as was the be
ginning. When the dust settled. Joe Oliver was
the leader of his own orchestra, and Duhe and
Palmer were left without a band.

In the infant years of this century jazz began to
defy geographical restrictions and began to
move slowly north, west, and east, spreading it
self in a fashion that was no less grander than
the times. This advance, especially to Kansas
City and Chicago, is well documented. Duhe' left
New Orleans for Chicago in 1917. Within a short
while he and his band were booked into Deluxe
Cafe on Thirty-fifth and State streets. They play
ed there from 8 p.m. until midnight, then ru
shed off to the Royal Gardens where they perfor med from 1 am to 4 a.m. seven days a week. This

Before this unfortunate occurence though. Duhe
had the honor of leading the first jazz band to
play at a Word Series Game. It was the Cincin
nati Red Sox versus the Chicago White Sox Seri
es of 1919. Other members of that band were
Jimmy Palao on temor saxophone, George Field
on trombone, trumpeter Joe Oliver, Willie Hum
phrey playing second clarinet. Emmet Scott on
banjo, bassplayer Wellman Breaux and Minor
Hall on drums.

band was one of Duhe's best. It included "Sugar
Johnny" Smith on comet. Roy Palmer on trom
bone, guitarist Louis Keppard, drummer Fred
"Bebe" Hall. Wellman Breaux on bass, and Lil
Hardin, whom Duhe later introduced to Louis
Armstrong, played piano. The fantastically ta
lented Bill Robinson was a featured dancer in
the floor show.

In 1923 Duhe became ill from an ulcer that had
been bothering him for some time. It was pro
bably caused in part by the rigors of leading his
own band and by the fast-paced lifestyle he ad
opted after leaving New Orleans.
His doctor advised him to move to Arizona but
he headed down south to New Orleans instead.
After a period of restoring' himself musically in
the city. Duhe met Jack Carey who persuaded
him to join his excursion circuit which ran from

When "Sugar Johnny" Smith died of pneumonia
in the winter of 1918, cometplayer Mutt Carey
was chosen to replace him. Carey accepted the
job. but soon found himself in a rather precari
ous position. Not ever having had the occasion

New Orleans to Lafayette. As fate would have it.
on Duhe's first trip to Lafayette he was met at
the train station by Evan Thomas, the legendary
trumpetplayer from Crowley. Louisiana, and
some members of his Black Eagle Band. Tho
mas. having heard of Duhe's track record, was

to travel far from the Sun Belt and lacking pro
per cold weather attire, he was soon compelled
to reconsider his decision. He left the band wit
hout notice to return to the warm climate of
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quick to offer him a job - thirty-five dollars a
week plus room and board. Duhe accepted on
the spot and was rushed off to Crowley with
nothing but his clarinet to play a dance that
night. Later, the young lady who managed the
boarding house where he was staying, helped
him to get some clothes and other needs. This
young lady, Clara, soon became his wife. They
eventually moved to Lafayette, settled into a
house that was near the hub of black nightlife,
and started working on a family.

raphernalia collected
music business.

during

his

years

in

the

Duhe had written three songs in the late 1920s
that were recorded on the Cinerama Song Com
pany label of Beverly Hills, California. Copies of
"The Lafayette Stomp", "The Evangeline Blues"
and "I like to take My Girl to the Bathing Beach"
are now hard to find. He made no other recor
dings, a fate common to many old-timers.
Duhe died quitely in his Lafayette home at age
seventy-three. He did not get the traditional New
Orleans jazz funeral, but most of the musicians
with whom he was at one time associated atten
ded funeral services. After services his body was
taken to Reserve, Louisiana, for burial.

His association with Evan Thomas lasted about
ten years. During that time he also worked with
tromboneplayer
Gustave
Fontenette's
Banner
Orchestra in New Iberia. "Bunk" Johnson, the
famous trumpetplayer who claimed to have
given Louis Armstrong his first lessons in jazz,
was living in New Iberia at the time and was de
veloping his highly melodic second trumpet style
as a member of Fontenette's orchestra. Together
they travelled throughout Louisiana and Texas.
After Evan Thomas was murdered at a dance
hall in Rayne. Louisiana in 1932, Bunk went his
way. and Duhe' chose to go on the road with the
popular Rabbits Foot Minstrels and toured most
of the South.

(First printed in. Louisiana Life Series. No 3 "Se
cond Linin' - Jazzmen of Southwest Louisiana.
1900-1950". 1989, published by The Center for
Louisiana Studies, University of Southwestern
Louisiana, Lafayette, LA.)

Being away from his wife for long periods of time
was not the ideal situation for Duhe, and after a

BUDDY BOLDEN OF NEW ORLEANS

few months he left the Rabbits Foot Minstrels
job to join Frank Brown's band back home in
Lafayette. Except for a week with Pinchback
Touro's Lincoln Band in Morgan City. Louisia
na, in the mid 1930s, Duhe played regularly
with Brown until 1945 at a Lafayette resturant.
That year marked the end of his career as a pro
fessional musician. For some reason lie no long
er considered music to be a part of his life. He
constantly refused jobs, including' an offer from
Kid Ory to join him in California. The desire to
perform was no longer there. He lived quitely
with his memories, surrounded by pictures of
musicians he had played with, his old clarinet
and soprano saxophone, records, and other pa

Thus was the end of another giant of that music
called jazz. He is still remembered by some, for
gotten by many. A valuable asset to the birth
and growth of early Black Classical Music.

A jazz poem by Ray Bisso

**A book review by Floyd Levin**
Langston Hughes' first volume of poems ap
peared in 1926. Since then, few writers have at
tempted to transpose jazz's rythmic and drama
tic qualities into viable poetic structures.
Ray Bisso captures those elusive qualities
while creating a flowing narrative that covers the
brief career of New Orleans' first jazz king, cornetist Buddy Bolden (1877-1931).
Bisso achieves this transposition by intuit!-
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vely aligning’ the voice and tone of Negro expres
sion within a jazzy rhythm - a street beat of a
New Orleans brass band - or a sensuous slow
drag in a funky dance hall. You will hear horses'
hoofs and wagon wheels clapping on the
cobblestone streets.

564474-268-7)
S 10.00 from Fithian Press, Box 1525, Santa
Barbara. CA 93102

AN EVENING WITH SAM CHARTERS
Hughes' "Montage of a Dream Deferred"
brought to readers throughout the English spea
king world a clear reflection of the black ghetto
experience. Similarly, Ray Bisso directs his at
tention to the sounds and the spirit of New Orle
ans around the turn of the last century when
jazz was emerging and Buddy Bolden was lea
ding the way.

Actually I came to New Orleans in 1950, Decern ber 1950. A long time ago. I have never been
asked to talk about the years in New Orleans
before. I was in New Orleans a long time. From

The poetic biography, written in sixteen cantos
brings into clear focus the backdrop that laun
ched a great American artform. We can feel the
humid air, smell the stale beer in the halls and
honky tonks and the cheap perfume of Bolden's
bevy of "ladies" who clamored for his attention.
Each canto leads us through a period in Bol
den's life - his first horn, his first band in 1895 a fast life that ended in an asylum.
Ray Bisso is well qualified to paint this grap
hic word picture. He is a jazz cometist, band le
ader. former operator of the Club New Orleans
in Long Beach, California and the winner of the
Alice Underkoffer Award for Poetry from Los
Angeles Harbor College.
The author, drawing from every published re
ference to the jazz's most enigmatic character,
leaves us with a keen insight into a legendary
life that burned brightly until extinguished by
'"women, booze and music."
"...when you get to be a King,
you last so long as a memory of a song
- the echo of a dream."
(80 pages, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2". Paperback ISBN 1-

1950 to 1958 on and off. and I have been back
steadily. I wrote a book and I have done a lot of
recordings in New Orleans. I was Just back in
March.
But I found when I began thinking about it... I
know when I first came to Sweden, for the first
couple of years I was sure I knew everything
about Sweden. And when people asked me
about Sweden and Swedish people I could ex
plain everything about Swedish people. But now

the photo that I found, tumded out to be
Coochie Martin, the guitarplayer in John Robicheaux orchestra a little bit later.

I have been here almost thirty years and I don't
know anything about my next door neighbour. I
think it was the same thing with New Orleans. It
is a very complicated experience, a very compli
cated thing to talk about. I am going to divide
my talk into two parts. The first will be what I
was listening to and what I was doing, and then
since the 1950s. a very important period in the
history of jazz. I think it is important to talk
about what we weren't listening to. What was
the other side of New Orleans music that we
paid no attention to.

Sometimes I feel that we haven't thrown away
anything in the world. It is always there, some
where. We just haven't found it yet.
I came to New Orleans, as I said, in 1950. I knew
a lot of jazz already. I had read the three books
that were about Jazz, so I knew everything, that
there was to know about jazz.
I grow up in a family of people Uiat loved jazz. I
must say so because this is the Bunk Johnson
(Appreciation?) Society. My mother's sister had
married a trumpetplayer from Texas. From
Electra. Texas. And Bunk Johnson cut his familys grass. And my aunt used to get letters
from Bunk Johnson saying, "Please will you buy
me some teeth and a horn so that 1 can start
again.". The thing I never forgave my uncle for

Everything in the US that deals with black and
white is very complicated. And New Orleans was
a black and white city. So everything there so
metimes is a little bit hard to understand. I
would say that the jazz research goes on. step
by step. For those of you who has this book,
(JAZZ NEW ORLEANS 1885-1957, //CR ) you
may have noticed a photograph. Of a trio playi
ng in one of the nightclubs in Storyville. I found
the photograph in a bookshop and written on
the back of the photograph was the name of the
bassplayer, Albert Glenny, and the name of the
guitarplayer, who played mandolin at the Tom
Anderson's at the time.

was that he didn't keep the letters. He throw
them away.
I will talk about myself as a musician, by saying
I was never a very good musician. I loved to
play. But I wasn't very good at it. So I became a
record producer instead. Record producers are
people who listen very hard to music. And when
I was playing in bands I was listening very hard
to find out what I was doing wrong.

I found another photograph three years ago in
Massachusetts, that had two of these members
from the band plus the mandolinplayer plus
another mandolinplayer. And I understood that
the man in this photograph here playing in the
Storyville Cabaret is the same man that plays
the violin in John Robicheaux's dance or
chestra. And on the photograph that I found, he
played in a little string band quartet or a trio in
a Park. So New Orleans music was divided into
dance music and into jazz. But for the musici
ans themselves, they always played everything.
So for me it was fascinating to find out that ac
tually..
...that is Wendell McNeal, I should have recogni
zed him all the time.
And the other mandolin player or guitarplayer in

I came to New Orleans. Got off the train. Three
nights I had been sleeping in that train. I was
going to take clarinet lessons from George Lewis.
George was still working on the docks. And play
ing weekends at Manny's Tavern. And I thought
that if anything could save my clarinetplaying it
would be lessons from George Lewis.
So I found a little cheap hotel. Put in my bags,
my clarinet into the Hotel and walked into the
French Quarter. The first place I came to was
the Lounge. Paddock Lounge. And there was Bill
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When I came to New Orleans, anyone who was
fifty years old could have heard Louis Armst
rong, could have heard King Oliver. The people I
knew who were 50 - 55. who went to college,
their college dance bands was the King Oliver
Band. I would sit in a room argumenting with
people who ask why they took Nick LaRocca to
Chicago. It was 1915 they were arguing about.
They were still a living part of New Orleans life.
They didn't think about it as something "here" in a special place. In a special way. It was just
part of everyday life. And when I moved there
you could still get an apartment in the French
Quarter for 300 Swedish crowns a month. You
could always find a little job. I worked as a pic
ture framer. In a little picture frame shop. To
pay for the research, when I interviewed every
body. It took me so long to write the book
because nothing was written about the musici
ans. I had to talk to them all. I had to find them
all. And talked to them. And finally at the end.
after so many years I had talked to them so
much that I knew more about it than they did.
So I would find somebody who asked me "...and
what is George Lewis doing now'???" And I had
to tell him, because he hadn't seen George
Lewis in twenty years.

Matthews band. With Albert Burbank playing
clarinet. In those days the music was still very
much alive. So I said to Albert "...how do I find
George Lewis?" And he wrote me down George
Lewis's adress.
So I went the next day - and met George Lewis. I
knocked on the door. And he said "Hello". Geor
ge had no electricity. He had only lantern light
in his house. He didn't have much money. He
was a very small man. A very gentle man.
But he was working on the docks so he was very
strong. So I would take clarinet lessons with Ge
orge. And the lessons consisted of me playing
the melody on my clarinet and George played
every variation he could think of.
And we played "High Society" one time and I lost
count when he played twenty different choruses
so I realized that I will never be able to play. He
let me play with the band one night at Manny's
Tavern. And it was a very interesting experience
playing on those New Orleans Taverns in those
days. The music was different. We were just
playing for dancing. There were no solos particulary. When you are playing for dancing you
have no drum solos. No bass solos. No banjo
solos. You will hardly have anything that
sounds like a solo. Someone will always play the
melody. You will also play whatever they ask
you to play. So if you don't always got the

The bands were everywhere, playing in little ta
verns, little clubs. As I said, it was all dance
music. We hardly ever played in the uptempo
jazztunes. because people didn't want to dance
to them. And they just wanted to dance. So the
instruments that we had weren't the instru
ments we think of as for New Orleans jazz.
There was always an electric guitar, there were
no banjos. The banjo was something that Bill
Russell had insisted that Bunk Johnson was
using. But Bunk hated it. But we wounded up
having banjos because this was Bill Russells big

chords right, they don't care as long as somebo
dy knows the melody. With George's band, 1 am
sure you remember Slow Drag Pavageau, and
Lawrence Marrero, the bass player and the banjoplayer. Lawrence knew more of the chords
than Slow Drag did. So just to do it a little more
funny, Lawrence would purposely play the
wrong chords. And Slow Drag followed, and loo
king over his shoulder he played the wrong

idea.
could
played
them
place.

chords right along.
But nobody minded - it was part of the New Or
leans thing.
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We didn't have any clarinets. Nobody
remember how to play the clarinet. All
saxophones. Most of them altos, some of
tenors. George played alto at Mannys
He was a fine altoplaver. He could never
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trombone all the way down the street.

have gone on tour and played his saxophone,
because everybody would say "... that Is no New
Orleans music". But of course that was the only
New Orleans music George had ever heard.
Whatever you played.

It was casual. If 1 just (could) give you a sence of
how casual it was. It was open to anybody. The
feeling you had when playing with the George
Lewis band was that it was so warm and friend
ly. Everyone played open. and... you had the fee
ling that if you were playing a scale, it would
sound good. There was no pressing on yourself.
You were simply a part of a moment of music.

I heard the brassbands. They were still playing.
The Eureka Brass Band still playing, and they
could read music. There was only one band left
that could read music and that was the Eureka.
They played for funerals, and they played for,
when a sunday-school class, that would like to
have a little parade through the neighbourhood
they would have one of the brassbands mar
ching' in front of them. And there was Sunday
morning and usually the musicians were not
doing so well on that Sunday morning. So the
music was a little bit ragged. But it was very
good. I had a telephonenumber that I left with
the tubaplayer of the Eureka Brass Band. So he
called me everytime that they were playing a fu
neral. And we all played everything. And we all
learned as much as we could.

Well, I talked about the older people knowing.
They really did know. They love music in New
Orleans. And they had grown up with it and
they were proud of it. They know what Louis
Armstrong had done. They knew about the mu
sicians that had left the city, and what happe
ned to them. What happened to King Oliver and
everything. Sometimes they were shy about it. I
took one research trip. I went to west Louisiana
where a clarinetplayer was living, 82 years old.
His name was Lawrence Duhe. He had played
with the King Oliver band in 1915 in Chicago.
Decided he didn't like Chicago, so he came back
to New Orleans. And I was asking about the old
musicians, and he wouldn't record for me. I had
my taperecorder. He talked about Buddy Bol
den. he talked about Ereddie Keppard. he talked
about King Oliver. But he would not play. He
had me sleeping outdoors in an outdoor porch

The most famous blues trumpet player in New
Orleans had been called Chris Kelly. We never
have found a photograph of him. In fact (he is)
the only one we never found a photograph of.
And we also have no recording. But he was fa
mous for playing "Se Se Rider". He could play
those special choruses on that. So just by chan
ce 1 found that a musician named Louis Dumaine had written down his choruses. So I learned
them on the trumpet, not very well, but I lear
ned them. So at a backyard party at Kid Sheiks

in his little house in west Louisiana. (Lafayette.
/CR) And at two o'clock in the morning he
woke me up. would not let me do anything but
lie in bed. and said: "I'll play you the blues, so
you can hear what they sounded like. This is the
way that Buddy Bolden played the blues." And
with his clarinet he played me that famous
Buddy Bolden tune, which isn't a blues but he
said this is Buddy Boldens Blues. And then he
said, "...this is how Freddie Keppard played the
blues." And then he showed me Ereddie Keppards way. And from what I have heard of freddie Keppards recordings, this was absolutely
Ereddie Keppard. And then he said, "...now I’ll
play you the King Oliver way of playing it." And

house way up in the neighbourhood where eve
rybody lived. Jim Robinson was there, George's
tromboneplayer. I played these variations, and
Jim Robinson got so excited, because he hadn't
heard them since Chris Kelly died. So the next
Sunday morning there was a big parade. A
sunday-school parade. And Jim Robinson wan
ted to show me that he could do some special
things too. So he didn't play with the band. He
marched beside me on the sidewalk, playing his
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he did so, absolutely King Oliver. Even if he
could hardly play, no teeth, soie breast, he play
ed me the Buddy Bolden way, Freddie Keppad
way and King Oliver way. But he wouldn't let
me record it.

down who were tourists. Who didn't want to go
out to clubs and hear a tenorsaxophone and a
loud electric guitar playing the latest hit num
bers. They wanted to hear New Orleans jazz.
Trumpet, trombone, clarinet.

8ut we all jammed together. The Clubs were so
open. The Musicians Union hated it. But they let
it happen. Sometime a club would have two or
three of the older musicians, Andrew Morgan or
some people like that. And then there would be
six of us. All lined up. playing whatever instru
ment we had decided to play. Nobody played
very well. I really must say. Of all the young re
searchers that came I remember one who was
learning the C-clarinet, because Big-Eye Louis
Nelson had played the C-clarinet. Terrible. The
jazz historian, Dick Allen, played the trombone.
New Orleans is a city with many bad tromboneplayers. Dick never even got up to the level of
bad. He really could not play. But everyone was
very polite, the New Orleans people. And they
simply let us do this. And they didn't care. At
the same time George was gone. George Lewis'
band was never in town. They were always out
on tour. When they came home George simply
get over and helped his wife with the laundry.
And George was always available to talk. But he
didn't play when he was in town. He was simply
a part of the local scene. And there was no band
like George's. They really played with what we
now think of as the New Orleans sound. Becau
se it was not the New Orleans sound. That was
the way Bill Russell had told Bunk Johnson a
band should sound. So that how they sounded.

There was a man in New Orleans on St Peter
Street, named Larry Bomstein. Who had come
to New Orleans from Minneapolis, scuffling
along,
selling
art,
pornographic
pictures,
anything to make a buck. I ran his picture
frame business for a while. He had an art gallery
on St Peter Street. And Punch Miller moved
back to town. The trumpet player. Kid Punch.
There wasn't much for Punch to do. He swept
the floor for me in the art gallery in my little pic
ture frame shop, for a while. So we began to
have a little jamsessions in the art gallery. So
that Punch could have a chance to play. If
Erwin Hellfer was playing the piano, I was playi
ng the banjo; if Erwin wasn't there I woidd play
the piano. We always had a saxplayer, Johnny
Freezdon (?). and there was a couple of pretty
girls who would collect the money.
So I went down to Mexico to work on my book,
and I came back and Larry Bomstein. who was
a very good businessman has turned his art gal
lery into Preservation Hall.
And at that moment New Orleans music died,
because it wasn't free and open and what ever
happened it was suddenly a certain thing, that
was done in a certain way. And you had it that
way because the tourists were coming to see.
And they put that funny sign on the wall saying
a dollar a request, five for "the Saints". I don't
know if you have been in New Orleans, but Pre

There were almost no tourists in New Orleans. If
you can imagine all of us lived in the French
Quarter. We raised our kids there. It was a place
there was hardly any traffic. We had tourists on
two days. The Sugarbowl Footballgame would
play on New Years Day. so we had a lot of tou
rists then. And then it was the Mardi Gras day.
Otherwise that was it. It was a calm, quiet way
of life. But more and more people were coming

servation Hall is still there. People ask me about
New Orleans and I always tell them that if you
don't go to the French Quarter and if you don't
listen to any jazz, you will have a very good time.
Because there's a lot of good Zydeco music at
the Maple Leaf Club, and there's the Rockin Ball
which has Zydeco-Cajun Bands.
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us who came from outside. Bill Russell finally
came down about 1954 (should be 1958, cr) so
we had Bill, we had Dick Allen who became the
historian for the Jazz Archive at Tulane. We had
Dave Wyckoff, we had Alden Ashforth, we had
Jimmy Geal, all of us were outsiders. And we
were putting on New Orleans our idea. Of what
it should sound like. At another part of the
French Quarter from us there were a whole
group of white young bop-musicians. Playing
absolutely fine modem jazz. Johnny Eigen
piano, Max Alexander on alto. Bruce Slippincott
played tenor, Paul Crawford, who became wellknown as a traditional New Orleans tromboneplayer. He came to New Orleans playing like
J.J. Johnson. And he had a terrible time to
leam that goddamn New Orleans stuff to make
a living. He never played it very well because he
only liked the top of the hom, like JJ. He never
learned to play in the bottom.

New Orleans music was a moment in time and
the moment passed. And it was hard for everyo
ne to accept the fact, that it had passed. I have
to say, that looking back on it I think almost as
much about what I didn't hear as what I heard.
As you can hear from what I have told you, I re
corded every band in every dancehall. I did Kid
Thomas, I did the Israel Gorman band and I did
Charlie Love. 1 did five albums called the Music
of New Orleans. I recorded the Six-7/8 String'
Band, the Eureka Brass Band. I did an awful
lot.
But let me tell you how divided New Orleans
was. There was a fifty-fifty black-white at that
time. Half black. When I first went to New Orle
ans it was not legal for me to shake hands with
a black person on the street. The city was legally
completely segregated in black and white. When
Albert Burbank and I were going into a black
club I had to pretend I was a cherokee Indian, in
case the police came. So that otherwise we
would all get arrested. 1 was playing piano one
night with a band in a club, and it was a mixed

They finally got so discouraged, the white people
who didn' t want top play chaw-ahaw-chctewNew Orleans. They left. Bruce Eippincroft went
out with Johnny Eigen and they formed the
group that became the "Poetry in Jazz" at the
"Cellar Club" in San Francisco. And Miles came
along and played with them sometimes.

band. Kid Thomas was playing the trumpet and
we had another black fella on clarinet and the
police came and picked us all up. And 1 asked
them what I was beeing charged with and he
said "...reckless driving." And I said 1 was playi
ng the piano. But he said "..boy that was reck
less driving and don 'tyou do that again... ”
So we were hearing the whole world of music.

By the way, musicians that we didn't listen to,
there were a lot of them. The whole world of
white jazz was there. The black musicians didn't
understand us. What they remembered from the

Also there was another whole world that we
didn't want to hear. In my book there is an
index to the negro musicians of New Orleans. I
never interviewed the white musicians. 1 didn't
even went to talk to Nick LaRocca. The comet
player for the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. So
mebody told me he didn't think that black peo
ple had an important role in jazz. I read an in
terview with him later - and of course he said
that black people had an important role. I was
the one who was stupid and didn' t go. So we
had. in the French Quarter, we had a group of

20s. when they looked back, when they heard
the great bands of the 20s. The greatest band
from the 20s in New Orleans was the New Orle
ans Owls. A white band. They used to talk to me
how they used to play on the boats on the Lake
Pontchairtrain. They came back across the lake
and they heard the New Orleans Owls playing
on one of those. There were dance halls out
there. And they never forgot how the Owls soun
ded. They remembered the Halfway House Or
chestra. Evereyone of these was great bands.
And we were ignoring them all. There was a New
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down in New Orleans, maybe I am beeing too
hard, you can still have a great time.

Orleans jazz society, made up of New Orleans
society people. And we had nothing to do with
them.
And
they
had
meetings
once
a
month...with Johnny Bayersdorffer, who made
"Waffelmans Call" in the 20s. He was still playi
ng beautifully. We didn't go to hear Johnny
Bayersdorffer. Because he was white. We didn't
go to hear Johnny Wiggs, we wouldn't hear Red
Hott Bergen, not Monk Hazel, not Tom Brown.
There was all of New Orleans jazz history there.
And certainly the black musicians talked to
them. But we wouldn't. We had our own par
ticular ideas. There were even black beboppers
in town. People like Wallace Davenport. We
wouldn't listen to them. Because there were not
playing like the George Lewis band. And can you
believe it, New Orleans in the 50s had one of the
greatest outbursts of Rhythm&Blues ever. The
whole bunch of people, Lee Dorsey, Professor
Longhair. Fats Domino. We didn't listen to any
of them. It was years later when I was recording
the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra and I was
talking to Walter Peyton, who played the stringbass. He played bass on Lee Dorseys "Working
in the Coal Mine". So even in those days in New
Orleans the musicians went back and forth.
They had absolutely no problems with playing
music. And there we are always setting things in
categories. Trying to make rules, regulations of
what it should be like. Unfortunately we won.

The last thing 1 want to say before you will ask
me some questions. I was in New Orleans from
1950 to 1958.1 love jazz. Jazz is my life. What did
I miss? I came to New York to have this book
published. I first went and played in a club. It
was in a New Orleans club, where they couldn't
play in tune. The electric guitar played to loud.
Nobody knew the chords to the song. The piano
I played had no note that worked in the lower
part of the keyboard. So I played this and smi
led. What did I first come to when I came to New
York, The first club that I went to was the Five
Spot, the original one. The band was Thelonius
Monk. Johnny Griffin. The first tune they played
was Monk's version of "Mecca Flat Blues", that
he called "Blue Monk". And Johnny Griffin took
eight choruses and Monk took two to show them
what it was supposed to be like and I realized
that was what 1 have been missing. The jazz had
gone on. The jazz had grown and developed in
ways that New Orleans didn't care, didn't know
about, and accepted. The New Orleans musici
ans that we talked to. they all knew what was
happening. We would ask them who was the
greatest drummer. They wouldn't say Albert
Jiles or any of these others. They would say."...
well I think Max Roach. Art Blakey". They knew.
They were playing a game along with us. My se
cond night in New York I went to a little club
called the Civilicans. 75 cents to come in. a dol
lar for a beer. There was the original Miles Davis
Quintet (Must be the Sextet Sam is talking
about, cr). Miles and Coltrane and Cannonball
and Philly Joe Jones. Next night I heard, it was
actually Mingus. And the night after that it was
the Gerry Mulligan quartet, with Brookmeyer on
trombone.

Preservation Hall is all rules and regulations.
You play certain kind of music from a certain
group of tunes, in certain tempos in a certain
way. And you all stand up and taking solos, a
bass solo, a drum solo and a banjo solo at every
frigging piece. No matter if it is a slow blues. The
whole loose, open quality that was there, was
the thing that got lost. It is still there in the
black ghetto in New Orleans. If you go and hear
the Indians. You can go and hear New Orleans
brass bands. There has been a revival in the
black community of brass bands playing at dif
ferent ways. There is a whole revival of the R&B.
There is really some great music going on. So

The 50s was
many different
back into one
who love jazz

-
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the time when jazz split into so
worlds and it never ever came
world, as you all know. All of us
has to pick the ground that is our

band I ever heard. And they had been together
since 1913. And in New Orleans beeing the way
it is the mandolinplayer was married to the
sister of the trumpetplayer with the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings. (Paul Mares/CR) So one night
when I was sitting with Bill Kleppinger (Leader

jazz ground. For me in New Orleans it was jazz
in the New Orleans way in the 50s. I am glad I
wrote the book. I am glad I recorded, I am glad I
was there a long time. I am only sorry now that
no-one else wrote the book about the white mu
sicians. I hope that someday someone will do a
better book than this. This one isn't good
enough. We need a much better one. So as I
said in the begining, I told you what I heard in
New Orleans. I told you what I didn't hear. It
was a long complicated time.
So if you have got any questions. 1 will do the
best I can to answer them.

of the SLx and 7/8 String Band/CR). I said to
Bill,"... you know the tune that is so famous "Tin
Roof Blues", of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings,
that is really the "Jazzin Babies Blues" of the
King Oliver Band." And Bill got up and called
his wife and yelled
"Hey!! Your brother didn’t write that song. King
Oliver wrote It.!!!!"

Och om clu vill frdga mig pd svenska dr det belt
OK. (If you want to ask me in Swedish, it's all
OK)
N'agra Jrdgor. (Any questions?)

But they could swing in a way that I never
heard before. I heard them blow a 11 -piece swingband up the stage. They were swingier and hap
pier.

BiOm Bamheim: Those fine Folkways records?
Are they going to be relesesd on CDs or...
SC: I don't think so. It is a very difficult econo
my for Folkways Records as it is now. It is possibe to order them on cassette. It is pretty expen
sive and it will take time, but you can order
them still. But 1 don't think there will be CDs.
But I am sure you are buying the CDs that
Barry Martyn is putting out. There are 75 of
them now. We are going to do the Eureka Brass
Band and... I have got all the rehearsal tapes,

Well. I got back to New Orleans to record. I did
three albums with that wonderful group that
Lars and Orange (Orjan Kjellin. cr) put together,
the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. That was
the way traditional music should be done. A
mixture of old and young. People hearing, liste
ning, learning by listening together. And with Linoel Ferbos, the wonderful trumpetplayer. We
did two albums when they were on tour in Euro
pe, we did one we recorded in Westwego. Old Fi
remans Hall. Then I did Snooks Eaglin'. It was

including all the funeral marches.

interesting with Snooks. I had two of the saxplayers that had been with Fats Domino, Cla
rence Ford and David Lastie. And they had one
of those classic New Orleans arguments of
wheather you should play trad jazz or not. They
always called it dixieland. And David Lastie who
played tenor with Fats Domino said to Clarence:

Bamheim: Is that previously un-issued tapes?
SC: Yes. un-issued tapes. Particulary the Fallen
Heroes, where Willie Pajeaud plays the same fa
mous Manuel Perez chorus. I do have that in

'What are you playing that dixieland shit for.
man.. You can’t play clarinet with your nose.."
And Clarence said "...Man. playing my clarinet
got me playing dixieland in the garden of the
White House, and how are you doin..."

two versions. And also I have a lot of stringband
jazz. That 1 have taken from the "Six and 7/8
String Band" and radioprograms. I must say
that of all the records that I have recorded my
self, the one that I listen to the most is the "Six
and 7/8 String Band". The one that no people
listen to. That was the swingiest damn little

And that was right. Absolutely right. And then
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Lars Edegran and I worked as co-producers. We
did a R&B record. We did an Earl King record.
So altogether eleven records in New Orleans.
And four of them will come out from the un
issued tapes of the 50s.

little house down in Brooklyn. He still kept all of
his sheet music - He sure was a ragtimer.
In my life I had planned to do just and only four
recordings. I should record the Six and 7/8
String Band, I should have made record with
Eureka Brass Band, and with Joplin "A Joplin
Bouquet", and the forth would have been with
the black singer "Blind Willie Jonhson" the blind
evangelistic singer. I thought I would do these
four. And then quit.

I found a guitarplayer who played fmgerpicking
style. And played ragtime fingerpicking from the
1900. And he did a version of "Gettysburg
March" that has four different melodic strains.
So I want to have that as part of the stringband
jazz. On CD. That is the plans for the future.
I am so busy and Barry is so busy, but we will
do it.

Jan Lorenzon: Om det loom fram en tondrspojke
eller tondrsjlicka till dig och sa sa heir. Min pappa
har all musik som spelats in av svarta musiker i
New Orleans under 40- och 50-talen. Men jag
skulle verkligen oilja veta hur det kit pa ett
danshak 1950. Vilken grammofonskiva skall jag
ddIciggapd tallriken?
(If a teenage boy or girl came up to you and said:
My papa has got all music that is recorded by
black musicians in New Orleans during the 40s
and 50s. But if I really want to know how it
sounded in a dance hall in 1950, which record
should I put on the turntable??)

Inaudible question-.
£LC: The first records with "Six and 7/8 String
Band", they were 78s . Doc Souchon had it like
kind of a hobby. He was a rich and well educa
ted New Orleans business man (And an obstetri
cian. cr). Dr Edmond Souchon. Who played gui
tar with the Six and 7/8 String Band. He had a
little party back home in 1948, and then he
said "...well I play some music too. and this is my
group"" "Oh, My God!!", I thought. They relea
sed 78s, two of them, with their own music.
They did "Tiger Rag”. But in the original version,
it was "Nigger number 2", but when they relea
sed it again on Circle, the name of the tune was
Tiger Rag. Not Nigger Number 2

SC: Well. I think you remember that they alrea
dy had begun to record some revival. Already in
1942-43. Kid Rena was the first one. Heywood
Broun recorded him. There aren't too many who
knows about this The first revival recording. It
was Heywood Broun who recorded him in 1940.
But Bill Russell started to record a lot in 1944.

Claes Ringqvist: Were you familiar with Joseph
Lamb?
S£.: Yes. for those of you who love ragtime. You
know, there were some great ragtime composers.
One of them was white. That was Joseph Lamb he was a pupil to Scott Joplin. Joseph Lamb
was still alive in 1958. And he played a little. But
he was deaf. And he had real difficulties to hear
what he played. But he was very determined.
How the music was to be played. We thought
that even if he was a bit shaky and so, we would
do an LP wih him. My wife (Ann Charters, cr)
was about to record some ragtime. So she and
Jospeh spent many hours together. He had a

Lorenzon: Men jag menar det. hur det verkligen
lat. Du var ju ddr 1950. Finns det sadan musik
pd skiva?
(But 1 mean, how did it really sound? You were
there in 1950. Are there any such music on re
cords?)
SC: I think I misunderstood the question. But
the music you can get by buying from George
Buck and Barry Martyn. American Music. There
are 75 CDs by now. With all the bands that were
left. The quality of the sound is pretty poor, but
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it is genuine.

net or Eb flat or the altosaxophone.

Lorenzon: I have all of them, but It is that how it

The history of Black Music is the History of what
the record companies wanted to record. It has
nothing to do with black music. We decided we
wanted New Orleans music and by God we got
New Orleans music. We decided we wanted the
blues and we got the blues. And that is the way
it has always been. The audience was always
white. In the black clubs they played R&B. The
blacks they never listened to this. They had ab

sounded?
SC: Exactly
PeO Karlstroin: Om jag Jar hoppa in Mr. Folkwaysserien, "Music of the Dance Halls Var det
ungefar sa det led nar du kom ner dit 1950?
(May I interrupt here. The Folkways serie "Music
of the Dance Halls". Was it so they sounded
when you came down in 1950?)
S_C: Yes. Already at that time, you understand.
Kid Thomas was there. There were kind of expe
riments at Happy Landings. Albert Jiles Or
chestra. They played mostly for us. There was
another problem. We were mostly short of
money. And the best groups wanted to be paid
properly. So we did the best we could with those
bands that could accept our fees. And we loved
ragged old places like Luthjens. Where Bille and
Dede Pierce played. They had a tromboneplayer
who had three teeth. And he could play two
notes so it was all OK. We just didn't come there
because of the music - alone. But for something
else. Because of the history. To make a social
statemet or something. It was very peculiar. And
difficult for them to understand what we were
doing.

solutely no contact with it at all. It is now with
the new brassbands like the Dirty Dozen, that's
the first time that you really feel in the ghetto
clubs that there is a New Orleans music for the
black community.
Unknown: If the tourists really wanted, couldn 't
he (George Lewis) make a living by playing the
clarinet. ?
SC: Nobody did. The clubs worked friday and
Saturday nights. Because nobody came monday,
tuesday. Wednesday, thursdav. There were two
clubs that had full time musicians. That was the
Paddock Lounge that had the black band. Bill
Matthews had the band and he had Picou or so
metimes Celestin. Bill Matthews and Celestin
had a band at the Paddock Lounge. And they
played sL\ nights a week. It was very tough (han

Unknown: About George Lewis playing the altosaxophone. Did he play regulary with Elmer Tal
bert and Jim Robinson. Didn't they have have an
audience to play what we call pure New Orleans
jazz in New Orleans?
SC: Everybody wanted to dance. You couldn't
dance to those uptempo jazznumbers. "Roses of
Picardy" and such things. Oh. Raymond Burke
could play "Roses of Picardy". They can dance in
New Orleans. The really can. George Lewis play
ed two nights a week. Friday and Saturday at
Manny's Club (Tavern). And then he worked on
the docks. And they got very little money. As I
said, they had no electricity. He played the sax
ophone and with the brassbands he played the
little clarinet, Eb-flat. So he played Bb-flat clari

dclapping ). They played four choruses. They
smiled all the time. And they played another
tune and they smiled. And it was terrible. Up
the streeet was another club with a white band
playing and that was Sharkey Bonano. Sharkey
or George Girard. And then later the Dukes of
Dixieland played there. But I must say that in
that club one night they asked me to shake
hands with a white tall man and that was Larry
Shields, the clarinetplaver from the Original Dix
ieland
Jazzband.
I
almost
fainted.
Larry
Shields... It was wonderful. His brother Harry
was playing in the band. And he was a fine elarinetplayer too.
Unknown: How was Kid Howard?
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SC: Howard was a dr unk. And hardly ever play
ed at all. He played a little brass band music.
George didn't use him in the dubs because he
didn't knew the songs. Howard knew some of
the jazz repertoire. Howard was famous in New
Orleans in the 30s for he could play all of Louis
Armstrongs solos very high. And then he had a
period when he drank too much. And then he
didn't learn all the dance songs. So George
didn't use him. The night when I played with
him he used Lawrence Toca. And Toca could
play all songs. And he always played with a
mute. So it was a very quiet band. It was about
as loud as we are talking, so the whole band
sounded when all sLx were playing. The reason

for shit.
There were four white men that put that band
together. They were Fred Ramsey and Bill Rus
sell and Gene Williams and Charles Edward
Smith. One of them became so disturbed of the
complainings between Bunk and George . And
then he killed himself. He was 23 years old and
he got so disturbed that he throw himself out of
the top of the building (Gene Williams at Wa
shington Square. NYC, cr ). It was a very compli
cated time. None of them made a living out of
this. They all had another job. And hopefully
their wives had a job too. New Orleans has
always been a very poor town. When 1 was there

that they didn't like the banjo was that it was
(making a sound on the table ) - no AfricanAmerican music is ever like this. With the piano
you could play the offbeats and the crossbeats.
So they always had a piano. As I said I would go
and I played the piano with a quartet, with Paul
Crawford. Johnny Ferdone played saxophone I
played piano, sometimes (....?) played with us. I
never knew how the piano woidd be in the club.
And there was one night when nothing worked
on the piano. Not a note (tapping on the table ). I
played the high notes and hoped nobody noticed
it.

in New Orleans it was half black, half white. The
City is now about 70% black. And when I went
in 1950 it was still a society made of New Orlea
nians, people from New Orleans. What happe
ned was that the laws were changed. They said
the the farmers in Mississippi and northern
Louisiana they had to pay those who picked
their cotton (this sentence SC talked Swedish for
some reason). They had to get paid. So they
started to use a machine that could pick all that
cotton. So there were millions of black un
employed people. Six millions moved up to Chi
cago and New York. It sure was a catastrophe.
So New Orleans, just in a while, became a city
with not only those catholics but with a lot of
people coming down from north of Louisiana.
There was all of a sudden quite another emo
tions in the City. So in 1960 and 1965 it was
quite another city. There was no place left for
people like George Lewis and others. They were
to "soft". So that time is for ever behind us.

Unknown: Didn 7 Kid Howard play? Or was he a
substitute...?
SC: Well he was very good on tours. Because
they had a long talk with him about the alcohol
and Kid straighted out. And he could play the
jazzpieces. And he had made those 12 inch Cli
max records, where he had done some of the
ragtime numbers. So he was known to the re
cord collectors. For having done Climax Rag. He
actually had a repertoire of some of the jazz
tunes. George's favourite was Co-Co Talbert.
But Co-Co had a stroke. But if George had had
a choice. He hated Bunk Johnson as much as
Bunk Johnson hated him. And they really hated
each other. They just didn't like each others's
personality. And Bunk said they couldn't play

Per Oldaeus: Will you tell us what is coming on
George Buck's label - Sam Morgan or...
SC: Not with Sam Morgan as far as I know. I
have got one recording with Sams younger brot
her Isaiah Morgan. I recorded Isaiah in Biloxi,
Mississippi, with a dance band. I hope it will be
issued.
I have compiled some stuff with all the dance
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of the time. But we had very little contact with
each other. With living black music. But I was
looking for Lightning Hopkins. There was a man

bands material that I have got from that period.
Pretty lot of stuff, indeed. I hope there will be a
CD with only dance bands and I think there will
be three or four tunes with Isaiah Morgan. He
played, well not very different... together with a
gang from Biloxi. With electric guitar. And they
only played dance music. But he was a nice
man. He really could play. I'm so busy and all
that talking... but sooner or later it will be relea

who worked in Bourbon House in New Orleans.
When we sat there talking he heard that we
were talking about Lightning Hopkins and he
said "That’s my cousin - He is over in Huston.
Texas." We didn't know from where came Ligthning Hopkins, but we jumped into the car and
went to Huston and found Lightning Hopkins.
I have to told you. Lars Edegran invited me
about ten years ago to Preservation Hall. I said.
OK Lars, I'll come. It was Sweet Emma Barrett,
who was paralyzed, she couldn't play with her
right hand at all. So Lais sat with her and play
ed the right hand. And there was Tiger Levy (?)
who played the trumpet. He had no legs left. He
sat in a wheel chair. So I said to Lars. "No Lars,
this doesn't work. Musically it is nuttin. It just
looks bad. We shouldn't sit here watching. So 1
asked, if there was any white group playing. So
Lars said, well yes. So we went to see a group
with a white tromboneplayer without his left
arm.!!!!!

sed.
Nils Gunnar Anderbv: You recorded a lot of blues
too. Was it the same thing? Country blues and
so. One thing I have learned from those who
wrote about jazz was. that New Orleans wasn’t
a Blues City at all.
SC: No, not at all. There were nobody who play
ed the blues in New Orleans (ad modum country
blues that is cr). There was one man. Black
Waters, who played the electric guitar and play
ed some blues. But New Orleans has never been
a blues city. I was searching for Robert Johnson
in 1953. In Texas. You know these records said
Dallas. So I went to Dallas. And started to ask
black people in the streets about Robert John
son. But that was in the getthos. Totally diffe

Claes Ringqvist: Do you know anyting about
Fredrick Ramsey??? He is supposed to have left
a big file on Buddy Bolden.
SC: Lred Ramsey?? That gang who created
N'Awlin jazz they way we know it today, they
were Lredrick Ramsey and Bill Russell. Maybe
Charles Edward Smith. If you listen to New Or
leans recordings from the 20s. they don't sound
a bit like George Lewis or Bunk. There is nuttin
at all, like it. If you listen to Jones-Collins Asto
ria Band, well you can see. nuttin like George
Lewis. They (Ramsey and Russell, cr) were
young students at that time. They collected King
Oliver records around 1925. And they succeded
in getting them all. And then they started. It was
Jelly Roll who they met first. And you know.
Jelly re-made New Orleans jazz history entirely.
So they got together with him, Morton, in Wa
shington. Ramsey was a young editor at a publi
shing company. He got a manus in 1939 from a

rent. All my recordings of the blues were from
the gettho. There were no whites, no blues clubs
or anything like that. To me it was very impor
tant with acoustic blues. Because that was on
its way to disappear, totally. I was completely
alone. Eleven states, just me and my tape recor
der. So I did as much as I could. But I recorded
some jug bands in Memphis in 1956. And in
1958 just after I left New Orleans I went to the
Bahamas Islands and made four records with
black music from Bahamas. This was a part of
an endless research project. That is still going
on.
Unknown: Rosewell Sykes? Was he in New Orle
ans...?
SC: Rosewell Sykes. Oh no. He was always out
on tour. He played a lot of hotels, motels, small
lounges and so. I think he was in Chicago most
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friend, a jazz clarinet man who was named Ted
Lewis. Who at that time was very famous. And
Ted Lewis had written a book about how he,
Lewis, had created jazz. It was Ted Lewis who
had created Paul Whiteman, and Whiteman had
taken over from Lewis. He had taken over jazz
from Ted Lewis. So Fred Ramsey got mad, with
all his records with Jelly Roll Morton and King
Oliver and so. So he said "I'll write a better book
myself. So his publishing company said "OK do it". So they wrote "Jazzmen". And that was a
book that was a totally reassement of jazz.
Because that was the time when it was Benny
Goodman, Duke Ellington. And the authors of
Jazzmen only wrote about Buddy Bolden. They
really created the Buddy Bolden legend. So Fred
went on and after that book he did some recor

was Buddy Bolden who created jazz, but he
played with an ordinary dance band mostly. He
had got three or four specialities. They were his
so called jazz melodies. When they played they
played, all of the frontline instruments, trombo
ne, clarinet, comet, they played in unison. To
gether. Not very loud, just relaxed in the middle.
Buddy Bolden never played higher than an octa
ve. From (melody) C. You never really could ima
gine how it sounded, but if you'll have a look at
the photo and the instruments, there is a guitar
that has gut strings. It cannot sound at all.
Very, very, very soft. And that bass player as
well. So I made a copy of that band and we play
ed - and it sounded like a Cuban Dance Band. It
was fascinating, indeed. A lot of Carribean. Not
very much of blues into that. You know, many of
those famous Buddy Bolden tunes, they are
pure ragtime. A friend of mine, a folk music re
searcher always said: "In New Orleans they tried
to play ragtime - and they couldn 't do it. And the
result was Jazz!!!!" And may be that's true,
because if you'll have a look at the Red Back
Book of Rags - at the clarinet part, at the trum
pet part. You cannot play them perfectly. You
can play around the part, but not perfectly. The
end result will be kind of jazz. The way we know
it. The earliest jazzreeording that I have is from
1906. And that is that kind of jazz. It's kind o(
old ragtime - but it is something different. Pretty
recently there is a book published on New Orle
ans Brass Bands ("Fallen Heroes" A History of
New Orleans Brass Bands, by Richard H. Know
les. Jazzology Press 1996, /CR) . It's a very good
book. It's on a very high level. On a very high
level of research. They have collected and compi
led every interview that are in the Archives at
Hogan Jazz Archive. Tulane University. There
are much in pipe-line still. We'll leam. We'll
leam more. As times goes by. Just if we will stop
romantizising things that weren't.

dings. And finally, and that's interesting, he
started a project on Buddy Bolden in New Orle
ans. And that was very interesting. He, Bolden,
died 1931. But everybody said that Buddy Bol
den was a legend. So Fred thought: Why so?
Why was he a legend? Who were they who said
he was a legend. So he started a demographic
research project on all of Buddy Boldens neigh
bours. Who lived just next door to Buddy Bol
den. Who was living just across the street. What
kind of people were they. It was a that time he
discovered that maybe Bolden was a barber. The
house of Buddy Bolden is still there. It is suppo
sed to be safe in that area, but if you'll go to
New Orleans, be careful. It is a fascinating work
that Don Marquis has done. But it was suppo
sed to be the next step, that Fred was working
on. Who were those people who were listning to
Buddy Bolden?
Claes Ringqvist: Wlmt happened to Fred's archi
ve on Buddy Bolden??
SC: It is in the Institute of Jazz Studies at Rut
gers University. New Jersey. They have got all of
Fred's collection. Myself I was very interested in
Buddy Bolden's band. So I h ied to track most of
those, still living, who had played some music
with Buddy Bolden. You know, people say, it

Unknown: Did you ever meet Wooden Joe Nicho
las'
SC: When I was in New Orleans, he... he... I
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think he was dead. (He passed in 1958, /CR ) I
didn't talk to him. But everybody else talked of
him. They liked him very much. They thought it
was a pity he couldn't play properly when once
recorded (AMCD-5, /CR ). But they all thought
he was a cool guy. They had the same standard
that everybody else had. There were only we that
thought.. Well listen to the Bunk's Brass Band.
Nice. But they thougth: How terrible. Something
that was hard for me to accept, was in 1967,
when I went to listen. They said "Kid Thomas the ivodd's greatest Jazzmusician " Kid Thomas,
I thought. Kid was a nice guy. I always loved
him. But not at all the world's greatest jazz mu
sician. And then Kid Sheik came on tour. I loved
Kid Sheik. Everytime he got his part with the
Eureka Brass Band, he played the third trum
pet, even if he had played the tune hundreds of
times, it was completely a mess. He tried, but he
was very kind.
PeO KarlstrOm. As Claes told you. we had Don
Marquis here sitting at the same table as you are
tonight. Somebody asked him what Buddy Bol
den sounded like. And he said something about
Kid Thomas Valentine. IJ that would be true.
Buddy Bolden would be a quite loud trumpeter.
SC: He was OK. But Professor Boldens Or
chestra played quadrilles, waltzes. He was a
sight reader. But when you are talking about a
jazz orchestra it was Jelly Roll Morton and
Bunk Johnson who created the whole myth
about all this. They said he, Bolden, could play
so they heard him over the Mississippi in Algeirs. It's not very unusual if you play the trum
pet on a beach. Percy Humphrey told me, that
when they were advertising a dance, they did
the same thing. But what people mostly forget
today is that there was always a violin playing
the lead in those days. The trumpet had to
adopt himself to the violin playing. 1 heard a
gang in New York, that re-made the concert
from 1924 with Paul Whitemans Orchestra. In
Eulean Hall. To them it was revival music they
played,. Livery Stable Blues, but they used the

arrangement from 1924. And for most of the
members. Paul Whiteman was the JazzMan.
And what kind of sound level. They were 14 of
them. And they played very very soft. You could
very very clear hear the violin parts. Those play
ed the melody. But it was kind of energic music
all the same. It was thrilling.
Jan Lorenzon: You who were in New Orleans in
the 50s. How did the black musicians react,
when a bunch of white musicians arriuecl. I am
thinking of Ken Colyer and those. Was that
anything that drove anybody's attention?
SC: Well, it was quite interesting, As I said to
you. the black community had their own music.
They played their own music. They were comple
tely for themselves. But they were very flabber
gasted that Ken Colyer played that well. In fact
he could play better than most of them. There
was a great lack of trumpet players and clarinet
people. Nobody could play decent clarinet. So
people like Sammy Rimmington.and then Oran
ge (Orjan Kjellin /CR) came. Well, people were
enthusiastic. At last, somebody who really knew
how to play the clarinet. Most of the black musi
cians, they played a little clarinet when it was
parades and so. But for the most part they play
ed the saxophone. They very much admired the
Europeans who came there. They thought it was
"Skitbra!!" (=extremely good, /CR) In a cultural
way. They wanted the music to live on.
Orange and Lars they have had wonderful lives
in New Orleans. But even today they have dif
ficulties to make their living. Lars is playing
banjo most of the time. In New Orleans almost
nobody today are playing with six pieces, only
with four. So it is not all all how it used to be.
I recorded two records in Chicago with Peps
(Person). And I gathered a bunch of South Side
blues artists to play with Peps. They thought he
was incredible!! "Them Boy. he knows them
Blues!!!!!!" they screamed.
.lens Lindgren: What did the musicians themsel-

wasn't Oliver who was the great innovator. It
was Freddie Keppard. Who played a lot louder,
and higher. Everybody says that Keppards tone
was very loud. Oliver at that time in New Orle
ans, he had kind of dance band who played collge dances and so. Out at Tulane University. And
he was a sweet and kind and soft guy. He was
very emotionally and musical. But unfortunately
we have got no recordings of Buddy Petit. Or
Chris Kelly, who succeeded him. There is a Dal
las recording with something called Frenchys
String Band who plays "Bucket got a hole in it"
recorded in 1928. An endless bunch of varia
tions. Exactly as they say Buddy Petid did it.
But that was a guy from Dallas, a young black

ties call their music in the 50s. It's still a kind of
mystery about the concept whether it Is to be cal
led Dixieland or New Orleans or revival or even
ragtime.
SC In the US it was entirely Dixieland. Even for
those black people. The word "Tradjazz" came
from Europe. It was never used in the US. Ragti
me has got kind of revival. I think you remember
what Stan Kenton said about Dixieland: "I am
openminded about Dixieland - I don't care who
kills it”. But myself I have often wondered, what
we will call this New Orleans music, beause it is
not jazz. Because when I look on jazz. King Oli
ver. Benny Goodman. Charlie Parker. I see that
there are some New Orleans music in a silent
way, but... Shall we call it jazz??? I don't know.
OK it has some connection to jazz. You (to Jens
Lindgren) play the melody on the trombone. I
have listened to the latest CD you have done.
You don' t try to sound like J.J. Johnson or so.
You play the melody. In the New Orleans way of
playing. I really don't know. The music is dead,
but we can do what we can to give it a name.

man who had been into New Orleans. What the
New Orleans musicians themselves liked the
very most, was the Luis Russell Orchestra.
There were a lot of kids from New Orleans. Luis
Russell was from New Orleans. Pops Foster.
Paul Barbarin, Red Allen. All of them were from
New Orleans.
Tom, Pauli: Which of the Buddy Bolden musicians
were you talking to?
SC: It was long ago. But it was some trombone
players. It was Harrison Brazlee, and there were
a couple of more. I must say that Fred Ramsey
was already interested in this and he has made
several interviews. He came to New Orleans in
1954. When he had a Guggenheim scholarship.
So he made records with all of them. Charlie
Love and others.

Unknown: Who came up with the idea to name it
George Lewis New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra.
SC: That was a big problem. The original I
thought was the Kid Ory Orchestra. 1 remember
once, - I bought my 78s from Nesuhi Ertegun,
who later became the owner of Atlantic Records.
He sure loved Kid Ory's Orchestra and detested
George Lewis. So that was kind of thing to part
E d Ory from George Lewis by naming it a Ragti
me Orchestra. But they didn't play ragtime at
all.

Claes Ringqvist. The one who lived longest was. I
think. Wille Cornish??
_SC:_Yes, but 1 didn't get any chance to talk to
him.

Unknown Maybe a banal question, but who. ac
cording to your opinion, was the first jazz musici
an?. Could you think of Buddy Bolden beeing the
one?

Unknown: What was the opinon of Bunk John
son?
SC: He left New Orleans very early. And played
mostly with Circus Bands. Are you familiar with
the expression "Bunk" in english?? It's to tell so
mething that is not really true. Like Bill Clinton.

SC: Well, yes, I absolutely think it was Buddy
Bolden. It was not quite true blues. But the way
he played. Beeing a little more romatic. He
wasn't so withdrawn so to speak. There was so
mething in his way to launch the music. It
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mers before that. Even if he looked upon us as
pure amateurs when it came to performing
music. We couldn't play at all. But Ken was a
man who really could play. And he was a kind
guy. In England nobody understood what he
was doing. But in New Orleans they did. They
sure did. A very cute guy. 1 liked him very much.
But it was not only Percy. But they were quite
few. those who really got to listen to him and see
what he was doing. Because after some weeks
he was taken to prison.

I talked to a clarinet player who played with
Bunk in the 20s, and he said "We didn't call him
Bank for nuttin..." But he, Bunk, was away from
New Orleans for a very very long period (19141942, /CR). He lived in Electra. Texas for a long
period. When he cut my uncle's grass. Louis
Armstrong' had his address - and sent it to Bill
Russell. But he hadn't played for many many
years. He was a nobody in New Orleans. Nobody
hardly named the name of Bunk Johnson to me.
Maybe one or two times. Those who had read
my book.

PeO Karlstrdm: Wasn't George Lewis interested
in getting Ken Colyer as trumpeter in his band?
On a more or less permanent basis?
SC: Maybe, maybe. George was very sweet and
he said "Yes" to almost everybody. But maybe he
had someting advertising in his mind when tel ling so. But it was very difficult with trumpet
players. Kid Ory had the same problem. To find
some good trumpetplayer.

Claes Ringqvist: Did you meet Ken Colyer when
he was there?
SC: We missed each other with three weeks.
Claes Ringqvist: I have talked to a lot of people in
New Orleans about Ken Colyer. I have talked to
Lars and to Orange among a lot of others. Orange
claims that Ken left no impact what-so-ever on
the music of the City. Nobody remembers him

■ lens Lindgren: Will you please tell us something
of the problems that came up when you. a young
white man. came with your tape-recorder and
wanted to record? Copyrights, the Union, all all
that stuff...
SC: It's a very delicate question. Because when
we came, a bunch of young white guys to a cafe
with our equipment. The black musicians, in a
way, they refused to say "No", because we were
whites. And they were used to how the situation
was over all in New Orleans. But they under
stood that there were problems. The union
didn't help a bit. They were totally hostile
towards us. Because we very often arranged jam
sessions. Nobody got paid, but there were eight
musicians sitting, playing and all that... So we
ignored them (the Union) totally.

today.
SC: No,No. I presume all of you know Ken Coly
er. who was the founder and the leader of Crane
River Jazz Band in London. At that time they
played in England on a very high level. In 1948 I
heard the Humphrey Lyttleton band with Walley
Lawkes. And I thought "Oh! My God!!" That was
a tremendous band, indeed. And Ken, he just
didn't limit himself of listening to records. He
also formed his own group. In a very professio
nal way. Ken was taken care of by the family
Bernard in New Orleans. So he lived with them.
It was a very complicated and messed up sitution with women and so. But the Police got him
pretty fast, because he was illegally in the City.
He jumped from a merchant ship in Mobile. And
he ended in prison. But Percy Humphrey very
very much liked to play alongside Ken Colyer.
He liked him very very much. They played toget
her three - four times. To dance. And Percy was
very impressed. And he became for the first time
aware of that we were there seriously. I think he
had looked upon us as kind of tourist longti-

Claes Ringqvist: There were two separate unions
at that time, weren't there?
SC: There were two of them. The leader for the
Black Union was the clarinet player Louis Cott
rell. And they tried to look after us. Continious-
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ly. I tried to be as honest as I could. I made a LP
with Dede & Bille Pierce. And I paid as much as
I could. And they who were recorded, they usu
ally said OK, but of course there were people
who said "No". But they are not represented on
records to day. But the other bunch certainly
are. When I did Eureka Brass Band I paid Union
scale. And that was very expensive. I could only
afford to record four tunes. And in princip 15 mi
nutes of music. And there was a man coming
from the Union who stayed by me during the re
cordings. So that wasn' t easy at all. But alas,
they were right. But it was very delicate. One
gang was very interested in Emile Bames. They
were David Wyekoff and Alden Ashforth, those
two guys who dropped the Yale University and
came down to us. And the police was chaseing
them. But they recorded the Eureka Brass
Band. But it was a problem, because how they
could do with Emile Bames. Tie was no member
of the union. They were forbidden to do
anything at all with Bames. It was a big scan
dal. One of the union men had a love affair with
Emile Bames daughter who was married to a
black sailor who was out at sea. It was a bit un
certain all of this. A lot of unpleasantness that
were there.
But we were very bohemic, we drank too much,

mething. We couldn't socialize with a black per
son, but we could mingle with them. If we were
cautious and so. That was kind of the same si
tuation like South Africa. I think,.
All of them streetcars , busses and so hade a
sign telling "Only for Whites" and so. There
were't that many seats reserved for black peo
ple.
But if you went to a bar, you could see the sign
that the black people were recommended the
back door.
They couldn't get any food or drinking from the
front door. When I did some research for those
Mississippi Albums, I came to a club, it was a
complete black club.
For us it was a romantic time. We were young
and we were white. That was what was most im
portant. The black people, all of them who just
could, then left New Orleans. To find a better
life.

The following obituary has been translated from die Swedish jpzz
magazine OrkcstcrJoumalen (“OJ") by PeO Karlstrom and with per
mission from OJ.

A

ALBREKT VON KONOW

- jazz musician and contributor to OJ died of

we smoked a lot of marijuana. We had a little
band that rehearsed at one o'clock daily. Paul
Crawford was with us. It was a nice time. Most

cancer on August 2nd. 66 years of age. He was
bom on August 14th, 1931, in Stockholm and
was. after a B.A, a fellow worker of the Social
welfare board of Stockholm. His number one in
terest was jazz music, an interest that left it's
mark on his whole life. As a drummer he was
one of the pioneers of the New Orleans revival
movement in the 40s, which in Sweden was
especially popular in Stockholm. Already at the
age of 18 he recorded with Bunta Horn's Jazzband and in the years to come he continued to
play in many orchestras, among others Black
Bottom Stampers, where he was the leader from
the mid 50s. and Storyville Creepers. Around
1970 he founded Albrekt's Swing Band, a quin
tet and sometimes sextet, that often played at
Stampen in Stockholm and in the summertime

of the girls in our gang were prostitutes. And a
lot of people came down thinking that Storyville
was so romantic. I mean, the life of a prostitute
isn't romantic at all. We were on the outskirts
of society. And we made our money partly on il
legal hasard. It was a curious time, indeed. It's
good it is over. But in a way it is pretty sad New
Orleans turned out to be what is is today.
Unknown: Was there a lot of violence at that
time?
SC: Well, but there is more of it now. But at that
time, we were whites and we could go almost
everywhere. Just we said we were indians or so

-
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at the out-door dancing floor of Mosebacke Etablissement. He described the bands music to the
point as "juicy with a flavour of be-bop". Last
year he released a double CD, that mainly con
tains recordings from the early 70s but also ex
amples from earlier musical activities, the oldest
recordings are from 1949. Albrekt von Konow
was also a jazz writer, especially in OJ, where he
started to review records in 1965, His wellinformed,
inspiring
and
well-written
articles
were always highly regarded by the readers. As
an interviewer he had the ability to talk to the
musicians in a musician's way. As a rewiever he
had a devoted - and at the same time modulated
- love for the great names of jazz. At the same
time he was curious and often enthusiastic
about new, young musicians, that entered the
Swedish jazz scene. He also was a radio produ
cer, wrote articles in the National Encyclopedia
and other books of reference, articles in magazi
nes and newspapers, texts for LP- and CD co
vers and was a member of Gruppen for Svensk
Jazzhistoria (an expert group for studies of Swe
dish jazz history) from the start in the mid 70s.
We who through OJ had the privilege to know
Albrekt von Konow miss his warm, inspiring
person, his arch and his relieving laughter.
The readers of OJ will miss the work of his pen.
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SBJC Executive Committee member Christer Fellers (right) visits Dr Alfred E. Lemmon
(left), curator at the Williams Research Center. The picture is taken at the entrance of the
Bill Russell exhibition.
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EDITOR’S CORNER

I know I have complained before about having
computer troubles. Now I have experienced the
final disaster, a complete meltdown, the China
Syndrom, as It were. All files lost. In many ways
this is a good thing. For one, it gives Immense
satisfaction to all those who are always on you
about making back-ups. Secondly, you realise
that your repertoire of violent language is larger
and more varied than you had suspected. It
also gives you a feeling of starting a new life.

PRES’ RELEASE

We are now approaching the last summer of
this millennium and I do wish you all a good
and relaxed one, filled with marvelous music
and whatever else you want. And I hope that
you all - like me - will make July 7th a very
"Special Day”, the 50 anniversary of Dear OF
Bunk’s passing in New Iberia. I hope to
celebrate that day together with Mike and
Ruth, the newly weds, in London. I think it
will be hard to find a better and more suitable
company for this memorable day. I think we will
try to look up that famous pub 'Ye 01 Bunk"
and hopefully have a pint, or two.

For the readers of this newsletter it mainly
means that the Bunk Johnson discography
project is dead. This Is a pity, because there
were several sessions in it that needed some
polishing. If you take a look in Mosaic’s
excellent Commodore discography and compare
the June 1942 session, you’ll see what I mean.
But the tmth is that I would rather eat a seven
days dead cat than typing all that stuff again
(and what could happen if I asked my wife to
help me proof-read it for the umpteenth time
doesn't bear thinking about). There is comfort
in the knowledge that Mike seems to be
working hard with the Bunk book.

On the morning of July 7th, 1949, Bill Russell
was in New Orleans to record for his American
Music label. Early in the morning he got a
telegram from Maude Johnson in New Iberia,
telling Bunk had passed. Later in the day he
was going to record Wooden Joe Nicholas'
band: "Holler Blues" etc. But he didn’t want or
didn’t dare to upset the musicians by telling
them about Bunk’s death until after the
session, according to Bill’s own version of the
event. "Holler Blues” certainly wasn’t Wooden

And now, let’s hear what the President has on
what he calls his mind (it is really his heart):

1

Joe's best recording but I doubt that is
dependent on the fact that Bunk was no more.
But maybe they felt it.
Bill had previously been to New Iberia to visit a
sick Bunk Johnson. He had suffered repeated
strokes (cerebral haemorraghias) and Bill had
been watching him for several days, and slept
on the floor in his room. Many years after that
Emilie Mae Evans (Maude's daughter) told me
this. And she said that the whole family was
very thankful for Bill’s consideration for Bunk.
There was no Brass Band at the funeral. Not
even Bunk's mentor Weeks Hall (of the
Shadows-on-the-Teche) showed up due to a
"bad stomach". (Maybe you can get an idea of
why he suffered that condition just at that
time. He every now and then used a very special
liquid diet, so to speak). But Weeks Hall let the
Johnson family use one of his cars during the
funeral ceremony.
The original tombstone wasn’t much of a
tombstone for a man of Bunk’s calibre and
dignity. Bill Russell ordered a decent one many
years after that. The man who put that one on
its right place in the early 70s, at the St
Edward's Cemetery in New Iberia, was our
distinguished member Harold Drob. And that is
the stone that is still there.
With this issue you will find the latest
Membership
Directory
(the
last
for
this
millennium). And in it you can see what an
outstanding bunch of researchers, historians,
writers, collectors, discographers (you name it)
that are members of this eminent Society.

Oldaeus), the Ken Mills recordings (Bjorn
Bamheim/HAkan H&kansson) and others. We
in the Executive Committee are discussing our
options for publishing these works. If you are in
a position where you could lend some
assistance, we'd appreciate hearing from you.
I would also like to point to the information,
given elsewhere in this issue, about the unique
project some 60 miles northwest of Stockholm,
where, by the end of May, "The Museum of
Jazz" will be opened. We think it is the first of
its kind in Europe. The project is initiated and
supervised
by
our
creative
member
Rolf
Carvenius,
an
outstanding
musician
and
entrepreneur. This museum is supposed to deal
with all forms of Jazz and the Swedish Bunk
Johnson Society (involved in the planning)
hope to create an important and informative
section on Bunk Johnson and his importance
in the History of Jazz. We will try to keep you
up-to-date in our newsletters.
We also Intend to continue with the Meetings
at the Jazz Archive in Stockholm under the
tutorship of curator Jens Lindgren. We’ve given
much space to the meeting we had with Sam
Charters and we hope to soon see and listen to
Lincoln Collier and maybe Dr Rainer Lotz.
I wish you all a nice summer - please don’t
forget July 7th.

DILL PICKLES
/

Veteran

jazz
historian-writer-producer
will become the eighth
recipient of the American Federation of Jazz
Societies' Annual Benny Carter Award.

George

A lot of research by members are in the "pipe
line”. We anxiously wait for the biography on
"Red" Allen by John Chilton and for the "Book
on Bunk" by Mike Hazeldine and Barry Martyn.
We also have a bunch of discographers working
on different projects Hire "Prof. Longhair” (Per

Avakian

The Award, a bronze likeness of the great jazz
artist, Benny Carter, will be presented during
"Jazzfest ’99," produced by the New Jersey Jazz
Society, a founding member of the AFJS.
.2.

The event, at Florham/Madlson (N.J.) campus
of Fairleigh Dickenson University, will have a
combined
theme
celebrating
the
100th
anniversaries of the births of Duke Ellington
and Floagy Carmichael.

Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06606, USA. It
runs 43 pages and is a very well researched
production with a lot of interesting photos. It
contains information not to be found in any
other discographies . Big Bill BisonetteSame old
soupbone

The initial Award was presented to Benny
Carter in the Flollywood Bowl in 1990. Since
then, the AFJS has honored: Milt Hinton, Jess
Stacy, Milt Gabler, Jay McShann, Spiegle
Willcox and George Van Eps. (Information from

SOME
COMMENTS
CHARTERS' LECTURE

ON

SAM

by Marcel Joly

Floyd Levin)
I've read the transcription of Sam Charters'
At last, after a couple of years of lecture and I felt sorry I could not attend this
"loose living", our honoured member Mike interesting event. Like I had expected, it was
Hazeldine has wedded Ills better half Ruth fascinating stuff and it was a great idea to
Phillips (best friend and severest critic, as P G publish it in B.J.I. What he said was often
Wodehouse used to put it), on Tuesday, April controversial, and sometimes contradictory too.
13th.
We
are
screaming
a
loud Sometimes he left me with the impression CONGRATULATIONS and hope it will be especially when he was answering questions that he deliberately tried to upset people with
audible way up in Highgate, London.
his answers, but maybe I'm wrong. You can't
At last, the much awaited CD "The deny the fact that the man has guts: saying
Imperial Band" (GHB BCD-144) is now released what he said about Bunk in the heart of a
from George Buck. The music was recorded society devoted to Bunk! Reading through it for
1962-64, and four out of the seven members of a second time I wrote down some comments
the Imperial Band are today distinguished here and there that I want to share with you.
members
of
the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson Let me first assure you that these comments in
Society. The Liner Notes are written by our no way diminish the admiration and respect I
have for Mr. Charters. After all it was his book
President. Highly recommended.
on New Orleans jazz that opened the door for
me of this wonderful part of the jazz heritage,
The entire John Steiner
which
has given me so much satisfaction all
Collection has been donated (by John Steiner
himself, now 90 years and a respected member through the years. To make it easy I will quote
of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society) to the Mr. Charters first (in italics) before I put down
University of Chicago. We do hope John’s huge my comment.
collection will be taken care of in the same
splendid way as Bill Russel’s was treated by the "So New Orleans music was divided into dance
Historic New Orlaans Collection way down in music and into Jazz. But for the musicians
themselves, they always played everything."
Crescent Citv.

✓

Right! I even doubt if many of the musicians

"Same Old Soupbone" a

Discography of Big Bill Bissonette, with

made the distinction. In all the interviews I did

forewords by Brian Wood and Marcel Joly, ia

with the old-timers I found out that to them it was all

now available from Jazz Crusade, 585 Pond

music , music played the only way they knew , the
New Orleans way. Remember what
-3*

their business cards said: 'Music for all choice of tunes that were played and, in some
occasions'! Bill Russell told me that they used way, I regret this but 1 do understand. Bill never
the name "string band" for what we call a jazz had the intention to DOCUMENT the music as
band today (a band containing besides the it was played in the dance halls. He wanted to
horns, instruments with strings like piano,
make good jazz records in the old New Orleans
guitar, banjo or string bass or one or some of style and didn't he succeed! It is also a fact that
these instruments) opposite to their "brass Bill never lilted popular tunes. All this said, I
band" which was the marching band. The
doubt that Bill wanted or even was able to
distinction
they
made
referred
to
the dictate the WAY the music was played. In my
instrumentation, not to the way of playing. Mr.
opinion most of the musicians he recorded
Charters says it himself : "Butfor the musicians knew only one way to play and that was the
themselves, they always played everything.'' If New Orleans way and with all the goodwill on
they didnt make the distinction, why should we earth they couldn't change that to please him! I
? When we listen to De De, for instance, do we think that the difference between playing for
make
a
distinction
between
him
playing dancing or for recording (and later on for
"St.Louis Blues" or "Charmaine"? He plays both playing on the college circuit) existed primarily
in the same and unique way we love.
in the choice of repertory and in the chosen
tempi. .
Mr. Charters tells the story about himself
sitting in with the George Lewis Band one night By the way there are no bass or drum solos on
at Manny's Tavern. He says: "It was a very any of the Bill Russell recordings. These came
Interesting experience playing In those New only about at Preservation Hall because the
Orleans taverns In those days. The music was audiences there expected it and the musicians
different We were Just playing for dancing. There grew accustomed to it. They appreciated the
were no solos particularly. When you are playing individual applause they got after their solo.
for dancing, you have no drum solos, no bass Musicians are just human beings like the rest
solos, no banjo solos. You will hardly have of us! Even Chester Zardls in his later days
anything that sounds like a solo. Someone will insisted on having his solo on most every
always play the melody." And further on,
number. It was also a question of age. It was
talking about the George Lewis Band: "They less heavy for them to sit and take a rest when
really played with what we now think of as the someone else was playing a solo, than to play
New Orleans sound. That was the way Bill ensemble all the time.
Russell had told Bunk Johnson a band should
sound. So that’s how they sounded. ”
"We didn't have any clarinets. All played
saxophones. Nobody could remember how to play
Well, tire way Mr. Charters describes the bands
the clarinet. ”
playing at the dance halls is exactly the way
the bands played when Bill Russell recorded I wonder where Emile Barnes, Israel Gorman,
them, no real solos, but what we call "changing John Casimir, Lawrence Dent, Steve Angrum,
the lead". Regarding Mr. Charters' claim that Albert Burbank, Polo Barnes etc. were! Well,
Bill Russell (and his friends) created a kind of they were there and there is recorded evidence
artificial New Orleans sound and that the of at least some of them playing the clarinet in
musicians played exactly in the way he the dance halls. I agree that Bill Russell's
dictated, I have strong doubts. I'm the first to prejudice against the saxophone was against
admit that Bill had a lot of influence on the all historical evidence and that there were
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saxes in New Orleans bands very early. So the
idea that a New Orleans frontline with trumpet,
trombone and clarinet was the only right way
to play is not realistic. Saying that in the fifties
nobody remembered how to play the clarinet is,
in my opinion, at least a strong exaggeration.
More about this later.
"But he (Chris Kelly) was famous for playing "See
See Rider". He could play those special choruses
on that"
Is this a mistake or did Chris Kelly have a
special set of variations on "See See Rider" as
well as on "Careless Love" (which locals called
"Kelly's Love")? We have an idea of the
variations on "Careless Love" by the recordings
of De De Pierce and Kid Howard. If there existed
a set of Chris Kelly variations on "See See
Rider" as well, it is a pity Mr. Charters never
recorded his own playing of these variations (he
explains he learned them) or did he?
"Larry Borensteln, who was a very good
businessman, had turned his art gallery Into
Preservation Hall. And at that moment New
Orleans music died."
Of course Preservation Hall had, as I said
before, in some way, a negative influence on the
music, 1 mean solos all around (including bass
and drums) and few ensemble choruses, but,
on the other hand, it gave the older musicians
a chance to play their music as long as they
wanted, a chance they wouldn't have had
without the Hall. Several musicians told me
that Preservation Hall was also the best paid
job in town. The ones who were playing there
wanted to stay there; the ones who weren't yet,
looked forwards to the day they would. Today
Preservation Hall may not mean so much
anymore, but in the late seventies and early
eighties I heard very often some music there
that brought tears to my eyes, and I wasn't the
only one! It's also a fact that the change in the

music at the Hall has been a gradual thing. It
came about in a natural way, probably caused
mainly by audience reaction. Allan Jaffe never
dictated the musicians how to play. Still I am
convinced that his unexpected and premature
death meant a severe blow to the future of the
music. Not too long before his death Jaffe had
begun to bring in young black musicians to
play alongside the old ones. The respect the
young ones paid to the old masters was
obvious. While we, who came there once a year,
addressed the musicians by their first name,
their young fellow musicians called them Mr.
Humphrey or Mr. Nelson most of the time. One
night Wendell Brunious told me that he had
learned more by playing together one night with
Percy Humphrey than in a whole year of music
school. Contrary to his usual way of running
the
place,
Allan
Jaffe
intervened
when
necessary. To Wendell Brunious, who had an
extreme ability to imitate somebody's style just
for fun, he simply said: "Wendell, don't do this."
What Allan Jaffe tried to do was assure the
future of the music in the most natural way. I
once asked him what he did when a musician
was tiying to change the style of the music. The
answer was simple again: "I won't hire him
anymore for a while." Looking back now after
38 years of existence, I would say that the
positive results of Preservation Hall largely
outweigh the negative results. Even today, with
almost all the old musicians gone, it is possible
to catch some good music there. I wish
someone had recorded the music at the Hall all
through the years. I'm sure we would find some
great New Orleans music on these recordings.
One thing is certain: the music wasn't dead yet
at opening night! American Music AMCD 86 is
there to prove it!
"So we had a group of us who came from the
outside: Bill Russell, Dick Allen,Dave Wyckoff
Alden Ashforth, Jimmy Geal, all of us were
outsiders and we were putting on New Orleans
music our Idea of what It should sound lllce."
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So , according to Mr. Charters, Bill Russell,
Alden Ashforth, David Wyckoff, Dick Allen and
himself as well (!) In some way falsified the
sound of New Orleans music..! can’t believe it
but, IF they did, they did it In a wonderful way.
Again the recordings are there to prove it!
About Paul Crawford Mr. Charters says: "He
had a terrible time to learn that goddamn New
Orleans stuff to make a living. He never played It
very well because he only liked the top of the
horn."
I can only say: someone
Punch Miller about this!

should

have

told

Question time now! Someone asks if the music
really sounded like we can hear on the
American Music CD’s. Mr. Charters reply:
"Exactly/"

Talking about his meeting with Harry Shields,
Mr. Charters says: "He was a Jlne clarinet player
too."
one

remembered

how

to

play

the

Someone asks about Kid Howard. "He was a
drunk! And he didn't learn all the dance songs."
I find it hard to
all Howard had
important part of
dance songs this
perform!

"Lars Edegran Invited me about ten years ago to
Preservation Hall. It was Sweet Emma Barrett,
who was paralyzed, she couldn't play with her
right hand at all. So Lars sat with her and played
the right hand. And then there was Cagnolattl (It
must have been him! /MJ/) who played the
trumpet. He had no legs left. He sat In a wheel
chair. So I said to Lars: 'No Lars, this doesn't
work. Musically It Is nothing. It Just looks bad.
We shouldn't stt here watching.' So I asked If
there was any white group playing. So we went
to see a group with a white trombone player
without his leftarmll”
This must have been at least 15 years ago
because Emma died in 1983, but that’s not the
point at all. Emma played more New Orleans
music with one hand than a lot of them with
two hands. Every chord she played was so right
and her timing was perfect. The trumpet player
with no legs (I remember him with one leg!)
must have been Cagnolattl (listen again to the
tape, I’m sure it was him!). Up to the end Cag
played glorious New Orleans trumpet. I fall to
see how having no legs would have a bearing
on his music...and , for all that, this is what we
are talking about. Yes, people with no legs look
bad.Maybe they should be forbidden to play in
public!

After all the efforts he has made before to prove
that Bill Russell etc. had created their own
version of the music, he now claims that their
recordings represent the music as It really was!
How contradictory can you be?

At least
clarinet!

great Icon session with Gorman (who, after all
this time, remembered how to play the clarinet!)
which is one of my favourite records.

The white trombone player with one arm
probably was Joe Margiotta who played with
Tony Fougerat at Munster’s! He played very well
on GHB-69 with Fougerat and his Kings of
Poverty. I wish I could have heard him at
Munster's! Emma's band with Cag was the first
band I ever heard at Preservation Hall (1977)
and I can assure you that we all would be
much happier today if we could hear that kind
of band in New Orleans.

accept this last statement. After
played for dancing during an
his life. Without knowing the
seems to me a difficult act to

Nevertheless "the drunk" made some wonderful
recordings afterwards: I’m thinking about the
6

"If you listen to New Orleans recordings from the
twenties, they don't sound a bit like George Lewis
or Bunk."
Of course not! New Orleans music was a living
art, so It was bound to change. If we were
fortunate
enough
to
have
New
Orleans
recordings from the thirties we probably would
And out how the change came about. Did the
Duke Ellington band of the forties or fifties
sound the same as the one from the twenties?
And then we are talking about the same band.
The difference is that Duke had the good
fortune of being recorded year by year and so we
could hear how the sound of the band
gradually changed. If the lost George Lewis
session from the twenties would be found one
day, we most probably would hear a different
sound too.
When someone asks If he ever met Wooden Joe
Nicholas, Mr. Charters says:" No, I think he was
dead."
It seems somewhat strange to me that in all
those years when he was living In New Orleans
he never met Wooden Joe who died In
November 1957! Maybe his memory is falling
here.
Then Mr. Charters goes on: "Everybody talked
about him. They liked him very much. They
thought it was a pity he couldn't play properly
when once recorded." And then about Bunk
Johnson's Brass Band: "Well listen to Bunk's
Brass Band. Nice. But THEY (my capitals)
thought: how terrible."
So we all thought - aren't we naive little
suckers? - we all thought (including Bill Russell
AND Sam Charters in THOSE days) that
Wooden Joe played beautifully and that Bunk's
Brass Band was great! How could we!
And while we are busy putting down some great

musicians, what about Kid Thomas: "Kid was a
nice guy! I always loved him, but not at all the
world's greatest Jazz musician." And what about
Kid Sheik: "I loved Kid Sheik, Everytlme he got
his part with the Eureka Brass Band - he played
the third trumpet -even If he had played the tune
hundreds of times, It was completely a mess. He
tried, but he was very kind."
Well, Mr. Charters, this naive little sucker
disagrees! I hate to call someone 'the greatest
jazz musician', I hate polls as well. All I can say
is that, in my humble opinion, Tom was not
only one of the hottest New Orleans, trumpet
players, but also one of the most lyrical ones.
The more I listen to him, the more I love what I
hear. As for Sheik, I think we all agree that he
wasn't the greatest technical trumpet player,
but this beautiful man had such a strong
charisma, that we accepted his mistakes and
loved to hear him play and sing.

"In fact he (Ken Colyer) could play better than
most of them. There was a great lack of trumpet
players and clarinet players. Nobody could play
decent clarinet So people like Sammy Rlmlngton
and then Orange Kellln came. Well, people were
enthusiastic. At last somebody who really knew
how to play the clarinet Most of the black
musicians they played a little clarinet when It
was parades and so. But for the most part they
played the saxophone. They very much admired
the Europeans who came there."
Well, Mr. Charters, you can pull a leg or two
but don't exaggerate. I always thought Ken,
Sammy, Orange and the lot, came there to
LEARN and that's exactly what they did. The
fact that the local musicians helped them as
much as they could, is only prove of THEIR
extreme friendliness. I think none of these
European musicians will agree with you.
"In the US It was entirely dixieland. But myself I
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have often wondered what we will call this New
Orleans music, because It Is not Jazz. OK It has
some connection to jazz. The music Is dead, but
we can do what we can to give It a name."
I'm not sure I understand all this, but why
don't we just call It New Orleans music?
"He (Nesuhi Ertegun
detested George Lewis."

of

Atlantic

Records)

That probably explains why he recorded him on
4 of the 8 LP sides he made in the sixties, now
fortunately reissued on Mosaic!
And now the icing on the cake: "He (Bunk
Johnson) was a nobody In New Orleans."
I admire the people, who were there listening to
Mr. Charters, for their extreme politeness! Just
after Mr. Charters has done his demolition job
on Bunk, Claes Ringqvist changes the subject
(wisely I think!) and starts to talk about Ken
Colyer again!
My conclusions: I will always admire Sam
Charters for the great book he wrote. It was my
Bible for many years and 1 still love to read
through it. He opened a wonderful world for me
and I will always be greatful for it. I look
forward with impatience to his recordings being
issued at last and I'm sure I'll love them like I
love the ones already issued on Folkways. It is
clear that he isn't a great admirer of Bill Russell
and that's OK for me: Bill didn't admire HIM
either! I just hope his lecture will not spoil any
of the pleasure that his audience experiences
listening to the mediocre trumpet players of
New Orleans and to the clarinet players who
forgot how to play the clarinet. If it does, they
can always turn to Benny Goodman, Artie
Shaw and Buddy DeFranco. Myself, I will keep
on listening and enjoying both these musicians
and - above all - the ones from New Orleans
who could not really play!
-8-

THEODORE PURNELL
by Nils-Gunnar Anderby
The recent reissue of Cousin Joe's complete
recordings 1945 - 1955 on three CD's ( blue
moon BMCD 6001,6002 and 6013) was very
welcome as a tribute to one of the true New
Orleans R & B pioneers - and one of the most
intensely personal of lyricists. As an extra
added bonus we are treated to some additional
recordings
of
the
underrecorded
alto
saxophonist Theodore Purnell - or so my ears
tell me.
There is surely no need to remind the members
of this society of the wonderful recordings of
Jones And Collins Astoria Hot Eight - available
(with two alternate takes) on Frog CD DGF5.
One of the brilliant musicians of this orchestra
was Alton Purnell's brother Theodore who in
New Orleans at the time of the recordings had a
reputation as one of the hottest altoists, in
competition with Earl Fouch6, John Handy,
Paul Bames and a score of others. We are
many who have wished for more examples of
his work, especially after reading the bass
player Aaron Bell's praise of his playing. (See
Stanley Dance: "The World of Duke Ellington"
pages 203-204; Bell could only remember
Purnell by his nickname "Wiggles").
That there were further recordings has been
known for a long time; Theo Purnell was
interwieved in 1961 by Bill Russell, Ralph
Collins and Harold Dejan. That interview is
presented at length by Alan Barrell in Footnote
vol 4 no 2.and in it Purnell" recalled recordings
with "Smilin' Joe" and with the U.S. Navy Band
under the direction of Alvin "Fats" Wall.
There is no mention in any of the discographies
of Theodore Purnell, but thanks to the blue
moon reissues we are able to hear him. The
session is on vol 2. and is variously given as
recorded in New Orleans in 1947 or 1950. Four

titles are heard: Just As Soon As I Go Home,
Phoney Woman Blues, Little Woman Blues and
It's Dangerous To Be a Husband. All the
discographies that
I've seen
give an
accompanying personnel of Lee Allen.ts; Paul
Gayteen.p; Edgar
Blanchard.gtr; Warren
Stanley,b; Robert Green,dr. The liner notes to
the blue moon issue gives the saxophonist as
unknown and suggest alto rather than tenor
sax. There are in fact two saxophonists present
- they even riff together - one alto and one
tenor, The tenorist ( who?) solos on the first
title, but after that it's the
altoist who dominates. He
soloes on the two preceedlng
titles, and on the fourth I can
hear no trace at all of the
tenorist.
The
altoist
sounds
remarkably similar to the alto
on the Jones-Collins recordings
both in phrasing and approach.
I'm well aware that I have no
written
proof
that
this
is
Purnell, but 1 must say that I'm
totally convinced. I have tested
my theory with collectors I
know and respect - Per Oldaeus,
Bo
Scherman
and
Claes
Ringqvist - and they have
confirmed my identification.Per
and Bo were also unanimous in
rejecting Lee Allen as the
tenorist on this session (or rather the other
way round- none of them thought that this
player was as good as Allen!) I'd be glad to have
the reactions of some other members on this!

Humphrey with Freddie Kohlman's Band from
1953 and great swinging trombone playing on
two titles by Elsie Jones from 1955 . The latter
bears all the hallmarks of Wendell Eugene
(confirmed by Per Oldaeus, and that clinches it
for me)

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER
Norbert Susemihl

bom 1956 in Hamburg, began to play at the age
of 14, as the co-founder of Papa Tom's
Lamentation Jazzband. First he played the
guitar and sang spirituals and gospels. Inspired
by the Golden Gate Quartet, but in 1971 he
switched to the trumpet.

There are a few more questions to be answered
regarding these reissues. Who is the trumpet
player who plays instead of Tony Scott.cl, on
the six title session immediately preceding the

In the late 70s, Norbert started to perform
regularly in Norway, Denmark. Holland and
Belgium. A tour in 1977/78 with Sammy
Rimington inspired him to take his first trip to
New Orleans.

one above? Or is this in realily TWO sessions,
with different trumpet and piano players?
On volume 3 you'll hear an (uncredited) Willie
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In 1980 he lived for a year in the Crescent City.
This was the turning point in his career, having
an outstanding effect on his knowledge of the
music and his style of playing.
For the next ten years he made yearly return
trips to New Orleans lasting 3-4 months each
time. This gave him many opportunities to play
with great musicians like Kid Thomas, Percy
and Willie Humphrey, Louis Nelson, "Cie"
Frazier, Thomas Jefferson, and Danny Barker,
but he also sought influences from the black
gospel choirs as well as the Rhythm&Blues
music and the young brass bands.
During these yearly visits Norbert recorded twice
for GHB, with Willie Humphrey and Father A1
Lewis respectively. He also recorded with
CoCoMo Joe (who he also brought to Europe)
for his own Sumi-Records label.
Since 1986, he is leading his own "NORBERT
SUSEMIHL'S ARLINGTON ANNEX". The band
plays regularly in Germany as well as
performing at festivals and concerts in Holland,
Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, Sweden and
Norway, this year also at the "Swingin'
Copenhagen". In 1995 the band recorded a CD
that covers all facets of New Orleans Music,
from Bolden and ODJB numbers like "Bucket's
Got A Hole In It" and "Fidgety Feet" to R&B and
Rebirth Brass Band stuff like "Please Send Me
Someone To Love" and "My Song".
He has also toured as a guest with bands lead
by Sammy Rimington, Lillian Boute, Lars
Edegran and Wanda Rouzan. As a soloist, his
trumpet has been heard at many jazzfestivals.

Norbert Susemihl is considered today as one of
the leading young trumpet players in the New
Orleans style. The NORBERT SUSEMIHL'S
ARLINGTON
ANNEX,
the
NORBERT
SUSEMIHL'S ARLINGTON BRASS BAND, the
HOT STUFF or THE BESSIE SMITH BLUES
REVUE can provide you with a wide range of
New Orleans Music "for all occations".

(by Lennart Fait)

Europe's
Sweden

first

Jazz

Museum

in

(Bjorn Bärnheim
)
On May 20th, 1999, the first Jazz Museum in
Europe
opened
its
door
in
Stromsholm,
Sweden,
some
120
kilometers
west
of
Stockholm. The aim with the museum is to give
the visitors a brief introduction to the different
epoches and styles of jazz music from the
beginning in New Orleans until today in
Sweden. It will not only be a museum, live jazz
will be presented every day from an outdoor
stage during the summer months and while
listening to the music you can also enjoy a real
jazz meal with exciting creole spices.
After many years of fighting with authorities
and institutions I am now
a dream that 1 have had
Rolf Carvenlus, the man
also an established jazz
since the 1950's.

at last ready to fullfil
for many years, says
behind the idea and
musician in Sweden

Sponsored
by
the
European
Union
and
different Swedish authorities and institutions
the work to prepare the exhibition buildning
started in November last year. On an aera of
about 500 square meters you will find photos,
paintings, posters, instruments and a lot of
other
things
connected
to
jazz and its
musicians.

Besides his trumpet playing, in later years
Norbert started using the flugelhom and the
comet in order to be able to use a wider
spectrum of sounds. Occasionally he can also
be heard playing the drums.

It will be an expose from Buddy Bolden of New
Orleans to our own Lasse Famlof, says Rolf
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HAROLD POTIER 1911 - 1998:

Carvenlus when he points out the width of the
exhibition.
The different items that will be exposed comes
from different musicians and collectors, as well
as from different institutions. Rolf Carvenius
has established a close cooperation with the
Swedish Jazz Archive as well as with The
Hogan Jazz Archive, Louisiana State Museum
and Historic New Orleans Collection in New
Orleans and with Louis Armstrong House and
Archives in Queens, New York.
The museum will be open daily during the
summer season and during off-season there
will be special arrangements made for schools,
companies and groups.

/

by AUSTIN SONNIER (with kind permission of
the author)
Harold Potier was bom in Parks. Louisiana, in
1911. His childhood, as far as he remembers, was
one filled with music and colorful musicians.
His father, Hypolite Potier, was a comet player
with the Hypolite Charles Marching Band of
Parks in 1909 and an original member of the
Banner Orchestra of New Iberia. He was
nicknamed the "Ironman" because of his
powerful playing style and endurance. The tag,
according to Harold, was given to him during
the years he played with marching bands. It
seems he was the only man strong enough to
march
and
play all day
without

g e t t i n g
tired.
W

h

e

n

H a r o l d
reached the
age
of
twelve
he
started
to
t h i n k
seriously
a b o u t
becoming a
professional
musician.
His
father,
delighted by
the thought of having a young musician in the
family, bought him a trumpet and enrolled him
in the Oger School of Music in Crowley. There,
under the tutelage of one of Lousianas
European
trained
classical
musicians,
he
studied
tmmpet,
clarinet,
saxophone
and
theory. Professor Oger, a graduate of the Mozart
Conservatory of Music in Paris, was a tmmpet

Photo:
Marcus Lund, a young Swedish painter has
decorated four walls in the musum with many
well known faces from the history book of jazz.
In this picture some of the Swedish musicians
can be seen. (Photo: Bjbm Bamheim)
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player of high regard. He had
toured
throughout Europe and North Africa In the
early 1900s with the Paris Symphony, one of the
largest orchestras of that time. His knowledge
of the Instrument was total, and Harold
absorbed all that was offered him. In fact,
young Potter was such a good student he was
soon invited to live with Professor Oger while he
continued his studies. This proved to be a very
rewarding period in Harold's life. This close
master/apprentice relationship caused him to
blossom Into a trumpet player of top quality
while still in his teens. His early association
with older, established musicians on a social
level also helped. From their advice he was able
to develop the frame of mind much needed to
grapple with a career of so precarious future.
Hypolite's dream of bringing up one of his
children to be a trumpet player came true when
Harold, at the age of 16, recieved his "Certificate
of Excellence in Trumpet and Saxophone" from
the Oger School of Music and was invited to
join the Banner Orchestra. Gus Fontenette, the
band's leader was in need of a saxophone
player, and Harold seemed a logical choice. He
accepted, but with the trumpet on his mind.
Probably because of the influence his father
had upon him the trumpet had always been his
favorite instrument.
The nights the Banner Orchestra was not
playing he would free-lance on trumpet with
other local bands. In fact, most of his time was
spent either performing, sitting-in, or practising
regularly on that instrument. As his popularity
as a trumpet player grew, he gradually moved
away from the saxophone until he was able to
give it up completiy.
The last job that he was offered as a
saxophonist was in 1932. Evan Thomas, leader
of the Black Eagles Band of Crowley, called him
to play with the band at a dance hall in Rayne.
For reasons relating to another date he had on
trumpet, Harold was forced to turn the job
.12.

down so Evan got clarinetist George Eewis from
New Orleans to work the dance with him.
Evan, aside from being a trumpet player of high
voltage, had aquired a reputation as a ladies'
man. A reputation that, on the very night of
tills particular dance, was to cost him dearly.
While the band was in the middle of "I'll be
glad when you're dead, You Rascal You", a man
named John Gilbey jumped on the bandstand
shouting that Evan had been fooling around
with his wife. In a frenzy of rage he fatally
stabbed Evan after a short, vicious struggle.
Evan stumbled through the crowd and got
about a block away from the club before he fell
dead. After Evan ran from the building and the
other musicians had escaped by way of a
window, Gilbey went completiy berserk and
proceeded to smash most of the instruments on
the bandstand. Bunk Johnson, who had been
playing second trumpet with Evan that night,
lost his horn in the confusion.
When the news of the murder got back to Potter
in New Iberia, he looked upon the incident as a
sign. He had, after all, turned down the job to
play his favorite horn, the trumpet, with
another band. By associating the saxophone
with the negative he was able to reinforce his
feelings for the trumpet and began to perform
only on the brasswind from that point on.
When Willie Geaiy "Bunk" Johnson moved
from New Orleans to New Iberia in 1921 (must
be 1931, CR) he brought with him the germ of
an innovative approch to playing the trumpet
that he later developed to perfection while
playing with the Banner Orchestra and the
Black Eagles Band. During his early days in
New Orleans he had played second trumpet
with Buddy Bolden's band. This position
required him to function in almost the same
manner as a clarinetist. That is, to play melodic
phrases around the lead trumpet. His keen
sense of rhythm and melody along with an

exploiting the talent there anyway. Nobody
took much interest in going off to "discover"
anyone after Bunk Johnson.

uniquely understated dynamic level Introduced
a welcomed element to the sound of traditional
jazz. Regrettably, he was not allowed to play
that role on the many recordings he made In
the 40s.

Surely economic and social factors also played
their part. So, the best years of Potier and some
of Lousiana's finest musicians just went up in
sound.

Potier listened to Bunk play with Evan Thomas.
He listened to the beauty of his lines and the
polntillistic dancing he did around the melodies
of Evan's lead horn. For months he consumed
the music, learned to play what he heard and
then discarded all but what felt compatible to
his style.

Harold continued to play undaunted. He stayed
with the Banner Orchestra until the early 50s
when Gus Fontenette was forced to disband
beause of Illness. For the next 25 years he
worked day as a waiter, nights as a free-lance
musician and during his spare time he carves
busts, statues and other objects from wood.

The military also extended a hand in the
development of Potier's musical talents. In 1942
he was drafted into the army, and for the next
three years he played with the 418th Armed
Forces Band overseas. His time was well spent.
The
army
made
available
to
him
the
opportunity to live and play with many topnotch
musicians
of
diverse
musical
backgrounds. Holding down a trumpet chair
with the band, he played places like New
Zealand, Australia, India, Iran, Egypt and Italy.

In an attempt to expand his artistic output he
had taken courses in art at a New Iberia trade
school in the mid-40s. During his studies he
tried his hand at different types of media and
discovered wood sculpture best suited for him
as far as economics and the availability of
materials were concerned. Working tools were
cheap and cypress was plentiful along the
bayous and swamps around New Iberia. So
with the same amount of energy that he placed
in his music, Potier launched himself into the
world of sculpture. By 1970s some of his work
commanded as much as 500 dollars.

After the service Potier returned home to his
wife, pianist Mercedes Fontenette, and his job
with her father, Gus Fontenette. The years that
followed were good ones. He had grown
musically. His marriage to the trumpet had
become a more complete union in that the
horn was finally an extension of his being. His
ideas flowed freely and effortlessly and there
were no longer the problems of technique to
deal with. It was a time he felt most complete as
a musician.

It has been said that music heals. In Potier's
case it also served as a preservative and
extender of vitalty. His life has been one
continous diet of sounds that has kept him
alert, energetic and always looking to the next
encounter with a degree of positiveness not
found in others his age.

There were no recordings though. The Banner
Orchestra was never recorded. The Black Eagles
were never recorded. Geography, it seems,
played a sizable role in this abscensce of
recording activity. New Orleans, where the bulk
of music traffic was centered, was too far away
and
record
producers
were
content
with
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Potier's concept of trumpet technique and
improvisation can best be described as being
the sum of Iris blues roots, classical training,
and the influence of trumpeter Bunk Johnson.
His attack is crisp, his intonation always dead
center and his statements complete and to the
-

point, never allowing room for out-of-context
frills
of
energy.
Harmonically,
he
can
superimpose,
substitute
or
extend
existing
chords to fit his unique melodic ability, thus
enabling him to play with the fluld-like grace of
a clarinetist. He also employs a wry use of "blue
notes", a definite influence of Bunk Johnson,
by placing them at points which indicate
emphasis on the complete statement rather
than
just
the
altered
note
and
its
accompanying phrase.
A purist in the truest sense of the word, Potier
is by far the musically strongest of the few
surviving practitioners of early rural Louisiana
jazz. His music is indeed an echo of what that
particular style was all about.
P.s. After a long illness Harold Potiers died in
his home in Parks, LA, in December 1998. (CR)

NEW BUNK RECORDS
The series Jazz Nocturne, (Bunk, Bechet and
Bocage in Boston, 1945) from Jazz Crusade is
now complete.
Bunk plays on Vol 1 (see
last issue), Vol 2 (March
1945) and Vol 3 (April
1945). Vol 4 and 5 has
Bocage on trumpet.

"THE END OF THE BEGINNING'1
- By Barry Martyn
A Book Review by Floyd Levin
"This book is a tribute to a generation of
musicians
whose contribution to New Orleans music will
never be forgotten."
Barry Martyn
The curious title, "The End of the Beginning,"
refers to the period following jazz's formative
years when many first generation jazzmen were
still active in New Orleans.
Fortunately, Barry Martyn had the foresight to
capture their memories in a series of interviews
that began 38 years ago. Only a few of his
subjects
are
still
living.
This
historically
valuable volume is a compilation of those
informativa
interviews.
Scores
of
Marfyn’s
photos merge with the narratives to create a
clearer image of the colorful era.
The author’s introductoiy remarks precede each
segment and establish the individual artist’s
place in the New Orleans’ jazz scene. The
transcribed
paragraphs
are in the subject's own
words.
The earliest interview took
place
in
1961
with
drummer
Joe
Watkins
who achieved worldwide
fame touring with George
Lewis' jazz band. The
most
recent
interview,
with pianist Walter Lewis,
occurred
Just
a
few
months before "The End
of the Beginning" was

If you check in the Bunk
discography (B.J.I. # 11)
you’ll find all information
and you will also find a
misprint;
the
April
7
concert is listed as April 5.
If you bother to change
this, please also change
the personnel, it's Hank
Duncan (pno) and Freddie
Moore (dms).

published.
Most of Martyn's subjects were bom around the
turn of the century. The oldest, veteran bassist
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of
valuable
historians.

Eddie Dawson, was bom in 1884. He was 78 at
the time of his interview and vividly discussed
his six-decade career that began in the famed
Tuxedo Band in 1906.

reference

material

for

future

200 pages Paperback - Illustrated. Indexed.
With Compact Disc.
From Jazzology Press, 1206 Decatur Street, New
Orleans. LA 70116

Cumulatively, the 41 essays create vivid images
of the city, the music and the musicians who
made it famous. We leam about obscure
players active during jazz's formative years "Black Benny," "Happy" Bolton, Willie Cornish,
Buddy Petit, etc. The narratives describe the
venues where the early sounds were heard Kinney's Hall, Masonic Hall, 101 Ranch, Fem
Dance Hall, etc.

MAKING RUNS
the Bunk Johnson duo recordings with Bertha
Gonsoulin.
By Christer Fellers
Bunk Johnson was interviewed by Bill Russel
on American Music AM LP 643. Bunk talks
about the early days in New Orleans, his
collaborations
with
Buddy
Bolden
and
demonstrates
Buddy's
trumpet
style
by
whistling a tune called "Making Runs”. Bunk
also demonstrates the use of the diminished
chord.

The book’s longest, and most compelling
section, "A Portrait of Chris Kelly," for the first
time, fully documents the career of the
enigmatic cometist.
The highly influential
cometist was bom about a decade before the
turn of the last century. He died at the age of
36 and senior jazzmen always spoke of him
with reverence.

Interestingly enough, Bunk also got a chance
to play the same tune on his trumpet, backed
up by Bertha Gonsoulin on the piano. The
session took place in San Francisco, 1943, in
Bertha's home. Bunk starts the tune by playing
Make Me A Pallet On The Floor in the key of Eflat and then changes key to A-flat in the
Making Runs part. Making Runs has the same
basic chord structure as for instance Tiger rag.

Martyn uses the words of Kelly’s widow and his
son plus comments by his followers, Avery "Kid"
Howard and George "Kid Shiek" Cola, to create
a graphic vision of the musician. The book’s
accompanying CD includes the actual tapes of
their conversations
plus
Cola
discussing
Howard's
recording
of"Careless Love,"
presumably written by Chris Kelly.

Bill Russel says in his notes from the session:
"Every time Bunk played it (Making Runs) he
had a different variation, so I got him to do it

Despite their tremendous importance, few of
these seminal artists achieved any degree of
fame or
financial success. Most
of them
remained in New Orleans throughout their lives
and died in comparative obscurity.

four times".
On AM LP 643 we hear one of the takes being
played while Bunk is talking and two more or
less complete takes without any overdubbed
talking. On DAN VC-7022 and DAN VC-4020,
12 inch LPs, four takes appear and on AMCD16 one of the takes. The question for the
serious Bunk Johnson researcher is obvious.
Which versions of Making Runs are present on
which media? The task is not an easy one.

As a very young man, Barry Martyn recognized
the importance of preserving these valuable
recollections of "the men who created the form,
nurtured it, and lived every day of its existence."
"The End of the Beginning" will remain a source
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Some of the takes are very different, but some
takes are almost Identical In places but
different In the details. Bunk uses refined
alterations of some of the phrases. Furthermore
Bill Russel has deleted parts of some takes. To
elucidate the differences I decided to describe
each take by a series of squares in time, each
describing the features of the specific chorus. A
pattern emerged which made me able to
compare the takes.
The first conclusion from the study
there are in fact only four versions.
DAN takes all seems to be complete
takes are also in the order in which
recorded,
judging
from
listening.
discography the masters
12(3a). 13(3b) and 14(3c).

are

was
The
and
they
In

numbered:

that
four
the
are
the

11(3),

the ones played so far. In all an exciting take.
Master 13 starts with a lot of scratches from
the record. In the Making Runs-part Bunk
plays some simple but exciting variations of the
melody. The structure of the first break has
been used in previous takes, here with a slight
change at the end. Break two employs a simple
scale upwards of eight quarter-notes. Break
three is a not too great. The fourth break is an
alternative of HTT again. Again an exciting take
with some new improvisations.
The final take (master 14) is used on the CD.
First break is HTT. Second and third breaks nothing new. Final break uses a fault-free
chromatic scale upwards. Not the best take I
think.

On AM 10" LP 643 the slowest version - master
11 - is used behind Bunk’s talking. After the
talk, master 12 is played with the exception
that the introduction and the first chorus of
Pallet On The Floor is deleted. Master 14 is also
played but with Pallet On The Floor completely
deleted. The AMCD-16 uses master 14.

In 1944 Bunk was back in New Orleans and
was recorded with the New Orleans band
including George, Jim, Slow Drag, Baby Dodds
and Lawrence Marrero. Two exciting takes of
Tiger rag are issued, AM 212 and 213, and we
can hear further variations on the Making
Runs theme here.

The different versions vary in tempo and
emotion. The slow version (11) fits very well
behind Bunk’s talking. The whole tune is well
balanced
and
Bunk
plays
three
breaks
completely differently. Break two uses the two
first bars of Louis Armstrong's tune Hotter
Than That. Alternative versions of this break is
used several times and I use the abbreviation:
HTT below.

I urge you to listen to the different takes of
Making Runs and Tiger Rag and Tm sure you
will draw the same conclusion as Bill and
myself. Bunk could indeed play a tune many
times without repeating himself.

Master 12 is a fast version. Bunks seems
unbalanced and has less command of the
tempo. The first chorus is also deleted by Bill
Russel on AM LP 643. The rest of the tune
works better. The Making Runs part includes
three breaks. The first one is different from
those in master 11, and well balanced. The
next two breaks are simple and different from
16-

The Making Runs theme is also heard on Kid
Ory's Verve LP "Song of the Wanderer". Maybe
Ory too heard Buddy Bolden play it in New
Orleans and remembered it at the time of
recording.

program in Los Angeles, played a joyous relaxed
version of’"Till We Meet Again" by Bob Crosby’s
Bob Cats. I bought the record the next day!

BOB HAGGART 1914 - 1998
by Floyd Levin
The history of Jazz has been brightened by
scores of great musicians. Their contributions,
individually and collectively, have endowed the
music with a bountiful legacy from which
future generations of fans and musicians will
continue to draw inspiration. Among the many
names in the Pantheon of Jazz Greats, just a
few - perhaps only one or two on each
instrument - qualify as true "Giants."
These towering "Giants" have shaped the paths
jazzmen will continually follow despite the
directions in which this music might ramble.
Bob Haggart will always be Included In this
select group.
After many years of frequent performances In
almost every city and at practically every
important festival in the world, Haggart’s
arranging skills and stirring bass work have,
regretfully,
been
silenced.
His
death
on
December 2, has created a void that will never
be filled.
Since emerging on the musical scene almost
seven
decades
ago,
he
established
clear
guidelines strongly influencing almost every
Dixieland band In the world. We will hear his
great compositions and arrangements of jazz
standards as long as bands play the cheerful
sounds of Dixieland music.
His beautifully developed bass solos, logical
extensions of a tune’s roots, bloomed with
majestic splendor. This magic never altered over
the years. It can be heard on hundreds of
classic jazz recordings bearing his easily
identifiable bass figures.
I remember the first Dixieland record I ever
heard - And It was a Bob Haggart recording!
"Jack the Bell Boy" on his all-night radio
17-

The beautiful 78 rpm blue label Decca (No.2825)
with bright gold printing cost 35 cents, a
formidable amount in those lean years. The fine
print identified the bass player as Bob Haggart.
He was in very good company: Billy Butterfield
played trumpet. Matty Matlock and Eddie Miller
were on clarinet and tenor sax. Warren Smith
handled the tailgate trombone. The rollicking
rhythm section included Joe Sullivan, piano.
Nappy Lamare, guitar, Bob Haggart, bass and
Ray Bauduc drums.
It was 1939 - the peak of the big band era. and I
was still in high school. Bob Crosby’s Orchestra
was riding the crest of the musical wave. This
was the only Orchestra, amid the surfeit of
"swing" bands, that kept the earlier sounds of
New Orleans alive during the years when
listeners considered jazz an "old-fashioned"
music. Crosby enjoyed the choicest bookings
and received nationwide radio exposure. My
homework assignments were often Interrupted
by their nightly radio "remotes."
I clearly recall hearing the saccharin voiced
announcer purr his introduction to the Crosby
broadcasts" from the beautiful Casino
Ballroom at romantic Catalina Island
overlooking the harbor lights of Avalon Bay and
the blue Pacific.........." I listened attentively to my
bedside radio anxiously awaiting the Bob Cats;
the
small
band
always
spotlighted
Bob
Haggart's string bass.
Most of the musicians performing at jazz
festivals around the world are too young to
have heard live performances by the original
Crosby band; however, that strong influence in
still very apparent. Many of the tunes currently
played, and the manner in which they are
performed, are based on Bob Crosby recordings.

This motivation has often led young players to
the original roots of the music that also
inspired the Bob Cats back in the '30s.
The Crosby connection dates back to 1934
when Haggart at 21 joined forces with several
musicians from Ben Pollack’s Orchestra to
establish a co-op group.
The founding corporate members in their quest
for a "name" to front the newly organized band,
initially considered Jack Teagarden and the
actor-trumpet player,
Johnny
"Scat" Davis.
Harry "Goldie" Goldfield, Paul Whiteman’s
trumpet
star
and
comedian,
was
another
prospect. The young vocalist in the Dorsey
Brothers Orchestra, who happened to be the
handsome brother of Bing Crosby, was finally
selected.
’’The Bob Crosby Orchestra”, accentuated by
Bob Haggart’s staunch walking bass, joined the
burgeoning swing parade and provided great
musical thrills during that wonderful era.
Haggart’s taunt arrangements for the Crosby
band skillfully blended the basic jazz elementa
of the 20's with the commercially successful
swinging vitality of the ’30's.
His original tunes contributed greatly to the
orchestra’s
success.
("Big
Noise
From
Winnetka," "South Rampart Street Parade,"
"What’s New?," "My Inspiration," "Dogtown
Blues," "I’m Prayin’ Humble," etc.)
The Bob Cats, the famous band-within-theband. became the orchestra’s biggest asset.
Spurred by Haggart's striding bass lines and his
extraordinary
small
band
arrangements, the
eight-piece
unit
recorded
and
fdled
engagements
separately.
Dixieland
bands
throughout the world still play Haggart’s
sterling
charts
of
the
jazz
standards
perpetuated by the Bob Cats.
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After the Crosby band broke up during the war
years, Haggart free-lanced before reuniting with
his Bob Cat collaborator Yank Lawson as co
leaders of the very distinguished LawsonHaggart Jazz Band. They appeared together,
with varying personnel, on several recordings
and club dates. The Lawson-Haggart Jazz Band
remained an important segment of the jazz
scene until 1968 when they enlarged the group
to become the "World’s Greatest Jazz Band."
With a name that could easily provoke
contention, they met all challenges. The all-star
group successfully toured the globe for a
decade.
For years, Haggart participated in repeated
revivals of the Crosby Bob Cats, the LawsonHaggart Jazz Band, and the World’s Greatest
Jazz Band for record dates, jazz festivals, jazz
cruises and jazz parties. To their everlasting
credit, Arbors Records has, in recent years,
featured him on many of their CDs as sideman
and leader.
His name will always be included whenever the
World’s Greatest Jazzmen are listed. Major
producers throughout the U.S. and Europe in
anticipation of a blockbuster program, eagerly
included Haggart on their rosters.
Standing tall and handsome behind his double
bass, flashing his infectious grin, he retained
the youthful verve and melodic ingenuity that
propelled the Bob Crosby band to national
prominence in the '30s - and permanently
established Dixieland Jazz as an enduring
component of American popular music.
I recently replayed my treasured copy of "'Till We
Meet Again." Listening to those spirited sounds
confirmed my original appraisal of the Bob Cats’
record that Introduced me to the wonders of a
music that, after all these years, still excites me.
Thanks, Bob!

FROM THE BUNK ARCHIVES
Bunk is History!
(Bunk Johnson's first recorded words)
by Paul A. Larsen
(Reprint
from
STORYVTLLE

with

kind

permission of Laurie Wright)
The news of the rediscovery of Willie Bunk
Johnson in New Iberia had reached the jazz
world (then a very small, but nonetheless
intense group) through the pages of the
recently published Jazzmen. His poverty, low
wages and desire to play again were indeed
heart rending to all those who took the time to
think about them. Bill Russell and Fred Ramsey
were the two who had actually found the one
time trumpet king In New Iberia via a letter to
the Postmaster of that Bayou City. With their
letter
they
had
enclosed
another
with
Instructions that this was to be delivered to an
old negro trumpet player by the name of
"Bunk". The Postmaster did his job well, and In
a short time letters were pouring forth from New
Iberia with stories of the early days of Jazz and
the musicians who played it In the city of Its
birth. New Orleans.
Bunk's letters stated that he could still
only he could get a set of false teeth
course, a trumpet. Messrs Ramsey and
spearheaded the drive to raise the sum
dollars which Dr. Leonard Bechet (elder

play If
and, of
Russell
of 60
brother

of Sidney) had Informed them would be the
charge for the dental work needed. The money
was raised, the work completed and a collection
of 25.00 dollars taken by Lu Watters from the
members of his large type swing band In
Oakland, Ca, was enough to enable Bunk to
secure a couple of old horns from a Finks pawn
shop in New Orleans.
The stage was now set for Bunk to return from
his unwanted early retirement and try to take

his place again amongst the New Orleans jazz
greats. Only one thing was wrong, no-one had
heard Bunk play. Many thought that his
request for teeth and trumpet were only the
whims of an old man who wanted to be repaid
for the information and time he contributed to
the Jazzman group.
Bunk was Invited to record In August 1940 by
Heywood Hale Broun, now the noted TV
personality. However, he declined the Invitation
to go to New Orleans for the Broun session
with the excuse that he was at that time very
busy teaching music to many of the negro
children In the area around New Iberia. It Is my
feeling that this may have been one of the
reasons for Bunk not wanting to record at that
time. He had just started his WPA Job on 2 May
1940 and might have felt that to absent himself
even for a few days might jeopardise his Job, but
the real reason was that he was not yet ready
to let the world hear his trumpet. He had had
only ten month practise with his old horns and
very little time to get accustomed to his new
teeth. He was not sure his trumpet was ready
to be heard.
Bunk must have practised and worked hard, for
the next time we hear of him is in an article by
Louis Armstrong In Down Beat saying that he
had seen Bunk In New Iberia and had even let
him sit In with the band. Armstrong's article
"60 year old Bunk Johnson, Louis' tutor, sits In
the band," stated that, "Bunk Johnson sat In and
went to town on a solo with the band" to which
Louis added, "Hope I can still play like that cat
when I'm his age." In fact, 1 have recieved
Information from the late Frank Galbraith who
was In the trumpet section of the Armstrong
band during early 1941 when this took place,
that Bunk played the hell out of 'Stardust’ and at 62,
and with plates , that son of a gun ended the song
with a high ”F
When this news hit Down Beat (15 May 1941) it
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was realised that Bunk was ready and had
been heard by none other than his one-time
pupil Louis Armstrong! However, no-one was
then prepared to make the pilgrimage to New
Iberia, and in only a short time we would be
involved in World War II. Even with these
problems however, the need was still felt to get
Bunk on some sort of recording lest he might
pass
away
before
something
could
be
accomplished. It was just a question of who
and where. This most difficult job was finally
undertaken by one of the jazz lovers who spent
much of their time in the Hot Record shop of
Steve Smith; a young lady by the name of Marv
Karolev. using the equipment of the then RCA
aide, John C. Reid. This field trip recording took
place on 2 February 1942 in Bunk's New Iberia
home. A group of unaccompanied solos were
first recorded and then the following short
interview / letter was added. I have tried to
transcribe it as closely as the poor recording
will allow:
Marv Karolev: Hello Bunk, how are you. It Is
mighty nice to see you down here. I'm going up to
New York with these records. Would you like to
say anything to all the fellows up there?
Bunk Johnson: I would. I'd be veiy proud to
send a little message to Sidney Bechet, and the
whole bunch, also Louis Armstrong and group, as
he promised to send me a trumpet. I haven't seen
that trumpet yet Well, I know I'm getting one, I
might be lucky enough to get Gabriel's
trumpet..maybe he figuring on borrowing that
one for me... so while you're going back to New
York ask Sidney would he like to work at
Pitman's Place with me where he first worked
when we were playing together In the Eagle
Band. "Two Bits" was our drummer, "Bogus" was
our planoplayer, I was the tmmpetplayer and he
was the great clarinetist on the Job... and he went
over big. Ask Sidney do he still remember our old
Scott Joplin music that we used to play. Tell him
that I have never forgotten any of It and I tried to
give him a little specification of "Maple Leaf
20

Rag"... the record you are carrying back, but the
horns that I have over here Is Just a little bit better
than a car homl Tell hlrru.cojfee pot Is a little
better I think. Tell him I am In need for a good
trumpet as I asked him before... and If there's
anything that he can do In his power of getting
me one, or Interceding, or helping to get me a
horn, I should be mighty proud. An still keep me
In mind and mention Bunk Johnson In your next
concert, and see that can go through and ask
Sidney to tell Louis for me to help him. I know he
can help me If he want to. He promised me but he
has failed...and he has never kept his promise
when It came to me getting a trumpet...and I'm
pretty sure Mr Rudy Musk still handles trumpets
and also mouthpieces., an I would like to get a
mouthpiece If I don't get a trumpet anyway from
Louis. Ask him to get me a mouthpiece, and I'm
pretty sure you will get me a trumpet.. And now
this Is going to be from your old friend Bunk
Johnson - as ever - and I'm about the only
trumpet player living today of that age of the old
gang, an able to play... Sidney I can play and
play well, and play all the old time music - Just
what you all want, I really have what the "RCA "
wants - tf I can only get there to explain It and
something to explain It with. This Is from your
friend Bunk Johnson.
To my great friend Mr William Russell...better
known to his friend...better known to his friends
of the "Hot Record Association" as a great
collector... great record collector - an he has done
wonderful for me, he helped me In every Instance
- and I must say that I do not have a better friend
than
Mr
Bill
Russell.
I
recleve
messages...mall..and also money from him at
times, he sends me lots to help me along, and I
want to thank him and let him know how proud I
was to meet his mother, his father and two
brothers during the holidays on their way going
back home. They stopped In New Iberia and chat
with me a long while and I learned to know them
and feeled as if I had known them all my
life...and his brothers, I was carried away with
them. Father’s fine...Ills mother’s fine, and also

Mr Bill Russell. And now this Is to Mr Herman
Rosenberg In the same time -1 thank you for the
card I lately recleved and I hope that you will
Intercede In helping me to get to New York - I
would like to be there and be around his
recording shop dally...probably I could be a great
help to him as he helped me so much...an I would
support him In appreciation for what he has done
for me. An I really believe that 1 can help him a lot
In the business that he Is In because I can really
play yet... all I need Is something to play with
and about three men besides myself an I really
believe we can stomp 'em down what It takes to
stomp ’em. I really knows It yet. I am an old man
In age but not In action and playing.
Marv Karolev: Tell ’em Bunklll
Bunk Johnson: I'm playing sky high right now
if I wants, and all 1 need Is a trumpet..I can
really go...an I can really make the band go, 1
don't want a band with more than one trumpet In
It.. I'm the hot man...I don't need no hot man at
all... I'm my own hot man...an I really make the
band go...so, Mr Rosenberg, I'm asking you to
Intercede, get behind Sidney and get with him,
and see can’t you wretch me up a trumpet. I
know there's a loose one somewhere In New
York, Mr Hoyte Kline, he would like to help me
too...you let him about that. Tell him I would like
to get a trumpet and then probably he can use me
In his next recording... I know I can get some
records for him... tell him I've got them stacked up
sky high waiting for him... all I need Is something
to produce the goods. An tell him to write me, I'll
be glad to hear from him, as I've lost his adress
since I moved...but I'm going to kindly keep In
touch with him as I sent him a Christmas card I
know he still has my adress... so please tell Mr
Kline to keep In touch with you and also Bechet
See can't you'll please find me a trumpet—
betM’een the three you can get one... go to my
friends and Mr Bob Crosby...he’s got some
trumpet players there, talk with them.
In reading over Bunk's words it is obvious that
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he felt he was now ready to go to New York and
take his rightful place in jazz circles. It is also
clear that although Louis Armstrong gave him
a mention in his Down Beat article he had not
given him a decent hom. In fact, the horn that
was purchased for Bunk shortly after this
interview was bought with funds raised by
many of the same people who had helped with
donations for his teeth. The hom, a second
hand Selmer, was purchased in Cleveland for
the sum of 65 dollars by another trumpet player
and Jazz buff, William Rosenberg.
Bunk'

s

mention

of

"having

what

the

RCA

wants" was a reference to some efforts by
Sidney Bechet to bring Bunk to New York to
record in late 1941, efforts which were doomed
to failure since at that time Bunk was not a
member of the AFM and thus could not record
under union conditions. It is also my feeling
that at this point Bechet was only tiying to
humour his brother by trying to line up a job
for his most famous patient.
The message to Bill Russell underlines what a
great friend to Bunk, and for that matter to all
New Orleans musicians Russell was. The
remarks adressed to Herman Rosenberg appear
to be the result of a misconception since
Rosenberg only helped Gene Williams with the
shipping of his Jazz Information records and
was not involved in any record business of his
own other than being an avid collector.
However, Rosenberg was a friend of many New
York based jazz musicians of this period and he
may have mentioned in his card to Bunk that
he knew the boys in the trumpet section of the
Bob Crosby Band (Yank Lawson, Lyman Funk,
and Max Herman) and that he would tell them
of Bunk down in New Iberia. The final greeting
was sent to Hoyte Kline and again the reference
to recording for him is something of a mystery,
for whilst Kline was well known in the
Cleveland area and Indeed much further afield,
for having one of the most complete Louis

Armstrong collections, I have no knowledge of
him having ever been In the recording business.
Kline, who was killed In a jeep accident In Italy
just after the war, was very instrumental in
raising the monies needed for the trumpet that
Armstrong would not, or could not, supply.
All through Bunk's message you can just feel
the confidence that he had built up through
his practise and the encouragement from
others who were able to hear him. For those of
you who are familiar with the Bunk Johnson
Story you will know that it was only a few
months, on 11 June 1942 to be more exact, until
two groups converged in New Orleans and
finally recorded Bunk with a band to start, not
what was called the "New Orleans Jazz Revival"
but "Awakening of the people" to the fact that
the music of New Orlans was still to be heard In
the city of its origin. It also established the fact
that not all of the musicians had heard the
"call from the North" but that many had stayed
In the area to play the way they liked, In the
place they preferred to play: New Orleans.

New Orleans in Wartime
by Ken Hulsizer
(Reprint from JAZZ REVIEW 1945)
For you who have never been there. New
Orleans is built in a loop of the Mississippi
River about 100 miles from the Gulf of Mexico.
The river comes In from the west, makes south,
east and north, bends to form a south-hanging
loop and then turns south-east to the gulf. The
town lies in the loop, bounded on three sides
by the river and on the north by Lake
Ponchartrain. New Orleans looks just like any
other large American town.
The main street is Canal that starts at the river,
bisects the business district and extends on
out through a residential district to the lake on
the north. West of the business district is
.22.

"Uptown", a residential district also known as
the "Garden Distict”. It has wide streets and
boulevards, fine stately homes, and many
parks. North of the business district is "Back of
Town" also known, I believe, as "The Woods". It
is a residential section of middle class homes
and small neighbourhood business places. East
of the business district is "Downtown". This
includes the Old Quarter (Vieux Carr6) just east
of Canal Street and the Creole section east and
north of the Old Quarter. The architecture in
this section appears to be more Spanish than
French, which is not surprising as the early city
belonged to Spain longer than it did to France.
Most of the old buildings still standing were
built after the fire of 1788 when New Orleans
belonged to Spain. The buildings are built
against the sidewalks, the streets are narrow
and often winding, there are the usual Spanish
shutters and courtyards. "Downtown" is a poor
people's
neighbourhood
of
dark,
airless,
crowded houses and small, cheap business.
I hope it is no violation of military security
regulations to say that New Orleans is an Army
Port of Embarkation and that the Navy and
Coast Guard also have bases there. As a result,
the city is now full of uniforms, Army, Navy,
Marine, Coast Guard and Merchant Marine. On
weekends uniformed men pour in from the
many camps and airfields nearby in the
Mississippi Valley.
New
Orleans
had
always
been
a
big
warehousing and merchantile centre as the
biggest city in the South and as the biggest port
on the Mississippi near the Gulf. Since the war,
industry has come to New Orleans and it has
become a manufacturing centre also. All the
manufactering there still wouldn't make one
large plant in a Northern city but there is
enough of it to make New Orleans an industrial
city for the first time.
The result of superimposition of the Armed

Forces and industrial workers on a city already
crowded and deficient in housing has been to
make New Orleans one of the most over
crowded
and
uncomfortable
cities
in
the
country. The rise in prices has been ghastly and
the goods and services recieved for these prices
deplorable. In 1933 I could stay in a hotel for a
dollar a day. I could get a scrambled egg, grits,
biscuits and a cup of good coffee for 5 cents in
a clean wellighted restaurant. In 1941 the same
room would cost me 2 dollars and the breakfast
30 cents. In 1944 the room would cost me 5
dollars and the breakfast 75 cents. The hotel
and restaurant service would both be poorer
than in previous years.
There is seldom a room available in a hotel
without
a
week's
reservation
and
the
restaurants are crowded to the doors at
mealtimes. A lot of this comes from the native
New Orleaneans who have more money than
they ever had before, some of it comes from
business men in town on business, some of it
from the industrial workers but mostly it is
caused by the Service men.

as far as the possibilities of extracting money
from fools are concerned. The narrow streets of
the Old Quarter are crowded nightly with
pleasure seekers anxious to part with money
and any bar is a pleasure dome.
The Old Quarter is still the amusement centre
of New Orleans though there are movies,
shows, night-clubs, cocktail lounges and plain
saloons along Canal Street and to the west. For
amusement the Old Quarter now offers little
more than a string of bars. A few of these places
are well appointed and well kept but they are
few. Some of the places have dull, cheap shows
and some of them a pianoplayer or a small
combination, often hill-billy, but these places
with music are in the minority. With hordes of
people fighting to buy a drink, any kind of
drink, there is no need for the come-on of
music or entertainment.

It is typical of American Service men that
though in civilian life they slept in the tourist
camps or third-rate hotels and ate In dines and
hamburger stands when away from home; in
uniform, they just can't possibly stay in
anything but the best restaurants. Once they
put on uniform they seem to lose all sense of
monetary values. The obvious fact that they
don't belong in these places seems to make
them only more determined to get in and the
happier once they are in.

The fine old Creole Restaurants are still there
and they are crowded with people more
interested in being able to say they ate at
Antoine's
or
Amaud's
than
in
getting
something to eat. The prices in these places are
high and it must be hard for the waiters to keep
from laughing as they serve the mediocre food
available in these days of shortages. At
Broussard's they still have the cermonies, the
traditions, the whoop-de-do if not the food.
They still turn out the lights and light the
brandy when Crepe Suzettes are served and
when anyone orders Napoleon brandy, a bell
rings and a smirkllng waiter salutes a statue of
Napoleon in the courtyard. The outlanders love
it.

New Orleans has been notorious for clipping
suckers from the hinterlands since the days of
the flat-boat men and it now has the greatest
crop of suckers in histoiy. Cynical waiters,
waitresses,
bell-hops,
cab-startes
and
taxidrivers are reaping a golden harvest. Eveiy day
and every night is like the height of Mardi Gras

I seldom ate in these places. I can't get my teeth
in all this atmosphere and I want something
more substantial than tradition as a respite
from Army food. I ate mostly in the big airconditioned
cafeterias
across
Canal
Street
where I could see what I was getting before I
took it. The old creole restaurants were never
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inteded for prosaic people anyway.
There is little gaiety and no sin in the Old
Quarter in these days. The few shows are
sedate and dull, the crowds of B-girls that used
to infest the bars drinking iced tea while you
paid for Scotch and soda are gone by Military
Edict. There is still one taxi-dance hall and the
girls still wear only a brasserie and skirt but it
is off limits to military personnel. There was one
place patronized heavily by young girls who
went into furious jitterbug routines with much
swirling of short skirts but as far as I could see,
and
Tm
a
thorough
and
conscientous
investigator in such matters, they all wore
underclothing. Evidently the Army did not
think the pedestrian music played by the
Elawaiian
orchestra
in
the
place
entirely
justified such athletic dancing or the eyesight
of their investigators was keener than mine
because this place was put off limits too.
The resourceful joint operators have one
manoeuvre that puzzled me for a long time and
which even the alert and ruthless Military
couldn't supress. In the Officers' Quarters and
Officers' Clubs of the Military installations in
New Orleans, bulletin boards were plastered
weekly with cards announcing dances for Army
and Navy Officers. The dances were sponsored
by girls' organizations with names like the
Warettes, The Coquettes, the Dancettes. The
place was always either one of the best clubs in
the Old Quarter or one of the big Hotel
ballrooms. Some of the notices were formal
announcements in the third person tastefully
printed in imitation of engraving, some were
arch with sketches of pretty girls and began
"...HI, Wolves, like to dance?" and some were
blatantly come-on with banners of "200 Pretty
Girls to Dance With". There was never any
admission charged and for weeks I wondered
how these girls' clubs could afford to rent these
expensive places complete with orchestra for an
evening. The answer when I found it was
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simple. The girls didn't rent the placees. The
joint owners turned the places over to the girls'
clubs for the evening without charge - the "200
Pretty girls to Dance With" come-on caused the
brilliant military leaders to fight to get into the
places where, under the stimulus of soft lights,
seductive music and material-saving evening
gowns, they bought drinks freely, even a little
wildly. After all, It was free dance given for them
by patriotic girls anxious to improve their
morale so the least they could do was to buy
plenty of drinks. It is true the drinks were a
little steep and a little weak but the women
were beautiful and anxious to dance and it was
a nice place. As far as 1 know, these girls clubs
were respectable organizations but they were
being used in a war-time variation of the old 13girl racket.
There were other and cheaper amusements.
There was an Officers' Town House (known as
the Clown House) with dances several nights a
week and the U.S.O and American Legion held
dances and parties for the enlisted men and
sailors. The Riverboat had a moonlight cruise
nightly with dancing and there were parties
and dances at the camps and bases.
When the Lakefront (New Orleans northern
boundary) was filled in, Milneburg and Spanish
Fort disappeared. There is now an amusement
park
called
Ponchartrain
Beach
where
Milneburg
was
but
it
is
just
another
amusement park and beach, no music. There is
a hospital about where Spanish Fort used to
be. West End is a mile or so farther west from
Ponchartrain Beach. It is a line of restaurants
and is an excellent place to go in the summer
to drink beer and eat sea-food but there is no
music. Bucktown, behind West End, is the
same sort of place, only poorer.
There is not much music to be heard these days
in New Orleans. Kid Rena still plays at the
Cadillac Bar, a mile out from St Claude in the

downtown section. On the nights when he is
right, he still plays fine trumpet and his
choruses on Panama are still the best, but
mostly
he
plays
requests
for
the
Cash
Customers and they never request any of the
old New Orleans tunes. On the nights when
Rena is not right, he is so poor that no one
would ever suspect he was at one time one of
the greatest New Orleans trumpeters.
Almerico still has a band on the Riverboat and
he also plays at a jitterbug joint on Barrone
Street. Sometimes Fazola plays with him.
Sidney Desvigne has a good band, big and welldrilled at the Gypsy Tea-Room but it might be
any good well-drilled hot band, there is nothing
of New Orleans music to be heard there. At the
Avenue Lounge, out St Charles, in the Uptown
district is a small outfit that includes Dave
Bailey who claims to be the oldest drummer in
New Orleans. He remembers Buddy Bolden well
and has heard him play for dances, parades
and funerals. "...Yes I remember Bolden, a big
tall Jelled' he told me. "he played a pretty good
comet, yes, sir a pretty good comet". He didn't
seem to think Bolden was extraordinaiy in any
way. Bailey says he played with Oliver and
Dodds and many others in the Uptown Colored
Joints years ago.
The best band I heard around town was at the
Silver Star Cafe downtown. Herb Morand of
Harlem Hamfats fame played trumpet, George
Lewis played clarinet and a man named Morris
played trombone. It had an old bassplayer
called "Slowdrag" who seemed to have difficulty
recalling that his real name was Pavageau. This
band played more music of a "New Orleans"
nature than any other I heard. Morand played
on week-ends at Bogalusa and on these nights
Lewis had to carry the lead on clarinet, which
has its disadvantages. On the nights when
Morand was present, Lewis couldn't seem to
decide whether he was still playing lead or the
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traditional obligato. Morris sounded fine on
trombone and is one of the New Orleans
musicians I heard that I thought should be
given a chance on record. His trombone was
strictly in the New Orleans groove. "Slowdrag"
got a big full tone out of a bass that seemed to
be held together with adhesive tape. I wondered
how he would sound with a good instrument.
Picou, Celestin and Louis Dumaine were all still
around and at least Picou sometimes still
played but I couldn't seem to catch any of them
at work though I spent several evenings trying.
Orin Blackstone told me that not long ago
Celestin and Dumaine both were in the same
WPA band.
For the man interested in New Orleans Jazz
there is always Orin Blackstone. This amazing
man still lives quietly in the Garden District
with his wonderful collection of records and
immense collection of jazz facts and lore that
he Is trying to to get into some sort of
compilation. Orin doesn't get around much any
more; he works long hours at the TlmesPlcayune and hasn't much time to go around
at night and listen to what little New Orleans
music is to be heard. He has sort of drawn into
his shell to sit the war out like many other New
Orleaneans. He listens to his records and works
on his notes in what little time he has free.
For years, when anyone interested in Jazz
arrived in New Orleans, the first thing he did
was to look up Orin Blackstone. Whether he
wanted to know where the musicians were
playing, needed some musicians for a record
session or wanted to know of a good place to
stay and a good place to eat, Orin was the man
to ask. And good old patient Orin quietly did
everything he could to help these visitors
whether they were rich and respected or bums
who rode the freight trains into town. He has
done more for New Orleans music and probably
for jazz than any other man in the country and

has seldom been given credit or compensation.
It Is probable that he has found more jazz
records than any other jazz record collector. I
mean found them himself. He has a wonderful
collection of his own and besides has sold,
traded and given away more good records than
most collectors have In their collections. He Is
the only New Orleans Hot Record Collector and
even he Is not a native of the city. He comes
from Texas and has lived in New Orleans only
about 15 years.
John Hammond of New York was In New
Orleans (in the Army) while I was there and he
sometimes came out to Blackstone's house in
the evening and we three sat around in the
mephitic heat of the New Orleans summer and
listened to old records. When it got too late to
disturb the neighbours with the phonograph
Hammond would tell us the fascinating saga of
the phongraph record business as a business.
Or, with a wicked leer, he would regale us with
ribald tales of New York in the days when
Benny Goodman played with Ben Selvin or at
Billy Rose's Music Hall with one of the sourest
collections of musicians ever heard on record;
or when he (Hammond) saw a dance advertised
as Duke Ellington music and went to the place
to find Jelly Roll Morton and a pick-up outfit
playing there; of the time he went to a Joint in
Harlem to hear Monette Moore and found
instead a 16 year old girl named Billie Holiday
entertaining the customers with a song called
Would You for a Big Red Apple.
While Blackstone and I turned envious green,
Hammond would tell us of the record shop in
New York's Yorkville section where he bought
stacks of QRS records and so had Hines' solos
to give to his friends In 1935; of how he went
through 50 000 new Paramount records In a
warehouse In New York and thousands more in
Miami, Florida, later. (The origin of the many
recondite Paramount records listed In Hot
Discography
has
long
mystified
record
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collectors. The inclusion of these titles In Hot
Discography are the result of a "whole drawer
full" of letters that Hammond wrote to
Delauney while Hot Discography was in
preparation).
For no valid reason, New Orleans is still the
Mecca of the record collector and the hot jazz
enthusiast. A half dozen came and went while I
was there. I don' t know for sure what all of
them were looking for but if it was for Hot Jazz,
most
of
them
must
have
gone
away
disappointed. In spite of the activity on the jazz
part of Jazz enthusiasts, there Is little jazz
being played in New Orleans today. As I have
said, there is small inducement for anyone to
hire a band In any of the joints where New
Orleans
musicians
have
uusally
found
employment. There is small inducement for New
Orleans musicians to play in the joints in these
days anyway. There are more lucrative jobs
elsewhere. Considering the pay. I'm surprised
that there are any colored musician attempting
to earn a living from music in New Orleans right
now.
It is my sad conclusion that things aren't likely
to be much better after the war. Instead of a
revival, I see a decline of jazz in the future of
the Crescent City. The old men are about all
gone, either to other cities or into retirement. I
heard no young jazz musician playing in
traditional
fashion
in
New
Orleans.
The
conditions that fostered jazz are all gone. The
places where jazz musicians found work and
got their early training no longer exist and I
don't believe the places and conditions will be
revived after the war.
New Orleans has the smallest percentage of
colored people of any large southern city. The
effect of the negro and creole on life in the city
is negligible today. The war and the resultant
change from a merchandising city to a
manufacturing city has brought thousands of
people to New Orleans, most of them from

upstate Louisiana, from Mississippi, Arkanas,
Alabama
and
Texas.
These
people
are
southemes, their religion is protestant, their
music is hill-billy.
The attitude of these newcomers toward the
negro is different from that of the native New
Orleanean. I don't believe the negro will be
encouraged in any music but church music by
these people.
The population of New Orleans used to be 90%
catholic.
The
newcomers
are
protestant;
protestant churches are seen everywhere now
in New Orleans. These protestant people bring a
different attitude towards religion to New
Orleans. They take their religion seriously. To
them religion is not just a Sunday formality, it
is a spiritual philosophy that affects their daily
lives. This change in religion is sure to affect
New Orleans. Never again, I fear, will New
Orleans be the pleasantly sinful place it once
was.

whoop-ing and yelling. In the big hotels there
are the dull orhestras to be found in hotels of
any Amerian city.
Nowhere do you hear Jazz, New Orleans jazz.
Nowhere do you see any prospects of jazz in the
future. Jazz was bom in New Orleans but it
doesn't live there any more.
(This article was written late 1944)
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CQipmltlee:
This spring Lousiana elected a new govenor. He
is Jimmie Davis, composer and singer of such
solid Rampart Street evergreens as You are my
Sunshine, My Only Sunshine and It makes no
Difference Now. Davis campaigned with a hill
billy band and delivered "Cowboy" ballads
instead of political harangues. The residents of
the First City of Jazz gave him a majority. All
Indications are that New Orleans will be a
greatly changed city after the war. None of the
changes 1 can forsee augurs a revival of jazz in
its birthplace.
Down in the Old Quarter the joints are all
owned by the Irish or the hill-billies. The
French influence is imperceptible. If there is any
music in the Irish places it is an Irishman
singing
sentimental
ballads,
old
or
new
(McComick or Crosby) with that God-awful
Irish vibrato and intonation. In the hill-billy
places there are "Cowboy" bands with fiddling,
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EDITOR’S CORNER

It is very pleasing that Bunk Is finally getting
attention in New Iberia. With a proper grave, a
Bunk Plaza and a Bunk Johnson Day we now
can begin to imagine a statue. In this issue
you’ll find a touching stoiy from Ake Sahlberg
who spent the 7th of July in New Iberia and
made It to the front page of The Dally Iberian.

PRES’ RELEASE

This is my last column of this millennium. We
hope to be able to continue running this little
newsletter for some years yet. This year was the
50th anniversary of Bunk's passing away and I
hope you all honoured it in a dignified manner.
Myself. I did so together with Mike Hazeldine in
Highgate (London) listening to Wally Fawkes,
who didn't had the slightest idea of the very day
(July 7th). But we did let him know it was the
day Bunk died.

After our last issue was published I got a letter
from Bill Gottlieb informing me that we can
now view virtually all 1600 of his classic Jazz
photos on line. Library of Congress has created
a major site devoted to Gottlieb. The photos,
taken between 1938 - 48, are crosslndexed In a
variety of ways. The quality is fabulous and the
pictures of Bunk (five of them) are among the
best ever taken.

Ake Sahlberg, who takes his membership's
responsibilities seriously, was in New Iberia on
the very day. You'll see more of that in the
following pages. Thank you, Ake, for being an
excellent representative of the Society!

Bill has made such a wonderful work and is
such a nice person that 1 decided to feature
him in this issue. The text is mainly from the
much longer biography that you'll find if you go
to:
www.Jazzphotos.com
or directly to
http://memorv.loc.gov/ammem/wghtml/wgho
me.html.

One of the very great events of this year (of this
millennium, I think) was the launching of the
very much awaited book on Jelly Roll Morton
by Bill Russell. His labour of love that took
about three decades to compile. It is a
Masterpiece, Indeed. See Floyd Levin's review in
this number. I cannot recommend it enough. It
is a must for every true lover of Jazz. Also many

As you then are at LOC you might want to look
in at their collection of old American sheet
music. There are interesting things there If you
are a jazz musician. //HH
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thanks to Karl Emil Knudsen, a dlstiguishcd
member, who took care of Bill's material and
eventually published it. It Is not only a
fantastic book but It also has got lots of nice
stuff about the great man Bunk as well. So I
will make an urgent request: Buy It and read It.
You will never regret it.
If that was the millennium’s last book of
tremendous importance, we have reason to
believe that the first one In that class next
millennium will be the book on Bunk by Mike
Hazeldine and Barry Martyn. Wc all hope it
will Ire finished within a not too distant future.
I have read parts of It and I can assure you that
It will be something extraordinary. And wc hope
Mike will come to Stockholm on January 8,
2000, our next Annual Meeting, to tell us
about his findings.
Another great event that took place this year
was the opening of the Museum of Jazz In
Strdmsholm, about 60 miles northwest of
Stockholm. This Is the third museum of its
kind in the world (New Orleans and Kansas
City being tho v other two). I think Rolf
Carvenius
and
Bjdm
Barnheim
(both
distinguished members) have done a marvelous
job. In a very short time they have succeeded In
gathering a lot of real nice stuff. Currently,
there is a "special comer" on George Buck,
celebrating his 50 years as a record producer etc
etc. Next year we can expect a "special comer"
on Bill Russell, I am told. And of course some
activities to honour George Lewis. I am very
much looking forward to that. I must also
mention the Creole Cuisine at the museum In
its restaurant Royal Garden Cafe. Excellent. 1
visited It together with Orange Kelltn, who has
got a third of a century's experience of Cajun &
Creole food In New Orleans. He was more than
pleasantly pleased with what he was served.
Wishing you all a nice end to this millennium
and let's face the new one with optimism and

resolution to let our dear old New Orleans
music flourish for decades (millenniums) to
come.
CR
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THE ANNUAL MEETING
2000

DILL PICKLES
Once again we can proudly announce that one
of our members has been awarded The Louis
Armstrong Memorial Prize by Trad Jazz
Stockholm. Internationally well known trumpet
player and arranger Bent Persson was one of
three prize winners 1999. The other two were
Frans SJdstrdm, bass saxophone player and
radio producer from Malmoe, and the young,
talented
banjo
and
guitar
player
Jacob
Ullberger. Jacob Is one of many young
musicians from the nothem parts of Stockholm
guided Into the field of traditional Jazz by Bent.
A new book is on its way for release from
University of California Press: "From New

Orleans to Texas and the Territories: Don
Albert’s Music & Life" by Chris Wilkinson.

Our member George Buck lias bought the
rights to Sven Lange and his New Orleans
Kids featuring Blue Marit for Ills GHB label.
(For further Info see BJI # 6)
Member John Chilton has published his book
on Red Allen "Ride Red Ride". This gem Is
highly recommended.
Another book that we recommend, also by one
of our members, Brian Wood, Is "The Song For

regarding our good friend Floyd Levin?
Floyd Levin has been voted "No. 1 Jazz
Journalist” by readers of Mississippi Rag in
their recent poll reported in the August Issue of
the magazine.
Also honored In this category were: Whitney
Balllett, Tex Wyndham, Dan Morgenstem and
George Buck.

Me - a glossary of New Orleans Musicians". It
Is a two volume book In A4 format, also
available on CD-ROM.

Watch for Floyd’s new book "CLASSIC JAZZ - A
Personal View of the Music and the Musicians",
which is currently @ the publisher - University

One of our members, distinguished piano player

of California Press. It should be out soon.

John Royen from New Orleans was very nicely
presented In a recont Issue of The Mississippi
Rag.

From the NYTlmes Books In Brief review section,
November 7, 1999

Philip R. Evans
LOUIS ARMSTRONG, IN HIS OWN WORDS
Our member Philip R. Evans died July 23, 1999
in Bakersfield, California.
Phil, a noted author of early jazz greats Is
known as the ultimate researcher. He has been
called "the best friend Jazz ever had" and each
of his books have been declared the definite
work on the subject. Everybody who's been
around our President for some time has heard
him express endless admiration for Phil's book
on Bix Belderbeck. Phil was respected by all for
his honesty, compassion, diligence, talent and
Ills marvelous sense of humor.

FOUND ON THE INTERNET
From a newsgroup on the Internet

<dbdelandjazz@lslandnet.com> we quote the
following:
I wonder if all of you are aware of the following

Selected Writings. Edited by Thomas Brothers.
Oxford University, $25.
By TERRY TEACHOUT
"Man, I'm a two-fingered blip on my portable
typewriter," Inula Armstrong once told a radio
Interviewer. He carried It everywhere he went
and
put
it
to
good
use,
eventually
accumulating a body of writing that Includes
two books, dozens of magazine and newspaper
articles, thousands of letters and a sizable
cache
of
unpublished
autobiographical
manuscripts, most of which have since made
their way into the Armstrong Archives at
Queens College. Thomas Brothers has drawn
on all these sources for "Louis Armstrong, In
His Own Words," In which the greatest jazz
soloist of the 20th century proves to have been
a savory prose stylist as well. Armstrongs
grammar and punctuation may have been
homemade, but he had a wonderfully personal
voice (he wrote the way he talked) and a fine
knack for storytelling. While none of this will
surprise readers of "Satchmo: My Life In New

Orleans,"
the
most
vivid
of
all
Jazz
autobiographies, Armstrong was even more
pungent when writing for friends, and the
present
volume
contains
reminiscences
and
reflections blunt enough to send eyebrows
flying ("The Negroes has always connived
against each other and they still do. They never
will be like the Jewish people. I should say not.
. . . The Negroes will pan another Negro because
he is trying to have a little something half way
decent"). Brothers, who teaches music at Duke
University, is a skillful and sensitive editor, and
though some of the pieces he Includes have
previously seen print, this is the first time they
have appeared In authoritative texts In which
Armstrongs flavorful orthographic peculiarities
are scrupulously preserved. The only things
wrong with "Louis Armstrong, In His Own
Words" are that it does not contain more letters
and Is not twice as long. The additional articles
listed In the appendix could easily fill a second
volume.
We had planned to Include a list of interesting
Jazz links in this issue, but found out In time
that the Gota River Band already had done this
rather gruesome research work. Visit their site
at
http://listen.to/aotariver.
Ingemar
WHgerman has done a great Job and the site
offers a lot of Interesting links. More than
something for everyone Interested in tradldlonal
jazz.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Gottlieb with hi; Speed Graphic camera,
July 1997.

"Gottlieb
stopped
photographing
jazz
musicians in 1948. No one has surpassed
him yet" (The New Yorker).
Bill Gottlieb's Interest In Jazz resulted from a
food poisoning Incident In 1936. The day before
the end of his sophomore year (Lehigh
University), Gottlieb's fraternity house served
undercooked pork, which caused him and
several of his classmates to come down with
trichinosis. While bedridden over the summer.
Gottlieb was visited frequently by his high
school buddy "Doc" Bartle, a classical pianist
and an ardent jazz fan. Bartle shared his
interest with Gottlieb, often bringing along
Louis Armstrong
when he visited.

and

Duke

Ellington

records

In 1938, Gottlieb’s last year at Lehigh, he
obtained a position at the Washington Post.
Several months after he began working for the
Post, Gottlieb volunteered to write a weekly jazz
column for the Sunday edition of the paper. His
request was granted, and he was paid an extra
ten dollars a week to write the column, which
became the first of its kind to be published on a
regular basis in a daily newspaper.

Abramson
founded
Atlantic
Records,
while
Nesuhi Ertegun became head of the sister
International
company.
Gottlieb
and
the
Erteguns were good friends, dining frequently at
one another's homes. Nesuhi and Gottlieb
practiced table tennis in the main ballroom of
the Turkish Embassy and competed in the
doubles competition of the National Table
Tennis Championships.

Determined to illustrate his articles, Gottlieb
traded in hundreds of records from his
extensive collection—which consisted mainly of
promotional records he had received for reviewfor a 3-1/4 x 4-1/4-inch Speed Graphic press
camera, film, and flashbulbs.

In 1941 Gottlieb quit his
graduate
student
in
University of Maryland
suburb of Washington).

Job and enrolled as a
economics
at
the
at College Park (a
However, "Mr. Jazz"

remained active in the Jazz scene, continuing to
write his weekly Post column and do radio
shows.

Because
Gottlieb
did
not
get
paid
for
illustrations
and
his
photographic
supplies
were bulky and expensive, he limited each
photo session to three or four shots. This
approach was, of course, Ideally suited to the
discipline required by the Speed Graphic and
the use of flashguns. Gottlieb's portraits are
well-thought-out
character
studies,
not
cantihlp or pictures selected from dozens of
exposures. He was able to obtain memorable
results because he knew the music, the
musicians,
and
what
he
wanted
each
photograph to show.

Gottlieb was drafted into the Army Air Corps in
1943 and eventually served as both a photo
officer and classifications ofiicer.
After World War n, Gottlieb went to New York
City to pursue his Journalistic career. One of
his first stops was the office of Down Beat
magazine hr the RKO building at RockefellerCenter. The staff was already familiar with
Gottlieb's Post column and radio shows and
offered him a position as assistant editor to
Mike Levin. Gottlieb's primaiy duties were to
write concert reviews and to compile a catchall
column of jazz news from around the world;
occasionally he illustrated articles he did not
write. He was still not paid to be a
photographer, yet he became better known for
his photographs than for his articles.
A*1

By the age of twenty-two Gottlieb was known
as "Mr. Jazz" in the Washington, D.C., area. In
addition to his position at the Post, he had a
half-hour interview show on WRC radio (an
NBC outlet) and a tlirlce-weekly disc Jockey Job
at WINX, a local independent radio station. On
his radio shows, Gottlieb often had musical
guests from the Earle Theater or the Howard
Theater and would play music by the featured
artists as well as music by those who
influenced them. Other guests Included Jazz
personalities
such
as
Nesuhi
and
Ahmet
Ertegun, the sons of the Turkish Ambassador

'Through the Looking Glass" was a special
feature in Down Beat that showed Gottlieb's
fondness for reflecting his subjects in mirrors. A
musician was placed in front of a dressing room
mirror and then photographed to capture the
interior of the room. In a portrait of Duke
Ellington taken backstage at the Paramount
Theater, Gottlieb photographed a reflection of

to the United States. Ahmet Ertegun and Herb
-5-

the elegant Duke's extensive wardrobe,
collection of various creams and powders, and
i
fan notes wedged into the mirror’s frame.

his

In addition to working for Down Beat, Gottlieb
submitted a monthly piece for the Record
Changer. Four or five large photos were
Included In each Issue as illustrations for his
regular column. Intermittently, Gottlieb also
published
work
in
the Saturday Review,
Collier’s, and the New York Herald Tribune.
Many of Gottlieb's photographs were taken In
New York City clubs on Fifty-second Street or
"Swing Street," the block between Fifth and
Sixth
Avenues. The
ground floors of
brownstone houses had been converted Into
restaurants and nightclubs, notably Jazz clubs
such as Club Downbeat, the Famous Door,
Jimmy Ryan's, the Three Deuces, the Onyx
Club, and the
Spotllte- Kelly's Stable, the
Hickory House, and Blrdland were located a
short distance away. One could coddle an
Inexpensive drlnk-for maybe fifty cents-and go
from club to club all night to hear worldfamous jazz, from Dlxlelar.u at Jlnuny Ryan's to
the more contemporary sound at the Three
Deuces.

played numerous concerts. After the tour,
Gottlieb retired from the jazz field. By the late
1940s the Jazz scene In New York, and
specifically Fifty-second Street, was starting to
perish because of a recession In the music
business and a newly issued entertainment
tax.
Gottlieb himself grew tired of hanging out In
nightclubs every night, as he explained In an
Interview: "Most important of all, I was really
something of a square: I had a wife and
children, and the Joys of staying out until four
a.m. with musicians, even those who were my
idols, had evaporated, especially since I was
often the only sober one there."

Gottlieb's career as a jazz photographer and
journalist can be divided Into three periods: his
stint as "Mr. Jazz" In Washington, D.C., his
post-war position at Down Beat, and finally,
nearly thirty years later, his "retirement" In
which he has made another career out of his
earlier work. More than two hundred of his
striking Jazz photographs, along with personal
recollections, are published in The Golden Age
of
Jazz
(Simon
and
Schuster,
1979;
Pomegranate Artbooks, 1995). The book earned
an ASCAP (American Society of Composers,
Practical considerations came Into play when Authors, and Publishers) Award and is now In
Gottlieb was on assignment for magazines and Its eleventh printing. In 1997 Down Beat
newspapers. Since he usually did not know In honored Gottlieb with Its Lifetime Achievement
advance whether his photographs would be Award-the first time the honor had gone to a
published In a single column, two columns, or photographer—and In that same year, the New
a half page, he produced images that were clear Jersey Jazz Society honored him as the non
even when limited in size. He often focused on musician who did the most for Jazz.
capturing one or two Individuals Instead of, for
Gottlieb's
photographs,
Walter
example, an entire orchestra. Gottlieb also Concerning
favored vertical shots, which naturally reflect Schaap commented, "They are such wonderful
photographs and so typical of the artist they
the shape of the human face and body.
represented that it stuck in my memory that
Gottlieb joined the Stan Kenton Orchestra on this is what Coleman Hawkins looked like, and
its tour of Southern states In 1948. For nearly this Is what Lester Young looked like, and this
a week, he served as the band's photographer Is what Louis Armstrong looked like, so that
as it traveled hundreds of miles a day and today, when I recall these musicians whom 1

knew, I think of them In terms of what they
look like in Bill's photographs." A skilled
craftsman, Gottlieb was able to capture the
personalities of Jazz musicians In a sensitive,
storytelling
manner.
He
preferred
dignified
depictions of serious artists at work, rather
than posed portraits, and discouraged mugging
and clowning. (An exception is the case of Cab
Calloway,
who
was
known
for
his
flamboyance.) The photographs show a natural
affinity for the artists' humanity and a genuine
respect for their creative art. Gottlieb's work is
an
Important
contribution
to
the
documentation of American culture during a
period when Jazz music thrived despite the
Depression and World War II.

A

visit

to

New

Orleans

and

New

Iberia in July 1999
by Ake Sahlberg •
50 years ago
died. He has
my music life
make up my
celebrate the

great Willie Geary Bunk Johnson
played such an Important role In
so it was not difficult for me to
mind to go to New Iberia to
50th anniversary of his death. I

wrote some short letters to persons that were
Involved or had Interests In his life, saying that
I didn’t know if there would be any ceremonies
but I would personally feel better to be In New
Iberia on July 7, the day he left this earthly life.
Just to honour him that day. I sent these letters
to Emily Evans, Harold Drob, Austin Sonnier
and Bruce Raeburn. I had a faint hope to meet
them there.

NEW BUNK RECORDS
Document Records of Austria has Issued two

In.Ncw Orleans

CDs of Interest.
1. Bunk Johnson and Ills Band. Live at the
Stuyvesant Casino NYC 1947.
2. Bunk Johnson
-with the Yerba Buena Jazz Band 1944
-with Doc Evans Band 1947.
The sessions have all been issued before on
NOLA, Good Time Jazz and Paragon respectivly.
We

are

also

Traditional

told

Jazz

that The San Francisco
Foundation Is planning a

CD of early Lu Watters recordings 1937 - 1943.
Included on this CD will be three performances
by Bunk with members of the Yerba Buena Jazz
Band recorded at the Big Bear Tavern. The
tunes are Riverside Blues, St Louis Blues and
Ballin' The Jack. This record might very well be
available as you read this.

Before my trip to New Iberia I spent one week in
New Orleans, most of the time studying Bill
Russell's huge material at the Historic New
Orleans Collection. As far as 1 can see It was
veiy wise that this institution was given the
responsibility of taking care of Bill's material.
They seem to be highly competent to catalogue
and care for the material. They are nice and
helpful. I talked to Nancy Ruck, curator of the
Williams Research Center and the person who
is responsible of the Bunk material. I am much
grateful to another curator, Mr Mark Cave, who
took forward the papers, letters and photos
from the archive that I wanted to work with
and even made copies of some parts.
It's true that Mike Hazeldlne talked about
Bunk's letters at one of our annual meetings
some years ago but I had no Idea that there
were so many and so Interesting. They are to
and from Bunk, Bill, Gene Williams. Maude etc.
And after having read some 50 or more one gets
a more profound knowledge of the person
Buqk. They show that Bunk's life was a

struggle all the time and his economy was
always poor. And he was worried that he was
unable to send money from San Francisco. New
York and other places to his family down In
New Iberia. It Is touching and even pathetic to
read how sad he was when he couldn't send
money for Emily's schoolbooks and dress and
shoes for her graduation. It's true that they
often write of the bad sides of his personality
but I think Harold Drob Is right In saying that
Bunk was a nice and caring kind of person.
In many of his letters there Is a begging for
money —often for money to a train ticket home
to New Iberia! He doesn't seem to have been
happy In San Francisco, New York, Boston and
other cities -always longing for going home! He
often found the climate too cold. I find one
letter of this kind very confusing In which he
asks Weeks Hall to buy him a bicycle as
birthday present In Dec 1948. He even gave the
address where to find It: Jones and Son. B F
Goodrich Dealer. Confusing because I think
Bunk had had his first stroke at that time.
Anyway, for me It stands clear that these letters
( I mean Bunk's- and Maude's) are written by
Intelligent and even schooled persons.
I made copies of 20 letters and some highly
Interesting photos. You find one letter in this
B.J.I. written on May 17 1942, that Is Just
about three weeks before his first recordings, on
Jazz Man.on June 11.
I spent two days at Tulane University. William
Ransom Hogan Jazz Archive has mover! to
another building Just across the campus park
to Joseph Merrick Jones Hall. Bruce was on
holiday. I found some Interesting photos of
high quality, many of them taken by Bill
Russel. It Is now permitted to make copies but
the high cost, $ 25 each, made It Impossible for
me to order any.
I listened to an interview Bill had made with

Maude.
I'm
sorry
to
uninteresting, dealing most

say
with

surprisingly
her family

relations before she met Bunk, (around 1928).
Why not ask her e.g. about her stay In New
York with Bunk in 1945 (or 1946)? But Maude's
voice Is fascinating (as Bunk's). It has a slow,
singing, beautiful quality. 1 asked to get a copy
but that was not allowed.

On July 2nd I took a westbound Greyhound
bus and after three hours I was the happy
person to be In New Iberia. 1 had some days to
walk around in the holy city and attempt to
retrace the steps of Bunk and feel the air that
he once had breathed.
The normal procedure for me In New Iberia Is
walking around to places with connection to
Bunk —The Shadows, and the houses he lived
In — 251 School Alley In 1939, 511 Providence
St. In 1942. This house still exists and should
be nominated to cultural monument! It all
started here and I'm sure I heard Bunk play
beautiful Seliner trumpet for Mary Karoley, and
Dave Stuart, Gene Williams, Bill Colburn
coming to pick up Bunk and take him to New
Orleans and start everything. 638 Franklin
Street is Bunk's address 1943 to 1949. Actually
Maude moved to the house when Bunk was in
San Francisco. The street has changed name to
Malaln Street and the house was, as we all
know, pulled down In 1978, some short time
after I had the good luck to spend a lonely
night there. In a letter I suggested Bill to try to
make a museum of the house but It was too
late. Conrad's Rice Mill (Konrlko) is another
place I must go to and finally the holy tomb at
St. Edward's cemetery. It's always very hot. 30 35°C , and the high humidity In this Mississippi
delta land makes you sweat much but I always
really enjoy myself.
But this year it turned out to be quite different.

Choir and then outdoor music, art exhibitions,
gospel music. Memorial Jazz mass in the
chinch, music performed by different schools,
etc. I saw the 1998 Fest on video. Harold and
Pearl Drob had travelled from California and
Harold held the introduction keynote speech.
Emily and Roland Evans were there and Bunk's
second daughter, Theresa Johnson Andrew,
still living in New Iberia with her daughter
Gloria Andrew. I must confess that I didn't
know that Bunk had two daughters. They even
had Bunk's second funeral with brass band
and hearse and all that, (like Buddy Bolden
some years ago.).

I was kind of transported in fine cars instead of
walking. And it is truel Our Bunk society is not
the only one in this world. There is another
named:
BUNK JOHNSON / NEW IBERIA Jazz. Arts
Heritage Festival. President:
Mary S. Bashay
Mary is an enthusiastic, idealistic, ambitious
and very active person who has managed to get
even
high
ranked
persons
interested
in
promoting and giving support to the great son
of New Iberia. She is a happy kind of person
who knows everyone and all her contacts are of
course very Important to get supporters to her
projects. We went to the Court House and 1 was
introduced to Judge Charles Porter who Is one
of the big supporters. I was even introduced to
Mr Mike Davis, the new manager of Konriko. Mr
Conrad himself, whom 1 met some years ago. is
now dead. I showed Mike the classical photo of
Bunk sitting on the loading platform. He was
Interested and will now promote the projects.

And I can tell you that Bunk's Plaza really
exists.
We went to Lafayette to visit Austin Sonnier,
the great authority of the Jazz played west of
New Orleans. The title of his last published
book is " Second Linin'. Jazzmen of Southwest
Louisiana. 1900 - 1950 " You find articles
about, among others. Bunk, Lawrence Duhe',
Hypollte Charles and Harold Potler , who
recently died and an interesting article about
the Banner Orchestra, the best band in this
Bayou area —that included Jazzmen as Bunk,
George Lewis, Lawrence Duhe', Evan Thomas.

We went to the library to look up in the archive
the Daily Iberian from July 7. 1949 , the day of
Bunk's death. ( Thursday ) First page article
titled: " 'Bunk' Johnson, Louis Armstrong
Teacher, dies " The first sentence of the article
reads: " The fabled horn of Bunk Johnson is
stilled in death." The paper one week later says:
"No Dirge For Bunk Johnson At Funeral Here
Saturday ". The first sentence: "There was no
dirge played as the funeral cortege proceeded to
St. Edward's Catholic Church here, no dirge
from the church to the cemetery — no earsplitting comets and walling clarinets playing
Jazz pieces as the mourners came from the
cemetery."

I'm sorry to say that Austin's health is not
good, but fortunately he accepted our visit and
we spent a really nice and stimulating
afternoon together with his wife. Many thanks,
Austin!
Harold Drob is recovering from a long illness. I
was happy to hear his warm voice on phone
from California, a voice that brought memories
from his successfid stay in Stockholm soon ten

Mary has managed to arrange two Bunk
Johnson Festivals. - in April 1998 and 1999.
The programmes are really ambitious starting
with a solemn assembly In the library, ribbon

years ago. Who will ever forget that?

cutting, music by St. Edward's Church Angelic

Mr Paul Schwlng Is another prominent person

July, Jth L999 At the grave,
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In New Iberia. He Is the Mayor of the Main
Street. He drove me around to different
Interesting places and helped me a lot. He la the
owner of a flower shop and he let make a
beautiful wreath to the white ribbon with the
Inscription In golden letters : "The Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society 7/7 1999," that I had
brought from Sweden. Now I might have made a
mistake. I chose natural flowers, not artificial
because I always do so. But In Just this case It
might have been wiser to take artificial ones
that don't whither.

economic problems he had all his life.
Finally It Is a bit tragical and perhaps even
typical for his life, that some years after Ills
death his band toured Europe, and later even
Japan, and "his" musicians were treated as
kings and welcomed at the airports by brass
bands playing New Orleans music learned from
Bunk's records. Bunk would have loved the
experience of being fully appreciated at last.
Then I laid down the wreath on his grave —
thanking the great man for so many great
music experiences he has given the world.

At noon we assembled at the cemetery under
the hot Louisiana sun. I held a speech —
around 15 min. I don't have to tell the readers
of the B.J.I. much of It but I want to write down
some words shortly:
In the 30's Bunk led a hard, troublesome and
poor life. He remembered the time when he was
a popular trumpet player and he dreamed of
making a comeback. And the dreams suddenly
seemed to come true when the book Jazzmen
was published In 1939 and he got the chance
to make recordings in 1942. When these
records appeared in Europe after World War II
the music struck us hard and deep and flooded
Into the blood of many young people. The
music entranced us and a kind of passionate
relationship was established that stayed in
some of us all life long. We realised It was the
real thing! And many orchestras were founded
In the high schools In France, England,
Sweden and other countries trying to play the
traditional New Orleans music as heard from
Bunk's records.

Photographers and a reporter from the Dally
Iberian were present and the act was videofilmed.

"OH MR JELLY"
A Jelly Roll Morton Scrapbook
Compiled by Bill Russell
This book is probably the most eagerly
anticipated volume In the history of Jazz
literature. It Is the result of Bill Russell’s ardous
quest for the full details of Jelly Roll Morton’s
monumental achievements.
Back In 1929, I found a record by Jelly Roll
Morton’s Red Hot Peppers, he told me. It was
'Shoe Shiner’s Drag' and I Uked It so much, I
never stopped collecting. This was during the
depression and 1 could buy records for a few
cents each. Afterfinding that first Morton record, I
could not stop. Eventually I had every Morton
recording.

Then 1 pointed out his successes — he played
in San Francisco, New York, Boston. Chicago
with his own band from New Orleans or with
different
groups
In
front
of
enthusiastic,
admiring, applauding audience. — he even met
Louis Armstrong — a very Important person in
this context. I didn't say much about the

Seven decades after Bill Russell heard Ills first
Jelly Roll Morton record, his defenitlve Morton
chronicle has finally been published.
Those who are aware of Russell’s lifelong
achievements as a Journalist, scholar, musician
and historian, acknowledge his position as the
10-

declining
years
by
Russell's
friend,
composer’s music publisher, Roy Carew.

world's foremost authority on New Orleans Jazz.
He devoted most of his 87 years to explorations
of the music’s deeply shrouded history.

Fittingly,
He
assiduously
shunned
any
praise
and
humbly refused recognition for a lifetime
devoted to the perpetuation of traditional Jazz.
Bill was a gentle and selfless man with no
Interest In fame or financial gain. He modestly
declined requests from Journalists In the U.S.
and Europe anxious to Interview him.
His modest
New Orleans French
Quarter
apartment
had
no
telephone,
no
air
conditioning and a door bell that didn’t work.
He fed stray animals, nursed fallen birds - and
even kept a dish of com flakes on the floor for
mice
that
visited
during
the
night.
Unfortunately, Bill Russell, a beloved member of
our Jazz fraternity, died on August 9, 1992, Just
a month after finishing his book.
Since then, publisher Karl Emil Knudsen and
his JazzMcdia staff have faced the enourmous
task of transcribing hundreds of pages of text
Into computer flies, inserting the many photos,
Indexing names, places and photos, proof
reading, etc.

the

title

is

an

actual

quotation

the

by

Morton from his 1926 Red Hot Peppers’
recording of 'Smoke House Blues'. Following
one of his signature piano breaks, he strikes a
single treble key and self-approvlngly holler: Oh,
Mister Jelly I
With that exception, the remaining quotes are
based
on
extensive
Interviews
Russell
conducted with one hundred of Morton's
colleagues, admirers and friends. From these
various perspectives a vivid image of the
Inexplicable pianist- com poser-arranger- band
leader comes Into clear focus. (A chapter I wrote
for BUI In 1981 about Jelly’s first wife, Anita
Gonzalez, appears on page 543.)
Jelly Roll died on July 10, 1941. He was a
musical genius who claimed to have Invented
jazz. Perhaps his contention was hyperbolic:
but his great compositions and recordings are
valuable legacies and will always vitalize the
music as long as musicians play jazz.
During
the
passing
years.
Bill
Russell’s
comprehensive tome, "Oh Mr Jelly" will
continue to illuminate the life of the enigmatic
New Orleans Jazzman, and will provide vital
data for future generations of Jazz historians to
study.

Despite Its seemingly lofty price, the book,
beautifully printed on quality paper, weighing
almost eight pounds. Is probably the biggest
bargain of the century. The 720 oversize pages
are crammed with more than 100 photos most
of which have never been previously published.

Review by Floyd Levin.

This is virtually a treasure trove of data - record
labels,
documents,
correspondence,
financial
statements,
clippings,
advertlsments,
many
pages of Morton's hand-written scores, an
unfinished autobiography, and his will and
death certificate.
Also
included
are
early
New
Orleans
recollections and Intriguing details of Morton’s
11

KING

TUT

-

AN

INFLUENCE

ON

RECORDED JAZZ?
By Floyd Levin
The Los Angeles Times, during an ongoing
series, "Stories That Shaped the Century",
recently published a reproduction of their front
page dated February 17, 1923. The headline of
the lead story proclaimed:

To Find", was among the first contributors to
the Egyptian hit parade with "King Tut Blues".
The tune "In A Tent" appeared on a Gennett
recording
Just
three
months
after
the
announcement of the Middle East discovery. It
soon was followed by Warner’s Black Aces'
Okeh record of "The Camel Walk". "Purple Rose
Of Cairo" was recorded by Piron’s New Orleans
Orchestra in 1924 and became a theme song of
this popular Crescent City group.

TOMB OPENED AT LUXOR
PHARAOH'S GLORY DAZZLING
EGYPT OF EXODUS YIELDS UP SECRETS
HIDDEN THIRTY CENTURIES AGO
TUTANKHAMEN’S SARCOPHAGUS, "ALL
GOLD”. STANDS AS IN TIMES OF MOSES!
This
fascinating
news
rapidly
spread
throughout the world and revived an intense
interest in Egyptian lore that had been
dormant since Napoleon's army shot the nose
off the famous Sphinx in 1798.

Music stores around the country were suddenly
deluged with sheet music and phonograph
records bearing such exotic titles as: Egyptian
Ella, Cairo Rag. Song Of The Sands. Desert
Dreams, Desert Star, Desert Sands. My Desert
Fantasy, Dawn In The Desert, Cleopatra Had A
Jazz Band, etc.

After the tomb discoveries became known. King
Tutankhamen,
son-in-law
of
the
legendary
seductress Nefcrtltl, was familiarly known as
"King Tut". He was not a major ruler, he had
reigned only eight years. At the time of his
death in 1350 B.C., he was less than 20 years
old.
Of the 27 pharaohs buried at Luxor In the
Valley of the Kings, only King Tut's crypt was
found In Its original state and had not been
looted over the years. His sarcophagus was
formed from a ton of gold. It was surrounded by
a mass of precious objects - vases, urns and
thousands of golden, alabaster, and Jeweled
treasures covered by the dust of thirty
centuries. According to the 1923 story sent to
the Times by cable, this was one oj the most
wonderful
sights
ever
witnessed
by
Egyptologists.
The important finding profoundly influenced
travel, women’s fashions, hair styles, romantic
novels and poetry. The primitive film industry
responded with mummy horror films that
continue to this day. Egyptian mania was
additionally
reflected
in
American
popular
music as Tin Pan Alley's tunesmiths leaped at
the opportunity to prosper from the news.
Eddie Green, who wrote "A Good Man Is Hard
-12-

These and scores of similar titles, soon pushed
"Yes, We Have No Bananas” from the top
ranking songs of the period. A number titled
The Sphinx" was on several record labels
Including an Edison release by Ross Gorman’s
Virginians in 1926. "Desert Blues" was recorded
by Elmer Snowden In 1926 and by Jimmy
Rodgers in 1929.
Naclo Her Brown composed "Love Songs Of The
Nile”. The bridge to Arthur Freed's tyslcs,
inordinately sensous for the era, included: My
arms await you, come for a while, and 1 will sing
you 'Love Songs Of The Nile'.
Eight years after the exhumation, Walter Doyle
wrote "Egyptian Ella", a bit of tongue-in-cheek
sentimentality. Ted Weems made the first
recording followed by Ted Lewis with an all-star
band featuring Fats Waller, Benny Goodman,
Muggsy Spanler and George Brunles. It was
later recorded by the Milt Herth quartet. The
lyrics spun the lurid tale about an overweight
Brooklyn dancing girl who sailed to Egypt "to
forget". "She does a dance, and when she starts
by the River Nile, the boys all take their

1t r f ■

Dauphine and Elyslan Fields. In 1911 he joined
the Silver Leaf Orchestra which was led by
The opening of the child-king's tomb inspired violinist Albert Batiste. Sam Dutrey played
several generations of songwriters. As late as clarinet, his brother Honore was on trombone,
1938, Raymond Scott recorded his composition, Philip Nickerson played guitar, Jimmy Johnson
"Egyptian Bam Dance”. A year later. Spud who had been with Bolden, played bass, Willie
Murphy's "Sand Dune" appeared on record Carter was on drums. The band played mostly
racks. Sidney Bechet and his New Orleans for debutante balls and private parties along St
Charles Avenue. Hypolite also began playing
Feetwarmers recorded "Egyptian Fantasy" in
parades with the Excelsior Brass Band. While
1941.
playing for funurals and parades the band
So, it appears that the saga of King Tut, would march all over town on streets that were
ranking
highly
among
'The
Stories
That rocky and full of potholes. Once, in the French
Shaped the Century” also had a compelling Quarter, he stumbled over a large rock and cut
influence on the American musical scene. A his lip badly. After that he would not play in
casual perusal through and discography will streets with bands that read music. He
reveal troves of songs based on that historical subsequently Joined "Papa" Celestin’s Tuxedo
Brass Band and remained with it for a number
archaeological discovery.
of years. He Joined the Maple Leaf Orchestra in
1919 and opened with them at the Washington
Yourec Hotel In Shreveport, Louisiana, on July
HYFOLITE
CHARLES
CORNET
that year. They came back to New Orleans in
PLAYER
the fall, and a few months later Charles
his
own
orchestra
and
started
by AUSTIN SONNIER (with kind permission of organized
working at the Moulin Rouge. His group
the author)
'jM ,
composed of Sonny Henry trombone. Joe Welch
drums. Sam Dutrey clarinet, Emile Blgard
Comet player Hypolite Charles was bom in violin, and Camille Todd piano. He had studied
Parks. Louslana, on April 18, 1891. The son of a with Camille Todd in 1909.
school teacher, he was encouraged in his When Armand J. Piron went on his second trip
Interest in music by his father, Auguste, and to New York, Charles Orchestra replaced him at
upon organizing his own band prior to going to
Tranchina's with only one change in personnel,
New Orleans his father Joined him as a member.
Robert Hall replaced Dutrey on clarinet.
The
other
musicians
in
the
band
were Charles retired from playing music in 1925
Theophlle
Thibodeaux
on trumpet, Hypolite when, after performing for a .Sunday afternoon
Potler comet, Simon Thibodeaux trombone and teadance, he suffered a ruptured spleen. He was
Gabriel Ledet on bass. He also played with the confined to his bed for a year. After getting well
Vitale Band in Loreauville, Louisiana, with he started selling life insurance in New Orleans,
Jules Day on trumpet. Tom Vitale second and continued to do so until 1940, when he
trumpet, Louis Vitale on trombone and Pierre turned his accounts over to Peter Bocage and
Vitale on bass. Auguste Charles often Joined returned to Parks to take over his father's
them on baritone horn. In 1908 Hypolite moved grocery store.
to New Orleans to study music with Eugene The following interview took place during the
Moret, the brother of George Moret, leader of summer of 1975 at Mr Charles' home in Parks,
the Excelsior Brass Band. Within a year he was
Louslana.
working with Manuel Perez at a dance hall on

sweethearts, and throw them to the crocodiles ”.
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Austin Soimlen When did you play your first
funeral Job?

,'v*

and we would all get together to start the
march to the cemetiy. Then the work began.
You had to walk down these streets that had
big holes and rocks all over the place. They
didn't have no pavement like today, mister. And
it was really hard to read from the little hymn
book and watch where you were walking. I got
hurt that way one time. Fell down and hurt
myself real bad.
And those graveyards, some of them was a
disgrace. Old, broken down tombs... trash. In
fact, there was one that I remember was so tod
the city or somebody went in there and cleaned
everything out. Tore all the old tombs down
and got rid of all the Junk. They built a
shopping center on that spot.

Hypollte Charles: I started playing for funerals
when I began playing with Sonny ("Papa")
Celestln's Tuxedo Band... Oscar Celestin. We
used to call him 'The Dog" because of the way
he looked in the face. Kind of like a bulldog...
real mean looking but one of the finest persons
I know. It was a pleasure working with him. He
was a real gentleman and he didn't go for all
that foolishness like a lot of the other
musicians did. Music was his business and he
took pride in doing it that way. He was
responsible. Know what I mean?
There was a lot of musicians, good ones too,
that lived that bad life. All they did was stand
on the streets and drink and had a lot to do A.S. Do you remember the name of that
with these women that would hang around the cemetery?
ntghclubs. They had a lot of fun. They had a lot
of fun, but they didn't live long. All that H.C. No, I can't recall the name right now. But
foolishness is not healthy for you. Well, Mr it was bad in those days. People just didn't
Celestin didn't go for all that. He was a have the money. I always had a job besides
playing music. You had to do that to make
respectable person.
Now we played quite a few parades for different ends meet. I worked for the largest bank In New
lodges and social clubs. But the funeral Orleans and I also sold insurance. 1 gave Peter
processions were really something. That was an Bocage my job when I quit the insurance
all-day affair sometimes. First, the band had to business to return to Parks.
meet where the body was... at the dead person's Well, on the way to the graveyard we would
house where all the family and friends would always play slow pieces... hymns, to keep the
be. Then, when the time came, they would take funeral procession moving at a slow pace.
the body out of the house and would all march People would hear the music and would come
on the outside and stand on the street and
to the church. No music. Just the procession.
Well, at the church is where it would all start. watch. Some of them would Join in the walk to
Sometimes there would be five or six preachers, the graveyard. They didn't have to know who
and they all had to say something about the was dead. That's the way it was back then.
dead person. Man, that would take forever.
Once in the graveyard, we would stand back
While all of this was going on we would sit and wait again. There was a bit more to be said
outside the church and wait. Some of the over the body then it would be pushed Into the
fellows who liked to take a little drink would tomb. When it was all over... ashes to ashes,
walk over to a barroom and buy beer or dust to dust... we would assemble again and
the person who hired us would give the word
something and wait there.
Now after all the cermonies were over... that for us to lead them out of the graveyard. The
drummer would play a roll and the lead
would sometimes take more than two hours...
trumpet player would start off with "Didn't He
they would take the body out of the church
.14.

Ramble". Then we would move out at a fast
pace. Once we got out of the graveyard the
hearse would go its way and the family would
go their way or sometimes they would follow us
for a few blocks.
We only played for a few blocks outside the
graveyard because tilings usually got real bad
with all the people by then. It was a disgrace
the way some of them acted. The police would
always have to be there to try and keep trouble
down.
One thing you should know... The Tuxedo
Band was the first one to play "When the
Saints go Marchln' In" at a funeral. All the
bands would play "Didn't He Ramble" and one
day Oscar Celestln said that he wanted to play
something different. The two of us looked
through the music book and decided to try
"When the Saints go Marchln' In"- It really
went over big. Most of the other bands started
playing It after that.
A.S. Did the band members go to the family's
house after the funeral?
H.C. Oh,
died was
the band
over to

yes. Sometimes. -If. the person who
a good friend or one of the fellows in
family, they would Invite you to go
eat and drink something. That was

done in respect to the dead. (A tradition of
African origin that embraces rejoicing at death)
That was like a big party but with no music.
At the wake, before the funeral, eveiybody
would pay their last respect by staying with the
body all day and all night... praying a lot. It
would be a sad time. Then, after the funeral
service and the burial was over everbody would
meet at the house. All the neighbors and family
would cook and bring a pot or something to the
house. There would be any kind of food you
could name and all the beer and whiskey you
could drink. Just the family and close friends
would be there. The musicians always tried to
go because It meant a free meal.

AS. Let's go back to Parks for a while. Did you
ever play for parades or funerals there?
H.C. No, We never had music like that at
funerals in Parks... not even in New Iberia. As
far as I know, that was something that went on
only In New Orleans. I don't know how it
stared, but I do know that they were doing it
when I first went there in 1908.
We played for church fairs and outings In
Parks. There were some real good musicians
there too... the Thibodeaux brothers, Hypollte
Potter, Beauragard Adam from Cade used to
play around here a lot, my father Auguste
Charles... all good musicians. Peter Carey used
to come all the way from Lafayette to give music
lessions and play.
There was a man In Parks called Lemon Ledet. I
don't remember exactly what day it was, but he
used to give a parade and outing once a year on
Lemon Ledet day. That was his day. All the
local musicians would get together and form a
big marching band and parade all over town
before going to the picnic ground. Parade on
both sides of the bayou. We would just play
marches. At die outing we would take turns
playing music for people to dance all day long.
AS. The stoiy Is that you became so good at
playing the comet you became leader of your
own band at a very early age. Was It hard for
you to deal with the older and more
experienced musicians?
H.C. No problem at all. Most of us were related
one way or the other. It was like one big family.
In fact, they were all for me going to New
Orleans and getting In the big-time music
business there. It was special to them and they
were all my teachers and wished me well.
A.S. Did you ever meet or hear Buddy Bolden?
H.C. I never did meet him, but Bolden was very
popular In New Orleans. He played a lot of

and learned a lot from those older feUows.
Albert Batiste was the leader.
From there, 1 would say In 1919, I went with
the Maple Leaf Orchestra. That was another
one of the city's great bands.

blues and ragtime pieces. I played mostly In
orchestras that played classical and dance
music. Of course we did play blues and ragtime
pieces too. My wife Rose, had an uncle by the
name of Fritz who played guitar In Buddy
Boldens band. She can remember when they
would practise at his house, but she was just a
little girl and didn't know any of the fellows.

A.S. It seems that most of your time as a
musician was spent playing In reading bands.
Did you get a chance to improvise much?

A.S. What about Bunk
know him in New Orleans?

Johnson?

Did

you

H.C. Bunk was all over the place. Real popular.
He was a little skinny fellow... Just like a bird,
I Us comet style was different from the rest of us
because he would play short phrases, and his
notes were all short. Stacatto. He wouldn't
hold them for their full value. His style was all
his own.
When I went to New Orleans In 1908 I started
taking music lessons with Eugene Moret wno
was the brother of George Moret. George was
one of the best comet players In New Orleans.
He was also the leader of his own band - The
Exelclor. He was a trained musician. Could
read anything you put in front of him... and
could play that Jazz too. Well, that was a good
start for me. From my association with the
Morets I soon got to know all the best
musicians In the city. FeUows that didn't go for
too much foolishness. Know what 1 mean?...
Oak and Vic Gaspard, Armand Plron, Camella
Todd, Alphonse Plcou, Arnold Metoyer, Sam
Dutrey... all great musicians. 1 was lucky to
even be able to keep up with them. That was
pretty fast company.
Camella Todd was a concert pianist and a
music teacher. She also played with the Maple
Leaf Orchestra for a while. She was known and
respected throughout the city. I also studied
with her, and we became very good friends.
After a while I started playing here and there
with different people, and In 1911, I was offered
a job playing with the Silver Leaf Orchestra.
That was my first big Job. I was twenty years old
-16-

H.C. Yes. We Improvised. But not much.
Sometimes we would play a blues number or a
dance piece that had sections to solo... Hot
numbers. In the Tuxedo Band though, most of
the tunes were played by ear and you could
solo as much as you liked. That was the kind of
band those "hot" players liked to be In.
I played with the Exelclor and the Tuxedo. By
doing that I got a taste of both styles. You had
to read to make it though. That was one of the
things I learned when I first moved to New
Orleans. Musicians that could read well got the
high-class Jobs.

PRESS STOP
Just as we were about to put this Issue into
the friendly copying machine we were reach by
the sad news that Harold Drob Is in very poor
health and is now In a hospice care facility.
We send him our wannest thoughts.
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BUNK JOHNSON/NEW IBERIA JAZZ,
ARTS & HERITAGE FESTIVAL, INCORPORATED
Post Office Box 13627
New Iberia, LA 70562-3627

July 9,1999

Mr. Claes Ringqvist
Bunk Johnson Society
Stockholm, Sweden
Dear President Ringqvist:
I am absolutely delighted to bid you and your membership special greetings on
behalf of the Bunk Johnson/New Iberia Jazz, Arts & Heritage Festival. From what
I have heard, your membership is a wonderful group of people who haw done
much to keep the legacy and memory of Bunk alive in Europe.
I am most honored to have been a hostess for your member Ake Sahlberg. He
is a most gracious guest and I have enjoyed his visit so very much. We were so
proud to have him visit on the 50lh anniversary of Bunk’s death. Please know that
he was an excellent representative of The Society. As you may note from the
newspaper coverage, he has also become a local celebrity. 1 believe that his visit tc
commemorate the 50th anniversary has done much good and will certainly help the
New Iberia delegation of Bunk fans to advance our cause.
I trust that The Swedish Friends of Bunk and we(The New Iberia Delegation)
can establish and maintain a long and fruitful correspondence. It was indeed a
pleasure meeting and conversing with Mr. Sahlberg, As a result, many more
people in New Iberia now understand the importance of Bunk and his legacy.
Thank you and perhaps one day we can meet in person.

Mary S' Bashay, Presidwt
Bunk Johnson Jazz Festival
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flfii 1 is (Bunk) Johns on •

0/0 •
68 Washington Sq.So.
Now York(

12)

C Ity, N. Y ,

0/

i/$AbA&.
Dear Bort»
Just a few lines.to 1st you hero from mo.an: also to lot. you. know.that
I received your fine letter.an it was real good,to bore from you,an
also your dear Family.

!i’

;
■

now ale pal.Ifi root well.on do hope that thin letter .will find you7 on
your dear Tajnily the same .an you all aro Enjoying .tho very beBt of
health
you roocivo thin lottor .now Bert, do have a real
hv." hsn<l;*Otrt Horn In now york.

.when

^

I

good/ - '

■*-

'•
‘ —-r*------—

.;w.'Ui Im playing some roal good music.an it is dam hrad to.boat.an Every'
body hero in now york,they are all going wild.about my new orloans
band,an we Even have yow ole pal .Bill Co&burns .he got in here, one.nits last- wo ok. an Im got him jumping just, like the rest,
bo by that .you know that ilvory thing .must bo jam up hare with .mo
iay new Orleans rag time band.now wo can roaly go,

it

!•-.
an

an I'would like very much.for you to hero by band.but any vwy.im . •
planning on coming to San Fronoisoo.next summer,on play with you all.
nQwithat is if the Union.will lot us .play together again.

■■■■'••

oo you all taka an work on that .an you write, me an let me know ect, ■ ,-v-,
onoe.just what they say,about the white an colorod.playing to" gdthor-.
nn if It is all right.then you all*oan look to sea ne real soon, indear old Frisco.so do not fail to work on that ole pal.

■

■’:?i;'"Lnow .Bert.if this job do not run.nll this wentor.horo in now york. .
•
b
n
.
ftbio.to oomo out to S^n *ranolape,before naxt numiuor an
workh
bo with you all.so you all mu3t kbop up the good w.
an you be sure to keep in. tuch with mo,so .that I will know just to do.
about coming back out to San Francisco,to play with you oil puon moro in
life.new Bert.you can get the oot BQth.now, yorkor magiiine,am. you/all
om road about my band.thon you all.oan lookout for my band.latter, :
in the time magi zinc also.then you all oan son. juat what Im
bo you all be good.an write mo real soon.an I. will do the same.so"
good luck an good day.an you answer real Boon Bert an dene an Star,

driving

lb?
—

at.

.

Sincorly Yours.
Willie(Bunk)Johnoon,
o/o Sfl WaHhingtoiuSq.So. ■
Bow York (13) City,

N.Y.C.
PHQHE
COttKBUh
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SjxUtdiVU:
Bob h.1

SwU Bbnh
Hint >lU«l.

BUI Co-li'-sm

AlPfJ FttaVomitLn

Air AtnMt

6^8 Franklin Bt
Now Iberia La,
1/ 16/47.
LOUU AHMSTHONO AND "BUHl" JOHNSON

^SLudi’al}

Port lUablor

riii ■ ii. K0J.1
Till I.u

Hal Hvlrtlyjt
AUu* I. lUatia
>1. hir« HoaanbiTf, Ji
S.r.h flhinn.il

* Pun tiia^r

^ f ITii^liiPl-

'V.™ WH4

Doar Burt An Joanne. r ■
Just- a Tew Ilnss.jto let you all hero from mo.as. I havo boon down,
with a real bad cold,an unable to write you all.ao an my cold 1&
muoh hotter at thle present time,I ajn -now able to write you all.
first I want to thank you all*for your fine CJhr latinos Greeting,
an I do Hi ah'.you all the eamo.an. I -did. think at one time, that I '*'■
would of boon In San Francisco by this time ploying Ituaic again,
but It seems like I am out of luok.aa l oannot get any hearing at
all from Gone Williams.an I waro to Play for hip,when ho had gp.t , '
•a real good'Dun00 Hail.

;'V

but maybe ho*.had chango Ul6 mind.about uGOing mo at all,to play .
•for him.an he is ctlll my. Manager Jia a till out, of work. an ho
lb uooing another Bond, to "play for hit Danolea.ah It do
to me,that he 1b the Ory Band Manager.inotod of; Bunk Johnson Band.1
but anyway*if ho la Managing the Ory Band,I would like for him to
writes me an'Let me know.so I can got me something to do,an get to
work on some good Job too,

•‘

so if you should run ncroan Gone wllliamB,will you ask him for mo.
to ploaee write mo at once,an let mo hero from him.so I will know
Juat what to do.about looking up a Job,for my oolf playing Music,
with Borne good Band.
t

'

]

now Burt,whop you wrlto mo.will you please let mo know.Just:what ■
1’a: the^whole* act up la,about that Dunce Hall Playlng,£n also the
Ory Band*that Is playing for him.at this prosent Time,
an if you an Ellis should need me.you all can got me at once.aa 1
am out of a Job,an no sign of getting one.with Gene Williams at ai;
so you write me at once Burt.an let tue horu from you now I will ,
close saying good luck *an good day to you all.

Sincorly yours
Bunk Johnson.

i*. , , *- c -

1
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Opening Reception for Bun^Fest Exhibit
April 16, 199S
Welcome—Ms. Carla Hostetler, Iberia Parish Library director
Recognition of special guests--Ms. Mary Bash ay,
president of Bunk Johnson/NI Jazz, Arts & Heritage Fest, Inc.
Introduction of Mr. Matthew PoIk--Ms. Susan Hester Edmunds
Mr. Folk’s remarks .

_>

firth* ajL

Introduction of Harold Drob—Judge Charles Porter
Mr. Dnob's remarks
w1 ■

1

..!■ -

Ribbon Cutting—Public Officials and Bunk/Fest Committee

Reception to follow in exhibit gallery,
with music by DL Edward’s Church Angclk Choir
under the direction of Mr. John Reedom
Acknowledgeme nts:
The exhibit and opening were possible only through the cooperative work
of many people including Mr*. Shirley Mann, Ms. Cassandra Raymond,
Mrs. Gloria Jackson, Mrs. Shirley Simon, Mrs. Jimmie Kaye Porter,
Ms. Kelly Porter, Ms, Shannon Jackson, Mrs. Anna Davis, Mrs. Grace
Holbrook, Ms. Pat Kahle, Ms. Gaywynn Gaude, Ms. Keri Towery,
Mr. Lionell Collins, Mr, Gilbert "Doc" Thomas, Mr. John Reedom,
Mr. Freddie DeCourt, Judge Charles Porter, Mr. Lionell Collins,
numerous volunteers from the Sugarland Optimist Club,
and the Friends of the Library.
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WjJlian; “Bunk* Johnson died on July 7,1949 La New [beria, Nearly

50 years liter, this jazz genius es remembered for his contributions not

FjiJjjv j\prj j/, ]99&

only toNrw Iberia, but » the international jazz kingdom.
4

Bunk Johnson Day1
lA-vrr^ttiirinRFOF
Ibra la kr iftiwfli iVs LO+i J|n d HutR I'Wt,

cilia SeJ oi 'Gly ol

/C
Cil» d Sr* 8 serje Lnuua

Not ociy did Bunk Johnson play with a host of jazz greats with such
stints as Buddy Bolder, Clarsice Williams, Evzr Thomas mt Sidney
Bechet. but be also was a friend and contemporary of legendary Louis
Armstrong.
Bunk Johnson became a recognized jazzfwmot pHyer in New Orleans,
and moved to New Iberia after I93B, joining ibe New Iberia. Banker
Band led by Gas Fortienate He also wo Aid as a W?A school musk
tudier. trucker driver, gardener and laborerI94Z, Bank Johnson made his fust rccorings when dbazovered by
influential jazz writers. He became re-rered internationally fo» his
traditional trumpet style and intuitive rmptwisatkms foUowirtg performtncej in New Odea its, New York md Sara Francrscn.
h
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William Gottlieb
Jazz Age
Photos On-Line
More than 1,600 photographs of
many of the greatest names in jazz
are now available on-line in "Will
iam P. Gottlieb: Photographs from
the Golden Age of jazz." They can
be accessed from the American
Memory Web site of the Library's
National Digital Library Program at
wavw.loc.gov.
The William P. Gottlieb Collection
(see LC Information Bulletin, Oct. 2,
1995) documents the jazz scene from
1938 to 1948, primarily ih New York
City and Washington, D.C. In 1938
syass\?QtSsb
Mr. Gottlieb began working for The
Billie Holiday (from Down Beat,
Washington Post, where he wrote and
1947) and Di zzy Gillespie on
illustrated a weekly jazz column
52nd Street in New York (ca. 1947)
perhaps the first in a major newspa
were just two of William Gottlieb's
per. After World War II he was em
photographic subjects.
ployed as a writer-photographer for
Down Beat magazine, and his work
also appeared frequently in Record Changer, the Saturday Review and Collier's.
During the course of his career, Mr. Gottlieb took portraits of prominent jazz
musicians and personalities, including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington,
Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie, Earl Hines, Thelonious Monk,
Stan Kenton, Ray McKinley, Benny Goodman, Coleman Hawkins, Ella
Fitzgerald and Benny* Carter. This on-line collection presents Gottlieb's
photographs, annotated contact prints, selected published prints and related
articles from Down Beat. ♦
JULY 1999
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The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

-r ^

Concerning
the
high-brow
Issue
you
're
currently feasting your eyes on, we tire veiy
happy to once again be able to include one of
Tom Pauli's transcriptions. This time It Is Bunk
whistling, taken from the Interview by Bill
Russell that was first Issued on American
Music 643. Part 2, as well as Tom’s comments,
will be included in next issue; that will give you
all something to look forward to. And the
generosity by our regular contributors, Floyd
Levin and Austin Sonnier, Jr. can't be praised
enough. At least not by us.

EDITOR’S CORNER
ThJs year started well with a very nice annual
meeting. Of course, when Mike Hazeldine Is the
main speaker, you can discharge your risk
manager. Those of you who stayed away, no
doubt due to more pressing engagements,
missed something pretty good.
After the usual hour or so of friendly mingling,
Mike was announced and the crowd stampeded
into the lecture room. When the strongest guys
had secured their chairs in the front row, the
show could start. There are speakers who,
when In the pulpit, has a kind of regular,
bleating
delivery
that
assists
thought
on
anything but the subject at hand. Not so Mike.
He grabs you by both ears and keeps them well
opened during the complete procedure. The
only disturbances were the noise of frantic
pencils on note book paper.

You will of course be buying the new Lu
Watters CD (see New Bunk Records) and
therefore will find the enclosed article by Hal
Smith on San Francisco Style Drumming of
great
Interest.
Enclosed
here
with
kind
permission by the author. Neither have we
pirated the second enclosure "Blowing the lid
off the myths" - It was offered by Peter Lay and
might lie seen as part of the discussion started
by Sam Charters in B.J.l.

Mike’s main theme was the relations between
Bunk and Louis Armstrong. But he also played
two relatively newly found gems, a piano roll by
Morton (The Pearls) and Heartaches by Bunk
and Don Ewell. Great stuff.

We have a new email address

<bunk.lnfo@swlpnet.se>
Add It to your address hooks and keep
informing us of your email addresses. We are in
the process of adding them to the list of
members.

Add to all tills that the boys in the kitchen
outdid themselves. The Jambalaya reached new
heights of gastronomic pleasure. I sometimes
found myself wishing I was a cow. an animal
which stomachs.

so

biologists

insist

-

have

Enjoy!

four
HH
1

#

DILL PICKLES
# The small, magnlflcient jazz record label JAZZ
ORACLE, has done It again. They have released
the complete recordings (1928-1930) of the
Memphis,
Tennessee,
based
reedman
DOUGLAS WILLIAMS . /Jazz Oracle BDW
8012/. This label Is ran by two distinguished
members of SBJS, John R T Davies & Colin
Bray. We hope to come back with an article on
Douglas Williams In a future Issue - meanwhile
we highly recommend a purchase of this.
Available
from
Jazz
Oracle
Records,
25
Queensgrovc Rd, Scarborough, Ontario MIN
3A9, Canada, prize US$17.00 (p&p Inch). It s a
bargain.

lists a large number
musicians have used
mention
a
few:
Tearblotter and DJu
Nils-Gunnar Anderby).

of pseudonyms that jazz
at recording session. To
Junior
Hifltz.
Erskine
Berry. (Information from

& The Unofficial Ken Colyer Homepage
The Unofficial Ken Colyer Homepage" at

http://user.tninet.se/~rrr043f/ has now
been updated with a new page called JAZZ
FORUM.
JAZZ FORUM is designed to be an open forum
for eveiyone with worthwhile facts and/or
opinions on traditional jazz. If you would like
to contribute please contact tradjazz@mail.com
and
the
webmaster
will
publish
suitable
material.
The
first
contribution
NEW
ORLEANS BAND INSTRUMENTATION - is
written by Brian Harvey.

Find out more at www.jazzoracle.com
# Bruce Raeburn's (the Curator of Hogan Jazz
Archive, Tulane University, New Orleans) most
highly recommended dissertation is available
from UMI Dissertation Services, 300 North Zeeb
Road, P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor. Michigan
48106-1346, USA. The title of the book Is "NEW
ORLEANS STYLE: The awakening of American
Jazz Scholarship and its cultural Implications",
and you can read more about it by visiting
http: / /www.bellhowell. infoleamlng.com

# The following information can be found In a
number of Down Beat from March 14, 1963:
".... The U.S. Information Agency filmed George
Lewis Band at Preservation Hall for distribution
in Central and South America and the Far East
...". BJftm Bamheim, who found It. would like
to hear from anyone who can supply more
information.

u We will very warmly wish a new member
welcome
to
the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson
Society, namely no one less than KEN MILLS,
138 S. Lincoln. Fullerton. CA 92831, USA. Vety
Welcome, Ken!!!!
A

www.allaboutjazz.com/pseudonyms.htm

Member and top piano player Goran Schultz
was

awarded

this

millennium

's

first

Jazz

Scholarship from Gavle Jazz Club "Body & Soul
", The justification for this honour was expressed
In a poem (in Swedish ) that could have been
written by Lawrence Ferlinghetti or
Allen
Ginsburg
and
Is
completely
untranslatable.

Don Marquis, a distinguished member, has

kindly asked for an article of the stoiy of the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson
Socitey
to
be
published In SECOND LINE. (Fall 2000) the mag
of the New Orleans Jazz Club. It Is supposed to
be a special edition to show how and where the
New Orleans Jazz traditions are carried on
throught the world.

Member Ashley Keating reports that his band
The Louisiana Shakers web-site now is complete
and operating, guest book and all. More at www.
loulsianashakers.com
.2.

# The Swedish Jazz Magazine "Orkesterjoumalen” made their #4, 2000 a feature on
member Bent Persson.

NEW BUNK RECORDS
The Lu Watters CD we mentioned in last issue
is now out. The number is SFTJF CD 105 and
the three numbers with Bunk are Riverside
Blues. St Louis Blues and Ballin’ The Jack.
What will happen to the fourth number from
that session Fidgety Feet Is presently unknown
by us. You might want to take a look at the
web - site of the San Francisco Traditional Jazz
Foundation. Go to www.sftradjazz.org.
The Dutch label Disky has released a budget
dubble CD
with gospel music,
Dlsky DO
250302, titled Black Gospel. It Includes Where
Could I Go But To The Lord by Sister Ernestine
Washington.
Add this Info
to your Bunk
discography. Bo Scherman of the record shop
Sklvfynd can supply It and says there’s lots of
good gospel on It.
Jan
Ixjrentzon
reports
that he has found a 10" LP
on Phillips 071 ’'Visit To
Jazzland” that has Out Of
Nowhere from Bunk' Last
Testament record.
Another
little
addition
to
the
discography
for those of
you who like to keep It upto-dcde.
Bjorn Bamhelm reports
that ABM (IJK) ABMMCD \
1188 "New Orleans Jazz"
contains two tracks: 4512-06 Snag It (D5VB888-2)
and 45-12-19 When The Saints (D5VB996-2).
ABM stands for Audio Book & Music Company
Limited. The CD was Issued in 1999.

HAROLD DROB
In our last B.J.I. we mentioned that Harold
Drob was very 111 and as you all know he died
very soon after that Isuue was mailed. Just a
few days afterwards our friend Brian Wood sent
us his appreciation of Harold with the offer to
publish It, if w'e so wanted.
I

was

deeply

touched

by

Brian’s

mail

and

decided to publish It in full. Here it is:

Dear Hakan
Congratulations to you and your colleagues for
another fine edition of &JI,
For some time I was in almost daily
communication with FHarold Drob so when I got
back from New Orleans in October and sent
him messages about my experiences there I
was rather perturbed not to get replies. When
he had surgery back in March he gave me his
daughter Elizabeth's email address so I
contacted her. That was when I learnt that he
had relapsed and was in a hospice, giving me
the telephone number as Harold had been
asking about his friends.
I telephoned immediately
only for the nursing staff
to tell me that it was
only 0430 hrs there and
he was still asleep. I, of
course,
apologised
profusely that
in my
anxiety I
had forgotten
the time difference! They
hinted that he was
critically ill anddeclining.
The next day I was
simultaneously
gratified
and saddened to get a
telephone call from Pearl
with the news
that the end was in sight.
Indeed, just a day or two afterwards there
was a message from Elizabeth that Harold

had died peace fully. You may be interested for
publication in some reminiscences of mine
about Harold:

next day I left New Orleans with James Hitchen
to visit Cajun country with a tour party of
young Californians. The day after that I was
having breakfast in a motel in Lafayette when
Round about 1950 I was going to a dance in a chap about my age came in and hearing the
Streatham, England and passed Dave Carey's conversation about music, asked if anyone had
"Swing Shop". There in the window' was a copy heard of Bunk Johnson! Apart from me there
of the Columbia LP Gl 520 - "Sunk Johnson: were serried ranks of blank faces. I was soon in
The Last Testament of a Great Jazzzman". earnest conversation with someone who
Although the shop was closed and I didn't appeared to know a great deal about Bunk,
have the price on me (£3 - a lot of money in and many other jazz musicians. Unfortunately
those days), I hammered on the door and Dave our coach was about to leave for Eunice so
came graciously to accept my fifteen shillings eventually I had to cut the conversation short,
deposit. The cover is now brown with age but but not before he had told me his name was
on the back there is still clearly pencilled "B. Bob 5tendahl and that he was there with
Wood 15/- paid £2-5-0 to pay" That record Harold Drob and about to interview- the
of course was produced by the late Harold headmistress of a school where Bunk had
Drob, with assistance from his friend Bob taught music, together with two of Bunk's ex
Stendahl. It became one of my prized pupils. At first I was disappointed to have
possessions, the more so since both Dave and missed Harold until he came racing up and
boarded the coach to greet me again, delaying
Harold have now died.
our departure. This was the start of a
that
developed
from
an
In 1993 whilst on the second Ken Colyer Trust friendship
tour in New Orleans I was doing a bit of extraordinary chance series of meetings. It was
research at the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane I who later introduced Harold to James
(listening to a Lawrence Marrero interview, Hitchen with the suggestion that he be invited
actually) when a number of people came in with along to the discussion groups that were held
curator Bruce Raeburn. One of them looked on the KCTruet tours. On one memorable
vaguely familiar. A woman in the party came occasion both Bob Stendahl and Harold were
over and asked about my research. Then they present and fascinated everyone with their
recollections of Bunk back in those now
all went.
distant days.
That evening in FritzePs I spotted the man who
had looked familiar, so I went over and said We subsequently corresponded on a regular
something about recognising him from basis, latterly by ever more frequent e-mails: I
somewhere but couldn't say where. He then once sent him a query, had a reply, replied to
introduced himself, to my amazement, as the reply and had a further reply from Harold
Harold Drob, with his wife. Pearl, and said that in California, all within 12 hours! As the slightly
the woman at Tulane was Marilyn Hinchcliffe, younger man I made the crass assumption
who as Marilyn Bell had been in the celebrated that I would know more about the new
film of Bunk fooling with his trumpet in New technology than Harold. To my chagrin
York.
however exactly the reverse proved to be the
case: Harold, in fact had a background of
We had a long friendly conversation but on professional experience in computers. In
leaving I never thought to see him again. The following years we met regularly in New Orleans,

always at French Quarter Festival time. One
year when he couldn't make it, he got me to go
and
see
Emily
Mae
Evans
(Bunk's
stepdaughter) and her husband Roland. When 1
telephoned to say I was coming, Bunkie their
son answered the telephone with, "Is it about
my Grandfather?' and when I arrived insisted
on playing a Bunk CD. Would you believe it was
"The Last Testament"? I was literally beside
myself with pleasure as Emily reminisced about
her father. The following year Harold, Pearl and
I were entertained to lunch at Emily and
Roland's home when Emily cooked a superb
"down home" meal.

Thank you Harold; Ake; Hakan; Claes; and
thank you Bunk!
Brian Wood

George Lewis 100 featured at the
Jazz Museum
by Bjorn Bemheim
The Jazz Museum In Strftmsholm, some 120
kilometers west of Stockholm, was celebrating
Its first anniversary on May 28. It's the first
permanent jazz museum In Europe and the
third in the world today.

Every year I would get an invitation to
California for Harold and Pearl's wedding This summer the high light at the Jazz
anniversary although it was an invitation that Museum will be a special exhibition to celebrate
I sadly never managed to accept. Last year's George Lewis 100 birthday. On that day and
event had the presence of the 90 ye-are old the following two days there will also be a
Baker Millian (of Boots and His Buddies fame) special "George Lewis 100" festival with
who of course had played with Bunk. Also last concerts at the museum's Royal Garden Caf6 &
year Harold's joy was unbounded at finally Restaurant. Among the musicians will be
getting Bunk's trumpet, with a full provenance, Anders I" Ussier, who with his Cave Stampers
to add to his collection of Willie Johnson accompanied George Lewis on an engagement
memorabilia. For years as we know he had been In Gennany 1960.
assembling material for a book on Bunk but in
later years admitted to me that he was more In cooperation with the Louisiana State
interested in the research than actually Museum In New Orleans George Lewis' metal
clarinet, which he used 1936-45, can temporary
publishing.
Mow we have lost the last person who knew
Bunk really well. I wish it wasn't that old cliche
- the end of an era but it is, and I have lost
a very dear and special friend. Through Harold
I always felt I had a link, however tenuous, with
my revered Bunk. It is therefore strangely
fitting that the latest edition of Bunk Johnson
Information should have such a wonderfully
moving account of the visit by Ake Sahlberg.
Coming almost simultaneously for me as the
news of Harold's passing, it provided the
necessary catharsis; yes, I wept - but mainly
with joy that I had been graced with their
presence.

be seen at the museum as one of the main
features in the special exhibition this summer.
It was tills clarinet that George Lewis used
when he on July 27. 1944 made the famous
original recording of Burgundy Street Blues.
The Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane University,
The Historic New Orleans Collection, as well as
many private persons has also contributed to
this
special
exhibition
with
unic
photos,
posters and other items from their collections.
The Norwegian portrait-painter Rigmor Kramer
has made an oil painting of George and the well
known puppet maker Arne Hogsander has
made a sculpture of Lewis' head.

During the summer more than 60 concerts will
he held at the outdoor stage at Royal Garden
Caff & Restaurant. The program, as well as
other
Information
about
the
museum.
Is
displayed at the museum’s home page on:
www.iazzmuseum.com..

At the NO Jazz Museum. NOLA, 1992:. (
Photo by the editor -

’’THAT DA-DA STRAIN”
by Floyd Levin
“That Da-Da- Strain” was one of the most
popular tunes of the Jazz Age. It was published
by the Clarence Williams Music. Publishing
Company bearing a 1922 copyright. Jazz bands
around the world are still playing the number.
Perhaps you have wondered what the curious
title means?
The
original
sheet
music
featured
an
Illustration of Gertrude Saunders, captioned
"Formerly of 'Shuffle Along’." She played a
leading role In the Euble Blake-Noble Sissle
production when it opened at New York’s 63rd
Street Theater In May 1921.
Although "Shuffle Along” was the first all-black
Broadway musical to become a major box office
hit. Miss Saunders soon left the cast to join
another black production. "Oh Joy", that was
premiering In Boston. The show’s star. Ethel
Waters, sang a new number "That Da-DaStrain”. and made the first recording of the
song In May 1922.
"Oh Joy" was not a Broadway success. It closed
efiter a veiy short run. but the tune with an
enigmatic title became a favorite and wits often
recorded during the '20s.
The colorful Jazz Age. the ephemeral period
that began near the close of the first World
War, Is symbolized by a plethora of dramatic
images - F. Scott Fitzgerald, flappers, flaming
youth. Prohibition, gangsters, bootleg liquor,
and - of most Importance, the music associated
with the era.
This period was a means of protest and escapist
relaxation of wartime tensions by affluent
young people. Their excesses showed an
eagerness to defy the conservative society of
their parents. Skirts were short, the music was

decades. That Da-Da Strain" is included in
most
of
today's
traditional
Jazz
bands'
repertoires. It is Interesting to note that the
song appeared on five different labels during
1922.

hot, illicit booze was flowing, and a permissive
attitude was the vogue. The era’s popular
dances. The Shimmy", "The Black Bottom”,
"The Varsity Drag”, and The Charlston” were
clear affirmations of the loose moral guidelines
that existed.
The popular songs of the Jazz Age, T Want
Be Happy”, "Let's Misbehave”, and "Ain't
Got Fun?" were vivid musical reflections of
doctrine
that
philosophically
propelled
period.

Editor's note. In his original article Mr Levin
has included a long list of recordings of That
Da-Da- Strain. I decided that it would be more
fun for you to hunt for them in your copy of
Brian Rust’s Jazz Records 1897 - 1942!

To
We
the
the

Fortunately, the music spawned during the
revelry of "the lawless decade” has had a lasting
impact on the course of popular music - and
That Da-Da Strain" was an Important part of
that colorful era. The young dancers at the
bootleg "joints" were unaware of the title's
significance - and they did not care. Their credo
was: "What the hell! Let's misbehave!"
The bizarre title was derived from a parallel
movement of protestation then taking place In
Europe. It was a postwar artistic activity similar
to the social adjustment occuring in the U.S.
Between 1916 and 1922, young artists were
also challenging the rigid standards established
by their predecessors. They created a rebellious
genre with
the
meaningless childlike
patriarchal title, "Dada".
In the same exciting manner in which
American jazz was re-directing the world’s
musical standards, the revolutionary Dadaist
paintings and sculptures, loosely improvised
from
illogical
materials,
were
rapidly
revolutionizing the art world.

MERCEDES FONTENETTE POTIER PIANIST
by AUSTIN SONNIER (with kind permission of
the author)
The drive to New Iberia on that early autumn
morning was a welcome change from previous
week of indoors Inactivity. As the trees came
into view, rushed by and slowly faded with a
gentle swaying, they calmly opened the new day
with fantastic surrealistic colors and earthy
scents caused by a combination of warm

Dada's leading champion, Marcel Duchamp, set
the seen with his ultra radical painting. "Nude
Descending a Staircase". I am sure he had no
idea that the movement he promulgated would
influence the title of a Important song, that has
remained a jazz standard for almost eight
7

morning sun and the South Louisiana night
air. The few houses that dotted the wayside in
polntillistic rhythms were still embraced by the
invisible blanket of the nocturnal spirits. Only
livestock moved about. Cattle... chickens... a
dog here and there. The long hot summer had
finally come to an end and the welcomed gift of
cool weather was being promised as teasingly
as the carrot hanging from the end of the pole.
It had been a bit more than a year since I first
met
pianist
Mercedes
Potier
and
what
continued to Impress me most was her vitality
and especially the power of her musical being.
She had been consumed by the piano at a very
early age, and the dedication she showered on
the instrument and Its music was truly of
monumental proportion.
Mercedes is the product of a musical family. Her
father, Gustave Fontennette, was the leader of
the famous Banner Orchestra of New Iberia,
Louisiana, from 1920 to the early 1950s. His
aunt, Lila William Dusen, was the pianoplayer
for vaudeville star Sweet Papa Snowball and
the wife of trombone player Frankie Dusen,
who became leader of the Eagle Band when Its
original leader. Buddy Bolden, was committed
to a mental institution. One of Mercedes'
sisters, Mary Ella, was a music teacher and
part-time pianoplayer with local jazz bands. A
younger
brother.
Gustave
Jr.,
played
saxophone with blues recording artist Guitar
Slim (Eddie Jones) for many years.
Mercedes is a pianoplayer whose style best
projected
the
approach
she
and
her
contemporaries embraced in their expression of
the music of this area. She displayed a
technique that incorporated elements of blues,
ragtime, marches, and some of the early jazz
material of New Orleans. Not unlike other
pianists of the genre, she was a two-handed
player and her music contained poly-rhythms
and countermelodies of an intricacy that

required a total mastery of the Instrument.
Although her tenure in her father's orchestra
lasted some thirty years, she also worked
sporadically with other bands of the area. For a
while she was with trumpeter Evan Thomas
Black Eagles Band from Crowley, Louisiana,
and later she did a short stint with the Yelpin'
Hounds Band, also from Crowley.
As the countryside vanished from the rear
window of the car the sounds, sights, and
smells of an awakening city began to slowly
greet me. My sports car Instinctively snaked up
and down narrow streets, across the Bayou
Teche. and on the old Acadian structure that
was once a haven for local jazz musicians. I
was a bit early. But then that's no problem in a
household where life is measured by the beat of
a metronome and not of the clock.
Mercedes was waiting. The many years of
playing music in some of the best jazz bands of
the area were chiseled in the lines of her face.
Although it had been nearly twenty years since
she worked steady with a band, she had
apparently not lost much of her enthusiasm for
playing. She had. in fact, turned to school and
the church as outlets for her tremendous
musical talent.
As a teacher she was able to keep up with the
theory associated with her craft, and as a
church organist she was busy enough to keep
her technique in fair shape. It was obvious she
had never allowed herself the chance to suffer
from lack of activity.
After

setting

down

with

the

microphone

in

hand and tape recorder loaded and buzzing its
own kind of avant-electro music the interview
began.
AUSTIN SONNIER: Let's start with your early
days in New' Iberia.

read, but boy could he play that horn. You
could hear him for blocks around.

MERCEDES POTIER: Well. I was bom here. My
father's name was Gustave Fontennette and
my mother's name was Jennie. As far back as I
can remember, there was music around the

My father used him to advertise the band.
When we would play in New Iberia, there was a
furniture store uptown that would let Evan sit
in the window... the show-window...and play
his horn for the people as they passed by. He
did that to let them know where we would be
playing that night. There was also a hall in
Lafayette where we played on the second floor
for dances. True Friends Hall might have been
the name of It... I don't exact remember. Well, it
had all these windows all around the building,
and when it was hot, they would raise them all
up to let the air In. On the day of the dance
Evan would go to the hall a few hours early
and sit down and play his trumpet out of a
window on every side of the place. By the time
the dance would start the hall would lie packed
with people.

house, lots of music. My father was a trombone
player and a barber. He was also a bartender at
times when dance jobs were hard to get. I don't
know how much the family was Involved In
music before his time, but It sure was a big
thing for with him.
AS: Did he ever talk about other trombone
players or musicians in general who might have
Influenced him musically?
MP: No. Not much. But he had an aunt, Lila
William was her name, who was a pianoplayer
and was married to a trombone player from New
Orleans. He was real popular over there. His
name was Frankie Dusen. My father used to
talk about him a lot. He was a young man
around Frankie Dusen's time.
AS: Did Frankie
around New Iberia?

Dusen

ever

play

Old Bunk Johnson began playing in the
Banner Band just before he married Maude. He
was playing second trumpet. Now that was a
musician for you. Bunk could read anything
and would play just as pretty as you can
imagine. He drank quite a bit and could be real
nasty at times, but he had a right to, he knew
what music was all about. Me and him got
along real well though.

trombone

MP: That was before my time. I guess lie did
though. He married Lila and she was from here.
Ring Oliver used to play here all the time; so
did Louis Armstrong. Maybe he came over with
one of them.

AS: Why did Bunk play second trumpet?

Back In those times there were plenty
musicians around New Iberia, and they could
all play that jazz too. There were lots of good
orchestras and brass bands that would play for
parades and church fairs and things. My father
formed the Banner Orchestra around 1920 and
he never had trouble getting good musicians to
play with him. They would even come from New
Orleans.

MP: Because he played light, short notes and
real sweet sounding melodic phrases. While
Evan played the melody real loud Bunk would
play little melodies around him like a clarinet
player. Also, Bunk would not play high notes
on the horn. He stayed around the middle
register.

When I started playing with him. Evan Thomas AS: He started playing that way when he was
from Crowley was playing first trumpet. Talk with Buddy Bolden,
about a sound. Everybody had to help him
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MP: Yes, I guess so. Never heard anybody play

AS: Did you play in other bands?

like that besides Bunk,
MP: Oh yes. I played with the Yelpin' Hounds
AS: What about Harold, your husband?
MP: Harold was Influenced by Bunk, Evan
Thomas and his father, "Iron Man" (Hypollte
Potter). He plays short phrases like Bunk did
but he sticks close to the melody. Yes... I guess
you could say the he plays trumpet something
like Bunk did.

out of Crowley and with the Black Eagles Band,
which was Evan Thomas' group. George Lewis,
the clarinet player from New Orleans, and
Lawrence Duhe' also played hi that band. I
worked a few dances with other small bands
around New Iberia, but it was mostly the
Banner Orchestra that I stayed with. I started
with them in the 30s and stayed until around
1951.

AS: Tell me more about your father.
MP: Did you see his trombone? I don't know
where Harold put it.
AS: Yes. First time I came over...
MP: It's got blisters on it (laughter). He used to
use a wooden mute. He played real hard and
loud and would choke the horn with the mute
until blisters would pop up. Glossey Roy, who
was a saxophone player In the orchestra, used
to tease him about that all the time.

The Banner Orchestra lasted a long time... more
than forty years. The best group was when
Bunk was in it though. There was Bunk and
Evan on trumpets, my father on trombone,
Lawrence Duhd, Glossey Roy and Tom Edwards
on reeds, Robert Stafford on drums, William
Burner played piano, Edward Reedom (Edwin
Redium?) was on violin and guitar and banjo
and John Sanders from Jeanerette played the
bass. That was some band. When Robert
Stafford left the orchestra he formed a jazz
band called the Night Hawkes and played
around for a while.

My father wanted all of us to be musicians. He
just about got his wish. too. I play piano and
organ. My sister, Mary Ella, was a music
teacher and pianoplayer. And my brother, Gus
Jr, we call him Bubba, is a saxophone player.
He has played with Guitar Slim, Joe Tex, Tbone Walker, Ray Charles, and a lot more
people.

New Iberia was a good town for jazz musicians.
You could make as much money in one night
as most people made working at other jobs in a
week. That's why Bunk liked it so much over
here. He would teach music In the daytime and
play at night. Of course he had a few other jobs
(non musical), but they didn't mean nuttln to
him. He wouldn't stay on them long.

When I was young I took piano lessons from a
piano teacher, but it was my father rand sister
who taught me most of my music. How to read
and play with the right fingers and all. I
majored In music at Xavier University in New
Orleans and became good enough to play in my
father's band. They played by music and by ear.
So you see, I had to know how to read and to
improvise.

AS: What about when he lost his teeth... could
he play much then?
MP: Bunk didn't loose all his teeth. Just the
ones in the front that he needed most to play
on. What he did then was he started playing
tuba - he would take some string and wind it
across the teeth he had to make a support for
the mouthpiece when he would play. That
10

93■
worked out well for Bunk because he was a
trumpet player who could play without much
lip pressure. The tuba worked out well for him
until some people from New York (Bill Russell et
al.) bought him a set of false teeth. They made a
lot of records of him In the 40s, and he became
famous. New Iberia was always his home
though.
AS: You're from a considerably long blood-line
of musicians: so is Harold. Are your children
carrying on the tradition?
MP: My two sons, Harold Jr and John, are both
accomplished musicians. John plays keyboards
and trumpet and has worked with Joe Tex and
Bobby Bland. He’s the leader of his own band
now. Harold Jr played drums with Bobby Bland
for about sixteen years all around the world.
Their children will probably grow up to be
musicians too. You never know.
AS: What kind of music did
Orchestra play? Was it mostly jazz??

the

Banner

MP: No. We played a lot of jazz, but we also
played popular songs, the blues, and a waltz
now and then. It depended where we were
playing.
AS: Harold told me about the Catholic schools
and how you had to play just fast pieces.
MP: Yes. When we played for the nuns we
couldn't play the blues or any slow pieces. They
didn't want the kids dancing close to each
other.
Dance hall were a different story. We played the
blues, foxtrot, charleston, and waltz pieces for
the old people. It was a lot of fun to play dance
hall and nightclubs.
When Bunk came into the band he brought the
RED BACK BOOK of RAGS with him. They
played a lot of tunes from that.
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AS: What about French songs... zydeco... la la
music. Was there much request for that around
New Iberia at that time?
MP: I guess so... I don't really know. In fact I
can't think of ever hearing that kind of music
around here. You find a lot of that around
Opelousas where the mulattos live. Most of the
musicians I knew played jazz. I'm not saying
that they didn't have the zydeco here, I just
wasn't
Interested.
Beauragard
Adam,
Abbot
Verdun,
"Cuddlck"
(Theodore
Richardson),
Walter Spencer... they all played jazz.
AS: Tell me about the marching bands.
MP: There were quite a few brass bands around.
The United Brass Band from Parks was the
most popular. Harold's father, Hypolite Potier,
played comet with them. The band consisted of
two trumpets, a comet, two trombones, the
baritone horn player was Hypolite Charles'
father. Auguste Charles, who was also a school
teacher, and there was a drummer. Once a year
a man called Lemon Ledet would put on a big
parade in Parks and the United Brass Band
would play. That was something to see... they
would really put on a show.
Hypolite Charles also had a parade and dance
band. The Vitale Band would march, and so
would a few other bands that I forget the
names of.
AS: Did they ever play for funerals?
MP: No. I never heard of a band playing for a
funeral around here. They did a lot of that in
New Orleans though. When Walter Spencer
died his school band played for the funeral, but
that's a different thing
AS : You mentioned that name before . What
instrument did mr Spencer play?

MP: Walter played french horn, string bass and
cello. He was a member of the Banner
Orchestra for a while, but he preferred to teach
school and only play now and then. (He) was
one of the best known band directors In the
area He would come home all the time and talk
about music with Bunk and my father.
AS: If you had It to do all over again, would
there be any changes?
MP: YES!!! (laughter) Not too much with the
music, though...

BUNK AND PIPES
by Hal Smith
Several years ago, the jazz writer John Lucas
(who wrote for DOWN BEAT as "Jax") told me a
great story about the time he spent with Bunk
Johnson
and
how
expert
Bunk
was
at
manipulating his friends...

First Annual Bill Russell Lecture
by Bjorn Bemheim
When Bill Russell, the legendary jazz researcher
and record producer, died In August 1992 his
enormous collection of memorabilia focused on
traditional New Orleans Jazz and collected
during a period of about 60 years was bought
by The Historic New Orleans Collection. It now
houses about 36 000 Items carefully catalogued
under different categories and accessible for
researchers.
(See also
www.hnoc.org/Russelscope.html

"Jax" attended Bunk's Ill-fated Chicago Concert
In 1946. Afterwards, Jax Invited Bunk to his
apartment for a drink. "I had a pretty fancy
apartment, on Chicago's Gold Coast," Jax
recalled. “On the mantel over the fireplace, I
had my collection of plpes-expenslve, ornate,
from all over the world." As Bunk walked Into
the living room and saw the pipes, he began to
act like a small child in a toy store. He
exclaimed. "Oh, Jax! What beautiful pipes!
What BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL pipes!" Then
Bunk looked down at his shoes with a forlorn
expression and sadly shook his head. He said,
"Bunk doesn't have ANY pipes." Then, Jax
remembered, "So of course 1 gave him one of my
best and most expensive pipes."

On April 13, 2000, the "First Annual Bill
Russell Lecture" was successfully arranged and
held at The Historic New Orleans Collection's
Williams Research Center on Chartres Street In
New Orleans. Some 50 persons came to listen
to Dr. Michael White, the well-known young
New Orleans clarinetist, talking on the subject
"Millennial Reflections on the Impact of Jelly
Roll Morton". In the audience was among
others Dr. William Wagner, brother of Bill
Russell and Bunk Johnsons daughter Mrs Evans
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Dr. White gave a musically illustrated lecture
on Jelly Roll Morton's life and music focusing
on the influence and Impact that he had on
music in the twentieth century. One of the
musical
illustrations
by
Dr.
White
was
performed on a clarinet that once had been
used by Omer Simeon, Morton's own favourite
clarinet player.
The subject for this, the first of a series of
lectures to honour Bill Russell, was very well
chosen and timed. One of the very first New
Orleans
musicians
Bill
Russell
became
interested in when he first discovered New
Orleans jazz in the early 1930s was Jelly Roll
Morton.
During
his
lifetime
Bill
Russell
collected a lot of information about Morton
Including sheet music and letters from Morton
and he interviewed persons associated to him
and had collected a lot of photos. Just before
his death Bill Russell had completed a book
about Morton, which was published last year.
Dr. Alfred Lemmon at the
Center told me that the aim
Bill Russell Lecture will be
When the next session will
subject has not yet been decided.

Williams Research
is that the Annual
held once a year.
be held and its

PRESTON TRAHAN - PIANIST
by Austin Sonnier, Jr.
Preston Trahan was bom In Rayne, Louisiana
on February 3, 1905. Ha started playing music
at an early age but didn't leam to read music
until he was in his twenties. His first
professional job was with saxophonist Frank
Mier's Orchestra in 1924. After spending six
years in Mier's ensemble he joined trumpeter
Joe Rivit. playing as regular at first, then off
and on until 1939. During this period he also
worked with Warren Lacoste’s band in

Lafayette and with Bill Landry's band, also from
Lafayette.
Other
southwest
Louisiana
musicians he played with during this time were:
trumpeters Tommy Gonsoulin, Evan Thomas
and Cap Herbert; trombone players Irvin Verret
and Alief "Coosoon" Glrouard; saxmen August
Gonsoulin. Walter Ransonet, Joe Lina and
Wilton Hebert; drummers Gorman Carrlere and
Luclen
Landry;
clarinet
player
Marshall
Comeaux: and Noah Hebert, who played both
string bass and piano.
In 1940 he left Louisiana and settled in Mobile,
Alabama, where he joined Ray Benitez and his
orchestra. During the 1940’s he led his own
band at the Hollywood Club in Mobile and also
at the Sage Patch Club that was located on the
Alabama/Mississippi
state
line.
During
this
time he also worked a lot as a duo with a lady
singer. In 1957 he joined the Bobby Jones
Quartet and in the early 1960's he played with
Toasty Paul’s band. He joined the Jens Jensen
Trio in 1965 and worked for seven years at the
Sea Ranch Restaurant hi Mobile.
He retired from music in 1972 but continued to
perform to occasional spot dates with the
Sammy Ztvltz Band.

Joe Rivet Picture-helow; .
Seated: Joe Rivet, trumpet and leader
Standing left to right - Felix "Buzz" Barton-tbn.
Maury Davis-sax, Charley Flostetler-sax, Roy
Gonzalez-dins, Tommy Ashley-tpt. Hal Gllderbs, Dennis Hussey-sax, Preston Trahan-pno.
Camille LeVols-gtr

THE JOE RIVET ORCHESTRA In 1930
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THE FRANK MIER ORCHESTRA in 1926
Left to right seated: Freddie Boudreaux, Preston
Trahan, Frank Mier, Joe Lina
Bunk.Johnson.Infonnation Is an
international newsletter for members of
the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society. It
cannot be sold and should not be copied.

Back row: Hilliard Carriere, Charles "Pudgy"
Bradford, Nathan Carriere, Lester Rayon
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This is a picture of the 511 Providence Street, New Iberia. Can anyone tell if this
is the actual house that Bunk lived in or if it has been rebuilt since then?
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by Peter Lay

T

he concept of this article is to dispute
some of the myths which I perceive to be
related to New Orleans Jazz, and it is
intended for comment and discussion; I welcome
your theories I have written for the benefit of all
those who love this music, as I do, to help to
understand why the myths have arisen.
My article is also in response to readers who have
expressed strong opinions about tire use of
saxophones, banjos, guitars, and lire electric bass
in New Orleans-style bands. I believe that although
some of this reaction is due to personal taste,
others may not be conversant with jazz history and
have adopted a 'mouldy fig' attitude without
seeking the why's and wherefore's. Why did they
perceive that New Orleans bands did not use
saxophones or guitars? Over tire years I have spent
reading and listening to this music. I lave found
that marry such questions remain unanswered.
It has always been difficult to explain to others
the reasons why we like jazz music Those who
get that knotted feeling in the stomach from
listening will know what I mean! It is
inexplicable, like a love affair that never ends!

Why did this myth
originate, and when?
I would like to explode some of these pre
conceived ideas.

Myth No. 1
Many people believe that the recordings made by
Bill Russell during the period 1942-47 were
representative of the music being played in New
Orleans at that time. In fact, the recordings
which created the 'Revival' in New Orleans jazz
were manipulated and created to please those
who were researching and recording it.

Myth No. 2
When Ken Colyer joined the original Barber band,
he was, in fact, joining a band that already had
p re-conceived ideas about how it should sound,
which was a long way away from how New
Orleans jazz sounded and completely different
from what Ken had heard in New Orleans, its
style was simplified to suit public taste and led
to the formation of the 'British Trad' sound,
which until the 'Trad boom' was the accepted
face of British 'New Orleans Jazz'.
Why do 1 say this?
With regard to the first myth, I think most ol us
know that Bunk Johnson would have picked a
totally different line up to record for Bill Russell,
and that fate lent a hand, with the recordings
being completely different from those by previous
New Orleans musicians. Bunk was looking to use
Johnny St, Cyr or Willie Santiago (guitar) and
Louis De lisle Nelson (clarinet) in his band
If you lislen to the recordings of Kid Rena's New
Orleans Band of 1940, you will notice it has a
distinct musical content more in tune with a
previous generation and an association mote
akin to Louis Dumaine's Orchestra or Lee Collins'
Astoria Light, whereas Bunk's band did not have
that relaxed feel about it, and that, in my view, is
entirely due to the strident playing ol Lawrence
Marrero and Slow Drag Pavageau There was no

denying how exciting it was, but It was changing
the lace of New Orleans jazz as it was played at
that time.
The concept that Bill Russell and friends was to
create for their followers was subtly different
from its origins. It also cast aside the input from
a whole range of white musicians and their
legitimacy to being an integral part of
formulating New Orleans jazz.
Even in New Orleans during the late 40s and
early 50s, bands like Bunk's did not exist; work
was scarce and the gigs at the dance halls and
bars were for a local audience, not tourists, and
they wanted to hear the tunes of the day. pop
songs and ballads, not rags or marches .
To see a clarinet or banjo on tire bandstand was a
rarity. According to Sam Chatters, George Lewis in
fact played alto sax and Lawrence Marrero would
be playing an amplified guitar on most jobs. Other
bands (or groups) would also use similar
instrumentation, because it was unlikely that
Ihere would be more than 4 or 5 people playing.
The small group image is something retained in
the City to this day. It must be said that tire use of
a piano in these groups was prevalent and, similar
to today, the piano is preferred to banjo or guitar.
Economics have always prevented band leaders
from running a 6-or 7-piece band on gigs. These
bands would contain musicians who knew those
pop songs and ballads, and hence some of our
heroes could nol get work because they only knew
the old war horses.
Bill Russell was at the time adamant about Ins
choice of tunes and the use of clarinet and banjo
for his recordings, because he believed it was
more authentic ("in the folk tradition') This makes
me wonder il he had fully done his homework at
the time. Later on. Bill did accept the use of
alternative instruments, and from his later books
it can be seen that Bill's research was more
painstaking and accurate My only criticism of
Bill's work relates to that crucial period between
1942 and 1947 which was to influence a whole
generation of musicians and fans It has also not
been clarified that before and after the Revival
very few clarinettists from New Orleans sounded
like George Lewis. Most sounded similar to Pete
Fountain (who, like Acker Bilk, was slated for
being 'popular' but is an excellent musician
whose style is based on Leon Roppolo and Irving
Fazola). Why is it that someone has to sound like
George Lewis or Albert Burbank to be accepted
by the 'mouldy figs'? Many far better clarinettists
are discarded by the fans for not playing what
they consider to be New Orleans-style. This is so
wrong. If Bigarri, Nicholas, Hall had stayed in
New Orleans, I am pretty sure we may never had
heard of George Lewis.
I recommend that you read three articles which
go a long way to explode die myth of the
six/seven-piece band and puts it all in
perspective. They are:
1. An account of an interview with Kid Ory by
Dick Harilock, which gives an excellent insight to
New Orleans jazz pre-1925
2. A recent interview with Sam Chatters printed
in a Swedish jazz magazine He tells how he first
travelled to New Orleans in 1949 and hence his
work on his hook 'Jazz-New Orleans'

3. A sleeve note by Dick Sudhalter in a 'Timeless'
Compact Disc. New Orleans in the 20's; 19241925', which explains tlte imjwrtance of the
bands that stayed behind in New Orleans and
the influence they had on their contemporaries
Copyright permitting, it would have been useful
to have reproduced these articles in order to help
us understand why there has been this mystique,
and why the 'mouldy figs’ do not want to remove
their blinkers and admit they could he wrong!
Perhaps a band like Kid Thomas' had more to do
with New Orleans music of the 40s or 50s than
Bunk or George. May I re-emphasiso a point
made in an earlier article, that the George Lewis
band was a touring band which only played
occasionally in the City.
Willie Humphrey played clarinet only to fit in with
Ilia bands that played on Bourbon Street, which
had a Dixieland policy. He was an accomplished
tenor sax player who had played in New York in
big bands and Swing groups in the 30s and 40s
before returning to New Orleans.
As I have often observed, instrumentation is not
important to their music in New Orleans, so why
do we penalise bands for the use of saxes and
guitars? Let us not be too hasty to write off
bands who like to use them For over forty five
years as a band leader, Kid Ory used a guitar in
his rhythm section, or none at all on occasions.
It should also be remembered that these guys
played for dancers and for the public who
wanted entertainment, and they would use
methods which might grate with us, e g. 'cod'
vocals (impersonations of Louis Armstrong) and
tap-dance routines. They never intended for the
music to be listened to in silent reverence.
The Kid Ory band, guitar and all. was probably one
of tire besl bands to dance to, which originated
from New Orleans. Ory's concept for the band was
to play tunes at a tempo to dance to, except on
occasions when playing concerts, when some
tempos became a bit hectic. By the time of Bunk
Johnson's last official recording session, he had
returned to using a guitar in his band.
So...you don’t need a banjo and clarinet to
play New Orleans ja22, but it appears that
you must, in order to play Trad jazz'!
As far as myth number two is concerned, prior to
1953, British Traditional jazz had more connection
with its American counterjrart than it does today.
In the line ups ol our bands in the 40s and early
50s you would find that alto sax and guitar were
commonplace, and also most bands had a pianist.
The bands before 1953 did swing, although
sometimes the ihythm section was a bit over
zealous. The use of simple chord structures was
effective in achieving a complementary backing
for the front-line, and I believe the piano vzent a
long way in making the rltylhm section swing.
After George Webb’s Dixielandets had done the
ground work for ’our' Revival, there were lots ol
bands who continued to puisue their aim to play
Traditional jazz; Freddy Randall. Mick Mulligan,
the Jelly Roll Kings of John Haim. Mike Daniels,
Humphrey Lyttelton, the Crane River Jazz Band,
and the Mcrseysrppi Jazz Bond
The musical approach of any of the above

mentioned bands bears no relationship to what is
played today. Whilst listening to their recordings,
(some not recorded in the best o( circumstances),
I have noted it appears that they play a far more
relaxed style of jazz, more reminiscent of earlier
New Orleans bands and those from Ctiicago.
They were performing at the same time as their
American counterparts The1/ were also far more
adventurous with their repertoires than a lot of
the bunds of today

I understood clearly when Ken told me that he
had a love/hate relationship with Barber. Ken
always recognised that Chris had a good band,
but could not understand why there had to be
competition That wasn't Ken's attitude. They
were both strong minded characters, and the
inevitable happened when they both went their
own v/ays. I do not think Ken would have
compromised himself musically to have gone
down the road that Barber wanted to travel.

Was if Common Ground?

However, in their time together, the groundwork
had been set for a new art form called British
Traditional jazz, and it is that sound which
remains popular with many fans to this day, and
creates mucli confusion when they think they
have been listening to Nevz Orleans jazz!

Some folk have said that we cannot play New
Orleans jazz in this country. This may be true, but
I do ask you to listen to the Cranes playing Deep
Bayou S/ues(1951), and some of the Christie
Brothers' Esqure Recordings (1951) get very near
the real thing, with both bands more reminiscent
of Kid Ory than Bunk Johnson. Why this is I do
not know, but it could be that the guys they
emulated werestill alive and playing - they
were not playing 'dead mens' music', and they
had something to gauge themselves by.
Ken Colyer's decision to visit New Orleans in 1952
was to justify Ns feelings about Itow the music
should be played. I am pretty sure he was cluedup on what to expect. Ho and his brother Bill had
been corresponding to the guys in New Orleans
prior to the visit. I am also sure that what he
heard was not as expected, lire same experience
encountered by Sam Charters, who was living in
New Orleans at the time ol Ken's visit.
If you read between the lines in Ken's book, the
times he managed to see the Lewis, Barbarin,
and Celestin tends were at special events or on
Bourbon Street, or the Thomas band at a dance.
All h is other contacts with jazz musicians were
as individuals at jitneys and in bars, or on the
occasional street parade.
Prior to Ken's visit to New Orleans, his own
influences were from Kid Ory, Mutt Carey, and
Wiid Bill Davison's Dixielanders, which were all
bands that were still active or only recently
departed, although a lot ol listening to Bunk's
American Mute recordings were part of the
Crane River Jarz Band's curriculum
Although Ken was to hear some wonderful music
and get the chance to play with many notable
players. I don't think the enperience had any
influence on haw he was to play in future years
Ken’s style was already established, but what did
happen was that alter tho Cranes and Christie
Stompers, he ended up playing with musicians
whose influences were to differ from his own
An Qxample of this is to compare Ken Colyer
playing with irusicians in New Orleans to the
music he recorded on his return to the UK, The
short stay with Chris Barber was inevitable I do
not -want to detract from the input Chris Barber
has had on tie 'Trad jazz' scene over the last 45
years, because I, like many others, love to listen
to the band and admire the success it has had
However, I do believe that Barber took the
opportunity louse Colyer in the hand in 1953 in
an attempt to establish himself, and it certainly
worked For a period of three months, Ken had
stolon the headlines in the Melody Maker and
New Musical Express, relating his activities in
New Orleans It followed that in whatever
context Ken came back, he would have been
successful Obviously Chris Barber was astute
enough to see this and made the right moves to
get turn to join tho band

The answer to that is. "Not at all". This is our
(British) music; love it or hate it, it is ours, be it
six-piece bands, dominant banjo, solos all round
etc. Many bands have copied this style
successfully and continue to do so to this day.
It is interesting to know that Barber/Bilk/Ball/
Colyer were attracting bigger audiences to their
concerts than the tours of the Kid Ory, George
Lewis, Jack Teagarden, and Eddie Condon bands,
which were not financially successful. It says a
lot about the popularity of 'Trad jazz' at the time,
but it concerns me that a generation of listeners
were discarding the music of the originators. It is
these folk who now perpetuate this anti
guitar/saxophone lobby.
Take a moment to retrieve some early Barber,
Bilk. Ball, Lightfoot or Wallis recordings, and you
will see what I mean You will note it is a
different music from New Orleansstyle, both
structurally and rhythmically, but at the same
time they play it very well.
Before some of you jump down my throat to reel
off names of musicians in this country who follow
the New Orleans school, I have to point out that
they ate our own second generation of musicians,
who themselves were brought up on British
Trad', but followed the influences of Ken Colyer

and decided to emulate the musicians from New
Orleans who were still playing and recording such as George Lewis. Kid Thomas, Dee Dee
Pierce, Captain John Handy, and many more
You will see that this second generation is
probably more broad-minded in approach, and
saxes, guitars and pianos figure in the
instrumentations. Recent re-issues of recordings
by Preacher Hood's Jazz Missionaries, and the
Imperial Band from Sweden show that they were
exploring tho truth about New Orleans jazz. They
all recorded obscure tunes by Piron. Celestin.
Morgan etc. long before others did.
We can thank the likes of Barry Martyn, Jim
Holmes, Keith Smith, Sammy Rimington, and
many others, who visited and worked in New
Orleans in the early sixties to find out for
themselves what was still going on in the City,
But that is their story to tell.
I am referring to those trapped in the British
'Trad' time-warp when I ask them not to dismiss
hands, musicians and their music because of
prejudices and pre-conceived ideas.
So, although I disagree with all these arguments
about banjos, saxes etc., I can understand what
the listening public are saying in their letters to
us at the magazine. 'We know what we like." I
appreciate this, but if one or two took a little
time to investigate and listen to some other
forms of New Orleans and Traditional jazz music,
it would broaden their horizons and perhaps give
them more insight into why various bands play
the way they do.
There are hours, days, months, and years of
recorded material to listen to. available on
records, tapes, and compact discs, and it would
take a life-time to hear and understand it all.
Sometimes when I think I have finally understood
something, along comes another theory or
recording which explodes yet another myth, giving
me a few more reasons for this wonderful music
to remain something of a mystery to me! a
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San Francisco Style Drumming
by Hal Smith
joined the YBJB in 1940.
Most drummers of the ’40s played gleaming modem
kits with small bass drums, streamlined snares, tunable
tom-toms and bright-sounding cymbals. By contrast.
Dart's set was a true rattletrap, with a dusty, oversized
bass drum, a deep, low-pitched snare, Chinese (non
durable) toms, dull-sounding cymbals and several
woodblocks of varying size and pitch. Despite its unpre
possessing appearance, this was the perfect outfit for
playing tire YBJB's music.
Dart is best remembered for his woodblock work, as
heard on the many YBJB sides made for the West Coast
label.2 He wrought an amazing variety of sound from the
collection of blocks mounted on his bass drum. This was
tire perfect compliment to the 4/4 banjo, the steady twobeat of the tuba and the ragtime piano. It was especially
effective during opening ensembles and behind Wally
Rose on the piano-and-rhythm rags.
If overused, or played in the wrong spot, the Chinese
tom-tom can drag the proceedings down miserably. But
Bill Dart played them with animation and always in just
the right spot. Occasionally he even played them on an
outchorus,3 as Andrew
Hilaire did on Jelly RoU
Morton's recording of
Black Bottom Stomp ,4
When Turk Murphy,
Bob Scobey and finally
Harry Mordecai left the
Watters band at Hambone Kelly's, the rhyth
mic feel changed. Dart,
Wally Rose and Dick
Lammi stayed on, but the
driving 4/4 of Mordecai's banjo was gone.
Recordings made during
Fholo Credt GsOfgs Flolcher
this period usually fea
ture slower tempos than those played by the twotrumpet band and there is a more pronounced two-beat
feel.1 Perhaps at Watters' insistence. Dart was limited to
playing afterbeats on the choked cymbal. On the Down
Home and Mercury 78s recorded by Watters in 1949 and

The elements which make up "San Francisco Style"
drumming can be heard on nearly any dance band or
jazz band recording from the World War I era to the late
'20s. Flowever, the percussive devices heard on early
discs were used because of limitations in recording tech
nology. when these same techniques were used with Lu
Watters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band or Turk Murphy’s Jazz
Band they were played at the behest of the bandleaders.
The three basic components of San Francisco style
drumming are:
*

*

*

Woodblock: syncopated patterns are played on
a large woodblock, usually in an ensemble pas
sage or behind "lighter" instrumental solos such
as clarinet or piano.
Choked Cvmbal: the second and fourth beats of
each measure are accented on a hand-dampened
cymbal; usually played during an ensemble
outchorus or behind brass solos.
Chinese Tom-Tom: the second and fourth beats
are accented behind, say, a trombone solo; synco
pated patterns (similar to those used on the
woodblock) may be played behind a clarinet
solo.

New Orleans/Chicago snare drum rolls and ride
cymbal playing are heard from time to time in San Fran
cisco jazz, but these devices are not heard on the archety
pal SF-style recordings made by the Yerba Buena Jazz
Band between 1941 and 1950 (in a 1946 article for Record
Changer magazine, Neshui Ertegun noted that members
of the Yerba Buena band thought that "playing on the
snare would create a muddied sound").1
***
The most influential San Francisco-style drummer
was William J. "Bill" Dart (1915-1988). His master)’ of
the techniques described above has influenced traditional
jazz percussionists to the present day. Dart began drum
ming at age eight and taught himself by playing along
with records. This intense study of ’20s drumming tech
niques must have helped Dart immeasurably when he

'Neshui Ertegun, "The Lu Watters Band", Record Changer, April, 1946.
'in Watters' Yerba Buena jazz Band, Good Time Jazz 4GTJCD-4409-2.
"Weary Blues" and 'Trombone Rag", Disc Four, Good Time Jazz 4GTJCD-4409-2.
"Jelly Roll Morton, Birth Of The Hot, Bluebird CD 07863 66641-2.
'lu Watters' Yerba Buena jazz Band At Hambone Kelly's, 1949-50, Merry Makers MMRC CD-10.
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admired Bay Area percussionists. His association with
Lu Watters actually predated Bill Dart's, as he was one of
the drummers in Watters’ Sweet's Ballroom Orchestra in
the late '30s. He also played briefly in the 1940 version of
tire Yerba Buena Jazz Band before Dart joined as a full
time member. No
biographical infor
mation has come
to
light
on
Edwards, but by
virtue of his nick
name, we may
assume that he
was older than the
other
drummers
who were active
during the 1940s
revival.
Clarinetist Bob
Helm says that
Edwards
was
influenced by tire
drumming of Ray
McKinley.
One
can
also
hear
echoes of Ray
Photo Oedt Unknown
Bauduc,
Dave
Tough, George Wettling and Nick Fatool on Edwards'
recordings. Despite playing a more swing-oriented style,
he apparently fit in well with the Yerba Buenans on the
occasions where he subbed for Bill Dart He was in his
element in Pat Patton's Frisco Jazz Band — a swinging
mid-'40s combo patterned on Eddie Condon's bands.
Edwards was certainly in familiar territory playing with
Condon himself, when tire latter brought a touring band
to Flambone Kelly's for a guest shot in 1949.
It is worth the listener's efforts to seek out Gordon
Edwards' unique drumming: on several acetates by the
Sweet's Ballroom Orchestra, numerous 78s by Pat Pat
ton's Frisco Jazz Band and the 1950 "Frisco Footwarmers" sides by Bob Scobey (reissued on Good Time Jazz).13

SF DRUMMERS
’50, this is the predominant percussive device.5 * *
At one point in the late '40s, Watters reduced Dart's
kit to a piece of plywood covered with woodblocks!7
This was the last straw for Dart and he temporarily left
the YBJB to join Bob Scobey's fledgling "Alexander's Jazz
Band." The Bay Area correspondent for the Record
Changer noted that Dart was "at last able to play tire kind
of drumming he is capable of' with Alexander's JB.8
Scobey was anxious to record this group before the 1948
AFM recording ban took effect and his first sides as a
bandleader were done for the Trilon label in December,
1947.9 Dart, Wally Rose, Harry Mordecai and bassist
Squire Girsback were in the rhythm section and tire
session sounds very much like a one-trumpet version of
the Yerba Buena Band. However, Dart did sound some
what looser on the sides, playing press rolls which would
not have been allowed with the YBJB.
While Dart was away from Hambone Kelly's, the
percussion chair changed frequently. Fred Higuera, Stan
Ward and Harry Green10 filled in at various times. Banjoist Clancy Hayes and Watters himself played
washboard when no drummer was available.
hr 1949, Dart returned to the YBJB. He nray have
reached an agreement with Watters concerning the
drumming, as live recordings from Hanrbone Kelly's in
1950 show Dart playing more and more snare drum
even ride cymbal!11
When tire Yerba Buena Jazz Band disbanded in 1951,
Dart freelanced, playing with Scobey, Jack Sheedy's Jazz
Band, the Barbary Coast Stampers, the Superior Stam
pers and dixielander Pete Daily. Gradually, he edged out
of the music business, returning to it only infrequently.
Dart's musical associates from the '50s have compared
his drumming to Paul Barbarin, Andrew Hilaire and
George Wettling.12 Live recordings bear out these com
parisons and illustrate that Dart was more versatile than
his playing with Lu Watters would indicate. Still, the
rollicking sound of his woodblocks and the metronomic
choke cymbal remain Dart's most important legacy.

Another important San Francisco drunmrer was Fred
Higuera (1909-1983). His father was a professional

Gordon "Granrps" Edwards was one of tire most

‘Lu Watters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band, Vo/s. 7, 2, 3, 4, 6, Homespun LPs H-101, H-102, H-103, H-104, FI-106; GHB
BCD-97, BCD-119.
Albert Otto, Record Changer, January, 1949.
Hbid.
Bob Scobey’s Alexander's Jazz Band, Cadillac/Dawn Club LP DC-12004.
"Bob Helm to author, September, 1992.
11 "You Can Depend on Me",L« Walters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band Live At Hambone Kelly's: 1950, GHB BCD-93.
"Bob Mielke; Gene Mayl; George Probert, conversations with the author.
' Private recordings of Sweet's Ballroom Orchestra ur author's collection; Frisco Jazz Band Featuring Clancy Hayes,
Cadillac/Dawn Club LP DC-12005; Bob Scobey's Frisco Band, Good Time Jazz GTCD-12032-2.
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his familiarity' with the traditional lexicon and the
recently-reissued
Panama
demonstrates
Fliguera's
mastery of modem jazz drumming, in an unusual threedrummer and young Fred was a quick study. Fte was
turned on to jazz as a teenager, after hearing recordings
chorus brush solo.51
by percussionist Vic Berton with Red Nichols' Five Pen
After leaving Scobey, he continued to freelance with
commercial and Latin bands in the Bay Area and Sacra
nies. It is likely that he heard some of the great drum
mers of the day in person at various Bay
mento. In the 70s he worked Tegularly with
Area venues. In the late '30s, Higuera
Phil Howe and Devon Harkins in tire Basin
Street Trio. In 1979, at age 70, his playing
worked frequently with pianist Paul Lingle
in what he later described as "Chicagowas just as exciting and impressive as on his
style" bands (most likely modeled on the
recordings from the '50s. I had the privilege
Condon groups). Fie played briefly with
of meeting Fred Higuera in 79 and was able
to "talk shop" with him at length. I will
Jimmy Dorsey's Orchestra and Seger Ellis'
Choirs of Brass and also alternated with
never forget his remark that "Nobody plays
'stop-and-gos' anymore!", referring to the
Gordon Edwards in Lu Watters' Sweet's
nearly-forgotten Chicago device of 50 years
Ballroom Orchestra.14 Despite the sketchy
previous.
personnel listings, the acetates by this group
Higuera's drum licks can easily be traced
leave no doubt as to which drummer is
playing. Where Edwards plays a light twoto a number of different styles. A close study
of his playing reveals many similarities to his
beat in the Ray McKinley mode, Fliguera's
favorite drummers, including Ben Pollack,
thundering breaks and fills are reminiscent
of GeneKrupa.15
Photo credit unsimm Dodds, Zutty Singleton, Gene Krupa,
Buddy Rich and modem jazzmen Shelly Marine and Max
Fliguera did not subscribe to the rhythmic approach
Roach. Fred Higuera can be heard on many recordings
of the Yerba Buenans, or with limiting the drummer to
with Bob Scobey (Good Time Jazz, Verve, Jansco, Jazzolplaying woodblocks. Fie also disagreed with tire theory
ogy) and on the privately-circulated acetates of the
that the drummer should be "felt but not heard." Fie
Sweet's Ballroom Orchestra. Additionally, he may possi
liked to use the entire drum set and play out (he once told
bly be the drummer with the Seger Ellis Choirs of Brass,
this writer to "Aim for the bottom head when you hit the
both on commercial 78s and transcriptions.25
top head"!). Even though he seemed to be at odds with
the YBJB's ideas on drumming, he successfully filled in
for Bill Dart on a number of occasions in the late '40s.
Wire recordings of the band with Fliguera show that he
Clarence "Clancy" Hayes (1908-1972) is best known
was able to approximate Dart's sound perfectly.16 * * * * In later
as a banjoist and vocalist, but was also a fine guitarist and
years, he mentioned that he had learned this style from
an excellent drummer. He came from a musical family
his father, in the '20s!
and took up drums while in tire third grade. He was
Fliguera worked exclusively with Bob Scobey's
playing professionally by the early '20s and wound up in
Frisco Jazz Band in the early '50s and appeared on his
San Francisco in 1926. He was then playing banjo and
best-known recordings for Good Time Jazz. Sides like
guitar and was also kept busy as a crooner in big bands
Hint's-A-Plenty' and Big Butter and Egg Man" are excel
and on radio. He joined the prewar Yerba Buena Jazz
lent examples of Higuera's dynamic, powerful drum
Band as banjoist and vocalist, but switched back to
ming and it is easy to hear why he was so highly
drums with the Benny Strickler version of the YBJB at the
regarded by his musical associates. Hindustan'9 is a
Dawn Club. He can be heard on transcriptions of the
textbook study of how to play Latin drums; it sounds like
band's August, 1942 broadcast. ^ Later, he played and
multiple drummers are performing! South20 * * * illustrates
SF Drummers

14Private

recordings; author's collection.

Islbid.

"ibid.
"Bob Scobey's Frisco Band, The Scobey Story Vol. 1, Good Time Jazz CD GTCD-12032-2.
* Bob Scobey's Frisco Band, The Scobey Start/ Vol. 2, Good Time Jazz CD GTCD-12033-2.
"ibid.
J~Bob Scobey's Frisco Band, The Scobey Story Vol. 1, op. cit.
''The Great Bob Scobey And His Frisco Band Vol. 1, Jazzology JCD-275.
“Seger Flits' Choirs Of Brass, 1937, Alamac LPQSR-2408.
I.u Watters' Yerba Buena jazz Band, Disc Two, Good Time Jazz 4GTJ CD-4409-2.
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recorded with Bunk Johnson, when the latter fronted the
remnants of the Ycrba Buena
band at C.I.O. Hall.21 Hayes'
drumming on both of these
sessions is very similar to Dart's,
with a heavy concentration of
woodblock and choked cymbal
work. Later, Clancy Hayes was
in tire rotation of drummers who
played in Bob Scobey's Frisco
Band, alternating with Dart,
Gordon Edwards and Fred
Higuera. A1963 Good Time Jazz
recording, "Swinging Minstrel,"
probably illustrates how Hayes
PhOtO Credit ImkAOWl
played with Scobey's band.' ’

Trombonist/bandleader Turk Murphy was notori
ously critical of drums and drummers. He claimed,
correctly, that a drummer had the power to wreck a
carefully-balanced ensemble sound and was also con
cerned that the monotone note of the bass drum would
interfere with the moving lines of the tuba or bass.*'
Subsequently, Murphy's bands wrere most often drum
less, though he did hire some excellent percussionists
over the years...
Stan Ward was a versatile drummer who worked
with Nick Esposito's commercial band, Wingy Manone's
Jazz Band (at Club Hangover) and was one of Bill Dart's
substitutes in tire Yerba Buena Jazz Band. He was with
the Turk Murphy "Circus Jazz Band" at the Cinegrill and
the Garden of Allah, both in Hollywood.* * * 27 * He made both
of Turk's 1950 sessions for Good Time Jazz , playing
more or less a '20s dance band drum style. The unusual
beat he played on Ragtime Dance29 30 31 made a tremendous
impression on bandleader Murphy.20
Johnny Brent followed Stan Ward in the Murphy
band drum chair. He was a studio percussionist in Los

Angeles before joining Turk. He played the Clayton Club
in Sacramento and toured in Colorado with tire band. He
was also present on the 1951 GTJ recording sessions
which produced such Murphy classics as Little John's Rag,
Minstrels of Annie Street, Mesa 'Round, He's Just a Cousin of
Mine and tire Murphy theme Bay City. ’ He played a
light, easygoing style with lots of afterbeats on the wood
block, similar to the approach used by Bennie Moten's
drummers in tire early '20s.
Thad Vandon (Wilkerson) came from a show busi
ness background and was drumming, hoofing and
singing at an early age. He first worked with Turk's
band in 1955 and would be in and out of the band for tire
next 13 years. Though he was more of a show drunurrer
than a jazz player, he played very good time and could
play convincingly in any style from ragtime to rock.32
Harold "Smokey" Stover (19??-1974) was one of
Turk Murphy's favorite drummers?3 He worked with
the Orrin Tucker Orchestra in tire '30s and wound up in
Los Angeles, w’here he played with Ted Vesely's Jazz
Baird and also with Jess,
Stacy. Next, he moved
to San Francisco and
landed the job as house
drummer
at
Club
Hangover. There he
played
with
Marty
Marsala, Joe Sullivan,
Lee Collins and Lizzie
Miles, among others.
He was in Los Angeles
again in the '60s, work
ing with Wild Bill Davi
son and with Burt
Wilson's Silver Dollar
Jazz Band, with an
occasional
trip
to
Virginia City to play
Photo Credt Unknown
with Merle Koch's com
bo. He followed Thad Vandon into the Murphy band in
1968 and stayed two years.
Stover was a thoughtful, accomplished percussionist
who always played with good taste, grace and wit His

Bunk Li Lu, Good Time Jazz GTCD-12024-2.
^'Clancy Hayes, Swingin' Minstrel, Good Time Jazz GTCD-10050.
1 Turk Murphy, conversation with the author.
'*7Turk Murphy's Jazz Band at the Cinegrill, Vols. 1, 2, Fairmount LPs 111,112.
~sTurk Murphy's Jazz Band Favorites, Vols. 1, 2, Good Time Jazz FCD-60-011, FCD-60-026.
29Ibid., Vol. 1
30Jinr Goggiir, Turk Murphy: Just For The Record, San Leandro, San Francisco Traditional Jazz Foundation, 1982,
p. 19.
31 Turk Murphy's Jazz Band Favorites, Vols. 1, 2, op. cit.
'2Tmk Murphy's Jazz Band, Motherlode LP-0103, 0104; The Many Faces Of Ragtime, Atlantic LPSD-1613.
"Goggin, op. cit., p. 147.
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Russ Gilman: Piano Genius Surfaces
by William Carter
current products on page 9). Recorded from 1949
through 1995, sixteen of the twenty-six tracks are of Russ’
own highly original compositions, mostly in the blues
idiom, with tire balance being pop and jazz numbers.
For over four decades Russ Gilman has been a Neva
da resident, often working as a miner and prospector.
Though the album notes report that he played his last
professional piano gig at a Reno casino in 1965, he never,
in truth, worked as a musician with any regularity. Vet
his rollicking freshness of sound and personality, and his
---------mysterious appearances and disappearances,
remain emblazoned on the hearts of those of us
SF Drummers, concluded
"moldy figs" lucky enough to have played with
choked cymbal playing on the outchorus of Coal Cart Blues was
or heard him.
letter-perfect, as was the exaggerated, sforzando vaudeville drum
He was known for doing things like walking
roll on the "D" strain of Original Rags.M Fie was one of the few
five miles up a mountain to a rehearsal, there
Murphy drummers to be given solo features. Stover's Weary Blues
fore arriving at midnight; or playing one inter
was nothing short of sensational; he could play as many hot
mission at Hambone Kelly's and then vanishing
choruses as Turk wovrld throw his way.53
into the night, prompting players like Bob Helm
Unfortunately, the only commercial recordings of Smokey
to ask about him for years thereafter.
Stover are a few Tom-Tom 78s by Ted Vesely and a Riverside LP
A member of the first Conrad Janis Jazz
by Joe Sullivan's trio.56 Some Club Hangover broadcasts by Lee
Band in Los Angeles, which won the Record
Collins were briefly available on the Rarities label, but they are
Changer "Amateur Jazz Band Contest" in 1949
now out of print.37 It is hoped that tire live recording of a 1970 Los
and went on to fill in for Kid Ory at the Beverly
Angeles concert by the Murphy band — with Stover in peak form
Caverns, he made irregular appearances with
— will be issued on CD in the near future. He was surely one of
Jim Leigh's El Dorado Jazz Band in the midthe best San Francisco drummers, but was woefully under
fifties, and later with groups including other
recorded.
self-taught stylists as Ray Ronnei and Tom
Sharps teen.
For nearly half a century Russ has been play
ing, mostly for his own amazement, in a style
The generation following Bill Dart produced some notable
seemingly sprung full-blown fifty years before
traditional jazz percussionists: Lloyd Byassee (Bay City JB, Great
that, featuring floTid chord clusterings and
Pacific JB, Turk Murphy, South Frisco JB), Wayne Jones (Original
sharply lurching rhythms punctuated with left
Salty Dogs, Turk Murphy, Bob Schulz), Tom Hyer (Dixieland
hand judo cuts. Although he claimed to have
Rhythm Kings, Gin Bottle Seven) and Bob Thompson (Red Onion
changed his style completely after 1960 on
JB, Turk Murphy). Two decades hence, San Francisco-style
hearing Thelonius Monk, no such change is
drummers John Gill (Turk Murphy, Minstrels of Annie Street,
evident. More likely, Gilman had simply been
Dixieland Serenaders, Down Home Jazz Band) and this writer
moved to discover a musical genie as offbeat as
(Down Home Jazz Band, Frisco Syncopators, Minstrels of Annie
himself.
Street, Dixieland Serenaders, Bob Schulz) were bom. Still later
It's rare indeed, in our era of mass communi
came the birthdays of drummers Steve Apple, Clint Baker and
cations and endlessly derivative Dixieland fes
Jason Hansen. Fortunately, the San Francisco drumming tradition
tivals, for a hue original like Russ to suddenly
seems to be well-preserved in live performances as well as on a
emerge from a closet of his own making.
steady stream of CD reissues.
According to Gilman's friend and producer,
Ed Sprankle, "Russ is a private person with no
APrivate recordings, author's collection.
interest in public performance. He has no plans
KIbid.
to make any public appearances." Do yourself
'Joe Sullivan, New Solos By An Old Master, Riverside RLP-12-202.a favor and at least find a way to hear this new
5 Lee Collins/Ralph Sutton lazzo la Six, Vols. 1, 2, Rarities RLP 31, 3<ZD of the truly unique Russ Gilman.

"Two bars of music and you know it's him," says
trombonist Jim Leigh, who met tire fabled Russ Gilman in
the late forties.
Indeed, traditional jazz history holds few if any par
allels to the near-mythic status of this gifted pianist.
Almost as remarkable as the Gilman phenomenon
itself is the fact that a fine CD of his solo playing. Back to
the Barrelhouse, has just been issued on the Echoes label
through the faith and generosity of Ed Sprankle and
others (you can order it from the Foundation — see our
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preeminent position in jazz history.

HOW THE CREOLE BAND CAME TO
BE

Much of the information contained in this
essay was collected while the writer held a
Guggenheim
Fellowship
during
1982-83.
Particidar thanks are due to The Guggenheim
Foundation
and
the
following
individuals:
Clotile Palao Wilson and Arraontlne Palao. the
daughter and widow of James Palao. leader of
the Creole Band: William Russell, whose
interviews with Bill Johnson, Mayme Johnson,

By Lawrence Gushee
(With kind permission by the author and the
Center for Black Music Research)*
In the two years between the spring of 1914
and the spring of 1916. three ragtime bands
consisting of New Orleans musicians began to
disseminate the popular-music performing style
of their native city to the country at large. The
first of these was the Creole Band, which was
organized in Los Angeles and toured in
vaudeville and musical comedy for nearly four
years. It has been referred to briefly by
practically all comprehensive histories of jazz,
almost
always
with
important
inaccuracies
concerning dates and activities. The sole
surviving photograph of the group has often
been published, also usually incorrectly dated
(see Figure 1.) The performers you see are. in the
front row, drummer Ollie "Dink" Johnson, who
only worked with the group before it began to
tour, leader and violinist James Palao. and
guitarist Norwood Williams. Standing in the
back row are Edward Vincent, trombonist,
often still incorrectly listed as Vinson or
Venson, cometist Freddie Keppard. clarinetist
George Baquet, and string bassist William
Manuel Johnson.

and Norwood Williams are crucial: and the J.C.
Averty, whose interview with Bill Johnson from
1959 is the most important single source for
the "pre-history".

This story is something of a simplification.
Some New Orleans musicians had already made
their marks as soloists or as bandleaders
outside of
their
native city. Pianist Tony
Jackson appears to have been In Chicago at
least by 1911 on a more or less permanent
basis and was followed there Ijy Ferd "Jelly Roll”
Morton, who arrived on the South Side in
1914. Morton had previously led bands in St.
Louis, and perhaps other cities, and also
directed a
band
in Chicago. It was
not,
however, composed of New Orleans musicians.
It is also
possible that several
other ragtime
bands with New Orleans connections were
working in Chicago at the same time as the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band, such as one said
The second ragtime group was Brown's Band, to have been led by trombonist George Filhe.
which, after working as a unit in New Orleans The preeminent
position of the ODJB no doubt
for approximately three years, had a small
partly accounts for the fact that the stoiy of the
success in Chicago, then went oil to fail in New group has
been
told repeatedly and at some
York City. The third was the Original Dixieland
length (Brunn I960: Averty
1961: Lange1960).
Jazz Band. It had never worked together as a The story' of Brown' s Band has really only !>een
unit in New Orleans, and it underwent some told once and briefly, although very well, on the
major changes in personal in Chicago, where it basis of a good deal of information from the
had a larger success for some ten months, members of the group (Holbrook 1976). The
coming
to
the
attention
particularly
of Creole Band has fared less well, despite the fact
important entertainers and agents. Then, as is that it traveled earlier and more widely than the
wellknown, the band went on to New York and other groups
and despitethe fact that six
the record contracts that guaranteed their musicians who wrorkeil with the group lived

long enough to
he interviewed by
jazz
researchers of the late 1930s and 1940s.
Perhaps due to the many inconsistencies and
discrepancies in the published accounts of the
Creole Band, some recent writers fall to
mention the group at all or give It short shrift.
James Lincoln Collier, for example, despite the
provocative title - 'The Diaspora from New
Orleans" - of the fifth chapter of his book. The
Making of Jazz 11978), passes them over, and
his lengthy recent article in the authoritative
New Grove Dictionary> oj American Music (1986)
makes only the briefest mention of the group,
perpetuating the traditional errors. The two
pages devoted to the group by Charters and
Kunstadt (1962) are valuable with resjrect to
their New York appearances, but otherwise are
often at odds with other information. It says
something about the relatively primitive state of
jazz historiography that the manager of the
orchestra. William Manuel Johnson, who died
in Texas in 1972 at one hundred years of age or
very close to it. was so little interviewed.
The chief objective of this essay Is to fill this gap
In our understanding of the first stages of the
dissemination of New Orleans jazz. If it be
objected that there is no way to be certain that
the Creole Band was playing what would be
called jazz today, the best response is that
there is overwhelming agreement among New
Orleans musicians who were playing before
1920 that "Jazz" was Just a fashionable.
Northern name for New Orleans instrumental
ragtime. That style undoubtedly took shape in
the first decade of the century; this isn't to say
that
there
wouldn't
have
been
important
differences between the way ragtime was played
then and the way it was played between 1910
and 1920. especially when one considers the
important changes in social dance fashions
that occurred shortly before the outbreak of
World War 1.
Of the four principal kinds of sources used in
writing the history of jazz - recordings, oral

histories.
photographs
and
items
from
contemporary press - the first is regrettably not
available for the Creole Band. As for oral
history, one might be pardoned in thinking
that
the
thousands
of
hours
of
taped
interviews in the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane
would be a very rich resource. The difficulty is.
however, that the group was formed in Los
Angeles and was never heard in the South; and
although
the
members
of
the
band
undoubtedly corresponded with some of their
friends and former musical associates in New
Orleans, very little trace of that survived. This is
not to say that the oral history tapes of the
Jazz Archive do not preserve some extremely
valuable information about the members of the
group as individuals, but with respect to the
band as such, other collections have been more
valuable.
Since the Creole Band was active principally as
a vaudeville act, one might expect to have fairly
significant
photographic
documentation.
This
turns
out not to be the case: as far as I have
been able to detennine, the band used only one
photograph during its entire career. There are.
however, quite interesting photographs of the
members, singly and in pairs, taken while on
tour,
as wellas a handful of
cartoons. One
might well include, faute de rnteux, in the
photograph documentation of the Creole Band
the three excellent photographs made of a 1916
group formed
in New Orleans for vaudeville
appearances and featuring, among others,
violinist Armand J. Piron, clarinetist Jimmie
Noone, and singer-dancer Clarence Williams. It
seems quite likely that it was inspired by the
example of the Creole Band (Rose&Souchon
1967. 263. Footnote 6 (No 3) 1975. p 32 (article
misdated): Ramsey n.d. (cover photo mistitled
as the "Original Tuxedo Band") To these should
Ire added the unique photograph of dancer
Mabel Elaine - for whom the Creole Band had
provided music on the Town Topics tour of
1916 - accompanied by Lawrence Dube's band

nf^rf-

example,
understood
"Pantages circus"

(Rose&Souchon 1967, 262)
By
elimination,
therefore,
the
chief
documentation of their work comes from the

"Pantages

circuit"

as

They were then booked on the Pantages circuit
- after an initial trial or shake-down period of
three weeks - for fifteen weeks, beginning in
Winnipeg and ending in Salt Lake City in the
second week of 1915. At the beginning of
February, they opened in Chicago at the Grand
Theater on the South Side, the only time they
played a theater with a substantial, although
by no means an exclusive, black patronage.
After a couple of try-outs at major Loop
theatres, they were booked over the chain of
smallish Michigan vaudeville theaters known
as '"Butterfield time", probably returning to
Chicago for a two month engagement at the
North American restaurant at Madison & State
in the Loop. For the rest of that season and for
the fall season of 1915 they were booked by the
Western
Vaudeville
Manager's
Association
(WVMA). which grouped together several chains
of theaters in Chicago, St Louis, and smaller
cities in Illinois, Iowa and Indiana.

mainstream white theatrical press of the time the band did not work the black vaudeville
circuits - and consists mostly of bare listings of
their
forthcoming
appearances
at
one
or
another theater. While the group received
mention
in
the
local
general newspapers
wherever they appeared, most such references
are culled from press releases. As routine as
such information is, it nevertheless provides
what oral history very rarely dries: reliable dates
and places. Also, one learns for which
vaudeville chains they worked and with which
acts
they
appeared:
this
permits
some
evaluation of their position on the show
business ladder. Be that as it may. something
of the order of 80% of the Creole Band's time
between August 1914 and April 1918 can be
accounted for. Such an itinerary doesn't make
very interesting reading in itself, but the main
outline can be stated relatively quickly and
should be helpful for following the rest of this
essay.

1. The fight actually took place in Doyle's Arena
in Vernon, a sm;tll area completely surrounded
by the city of Los Angeles. As an independent
municipality it was not fettered by the
notoriously restrictive Ix>s Angeles blue laws.
Coffin (1946) gives the names of the boxers

After a New York tryout at a so-called "Sunday
concert" at the Columbia burlesque house In
Times Square and a scattering of subsequent
vaudeville engagements, the band joined the
TownTopics revue, a show whose indifferent
success during a first New York engagement did
not keep it from being purchased by the
Shubcrt Brothers and sent on an apparently
successful five months on the road. What the
show may have lacked in dramatic coherence
was more than made up in lavishness of sets
and costumes and in a profusion of stars, such
as Trixie Friganza (who was replaced by Sophie
Tucker) and Bert Leslie.

correctly, with the incorrect year of 1911. His
information probably comes from the interviews
held with Louis Delisle (Big Eye Louis Nelson)
in 1944. but is often garbled, either due to
failing
memory
on
Dellsl
e's
part,
or
misunderstanding
by
Coffin.
Coffin,
for

The Town Topics tour was followed by another
trip around the Pantages circuit then by twelve
more weeks in the midwestem theaters booked
by the WVMA. This takes us to early 1917 - the
time of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band's

The group came to the attention of Alexander
Pantages. the then-famous theatrical magnate,
alter playing at the Leach Cross/Joe Rivers
heavyweight prize fight in Los Angeles on
August 11. 1914 (1)

4.

arrival in New York to begin eighteen months at
Reisenweber's restaurant complex at Columbus
Circle. Six weeks later the Creole Band opened
again in New York at a Times Square cabaret,
Doraldina's Montmartre, where they lasted only
two weeks. After a subsequent six weeks
playing" vaudeville theatres under the aegis of
Marcus Loew, to whom they had been "loaned"
by the Shuberts. the band came apart between
South Station and North Station in Boston,
some of the members returning to New York,
others to New Orleans or elsewhere.
After nearly six months of apparent inactivity,
the Band came together again, with some
changes in personnel, for a final six months of
mldvvestem engagements in Butterfield and
WVMA theaters. At that point, several members
of the band formed their own groups for South
Side
Chicago
cabaret
engagements,
mast
notably cometist
Freddie
Keppard. whose
group, still sometimes using the name of
"Creole Orchestra", was at the Royal Gardens or
Deluxe Cafe 'for the rest of 1918.
This
show
business
saga,
so
precisely
documentedin the columns
of Variety, the
Clipper; the Missouri Breeze, and the Freeman,
tells us nothing about how and why the group
was organized and what may have led up to its
organization. The search
for dramatically
symbolic landmarks that can make easy sense
out of the early history of jazz is perhaps not
conductive to asking those kind of questions,
and the participants in events may favor in
their recollections their moments of glory over
the steps
that prepared those moments.
Something of this sort appears to have
occurred
in
the
process
of
gathering
information that began with Bill Russell's
research for Jazzmen in 1938 (Ramsey and
Smith 1939).
In the chapter on "New Orleans Music" from
that epoch-making work, Russell wove together

infonnation gleaned from interviews with Bill
Johnson in Chicago and with Ferd "Jelly Roll"
Morton, who, if never a member of the group,
was indubitably an expert witness and must
have heard them hi Chicago 1915-1916. The
account was - perhaps inevitably, given the
customary'
bias
In
jazz
history
towards
personality - a kind of frame for a sketch of the
career of Freddie Keppard. but it was reasonably
accurate, considering that the only item that
had ever appeared about the group before were
a passing mention in Williams (1936) and
several sentences in Stearns (1936). What it did
not convey, however, was the nature of the act,
and
what was said about
its repertory’ was
rather misleading. (2). Also the two dates of
1911 and1913 given for the
organization of the
band
and the start of its
vaudeville touring,
although only a year or two off. made it difficult
to begin tracking them down by the simple
scheme of reading
the theatrical weeklies with
care.
The one detail contained in the account
that appears to have stuck in readers memories
- to which I hesitate to give renewed vigor by
repeating it here - was the story of how Keppard
persuaded the band to turn down an oifer to
record made by the Victor Talking Machine
Company’ a few months before the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band recorded. He was rej»rted
to have said. "Nothin' doin' boys. We won’t put
our stuff on records for eveiylxxiy' to steal" (3)
Given the degree to which the history of jazz
has been (and
still is) conceived as the history
of jazz recording, the effect of this anecdote
could well have been to discourage further
research. After
all. what Interest
is there in a
band we can never hear on record?
2. "Everywhere they played the old New Orleans
stand-by tunes and also other favorites of
theirs, such as Steamlxxit Blues, Roustabout
Shuffle, and Scott Joplin's Pepper mg * (Ramsey
& Smith 1939,
22) All
three of these titles are
deformations of correct song titles: for example,
Steamboat Blues is probably Steamboat Bill.

3. Although It would be out of place to deal
with this matter In this essay, the grounds for
my hesitation to reinvigorate the Ramsey &
Smith story should he made explicit. As one
reads it. It sounds like the Ignorant and
shortsighted reaction
of a reputedly hottempered and haughty musician. A perusal of
the tradepress of the time shows that many
vaudeville artists were fearful of and resentful
about pirating of their best routines. In any
event, there are at least two alternative
explanations provided by contemporaries for
the alleged decision not to record. It has also
been suggested that the offer to record may
have been made during the band's first trip to
New York City at the end of 1915.
A good deal of detail was added in an extremely
important interview with
clarinetist George
Baquet conducted by Frederic Ramsey Jr. While
some of It was merely picturesque - for example,
that Baquet. in his days with the band,
"sported a fine diamond-horseshoe pin stuck
carelessly and flauntlngly
into a
graceful,
flowing cravat" (Ramsey 1940) - other points
were drastically at odds with the dates provided
by Bill Johnson to Bill Russell and published In
Jazzmen. Firstly. Baquet gave 1908 as the date
that the group, organized by Johnson, left New
Orleans; Baquet also stated that the orchestra
traveled on '"a hustlln'trip ail over Dbde"mak!n
money as they barnstormed, 'just like German
bands used to do at that time'" (Ramsey 1941)
At least part
of this information was
spectacularly
confirmed
In
an
unpublished
Interview with BUI Johnson conducted in Texas
in 1959 by J.C. Averty. The relevant section
begins with an account of the opening of the
railroad
between
Gulfport
and
Hattiesburg.
Mississippi, and the first Pullman car train that
traveled over the line. It seems to say (the notes
are partly in French, partly in English, and not
always easy to decipher in a less than Ideal
Xerox copy) that newspapermen asked the
band playing at Tom Anderson's cafe in New

Orleans to go along on the trip. The musicians
mentioned are William Tounsll mandolin. BUI
Johnson
guitar.
Alphonse
Ferzand
bass,
Charley. "Henderson" (the quotation marks are
in Averty's notes) banjo, John Collins trumpet.
Apparently they were asked to travel to Chicago
and New York. But no one wanted to leave New
Orleans. After their return to the city', they
organized a "get-up" band that in 1908 took
the train to California, stopping along the way
at such towns as Houston, Dallas, Waco and
Yuma.
Tills
band
consisted
of
Johnson
mandolin, Alphonse Ferzand bass (said now to
have been from Biloxi) Padeo valve trombone;
Charles Washington guitar and Ernest Carquet
trumpet (4). The group played for a month at
the Red Feather tavern In Los Angeles, but did
not go to San Francisco. Following this
engagement, they are said to have returned to
New Orleans, where they stayed for about a
year. At this point, there Is a certain amount of
chronological and geographical confusion in
Johnson's account - at least as It is conveyed
by Averty's notes - which is not resolved until
the mention of the August 1914 Leach
Cross/Joe Rivers prize fight at which they were
heard by' Pantages. (The date, although, not
mentioned in Johnson's account, is readily
confirmed in any major daily' newspaper of the
day.) It is striking that there has been no
mention
by
Johnson
of
George
Baquet.
Although
his
name
may
have
been
Inadvertently omitted by Averty, hardpressed to
keep up with Johnson, my Interpretation is
that Baquet and Johnson were possibly never
together until the formation of the group In Los
Angeles, and that Baquet was simply passing'
on to Ramsey what he had heard about the
earlier group or groups between 1908 and 1914.
4.
The family name of the trumpeter was
written and scratched out three times in
Averty s notes before he settled the spelling
"Carquet". But since New Orleans tnirrqwter
Ernest Coycault Is known to have gone to
-6-

Callfonila at a very early date. It seems likely
that they are one and the same person. "Padeo"
is very probably Albert Paddlo, the trombonist
mentioned by Mamie Johnson (below) and by
Jelly Roll Morton (see Lomax 1950).
The trip to California in 1908 receives
confirmation from a source that seemed to me
when I first encountered it somewhat less than
credible. In July 1940 William Russell spoke
with a certain Mamie Johnson, the middle-aged
and "quite big and heavy" madam of a small
brothel - in fact, there was only one girl there on the south side of Third Street in San
Francisco.
She
said
that
she
was
Bill
Johnson's wife and
had a
large framed
photograph of the Creole Band on the wall of
her parlor. (She had told a previous informant
that she
had beaten
Bill up with a goldhandled umbrella when he had been in
hospital after having been shot by a white girl.)
According to Mamie, the Creole Band came to
California the year that Admiral "Fighting Bob"
Evans had been with his "Great White Fleet" in
San Francisco and Los Angeles. She said
further that the original trombonist of the
Creole Band was a certain Pattio, who later lost
his mind, and that "Horace Greely" was an
early Creole Band drummer (Mamie Johnson
1940).
Notwithstanding the fact that a well-traveled
musician
who
was. according to
many
accounts, an inveterate ladles' man could have
had many wives, the relationship between
Russell's interview and
Bill Johnson
recently
received strong support from Johnson's World
War 1 draft registration, on which he listed his
nearest relative as wife Mavme Johnson, 6
Clyde
Street,
San Francisco.California
(Johnson 1918).Furthermore,
the details
concerning Pattio and FighthT Bob Evan's fleet
(which visited the West Coast at the end of
1907 and the beginning of 1908) corresponded
with the information gathered from Johnson by

Averty. Still, the first firm date in all of this
mass of data extracted from oral histories was
that of the prize fight.
As I write these words, 1 am no longer sure
when 1 became aware of the bits of published
evidence that would serve to confirm the stories
of Bill Johnson and his wife. My recollection is
that I was carrying on the Investigation on
several fronts simultaneously. In any event,
during the course of my intensive reading of the
theatrical pages of the Indianapolis Freeman and from time to time, notes from local
correspondents In towns that interested me - 1
began to amass a good many references to the
Big Four String Band of Hattiesburg and Biloxi,
a musical organization led by William Tuncel, a
mandoltnist. The most detailed of these comes
from the Freeman and deserves quotation at
length:
Mr Tuncel came to Mississippi in 1890, and
began his music career when quite a l>oy in the
city of Mobile. Since then he has traveled
through many different states of the Union. He
has won the name of being the best mandolin
player in the Southern States. Manuel Holly,
the bass violinist. Is a musical genius. He Is of
Mobile also, and has spent most of his time on
the coast in the grand summer resorts. R.II.
Johnson, the guitarist of Biloxi, is an artist,
and is getting more like his brother William
every day. T.A. Dickerson, the cometist, is in
Jackson. C.C. Henderson, of New Orleans, has
won great fame with his banjo. His wife Mrs.
Nannie Henderson is a first-sight reader at the
piano (Indianapolis Freeman July 11, 1908. p.
5)
We should remember that in the Averty
interview. Bill Johnson refers to Charley
Henderson", a banjoist. and then to Charles
Washington, a guitarist. C.C. Henderson is
mentioned in the Freeman of March 24. 1908,
as a banjoist formerly associated with Tuned's

orchestra (since the fall of 1900). who had left
fort his old home. New Orleans. Later in the
year the same newspaper in its issue of October
17th refers to a C.C. Washington as the
guitarist with the four piece Tramps Orchestra
of New Orleans (5). and two weeks later he Is
mentioned agttln In the following words: "C.C.
Washington, comedian and all-round athletic,
formerly of the Creole Orchestra, of Oakland,
Cal., is with the Tramps of New Orleans"
(Indianapolis, Freeman October 31. 1908. p. 5)
Washington is also listed In the Federal Census
of 1910 for New Orleans as a forty-four-year-old
musician bom In Kentucky, residing at 336 S.
Liberty St. (LI.S. Bureau of the Census 1910).
It Is a reasonable assumption, in my opinion,
that Washington and Henderson Is the same
person, if this l>e granted, the various citations
of Washington/Henderson by Bill Johnson and
in the Freeman are consistent with a trip by
Johnson’s group to California around the
middle
of
1908.
The
detail
concerning
Washington's
membership
in
the
"Creole
Orchestra, of Oakland, Cal."
Is not easy to
explain, in the light of the explicit remark by
Bill Johnson in the Averty Interview that the
band did not go to San Francisco. What might
have been said, of course, was that although
the band went to Oakland, it never made it as
far as San Francisco.
Another possibility is
this: the Creole Caf6was
a notorious locale in West Oakland patronized
by white shimmers where, "white and black
patrons
dine and
watch the
entertainer
(Oakland Tribune October 5.
1920. /held in
clipping file at the
Oakland Public Library/).
While some musicians interviewed in Stoddard
(1982) said that the cafe didn't open until 1919
or
1920,
pianist
Wesley
"Fcss"
Fields
remembered it as one of the three places where
he had worked with his band around 1910
(Stoddard 1982,
81). Perhaps. then.
Washington/Henderson had on an earlier trip
to California played
at the Creole CaK by
himself or as a part of a local band.

5.
The other members were T.P. Brown,
mandolin,
E.A.
Jones,
trombone:
and
S.
Morant, bass violin. The Freeman

DILL PICKLES
A

Our new member Lars Falk has written a

book on Johnny St Cyr. Lars calls the book:
"On Johnny St. Cyr. his life and recordings. A
listener's companion".
It contains a discography and the author's
comments on some of Johnny's work that has
something special to offer the listener. For more
information
contact
lars
at
<lars.falk(Jdelta.telenordia.se> or by' snail-mail
at Ostergftrdsgatan 1:7.
S-212 22 MALM0.
Sweden.
KNew Orleans 1920s Discography
Are you keen to know what was recorded in
New Orleans during the 1920s of early jazz and
blues? After six years research Ronald
Sweetman in Ottawa. Canada, has published
his discography on the webb at
www.BLUESWORLD.eom
Ronald's ambition has been to document all
the recordings made in New Orleans In the
1920s. He also gives references to CD issues.
(Information from Bjorn Barnheim)
v' Now published:
LARS EDEGRAN
DISCOGRAPHY compiled by Raymond Lee
(Eurojazz Discos No 112). Available from
compilator Raymond Lee. 5 Broadhurst Walk.
Rainham, Essex RM13 7HD, England, £. 5.00
(p&p incl.)
if

On

Wednesday

Dec.

27th
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BUNK

JOHNSONS
BIRTHDAY!!!!
Executive
Committee
Member
Christer
Fellers
has
gathered the old and legendary IMPERIAL
BAND (from the early 60 :s - their music reissued
on GHB BCD-144), featuring ORANGE KELL1N,

to play
an evening at the old
andlegendaty
PAWN SHOP (Stampen) in Stockholm. Nobody
beeing a lover of this marvelous music can
afford to miss this evening.
</ Mike Hazeldine and Barry Martyn's book on
Bunk is now ready, it will be presented In the
Christmas issue
of Jazzbeat,
the official
magazine of GHB Foundation.
-•/ The Stomp Off label has released a most
Interesting CD by the Imperial Serenaders
playing the music of Buddy Bolden. One of the
band members is John Gill (dms), also a
member of SBJS. It is worth your attention.
¥ Bill
Colyerhas diminished
his "opening
hours" at
the
Moon & Sixpence,
Wardour
Street. London, to Wednesdays and Fridays
only.
Big Bill Bissonnette underwent a successful
CABG (triple by pass) not long ago and Is now
quickly recovering to his ordinary shape. We
wish you a good and fast recovery BBB!

6^ Also this year members of our society' were
awarded the Louis Armstrong Memorial Prize.
We
congratulate
Rolf
Carvenlus.
clarinet
player and co-founder of the Jazz Museum in
Stro'hisholm.
and
trombone
player
Hans
BrandgSrd. The other prize whiners were
saxophone
veteran
Kenneth
Amstrom
and
comet player Erik Bemdalen, 19 years old. The
prize ceremony took place on November 12 at
the mentioned celebration of the closing of
Storyville which culminated with a grand jazz
concert.
¥ On his Bunk site, member Willem Weijts,
Holland, has published the Bunk Johnson
discography,
complete
with
three
Indexes,
Please take a look, and If you find anything to
correct please contact Willem at
www.weijts.scarlet.nl/bj .htm

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER
Bent Persson

t/ At November 12th a lot of people participated
in the 50th anniversary of the first Brass Band
Parade In Bromma, a suburb of Stockholm.
These parades celebrated the closing of
Storyville. A lot of the same buddies were there
with their horns, a little more silver haired but
with the same spirit. This time they were not
arrested by the police!
¥ The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society Is as an
instituatlon member of Center for Black
Music Research. Columbia Collage. Chicago.
Altogether there are five members from Sweden
who are also Individual Associates, four of
them being members of the SBJS. We do hope
some more members will take the opportunity
to become individual members. See a
presentation of C’BMR in this issue. On the net
you’ll find them atwww.colum.edu/cbmr/

A leading personality and stalwart of the
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traditional jazz scene fore more than three
decades. Bent Persson shows no signs of
slowing down his hectic tempo touring world
wide as a star trumpet performer. As an
Armstrong-of-the 20s & 30s interpreter (NOT
imitator) he Is in great demand and absolutely
second to none.
Bom in 1947 In the southern part of Sweden
(Blekinge) he started with the trumpet at the
age of eight. As a teenager the family moved to
Stockholm where Bent flushed school and
began university studies in economy and his
lifelong affection to Jazz was settled. At the
beginning
it
was
Bix
Beiderbecke
who
fascinated him most - not Louis Armstrong.
But dining military service he heard "Cornet
Chop Suey" on the radio - and life turned in
another direction and was never the same. And
that is the way it still is.
He listened to a lot of contemporary' traditional
jazzmen in Stockholm, and was very impressed
with Jan Stolpe (a member) and his Dixie
Group
62,
and
of
Rolf
Wahl
(another
distinguished
member)
and
his
Original
Optimus Orchestra.
In 1968 he and a collegue started Stockholm
Stampers and in 1970 the legendary Maggie's
Blue Five was formed together with Tomas
Omberg (yet another member), the eminent
reedman. That constellation specialized hi the
music of Clarence Williams, and it was a big
and thrilling event when Clarence's wife. Eva
Taylor, came to Sweden in 1976 and made a
record "Live at Stampen" together with the
Swedish youngsters.
Maggie's Blue Five broke up and Weatherbird
Jazz Band was formed. That band was the
beginning of a project Bent started up a quarter
of a century ago: To interpret and record the
legendary and classic book "50 Hot Choruses
and Breaks for Cornet", transcribed by Elmer

Schoebel and published in Chicago in the 20s.
Alter a period of very hard work the producer
Gosta Hagglbf could release the first LP in 1979.
Another three LPs followed (now re-issued on 2
CDs) - and they wrere very well received, to put it
mildly. These recordings made the name of Bent
Persson known world-wide as an outstanding
interpreter of the music of the one and only,
Louis
Armstrong.There
was
nothing
of
imitation, but fresh, strong creative music.
Around
this
time
Bent
was
offered
a
trumpetchair in Kustbandet. an offer he Just
corddn't turn down and ever since he has been
one of the leading stars of that cult orchestra.
Bent quitted his studies in economy and
changed direction and became a music teacher.
He and his wife who is a concert pianist and
teacher, became music teachers in Upplands
Vasby. a little village north of Stockholm.
Bent has done an enormous contribution to
the preservation of jazz by forming big bands
with his pupils at the music school. They
played the music of Fletcher Henderson. Duke
Ellington. Luis Russell, you name them. The
first of those big bands, Stora Vilunda Cotton
Pickers was a great success at the Festival in
Breda in 1990. Later the Jazzin’ Topzies was
formed and it Is still existing and very much in
demand.
Today, when not touring as a star soloist. Bent
is a member of Kustbandet, Classic Jazz Band
and at this very moment he is touring in
Australia and Japan with Tomas Omberg and
his Swedish Jazz Kings.
Last
year
Bent
was
awarded
the
very
p rest! geo us Louis Armstrong Award, together
with the bass saxophone giant Frans Sjbstrom
and
the
very
talented
youngster
Jacob
Ullberger. guitar and banjo. Those three fellas

have started Hot Jazz Trio, a very nice and
promising constellation we want to hear more
from in the future.

made flexible and came away In one
could be easily collected.

Claes Ringqvist

However, we celebrate John Steiners life for
additional reasons. Between 1950 and 1955 he
shared accommodation in Chicago with Bilt

JOHN STEINER
Back in the
1950s 1 was a BBC recording
engineer
when
although
magnetic
tape
recording
was in use. the prevalence of
disc
recording
was still very much the case. We
used
12 Inch and 17rr double-side acetate on
aluminium blanksand the recordings
were
made on Presto machines, very much
the same
equipment that
Alan Lomax
and Bill Russell
used. Both Bill and Alan spoke of problems
with the
thread - only we called it swarf,
'this
was the continuous filament cut from the disc
as the recording progressed and If it was not
removed effectively it would pile up and ruin the
track. Various
means were
employed for its
removal - Alan
andBill probably used
a brush
mounted at an angle just above the rotating
disc. The BBC were more sophisticated: we used
a suction device. But whichever method was
used it was essential that the swarf came away
in a continuous thread. If it was brittle and
broke into
small fragments
there
was the
decided likelihood of a spoiled recording.
John Steiner
as well as being a significant
figure in the
world of jazz was also a research
chemist and it
was
in this occupation that he
was responsible for the discovery of a plasticiser
that had two extremely important functions
where acetate discs were concerned. In order for
the stylus to faithfully
cut the modulations
into the acetate it was
vital that the acetate
was not dry and hard. The plasticiser enabled
acetate recordings to l>e of surprising quality.
Old acetate blanks that
wereunused for some
time
became
unsatisfactory
because
the
plasticiser tended to dry out. Furthermore, the
effect of the
plasticiser was that the swarf was

piece that

Russell and also shared the same Informed
enthusiasm for New Orleans Jazz, although
John Is more usually associated with Chicago
jazz. Born July 21st.
1908 In
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, John Steiner had been deeply
involved In researching and recording Chicago
jazz for his SD and Paramount labels ever since
the
late-1930s. Not the least
of his
monumental tasks begun fn 1960 with a
colleague.
Charles
Stensock
Jr.,
was
the
collating of all
the references to
jazz and
musicians in the Chicago Defender and the
Chicago Whip from 1909 on. The Defender hi
particular, the principal Afro-American journal,
was
notable
for
carrying
notices
about
musicians not just locally but nation-wide and
has proved an
immensely valuable research
source for historians and dlscographers ever
since.
John Steiner died on June. 3rd this year at the
ripe old age of 91. In our celebration of jazz wc
usually give precedence, quite properly, to the
musicians whose playing has delighted us. It Is
fitting, however, that we should also celebrate
the "facilitators" - those like Bill Russell. Ken
Mills. Alden Ashforth mid David Wykoff. Barry
Martyn, Bill Bissonnette, Harold Drob and a
host of others who enabled performances mid
recordings to
take place.
Also worthy of
mention are those indefatigable scribblers who
ferret out facts: the authors and dlscographers
such as Rudi Blcsh. Brian Rust. Tom Stagg,
Laurie Wright. Mike Hazeldine. John Chilton.
And among that honourable host must be
numbered John Steiner in both categories.
There is an element of magic when the plangent
sounds of a jazz hand are subtly transformed
into grooves on a disc that can faithfully

reproduce the original sounds when played
back: John Steiner, may he rest In peace, had a
hand in that too!
Brian Wood

of

George

Lewis.

In

co-oporation

with

the

Louisiana State Museum in New Orleans
George Lewis' metal clarinet, which lie used
1936-1945, is on a temporary exposure at the
museum as one of the main features, says
Bjorn
Bftmheim,
who
has
arranged
the
exhibition.

NEW BUNK RECORDS
World Transcription on CD
During the
Second World
War many
jazz
recordings were made by World Transcription
service for use on the radio. Some of these
recordings was of one or another reason never
broadcasted. The Soundie label has released a
double CD record (Soundies SCD 4135 Masters
of Classic Jazz Dixieland) with 49 such
recordings made by Bunk Johnson, Original
Dixieland Jazz Band. Wingy Manonc, Miff Mole,
lied McKenzie and James P. Johnson. Many of
these tracks
were issued on
transcriptions, but
never sold
commerslally. In later years
they
have been reissued on LP records. This double
album contains eight of the tracks Bunk
Johnson's V-Disc Veterans recorded in San
Francisco July 11, 1944.
Phontastic PI IONT CD 7672 has one track with
Bunk: Down By The Riverside from 1944.
(Information from Bjorn Barnheim)

George Lewis Celebrated July 13
One of the
many celebrations around die world
for clarinetist George Lewis on his 100 birthday
July 13 took place at the Jazz Museum In
Stromsholm, some 120 kilometers west of
Stockholm. A special exhibition in the museum
is on show (till Spring 2001) and a three days
"George Lewis 100 Festival" with live music was
held July 13-15.
The high light at tlie Jazz Museum this year is
a special exhibition showing the life and career

It was this clarinet George Lewis used when he
on July 27.
1944, made the famous original
recording of Burgundy Street Blues.
The Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane University,
The Historic New Orleans Collection, as well as
many private persons has also contributed to
ihis
special
exhibition
with
unic photos,
posters and other items from their collections.
The Norweigan portrait-painter Rigmor Kramer
lias made an oil painting and Arne Hogsander.
a Swedish jazz musician and doll maker, has
made a sculpture of George Lewis.
On George Lewis' birthday July 13. as well as
on the next evening. Stlckan's Stompers played
a tribute concert at the museum's Royal
Garden
Cate
&
Restaurant.
Hogsander's
sculpture
was
uncovered
during the first
concert. On the third and final evening the
music was performed tay the group Music
Company. Two members of this group, clarinet
player Anders ilassier and guitar player Ulf
Sandberg, played four nights in May 1960 with
George Lewis, when lie performed as a solo
guest with the Swedish group Cave Stompers in
Frankfurt am Main.
It was three evenings filled of music with
inspiration from the classic repertoire
associated to George Lewis and the music of
New Orleans.

The

Center

for

Black

CBMR Web site, and performances by the two
ensembles sponsored and presented by the
Center:
the New Black Music Repertory
Ensemble, which performs music by black
composers from the eighteenth century to the
present day. and Ensemble Stop-Time, which
specializes
in
African-American
vernacular
musics and particularly in the development of
jazz in Chicago. Any Interested person can

Music

Research:
Preserving a Legacy
In 1983. responding to the need for an Inclusive
and consolidated resource facility to serve black
music scholarship, Columbia College Chicago
established
the
Center
for
Black
Music
Research. The only resource of its kind in the
world, the GBMR promotes and advances
scholarly knowledge and thought about black
music.

participate In the mission of the Center by
joining CBMR Associates or the Alton Augustus
Adams Society.

The mission of the Center is to document,
preserve, and disseminate information about
the rich cultural legacy of black music
throughout the world. Including In particular
Africa, the Americas, and Europe. This mission
is an urgent one. Because much of the
traditional subject matter of its research Is
disappearing as time goes by. the Center
performs an essential role in capturing and
preserving manuscripts, recordings, and other
forms of historical information that might
otherwise be lost to posterity. People of all ages
and backgrounds who love black music are
welcome to participate with the Center in its
vital work.
The Center encourages research in the full
context of the black musical experience. That
heritage Includes secular and sacred folk music,
blues, ragtime, jazz, gospel music, rhythm and
blues, musical theater and dance, opera and
concert music, as well as music forms from the
Caribbean and traditional and contemporary
music from Africa. The results of the Center's
work are made available to scholars and the
public at large.
At the CBMR, researchers have access to the
CBMR Library and Archives, conferences about
black music, and scholarly publications. The
general public benefits from publications of
general interest, the materials presented on the

CBMR Library and Archives
The CBMR Library and Archives supports the
Center's
research,
performance,
and
educational
activities.
Collections
Include
books, periodicals, sound recordings in several
formats,
printed
music,
photographs
and
videotapes, manuscripts and archival materials,
and a comprehensive collection of U.S. theses
and dissertations on black music. The CBMR
Database indexes the Center's collections of
music, ephemera, and vertical Ole materials,
providing
access
to
information
not
yet
included in standard reference sources.
The major collections of the Library and Archive
are the Martin Williams Collection of sound
recordings and personal papers; the Edmund
Thornton
Jenkins
Collection
of
music
manuscripts: the Tallb Rasul Hakim Collection
of music manuscripts: the Ben Holt Collection
of archival materials and personal papers; the
James Furman Collection of archival materials
and personal papers: the William H. Buntman
Collection of sound recordings; the John I.
Slaughter Collection of sound recordings: the
Alton Augustus Adams Collection: and the
Domlni(juc-Ren£ de Lerma Collection of books,
scores, recordings, and personal papers; the
Irene Britton Smith Collection of papers and
music manuscripts; the Melba Liston Collection
of music manuscripts, the Sue Cassidy Clark
Collection of inteiviews and research materials
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on popular music, the Garlfuna Collection of
materials used for the video documentary The
Garlfuna

Journey

(1998),

and

collections

of

scores by a number of black composers.
The
CBMR
Library
materials
are
non
circulating; however, reference assistance Is
available to anyone who needs Information
from the collection. Research requests come
from many sources: orchestras and performers
consult
with
the
CBMR
about
possible
repertoire: scholars require manuscripts and
archival materials; the press and media need
background information:
documentary
filmmakers seek both information and visual
materials: teachers at every level request
information for use in their classes; students
pursue topics for term papers and class
projects: and members of the general public
consult the Library out of personal interest.
Persons interested in research assistance can email the librarian at cbmrref@ebmr.eolum.edu
or complete the online Reference Request at
http:/ / www.cbmr.org/reference.htm.
CBMR National and International
Conferences on Black Music Research
The Center's National and International
Conferences on Black Music Research
encourage and facilitate scholarly thought,
documentation, and discussion In all areas of
black music. The conferences Include scholarly
presentations, performances, exhibits, and
other special events. The conferences often
focus on the musical styles, genres, and
musicians found in the locales surrounding the
meeting sites. Past CBMR conference sites
Include Washington. D.C., St. Louis. Chicago.
New Orleans, and New York City.

follow the link to the 2001 Conference.
Research Fellows Program
Under
the
auspices
of
the
Rockefeller
Foundation, the CBMR has offered two resident
research fellowships per year since 1995.
Throughout their year hi residence, the fellows
focus on their particular research topics and
may
deliver
lectures
and
other
public
discussions. They may also travel to remote
research sites and cultural centers as befits
their research topics.
The themes of the several years of the
fellowships are listed below.
0

1995-96: Music and the Other Expressive
Arts: Relationships and Implications
Fellows: Johann Buis. Dandle Taylor-Guthrie
0 1996-97: Music In the Black Diaspora: Focus
on Latin-American. Caribbean, and U.S.
Connections
Fellow's: Robin Moore. Gerhard Rubik and Moya
Malamusi
0 1997-98: Modes of Integrative Inquiry
Fellows: Julia Foulkes, Helen Walker-Hill
0 1998-99: In the Spirit of Paul Robeson:
International Scholarship In Music
Fellows: James Hall. Patricia Alleyne-Dettmcrs
0 1999-2000: International Scholarship and
the Black Expressive Aids
Fellow; Sterling Stuckey
0
2000-01: International Scholarship and the
Black Expressive Arts
Fellows: Oliver Greene and Julio Cesar de
Sousa Tavares
Publications Program
The publications of the Center for Black Music
Research
are
its
primary
means
of
disseminating
knowledge
and
information.
Black Musk Research Journal, is published in

The 2001 Inter-American Conference on Black
Music Research will be held May 23-27 in Portof-Spain. Trinidad, in conjunction with the
annual meeting of the Society for American
Music. For details, visit the CBMR Web site and

the spring and fail of each year and treats the
philosophy, aesthetics, history, and criticism of
black music. Lenox Avenue: A Journal of
Interact lstlc Inquiry, an annual publication,
.14.

examines
the
Interrelationships
among
the
black expressive arts. The CBMR Monograph
series consists of short reference tools. The
Center also publishes two newsletters: CBMR
Digest, which informs the CBMR’s constituents
about current activities of the Center and other
news of the field; and Ston-Time newsletter,
which is
devoted to the
exploration
interconnections
between
and
among
black vernacular musics.

of
U.S.

The Center co-publishes, with the University of
California Press, a book series titled Music of
the African
Diaspora; to date,
two books have
been published in the series, and thirteen are
under contract. Another major publication that
was edited and prepared by CBMR staff is the
International__ Dictionary' of____ Black__ Composers
(IDBC), published In April 1999 by Fltzroy
Dearborn Publishers. This two-volume work
provides information
about a
cross-section of
186 composers of African heritage who reside in
locations around the world, including North
and South
America, Europe. Africa, and
the
islands adjacent to and between any of these
continents, including, for example, the islands
of the Caribbean.
By addressing the totality of black musical
culture,
these
publications
quickly
have
become catalysts In an expanding research
field. Persons interested in receiving CBMR
Digest free of charge or subscriptions to other
publications may send an e-mail message to
CBMRgicbmr.colum.edu or a fax to the Center
at (312) 344-8029. Subscriptions to current or
back issues of the journals may be purchased
online at http://www.cbmr.org/pubs.hlrn or by
contacting the Center by phone or fax. The
books in the series and the IDBC may lie
purchased
from
Amazon.com
through
the
CBMR
Online
Bookstore
at
http: // w’.vw.cbnir.org/bookstore.htm.

CBMR Web Site
The CBMR Web site (http://www.cbmr.org')
presents information in several areas:
0
Publications: information about the Center’s
journals,
newsletters,
and
books,
including
secure online ordering
Outreach
and
Performance
includes
information
about
Project
Stop-Time,
the
performance groups, and courses taught by
CBMR staff
0 Research and Resources, carries information
about tire CBMR Library and Archive, the
fellowship program, and CBMR Conferences
0 Musical Styles and Genres includes brief
definitions of and bibliographies about a
number of the primary’ black music styles and
genres
* The CBMR International Web sites arc devoted
to black music activities and research, dividing
the world into four regions: Africa. Asia and
Oceania, the Clrcum-Caribbean. and Europe
° Music and Linguistics, which documents the
development of a new Initiative of the CBMR to
explore relationships between and among these
two fields of study
° The CBMR Education Web site, the purpose of
which
is
the
presentation
of
educational
materials in three areas: (a) lesson plans and
syllabi for teachers ranging from K-12 through
college teachers, (b) young listeners, and (c) the
lay person who is interested in exploring black
music around the world
4 Memberships, including the CBMR Associates
and the Alton Augustus Adams Society
9 The CBMR Online Bookstore, an auxiliary to
Amazon.com, serves as a source for purchase of
Ixxrks, sounds recordings, and printed music
pertinent to a number of black music styles and
genres
° The CBMR Discussion Board provides an area
where
black
music
scholars,
composers,
performers, and teachers can converse together
online
° General Information about the CBMR and its
staff
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0

Links to other sites on the World Wide Web
related to black music topics
New Black Music Repertory Ensemble
The Center's newest performance organization
is the New Black Music Rejtertory Ensemble, a
large
ensemble
of
thirty-two
professional
musicians under
the artistic and musical
direction of Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson. The
group presents
black music in the written
tradition from the eighteenth century to the
present. During the 1999-2000 season, its
concerts were dedicated to the string quartet,
solo vocal songs, compositions based on Negro
spirituals.
Instrumental solos, mid
compositions based on jazz and blues. The
2000-01 season
will focus on 'The Black
Composer, the Jazz Idiom, and the Blues,” “The
Black Composer and the Spiritual.” and "Music
for Trumpet and String Ensemble.”
Project Stop-Time
Project Stop-Time celebrates African-American
popular musical traditions of the twentiethcentury. This three-year project, begun in 1998.
Is designed to educate the general public about
our nation's most Important forms of expressive
culture. The primary educational focus of the
program Is directed at a generation of young
Americans who have grown up without a full
knowledge of their cultural heritage. Project
Stop-Time seeks to fill this unfortunate void
through
programs
that
educate
as
they
entertain.

series
of
lecture-performances
designed
to
identify
and
demonstrate
the
evolutionary
development of these and other styles of black
popular music.
Ensemble Stop-Time has also hosted a series of
workshops in selected Chicago high schools. In
these workshops. Ensemble members conduct
demonstration
and
discussion
sessions
centered around musical devices essential to
popular music. Each workshop concentrates
on a single musical technique and is designed
to give participants hands-on training and
exposure to techniques such as riffs and
vamps.
call
and
response,
harmonic
turnarounds, the blues scale, important chord
progressions, and other harmonic forms.
CBMR Associates
Individuals
and
institutions
can
register
interest in the Center's vital work by enrolling
In the CBMR Associates Program. Associates
will be
kept Informed about the Center's
activities and progress
and
will receive
complimentary issues of all CBMR publications
released during the year of membership.
Including CBMR Digest. Black Music Research
Journal. Lenox Avenue:_________A___ .Journal___ of.
Interartlstie Inquiry, and books In the Music of
the African Diaspora series.
Alton Augustus Adams Society
Named
after
Alton
Augustus
Adams
(1889-1987), a native of the U.S. Virgin islands
and the first black bandmaster in the United
States Navy, this new auxiliary society has
recently been formed at the Center to support
its
black
music
activities
and
research
initiatives In the Circum-Caribbean. Members
will receive imitations to special events and
performances,
free
attendance
at
scholarly
meetings
and
performances.
special
acknowledgments on the Center's World Wide
Web site and in appropriate program booklets,
and a complimentary' membership in CBMR

Ensemble Stop-Time Is the heart of the project.
A collection of sixteen musicians, it embraces a
variety' of performing media. Including quintet,
sextet, and big hand jazz instrumentations.
Comprised of some of Chicago’s leading
professional musicians, the Ensemble performs
the entire range of African-American popidar
music, from spirituals, blues, and ragtime, to
gospel, R&B, and hip hop. Throughout the past
two years. Ensemble Stop-Time has presented a
16

Associates.
Contact the CBMR
For information

about

becoming

a

CBMR

Associate or a member of the AAA Society or to
receive general Information about the CBMR,
contact the Center for Black Music Research.
Columbia College Chicago, 600 South Michigan
Avenue. Chicago, 1L 60605-1996 U.S.A.; phone
[312) 344-7559: fax (312) 344-8029; e-mail
C B M R @ c b m r . c o l u m . e d u :
http: / / www.cbmr.org/.

WELCOME TO CONTAC T

{fiJftfM
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Nalles tradjazZ

The only shop in Sweden
100 % specialized in jazz.
blues and gospel. Thousands
of new and second hand CDs
and LPs in all styles. Also
78s and jazz literature. Lots
of BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or 10:- in Swedish
stamps for our latest mail
order news list

The mail order business
dealing with Traditional
Jazz only. More than 1 000
different LPs, CDs. Videos
& Books.
Stomp Off, Delmark, GHB
(incl American Music series).
JSP, Jazz Crusade. Mardi
Gras. 504, LAKE and many
others

SKJVFYND JAZZ & BLUES
Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr: Scheelegatan 12
Tel/fax +46-(0)8-652 92 91

Phone *-46-(0)526-15352
or write: Surbrunnsgatan 21
S-452 37 STROM ST AD
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How to restore a precious artifact
by Christer Fellers
For a long time the Bunk Johnson recording of Porto Rico was listed in the jazz discographies
as u-issued and I kept wondering how it would sound. It was a shear joy to hear it for the first
time on the LF edition of Mosaic Records a decade ago. Flowever, due to a severe crack in the
records, a small part of the tune wras missing which was very frustrating. The hope to get an
undamaged tune was lit by the CD edition on Blue Note Records just recently. Money was
invested in the record - but the disappointment was total when the same crack appeared again.
The project of making a restoration of the record started when the prominent member of the
Bunk Johnson Society, Tom Pauli, published the excellent transcription of the tune in Bunk
Johnson Information, number 7, spring 1996. If you look up that issue you will find the scores
seen below. The crack appears in bar 43 and 44 and Tom filled the space with a pause.
Listening to the tune it became obvious to me that the missing phrase must be the same as that
in bars 59 and 60. In theory, what could be simpler than copying the missing phrase and insert
it on the right place. In practice, it took me a several hours by the use of a sound-editing
program to fine-tune the restoration so that the music sounded natural. Now I can enjoy the
tune Porto Rico just the way it was meant to be played.
If someone has further information of the record, please inform me and we will publish it in
BunkJohnson.lnformation.
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EDITOR’S CORNER
Lany Gushee's excellent article about the
Creole Band is rather a long stoiy, so it was
decided to run it as part 1 (B.J.I. # 16) and paid
2, which appears here. The way it was cut,
however, must have come as a surprise to both
Larry and the readers. It actually came as a
surprise to me too, when our President pointed
out the mess to me. The fault, though I can't
explain it, is all mine. It might have something
to do with the fact that I was moving at the
time of issue. Anyway, I decided to start part 2
with some of the last paragraphs from latest
issue, to ease any confusion.
Mike Hazeldine kindly supplied the drawing in
the article. It hasn't been published since it first
appealed in the Los Angeles Examiner, August
13,1914.

As usual we also have a number of
contributions from Floyd Levin, a most friendly
man, and who's book we urge you to buy. See
details inside.
You might be interested to know that member
Lennart Fait (with some humble help from
yours truly) more or less has finished a revision
of the George Lewis discography Flymn to
George. It is hoped that it will be in print this
summer. As more than 150 CDs has been
released since the first edition, it has been quite
a Job.
A happy summer
Australian members).
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Mike visited us at this year's Annual Meeting
by Mike Hazeldine & Barry Martyn.
and spoke about the controversy of Bunk's
Jazzology Press, 1206 Decatur Street, New
birth date and had brought a preview copy of
Orleans, LA. Price $39.95.
the Book. A review by P-0 Karlstrom appears
within these pages, and of course it was only
This is the book we have been waiting for since
natural to chose this issue for a presentation of
1949. The glorious and sad life and times of
Mike in our series "Meet a prominent member".
Bunk Johnson as told by the two most
The book has been available for some time and
competent persons to tell his story, Mike
as a member of tiiis society you will be totally
Hazeldine and Barry Martyn. As most of you
without excuses for not owning it.
know Mike, a distinguished member of our
society, really is a New Orleans Jazz expert,
We have a policy of not publishing reviews, but
editor of New Orleans Music and Barry besides
merely point out when a member have
his splendid New Orleans style drumming is a
accomplished something. Reviews are the bread
long time associate of the George H Buck Jr
and butter of regular jazz magazines. But of
record and book publishing enterprises.
course a Bunk book is something that proves
the rule.
On 276 pages with lots of execellent photos
Mike and Barry take us along with Bunk from
This year's meeting also broke the record of the
the late eighteenhundreds until his death in
number
of
international
visitors.
It
was
New Iberia in 1949. The main part of the book
extremely pleasing to see you guys! Brian
is written by Mike and deals with Bunk's
Wood's speech on minstrelsy Is included.
rediscovery from the late 30's and on. Here we

can follow Bunk almost day
by day from the frequent
correspondence that passed
between Bunk, Bill Russel,
Gene Williams, Bill
Colburn, Dave Stuart,
Wynne Paris, David Bell
and
others.
They
really
could write letters in those
days. And keep them too.
This way we are taken on
an amazing journey with
Bunk from New Iberia to
New Orleans to San t
Francisco to Boston to New
York and back to New
Iberia.
The correspondence gives a
fascinating
and
living
picture of the man behind
the myth. Bunk certainly
was an extremely complex
person.
Although
proud
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and
confident,
always
quick
to
exploit
his
benefactors, he could yet be
Iludecn-ifosa, 6 Sab*. ItanSclph
hurt
by
the
slightest
criticism or when he felt
deserted by his friends. Sometimes creating the the book cover Bunk’s early wandering years,
we
find
almost
no
written
greatest music ever heard in this line of where
business and sometimes not even showing up documentation at all, and his last trip to New
at an agreed dance, concert or recording York. The sources are Barry's interviews since
1959 with people who knew Bunk first hand.
session. Sometimes thrilling the audiences like
Bairy
has
also
compiled
the
CD
that
the Pied Piper and sometimes falling asleep on
the stage. Adored by some of his fellow accompanies the book. The playing time is
musicians and loathed by others. Worshipped almost an hour and here we find Bunk's AM
almost like a God by some jazz fans and talking records, some unissued AM recordings
(AM 205, AM 844, AM 864), recordings with the
considered a fake by others not knowing better.
Mike gives us the whole picture, both the bright Yerba Buena boys, Louis Armstrong, Doc
side and the dark side. And for that we shall be Evans, Wild Bill Davidson and Don Ewell to
grateful. Maybe Mike’s portrait of the man will name a few. A real treasury of unique Bunk
enable us to appreciate and interpret the material.
wonderful world of Bunk's music even more.
Dairy’s shorter but equally important parts of

Included in the book are also a reprint from
Jazz Quarterly - Fall 1942, Bunk Johnson by

Bill Russel, and an Interview with William
Wagner from October 1993, "Bunk and my
brother". As a matter of fact Bill's younger
brother, also a distinguished member of our
society, met Bunk In person before Bill himself
did. On a family trip to New Orleans in the
summer of 1940 William made a short visit to
Bunk in New Iberia.

Washington, comedian and all-round athletic,
formerly of the Creole Orchestra, of Oakland,
Cal., is with the Tramps of New Orleans"
(Indianapolis, Freeman October 31, 1908, p. 5).
Washington is also listed in the Federal Census
of 1910 for New Orleans as a forty-four-year-old
musician bom in Kentucky, residing at 336 S.
Liberty St. (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1910).

To sum it up. Song Of The Wanderer is a real
must for anyone with the slightest interest in
Bunk Johnson and the New Orleans Revival.
To Mike and Barry I can only take off my hat
and say what a great job you have done, guys.
A real piece of love, art and understanding. If
you already have got Mike Hazeldine's previous
book from Jazzology Press, Bill Russel's
American Music, and think that's enough, it
certainly isn’t. Song Of The Wanderer doesn’t
deal with the AM recording sessions, so the
books complete each other. If you haven’t got
any one of them, get them both. And do it
today.

It is a reasonable assumption, in my opinion,
that Washington and Henderson are the same
person. If this be granted, the various citations
of Washington/Henderson by Bill Johnson and
in the Freeman are consistent with a trip by
Johnson's group to California around the
middle
of
1908.
The
detail
concerning
Washington's
membership
in
the
"Creole
Orchestra, of Oakland, Cal." is not easy to
explain, in the light of the explicit remark by
Bill Johnson in the Averty interview that the
band did not go to San Francisco. What might
have been said, of course, was that although
the band went to Oakland, it never made it as
far as San Francisco.

P-0 Karlstrom
Another possibility is this: the Creole Caf6 was
a notorious locale in West Oakland patronized
by white slummers where, "white and black
patrons
dine
and
watch
the
entertainer”
(Oakland Tribune October 5, 1920, /held in
clipping file at the Oakland Public Library/ ).
While some musicians interviewed in Stoddard
(1982) said that the caf6 didn't open until 1919
or
1920,
pianist
Wesley
"Fess"
Fields
remembered it as one of the three places where
he had worked with his band around 1910
(Stoddard
1982,
81).
Perhaps,
then,
Washington/Henderson had on an earlier trip
to California played at the Creole Cafe' by
himself or as a part of a local band.

HOW THE CREOLE BAND CAME TO
BE
Part 2,
We should remember that in the Averty
interview. Bill Johnson refers to Charley
"Henderson", a banjoist, and then to Charles
Washington, a guitarist. C.C. Henderson is
mentioned in the Freeman of March 24, 1908,
as a banjoist formerly associated with Tuncel's
orchestra (since the fall of 1900), who had left
fort his old home, New Orleans. Later in the
year the same newspaper in its issue of October
17th refers to a C.C. Washington as the
guitarist with the four piece Tramps Orchestra
of New Orleans (5), and two weeks later he is
mentioned again in the following words: "C.C.

5. The other members were T.P. Brown, mandolin, E.A.
Jones, trombone; and S. Morant, bass violin. The

Freeman of Febniary 8, 1908, described the Tramps in
the following manner: "The Tramps Social Club at New
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Four String Band of Hattiesburg and Biloxi.
Baquet may well have combined a recollection
of this group - one with which he doesn't
appear to have been directly connected - with
that of other bands which, inspired by the
example
of
the
California
trip,
made
increasingly ambitious sorties from their home
base, New Orleans.

Orleans is an organization composed of performers...
They give balls and shows to replenish the treasury in
order to assist in caring for the sick and burying the dead"
A lengthy listing of officers and members was included.

More substantiation of the California tour
came from Benjamin "Reb" Spikes, who is
reported as saying: "There wasn't much music
in Los Angeles I remember before I went to
Frisco in 1907... Will Johnson came here In
1907, playin' bass with his Creole Band. He
had Ernest Coycault with him on trumpet.
Coycault called himself Johnson because Will
and him looked so much alike everybody
thought they were brothers... Ernest stayed
here 'til he died... They had a valve trombone
player named Padio and he came from New
Orleans with them. He went to Vancouver,
British Columbia, and I heard he died there. A
lot of those New Orleans fellas you never knew
nothin' but one name. He's still around here if
he's alive" (Stoddard 1982, 56)
There is no reason to doubt that other New
Orleans ragtime bands, black or white, would
have played engagements outside that city
duritrg this period. It was not unusual, for
example, for New Orleans bands to go
neighboring cities in Louisiana and along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast. It is one tiring, however,
to make a brief excursion to Baton Rouge or
Biloxi, another to leave on tour or to play an
extended engagement in a distant place. It may
have been on such an occasion that pianist
Jelly Roll Morton heard Freddie Keppard play in
Memphis in 1910 (Gushee 1985, 396), perhaps
associated with Bill Johnson or George Baquet.
A brief summary might be helpful at this point.
To two of the musicians in the Creole Band
which began to tour vaudeville in August,
1914, there had been an earlier Creole Band.
The group formed by Johnson involved a
number of musicians, including himself, who
had previously worked in William Tuncel's Big

It is reasonably certain that two members of the
original group either remained in California or
returned after a brief visit home: Ernest
Coycault and the trombonist, Pattio. It may be
an idle question to ask when Bill Johnson
moved definitively to California, since he seems
to have been something of a rolling stone all
his life. In any event, the date of 1909
encountered in several books is not attested by
any documents. He was living in Los Angeles
when Armontine Carter Palao, the estranged
wife of violinist James Palao, arrived there from
New Orleans in late 1912, but according to her,
he was already there when the Palaos were
married in 1905 (Palao 1983). Also living in Los
Angeles when she arrived was Bill's sister,
Bessie, better known to jazz history as Jelly
Roll Morton's paramour and muse, Anita
Gonzales. Around the same time Bessie also
lived in Las Vegas, Nevada, where her younger
brother, Ollie "Dink" Johnson, came from Biloxi
or New Orleans to work in the saloon she
managed, probably in 1913 (Ollie Johnson
1940). Dink, one should recall, was the Creole
Band's drummer before they left on their
vaudeville tour. Finally, Mrs. Palao recalled that
Norwood "Gigi" Williams was also in Los
Angeles when she came from New Orleans. In
fact, city directories attest to his presence there
from 1911. Williams remembered having played
with Bill and Dink Johnson in various sporting
houses in Biloxi and New Orleans and in a
similar group in Los Angeles (Williams 1940).
The first group must have been before 1911, the
second, after Dink's arrival in 1913. In the
latter part of 1913, James Palao and his wife
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were reconciled, and he rejoined
two children in California. By the
then, four of the members of the
Los Angeles: Bill Johnson and his
Norwood Williams and Palao.

her and the
end of 1913,
band were in
brother Ollie,

would have it that Bill Johnson, bankrolled by his sister
Bessie, took over the band that Freddie Keppard had
organized for the Tuxedo Dance Hall of New Orleans after
the killing of saloonkeeper Billy Phillips in March 1913
(the actual date, not given by Morton), and took it to
California. According to Morton, the members of that

Some accounts would have it that the other
members of the group, Baquet, Keppard and
Vincent (6) - were sent for in order to play at
the heavyweight bout that took place in August
1914. This seems unlikely in view of George
Baquet's
characterization
of
playing
at
prizefights as a "sideline" for which the band
was paid only by passing the hat (Ramsey
1941). Furthermore, the business card and the
photograph in evening chess given by Bill
Johnson to Bill Russell, and reproduced in
Jazzmen (Ramsey and Smith 1939, Ire tween
pp. 32 and 33), dearly point to a group
organized for providing dance music, something
which obviously took place between Palao's
arrival in the latter part of 1913 and the
Cross/Rivers boxing match hi August 1914.

band - which had been reduced from the usual seven pieces
to five for economic reasons - were Keppard, Baquet, and
Vincent, accompanied by pianist Narcisse "Buddy"
Christian and drummer Didi Chandler. While Morton may
have been in New Orleans for brief periods between 1912
and 1914, his home base appears to have been Texas for
much of the time and his knowledge of events was
probably second or third hand (Gushee 1985).

The name "Imperial Band" may have been
common
at
the
time,
but
its
further
designationas from Los Angeles and New
Orleans links it strongly to one of the leading
New Orleans orchestras of the first decade of
the century. Following the tendency to assume
that the cometist is the leader of any band,
jazz
history
associates
the Imperial Band
primar ily with the name of Emanuel Perez. The
evidence of a photograph taken ca. 1905 (Rose
and Souchon 1967, 164) is that James Palao
was the leader: his cap bears that legend. My
working hypothesis is that calling the group
Johnson's Imperial band is strong testimony to
a partnership between Johnson and Palao. The
name "Creole Band" used for the vaudeville
tours - although on occasion the gropu was
billed as Johnson's Band - strikes one as more
vivid and appealing.

In Ming in the details of this period, a perusal
of the Afro-American newspapers published in
California proved to be an unexpected boon.
1914,
The California Eagle of April 5,
announced music by the Creole Orchestra for
the Easter outing of truck drivers that was to
take place a week later at Seal Gardens. On
June 13 the same paper advertised the Imperial
Band of New Orleans at the Emancipation Day
carnival to be held June 18tli and 19th at New
Germania Park in Playa del Rey. Finally, the
music at the Forth of July all-night ball held at
Dreamland Hall was furnished by "Johnson's
Imperial Band of Los Angeles and New Orleans".
6.

We are lucky indeed that such firmly dated
evidence survives, but, of course, it tells us little
about the music that the group might have
played. Fortunately, Paul Howard, the only
musician whose memories of the group before
they began to tour vaudeville have survived,
was able to give us some information on both
general and specific points. "They practised and
practised there (at the Clark Hotel) eveiy day".

There are indications that other musicians, for

example, clarinetist Louis Delisle (who was later to join
the band for the season of 1916-1917) and trombonist
Cornelius "Zue" Robertson, had been asked to come to
California before Baquet and Vincent. An account given
by Jelly Roll Morton (Lomax 1950, 116f and 143f.)
6

9dLoi->iJri.

and, in a foreshadowing of the legend
concerning Keppard's rejection of the Victor
recording offer, "they didn't want me to stay
around there. I would play any tune that they
had." Howard was also impressed that the
band did not play loud, a point contradicted by
other testimony, notably from Bill Johnson,
that in theater engagements Keppard was so
loud that the audience in the first rows was
prompted to move further back. A bit further on
in the same interview, Howard recalled
rehearsals in the home of Lee Larkins at
Washington & Central Avenue. Larkins was a
friend to musicians, something attested by the
precense of a keg of beer at the rehearsals
(Howard 1978).

In the orchestration published by Will Rossiter, Chicago,
and arranged by Harry L. Alford, the melody of the first
strain is indeed allocated to the clarinet in the low register.

Baquet contributed a somewhat more detailed
account a few years later when he spoke to the
New Orleans Jazz Club:

And when we played the then popular number
Mandalay, Freddie Keppard our cornetist stood
up with his egg mute and old Derby Flat on the
bell of the inshument The crowd stood up as one
man and shouted for us to get up into the ring,
and screamed and screamed. When we got
down, Mr. Carl Walker, Mr. Alec Pant ages'
manager, stepped up asking for our card, and
asked if Mr. Pantages would send for us, would
On an earlier occasion, Howard told William we come to the theater. A few days later we went
Russell that the band played a dance at Central to the theater there and played a few numbers for
Labour Council Hall on Maple, between Fifth he and his family, Including the famous
and Sixth Streets, in Los Angeles, and he heard Oklahoma Bob Albright, the noted cowboy singer.
their first piece,"The Egyptian"." It was the first So Mr. Pantages jumped up on the stage and
time he ever liked the clarinet in the low register
asked us to form an act, he did not care what, so
(7). When Russell asked what their way of long as he had that music. So, going into a
playing was called, Howard replied "Swinging huddle we fanned a plantation act with a
syncopation. They don't syncopate music comedian, the character of Old Man Mose (Baquet
nowadays" (Howard 1969).
1965).
George Baquet recalled for Frederic Ramsey the
routine the band used for another tune:
They played between bouts, Freddie Keppard, the
cornetist, climbed up on a bench, put his derby
over the cornet, and the crowd began to sway as
he opened with In Mandalay. "Get up in the ring
and play, get up in the ring", an appreciative
audience howled, and the Creole Orchestra took
over the arena. The incident was written up in the
Los Angeles Times , where a cartoon of Baquet
playing his clarinet was published (Ramsey
1941).

It was tempting to follow up the leads provided
by Baquet, especially in the earlier Down Beat
article (Ramsey 1940), and Bill Russell spent
some time looking in vain through the files of
the Los Angeles Times for the cartoon. In fact,
the account of the incident in the Times was
hardly complimentary:
DISGUSTING EXHIBITION MARRED THE FIGHT
by Harry Carr

While waiting for Rivers and Cross, someone
connected with the management had an unhappy
inspiration to allow a company of negroes,
7.
The composition is mentioned, never with the perpebciting a vile imitation of music, to enter the
precisely conect name, in many places. The actual title is
ling and insult the audience by very obviously
begging for coins (Can 1914).
Egyptia , an intermezzo written by Abe Olman in 1911.

As luck and a certain
amount
of
persistence A
would have it, both a
laudatoiy story and a
cartoon - presumably the
one Baquet remembered were found in the somewhat
less classy but widely read
Examiner:

Hal Stephen

After promoting boxing In Los
Angeles for some twelve
years, Promotor McCarey
pulled a new one on the
populace by Installing the
Creole Orchestra at the
ringside, and what those
colored boys didn't hammer
out of "seven pieces" wasn’t
worth calling for. The "Road
to Mandalay" was traveled In a way that would The two other Los Angeles dailies that I was
have brought spasms of joy from old Al Jolson. able to consult commented briefly on the
Without knowing the ace of spades from the ace music. The reporter for the Record wrote:
of clubs we are willing to bet a few Iron men that
the cornetist and slick trombone juggler came The New Orleans Creole Band enlivened
from that dear old New Orleans... Johnny proceedings by rendering a number of ripping
Arrozay and Patsy Riley essayed to box ten good mgtime selections. The crowd seemed to
rounds between "This Is the Life" and enjoy the music, but there was far too much delay
"Mississippi Dreams". Thirty minutes of fast betM’een the time the preliminary boys vacated
tangoing without a slip to a "draw" decision the ring and the first appearance of the main
event principals (August 12, 1914, p. 9).
(Walker 1914).
The cartoon by Hal Stephen (1914) appear -ed on And the Tribune reported:
the next day. Most of it is devoted to the
boxing, but in the upper right hand comer is The "Creole Orchestra", ably aided by Battling
depicted Battling Brandt (referred to in the Brant, whiled away the "watchful waiting"
Times report) dancing to the music of three periods (August 12, 1914, p. 12).
caricatured black musicians. The middle player
is indeed a clarinetist, flanked by a cornetist The Tribune , which had generally good
and a string bassist. It is hard to imagine the theatrical coverage, confirmed the story of
musically well-schooled Baquet, a handsome discoveiy by Pantages, whith the omission of
Creole, taking much pleasure in the cartoon, as the middle man remembered by Baquet, Carl
much publicity value as it may have had for the Walker:
band.
Last week at Vernon, during the progress of the

Cross-Rivers engagement, Alex Pantages
discovered a new vaudeville attraction, a colored
ragtime band with a style of comedy-music all
their own. The vaudeville magnate believes he
has secured a unique attraction, and to tty the
public opinion of the act before sending it over the
circuit will present the band here as added
attraction with the week's show (August 7, 1914,
P-5)
Here the vaudeville history of the group begins,
and here we will conclude for the time being.
The main points that emerge from this sketch
of the "pre-history" of the Creole Band are that
there were a number of sorties made from New
Orleans (including Hattiesburg and Biloxi in
the broad region influenced by the metropole)
before their career in the national limelight
began. It seems likely, lacking evidence to the
contrary, that these ealier groups were
providing dance and entertaiment music, but
not a theatrical act. There is also nothing to
indicate that the groups of Afro-American
musicians mentioned here - Tunc el's Big Four
String Band; the Imperial Orchestra; and the
string band at Tom Anderson's - were the only
cones to begin to spread the New Orleans
manner of playing ragtime around the South
and the rest of the country.
It seems clear that there was never any
concerted decision to form a large group and
attempt to crack big-time vaudeville. The
nucleus of the band - the Johnsons, Norwood
Williams, and James Palao - went to California
at different times and for different reasons, only
some of them, perhaps, musical ones. The besttrained and most versatile musician, Palao
joined forces with Bill Johnson, a gregarious
and resourceful manager with considerable
musical experience (he was forty years old
already), and invited Keppard, Baquet and
Vincent to join them in the spring of 19.14.

Most indications are that the chief drawing
card of the group, at the beginning and for the
duration of their vaudeville career, was ragtime
music played in a recognizable New Orleans
style. Nonetheless, they presented themselves
as a traditional plantation darky act.
Annontine Palao, the wife of the leader of the
band, said that she only saw the band in
action once, when they were at the start of
their career. She was distressed by the fact that
they were dressed like field hands in overalls,
straw hats, and red bandannas. As good as
they were, she said, they shouldn't have had to
dress that way (Palao 1983). If we are to believe
Baquet, this was then- own choice, but hardly a
free choice in view of the limited roles permitted
black performers in vaudeville at the time. One
doubts that they could have succeeded in any
other way.
In retrospect, this choice was momentous so far
as their place in history is concerned. The
reputation of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band
was based on its brand of hot dance music, not
on the performers' abilities as all-around
vaudeville entertainers. Otherwise put, the
product of the ODJB, enhanced by the
superlative recording technique of the Victorengineers, could be disseminated in a matter of
months to millions of dancers. The Creole Band
on the other hand, beginning as a New Orleans
dance orchestra transplanted to California,
attained national fame as a vaudeville act.
Perhaps their greatest misfortune was that
when they decided to break up they continued
to play in various new combinations in
Chicago, not New York, and consequently had
no easy aeces to the recording industry. Be that
as it may, the journey from the Biloxi of 1908 to
the Chicago of .19.18 was by any measure a
remarkable one.
LAWRENCE GUSHEE is a professor of music at
the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.
His publications include contributions to
Fontes Artis Musicae, The New Grove Dictionary

of Music and Musicians, American Music, and
many other distinguished publications. He is a
member of the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society.
If You want a complete list of REFERENCES,
please contact the President & Deputy Editor

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Mike Hazeldine
Bom in 1940 - “two months before Johnny
Dodds died” - it was the sound of Dodds’s
clarinet and Armstrong’s comet that attracted
Mike to jazz in the early '50s. “I discovered
Bunk quite late”, he said recently, “in fact, I
had been collecting vintage jazz records for
about three years before I first heard a Bunk
and George Lewis record. A friend played me his
V+ copy of a Bunk Jazzman 78. The sound was
worse than the poorest Dodds Paramount, but
as soon as I heard Moose March, I was hooked.

In 1962, Mike produced the first 12” LP of the
Jazzman session on the Man-da-Disc label and
the following year released the first complete
collection of Kid Oiy’s Standard Oil broadcasts
and Orin Blackstone’s Herb Morand sides on
his own "Special Release” label. That year he
also began a partnership with Barry Martyn
which continues until today.
In 1963, Mike and Barry released an LP under
Sammy Rimington’s name (Rhythm Record
RY101), that provided the funds to bring Kid
Sheik on a 5-week tour of England. A
recordings of Sheik at the end of the tour
(recently released on GHB BCD-187 and
probably the best record Sheik ever made)
provided the funds for a similar' venture the
following year, and over the next few years
tours by Kid Thomas, Emanuel Paul, Harold
Dejan and Louis Nelson followed.
An arrangement with Mike’s local Manchester
Sports Guild made it possible for Mike and
Barry to arrange tours by George Lewis in 1965
and Sheik to return with John Handy in
1966.
In November 1963, Mike arranged for
DeDe and Billie Pierce to be recorded
with Isreal Gorman and Eddie Summers
al. The session was later sold to
Buck and has recently appealed
on AMCD-65.
the 1970s and ’80s, Mike produced a
series of narrative concerts for various
theatres. These often related a specific
period of jazz history and featured many
internationally known musicians, as
well as singers and (for a ragtime
conceit:) dancers.

The energy and drive knocked me out and I
made him keep playing it over and over again. It
was probably V- by the time we finished!”
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Fie was on the organising committee for
the first European Duke Ellington conference
("Ellington ’85”) and was appointed Chairman

of the “Ellington ’88” conference.
Mike began writing about jazz in the early
1960s and he was invited to review records for
“Footnote” in the early ’80s. In 1989, he was
asked to take over as editor and relaunching it
as “New Orleans Music", it has continued the
same New Orleans policy that “Footnote”
established in the early ’70s. It is currently
distributed to more than 20 countries around
the world.
In 1986, Mike began contributing to “The New
Grove Dictionary of Jazz” and, along with Bill
Russell, was appointed consultant and advisor
on early jazz. The first edition was published in
1988
and
Mike
has
repeated
his
contributor/advisory role for the new edition
due to be published later this year. He has also
written for the "Grove Dictionaiy of Music and
Musicians” and has contributed research to
various authors, notably John Chilton.

as much value as material he had collected. I
would guess he knew hundreds of stories and
references about Bunk, Oliver, Keppard and
dozens of others that I and others never asked
him about that were never written down and
are sadly, lost forever now. My big regret is that
the book was not started earlier, as there was
still so much I needed to learn and understand
when he died.”
Fortunately Bill had just completed his Jelly
Roll Morton book when he died in 1992.
However, there were three other books that he
had collected material for and planned to write:
A book on the “New Orleans Style”, a biography
of Manuel Manetta and a biography of Bunk
Johnson. After his death, his brother. Bill
Wagner, permitted Mike and Bany to complete
the “New Orleans Style” book, which was
published in 1994.
“The Style book was relatively easy to do. The
Baby Dodds chapter already existed and Bill
had written out a contents list and identified
the interviews and sources for all the other
featured musicians. All we had to do was to
transcribe the tapes and edit them into a series
of readable chapters. However, neither of us
shared Bill’s enthusiasm for Manuel Manetta,
although we hope that someone will undertake
the job of transcribing the 200+ tapes of
Manetta one day. The book we really wanted to
do was the Bunk book. How could we pass up
a chance like that?

"Bill Russell’s American Music” began as a
discography in the early 1980s and progressed
into a book when he persuaded Bill Russell to
begin sharing his AM recollections in 1987.
Over the next five years, Mike spent hundreds
of hours in Bill’s apartment on Orleans St.
learning and collecting information on the label
and the personalities associated with it. "I
would arrive about 10 o'clock in the morning
and stay until we walked down to the ‘Hall’ at
10 that night.” Mike recalled, “Although he was
often asleep when I arrived, he had given me a
key so T could let myself in. It was like entering “A few months after Bill’s collection had been
Aladdin’s Cave with every shelf packed with transferred to the Historic New Orleans
more rare photos, letters and emphemera than I Collection, they gave me a room in their Royal
knew existed. When he awoke he was a mine of Street building and left me with all Bill’s "Bunk
information, particularly if you wanted to talk Boxes” to investigate. These were three large
about Bunk. Sometimes he would find a letter cardboard boxes labelled BUNK 1, 2 and 3 and
or a handbill to illustrate a point (he knew contained everything Bill had collected on
instantly where everything was filed), but often Bunk. I doubt if Bill had been through the
he would recall a name or an event or a detail boxes in years as 1 found items, like Bunk’s ring
that was probably never written down, but was and other personal effects that Bill had
If
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thought were lost. At that time the contents
had not been catalogued by the HNOC and the
boxes were exactly as Bill had packed them. As
I spread the contents of each box across the
large table to investigate each Item, I remember
thinking that at that moment I- had the best
job in the world - the whole world! No event in
my life since has revised that opinion!
“It took longer to finish the book than we
intended, mainly because I kept collecting' more
and more material, which meant that I had to
continually revise chapters. In the end it
became a total obsession and, had I not
promised to finish by 2000, I'd be still collecting
and revising and adding details even now. After
I finished the book, I found Bunk a more vital,
deeper, funnier and interesting character than
the person I thought I undei'stood ten, twenty
or thirty years ago. 1 think that I now
understand something of the personality and
charisma that impressed Bill, Gene and Bill
Colburn and started a world-wide movement
that has lasted longer than his own career.
Bunk was a mischevious hell-raiser who didn’t
give a damn about histoiy, but if someone
could have convinced him that one day people
could write to a hospital in Europe bearing his
name, he wouldn’t have stopped talking about
it for years!
“It was not only a privilege to work on the book,
but also more fun than I ever imagined.”

SLAVERY: MINSTRELSY: GOSPEL
by Brian Wood
-if nobody disagrees with some of my premises I
will have failed
By an accident of birthplace and histoiy I grew
up knowing about slaveiy before I had
discovered jazz. Ask anyone in Britain "Who
abolished slaveiy?" and you are almost certain
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to be answered, "William Wilberforce, of
course!" It is a common occurrence to hear
radio or television quiz programmes pose the
same question and accept as correct the same
answer, but they are wrong, wrong, wrong!
Slaveiy in Britain was abolished by the tireless
campaigning of the little-known Thomas
Clarkson. Not only was I bom in the same
town, I also attended the same school as he,
though much later. Wilberforce had his role as
a Member of Parliament but was also involved
in numerous other activities: Clarkson singlemindedly devoted all his energies to this sole
issue.
Thomas Clarkson was bom in 1760 in the
small town of Wisbech. Of the changes that
occurred in Britain during his life none had
more profound repercussions on our moral
climate than the outlawing of the slave trade in
1807 and the emancipation of slaves in 1833.
Clarkson discovered the inhumanity of the
African slave trade whilst a student at
Cambridge University. A brilliant scholar he
won a coveted prize in 1785 for an essay in
Latin, Anne lieeat invitos in servitum dare? (Is
it lawful to make slaves of others against their
will?) From then on until his death in 1846 he
devoted his entire being to the antislaveiy
movement at home and abroad. Whilst the
name of William Wilberforce is generally more
commonly associated with these events, in
reality it was Clarkson who was the
indefatigable worker w'ho brought them about.
Clarkson was the presiding genius whose
unprecedented campaign as founding father of
the antislavery movement eventually led to
success. Clarkson enlisted Wilberforce to
pursue the stmggle in Parliament whilst he
travelled thousands of miles on horseback at a
time when roads were poor or non-existent to
endlessly proselytise, endangering his life at
slaving ports by addressing hostile crowds,
organising local committees and writing endless
pamphlets and petitions. After years of struggle.

his health ruined, he was successful and post-Civil War United States was only
acknowledged as the saviour of the slaves. marginally less pernicious than ante-bellum
However, subsequently the children of slavery itself, and Emancipation was little more
Wilberforce began a campaign bom of jealousy than a cruel hoax. I remind myself from time to
to obscure the facts so that as time passed time what Roy Eldridge must have suffered
Clarkson was virtually forgotten. Not until when he was refused admission to a
comparatively recently has his reputation been performance where he had star billing; I went to
restored and his achievements recognised the place where we were supposed to play a
again. Samuel Coleridge said of him, "He, if ever dance and they wouldn't even let me in the
human being did it, listened exclusively to his place. "This is a white dance," they said and
conscience, and obeyed its voice." Ralph Waldo there was my name right outside. Roy 'Little
Emerson said > "An institution is the lengthened Jazz' Eldridge, and I told them who I was.
shadow of one man, as, the Reformation of When I finally did get in, I played that first set,
trying to keep from crying. By the time I got
Luther; Quakerism of Fox; Abolition of
through the set, the tears were rolling down my
Clarkson..... all history revolves itself very easily
into the biography of a few stout and earnest cheeks - I don't know how 1 made it. I went up
to a dressing room and stood in a comer crying
persons."
and saying to myself why the hell did I come
The debate on the origins of jazz will continue. out here again........
That African slavery played at least a part 1
have no doubt. When slavery was abolished in Moving on, it seems to me that minstrelsy,
Britain abolitionists turned to America and gospel music and particularly the blues are
gave their support to the movement for more than just peripheral to jazz, they occupy
abolition there. Remembering that Willie the same cultural space, follow broadly similar
"Bunk" Johnson's father was a slave I venture historical processes, share a common socio
to suggest that Thomas Clarkson deserves a economic background. It would indeed be
small footnote in my interpretation of jazz strange if there were not important links and
history. Don't look for a mention of slavery in influences between them. Yet, once again, I pick
Shining Trumpets. You will find a reference to several well-regarded books on jazz from my
circumcision rituals but nothing about the bookshelf and in not one index in any of them
most significant factor that formed and does, for instance, "gospel" appear. Whilst it is
continues to form the situation of blacks in the important to remember that in the formative
United States. It's like reading a history of Israel years of New Orleans music the city was almost
that avoids mentioning the Holocaust. Of all exclusively Catholic, a religion not noted for
the books on jazz only James Lincoln Collier's foot-stomping ecstatics, later Baptist church
book on Armstrong deals with the topic with music has its significance. Collins, in New
Orleans Jazz; A Revised History asserts, "........at
any assurance.
a later date, music was brought into the
Black minstrelsy satirised whites and was church by musicians, not conversely." Apart
deeply subversive. Blackface minstrel shows by from stating the blindingly obvious, it seems
whites demeaned blacks; reinforced racial that whilst correctly denying the discredited
stereotypes; levered white perceptions of blacks hypothesis that somehow gospel music in pail
(and later, jazz itself) as shallow and evolved into jazz, he appears to be suggesting
meretricious. Jazz historians have largely that there is no correlation between jazz and
gospel music. I do not presume otherwise to
ignored that too. The economic slavery of the
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criticise his analysis. I see important links,
however.
As far as 1 am aware there has not been a
thorough history of black American religious
music in New Orleans, and neither have the
authoritative histories of jazz thought it worth
investigating in any depth, if at all. Why?
Whilst it was a fact that in general Baptist
congregations would regard both jazz and blues
as irredeemably sinful, the smaller, locally
informal Holy Roller churches where trance-like
possession was commonplace would actively
encompass
all
the
almost
existential
appurtenances of celebratoiy living shar -ed by
jazz. In other words, why should the Devil have
all the best tunes and the best times? In point
of fact it is evident from aural evidence alone
that in New Orleans the sacred and the profane
were comfortable as bedfellows. Almost every
parade band could dolefully play the hymns
and spirituals as written, and then tear them
off joyfully within a block or two. The city was
after all shaped by the turmoil and tensions
between aspects of a strongly religious
community that indulged a simultaneous taste
for vice and depravity. No wonder that the
rolling rhythms of religious tunes, the hortatory
cadences of fervent preachers reaching and
engaging congregations in patterns of call and
response represented a powerful, living force in
the life of many in New Orleans. It would be
astonishing if church activities could be
entirely divorced from the urban environment
in which early jazz was nurtured. From my own
experience it is arguable that some of the most
vital, down home, stomping its socks off music
in contemporary New Orleans is to be found
not on Bourbon Street or in Preservation Hall
but in the churches when those gospel choirs
cut loose. Forgive them their electric guitars
and Hammond organs at full blast: when it
comes down to pulsating soul pouring over and
through one, this is the place to be, as is the
Gospel tent at Jazz Fest. Maybe some of the

choirs are a bit too influenced by Tamla
Motown stylistics, but when a good one starts
wailing, it's black-eyed peas, collard greens and
a mess of chitlins time. 1 make no excessive
claims for its significance, but it is the only tent
where blacks rival whites in numbers, and
where audience participation is palpably
unrestrained and unselfconscious.
Many, if not most, of the vocalists who have
made a name in jazz began in gospel or were
influenced by it to some extent. So-called
"popular"
music
has
been
enriched
simultaneously by gospel on the one hand and
blues on the other irr a cross-cultural blending.
It would be remiss of me not to point out that,
whilst he is not my favourite vocalist, Elvis
Presley remains the most enduringly popularsinger and cultural icon of this or any othercentury, rivalled only by Louis Armstrong
himself. Elvis when young was a regular
attendee at Reverend Brewster's East Trigg
Baptist Church Sunday services in Memphis,
absorbing influences he was later to combine
with country music and the blues, and propel
into mass popularity his own unique brand of
white rock and roll. I use the evidence of my
ears. There is clearly a common ancestry, a
shared cultural experience and heritage.
It seems to me obvious that attention should
be drawn to the vital role of the blues in jazz,
and practically all works of reference on jazz
accord some degree of importance. What tends
to get neglected, however, is the function of
minstrelsy in American entertainment and its
relationship to jazz. Once again, few books
mention it at all. Rudi Blesh makes no mention
of minstrelsy in the index to Shining Trumpets
although there is a reference in an Appendix.
James Lincoln Collier has several page
references in Jazz: The American Theme Song
but promises more than he delivers. Much as I
admire the analyses of Gunther Schuller's Early
Jazz I am sony to report that minstrelsy does
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Johann Christian Gottlieb Graupner who,
dressed and made-up as a negro, sang to his
own accompaniment a song entitled "The Gay
Negro Boy." This was in Boston in 1799. By
1830 Tom "Daddy" Rice was doing his "Jim
Crow" routine to wild acclaim in Pittsburgh,
and by the 1840s full-blown minstrel troupes
such as the Virginia Minstrels were going
strong. Dan Emmett, Stephen Foster, E. P.
Christy, Dick Pelham, and many, many others
were all part of the mid-century vogue for
"Negro Melodies" and "Coon Songs" that
presaged Tin Pan Alley popular songs, ragtime
and the jazz era itself. Whilst early formal
minstrelsy was conceived and performed by
whites and was but a caricature of black ways
and behaviour, it did make for a degree of
sympathy in the north at least, however much
it was patronising of the black condition. As
such it was not insignificant in the ante- and
post-bellum eras. But whereas the main thrust
of popular minstrelsy was conceived as a white
man's art, the later contributions of blacks
It is not my contention that minstrelsy has enabled it to broaden into a mature and
much direct musical bearing on jazz and that developed craft. Nevertheless, minstrelsy was
lack of an obvious relationship no doubt essentially black music copied and adapted by
accounts for its relative neglect by most whites. It would also be reasonable to postulate
commentators. However, my interest and that an informal kind of black minstrelsy as
pre-dates
the
white
curiosity was aroused by the frequency with self-entertainment
which I came across accounts of musicians theatrical performances. A writer in the
working in circus bands, in vaudeville and with Knickerbocker Magazine of 1845 spoke tellingly
minstrel shows. Have no fear, I am not going to of negro "poets" thus: Let one of them, in the
pay too much attention to vaudeville and the swamps of Carolina, compose a new song and
circus, although there are many New Orleans it no sooner reaches the ear of a white
musicians who were glad of the work amateur, than it is written down, amended
opportunities they provided. It is in minstrelsy (that is, nearly spoilt), printed, and then put
as an important factor of popular culture in the on a course of rapid dissemination, to cease
pre-jazz era, and one of a number of only with the utmost bounds of Angloperhaps
with
the
world.
determinants in the emergence of jazz itself at Saxondom,
the beginning of the 20th century that 1 am Meanwhile, the poor author digs away with his
hoe, utterly ignorant of his greatness. It is
interested.
worth repeating that there has to be a degree of
The idea of black-faced entertainment, ambivalence about minstrelsy in so far as
eulogising the negro as a source of song and whilst its black origins were deeply subversive
in its satirising of whites, nevertheless
dance, was largely invented by a European,

not feature among them. You can forget
Finkelstein and his Jazz: A People's Music.
There Is no separate entry in the New Grove
Dictionary of Jazz, although it is referred to in
entries for individual musicians. Robert Goffln
in Jazz goes so far as to say, "Great as he was,
the recordings of King Oliver are confused and
fumbling next to those of the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings" and thus gets the Rex Harris
award for perceptive acumen and defective
hearing, but has no reference to minstrelsy. (In
his book Jazz he had the priceless footnote:
The tenor-saxophonist Coleman Hawkins
possessed great powers of improvisation which,
had they been canalized into a different
medium of expression, e.g. the clarinet, might
well have secured him a permanent place in
jazz.) Rex Harris does has a brief mention of
minstrelsy but mainly refers to Ernest
Bonreman's A Critic Looks at Jazz, which, as
one has come to expect, contains the most
astute and pertinent observations of all.
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"blackface"
reinforced
perceptions
shallow,
ineffectual.

ultimately demeaned blacks, and
racial stereotypes, leveling white
of blacks (and later jazz itself) as
shambling
and
intellectually

In a positive and constructive vein, Bomeman
argues convincingly that it was the performer
rather than the composer that marked
minstrelsy as having an African influence: in
vocal timbre and negro speech patterns, and
that the advent of ragtime brought to the fore
African influences in musical composition and
performance, although as Rainer E. Lotz
observed, ragtime - in Europe at least - was also
known as a dance. Perhaps more importantly,
ragtime was a social phenomenon as well,
where "Alexander's Ragtime Band" - which is
not a ragtime composition and does not lend
Itself to the ragtime performing style - became
the anthem of the ragtime craze in Europe.

hands of jazzmen to the point where it is
difficult to decide where the formality of ragtime
leaves off and the freedom of jazz begins. New
Orleans musicians tended to solve the problem
by making the two virtually synonymous.
Mostly they would use the word ragtime when
we might be inclined to speak of jazz. We can
see, then, that minstrelsy was part of the
evolutionary structure of jazz, but it was also
in its later stages an important part of the
economic structure of American music in
general in so far as it had a symbiotic
relationship with jazz itself and at the very
least provided employment opportunities for
jazz musicians. It enabled, to some extent,
black music to be exposed for mass public
awareness. Notwithstanding the degree to
which the excesses of minstrelsy ridiculed
blacks as servile buffoons, it at least gave
exposure and recognition to black artists of
genuine talent. Thus, in the long term, the
credit side may well be argued as being heavier
in the balance than the debit.

Early ragtime was marked by stiff, mechanical
syncopation. Indeed, for my taste, all formal
ragtime has only a limited, rather monotonous, It seems necessary at this stage to interpolate a
appeal. It displays deference to those essentially reference to the Matiichaean attitudes that 1
European musical traditions in which there is perceive in many aspects of jazz history and
an endeavour for order and precision of pitch, criticism. The Manichees were a religious sect
metre and rhythm. There has become a myth who saw everything in terms of black and
prevalent among the public, fostered to a white; good and evil. Voices as diverse as Ralph
certain extent by the movie The Sting and the Collins, Danny Barker and Dick Sudhalter have
vogue for formal ragtime played excellently by railed against Africa as the fountainhead of
the likes of Joshua Rifkin, that ragtime is jazz. For myself I detect an element of Aunt
highly complex. Whilst true to a certain extent Sally-ism: setting up an easy target so as to
the fact remains that ragtime with its specific convincingly knock it down, for I have yet to
harmonic construction and rigid tempi, is a discover any commentator who believed jazz
cultural cul de sac, specially in comparison arrived in America from Africa fully or even
with stride piano, the jazz improvisatory style of partially formed. But neither have 1 found
choice. Jazz pianists from Jelly Roll Morton - anyone able to explain away how all the many
who took ragtime by the scruff of its neck and musical forms of a highly rhythmical nature to
played it not as written - through James P. be found around the Caribbean in both north
Johnson. Willie The Lion Smith, Count Basie, and south America have the same factor as a
Art Tatum and Thelonius Monk, were common denominator: African slavery.
fundamentally all stride pianists. Ragtime only
becomes vital and enduring mostly in the I can still remember the excitement when scarce
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copies of Shining Trumpets arrived in England
over fifty years ago so I, who have the greatest
respect for Rudi Blesh, feel almost blasphemous
in criticising him, but once again any mention
of gospel is missing from those august, seminal
pages. Perhaps back then we saw New Orleans
jazz as something so special and unique that it
could be divorced arbitrarily from the musical
mainstream, as if it had no relationship to the
socio-economic structure of the society which
brought it into being. Distinct and discrete
musical forms such as secular jazz and sacred
gospel can nevertheless spring from the same or
similar cultural backgrounds and have a close
relationship. Next April I shall be at Jazz Fest
where I intend to frequent the Gospel Tent and
stomp my feet as vigorously as in Fritzel's or at
Preservation Hall. My feet, you see, do not know
the difference. Fortunately the days of mouldy
fig and "purist" bigotry are largely behind us.
We can make connections and locate jazz as a
river broad as the Mississippi and with many
tributaries
and
backwaters.
European
harmony; Irish reels; Scottish gigs; English folic
songs - most certainly all these had their role in
the genesis of jazz, but we should not forget as
most of our historians seem to have done that
it was slavery that brought Africans to the New
World and provided what for me was the
essential catalyst.

Eouis Armstrong House & Archives in Queens,
NYC. Peggy thrilled the audience at Visarkivets
Jazzavdelning in Stockholm when describing
Eouis home and private life in words, pictures
and even tape recordings by the old master.
Hopefully Louis' belowed home from the early
40s until his death will be open for the public
next year.
* Our member Ingemar W&german informs us
that his band the Gota River Jazzmen has
issued a new CD. More information on
http://listen.to/gotariver.nu

THE NIGHT LOUIS ARMSTRONG KISSED ME!
PLUS OTHER ASSORTED MEMORIES

By Floyd Levin
Many years ago, 1 made a list of personal
experiences about which I might base future
articles. Since then it has been floating
aimlessly amid the high tide of paper that
always inundates my work area. The forgotten
list recently came to my attention.
While the outlined articles are seemingly of
great interest, the continuous pressure of
current projects has, thus far, kept them on the
"back burner." It is frustrating to realize that
they might never see the light of print. So, as a
literary pragmatist, I have decided to use part of
that list now.

It has often been remarked that in jazz
Improvisation what is left out can frequently be
as significant as that which is concluded.
Similarly, in the history of jazz, it seems to me
that the lacunae I have described above whether deliberate or accidental - have a
significance we would do well to consider.

Here are several of my memories that might
reveal a few footnotes to some jazz history I
have observed.
I remember:
* The Summer of 1941 when I was delighted
with Stan Kenton's newly organized band at
the Rendezvous Ballroom in Balboa, Calif. As
Kenton "progressed," I became less enchanted.

DILL PICKLES
* On May 16, 2001 some of us had the great
pleasure to listen to Peggy Schein, curator at the
17-

Howard University.
*An evening in June 1949. I was seated at Bud
Scott's bedside hearing the great New Orleans
guitarist strum his last notes. He died a few
weeks later. Bud's pick, cigar holder, 1926
Chicago Musicians Union card and Vega banjo
are among my treasured possessions.

* Listening to a trombone choir playing "Basin
Street Blues" during Jack Teagarden's funeral
onJanuaiy20, 1964.

* Bangkok, Thailand in August 1966 when I
placed a call to the King of Thailand, a
* August 17, 1949 at the Los Angeles home of recognized jazz fan, to offer greetings as
Harry Mills, one of the famed Mills Brothers. My president of the Southern California Hot Jazz
wife Lucille and 1 were the only guests of James Society. I left a message, but he never
P. Johnson who serenaded us with piano solos responded. (T learned later that His Majesty
for the entire evening. The tunes on the tape I was in Los Angeles on official business at the
made of that session appeared in 1986 on the time.)
late Bob Hilbert's Pumpkin Productions LP.
* Observing the frustrations of ex-Ellington star
* October 1949 at Ham bone Kelly's in El Cerrito, Rex Stewart as the great cometist struggled to
Calif, enjoying the exuberant sounds of Lu remain active during his final years. He
Watters' Yerba Buena Jazz band and their conducted a Dixieland radio show on an
guests, the Castle Jazz Band from Portland, obscure Los Angeles station and wrote
Oregon.
occasional articles - but concerts and club
dates eluded him. When he died in 1967, he left
*
Interviewing Harry Southard, retired some money to finance a "party" for his friends
trombonist-leader of the Black and Tan to celebrate his roller coaster life that sadly
Orchestra active in Los Angeles as early as ended on the down grade.
1915. When 1 knew him, in the late '40's, he
sold Conn instruments, taught music and also * May 30, 1969, sailing from Cincinnati to New
was operating a barbershop at Fifty-Second Orleans aboard the Delta Queen. I earned a
and Central. His memories of the early West Certificate of Achievement playing a two-finger
Coast jazz scene were interesting and version of "Song of the Vagabond" on the
enlightening.
Mississippi River steamer's old calliope. The
award still hangs proudly on my study wall.
* Visiting Monte Ballou, leader of the Castle
Jazz Band at his Portland home in 195-1. I * Photographing a small plaque on the wall
listened to the only known copy of King Oliver's outside a Bourbon Street fast food restaurant
in New Orleans- the former site of the Dream
Gennett recording "Zulu's Ball."
Room. Passing tourists did not notice the
* Fall 1951, watching artist Lorn LeGoullon message: "JACK TEAGARDEN PLAYED HIS
paint the large murals in Turk Murphy's LAST STAND HERE ONE YEAR AGO TODAY ON
14 JANUARY 1964." The next time I visited the
basement club at the Italian Village in San
Francisco.
Crescent City, the plaque had been stolen!
* A letter from W.C. Handy dated July 2, 1952
expresses gratitude for my article in Jazz
Journal about Andy Razaf that was sent to
18.

.

* The Down Beat Club, New York City in
September 1969 listening to Wild Bill Davison,
Benny Morton, Edmond Hall, Nat Pierce and

"Buzzy" Drootin. It was rather pricy - $6.75
included "All the liquor you may wish plus a
six-course dinner!"

in 1980, full-time math teacher and part-time
cometist-bandleader Chet Jaeger phoned the
school's principal to report his "illness" - and
joined the score of musicians that played
* Januaiy 3, 1970, backstage at the Shrine graveside hymns at Forest Lawn Memorial Park.
Auditorium in Los Angeles. Six thousand fans He was embarrassed the following morning
were thunderously responding to Louis when the principal walked into his class with
Armstrong's performance in "Hello Louis!," the an early edition of the Los Angeles Times. Chet
all-star concert I produced to launch the Louis was prominently seen in the four-column front
Armstrong Statue Fund. Beaming broadly, page photo of the Resurrection Brass Band
Satchmo strode off the stage and kissed my paying their final tribute to the departed
cheek as he passed me in the wings. (His gift, a jazzman!
gold mouthpiece, Is the crown jewel in my
collection of jazz memorabilia.)
* Spending countless hours with neighbor,
trumpet star Zeke Zarchy, listening to
* April 1970 in New Orleans' Congo Square, fascinating recollections of his days in the
where Mahalia Jackson climbed on a statue original Glenn Mdler orchestra, and his stories
base. Surrounded by Louis Cottrell's Onward about working with Benny Goodman, Artie
Brass Band, she showed us how "When the Shaw, Bob Crosby and Red Norvo. He should
wi'ite a book!
Saints Go Marching In" should sound.
* Sadly watching Louis Armstrong's casket
being lowered into his grave in New York on
July 9, 1971. Glancing down, I realized that I
was standing on a grave marked "Gabriel!" (A
brittle leaf from the casket's floral display is also
among my "treasures.")

* Conducting a successful search for the
location of Gene Goldkette's unmarked grave
twenfy five years after his death, arranging the
purchase of a brass marker - and then
discovering that it was placed on the wrong
grave site!

* In 1975, passing the Berlin Wall enroute to
our "Night in New Orleans" conceit, Wingy
Manone demanded we stop the bus. The onearmed trumpet star climbed the steps to the
observation platform, took his hom from its
case and said, "Im gonna blow this damn wall
down!" Unfortunately, the wall withstood
Wingy's blast.

* Watching the great drummer Cozy Cole,
always working on a practice pad in his lap, as
we travelled through Europe on concert tours.
Often in hotels, if his room was next door, I
heard his practice exercises ratta-tat-tatting
through the wall most of the night. Cozy
dramatically ended each concert playing his
rousing hit "Topsy" using flourescent drum
sticks. With only a black light on the darkened
stage, the flashing sticks appeared to be selfpropelled.

* During our 1976 European tour, I introduced
pianist Ralph Sutton nightly as the "King of
Stride Piano." After a concert in Belgium, an
excited young lady came back stage to tell me, "I
always thought 'stride' meant the player sat
with one leg on each side of the piano bench!"
* When jazz legend Ed "Montudi" Garland died

* Memories of Eubie Blake's occasional visits to
our home. Entering our den, he always leaned
over our small Wurlltzer electric piano, played
eight bars of his composition "Memories of
You," and muttered, "When are ya gonna get a

decent piano?"

more!

Euble was engaged to play "Memories of You" in
a Benny Goodman concert at Carnegie Hall
during the late 70s. He told Goodman
backstage that his ASCAP royalties exceeded
two thousand dollars since the song appeared
in the film "The Benny Goodman Story." He
asked if he could mention that to the audience.
Goodman thought a moment, and said, "O.K.
But say it was five thousand dollars!"

After revealing these personal experiences, I
must confess: "my mind is more at ease - but
nevertheless, why stir up memories?"*

*
The Sacramento Jazz Jubilee in 1985
accepting the Jazz Emperor's scepter from Bob
Crosby - and passing it along the following year
to "Wild Bill" Davison.

Floyd Lewin's book has finally been published

* Spending a delightful weekend at Cocoa
Beach, Florida interviewing the great pianist
Jane Jarvis for the Smithsonian Oral History
Program. Her perceptive remarks, captured on
audio and video tapes, will provide noteworthy
material for jazz historians.

♦"Don't Get Around Much Any More"
Words by Bob Russell, Music by
Ellington, 1942.

Duke

Editor's comment:

by University of California Press. The title is:
"Classic Jazz - A Personal View of the Music
and the Musicians.” Foreword by Benny
Carter.
337 Pages - 60 photos - indexed - Retail price:
$37.50
It can be ordered with credit card from the UC
Press by phone at 1-800- 777-4726 -via fax at
1-800-999-1958. (In the UK - phone 44-1243842165.)

* Visiting with discographer-record producer
Charles Delaunay in France during lunches on Also Available from Arthur Newman Books,
Rue Chaptal across from the Hot Club of 10325 Elk River Court, Fountain Valley, CA
France, at his successful Vogue Record studio, 92708 (Phone: 714-968-3706 Fax: 714-968and in his modest home in the Parisian suburb 3921.)
Vineul-St.Firmin.
The book can also be ordered on the internet
* January 10, 1987 at Carnegie Hall in New from: Amazon.com or Barnes and Noble.com York attending Turk Murphy's last major- Both offer a 20% discount.
performance. He died on May 30 and left a
spacious void in the ranks of influential jazz
revivalists.
GUS STATIRAS
* On a happier note, I have many reminders of Record producer and member of SBJS Gus
enchanting hours spent in New Orleans at Statiras remains medically stable following a
Preservation Hall. The Hall's early roster of jazz stroke several years ago. This followed
greats included: Billie and DeDe Pierce, Jim immeidately after a coronary bypass operation.
Robinson, "Slow Drag" Pavageau, Cie Frazier,
Louis Nelson, George Lewis, the Humphrey According to his wife Genelle of Tifton, GA, his
Brothers, Preston Jackson, Harry Shields, Sing left side remains paralyzed and he is still
Miller, Albert Burbank, Raymond Burke and
unable to swallow. He recognizes friends and
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appreciates
letters and greeting cards.
According to Genelie, he enjoys Jazz music and
when the CD player is on. he pats his foot in
time. It is unlikely that much improvement can
be expected, she says. Letters from friends
always cheer him, says Genelie.

Johnny's aims were paralyzed in a straight rigid
position; he had to play with his aims fully
extended and could use only his thumb and
forefinger to press the valves. He was also able
to play a variety of instruments, including
piano, guitar, valve trombone, and marimba.

Statiras produced records under the Progressive
label. He had a long association and friendship
with record producer George Buck, among
others. He is know to musicians and jazz-fans
alike from his former record business. Mail
Order Jazz. He was a familiar figure at jazz
parties and festivals because of his record
business.

Johnny was also an accomplished artist. Each
year we were cheered by his carefully drawn
Christmas card - although, for the first time,
his annual holiday greeting did not arrive last
year.

Statiras will be 79 on July 6th. His mailing
address is:
Georgia War Veterans Home
Russell Building, Room 322
2249 Vinson Highway
Milledgeville, GAS 1061

JOHNNY LUCAS, 1918 - 2001

By Floyd Levin
I met Johnny Lucas in 1948 when he was
playing trumpet with the San Gabriel Valley
Blue Blowers, the precursor of the very popular
Firehouse Five Plus 2. Since then, as a fan and
a friend, I have followed his lengthy career.
Despite a severe physical disability, Johnny
played magnificently, was very independent,
and always cheerful. As a result of a childhood
bout with Infantile Arthritis, he was unable to
stand. He sat on a wheeled metal chair that he
propelled with one operable leg. His automobile
was specially outfitted with hand controls.
His customized trumpet had a lengthened pipe
placing the mouthpiece about eighteen inches
away from the horn. This was because

His sustained relationship with pianist Jess
Stacy began during Benny Goodman's famous
Los Angeles engagement at the Palomar
Ballroom in 1935. Stacy befriended Johnny,
then 17, and their warm friendship continued
until Jess' death in 1994.
I recall a wonderful evening in 1948, when
Johnny sat-in with Jess at the St. Francis
Room on 8th Street, with guests Matty Matlock
and Eddie Miller.
In August 1949, my sophomoric attempt at a
record review in England's Jazz Journal was
also the first published critique of Good Time
Jazz Records. It said, in part, "'Firehouse
Stomp,' by the Firehouse Five Plus 2, complete
with whistles, bells and sirens, captures the
true spirit of the band. Adapted from the
popular march, 'Under the Double Eagle,' and
featuring Harper Goffs exciting banjo, it is the
best of the four sides. On 'Fireman's Lament,'
Johnny Lucas' trumpet work is outstanding."
A month later, George Avakian's review in the
Record Changer Magazine, said, "There is a
cocky beat and carefree sounds on every groove,
and if you don't feel like laughing just out of
happiness when you hear these sides, then
you've never enjoyed a silent movie - or W.C.
Fields. Ward Kimball is the daring young man
on the sliding trombone, and Johnny Lucas

plays a rare batch of trumpet. "

"Jess Stacy, The Quiet Man of Jazz," published
by Jazzology Press in 1997.)

After leaving the Firehouse Five Plus Two,
Johnny appeared with several Los Angeles
bands including Crown City Jazz Band, Jazz
Ramblers, New Imperial Jazz Band, and South
Bay Jazz Band. He continued making frequent
appearances with Jess Stacy. When the pianist
was a guest on my radio program, "Jazz on
Parade," on February 6, 1950, he spoke lovingly
about his friend.

Until slowed by poor health, he remained
active, playing occasional jobs, however, his
name seldom appeared in print. When he died
on March 17, Johnny was 83 years old. Those
who were aware of his talent and his courage
loved and admired him.
Johnny Lucas epitomized the title "unsung
hero."

The highlight of Johnny's career, according to
his own assessment, was traveling with George
Lewis's Ragtime Jazz Band in 1955. In spite of
his handicap, he enjoyed playing second
trumpet with that great little New Orleans band
during their mid-west tour.
When he returned to Los Angeles, he told me,
"My life on the road, and the music played with
the sweet and gentle George Lewis, are among
my most treasured memories."
PRES’ RELEASE

Recordings made during that eventful tour are
now available on CDs as "George Lewis' Oxford
Series." (American Music Records, 1206 Decatur
Street, New Orleans, LA 70116.)
When a Monday night job became available at
the Beverly Cavern, Johnny Lucas and his
Blueblowers were hired, with Jess Stacy
occupying the piano chair. The Cavern was just
a few blocks from where we lived, so Lucille and
I spent many Monday evenings there listening
to the Blueblowers and either Kid Oiy's Creole
Jazz Band or George Lewis' New Orleans Band
on other nights. Johnny's Blueblowers, with
Jess Stacy, recorded four sides for Jazz Man
Records during that period.

I am just home after a couple of weeks in the
Big Easy. Nice weather, good music and maybe
a little less shooting and mugging than usual, 1
really don't know for sure (no figures), but I got
that impression. Dave Paquette was in town
and he gave a most wonderful solo performance
at Le Chat Noir, 705 St Charles. I hadn't heard
him live since he toured in Sweden with
Sammy Rimington a dozen of years ago. Things
have happened since. Believe me. This was a
most outstanding concert. Two days later Dave
went on to Europe. To Breda and Ascona and
other festivals. He is permantly living in New
Zealand these days, where he also is an
arranger of the Waiheke Island Jazz Festival.

Johnny can also be heard on nine private
recordings with Stacy and Jack Teagarden
made in 1951 and 1953. (They appear on a CD
as a bonus addition in Derek Coder’s book,

Together with Dick Allen I visited another live
performance. At the US version of "Mothers
Day”, May 13th, we spent a nice evening
together at Cabrini Park in the intersection of
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Dauphine and Barracks and listened to The
New Leviathan Fox Trot Orchestra. This
orchestra has existed for more than a quarter
of a century. Not too many live performances, 1
think. But they are devoted rehearsers and they
have recorded some wonderful CDs. 14 pieces
with violins, cello, piccola, flute, reeds, brass,
etc. They played a lot of ragtime orchestrations
from the John Robicheaux collection, Flogan
Archive.
Also I spent an afternoon at that Archive, in
their new localities, on Freret Street, just across
the parking lot from the old place. Nice to chat
with Bruce Raeburn and Alma Williams. The
archive is a place highly recommended. Always
a lot to dig into. Alma helped me to find some
articles that Per Oldaeus asked for to complete
his book on Professor Longhair. And Bruce is
waiting to welcome Jens Llndgren for a couple
of months" internship. That will benefit both
Jens and the Swedish Jazz Archive , I think.
While the Jazz Historic Park is waiting for their
future locations at Armstrong Park, they are
running a series of lectures, concerts and other
activities down at a place near French Market. 1
visited a lecture given by Bairy Martyn on "The
Dance Hall tradition”. Barry is hell of a lecturer
and he can really capture his audience. He
talked about the Dance Halls (which finished
more or less completely at the end of the 60's.
But at that time Barry had already played them
for a couple of years) - and he let his "Down
Home Boys” play and illustrate the Dance Hall
Music (Chris Burke, cl, Wendell Eugene, tb, Ron
Simpson gtr and Barry himself on drums).

seemed destined to fold, it became the lot of
small four or five pieces bands to uphold the
once vital part of Crescent City Society in halls
much smaller than the original dance halls.
Citizens still danced but it was at venues such
as the old Luthjens (on Marais & Almonaster),
Munster's Uptown or the Melody Inn (on
Kentucky & North Claiborne). This tradition
continued right through the 60's and was
possibly at its zenith during those years. Bands
played with that real "down home” beat, but
the patrons wanted waltzes, polkas and old
forgotten dances like schottisches interspersed
with their quick-steps & fox trots. The average
dance hall job lasted from 9 pm to 2 am with
few, if any, breaks. Sets came in multiples of
three songs.Generally a quickstep, a waltz then
a foxtrot. When one song ended you counted to
three and picked up the next one. The audience
was often white but the bands were generally
black since most folks agreed that their music
was more danceable. After the 60's the dance
halls began to close one by one. These
establishments were always located far from
Bourbon Street and never were they in the
mainstream of what had become known as
jazz. With the closing of Harmony Inn, one of
the more popular spots, the tradition faded into
memory and a great part of New Orleans culture
was lost.
I must say Barry and His Boys gave a very good
concert / lecture.
There I met, for the first time (but not the last, I
hope) Helen Arlt. A nice lady who knew a lot
about the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society. 1
also met Nick LaRoccas second wife who was
dancing vigorously during every ’’Dance Hall
set”. It was obvious that she had been around
a lot. A devoted dancer and second liner.

By the late 1960s or into the early 1970s the
New Orleans dance halls had become part of
history. The cily had always had places to
dance. Manuel Perez had held forth at the
Pythian Temple Roof Garden; Sidney Desvignes At a .Saturday morning (TO a.m.) I met John
Orchestra at the Autocrat Club etc. In post McCusker and joined him on his "Cradle of Jazz
depression years, when all large orchestras Tour” (I had company In the van with Willie

Humphrey's daughter and grand daughter, the
wonderful girl who speaks on the "SING ON”
video). I
musthighly
recommend thistour.
John is extremely well-informed. He started
with a very informative lecture about the
beginning. Andthen,
for more thanthree
hours, we went around to different historic
places: The house of Jack Laine, birthplace of
Sidney Bechet, Mortons home at Frenchman,
Kid Ory, Buddy Bolden, Steve Lewis,
King
Oliver, you name them. This tour has very very
little with ’’tourism” to do but is an extremely
well prepared tour/lecture for us who are real
devotees. Don't miss
John when in New
Orleans.
f lazztour@aol..CQm.
http: / /hometown, aolcom).
The Ken Bums Jazz-TV-series is running
constantly on different channels in US. (It has
just started over here in Sweden too). A lot of
controversies, but one thing is absolutely clear:
The youngsters in America have realized that
Jazz exists. And that it is a part of the
American culture. That is really something
good. But there are a lot (to say the least) of
different opinions about the series itself. Have a
look for yourself - and I am sure our editor in
chief will welcome your opinions in
Bunk. Johnson Information
CR

From the desk of Nils-Gunnar Anderbv;

Touring shows were often dependent on local
talent as substitutes for orchestra members,
and Jeanette remembered being called in to
play such a job when she was fourteen. In
1926 Papa Celestin and Paul Bames recruited
her into the Celestin band, and she moved to
New Orleans to play with the Celestin Band for
the next ten years. She plays on all of the
band's Columbia recordings from the twenties.
Celestin's band evolved during that time to a
big band format, and when, after a ten year's
absence from life as a professional musician
when she worked as piano teacher and rearing
her children, she returned to playing music, it
was also in big band settings. She played at
that time in Herb Leary's band, but was soon
back in the nucleus of Celestin's band. She
continued working with Papa French's band
throughout the fifties and sixties (including a
tour of Europe). In the seventies she made some
wonderful recordings with Clive Wilson's
Camellia Band ( including one LP issued under
her name ). She played Preservation Hall in the
eighties and into the nineties, providing
excellent work to a 1987 CD issued under
trumpet player Geoff Bull's name.
For those people who want to refresh their
memory of Jeanette Kimball, or wants to
honour her by listening to her music, there's
the LP issued in her name - New Orleans NOR
7208. But lend an ear to her version of
barrelhouse with Johnny St.Cyr's band from
1955 on American Music Cd-78. That's
something to remeber her for !

Jeanette Kimball ..
Jeanette Kimball died recently in the care of
relatives away from New Orleans. With her
death we lost another link with the golden
years of jazz music.

Milton Batiste was bom in New Orleans and
received musical schooling on both piano and
trumpet at an early age. The trumpet was his
own choice, made after being inspired by the

Jeanette Salvant was bom in Pass Christian,
Mississippi, on december 18, 1908. She began
studying the piano at the age of seven and was
soon considered good enough to play in public.
-

September 5 1934 New Orleans, La - March 29
2001 New Orleans , LA.
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marching band trumpeters he heard when he
grew up. In his twenties he started playing for
the local R'N Blues scene and played in a
touring band accompanying various performers
for most of the fifties. The list of artists he
worked with is impressive Professor Longhair,
Ruth Brown, Jimmy Liggins, Little Richard, Big
Joe Turner, LaVeme Baker and Freddie King
could be mentioned among the twenty or so
names he mentioned.

detractors and excite his followers. It can
perhaps be seen as symbolically right that he
lived into the new century .
The Olympia band made an LP in 1971 on the
Audiophile label where all the "old siyle" ideals
are still living. On the Preservation Hall LP
"Here Comes Da Great Olympia Band" the
different approach is clearly discernible. Both
have admirable work by Milton Batiste and the
band.

When Milton decided to stay in New Orleans in
the significant year 1963 ( the year of the
Beatles Revolution) he started playing with
Harold Dejan's Olympia Brass Band. He was
from the start an important member of the
band, and Dejan's decision to broaden the
scope of the band's activities from parade work
to every other occasion imaginable for a brass
band soon increased the job opportunities, and
made it possible to maintain a consistent body
of men. The trumpet section was impressive
with Kid Sheik Cola, Andy Anderson and
Milton as a hard hitting team with clearly
individual styles. Milton's role was that of
dependable section man, and explosive high
note executor. He also acted as straw boss for
the band, and continued playing with the band
at Preservation Hall until illness forced him to
cease last year. He toured Europe with the
Olympia on several occasions.

The light came to me this year, when I visited
New Orleans for the first time. And it came ,
fittingly enough,at the location of the old
Congo Square. Our guide, John McCusker, had
just concluded a verbal description of the old
brass bands, and of their function in the
society.

The Olympia Brass Band has helped change the
brass band styles, and in stressing more of
what at the time was seen as the African
American strands of the music acted as role
models the contemporay bands - The Dirty
Dozen, the Rebirth etc. Not all of the
traditionally minded fans appreciated this, but
it was undoubtedly a significant factor in the
survival of the brass band tradition. Milton
Batiste's contribution to this was not a small
one, both through his trumpet playing and his
showmanship - the fact that he played the
trumpet with one hand used to appal his

When he spoke of the funerals arranged by the
benevolent societies and the other occasions
when a band was used he stressed the fact that
it was considered important that the members
of the society or the inhabitants of the
community turned out in a good strong second
line - to second the band 1 And then and there
it struck me - not "second line" to any assumed
"first line" - but the verb second, meaning " to
aid, to abet, to support ". The second liners
were seconds, as there are seconds in a duel or
a boxing ring, not subordinate, but there to
play an equally important paid in the

-
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Second Line
I fell in love with New Orleans Jazz in 1954 and
after ten years I felt that I knew all there was to
know about it. I've spent the next 35 years
gradually realizing that my knowledge was only
superficial, and that there will always be new
facts to discover, new angles to the music I
thought I knew so well. But to think that I
should have to go over forty years harbouring a
simple misunderstanding!

>
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Darensbourg spent several hours In our
kitchen cooking pots of red beans and rice,
Louis' favorite. Our back yard was decorated
with toy tr umpets dangling in the trees and the
rear wall was covered with a seventy-foot
banner that proclaimed, "HAPPY BIRTHDAY
DEAR SATCHMO!" The vast panorama of the
San Fernando Valley below us was obscured by
half-a- hundred revelers celebrating the great
occasion.

pressed to this writer's cheek back stage was
reported by news services throughout the
world.
While I was the fortunate recipient of the warm
gesture of appreciation for my efforts in
producing the event, I somehow felt that the
Satchmo smooch carried a broader significance.
Perhaps it was meant to be shared by the
throng who had just applauded him so
vigorously. It might have been his "thank you"
to a world that recognized his talents and made
"a boy from New Orleans" one of the most
popular figures in entertainment history.

Several musicians began a jam session and the
neighborhood was soon filled with happy
music. Inside, stereo speakers in every room
continually emitted recorded sounds of the Hot
Five, Hot Seven, etc. A huge blowup of Satchmo The private birthday party after "Hello Louis!"
hung
from
Lucille's
cherished
crystal was a memorable evening. Only a small group
chandelier. We consumed about eight cases of of his friends shared that event with Armstrong
beer and great quantities of liquor as we in a Beverly Hills penthouse. Together, we
watched the late TV news that Included brief
continually toasted the happy occasion.
coverage of the Shrine Auditorium concert held
The only invited guest unable to attend was several hours earlier. I remember the sly grin on
Louis Armstrong. He phoned his regrets from Louis' face as he watched himself and Hoagy
England and indicated that he would have Carmichael recreate their 40-year-old classic,
preferred our party to the audience he had with "Rockin' Chair." At the stroke of midnight,
champagne was poured, and we toasted Louis
the Queen that day!
on his 70th birthday. He told me this was his
Armstrong's most momentous birthday took happiest birthday.
place here in Los Angeles in 1970. This was his
last local appearance and it provided some of My last conversation with Louis Armstrong
the most dramatic moments of Iris entire career. took place on his birthday in 1971. We phoned
A sell-out audience in the huge Shrine him at his home in New York to extend our
Auditorium watched him climb a flight of stairs usual birthday greeting. He was very cheerful.
to reach the top of the 800-pound cake He said his health was improving and the
decorated for his 70th birthday. This was doctor allowed him to blow his horn again after
probably Louis' greatest triumph - the a long hiatus. Louis was looking forward to
mammouth concert production, "Hello Louis!" several jobs booked in the New York area. He
presented by the Association of Southern ended his conversation, as he always did, with
California Jazz Clubs to launch the newly- "Kiss your Lucille for me." And, as always, I
replied, "And you kiss your Lucille for me!" We
created Louis Armstrong Statue Fund.
both laughed at our private joke - an ongoing
At the conclusion of the five-hour show, while reference to our wives with the same name.
6,000 loving fans provided a thunderous
standing ovation, Satchmo strode from the Two days after that happy conversation, Louis
stage with misty eyes. His affectionate kiss was dead, and I was enroute to New York to

attend his funeral. The issue of Time magazine
on the plane included a brief mention of Louis'
recent "recovery."
The last time I heard that joyous phrase
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY. DEAR SATCHMO!" was on
the 4th of July, 1976. I proudly climbed on a
flatbed rail car adjacent to Jackson Square in
New Orleans to present the new Louis
Armstrong statue to Mayor Moon Landrieu on
behalf of the 1,000 fans who contributed to the
Louis Armstrong Statue Fund. The Mississippi
River was at our backs as we faced the old
statue of Andrew Jackson and listened to
Danny Barker's Jazz Hounds with Blue Lu
Barker singing the birthday theme. Our
afternoon's joyous spirit was dampened by the
awareness that Louis did not live to share this
happy occasion.
Standing tall and proud, the recently uncrated
bronze figure of Louis Armstrong looked down
on the scene while TV cameramen recorded the
event as part of the nation’s bicentennial
celebration. Unfortunately, the network editors
opted to provide extended coverage of the Tall
Ship's foray up the Hudson River. As a result,
the national TV audience had little opportunity
to witness the great honor that had been given
to Louis Armstrong in particular - and jazz in
general.
So, this year, when I again will hoist a glass to
salute Satchmo, I undoubtedly will be thinking
of that wonderful party in 1970 when I toasted
his final birthday. I looked searchingly into his
beaming face that evening and tried to imagine
a world without Louis Armstrong.
I realize now that the world will never be the
same without him. As long as a horn is blown,
a part of Louis will emerge from its bell. We will
never listen to a blues vocal without hearing
the tone and inflection of his voice. His
toothsome smile will radiate in our minds and
28.

.

the warm sounds of his music will fill our
hearts as long as notes are blown and songs
are sung.
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR SATCHMO,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!"

letasmaiBigp
The only shop in Sweden
100 % specialized in jazz,
blues and gospel. Thousands
of new and second hand CDs
and LPs in all styles. Also
78s and jazz literature. Lots
of BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or 10:- in Swedish
stamps for our latest mail
order news list.

SKI VFYND JAZZ & BLU$S
Box 8003
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Tel/fax +46 (0)8-652 92 91
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& Books.
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EDITORIAL
This issue of BJI could well be subtitled "From
the desk of Hal Smith". Hal has offered us his
writings from the Jazz Rambler, a San Diego
based jazz magazine, issued by America's Finest
City Dixieland Jazz Society. Personally, I find
his articles well written, interesting and
avoiding the rambling that such interesting
subjects could so easily tempt a writer to fall
victim to.
If you get hooked on the article on Alex Hill, the
almost forgotten genius, who passed away only
31 years old in 1937, we can recommend
another two articles ”No Jubilees for Alex - the
tragedy of Alex Hill” by Ralph Gulliver, Stoiyville
Mag, Vol 38, and "A Look at Alex Hill” by Cody
Morgan, Stoiyville Mag, Vol 41.
When I was a schoolboy, going to the movies
was a cheap pleasure. It was about the same
price as an ice cream cone, but it lasted longer.
I remember going to the first night of a Swedish
production about fighter pilots. It's title was
'There are no limits'. The review in the next
day's newspaper limited itself to two words:
'Obviously not.' I thought that was rather
clever.
I was reminded of this when pondering a book
by Charles Suhor, Jazz in New Orleans - The
Post
War
Years
through
1970”.
(The
subconcious mind works in mysterious ways,
its wonders to perform.) The author argues that
Bunk Johnson never had a significant Impact In
New Orleans and that the revival actually
began with the founding of the New Orleans
Jazz Club and the explosion of jazz on
Bourbon Street and that the major figures in
the revival include Sharkey Bonano, The Basin
Street Six and the Dukes of Dixieland.
Bom in New Orleans in 1935, Mr Suhor was a
semi-pro drummer in the 1950s and he
contributed to Downbeat for many years.
.2.

Although he was ideally placed to observe the
music of the city, his recollections do seem
highly selective. If you want to read about
Wooden Joe, A1 Burbank, Kid Thomas, Manny
Paul, Louis Nelson and scores of other black
musicians, you won’t find them mentioned
here. On the other hand, if you want to learn
about the formation of the NOJC, or the
activities of Mr. Suhor and his friends, then
this is your book
I leave it to the knowledge and experience of
our members to decide the purposes of the book
and whether they need it.

DOUGLAS WILLIAMS
In BJI Nr 15, Spring 2000, we mentioned a
beautiful recording released by the magniflclent
Jazz Oracle label: Douglas Williams - The
Complete Recordings, 1928-1930
We also said we would - eventually - come back
with a more detailed information about this,
not veiy wellknown clarinetist.
It turned out not to be very easy. One of the
main reasons for that is that we are not exactly
sure who he is. There are at least two
possibilities.
Sam Charters has reported that there was a
clarinet player working in Shreveport,
Louisiana who's name was Douglas Williams.
He played with Willie Livingstone's Louisiana
Cado Jazz Band in 1917. During the latter part
of that year the whole band (maybe with the
exception of one man) was drafted after a trip
to Chicago. Sam C. has been looking in the
census for Shreveport and in 1920 there was a
thirty-year-old
musician
named
Douglas
Williams and he was living on Clay Sheet with
his father, mother, his wife Maggie and their
young son.

A man named Douglass (with two”s”) Williams
was the composer of The Hooking Cow Blues,
published by the Pace & Handy Music Company
in 1917. Handy claimed that the composer
came from Greenville, Mississippi. In 1920 a
man named Douglas Williams lived in Memphis
for a short period, next to an Esaw Williams,
age 50, who was from Mississippi. Esaw
remained in the city throughout the 1920s,
with his occupation listed as a laborer. Only
once, in 1929, was a Douglass (with two ”s”)
reported in the Memphis city directoiy.
We don't know for sure wheather the musician
in Shreveport in 1917 and the composer from
Greenville were the same man, or wheather
either of them were the Douglas Williams who
recorded in Memphis, beginning in 1928. But
we do know that the name of the wife that THE
Douglas Williams brought to Memphis was
Sula. It seemes that Williams liked Memphis
and he remained in the city with his wife after
the first session in January 1928. His sidemen
at the session Blaine Elliot (p), and Sam Sims
(dms), also stayed, while Alfoncy and Betheena
Harris both left Memphis shortly afterwards.

Douglas and Sula Williams sold their house at
654 Walker Avenue sometime during 1935 and
moved to St. Louis. They may have stayed
elsewhere for a short period of time, for their
first appearence in the St. Louis directoiy was
in 1937. After that Sula's name doesn't appeal’
in the directoiy and maybe they were divorced
or separated for other reasons. His first address
was on Washington Avenue and the other two
addresses listed were closer to DeSoto Park but
still near the downtown area.
While in St. Louis, Williams organized another
band, perhaps a larger constellation than his
Memphis outfit. J.D Short, a St Louis blues
singer originally from Mississippi, took clarinet
lessons from Williams and he also eventually
became a sideman in William's orchestra.
The final listing for Williams in the city
directory was 1942, although there were
omissions for 1939 and 1941. Maybe he joined
the military as a band director or similar, but,
whatever his fate, nothing further is known
about him.

However, he was a very interesting musician,
According to drummer Andrew Chaplin, and I will highly recommend this beautifully
Williams played clarinet but never the produced record: "DOUGLAS WILLIAMS, The
saxophone. He was the bandleader and the Complete
Recordings
1928-1930,
in
musicians nicknamed him ’’Flipper" for some Memphis Tennesseee, JAZZ ORACLE, BDW
reason. He was said to be a character, a 8012. Available atSKTVFYND, Stockholm,
practical joker, a showman. It seems that Or Jazz Oracle Records, 25 Queensgrove Rd,
Williams was probably around 30-35 years of Scarborough, Ontario MIN 3A9, Canada. Have a
look at: www. 1 azzoracle.com
age when he arrived in Memphis in 1928.
Williams lived a couple of miles south of Beale Claes Ringqvist
Street and was not counted among those
musicians who played in the theatres and
clubs which lined the black White Way. But he
had connections with Dick Ross and probably
Howard Yancy who were booking agents on
Beale Street. Yancy led his own band which
perhaps at times included Williams.

^ .Z«

[/ According to the grapevine there will be a
new production of ’’ONE MO TIME” next year in
New York. More details will appeal- later on.

CKLES

7 We have done it again. Li Ice US universities
produce Nobel Prize winners, the Swedish Bunk
Johnson Society produces winners of the
slightly less well-known Louis Armstrong
Memorial Prize. This year our comet playing
member Paul Strandberg is one of the two
prizewinners. Thanks to Paul we find Malmoe
in Scania on the world map of traditional jazz.
The other winner is M&rten Litndgren, a
young modem trumpeter who also is an
excellent interpreter of Pop’s music. The prize
ceremony took place in Stockholm on
November 11.
^After a meeting on July 5 th, the authorities
in New Orleans (under the leadership of Mayor
Marc H. Mortal, who very much wants to be re
elected) took the decision to officially change
the name of the Airport to LOUIS
ARMSTRONG
INTERNATIONAL
NEW
ORLEANS AIRPORT, and that the official date
of the change would be Aug. 2nd 2001
’/ The great CLARINETFEST was held in New
Orleans, August 15-19 this year. There was a
huge program running from Creole Clarinet
(Evan Christopher), The life of Sidney Bechet
(John Cipolla), On George Lewis (Michael
White), Electronic music for clarinet, (Gerrard
Errante), Psychological aspects on auditions
(Gwynneth Moon), Career in Business (Michel
Bennet), and more. Next year this FEST will be
held in Stockholm with Stefan Harg acting as
host. For more details have a look at:
http: //www.clarinetfest.org

ALEX HILL - Pianist. Arranger, Master of

All Trades
By Hal Smith
Alex Hill is probably best known as a great
arranger, but he was also an ace pianist who
composed (and co-composed) some of the most
memorable popular songs of the '30s.
Hill was bom in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1906.
His father, a minister in the African Methodist
Episcopalian Church, wanted his son to follow
in his footsteps. But the youngster became
fascinated with music and soon was getting
piano lessons from his mother. Despite
parental opposition, the teenager began
sneaking away to attend jam sessions with
other youngsters such as Alphonse Trent and
Snub Mosley. Finally, he left home in the early
20s to join Homer Griffin's Orchestra in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
Hill played with several territory bands,
including the Southern Serenaders, George
Morrison and Terence “T” Holder, then wound
up in Los Angeles in 1927. By then Alex Hill
was also a skilled composer and arranger.

!/ Our distinguished member Christopher
Hillman wrote a very nice and informative
review of ’’Song of the Wanderer - the book on
Bunk Johnson” (Jazzology Press) by Mike
Hazeldine & Barry Martyn, in the July issue of
Jazz Journal International.
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He wrote for the Paul Howard Quality
Serenades, who recorded Hill's chart of his own
“Quality Shout". While in LA Hill worked with
Speed Webb's Orchestra and Mutt Carey's
Jeffersonians, which provided “atmosphere
music” on silent movie sets, in addition to
dance hall work. Next, Hill joined Andy Kirk's
Orchestra for a brief stint, then relocated to
Chicago.

He arrived in Chicago in 1928, while the Windy
City was still an epicentre of hot jazz. Alex
Hill's first recording was done in Chicago on
October 9 of that year, with Albert Wynn. The
following day he recorded Jimmy Wade playing the Hill compositions “Mississippi
Wobble" ” and "Crying My Blues Away ”. The
same year, Hill's "Beau Koo Jack ” became a hit
and was recorded by Louis Armstrong, Omer
Simeon, Clarence Williams and others.
Hill became a staff arranger for the Melrose Bros
Music Co. and stayed busy as a sideman on
club dates and recording sessions. He replaced
Earl Hines in Jimmie Noon's Apex Club
Orchestra
and
contributed
several
arrangements to the Noone group. He also
recorded with them and his piano solo on
"Chicago Rhythm ” and “J Must Have That Man ”
illustrate his respect for Fats Waller and Earl
Hines. But with an individualistic touch. Hill
also recorded with Jabbo Smith, Junie C Cobb
and Ikey Robinson. His only solo records
(“Stompin' em Down ” and “Tack Head Blues ")
were recorded in 1929, along with his recorded
debut as a bandleader. The Alex Hill Orchestra
recordings of “Southbound ”, “Toogaloo Shout ”
and "Dyin 'with the Blues ” are classics, with
superb arrangements and first-class hot jazz
playing, including the leaders piano work.
In 1930, Hill joined the Sammy Stewart
Orchestra and moved on to New York City.
There he began a productive association as co
composer with Fats Waller and also Andy
Razaf. This Waller-Hill collaboration produced
such standards as “I'm Crazy About My Baby”
and “Keep a Song in Your Soul". Other famous
Alex Hill numbers from this period include “I
would Do Anything for You” (co-composed with
Claude Hopkins and Bob Williams); “Delta
Bound"; “Baby Brown"; “Draggln my Heart
Around " and “You were Only Passing Time with
Me". In the early 30s Hill's compositions were
receiving wide exposure on recordings by King

Oliver, Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellington, Red
Nichols, Billy Banks's Rhythmmakers and of
course Fats Waller. In 1933, Hill briefly went
back to Chicago, working as Adelaide Hall's
accompanist, but he soon returned to New York
City. Upon his return, he fronted a big band for
reedman Mezz Mezzrow and also wrote several
arrangements for that group (though “Old
Fashioned Love " is the only one which
Mezzrow's band recorded). Hill also participated
in an outstanding record session by Eddie
Condon. In addition to the leader and Alex Hill,
the all-star line-up included Max Kaminsky
trumpet, Floyd O'Brien trombone. Pee Wee
Russell clarinet, Bud Freeman tenorsaxophone,
Artie Bernstein bass and Sid Catlett drums.
Hill's “Madam Dynamite " and “Tennessee
’Twilight " were recorded on the date, which is
considered to be one of the best small-band
recordings in jazz.
In 1934, Alex Hill signed on as a staff arranger
for Irving Mills Music and also sold
compositions to Clarence Williams Music, Pace
& Handy and Joe Davis Music Co. He
continued to arrange for many orchestras,
including Paul Whiteman's, Willie Bryant's,
Claude Hopkin's, the Mills Blue Rhythm Band
and Fats Waller's big band. He also briefly acted
as musical director for Ina Rae Hutton's All-Girl
Orchestra. In September and October of 1933,
Hill recorded for the last time with his
"Hollywood Sepians”. On the first session, he
played piano in the orchestra which recorded
his arrangements of his own “Ain't it Nice? ”
and Fats Waller's "Functionizln' ”. On the
October recording Garnet Clark took over the
piano chair as Hill sang his compositions “Song
of the Plow " and “Let's have a Jubilee ”, Within
two sessions. Hill's mastery of composition,
arranging
and
instrumental
and
vocal
performance was amply illustrated for all time!
By 1935 he was still composing, arranging and
performing (substituting for an ill Duke

Ellington In Ellington's own orchestra). But
overworked and heavy drinking were catching
up with Alex Hill and he also became ill with
tuberculosis. He was offered a job as a
bandleader at New York's Ubangi Club, but was
unable to make more than one rehearsal before
entering a hospital. As the illness progressed,
he decided to live out his days at home and
finally returned to Little Rock. Hill was still
sending compositions from Little Rock to Mills
Music when he died in February 1937. Jazz
musicians,
fans
and
critics
have
overwhelmingly approved of Alex Hill's
arranging prowess. Gunther Schuller wrote
“...Hill was the kind of arranger who made
musicians Jeel at ease and made them sound
good” Gilbert M. Erskine wrote “...Hill must
have few equals as an arranger, We can only
regret that he was given so few opportunities to
display his sldll ” Hill's associate, trumpeterarranger Edgar Battle said “...To this day Alex
Hill is my favourite arranger. In a way his charts
are more typically jazz than any other writer's ”
And Max Kaminsky, who played trumpet on the
1933 Eddie Condon date, said “...We sure did
swing on Alex Hill's arrangements ”. As arranger,
composer, bandleader, pianist and vocalist,
Alex Hill was truly a master of all trades.
Recommended Recordings:
AIN’T IT NICE? The Recordings of Alex Hill

1928-1934
TIMELESS RECORDS (CBC 1-050)

PAUL BARBARIN

Master of the New Orleans beat
by Hal Smith
Although drummer Paul Barbarin never
received the wide acclaim given his fellow New
Orleans percussionists Baby Dodds, Zutty
Singleton and Ray Bauduc, he did have the
distinction reported by several sources, of being
Louis Armstrong's favorite drummer. "He's the
only one who plays that old-fashioned New
Orleans beat", Armstrong said in his later years.
Bom in New Orleans in 1901, Paul Barbarin
came from a typical Crescent City musical
family. His father, Isadore, played comet and
mellophone. His uncle Louis Arthedeau was a
clarinetist and his mother "liked to sing".

KEEP A SONG IN YOUR SOUL! The Music of

Alex Hill 1928-1935
TIMELESS RECORDS (CBC 1-054)

Young Paul started out playing with kitchen
forks, then purposely broke a kitchen chair,
took the mngs and used them for sticks. He
played on New Orleans street comers with a
group of whistlers, dancers and singers,
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probably using boxes, tin cans and what ever
else was handy. During his youth, Barbarin
heard many of the legendary bands in the city.
Including Buddy Bolden's.
Barbaiin flirted with the clarinet, then settled
permanently on drums. He played his first job
the same evening he bought Ills first dr um set a "ballyhoo" for a local politician - who payed
the grand sum of $1.25.
During this time he listened closely to local
drummers Mack Lacey, John MacMurray and
Jean Vigne. He particulary admired Lacey, who
he described as "a wonderful drummer; smooth,
I mean clean, too. Not a whole load of noise."
This may well have been the greatest influence
on Barbarin, whose own playing style could
have been described the same way.
Barbarin played with many of the best bands In
New Orleans, including those of Buddy Petit
and Chris Kelly, the Silver Leaf Orchestra and
the Young Olympia Band before deciding to give
the Chicago musical scene a tiy in 1917. There,
he worked with Jimmie Noone and Freddie
Keppard before returning to New Orleans.
Barbarin went back to Chicago in 1924 and
joined King Oliver's Orchestra in 1925. He
appears on some of the best records by Oliver's
Dixie Syncopators, including Wa Wa Wa, Too
Bad, Deep Henderson, Jackass Blues, Suger Foot
Stomp and others. He also co-composed Come
Back, Sweet Papa with Luis Russell, who was
Oliver's pianist at the time. (The 1926 recording
by Louis Armstrong's Hot Five assured that the
composition would become a jazz classic.)
While a member of this ensemble, Barbarin
helped Oliver's men to beat Chick Webb's
Orchestra in a Battle of the Bands at the Savoy
Ballroom in Harlem. Years later, Barbarin's
nephew, guitarist Danny Barker, described the
event to this writer.

"Oliver's band was gettin' beaten pretty bad and
King Oliver was lookin' unhappy. Paul spoke up
and said, 'You want to win this battle? Call
Tiger Rag!' So Oliver called that number and
Paul stood up and started screaming into the
snare drum, makin1 it roar like a tiger. The
crowd went wild and they did win the battle of
the bands!"
After leaving Oliver, Paul Barbarin came home
to New Orleans and jobbed with Walter "Fats"
Pichon and Armand Piron before leaving for
New York in 1928 for a job with Luis Russell's
Orchestra.
The Luis Russell Orchestra was one of the
hottest bands hr the history of jazz. The
personnel included a truly all-star lineup,
featuring New Orleanians Henry "Red" Allen,
Pops Foster and Albert Nicholas. The brilliant
trombonist J.C. Higgenbotham added much to
the Russell band's unique sound. Pops Foster
described his stay with the group as "like it was
back in New Orleans. I used to sit around
wishing I could go to work!"
The Russell Orchestra's recordings, such as
Jersey
Lightning,
Saratoga
Shout
and
particulary Panama feature an incredible
empathy between the musicians, spectacular
solos, arranged passages and New Orleans style
ensembles all overlaid with a driving beat. The
Rhythm section, with Russell, banjoist Will
Johnson, Foster and Barbarin is simply
astounding.
Young Gene Krupa heard the Russell band in
the late '20s and later remarked on Paul
Barbarin's "beautiful simplicity". Russell's
clarinetist Albert Nicholas said, "Paul Barbarin
was a very good drummer. He knew everybody's
style; played wonderful fill-ins." Russell himself
said, "Paul Barbarin was the greatest drummer
around."

Barbarin's drumming on records from tliis
period is crisp, economical and swinging. His
basic beat is the New Orleans press roil,
anchored by a steady puls on the bass drum.
While he swiched to choked cymbal on some
choruses, he stuck largely to the snare drum as
the primary instrument in his kit. His driving
"fill-ins" on tom-tom ar e models of how to play
turnarounds between phrases and to keep the
beat surging ahead.

chair’, but did not want to make the records
because the recording date was to be a non
union session.
He did work with Bunk in 1945, at a concert
sponsered by the New Orleans Jazz
Foundation. The band on this occasion also
included Louis Armstrong, J.C. Higgenbotham,
Sidney Bechet and James P. Johnson!

He moved north one last time, in 1953, taking a
He recorded extensively with the orchestra. job with Art Hodes at Jazz Ltd. in Chicago.
Also, he made sides with a smaller group of Finally he returned to New Orleans for good.
Russell sidemen led by Red Allen and with the Once established at home, he organized a
same band (minus Russell), with Jelly Roll traditional jazz band which had great success
Morton on piano. The 1929-30 recordings are and made a number of excellent recordings. His
among Barbarin's best. Listening to them, one band performed in Los Angeles, New York,
can hear many licks (especially tom-tom "fill- Toronto and other venues in addition to work
ins") which were played by Gene Krupa on his in New Orleans.
records from this period.
During the '50s, Barbarin composed two
Paul Barbarin stayed with the Luis Russell numbers which are staple items in most
Orchestra on and off through the '30s, with traditional bands' repertoires: Bourbon Street
time off for another brief residency in New Parade and The Second Line.
Orleans. He rejoined Russell in 1935 and stayed
on through the period when Louis Armstrong Besides leading his own jazz ensemble, Paul
took over the Orchestr a.
Barbarin led the Onward Brass Band and
marched in Parades with them. He died
Barbarin continued to play a simple, direct New suddenly in 1969, while playing a parade with
Orleans style which greatly enhances the the Onward group.
Armstrong
recordings
of
this
period.
Armstrongs record of When The Saints Go Paul Barbarin's wonderful drumming may still
Marching In, still fresh in the 1930s, features be heaid on CDs issued under his own name
especially good parade drumming.
and with Luis Russell, Henry "Red" Allen, Jelly
Roll Morton and George Lewis. His clean, clear
In 1938 Barbarin returned to New Orleans and no-nonsense style of playing should be required
formed his own group, which disbanded a year listening for any drummer who ever plans to
later. He worked with Joe Robichaux before play New Orleans jazz.
moving north again, rejoining Lords Armstrong,
then going to work with small bands led by Red (from Jazz Rambler, Sep/Oct 2000)
Allen and Sidney Bechet.
Barbarin was in New Orleans when the first
recordings were made of Bunk Johnson's band.
He was the unanimous choice for the drum

JOHNNY ST. CYR - First among Equals
By Hal Smith
Banjoist-gultarist Johnny St. Cyr played with
the greatest names in jazz and never found the
company too fast for comfort. His band credits
form a literal "who's -who” of New Orleans
Jazz.
St. Cyr was bom In New Orleans on April 17,
1890. As a youngster he first became Interested
in music while attending Baptist church
services. He later recalled, ‘You could dance as
well as shout to those rhythms."
He took up guitar about 1901, studying with
Jules Baptiste. St. Cyr said "He played lots of
fish fries, where there would be only two
instruments... To compensate for having no
bass or drums, he used a lot of bass figures In
his playing... I took lessons from him and
adopted his style of playing.”
He also picked up some pointers from guitarist
Bud Scott. Besides learning to play guitar, St
Cyr began working with his stepfather, a
plasterer. He became an apprentice at age 14.
Much later, this "day job” would be a welcome
source of income for St. Cyr during lean
musical times.
He befriended young Sidney Bechet and claimed
to have tought him "how to count!” St. Cyr also
helped Bechet's career by recommending him to
bandleaders such as "Big Eye” Louis Delisle and
Buddy Bartley. By 1905 St. Cyr was considered
to be one of the best guitarists in the city and
he worked with the groups including the
Olympia Band, the Tuxedo Band, King Oliver's
Magnolia Band and Kid Oiy's band.
The musicians who played with these
ensembles included Freddie Keppard, Oscar
Celestin, Johnny Dodds, Jimmie Noone,
Armand Piron and many other jazz pioneers.

St. Cyr also learned alto horn and played It
with the Tulane Brass Band and Henry Allen
St. '.S' Brass Band.
In 1918 St. Cyr joined the legendary Fate
Marable Orchestra and went to work on the
excursion steamboats owned by the Streckfus
Family. Louis Armstrong, Johnny and Baby
Dodds and Pops Foster also played in the
Marable band at this time.
St. Cyr returned to New Orleans in 1921 and
diveded his time between plastering work and
playing music. Then, in 1923 he journeyed to
Chicago - a career move that would insure his
immortality in Jazz.
He was offered a job with King Oliver's Creole
Jazz Band at the Lincoln Gardens. St. Cyr
recalled later that he was not sure he would
stay in Chicago, so he purchased a round-trip
train ticket! His doubts were cast aside as soon
as he started working with the Creole Band.
He said "...I had no trouble playing with this
Oliver band as they were playing exactly the
same style as in New Orleans”. St. Cyr took part
in Oliver's recording sessions for Gennett,
Columbia and Okeh during October 1923. He
can be heard on many of the Creole Band's
greatest sides: "Alligator Hop”, "Working Man
Blues”,
"Krooked
Blues”,
"Chattanooga
Stomp”, "Buddy's Habits”, ”1 Ain't Gonna Tell
Nobody” and ’’Mabel's Dream”, among others.
After leaving Oliver, St. Cyr worked briefly with
a band led by clarinetist Darnell Howard, then
joined Doc Cook's Dreamland Orchestra - a
popular group which also included two old
friends from New Orleans; Freddie Keppard and
Jimmie Noone.
St. Cyr did many recording dates in Chicago in
the mid- 20's. He made the sessions with the
full Doc Cook Orchestra and the band-within-

a-band, Cookie's Gingersnaps. He can be heard
with Richard M. Jones's Jazz Wizards. Luis
Russell, Chippie Hill, Elzadie Robinson, Lillie
Delk Christian, Ada Brown, Hattie Me Daniels and the New Orleans Wanderers, New Orleans
Bootblacks, Jelly Roll Morton's Red Hot Peppers
and Louis Armstrong's Hot Five and Hot Seven.
It staggers the imagination to list all the
legendary jazzmen (and women) who played on
these sessions. But, incredibly, St. Cyr declared
”1 was never interested in records. A record date
was just another day's work for me; just
another job." Luckily for jazz collectors, that
attitude does not come through on his many
recordings.
It is also fortunate that St. Cyr was able to play
banjo and guitar on most of the sessions.
Sound technology was advancing steadily in
the mid-20's, but guitar was still a difficult
instrument to pick up and banjo was used
most frequently on records. The great Eddie
Lang, St. Cyr and his fellow New Orleanians
Bud Scott and Lonnie Johnson were among
the few able to make their guitar project
through the primitive recording apparatus.
Hear St. Cyr's guitar choruses on "Grandpa's
Spells” and "Cannon Ball Blues” (with the Red
Hot Peppers), "Willie the Weeper” and "Alligator
Crawl” (with the Hot Five) and "My Blue
Heaven” (with Lillie Delk Christian and Jimmie
Noone).
The
firmly-stated
bass
notes
alternating with strummed chords, "Spanish
Guitar" runs and syncopated fills are oldschool New Orleans guitar, played to perfection.
St. Cyr's banjo recordings, whether on fourstring tenor or six-string guitar tuning, is also
incomparable. He is the sole accompanist for
Louis Armstrong's epic two-chorus vocal on
"Heebie Jeebies” and provides exactly the right
amount of time playing vs fills. His solos on
"Black Bottom Stomp” and "The Chant” (with

Red Hot Peppers) and "Flat Foot” (New Orleans
Bootblacks) should be required listening for
anyone who even considers taking up the
banjo to play jazz. In 1926, St. Cyr also
composed two jazz classics, "Messin'Around”
(recorded by Cookie's Gingersnaps) and
"Oriental Strut” (recorded by Armstrong's Hot
Five).
St. Cyr maintained a schedule of regular jobs
and recording sessions which would have killed
a lesser man. Even so, he found time to to sit in
on afterhours jobs with Jimmie Noone, when
the Doc Cook Orchestra finished for the
evening at the Dreamland Ballroom. Though
St. Cyr was not a salaried band member, the
tips at the Eidelweiss Club and, later, the Apex
Club made it worthwhile for St. Cyr to sit in.
At this time, Noone was leading a quartet with
himself on clarinet, Joe Poston, Earl Hines and
Johnny Wells. Eventually, St. Cyr got into a
"humbug” with Noone and left the quartet. His
replacement was an old friend - Bud Scott.
(Soon after Scott joined the band, Noone began
making his series of classic recordings for
Vocalion).
The job with Doc Cook's Orchestra continued
until 1929. St. Cyr was still able to augument
his income by playing extra jobs with Willie and
Lottie Hightower and others. But hi the
summer of 1929, after a decline in business.
Doc Cook cut four pieces from his orchestra,
including St. Cyr. He played a few jobs with a
banjoist named "Dago" in Gary, Ind., Kenosha
and Milwaukee, Wise., but decided to return to
New Orleans.
His experience as a plasterer made it possible
for St. Cyr to earn a comfortable living in New
Orleans, without relying on music for income.
Still, he played occasional jobs with Paul
Barnes, Chester Zardis and others. When Bill
Russell and his associates came to New Orleans

to record Bunk Johnson, St. Cyr was the
banjolst of choice for the session. However, he
declined to participate, citing potential
problems with the musician's union. (It is
interesting to speculate on how the Bunk
Johnson Band would have sounded if St. Cyr,
Paul Barbarin, Big Bye Louis and the other
musicians Johnson wanted had participated).
In 1949, St. Cyr agreed to record for Bill
Russell's American Music label, playing on the
session by Wooden Joe Nicholas, Herb Morand
and Big Eye Louis.
St, Cyr gradually regained his interest in
playing music for a living and he worked a
steady job with Alphonse Picou, then joined
Paul Barbarln's Band. He also recorded as a
bandleader for the Southland label. St. Cyr
played a date in California with Barbarin in the
early 50's. His experience in California
convinced him to move there permanently.
Once he was established in Los Angeles, St. Cyr
found plenty of musical work with Johnny
Lucas, the Crown City Jazz Band, Old
Standard Jazz Band and other groups based in
L.A. He was elected president of the Southern
California Hot Jazz Society in 1956. In the early
60's he played many jobs with young musicians
such as Mike Fay, Dick Shooshan, Walter
Sereth and A1 Crowne and gave banjo and
guitar lessons to a lucky few.
St. Cyr was made a member of the Advisory
Board of the fledgling New Orleans Jazz Club of
California. He performed frequently at the
club's monthly jam sessions and at other jazz
clubs throughout Southern California.
hr 1961 he led the Young Men from New
Orleans and worked regulary with them at
Disneyland. This writer heard Johnny St. Cyr
and the Young Men from New Orelans at
"Dixieland at Disneyland” in 1964 and 1965. It

was an unforgettable experience hearing St.
Cyr's inimitable bass notes, strummed chords
and staccato runs as he accompanied solos by
the band's guest artist - Kid Ory.
St. Cyr stayed musically active, even after
surviving a bad car crash in the early 60's. But
he was unable to beat Leucemia and he died at
the age of 76 on June 17, 1966.
For those who are interested in seeing St. Cyr
play, he appeared with the Red Allen-Kid Ory
Band in the television special "Chicago and all
that Jazz” in 1961. He played with the Young
Men from New Orleans, Kid Ory and Louis
Armstrong on Walt Disney's "Disneyland after
Dark”, broadcast on TV circa 1962. "Chicago
and all that Jazz” is available on a commercial
videotape and "Disneyland after Dark” is still
run frequently on the Disney Channel cable
network. His extensive recorded output is
almost entirety available on CD. It is a simple
matter to find his classic sides with Oliver,
Morton,
Armstrong,
Doc
Cook,
the
Wanderers/Bootblacks, Russell and Lillie Delk
Christian by searching the websites of TowerRecords, World Records, CDNOW, American
Music, Louisiana Music Factory etc.
At age 73, the primus inter pares of
guitarists/banjoists penned "The Philosophy of
Johnny St. Cyr". His text follows:
’Talent is God's gift. Use it to develop
something individually: don't be an imitator.
The person who develops something himself is
usually a success. Work is something to put
your talent into. Whatever you do, do your
best. If what you are doing proves successful,
try doing it better.
Love people and people will love you. Always
spare the other fellow a few minutes of your
time - even the little fellow. Remember that
although advice is cheap it is often very good,
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and sometimes very costly to Ignore. Be a good
listener and always be ready to learn.
In general, don't make promises you are not
sure you can keep. It is better to say 'I will let
you know later'. Take time to think it over
before saying yes.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

CHRIS TYLE
New Orleans Music Master

Do not start too many projects at one time.
Better do something small and do it well than
tackle something big, and fail.

Hal

Multi-instrumentalist Chris Tyle is a versatile,
Past performance helps establish you but you
hard-working musician. Besides having the
are getting paid for what you ar e doing now. If
ability to play three instruments equally well,
you are still active in your profession do your
he Is a first-rate jazz historian and writer. In
best - neither you nor your employer are doing
addition, he leads one of the very few full-time
each other any favors. You need his money and
professional jazz bands in the U.S.
he needs your services; this is a business
transaction.
If
job
conditions or money or
both do not meet with
your approval, don't gripe
continually and make your
fellow workers miserable.
Either
do
something
constructive to improve
matters, or quit. If you
don't want to quit, don't
complain.
Stay prepared. A good
break can still be welcome
after 30 years. I know.
That's when my break
came. Age is no barrier to
talent and personality”.
If all musicians would heed Johnny St. Cyr's
precepts - personal and musical - the jazz
scene would be a better place for everyone.

He is the son of Alex Tyle, the original drummer
with the Castle Jazz Band of Portland, Oregon.
Chris heard the Castle band as a toddler and
also discovered the wonders of his father's
record collection at an early age.
His first instrument was - naturally enough drums, He played this instrument in high
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school, becoming an excellent reader and
technician, but eventually fell in love with the
sound of the comet.
He took up the short hom in 1975 and was
greatly influenced by the Castle Jazz Band's
homman Don Kinch. Kinch had moved to
Portland from Los Angeles in the early '70s and
organized a jazz band called the Conductors
Ragtime Band, which included Axel on drums.
After some personnel shifts, Kinch moved to
string bass and young Chris came in on comet.
Besides his work with the Conductors, he
played drums and comet with several
Northwestern groups including Jim Beatty's
Jazz Band and Rose City Jazz Band. Then, in
1979, he moved to the Bay Area to play comet
with the Turk Murphy San Francisco Jazz
Band.
After leaving the Murphy ensemble,Chris
returned to Portland and a different type of
jazz. He organized a swing quintet called
Wholly Cats - the band that launched the
career of vocalist/guitarist Rebecca Kilgore. The
"Cats" were wildly successful in the early '80s,
sometimes playing two and three casuals a day,
plus a regular job at a downtown nightclub.
The band brought in guest musicians including
Scott Hamilton, Bill Berry, Dave McKenna and
Dave Frishberg who played to packed houses.
Then, in 1984, the club suddenly went under
and none of the subsequent venues proved to
be an adequate replacement.
The band gradually broke up and Chris took a
day job. The urge to play remained, however
and he joined the Stumptown Jazz Band as its
dmmmer.
In 1989, Chris relocated to New Orleans, to play
music full-time. There he worked with Danny
Barker's Original Jazz Hounds, Percy and Willie
Humphrey, Pud Brown, the Creole Rice Jazz

Band, Banu Gibson's New Orleans Hot Jazz,
the Mahogany Hall Stompers, the New Orleans
Classic Jazz Orchestra, Crescent City Rhythm
Kings and the Pelican Jazz Band.
He also made several Lu Watters-style
recordings with the Down Home Jazz Band and
recorded a CD tribute to trumpeter Benny
Stockier. And Chris co-led the Frisco
Syncopators with this writer, playing the music
of the Firehouse Five Plus Two.
In 1992, Chris was offered the position of
bandleader in the Royal Sonesta Hotel's CanCan Caf6. He accepted the offer and put
together the Silver Leaf Jazz Band. Nine years
later, the SLJB still plays six nights a week at
the Can-Can at Bourbon Street, with guests
from around the globe sitting in with some of
the best musicians in New Orleans. The Silver
Leaf Jazz Band has recorded extensively for
Good Time Jazz, Stomp Off and GHB.
Themes of the SLJB's critically-acclaimed CDs
include the music off King Oliver, Freddie
Keppard, Bunk Johnson, Jelly Roll Morton,
"Streets and Scenes of New Orleans” and "New
Orleans Composers".
As a side man, Chris has recorded on comet
with George Probert, Mike Owen, John Gill, Ted
des Plantes, Lee Gunness and others. He co-led
a session with pianist Paul Asaro (due for
imminent release on Jazzology) and appears as
a drummer on CDs by Jacques Gauth6, Tommy
Sancton, Duke Heitger and Tim Laughlin.
In 1997, Chris decided to take up reeds. He
started on soprano sax, then moved to Boehmsystem clarinet, settling on the Albert system in
1999. He has become a topnotch reedman and
also maintains a web page with information
about the Albert system clarinet and its
performers.
lwww.geocities.com/silverleaOb/clarinet2.htmL

In recent years, Chris has managed to slip away
from New Orleans long enough to establish an
enviable following overseas. He has toured the
U.K. with Pete Lay's Gambit Jazzmen and has
played in Japan, France, Norway and Germany
with Ralph Sutton, Dan Barrett and others.
And he played drums in Brazil with the Bob
Crosby Orchestra - one of the last dates where
Crosby himself led the band.
Chris Tyle has appeared at the San Diego
Thanksgiving Dixieland Jazz Festival with the
Stumptown Jazz Band, Rhythmakers and
Frisco Syncopators. He participated in the "San
Francisco" and "New Orleans" specials as
performer and narrator and was also moderator
for the "Chicago" program in 1966.
Chris taught the drum class at the AFCDJS
Adult Jazz Camp in 1997 and will be
instructing comet in 2002. Meanwhile, he will
return to the Thanksgiving Festival in 2001 as
the drummer with the Bobby Gordon Trio. We
look forward to hearing this very talanted
jazzman once again!
(Jazz Rambler, July/Aug 2001)
Ed's note: See also
http://www.geocities.com/silverleafib/christvle
htm, for a full discography and more info

successful actresses on the theatre scene and
in a number of movies (including the James
Bond movie 'Live and let die' 1973). Her artist
name 'Kuumba' is Swahili for "being creative";
she was given this name by June Havock,
leader of the Repertory Theatre in New Orleans,
where Sylvia took part in several productions,
starting 1970. Her international breakthrough
came in Vemel Bageris' musical One mo' time, a
vivid picture of life on and off stage among
blues- and vaudeville artists in New Orleans
during the 20'ies.
She created her role of 'Big Bertha', loosely
based on Bessie Smith, one of her big wells of
inspiration. One mo' time was shown in New
Orleans as from 1978 and later toured the
globe. With the original set-up (including
members Lars Edegran and Orange Kellin) she
came to the China Theatre in Stockholm and
to Liseberg, another classic stage, in
Gothenburg in 1984. After One mo' time she
mainly worked as jazz-, blues- and gospel
singer, several times touring Europe. During
one of the tours she recorded with Kustbandet.
During her years in Stockholm, she often sang
at jazz clubs, concerts and jazz festivals, but
she also had theatre roles on national scenes.
1995 she moved back to New Orleans and
worked during her last years as a teacher of
drama as well as doing performances.

about Chris.
SYLVIA KUUMBA' WILLIAMS
by Bo Scherman

- singer and actress, passed away after a period
of illness at the age of 59 on the 17th of July in
her hometown New Orleans. She visited
Sweden several times and lived in Stockholm in
the early 90'ies. Here she made many friends
and admirers due to her warmth, humour and
charisma. She was bom in New York Oct 28,
1941 but grew up in New Orleans and
established herself there as one of the most

Sylvia and friend, Palm Court Cafe, New Year's Eve
1991. Photo: ed.
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sheer fire.
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New Orleans jazz has a lot of knockers. They
say that to play it you don’t have to have
technique and all you have to do is listen to
early records and copy. It’s rubbish.

KEN COLYER
JAZZ CLUB
At Studi* SI, 10/11 Ct. N«wp«rt St.
l«i<t»L*r iqufc1# (Tubal

It is such a human and personal thing that to
put down on paper how you set about playing
is veiy difficult.

fVIJ *1 (7.10)

MELBOURNE H.O. JAZZMEN
jialtir Ja> (7..10)

KIN COlVift JAZZMEN

Inspiration

Perhaps the most important thing is records.
Nobody has yet found a better way of getting
inspiration.

AU NIGHT 9HSIOM TONIGHT

Mldnliht III/ Six
BACK O’TOWN TVHCOPATOH5
iOOIIIANNA JAZZ BAND
I I n.|kt

t»♦»r

N.|kl

From a trumpeter's viewpoint, there's a wealth
of good N.O. music on records. I'd advise any
budding musician to get hold of any early ones.

.Vun.hn N titiid 6.107

RHYTHM & BLUES with the
ROLLING STONES

Soak them up as much as possible till it's
coming out of your ears - anything by Mutt
Carey or Bunk Johnson.

&uni/uv 17, f.T)

REN COLTER JAZZMEN
W <l/ll 1.1 7 (7 )0.'

RAGTIME BAND

In absorbing all the stuff on these early records,
one thing stands out: a trumpeter's attack is
tremendously important.

KENNY ROBINSON
JAZZ BAND

But you must never sacrifice a good ensemble
sound.

KID MARTYN
Tbuciiftn (7.10)

M.mftiamDtRS itfmlTLad it ill SillllIH
AO a Lm •enlMt'i !,*• till Mrik »*b4,
la J«<.
.)l IB.HtCl tkapaltl ,Tt<)|UW)DJI|

THE ESSENCE OF NEW ORLEANS

JAZZ
Freedom and self-discipline says Ken Colyer
Jazz has several different definitions but to my
mind there is still no more rewarding form of it
than New Orleans music - for human and
emotional outlet, actual musical colour, and

Individuality, swing and attack - these then,
are the three big things. It's naturally Important
to develop swing from the start - but it's
impossible to say how you do that.
About this business of copying: I guess it's the
Hist thing any traditional jazz musician does.
But there IS such a thing as playing freely in
the New Orleans style without necessarily
slavishly copying every nuance of your
particular favourite.
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The trumpet is the logical lead instrument, but
I can't stress sufficiently the need for all the
musicians to play as a unit, and complement
each other.
It is also important for each player to have
terrific self-discipline and know what the other
player is up to.
In N.O. jazz the actual band sound is the end
product - nobody is the star.

by N'.O. men.
This is where the clarinet comes in par ticularly.
There's no end of scope here for the great colour
of the music to blossom.
To play N.O. style-jazz properly requires more
skill than a lot of the knockers realise.
Argument

It's all very well sitting down and saying: "I
think I'll play trumpet or clarinet like that".

If the band knits together well, the musicians
reflect each other's statements, musically.
The real beauty of N.O. music is that there is
such a wealth of individuality - yet they express
themselves together while retaining, in my
opinion, unmistakable personal styles.
Listen to any early records by any of the real
greats of N.O. and you'll find that controlled
acceleration is often a big factor.

But when you hear a N.O. musician, there's a
whole lifetime of experience, wisdom and
sometimes depression, coming through that
hom.
To anyone starting with a trumpet in jazz, I'd
say - buy a good instrument. Spend around
£70 on it.
If you take it seriously enough to want to star t
playing, invest in a hom that will make playing
easier and the tone more pleasant.

Acceleration

Controlled acceleration heightens the climax
and excitement of some tunes - but not all.
This Is particularly evident from Kid Oiy in "Get
out of here and go on home" and from the
George Lewis Band on several occasions.
But the word "controlled" needs emphasising.
Use your own taste and judgment In this, but
don't be afraid to accelerate the tempo when
the excitement calls for it.

Then there's the argument of trumpet versus
comet. On this score, I agree with Louis
Armstrong.
He said: "There's no difference between the two
- the comet just makes you work har der!"
This is entirely a matter of personal taste. The
comet need more "lip" and wind. Many
tmmpets, to my mind, produce a comet sound.
Tommy Ladnier, particularly.

It's yet another wonderful part of N;0. music.
What form of music offers the marvellous
variety of blues AND powerful build-ups?

You can learn a tremendous amount from
records, but you come to put your own
interpretation of it on your music.

I have noticed that there is not enough
attention paid today to counterpoint - counter
melodies by the front-line instruments - even

New Orleans jazz has more freedom of
expression, rich beauty, sesitivity and deapth
16

than any music form.
I must say that if
something inside you
genuine human feeling
unsuccessful, but you
award from playing.

you haven't got that
- that fire, spark and
- you will not only be
will not get the right

Absorb the idiom and recreate it. That way. New
Orleans jazz is full of richness.
From Melody Maker March 30, 1963
(Clipping from Per Oldeaus)

SATCHMO'S

100TH.

A

WORLD-WIDE

CELEBRATION!

By Floyd Levin
August 4, 2001. That important date will vividly
remain in the hearts of Louis Armstrong fans
who welcomed the opportunity to honor the
great jazz artist on the centennial of his birth.
Future generations of jazz enthusiasts will envy
our participation in such a historic event.

weekend - visually, by posters and banners
decorating a pair of hotels - and audibly, by
twenty great bands playing "Armstrong" tunes.
That large category of music includes many
recognizable songs identified with Armstrong.
During his long career, he introduced scores of
numbers on his recordings that became
"standards."
Dating horn the '20s, the outstanding
commercial successes of each year were heard
on Satchmo's recordings - great numbers like: "I
Can't Give You Anything But Love," "Ain't
Misbehavin'", "When You're Smiling," "St.
Louis Blues," "Rockin' Chair," "Blue, Turning
Gray Over You”, "Dinah," "Memories of You,"
"Shine," "Body and Soul," "Star Dust," and
many more! We heard most of them during the
Costa Mesa festival, with several revered Hot 5
and Hot 7 sizzlers, and some well-researched
obscurities. The popular participating bands
featured many of the nation's best trumpet
players.

Included among those who deftly handled the
As a young man, Armstrong quickly attained a Armstrong "role" were: Jon Erik Kellso (Banu
lofty status in the jazz world. Now, 30 years Gibson), Bob Summers (Avalon Cats), Forrest
after his death, as successive generations of Helmick (Blue Street), Dick Hamilton (Chicago
fans have been exposed to his brilliance, that 6), John Schoolcraft (Crazy Rhythm Hot
Society Orchestra), Ken Smith (Golden Eagle),
status has achieved even greater exaltation.
Randy Reinhart (Titan Hot 7), Serguei
Gerchenovitch
(Siberian Dixieland Jazz Band),
On his birthday, bandstands throughout the
world resonated with the songs that he made Leon Oakley and Brian Shaw (South Frisco
famous. Thousands of trumpet players, inspired Jazz Band), Dave Jones (Original Black Dogs),
by Louis' innovative solos, attempted to execute John Bartmann (Queen City), Larry Channave
his flawless masterpieces that shaped the (High Society), Dennis Gilmore (Monrovia Old
language of jazz music for decades. His familiar Siyle), Chet Jaeger (Night Blooming Jazzmen),
gravel-toned voice defied myriads of imitators Bryan Shaw (High Sierra), and Jim Cullum (Jim
Cullum Jazz Band.) They are all still applying
striving to sound like the master.
lip balm!
I doubt if any celebration exceeded the
grandeur of the program at the 2001 Costa The festival's three featured attractions, Jim
Mesa/Orange Counly Classic Jazz Festival. The Cullum's Jazz Band, Banu Gibson & the New
great man's image permeated the entire Orleans Hot Jazz, and the Siberian Dixieland

Jazz Band, approached the Armstrong tribute
from different perspectives.
Banu’s trombonist David Sagar, searching the
Library of Congress fdes, discovered an obscure
Hoagy Carmichael ballad, "Ev'ntide." Louis
recorded it in 1936, and Banu is possibly the
only vocalist that still sings the lovely tune.
The delicate strains hung in the air like a soft
cloud long after she completed the song.
Jim Cullum, who lustrously filled an entire set
with Armstrong classics, spotlighted pianist
John Sheridan's brilliant arrangement of
"Weatherbird Rag." Armstrong recorded the
number in 1923 with King Oliver's Creole Jazz
Band and, five years later, as a modernistic
duet with pianist Earl Hines. Sheridan's
arrangement creatively merged the two
disparate versions.
The Siberian Dixieland Jazz Band, making
their premier U.S. festival appearance,
intermingled spirited renditions of Armstrong
classics with hand-clapping, foot-stomping
Russian folk songs - in a Dixieland mode.
The glittering highlight of the four-day festival
occurred at 8:00PM, Saturday Evening, August
4 - Louis Armstrong's 100th birthday.
Bandleaders at every venue in The Hilton and
the Holiday Inn Hotels, halted the proceedings,
and directed their audiences as they sang
"Happy Birthday, Dear Satchmo!" This was
probably the first time in history that four
thousand voices resounded in a unison
greeting to Louis Armstrong. To sweeten the
occasion, festival sponsor, See's Candy,
distributed samples to the audiences.
The Second Annual Costa Mesa/Orange
County Classic Jazz Festival was a resounding
success with twice the attendance as last year’s
inaugural
weekend.
Spurred
by
their
achievement, co-directors John Dieball, Connie
18-

and Larry Baker, have already scheduled next
year's event. The dates are August 1, 2, 3, 4,
2002. For information, contact the festival at
1520 W. Yale Avenue, Orange, CA 92867.
Website: www.oc-classicjazz.org Phone: (888)
215-6222. Email: idieball@jadtec.com.

irayama'iimn
The only shop in Sweden
100 % specialized in jazz,
blues and gospel. Thousands
of new and second hand CDs
and LPs in all styles. Also
78s and jazz literature. Lots
of BUNK and all kinds of
New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or 10:- in Swedish
stamps for our latest mail
order news list.

SKI VFYND JAZZ & BLUES
Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr: Scheelegatan 12
Tel/fax +46 (-0)8-652 92 91

WELCOME TO CONTACT

FJALLES TRADJAZ2

The mail order business
dealing with Traditional
Jazz only. More than 2 000
different LPs, CDs, Videos
& Books.
Stomp Off, Delmark, GHB
(incl American Music series),
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi
Gras, 504, LAKE and many
others.
Tel/fax: +46-(0)526-15352
or write: Surbrunnsgatan21
S-452 37 STR0MSTAD

www.thejazzgazette.be
We got a letter from our member Marcel Joly that all of you simply must read. Marcel
and Jempi de Donder have started an Internet jazz magazine, www.theiazzgazette.be.
The initiative has 100 per cent support from The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society.

WWW.THE JAZZ GAZETTE.BE
Once upon a time there was a dedicated man in Belgium who started (16
years ago) a little jazz magazine called The Jazz Gazette. It was
published 4 times a year and at the start contained mainly news from the
Belgian and Dutch jazz clubs. Later on Lex Heuts (that was his name)
convinced other jazz fans to write articles for it, people like Jempi De
Donder, Sim Simons and yours truly. The last couple of years The Jazz
Gazette had become a real little magazine widely read in the Flemish
part of Belgium and in Flolland with articles, record and book reviews,
club news etc.
Although fate was not kind to him (he lost two wives taken away by
cancer) Lex kept the little magazine going, come rain or come shine. In
fact it would be more exact to say that The Jazz Gazette kept FIIM going.
Then Lex got ill with the same terrible disease. While he was fighting
for his life he still published his precious little magazine. Lex died
this Summer.
Jempi de Donder and I started discussing by email tire possibility of
continuing one way or another the work of our friend. Neither one of us
had the time and means of producing a printed magazine. That's when the
idea was bom to start an on line magazine. The advantages of the medium
were obvious: no time to spend at tire copy machine, no assembling, no
mailing and still reach a lot of people. We had seen that more and more
jazz fans were on the Internet and that their number was still growing
each day. So we decided to give it a tiy. The first edition went on line
in September. In order to reach as many people as possible we had chosen
to publish The Jazz Gazette in English, Flemish)= Dutch) and French. The
reactions were beyond our expectations. We received emails of
congratulation from all over the world. The French edition was dropped
horn the second issue on, because translating eveiything in French kept
us working day and night. The few French readers who had contacted us
had told us that there really was no reason for this additional effort.
So the November issue appealed only in English and Flemish. We were

happy to welcome our friend Michel Laplace from France with his reports
on the festivals of Marciac and Ascona and Floyd Levin from the U.S.
with a concert review. The third issue (December/January) is almost
ready and will have contributions from Brian Wood and Judy Eames from
England and also from Michel and Floyd. Several other writers have
promised to send us articles, including old stalwarts in the field of
New Orleans music like Alden Ashforth and Tony Standish. So it seems
that we are really on our way now. In order to concentrate more on
writing new material instead of spending time on translating we decided
to drop the Flemish edition as well starting with the February/March
issue. Reactions from our Dutch speaking readers have helped us to make
that decision. It seems that most eveiybody interested in jazz has
enough knowledge of the official jazz language to read an English
magazine. After all the Bunk Info changed from Swedish to English too
after a couple of issues!
As Jempi and I are both specialised in the field of New Orleans music
the accent will be on this perennial jazz style. Because we know that a
lot of New Orleans fans are also interested in other traditional jazz
styles and even swing music, we decided to expand the scope of our
magazine to other classic jazz styles including swing. We draw the line
there. Modern jazz gets already enough exposure in the regular jazz
magazines and we don't want to write about something we don't know much
about or don't like! Articles on the other classic jazz styles will be
welcome, but our own writing efforts will be centered on the music from
New Orleans as it is played all over the world: historical,
biographical, discographical. The sky is the limit!
Our CD reviews will depend on what we receive. Already several bands and
producers have been sending us their latest work and we expect that
their number will grow as we get more and more established and known by
the classic jazz world. The same goes for books. Next issue will include
reviews of Floyd Levin's "Classic Jazz" and Lennart Fait and Hakan
Hakansson's "Hymn To George", the second edition of their George Lewis
discogaphy.
We hope to be able to keep a bi-monthly schedule in the future. We are
compiling a list of email addresses of our readers so that everyone will
be aware when there is a new edition. Several websites have already
added a link to The Jazz Gazette and we keep adding links to their
sites. Where it all will lead us...we don't know. We keep our fingers
crossed and try to keep our eyes open.
Marcel Joly

STORYVXLLE

STORYVILLE
That section of the city
Sectioned off as a section
Of sin
STORYVILLE
Where rows of unpainted
shingled whore pads leaned
Closely to each other
Not unlike their occupants
Feeling for courage and warmth
in the strength
Of a few
STORYVILLE
Jass1 mother
STORYVILLE
Where the piano is king
And it's players professors
And sometimes queens
STORYVILLE
Where names like Bolden
Bunk and Baquet reigned
With the weight of a B-flat bass vamp
And brought chills to the feet
Of good-time folks
STORYVILLE
Tom Anderson's success
STORYVILLE
Alderman Story's undoing
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TO
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George I.ewis on record and tape

LAWRENCE MARRERO, SLOW DRAG
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For more information contact the editor
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The question "Who's dun it?” is almost as old
as tire recording industry among music
collectors. The recorded work, of course, stands
unaffected by these discussions, but the value
of it might differ. Strange, when you ponder
upon it, isn’t it?

EDITORIAL

As you probably are well aware (If you’re
married), it is not the very big issues in life that
break up the happy home. No, if it’s not the
proverbial snake in the grass, it is
disagreements over trivial subjects that begin to
crack the whole thing open. We can imagine Since there exists no objective criteria of
judging the artistic value of music, the ever
something like the following:
ongoing discussion about who and what is
Husbond: “After very concentrated listening I best could also be considered a strange and
have concluded that it is Dodds on clarinet on rather unuseful game. Personally I look upon
George Lewis as one of the greatest clarinetists
that second take of Whip It on Mercury XYZ".
of all times, always with exciting timing, always
producing
musical poetry, sometimes hot, spicy
Wife: "It’s Jimmy O'Bryant, darling"
and sensual, sometimes beautiful and, yes,
H: (slightly reddened): “I know my Dodds inside divine. Bunk thought him an “emergency
musician”. Who’s right?
out and I am telling you it is Dodds!”
W: (with patient smile): “He must have had a
very bad day then, darling”.
H: (now noticably reddened): "Dodds NEVER
had a bad day!”
W: (now with strained and strange smile):..
But let us not continue this painful scene. No
doubt, you have your own experiences on
which to draw the conclusion if you so wish.
What I am saying is, that a lot of this takes its
toll on both combatants and the end is
doubtful.
A problem like the above (Bunk’s recording of St
Louis Blues at the Caravan Ballroom 1947) has
appeared within our little circle and our
President, wise man as he is, has taken the
initiative to resolve the matter before more
damage is done. Read his evaluation on page
27.
Using the power vested in me as editor, I’d like
to here and now develop my own views on the
matter.
-2-

In the case at hand (St Louis Blues), 1 think it
is important to not just take the track at face
value. J.t is typical for Bunk, as a both relaxed
and competetive person, to rise to the present
challenge. Like e.g. Bjorn Borg, who never
played better tennis than what it took to win.
Bunk seldom played better than was needed to
show who's boss. On the AM recordings he was
forced to play with "emergency musicians”,
mostly playing tunes not of his own choice and
in a style he probably considered outdated. It's
a wonder he created as much magic as he did
with that sort of motivation.
On the other hand, when he played with what
he considered real musicians, he used his vast
knowledge of music, he played harmonically
more advanced and he had ideas he’d never
shown before. Alas, his fondness for the juice
often deprived him of the technical ability to
perform Iris ideas fluently. It happens, when
you listen to Bunk, that you have to listen for
what he’s trying to do, not to what he actually
does.
This, in my opinion, is the reason for the
confusion about St Louis Blues. Personally, Trrr

convinced It is Bunk playing.
The long article by Peter I-Iaby about the 6 &
7/8’s string' band first appeared hi Marcel Joly’s
and Jeinpi de Donder’s excellent Jazzgazette on
the internet (details in previous issue). Peter,
however, kindly gave his permission to use it
and Marcel had nothing against SBJS using it,
so here it is in print for those of us who still
prefer to read from paper.
HH

2002 ANNUAL MEETING
by Claes Ringqvist
We had a marvellous - as usual •- Annual
Meeting (the 16th!!) on Saturday, January
12th this year, at the Jazz Archive in
Stockholm (curator: Jens Lindgren). More
Bunltologists (and ragtimers) than ever - this
time 71 participants!!
A new approach this year: We invited a
magnificent RAGTIME-panel, to lecture on this
beautiful art and to perform. And for 90
minutes they did a marvellous job. Chairman
was the young' enthusiast (pianist, historian &
composer) Oleg Mezjuev (OM), and he was
supported by the legendary Peter Lunciberg (PL)
(25 times invited as performer to the Joplin
Festival in Sedelia), the young' (organist,
pianist, historian and composer) Peter
Andersson (PA) and Joaklm Stenshatl. (JS)
During this Ragtime panel the following rags
were beautifully executed:
Harlem Rag (Tom Turpin) - PL
A Tennessee Tantalizer (Charles H. Hunter
1900)-OM
Gladiolus Rag (Scott Joplin, 1907) - PA
Grace & Beauty (James Scott, 1909) ~ JS
Bert Williams (JR Morton, ea 1911) - PL
American Beauty Rag (Joseph Lamb, 1913) - JS
Blame it on the Blues (Charles L. Cooke, 1914) OM

Pastime Rag #4 (Artie Matthews, 1920) - PL
King Porter Stomp (JR Morton 1924) - JS
One for Amelia (Max Morath, 1964) - OM
Hippocampus Two-Step (Peter Lund berg, 1964)
-PL
Kreole (David Thomas Roberts, 1978) - PA
Nygatan Stomp (Joaklm Stenshall, 1977-82) JS
For Joanl Holmes (Brian Keenan, 1996) - OM
The Beauty & the Beast (Peter Andersson 19962001)-PA.
As Guest of Honour we invited the living
Legend, The Scott Joplin of Scandinavia, the
man who recorded ragtime as early as 1949 (a
78, on the Gazell label - a collectors item,
Indeed), no one less than Sune "Sumpen"
Borg, He suffered a stroke some years ago so
his left hand doesn't follow him while playing,
but he was extremely interested in what
happened on the stage. He was the big idol of
many of the ragtimers present - most of them
he met for the first time. There was a high class
of Ragtime Mingling. It was so nice to see Sune
at the meeting.
Mike Hazekllne from High gate, London paid
us Iris usual annual visit. This time he came
alone as his wife Ruth had commitments back
home. Since the last visit his (and Bany
Martyn’s) book “Song of the Wanderer” is
launched. Tills Is THE BOOK ON BUNK, ladies
and gentlemen. Mike answered questions about
the book, and told us a lot of further research
about Bunk's teeth, his trumpet, recording
debut etc. Mike Is a most fascinating lecturer like a first class stand-up comedian. He can
really keep an audience spellbound for hours.
And many thanks and a lot of flowers to the
kitchen gang. Anders Aim and Per Oldaeus they created first class creole-cajun cuisine,
very, veiy much appreciated.
We, in the Executive Committee wifi soon start
to schedule for the program of (he next meeting
on January 11th, 2003. See you, then.
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self-taught, "My records arc my teachers" he used
to say. hi his late teens he was a legend of his own
in the jazz circles of Stockholm, in 1949 he
recorded a piano-solo record (now a collectors
item, Gazell 3001, Original Hags /Maple Leaf Rag)
for John Engelbrekt’s label, Gazell. He was the
pianist in the legendary Grav-Olle’s Jazzband, the

OBITUARY

By Claes Ringqvist

Sune

“Sumpen’'

Borg (310903

020120).

mi

Just a week after he was the Guest of Honuor at
the Annual Meeting of the Swedish Bunk
Johnson Society, Sune Borg passed away due to
congestive heart failure, a condition he suffered
from since many years.
He was bom in Stockholm, around the Maria
Market in the southern pails of the city, and he
got his nickname “Sumpen" in very early days. He
started to play the piano at the age of i 3, mostly
-4-

first traditional band that was invited to play at the
famous Nalen, In 1947. As a solo pianist he was
the Master, the One and Only, they said. Nobody
could compete with him when It came to ragtime
and boogie woogie
When he heard Jelly Roil Morton he realised how
it should be played. He also listened a lot to
Pinetop Smith, Jimmy Yancey, Meade Lux Lewis,
Albert Ammons and Pete Johnson. Vejy early he
was also a devotee of Earl Hines, Art Tatum and
Mary Lou Williams.

He was a stalwart at the Gazell Club in the Old
Town of Stockholm. He toured a lot with Olle
Sund's Dixieland Band, he made more records,
radio shows etc.
Sune was a civil engineer and worked in the State
Department of Agriculture, that in 1968 moved
from Stockholm to Jonkoping in the southern
parts of Sweden. When he retired in 1996 he and
his wife Mary moved back to Stockholm. In 1994
he suffered a stroke which made his left hand
unusable and he was forced to give up playing.
But he never gave up his deep interest and love
for the ragtime, the boogie woogie and the jazz.
We sadly miss a friend and devotee.
Eld's note: In the picture Sumpen Borg stands
between the Rev Sundbom and our President Cia.es
Ringqvist.

song titles. The cover notes compiled by Sam
Charters indicated this could be something
special. Sam Charters' book ‘Jazz New Orleans
1885 1963’ had been a source of inspiration
for a number of years. Local New Orleans
aficionado, Tony Standlsh had related many a
Charters story having met him in New Orleans
during Mardi Gras in 1957 and later hr England
when Tony was editor of Jazz Journal and the
specialist New Orleans magazine Eureka.
The record in my hands. Folkways FA 2671,
was destined to become one of my real
favourites. A disc that I have played often
through the proceeding year's. The musicians,
Bill Kleppinger, mandolin; Bemie Shields, steel
guitar; Frank Mackie, string' bass; and Dr
Edmund Souchon, guitar, now seem like old
friends. They play a beautifully balanced and
integrated ensemble sound with the mandolin
so like the stylings of a New Orleans clarinet,
which continues to thrill me.

Dr. Edmond Souchon M.D. & The 6 &

1 find it somewhat disappointing that this
outstanding record to my knowledge has never
been re-issued on CD, thus bringing this
fascinating session to an even wider audience.

7/8’s String Band of New Orleans

researched & written by Peter R. Haby

During the mid 1960's most Saturday mornings
I would search the record shops In Melbourne
hoping to find some example of the music from
New Orleans, be it Bunk, George, Jelly, Oliver or
Fats Domino.

Jazz Histories tell us that string bands were the
fore-fathers of the accepted Instrumental line
up of what we now know as a New Orleans jazz
band. Yet if one wishes to seek out more
information about these strirrg bands we find
that there is little in the way of the
documentation of this musical evolution from
New Orleans. The most informative resource
that I have found to date Is R. Collins’ book
'New Orleans Revised History'. In chapter 11,
Collins’ gives a fascinating account of the
evolution and role of the brass band in the day
to day affairs from the 1850s through to 1900.
Mentioned also fire the activities of the string
bands. A number of the brass bands. The
Union and The Onward had string bands
affiliated with them. Other string bands

One favourite shop called Discurlo, downstairs
in a small basement room, stocked mainly Folk
& Blues music which today would be known as
a World music shop.
One particular morning, Peter Mann the
proprietor, also the Australian Agent for
Folkways pointed to the rrew arrivals box. A
pink covered LP cover with the unusual title
The 6 & 7/8’s String Band of New Orleans'
caught my eye. I was only familiar with one
name of the group, Souchon and some of the
5

mentioned, A.L.Tio’s and C. Doublet’s Big Four,
The Silver Leaf, Professor Poncho’s celebrated
ensemble, and string" bands lead by Professors
Martin, Doconge, T.V. Baquet and Adolph J.
Moret.
The Family Album lists only three early groups.
In the chapter ‘A Jazz Band Ball’ The Razzy
Dazzy spasm band (1890s), a skiffle band under
the leadership of Stalebread Tacombe, The
Invincibles string band (1912 -1921), and The 6
& 7/8’s string band (1910 - 1971). Sam
Charters, mentions four, The Big FOOT string
band (1890s), The Excelsior string band, lead by
violinist Prof. Henry Nickerson, The Tio &
Doublet string band, and The Union string
band, managed by R. Labonier (late 1880s),
Reading" the various musician interviews at the
Hogan Jazz Archive in New Orleans, we learn
that many of the musicians from early on in
their careers started out on a variety of stringed
instruments. As youngsters they formed both
spasm bands and string groups for their own
entertainment. Playing on street comers,
pleasure boats, lawn parties and any other
function that called for music. We know New
Orleans was a hive of musical activity from it’s
earliest days, with many a young boy seeking
the considerable social prestige of being able to
play a musical instrument. Young friends
started in string trios which gave the musical
foundations to be able to progress to the larger
dance orchestras.

distinguished groups of medical practitioners in
the city. His father, Dr. Marion Souchon, was a
famous surgeon and one of the founders of the
Pan American Life Insurance Company. He also
was a respected, internationally known oil
painter, which he took up at the age of 65. His
Grand-father, Dr. Edmund Souchon Snr., was
at one time Professor of both Anatomy and
Surgery at Tulane University. Souchon himself,
later became an eminent surgeon, gaining fame
in the pioneering of Intravenous Anaesthetics
in 1946. One of his daughters, also became a
doctor, Mrs Broox Garrett of Shreveport, La.
Souchons first musical memory is the singing
of the family cooks at the Souchon residence.
The cooks, Aumontie and Adele, both had fine
contralto voices, and sang hymns in a similar
style to Mahalia Jackson. He remembered
funeral parades, one of the cooks would take
him to see them. The parades started at the
Bull's Club and passed Terrell’s grocery, where a
young Souchon and the cook would join the
second line on First street on their way to the
cemetery on Washington avenue. He recalled
being impressed by a young Joe Oliver, who
played comet in these parades, along with
Louis Keppard on tuba. Keppard’s guitar"
playing, at a later date, would inspire Souchon.
The Souchon home was full of music. He
enjoyed listening to his mother playing waltzes
and mazurkas on the piano. His father played
guitar and sang a little. At Souchons’
Grandfathers house, there was a player piano
and a phonograph. One of the favourite
cylinders was a tune called ‘The Iceman’, sung
by Billy .Jones and Ada Murray, which Souchon
would sing along with. His Grandmother also
played piano and encouraged him to sing. One
favourite song was ‘Oh,my baby, my curly
haired baby'. An aunt bought him a small
ukulele from Hawaii, but Souchon had
difficulty with the instruction manual,
preferring to play by ear". At the age of 8,

The origins of The 6 & 7/8’s was no different., a
group of young boys getting together to play
music for their own entertainment. A leading
participant in the organisation of this
delightful group was Dr. Edmund Souchon.
Souchon was bom October 25, 1897, in New
Orleans on St. Charles avenue, at Fust street in
the affluent Garden District. His family has
been recognised as one of the most
6

Souchon took formal lessons on guitar, from delight, he discovered that orre of the sons of
the sister of a doctor Mend of the family, Marie the host, George Clay Jnr, played piano and
Cazenavelle, which he again experienced mandolin. The Folkway cover notes show
difficulty, these formal lessons ceased. He has a photographs of Souchon on holidays here,
fond memory of being featured, with Bemie George Clay Jnr. and Souchon endeavoured to
Shields, at a concert 20 years later, with his play duets together,
would be teacher in the front row.

.

. y. .

’ THE 8 »nd 7/8 STRING-BAND
Hed Mack 1? haw# Dr Souchor*, guM a •

i.Bill K\cppingf*» T»fn»ic-Hn Be ml? Shields, guitar.

As a part of the society that he was growing up Holidays at Bay St. Louis, continued for a
in, Souchon was sent to dancing classes at the number of years and at the family parties, the
Victor Grima studio. Initially reluctant to Clay family chauffeur, Armand, lead a band of 8
attend, he was soon first to arrive for lessons so or 9 pieces for dancing. Encouraged by this,
that he could listen to the music. A 70 year old Souchon took guitar lessons again. This time
white
lady
provided
the
musical from the bands guitar- player. During these
accompaniment in an early ragtime style. She lessons,
his
teacher
played
mandolin
was later replaced by a black trio, consisting of accompaniment along with young Edmond,
piano, guitar and bass. His interest in guitar who paid 25 cents a lesson.
was again stimulated by watching the guitarist
at the dancing lessons.
Further musical inspiration was gained during
these vacations. At the bayside resort. Pass
Before the advent of air conditioning, the well Christian, Mississippi, Souchon would listen to
to do in New Orleans, would escape the heat of a spasm band of four young black musicians,
the Summers by taking extended holidays at who performed each evening on the pier. They
the coastal towns nearby. The Souchon family played harmonica, comb accompanied with a
vacations were spent at the home of George home made guitar and bass. Souchon learnt to
Clay in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. To Souchons
play 'Yonder came the Hoodoo Conductor Man’
-7-
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listening’ to this group, which he sang
throughout his career. The Faintly Album tells
us that Eddie Watson, a guitar player from Pass
Christian, bom July 13th,
1904 taught
Souchon guitar and that Watson played in a
spasm band with his three brothers, that later
merged with John Handy’s band. Although
seven years younger than Souchon, it is
possible Watson was in this group and that
some form of lessons were passed on. Souchon
also heard the Buddy Petit band, which was
employed to play for the Clay family.
When Souchon was about 11 or 12, he was
Invited by the brothers Bob and Harry
Reynolds, who played guitar and mandolin, to
their house on Prytania street to play, Souchon
at first left his guitar outside so that he could
find out how good they played. Encouraged by
what he heard, he soon joined in. Other young
boys were invited to play.

Prior to playing with this group, Souchon had
already met Charlie Hardy at Grammar School.
They also became life long musical buddies.
Hardy carried his ukulele everywhere. He
continually tried out chords and played
popular tunes for the amusement of others.
Souchon would accompany him on guitar.
Continuing their schooling at Isadore Newman,
they found many other willing young musicians
who played a variety of stringed instalments.
Hardy and Souchon were selected by Prof.
Henri Wehrmann, instructor of music, to
perform at their schools graduation. They were
featured on ukulele and guitar, singing duets
together. In later years a privately issued LP,
’Charlie & Sou’, recorded December 1955, gives
us an indication of what they may have
sounded like. The recording consists of sixteen
tunes; Ukulele Marmalade, ODJB one step, At
the Story Book Ball, being" excellent examples.
Hardy’s playing is a delight, with a wonderful,
delicate yet busy feel for melody.

They began playing sessions eveiy Sunday
afternoon. The final instrumentation became Others who joined in with The 6 & 7/81;; at
two guitars, mandolin, banjo, two violins and odd intervals, Shields O’Reardon, Clifford
Pavrot, George Clay Jnr, Bill Kleppinger,
ukulele. There were seven members. Because
Hilton Midget’ Harrison, one ox the violin mandolins; Bill Gibbons guitar & mandolin;
players was so short In height, that became the Howard McCaleb, Alton Nall, Percy McCay,
reason for the name of the group, The 6 & 7/8’s guitars; Thompson McCay, guitar & baas; Earl
string band. Harrison was a classically trained Cmmb, banjo & dmms; Albert Moustien,
violinist, having been taught by his mother, ukulele; Red Mackie, bass; Wilfred Sancho, Ed
herself a leading violinist in New Orleans Plnac, violins; and Marie Souchon, piano &
society. Souchon compared his style similar to vocal. Percy and Thompson McCay’s family had
that of Joe Venuti and Eddie South. Roland a plantation in Amite, La. and they would take
Rexach, also a classical trained violinist, with Souchon out to the plantation to listen to the
his own individual style, played second violin. black guitar players who played using their
Bemie Shields, banjo and mandolin, played thumbs and forefingers. The McCay brothers
melody. Hany Reynolds, mandolin, Bob became very proficient playing in this country
Reynolds and Souchon, guitars and Charlie blues slyle.
Hardy, ukulele provided the rhythm. Bemie
Shields and Souchon continued to play They continued to practice most weeks for three
together until Shields died in 1978. They can be years. At about the average age fourteen, the
heard together in The 6 & 7/8’s line up that group began to play in public and go together
was recorded in 1949.
to hear other musical groups. Saturday and
Sunday evenings were spent playing at house

parties. At one of these sessions. Sou chon met
his future wife, Marie Estoup. She was a
classically trained pianist, taught piano, played
good ragtime and sang. She can be heard
singing and playing' piano on private recordings
done in the late 1940s. To attend these parties
one had to be able to sing or play an
instrument.

the drive and pep that they generated.

Frank ‘Red' Mackie, bass, banjo; Rene Gelpi,
banjo; Eblen Rau, violin; Rollo Tichenor, guitar;
and Monk Smith, guitar & ukulele made up
The Invincibles. Others that played from time to
time were, Johnny Wigg's, Frank Ferrer, Ed
Pinac, Donald Coleman, Benjy White, violins;
Fred Overing, banjo, mandolin; Ernest Guildiy,
6-string banjo; Charles Hardy, ukulele; Eorimen
Neff, guitar; Mose Ferrer, Earl Cr umb, drums. (A
photo of The Invincibles can be seen hi The
Family Album, 3rd ed., p. 172, from about
1916). In later years Kleppinger and Mackie
would become members of The 6 & 7/8's and
recorded hi 1949. The Invincibles were
considered much better than Souchon’s group
musically. Their ideas on harmonies and chord
progressions were more advanced, but The 6 &
7/8's were more popular with their vocals and

The 6 & 7/8's and The Invincibles modelled a
lot of them playing after the string groups that
played in the bars like Tom Anderson’s.
Souchon and his pals would often venture to
hear the 3-piece string orchestra there,
mandolin, guitar, string bass. For the price of a
round of drinks for the orchestra, they could
receive a private lessoir.

The Invincibles eventually became The New
Orleans Owls. (A photo of an early version of
this group, 1924, at the old Sazerac Ball Room,
can also be seen in The Family Album, 3rd ed.,
p, 268.). Monk .Smith took up clarinet,
saxophone and also played guitar in The Owls.
Rene Gelpi continued on banjo, Benjy White
There were a lot of string bands in New Orleans, changed to saxophone and clarinet, with Red
in the years between 1910 and 1925. The main Mackie on piano and bass. The Invincibles
competition to The 6 & 7/8’s came from a group broke up as soon as they added wind
called The Invincibles. Bill Kleppinger, who in instruments. The Owls became the house band
later years married Ninon Mares, the sister of for the dances at the Ballroom of the Roosevelt
Paul Mares who played trumpet with the New Hotel. In 1925 and 1927, they recorded for
Orleans Rhythm Kings, and Joe Mares who Columbia in New Orleans and Atlanta. Monk
owned a recording company that issued New Smith and Rene Gelpi can be hear d together at
Orleans .Jazz on the Southland label, lived one point on the recording of 'That’s a Plenty'
across the sheet horn the Reynolds family. He (Columbia, 1547). Smith switches to guitar and
was considered a better musician than any of Gelpi to tenor guitar, and they play two
Souchons group. Souchon was always puzzled delightful string choruses, that are veiy
as to why the Reynolds never invited Kleppinger reminiscent of the sound of The 6 & 7/8's. The
to play with them as he would be seen often Brunswick recordings by Monk Hazel and his
practising alone on his front porch. Kleppinger Bienville Roof Orchestra, have three solos by
eventually put together the group called The another guitarist, Joe Capraro, who plays very
much like Monk Smith,
Invincibles,

-
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They would also fry and emulate the popular
black trumpeters of the day. At the High School
dances. The 6 & 7/8’s members heard George
McCulum on comet, with Fouis Wamick,
saxophone, and A.J. Piron on violin. At Fa
Fouisiane Restaurant, John Robichaux lead
the house band. He was a left handed violinist,
with all his men reading. Manel Perez and
Forenzo Tio, Jnr. would play the hot choruses.

Musicians like Joe Oliver, Sidney Be.diet, Zue duets with Quinn at the Silver Slipper night
Robertson and Clarence William's played at the club, orr Bourbon Street. Johnny Wiggs
Tulane University dances. Oliver was extremely recorded Snoozer Quinn in the twilight of his
popular with Happy Bolton’s smutty vocal life in hospital during 1948 arrd this fascinating
renditions on ‘Mama’s baby boy1 and ‘Camellia session was issued on Fat Cat FCJ104.
Gaspergon’ being a highlight. Many times The 6
& 7/8’s members didn’t dance, but would just The 6 & 7/8's became a very popular band
hang around the stage listening to Oliver, Kid about town when not too noisy, but hot music
Oiy, Johnny Dodds and Ed Garland. Bill was wanted, the college groups and the silk
Kleppinger is quoted as saying "I watched stocking set both adopted them. They played
Johnny Dodds so hard I could tell the shape of many weekends aboard Admiral Ernest Lee
his fingernails”. Johnny St Cyr who played a Jahncke’s house boat ‘ Aunt Dinah'. ( A photo
home made 6-string banjo was greatly admired. of The 6 & 7/8’s on board the 'Aunt Dinah’, in
Souchon received informal guitar’ lessons by the Summer of 1915, can be seen in the cover
watching and talking to St Cyr’. They became notes for Folkways FA2671). From 1912 until
good friends and corresponded with one America entered World War 1 in 1917, The 6 &
another down through the years.
7/8’s played for social and charitable functions,
weddings, including engagements in country
The 6 & 7/8’s would also go by the Big 25 to Louisiana and Mississippi, receiving little in the
hear more of Oliver and his band, and would way of renumeration, always playing for
return home and try and emulate what they pleasure. Many of these functions were at the
had heard on strings. In later years Souchon Young Men’s Gymnastics Club, out at Bayou
believed The Ory band on the West Coast, with St. John or at the old Tulane Theatre on
Mutt Carey, Bud Scott and Ram Hall, was the Baronne Street. The band’s greatest triumph
closest in style to the earlier Oliver band in New came when an invitation was received to play
Orleans.
at the Queen’s supper and dance at. the
Stratford Club on Mardi Gras night.
Some of the white bands that were spoken with
reverence by The 6 & 7/8’s were Tom Brown, When America entered World War 1, in 1917
Fischer’s brass band, Happy Schilling, Johnny (which started in Europe in 1914), Bill
Steins, ODJB, Brownlee’s orchestra, Abbie Kleppinger, the mandolin player with The
Brunies and Larry Shields. Snoozer Quinn was Invincibles, found himself in the same Artillery
by far the best guitarist any of them heard. He Battery with Souchon and two others from The
could play lead, accompaniment and bass 6 & 7/8’s, Charlie Hardy and Roland Rexach.
simultaneously. A marvellous violin player and The four played together until reassignments
a good singer. Quinn often was hired to play at separated them. When Kleppinger returned
the Tulane University dances as a soloist. The home after the war in 1919, most of his
Oliver band would stand and listen to this musician associates had dispersed. Souchon
extraordinary talent. Souchon spoke with gr eat was in Chicago studying medicine, Bemie
admiration of Quinn’s later playing with Earl Shields was iir South America working.
Crumb’s band, when they played at the
Suburban Gardens. Quinn featured on both Souchon returned to New Orleans to marry
guitar and violin with this group, which was a Marie Estoup (previously mentioned) and then
ten piece band. A1 Hessemer later to replace continued his medical studies in Chicago for
Souchon in The 6 & 7/8’s recalled playing another two years. Whilst in Chicago, Souchon
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continued to listen to his favourite music, jazz.
Joe Oliver, whom he greatly admired in New
Orleans, in Souchon’s opinion changed his
style at the Lincoln Gardens, becoming a far'
more polished outfit. He heard Bix with Charlie
Straight's band, Jimmie Noon at the Nest,
Coon-Sanders at the Night Hawk, and went to
Kelly's Stables to listen to the bands there. On
trips back home, Souchon would get together
with The 6 & 7/8's and continue to play. ( A
second photo of The 6 & 7/8’s on board the
Aunt Dinah’, this time dating from 1921,
which includes Howard McCales, Charles
Hardy, ‘Midget’ Harrison, Souchon, Bill
Gibbons, Bob Reynolds, Shields O’Reardon plus
Admiral Jahnclte is on page 261 in The Family
Album, 3rd ed,).
Returning back home to New Orleans
permanently in 1925, Souchon joined his
fathers medical practice. While Souchon was in
Chicago, Kleppinger played in a small group, an
off shoot of The Invincibles, with Red Mackle,
Monk Smith, Rene Gelpi, Ebby Rau and Charlie
Hardy until it was absorbed along with The
Invincibles into Fbe 'Tew Orleans Owls.
Kleppinger decided to drop out than learn
another instrument. Souchon, who was
practising medicine in the city now, called him
and the two began to play again, for pleasure.
In the late 20's, Bemie Shields returned home
and to The 6 & 7/8’s, after touring for five years
on the Vaudeville circuit. Shields was always
connected with show business. His whole
family were actors, including his parents. His
sister, Sidney, being Walker Whiteside’s leading
lady on Broadway for many years. He started on
banjo, mandolin, and ukulele before switching
to steel guitar. His first introduction to this
instrument, being the black field hands who
used either a knife edge or a bottle neck with
the guitar tuned to a chord. He played very
good rhythm guitar and was considered a great
store house of songs. Was a magician with his

own act on the Orpheum Circuit for many
years, and still did magic tricks for charity
organisations. He was an outstanding tennis
player in his youth, winning many trophies. He
also spoke excellent Spanish and French.
Red Mackie joined them on bass in the early
30's, replacing Thompson McCay. Mackie was
considered the best all round musician in The 6
& 7/8’s. He could play any instrument that you
could name, from string bass, ukulele, tuba,
guitar, wood wind and trombone. The only
reason he hardly touched a trumpet was
because his brother Dick, played a very fine
comet, considered to be one of New Orleans
best. Red also played a very extraordinary ‘quiet’
experimental,
investigating
piano.
He
continually searched for new chords. He played
professionally with The Owls, but left because
he didn't hire people directing' how he should
play. In later year's, he seldom played unless
The 6 & 7/8’s had a session. He owned a
successful business manufacturing pine oil and
wax coatings for vegetables.
Charlie Hardy, a regular with The 6 & 7/8’s,
moved to Pittsburgh, then to Chicago, and
became the Vice President of the Kelvinator
Division of General Motors. Hardy found no
musician confreres in Chicago. He continued to
play for himself, purchasing one of the finest
baritone ukuleles that he could find to
serenade his new bride. Being alone, he
gradually forsook the rolling, full chord
accompaniment sfyle and developed a fingerpickin’ guitar sfyle playing the entire melody at
the same time accompanying himself with
cords, 'rwice a year Hardy and his family visited
New Orleans. The 6 & 7/8’s always got together,
Kleppinger, Mackie, Shields, Souchon and
Hardy were the unit that stood so steadfastly
over the years gaining the reputation of one of
the bands with the longest record of having
played together. Hardy and Souchon recorded a
remarkable collection of duets (mentioned
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earlier), which the New Orleans Jazz Museum
now hold in their archives. From these sessions
in 1955, 200 private pressings were made for
friends and family, which have become real sort
after collector items, for lovers of the string
bands of early New Orleans,
The 6 & 7/8’s by now were all very active
business and professional men, raising families
and they were finding only limited opportunity
to play together.
Souchon became a co-founder of the short
lived National Jazz Foundation, 1944-46. The
broad aim of the Foundation was to create an
awareness to the city of New Orleans, what a
valuable gold mine if New Orleans jazz was
recognised as an historical significant art form.
To stand alongside such celebrated treasures as
The Vieux Carre, The Sugar Bowl, Mardi Gras,
and The Spring Fiesta, New Orleans jazz could
become a major tourist attraction for the city.
Preservation Hall and Jazz Fest are shining
examples of what could have happened much
earlier'.
Perhaps gaining some inspiration ifom the
National Jazz Foundation, the New Orleans
Jazz Club was established on Mardi Gras Day,
1948. Souchon was to become a key player. He
served two terms as president, was editor of the
Club magazine The .Second Line’, 1952-1968,
produced the weekly radio programme for more
than five years, and was a driving force in the
establishment of the New Orleans Jazz
Museum.
Around 1945 Souchon encouraged The 6 &
7/8’s to be more active. They recorded for the
first time on March 20, 1949. Bill Kleppinger,
mandolin; Bemie .Shields, steel guitar'; Edmond
Souchon, guitar, vocal; Frank ’Red’ Mackie,
string bass. Four songs, ’High Society’, ‘Clarinet
Marmalade’, ‘Tico-Tico’ and ’Tiger Rag’ were
issued on two Circle 78’s, D5001 and D5002.
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The remainder of the session was not issued
until 1956, being released on the Folkways
FA267 (this was the record I discovered in the
mid 6Q’s). Seventeen tunes can be heard.
Kleppinger and Shields teamwork and subtle
understanding for the melody, is a continuing
highlight. The mandolin playing of Kleppinger is
magnificent, particularly on ‘High Society’. The
interpretations of the old pop songs Tico-Tico’
and ‘Donna Clara’ display great sensitivity and
charm. The ‘Medley in D’, one of the earliest
tunes they played back when they first started
in the teen’s, gives an opportunity to clearly
listen to Souchons rhythmic accompaniment
on guitar".
The 6 & 7/8’s continued to play for private
parties and for charity, but were rarely heard in
public. The Jan/Feb 1956 issue of The Second
Line gives a report of a public concert played for
The Baton Rouge Jazz Club on December the
12th. “They followed nearly 2 hours of brassy,
big band Jazz, a little nervous at first. The 6 &
7/8’s completely captivated the audience. Here
was the melody, the swinging rhythm, the drive
and warmth, of the finest in New Orleans
music”. This was followed on December 18 with
a national hook-up on the television show,
‘Monitor - the Voice of America’ seen right
across the USA. Popular demand saw The 6 &
7/8’s perform four" more times on this
programme.
Another string group that Souchon played and
recorded with was The Banjo Bums. John
Chaffe and Malcolm Genet, both bom In 1938,
started playing together in 1952. Originally they
limited themselves to High School and other
amateur engagements. In 1956, Dr. Souchon
and Sherwood Mangiapane, joined to make a
quartet. They recorded for Golden Crest in the
Spring of 1957. (A photo of the group playing at
the 1958 Spring Fiesta, can be seen on page 25
in the NOJC Jazz Concert Programme for' the
Fiesta). Souchon went on to make an LP under
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his own name for Golden Crest Records,
CR3065 . It is an wonderful collection of songs
by Souchon from his youth. He gives
interesting narratives to most songs of where
he first heard them and who was playing the
song. ‘Give us a drink bartender’, is a tune he
heard his father sing when he was about 8
years old and had just got his first guitar. To
his amazement and joy, his father picked up
the guitar and played singing ‘Give me a
drink...'. Souchon is not the greatest of singers,
somewhat gruff, but he does possess a certain
charm that fits in well with his chording,
particular ly when Raymond Burke and Armand
Hug join in.
Souchon was becoming so active in local
bands, besides The 6 & 7/8’s, which was realty
an amateur group that it became necessary to
join The Musicians Union. This enabled him to
play gigs, concerts and record with the
professionals. He recorded with a large number
of musicians, amongst them Paul Barbarin,
Tom Brown, Raymond Burke, Ken Colyer,
Sherwood Mangiapane, Harry Shields and
Johnny Wiggs.
On February 12, 1961, Edmond Souchon was
honoured with his appearance on ‘This is Your
Life’ with Ralph Edward’s. This was an
undoubted highlight in his career in jazz,
screened on national television. ( A photo in
the Summer 1977 issue of The Second Line
depicts Souchon and The 6 & 7/8’s playing on
the programme). A large celebration was held
after the show at The Hollywood - Roosevelt
Hotel. The 6 & 7/8’s immediately took to the
stage and were joined by Merle Kock, piano;
Bob Havens, trombone; Matty Matlock, clarinet;
Ray Bauduc, drums; and Muggsy Spanier,
trumpet. A great time was had by all, the brass
played really softly so that the strings of The 6
& 7/8's was not drowned out. Spanier- was so
overjoyed with this session that he wanted to
organise a professional recording of himself
-
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with them.
The NOJC had been sponsoring Sunday
Afternoon Jazz Conceits most years since the
organisation started. On May 24, 1964, The 6 &
7/8’s shared the stage with Billie and De De
Pierce in the chandeliered lushness of the
Grand Saloon of The Royal Orleans Hotel. Papa
John Joseph and Cie Frazier completed the
Pierce Group. Scoop Kennedy in the July/Aug
1964 issue of The Second Line reported “Both
groups, so seemingly dis-similar issued identical
overtones. They played unmodified music from
another era. The audience heard exactly the
same music that was played 50 years ago. The
difference, half a century ago the audience
didn’t sit and listen, it danced to tilts music. It
was an epochal afternoon". This was to be the
last time that this line up of Shields, Mackie,
Kleppinger, Hardy and Souchon would perform
publicly together.
Charlie Hardy passed away on September 22,
1966. Souchon wrote a moving tribute of his
friend’s life, featured in The Second Line
Jan/Leb, 1967. A unique paid of the delightful
ensemble sounds of The 6 & 7/8’s was lost. His
wife Helen, donated Hardy's beloved baritone
ukulele to The Jazz Museum. In the Obituary
Notices hi the Chicago and New Orleans
newspapers, Helen Hardy asked ‘in lieu of
flowers contributions may be made to the
Charles J. Hardy Musical Scholarship Fund’.
In 1967 Souchon, together with A1 Rose,
published the critically acclaimed award
winning book, 'New Orleans Jazz - A Family
Album’. This book, which was revised again in
1978 and 1984 the most important publication
for New Orleans Jazz devotees since Sam
Charters ’Jazz New Orleans, 1885 • 1963’. The
book endeavoured to include all musicians
from New Orleans, regardless of race, the
musical venues, the brass bands, and where
possible the band line-ups. Red Mackie, a 6 &

7/8’s colleague, commented on the Family
Album, in his tribute to Souchon, The Second
Line Sept/Oct, 1968, "1 don’t know anyone but
Doc who could have done it. It’s hard to
conceive the amount of time that went into the
project. He collected pictures of practically eveiy
musician who ever played in New Orleans. For
instance, I played in a str ing band in the ‘teens
and thought we never had a picture taken, but
some years back, I was looking through some of
Doc’s old picture albums and there we were, a
fine group picture with us all there”.

music was just not the same without Edmond
Souchon
supplying
those
blue
tinged
intonations on Spanish guitar and Red Mackie
supplying the bass.
There was cause for rejoicing when in
November, 1971, the then president of the
NOJC, Helen Arlt, persuaded Shields and
Kleppinger to play an informal session at her
apartment in the French Quarter, with the
guitarist A1 Hessemer sitting in for the departed
Souchon. The Spring 1972 issue of The Second
Line reports “What a thrill it was to hear The 6
& 7/8’s back in action again. Their delightful,
relaxed, melodic yet swinging music still
possessed that wonderful, nostalgic charm,
reminiscent of carefree New Orleans of
yesteryear".

On Saturday, August 24, 1968, Souchon died
suddenly at his home in Me take, La. His
unexpected passing' brought a close to a long
life of distinction in two different careers medicine and jazz. He died as he was enjoying
his music. He was playing guitar with Raymond
Burke, Bill Gallaty, trumpet; Sherwood A1 Hessemer, bora Jackson, Mich, Januaxy 21,
Mangiapane, and George Clay at the piano. He
1909, seemed a logical successor for the late Dr.
was in good humour and was playing the Edmond Souchon. One of his first professional
guitar to one of his favourite tunes ‘Bill Bailey' jobs in 1925, was with Gerald Martinez, piano;
when he was suddenly stricken. A major source 'Big Eye’ Burke, drums; with Hessemer on
of musical leadership in New Orleans was no violin, at a cabaret near Bucktown. In 1926, he
longer and The 6 & 7/8’s had lost it's main switched to banjo playing at the Pern Dance
driving' force.
Hall On Burgundy street. The late 20's he was
playing with The Jung Hotel orchestra,
On November 24, 1968, a special concert to pay alongside Johnny Wigg's. Played duets with
homage to the memory of Dr. Edmond Snoozer Quinn, at The Silver Slipper. During
Souchon was held by the New Orleans Jazz World War 2, directed The Higgins Shipyard
Club. Sharkey and his Kings of Dixieland and band, where A1 Hirt played his first job on
the Louis Cottrell Trio performed playing tunes trumpet. In 1946, he was gigging with Louis
associated with Souchon. A memorial tribute Prima, but stayed in New Orleans when Prima
was given for Souchon and flowers were left for New York. He began teaching guitar and
presented to his daughter, Dolly Ann Souchon, related string' instruments. He played with
who received them on behalf of Mrs Edmond Bobby Douglas at The Monteleone Roof and
Souchon.
with Stu Bergen’s band that included Raymond
Burke. The Second Line goes on to ask that if
A year later, Frank ‘Red’ Mackie, who began Sherwood Mangiapane would bring his string
with The invincibles and became the bass bass into the group, the new edition of The 6 &
foundation with The 6 & 7/8’s, passed away in 7/8’s would be up and running.
1969, on August 11. Bennie Shields and Bill
Kleppinger who only played his mandolin as a T have not been able to find out If infact
hobby, got together for informal par ties, but the anything came out of Helen Arlt's efforts.
44-
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The continuity of The 6 & 7/8 ’s enabled It to
arrive at an easy familiarity with the New
Orleans repertoire, as well with favourite
popular songs. It gave the group a homogeneity
that can be lacking in many combinations,
regardless of whether horns, reeds or strings are
played. Aside from these considerations The 6 &
7/8’s created something with a timeless quality
of an earlier music, which they polished with
loving care. It is an attraction that belongs to
them, and we are grateful that they have been
willing, through their recordings made
originally for their own satisfaction, to share it
with others.

- A1 Rose & Edmond Souchon: New Orleans
Jazz - A Family Album, 3rd. Ed.
- A1 Rose: Stovyvillc New Orleans
- R. Collins: New Orleans - A revised history
- Charles Suhor: Jazz in New Orleans •• The
post-war years
- Brian Wood: The song for me
- The Jazz Archivist, vol. VII, 1-2 (December
1992)
- The Second Line
William Hogan Jazz Archive Interviews:
Edmond Souchon MD, February 17,1962.
Charlie Hardy, December 16, 1961.
- Cover' Notes: Folkways FA 2671
Circle D 5001/5002 (album)

End Notes:
- The Second Line, Spring ed., 1978, noted that
Bemie Shields, steel guitar player with Dr.
Edmond Souehons 6 & 7/8’s passed away at
the age of 84, on February 20, 1978.
Bill Kleppinger, the innovative mandolin
player, passed away on May 27, 1982. Thus
■-.riding the last link ot The 6 %• 7/8’s and The
Invincibles.
- Charlie Hardy’s baritone mandolin, donated
by his wife Helen, ‘Midget’ Harrison's, the pint
sized violinist for The 6 & 7/8’s, undersized
violin, along with Monk Smith’s guitar, formally
of The Invincibles and The New Orleans Owls,
can be seen on display at The New Orleans Jazz
Museum, The Old Mint on Esplanade.
- Tlris is not intended to be a full car eer piece
on
Dr
Edmond
Souchon,
only
that
surrounding participation of The 6 & 7/8’s, a
fuller documentation may follow.

S uaaested Reading:
- Samuel B. Charters: Jazz New Orleans 1885 1963
15-

Suggested Listening':
- Circle D-5001 The 6 & 7/8's band: Clarinet
Marmalade/ Tiger Rag
• Circle D-5002 The 6 A 7/8‘.s band: High
Society/ Tico Tieo
Folkways FA 267) The 6 & 7/8’s String Band
of New Orleans
- Private Issue Charlie & Sou - New Orleans
1955
- VJM VLP21
The New Orleans Owls
The New Orleans Owls / Half
- VJM VLP22
Way House Orchestra
-VJMVLP40 N.O.’s in the 20’s / Monk
Hazel’s Bienville Roof Orchestra
- Fat Cat FCJ 104 The Legendary Snoozer
Quinn with Johnny Wiggs
- Golden Crest 3025 Visit New Orleans with the
Banjo Bums
- Golden Crest 3065 Dr Souchon recalls early
N.O.’s Minstrel Days & Blues
- Riverside RLP379 Peter Bocage (example of
violin)
- MONO MNLP3
Peter Bocage: Creole
Serenaders / Quartet
- MONOMNLPIO
Peter Bocage: Creole
Serenaders / Quartet

- MONO MNLP11 Louis James Su ing Band
- AMCD-66
Albert Jiles Onzagh Owls
with Louis Janies
- Private Tapes Wiggs-Burke Big Fom’ with
Maile Souchon (pno & voc)
DILL PICKLES

■/ Our member Sven Gustavsson has made a
www.site about New Orleans which has been
appointed "Site of the Month" by the Swedish
issue of Internetworld. Unfortunately it is all in
Swedish, but it is impressively comprehensive.
Check it out at http://neworleans.iust.nu.

The New Orleans City Council passed an
ordinance Thursday renaming the 4900 block
of Toulouse Street as Buddy Bolden Place.
The 4900 block, the last block of Toulouse, has
no residents. It lies between City Park Avenue
and Holt Cemetery.
The ordinance, sponsored by Councilman Scott
Shea at his final council meeting, declares that
Bolden’s “vigorous, freewheeling improvised
music,” played at dances and parades,
“influenced even the city's legitimate, classically
trained bands to start playing in a hotter style.”
Shea’s ordinance passed unanimously.

Sven also sent the following clip:

/ Some pictures from the ragtime event at the
latest annual meeting can be found under the
heading “Swedish Ragtime Events" at

City Council toots hom for ’Buddy’ Bolden
Street named after N.O. jazz pioneer

http: / /www.raatime.nu
05/04/02
By Bruce Eggler
Staff writer/The Times -Picayune
Gharles "Buddy Bolden, a comensi widely
considered to have been the first musician to
play what would become known as jazz, had a
brief career as an active musician, from 1895 to
1906. He never made any records. No one can
be sure how his music sounded.
By the time he died in a state mental
institution in 1931, he was so forgotten that
no one knows just where in Holt Cemetery he is
buried, though a marble marker serves as a
focal point for jazz fans who make pilgrimages
to the site.
Now the city proposes to do something' to
honor the legendary figure whom fellow jazz
pioneer ’’Jelly Roll” Morton called "the
blowingest man ever- lived since Gabriel”:
naming a street in his honor.

-
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\f A member of our proud society is an
employee of Vattenfall, not only Sweden*
biggest Energy Company but also one of the
biggest Energy Companies in Finland, Germany
and Poland. Some PR genius of Vattenfall got a
great idea. "Lets collect words from our
employees and make a wall decoration in the
main office.” Of course our member, feeling his
responsibility to timeless art and to good all
round education of future generations,
suggested Bunk as the one and only suitable
word. So today, right in the middle of the very
heart of Vattenfall, there Is a wall decor ation,
75 feet long and 2 feet wide, where you among
strange Swedish words find the name of our
hero at least five times.
The highly respected band Root Bag
Swingsters has released their new CD. Most of
the guys in the band ar e members of SB JS. The
creative cover tells you something about what
to expect but not that you will also get the
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unexpected. You wouldn’t be too far off tlie at the Tulane University (head: Bruce Raeburn,
right track to add this one to your collection, also a distinguished member) dur ing April &
May, on a scholar ship for "postgraduate training”.

¥ DicographerTOM LORD has now published
his Vol 26 (SIC) of his Labour of Love ’’The
Jazz Discography 1900 - 2000”. He is ”
planning a Musicians Index (1 100 pages - 2
volumes) - a Tunes Index (1 700 pages - 3
volumes) and then the addendum Volumes on
a regular basis (the usual 608 pages), 2-3 for
2002 and continuing if the demand is there. Of

He was doing some research, the results of which
we hope you will read about in forthcoming
issues of this magazine. He also played a lot
together with Duke Heitger and other fellas way
down yonder.
BUNK JOHNSON - SONG OF THE WANDERER

Mike Hazeldine/Barry Martyn

course it is!!!
A book review by Floyd Levin
Our distinguished member Jens Lindgren,
curator at the Jazz Archive in Stockholm and co
leader of Kustbandet (and other consteliations)
visited New Orleans and the Hogan Jazz Archive

"Bunk vJo.s a controversial figure. And the
controversy will probably rage as long as people
are interested in music".
Ohihiare in Down Beat, 1949. In/ Ralph Gleason.
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Biography, at best, is an approximate genre
based on subjective memories, hidden facts,
and uncertain accounts by survivors.
In “Bunk Johnson, Song of the Wanderer”,
Mike Hazeldine and Barry Martyn have
overcome those obstacles. Having accurately
explored the enigmatic career of early New
Orleans trumpet player Willie Gary "Bunk”
Johnson, they manage to finally separate the
man from the myth. Their skills at assessing
the various portions of their subject’s life are
very impressive.
This intriguing narrative mines deeply into the
vast lode of rudimentary literary efforts.
Hazeldine and Martyn have studied the
exploratory works by pioneer jazz writers like
Bill Russell, Fredrlc Ramsey, Jr., Charles E.
Smith, Rudi Blesh, Eugene William, David
Stuart, etc.
They also draw from their own research. Bunk
Johnson's elaborate correspondence, and Barry
Martyn’s historical interviews since 1959 with
people who knew and worked with Bunk. The
unraveled details of jazz's most dramatic story
can now be viewed with compelling' clarity. The
eventful years of Johnson’s early life ar e vividly
documented in the book’s first 47 pages. The
section is crammed with perminent data about
the emerging jazz scene before the turn of the
last century, and it identifies scores of
unheralded jazz musicians.
Those of us who recall the “discovery” of Bunk
working as a field hand and truck driver in New
Iberia, Louisiana in 1939 remember the slowly
developing saga of the seminal jazzman,
presumably the mentor of youirg Louis
Armstrong. Each issue of the Record Changer
and Down Beat magazines reported additional
“facts” about Iris career and efforts made to
resurrect his past. The authors have isolated
the facts from fiction by carefully sotting
-IS-

through information that was often blurred.
Johnson’s claims seemed preposterous. Was he
the son of a slave? In what year was he actually
bom? Did he really teach Joe Oliver, Tommy
Ladnier and Louis Armstrong how to play the
comet? Did he play jazz for the Queen of
England?
These questions, and many more, are answered
in "Bunk Johnson, Song of the Wanderer”. The
book’s title is expressed in the attached CD
contacting 16 tracks selected by Barry Martyn
that trace Bunk’s travels from 1942 to 1947.
Those early recordings, mostly produced by Bill
Russell on his American Music label, sparked
an evolving interest in early jazz. Bunk not only
predicted a booming revival, but he also
personally led the resurrection that contimres
to this day.
This is the most important re-evaluation of
Bunk Johnson in more than a generation. It
will interest veteran fans and those who have
recently discovered the joy of Classic Jazz,
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Several generations of musicians have been
influenced by Carter’s exemplary life style and
his artistic skills. That strong influence,
continues to permeate the current jazz scene.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BENNY CARTER!

By Floyd Levin

Benny’s friend, the late jazz critic Leonard
Feather, who lovingly documented his long
career, referred to him as:
“ ’An Awesome Arsenal of Talent ’. Each note is a
pearl of melodic wisdom. He has gone from being
the youngest man in the band, only 23 when he
joined Fletcher Henderson in 1930, to becoming
the oldest. He has done it all ■ what possible
unrealized ambition can remain?”
For years, I have watched the masterful
musician deservedly receiving a multitude of
prestigious awards. Those honors acknowledge
his work as a supreme instrumentalist,
orchestra leader, composer, arranger and
educator. A large wall in his home is covered
with plaques, citations, acclamations and four
framed photos of him with U.S. Presidents in
the White House.

Photo by Floyd Levin
"Benny Carter occupies such a central position in
American music that his absence would have
completely changed the musical landscape of the
20th century’’
(Peter Watrous, New York Times)
For many years, Benny Carter has ranked as
jazz’s true patriarch. He will celebrate his 95th
birthday on August 8.
While glowing adjectives, "towering” and
"monumental”, are often excessively used to
praise a prominent personality, they very
accurately assess Carter’s distinguished career.
His consummate accomplishments ovei the
years profoundly impelled the development of
jazz as an internationally recognized art form.
19

During a xrationally televised broadcast on
December 8, 1966 from the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., Carter
received a special award for his lifetime
achievement, in the arts. No member of the jazz
world is more deserving of tills distinction.
His prowess as an instrumentalist is legendary.
He has always been considered a formidable
exponent of the alto saxophone and trumpet.
He is a respected composer of such famous
tunes as "Blues In My Heart", “Symphony In
Rhythm”, ’’When Lights Are Low” and "CowCow Boogie".
As an ar ranger, he has cr eated colorful textures
for hundreds of recordings. His brilliant
compositions have enhanced many films and
television productions.
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Over the years, Benny added prestige to several
worthy efforts by generously endowing them
with his personal support. In 1970, he accepted
the titular chairmanship of the Louis
Armstrong Statue Fund and contributed his
services to the successful “Hallo Louis!”
production that launched the Fund. By
generously lending his name, the statue of
Louis Armstrong became a reality and
eventually a park In New Orleans was
established as a home for the large bronze
figure.

RALPH SUTTON

“THE KING OF STRIDE PIANO” 1922 - 2001
by Floyd Levin

When he authorized the American Federation
of Jazz Societies to use his sculpted image for
their annual Benny Carter Award, the activities
of the national service organization achieved
worldwide attention.
He received ASCAP's "Duke Award” in 1993. In
1995 Carter was presented with a star on
Hollywood's Walk of Fame and a Grammy for
the best solo instrumental from bis CD “Elegy
in Blue". He also has an honorary doctorate at
Rutgers
and
Harvard
Universities
and
acclamations from organizations throughout
the world.
Members of the Sweet and Hot Foundation
have wisely selected Benny Carter among this
year’s Jazz Walk of Fame honorees. The ’Walk”
is a series of beautiful commemorative plaques
permanently imbedded in the concrete around
the poolside area of the L. A. Marriott Airport
Hotel, site of the annual Sweet and Hot Music
Festival Foundation on Labor Day Weekend.
Fortunately, Benny Carter’s influence will
prevail far into the future centuries. It will
always be part of the musical landscape his
work so beautifully illuminates.
Happy Birthday, Benny!

"The distinctive ’stride ’ bass adapted! from lefthand. patterns of ragtime, represents only one oj
the infinite virtuoso demands of the style, which,
in general called, for fast tempos, full use of the
piano’s range, and a wide variety of pianistic
devices - some from the classical repertory in
which many Harlem pianists were trained”
The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz Second Edition
“When I tty to explain what 'shide' is, 1 tell them
it’s got a swingin' left hand that you walk with but then I have to explain what ’walkin ’ -with it
means....it's just swing piano!"
Ralph Sutton, "Loose Shoes" Jaynar Press 1994.
On Sunday, December 30, 2001, a phone call
from Jim Shacter shattered the cheerful holiday
spirit with his announcement that famed stride
pianist Ralph Sutton died that afternoon. He
was 79 years old. Shacter, author of the
definitive biography, “Loose Shoes, The .Story of
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Ralph Sutton”, was relaying the dreadful news
he had just received from Ralph's wife, Sunnie
Sutton.

received world-wide
stride piano.

and
each

colleagues
possesses

After the shocking phone call, my thoughts
were immediately focused on our first meeting.
It was in Cleveland, Ohio about 1952. I was
returning to my hotel after a business meeting.
A huge snow drift blocked the taxi driver’s
direct access to the hotel, and I was dropped off
about half a block away - in front of the
Theatrical Grill.
A small sigir by the door read: “TONIGHT
RALPH SUTTON!" An icy blast from nearby Lake
Erie prompted me to enter the grill lor a
warming drink - and a chance to hear the great
pianist.
The walls inside the restaurant were covered
with photos of previously featured artists
including: Muggsy Spanier, Wild Bill Davison,
Jack Teagarden, Dorothy Doneg'an, etc. I knew I
was in the right place.
It was early, and just a few patrons were there. I
followed the strains of “Honeysuckle Rose” and
found a table near the piano. I was immediately
impressed with his Harlem stride style and his
impeccable rhythmic sense.
Sutton was then about thirty years old and
had already achieved fame as intermission
pianist at Eddie Condon's club in New York,
stints with Jack Teagarden, and concerts in
England and Switzerland. He eventually

acclaim

as

a

master

of

Noticing that I was a new patron, he came to
my table when the set ended, and I invited him
to have a drink with me. I had recently started
writing about jazz, and told him that my
monthly column appeared in England's Jazz
Journal.
He
was
aware
of
the
young
publication and knew the editor Sinclair Traill,
so we had a lot to talk about.

Despite the ominous title above, this is not an
obituary. It is a personal memoir of a warm
friendship that began half a century ago, and it
will reveal a few obscure facets of Ralph’s long
career. Our relationship was not unique. Ralph
responded amiably to fans
throughout the world, and
tender personal memories of him.

*

1 spent the entire evening in the Theatrical
Grill. I visited with Ralph during intermissions,
had a late supper with him after the show, and
returned each evening until I left Cleveland.
Since then, as our friendship developed, 1
watched the Sutton career flourish. His fame
grew when he made several West Coast
appearances at the Club Hangover in San
Francisco, the London House in Chicago, and
annually
participated
in
Dick
Gibson’s
Colorado Jazz Parties. In 1968 he became a
founding member of the World’s Greatest Jazz
Band and remained with them until 1974
I invited Ralph to participate in the 1975
edition of "A Night in New Orleans”, a concert
series I co-produced with Barry Martyn. He
shared the “Keyboard Gigants” billing with Jess
Stacy, a pianist he greatly admired. I recall a
wonderful afternoon seated in Jess' back yard
in Laurel Canyon listening to the two great
pianists chatting amiably for several hours.
Based on the success of our Los Angeles
concert, we took Ralph with us when the show
toured Europe the following year. Our cast also
included Benny Carter, Barney Bigard, Red
Callender, Cozy Cole, Clyde Bernhardt, and
Barry Martyn’s Legends of Jazz.
Every night, in a different Ertropean city, 1
introduced Ralph as “The King of Stride Piano!”
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After a concert in a giant Munich beer hall,
when a young. Fraulein approached him for an
autograph, she said, "Until I saw you tonight
Mr Sutton, I always thought 'stride piano’
meant playing the instrument with a leg on
each side of the bench!”

friends and fans throughout the world who will
miss Ralph’s boyish giin, his affable manner,
and his lifelong efforts to perpetuate the music
of his mentors, James P. Johnson, Fats Waller,
and Willie ‘The Lion” Smith, the originators of
stride piano.

When a Japanese producer asked me to
recommend a stellar American pianist to appear
in his annual Tokyo jazz concert, I immediately
suggested Ralph, He was so successful, the
producer has invited him back every year since.

This year’s March of Jazz, the annual jazz party
sponsored by Arbors Records, was scheduled to
celebrate
Ralph’s
80th
birthday.
Arbors'
President, Mat Donrber, has announced that
the event will instead be a celebration of Iris
life. Over 50 world class musicians will appear
during the weekend of March 15, 16 and 17 at
the Sheraton Sand Key Resort, Clearwater,
Florida.

1 have received a series of attractive Japanese
post cards from Ralph during the past dozen
years - each thanking' me for the gig!
He eventually made annual tours of England,
Canada, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, France,
Australia
and
New
Zealand
usually
accompanied by Iris beatiful wife, Sunnie. My
fde also includes a stack of colorful cards with
Ralph’s -warm greetings from those foreign
lands.

MINOR HALL
by Hal Smith (Jazz Rambler)

Although lie never met Fats Waller, he was the
formost interpreter of his music, lu Ralph’s
hands, Fat's "Jitterbug Waltz became an
emotional experience - a pianistic concerto. 1
wrote the following par agraph marry years ago.
They are still accurate assessments of Ralph
Sutton's tremendous skills.
“Sitting almost sphinx-like, the Implacable Ralph
Sutton extracts a. fement swing from his
keyboard. When the tempo rises, his grin
broadens as he bolsters the rhythm with an
exhilarating stride that provokes a throbbing
pulse. He has played “Honeysuckle Rose” a
zillion times, yet he finds a freshness that makes
Fats Waller’s masterpiece always seem new.
Sutton transforms the familiar bridge ('So sweet
when you stir it up') into a launching pad that
explodes into a romping chorus,"
1 am proud to be included among the countless
-22-

Minor "Ram" Hall was one of the greatest New
Orleans drummers. Despite Iris association
with many well-known New Orleans musicians.
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Oiy played very7 soft and ran him off the street."

lie was not “discovered" by jazz fans until be
was middle aged.
Bom in Sellies, Louisiana in 1897, Minor Hail
decided to become a musician while he was a
teenager. His older brother Fred (aka ‘Tubby”)
was already recognized as one of New Orleans
finest drummers. One day Fred g'ave Minor a
pair of drumsticks and the youngster started
beating out rhythm on the steps of the family
home. He listened to older drummers such as
Henry Zeno and “Old Man” Louis Cottrell, but
claimed not to have learned anything from his
older brother! Minor Hall played Iris first job at
age 17, covering for his brother on a date in St
Bernard Parish. His mother made a pair of long
pants for the young man so he would appear
old enough to be playing ihe job He must have
done fine, as the band welcomed him back
whenever Fred was unable to make an
engagement with the group.
Two years later, Minor Hall played his first job
until Kid Oiy, substituting for drummer Henry
Martin. As Hall remembered, “Ory told me how
to play the same rhythm that Henry Martin
played, so whenever Mailln couldn't play. 1
would substitute, for him.” Hall once told an
interviewer that “Henry7 Martin was the best
rhythm drummer I ever heard and he influenced
me more than anyone else.”

The paternal Kid Oiy also gave Minor Halt his
nickname. “At first he called me Taring-to-go’,
because 1 was always rushing about. Later it
was changed to ’Ram' for short.”
Hall went to Chicago in 1916, but “got cold
feet.” He returned quickly to New Orleans, but
brother Fred journeyed north to work with
“Sugar Johnny” Smith, Sidney7 Bechet and
others at the De Luxe Cafe. Later Minor
returned to Chicago along' with his mother and
father. He played some one-nighters in the
Windy City, When Fred was drafted, Minor took
his place at the De Luxe.
Minor himself was drafted in 1918. .After a stint
in the U. S. Army he returned to Chicago, again
working at the De Luxe and eventually7 moving
to the Dreamland Cafe. At the Dreamland, Mutt
Carey took over briefly for the ailing “Sugar
Johnny”. When Carey returned to New Orleans
King Olivet was engaged to lead the band.

Hall worked frequently with Kid Oiy’s band,
which was one of the most popular' groups hr
New Orleans. Hall's description of Ory's 1916
band is similar to others' comments on Oiy's
1945 ensemble, “His tunes were ail swingy - he
had that low soft, swing style and people like it
1 setter than a loud style."

in 1921, Oliver’s band went to San Fracisco re
play at the Pergola Dance Pavilion. (During this
engegement, a famous photo was taken of
Oliver
and
his
musicians,
dressed
as
workingmen, playing in the street). Besides
Oliver and Hall, the 1921 ensemble included
Honore
Dutrey,
trombone;
Johnny
Dodds,
clarinet; David Jones, sax; Jimmy Palao, violin:
Lil Hardin, piano; and Ed Garland, bass. A New
Orleans-style "humbug” erupted when Oliver
decided to fire Jimmy Palao. Hall told him that
if Palao went, he would leave, too. The
inevitable happened and flail was replaced by
Johnny Dodds’ brother. Baby.

Hell remembered an occasion In New Orleans
when Ory's band, playing on an advertising
wagon locked wheels” with another wagon
carrying King Oliver’s Band. “(Oliver) jumped on
'Shtm-Me-Sha-Wabble' and was playing loud.

Returning to Chicago, Hall went to work for
Jimmie Noone at the Nest Club Brother Fred
was playing across 35th Street with Carroll
Dickerson’s Orchestra at the Sunset Cafe.
During this time. Minor Hall became
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acquainted with the great Jimmy Bertrand. The
two drummers worked out a trade - Hall taught
Bertrand to play "New Orleans Rhythm” and
Bertrand taught Hall to read music.
In the late *20s. New Orleans trumpeter Mutt
Carey moved to Los Angeles. He put together an
orchestra and sent for Minor Hall in Chicago to
play drums. He did not get the job he was
promised, but decided to stay in California
anyway.
When Carey organized a smaller band, Hall was
hired at last. Other musicians such as Alex
Hill, Pops Foster and Joe Darensbourg also
worked with this group, which frequently
played “atmosphere music” on silent movie sets.
Hall stayed with Carey until 1932, when he
joined Winslow Allen. He worked with Allen's
group until he was drafted - at the age of 45!
He took basic training at Fresno, but wound up
playing in an Army band for six months.
After receiving an honorable discharge because
of his age he returned to Los Angeles and look
a defense job with Douglas Aircraft. He was still
working at Douglas when his old Mend Kid Ory
asked him to join the band playing at the Jade
Palace in Los Angeles.

Singleton left the band after a "humbug" with
Ory. Alton Redd and Charlie Blackwell filled in
briefly, then the job was offered to Minor Hall.
Kid Oiy’s Creole Jazz Band maintained a high
profile in the mid to late '40s. The band
broadcasted live from Los Angeles on “Tills Is
Jazz", performed at Carnegie Hall and played
the first California jazz festival in history - the
“Dixieland
Jubilee”
in
Los
Angeles.
Its
recordings on Crescent, Columbia and Decca are
still eagerly sought by devotees of New Orleans
music. Those who heard the Ory band In the
'40s - listeners and dancers alike - were
enthralled by the band's dynamic swing.
Oiy's rhythm section included Buster Wilson,
piano; Bud Scott, guitar; Ed Garland, bass; and
Minor Hall, drums; and was like a finely tuned
Rolls Royce. The rhythm flowed smoothly and
carried the horns on a .soft cushion of sound.
When the gears shifted, the piano, guitar, bass
and
drums
generated
unbelievable
power.
Without a. doubt, the Wilson-Seott-Garland
Hall combination was one o! the greatest
rhythm sections in the history of jazz.
The many commercial and live recordings of the
Oiy band should lie required listening for any
musician who aspires to play New Orleans
rhythm.

With the support and encouragement of jazz
fans, record collectors, witters and records
producers. Kid Oiy was “rediscovered” in the
mid-’40s. Together with Bunk Johnson and
George Lewis, Oiy became one of the most
important figures in the New Orleans Jazz
Revival. His all-star band Included Mutt Carey,
Jimmie Noone, Buster Wilson, Bud Scott, Ed
Graland and Zutty Singleton. This group
on
radio
broadcasts
and
made
appeared
transcriptions for Standard Oil.
Noone died suddenly, just before a broadcast
and a succession of clarinetists followed. Next,
.24.

Kid Ory’s ensemble stayed busy through the
’40s and Into the ’50s playing concerts, festivals
and clubs throughout California, Besides his
steady work with Ory at the Beverly Cavern In
Los
Angeles,
the
band
made
frequent
appearences
at
Club
Hangover
in
San
Francisco, Hail augmented his income from Ory
by freelancing as a substitute with the
Firehouse Five Plus Two. He recorded with
Louis Armstrong, Burt Bales. Wally Rose and
others and appeared with Oiy in the film short
“Mahogany Magic".

Between 1953 and 1956, Ory's band recorded
frequently for Good Time Jazz. During this
period Hall also made a superb series of
recordings for GTJ with pianist Don Ewell,
leading a group which included Darnell Howard
and Pops Foster.

JOHNNY St. CYR

Inducted into the National Four-String
Banjo Hall of Fame Museum
by Floyd Levin

The Oiy and Ewell records (since reissued on
CD) allow the listener to hear every nuance of
Minor Hall's drumming in excellent hi-fi sound.
Tills writer never heard Minor Hall in person,
but his recordings with Kid Oiy were my
introduction to New Orleans-style drumming.
He remains one of my heroes and to this day
when I go on "autopilot", I try to play in the
Minor Hall style.
In 1955, Ory’s band with Minor Hall appeared
in another film, "The Benny Goodman Story”.
The following' year, the band was booked for
engements overseas. Hall was with the band in
France where a documentary, ‘Tailgate Man
from New Orleans”, was filmed.
However he became ill early hi the tour and
was forced to return to the U.S, He never
rejoined Oiy, but played around Las Angeles
with groups such as the Knights of Jazz and
the New Orleans Creole Jazz Band. Hall died of
cancer at the Sawtelle veterans’ hospital in
1959.
Unlike his brother Fred, Minor did not record
until he was 47. But his first records were
definitely worth the wait! His techniques
centered on precise press rolls, snappy afterbeat
rimshots
(especially
behind
Ory's
solos),
syncopated
ride
cymbal
patterns
and
a
pulsating bass drum beat. His playing, as much
as Ed Garland’s, helped to define "Oiy Rhythm”.

New Orleans pioneer Johnny StCyr was
honored
posthumously
at
the
Four-String
Banjo Hail of Fame induction Banquet in
Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
His
great-grandson,
Johnny St. Cyr, Jr., was invited to accept the
bronze award. The ceremony preceded the 11th
Annual Guthrie Jazz Banjo Festival, one of the
nation’s largest banjo festivals, on May 25 - 27,
2002.

A long article covering St. Cyr’s career appeared
In the previous issue of BJI.
The National Four-String Banjo Hall of Fame
Museum is the only archival institute dedicated
to preserving the history of the unique native
American instrument - a significant part of the
nation’s musical heritage. The museum houses
the finest publicly displayed collection of fourstring banjos in the world, ft includes exhibit
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and office space, a gift shop offering "banjo
recordings, a lecture and performing hall, the
International Banjo Collage, and arrays of rare
and historical banjos and sheet music. A
permanent display will honor Johnny St. Cyr.
Lor Information about the museum, next year's
jazz festival, or how to nominate future
inductees into the Hall of Lame, contacct the
National Pour-String Banjo Hall of Fame
Museum, 116 E. Oklahoma Avenue, Guthrie,
OK 73044. Phone: 405-260-1323. Website:
banjofestlval.com.

LOUIS ’KID SHOTS’ MADISON
THE PARADE KING
by Marc Caperone (Jazz Rambler)

great stylists who have been overlooked by most
jazz fans. This Is partlculaiy time of the brass
band musicians - the men who spent their
careers working in parades, funerals and
outdoor functions. Brass bands (with the
exception of a brief recording on a newsreel in
the late ’2-Os) went unrecorded until Bill Russell
asked Bunk Johnson to assemble a brass band
for his American Music label in 1945. The
second trumpeter selected for this date was a
man who had a reputation as the best parade
trumpeter in New Orleans, Louis “Kid Shots”
Madison. The records lie made with Bunk's
Brass Band, together with a dozen sides
recorded with Papa Celestin and under his own
name, show that he was certainly one of the
mast overlooked of the great trumpet stylists in
New Orleans.
The brass band environment where Shots’
talent developed
was
one which
put
extraordinary
technical
demands
on
its
museians. Parades often lasted all day and ran
for miles through the streets of New Orleans
Extremes
of
weather,
especially
the
hoi
southern summers,
took
their toll in
the
participants. There
are
many accounts oi
musicians collapsing and even dying while
playing parades. The music used by the older
bands was often difficult, and great skill was
required to play it while marching, especially in
the half-time narch used in dirges, in which a
step was taken on every other beat, in this
atmosphere Shots stood out as a trumpeter
who could play all day with a loud full tune,
that had great carrying power. He developed a
relaxed swinging trumpet style on jazz tunes
that seemed to float over the rest of the band.
His sound is one of the most unique of all jazz
trumpeters.
Louis Madison was bom in New Orleans in
1899, two years before Louis Armstrong. As a
youngster he and Armstrong were friends - they
both played trumpet in the Colored Waifs
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Home band under the direction of Peter Davis,
and later as young men they often worked
together in parades. Shots began his brass
band career on alto horn, and later In life also
doubled on this instrument, but by the late
teens he was also playing comet. He received
tuition
on
this
instrument
from
Louis
Dumaine, who was a comet player (he recorded
in the late ’20s) but was more widely known as
a teacher. During the early '20s, Shots played
with a number of brass bands Including Punch
Miller’s Zulu band. He became a member of
Oscar “Papa” Celestln's Tuxedo band after
Armstrong left to join King Oliver in August
1922. In 1925 he made his first recordings with
Celestln’s Tuxedo Jazz Band for Okeh. The
basic elements of his style ar e present on these
recordings, and ire ably performs the role of
“hot man” to Celestin’s more straightforward
playing.

1944.
Shots
was
chosen
as
Bunk’s
replacement, and the fine records that were
made that evening are a testament to his
immense talent - very nearly a last testament,
for Shots only recorded once more, with Bunk’s
Brass Band in 1945. On these recordings he
lives up to his considerable reputation as the
king of brass band trumpeters. Shots Madison
died of a stroke in September 1948, and it is
safe to say that the void he left has never been
Oiled.

Bunk Johnson or Jerry Blumberg on
the

trumpet/comet

chair

on

“St

Louis Blues5’, recorded a the Caravan
Ballroom, New York City, October
1947
by Claes Ringqvist

The ’20s and '30s were Shots' golden age. He
played with many different groups of both the
organized and ‘pick up” types, and also played
comet in C t ies tin's dance band. A fragment oi
newsreel round, uncovered and released in
Richard 6. Knowles' fine book Fallen Heroes
(from which much of the above information
comes) contains music from a brass band
whose tmmpeter sounds a lot like Shots.
In the '30s, Shots became a member of the
famous Eureka Brass Band, alongside Percy
Humphrey and T-boy Remy. According to
Knowles, Humphrey thought that this was the
best tr umpet section the band ever had. As the
brass band business deteriorated in the late
'30s, Shots played in the WPA Brass band as
well as in the Eureka.
We can thank Bunk Johnson for Shots’ major
recorded output. Johnson’s Impatience with
the “emergency musicians” selected for him by
Bill Russell caused him to miss one evening of
his recording session for American Music in

Objectives - Tire objective was to try to find out
whether
there
is
any
consensus
among
■members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
concerning who is playing comet/trumpet on
the recording {Si; auis Bluesj of October i047 a
the Caravan Ballroom, New York City.
Design - A Questionnaire was sent out to 30
members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
(of those were 20 cometists/trumpeters or excometists/trumpeters,
the
other
10
were
extremely devoted scholars

BACKGROUND
When the marvellous, magnificent and veiy
much awaited book on Bunk (1) was launched
early 2001 most of us were very flabbergasted
over this “labour of love". A very specific CD
accompanied the book, with 16 rare hacks - a
lot of splendid music. Track No 16, "St Louis
Blues” was recorded in October 1947 in the
Caravan Ballroom In New York City. According
to the “sleeve notes" the band consisted of:
Bunk Johnson (tpt), Unknown (cl), Bob Mielke
(tb), Dick Wellstood (pno), Charles Treager (sirs),
Irv Kratka (dins). As Bunk Johnson's disciple
Jerry Blumberg was in town at that time, there
has been some discussions of whether it really
Is Bunk who is playing at that record or not. If
not, presumably .Jerry Blumberg. Tn a "letter to
the editor" (27) Mike Pointon puts up the
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question again. He refers to a meeting' with Cuff
Billett (like Mike P, a member of tiie Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society), who claims that it is
not Bunk, but Jerry Blumberg playing on that
recording (based on aural examination). Mike P
is of the same opinion, as, according to the
letter, Doug Landau (now editor of New Orleans
Music) and Louis Lince,

DISCUSSION
While analysing the results you will find a very
clear' difference between the BJ-ers and tire JBers when it comes to motivation of their
respective choice. The Jerry Blumberg clique
has done far more advanced aural analysis of
which especially one (22) is outstanding will be
reprinted in this Issue. But you can also find
more "universal” generalisations ad modum:
"... he who thinks it is Bunk Is an egg-head", and
"... I'll bet a barrel of shit It Is NOT Bunk - too
amateurish...
and also
"... I have compared with most of the AM 78:s,
and it Just cannot be Bunk..."
On the other side, e.g. those who have given B J
their choice, you will also find some ambitious
aural analysis, but in that group those far most
common motivations are:
"Barry Martyn says It Is Bunk... ”
“Mike Hazeldine says it is Bunk..,
“Jerry Blumberg claims It Is not him..."
“Paul Larsen says it is Bunk...
We in the Study Group find this kind of
argumentation a bit weak, considering the very
Important aim of the study.

After that statement a lot of reactions followed.
Mike Hazeldine regarded it as an established
fact that it is Bunk and Barry Martyn wrote
with the same opinion to the editor of Just
Jazz (29) where he ends "... and please print this
in your magazine before this wild theoiy gets any
further..." '
And so within the "Research Division” of the
Swedish Bunk Johnson Society we decided to
try to find out what was the opinion in this
matter among our members.
METHOD

We choose from the Directory of the National
Board 30 members, 20 of whom were active or
retired comet/trumpet players and the rest 10
of them were devoted scholars with an
extremely high knowledge of this subject. This
time no members of the International Board were
chosen, something we will think about if we
decide to enlarge the study some day.
A questionnaire was sent out to ,J] thirty
chosen
members
with
Just
two
distinct
questions:

CONCLUSIONS
We in the Bunk Johnson Study Group can nor
come up with any conclusions whether it really
is Bunk or not, based on the results of this
study The cohort is fax too small, maybe. Bur
even 11 we enlarge it we doubt we would come v.
another result. The question will remain: Is it
Bunk Johnson or is it Jerry Blumberg piaying
on St Lords Blues, recorded in Caravan
Ballroom hr New York City, October 1947.
Maybe we’ff never find the real truth, and that
is something that is very fascinating with the
subject of jazz. Or, as oxre of the responders
concluded:

1. Who do you think is playing trumpet/comet
of this recording
2. Why just him - a short motivation
After 6 weeks less than half of the
questionnaires were returned so a reminder
was sent ont to all of those who didn't respond
in the first round.

“Bunk u)as the best - why not leave at
that?”

RESULTS

18 answers dropped in during the study period
(dead line April 5, 2002). 8 came from active (or
retired)
trumpeters/cometlsts.
All
with
an
extremely good knowledge of the music of the
Revival era. 4 of them were more or less
convinced it is Jerry Blumberg (JB) on that
record, while 4 (50%) preferred Bunk Johnson
(BJ). The rest of the answers came from the
devoted scholars. 9 of them claimed BJ, and
only 1 was convinced it is JB playing.

-

This paper is now
forthcoming issues.

open

for

discussion

In
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Ed:s note: You will find the original letter
from
Mike
Pointon
and
Barry
Martyn’s
letter enclosed. An analysis from Paul B.
Strandberg follows here:
Bunk or Blumberg?
A delicate matter. T wish that nothing should
cloud the work that resulted in tiie excellent
book about Bunk. We should trust the eye
witnesses in this matter unless there is an
obvious reason why they should be lying. But
still, weather substantially motivated or not 1
think a discussion about style of playing can be
very interesting. So since the question was put
as an open matter-1 will treat it as such.

From a strictly musical viewpoint 1 think that
this is not Bunk playing. We have heard Bunk
in many circumstances, drunk or (half] sober,
recorded in different rooms and playing with
very different musicians. We also know that he
had a wide spectrum In his playing, soft or
strong, with different tonal colourings etc. As a
trumpet player myself I also know that lack of
dally
practice,
changing
of
mouthpiece,
overworking the lips and such things can
strongly affect the playing. Here we have only
St. Louis Blues -one tune to judge from. Still...
1.
The appoggiatura or grace notes. If you
compare St. Louis Blues recorded with Lewis
and Robinson yon find a totally different
command of these tn Bunk’s playing, showing
that he was a well schooled trumpet player. In
the version discussed here they just don't come
off that fast and my guess is that the player
here never drilled lifts technique and therefore
they sound too slow. This Is something that
Bunk had In his fingers more than in the mind.
2. Listening to the first chorus 1 came to think
of Mutt Carey which never happened before
when I listened to Bunk, When a player is a
pupil of or Just tries to assimilate the style of
another tills is one of the things that makes
the
difference
between
the
two.
The
impossibility of keeping away other influences.
3. Though ft is a rather nice recording' it doesn't,
have
the
magic
of
a
Bunk
Johnson
performance The trumpet player adapts to the
overall stiffness of the group. Bunk was a bit
restrajned when he played with young white
musicians in California on Ace in a Hole and
such numbers, but this is at a later stage of his
comeback and he is playing the blues! At least
he would have taken some risks and tried to
approach the variations that he made in 1944.
If this is Bunk he was very uninspired and
tired, but in fact the player here doesn't sound
very tired -and not very laid back either.
I would say that it Is not impossible that it
actually Is Bunk playing, (and in fact 1 have not
heard other recordings of Blumberg) but there Is
not much musical evidence here and if one
puts the discussed track in a blindfold test and
compares it with the one that is just before on
the CD (J’ve Got Everything) 1 tlfink very few
would say that it is the same trumpet player.
I hope some Interesting argumentation will
result and that no-one gets mad without a
reason.
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Chapter 3, “A personal view of the musicians” is
a fascinating' series of portraits of individual
musicians.

BOOK REVIEW
by Marcel Joiy

CLASSIC JAZZ - A PERSONAL VIEW
OF THE MUSIC AND THE

Chapter 4, “The influence of New Orleans
musicians
on
classic
jazz”
contains
a.o.
portraits of George Lewis, Willie Humphrey,
Alton Purnell and also of the man without
whom we never may have heard of these
musicians. Bill Russell.

MUSICIANS
Author: Floyd Levin University Of California Press

The keywords to this book are LOW and
RESPECT. Floyd Levin is not one of those socalled “jazz ciitics" who delight in discovering
and exposing every' minor mistake made by a
musician. He is not one of those people who
claim to know everything better and try to tell
the musicians how they should play. Floyd
loves the music passionately AND the ones who
create if This love and r espect exude from every
page in this lovely book. Although it contains a
lot of factual information useful for every Jazz
historian, it is not one of those dry, somewhat
dull historical works that, notwithstanding the
fact that
they are
very interesting and
necessary, do not invite to read. This book
reads like a good novel, it’s fascinating,
sometimes funny, often touching and very
lively. Floyd has been writing about classic jazz
for 50 years and this book is a cross section of
articles he wrote.
In an elaborate introduction he tells us how it
all begun for him, this love affair with America’s
greatest and most original contribution to the
arts.
Chapter 1 is called “Kid Ory and the revival"
and contains several articles about the great
trombone player and Iris sidemen.
Chapter 2, “A personal view of the music", has
a.o. pieces on pre-jazz bandleader Jim Europe,
the world premiere oi Rhapsody in Blue and
memories of Muggsy Spanier.

Chapter 5 has three pieces on the great Louis
Armstrong.
“Jazz on the West Coast" is the title of the next
chapter and was very enlightening for me. I’ll
explain further on why.
“Unsung heroes” contains 7 articles on
known musicians Hire Pud Bown and Sam Lee.
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The final chapter tells the interesting story of
the Louis Armstrong statue, which now stands
in ibe park with the same name in New
Orleans Part of this chapter was written by Ned
Bnmdage, a hard-working member of the jazz
society consortium that launched the Statue
F und.
What makes this book so special Is the fact
that Floyd Levin knew most of the musicians
he is writing about personally and was close
friends with many of them. This gives a
subjective colour to what he writes. Of course,
but how can you be coldly objective about
something as emotional as classic jazz?
It’s hard for me to mention highlights of this
fascinating book because there are so many
that 1 don’t know where to begin. Just let me
tiy. When I said earlier that the chapter about
jazz on the West Coast was so enlightening for
me. this is why. J always thought that the
attention given to this segment of jazz history
was somewhat exaggerated compared lo 1 tie iri
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my opinion, far more interesting New Orleans
revival. What I didn’t realise until reading
Floyd's articles, was that at the time the West
Coast movement began the jazz life was
completely dominated by the music of the big
swing bands and that classic jazz was almost
forgotten. The New Orleans revival was still
future. For the jazz lovers who were there at
that particular moment in jazz history the
sound of the Lu Watters band must have been
a complete revelation and 1 do understand now
why they keep on loving it.
The portrait Floyd gives us of Bill Russell has
the power of truth for everyone who had the
chance to know this great, humble and
unassuming man. When I was reading it T often
thought: 'Yeah, that’s Bill!”
Another favourite stoiy Is how the famous
James P. Johnson played at the party given for
Floyd’s
grandparents’
golden
wedding
anniversary because the originally contracted
pianist, Gideon HOST or A couldn’t make it at the
last moment!

classic, jazz. The reason is simple: that is the
kind of jazz he loves, lie. doesn't loose time In
attacking newer styles of jazz like Hughes
Panassie used to do. He has better things to do!
Call him old-fashioned or living in the past?
This is Floyd's answer: "1 am not old-fashioned.
I am very much a paid of the stimulating
'90s.Being fully aware of modem developments
in sound reproduction, J have almost decided to
abandon my cactus needles and replace my
gramophone with a new hi-fi outfit that plays
records at 33 1/3 rpm!" Do so, Floyd, do so! It
seems they even have records now that play for
74 minutes and you don't need a needle to play
them. They call them compact discs! Where will
it end? Fortunately some of them still play the
same old jazz!
I almost forget to mention the many photos
from the author’s personal collection, many
never published before,
‘Classic Jazz” is an absolute must for everyone
with an interest In the curlier jazz styles. It’s
one uf those books you go back to again and

very moving is the chapter >ii AndyTCazan the

again, ion don c fine love anti icspcct so easily

black song writer, in which Floyd clearly states
where lie stands in the matter of racial
injustices. The same can be said about the
chapter on Coot Grant and Sox Wilson and the
one on James P. Johnson.
Although It’s not part of the main text in the
book, 1 love the reproduction used as an
illustration of Floyd’s very first article about
hearing the Kid Ory band in the American
Legion Hall in Pasadena. I can feel the
excitement he and his wife Lucille experienced
hearing a New Orleans band for the first time
live.

these days!

His description of the George Lewis band will
touch the many admirers of this immortal
clarinet player from New Orleans.
One might wonder why Floyd only wrote about
-31-
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CRESCENT JAZZ PRODUCTIONS
3621 Burgundy Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70117
(504) 045-1057 - Fax; (504) 943-7311

Regarding Mike Pointon’s article in "Just Jazz" regarding the "St Louis Blues" on
the CD of my jointly authored "Song Of The Wanderer-Bunk Johnson";Book.There is iro
question that it is Bunk & not Jerry Blumberg. Jerry is a friend of mine and we sat
in my house Identifying the actsetntes marked "Bunk At Caravan" thftt 1 get from Paul
Larsen,the "real" Bunk expert.Paul says it was Bunk,...Jerry Blumljerg says it was Bunk
and he was in the audience that night,In fact Jerry remarked on the variations on Bunk's
solo on this particular song.He said,"Bunk played in a much more staccato way when he had
been drinking but he still made his variations." That from.Jerry While listening to this
track.
In addition both Bob Mielke & Charlie Treager confirmed to .me it was Bunk and they
were on the bandstand playing.Listening to it again (and I have listened to pratj.cally
everything Bunk recorded) reconfirm from my own ears that it is Bunk (I have also heard
practically all of Jerry's'recorded output including many sides from the Caravan Sessions
and the NOLA/NYC private recordings.
Please print this in your magazine before this wild theory gjets any further.

to whom it concerns

Barry Martyn

CC p,$L2.
.— v>

Dear Editor;
Without wishing to make the magazine's (oliimns too incestuous, I would like
to respond to Brian Harvey's piece on Bunk Johnson in your November issue.
It appears that Mr. Harvey is among the /action who, now that Bill Russell is
no longer around, is li ving to denigrate his selfless work on behalf of New
Orleans jazz.
Music must, naturally, be a subjective experience and it was Russell's
considered opinion, as a trained musician and avantgarde composer of some
repute, that Bunk was the best: why not leave it at that?
Something that does make one question Harvey's judgement, however, is a fact
that has come to light since 'Song Of The Wanderers’ publication: one of the
very 'Bunk' tracks he praises on the accompanying CD is, it seems, not
Johnson at all, but one of his pupils. My friend Cujf Billetl, who modestly
possesses probably the greatest overall knowledge of the subject, brought this
to my attention recently. On re-hearing the version of St. Louis Blues'
recorded at the Caravan Ballroom. New York, I hold the same view as Cuff, it J
sounds like Jerry Blambcrg. The phrasing is more like a parody of Bunks style j
and Blumberg, as I mentioned in my Radio .3 scries, ‘Bunk and Bill’, aboutBill\
Russell's discovery of Bunk, was a young white musician tutored by Bunk in
j New York. I played the number to Jim Holmes, a long-time disciple of Bunk,
and he agrees, as does Dong Landau, also an authority on New Orleans
music. Louis Lincc is another who accepts Cuff's discovery.
Brian Harvey rightly stales that Johnson was a ‘most lyrical, almost poetical
jazz improviser’, but one does wonder what he was listening to when he made
that assessment. Bunk was hardly ‘in his prime’ anyway, by 1947 - one would
have had to hear him a good 20years earlier to experience that. Knowing what I
’ve learned of Bunk from Bill Russell, I’m sure he’d be smiling somewhere! Best
wishes,
Mike Pointon,

Wimbledon, London.
(Ed. Together with Ray Smith, Mike Pointon is working on a book about Bill Russell's life and work in
his own words.)

WELCOME TO CONTACT

Speoialerbjudande GHB!
] Vi iter ett omfattande sortiment med ca 5000 CD-titlar och lika
j manga LP, nytt och begagnat i alia stilar inom jazz, blues och
j gospel. Det caesta av det “vanliga” och en mangd direktj imponcrat, som du inte hittar ifigon annanstans i Sverige. Aven
I video och iitteratur. Konkurreriskraftiga priser och ofta special| erbjudanden, just mi for George Bucks marken GHB, Jazzology,
American Music, Black Swan, Circle, Progressive, Solo Art och
Southland. SBJS-medlemmar fir dessutom alltid 5% rabatt pa alia
ordmaric (ej tidjgare nedsatta) priser.
Du iir raturhgevis valkommen att se allt detta i v&r butik och du
lean ocksa fi den senaste myhetslistan skickad hem till dig utan
kostnad och besta'ila per post, fax, telefon eller e-post.

vi Aven pa' internet
Hcia var senaste nyhetsiista och myclcet mer hittar du ditr, och du
kart ocksa delta i var prisfovling och vinna en CD.
Bes'ok oss ph...
:«httjs://sMvj'ryinid.rsijnforjazz.mu ORS! Ny adjross
och bestall per e-post, s& levererar vi fr&r.'vart stoia lager eller tar
hem det som inte finns dSr.

Box 8003,104 20 Stockholm
Besdlcsadress: Schcelegafcm 12
(T-station RikJhuset).
Tel/fax: 08-652 92 91
e-post: skivlfvnd@swipnet.se
http ://slcivfynd. rumforjazz.nu

nu finns

Ai>5>J5e41ides*

Tisdag - onsdag och fredag
11:00- 14:00 samt 15:00-18:00
Torsdag 15:00-19:00
Lordag 11:00 -15:00
Mtadagar stangt.

I Besok ocksa den svenska jazzportalen RUM FOR JAZZ
wwvy.rmraafoe721zz.mw med lankar ut till jazzens domaner
| pi internet och annat matnyttigt.

The ad for Skivfynd, Jazz & Blues you find in Swedish in this issuie. Now
there is a special discount on George H. Buck's labels GHB, Jazzology,
American Music, Black Swan, Circle, Progressive, Solo Art and Southland.
Members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society have a 5 per cent discount
on ordinary prices. Below the logo you find Sivfynd's mail address, e-mail
address and Internet address.

The mall order business
dealing with Traditional
Jazz only. More than 2 000
different LPs, CDs, Videos
& Books.
i

Stomp Off, Delmark, GHB
(incl American Music series)
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi
Gras, 504, LAKE and manyj
1
others.
Tel/fax: +46-(0)526-15352
or write: Surbrunnsgatan 21
S-452 37 STROMSTAB
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Bunk Johnsori Information Is an international newsletter for members
of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society.
Editorial office:
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Tillemoravagen 25
184 91 Akersberga
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Claes Ringqvlst
Baldersvhgen 14B
852 34 Sundsvall
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BUNK JOHNSON
CALLS HIS CHILDREN TO THE ANNUAL MEETING 2003
We will meet
at Svenskt Visarkiv,
Norrtullsgatan 6, Stockholm
on Saturday
th
January 11 2003 at 5.00 p.m. (17.00). On the agenda we have the usual
formal Society
matters (as short as
possible), musical <& oral presentation of
Leon Bix Beiderbecke, jazz quiz, auction of jazz records, jam session and
last but not least CAJUN & CREOLE FOOD. And pleasant company of soul
mates, of course.
We will be most happy to see YOU. Members living outside Sweden, if you
plan to attend
the annual meeting,please call Claes Ringqvist
(phone +4660-17 12 85;
e-mail claes.ringqvist@lvn.se) or P-0
Karlstrdm
(phone +468-760 08
15; e-mail per-olof.karlstrom@vattenfall.com). If you are a
member living in Sweden and plan to attend, see the part in Swedish below.
If you want to auction some
whether you are a Swede or not.

records,

please

contact

P-0

at

before

hand

FOR SWEDISH MEMBERS ONLY
Arsmdtesavqiften dr facila 150.-, som Du satter in p°a P-0 Karlstroms
postgirokonto 96 28 94-2 fore “arsskiftet. Forsdk halla tiden. Det underIdttar planeringen for var fomamliga koksavdelning. Mark talongen ARSMOTE SBJS.
Medlemsavqiften 2003 dr ofdrdndrad 100.-, som Du ocksa° satter in pa P-0
Karlstroms postgirokonto 96
28 94-2. Fore “arsskiftet, tack. Och mark
talongen MEDLEM3AVSXFT SBJS.
Det gar bra att betala “arsmotesavgift och medlemsavgift pa samma inbetalningskort. Inbetalningskort till postgirot Finns med i kuvertet.

The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society, EK

NEW MEMBERS
by Claes Rlngqvlst

We proudly present two new members, who
Iroth were personal friends of Bunk Johnson
and we are glad to see them as members of this
Society
Charles

Campbell:

Director

of

the

Stanley:

As

a

young

student

with the two Mikes, Hazeldine
You are very much welcome, Jack!!

and

Polnton.

San

Francisco
Traditional
Jazz
Foundation
was
Involved In the meeting between Bunk Johnson
and rod Ory In Los Angeles in the Summer of
1944. He also belonged to the group that later
went down to New Orleans In the summer of
1942 to record Bunk for the first time - but due
to the fact that he at that time belonged to the
Coast Guard he couldn't make the trip (It was
Just 7 months after Pearl Habor and no
applications for leave were accepted). Charlie
has known and befriended many jazz greats,
from Brun Campbell and Jelly Roll Morton
through Art Tatum and Nat King Cole. He Is
also a long-time champion of jazz in the Bay
Area, from the time when he managed the Turk
Murphy Jazz Band In the early 50s up to the
present time with his Involvement hi the San
Francisco
Traditional
Jazz
Foundation.
At
present he is running an Art Gallery at
Chestnut Street in San Francisco. You are very
much welcome Charlie!!
Jack

since. A funny tiring Is that Mike Hazeldlne, In
his research for the Book on Bunk "The Song of
the Wanderer", has been tlying to track Jack for
many years without success. Mike didn't even
know that Jack was living in UK. And there he
was: less than three miles from Mikes home In
Hlghgate!! I had the great honor to lunch with
Jack In London In October this year. Together

at

A DAY WITH BUNK JOHNSON
(We further Introduce our new member Charles
Campell with this article from The Frisco Cricket,
Fall 2001)

In the early 1940s the news was getting out to
us Jazz aficionados that the legendary Bunk
Johnson
had
been
found
somewhere
In
Louisiana: it was New Iberia where he had been
working for many years. A group of us planned
to drive to New Orleans and tty to locate Bunk
en route. The group consisted of David Stuart,
owner of Jazz Man Record Store In Los Angeles.
Chuck Rossi, another jazz buff and a couple of
others,
including
me.
However,
something
called "an Incident" at Pearl Habor made it out
of the question for me since I had enlisted In
the Coast Guard in early 1942.
During that trip those guys took, they were able
to find Bunk Johnson and get him to do some
talking which Stuart was able to record. More
recordings were made later in New Orleans.

the

University of Minnesota, Jack arranged the
famous concert with Bunk Johnson and Doc
Evans in May 1947 in Minneapolis (Issued on
NOLA records). He also participated at that
notorious party afterwards when the famous (?)
version of "Heartaches" (Bunk & Don Ewell)
was taj)ed (later issued on record). He lodged
Bunk at his home at that time, but never met
him again after. Jack left USA in 1964 and
settled down in Hampstead, London, where he
has been running an antique business ever

I don’t know the details of how Bunk got to
San Francisco In 1943 but it was a very
exciting period for Jazz musicians in S.F. and
L.A. (I was stationed with the Coast Guard In
IvOng Beach and heard quite a bit about what
was happening with Bunk and local S.F.
musicians.)

.2.

But apparently it was difficult for Bunk to get
enough work to survive. He was living In an
apartment in North Beach with Bill Colburn,

Ory and let us In. Just for a sandwich and soft
drink. But THAT place mas out of bounds for
Navy personnel. We were sitting in a booth near

who had become Bunk’s unofficial manager.

the back when the Shore Patrol came In the
front door. I saw them and quickly put on Ory’s
overcoat, covering up my uniform. They didn’t
see me or it would have been “the Brig.”

In July, 1944, I got a note from Bill Colburn
saying that he and Bunk were coming down to
Los Angeles where there were a recording
session planned. It was a Decca World
Transcription session primarily for the military
radio stations. Bill called me when he got to
town and said that Bunk wanted to go to see
Kid Oiy, who was working in east L.A. for a
couple of nights with three other musicians. It
was called the Tip Toe Inn, on Whittier
Boulevard. I picked Bill and Bunk up at a place
they had checked into, and we went to the Tip
Toe Inn. I was in uniform and had to be sure
that the place wasn’t out of bounds. It wasn’t.
Bill wanted Bunk to bring his hom but he
didn’t want to, but after being at Ory’s place for
about half an hour he changed his mind about
the hom. So we went back to their place, got
his trumpet and returned to the club.

Colburn was involved in the recording sessions
but I wasn’t able to get to any of them. After the
recording date Bunk returned to Louisiana and
then later to New York and caught on there
with the help of Gene Williams and Bill Russell
and made records, some with Bechet.
I never saw Bunk after that time in L.A.. July
1944.

BUNK’S LAST TRACK
(A letter from Doug Landau)

I was intrigued by the inquest in Newsletter No.
19 on the St Louis Blues recording on tire CD
accompanying the book Song oj the Wanderer.
My name included is on the list of those taking
the view that it is not Bunk. This has arisen
through a misunderstanding, as will become
apparent below.

Ory was playing string bass - not trombone and he and Bunk had a great reunion talk.
Bunk sat in and began blowing and he was
powerful. I couldn’t believe how powerful he
sounded. Wow... louder than Harry James!

On first hearing this track. I was much
impressed by the development of simple riff like
patterns over the last nine choruses following
Bunk's solo, each one successively pursued
with rising rhythmic emphasis. It put me in
mind of that hypnotic effect attributed to
repetition, that is a recurrent theme in writings
on jazz. As early as 1942 Bill Russell identified
Bunk's penchant for repeating a simple motif in
conjunction with subtle shifts in the phrasing
and dynamics. It is possible that Bunk was an
early pioneer of the riff as a musical device, but
he would always tease out little variations. The
playing on track 16 was a bit raw in parts, but
much redeemed, to my ears at least, by its

Bunk said to Ory, "remember the last time we
saw each other [back in New Orleans]?” Ory
didn’t. Bunk said, “It was the 4th of July 1914
and you were with a band in a wagon and I
waved to you from the sidewalk”.
Oty said, amazed, “That's right...”
During the war there was sort of a curfew.
Clubs, bars and dance halls had to close at
midnight so most of them opened at 8:00 P.M.
We got into my ear - Bill, Bunk, Ory and I went
to a place on Central Avenue where they knew

•3

nagging vitality. I was put in mind of Maurice
Durand's comment, that Bunk sounded rather
different when young.
I was sufficiently enthused to phone a number
of friends, Louis Lince, Mike Pointon, and
Brian Wood among others, advising them to
listen to this without delay and "hear Bunk in
a new light". A few days later Mike Pointon
phoned with the news that Cuff Billet and
some others had concluded that it was not
Bunk playing, and all probability it was Jerry
Biumberg. Conscious of my reaction to this
track it was self evident that I picking up on
something a bit different and therefore I had to
agree with the possibility that it was not Bunk,
but
went
no
further
than
that.
Mike
misunderstood
this
as
agreeing
with
this
proposition.
This
was
also
Louis
Lince's
position at that time too. He was later to
conclude it was Bunk playing "in his cups".
Your report included one or two comments that
are worth examination:
hi his analysis, Paul B Strandberg remarks
"compare it with the one (track) that is Just
before on the CD. Woe Got Eveyrthlng). 1 think
few would say that it is the same trumpet
player". Well, taken In Isolation perhaps, but
listen to the track before that, Basin Street
Blues, (recorded the same month as St touts
Blues) and the stylistic disparity is somewhat
less marked. On this track Bunk Intrudes
clumsily on Jimmy Archey's solo with a tone
and delivery not that far removed from what we
hear on the doubted St Louis Blues. As the
editorial states, "Ills fondness for the Jidee often
deprived him of the technical ability to play his
Ideas fluently". Sometimes it seems, it could
inspire too. Listen to the heavy and lifeless
Honey Gal (MX386) recorded at the San
Jacbrto Hall on August 1st when Bunk was
drunk. In complete contrast another track from
the same session, and then Issued only in part.

is the wonderful Balling the Jack (AMLP 643,
MX390). I no longer have this track, but as I
recall it Bunk takes it out by repeating the
same note about thirty times, producing a
thrilling rhythmic effect. Where else does Bunk
do this?
Mention Is made of the trumpet sounding a
little Mutt Carey like. Well, Bunk played with
Carey about this time and the unconscious
"pick up" of another’s sound is not unusual.
Listen
to
Bunk's
unusually
pronounced
vibrato on Pacific Street Blues (MX26, recorded
over Two Jim Blues from the Climax Session),
clearly something of Kid Howard's tone has
been picked up. It seems safe to assume that he
was played other tracks from the session.
Paid Strandberg correctly acknowledges how a
lack of practice and other factors can affect a
trumpet players lip and performance. He then
contradicts this understanding by comparing
the grace notes on St Louis Blues unfavourably
with an earlier version recorded in 1944. This
proves nothing, sadly there are plenty of
recordings of Bunk playing poorly where there ts
no question whatever as to his Identity. As the
well known brass teacher Phil Parker told me
well over 40 years ago, "playing the trumpet is
about 90% physical, the musical bit is relatively
easy". The effect of a poor embouchure can
range from a minor loss of performance through
to a loss of range, speed and accuracy, and, in
extremis, the inability to play a note. On two
occasions I have heard recordings by "Hot Lips"
Page were the performance was so poor, and
severe lip problems so manifest, that Is
surprising that the tracks were ever Issued.
Who would have identified “Hot Lips” Page
given these recordings as a "blindfold test"?
Just as racehorses can go lame, lip trouble can,
on occasion, humble the most athletic and
adroit of trumpet players. The effects of alcohol
seem varied, ranging from inspiration (Just
enough?) to desecration (too much!).

To the contributor offering a wager that it "is
not BUNK-too amateurish", all I can say is that
the stake he Is putting up does not have the
smell of confidence In winning the day. The St
Louis
Blues
recording
certainly
sounds
“different", but to my ears it is covered in
Bunk’s fingerprints.
Yours sincerely,
B.L.

NEW BUNK RECORDS
¥

Thought

you

might

GHB

Records

have

The

Master-Biographer,

and

distinguished

member John Chilton has recently published
another "labour of love”, this time on "Roy
Eldridge: Little Jazz Giant” (Continuum; hb
455 pp ISBN 0-864-5692-8). He has previously
written
Jazz
classics
on
Sidney
Bechet,
Coleman Hawkins, Red Allen, etc. When not
writing he is still active as a trumpeter and Ills
collaboration with George Melly has lasted
more than a quarter of a centuiy.
¥ in November we got the sad message that

Uke

to

know

the

following. The local community radio station,
3CR, which runs a jazz program each Saturday
afternoon hosted by Roger Bellby, has lasued a
CD of the most requested Jazz tunes from the
27 years that this program has been going.
One track which is included is Bunk Johnson's
One Sweet Letter. The CD has taken as its
source Australian issues only on 78RPM. The
Bunk is the HMV EA.3438. The CD can be
obtained through Roger Bellby at Mainly Jazz,
PO Box 342, Elstemwick, Victoria, 3185,
Australia. The price Is I believe $20 (Australian)
plus postage.
Peter Haby, Melbourne
¥

¥

released

the

complete

“Spicey Advlcc”-sesslon from July 11, 1944 on
BCD-101. Included is also the Basin St Blues
from the 2nd Esquire Concert, N.O. Jan 17,
1945.

Anders Hassler is dead at the age of 66. Anders
- an excellent clarinet player - was one of the
founding members of Cave Stompers in 1956.
Cave Stompers was one of the most popular
bands during the Swedish Trad Boom and even
had a hit on Radio Luxembourg. In the early
sLxtles the band toured the Scandinavian
countries, England and Germany. In Hamburg
Cave Stompers accompanied such greats as
Benny Waters, Muggsy Spanler and George
Lewis. In the late sixties Anders left the hand
and got a formal education at the College of
Music in Stockholm. Thereafter he broadened
his musical activities but all the time kept his
interest In jazz. In recent years Anders left
Stockholm and settled in Dalecarlia where he
continued his musical activities in the fields of
Swedish folk music, classical chamber music
and jazz up to the end.
P-0 Karlstrom

RECYCLED FRAGMENTS FROM THE
DILL PICKLES
¥

Our

new

member

EDITOR’S WASTE BASKET
Rainer

E.

Lotz

is

by Floyd Levin

presently researching a proposed 12 CD box (for
Bear Family) of reissues of Afro-American
recording pioneers prior to 1919. We are all
anxiously watting.

I am sure all writers regard each of their words
as a very special gem. When an editor
eliminates some of our text, we grieve the loss
of every precious phrase. I experienced this
-5-

anguish while enduring the torturous editing
phase of my book, "CLASSIC JAZZ - A Personal
View of the Music and the Musicians.”
The following essay, about a dear friend who
departed several years ago, was among the
discarded segments of my original manuscript.
It was deemed “dispensable" by the spurious
Individual responsible for editing my “gems". I
have, again, gathered the rejected materia] from
the “cutting room floor", and pragmatically
submitted It to this publication, whose editor,
hopefully. Is less scrupulous!

SCHJS
musical
director
Gordon
Mitchell,
played their final tribute to Kid Ory as we
carefully lifted his casket from the hearse and
carried it to the nearby grave site.
Pianist Alton Purnell was wearing a derby and
clad In typical New Orleans funeral garb. His
chest was emblazoned with the Jazz Society's
red sash. Alton led the procession up a steep
hill from the cemetery entrance to the grave.
Four trombones preceded the band, followed by
a battery of reeds and trumpets. Barry Martyn,
with his big bass drum, brought up the rear
punctuating the joyous beat.

THE DAY WF. BUR I FT) Kin PRY
I will never forget that January afternoon in
1973 - the day we burled Kid Oiy.
A large crowd listened attentively to the
whispered sounds of Teddy Buckner's muted
trumpet as he softly played “Just A Closer Walk
With Thee” in the crowded mortuary chapel.
When he reached the final bars of the beautiful
hymn, Teddy slowly moved toward the open
casket. He concluded with a tender sustained
note that hung like a bell tone above the still
body of his former leader. The casket was slowly
closed and our group of pall bearers was
ushered to the pulpit.
We slowly guided the casket carriage through
the chapel to the hearse waiting in front. The
bronze casket seemed very light as we gently
lifted It through the rear door. A battery of
television cameras recorded the final journey of
Jazzman Edward “Kid” Ory, the initial tailgate
trombonist.
We followed the hearse on a cross-town trip to
the Holy Cross Cemetery where we were Joined
by the Southern California Hot Jazz Society's
great marching band. Seventeen of the nation’s
leading jazz musicians, lovingly assembled by

The band was followed by scores of Kid Ory's
friends and fans. We watched the casket,
draped with fragant flowers, being slowly
lowered Into a grave, while the band's final
strains of Ory’s classic, “Muskrat Ramble", filled
the cool air.
As we stood silently overlooking the verdant
hills of southwest Los Angeles, I thought of
that evening 24 years earlier In Pasadena when
1 heard Kid Ory's Creole Jazz Band for the first
time. The many happy hours we spent In the
Beverly Cavern listening to his music back in
the late '40s soon filled my thoughts. I recalled
several convivial occasions visiting Ory and his
wife Dort and enjoying his excellent Creole
gumbo and Dort's memorable fried oysters.
I was cheered by the memories of a long
friendship with the world's most famous jazz
trombonist. Within his lifetime, he saw the
music of New Orleans spread to distant comers
of the world. His unique style formed the
accepted approach to dixieland sounds In
bands from Joe Oliver to Herb Alpcrt.
His
"Muskrat
Ramble",
since
its
Initial
performance on a 1926 recording by Ixmis
Armstrong's Hot Five, has become the most
renowned standard In the entire history of jazz.
It will continue to play a vital role in the

repertoire of every traditional jazz band.

about this man in Tom BetheU’s hook “George
Lewis A Jazzman from New Orleans" In wich he

Every time the enduring tune Is played, It
always concludes with Ory's familiar trombone
coda. Although jazz Is an Improvlsational
music, no one has deemed it necessary to alter
a single note of the succinct phrase Ory
originated on that Hot Five recording of

pinpoints a location, a date and even the time
of another occasion three years later. On the
first of July 1949 at 9.30 P.M. Bill Russell, who
that very day had retu med to New Orleans after
having visited Bunk Johnson for the last time,
went to Manny's Tavern where George Lewis'
band played. “A visitor to New Orleans named
Erik Frisell was in the audience, recording the
band with a 'Brush' tape recorder. It didn’t
sound so hot due to distortion and possible
overheating, Russell commented on the tape
that was made that evening” ( quote from the
hook, page 223).

“Muskrat Ramble".
The setting sun reflected Its bright hues onto
the Pacific Ocean visible from the Holy Cross
Cemetery knoll on which we stood. The
mourners followed as the band moved down
the hill playing “Didn’t He Ramble?"sThey slowly
returned to their cars.

A
Swedish
seaman
named
Erik
Frisell?
Naturally, finding this man and his recordings
appeared to be an undertaking for the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society. This Is the report of
what has been accomplished so far.

Before leaving, I paused to watch a few
workmen remove the green plastic shrouding
the mound of earth that would soon till the
open grave. As the workers shoveled the soli
Into the grave, I could hear the band In the
distance playing a cheery reprise of "Muskrat
Ramble".

Apart from what has been reported at the
beginning of this article there are no more facts
about Erik Frisell to be gleaned from Bill
Russell’s papers. None of the Indexes of his
material
at
the
Historic
New
Orleans
Collections contains a reference to Erik Frisell that is to say. not even to the entry that we
know ofl

I gathered a few flowers that had fallen from the
casket and said farewell to the original tailgate
rambler — a friend, and a musician whose great
Influence will continue as long as Classic Jazz
lives.

We have concentrated our efforts to finding him
in Sweden. Today there is no living person with
the name Erik Frisell bom within the time
brackets that would have enabled him to be in
New Orleans at the given years. We know of
fifteen persons who have died between 1950
and 2002 , and have tried to find relatives to
them via the parish records to find out if any of
the Eriks might have visited New Orleans. In
addition we have instigated a search at the
central archive of Swedish seamen, without

IN SEARCH OF ERIK FRISELL
by Sven Gustafsson
Our president. Claes Rlngqvlst, arrived home
from his latest visit to New Orleans with the
sensational news that a Swedish seaman had
made recordings at various clubs In the city as
early as 1946. This from an entry In Bill
Russell's diary, where he has dutifully noted
even the very hotel where the visitor stayed the Delgado on Canal Street,

any positive response.
Some local new's papers were interested enough

Interestingly enough, there is more information
7

to follow up on the investigation. One - The
Dala Demokraten - relayed the question about
Erik Frisell over three columns (with a nice
picture of Bunk Johnson). The Trollhattans
Tidning also featured the story. No response
came of this - with the exception of one report
of a senior citizen, who had been fond of
whistling and humming. Might this be our man
our informant wanted to know.
We must now conclude that we have found
nothing along the .Swedish trail. No seaman
has been issued with seaman’s papers in
Sweden during the time in question. In folk
music circles the name Frisell is well known
and respected, but no one from that particular
family knows anything about recordings.
We have unearthed some information - an
athlete named Erik Frisell competed for Sweden
at die 1912 Olympic Games in Stockholm. (His
event was the 800 meters track running but he
didn't survive the preliminaries.) We were
excited for a time over records of "M/S Erik
Frisell", but it turned out that this Swedish
cargo ship was sunk by a German U-boat in
the Irish Sea in 1940. The ship was named after
a wellknown Swedish financier, but he died in
1942.
Here is where we might call upon all you other
members of the Society to pitch in - Swedish
members and the International Board alike.
Research can be fun!
“Now is the time for all good men to come the
aid of the Party!”
After all. we don’t know for sure wether Erik
Frisell was Swedish. The name Is very Swedish
sounding, but mightn't he lie an American,
bom in Minnesota? The designation "sailor" or
"seaman” could of course be a nickname and
nothing more. If he had seaman's papers they
could of course tie issued in some other
country.

It is nevertheless hard to let go of the suspicion
that there is something to be found here in
Sweden.
During our research we have heard a rumour
that some time during the sixties or seventies a
female Australian Journalist visited someone in
the district of V&rmland to listen to his
recordings. This resulted, according to the same
story, in an article and a song. Presumably this
was published in Australia? We have searched
the archives of the local press in the hope that
there might have been some mention of it.
Regrettably we have so far found nothing.
This might be just another of those wiki goose
chases that especially Jazz history is full of, but
it fuels the imagination!
Claes Rlngqvist, Per Oldaeus and Nils Gunnar
Anderby from the Society have contributed
valuable work to this investigation.
If you feel that you have any leads to Erik
Frisell and/or his recordings please contact the
editor of Bunk. Info, or Claes Ringqvist,

vis.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

washboard, then drums with South Frisco Jazz
Band 1970. Joined Fink Street Five In 1970.
Next, was invited to sit In on washboard and
drums with the Turk Murphy San Francisco

ta£-SmLHv

Jazz Band, 1971. Led first band Down Home
Jazz Band, 1971. First recording with Bill
734173307173360771133600
Mitchell duo and quartet 1971/1972. First
recording as a bandleader Down Home Jazz
Band, 1973.
Worked as a printer after graduating from
California State University at Long Beach, 1976
(B.A. degree In Journalism). To Portland,
Oregon 1977: worked briefly with Don Kinchs
Conductors Ragtime Band playing tuba. Moved
back to California (Oakland) In 1978 to play
music full-time. Since then, as a professional
musician, have had residencies In Cincinnati,
OH (1980-81; 82); San Antonio, TX (1981-82);
Portland, OR (1982-84); St. Paul, MN (19841986); Chicago, 1L (1986-88); New Orleans. LA
(1988-92); San Diego. CA (1993-97); Bay St.
Louis, MS (1997-99): returned to San Diego in
1999.

Bom:
Indianapolis,
IndianaSO
July,
1953.
Raised in La Jolla, California. Married to June
Miller .since 31 December, 1976. Current
residence: Encinitas, California.

Band credits: Jim Cullum Jazz Band; Dukes of
Dixieland;
Summit
Reunion;
Lawson-Haggart
Jazz Band; Marty Groszs Orphan Newsboys;
Grand Dominion Jazz Band; Climax Jazz
Band: Turk Murphy San Francisco Jazz Band;
Salty Dogs; Classic Jazz Quartet, Silver Leaf
Jazz Band; South Frisco Jazz Band; Chicago
Rhythm;
Golden
State
Jazz
Band;
Tim
Laughllns New Orleans All Stars; Hall Brothers
Jazz Band; Golden Eagle Jazz Band: Magnolia
Jazz Band: Sunset Music Company; Wholly
Cats; Mahogany Hall Stompers; Elysian Fields
Orchestra; Creole Rice Jazz Band; Jack Maheu
and Friends, Steamboat Stompers; Minstrels of
Annie Street; Banu Gibsons New Orleans Hot
Jazz: Pat Yankee and Her Gentlemen of Jazz;
Cynthia Sayers New York Hot Jazz Orchestra;
Orange
Kellin
Trio;
Waldos
Gutbucket
Syncopators; Varsity Ramblers; New Orleans
Classic Jazz Orchestra; Lakeshore Serenaders;

MUSICAL CAREER:
Lessons on banjo, piano (late 50s), clarinet
(early 60s). Heard first live jazz at Disneyland in
1962 Firehouse Five Plus Two. Took lessons on
trombone, but settled on drums In 1963.
Taught self to play drums and washlronrd by
playing along with the family player piano and
with records. (Took drum lessons from Jake
Hanna in Los Angeles, 1983).
Studied Jazz drumming on records and heard
Ben Pollack, Nick Fatool, Fred Higuera, Smokey
Stover, C16 Frazier, Jake Hanna, Wayne Jones,
Lloyd Byassee, Vince Hickey In person.
Played in Dixieland band at La Jolla High
School,
1969-70.
Performed
at
Sundayaftemoon jam sessions at jazz clubs In Orange
County and Los Angeles, 1967-70. Sat in on
9

Jazz Cardinals; Euphonic Jazz Band; West End
Jazz Band; Red Rose Ragtime Band; Crescent
City Rhythm Kings; Bill Carters Jazz Band;
Dixieland
Rhythm
Kings;
Vince
Giordanos
Nighthawks.

"Riverwalk-Llve at the Landing" with Jim
Cullum Jazz Band, Roadrunners, 1999-2001.
Television broadcast "Newton's Apple," 1995,
with Silver Leaf Jazz Band. 'IV broadcasts
"Club
Date"
with
Kenny
Davem,
Scott
Hamilton-2000; Rebecca Kilgore-2001.

Individuals: Scott Hamilton, Bob Havens, Jim
Galloway, Ralph Sutton, Bobby Gordon, Ed
Polcer, Bud Freeman, Dave McKenna, Bucky
Plzzarelli, Yank Imvson, Eddie Miller, Tommy
Newsom, Dick Hyman, Bob Haggart, Allan
Vachd, Percy Humphrey, Willie Humphrey.
Alton Purnell, Doc Cheatham, John Cocuzzl,
Papa Ray Ronnei, Billy Butterfield, Wild Bill
Davison, Art Hodes, Kenny Davem. Dick
Wellstood, Turk Murphy, Burt Bales, Bob Helm,
Bill Napier, Don Klnch, Danny Alguire, Ellis
Home, Bob Mlelke, Wally Rose, Bill Barditi, Tom
Sharpsteen,
Erl
Garland,
George
Probert,
William Warfield, Bill Allred, Barbara Dane.
Daryl Sherman. Jon-Erlk Kellso, Paul Asaro,
Milt Hinton. Dick Cary, Joe Muranyi, Andy
Blakeney,
Duke
Heitger,
Evan
Christopher,
Reltecca Kilgore, Johnny Varro, Jack Lesberg,
Mark Shane. Norma Teagarden. Keith Ingham.
Pud Brown, Peter Ecklund, Vemel Bagneris.

Activities: Administrative and Media Director,
Americas Finest City Dixieland Jazz SocietySan Diego; Curator of Archives, Special Projects
Consultant—San
Francisco
Traditional
Jazz
Foundation (also-Board of Directors, SFTJF);
Board of Governors, GHB Jazz Foundation-New
Orleans.
Faculty
dram
instmctor,
AFCDJS
Adult Jazz Camps, 1996-present. Contributing
writer: MISSISSIPPI RAG, AMERICAN RAG.
JAZZ RAMBLER (AFCDJS), FRISCO CRICKET
(San Francisco Traditional Jazz Foundation),
BUNK INFORMATION (Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society). Won readers poll as favorite dmmmer
MISSISSIPPI RAG (1999), AMERICAN RAG
(1999),
JAZZOLOGY/JAZZ
BEAT
(1995).
Produced CDs for JAZZOLOGY (Ben Pollack, Pat
Yankee). GHB (Lu Watters), BLACK SWAN
(Frank Melrose). Assisted with production of
CDs for MERRY MAKERS (Lu Watters. Jelly Roll
Jazz Band with Ray Ronnei) and with reissues
of Lu Watters and Turk Murphy for the San
Bands led: Down Home Jazz Band (1971-1996);
Frisco Syncopators (1989-1995); New Orleans Francisco Traditional Jazz Foundations own
Wanderers (1995-1997); Creole Sunshine Jazz label. Have written liner notes for STOMP OFF.
Band
(1984-1999):
Rhythmakers (1983-2000); JAZZOLOGY, GHB, ARBORS. TRIANGLE and
other labels.
Roadrunners (1996-2001).
Current Clint Bakers New New Orleans Jazz
Band; Butch Thompson Trio; Marc Caparone
And His Rhythm; Bob Schulzs Frisco Jazz
Band; Leon Oakleys Friends of Jazz Band; Alan
Adams' New Orleans Wanderers. Leader: The
Jazz Chihuahuas (including June Smith on
acoustic guitar).
Broadcast
Media:
Minnesota
Public
Radio
Broadcasts of "A Prairie Home Companion"
with Butch Thompson Trio and guests, 198486. Texas Public Radio broadcasts of

Favorite dmmmers: Sid Catlett, Dave Tough,
Zutty Singleton, Baby Dodds, Jo Jones, Ben
Pollack, Ray Bauduc, Jimmy Bertrand, Tubby
Hall, Nick Fatool, Gene Krupa, Wally Bishop,
Minor Hall, Chick Webb, Paul Barbarln, Harry
Dial, Vic Berton, Kaiser Marshall, Benny
Washington, Ormond Downes, George Wettling
a.o.

GEORGE LEWIS MEMORIAL DAY

two hours.

MOLENHOEK 2002
Just before 8.00 pm tire last notes were played,
At first, I would like to make one tiling clear: tills

and the lucky ones that had booked a dinner,

is NOT a concert review. Readers who expect that

myself Included, moved over to the dining area

are advised to stop reading here. For others (are

for a meal and a chat Around 11.30 pm It was

there any left?), this will be just pure consumer

time to say goodbye to our friends and head back

information,

for Sweden, with a night stop in Dortmund.

added,

from

with

a

“The

few

personal

Second

reflections

George

Lewis

Memorial Day" on Sunday. April 21.

Apart from the music of course, the "all-inclusive"

Having a very good friend in The Netherlands, 1

my liking. The four-course dinner was optional,

had no practical problems whatsoever with things

and had to be booked separately. Maybe a little

like tickets, accommodation etc. It was just a

exhibition of Lewis stuff, like records, covers,

matter of showing up at the right place in the right

concert programs, pictures and so on would add

time. After spending the Saturday evening at the

to the enjoyment and strengthen the feeling of a

Gorinchem Jazz Festival, quite an early start was

Lewis convention.

Idea with snacks served during the breaks was to

needed the next day to be In the little village of
Molenhoek before the music started at 11.30 am.

A two days event might attract more visitors, but 1

The first thing upon arrival was kind of a “check

prefer a one-day, small-scale arrangement with

in”, and right after that, carrying a nice cup of

top quality music, friendly atmosphere, excellent

coffee and a cake, the music room was entered.

food, perfect organisation and even nice summer
weather (how many organisers manage to (Lx

The first band on stage was the Copenhagen
based

“New

Orleans

Delight"

with

Norbert

that?). For a longer stay, some Jazz activities can
always be found within convenient distance, and a
memorial day is Just one day, right?

Susemlhl guesting on trumpet. Their nicely mixed
music lasted for two sets of 45 minutes each.
During the 30 minutes intermission while the
stage was prepared for tire next band, soup and

Just tire other day I talked with a good friend

bread were served. The bar was of course open

you had not planned your trip to Dortmund for

all the time.

other

about the Lewis Memorial Day, and he asked: "If
reasons,

would

you

do

the

trip

to

Molenhoek anyway?" I could honestly answer that
To capture the spirit of the "Louis Nelson Big

I enjoyed every minute of it, and would love to

Four” recordings made during Lewis’ 1964 tour

return. It’s just one thing that I regret: 1 did not

in Japan, a quartet had been put together with

give myself time enough to find out more about

Sammy Rimington and Philippe de Smedt in the

the George Lewis Society. Maybe next year...

front line, producing another 2x45 minutes of
excellent music, with some of the Nelson Big Four
“hits" heard. During the next intermission tacos

Lennart Fait

were served, before "Sammy's Jubilee Jazz
Band", a seven-piece line-up built around Sammy,
kept the audience in a happy mood for the next
- 1 1 .

ft *
New Orleans Deli ghLp Laving at the festival:

Postscript:

In the coming years we hope to expand It to an
Intimate New Orleans weekend festival. Another

I will try to solve your problem a little bit,

step has already been made: every five years to

Lennart, and I like to tell you and the other

honour a musician who has had a tremendous

readers

Impact on that style, by presenting The George

of

Lennart’s

personal

reflections

something more about the George Lewis Society.

Lewis Award. On 7th January the first Award
2000 was presented to Sammy Rlmlngton for his

The George Lewis Society was Juridical founded

Invaluable

on the 13th of duly 2000, the exact centenary of

recordings to New Orleans music.

the

birth

of

George,

In

Nijmegen,

contribution

through

concert

and

The

Netherlands. The society's aim Is to familiarise as

The third step is to Issue live recordings of

many

New

concerts. We already made a double-album box

Orleans style. As a first step, the society will be

with Sammy’s Jubilee Band and a single c.d. with

organising concerts with New Orleans style bands

tlie

In consultation with Interested jazz clubs and jazz

Jazzmen of Pierre Claessens with guest Wendell

festivals. A first attempt is the yearly organisation

Brunlous In the millennium year 2000.

jazz

lovers

as

possible

with

the

Belgium

band

The

New

Orleans

Roof

of the George Lewis Memorial Day. The next,
which is the third one, will be on Sunday 27-04-

This

2003

Memorial

in

Netherlands.

Molenhoek

near

Nijmegen,

The

year

2002
Day

we
the

recorded
“Louis

on

Nelson

the

Second

Big

Revisited" with the mentioned Philippe De Smed

"12*

Four

1'

and Sammy and with Jon Marks on piano and
Luc van lloeteghem on banjo. This record will be
the first In a new series of Collector's Items: The
George Lewis Society Recordings,
The last step in the next years is to build up a
documentation centre for New Orleans Ja2Z of
books,

photos,

c.d.’s,

video,

d.v.d.'s,

etc.,

to

become a platform for the collectors and admi
rers of this kind of music and to promote It for
the younger generations to keep our beloved Jazz
style alive!
John van Zuldam. President of the George Lewis
Society.
Sparrenhof 11
6581 NA Maiden, The Netherlands.
Tel. +31 (0) 24 358 13 48.
E-mail: iovazn.lay-zfaTLscall.nl

WELCOME TO CONTACT

sA-M

WaSTOBlJ

The only shop in Sweden
100 % specialized in jazz,
blues and gospel. Thousands
of new and second hand CDs
and LPs in all styles. Also
78s and jazz literature. Lots
of B U N K and all kinds of
New Orleans music Send
two IRCs or 10 in Swedish
stamps for our latest mail
order news list.
SKI I T YNl) JAZZ A- HUMS
Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr Scheelegatan 12
Tel/Fax +46-(0)8-652 92 9 i

NAlLES TRADJAZZ
The mail order business
dealing with Traditional
Jazz only. More than 2 000
different LPs, CDs, Videos
& Books
Stomp OIT, Delmark, GHB
(incl American Music series),
JSP, Jazz Crusade, Mardi
Gras, 504, LAKE and many
others.
Tel/fax: +46-(0)526-15352
or write Surbrunnsgalan 21
S-452 37 S I ROMS I AD
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Jazz Festivals all over since the middle of the
80:s. So you can definitively say that Jocke is
poisoned and grown up with this music from a
very veiy young age - something you will easily
realise when hearing him play. He really has
succeeded in making a fruitful mixture of Bunk,
Percy Humphrey, Kid Thomas et al, without
missing his very persona! touch of the Ideom.
No
plagiarism
what-so-ever.
Just
pure,
personal, solid stuff.
This
eminent
band
has
committed
their
recording debut on the little enthusiastic label
YAYA Records: NEW OPTIMU5 ORCHESTRA
"Moose march" (Yaya Records YCD 021)
Recorded Live at a Pub in Falun, the capital of
Dalecarlia In the middle of Sweden. On August
9, 2002. The original members of the band from
the 60:s are, Hans Ingelstam tb, Chrlster
Wijkstrttm bjo and Bengt ’The Cotton" Behmer
cl. And those who used to sub are Lars Tidholm
p, Sven "Penn" Sthlberg dms, Karl Kronqvist
bass and Nils "The Cannonball" Rehman on
voc. And in the middle of the frontline thus,
Jocke Falk on a Martin comet. And, 1 must
stress - ALL THOSE GUYS are distinguished
members
of
the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson
Society. (As for Hans Ingelstam, see "Meet a
Prominent Member" in tills issue). The Record is
available from SKIVFYND iskivfvndlJswlpnet.set.

PRES’ RELEASE
This issue of BUNK JOHNSON INFORMATION,
Spring - 2003, may be a little late, but the Chief
Editor has decided that Spring lingers up to the
last day of June - so we do hope to have It
released before that.
The Annual Meeting In January had a THEME:
This time it was BIX BEIDERBECKE (due to
the centennial of his birth) and it was a hugh
success. The magnifielent orchestra "DIXIE SIX
- Eminent Five" (the name of the band) gave a
nice concert of BLx-reiated tunes as an
Illustration to a STATE OF THE ART
LECTURE on BEIDERBECKE held by the
bandleader och banjoist Kjell Soderqvist.
We do Intend to continue this Idea. At the Next
Annual Meeting, on January 10th, 2004, we
plan for the THEME of KID ORY. There Is
already a band In rehearsal, led by the eminent
trumpeter and distinguished meml>er of the
SBJS Executive Committee, Chrlster Fellers and
we are looking for a competent speaker for the
STATE OF THE ART LECTURE. We have some
names in mind. You will hear more about this
in the forthcoming issue of this magazine.
In the early 60:s there was a legendary
traditional jazzorehestra based in Stockholm
with the name of the Original Optlmus
Orchestra. They only recorded two EP:s, today
impossible to get your hands at, but they were
active during most of the 60 :s until the
bandleader and trumpeter Rolf Wahl (still a
distinguished member of this Society) moved to
France on a permanent basis.
Today, three of the original members are still
very active on the traditional jazz scene and
together with three other musicians who used
to sub in those early days they have recreated
the band, now called The NEW ORTIMUS
ORCHESTRA. And as replacement for the
original homman Rolf Wahl, they have engaged
the young, very' very' talented cometlst Joeke
Falk, son of Blm Ingelstam of Barfota Jazzmen,
who has brought his youngster to gigs and

Highly recommended.
When talking about music I will also mention
the very good work of Liz Biddle and her
UPBEAT JAZZ record label. She really does a
magnifielent work in issuing a lot of British
Jazz mostly, but recently also a most essential
record, namely "PAPA MUTT CAREY - Portrait
of a New Orleans Master", (Upbeat Jazz
URCD 176) This Is a MUST for eveiy lover of
this old music. The record contains a lot of very
hard-to-get stuff - some of it up lo now only
available on 78 :s, and it has a total running
time of 78.08 minutes. You'll have some Kid
Ory sessions from LA In 1945, you'll have the
C-ENTURY-sesslons from New York in 1947
(including Ihe ragtime-stuff, Joplin's Sensation,

2

Chrysanthemum and The Entertainer, recorded
before
Bunk
Johnson
made
Ills
Last
Testament-session later the same year). But
also you'll find the rather seldom heard duets
with Hoclel Thomas (pno&voc) first Issued on
Circle Records In San Francisco 194G. And for
your information about those recordings and
the music, there is one of the best liner notes I
have ever seen In a production like this. The
distinguished member of this Society, Mike
Pointon from London, not only a top trombone
player and producer but also a very diligent and
devoted researcher mid author In the field of
jazz. You just cannot miss this record.
Available from SKIVFYND. (see above).
Member Willem Weijts, from the Netherlands,
has compiled a BUNK JOHNSON Discography,
mainly based on the work of our distinguished
Chief Editor, Hakan H&kansson, who's labour
of love is already launched as a bunch of
supplements to tills eminent Bulletin. Weijt's
version is also available on the web.
There has been some discussions through the
years about the musicians present at the
session of Bunk Johnson and his Hot Seven,
at CIO HJS Chamber Jazz Room on July 11,
1943.

The research has been Intensive and now we
know for sure that Turk Murphy was drafted
Into the army on July 10th and was replaced by
Dill Bardin on trombone. Willem kindly sent me
a recording of this event, and even If It Is not
the best of fidelity, it is very Interesting music.
Kid Ory - the greatest slldeman ever bom (?) will
have to wait some more for his final trip back
home to New Orleans. The arrangements with
the train from LA down to Crescent City has
been postponed fore the time beelng and we'll
have
to
wait
for
further
notice.
Our
distinguished member John McCusker In New
Orleans is supposed to work on a biography of
the Great man. We are anxiously waiting for
the result.
Wishing you all a nice and HOT summer, filled
with plenty of music.
Claes Ringqvist

■
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Sunday Afternoon
JAZZ SESSIONS
Featuring

BUNKJOHNSON
and his

6flHot

Seven55

(Former Lu Watters Stars)
in the-------------------

CIO HJS CHAMBER JAZZ ROOM
150 Golden Gate Avenue

EVERY SUNDAY 2:15 P. M.
Commencing J*0iy 11, HH3

llllllllllllil,

San Jacinto Club
7376

107517^7

Featuring

George Lewis
Baby Dobbs
Jim Robinson
slow Drag
I awrenee Marrero Alton Purnell

SAT., JULte-2*,
Next Performance New York city
5?fi sadUi
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You may have seen the poster on page 4 for saJe a regular basis (the usual 608 pages), 2-3 for
in New Orleans. It is a fake, of course. /HH
2002 and continuing if the demand is there. Of
course it Is!!!

NEW BUNK RECORDS

¥

Our

distinguished

member

Jens

Lindgren,

curator at the Jazz Archive In Stockholm and
co-leader
of
Kustbandet
(and
other
constellations) visited New Orleans and the
Hogan Jazz Archive at the Tulane University
(head: Bruce Raeburn, also a distinguished
member) during April & May, on a scholarship
for "postgraduate training". He was doing some
research, the results of which we hope you will
read about in forthcoming issues of this
magazine. He also played a lot together with
Duke Heitger and other fellas way down yonder.

Flyright Records has produced a double CD
titled "The Second Esquire Jazz Concert plus
Louis Armstrong & The All Stars". The label is
Jazz Band Compact Classic TMCD 2173/74-2
and contains a.o. the complete broadcast of the
17 of January 1945 in New Orleans.
Info from Bj5m Bat nheim.

OFFERS INVITED
Per Oldaeus wants to get rid of some LPs and
offers them for auction at a minimum bid of
US$15.00.
Center CLP 7 Orange Kellln In New Orleans,
and three LPs on the New Orleans label:
Jeanette Kimball Trio and Quartets
Don Ewell Herb Hall Quartet
Original Camellia Jazz Band

if

Our

new

member

Rainer

E.

Lotz

is

presently researching a proposed 12 CD box (for
Bern Family) of reissues of Afro-American
recording pioneers prior to 1919. We me all
anxiously waiting.
A

The

Master-Biographer,

and

distinguished

Contact Per at
< fess@tel la ,com>
or
Patemostervagcn 64, 121 49 JOHANNESHOV,
Sweden.

member John Chilton has recently published
another "labour of love", this time on "Roy
Eldrldge: Little Jazz Giant" (Continuum: hb
455 pp ISBN 0-864-5692-8). He has previously
written
Jazz
classics
on
Sidney
Bechet,
Coleman Hawkins, Red Allen, etc. When not
writing he is still active as a trumpeter and his
collaboration with George Melly has lasted
more than a quarter of a century.
CR

DILL PICKLES

Some New Aspect on Morton’s

The Center is in GoocU and the rest in mint
condition. Two are still sealed.

Elusive Birth Date
¥

Dlscographer

TOM

LORD

has

now

published his Vol 26 (SIC) of his Labour of Love
"The Jazz Discography 1900 - 2000". lie Is
planning a Musicians Index (1 100 pages - 2
volumes) - a Tunes index (1 700 pages - 3
volumes) and then the addendum Volumes on

Claes Ringqvlst
In a recently published book (a master-piece) by
those two giants, Howard Reich, veteran Jazz
critic of the Chicago Tribune and William
Gaines, just retired from the Chicago Tribune

Second-. Morton's half sister, Amide Colas, told
Bill Russell that she was bom in 1897 and that
Jelly was eleven years her senior, which makes
1885 possible. Morton's other half sister,
Trances, claimed to Bill Russell that her brother
was bom 1885.

and Pulitzer Prize winner, "JELLY'S BLUES The Life. Music and Redemtion of Jelly Roll
Morton". (Da Capo Press, 2003, ISBN 0-30681209-6), there are some discussions about the
birth date of Jelly Roll Morton.
In the old books on Jazz History you will find
the year 1885 (September 20), and that Is the
date Morton himself swore was correct In his
Library of Congress interviews with Alan
Lomax, who more or less accused Morton of
lying about this date just to place himself at
the dawn of Jazz (the same argumentation has
taken place as for the Main Object of this
Society, to say the least). Lomax may have been
the first one with this accusation - but
definitively not the last.

Third; Lomax himself writes in his biography
Mister Jelly Roll that, "...after 1904 Morton was
constantly on the road... using New Orleans only
as a Ixise oj'operations... ” That would make
Morton an Itinerant and rising composer at the
unlikely age of fourteen, if the year 1890 would
be correct. Lomax also cites Bunk Johnson as
having heard Morton in the district as early as
1902, which would make Morton a working
professional at the age of twelve. Not very' likely.

Professor Larry Gushee, a noted Morton
researcher and distinguished member of this
Society, located a baptismal registry at St
Joseph's Church In New Orleans, listing Oct.
20, 1890, as Morton's birth date. - and since
that many scholars have settled on this date.
Even Bill Russell "bought" this date. When I
visited him in 1991, the year before he passed,
he said he believed in Gushee's thesis of 1890.
He said "If Mozart could compose operas at the
age of Jive, I think Jelly Roll mould have been
able to write "Jelly Roll Blues” at the age of

Forth; both Lomax and Rudl Blesh & Harriet
Janls in their book They All Played Ragtime,
affirm that Morton had planned to participate
in a piano contest at the World's fair in St
Louis in 1904, again at the unlikely age of
fourteen, if 1890 was his year of birth.
Finally; Roy Carew, a Morton contemporary,
close friend and his last publisher, as well as
an eyewitness to the birth of jazz In New
Orleans, always placed Morton's birth date in
1885.

twelve

With Gushee having retreated from his original
finding (he Is supposed to have), 1890 clearly
has no more veracity as Morton's birth date
than 1885 perhaps less,
for despite conventional wisdom, Morton was
definitively not the compulsive liar that white
scholars have made him out to be, as this book
clearly shows. Morton's very very candid
correspondance with Roy Carew in fact
demonstrated Morton to be scrupulously
correct in reciting the details of his life.

The authors of this eminent book come up with
the conclusion that the date 1890 can not be
proved.
First; the aforementioned certificate of baptism
was issued in 1984 (SIC) and does not stand as
the original document that many scholars have
assumed it to be. And both the certificate of
baptism and the entry in the registry are filled
with suspect errors. Morton's birth name.
Lamothe, Is misspelled, and the name of
Morton's godmother. Eulalie Hecaut, is
misspelled as Haco.
6

IN SEARCH OF ERIK FRISELL
-Part II
Like other members of the SBJS, I had been
avidly following the story of Erik Friseli and his
visits to New Orleans In ‘Bunk Johnson
Information'. Little did I realise that I was
shortly to learn more about his family than I
knew about my own!
Tills quest began In the middle of January 2003
when I received an email from H&kan, Inviting
me to pursue the British end of the mystery.
Over the next three months I spent many hours
searching records held In the Public Record
Office at Kew, The Family Records Centre In
Finsbury, the Camden Local Studies and
Archives Centre in Holbom and numerous
smaller archives in the hope of finding Erik
alive and well. My task was rather daunting,
but 1 did have the advantage of seeking a man
with a very unusual surname. In England at
least!
I won't waste time discussing how I went about
my research, but it was rather like trying to
solve a giant Jigsaw puzzle with quite a few of
the pieces missing. Sadly there are still many
pieces missing, but let me tell you what I know
so far.
Erik's father. Sven Friseli, was bom in
Gothenburg in November 1893. He moved to
London in about 1924 and lived at 53a Queen's
Gardens. Bays water. In 1929 he moved to 13
Church Row, Hampstead. Many of the houses
in Church Row were built in the early 1700’s
and are of considerable historical Interest. 13
Church Row, however, is a relatively modem
building, and it Is possible that Sven had this
house built for his new bride. He was clearly a
wealthy man. and in 1929 he was described as
an 'Iron Ore Company’s representative' and in
1930 as a 'Company Director’. On 27 June 1929
he married Katherine Mary Helm at Hampstead

Register Office.
Katherine Helm was from in 1904 In Gosforth,
Northumberland. She was the younger
daughter of Richard Ivison Helm and Ella Helm
(Carr), and the family lived in Woodbine Road,
Coxlodge, Gosforth, a small mining village, just
outside Newcastle. In the 1901 Census Richard
was described as a ‘clerk in a Water Company'.
When he witnessed his daughter's wedding in
1929 Richards Helm was then described in the
marriage register as an ‘Engineering Publicity
Manager*. Sven’s father, Erik, was also present
at the wedding, and he is shown as a 'retired
Company Director’.
Sven and Katherine Friseli had three sons;
Erik, bom 19 April 1930, Ame, bom In 1931,
and Richard bom in 1936, All three boys were
bom in the family home at Church Row.
Hampstead. In October 1940 both Sven and his
son Erik became members of the Svenska
Kyrkan 1 London, in Harcourt Street,
Marylebone. Sven had transferred from
Engelbrekt Parish. Stockholm, and father and
son were to remain members of the Swedish
Parish Church in London until 1953.
Sven's name appears annually In the London
Post Office Directory at the Hampstead address
between 1930 and 1959. Similarly Katherine
Friseli appears In the Hampstead Electoral
Register until 1958.
Sven does not feature In the Electoral Register,
and neither do his sons, who might have
appeared after 1951, 1952 and 1957
respectively, assuming that they resided at the
Hampstead address. If, as is probable, they fill
regarded themselves as Swedish nationals, they
would not have had voting rights in the UK,
and accordingly would not have appeared In
the electoral register. There fire a number of
other women shown In the Electoral Registers
at the Church Row address during the 40's and

>
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50’s. They all appear
to be English, and It
is reasonable to
assume that these
were domestic
servants, etc.
employed by the
family.
The Public Record
Office at Kew houses
some details of
Merchant Seamen.
They are Incomplete,
as many records
have been destroyed
over the years. Sadly
I could find no
reference to Erik
Frisell.
The following points
are worth
mentioning:
♦ The Svenska
Kyrkan has no
‘Frisell' in its current
membership.
* There is only one ‘Frisell’ currently listed in all
of the Electoral Registers for England and
Wales. Mrs Theresa Frisell lives in Guildford
Surrey and is not related to Erik.
• None of the 'Helm' families now living in the
Newcastle area are descendants of Richard and
Ella Helm.
Although I have made a little progress,
regrettably I don't feel any closer to finding Erik
than I did at the outset. My greatest frustration
Is that Erik could quite possibly still be alive,
although Swedish colleagues have reason to
believe that he is dead. He would be 73 on 19
April, and clearly a very welcome recruit to the
Swedish Bunk Johnson Society!

My search, however, continues. I have Just
discovered an Arne Frisell, retired classic yacht
captain, currently residing In Antigua. I
wonder if my wife would mind me slipping off
for a couple of weeks 'pursuing enquiries’?
Fred Eatherton.
Since he wrote this, I believe Fred has made
further advances in the hunt. "Watch this space*.
Ed.
The picture, taken by Fred, sliowea 13 Church Row
today.
Certified copy of an entry of birth enclosed.

Johnson and George Lewis, these youngsters
preferred cl+tb duos, but the contest rules
stated that soloists should be awarded In all
three categories. These were modem, dixie and
New Orleans.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

In the end of the 50-ies he got to knew Bengt
Behmer (cl) and Rolf Wahl (tp) and Original
Optimus Orchestra was started in august 1960.
Earlier this year Hans got the chance to play
with George Lewis, who visited the club San
Jacinto after a concert In Stockholm with Papa
Bue’s Viking Jazz Band.
After
four
years
with
Original
Optimus
Orchestra Hans was asked to Join the popular
Jazz Doctors, a band with a more European
revival style. Hans Ingelstam was replaced in
Optimus by Gunnar Berglid. He stayed with
Jazz Doctors until he moved to Malmoe In 1969
and joined the Vleux Carr6 Jazzmen In
Helsingborg.
1975 he formed a band in Malmoe with half of
Vleux Carr6 and half of a swing band. It was
called the Jazz Union and had a front line of
Leif Blunck (tp), Lasse Karlsson (as) and Hans
Ingelstam (tb). In 1983 he joined his current
band Jazzin’ Jacks, a band that had made a
remarkable career from local party band to
international reputation. Stylewise the band
has gradually developed from European New
Orleans Trad to more of Armstrong All Stars
from the 50-ies.

Hans Ingelstam

Bom 1944 In Stockholm and started to play
first the trumpet and then trombone at the
agell-12 Inspired by his elder brother Bengt
"Bim" Ingelstam. Hans got the chance to join a
couple of bands with his brother, one was the
Embassy Brass Band, but he was too young
and his parents decided he had to wait for
youngsters in his own age.

With Jazzin Jacks Hans has toured in
Germany, Denmark, Malaysia and England and
the band has been invited to the US not less
that ten times so far. Eight times in
Sacramento, one of the biggest festivals, once
in Sun Vallye and once in Los Angeles. In
connection the band has visited New Orleans
twice playing at local clubs like FritzTs. This
spring in May the Jazzin' Jacks will return to
Sacramento and Hans will for the first time

So he met Lars "Sumpen" Sundboin (co), Stlg
Llndwall(dr),
the
famous
artist
John-Erik
Franzen (cl) and others and formed a band with
them, Hans still being the youngest. At the age
of 14 he won his first solo award at an
orchestra contest without having played any
solo. In the New Orleans style inspired by Bunk
9
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Hans Ingelstam has recorded two EP:s with
Original Optimus Orchestra (19G1, 1962), two
LP:s (1964, 1966) with Jazz Doctors, one EP
(1969) and two LP:s with Vleux Carrd, two LP:s
(1987, 1989) and five CD:s (1991 - 2000) with
Jazzin" Jacks and one CD with New Optimus
Orchestra (2002).

son

Hans Ingelstam was invited to play with
American bands and ’’all stars” at the Los
Angeles festival in August 2002. He also has his
own group called Hans Ingelstam Evergreen
Quartet.

Hans Ingelstam, tel 042-184355. 0705 759943,
hem 042-204797 hans@lngelstaminfo.se

Hans' devotion for New Orleans style, especially
George Lewis, has not faded during the years .
Forming a new band on the concept of the
Original Optimus Orchestra has l>een a dream
for many years. In June 2001 New Optimus
Orchestra was started with three of the original
members and the others sharing the same
musical taste and talent. The lead role of the
front line was offered to the young and talanted
Jocke Falk (co) from Spice Advice Ragtime
Band. That Jocke is one of the jazz playing
sons of Blm Ingelstam. who inspired his little
brother Hans to start playing jazz more than 45
years ago, is Just a coincidence.

LONG PLAYING RECORDS R.LP.
A Purist’s Lament by Floyd Levin
Since 1877, when Thomas A..Edison
Introduced the first commercially viable
mechanism to record sound, the phonograph
record industry has undergone a series of
innovative developments. At each crossroad,
consumers were forced to replace their
equipment to accommodate the latest and (not
10

necessarily) the l)est audio technology.
The acoustical years began with wax cylinder
records. The early New Orleans Jazz cometist
Buddy Bolden presumably recorded on cylinders
In 1894, but this has never been substantiated.
Flat discs, revolving" at (approximately) 78
revolutions per minute, arrived In time to
primitively capture the sounds of early jazz.
Fortunately,
phonograph
records
evolved
alongside the nation's rapidly expanding jazz
activity, and have preserved almost the entire
history of the music.
After 1925, the music was electrically recorded
with microphones replacing the conical horns
that previously transmitted sound vibrations to
a wax master disc. The new material had a
broader frequency range and contrasted greatly
with the earlier records.
The succession of recording "improvements"
continually required the purchase of
appropriate devices designed to play the latest
products: wire recordings, reel-to-reel tape
recordings, cassettes. 8 trackb. High Fidelity.
Super HI FI, Stereo, Quadraphonic, etc.
In 1948, Columbia Records unveiled the new
long playing microgrove recordings revolving at
33 1/3 rpm. About 22 minutes of music could
be accommodated on each side of a 12 Inch
disc, compared with the approximate threeminute duration of its 78 rpm predecessor. To
complicate matters, we had to decide in favor of
the new LPs or RCA Victor's Extended Play
Records (EPs) involving 7" discs recorded at
45rpm!
Which brings us to the decorative LP covers.
The rigid cardboard jackets protected the vinyl
discs, but they also provided a wealth of art
and literature.
The

illustrations

adorning,

the

front

covers

were
often
by
noted
jazz
including Ray Avery. William
Gottlieb, and Ed Lawless.

photographers
Claxton, Bill

We all had our favorites. Who can forget Billie
Holiday's moist red Ups on her seductive photo
that enhanced a Commodore Records LP? - or
Lom La Gou.Uon's zany art on Turk Murphy's
albums? Kid Cry's authentic Creole recipes were
available of his Good Time Jazz jackets. Stomp
Off Records featured Joe Mathieu's elaborate
caricature art.
Much of the jazz's history has been published
on those sleeves. The Informative texts were
written by such notable authorities, as George
Avakian, George Hoefer, Bill Russell, Nesuhi
Ertegun, David Stuart, Lester Koenig, etc.
For over 30 years, the LP graphics, and the
tones
emerging
from
the
microgrooves,
combined to bring the music, the musicians,
and jazz history "soundly” into our minds and
hearts.
Since tire mid-1980s, LPs have been replaced by
Compact Discs that provided only a minimum
of space for cover illustrations. The outdated
vinyl treasures are still In many of our
collections, but they are usually gathering dust
on the shelves - like books that are never read.
Their microgroves still contain the musical
impulses, but as playback mechanisms failed,
and it became difficult, or impossible, to replace
the delicate stylus, the music often remains
silent.
Despite
the
countless
technological
"advancements”
since
1877.
some
staunch
purists Insist that the old 78 rpm shellac
records
produced
better
depths
of
aural
perception than the heavily engineered LPs and
CDs. They site particularly the Duke Ellington
recordings made in the '30s with a single
microphone. Those Victor records fully captured
the Duke's great .solo artists, Ills intricate

section work, and his balanced rhythm section
-all floating against the firm support
Wellman Braud’s vivid acoustic string bass.

The
record
Industry's
endless
quest
for
"newness" shows no signs of diminishing.
Prepare
to
scrap
your
current
playback
equipment. A new generation Is on the
horizon, and additional developmental waves
are lurking behind them!
Each
successive
achievement
will
be
accompanied
with
a
complex
manual
describing the gadget's various intricacies - but.
predictably, none will endure as long, or will
have the Individuality of the LPs - with their
beautifully
Illustrated
and
interestingly
annotated Jackets.
Meanwhile, those purists wall continue to yearn
for the gratifying simplicity of 78rpm records,
cactus needles, a handwound turntable, and a
beautifully decorated bell-shaped speaker!

A PIECE FROM THE PAST

sophomorlc articles.

of
If that journal had survived for an additional
issue, my piece might have dealt the fatal blow.
Hopefully, it will not similarly afflict this fine
publication.
F.L.

’’MISTER JELLY LORD”
The man on the next stool seemed more
Interested In his empty beer stein than In my
attempt at conversation. To soften his mood. I
motioned to the bartender; he immediately slid
another foamy glass before my silent
companion.
Although my'previous chatter failed to
penetrate his tranquil mood, the fresh suds
awoke his interest. Grinning in my direction,
he said. "Jelly Roll WHO?”
"Jelly Roll Morton,” I repeated. ”A man who
wielded a tremendous influence In this world of
jazz.”

By Floyd Levin
Between a huge gulp of brew and the inevitable
gastric eruption that followed, he sandwiched a
feeble. "Is zat so?"

In my never-ending quest for jazz data, I am
constantly sorting through seemingly endless

'Yes, I Just spent half an hour with Jelly."
"How's he feeling?"

accumulations of "Important stuff.” Granted,
most of it is trivial, but it is difficult to discard
anything - someday I might need it!

’That's hard to say. He's been dead since 1941,
you know."

During a recent joust with a pile of yellowing
documents, an interesting item floated to the
surface.
The aged flotsam was a saloon saga about Jelly
Roll Morton that I clumsily typed many decades
ago. This "important stuff probably never
appeared in print. It was intended for a long
defunct little jazz magazine that ceased
operation shortly after running a fewr of my

Shaken by my reply, with one huge gulp he
swallowed the remaining beer, wiping his chin
on a sleeve, he gazed, with disbelief. In my
general direction.
'Today is the 10th of July," 1 hastily added,
"and Jelly passed away on this date in 1941. 1
just visited his grave down the street at Calvary
42-

raised on the damn stuff!"

Cemetery, and spent about half an hour
trimming the foliage away from the tomb
marker so I could take a picture of the great
mail's final resting place. Another beer?"

Tills startling revelation called for another
round of beers. The bartender, listening
nearby, sensed our requirements and appeared
with another pair of dripping mugs. A
nonchalant stroke of his towel removed the
pool of l>eer and the soggy fly. He returned to
his duties at the end of the bar (drying some
glasses with the same towel!).

Now, genuinely interested, the glassy-eyed gent
nodded and leaned forward until his head was
almost poised against my brow. The dense
alcoholic haze forced me to retreat to the next
stool where I continued,

"Why, sure." continued my new friend, ”1 was
practically raised on jazz. I still have a stack of
those old records. Play 'em all the time."

"He certainly was a great musician. Did you
ever hear 'Sweet Substitute?"’
"Nope."

Now I was becoming very interested - but my
interest failed to withstand the stunning blow
delivered by his next sentence:

’"Grandpa Spells?”'
"Nope."

"AI Jolson, they called him ’The Jazz Singer,’
remember? And Paul Whiteman, the 'King of
Jazz.' Yeah, I've got a gang of those fine old jazz
records. They must be worth a fortune!"

’’’Wild Man Blues?.. Winin' Boy Blues?"'
"'Kansas City Stomps?”' "Nope!" "Nope!" "Nope!"
"All wonderful tunes. Jelly wrote 'em, you
know.'

He was beginning a monologue about Sophie
Tucker when I casualty interjected, "Jelly Roll
Morton was a NEW ORLEANS musician!”

This brilliant piece of Information provoked a
another "Is zat so?" Obviously the man's
Interest was mounting!

"1 don't know WHERE Sophie Tucker was bom,
but she sure could sing them jazz tunes. I
guess I never heard of your friend. Was he a
singer too? Not as good as Jolson. I'll bet."

For the next few minutes we silently watched a
moist fly struggle in a pool of warm beer on the
bar. For a moment it looked as though the
insect woidd manage to safely reach shore; but.
alas, he dropped flat in the pool - within an
inch of the dry area.

I was furious. "A SINGER? Why, that man
could out-sing Jolson with one tonsil tied
behind his back! when Jelly sang the blues it
was like hearing the whole Negro race crying
out against an era of injustice. And not only
that... 1"

Slowly raising Ills eyes from the sad spectacle,
my friend muttered,
’You say this fellow was a jazz musician?”
’Yes, one of the best! Do you like jazz?"

Suddenly I was aware of the July heat. Maybe
it was tire beer, I don't know, but my collars
began curl I ng.

’’Like It!" He seemed excited. "I was practically

My friend interrupted, "Did you say 'Negro?' No
13-
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wonder I never heard of this Martin guy! Now,
getting back to Sophie Tucker...”
"Not Martin! His name was MORTON!," I
shouted over my shoulder as 1 left.
Unfortunately, the beer-soaked fellow at the
bar never heard of Jelly Roll Morton, but,
driving home, I was reminded of Morton's
immodest assessment of his regal status:
"Mr. Jelly struck a Jazz tiring in the temple of
the King and Queen.
All at once he struck a harmonic chord, and
the king said, 'MAKE MR. JELLY A LORD!'"

unforgettable, inspiring music by a series of
bands led by George Lewis. Kid Howard, Punch
Miller, Emile B:umes, George HKld Sheik" Golar,
Kid Thomas, Jim Robinson, Polo Barnes and
many others.
I have been a constant visitor to the club since
I have been here in Crescent City and the
quality of most of the jazz presented by these
old men is incredibly high. Every night has been
a magic, live recreation of Bill Russell's
American Music sessions, even to the benign,
white-fringed head of Russell himself towing
appreciatively in the background.
This is a living legend, a proof of the virility7 of
this great music. The names of the men playing
are themselves like a yellow chapter of Jazz
history. The first session I heard was by John
C-asimir's Young Tuxedo Dance Band with
Casimir playing beautifully on both Eb and Bb
clarinet, trombonist Bill Matthews, trumpeter
Andrew Anderson. John Smith at the piano,
Homer Eugene on banjo, Wilbert Tillman
sousaphone and Alfred Williams on drums. The
organisers of this co-operative jazz club refuse
to make a charge but. instead, hand round a
kitty for the musicians. The Union Insists that
the amount paid to the bands be the nominal
Union scale and when the kitty falls below this
the hard core of supporters make up the deficit
out of their own pockets each night.

THE LIVING LEGENDS OF NEW
ORLEANS
Extract from a Jazz Journal (Sept 1961) article
by James Asman.
When I arrived In New Orleans towards the end
of June a new and healthy revival had been in
operation for about one month and this
incorporated both live sessions which offered
paid work to forgotten and impoverished
musicians and recording dates on the Icon
label produced by Grayson Mills from
California. Until then most recording operators
hire Charters and the Riverside team really
believed that the remaining New Orleans
pioneers could be numbered on the fingers of
tw7o hands.

The club has paid police protection against
local complaints and interference and also
enjoys the blessing of the Musicians Union,
and Grayson Mills is extremely7 hopeful for the
future. Nevertheless, with no seating
accommodation and no refreshments of any
kind available, only the keenest enthusiasts
will squat on the dirty floorboards or stand
around the white-washed walls, and there are
nights when the kitty Is well below the required
level.

Today no fewer than 75 oldtlmers have been
brought back into the revivalist limelight and
some of these have already rejoined the
Musicians Union and are hoping once more for
jobs. Another latent 125 are known and will
slowly be brought back to an active
participation in the new jazz scene in St. Peters
Street, just off Bourbon and exactly opposite
Bill Russell's new7 address. A leaf-strewn, shady
patio and part of an art galleiy owned by Larry7
Borenstein is the nightly scene for
14

The best session so far luckily occurred the

Emanuel Paul tenor, Joe James piano. Creole
George Guenon banjo and Sammy Penn drums.
This Is probably the mast successful of three
significant releases, but Mill played me tapes of
his future albums, including some lovely
quartet music with Polo Bames and Billie and
De De Pierce, whose artistry demonstrated to
me by an impromptu session In their own home
deep in the coloured quarter.

second night we were In New Orleans, and tills
had been filmed by a local television company
earlier in the evening. George "Kid Sheik" Colar,
one of Crescent City’s greatest veteran jazz
trumpeters, fronted a distinguished group with
George Lewis playing at his best, a brilliant and
grievously under-rated trombonist named Eddie
Summers, Harrison Verret on banjo. Slow Drag
Pavageau on string bass, Creole pianist, Louis
Gallaud and Barney Blgard's brother Alex on
drums. Blgard, together with Cie Frazier, is
undoubtedly the best New Orleans
percussionist living today.

The fervent untiring work of Grayson Mills
aided and abetted by Bill Russell and Dick
Allen, who constantly discover more foregotten
Jazz pioneers during their work at Tulane, is
giving a fear hope for the future to the men who
constitute the living] egend of New Orleans.

The third night featured Avery "Kid” Howard,
now happily back to his best form, with Jim
Robinson and Emile Bames in the front line.
Homer Eugene was on banjo with Alfred
Williams on drums and a famous oldtimer,
Louis James from the Louis Dumalne Jazzola
Eight, played a powerful, pounding bass.

Note: llTie Icon (Project mentionediP.J.l a few
years Sac( came to a grounding Halt, 6ut ftas 6een
tahfn up again 6y Per Ofdeaus andyour editor. J i f f
and any Help by our members are appreciated Pacts,
stories, pfiotos concerning <j ray son 9>ii(Cs, Icon 'JCall
and Icon recordings sessions are what we are mainly

These sessions take place every week from
Wednesday until Sunday and future bands
include Punch Miller’s, "Kid" Thomas, Kid
Clayton and many others. Meanwhile Grayson
Mills' label
Icon is busy producing samples from some of
these unique, priceless club meetings. The first
album, Icon LP.l, Is called "Creole Blues by
George Gucsnon" and presents genuine Creole
blues singing and playing while LP.2 Is the first
volume of Mills' "Root, Bone and Marrow,
Flower" series with a band composed of Punch
Miller. John Handy clarinet, Eddie Morris
trombone, Gallaud on piano, Emmanuel Sayles
banjo, Sylvester Handy bass and Alec Bigard
drums.

foohjngfor. Please help if you can. Ed.

MISSISSIPPI RAG reports:
Another

fine

musician

has

left

us.

Baker

Millian died Nov. 30, 2002. Baker was a tenor
saxophone player best known for his work with
Boots and His Buddies. The band was located
in San Antonio, Texas, and recorded sides for
the Bluebird label between 1935 and 1938
(collectors Classics No. 723 and 728). Tired of
traveling, Millian moved to Oakland, Calif., in
1942 and became a postal employee. He served
In the World War II Military Army Band in

The third issue and the second volume of
"Root, Bone and Marrow, Flower" Is subtitled
"Sonnets From Algiers" with Kid Thomas and

France In 1944. Besides the "Boots" Douglas
band. Baker played with many jazz artists,

his Creole Jazz Band featuring Paul "Polo"
Bames, with Louis Nelson on trombone,

Alien, George Lewis, Punch Miller,
Lutcher, Ivory Joe Hunter and Saunders King.

Including
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Chris

Kelly,

Builk

JoililSOlt,

Red
Nellie

the latter two in California. Bom In Crowley.
La, Feb 3. 1908, Baker Mlllian lived a long, rich
life. Fie will be missed.
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MANUEL MANETTA’S
“OLD NEW ORLEANS BLUES”
By Butch Thompson
On Friday, August 2nd, 1968, Bill Russell visited
Manuel “Fees” Manetta’s teaching studio at 410
LeBouefSt. In Algiers. The two were old friends,
and had been collaborating in a long series of
taped Interviews, begun In 1967, that Russell
planned to turn Into a Manetta autobiography.
The book was to be a unique kind of history, an
Insider’s view of New Orleans music by a
respected performer and teacher.
Russell had been Interviewing musicians for
many years, and had long believed that the
musicians
themselves
were
the
best
Jazz
historians. As everyone knows, his work was the
backbone of the Hogan Archive at Tulane when It
was established in 1968. The ln-depth work with
Manetta was something he carefully worked on
for many years, and by 1968 he had amassed
about 260 tapes. These Included not only talk,
but also quite a lot of music and a fascinating
series of recorded music lessons with such
Manetta “scholars” as Charlie DeVore (comet),
Erwin Heifer (piano), Ralph Collins (clarinet),
and Dick Allan (trombone).
For this August 1968 visit, Russell and Manetta
planned to play some music together. Russell
had asked Manetta to write out some of the older
blues melodies for violin, and the result was “Old
New Orleans Blues.” The original violin part In
Manetta’s hand is printed here.
With much discussion and many false starts,
they made their way through the piece. It
oonsists of a five-bar Introduction followed by
four twelve-bar blues choruses. Each chorus
opens with four bars of a different melody, but
Manetta has tied the whole together beautifully
by using very nearly the same melody for the
remaining eight bars of each. As they rehearsed
and talked that summer day In August 1968, a

complete analysis of the music emerged, more or
less as follows:
INTRODUCTION (the three pickup notes plus
first five bars): This is Instantly recognizable as
the same melody Jelly Roll Morton used to
Introduce “New Orleans Joys.” According to
Manetta, Buddy Bolden played this to put the
crowd on notice that it was time for the blues
and some serious dancing.
FIRST CHORUS (beginning with the two eighthnote pickups Into bar 3 of line 2 and including all
of lines 3 and 4): This was Bolden’s melody,
according to Manetta.
SECOND CHORUS (beginning with the three
eight-note pickups at the end of line 4 and
Including all of lines 6 and 6 plus the dotted half
note In bar 1 of line 7): Manetta says this is the
first blues he ever heard, played by the old-time
Algiers pianist Joe Perkins at the Ping Pong Club
at Brooklyn and Homer Streets. Manetta also
mentions the trombonist Eddie Atkins, saying
Atkins picked up this tune from Manetta and
took it to Chicago, where it was recorded by “a
woman” (?) with the lyric “I could stand to see
the hearse roll before your door.” (The singer’s
name Isn't mentioned; perhaps somebody with a
more encyclopedic blues collection can help us
identify the recording.)
THIRD CHORUS (from the two eighth-note
pickups in bar 1 of line 7 through the remainder
of that line, all of line 8, and the dotted half note
in bar 1 of line 9): This Is the well-known “Holler
Blues” theme. Morton also used this in “London
Blues.”
FOURTH STRAIN (from the two pickups in bar 1
of line 9 through to the end): A familiar theme
played by many trumpet players. Mutt Carey
comes to mind; he plays this almost exactly on a
number of B-flat blues recordings.
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About two years after this first rehearsal at the
Marietta studio, Bill Russell sent me a tape of a
complete
Manetta/Russell
performance
and
asked me to transcribe it. I wrote out the
complete violin and piano parts In a three-line
score, and Bill and I rehearsed it and played it
several times in concerts. Bill also performed It
with the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra, and
their recording of it Is currently available on
GHB (BCD-210).

Classic Yachts competition in Antigua! I fired off
an email to the organisers and within a few days
I found myself writing to Petra Frisell, Ame’s
daughter, who now lives in Antigua, betwixt the
Atlantic and the Caribbean. I think she was a
little surprised to discover how much interest
her uncle was generating on the other side of the
pond, but she read my emails very patiently and
then kindly took my long list of questions to her
father. After a short delay she sent me his
replies, and the text that follows Is pretty much
in Ame’s own words.

These are the last words they spoke about the
piece that day:

None of the Frisell family played an Instmment,
but most of them enjoyed listening to music very
much.
Erik
was
passionate
about
music,
particularly classical music, and was a great
admirer
of
Wagner’s
work.
This
passion
remained with him his whole life, and his dally
routine always inoluded surrounding himself
with music, whloh he played very loudly on his
stereo. He would memorise librettos of entire
operas or simply listen with his chin In his
hands, and his eyes closed.

Russell: That’s a pretty blues, all right.
Manetta: I’m glad you’re satisfied with it.
Russell: Anything you wrote I’d be satisfied with,
but that’s even better than I expected.

IN SEARCH OF ERIK FRISELL - III
by Fred Eatherton

The trip to New Orleans took place in 1949.
(Ame Is positive that there was just one trip, as
in 1940 Erik was only 10 and still at school).
The 1949 trip was something of a graduation
lark. Erik had attended Beskow’s, a school near
Humlegaarden In Stockholm, and had recently
taken
his
‘studenten’(university
entrance
exams). It was Erik’s Intention from the outset
to go to New Orleans and record Bunk Johnson
and some of the marching bands. (How he knew
about Bunk I am uncertain, but ‘Jazzmen’ had
been available for almost 10 years and Bunk’s
1946/40 Victor recordings must have reached
Europe by then. Bunk had, of course, returned to
New Iberia In 1948 but there Is no way Erik
could have been aware of this until he arrived In
New Orleans). Together with a friend, Bo
Ekenberg, Erik first found his way to Baltimore,
Maryland, on a merchant ship.

I had started to believe that we would never find
Erik Frisell, when my spirits were lifted by an
email from H&kan that Indicated that Sven
Qustafsson had managed to trace a woman
named Eva Loven In Stockholm. Eva Is now 93
years old, but she had been employed by the
Frlsell’s as the boys’ nanny in Hampstead
during the 1930’s. She recalled that Erik was
something of a Bohemian but thought that he
was now dead. Her most recent contact had
been with Ame, who had become a ship owner
and lived In New York.
Having concentrated most of my enquiries on
Erik, I went to the Internet to see whether I
could find any references to an ‘Ame Frisell.’
There were a few, but the most intriguing one
related to a man who was described as a retired
Yacht captain, and he was about to judge a
4.

University in Sweden and then transferred first
to the University of Virginia and then Columbia,
both in the US. He then moved to Munich and
finally to Barcelona in the late SO’s. He wan
briefly married to a Spanish noblewoman in the
early 1960’s, but the marriage was childless.
Anne confirmed that it wan quite possible that
Erik had listened to Jazz records with Swedish
friends in Stockholm in the late SO’s. The
Frisell’s had a family home at Villagatan 3, and
although by then Erik wan living in Barcelona,
he did return to Sweden from time to time.
Sadly Erik died in 1971, but there is a
possibility that Bo Ekenberg Is still alive, and he
may recall some of their exploits In America. I
shall leave that line of enquiry to my Swedish
colleagues!
From Baltimore they took a bus to New Orleans,
interspersed with a hitchhike or two, which they
thought they were sophisticated enough to
manage without any problems. Needless to say
they were quickly bamboozled and lost between
$40 and $80!
Erik wan so indignant that on his arrival in
New Orleans he stormed into the Police
Department,
demanding
Justice.
The
police
officers found his account of their troubles very
amusing and suggested that they best be on
their guard next time.
When Erik returned to Sweden he recounted his
travels to Arne, but alter all this time Arne
cannot recall too muoh detail. He does
remember, however, that Erik had recorded jazz
bands on a tape recorder prototype that they all
enjoyed
listening
to.
Regrettably
these
recordings were destroyed accidentally a few
years later, but Arne couldn’t recall exactly how
this had happened.
After his trip to New Orleans, Erik went to

Petra kindly provided me with the address of
Dick Frisell, the youngest of the three brothers,
who now lives in Malaga, Spain. I wrote to him
and he quickly replied, informing me that Jazz
had also been one of his own lifelong passions.
He sent me an excellent photograph of Erik aged
about 20 and, amazingly, a Photostat copy of
Erik’s original passport. As you can see, the
passport Is Swedish and was issued on 10
December 1948. It contains a US Non-Immigrant
Visa dated 6/3/49 and a further endorsement
that indicates that Erik was entered the US at
Baltimore on 34 June 1949. Dick informed me
that Erik had travelled to Baltimore on a
Swedish cargo ship owned by the Grangesberg
Bolaget, who at that time employed his father.
The passport further tells us that Erik returned
to Europe via Rotterdam on 25 July 1949.
Ironically, bearing in mind the purpose of the
trip, Erik was in New Orleans when Bunk died
on 7 July 1949 in New Iberia.
Dick could recall the recording machine clearly,
but he had not heard Erik's recordings. Bill
Russell described the machine as a ‘Brush’ tape

recorder, and this was probably a portable
version of the Brush Soundmlrror Model BK-401,
manufactured by the Brush Development
Company of Cleveland, Ohio.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Christer Fellers

The 1940 ‘visit’ remains, for me, a mystery. I
have not seen the exact details evidently
recorded in a Bill Russell diary, but I find It
hard to believe that Erik went to New Orleans
before 1949. Swedish passports were then valid
for five years, and If Erik had obtained his own
passport at the age 16 (his first opportunity, as
he would have appeared previously on a
parent’s passport), that passport would have
been valid In 1949. The passport detailed above
(commencing In 1948) would appear to be the
first Issued In just his name. Additionally, Ame
has pointed out that at no time In his life was
Erik a seaman, so the mysterious diary entry
does not appear to relate to Erik. Hopefully
Claes can reveal exactly what the diary entry
states.
Would that Erik and his recordings still
survived, but hats off to a young man who had
the courage and enthusiasm to do what he did
when he did!
I should like to thank Ame, Dick and Petra
Frlsell for providing me (and the Society) with
most of the above Information, and I sincerely
hope that I have not Intruded too much into their
private lives.

Includes:
Photostat of pages
passport. (Attached)

from Erik Frisell’s 1948
Chrlster, who earns his dally bread as a
professor at the Royal Institute of Technology,
made his first Imprint on the jazz world in 1901,
when he and Lars Edegran and Orange Kellln
started the Imperial Band. The three EPs they

Reproduction of a photo of Erik Frlsell, aged
about SO.
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made In the early 60’s have been Issued on a CD
by GHB and when I play It today, I still feel the
same excitement as I did when hearing the band
live In those years.

life had I heard something so good. I couldn’t
believe that music could move you to such an
extent. Strangely enough, this was the same
number that changed Orange’s life.”

So it will be a pleasure to Introduce you to this
'nice feller', using an Interview made by Claes
Rlngqvist some years back. Here we go:

”1 decided to learn to play trumpet. I don’t come
from a musical family and didn’t get any
support for my ideas, but I bought a trumpet for
100 crowns («$ 18) and a book on how to play. It
didn’t take me long to realise that I needed
tutoring. Benny Bailey took me under his wings.
He could speak some Swedish and was a very
nice guy even If he wasn’t the greatest of
pedagogues.”

"Jazz came relatively late into my life. I was 16
when somebody played a record by Pee Wee
Hunt for me - ’Original Dixieland One-Step’. I
thought it sounded fabulous. And then somebody
told me about a ’Louis’ and that he was good. I
found out this guy’s last name was Armstrong
and decided to buy a record by him. I wasn’t
disappointed. He was good! ”

”In the early 60’s there were a lot of jazz clubs
all over Stockholm. Regular Jam sessions were
held at Club Pr&m, an old barge by the
Traneberg Bridge. Lars had met Orange there
and they had decided to start a band. Lars
remembered me from Sahl6n and ask me to join
them. We got a full band finally and called it the
Imperial Band. Pretty soon we had a lot of jobs
in clubs named after the legendary places in
New Orleans we all dreamed about, San Jacinto
Club, Happy Landing and others.”
"Imperial Band worked hard at finding a style of
its own. Everybody contributed. Lars Edegran
was very interested in the blues and supplied a
number of Leadbelly songs and Leroy Cannumbers. Orange was very Influenced by Johnny
Dodds. We spent a lot of time listening and
rehearsing.”

"In 1966 Orange went to New Orleans, and with
Lars already gone, this was the beginning of the
end for the old Imperial Band.”
"In 1970, Gosta Haggled' (Armstrong-expert)
wanted to do a birthday celebration for Louis
Armstrong who would be 70 in 1971. He
arranged for a band, the Swing Society, in which
I wan to play trumpet, to make a record that
would be be sent to Armstrong. All this
happened and Louis got the LP. Shortly
afterwards he died, which might make you
wonder about cause and effect.”

"Sture Hailstorm, jazz enthusiast and founder of
Pirate Records, liked the way we sounded and
arranged recording sessions. All in all, they
resulted in three EP records on Pirate. Lately
they have been issued by GHB with some
additional material and with liner notes by Claes
Ringstrom.”
"When I had finished my military service in the
summer of 1904, Lars and I hitch-hiked to
England. Lars had some contaots and we joined
a Scottish band, the Climax Band. We started in
London and toured up to Scotland. These guys
were real Lewis-fans and we all had a good time.
I think Lars had already made up his mind to go
to USA, but I went back home to start my
studies at the Royal Institute of Technology.”
"I kept playing. In 1963 Albert Nloholas
suddenly appeared during a gig we had at the
San Jacinto Club. He sat in during one set. What
a fantastic guy! A New Orleans musician

"Next atop in. my musical career was the Purple
Rose Orchestra. It had existed a few years and
one of the founders was Peter Kjellln (Orange’s
brother). We made some tours. The personnel
shifted and a few of the ones who passed through
it during my time were Fredrlk John, Jesse
Llndgren, Goran Eriksson and Bill Greenow.”

"In the middle of the 70’s I worked in the USA for
a year. This offered me a chance to visit New Orleans for
the first time. It was fun meeting some
Lars and Orange again.”
"In the beginning of the 80’s I was contacted by
Sven Lange. He used to play comet but switched
to trombone because of his admiration for Kid
Ory. He needed a trumpeter in his new band Sven Lange’s New Orleans Kids. At the same
time we came in contact with a young woman
singer - Marit Elfstrom. Enthusiastically she
adopted much of the repertoire of Bessie Smith
and Ma Rainy. We made a CD with her. Neither
before nor since have I heard somebody who can
sing In the old style like Marit. She was a
sensation! Another factor why the CD turned out
so good was Hans KJ&rby’s blues-inspired piano
playing.”

Recommended listening:
The Imperial Band. “Featuring Orange Kellln
and Lars Edegran”: GHB BCD-144
1908-64

Swing Society with Nannie Porres “Swingin' the
Louis Armstrong Song Book”.
Kenneth KS 8035, 1970

Sven Lange's New Orleans Kids. “New
Orleans memories”. KBD0D-001 1994.

The (new) Imperial Band “Back In town”. Ya
(Note. Having had the pleasure of being recording Ya Records Y0D011
engineer for the first part of the 'Kids ’ CD, I can vouafa qq
that Marit is not onlyamusical sensation but also an
eye full I - HH)
"Orange returns to Sweden every year. Some
years back he brought with him Doc Cheatham
and a New Orleans band. The first gig was at the
pub
Mosebacke
In
Stockholm.
However,
Cheatham’s flight was delayed, so Orange called
me and asked If I could stand In. Unbelievable,
but of cause I did. The next night, the plane had
arrived and I sat In with the band for some
numbers and played duet with Doc. Later I took
him home for dinner and we watched some
videos on which he appeared. A wonderful
person and an outstanding trumpeter.”

NEW BUNK RECORDS
Bunk Johnson - Bunk and the New Orleans
Revival 1948-1947
Jasmine JASCD 038 (Double CD).
Disc

1:

Panama;

Down

By

The

Riverside;

Storyville Blues; Moose March: (BJ’s Original

Superior Band). Big Chief Battle Axe ( -B);
Dusty Rag: (BJ’s Jazz Band). Ace In The Hole;
Ory’s Creole Trombone; The Girls Go Crazy: (B J
with the Yerba Buena). Spicy Advice; Mama’s

"It is always great when Orange returns and we
always try to organize an Imperial Reunion with
as many of the old members as we can get.
Orange always wants to play.”
"The times with Imperial Band and with Marit
and Lange’s N.O Kids have been two musical

Gone Goodbye; Ballin’ The
Blues:(V-Dlsc Veterans). The

Jack; Lowdown
Saints; Careless

Love: Streets Of The City; After You’ve Gone:
(Bunk Johnson’s Band).Tiger Rag; Weary
Blues: (BJ’s ‘Street Paraders’). Milneburg Joys;

highlights in my life.”
9

ft <
Lord, Let Me In The Lifeboat : (Bunk- Bechet

Ork).

The liner notes do not Indicate which AM, Decca
etc takes were used, and I have added this
Information where it Is appropriate.

Disc 8: Swanee River (AM 887);Sheik of Araby
(AM 841 );01 d Grey Bonnet (AM 888); Shine
(AM 853): (Bunk Johnson’s Band). Oh Didn’t
He Ramble (AM 898);
Over In The Gloryland (AM903); Just A Little
While To Stay Here(AM900): (Bunk’s Brass

Band).

Maryland,

My

Maryland

Fred Eatherton

KARL EMIL KNUDS EN (1929-8003)

(-B);

Alexander’s
Ragtime
Band
(-B);
Tishomingo Blues ( -B); You Always Hurt ( - B ) ;
Sister Kate ( -8); Just A Closer Walk ( -1); Snag
It ( -1); One Sweet Letter ( -8): (BJ and his

New Orleans Band). In The Gloaming (AM
930);You’ve Gotta See Mama Every Night (AM
938): (BJ Trio).
The Entertainer; Hilarity Rag; Some Of These
Days; TUI We Meet Again:(B J and his Band).
This budget priced double CD ( ,£18.99 In the
UK) provides the listener with 43 Bunk tracks
In chronological order, with a playing time of 8
hours 15 minutes. The excellent liner notes were
written by the compiler, George Hulme. He has
provided a succinct and balanoed essay on
Bunk’s position In the development of New
Orleans Jazz and some usefbl background
Information on the recordings themselves. His
choice of material is obviously a personal one
but it serves to Illustrate the breadth of Bunk’s
musicianship, whether he found himself In a
regular band setting, playing with a pick-up
group, brass band or In a trio. None of this
material Is new to CD, and I suspect that most
SBJS members will either have the original
recordings or the relevant reissues on American
Music, Good Time Jazz, Delmark, etc CDs. For
any Individual, however, wishing to own a wellconsidered collection of Bunk’s recorded work,
this new release will take some beating. The
original recordings have undergone ‘Cedar’
processing and the sound quality overall Is quite
reasonable, with the exception of the two ‘Street
Paraders’ tracks, which are rather muddy.
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For those who didn't have the pleasure of
knowing him: Karl Emil Knudsen was a man
who truly loved the music and dedicated his life
to discovering, recording and disseminating it,
first in sound, then also In sight. Later, he also
beoame a publisher of discographies of the
highest quality, and, after years of laborious
organization. Bill Russell's epic "Oh, Mister
Jelly." KEK, as he was fondly known, began as a
collector and remained one at heart all his life.
Nothing pleased him more than unearthing some
hitherto unkown performance, on disc, tape or
film, and then (unlike some of the collecting Ilk)
sharing his discovery with the public, but this
always only after having found, more often than
not through diligent digging, who had rights, and
coming to terms with the owners. He did so even
after everything In recorded music seemed to
become fair game for anyone able to produce a
CD, and paid good money (which he could 111
afford) to Issue legitimate, quality product even
when bootleggers had already Issued it In
shoddy form.
Karl Emil started as a lover of traditional Jazz,
and kept a place In his heart for that music. It
was a great pleasure for him to be able to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of his label with
a bonanza survey of classic Danish Trad, larded
with a soupcon of visitors, such as a still young
Chris Barber. But his musical horizon broadened
with the years, and he became responsible for
some great nuggets of Warae Marsh, Dexter, 1
Monk and others who never came near a banjo

or washboard. Typically, he was at the end
ambarked on a truly major Ellington project
(the Treasury broadcasts and a marvelous
series of Live Tatum material. And on his
publishing schedule was a definitive discography
of Louis Armstrong. In later years, he called
himself Doctor in Jazz Aroheology-a just title.
The future of his legacy is now in the hands of
fate.
Aside from Jazz, Karl Emil loved football (what
Americans oall soccer), the main reason for his
big-screen satelite TV. And as, alas, he lost his
ability to properly listen to music, watching
games (and finding Jazz on film or video that he
at least could see) became his great pleasure in
life. He also loved modem art and was a
connaisseur in particular of graphic arts and
had a fine collection of prints and books. But not
only books on art, and Jazz, but also on Danish
humor (not an inconsiderable subject, as Danes
happily know), theater, film and other things.
But with all his interests, he was
unpretentious and straightforward of
well as the most helpful. Some of you
experienced his generous hospitality
hand, and I think that when he lost
big beautiful apartment of his, due to a
landlords, his biggest regret was that
now only accomodate one guest at the time.

the most
men, as
will have
at first
that great
change of
he could

Jazzpar, I had planned to take him to one of the
best restaurants in Copenhagen to pre-celebrate
our upcoming ?Bths, in spite of what I knew
would have been his protestations. Now I will
have to drink a solitary sk&l to one of the
kindest and most decent men I've had the good
fortune to know. Dear Doctor in Jazz Archeology,
we will cherish the treasures you've left us and
think of you when we do.
Dan Morgenstem

Karl Emil Knudsen is no longer with us.
Although living in neghbouring cities, I did not
know him for a partloulary long time. Around
the time when Blood &? Tears published the first
edition of “Hymn To George”, Knudsen ordered a
copy, which I failed to hand over personally for
various reasons.
The very first time I met him face-to-face was in
the nineties during a “Swingin' Copenhagen” Jazz
festival, when our distinguished member Bosse
Soherman introduced me to him. I happened to
be
carrying
some
Sammy
RImington
discographies in my bag, and I oould see his
enthusiasm when I presented him a copy.
Shortly after, I was asked if I was interested to
write liner notes for a series of CDs, that’s how I
got involved.

I first met Karl Emil well before the advent of My first visit to the Storyville/Jazzmedla
Jazzpar, and had already experienced his headquarter in Copenhagen was like a Jazz
hospitality to me and my family (fortunately, adventure. At first we were sitting in an
office,
with
Knudsen
carefhlly
my boys behaved well and didn't break or upstairs
dislodge anything) before then, but for the past prepared, with all the stuff needed for our
15 years in a row, no annual visit to Denmark discussions on his desk. Later, when we entered
was spent without at least a few days as Karl his archive I realized that the “Jazzmedia” was
Emil's guest. No matter how bad he might be an apt name. The room was crammed with
feeling, and in later years his energy, while still everything connected to Jazz that you could play,
greater than that of most people half his age, read or watch, along with various technical
was running down, he would Insist on driving me equipment. He very generously offered me
to the airport. We were almost exaotly the same access to his discographioal information, there
was Just one restriction: Do not enter the
age, and for next year, which may be the final

Storyville
headquarter
Saturday
afternoons,
during British football games time 11 Apart from
that I was welcome almost any time.
I remember once when I complained about
errors on record sleeves and labels, he explained
his philosophy for me: “Storyville neither has the
time nor the resources to check and double
check every little detail of each and every Issue.
We execute a decent proof-reading, and correct
80 - 90 % of the errors, that’s what we cam
afford.”
My last, still unflnallzed, task was to help In
compiling two new Lewis CD Issues, Including
acting as his “ears”, as his Illness more or less
prevented him from listening to music. I
remember his little smile when he shooked me
with a Lewis recording I thought never would hit
my ears. At the time for my last visit, when the
“serious” part was over, he took me upstairs for
a show of some unique video material which he
planned to issue.

GEORGE McCULLUM
A memoire by Edmond Souohon
(The Second Line, May/June 1904)
The year 1911 marked a very great milestone In
my recollections about jazz. This was the year I
was Initiated Into the O.D.B. high school
fraternity. To be eligible, you had to be over
fourteen years of age, and successfully passed
the
entrance
examinations.
Prestige
was
probably the only reason for Joining this - or our
competitor, the D.T.O. fraternity. Perhaps you
were made to feel a bit oloser to the friends you
had grown up with who were already members,
after
they
had
almost
beaten
you
Into
insensibility at their Initiation and you had come
through with flying colors - especially In the
blaok and blue gluteal region.

The only other advantages of “belonging” was the
feeling that you belonged... amd the privilege of
attending the magnificent annual dance, held
usually at the top floor of the old Grunewald
What will happen now? Who will carry on? In Hotel. Also, you could bring your best gal and
any case. It was am honour to get to know this take part In the “O.D.B. Special” dance, where
gentleman. The Storyville label was my take-off only members amd their dates were allowed on
Into the jazz world. At the age of 1 5 , 1 bought the the floor.
very first records of my life, two 48rpm singles
in half-transparent red vinyl with the famous To me, there was one more special reason red-white-black label so closely connected to
which some of our fellow members shared. But
Karl Emil Knudsen - Doctor in Jazz Archeology.
never to the extent of the personal pleasure that
was mine: it was the music. It was almost
Lennart Fftlt
ritualistic that Robiehaux’s Society Orchestra
Blood &? Tears Productions
grace the bandstand, and so popular was this
aggregation that the contract for the following
year was always signed before they left the
bandstand.
This
band,
In
spite
of
using
scored
arraugements, really “swang”! They were the
first, too, to give almost continuous music from
eight P:M: to one A.M. Robichaux often played
with an “augmented” orchestra. Instead of the
usual seven piece band, the group sometimes

went all the way up to 12 pieces. Usually he
specialized in “smooth”, society style music, but
every now and then his band got hotter than a
fire-cracker. Sometimes they even “stooped” to
downright gutbucket type archaic New Orleans
jazz. I wondered how this band oould play the
two styles. I was not until several years later
that I actually learned the reason.
At the Grunewald Hotel, the bandstand was a
small gallery or porch, within and overlooking
the ballroom floor. It was reached by means of a
steep and narrow stairway, and the celling was
so low we wondered how the bass fiddler could
hold his instrument upright, and also how the
musicians oould stand the heat. Alr-oonditlonlng
was over a quarter of a century away so the
heat and breath from 150 dancing couples rose
to the ceiling and must have been unbearable.
Many smaller parties were given in the homes,
and almost exclusively Negro bands were
employed. The size of the band varied from a 3piece combo up to a fhll 7-piece Jazz band,
depending on the size of the house where the
function was to take place. As I grew up to fit nay
first pair of long pants, people began inviting me
to those “private” parties. Although I loved to
dance and was far from the worst dancer on the
floor, I regret to say that 1 spent more than half
my time firmly implanted, right next to the
band. It was here that I recognized the “hot”
sound
that
Robiohaux’s
band
sometimes
produced.
Since the Grunewald bandstand was so high up,
it was Impossible to see the bandsmen. Only
Robichaux and his left-handed violin stuck out
over the balcony railing. The seated musicians
could not be seen at all. Now, at “home” dances,
I began putting the sounds and the people who
produced the sounds into their proper places,
identifying the style and tone of the man
producing it.

The hot, gutbucket style was immediately
identified as belonging to a rather short, very
dark Negro gentleman. He was evidently the
leader of the band, for he always stomped the
band off, and gave the one-foot down beat that
signalled “this is the last chorus". Also, if a guest
went to any other musician in the band
requesting a special tune, they were always
referred to the oometist. I do not recall his ever
refusing to play a tune, or being brusque to
anyone who approached him.
There
was
another
unusual
feature
that
distinguished him from the other musicians: a
round, pink button of flesh was prominently
visible on his lower lip, just at the point of
embouchure of his horn. No one thought there
was anything strange about that. Didn’t the
great Joe Oliver had a bad eye? When Joe
pointed his horn to the high heavens to sustain
one note for several measures, this eye seemed
to bulge, giving him the appearance of weaning a
monocle. In fact, we uninitlate kids never knew
Oliver’s band by any other name than “Monocles
Band”. This, with the utmost affeotion and
respect, I now placed George McCullum into this
category.
Growing into manhood in New Orleans meant
growing up to the accompaniment of a jazz band.
Every party, every place, every function found
its central point of interest in the band and the
music. The Boston Club, New Orleans Country
Club, the Pickwick Club, the Southern Yacht
Club,
La
Louisianne
Restaurant,
and
innumerable other places where the “growingup” set congregated was made festive by typical
New Orleans sounds. Although there were
innumerable fine bands in the city, it would be
nay guess that George McCullum would be
“among those present” either as a leader man or
featured sideman, more than 40% of the time. At
the
famous
La
Louisianne
Restaurant,
Robichaux’s band held sway for many a popular
yean. It was the select spot for the finest
clientele in the city. The greatest and most

lavish debutante parties always took place In
this famous French Quarter eatery. The food was
the best, the dance floor excellent, and the
music... out of this world. Some - (not all by any
means!) of the personnels In Robichaux’s band
come back to me: Freddie Keppard wan a very
frequent holder of the “first chair” In the horn
section. A great master of the trumpet, his style
was clean, direct and powerful... but he seldom
“took off...” Rarely did he ever hit a sour note,
and most of the time Robichaux had to Insist
that he mute his horn, least he blast the dancers
off the floor. Lorenzo Tlo, Sr. (and sometimes
Jr.) played both sax and clarinet, and did more
“reading”
from
Roblohaux’s
hand-written
arrangements than they did Improvising.
Perfectly aware that his band was great... he
also realized that unless he turned things loose
once In a while, his music would border on the
stilted. So he backed Keppard and Tlo up with
(1) George McCullum (3) George Baquet. As the
evenings wore on and the guests were
experiencing pleasurable reactions to the Old
Fashions and Martinis that were being served In
heavy, white china coffee cups (prohibitlonremember?), they practically demanded that
the music get hotter and hotter. Here’s where
the two George's came on strong and got hard
workouts until curfew called things to a halt.
They were the cayenne pepper In the seasoning.
On October 31,1903, Ernest McCullum (the only
living son of George McCullum), together with
Widow George McCullum and her two daughters
(Naomi
MoCullum
Branch
and
Charlotte
McCullum Boutney), presented the New Orleans
Jazz Museum with George MoCullum’s comet
and case, along with a large photograph. Clay
Watson, Museum Curator, formally acoepted the
gift with much pleasure. Soon after this event,
your reporter had the good fortune to meet Mrs
Charlotte Boutney, and was favored by an hom*
and a half taped Interview regarding her late
father. She also furnished a complete and

Invaluable set of handwritten notes, together
with several rare and unpublished photos of her
father. These are the basis from which we now
draw a short biographical sketch of George
MoCullum.
Bom of George McCullum, Sr. and Emma
Munson, George Allred McCullom saw the light of
day July 37, 1886. His place of birth was In the
violnity of Second and So. Liberty streets. He
attended the Thomas Lafon Public School, and at
a very early age learned to play the comet. His
two teachers were Prof. Thomas LeBlano and a
Mr. Kenchen. They were both astounded by his
rapid progress. At the tender age of 16, he
marched In his first parade (1900). While
attending school, he developed a knaok for
drawing and sketching, which he often did while
his mother attended to her household chores.
Frequently while sketching, he would keep
humming a tune of his own composition, until he
had it sufficiently memorized, when he would Jot
it down on his musical soore. He had many
original compositions, which he used In later
years.
In 1906 George married Miss Bertha Jones from
Bayou Lafourche. She was a student at the
Straight College In New Orleans. From this llason
there was an Issue of four children. The oldest of
these, George Alfred McCullom, Jr., a famous
tmmpeter In his own right, died In 1938.
As was the case with almost every New Orleans
musician, when George began raising a family it
was necessary for him to supplement the small
income he derived from his music. He obtained a
Job with the Internationally known George
MacFadden Company as a “Cotton Sampler” and
held It for thirteen years. Mr. Alonzo M. West,
head of the New Orleans branch, regarded our
trumpeter as “the best Cotton Sampler In the
business”.
George McCullum later organized two bands.

One, a marching parade and funeral band, and
the other a dance orchestra. Here Is a partial
list of some of the men who played In the
Marching Band: Alfred Hennon, Harry Payton,
William Brown, Hack Taylor, Joe Howard, Willie
Cornish, John Pendleton, Oscar Celestln and
Willie Humphrey. In the MeGullum Dance

Orchestra were Louis Wamick, clarinet and sax;
Manuel Marietta:, pianist (when Mametta could
not fill the Job, he wan replaced by “Sweet”
Emma Barrett, the Bell Girl); Naomi Verrett
was also pianist for a long time; Joe Robinson,
guitar; Sam Dutray, clarinet; Honoree Dutray,
trombone; the late Lizzie Miles frequently did
some vocalizing with the band; most Interesting
to note Is the fact that Bunk Johnson also filled
In on slide trombone; finally, there were Eddie
Atkins and violinist Armand J. Piron. Many of
these men played In both bands.
For many years, George McCullum’s marching
band could be seen and heard on Mardl Gras
Day proudly marching at the head of the
celebrated Jefferson City Buzzards. Oftentimes,
McCullum’s dance band would be the featured
outfit playing at “The Bulls”. This was the spot
he enjoyed playing most, and It Is fitting that one
of the last two Jobs he played was for his beloved
“Bulls". Not least In his accomplishments was
his unselfish gift of talent and effort to many
charitable organizations. He assisted materially
In building Father Clarke’s Memorial Hall, when
Father Clark was pastor of the Blessed
Sacrament Church.
There was a forced move from New Orleans to
Chicago In 1930, In order for this writer to
complete his medical education. Junior and
Senior years at Loyola of Chicago, plus two years
Internship, delayed return to New Orleans until
early 1935. The sound of McCullum’s horn was
gone. I was four years too late. He died
November 14th, 1930, after a very brief Illness.
There is a vivid recollection of the last few times

the author attended dances where George
McCullum was playing. Although his comet was
as big and round as ever, he seemed a little
smaller
In
stature
and
somewhat
tired.
Frequently, as soon as a tune was over, he could
be seen sitting upright In his chair, sound asleep.
Napping for a minute or two, he would suddenly
blow a few starting notes from the next tune (as
a signal to his band), stomp off, and was on his
way with no sign of drowsiness. He would follow
this schedule for an entire evening. We thought
he was tired. George was really a very sick man.
Devoutly religious, McCullum held tight to his
rosary to the very end. Requesting his beloved
daughter Charlotte to “Open the window - let my
friends In. They are coming for me...”, he turned
on his side and went to sleep.

DILL PICKLES
° Once again two of our members have won the
Louis Armstrong Memorial Prize, awarded every
year In Stockholm since 1971. Our price winners
this year are Chris ter "Cacka" Ekh6 and Jens

"Jesse"

Lindgren.

Cacka

Is

a

drummer,

cometist and clarinetist. You can hear him In a
o
Kustbandet,
Classsic
Jazz
Band
and
Swingsters. Jesse Is the Curator of the Swedish
Jazz Archive, radio producer, jazz historian and
trombone player. He is also the conductor of
Kustbandet, Classic Jazz Band and Jesse's New
Orleans Band. Thanks to Jesse our annual
meeting can be held In the premises of the
Swedish Jazz Archive In Stockholm's City.
0

Our distinguished member Dr Rainer B. Lota

has co-authored a 134-page hardcover book that
accompanies a new 3-CD box titled "Live from
the Cotton Club" on the Bear Family label. Highly
recommended. Check "www.bear-famllv.de" for
more Information.

° Our member Richard Bamann, Sydney, has
been Involved In the Issue of a CD with the Castle
Band - the 194? - 1950 recordings. More
Information at www.australlajicl6iS81cjazz.com.

DICK ALLEN

Excerpt from an interview with Dick Allen
New Orleans 2 May 2002.
Transcribed by Jens Lindgren.

grabbed the different ones and not with any kind
of discrimination at ail... And we would interview
people like Raymond Burke who I mentioned to
you. It wasn’t a very good interview. He was
rather shy. We had only known him for a few
years, you know. Maybe ten years or something
like that, almost ten years. But he just was that
way. Other people we knew, certainly like
George Lewis we would have known for a long
me and Bill had to deal with him in New York
lty and recording him down here.
JL That´s the problem. If you want to interview
peolple about New Orleans you have to
find the musioiajis who left New Orleans too.
How did you deal with that problem?

JL: What wan the attitude among the... how
should I say... The Establishment or the
donators to a jazz institute? That wan the first
time ever, wann’t It?
DA: Well yes! The first one on a university. There
is a certain number of them that didn’t like It.
But when they haul a meeting at the Ford
Foundation only one member objected. And if I
remember correctly the head of the board said:
If you lived In the 18th century you’d hate
baroque music. But all of that Is in an article in
a magazine called The Tulanian and it’s the one
with Euble Blake’s fingers on the cover. They
can show you that at Tulane if you Just searoh
through the file there. They don’t have too many
copies of The Tulanian there. But It was a very
well written and well researched article.
JL: OK, there you were and you had the money
for a Jazz Institute. How did you start working
from there on?
DA:
6tnd
was
him
bass
jazz,

Well, I can remember that we got the grant
then Bill Russell found out that Steve Brown
In town so we went out and we interviewed
and of course he is considered a great slapplayer and one of the historic figures in
and it went on from there. Just as we

DA: Russell liked to travel, so he went out of
town and found all kind of people like... to me one
of the best New Orleans style cometists was
George Mitchell and Bill interviewed him. The
fact that he was from Kentucky didn’t stop him
from being New Orleans style musician in my
eyes and in my ears so I’m glad that Russell
interviewed him, very much! I did interview Don
Albert out of town a few times, Herbert Hall. But
I Just didn’t travel like Russell. He liked to
travel and he was always collecting violins. You
know, he was one of those people who had so
many hobbles. And he combined them all on his
tours.
JL: Talking about BUI Russell... I guess it Is not
possible to give a short description of him but...
how would you In a few phrases describe him?
DA: Different!! /ha, ha, ha!/ He was a man with
a tremendous sense of humour, for example that
people don’t recognise. He liked to make Jokes
and, well for example: When he had the record
shop at 000 Charters he would sit there eating a
bowl of ice cream, and he would put on a record,
a dooumentajy record of the sounds of a
barnyard while he was sitting there eating /ha,
ha, ha/! Yeah, Russell wasn’t a simple person, it

Isn’t easy to describe him. He wan very
interested in music, he had been studying for
many years. He studied under Henry Cohen 111
and Arnold Schoenberg. He said something
interesting, he said that Schoenberg started you
off with Bach and then you worked you way up
to twelve tone music and so forth, all these
things... He was very knowledgeable about a lot
of things like that. And he was knowledgeable
about technical things as far as recording is
concerned. I didn’t always agree with him. He
liked the acetate base tapes; they didn’t seem to
me to be good. And after he died you can open up
the boxes and it smelled like vinegar. But I think
they saved a lot of... any case ....ah... he had
done work in World War 3, he even did some
work in thermo dynamics, things like that. He
was a pacifist but they got him to work on some
project, where they could exploit his technical
knowledge. He had a degree in.. Well, I don't
know, some scientific field, undergraduate.

JL: I guess that the archive that you were
building was very much based on your personal
interest and tastes, the kind of music you liked,
how did you...
DA: Well you can guess that, go ahead, keep
guessing!
JL: Am I right?
DA: No! I don’t know, I liked all that but also
remained Interested in Jimmy Lunceford and old
blue labelled Deoca recordings of Woody
Herman, the herds. I wouldn’t oppose to the
swing musicians or anything like that, and if
anybody would talk about swing I sure would
have let them but... There weren’t too many
people you could interview from New Orleans
who were prominent...
JL: How did you handle the jazz-related types of
music like rhythm &> blues and gospel and things
like that?

JL: Was he easy to work with?
DA: I wouldn’t know.

DA: I did some of the gospel things like.. Have
you ever heard of Babe Phillips?

JL: But you have worked with him!

JL: No.

DE: /ha, ha/ I almost hate to answer that
question. I would say he was very independent
and he went his own way. That’s the best way I
know to describe it.

DA: He’s a bass player with Kid Thomas from
the first recordings with David Wyokoff and
Alden Ashforth did. His wife sang in church and
I interviewed her and she sang some hymns. You
know Lars went out and recorded just Annie
Pavageau. I didn’t do too much like that. And
certainly there was no idea being commercial
about these things ... to make money but
document things. And other people were doing
that too to a certain extent. The record
companies were doing it too.

JL: Together you have built an archive that is
very impressive today, anyway.
DE: We built it separately, you know. He would
do certain things alone and I would do certain
things alone, that’s what I am trying to say. But
he liked to come up and do some things in the
archive like identify photographs and figure who
all the people on them were and when and where
and so forth. He was very much an independent
type of person.

JL: You concentrated on interviewed material.
Did you also make field recordings of the music?
DA: Well, sometimes. Yes. What happened was
that I would go up to Louisiana State

Penitentiary and make recordings. If somebody
had a record company and needed help we
would help them make recordings, you know.
And noticed that they drop the name of the
archive or Russell’s name or my name often
now. But we did help them quite a bit. We did
help them with not only equipment but the staff
that I had would go, let’s say four or five people.
JL: How did the archive develop from this
original interview project? You got donations,
perhaps?
DA: Oh yeah, we got donations and for example:
Paul Crawford used to play in A1 Belanoo’s band,
and he found out that they had a lot of
arrangements. Dr Hogan and I went over to Al’s
house and looked at the things and discussed
them and out of that the Roblcheaux collection
was bom. And I am very happy about that and I
am very sorry that not more people thank A1
Belanco ‘cause he’s a nice man and he did a lot.
JL: What
collection?

is

special

about

The

Roblcheaux

DA: Well, the fact is that it oovered a certain
length of time and ... I think the late 30’s it
stopped because he died, I’m not certain but it
went back till before he was bom, well Into the
19th century. And those arrangements to me
represent a good clue to how the pit bands, for
example in the theatres sounded. They had
enough to make up a band of 18- SO pieces, and
of course the arrangements are written In suoh a
way that you can go down to two pieces If you
wanted to /ha/ with only two musicians and still
get a decent sound If you know how to do it. But I
thought they were fascinating and I thought that
they reveal something of the way where the Jazz
sound came from, the style. You know, you can
hear how the clarinet and the trumpet sounded.
Then you can see how Important the cello parts
were. The trombonist would often take the cello
part and play it and it’s a much freer more

counterpoint
there.

style,

a

counter-melody

going

Anyway, I think that that was a very Important
document.

FINAL WORDS
I would like to thank Butch Thompson for his Old
New Orleans Blues piece and urge you to take
out the NORO record and give it your dose
attention. Thanks also to Fred Eatherton who
not only has followed up the Frlsell story and
found out the sad tmth about the tapes but also
has analysed which takes were used on the
Jasmin CD, so you all can keep your Bunk
discography up-to-date. Finally, again thanks to
Mike Hazeldine for continued support and the
two enolosed booklets, which I trust you will find
of Interest.
The purpose of Bunk.Johnson.Information Is to
be a link between members of the Sooiety and to
distribute Interesting reading connected with
Bunk, his time and his music (New Orleans
music). It oam only be done with your continued
support and active Interest. Let me know about
your activities you would want others to know
about and that would be natural In the Dill
Pickles section.
We hope to see many of you at the annual
meeting, the 10th of January at the Jazz
Archive in Stockholm.
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KING OLIVER

rolling
thunder
a sharp pitch
from thin-air
register

high c

wicked serpents
slither from
the
bell

of the
dented cornet

a sideways grin
and bags
of
gris-gris

brewed in the
showbiz

of back street joints
and railroad tracks

and dust

THE KING IS IN TOWN
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The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
SKIVFYND JAZZ & BL UES

Box 8003
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Editorial

Manuel Maneita’s Old Mew

I’m sorry if you think that this issue of
Burk.Johnren.Information is a bit late. Perhaps
you can forgive the editor if you know the
circumstances. Listening again to the well known
New York sessions (Deeca, Victor and Jubilee)
together with Mike Hazeldine on a recent visit,
we decided that the Stuyvesant Casino period
should be featured and illuminated (further than
in the available books) by the writings of the
people who were there when it happened, as it
happened and who to a great extent were
responsible for it to happen and thereby
changing our world for ever and for the better.
To compile and scan this material from various
sources took some time. I just hope that you will
find it worth waiting for. These are the first hand
impressions from people who experienced what
we can only dream about. Of course they
(Fredrie Ramsey, Charles Edward Smith, Ralph
Gleason a.o.) were also writing to promote the
band!

Orleans Blues
Butch Thompson’s very interesting article in the
last edition of Bunk Johnson Information invited
readers to assist in the identification of a
recording made in Chicago that used the melody
of the second chorus of Old New Orleans Blues
and contained the lyrics, ‘I could stand to see
the hearse roll before your door’. Well, I may be
able to help. One Madlyn Davis, aka ‘Red Flot
Shakin’ Madlyn Davis’ (!), recorded a title for
Paramount in October 1938 called Death Bell
Blues. On this recording (Pm 13755) she was
accompanied by Tampa Red and Georgia Tom,
and Davis is credited as the composer. The
lyrics of the final verse are:
7 see the hearse rolling up to my door
I see the hearse rolling up to my door
Coming to carry me away, and I won’t be back
no more

Okay, not exactly 7 could stand to see the
Fred Eatherton has kindly offered to keep hearse mil before your door, ’ but pretty close.
contributing to B.J.I and present a list of We only have four bars of melody to consider
Japanese reissues of all the Dan Records, which and, in my opinion, the melody line isn’t too
contain a number of tranks not issued on dissimilar. It reminds me of Bessie’s Back-Water
American Music. Add this information to your Blues, released the previous year. Is there any
connection between Eddie Atkins and Madlyn
discography.
Davis? Well, none that I’m aware of, other than
Jens Lindgren, master of trombone and the both were living in Chicago and musically active
Swedish Jazz Archive, has done an extensive in 1938.
interview with Jack Stewart that you will find
Death Bell Blues Is available on CD and can be
interesting.
found on Document D0CD-5073, ‘Tampa Red Vol.
We’re sorry to learn about the death of our 1’, so see what you think!
member Gus Statiras. An obituary appears on
page 3.
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Fred Eatherton

Gus Statiras
Bom: New Jersey, 1923; died: Georgia War
Veterans’ Home, Milledgevllle, Georgia, 2 April
2004.
by Mike Hazeldine

sessions,
from
Sammy
Rimington,
Kenny
Davem, Scott Hamilton to Buddy DeFranco,
Gus’s greatest talent was bringing people
together: much of jazz wouldn’t have happened
had Gus not been aground to connect people,
hustle and make deals. I knew him principally
as a great raconteur - there wasn’t a NY- based
musician, writer or A&R man that he didn’t
have a dozen stories about.

To readers of this newsletter, Gus will be best
remembered for recording Bunk Johnson’s band
He began, working for Milt Gabler at his
in February 1945. At the time, Gus Statiras was
Commodore Record Shop until he was inducted
a G.I, and was passing through New Orleans
into the army in 1943. After his discharge he
when a proposed OWI film presented him with
worked as a radio presenter - “I used the name
the opportunity to record Bunk. The full story of
Gus Grant, ’cause no one could say Statiras” that session was covered in two interviews with
and he started Progressive Records in the early
Gus, the first with Barry Martyn (Footnote Vol
'50s. The label was highly successful and he sold
15, No.6) and then with me (Footnote Vol. 20,
it to Savoy and Prestige, but they made little use
No.3).
of it and Gus bought it back in the late ’70s.
Once again he began to record some fascinating
But there was a lot more to Gus Statiras than a
sessions with artists not always associated with
Bunk recording. He was bom in New Jersey to
each other. When George Buck bought the label
Greek immigrant parents and, like many others
20 years later, Gus continued to record some
of immigrant families, found that life was tough if
innovative sessions for the label. What few
you were going to make it in America.
people realized that Gus had seen the mixing of
generations and jazz styles at countless jam
He was fortunate, however, to be brought up a
sessions in the early ’40s. He knew that jazz
short subway ride from New York when the
musicians of quality can always accommodate
famous Sunday afternoon jam sessions began in
each other whatever their stylistic differences.
1939. By visiting all three venues (Village
So Gus just went out and did it.
Vanguard, Kelly’s Stables and Ryan’s), he could
see 50 or 60 great musicians in five or six hours
In the 1980s he moved to his wife’s hometown,
- “Jelly could be on the same bandstand as Hot
Tifton in Georgia, and he started selling records
Lips Page and elsewhere Bechet might be
by mail, but in July 1998, he had a stroke
jamming with Charlie Parker and Red Allen.”
following a heart attack and was forced to close
Gus never missed a session in four years. He
the business.
met everybody, knew everybody and introduced
everybody to anybody they hadn’t met.
When Gus insisted that he “never made any
money out of jazz” it was probably true. He
Gus loved jazz with a great passion and, after
made a living, but his fortune was in his
many years of hard work, eventually became a
record producer, label owner, record salesman, memories - and those were very rich indeed.
concert
booker,
music
publisher,
radio
presenter,
promoter,
festival
organiser
and
every other job in the promotion of jazz.
Although he produced many fine recording
3

one side, and “Long Tall Sally” on the other. I
lilted it very much, but it was not the jazz I
loved.

Meet a Prominent Member

Trygve Hernaes
It all started In the very early BO’s. We had got
a new radio (the old one was confiscated by the
Germans during the war), and I started to
search through the waves. On medium wave,
there was one station with good sound that
caught
my
attention.
They
played
some
wonderful, polyfonie music, very different from
what I usually heard on the Norwegian station.
Being bom in 1943,1 was a young boy then, and
did not know what they said before and after the
music, but I did not care, because the music
struck my heart. Of course, I was listening to
BBC Jazz Club on the “Light Program”.

No record collecting started before I was 14. I
got a spare time job after school, and earned
money enough to buy my first records. I can
recall an EP by Chris Barber on Nixa from the
“Echoes OF Harlem”. 1 liked it very muoh, and
still do. It is one of the finest ever by Chris.
Then I got hold of a 10” LP on HMV by Jelly Roll
Mortons Red Hot Peppers, and later the great
Philips IS” LP with Louis Armstrong’s Hot
Seven. Then it was done. I had become a jazz
fanatic.
After 10 years at school, I got my dream job:
Only 10 years old, I started to work in a record
store! I did not waste any time, and started to
import jazz records from all over the world.

I come from a rather poor family, so we did not
I can recall Agate & Co in London, where Ken
have a record player, and the radio became my
Colyer’s brother Bill worked; Swaggie Records in
best friend. As you understand, I was infected
South Yarra, Australia; Jack’s Record Cellar in
by the jazz virus at an unusually early age. In
San Fransisco, and Storyville Records in
later years I became aware of which bands I
Copenhagen, where the late Karl Emil Knudsen
used to listened to: Humphrey Lyttelton and
(who later became a close friend and associate)
Mike Daniels; later Ken Colyer, Steve Lane, Cy
hold the fort.
Laurie, Sandy Brown, Chris Barber, Eric Silk
etc, etc. I was not only infected by jazz, but by
My home town Trondheim became the Mecca for
British Jazz. At the same time, I was given a
jazz lovers in Norway. I specialized in the
trumpet by the school’s symphonic band, and
traditional styles, but also listened to the hard
started a short but hectic career as the schoolBop of the BO’s, and became very fond of Sonny
bands most problematic trumpet player. I tried
Rollins and Thelonius Monk.
to syncopate on all tunes, and the marches in
particular. And I had a very loud tone, with a lot
From Australia I got the most sensational
of vibrato.
records by Len and Bob Barnard; Frank
Johnson with the great clarinetist Geoff Kitchen,
Then it happened that my four year older sister
and
of
course:
Greame
Bell’s
Australian
got a Philips record player for her Confirmation,
Jazzband with the inimitable Ade Monsbourgh.
but no records. 1 had become 10 years, still
having to stick to my good friend; the radio.
From Agate & Co in London, Bill Colyer supplied
all the british jazz I wanted. Ken Colyer became
I remember the first record we got. It was a
my favourite European musician. It is love or
Decca 78 by Little Richard, with “Tutti FruttPon
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hate with Ken, and I love him. To my mind, he is
the greatest New Orleans style musician not
being American or bom in New Orleans. Clarinet
players like Acker Bilk, Sandy Brown, John
Bames
and
Wally
Fawkes
also
became
favourites.

for Philips. We have found original tapes, and
these, including previously unissued material
will be released on Herman as HJCD £003 in
June £004.

Sammy Rdmington visited Norway ini977 with
his quartet of English/Danish mixture. Sammy,
The Stoiyville label brought us Danish jazz of clarinet and alto sax; Andy Finch, piano; Ole
very high quality: Henrik Johansen, Theis Olsen, double bass and Soren Houlind on the
Jensen, Adrian Bentzon, Finn Otto Hansen and percussion. I travelled with them on the whole
tour, and we ended up in Oslo, where the idea
Ame Bue Jensen, to name a few.
came up about doing a recording session. I called
Storyville also started to release recordings from the company, asking for a loan of the studio,
Bill
Russell’s
American
Music
catalogue, and hired a very good engineer, who was also
material which later should become very working in the AB studio.
important for me in my way of understanding
the Real New Orleans music. Bunk Johnson, We should meet at 11 on Sunday morning, after
George Lewis and Baby Dodds showed me the an all night session on Saturday. Oh boy, it was
real thing.
hard. I can recall Andy Finch having problems
staying awake, and Sammy’s usually quick
Then there was Jack’s Record Cellar in San fingers were quite the opposite. Fortunately, the
Fransisco. From him I got all the GHB/Jazzology studio was supplied with a refrigerator, where it
stuff and everything we wanted from the US. I happened to be two cases of beer. It did the
got hold of jazz records in any style that no other trick, and it ended up with one of the finest
Sammy sessions ever (HJCD 1001). The record
shop in this country could show up.
was not released before 1979, so Herman
I worked in the record shop for 11 years, before Records is actually £5 years this year.
one of the major Norwegian distributors in Oslo
asked me to start working for them. Ame I continued to record both Norwegian and foreign
Bendiksen’s record company produced their own visiting groups, mostly live sessions, but always
material, and distributed labels like Sonet, used studio settings for professional use. For
Ame Bendiksen I produced more Morten Gunnar
Stoiyville, Pye, Island etc.
Larsen (HJCD 1010), three LP’s by Christiania
I became a sales rep, but displayed my special Jazzband and one by Ytre SulOens Jassensemble
(HJCD
£001).
On
Herman
I
interest in jazz, and got some producer Jobs.
Norwegian ragtime/jazz pianist of fame, Morten
Gunnar Larsen, became one of the first highly
skilled musicians I worked with, and we made
an album (now on Herman HJCD 1016) that
was rewarded “Spellemannprisen” in 1975, the
Norwegian Grammy Award. This was the “kick
off1

for me as a record producer. In 1970 I was
in the studio when Magnolia Jazzband with
Morten Gunnar Larsen recorded their famous LP

consentrated in doing recordings by young,
upcoming bands like Canal Street Jazzband ( a
good Oliver/Armstrong style band) and Hot Club
de Norvege, the latter being famous for it’s
excellent "String Swing" music.
In 198£ the Bendiksen company broke up, and I
got a job outside the record industry. This gave
me freedom to do what I really wanted. We
purchased a tape from The Norwegian

Broadcasting Company containing a wonderful
New Orleans Gospel concert held in Molde
ini 981 with Lillian Boutte and the Magnolia
Jazzband (HJCD 1004).
As the years went on I recorded more Morten
Gunnar Larsen, and for Herman came “Maple
Leaf Rag” (HJCD 1009) in 1990. This is, to my
humble mind, his best ever. The Grand Piano
sound is superb, and the music is brilliant. More
Magnolia was done in 1990, a concert at the
Edward Munch Art Gallery (HJCD 1007).
I have very close relations to Ytre Suldens Jassensemble, which is by far the most popular of all
Norwegian traditional jazzbands. We have made
no less than 0 records together, all selling very
well, much thanks to the band’s own sale on
concerts and in the clubs (see list for available
records).

All IS members are friends and top Norwegian
trad and swing jazz musicians, with Totti Bergh
topping the bffl as soloist on tenor saxophpne. A
new recording will be released during the
summer (HJCD 1031)
In association with Norsk Jazzarkiv we have
made a series of five records presenting
Norwegian jazz from 19S0 to 1980. It is called
“Jazz in Norway”. Very interesting (see list for
details).
S004 will for me be a year to remember.
Herman Records is 36 years, and we (which is
me!) are releasing a record (HJCD 1030) by a
new and promising band, “The Jazzin’ Babies”.
They want to call the album “Up 8e Go”( anyone
young enough to know about that?). The
“Babies” have found pleasure in performing the
hot jazz of the 20’s and early 30’s.
I think this wraps it up, more or less.

Of the classic re-issues must be mentioned
Stokstad/Jensen Trad. Band 8c Wild Bill Davison
from 1973 (HJCD 1020). Wild Bill is in his usual
top form, and the rest of the band plays as good
as ever.

I am proud of being a member of the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society, and hope to attend next
year's annual meeting

In later years I am proud of having brought the
very hot quintet Louisiana Washboard Five to New Bunk Records
light (HJCD 1019). Their second on Herman by Fred Eatheron
(HJCD 1025), Ace Of Rhythm, includes the superb
pianist, trombonist and vocalist Keith Nichols. Bunk Johnson
Remember Jabbo Smith?
Saints Go Marching
The Odeon Jazz Quartet (formerly Magnolia
Quartet) is Herman’s chamber jazzband. With
Morten Gunnar Larsen on piano, this group

PAST PERFECT Silver Lane 220347-203
Low Down Blues (AM Master 110) St Louis
Blues (211) Blue As I Can Be (206), New Iberia
Blues (215) Midnight Blues (410) Dippermouth
Blues (000), 0 C Rider (415) Careless Love
(411) Walk Through The Streets (509), Sister
Kate (513) Lord, Lord, You’ve Been Good To Me
(408), Darktown Strutters Ball (407) Yes, Yes
In Your Eyes (001), Weary Blues (603), Saints
Go Marching In (401), Midnight Blues II (399)

makes a splendid mixture of New Orleans and
Caribbean music (HJCD 1012,1022,1029).
Norway’s only Hot Big Band is the Christiania

12.
Like Kustbandet, they display the big
music of the 20’s and early 30’s (HJCD 1015).

In

band
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9 ‘ S A M 'yfi&kirva***.
Tills boxed CD was released In 8003 on the
German PAST PERFECT label, which has no
connection with the British company of the same
name. The CD has been packaged very nicely
and is currently being offered on the Internet at
£8.99. All the titles, however, can be found on
two American Music CDs, AMCD-1 and AMCD-8,
and I suspect that these provide the source of
this material. The liner notes, written in
English, contain numerous inaccuracies and I
imagine that SBJS members will prefer to own
the American Music releases.

Les

100

Plus

Grands

Succes

Du

Jazz

Wew Orleans
JBM 7243 8122903 6
This 4-CB compilation, distributed by Virgin
France, contains over five hours of music and as
its title states, has 100 tracks, covering the
period 1917-1951. Almost all the bands featured
include musicians from the Crescent City, and
the first two CDs, entitled L’Age D’Or, include
Oliver, Armstrong, Williams and Morton groups
as well as bands recorded in New Orleans. The
real surprise comes with the third and fourth
CDs, which represent Le Revival, and include no
less than twenty titles currently available on
American Music CDs! Big Eye Louis Nelson, Kid
Thomas, Herb Morand, Emile Barnes and the
New Orleans Pioneers all get a track or two, as
well as Bunk, George Lewis and Kid Ory. Sadly
not one of the 100 tracks is new to CD, but again,
this is a well-produced compilation, with
reasonable sound throughout.
Just three titles feature Bunk and these are:

Bunk

Johnson’s

Jazz:

Band

Franklin Street Blues (4659-3A)

-

8.10.1948

-

Bunk

Johnson

and

the

Yerba

Buena

Jazz

Band - 8.43 - Down By The Riverside (LK332),
Bunk

Johnson’s

Brass

Band

-

18.5.194B

-

Just A Closer Walk With Thee (AM Master 896).

Dan LPs Heleased On CD
When Japanese labels release New Orleans
material it always seems to take light years for
the news to fdter through and then, Just as it
does, you discover that this ‘new’ item has been
deleted! I have long suspected that more
material does exist, but my early attempts to
unearth information have always foundered.
Now, however, I have found a reliable contact
(and supplier!) and the following information
will, I hope, be of interest to SBJS members.
Since
May
1998
ITokuma
Japan
Communications have released 33 CDs, all of
which had previously seen the light of day as
Dan LPs. I don’t propose to list individual LP
titles and tracks, but anyone with Bill Russell's
American Music and Hymn To Qeorge should be
able to follow the plot without difficulty.
In May 1998 Tokuma released five single CDs
and, in March 3000, three doubles. The details of
their Dan LP equivalents are set out below. All of
these CDs have incorporated the artwork and
liner notes from the original LPs.
TKCB

71385

=

Dan

71386
=4008/7016
4013/7018

VC

TKCB
TKCB71387 =

4005/7012

TKCB 71388 = Dan 4010/7014 TKCB 71389 =
4011/7010.
TKCF 77030 = Dan 8001/2 and 7027/8.
TKCF 77031 = Dan 4026/7 TKCF 77033 = Dan
4001/2 and 4034/5.
These CDs were later deleted, but all of them
have now been re-issued, renumbered and are

<'rl JjXyJS- /L->- is? .
included In boxed sets. In March 2002 Tokuma
Dill Pickles
released two boxed sets, one of eight and one of
ten CDs. Again the original LPs’ artwork and
Because of his work ”A Guide to New Orleans”
liner notes were utilised.
(unfortunately only available In Swedish) our
member Sven Gustafsson has received the
The first box, TKCF 77033, contains eight CDs,
following diploma:
detailed as follows:
TKCF 77033-1-3 = TKCF 77030 = TKCB 30183* =
Dan 8001/3 and Dan 7037/8
TKCF 77033-3-4 = TKCF 77031 = Dan 4036/7
TKCF 77033-5-6 = TKCF 77033 = Dan 4001/3
and 4034/6

TKCF 77033-7 “ Dan VB 1004
TKCF 77033-8 = Dan VB 1005.
* This 3 CD boxed set was released in 1990.
The second box, TKCF 77034, contains ten CDs,
and is detailed as follows:
TKCF 77034-1 = Dan VC 4004/7007 TKCF
77034-3 = TKCB 71385 = Dan 4005/7013

AN INTERVIEW WITH JACK STEWART,

TKCF 77034-3 = Dan 4006/7006 TKCF
77034-4 = Dan 4007/7009
TKCF 77034-S =TKGB 71386 “Dan
4008/7016 TKCF 77034-6
“ Dan
4009/7011
TKCF 77034-7 = TKCB 71388 =Dam 4010/7014
TKCF 77034-8 = TKCB 71389 = Dan 4011/7010

TKCF 77034-9

= TKCB 71387 “Dan

4013/7018 TKCF 77034-10 = Dan 4013/7013.
I have highlighted the releases that contain
Bunk material. The sound quality of the CDs Is
identical to that of the original LPs (you either
love it or hate it!), and I cannot detect any
further ‘re-engineering’. If you are Interested in
obtaining any of these Japanese
might try mundo@,mediawars.ne.jp.

releases

you

New Orleans musician, researcher and scholar.
Jack has been associated with the Hogan Jazz
Archive at Tulame University for many years
and his well researched articles in the Jazz
Archivist have been amongst the highlights of
that journal in recent years. He also a Jazz
Commissioner for the U.S. National Parks
Department and as a superb flute player, leads
the highly rated Reliance Brass Band - a large
16+ piece band that specialises in recreating the
tura-of-the-century music that Jack Lalne’s own
Reliance Brass Band would have performed.
This Interview was conducted by Jens Lindgren
on May 33nd, 3003, whilst on secondment from
the Swedish Jazz Archive.

J.L: I have been working at the Hogan Jazz
Archive for a couple of weeks and your name has
popped up several times In connection with so
many things. What are your current projects?
.8.

J.S: At the moment Irm working with the New
Orleans Jazz Commission, which is the advisory
commission for The New Orleans Jazz National
Historic Department. Although we have many
projects, at the moment I'm working with them
on oral history interviews and a series of
walking tour brochures - so fan we've produced
six - and we’re also putting up plaques on
historic buildings. Fm also working with the
Preservation Resource Centre, which is a group
that helps restore old buildings and they’ve got a
plaque program on musicians’ houses and tours
of musicians’ houses, as opposed to the
commission
working
on
stuff
where
the

little known New Orleans musicians and
composers, which I’m slowly piecing together.
These composers wrote a lot of the things that
the orchestras where playing then and that
nobody has never heard of today.
JL: All the things you have mentioned have to do
with the fact that New Orleans Jazz has not been
well preserved until now.

musicians played - two groups doing entirely
different things.
I also work with The New Leviathan Oriental
Fox Trot Orchestra as a reed player and
arranger. I find compositions and arrangements
and help to program our albums and what we
play. If the arrangements are incomplete then I
write any missing parts. I’m working on a
project now of well known compositions from the
late 1890s to the late 1916 period. We’re going to
be working on a CD (maybe even a double CD) of
music that came before jazz. A lot of ragtime
pieces and syncopated pieces that have an
earlier, different forms that appeared on later
jazz tunes. They might not be the most
compositionally interesting, but they still need a
lot of technique. If you can get passed the fact
that they are not necessarily the best things
you’ve ever heard and they’re not as good as the
New
Orleans
ragtime
or
the
St
Louis
compostions, but you can still see jazz creeping
in during those two decades. We are working on
it now and it should be coming out sometime this
year.
Outside that, I’m working on four books. One on
New Orleans theatres, one on the history of New
Orleans vernacular music over a 150 year
period, one on a biography of Jack Laine and
finally, some biographical sketches of about 850
9

JS: It hasn’t been preserved and it hasn’t been
well
enough
researched,
or
accurately
researched. A few people came in the thirties
and interviewed people and this get quoted over
and over again. Even the mistakes, like they
keep saying Buddy Bolden was a barber. Even
Don Marquis talks about Buddy Bolden playing
jazz or whatever the music was. I don’t think
what Bolden played was jazz, he was pre-jazz.
Jack Laine, who I’m working on, wasn’t jazz, he
was also pre-jazz, but they are both very
important. It doesn’t matter that they’re not
jazz musicians because they were contributing
to what became jazz. Everyone wants to make
everything jazz, everyone wants to make
everything the first jazz music and wants to
make their culture the culture that exclusively
created jazz. There were always battles going on
that jazz was African-American, 100% AfricanAmerican! Now jazz is supposed to be 100%
Italian-American! You know, all these things,
they do limited research to prove their point and
then: BANG!

I'm writing a series of articles of the various
ethnic contributions. That’s one of six ways that
I'm looking at it: ethnic contributions and
tendencies - things in that particular group that
then get used - a gag-bag or trick bag or
whatever, sheet music, phonograph records,
strong
personalities,
oral
testimony
and
objective observers’ accounts. If all of us gather
material and then you look at the development of
the music from different perspectives, you get a
very different, and much more accurate feeling
of what’s going on. You listen to a few different
things that are going on and when a whole bunch
of people are saying something, you can be more
certain of things, especially when a group
doesn’t have an agenda. When a whole lot of
different ethnic and racial groups all make the
same point, It will go contrary to the dominant
paradigm. They are all making this point which
just doesn’t make sense if you relate it to what
everybody has been is saying and re-saying.
Then you put it together and when you look at it
together with all the other evidence suddenly:
“Hey, this doesn’t make sense!”

slap-bass style It’s really on four-four or fast
two-two, not four-four. Two-two or four-four
rather than a two-four. And when you go from
ragtime to jazz you are going from two-four to
four-four or two-four to two-two. So it happens at
the same time. It’s another thing that helps you
to delineate when all that Is actually happening.
JL: Steve Brown says in his interviews for the
Tulane Archives that they lacked drums in their
band and he started slapping the bass and that
caught on. Then he used the “street rhythm”, the
rhythm that he was used to from the street
bands. Tom-tom-tom-totom-tom-syncopation.
JS: But you wouldn’t have that when you are
still playing ragtime. By that time you are
playing jazz instead of ragtime, so that
delineates the time. There are records of jazz
from 1917 and jazz must have been played at
least ten years before that. Baloney! And you
can see that in the sheet music. It helps you
pinpoint when the real change takes place

So there are lots of things like that. In the sheet
music
we find the four pieces that Jelly Roll
JL: Can you give an example?
Morton plays, Mama’s Got A Baby Named Te Na
JS Yeah! The four-four slap string bass that Na. Well, there are four pieces of sheet music
everybody was talking about. Dan Meyer did published In New Orleans that have the Te Na
some research on it for the New Orleans Na-thing in them. One by J. Russell Robinson
International Music Colloquium. (That's another right after he leaves here, one by a fellow named
thing we are doing during the French Quarter Western (I can’t think of the first name) and
Festival each year. It’s designed to help New it’s Te Na Na. Robinson's is called Te Na Na
Orleans researchers to know what’s being done. from New Orleans. And then there’s another one,
Although there are few of them, it helps a slightly different spelling of Te Na Na. Another
everybody to see what each other is doing. We’re one’s called Roller-skater’s Rag by a mam called
expanding the horizon so everybody will start Samuel Gampert(?), not the band leader. Dixie
talking and networking. We put that on mostly Queen by Robert Hoffman really elaborates on
for ourselves, but a lot of visitors come to it too). the folk strains. They are all very interesting.
Anyway, Dan did some work on the slapping of Morton does the same thing, but Hoffman is
the string bass. He revised his earlier research older than Morton. He’s the one who wrote
and had all these people talking about it. Finally Alabama Bound, that Jelly claims to have
someone said: “I left New Orleans in 1915 and written. He played it when he went to Alabama,
nobody was playing the slapped bass then and I but Hoffman published Alabama Bound before
came back in 1917, everybody was. So, to do the Morton went to Alabama. That’s another one of

Morton’s wonderful lies. I have nothing against
Morton, but he loved to embroider the truth.
Larry Gushee did that In that nice time-line that
he made on the young Jelly Roll Morton In New
Orleans. You can see that a lot of Hoffman things
precedes Morton's Alabama Bound.
Another thing I’m doing is taking all this
Information and putting It on a time line. If you
put it on a time line you see a pattern and a
logical evolution in a twenty year period,
especially from the 1870s to 1917 period. You
see an evolution from New Orleans vernacular
ragtime. It’s becoming logical if you are willing to
look at It. If not, then you already have some
theory that you’ve decided that Is the way that
It happened.
But even I have changed my mind a lot. I’ve
looked at something and I come to one conclusion
and then found other bits of evidence and come
to another conclusion completely. My theory is
very broad. Jazz is an eclectic music that came
together from all the contributions that all sorts
of people were bringing all sorts of music
together. Consequently that theory doesn’t get
knocked out of the window by any discovery that
you make because it keeps contributing to that.
It gets more diverse every time 1 find something
else. Look at a thing and let’s see how that fits
In!

approximately 1898 to approximately 1901. It
was his aunt and uncle's address and would
have been his second house. He would have
moved In there when he was five years old and
he would have stayed there until he was eleven
years old. His first house was in the same
neighbourhood where Louis Armstrong’s second
house was. Jelly was bom in a house in the
raunchy area around Perdido Street, where The
City Hall complex Is now. He ended up going into
7th Ward.
JL: I believe that you have an interest in New
Orleans houses?
JS: Yea, that’s what I do to actually make
money. I restore old houses and fight for the
preservation of the houses and jazz-landmarks
as well as other landmarks. I’ve been doing that
for a long time.
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JL: You happened to mention that you own Jelly
Roll Morton’s house. Can you tell me about it?
Orpheum Theatre
We have a landmark
save The Orpheum
Theatre. Of course
both, but we’re also
were great theatres too.
JS: Yes, on the comer of Frenchman and
Robertson Street and his family lived there from

process and we fought to
Theatre and The Seamger
jazz musicians played at
saving them because they

JL: Are you popular with the politicians?
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JS: A few of them but not necessarily all of them,
we get Into a lot of fights.
JL: So what d’you do when you manage to save a
house like that? Do you oollect money to get
others restored?
JS: Sometimes. We are tiying to save several
buildings right now that are endangered: Two
Black Elks’ lodges. Golden Gate Lodge in Algiers
across the river and Capital Lodge up on
Harmony Street that was previously the second
location of The Bulls’ Club. King Oliver’s band
was one of the bands that played there. We are
trying to save those two and we are also tiying
to save The Halfway House where Halfway
House Orchestra played. Abbie Brunies was the
director, Rappolo and Arodln, Chink Martin were
four of the famous people that played there. The
oldest benevolent society in the City; firemens’
Chairmen and Benevolent Society from 18331833, quite old, maybe they were the first ones.
One of the benefactors gave them some land and
they made a cemetery and burying ground. They
have a lot of land and a lot of property out there
on Canal Street, two cemeteries, Cyprus Groove
and Greenwich Cemetery. Halfway House is on a
triangular piece of land behind Cyprus Grove
Cemetery. It recently caught fire and the city
wanted to demolish it and our group have been
fighting them.
I'm in the Board of the New Orleans Restoration
Society and we’ve made an offer to lease it and
restore the building, turning it into a catering
hall for parties. They don’t seem to be that
interested in doing anything, but the public
opinion is In favour and we also have a new City
Counsellor who is in our favour of our work. (The
previous one was against it). He removed the
landmark status so we could to go to the Housing
Conservation Board and we won. Then we went
back to the Housing Conservation Board and
they delayed it, so we went back to the City
Counsellor again! Our group has offered to buy

the entire trank of land and redevelop it.
I’m also in another group working on the 400
block of South Rampant Street which I have been
working on for a long time which has four
buildings, three of which were were associated
with Louis Armstrong. On the comer of Perdido
and South Rampart is where he got arrested
when he was a kid. It started off as Jake
Itzkovloh’s pawn shop at the bottom floor and
then it became the Eagle Saloon and became the
hangout for the members of Buddy Bolden’s
band after Bolden quit. Everybody thought that
the saloon was named after the band but the
band was actually named after the saloon and
the saloon was named after the pawn shop.
That’s on the first floor - a pawn shop and then
a saloon. On the third floor was the Masonic and
Odd fellows’ Ballroom where various musicians
played. Buddy Bolden, Piron and, I think,
Armstrong played there. A few blocks from there
was The Irqouis Theater where Louis Armstrong
also played. He did a talent show there by
pouring flour over his head and acting in whiteface. Lynn Abbott and I wrote an article on it in
The Jazz Archivist about the Iroquois Theatre.
Down the street from there is the Kamofsy store
where Louis worked on the Junk wagon and with
the coal cart along Canal Street.
Also down from there is the Little Jim Saloon,
which was run by frank Duroux who also ran
the Eagle Saloon. Little Jim on one comer and
Eagle on the other. We don’t know what went on
in Little Jim because it’s a little older than the
Eagle. If you go back that far you don’t get many
recollections except from some of the really old
people. We haven’t been able to pin down exactly
what went on at Little Jim Saloon. It became
David Pellet’s(?) Pawn Shop for a while and a
musicians’ spot. After Pellet’s Pawn Shop it
beoame Pete’s Blue Heaven with a bar again,
that’s where the Zulu funeral parade started.

So, each one of these four buildings magically
has some jazz associations and we are trying to
preserve that whole block.
You keep finding more. The Halfway House
Orchestra wasn’t the only band that played at
The Halfway House. Piron’s Band played there
and George McCullum, the virtuoso black
cometlst. It was called a “string band” then
because it was mostly strings.
Most of the locations in
alternating policy of black
bands, some of them even
same day for a different set,
aren’t either all white or all
jazz landmarks.

New Orleans had
bands and white
alternating on the
so most landmarks
black, they’re just

Those are some of the things we are fighting to
save and I’m sure there will be many other ones.
JT: Once you have managed
what’s going to happen to them?

to

save

them,

JS: Well, a group of combined social aid and
pleasure clubs wants to use the Elks Todge in
Algiers and the Boat(?) dub up on Harmony,
they want to use that. The Halfway House people
want to use it for a catering business for parties
and dancing. The place on North Rampart Street
will be used for various kind of things, maybe
they’ll restore the two saloons with a piano
player. It’ll create a whole block just as Louis
would have seen it.
The jazz musicians’ houses will be kept as a
house. We put a plaque on Armand Piron’s house
recently and we’re putting one on Nick
LaRocca’s house, Emmett Hardy's house, Jelly
Roll Morton’s house and, I think, Lorenzo Tio’s
house and Jack Laine’s house. We’re also putting
a plaque on Italian Union Hall on Esplanade
Avenue where the Jones-Collins Astoria Hot
Eight recorded there with Sidney Arodin in the
first racially integrated recording session. There

were two wonderful Italian bands: The Roma
Band and the Contessa EnteMna Society, one of
which
was
Sicilian-Sicilian
Italian-Americans
and the other one was Albanian-Siellian ItalianAmericans. You could only belong to one as they
were rival groups. They both rehearsed and
worked at The Italian Union Hall. The New
Orleans Rhythm Kings made them triumphant
return concert, or dance, at The Italian Hall
when they came back to New Orleans. At one
point the dancers stopped dancing and started
listening to the band because the Rhythm Kings
were playing so good. That was such an
incredible band. It was supposed to be one of the
few Instances where New Orleans people were so
in awe of a band that they stopped dancing. Now
it's been converted to condominiums now, mostly
private.
So the main thing is to get the buildings saved
and hopefully used for what they were used for.
If it was a house where mimic was played,
maybe you can still have music played there,
but you are not going to have live music in every
place where you once had live music. That’s
never going to happen. So the main emphasis is
just to save the buildings so that people can go
and look at it and because, as I told you, live
music hasn’t been doing to well in New Orleans
since about 1910 so we can’t expect to have live
music everywhere. All those places that had live
music, even at their peak, were’nt necessarily
having musfc all at the same time. I think we
have identified 1300 places in New Orleans
where live music or jazz, or Its immediate
predecessor music was played. Of those 1300 we
think some of them were the same place under
different names. So by the time you go and find
the places, we think that is going to be only
several hundred, maybe 400 or 800 places left.
A lot! You can never have live music in that
many places and the current owner does’nt
necessarily want have live music. A lot of the
places that would have been dancehalls are now
something totally different. Halls from the

benevolent societies, halls from the social aid
and pleasure clubs and the marching societies.
White people call their places benevolent society
organizations or “marching societies", black
people call theirs benevolent society groups
“social aid and pleasure clubs". They are pretty
much the same. The Jefferson City Buzzards and
Zulu both started out as benevolent societies.
(Benevolent societies have been replaced by
insurance companies by and large.) They have
both become carnival organisations now. They
are two of the oldest that are still around that
have that kind of function. The Buzzards from
the 1890s to 1907 or something like that,
maybe 1903, I can’t remember. A lot of those
halls
are
now
churches,
small
churches.
Especially in the black neighbourhoods and in
the white neighbourhoods that have beoome
black neighbourhoods. A lot of these halls are
churches and they are not going to want jazz
bands and live music In those. You want to make
sure that they don’t mess them up. Some of them
have been horrendously messed up. Some
Baptist church took over Jeune Amis Hall on
Robertson Street, it had been Equity Hall before
that, and they pulled down a nice Italianlte
gallery and put a brick facing on and tried to
make it look like a brick church and it looks just
horrible! So, hopefully you want to keep the
people from ruining them. Where you can’t find
the original you have to adapt and preserve the
character of the building and not destroy it.

You got a feeling for what they must have been
like. Parts of the buildings were in very good
condition, other parts were In terrible condition,
you could see right through the walls.
So, now the Jefferson City Buzzards have a hall.
They say that the hall is too small to
economically have a band playing there and
they even have one of those old raised band
stands that you walk in through the door and
the band stand Is over there and the band would
be up in the air and they want to close it off and
make it into a closet. I say why? They say, “It’s
fifteen years since we had a band playing here,
it’s too expensive and we can't sell enough
tickets to make up for a band In the small space
that we have. If we have an event with a band
now we have to rent something bigger.”
JL: Does it have to be on Bourbon Street or
similar?
JS: No, it doesn't have to be on Bourbon Street,
but it has to be a bigger hall than their hall
which is the same size as all the halls like the
Masonic Hall. All those places were the same
size, but it’s too small to economically support a
band for dance.
JL: No one today thinks that jazz started In
Storyvllle.
JS: Fortunately!

This year we had an international colloquium. In
the past the topic has been Sidney Bechet, Louis
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, The Caribbean and
The Gulf. This year It was New Orleans Style.
What is New Orleans style? One of the topics
was on the architecture of New Orleans halls the Masonic Hall, benevolent society halls and
social aid and pleasure club halls and marching
society halls with pictures of the inside and
outside. It was interesting to see that some of the
outside was still nice, sometimes the Inside was
nice, sometimes not, sometimes both were nice.

JL: We now know better than that and we also
know a lot of jazz was played In Lake
Ponchatrain area. Is there anything left in that
area?
JS: There is nothing left in Mllneberg except for
Lighthouse, which was on the end of the pier. The
Smoky Mary train went from Down Town, out to
Elysian Fields and then to the Lake Shore, which
is now further out into the lake that it was In the
1930s. They it fdled in and pumped out the sand

and made that area. If
you look at the map
there Is a big pier with
the railroad that ran
out on it. Then there
were all these small
piers that went off
from the sides, and
then
even
smaller
piers that went out
from that so we had
this big network. It
was like a spider or something. And they went
all over the place. The end of the big pier was
The Lighthouse. It’s a landmark of the area and
on all the old pictures you see of the camp the
Light House is still there.

really old bridge. It allowed you go from one side
of the bayou to the other it disappeared within
the last ten years or so. But the fort, the actual
Spanish Fort is still there. It looks like a pile of
bricks but it’s still there. At West End the Light
House is still there, it’s still used by The Coast
Guard but they are about to eliminate it and put
a new light house on the other side of Buck Town

JL: How about The West End?

JL: Is it worth going to for a jazz enthusiast?

JS: Only Spanish Fort remains. It did actually
have a little bridge that went across and all of a
sudden it mysteriously disappeared. It was a

JS: There are some actual landmarks. There
was a place that just recently got tom down
called The Bungalow, it was a restaurant and

West End does still have some of the old
restaurants and clubs but the oldest one burned
down. The Lighthouse and maybe some parts of
the other buildings of the West End and then the
park itself where the concerts were held in the
middle, are still there. Buck Town still has a few
old buildings. That’s right across 17th Street
Canal and Jefferson Parish.
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the people wanted to build bigger restaurant.
The bands have played there, but it’s gone. It
was just before you got to West End. If you go out
to Littlewood, there’s still a lot of those camps. A
recent hurricane knocked down all but six of
them. Then there is one batch that's close on the
land because the land goes out a little bit, those
are there. There are about 35 camps out in
Littlewood and similar types of camps there
were in Milneberg.
JL: My final question is that have studied the
neighbourhood where Louis Armstrong lived
when he was young...
JS: You mean when he lived at his second
neighbourhood, that’s the 400 block of South
Rampart which we are preserving in the middle
of that neighbourhood.
When he moved to that neighbourhood from Jane
Alley, he moved about a mile or a half closer into
Downtown. A lot of black people, Italian, Jewish
and Chinese (Chinatown was there) moved into
this neighbourhood at the edge of Central
Business District, about a mile or two of his
house. Everything that was going on there and
he was growing up and there are four walking
tour brochures that show you in an area where
Louis could have walked through as a young
adventuresome teenager.
There are about 90 jazz landmarks left now and
probably when he was alive there were probably
double that many, maybe 300 where jazz or
music he listened to - Chinese music, Italian
music, opera. He was a real musical sponge, I
mean he was the epitome to what Jazz is. He
went out grabbing this and that, borrowing
everything that you could put- into your music,
Louis was very adapt at that. He was going out
and listening to it. He talks about hearing the
white bands in the Rex carnival parades, which
would have been Jack Laine’s band. He talks
about everything - all those places and about
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the composers who ran music stores on Canal
Street. When he was walking down the sidewalk,
he
would
have
heard
all
those
guys
demonstrating the tunes they had just written
and then go In. They were not going to run a
little black boy out who was interested in the
music. They probably thought It was fun that he
was interested.
So music really united everybody in New
Orleans. You had a few people that didn’t do
that, but most everybody stole everything from
everybody
else!
Everybody
was
constantly
stealing stuff, and when it came to publishing,
they stole even the copywrlte stuff. It was
copywrlted by somebody else, but everyone was
constantly borrowing and stealing everything.
They were quick to go to the latest place and
there was a big interchanging of Ideas going on.
In 1910, Louis would have been nine years old
and and almost a teenager just when It was
peaking. He was in the right place in the right
time!
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New Orleans Comes
to New York
by CnAItLES EDWARi SMHTffl

T happened before, of course. It happened twenty-one years ago
when Louis Armstrong and other New Orleanians played a radio
program on a local station. Clarence Williams, friend and song
writing collaborator of the man he calls "Cuz” (Spencer Williams),
arranged the first airings of Now Orleans jazz out of New York and
has yellowed clippings to show for it. They're amusing, now that
jazz is musically recognized and recognized musically by a whole
some majority. They didn’t lace into jazz, as the New Orleans
Times-Picayune had a few years before. Instead, they wero sur
prisingly gratuitous in their praise of it. It was strange, new—
they may havo even used the word savage or primitive—but at
any rate it had something stirring and olectric about it, not because
it was off the beaten track but because it had something to say.
What that something was has been the elusive quarry of jazz
critics from the earliest critics (let’s give them credit for being that
for once, they were there long before you or me or Panassifi), the
writers for a Negro paper, the Chicago Defender, who began saying
their say in 1910 or so, to the yearlings who argue it out on Fred
Robbins’ new radio program. The latter is on wov Now York but
there’s something similar, possibly, in your neighborhood. On Prod's
show, collectors of both sexes argue fast and furiously, not merely
as to musicians but as to what that “something to say” is.
They havo reached an esthetio point that seems almost impos
sible to define (though many will disagree with this). La Roeca
said jazz was “Musical revolution in 4-4 time.” Hie said that when
most of our readers were in knee pants, some in swaddling clothes.
He also said, “We player! from the lxonrt—what wo felt.”
Benny Goodman has made similar statements. Duke Ellington
said, “It’s something you have inside you or you don’t have . . .
in any case that is where all jazz music is.”* So you see, jazz is
not only where you find it but where you feel it, and the province
of “from the heart” statements goes all along the line, from Basin
Street to 52ud Street. There are, of course, measurements, esthe
tic qualifications and the like, but then some simple statement
such as “He drove down tho blues,” tolls ono much more than reams
of theoretical writing. That comes later, merely to confirm the sim
plicity of what has been said before. And we may
find a parallel’ in jazz development where the fine
spun, sometimos abstract, hot choruses of today
have found a more abstruse vocabulary for what
New Orleans musicians had said so simply and, to
many of us, so beautifully.
While Bunk was coming out of tho rico fields,
gotting his teeth repaired and a new trumpet to
to blow on, he became somewhat of a legend in jazz.
Legends are hard to defend. Who can say—unless
ono believes in tho witnesses at hand—how Buddy
Bolden played? But with Bunk the legend came to
life. Tho San Francisco Museum sponsored a con
cert, Orson Welles broadcast him on a Woat Coast
network, staid Boston found him a hall and finally
ho came to New York, to a hall named for the man
who had once had a plantation there—2nd Ave
nue’s Stuyvesant Casino. Now'you could both see
and hear the legond, the dignified dark face topped
with white hah’, the bright youthful eyes and the
glint in them as his trumpet rose for a chorus. New
Orleans, once more, had come to Now York.
At the band’s opening (mentioned in a previous
article in which the pianist,. Purnell, was unwit
tingly confused with “Slow Drag,” tho bass player)
there was no dancing. To somo of tho customers this
may have been due to the strangeness of tho music.
Not the boat, which is always there when Baby
Dodds is on drums, but tho somewhat polyphonic
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nature of Now Orleans jazz itself. “Get off my part!” Willy Cornish
of the old Buddy Bolden baud told the writer before Ms death, was
an admonition that hit somewhere between harmony and counter
point but was closer to the latter. Then there was also the tonal
structure of tMs type of jazz, a little off the beaten diatonic track.
Bunk and his boys brought all of that to New York, with the help
of Eugeno Williams and William Russell.
This event set up a new marker for jazz. New Orleans had had
it. CMcago had had it. Now it actually seemed that the muchmaligned town of New Amsterdam had come into its own. It had
had many momentous milestones, as Wilder Hobson and a few
other critics had noted, but it waited until 1945 to become tho
busiest jazz town of tho country—from way downtown in Green
wich Village to the 52nd Street bistros, you could hear just about
any type of jazz you wanted. Eddio Condon gave concerts featur
ing Sullivan, Ray McKinloy, the lanky and lovable Pee Wee
Russell and other oxpononts of improvised jazz. Blue Note spon
sored concerts, and the Newspaper Guild at their annual press ball
had both the Condon mob and Duke Ellington. (The two mobs
got along swell, wliich should provo a moral to all jazz critics.)
At tho Garden, that night of tho Press Ball, there was dancing
and it was very similar to that which happened onco the Bunk
Johnson band and its audience had become acclimated and ac
quainted. Probably at the opening night at Stuyvesant Casino,
tho phenomenon of no dancing was because New York jazz lis
teners had come for tho first time to hear the band in person.
And so, for the sake of our readers, many of whom have not had
the pleasure of seeing a floor crowded with people who found it
easy and natural to jitterbug to a New Orleans band—hero is the
line-up. Willie Bunk Johnson, leader and comet (now trumpet),
born 1879; Abide Louis Pavageau “Slow Drag,” bass player, born
1888; Jim Robinson, Santa Claus’ gift to his mama and papa,"
December 25, 1892; Lawrence Marrero, banjo, 1900; Warren Baby
Dodds, dnuns, 1896; George Lewis, clarinet, 1900; and. finally,
pianist Alton Purnell, about thirty-four years old.
This covers a lot of territory in time and experience, yet few of

•From Panajfifi’s forthcoming book, as yet untitled for American publication
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the men have left New Orleans tor any length of time. Baby Dodds,
Bunk and Jim Robinson are exceptions, but none of them except
Baby was known to jazzfans until their' discovery a few yearn ago.
Most of the musicians had worked at other trades to make a living,
but had continued to play music intermittently for money and al
ways for their own enjoyment.
When lie wasn’t working ns a plasterer-insulator, Slow Drag
took his three-string bass—“Little bass”—to the halls of New
Orleans where stomps and blues were played, and to the bayou
country, where Creole gives way to Cajun, and couple-dancing
gives way to the quadrille, conjuring up memories of the French

occupation with its polka, mazurka, minuet, sehottische and waltz.
Pavageau (as one might expect) talks Creole, and his English
has a trace of accent in it. Elis father was bom in Franco, and he
himself ili a section of New Orleans where French goes into dialects,
street songs and the art of playing the string bass. Alcide started
out with a toy instrument, as so many New Orleanians have done.
He followed the funerals in the now jazz-famous “second line" of
kids who played on toy instruments or acted as “baud boys" to
their elders. Aleide—or Slow Drag—gives the appearance of one
who is slightly stoop-shouldered, as though leaning over a bass
had given him an occupational stance (Continued on page W,)
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The "Georgia Peach ” is one of the most
dashing and daring hall players of all
time. Ty scored an all-time high in 24
years of major league play for the most
runs—2,244t the most bits—4,191; and
the most bases stolen—892/ with a
batting a rerage of 367- Today—17
years after his retirement, nearly 35
of his record marks still stand.
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like a cowhand’s bowlegs! llis
features
are
somewhat
French,
his eyes, dark and sometimes sad
in expression, are topped with
thick eyebrows and above them
a lined forehead and a shock of
greying hair.
The musicians, in fact, offer a
cross-section of New Orleans—
the Creole Negro Section and the
Rampart Street part of town that
extends to what is known as the
Garden District. This is quito
natural, for New Orleans was a
melting pot long before most
American cities. Baby Dodds has
a warm, slightly chubby face with
humorous eyes. Jim Robinson has
somewhat Indian-like cheekbones.
Marrero, one of a distinguished
family of jazz musicians, is short,
stocky;
Purnell youngish-looking,
with a lialf-smilo on Ins face; and
George Lewis, the clarinetist, a
slight, dark faee, features of an
El Greco and eyes that are at
once soft and sophisticated. Some
dark and others not so dark, all
typically New Orleanian.
George Lewis played fifo wlion
he was seven or eight years old,
learned clarinet at fourteen. This
also is typical of New Orleans
music, where they can still get
up a hundred or so bands on
Mardi Gras day, ranging from
kids fresh out of kindergarten to
old-timers like Bunk. At seven
teen George played with the
Black Eagle band at Mandeville, Louisiana, then got his first
big jazz broak replacing Ed Hall
with Buddy Polilc's Black & Tan
Band. This was what they called
a “Field Band.” They shifted
from dance to parade engage
ments and on the latter used two
drums and usually four or five
fifes. From there on, the roster
of bands George worked with
was impressive, even though he
seldom got out of town—Kid
Rena, Red Allen (who's playing
beautiful trumpet as this goes to
press on 52nd Street, New York),
Punch Miller, Guy Kelly and Leo
Collins—all fine jazzmen though
not all of them widely known.
Jim Robinson, whose fine gutty
trombono backs up the smooth
and beautifully articulated trum
pet of Bunk and tho lyric clarinet
of Lewis, began his musical career
as guitarist. While with the Army
in Fiance in 1917, he was per
suaded to shift to trombone—a
change that was welcome in the
land of jazz, lie was in Chicago
when jazz was booming there,
and toured the South and South
west with tho Sam Morgan band
on an excursion train.
Of the others in the band, Al
ton Purnell was given part of his
musical education by Steve Lew
is, whom most of our readers
won’t know. Steve was a Negro
piano
player,
contemporary
of
the late Jelly Roll Morton, whose
style was distinguished by his
use of chords. He used solid
chords much more than Jelly, and
one suspects, from the evidence
at hand, one of his own inspira-

tions may have been Tony Jackson. That, obviously, has been a
good start for Purnell since it
tics in three of the greatest New
Orleans pianists.
During the past decade or so
Baby Dodds has, as he put it,
"been jobbin' around Chicago.”
He had buildings to look after in
that city and many people were
surprised ho went back into music
so actively. “It’s still iu the
blood,” Baby explains. “I couldn’t
do without it.” He is—as most
critics agree—one of the great
jazz drummers of all time, smooth
on tempo and in his uso of traps
employs an expert knowledge of
dynamics,
matching
his
drums
to the mood, from tho easy flow
of an accompaniment to the ton
ally compelling use of traps sug
gesting melodic African drums.
But the main thing with traps is
to back up tho band. “It’s very
essential,”
Baby
explains.
“It’s
the uplift of the band—it’s like
the key to your door.”
Tho tunes played by Bunk
Johnson’s New Orleans band are
representative of the music of
that lovely city. Maryland, My
Maryland is a inarch that’s also
played for dances, but even when
it’s played as a march people
seem to dance to it—as they do
to the Brazilian marchas, for
example. I Wish / Could Shimmy
is played as an old-time break
number and Red River Valley is
a funeral march (rather gay, so
it may have been on the way back
from the graveyard) that became

Wc Will Walk Through the Streets
of the City. When Bunk heal'd
that that had been a folk song of
the Mohawk Valley (Now York)
as well as of several Red River
Valleys, he was reluctant to be
lieve it. “No,” ho said, “it’s an
old-time hymn... I used to hear
it when I was a boy.”
Music is how you hear it and
what you hear. If you're out of
the teri'itory of this kind, you
might like to know about records.
Decca will—possibly, by the tune
this is in print—bring out four
titles
by
the
band
described
above. These are all numbers
typical of the baud’s work, even
including tlie pop tune, You Al
ways Hurt, elc. Other numbers
are Tishimingo Blues, Alexan
der’s Ragtime Band, and Mary
land, My Maryland. Some very
excellent sides by Bunk’s band,
with slightly different setup, were
recorded by William Russell iu
New Orleans and pressed on
Vinylite. For list, write Russell
at 617 Means Avenue, Pitts
burgh 2, Pennsylvania. For com
plete listing of previous Bunk
Johnson recordings you are refer
red very enthusiastically to Orin
Blaekstone’s Index to Jazz, an
excellent rcfcrenco work for col
lectors. It’s published by The
Record Changer, Fairfax, Vir
ginia, and the Johnson data is in
Volume II. An excellent Baby
Dodds resume is in Esquire’s
1945 Jazz Book. 1H-

Chicago, October 15, 1945

Right: Down Beat article of October 15,1945
Below Is the full version of an article that was
syndicated to newspapers in and around NewYork
by the Associated Negro Press - a Chicago-based
organisation that promoted black-interest stories.
The article was probably written by Ralph Gleason
mid sent to the Associated Negro Press by Bill
Russell, who had established a good relationship
with the black press across America. This article
was often edited down to two or three paragraphs
by some newspapers, but still appeared in one
form or another during September 1945 when the
band was about to open in New York.

FORGOTTEN MAN OF JAZZ
BRINGS BAND TO N.Y. FOR
LONG RON
NEW YORK - (ANP) - Bunk Johnson, 66 year-old famous
New Orleans trumpeter and one of the forgotten men of jazz,
brought his own band from New Orleans, birth-place of jazz,
to the Stuyvesant Casino Sept. 28 for an indefinite
engagement.
The band will play for dancing Tuesday thru Friday
nights, 8.00 to 12.30 and on Sunday afternoon, from 2.00 to
5.00 pm. under the sponsorship of Gene Williams, Decca
executive and jazz writer, and William Russell, of American
Music records.
Personnel of the band will be substantially the same
as the one Bunk used on his classic American Music records
last year: Bunk, trumpet; George Lewis, clarinet; Jim
Robinson, trombone; Alton Purnell, piano; Lawrence
Marrero, guitar and banjo; Slow Drag, bass; and Baby Dodds,
drums. All the men are veteran New Orleans musicians and
this is their first trip to New York. Purnell, in his late 30s, is
the youngest man in the band!
This is the first time an all New Orleans band has
played in a New York nightspot since the Original Dixieland
Jazz band opened at Reisenwebers in 1918 and it is the first
time a colored New Orleans band has been in New York since
before World War I when Freddie Keppard brought his
Original Creole band north for a brief stay.
Bunk, called by critic Virgil Thompson, “an artist of
delicate imagination,” was discovered six years ago in the
rice fields of Louisiana, forgotten by the music he had helped
to start. Jazz collectors contributed a trumpet and a new set of
teeth for Bunk, and he has made a sensational comeback,
appearing in concerts in San Francisco, over the air and
recording for World Transcriptions, Blue Note, American
Music, Jazzman and Jazz Information. His early records for
Jazzman, made in 1942, are already collectors’ items, selling
for more than triple their original price.

Bunk Johnson's
Band Recreate
A Storyville
New York—“Lady, how did you
like my playin’?”
"Fine, ’ responded the lady.
“Hmmm, you are right. I am
the greatest trumpet player in
the whole worldf” said Bunk
Johnson.
The old man was high—with
enthusiasm —• and there was
something
electric,
or
maybe
atomic, in his joy; something
that spread all through the dis
tinctly
un-plush
Stuyvesant
Casino; something that made you
almost ready to agree with him.
Probably it was an amalgam of
nostalgia and solid beat that
made it so. Few if any of the
nearly 500 who stomped their feet
in the Second avenue hall could
have known Storyville and South
Rampart Street and Lake Ponchartrain at first hand. But the
great legend built up through the
years must have given Bunk’s
opening night in Manhattan an
added lustre.
Biiby Dotlcls Great

It was New Orleans stuff, right
from the feed box. And the band
was just the kind to give the 65year-old cometist solid support
even to cover him when the old
horn refused to respond as it once
must have. Baby Dodds particu
larly was in great form on the
skins and the rest of the rhythm
section — Alton Purnell, piano;
Lawrence
Marrero,
banjo;
and
Alcide
(Slow Drag)
Pavageau
bass, kept pace. George Lewis
clary and Jim Robinson s tailgate
were in the mood, too.
Among
the
musicians
who
turned out on opening night to
pay homage to the old-timers
were Max Kaminsky, Pee Wee
Russell, Eddie Condon, George
Wettling
and
Peanuts
Hucko.
Among the members of the press
who turned out were — but,
shecks, let ’em print their names
in their own papers.
Continue Through Month

At writing, the Bunk Johnson
dances were expected to continue
through October on a Tuesday
through Friday night basis with
special sessions on Sunday after
noons, at Stuyvesant Casino, 140
Second avenue.
Those
who
like
Dixieland
should be knocked out by their
When the Saints Go Marching In.
But don’t go requesting Polo
naise.
—rod
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We Shall Walk Through The Streets oi the City
by Frederic Ramsey Jnr.

It would take a Bamum barker to do justice

to what one dollar (only the tenth part of a
sawbuck) buys at an East Side dance hall in
New York known as the Stuyvesant Casino.
And although there are not any pitchmen to
shout for “the Eighth Wonder of the Modem
World, Bunk Johnson and his New Orleans
Band," nor gaudy canvas posters, nor redand-gilt wagons, the carnival flavour is there
just the same. And so are the eager faces.
The opening night was one of those
typical, late summer evenings that should be
cool but are insufferably hot. The seven men in
the band kicked off promptly at 8.30; by 8.31,
they were playing off with a fire which most
bands reserve for the late-hour requests. The
doors were open and simmering waves of hot
jazz from New Orleans surged across Second
Avenue in the vicinity of the Casino. The
Weather Bureau’s timid “wanner this evening”
was understatement.
The Casino is a rambling, oldfashioned dance hall not far from sedate St.
Mark’s-of-the-Bouwerie, the old-world church
in whose cemetery Peter Stuyvesant lies
buried. Like a tight-curled prostitute of an age
beyond uncertainty, the casino has taken its
last stand on the avenue. In the protective
shadow of the dignified church, it is now
swaggering through its latter days in blowsy
dignity.
The large dance hall on the second
floor is high-ceilinged, with a mezzanine
balcony.
The
walls
are
a
flamboyant
chartreuse, with a simulated wood dado
painted up to chestlevel. An ornate crystal
chandelier hangs from the ceiling. Next to the
chandelier is a mirrored globe of the style and
period of the globe which turned over the
dance floor of the Lincoln Gardens in Chicago.
When a spotlight was directed to the globe’s
surface, its thousands of tiny mirrors threw
bright buttons of light on the dancers below.

The band sits on a raised platform
which shakes with the rhythm of their music.
Four music stands are placed in a row in front
of the band, and are used exclusively as a rest
for cigarette butts.
When they play. Bunk stomps twice on
the floor to give the beat. The piano picks up
the melody and is followed by the rhythm
section. Bunk usually plays the lead while
Lewis and Robinson play in and around his
part. Bunk in action is a formidable player. Elis
style is not that of Oliver, nor Keppard, nor
Collins. It is most like Armstrong’s, but
perhaps that is getting the order mixed up.
There is no doubt that Bunk’s is the most
subtle of all. The trick of listening to Bunk is
to realise, as one musician put it, that “he
plays like he was missing all the time.” Bunk
hesitates before coming in on the beat, and by
the time he’s “driven it down," an element of
suspense
has
been
created.
Superficial
listeners say he’s missing, but this is a trick
which is a part of Bunk's playing. To miss it is
to miss his intent.
Bunk shifts easily from lead to support
in the quickly moving patterns woven by the
band. His solos, often played very low, are most
remarkable of all. They show a degree of
melodic invention which places him in the
lonely genius class of jazz improvisers. They are
so direct that they sound easy. Yet they possess
that high degree of art whose achievement is
always expressed in classic simplicity. Bunk
never blasts—his most beautiful expressions
are created at medium volume.
Bunk plays a variation on “High
Society” which is incredible for subtlety and
musical perfection. On slow blues, like “See
See Rider,” he “drives down” more on the
rhythm each note is percussion as well as
part of a melodic line. Here his tone is broad
and powerful, and can easily be heard over a
roomful of shuffling feet. He leads stomps like

“Willie the Weeper” with flash and fire. For
parade numbers like "Moose March" and
"Maryland, My Maryland," he gives out enough
sparkle and lift to pace the band right through
up the golden streets of the Eternal City.
Bunk’s sensitivity and imagination are
such that he adapts his playing to each
selection. Any thorough analysis of his style
would have to investigate his forty or fifty
different ways of playing. A simpler way to
describe Bunk's music is to shake your head
and remark, as did Miff Mole when he heard
Bunk, “The old man sure knows his way
alound.”
Jim Robinson, the trombone in the
band, sits at Bunk’s right. He usually holds
back during the early part of an evening, taking
very few solos. He goes along with Bunk,
furnishing a rich counterpoint and a con
stantly varied background. Occasionally they
play a “response” duet together, with Bunk
tossing a phrase at Robinson, and getting it
right back from the bell of that long slide-horn.
The mouthpiece of Jim’s trombone looks like a
special job. It resembles a bar tender’s conical
jigger-glass measure of stainless steel more
than the lip-end of a piece of musical
plumbing. He uses no mute whatsoever, but
produces shattering tonal effects by cupping
his hand in the bell of the trombone, or
spreading it wide across the mouth.
More than any of the others who play
melody instruments, Jim "talks” with his
trombone. Sometimes he growls—sometimes
he yells—then he makes a short speech, or
converses with George Lewis’s clarinet. Jim
also slips and slides with ease in and out of
earthy tailgate runs. When he does take a solo,
he stands up and blows out full, round
phrases modified by mute inflections that are
subtle and forceful at the same time. His tone
is broad and brassy. His phrasing is direct,
and his straightforward ideas are expressed
with great economy.
On Bunk’s left, George Lewis sits and
plays a clarinet. The temptation is to say that
he plays like Johnny Dodds, or Noone, or
Simeon, just as it is a temptation to state that
Bunk reminds one of Armstrong, or Robinson
of Ory. But that is not fair to anyone. Actually,
George has a style of his own, like Bunk and
Jim Robinson. Although it has the stamp of
New Orleans, the common denominator which
links all these men, it is nevertheless clarinet
by George Lewis, and George alone. In
ensemble,
it
is
restrained
but
audible
throughout; in blues, it is slow-moving, gentle

and sad. In marches, the treble notes slash
through the pattern woven by the band like
brilliant flickerings of colour in a rich tapestry.
In lower register, it is mellow and woody.
This broad, full tone in the low register
is a characteristic of New Orleans clarinet
playing; Dodds and Noone had it, and so docs
Omer Simeon. It is all the more remarkable for
the ease with which players like Lewis can
shift from its broad inflections to the clear,
piercing treble. This makes possible execution
of such difficult passages as the classic "High
Society” chorus, which Lewis plays with the
perfection of a master. George blends excellent
tonal quality and control with exciting melodic
invention. And like everyone else in this
remarkable band, he combines inspired solos
with neatly integrated ensemble backing.
The rhythm section consists of Alcide
Slow Drag Pavageau, bass; Lawrence Marrero,
banjo; Baby Dodds, drums. Alton Purnell, a
comparative
unknown
who
plays
piano,
surprises everyone who hears him for the first
time. No one bothers to argue whether a piano
belongs in a New Orleans band or not, because
Purnell is a demonstrably good part of the
band. He takes very few solos, but when he
does, he knits them together closely, playing
few notes and paying strict attention to
breaks. He is more like Joseph Robichaux,
who played with the Jones-Collins Astoria Hot
Eight, than anyone else on record. Purnell has
played dates with Robichaux, and admits
liking the pianist of the Hot Eight recording
session. Incidentally, it was Alton’s brother
Theodore who played alto sax on the Victor
records that were cut in New Orleans in 7929
and re-issued as Bluebirds 8168 and 10952.
Slow Drag plucks his bass to produce a
full, insistent tone. The section could not go
without him. Over the solid foundation laid
down by the string-bass, Marrero’s banjo clips
out a sharp, bouncy punch. The two blend like
tangy Juice mixed with mellow rum.
Seated in the rhythm section between
Slow Drag and Marrero, Baby Dodds keeps it
all together. When Baby sits down to play his
drums, he should be placed on a throne built
of solid gold, with red plush trimmings. At his
side, beautiful, angelic, winged handmaidens
should come and go in response to his royal
requests. As it is, any old folding chair from
the hall is good enough for Baby.
This drummer in action is the greatest
thing I have ever seen or heard in jazz. Dodds
never misses a nuance of tone or a shade of
rhythln. His outfit consists of a big bass drum,

a tom-tom, and two other drums graduated in
size. On the bass-drum, he’s fixed up two
cymbals. Unlike most drummers who depend
on the mechanised high-hat cymbal, Baby hits
his by hand, using either the thin or butt end
of his sticks. Also mounted on the bass-drum
are a woodlock, a ratchet, and a small "timtim” cymbal. The “tim-tim,” a small metallic
disc not over three inches in diameter, is often
used by Spanish dancers, and occurs in
Oriental music as well. Completing the tally of
royal trappings is the set of four cowbells held
over from the days when his majesty drummed
in King Oliver's historic Creole Jazz Band. The
bells were especially designed for sacred cows.
With this combination. Baby sits and
drums. And when he drums, he shakes, as it
says in “Sister Kate," "just like jelly on the
plate.” There is not an ounce of Baby’s
plentiful poundage that does not move. He is
all over those drums at once; he beats the big
ones hard when the band is playing a loud
ensemble, then softens down on the smaller
drums behind a solo, in marches, he works up
furious rolls on the snares, while he saves up
an alternating pattern of large-to-small-andback-to-large again for his complex breaks.
George Lewis likes cymbals behind his solos,
so it is cymbals for George, although Baby
himself prefers a softer backing for a clarinet.
Dodds also likes to play tunes on the rims of
his drums; and he does play them, hitting
tones with wood on wood to build a melodic
line. For further variations, he hits the
woodblock, taps his “tim-tim,” or nicks the
cowbells on the path he is beating between the
woodblock and the small drums. And all the
while, he is shaking back and forth, back and
forth, while his right foot keeps up that steady,
staccato beat on the big bass-drum. Throwing
the sticks up in the air is old stuff with him,
and he does it with verve. The whole band is
livened by his work.
In action, the band is unbelievable. The
general feeling on their night at the Stuyvesant
Casino was that this sort of thing just could
not be true. A part of it was due to Bunk. 1
overheard it said in the crowd, “A man just
can’t play that much trumpet when he’s sixtysix years old!” But if that is the rule, Bunk is
the exception. The rest of the wonderment on
bemused faces of the opening-night audience
came from hearing a real New Orleans band,
playing together as a unit, in New York!
There never has been such ensemble
playing, such brilliant solo work, all going at
once, in New York jam sessions. Someone else

remarked, “Well, now I see what these other
guys have been trying to do all the time!" The
crowd, incidentally, looked like a Who’s Who of
jazz afflclonados. I spotted Bill Russell,
Charles Edward Smith, Alfred Lyon, Francis
Wolfe, Gene Williams, Jim Moynahan, Phil
Featheringell, Bob Reynolds, Garlton Brown,
Rudi Blesh, Milt Gabler, Rod Reed, Jack
Crystal, Charles Payne Rogers, Moe Asch,
Ahmet Ertegun, Ralph Gleason and Bill Riddle
in the line-up of writers, record company
scouts,
and
collectors.
Jazzmen
George
Wettling, Max Kaminsky, Ed Condon, Pee Wee
Russell and Miff Mole were on hand.
During the first week of Bunk’s
engagement, the Victorian casino served as
meeting place for countless newspaper, book
and
magazine
editors
and
writers.
Publications represented were Time, Life,
Vogue, Glamour, Harper's Bazaar, View, Down
Beat, Jazzways, PM, New York Times, Esquire
and The New Yorker.
The “professionals” and "experts” were
so casually blended with the rest of the crowd,
however, that they made up a sort of invisible
minority in the general enthusiasm of a large
and more general audience. It was a
cosmopolitan crowd, ranging from paintcrsj
dancers and sculptors all the way through
medical students, plumbers mid steam fitters,
to the casual sailors who dropped in for a
drink, a dance and a pick-up.
For
this
patch-quilt
crowd,
Bunk
Johnson and his Band displayed a repertoire
that had something for everyone. For the
jitterbugs and high school kids, they played
the latest hit tunes, like “Rum and Coca Cola,”
“Bell Bottom Trousers,” and "Sentimental
Journey.” On request from anyone, they ran
through popular jazz classics like “The Sheik
of Araby,” “Darktown Strutters,” “My Blue
Heaven," "Marie,” "Lady, Be Good,” "Chinatown,"
“Shine,” and “I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love.” They also reached into the closet and
dusted up old, forgotten ones like “I Can’t
Escape From You," “There’s Yes Yes in Your
Eyes,” and a sign-off frequently used by tavern
bands, "Till We Meet Again.”
The rest was an earthy selection of
blues, stomps, joys, rags and nlarches. “High
Society,” “Moose March,” and "Maryland, My
Maryland” were marches that kept a lilting
parade spirit going throughout every evening.
Rags and stomps like “Thriller Rag,” "Dusty
Rag,” “Tiger Rag," and “Willie the Weeper” were
rendered with spirited rhythmic background
from Baby Dodds; they also played traditional

New Orleans tunes like “Sister Kate,” “Muskrat
Ramble," and “Milneburg Joys.” Blues were
represented with “St. Louis Blues,” “Baby,
Won’t You Please Come Home,” “Lowdown
Blues,” “Careless Love,” “Drafted Blues” (held
over from World War I), “Bunk's Blues" and
“Burgundy Street Blues.” Spirituals rounded
out the diversified programme — “Down By the
Riverside,” “When the Saints Go Marching In,”
and “We Shall Walk Through the Streets of the
City," were rendered with feeling.
And if playing palled on the boys in the
band, they rang in a little of the well-known
New Orleans
hokum. In their language
“hokum" means a joke, a gagj with an eye to
catching immediate attention of the audience.
On their first night, they were halfway through
the evening when Baby Dodds ran off a terrific
roll on his snare, beat his bass with a
resounding boom, and knocked a couple of biff
shots on the smaller drums. By this time
everyone was expecting something tremen
dous to happen. Bunk rose from his chair.
"Don’t mind us,” he remarked, while a
sly grin spread across his face, “we don’t know
what we’re doing!” He sat down. Then the
other members of the band put down their
instruments and walked off the stand. It was
the end of the set—not the super-finale
everyone expected.

Walking Though the Streets
Bunk and Baby Dodds are the only two men
who have ever visited a large northern city
before. George Lewis, the clarinet player, was
absolutely astounded by what he saw the first
day when walking through the streets of the
city. "It’s really just the way it is in the
movies,” he remarked, "it’s wonderful- bright
lights, and all those tall buildings!”
Tall buildings, fast traffic, square
blocks and bright lights—these are new to
anyone from New Orleans. With so much that
is strange around them, the men stick
together, just as the first jazzmen to reach
Chicago from New Orleans did over twenty-five
years ago. They live in Gene Williams’ roomy,
old-fashioned
railroad
apartment
on
Washington Square South. Here they have
worked out a communed system of living that
could serve as model to more pretentious
social experiments.
By common consent, George Lewis is
official cook—he has a real flair for Creole
cuisine. Bunk and others shar e the marketing.
Their shelves are stocked with ar omatic herbs
and strange brands of packaged goods — all

put up in New Orleans, whence they are
exported for the benefit of gourmets arrd
natives unfortunate enough to be far from the
source of svrpply. There is always something
cooking on the big stove, and George’s off
stage
repertoire
ruris
through
as
many
variations as his solos on clarinet. It runs
through spare-ribs, chitterlings, redbeans and
rice, piquant sauces and full-flavoured soups
right on to basic items of Creole cooking, such
as fabulous crayfish, bisqires, and rich,
luscious gumbos of a thousand varieties.
The men take turns at a barber chair
they have rigged up in the kitchen, trimming
and cutting each other's hair with professional
skill. You have to know a lot of things irr the
music business. When they are not out seeing
the sights of New York, they sit around in the
kitchen playing cards. Bunk likes to whistle
when he concentrates on his cards. Perhaps
that is the way he works out some of those
brilliant solos for his trumpet. It is no mere
coincidence that Bunk’s own way of describing
his initial mastery of the trumpet is to say, “I
got so I could play everything I could whistle.”
Because the stairs to their quarters are
long arrd steep, arrd because Baby Dodds has
to watch his blood pressure, he was offered a
ground-floor room of his own.
“No, thank you,” Baby replied, "I want
to be with the band. That’s my life, living with
them!”
And that is the way they all feel about
it—the band, and the music they make, is
their life. This irr spite of the fact that artists
like Bunk and George Lewis have had to
perform the heaviest sort of manual labour
when music jobs were scarce. Bunk has driven
a truck iir the rice fields, and George Lewis was
employed as a stevedore on the docks at New
Orleans. A little over a year ago, jazz nearly
lost its greatest living clarinetist when a heavy
block from a chain hoist fell on Lewis. He was
incapacitated for weeks. So when one of these
men says, “Music is my life," what he really
means is that over and above the life that he is
forced to sweat out as a truck driver or a dock
worker, music is the one and oly real thing for
which he lives.
There is no sort of sacrifice, no sort of
makeshift, which any of them will not accept
in order to go on making music. This New York
engagement is a bold gamble. So far, there has
been very little material reward for the great
jazz which they have served forth with lavish
profusion from the Stuyvesant Casino stand.
Attendance has been small, due in part to lack

of proper publicity at the start. The ardent Jazz
enthusiasts acting as entrepreneurs seemed to
feel that it was sufficient merely to have
Bunk’s Band in New York. Their failure to
provide proper initial publicity nearly resulted
in a flop jeopardising the future lives of the
musicians.
Now it looks as if the venture will
succeed. Articles on Bunk, the Band, and the
dance hall are beginning to appear in every
sort of publication. The out-of-the-way Casino
is becoming a mecca for New Yorkers and outof-town visitors curious to hear this new kind
of music. As the place begins to fill up, and
tables lining the dance floor become more
numerous and more crowded with paying
customers, the band is responding with new
vigour in its playing. There is a “good time”
feeling in the air.
It is a long stretch from the crowded,
narrow streets of the New Orleans good-time
district of the 189o’s to the streets of New
York, fifty years later. Yet Bunk Johnson has

made it. A root man in the family tree of jazz,
he is now sitting out on its leafy branches and
blowing a mellow horn. His own personal
history parallels that of jazz. It was Bunk who
in knee pants joined Kid Bolden’s band, and
when that band broke up, carried on its
tradition with Frank Dusen in the Eagle Band.
Louis Armstrong has written of Bunk:
“I won't have to say veiy much because the
minute you hear him play you can just picture
me and several others of the youngsters of my
days way back when Bunk Johnson was a very
young man and we were kids ... 1 used to
follow Bunk all over New Orleans when he’d
play in a street Parade or In an Advertisement
Wagon ... or when he played at night down in
the Red Light District.”
When he wrote these words in a letter
to Rudi Blesh, Louis Armstrong probably
never suspected that they were prophetic as
well as historical. For now everyone can follow
Bunk and his boys in their triumphant walk
through the streets of the city.
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Old Bunk Opens in New York
here were plenty of free-lance photographers
setting off flash bulbs and taking pictures from
this, that and the other side of the stand, and from
the top of the upright piano itself. But the
metropolitan press didn’t have a single music critic
in the hall to cover New York’s most important
musical event of several decades - not even one
lowly legman. Not a picture or a line appeared in the
papers the next day to tell the world that on Friday,
September 28, Bunk Johnson and his New Orleans
Band had opened at the Stuyvesant Casino, down
on Second Avenue near Ninth Street.
The obscurity enveloping the band’s arrival
is not to be wondered at, however. Only the luckiest
fluke of jazz history brought Old Bunk and his six
ripe men to town; it was as if, through some sort of
black magic, a combo of anonymous twelfth-century
troubadours was suddenly called to life again,
plopped down in the heart of New York and told to
do their stuff. Until quite recently, Jim Robinson,
George Lewis and most of the others were unknown
outside of New Orleans, although they had been
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playing jazz for forty years, on the average, and
were in fact among the originators of the music.
Bunk himself had put his horn behind him long ago
and was working in the Louisiana rice fields. The
very name of the man who "taught Louis Armstrong"
was lost to jazz., The compilers of the hot
discographies and the writers of the jazz books had
never heard of Bunk.
But thanks to the efforts of some white
wonder-workers headed by William Russell and
Eugene Williams, New York has a chance here and
now to apprehend “jazz", or rather New Orleans
music, at its purest - the New Orleans of the 1900s,
the selfsame New Orleans people for years to come
will be touting as the troubadour heritage of our
time. This is the chance of only one lifetime, for after
old Bunk and the few remaining jazzmen of his
generation are gone, there may never be anything
like this music to latch onto again, except by way of
phonograph records.
Bunk is a tall, lean man with ash-gray hair,
a lively face and
impetuous, awkward, boyish

mannerisms. Get someone to introduce you and
right off the bat he’ll begin calling you by your first
name and treating you like a long-lost friend. He’s
even finer as a personality than as a musician. I
asked him how he got his nickname, "Bunk" - you
may’ve heard that there was a time when jazz was
known as "hokum" music, and hokum and bunkum,
or buncombe, are synonymous, and I had an idea
that the "Bunk” was a professional tag - and he
came through with a carefully detailed story of how
his father, when Bunk was hardly big enough to
walk, used to take him along to the New Orleans gin
mill he frequented, a place favored by Bob
Fitzsimmons and other pugs and run by a jovial host
they all called Bunk. This Bunk took a fancy to the
little black boy and told Mr. Johnson, “You gotta call
him Bunk, ’cause that’s ma boy. We gonna christen
him Bunk.”
“I’m an old man in years," Bunk has written,
“but not in action and playing.”
He can say that again, as you'll agree once
you’ve seen and heard him. You don’t have to string
along with the Bunk fanatics who hold that, even
now, at sixty-five, he’s the "greatest" trumpet man
going, bar none. The business of picking the
"greatest” is becoming pretty tiresome anyhow - a
new candidate greater than yesterday’s "greatest” is
always being discovered. As if there weren’t room in
jazz for a dozen of the greatest, each the greatest in
his own style.
Wonderful though his vitality is. Bunk can't
altogether “deny his age,” I thought on opening
night, when it seemed that he was taking care not to
overwork himself. At times the whole band would
be playing harmony without a lead - because Bunk
was blissfully sitting the chorus out. And I noticed
that he rarely held a note; he played staccato, maybe
from preference and then again maybe because he
was shorter of breath than he had been thirty years
earlier.
Catching him again a week later, I had to
swallow those first snap judgments. Bunk not only
held notes when it pleased him to do so - he
worked like sixty all through the evening, as did
every man jack in the group. After Nick’s, where the
boys stall through a half-hour set playing three or at
the most four numbers, and then knock off for the
rest of the hour, the energy of Bunk’s band was a
revelation. It was on the stand blasting away almost
continuously for four solid hours, with nobody
stopping to take a jolt from the jug, if there was one.
The late Tommy Ladnier’s tone was thicker
and broader, but in the stark simplicity of his
phrasing Bunk calls him to mind. There are no
musical curlicues, no superfluous “decorative”
notes, and certainly there is no playing to the
gallery,. It’s all meat. Rough scuffling, William Carlos

Williams has said in effect, cuts away the inessential.
Bunk's stretches in the rice fields, his truck driving,
did more, in this sense, to make him a great
musician than all his wood-shedding put together.
He has lived a full and rugged life and it comes out
in his music.
But to run on about Bunk in this way is
unfair to the rest of the band. A New Orleans
aggregation isn't built around a single "star”. All
seven men are stars of equal magnitude. While the
trumpet, the clarinet or the trombone may stand up
to take a solo occasionally, ensemble work is the
main idea, ensemble improvisation of the kind we
thought had gone out of the world when King
Oliver broke up the band with which he recorded
on Okeh.
Perhaps you remember the enthusiasm
Manny Farber spilled over the George Lewis
(Climax) records and those of Bunk Johnson on Jazz
Information. Well, here you have, in the flesh,
George Lewis playing clarinet, Bunk Johnson
trumpet, Lawrence Marrero banjo and Jim Robinson
trombone - four of the gees that made Manny blow
his fuse in print. And, in addition, you have Baby
Dodds from Chicago, on the tubs, the same Baby
jazz purists consider the one and only jazz drummer
worth talking about. Just as Shakespeare used the
whole English language. Baby uses the whole of his
equipment to maintain that solid rock, looking while
he does so as happy as Uncle Jud beating his feet in
the Mississippi mud. Slow Drag, who does by the
bull fiddle, is another wiz. If you believe a string
bass is incapable of drowning out a whole jazz band,
you’ve never heard Drag. He plucks the strings with
such violence that nobody can understand what
keeps them from snapping, unless they’re made of
lastex and so have a two-way stretch. The pianoman,
said to be one Alton Purnell, is just a kid of thirtythree or so, rung in at the last moment as a
concession to modernism (the early New Orleans
bands got along without a piano).
These are the men who can't play anything
but New Orleans music; they never tried to play
anything else. And in case you think this means
they’re corny, go listen to them. They’ll make your
ears flap in astonishment. Turn them loose on a Tin
Pan Alley pudding like “Your Lips Tell Me No, But
There’s Yes, Yes in Your Eyes,” and they’ll make jazz
out of it. They’ll transform “Rum and Coca-Cola” into
meaningful music. They'll even have a go at "Bell
Bottom Trousers," if a customer insists, though the
result will be apt to discredit the theory that New
Orleans is not a kind of music but a way of playing,
and that any tune is grist to its mill.
The band has an impact like a steam
locomotive, and when it really gets going, on
something like "See See Rider,” "Sister Kate” or "High

Society," with the feet of the listeners involuntarily
beating time on the floor, look out. Records, the
exceptional biscuits of American Music included, can
merely suggest its drive. Count Basie’s famous
rhythm section of some years ago would be cut to
ribbons by Slow Drag and Baby Dodds, playing
under wraps; throw in Lawrence Marrero, and the
entire Basie band would take to the woods. Power,
yes, but something diametrically opposed to the
hysterical screaming you get out of a
sixteen,
eighteen, twenty-four-piece swing
band, It's the
power of passion at white heat as against the desire
to make the loudest noise possible, for what it may
be worth in dollars.
On opening night at the Casino, two men
with beards and a dachshund represented the
intelligentsia. The purp was a distinct improvement
over the countesses, duchesses, princesses and
suchlike decrepit muckamuckswho sponsored
View’s "jazz concert” of shudderful memory. Let’s get

it clear: Bunk’s band is holding forth in a dance hall
and it isn’t playing concert dates, but New Orleans
jazz, and jazz for dancing - it is not its fault if a
majority of the clientele crowds around the stand
listening to what goes on instead of cutting loose
with the feet.
Dig it while you can. How long Bunk and
his old-timers will be around is anybody's guess.
Four hundred paying customers a night would be
sufficient to keep them at the Stuyvesant Casino
indefinitely - but during the first week of their stand,
they drew 400 just once. The zoot-suited readers of
Metronome would run from the music as from a
thought above the level of the comic books; on the
other hand, free-wheeling “music lovers” who think
they dislike all jazz, when the chances are they’ve
never heard any, might get a big boot out of Bunk’s
band.

Fred R. Miller
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Bunk at the Stuyvesant Casino
by Irving L. Jacobs

-■-N A BALLROOM in the heart of New York’s
X lower east side, New Yorkers finally had the
opportunity to hear the real thing. Lest there
be any doubt In the minds of certain readers
as to my definition of “the real thing”, I will
add that “the real thing” is New Orleans jazz.
And the only band that still plays “the real
thing” is led by Bunk Johnson.
Yes, Bunk and his fabulous band of
veterans opened an indefinite engagement at
the Stuyvesant Casino on September 28th,
1945. With him came the other men who are
to be heard on William Russell’s American
Music label: George Lewis (clarinet), Jim
Robinson (trombone). Baby Dodds (drums),
Alcide Pavageau (Slow Drag) (bass), Lawrence
Marrero (banjo), and Walter Decou (piano).
Decou was not on the AM records.
Happily for those of us with limited
finances the Stuyvesant Casino is not a swank

place. When I learned that Bunk and the boys
were coming North I immediately feared that
the “Casino’ in the place’s name referred to
one of those seedy little joints which infest the
lower east side and Greenwich Vol; age. I
shuddered at the thought of cover charges,
minimums, and belligerent waiters ho glance
meaningfully at your empty glass. I stated
earlier that the Casino is actually a ballroom.
You
can
imagine
my
pleasure
upon
discovering the fact. Bunk played five nights a
week
and
Sunday
matinees,.
Evening
admission was 1 Dollar and it was 80 cents on
Sundays. I’ll give you one guess as to what day
I went down. Right the first time!
The first Sunday matinee found the
band in a smaller ballroom in the basement.
The place was rather damp, but I think the
acoustics of the smaller place were definitely
better suited to the band than the high-

ceilinged ballroom on the main floor where I
found them playing the following Sunday.
(Baby agreed with me on this point - that all
the boys had to blast at a terrific volume to
make themselves heard in the main ballroom).
I don’t know If you’ve heard William
Russell’s AM records, but if you have heard
those fine records you have a fair idea of what
the band sounded like at the Stuyvesant
Casino. The AM records were made in a New
Orleans dance hall, and the acoustics were
much like those in the New York ballroom.
Now for brief impressions of the
musicians. Bunk is a charming extrovert. The
first Sunday found him in a gay mood. Jim
Robinson would rip off a break, Bunk would
hop to his feet and take a swipe at Jim with his
Selmer - all in mock anger of course. Or Baby
would lash at his cymbals and Bunk woidd
turn around and glare at him - with a twinkle
in his eye. Every set Bunk would start out with
his suit coat on. But after a good hot stomp,
he’d mop his brow, grin gayly at the audience
and proceed to peel off the coat. This left him
in shirtsleeves and suspenders - a far more
comfortable state I am sure. At one point in
the proceedings he motioned to the crowd for
silence. A hush fell over the audience. (All of
us expected some sort of announcement).
Bunk glanced at us for a moment, then asked
coyly, “Do you like me?” (Jelly-Roll at his
egotistical worst never topped that one). There
followed some applause although most of us
were a trifle overwhelmed by the question.
Then he added, “Well, if you like me tell your
friends, and if you don’t like me, tell me about
it!” Yes, Bunk is quite a lad. Jim Robinson is a
large, big-boned black in his late forties or
early fifties, I should say. He gives one the
impression of possessing great strength. The
impression is borne out when he blows his
trombone (more on that later). George Lewis is
the
youngest
member
of
the
band,
I
understand, he is a rather mild, unobtrusive
fellow of medium height with a mouthful of
gold teeth. In the rhythm section it is Baby
Dodds who steals the show. He certainly is one
of the most colorful musicians of the old
school. A real showman! He is large and fat,
with a belly that shakes in a delightfully lewd
fashion. He moans and hollers as he bangs on
his wood blocks or slams away at the cymbals

or drums. I mentioned my conversation with
him a little earlier in the article. He is a very
charming fellow - ready and willing to talk
about anything under the sun. We discussed
how early the winter weather is in Chicago and
New York. He maintained that the humidity in
New York seemed a little heavier than in
Chicago (which 1 couldn’t argue, never having
been in Chicago). He told me that this was his
first visit to New York. I asked him how he
liked the town and he said he hadn’t had
much chance to see it as yet. I said what a
shame it was that Johnny Dodds never got to
New York. Baby saddened perceptibly. “Well,”
said Baby, “I don’t feel that he’s gone. We
always played together, and somehow it seems
like Johnny’s still here with me.” At this point
the next set got underway and I had no chance
to speak with him again. Baby Dodds, one of
the greatest - and a swell guy, too.
Listening to this band play was the
biggest thrill I have ever experienced. Do you
think you’ve heard jazz? Well, my friends,
upon the occasion of hearing this band in
person, it was brought home to me forcibly
that there most certainly is one hell of a
difference between recorded and ’live’ jazz.
This remark may seem rather naive to you, but
let me tell you that if you listen to the Hot five
Parlophones for a long enough period of time,
you begin to believe that the music is so
wonderful they couldn’t possibly have played
much better in person. Well, make no mistake
about it. The records do not tell the story!
Because Bunk Johnson’s band in person
sounds far better than any New Orleans band
I have ever heard on record. And 1 refuse to
believe that the current Bunk Johnson band is
superior or even equal to Armstrong’s Hot five
as it must have played in person.
Let’s start with Bunk’s rhythm section.
As a unit it gets a powerful rocking beat. There
is Baby’s tremendous drumming. His show
manship is no false front for inadequate
musicianship, first and foremost he is the
master craftsman, playing the drums as only
he can and literally driving along the rest of
the band. Slow Drag plays the good old-time
slap bass I like so much. He allows the strings
to bounce off the wood, which makes for the
pleasing resonant sound that these "modem"
bass fiddlers frown upon. (God knows why!)

Lawrence Marrero proves my old theory that a
banjo is a better jazz instrument than the
guitar. He is always in there along with Walter
Decou on piano to make the perfect rhythm
section.
Whether he is playing obligatto to the
trombone and trumpet, whether he plays a
slow,sensuous blues, whether he takes the
traditional chorus on “High Society”, whether
he plays in the low or high register on a good
old stomp, George Lewis is the finest
clarinetist since Dodds went to his reward.
Lewis’ taste is absolutely impeccable. No
aimless display of technical ability for him. He
is constantly weaving in and out of the melody,
supporting, bracing, and inspiring Robinson
and Johnson to even greater heights. What a
pleasure to hear him create his solos! Not the
old, womout cliches of your Goodmans and
Shaws. He really plays in a new, exciting way.
After each solo, one is convinced he has heard
the ultimate in New Orleans clarinet. But
Lewis thrills and delights by making his next
solo even better than the one before - or so it
seems. Robinson blows with guts,. In the
ensemble he knows his way around, playing
sensible, intelligent counterpoint. Always a
pleasure to hear! And when he blows the
blues, you know what city he hails from. Can
I compare him with Kid Ory? Not very well. I’ve
never heard Ory in person. Let's just say (on
the basis of Ory’s records for the Crescent
label) that they both play fine horn. And then
there is Bunk. That grand old man in his
middle sixties plays an absolutely amazing
horn! His lip was constantly improving, the
weeks I heard him. Marches, blues, stomps all of these need a good strong horn to lead the
ensemble. Bunk fills the bill and then some.
On solos, this slight, gray-haired, very-old
man stands up and blows his heart out. If only
the young trumpet men had the good sense to
sit at his feel and learn the meaning of good
taste, phrasing, ideas. The man who taught
Louis many years ago can still teach plenty to
the youngsters of today.

The band as a whole proves pretty well
that “’tain’t whatcha do, it’s the way thatcha
do it.” Incredible as it seems, they play
wonderful
jazz
with
such
tunes
as
“Sentimental
Journey,”
"Bell
Bottom
Trousers,” and “You Belong to My Heart.”
However, 1 must confess a slight preference for
“See See Rider,” “St.Louis Blues,” and “Tiger
Rag.”

[NOTE: As I write this the band is still playing
at the Stuyvesant Casino. We jazz Jans have
our fingers crossed. Let’s hope Bunk doesn't get
too hungry for red beans and rice!)

Editor’s Note. - According to the latest report
from New York, Bunk Johnson and his Band
have now broken up because of dissension, due
to the inability of the younger members of the
band (Johnson is 61 while the rest average 40)
to continue to work in harmony with their
leader. There has been a great deal of
disagreement, it is reported, and the group are
splitting up and drifting back to their original
haunts
and
previous
occupations.
Gene
Williams and Bill Russell hope to book Bunk
with a group of older musicians in an attempt to
recreate as authentic an atmosphere of original
New Orleans Jazz as Is possible today. Bunk
Johnson's band is followed by a mixed group
headed by Art Nodes.
Bunk
Johnson
left
the
Stuyvesant
Casino January 12th.
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HJCD 1009 Morten Gunnar Larsen: Maple Leaf Rag
HJCD 1010 Norwegian Rhythm Kings: Music of Armstrong, Oliver, Morton
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HJCD 10S7 Ytre Suloens Jass-ensemble w/ Trioia Boutte and Lionel Batiste
HJCD 10S8 DEXI: Going To The Mardi Gras
HJCD 10S9 Odeon Jazz Quartet(formerIy Magnolia): Tocando Pra Voce
HJCD 1030 Jazzin’ Babies: Fireworks. Available June S004.
HJCD S001 Ytre Suloens Jass-ensemble: With friends From New Orleans, 1976
HJCD SOOS Magnolia Jazzband: Vintage 1976. Originals w/Morten G. Larsen
HJCD 9001 Jazz in Norway vol 1,19S0 -1940: Jazz Hot &> Swing
HJCD 900S Jazz in Norway vol S, 1940 -1960: Sigarett stomp
HJCD 9003 Jazz in Norway vol 3, 1960 -1960: Cool, Mover &? dixie
HJCD 9004 Jazz in Norway vol 4,1960 -1970: Turning pages
HJCD 9006 Jazz in Norway vol 5,1970 -1980: Foot prints
GTACB 8061 Svein Sundby &? the Hot Jazz All Stars. Great traditional jazz.

JASS FUNERAL

Street lamps slowly vibrating
To the soft sweet lines of the dirge
Grand Marshal moving like Papa Legba
Leading the body
And the music
Through the last mile

The tears of family
Rambling down beautiful black faces
Leaving tracts of sadness
And love
Staining stiff white collars
And black dresses

At the end of the journey
Silent prayers howl in the heads of mourners
And eyes avoid the 'casket
As it moves slowly into the vault
A last good-by
A last cry

Then the heart-beat blast of the bass drum
Frees the soul
The line has been crossed
Hot strains slip from the spit-filled clarinet
As the trumpet pulls sweat from second-liners
Who sport multi-colored parasols

Horses
People
To the
Didn't
Didn't
Didn't

prancing
dancing
hot rhythms of the jass
he ramble
he ramble
he ramble

'Til the butcher cut him down
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New Orleans Music
5 Melbourne Close

EDITORIAL

St Albans
AL3 6LY

This is # 24 of BJI. It has been going for twelve
years now and if you think that it is time for a
change with new forces at the helm, you won’t
And me arguing.

30th September 2004

This is also Bunk in NYC Vol II, with more
original material from the period, hopefully of
some interest to you.

Dear Haken.

The President proudly
members, in his own words:

It will be recalled that there was some
controversy regarding the identity of the trumpet
player on the 1947 recording of St Louis Blues that
accompanied the publication of Song Of The
Wanderer.
In
your
B.J,
Information
Newsletter

‘I.YNN

ABBOTT,

Historian

announces

at

the

two

new

Hogan

Jazz

Archive, Tulane University in New Orleans, and co

No. 19, Claes Ringqvist examined this question and
the views of a number of doubters (that it was
Bunk) were presented.

author of the recently published "OUT OF SIGHT"
a

labour

of

love

we

cannot

recommend

highly
In the following Newsletter you published a letter
from me in v/hich I argued that it was, without
question, Bunk. I suspect however that, even so,
that a number of doubts may have remained in
some peoples minds. I have now reached a point
where I feel the evidence that is was Bunk is
irrefutable.

enough.

BARRY

MAR'fYN,

New

Orleans,

no

Bunks Last Track

more precisely

presentation necessary, we think, for the reader of
this magazine’

Earlier this year, in the course researching for an
article on Kid "Shots" Madison, I played the Bunk's

Barry is also featured in a lengthy interview by
Jens Tindgren. Barry is an interesting man with
a knowledge about New Orleans music that goes
very deeply into the subject. We hope to be able
to hear him live him at a special meeting when
he’s available and in this part of the world.

Brass band recordings after an interval of what
must be several years. On hearing Bunk's last
chorus
on
St
Louis
Blues
(MX904),
I
was
immediately struck by a certain familiarity. My
hunch proved correct, it is virtually identical to
Bunk's last chorus on the Song Of The Wanderer
CD. On both tracks Bunk kicks things off the first bar

I have got a letter from Don Paul Crook,
archivist at the Tiberia Parish Tibrary, where
he tells something about the Bunk collection they
host. I enclose the letter as it is, trusting you will
at least make a visit over the net.

with a three note figure, then repeats a five note
riff over the next seven bars, it is only over the last
four bars that there is any variation. Bunk's
dynamics on both tracks are strikingly similar. There
can now be no question, that on both tracks, it is
indeed him.

Finally, a letter from the editor of New Orleans
Music, a magazine you all should support:

Yours sincerely
Doug Landau
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“YOU

HAVE

TO

BE

HUMBLE,

INTERESTED, ENTHUSIASTIC . . . »
While Jens
working at
recorded
(drummer,

this

Lindgren was in Mew Orleans
the Hogan Jazz Archive, he
interview
researcher,

with

Barry

recox’d

Martyn
producer,

and all of them went on to record many times
after that. But I thought it was better to get the
leader to pick his musicians, let them choose
their own repertoire That was almost unheard of
in New Orleans.
JL: I agree, I don’t lllce when outsiders tell me
what to.

author, etc), on Oetoher 11th, BOOB.
BM: No, hut the difference is that in some cases,
people sometimes need a little guidance if
they’ve got no taste themselves, but I wouldn’t
put that on anybody who I’ve recorded. The
second and the third sessions I recorded were
more successful musically. The second with Kid
Howard, John Handy, George Guesnon, Louis
James and Joe Watkins, was probably the
easiest session I’ve ever recorded. It had just
five people, as that was all I could afford. In
fact, a Mend of mine, Richard Knowles, put up
the money for two of the musicians! I wanted to
record Howard and Handy together because
they had both been playing at the old La Vida
dance hall in the 1930s, and they were good
Mends. George Guesnon was the best banjo
player I have ever heard, so he was the obvious
choice. Kid Howard picked Louis James and I
asked him if he wouldn’t mind Joe Watkins. Joe
wan a Mend of mine and I loved the way he
played with Howard. I felt Handy would need
some ‘push’ behind him and Joe could do that.
Anyway, it would he no good having a lazy
drummer with Handy, you know. So, between all
of us we picked that band. But when I recorded
Peter Bocage, Peter picked all the musicians, he
picked the whole band and what they were going
to play. Subsequently, it was really his
recording session. Richard Knowles put up aU

BM: You were asking me about the various
record labels? My Mono record label had a
different aim to the type of thing that Bill Russell
had recorded on American Music. When Ken
Mills came along, his Icon sessions were different
again from the music that Mono and American
Music had put out. My record label was not as
big as those two and it made no sense to do the
sort of thing that was on their labels. In some
ways
I
did
the
lesser
sessions,
more
documentary. In other words I might come to
you and say: “Jens, I want to record your hand!”
Possibly Bill Russell or Ken Mills would say “I
want to record you on trombone, but I want to
put Kenneth Amstrom on the alto and I want to
put Christer Fellers on the trumpet and so and
so on piano!” They would tell you who they
wanted. I didn’t do that. I would say, “Well Jens.
You have got a band. You know what you are
doing. Give me the band and give me the list of
songs you want to record.” The first band I
recorded was Kid Sheik’s Band with a lot of
unknown people. It wasn’t entirely successful,
but it was what I wanted to do. It was his
regular band at the time. Most of the band had
never recorded before - Sheik, Harold Dejan,
Eddie Summers on the trombone, John Smith on
the piano, Fred Minor on the banjo - none of the money for it ’cause I couldn’t have afforded
them had recorded before that date. Slow Drag all those musicians at that tame.
on the bass had recorded dozens of times
previously with George Lewis and Alex Blgard So, Mono records fell in between what American
had recorded twice before, once with Kid Clayton Music and Icon were identified with. It was a
and once with Punch, So, it was a seven-piece smaller operation, hut full of Integrity. So much
hand with five people who were new to records - “Integrity” that It never made any money and
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consequently went out of business! I couldn’t
aiford to keep it going. There is only so much
money you can put In to a thing, you know.
JL: Has anybody ever suspected you of being in
this for the money?
BM: I Think everybody knows that in this field it
always costs you more money than you will ever
get back. Of course, that’s the strange thing
about many of the black musicians. They think
you are going to “clean up” and make a million
dollars from recording them. If hadn’t been
playing music and tried to live from what I was
making with Mono records, then I would have
quickly ended up cleaning the toilets at Grand
Central Station pretty soon.
When I recorded Ernest Roubeleau, the guitar
player, he said: “Man! You are going to sell so
many of these records that you’re going to be
soared!” That’s true. I still have ten of them left
out of the hundred I pressed ... ha, ha ... I
mean, the average black musician doesn’t play
for any artistic reason. They play for economic
reasons. That’s the main drive of most black
musicians . . . then . . . now . . . and any other
time. You have a lot of musicians that play what
we loosely term “Dixieland", simply because
there’s money in it, not because they love it.
JT: Why don’t more of them do it? There are
very few like Freddy Lonzo and...

know what I mean. Do you want them to play or
you don’t want them to play? But there’s a
whole new thing now, a. movement that Mick
Bums is writing a book about — the new brass
band music and the young kids coming up. I am
helping him with that book. I don’t particularly
like their music too much, but nevertheless you
can’t deny what those musicians are doing. It’s
something which only happens here in New
Orleans. So, is it New Orleans music? It’s no
question about that. Is it jazz? Well, I mean...
JF: It’s one of the few African style kind of
‘musics’ that have come up since the blues... and
it’s for the black community...
BM: Yeah! It’s for the black community. I mean,
black musicians playing for black people is a
whole lot of difference than playing for white
people. I was lucky, one of the things I wan able
to do at the time when I came here was to go
around
to
different
black
societies
and
organisations and things. Sometimes I was the
only white person around for miles and there
wasn’t anybody other white person around.
Now, if they have what they call a “jazz funeral”,
they might an well sell tickets. When Percy
Humphrey died they had a bus that went
around the French Quai’ter advertising a “Jazz
funeral!” And they had a man saying: "Come to
the jazz funeral! See the sight of your life time!
Ten dollars to get on the b u s . . . ” and all that.
JF: Bizarre ...

BM: There was a time when everybody who was
involved in this music bemoaned the fact: “Why
aren’t
there
any
young
black
musicians
playing?” You know, they all said that, and then
they counteracted it by saying “The youngsters
think this is Uncle Tom-music.” OK. So, now
there are a few black musicians playing. Mot
that many, but a. few. Michael White, Greg
Stafford, Freddy Fonzo .. . not just now, but ever
since they started, yet people still criticize them.
Well, I say to them make up your mind, you

BM: It’s bizarre . . . it’s the only way to put it.
But years ago they were not called “Jazz
funerals”, just “funerals.” Funerals that had a
band playing music for it. They were totally for
the black community. At those funerals you
might see three or four white people, myself,
Dick Allen, Bill Russell and maybe Herb
Friedwald. But now it’s totally different! You see
about five times more white people following a
black funeral than black people themselves. But
4

black music for black people is very different. If
you went to a dance hall, like Lutbjens or
Harmony Inn, they were all white people in
there. I don’t know if there were any black
dance halls. I didn’t go to any...
JL: You mean audiences were white?
BM: Always white ...
JL:... and the musicians were black?

prejudice.
When we made records across the river at
Hopes Hall, they closed all the shutters. They
didn’t want someone peeking in there to see you
and say, “What are you doing in there with that
bunch? I’ll call the police and they’ll come and
take you away!” I mean this. You couldn’t do
that in those days. Wow, you usually wouldn’t
have any trouble with that sort of thing. If you
and I would like to sit in with Kermlt Ruffin
tonight we’d just go there and play.
JL: You don’t feel any hatred under the surface?
Any feeling of “this is our music” or “don’t mess
with our music?”

BM: Musicians black, yeah.You would always
see white people in those places, but always with
black bands. Why? Because that music was
perfect for dancing to, more rhythm. Right there,
there is the argument when people say, “why the
focus on black music so much and not on white
music?” If you took the average dance hall they
always had a black band. Oh man! They were
much better to dance to! I have seen all this
crap when people said “It’s cheaper to hire a
black band.” The black bands weren’t any
cheaper! The Union scale was the same if you’re
whether your white, black or a China-man, you
know. But then, as now, black bands were better
to dance to. White people knew that, even though
they wouldn’t mix with them. If you wanted to
speak with the musicians in the intermission you
had to go into a little room In the back. I used to
go in there with them - to talk, or get a shot of
whiskey, or something. I was called a few names
sometimes, but I didn’t care ...

BM: Animosity, I don’t know. Let me put it this
way, you are a Swedish musician, you work in
Sweden with a Swedish band and a guy comes
from...

JL: Prom whom?

JL: Norway? ...

BM: The customers, the white people there . . .
only once did I see any prejudice from the other
side. Emanuel Sayles and I got thrown out from
a black ballroom once. I was pitched out. Mind
you, we were pretty drunk, so I don’t blame
them for that. But they didn’t like the idea of
Emanuel bringing me to that place. They didn’t
like the idea of a white person being there, but
that was the only time I experienced any black

BM: No, Norway is too close. Let’s say Japan.
The Swedish musicians might all get together
and say: “What do we make of him? Maybe he
doesn’t fit in that well . . . well what do we
expect? He’s from Japan . . . and he doesn’t
really know our music.” Well, I guess you might
get that kind of thing going on.

BM: Well, sometimes you get a little of that.
There are a few guys who say. This is our
music”. I don’t argue with them, as I’d be the
first, to say, “Right, it is!” All that I have learnt
in music, I learnt from black musicians. I didn’t
learn from any white musicians, although there
are many I admire. 1 have played with them and
love to listen to them, you know but, I’ve learned
from black musicians totally. But I don’t think
there is any “hatred” — that’s a funny word...
JL: Animosity then?

JL:

I

Heard

about

Bob

French

telling

an

audience
that
he
didn’t
think
he
was
appreciated enough, as he wasn’t mentioned in
Rose and Souohon’s book (New Orleans Family
Album) and Olive Wilson was in the book...
BM: He could join me, ’cause I’m not in that
book. I didn’t even know he wasn’t in the book. I
didn’t even know it had been reprinted until
someone told me: “I saw they just reprinted the
book and you’re not in it! But this one’s in it and
that one is in it!” Do I care? Certainly not, it
doesn’t make any difference to me one way or
the other...

Jl:... and he was respected by everybody.
BM: Yeah, and how do you assess the status of a
man like that? Would Django Reinhardt be in A1
Rose’s book if he had been bom in New Orleans?
I’m sure he would.

JL: Well, Bob French felt he should be in it and
was sore that some European musicians were in
there and he wasn’t...
BM: He’s a bit of a strange man anyway. I don’t
want to be controversial and - 1 don’t know him
very well - but he’s is always knocking
European musicians on his radio shows. But
there is one thing that he doesn’t knock — the
European musicians who bring him to Europe

JL: What are your thoughts about interviewing?
BM: The best you could do if you were
researching about say. Buddy Bolden, is to talk
to people who played with Buddy Bolden. When I
first came here there were still people who had
heard him play. I asked Peter Booage: “Did you
ever hear Buddy Bolden?” Peter said: “Yeah,
sure!” I said “How many times do you think you
heard him?” “I don’t know, a hundred times,
maybe." I asked, “What did you malm of him,
what did you think of him?” He said: “He was all
right, you know”. So I said “Was he loud?” Peter
said: “Loud, that was his biggest asset”. So
that’s really what people thought of him, he was
a loud trumpet player But, in my band, The
Legends of Jazz, one bass player, Ed Garland,
had ulaved with Buddy Bolden. Tudi gave up

and put money in his pocket. Not to mention any
names, but Doggy Hund and his band,
what I mean? You never hear him
them, but they are fabulous anyway!
in a different class of European
altogether.

Reinhardt”. Well, that leaves a hell of a lot of
gaps. Look at you, look at me, look at this one,
look at that one ... but that’s what he said and
believed. But you can take Django Reinhardt —
a musician of international stature - the man’s
as good a guitar player as Jim Hall or Charlie
Christian in his way. So, to that, Barney was
right. Django was an incredible talent, but could
he have been a product of America? Probably
not, but was he of the stature of top American
musicians? Sure!

you know
knocking
They are
musicians

JL: But Bob French is an exception...
BM: Yeah, he is. I guess there are some
musicians that feel like that. I mean, someone
might
say
to
counteract
that,
“Jazz
is
everybody’s music!” I don’t think it is
everybody’s music, I think jazz is an American
music. It’s a national music more than a racial
music. But I think it’s really an American
Music. But from my point of view, from what
I’ve learned, I believe it’s more black than
white. I wouldn't deny that. Barney Bigard said
in his book, “The only musician that was any

playing at 92, he couldn’t see no future in. .. ha,
ha!
JL: Promising though . .. !
BM: Ha, ha ... he sure had a lot of promise!
Tudi (Ed “Mont.udie” Garland, we called him
Tudi), has actually worked with Buddy Bolden.

good that came out of Europe, Django
6
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give you a million reasons why you couldn’t do
it. But when Bruce came, he breathed new life
into the place. He encouraged people like me to
come in and work with this archive.

Peter only heard him
JL: So, you talked to Tudie about Buddy Bolden?
BM: Tudi said: “Yeah, he was all right to get
along with”. So I asked him what did Buddy nice
to do? Tudi said: “Well, he liked to drink, he liked
his food... loose women.” So I asked him,“Did he
go home to his wife and his family.” “Shit, no! He
stayed out all night balling out with women and
that’s what killed him.” But you are talking with
a mam who knew Buddy Bolden, played with
him, that rode with home in a buggy and went on
jobs with him, wherever they went.

JL: I remember, as a radio producer, I was going
to make a radio program on the jazz archives
here. It was during the former guy’s period and
he sent me several pages of instructions on what
I couldn’t do and how much I’d have to pay per
minute for the things that he would let me have
a copy of - which put me off! I thought he would
be happy if 1 made a radio program on his
activities!
BM: Bruce and his team are different. People
come here and give him stuff became of the way

When people talk about Buddy Bolden, what are
they going to say? Maybe the same as I am going
to say or a book is going to say. But when you
talk to people like Peter Bocage or Tudi Garland,
these were people who had first hand experience
of Bolden.

they operate here. They are very nice and
respectful people, and know what they are
doing! To be honest, Bruce’s bag is not New

JL: May I ask you, how are you using the
institutions,
archives,
museums
and
the
historical institutions in New Orleans?
BM: How am I using them in regards to doing
research? Let me tell you: I just came here this
morning to get two pictures of Kid Thomas or
Kid Thomas's band for a CD I am doing on
American Music - AMGD 115. The problem was
that I have exhausted all my photographs of Kid
Thomas. I had about SO good photographs of
Tom, but I’d already used them, so I came here
to Tulane to see what they had. Bruce Reabum
and I have a very good relationship. In fact,
since Bruce came to the Tulane Archive, the
place has become so much more ... I don’t know
if I am allowed to say this thing . . . ameanable
for researchers. I mean the guy who was here
before Bruce was a, pain in the ass. Well, he is
dead now, poor boy, gone to glory. He was just
working contrary to what researchei's want
from a place like this. You couldn’t come here to
borrow anything or take things away. He would
7

Orleans jazz. His background was from his
daddy’s band (Boyd Reabum). That’s different
music, but Bruce leamt as he went along. I have
listened to him talking on things that have
nothing to do with my field of interest. In Ken
Bums’ film, he is talking knowledgably about
any a number of things. He’s made It his
business to learn about those things. God damn
it, if you’re hitting the Archive of New Orleans
Jazz you need to know something about it, you
know. Which he does.
JL: How about the other archives then?
BM: Well, The Jazz Museum is pretty good, but
they are probably the hardest one’s to deal with.
There is three basic ones: The Historic New
Orleans Collection who mn The Williams
Research Center at 410 Charters Street, The
Jazz Museum (The Louisiana State Museum) at
the old US Mint at 400 Esplanande Avenue and
here, the Tulane Archives, which is for me, the
easiest one to deal with.

<JL: So what do you get out of the Jazz Museum?
BM: Well, I do like them because the head of it,
Jim Sefcik, was on the New Orleans Jazz
Commission with me. So it helps as I know him
personally.
JL: What about Stephen Teeter?
BM: Well, Stephen rims the thing, but Jim is his
boss. Stephen is a good guy! I have known
Stephen since I lived in Los Angeles.
The Historic New Orleans Collection have a jazz
archive at William’s Research Center. They am
very good although they didn't know anything
about jazz at all until they took The William
Russell Collection. When Bill died his brother,
William Wagner, came into town and he asked
me will I help him decide where Bill’s collection
should go. It’s a fantastic collection, a
phenomenal collection. Brother Bill (that’s what
I call him), asked me what the choices were? I
mentioned a few names like the Smithsonian,
Tulane and the Historic New Orleans Collection.
I suggested he should go and talk to them. We
both agreed that it would be better it stayed
here in New Orleans than it going to Washington
or New York or someplace. So we called and set
up a meeting with the Historic Collections Board.
When we got there, they were sitting at a big old
long table, ten of them. It was about January
and I said: “Imagine there’s a hurricane just
about to hit you. What provisions have you got if
we gve you Bill Russell’s Collection. What
provision have you got to keep it safe through a
hurricane?” “Oh, we’re insured,” they said.
“Insurance hasn’t got anything to do with it,” I
said, “What if the stuff gets damaged, you know,
all messed up. What good is the money then? ”
So they said, “We have got bullet-proof and
bomb-proof storage downstairs.” So, we went
downstairs and took a look. And they did have
exactly what they said — bullet-proof, bomb
proof, flood-proof, everything! So we said “We’ll

come back after lunch know. We went around,
the comer and I said to Dick Allen (who was
with us), “They seem to know what they are
doing and will take care of the stuff.” So Brother
Bill made up his mind right there and agreed to
let them have it. The price they paid for it was
reported in the Times Picayune, but that was a
wrong price. I promised Brother Bill I would
never tell anybody the price, but wasn’t all that
different. I can’t tell you what it was, but I can
tell you this, they bought the bargain of the
century, although they didn’t know it at the
time.
JL: It has been very well taken care of.
BM: Extremely well! I used to go to Bill’s house
and you would see these boxes with stuff about
Lee Collins or Punch ... lots of people. Bill would
show me stuff and, if I needed it, let me borrow
it. Now to handle those same boxes I have to put
on white gloves! They bring you the box on a
tray and they are wearing white gloves too!
They say, “This is the Lee Collins box.” But I
can’t find anything there anymore! It takes me
hours to find anything! At Bill’s house I knew
where everything was!
JL: But is it a good thing or a bad thing?
BM: A good thing! Because Bill was so crazy,
he’d feed the mice, see? He’d go and buy canaryseeds, and I’d say: “What are you gonna do with
that canary seeds?” He’d say, “This is how I feed
the mice.” I said, “Peed the mice! ” He’d sprinkled
down the floor and the mice that would come and
you could see the mlce-crap all around. I’d say:
“What the hell! I know you are a bit strange, but
feeding the mice?” But Bill was smart. He said:
“I feed the mice so they won’t be eating my
papers.” And he was 100% right, you couldn’t
argue. You never saw a single photo with mice
droppings on it!

JL: Maybe it attracted them and made them
come to the house?
BM: Yeah, it did but he did put that food there
every night for them so they’d come there and
eat that food. They didn’t mess with his papers.
You didn’t see any of that around his books and
there were hundreds of them where the mice
went to eat.
JL: Anyway, is it easy for you as a researcher to
use the institutions? Do you get out of them what
you want?
BM: Well to a degree. The two Kid Thomas
photographs that I came down today for were
taken by a very good photographer named
Ralston Crawford. You know when I first came to
New Orleans there were several photographers
that were just starting their careers. Later they
got to be big names, Lee Friedlander, Florence
Mars, Riudy Hass and Ralston Crawford.
When I lived in New York City, I went to a Lee
Friedlander exhibition and the man at the door
said, “Forty dollars.” I said “Forty dollars just to
come in here! He said: “Yeah!” I said “Jesus, I
don’t want to buy the place I just want to come
in.” But Ralston Crawford left his collection here
at
Tulane.
There’re
beautiful
photographs.
Fantastic! If you want to use them, Tulane will
let you use them. You have to credit Tulane, but
you can’t crop or cut anything out, you have to
use the whole photograph, that’s the deal.
I have been doing research jazz for most of my
life. People sometimes say: “You’re a jazz
expert.” Well, what the hell. I’m not a jazz
expert. I’m a jazz student. I have always been a
jazz student. I mean, 1 have never met an expert
yet! Except the ones that tell you they are
experts and expect you take their word for it,
you know. But you learn a lot an you go along. I
wish I had my knowledge now that I could have
applied to when I was first doing' this work. But

in some ways it might have restricted me
because I was young and had lot of enthusiasm
for everything. The people that I was
interviewing were probably caught up in my
enthusiasm. To me the greatest weapon, the
greatest asset, whatever you want to call it for a
researcher is the enthusiasm...
JL: ... and knowledge?
BM: No... not knowledge. You can gain
knowledge. Understanding is from the heart knowledge is from the head. 1 think that all the
people that I’ve ever got involved with knew I
was enthusiastic. I never came across as being
not enthusiastic. Someone asked me what did Cie
say when he was teaching you the drums. I don’t
know exactly what he thought but I imagine
what he thought when he saw this white kid. He
probably didn’t even know where England was.
He probably thought this kid wants to learn
what I am trying to teach him. It was probably
strange for him because I always called him
Prof! I asked him about, the records in 1987? He
was surprised and wanted to know how I knew
about them? I told him I had them back in
England! He said he hadn’t even heard them
and asked me to make a copy of them for him to
hear. He couldn’t understand how I would know
about them. But as I said, it was that
enthusiasm carried me through many, many
situations and it still does.
These days I do two-hour interviews for the
Department of the Interior with New Orleans
musicians. My philosophy as an interviewer
hasn’t changed. If you are going to interview
someone, then you have to be humble and
enthusiastic and, of course, interested in the
person. Even if some of the things that he might
tell you are not interesting. But if you have only
two hours, you can fake it if you if you have to,
but one thing might lead to another. You might
talk to a man about somebody’s music you don’t
care about, and all of a, sudden he will tell that

his uncle was Jelly Roll Morton or some crazy
thing. Then you go off at a tangent to something
you are really interested in. But there Is no such
thing an a had Interview. Even the man that is
standing downstairs opening up the door, he’s
got a story. It’s up to the interviewer to bring it
out. Everybody’s got an interesting story if you
look for it.

Davies brought with him experience of playing
alongside such post-war jazz musicians as Mick
Mulligan and Ken Golyer, as well as a deep
knowledge derived from his large record
collection. This enabled him to move its musical
model from 1983 to 1986, when Louis Armstrong
was emerging as jazz's greatest performer.
The Temperance Seven took their name from

JL: I learnt as a radio producer that no single
person is so uninteresting that a radio
documentary could not be made about him or
her.
BM: True! Sometimes I sit in an aeroplane and 1
think about the people on the plane. They may
look like the dullest bunch I ever saw, but they
might have had all kinds of things happening in
their lives. They are more interesting than you
or me. But when you do research and you’re
interviewing people, for goodness sake, use those
commodities outside. That enthusiasm is the
first one.

Father Mathew's temperance movement in 19thcentury Ireland, adding to the joke by declaring
that they were one over the eight when its seven
members rose to nine. Their polite, nostalgic and
very English style - strongly suggestive of tea
dances - differed from that of both the "trad jazz"
bands and the other groups of the period.
Girls began screaming when the vocalist Paul
McDowell opened his mouth. Then the band,
dressed in frock coats and awing collars,
appeared on the television programme Juke Box
Jury to play the theme time on three
phonafiddles, a sousaphone and banjo. It led to a
flurry of invitations, climaxing in an appearance
on Sunday Night at the London Palladium.

JOHN B, T. DAVIES
Our member John E> T Davies, who died recently
aged 77, was a jazz musician with an
international
reputation
for
remastering
old
recordings; but his closest brush with fame was
as a member of the Temperance Seven, which
swept to the top of the Hit Parade with You're
Driving Me Crazy in 1961.
When Davies was Invited to arrange for the
"Temps", it was largely made up of students at
Chelsea College who could not read music yet
played at least two instruments each. He
happily agreed to provide some simple scores,
writing himself in, as trombonist and altosa.xophonlst, and entering into its light-hearted
spirit by adopting the name Sheikh Wadi El
Yadounia and wearing a fez.

The rock critic of the Village Voice in New York
even declared that the group was proof of the
existence of God.
Davies's careful nourishment contributed to the
steady improvement in the band's music, which
attracted the attention of Sir George Martin, the
music producer later responsible for the Beatles'
records. Martin agreed to record the Temps at
the Abbey Road studio in London and gave them
useful,
if
largely
unwelcome,
suggestions
designed to increase their chance of success. He
objected to You're Driving Me Grazybecause it
ran to more than four minutes, while most 48
rpm records lasted two minutes 10 seconds; but
the number's sophisticated scoring, fey lyrics
and Davies's elegant alto solo contributed to an
astonishing success. This led on to a stream of
later hits such as Paaadena&nd Hard-Hearted

Hannah.
But when success came it was a deep shock to
the hand's members. While bemused at receiving
the then large sum of <£60 a week, some
entertained doubts about professionalism and
commercialism, while being conscious that they
had their own futures to consider.
After the Temps appeared at the Royal
Command Performance, the Beatles began to
rocket into the charts, while the band wound
down their activities, though they continued to
perform with new members until the late 1960s.
Most went off to pursue non-musical careers; but
Davies had plenty to occupy him in Jazz.
The son of a skin specialist, John Ross Twiston
Davies was bom on March SO 198? and went to
Dartington Hall. He developed an early interest
in jazz, much to his father's disapproval. But he
did not take up an instmment till he was given a
guitar while serving with the Royal Signals in
Austria after the war. On returning home he
started playing banjo with Mick Mulligan. He
switched to trombone and, with his brother
Julian, who played tuba and later double-bass,
became a founder member of the Crane River
band. They began to play In the revivalist
tradition of Bunk Johnson and George Lewis, and
continued to do so with the same front line for
almost 40 years.
Although Davies was already dedicated to jazz,
he had to make ends meet with a wide variety of
day jobs, including working at Heathrow airport.
In the evenings he would play with the comet
player Steve Lane and the clarinettists Cy Laurie,
Sandy Brown and Acker Bilk as well as his own
band.
After the Temperance Seven wound down,
Davies
still
found
plenty
of
congenial
collaborators, whom he would bemuse by
turning up for a gig with 1? instmments,
11

including a 19th-century cornopean. He formed,
with the American journalist Dick Sudhalter, the
Anglo-American Alliance, and had the comet
player Bobby Hackett to stay so frequently that
his children called him "Uncle Bobby". Another
friend was the clarinettist Jimmy Noone Junior,
with whom he made a particularly finely
matched partnership on Apex Blues.
At the same time Davies's scholarly interest in
jazz was encouraged when Sudhalter, who had
been researching a life of Bix Beiderbecke, told
him of the transcripts in the American Library
of Congress of the Paul Whiteman Orchestra's
numbers from the 1930s. This led him to put on
a concert at the Royal Festival Hall, in which he
played the parts of the saxophonist Frankie
Trumbauer. The cost of putting on a performance
by a 38-piece orchestra meant there were only a
handful of performances, though it made some
excellent recordings.
Davies had first started a record label called
Ristick, his youthful nickname, in the late 1940s,
and
concentrated
on
painstakingly
creating
small collections of largely unknown players. The
most startling of these contained the work of a
comet player whose distinctive style he had
identified on a variety of recordings made
around 1930, though nobody could tell him the
player’s name, except that it was perhaps
"Charlie...”,".. .Charlie”, "Big Charlie" or "Charlie
Thomas". The collection was released under the
name "Big Charlie Thomas." Davies restored such
records
in
the
old
stables
of
his
Buckinghamshire home. He first began sticking
together pieces of old discs, then used early tape
recorders, finally cutting his own CDs.
The major record companies were doing the
same thing, but they could match neither his
scholarship nor his willingness to devote
unlimited time to removing clicks, crackles and
pops from a single record. This he did by
carefully remixing the balance of treble, bass

and volume to produce a version
sometimes better than the original.

that

Burke. There on trumpet was Reggie Koeller,
and alongside on comet was our President Claes
Ringqvist, all blowing lustily.

was

His reputation was such that large music
companies with flawed orchestral recordings Reginald Allen Koeller Sr., to give him Ms proper
started asking him to make repairs by copying title, was bom in Wilmington, Delaware on
notes from elsewhere on a tape, rather than January
13 th, 1981. He started on violin when he was
recall all the players to re-record. Some Mends
felt that this should have enabled him to maim only 9 but switched to tmmpet in 1938 when Ms
handsome profits during the raging inflation of father
the mid-1970s, but Davies elected to stick to the bought him Ms first horn. An elder brother,
labour
government's
inflation
guidelines. Rudolph, played clarinet and they used to take
However, his expertise later paid dividends lessons and practice together. Reg began his
when record companies were glad to have the formal playing career in an Elks band in
Pennsylvania,
performing
mainly
name John R T Davies in small type on their CDs Chester,
of Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Benny military music, and he stayed with them until he
Goodman and others which he had remastered, went into the army. Previously he and Ms
because it was an instant guarantee. Ever ready brother formed a Mgh school band; after
to help others with a serious interest in the graduation they went to college in 1940 and
subject, he was making a final CD of unissued studied music, although Rudolph never took up
and test pressings of such musicians as Wingy music professionally.
Manone and Joe Venuti.
It was during military service in Mississippi
John R T Davies leaves his wife Sue, who bought that Reg started going to New Orleans on passes
him bis first alto as a wedding present, a during 1943. On completion of Ms service he
daughter and a step-daughter, another daughter settled there in 1947, becoming a Mend of
Sidney Brown who introduced Mm to all the local
predeceased him.
musicians. His first job was with Walter Nelson
and he also played with Capl. John Handy.
© Copyright of Telegraph Group Limited 8004.
Later, in 1948, he paraded with John Gasimir
and the Tuxedo Brass Band. After Casimir died
AN
APPRECIATION
OP
REGINALD in 1903 he went with Andrew Morgan, and also
played with both the Olympia and the Onward
KOELLBR
Brass Bands. Stagg &? Cmmp’s New Orleans:
The Revival listed Mm as “Kola" on a recording

by Brian Wood
It is my sad, though self-appointed, duty to make
a daily check of the obituary column in the
Times-Pieayuue. The Tuesday, October 18th
edition contained news of the passing of Reginald
Koeller. The following day at a whim I chose to
have a look at some old jazz videos and by
chance the first was an arrival at New Orleans
airport by the Ken Colyer Trust party welcomed
by the usual parade band organised by Chris

with the George Williams Brass Band in 1900,
alongside Teddy Riley, Buster Moore, Ernest
Poree, Steve Angmm, etc. and he is pictured in
Rose 8e Souchon’s Jazz: A Family Album page
811 in 1974 with the New Young ITixedo Brass
Band. A Clive Wilson article in Footnote volume

-12-

18-3 mentions appearing with Koeller in the
Young Tuxedo Brass Band between 1905 and
1908, playing regularly with them right up to
1990s. In 1989 he played at the Ascona Festival

with Andrew Hall's Society Band.
I first met him playing with Chris Burke in New
Orleans in 1994, and saw him regularly on
suhseqent visits. Knowing of a particular
interest Chris Burke had prompted me on
numerous occasions to ask Reg about Steve
Angrum but 1 always flunked it by becoming, as
usual, completely absorbed in the music to the
exclusion of all else. Reg became a regular on
Monday nights at Preservation Hall for more
than fifteen years. Despite undergoing open
heart surgery some years ago he returned to
again play and tour with the Preservation Hall
Band. His death in Touro Hospital on October
8th, 2004 took me by surprise since he hardly
looked to be 83 years old, a view echoed by Resa
Lambert, manager at Preservation Hall, “He
was just a great musician. He had such a love
for the music and had the mind of a much
younger man,” she said.
Reg Koeller was not a “hot” player, the get-off
man in a brass section. His style was more of
the reflective, measured approach of a Charlie
Love or Peter Bocage. Perhaps it would even be
meaningful to bring the grand old man of New
Orleans music, Lionel Ferbos, into the equation.
Surely the true glory of New Orleans trumpet
playing has not only been its “hot” men from
Louis Armstrong up to contemporaries such as
Kermit and Nicholas Payton, but to the huge
variations in stylistic range the city has
encompassed and nurtured, into which its
adopted
son,
Reginald
Koeeler
fitted
so
admirably.
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The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
SKIVFYND JAZZ & BLUES
Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr: Scheelegatan 12
Tel/fax: +46-(0)8-652 92 91
e-mail: skivfvnd@,eomhem.se
http:7/www.skivfvnd.com
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lord of the
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silky tongued
a diamond tooth that smiled
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that brought to life
the magic of
music
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a night in N ew Orleans

JAZZ CONCERT
master of ceremonies

ORSON WELLES

Entertainment:
•"BUNK"JOHNSON
New Orleans jazz
o CLARENCE WILLIAMS
uml Ills Washboard Baud

band
® HENRY RED ALLEN
and bis Riverboat Orchestra

o KAISER MARSHALL, dmmiiier

o BIG BILL BRONZY, blues singer

HANK DUNCAN, pianist

9 CHARITY BAILEY, singer of Creole songs

o ERNESTINE B. WASHINGTON

® WELLMAN BRAUD

9 JOSH WHITE, folk singer

® ED HALL

TOWN HATE
113 West 43rd Street ■ BKynnt 9-9447

Auspices:
Greenwich Village Chapter
American Committee for Yugoslav Relief
19 Greenwich Ave. — CHelsea 3*3193

TUESDAY, JAN. 1
8:30 P.M.
Tickets: Sl.20-S3.60
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New Yorker, October 20, 1945

Old Master
nder the escort of a hot-jazz expert named Ralph H.
Gleason, we went down to Stuyvesant Casino, at
Second Avenue and Ninth Street, one day last week to
have a few words with Bunk Johnson, the sixty-fiveyear-old trumpeter from New Orleans whose very name
commands a genuflection in syncopation circles. “As old
as he is,” said Mr. Gleason en route, “he can still play
that horn as well as anybody living. Nobody can play
New Orleans style the way he can. And don’t forget he’s
got a mouthful of store teeth to contend with. Lost his
own around 1931 and didn’t play again until 1939, when
a collection was taken up among his friends up North to
get him fixed up. He taught Louie Armstrong, you know,
and a hell of a lot of other famous horn players.” Mr.
Gleason was interrupted by our arrival at the Casino, a
large, rather bleak structure hitherto devoted chiefly to
neighborhood weddings. Before an audience of beer
drinkers (no hard stuff is served in the place). Bunk and
six associates were tearing through “Maryland, My
Maryland” with a verve that was amazing. “I hope this
joint doesn’t give way at the seams,” remarked Mr.
Gleason. “I’ve seen the floor ripple when Bunk and the
boys really get hot.” As “Maryland, My Maryland”
ended in a burst of glory, Mr. Gleason beckoned Bunk
over to our table and explained the purpose of our visit.
“1 am honored by your company,” said Bunk,
bowing, “and I’m going to be happy telling you about
me. I was educated at New Orleans University — got in
at six and out at twelve, right at the top of the class, yes,
sir. 1 done singing from six to ten, and then my dear
mother bought me a horn — a short French brass hom,
and in two years I mastered that instrument. My dear
mother - her name was Theresa - ran a Creole lunch
house, where people liked to come for their fried chicken
and gumbo, and when there was any evening gettogether around the neighborhood. Mama got suppertable privileges, and while she cooked up the supper, my
sister handed out the stuff the people needed to eat with.
I never wasted no time waiting like 1 was supposed to. I
got me over to the bandstand to get ideas for my
trumpet.First band 1 played with was Moe O’Levy’s.”
“O’Levy?” we protested incredulously. “O’Levy,” Bunk
said flatly. “That’s the way Bunk says Adam Olivier,”
Mr. Gleason explained. “Way everybody says it in New
Orleans,” said Bunk. “O’Levy’s band could read,” he
continued, “and I couldn’t read, but when O’Levy say to
me, ‘What key you play the blues in?’ I say, ‘Any key
you got,’ and they hire me. Now then, 1 listen to Buddy

Bolden’s band at Lincoln Park, and I get wild about the
way he plays - mostly by car and making up his own
tunes —so 1 quit O’ Levy and join up with Buddy Bolden.
Bands in those days fighting all the time. One band get a
job in the Love and Charity Hall, another band move
right over there and play better through the windows.
During Mardi Gras and parades, bands got taken around
in wagons, and they’d back them tail gate to tail gate and
play each other down.” “When did most of these musical
fights occur?” we asked. “I disremember exactly,” said
Bunk, “but the big hurricane in Galveston was in 1900
and the first war was in 1914, so this must of been in
1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908- in around there. I was in
the merchant ships in the last war, and this war they
asked me come up to Great Lakes and start a band for the
Navy, but I told them I figure I might not last out my
enlistment. Five of my sons in the Pacific, though, and
another just got out of the Merchant Marine. Had twelve
children and got eleven living right now, but 1 only got
about ten grandchildren. Only one of them’s got any
interest at that. 1 used to teach music one time around
New Iberia, Louisiana, and spell the principal teaching
English. He were Creole and had terrible exclamation.”
Bunk told us that when his teeth gave out he
thought his days as a musician were over. “1 been
playing that hom since 1894,” he said, “on steamboats,
in honkytonks, in parades. Been everywhere, seen
everything, and I figure I had enough life for anybody
anyhow, so I went back to work driving a truck and
trailer and working in the rice fields. Got a dollar fifty a
day. Most al the bandmen in New Orleans got some kind
of trade, and right in this band here, I got a metal worker,
a plasterer, a furniture-store worker, a longshoreman,
and a coffee-factory hand. I used to be a shingler myself,
but after fifty it’s hard to climb them rooves.” Bunk was
already a legend among music people then, but he wasn’t
brought back from obscurity until an aficionado named
William Russell discovered him in New Iberia, in 1938,
whistling semi-professionally between jobs. Russell
raised the collection for the new teeth the following year
and Bunk was able to begin making phonograph records
again. In the spring of 1943 he reappeared in public.
Then he turned up in a big jazz concert at the Geary
Theatre in San Francisco, an engagement that was
followed by a series of smaller concerts. His current
appearance in New York was arranged by Russell and
Eugene Williams, another lover of the hot art. We asked
Bunk whether his long layoff had affected his playing.
“You know a thing, you know it,” Bunk said. “Any man
tell you he used to write good once and now he don’t
write good ain’t no man to believe. Same way with
music. You know it, you ain’t going to forget it. Why, me
and these boys don’t have to rehearse anything we ever
played before. We just get in there and play it.”

Bunk typed this "Rules" sheet 18 days after the band’s opening at their first Stuyvesant engagement on
28th September 1945. It was well intentioned and nobody actually paid a fine, perhaps because Bunk was
the worst offender!

Classic Jazz
Offered Here
In Pure Form
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Bunk Johnson’s Band
Is Now Playing Here
in Stuyvesant Casino
By Rudie Blesh
For the first time since 1916, the
Negro jazz of New Orleans - in its
pure, classic firm - is to be heard in
actual performance in New York,
Bunk
Johnson’s
Band,
already
familiar to some through its recent
recordings, is currently playing at the
Stuyvesant Casino for dancers and
listeners.
Classic jazz, with its intricate
melodic-rhythmic
counterpoint
that
is so difficult to record, is revealed
here as a music of clarity and varied
sonorities that develop improvisationaly on the highest creative plane.
Its unmistakably modem concept and
its execution, requiring the most
consummate virtuosity, make the socalled modem swing seem childishly
simple in comparison.
No recordings can convey the
cumulative effect of the combined
delicacy and surging momentum of
this band as it builds up its variational
sequences on any one theme for a full
fifteen minutes.
Bunk has assembled a group of
great
musicians
who
are
also
historical jazz figures. The leader,
creator of hot trumpet style is, despite
his age, an artist of commanding
power, incomparable tone, thoughtful
and
varied
imagination.
George
Lewis’s clarinet is supple, fervent and
strong, while Jim Robinson plays real
“tailgate” trombone comparable only
to that of the other great living
master. Kid Ory. “Baby” Dodds,

From New Orleans, where lie helped develop jazz back in the
1890s, 66-year-old Bunk Johnson (fight) has come to New York
to play his famous trumpet at Stuyvesant Casino on the lower
East Side, Bunk was discovered six years ago in the rice fields of
Louisiana, forgotteh by the music he helped start. Jazz enthus
iasts contributed a trumpet and a new set of teeth for Bunk and
started him on a comeback, With his. band. Bunk plays for
dancing at the Casino, Second Ave. at Ninth St., Tuesday through
Friday evenings from 8:30 to 12.30, and Sunday afternoons from
•2 to 5. He is shown here with JiiA Robinson, trombonist in Ins
seven-piece band.
photo ty skippu Adetman, m
(Above) PM, New York,
Wednesday, 3 October 1945

greatest drummer in jazz history,
dominates the rhythm section, which
includes “.Slow Drag” Pavageau,
string-bass; Lawrence Marrero, banjo,
and Alton Purnell, piano.
The musical importance of the
appearance of this band should have
the greatest influence, not only on
local hot music, but on the work of
contemporary composers as well. At
the same time, its infectious gayety
and irresistible melodic charm should
assure packed attendance.

(Left) New York Herald Tribune,
Sunday, 21 October 1945

Editor’s note: Rudi Blesh’s name is
misspelt here and also on the
opposite page. Although the linotype
operator of the New York Amsterdam
News corrected the error, the faulty
line remained!
Poor old Rudi. He was the butt of
many of Bunk’s jokes and it was not
the first time, or the last, when his
name was misspelt in print.
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BY ONE.OF THE GREATEST OF’EM ALL for Yugoslav Relief presented the hand in concert at Town Hall and there New Orleans

“Bunk” Johnson Jazz: Critics agree mostly that “Bunk” Johnson, the teacher of Louis
Armstrong and other hot trumpet men, is among the greatest living jazzmen and has
been so classed by Armstrong, King Oliver, Sidney Bechet and others: For the last
few months “Bunk” and his band haye been playing to sellout crowds at the Stuyvesant
Casino over on Second Avenue, near Ninth Street. Jan. 1, the American Committee

style jazz enthusiasts get their kicks in a big way. Above at left, “Bunk” gets a
pianist, Dan Burley of the Amsterdam News, Rudi Blesh of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune,
pianist, Dan Burley of the Amsterdam News, Rudi Blosh of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune,
Leonard Bernstein, and others look on. At right, “Bunk” puts his band through a
terrific session of “The Sheik of Araby.”—Amsterdam Studio Photos by McAlpen.
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Spirituals Her Dish
-And Can She Do ’Em!
By julia McCarthy

Everything, including Hollywood, has its day
But religion goes on forever.
That is the reason Mme. Ernestine Washington, church
singer and minister’s wife, gives for remaining tone-deaf to
film offers.
And these offers had come even
before her recent sensational ap
pearance at a Town Hall benefit,
where she “sent” a predominantly
jive-conscious audience, including
Orson Welles, with something in
spirituals for which the peculiar
language of swing has no word.
Just “Jubilee” Style.
With Bunk Johnson’s Dixieland
Style Band solid back of her, the
Negro contralto stepped out on the
stage, drove her right fist into her
left palm several times to get into
what — for the others — would be
the groove, and sang hymns so mov
ingly that she immediately held all
the sophisticated hearers in those
two punchy-gestured hands of hers.
“Do you swing your spirituals,
or - ?”
“That’s just ‘jubilee’ style," she
explained
Jubilee style is a technique
acquired the hard way by the
singer, who is the wife of the Rev.
Frederick Douglas Washington,
pastor of the Church of God, of
Montclair, N. J. For all of the
dozen or more years of their mar
riage, the Washingtons have “evan
gelized” up and down this country
and Canada with Ernestine, the
singer, doing her part
As Great as Preaching.
“Music plays as great a role in
soul-saving as preaching — I won’t
say more.” She grinned, suspect
ing her husband mightn’t like such
a comparison. “I try to spiritual
ize a song, make its meaning
. . . strong. No, no, 1 don’t swing
or ‘rock’ it.
The audience was certain, how
ever. that she had. If her instru
ment had been a brass trumpet in-
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Mme. Ernestine Washington

Deaf to Hollywood calls.
stead of a human tbroat, it would
have been correct to say that she
rode right out of this world, they
agreed. “Another Bessie Smith,”
some remarked, recalling that
singer’s high sweet botes.
“Lots of people criticize me be
cause 1 haven’t had much training
in music,” she said. “But 1 am
here ‘to serve.’ 1 felt shaky at the
concert ... the others sang ‘blues.’
I felt alone. Then the applause
lifted me right up .. .”
Her Favorite Songs.
Favorite Ernestine Washington
spirituals are: “Where Would I Go

20 Pages
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But To The Lord?,” “But This I Pray,
O Lord, Remember Me”, “The
World Will Make A Way Somehow”
“Just Across the Water.”
“Would you sing other than relig
ious songs.a ballad, for example?”
she was asked.
“If it had any religious meaninng,
yes. But I wouldn’t do anyhing to
hurt or hinder my husand’s work.”
Sang First at 3.
At the age of 3 in her native
Arkansas the religious contralto
began her career. “They called me
‘the little singer,’ and they’d stand
me on a table . . . when I was 19
I met my husband; he had studied
at the Moody Bible Institute in Chi
cago and been ordained. We started
at our Montclair Church (195
Bloomfield Ave.) three years ago,
and the congregation has tripled
since. Soon we are going to build a
new church that will be the prettiest
thing in town.”
At present, Mme. Washington is
heard on the radio on WHOM Wed
nesdays and Saturdays, 11 to 12
P. M., and the church services are
broadcast Sundays on WAAT, in
cluding at present some talks by
their guest, the Rev. M. G. Grady
of San Antonio, Texas, who in ad
dition to being a minister is a
licensed pilot and father of a 23year-old infantryman back from
exploits in the Pacific with a Purple
Heart, a Bronze Star and several
battle stars.
“Called” to Concert.
Besides work with social service
clubs, Mme. Washington, as she
has come to be known profes
sionally, likes to cook, make her
own clothes when she gets time,
and listen to the records of Duke
Ellington.
“About the Hollywood offer?” she
was reminded.
“That,” she recalled, “came after
I’d sung at a bond rally in Griffith
Stadium in Washington, D. C.,
year before last. What producer?
I forget . . . someone who wanted
me for a religious play. 1 didn’t
care to go . . . How did 1 come to
be at Town Hall at the concert?
I felt that I was ‘called.’”

ATribute To The Cradle of JAZZ

ORSON WELLES

Bunk Johnson's
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JAZZ PLAYERS IN
BENEFIT CONCERT
By IBVING KOLODIN,
Like the man who had been
writing prose all his Ufa and
didn’t know it* it seems that
Willie (Bunk) Johnson, Negro
comet player, has been playing
art for fifty year.A though nobody
told him about it until recently.
Rescued from a Louisiana farm
where he had been driving a
truck and installed with a group
of New Orleans cronies at an
East Side dance hall, he reached
the pinnacle of Town Hall last
night, as featured performer in
a conceit for Yugoslav Relief
that was played to a houseful of
listeners under the title "A Night
in New Orleans/'
The special place of Johnson in
jazz annals has to do with two
things; he has outlived most of
his associates from the days when
even the French didn’t know that
jnzd existed, and one of the mop
pets who got under his feet, and
eventually got Bunk to give him
lessons was named Louis Aimstrong.
That the pupil has far sur
passed the master was evident
enough last night, but one imag
ines that if Armstrong has as
much of his original anility left
at 65 he will be a happy Satchmo’
indeed. Johnson’s technic has its
limitations and there was little
variety between one number ond
another, but the way. he led
"Darktown Strutters’ Bail” and a
spiritUhl was an authentic echo
of a musical past that has all but
ceased to exist. With the excep
tion of that remarkable drummer,
Baby Dodds (after ten years’
ignorance I observe from last
night’s program that ids first
name is Warren)', his associates
were ’ remote from today’s de
mands In the way of instrumental
ability and creative imagination.
The musicians of tno evening
iiad tho competition of Orson
Welles as master of ceremonies,
burdened by a script that made
the performances sound like illus
trations for a lecture before he1
sensibly discarded it at 9:30 in fa
vor of brief extemporaneous re
marks. On the first half of the
concert (all that I heard) the high
point was provided by the clarinet
playing of Albert Nicholas in a
group of pieces played in honor
of the late Fertie "Jelly Roll" Mor
ton, with the aid of Don Ewell,
piano, and Dodds at the drums.
His easy style and ready imagi
nation made one wonder why
Nicholas has given up the instru
ment on which he Is obviously a
virtuoso for some obscure work
of a non-musical variety.
The evening also included Ore*
ole folk songs attractively sung
by Charity Bailey, gospel shout
ing by Mme. Ernestine B. Wash
ington (imported from a Mont
clair, N. L, church "throe times
enlarged since she first appeared
there, Welles read from his
script), and other contributions
by Josh White, "Big Bill” Bronzy
and a band led by Henry "Red”
Allen. Sam Jaffe introduced
Welles, Welles Introduced a reA
corded greeting from Armstrong
to his mentor and Samuel L. M.I
Barlow was also down for a talk ! .

Bunk Johnson’s
Band is Heard in
Town Hall Concert
By Rudi Blesh
A Night in New Orleans, the concert
given at Town Hall last night for the
Yugoslav relief, was by far the best
jazz concert presented so far this
season. Cast as a scenario presenting
the origin and development of jazz,
the presentation moved smoothly
with the able commentation of Orson
Welles.
A large variety of music was
presented, highlighted by Bunk
Johnson’s Band. Playing in superb
form, this organization became the
first authentic New Orleans band
ever to appear on a New York concert
stage. Its first group consisted of the
march “My Maryland,” followed by a
rocking rendition of “Darktown
Strutters Ball.” Through both
numbers Bunk’s clear, driving
trumpet, Jim Robinson’s hearty
trombone, George Lewis’s metodically articulate clarinet shared the
honors with the subtle but amazing
drumming of Baby Dodds.
The Creole songs which followed,
sung by Charily Bailey, were an
unfortunate change of pace. This
singer’s work is full of charm and
artistry, but the songs she offered
suffered when contrasted with the
dynamics and momentum of the jazz
which preceded them.
The fabulous days of Jelly Roll
Morton and the famous Storyvillc
“district” were convincingly recreat
ed by a trio consisting of Don Ewell,
piano; Albert Nicholas, clarinet, and
Baby Dodds, drums.
The Clarence Williams Washboard
Band of the 1920s was reconstituted
with Williams at piano and Gus
Aiken on trumpet, original members
of
the
group,
participating.
Collaborating
were
Nicholas,
clarinet, and Freddie Moore, who
proved a sensation with his rhythmic
washboard playing.
High point of the program was the
spiritual singing of Ernestine B.
Washington in “Just a Closer Walk”
and “Where Could I Co?”
Also participating were the Red
Allen Riverboat Band and Josh
While, the baltadist. The screaming
Fifty-second Street character of this
band and the highly artful and
sophisticated pseudo-folk music of
this singer were the only false notes
on the program.

PROGRAM 0 F JAZ Z
TRACES ITS HIST OR
Topnotchers in Field Present a
Conceit at Town Hall to Aid
Group for Yugoslav Relief
Real jazz was presented in con
cert form at Town Hall last night
by Bunk Johnson’s Now Orleans
Band and o.ther bands and soloists.
Orson Welles, master of cere
monies and narrator, began the
proceedings by reading an outline
histhry of jazz, which traced it
back to the pre-war Southern
Negro. The first part of the pro
gram was illustrative of this early1
development, "the roots of iazz.”
Bunk Johnson and nis bond
opened the concert with "New Or
leans Street Parade ” in which
"Muryland, My Maryland” was the
marching tube around which thei
Jazz was built. One of the pioneers
of modem jazz Mr. Johnson has
been playing tne trumpet in or
ganizations now known a a jazz
bands since the Nineties, when he
appeared in Buddy BoJden'a Rag
time Band in New Orleans. He
disappeared for ‘ several . years,
working in the rice "fields in Lou
isiana until ho was found in 1938
by Louis- Armstrong and returned
to music. At the age of 67 he still
is a master of the art of the jazz
trumpet. The “parade” was Fol
lowed with "New Orleans Concert
Hall,” featuring, music of GottIschalk, in which the other members
of the band, George Lewis, clar
inet; Jim Robinson, trombone;
Warren (Baby) Dodds, drums;
Lawrence Marrero, banjo; Alclde
(Slow Drag) Pavageau, double
bass, and Alton Purnell, piano,
were heard to advantage.
Charity Bailey, a young woman
with a sad, sweet and rather light
voice, sang "Songs of the Negro
Creoles,” accompanying herself at
the piano. Other featured artists
were Mm*. Ernestine B. Washing
ton gospel singer, who sang three
authentic spirituals in the ertmpmectlng "shouting” manner; Josh
White of Cafe Society Downtown,
who sang two songs; Big Bill
Bronzy, blues singer, and Clarence
Williams’ Washboard Band and
Honry (Red) Allen's Riverboat
Band.
The concert, with the. running
commentary read by Mr. Welles,
was informative and It was good
jazz-Ain fact it was Ahc best jazz
this reviewer has heard in a Jong
time. It had exciting rhythm, rich
tone and real tune, and it had
what it takes" in the way of in
dividuality anddife. The program,
of course, was T>uilt on Jazz com
positions rather than pure im
provisation, and the concert was
herefore a different thing from
the improvised variety now usually
heard. The capacity audience was
continuously enthusiastic.
The proceeds of the evening
were to go for Yugoslav relief, un
der tlie auspices of the Greenwich
Village. American Committee for
Yugoslav Relief, of which Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt la honorary na
tional chairman.
R. L.
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The New York Sun,
Wednesday 2 January 1946

New York Herald Tribune,
Wednesday 2 January 1946

The New York Times,
Wednesday 2 January 1946

Jazz enthusiast Harold Drob had a dream...record Bunk Johnson in New York City
in the late 1940s. Thanks to Drob, Robert Stendahl, Bill and Pam Loughborough,
and other jazz fans Bunk indeed made his final public appearances and recordings
in New York in the winter of 1947. Harold Drob and his wife, Maude, had another
dream...the creation of a permanent collection housing the wonderful variety of
research and archival items devoted to Bunk Johnson that they had acquired over
the decades since Bunk's passing in 1949. Thanks to Iberia Parish Library director
Carla Hostetter, the library board of control, and Ms. Pearl Drob herself, the
library became home to the ever-evolving Bunk Johnson Jazz Collection which opened
in the spring of 2002.
I have been grateful to catalog this growing collection, featuring such items as
Bunk's original tombstone, a wide variety of photographs and letters composed by
Johnson and friends, audio interviews of relatives of Bunk and others who knew
him personally, video film footage of Bunk with friends, a huge variety of books
and periodicals collected by the Drobs over the years (and thanks to the Drobs,
Marilyn (Bell) Hinchliffe, and Ake Sahlberg the oh-so-appropriate newsletter of
the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society). We continue to receive donations of materials,
including art work depicting Bunk Johnson, record albums, photographs, etc. thanks
to the generosity of so many individuals interested in preserving Bunk's memory.
It's a treat to "spread the word" on the new collection to jazz fans in Sweden,
as Harold and Pearl Drob spent much time with friends in and from Sweden and I
have cataloged a number of postcards written to the Drobs from their Swedish
acquaintances; there are a great number of photographs collected by the Drobs
during their Swedish and European journeys and these will continue to become
new members of our collection. Ake Sahlberg and his wife visited recently and
it was mesmerizing witnessing Sahlberg's intriguing anecdotes pertaining to his
appreciation of Bunk's character (and what a joy to listen to Sahlberg describe
spending the night in Bunk's final New Iberia house just before it was torn down).
New Iberia hosts the Bunk Johnson/New Iberia Jazz, Arts, and Heritage Festival in
late spring and during this year's festival a relative of Bunk's wife, Maude,
described to me his amazement at seeing tourists taking photographs of Bunk's
house, the house where Maude's relative used to visit as a youngster. At the
same he didn't fully understand why people were taking pictures of the house and
now he most certainly understands!
You can visit the library's evolving collection of Bunk Johnson materials via our
Internet home page at www,iberia.lib.la.us and if you are in south Louisiana we
welcome your visit. The jazz room itself features an outdoor brass canopy, the
interior features Bunk's last trumpet and case, his original tombstone, portrait
photographs on the walls, "nightclub"-type tables and chairs (with the intent to
give the room a jazz club appearance), the means to listen to Bunk and other jazz
greats via CD, LP, and audiotape, the means to watch film footage of Bunk and .his
contemporaries, and the chance to do jazz research via the extensive book and
periodical collection housed in the room. "Souvenir"-type items are also available
for purchase at the library front desk. Hope to see you soon!
@2004 Don Paul Crook,
Iberia Parish Library

archivist

445 East Main Street
New Iberia, LA 70560
(337) 373-0075

The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
SKIVFYNB JAZZ & BLUES

Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr: Scheelegatan 12
Tel/fax: +46-(0)8-652 92 91
e-mail: skivfvnd@comhem.se
http://www.skivfynd.com
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EDITORIAL
The material in this number made it very difficult to keep to the old format with two columns. One
would need a proper DTP program for that and such luxury is way beyond the budget of SBJS. I feel,
however, that we can offer you some interesting and varied reading.
With this issue we conclude the chapter “Bunk in New York”, but we plan to continue the series with
“Bunk in Chicago” in the Fall, unless we get massive demonstrations outside the editorial offices!
We continue with another interview by Jesse Tindgren, which we hope this will become a regular
feature. The interview with Michael Cogswell was made almost a year before the Louis Armstrong
House opened to the public, in October S003. As Jesse mentions, it isn’t easy to get there. We
welcome tips from any reader who has visited LAH about the best way to get there; we will publish
these in the next issue as a service to any members who plan to visit New York.
Dr Rainer E. Lotz gave a much appreciated speech at our last annual meeting and we only wish we
could show those of you who weren’t there more of the fascinating illustrations he presented and of
course we would like to be able to share the music samples. There are references in the text, if you
want to pursue this part of our music’s history.
Barry Martyn, writing in the latest issue of NOM, reports that the complete Bunk Decca session is
about to be Issued. He writes that the master copies “came to me directly from Decca’s vaults, so
the fidelity is first class. It sounds like you are actually sitting there in the room. This listing pre
empts all previous discographies. There axe three takes of "Maryland", two takes of "Alexander's
Ragtime Band", 0 takes of "Tishomingo", 8 takes "You Always Hurt The One You Love", including all
false starts, incomplete titles, and incidental talking. I am now getting to work on the issuing of this
complete session which will appear as AMCD-116.
Some of the takes are very different, especially when Baby Dodds takes a woodblock tag on the last
take of "You Always Hurt". No doubt much to the annoyance of Bunk. As I said it is just like you are
sitting in the studio.” This is, of course, sensational news and will undoubtedly be the CD of the year
(if not the decade) for Bunk fans.
For those of you who don’t know your editor, I admit that modem poetry makes my head spin. Solid
bone from the neck up, some describe me. Luckily, we have a president who actually enjoys modem
poetry and such stuff. I have often thought that the rich grey stuff he carries around on his face isn’t
beard but brain matter that has leaked from the seams. Anyway, he persuaded me that to properly
instmct, elevate and amuse, we needed to include William Carlos Williams. Enjoy!
Our members in the Swingsters have released a new CD titled Creole Belles. Review in New Orleans
Music. I play it a lot. It keeps me happy.

European Perspectives on Black Music prior to World War I
Rainer E. Lotz:
A “multi-media chat” delivered at the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society, Saturday, January 8th 2005,
Svensk Visarklv, Norrtullsgatam 6, Stockholm

The following presentation is not about jazz. Rather, it is an attempt at archeology, an attempt to
find out what sort of Afro-American music was played when Bunk Johnson was still a young man - in
the US and over here in Europe.
The presence of African-American entertainers in Europe, the impact of African-American music in
Europe around the turn of the century as well as aspects of cross-fertilization remain largely
unresearched. Most of the early authors of scholarly books and discographies on blues and jazz were
Europeans, whose only contact with the music was through recordings. They had no first-hand
impressions of Chicago, or New Orleans, or Clarksdale.
Perhaps I should be more precise by saying: the early writers on jazz and blues depended on
recordings available to them in Europe from the 1920s up to the 1960s. Very little authentic jazz
was made available by UK record companies, hardly any in the rest of Europe, and virtually no
blues. Technologies such as the phonograph cylinders, player pianos or musical boxes were at best
vaguely remembered by a past generation. The pre-history of jazz and blues has tended to disappear
from history. Record collectors are guilty of the neglect of areas of musical tradition which are under
represented or un-represented on record.
Today we write the year 2005. It is about time that we ask ourselves: Is it really true that no early
tangible, factual evidence exists to discuss the prehistory, protohistory, origins, and development of
Afro-American musical phenomena? Could the son and the choro, the beguine and matchiche,
cakewalk, ragtime, blues, jazz and - dare I say it - the tango suddenly have surfaced some 100
years ago, out of nowhere? Do we really have to rely on hearsay, speculation, and the blurred
recollections of octogenarians?.
In the absence of recorded sound documents we need to examine other sources to determine early
repertoire and performance styles. Potential sources of information would be photos and etchings,
notations, printed music, manuscripts. Unfortunately folk traditions are rarely documented, oral
traditions do not find their way into printed music. We now know that the first printed composition
with a 12-bar-blues structure was published in St.Louis in 1904 (“One o’them things”, a RagtimeTwostep by James Chapman and Leroy Smith), but songsters, minstrels, vaudevillians do not
normally make use of printed material, and only rarely do we find tangible artifacts. But they do
exist if we look for them.
I’ll give you an example. What do we know about tub, jug and washboard bands? When did spasm
bands appear on the scene, and what sounds did they produce? Let me quote from the entry in the
“New Grove Dictionary of Jazz” (1986, page 483): “Spasm Band - An ensemble consisting largely of
homemade instruments.. They generally included a chord-playing instrument, such as a ukulele or
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guitar, a kazoo or comb-and-paper, and various percussion instruments - for example washboard or
tambourine ... also the boom-bam, a broom handle on which metal bottle-tops are nailed... Spasm
bands were active in New Orleans during the first three decades of the 80th century, and performed
a repertory of blues, ragtime, and the popular songs of the day”
Now have a look at this postcard [Illustration 1: “Coon Creek Rehearsal” in Florida]: Obviously
it is not a snap-shot but a staged or posed scene of the “water melon and alligator” variety. But the
card shows a spasm band if there ever was one. The location is Florida, not New Orleans. And the
date is not the 1930s, not the 1980s, not the 1910s: The card is copyrighted and postmarked 1893; a
German traveller sent it back home. The fact that such cards had been on sale during the early
1890s is a strong indication, to me at least, that this was a familiar, or typical sight, and that this
must have been the case for quite a while, perhaps for decades.
Summing up: There is both photographic and printed evidence, and we should make a more serious
effort to look for it...

And is it really true that the Europeans were first exposed to such musical forms during the 1980s?.
You may be surprised to hear that German musicians played to entertain American audiences up to
the First World Wan. Vast parts of Germany were extremely poor. Poverty and overpopulation in the
marginal agricultural hinterlands left people with three choices: to emigrate, to become either a
home worker (or out worker), or else to survive in some itinerant activities. Many became itinerant
musicians, earning their living in England and the US. Stretches of Germany became known as the
“musicians’ belt”. Believe it or not: I have plenty evidence that itinerant professional German
musicians played rags and cakewalks by both white and black composers - in the US and to both
white and black audiences - during the 1890s. [Illustration 8: Kapelle Backes aus

Jettenbach/Pfalz spielt filr Gef&ngnisinsassen um 1900], Other musicians, who did not leave
their villages, earned their living as home workers. In the black forest and other poor
neighbourhoods they spent the winter manufacturing mechanical music instruments for export. It is
fascinating that those people, who had not even heard of St.Louis or Sedalia, arranged and
manufactured authentic Cakewalks and Ragtime for piano rolls and metal disc Symphonions
[Illustration 3: A Symphonion metal disc]. On German-made metal discs you can hear a
cakewalk composed in 1895 by the the Afro-Caribbean comedian, Bert Williams, and dedicated to the
greatest of all cake walk dancers, Dora Dean, who toured Europe for decades [Track. Ir “Dora Dean

Cake Walk” - Bert Williams (189B) from BLACK PEOPLE CD #8], To the best of my knowledge,
this “Dora Dean Cakewalk” was never recorded - not on piano rolls, not on cylinders, not on flat disc
shellacs, not on LPs, since the time it was composed, and that was before the end of the second-tolast century, come to think of it: in the past millenium. To say that this tune was never recorded is
not entirely correct, though. In 1896 - one year after Williams saw his original composition in print one Charley Sydney O’Brien published “Ma Angellne”, which is a note-for note, word-for-word theft,
except that the reference to “Dora Dean” was replaced by “Ma Angellne” (it still rhymes), and the
music was recorded under this name by an unnamed orchestra in that same year 1896.
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Scott Joplin composed his masterpiece, “The Entertainer”, In 1902. Again, it was never recorded on
either cylinder or shellac disc, but a contemporary music box metal disc did exist - in the slow
tempo that Joplin prescribed [Track 8: “The Entertainer” - Scott Joplin (1908) from BLACK

PEOPLE CD #4], I have documented an impressive number of cakewalks and coon songs on German
made metal discs, and I do hope someone, somewhere will make them available on CD for scholars to
study. “Dora Dean” and “The Entertainer” are played slow, but there are certainly also fast cake
walks, and the highly syncopated “Whistling Rufus” (written by a white composer) even combines a
slow and an uptempo aramgement on the same disc, with bells added. [Track 3: “Whistling Rufus”

Part 1 & 8 - Kerry Mills, from BLACK PEOPLE CD #1].
We can thus draw the conclusion that Europeans had been exposed to black music, even knew how
to perform it, and even knew how to arrange it for mechanical music, already in the 19th century.
By the time the early writers got interested in blues and jazz, the memory had faded, many
important tunes were not even recorded on cylinders or discs although they were widely distributed
in middle class households both as sheet music and on mechanical media.
My starting point was: we need to examine other sources since there are no sound documents of AfroAmerican music styles. I have just proven that this working hypothesis is not true: there was
musical evidence based on mechanical music.

Let us now examine the validity of the assumption that African-Americans left no trace on early
analog recorded sound documents.
Contrary to wide-spread belief, black artists not only recorded, they were actually among the
pioneers of recorded music. Banjoist Louis ‘Bebe’ Vasnier Jr. was a New Orleans housepainter who
also ran his own “Johnson and Vasnier’s colored minstrel company”. By January 1891 the Louisiana
Phonograph Company made and marketed musical cylinders by Vasnier. The company was
undoubtedly the very first to record New Orleans musicians and music. And Louis Vasnier, bom a
free Creole of color in 1859, probably became the first black recording artist in the world.
[Illustration 4: Advertisement for the Louisiana Phonograph Company, 1891] His „Brudder
Rasmus Sermons” and minstrel songs were actively promoted. A July 1892 ‘Price List of Musical
Records Etc’, which appeared in “The Phonogram”, a short-lived journal of the affiliated Edison
phonograph companies, shows for sale five “Negro Sermons” by “Brudder Rasmus” at $1 each. And
the small print reads: “All of these are very popular and good for the blues: Try them! ’. According to
one Phonogram advertisement, “These sermons, while very humorous, are characteristic Negro
delineations and are faithful reproductions of a dusky style of pulpit oratory that is rapidly passing
away”... Also available by Vasnier were banjo versions of eight ‘plantation negro songs’, presumably
in the minstrel tradition, including “Black Pickininny”, “Coon with a Razor”, “Good Bye, Susan Jane”,
“Hide Away”, “Put Away dat Straw”, “Thompson’s Old Grey Mule”, “Rock dat Ship”, and “Turkey in
de Straw”. The advertisement concluded with the comment ‘The sermons are very popular among
both whites and blacks and have proved among the most profitable of exhibition records.”
At least one of the Vasnier cylinders has survived but is in extremely poor shape. Other notable
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recordings took place In New York: the Unique Quartette In 1890; the Standard Quartette In 1891,
the Dinwiddie Quartet in 1908. The surviving recordings show distinctive Afro-American
characteristics, although the sound quality leaves much to be desired. Nevertheless, I am going to
treat you to a duet recording made by Cousins Se DeMoss taken In 189? for Emil Berliner. Two
singers alternate verses in the black gospel tradition to fervent banjo accompaniment. You will
notice how the speed Is accelerating throughout the record [Track 4: “Poor Mourner”. Cousins &

de Moss(1897) from TOO LATE TOO LATE CD #1J. Blues Singer Frank Stokes was bom shortly
after Cousins and de Moss recorded “Poor Momer”; three decades later, in 198?, Stokes selected this
tune as his first choice for a recording session for the Paramount label!. By 1909 the recording
technology had advanced to a degree that I dare to play a cylinder by the “Old South Quartette"
which demonstrates call-and-response patterns (the white impresario, Polk Miller, plays the guitar
and sings) on this upbeat number |Track B: “Watermelon Party” - Polk Miller & Old South

Quartet [1909) from STOMP AND SWERVE CD #16]
We can thus draw the conclusion that African American musicians were among the pioneers of
recorded music. As was to be expected, all those recordings I just mentioned were made in the US.
But for some 100 years the cylinders and discs represented “lost sounds”. Only over the past few
years have they been re-discovered and are now accessible to researchers.

Let us now examine whether African-Americans may have recorded in Europe. Let me remind you
that the Ku-Klux-Klan was founded only two years after abolition, and discrimination in the US
reached such intensity by the 1890s, that an astounding number of African-Americans pursued their
livelihood overseas - including instrumentalists and bands, musical clowns and dancers, singers and
theatrical performers, minstrels and eccentric acts. [Visitors to Europe: illustration B: Foote’s

Minstrels; illustration 6: Frenehs Neger Ensemble], Considering the vast number of AfricanAmericans touring Europe, wouldn’t it be surprising if they did not cut cylinders and discs over
here? And once again, the answer is: Yes, they did record.
The first were probably the African-Canadian banjoists brothers Bohee in Liverpool, as early as
1898. However, the most recorded American visitor to Europe, black or white, was an AfricanAmerican: Pete Hampton. He left well over a hundred cylinders and discs. Since I published his
biography and discography (notably in: “Black People”, Bonn, 199?), a world-wide search has been
going on and many have been located to date. Like many of his fellow song 8e dance artists he heavily
relied on “coon songs” written by white composers, but he performed them in a distinctively black
style. What is more, he also performed his own compositions, such as “Dat Mouth Organ Coon”.
Dating from 1904, “Dat Mouth Organ Coon" has an interesting ragtime piano introduction, Hampton
sings a few stanzas of a typical ragtime song, suddenly he doubles the tempo and the piano
accompaniment gets into a frenzy. Right in the middle of the performance Hampton abruptly takes
out the tempo. He switches to harmonica, hence the title “Dat Mouth Organ Coon”. He quotes - would
you believe it - “The Last Rose Of Summer”. Hampton’s specialty was playing the harmonica through
his nose, but on this cylinder, after stating the melody, he performs at such a break-neck speed, that
this is difficult to believe. He bends the melody, he adds blue notes, he produces all sorts of queer

sounds that must make Thomas Moore rotate in his Irish grave, and he adds shouts and vocal
interjections just like recorded blues singers would do decades later [[Track 6: “Pat Mouth Organ

Coon/ITs The Last Rose Of Summer!'1904'i - Pete Hampton - from BLACK PEOPLE CD #6]
[Illustration 7: Pete Hampton, harmonica, and his common wife Laura Bowman, banjo
(1906)|. Some recordings by Hampton are clearly in the minstrel tradition, while others are
inspired by gospel and camp-meetings, such as “When You Die You Are A Long Time Dead” [Track 7:
“Em Going To lave Anyhow Till I Die” fl9041 - Pete Hampton - from BLACK PEOPLE CD
#7], A jumpy and truly swinging tune, performed to piano accompaniment.
Other artists featured songs written by some of the most prominent temporary African-American
composers: Theodore Walton Wilson was from Philadelphis and his wife Lavina from New Orleans. In
1906 the Wilsons recorded at least eight duet and solo titles by the black composers Tim Brymn, Will
Marion Cook, Alex Rogers and James Vaughn for an obscure record company at Hanover, Germany
[Illustration 8: Excerpts from a Globos records catalog (1906)[. No copies of any of these discs
have been found as yet, but surely they must exist, somewhere...
We can thus draw the conclusion that African American musicians were among the pioneers of
recorded music not only in the US but also in Europe. I do hope that, perhaps also as a consequence
of my research, record collectors will make another serious effort to locate those elusive artifacts.
Judging from those that have turned up, and considering the titles of those that still need to be
located, we may have to rewrite the chapters on early black music.

Finally, let us have a look at motion pictures. The motion picture technology was developed at about
the same time as the sound recording technology. And I ask: could it really be that black visitors to
Europe left no trace on film?: And indeed, black artists were also among the pioneers of the fledgling
movie industry. A surprising number of films had been shot in Europe prior to The First World War,
demonstrating what was then known as “nigger song and dance”. I shall show you three very brief
excerpts: First a French music hall act, with blacks and whites performing on stage at the same
time; next a British film showing a dancer performing “black steps” to banjo accompaniment; and
lastly a series of three equally short “takes” featuring Belle Davis and her pickaninnies presumably
in Germany. [Tracks 8-18 (DVD): Stage performances at the Nouveau Cirque, Paris(1903) -

Banjo & stepdance (date unknown) - Belle Davis & Pices (1906) from LOTZ DVD
#1,#S,#3,#4,#6] The underlying banjo and ragtime orchestra music is not original, I added it
myself.

But given the fact that film and sound were developed in parallel - wouldn’t it have been possible to
produce sound movies? The history books tell you the first sound film was “The Jazz Singer”,
featuring A1 Jolson in blackface in the late twenties. But, in actual fact, sound movies had been a
common entertainment in music hall and varietes prior to The First World War. In Germany alone
well over one thousand sound movies, perhaps 2000, were made. Sometimes a film was shot and
matching sounds were recorded on discs afterwards, or else a commercial recording was used and a
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suitable film taken afterwards. In either ease the tricky part for the operator was to synchronise the
moving Images and the disc records. Unfortunately the novelty wore off after a few years and. In
consideration of the imperfect technology, nobody cared to preserve either film or discs. The sad
situation to-day is that for some films we lack the sound tracks, for some discs we lack the matching
films, but in most cases neither film nor disc are known to have survived. A search is now going on to
locate those artifacts, and to match surviving discs with their film counterparts.
The obvious question is: Could it possibly be that sound movies exist of black performers? The
answer is, you guessed it: Yes, a surprising number of black vaudeville acts were featured on
European sound films,. In Germany alone about 10 to SO are of interest to us as they feature black
dancers, entertainers, minstrel troupes, and musicians. Only recently it was brought to my attention
that the black minstrel veteran Will Garland and his “Negro Operetta Troupe” recorded a sound film
in Berlin in 1910. Let me close my presentation by playing an even earlier disc of 30cm diameter
from 1907, for which we still lack the film. The sound quality of the copy available to me is
■unfortunately poor, but the recording engineers nevertheless did a remarkable job. Remember: at
that time they had to record through an open horn. It was already quite difficult to capture the
sound of an individual singer or instrumental soloist. But in this case they had to cope with a rousing
performace by a troupe known as The Georgia Pickaninnies. The engineers had to cope not only with
an entire orchestra but in addition with a troupe of several lead singers, and a responding chorus,
and step dancers, and all of them used to wildly gyrate on stage. “Get your partners for this ragtime
dance” |Track 13: “Coontown Ragtime Dance” - Georgia Piccaninnies (1907) from LOTZ CD

#14] [Illustration 9: Label reproductions for Messter Bioplion disc #878. “The Black
Warblers” and Messter Bioplion disc #879 “Coontown Ragtime Dance”. / Illustration 10:
Georgia Piccaninnies Troupe #1(1905) -Illustration 11: Georgia Piccaninnies Troupe
#8(1907)]

In closing let me say this: Continental European audiences were not free from prejudices and
stereotypes, and people of African descent were certainly often also disregarded and despised as a
racial minority also in the Old World. Nevertheless, racially mixed stage acts - often performed by
husband-and-wife teams - were common, and socially acceptable. True, Polk Miller toured the US
with the Old South Quarttette, but he owned the troupe as he would have owned a group of monkeys
trained to ride bicycles. The situation in Europe was markedly different.
Black performers - singers, dancers and musicians - made their living as rural songsters and urban
minstrels and vaudevillians. The latter in particular had to provide what the mainly urban, white
lower and middle class audiences expected. All blacks travelling overseas had to bear in mind that
they performed for exclusively white audiences. Their niche in vaudeville entertainment was twofold:
by exotic appearance and by eccentric performances. Exotic they were on account of their dark skin
and facial features, and eccentricity was achieved by posing as knockabout clowns and by
introducing African-American elements in dancing, singing and playing instruments - even though
many, if not most - may not have had any affinity for African-American musical traditions. They had
to provide a carefully balanced selection of popular tunes and Tin-Pan-Alley coon songs, spiced with
both European elements - recognizable by their audiences - and black elements.
-6-

Just how continental European audiences reacted to black performance styles we shall probably
never know. Although, in contrast to Britain, the language barrier seems to have been much of a
problem on the European continent, and in countries such as Germany, there had nevertheless been
an ever increasing demand for what was then often advertised as “nigger song and dance” until the
War dramatically changed the situation. Many of these performances found their way on recorded
cylinder and disc recordings, and on film. Thanks to their recent rediscovery we now have a much
better understanding than only a few years ago. We shall have to amend the Blues, Gospel, Country,
Music Hall and Ragtime discographies, and rewrite chapters of the early black music research
literature.
Ed:s note: Due to lack of space we can only show here a few of the aforementioned illustrations.

[Illustration 8: Kapelle Backes aus Jettenbacli/Pfalz spielt fhr Gef&ngnisinsassen urn 1900]

[Illustration 7: Pete Hampton, harmonica, and his common wife Laura Bowman, banjo
(1906)]
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FOR HISTORY
AUSTIN SONNIER JR. HOPES TO COMPILE THE DEFINITIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC
ACCOUNT OF THE HISTORY OF JAZZ IN SOUTHWEST LOUISIANA IN THE EARLY
DECADES OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Editor’s Note: The following is an excerpt from the book, "Til the Butcher Cut Tm Down!, being
assembled by Lafayette resident Austin Sonnier Jr., as well as his comments on the importance of
such history.
When a new dance music (that would later be called jazz) first began to surface in its uptown
environs in New Orleans at the turn of the last century, a similar type of music was incubating in
southwest Louisiana. Although it has been an often proven fact that New Orleans is the birthplace of
jazz, it is also safe to assume that the influences that contributed to its birth were not restricted to
that one area alone. Ragtime (a root of jazz) filtered down indiscriminately from the East and
Midwest and the blues (another root of jazz) were, by this time, firmly established throughout the
South. Musical parallels, it seems, existed between the urban, which was New Orleans, and the
rural, which was considered by some during those early years, everywhere else in Louisiana.
Musicians and society in general, from both of these areas, loved the sounds of this dance music.
While cometist Charles “Buddy” Bolden played his newfound improvisational “jass” in New Orleans,
baritone horn player August Charles played a similar music in Parks. Both contained elements of
the same influences, ragtime and the blues, So when August’s son, Hypolite, moved to New Orleans
in 1908, he found the music to be close in style to what he had played in Parks. The same held true
for a large number of area musicians who moved to New Orleans and, because of their prior training,
were able to go to work as members of some of the best ensembles in that city.
There were many, like drummer Roy Evans from Lafayette, reed-man/violinist Beauregard Adam
from Cade, clarinetist Morris Dauphine from New Iberia and bassist Chester Zardis, also from New
Iberia, who moved to New Orleans when they were young men and already proficient in music. There
were also many, like trumpeter Evan Thomas (Crowley), orchestra leader Gus Lortinet (New
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Iberia), trumpeter Hypolite Potier (Parks), and drummer/bassist
chose to stay at home and make a living playing with local bands.

John

Saunders

(Berwick)

who

Some of these local musicians led their own ensembles and regularly employed jazzmen who were
from New Orleans. Clarinetist George Lewis and trumpeter Willie “Bunk” Johnson played in the
Black Eagles Band in Crowley. New Iberia’s Banner Orchestra offered steady work to clarinetist
Lawrence Duhe, who had settled in Lafayette, and Bunk Johnson, who had made New Iberia his new
home. Countless New Orleans stalwarts journeyed to various parts of southwest Louisiana to play
music in local ensembles. And exceptionally talented musicians from various parts of southwest
Louisiana travelled to New Orleans to play.
When I was a young boy coming up in Lafayette, I would hear talk of Louis Armstrong playing at
Sam’s Star Club (a local nightclub/restaurant/etc.) and of Evan Thomas advertising a dance at a
hall on “The Block” by blowing his horn out of a second floor window in the early afternoon, just like
Buddy Bolden, years before, would “call his children home” to Lincoln Park in New Orleans.
When I got older and more involved inn playing jazz and researching its history, I can remember
trumpeter Harold Potier talk about “King” Joe Oliver playing a school dance in New Iberia with local
musicians, and Louis Armstrong’s excitement on finding out that Hypolite Charles was in the
audience at one of his performances in Lafayette.
I am presently putting together a collection of vintage photographs if as many of these area jazzmen
as possible. In addition to photos of individual musicians, I am also interested in vintage photos of
ensembles, nightclub scenes, family members or anything else related to the jazz experience.
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I also Intend to travel to different towns to meet family and friends of these practitioners. I will
photograph the houses they lived in, nightclubs, sheet music, business cards, instruments, posters,
burial places, etc. . . anything “the butcher didn’t cut down.” I plan to write short biographical
sketches of each musician. A search of vital statistics records will also be a part of my work.
These musicians are totally ignored in early accounts of the state’s jazz history. They deserve, and
should get, the same exposure and respect afforded the New Orleans contingency. This project is
designed to give recognition to their dedication, talent and involvement in the continuum of jazz
music in Louisiana. Every history book on the subject repeats the same information about jazz’s
birth and development in New Orleans. Hardly anything is ever mentioned about other parts of the
state.

Austin Sonnier Jr. is a jazz saxophonist and the author of four books. To comment on this article, email: timesedit@timesofacadiana.com.

Help Make History
Or at least, help record history, by contacting author Austin Sonnier Jr. if you have information and especially photos - to add to his book-in-the-works, ’Til the Butcher Cut ’Um Down! The book will
be a photographic account of jazz in Southwest Louisiana from the early 1900s to the 1940s. He says
he would like to complete this project within a year and invites anyone with any information or leads
to contact him at 1119 W. Gilman Road, Lafayette, LA 70S01.
Reproduced from The Times, Lafayette.
Caption 1 Author Austin Sonnier Jr. (right) with the late Harold Potter of Parks. Sonnier is at work on a hook that will
recount the history of jazz in Southwest Louisiana.
Caption-3^.

Left to right: Austin Sonnier, Harold Potier, Mike Hazeldine and John Fortinet (son of the trombonistbandleader, Gus Fortinet)
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RECENT BUNK JOHNSON RELEASES
by Fred Eatherton
In September 3004 the British company Upbeat released a George Lewis compilation called ‘A
Portrait of George Lewis from Burgundy Street to Berlin'.
This CD (URCD197) includes nine Bunk tracks: Bunk’s Original Superior Band playing Yes Lord,
I’m crippled and Weary Blues-, the Jazz Information recordings of Thriller Rag, Sobbin’ Blues no.3
and Sobbin' Blues-, and the four tracks by the Street Paraders, Tiger Rag, Weary Blues, Pallet on the
Floor and Careless Love.
On the CD the track shown as Sobbin' Blues #1 is matrix 4661-5A ( Sobbin’ Blues no.3!) and
Sobbin’Blues #3 is matrix 4661-5B). The Gus Statirls recordings are incorrectly dated 17 February
1945. The sound quality, however, is good and a marked improvement on the recent Jasmine
release. All nine tracks have previously been issued on CD.
Over the late couple of years the Sidney Bechet - Bunk Johnson sides, recorded for Blue Note on 10
March 1945, have been re-issued many times. Chronogical Classics CD954 and Music Memoria
734384146835 have been out for some time and both contain all five tracks. Here are some further
CDs that have recently come to my notice:
(1) Definitive DRCD 11134, a Spanish CD entitled ‘Dear Old Southland;
The Quintessential Blue Note Recordings - Sidney Bechet';
(3) Definitive DRCD 11198, a Spanish 3 CD boxed set called ‘Sidney Bechet Complete 1939-1951 Blue Note Master Takes’;
(3) Past Perfect 806447, a GermanlO CD boxed set called ‘Sidney Bechet Portrait’;
(4) Proper Box 18, a British 4 CD boxed set called ‘The Sidney Bechet Story’;
(5)

EMI/Virgin 8508588, a French 4 CD boxed set called ‘Les 100 plus grand succes de Sidney

Bechet’;
(6) Blue Note 8358118, a 4 CD boxed set entitled ‘Hot Jazz on Blue Note’;
(7)

EPM Musique 158868, a French CD in the Jazz Archives series (103) entitled ‘Talking and

Preaching Trombones’;
(8) Trilogie 805895-349, a German 3 CD Boxed set called ‘ Sidney Bechet -Bechet’s Fantasy’; and
(9)

Gemini 880480 is identical to the Trilogie set above, but comprises the first 3 CDs only. It has

the same title.
Milenberg Joys
Lord, Let Me In The Lifeboat
Days Beyond Recall
Porto Rico
Up In Sidney’s Flat

3,3 4,8 and 9.
3.3.5.8 and 9.
3.3.6.8 and 9.
1.3.3.8 and 9.
3.3.4.7.8 and 9

Jasmine JASBOX 4-4 is a British 4 CD boxed set that includes the four Bunk sides issued on
Jasmine JASCD 635 (see SBJS Spring 3004).

Sounds of Yester Year DS0Y644
This new British CD is a reissue of Swing House SWH-43, and is called ‘New Orleans Masters Volume 1’. This compilation includes I Can’t Escape From You from Bunk’s 6 January 1946 ‘V’Disc
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recordings. This track is already available on Document DOGD 1001.
Kid Ory fans are a little more fortunate as DSOY044 also includes five Ory numbers from the APRS
Jubilee Transcription programmes, and these are appearing on CD for the first time.
Documents 880680 388 is a German 10 CD boxed set distributed by TIM (The International Music
Company AG) called ‘The Best of Dixieland Jazz’. There’s just one Bunk side. Bunk’s Brass Band
playing Just A Little While To Stay Here (AM 900).

Catfish KAT819 is a UK release entitled ‘The Roots of Lonnie Donegan’. Again, there’s just one Bunk
side, Aoe In The Hole by Bunk with the Yerba Buena.

American Music has reissued the complete Jazz Information session on AMCD-119. Every reader
knows the titles.
And finally, the Danish company Music Mecca has issued a CD dedicated to the late Milton Batiste
called Jazzly Yours (CD 3077-8). On the second track Milton can be heard reminiscing about brass
bands, and three of Bunk’s Braes Band recordings have been incorporated as illustrations. There’s
just a little over thirty seconds of Oh Didn’t He Ramble (AM 898), a larger extract of Nearer My
God To Thee (AM 90S) and all of Just A Little While To Stay Here (AM 900 ). These three sides are
all on American Music AMCD-6.

MORE DISCOGRAPHY
Several people have suggested that updates to the George Lewis discography ’Hymn to George1
should be published in Bunk.Info and I have asked Lennart Fait to take care of this. This first
installment deals with the new issues on Japanese Delta. These records can’t be bought in shops but
members of the society can contact Lennart who is willing to help you aquire copies. Write to Lennart
Fait <lekamake.falt@swipnet.se>.

GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS ALL STARS

63-11-17 Yoichi Kimura's house, Ashiya, Japan
Punch Miller(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Joe Robichaux(pno) Emanuel Sayles(bjo) Papa John Joseph(sbs)
Yoichi Kimura(dms)
After You've Gone
Darktown Strutters Ball(ES) Delta:DLCD-1004
Savoy Blues

Delta:DLCD-1004

I'll See You In My Dreams Delta:DLCD-1004
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GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS ALL STARS

63-11-23 Diamond Hotel, Tokyo, Japan
Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt) Joe Robichaux(pno)
Emanuel Sayles(bjo) Papa John Joseph(sbs) Joe Watkins(dms)
Ciribiribin

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-1001

Add Punch Miller(tpt)
On A Coconut Island

Stereo: (J) 128.Delta:DLCD-1002

Add Yoshimasa Kasai(clt). Akira Tsumura replaces Emanuel Sayles
You Are My Sunshine

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-

1001, 1004
Bugle Boy March
Omit Yoshimasa Kasai. Emanuel Sayles replaces Akira Tsumura
Peanut Vendor(PM)

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-1002

Lazy River(ES)

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-1002

Boogie Woogie

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-1002

Frankie And Johnny

Stereo:(J)128.Delta:DLCD-1002

Down By The Riverside

Delta:DLCD-1001
Delta:DLCD-1002

Muskrat Ramble

Delta:DLCD-1002

Make Me A Pallet On The
Floor
At A Georgia Camp Meeting
Careless Love

Delta:DLCD-1001

Doctor Jazz

Delta:DLCD-1001

Swanee River

Delta:DLCD-1001

Tin Roof Blues

Delta:DLCD-1001

Savoy Blues

Delta:DLCD-1002

It's A Long Way To

Delta:DLCD-1001

Tipperary
Delta:DLCD-1001

Mack The Knife
See See Rider
Milenberg Joys
I'll See You In My Dreams

Delta:DLCD-1001

Recorded at the farewell party for the band.
Due to technical reasons the first 2:34 of 'Savoy Blues' had to be
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left out on the Delta issue.
The Stereo issue was limited to 20 copies.
LOUIS NELSON BIG FOUR

64-08-01 Nightclub Hanabusa, Tokyo, Japan
Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Joe Robichaux(pno) Emanuel Sayles(bjo)
Tulane Swing

Delta:DLCD-1004

Tulane Swing

GHB:BCD-26.Delta:DLCD-1004

Goodnight Ladies

GHB:26,BCD-26

Marie
When I Grow Too Old To

GHB:26,BCD-26
GHB:25,BCD-26

Dream
Sentimental Journey

GHB:26,BCD-26

Dippermouth Blues

GHB:25,BCD-25

When Your Hair Has Turned

GHB:25,BCD-25

To Silver
Summertime(incomplete)

Delta:DLCD-1004

Summertime(incomplete)

Delta:DLCD-1004

Summertime

GHB:BCD-25.Delta:DLCD-1004

Dardanella

GHB:26,BCD-26

Wait 'Til The Sun Shines

GHB:26,BCD-26

Nellie
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

GHB:26,BCD-26

Now
Yearning

GHB:25,BCD-25

My Josephine

GHB:25,BCD-25

West Indies Blues (ES)

GHB:BCD-25

You Broke Your Promise

GHB:25,BCD-25

Shanty In Old Shanty Town

GHB:25,BCD-25

Don't Go 'Way Nobody

GHB:26,BCD-26

I Wish I Was In Peoria

GHB:26,BCD-26

Indian Love Call

GHB:25,BCD-25

Ballin' The Jack

GHB:BCD-25

Ballin' The Jack

GHB:BCD-25

Bye Bye Blackbird(ES)

GHB:BCD-25

Eiji Yamamoto(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Yoshimasa Kasai(tsx) Joe Robichaux(pno) Emanuel Sayles(bjo)
Kiyoshi Arai(sbs) Yoichi Kimura(dms)
15
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Lady Be Good

GHB:BCD-26.Delta:DLCD-1004

Muskrat Ramble

Delta:DLCD-1004

Now Is The Hour

GHB:BCD-2 6.Delta:DLCD-1004

'Goodnight Ladies' was corrected to 'Goodnight Sweetheart' on the
CD issue.
GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND

65-08-06 Yokota U S air base, Fussa, Tokyo, Japan
Kid Thomas Valentine(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Charlie Hamilton(pno) Placide Adams(sbs) Alonzo Stewart(dms)
Basin Street Blues

Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003

George Lewis Talks

Delta:DLCD-1003

Royal Garden Blues

Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003

Bill Bailey

Dan:VC2012

Tin Roof Blues

Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003

Say Si Si

Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003

Hello Dolly(PA)

Dan:VC2012

Yellow Dog Blues
Tiger Rag

Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003
Dan:VC2012.Delta:DLCD-1003

GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND

65-08-07 Yokota U S air base, Fussa, Tokyo, Japan
Kid Thomas Valentine(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Charlie Hamilton(pno) Placide Adams(sbs) Alonzo Stewart(dms)
Basin Street Blues

Dan:VC2011

Hindustan

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003

Bill Bailey

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003

Tin Roof Blues

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003

Tiger Rag

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003

Hello Dolly(PA)

Dan:VC2011

Say Si Si

Dan:VC2011

Yellow Dog Blues

Dan:VC2011

St Louis Blues

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003

When The Saints

Dan:VC2011

Muskrat Ramble

Dan:VC2011.Delta:DLCD-1003
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PAUL LARSON’S COLLECTION
Cut from The Historic New Orleans Collection Quarterly Volume XXIII, Number 1, Winter 3008:
(thanks to Bjorn Bafnheim)
Janet Larson of Sea Girt, New Jersey, has donated a vast collection of jazz records, memorabilia,
and research materials assembled over the course of 80 years by her late husband, Paul Larson.
Bom in 1931, Mr. Larson began collecting jazz records at about the age of 10 and continued his
interest in jazz throughout his adult life. In addition to owning and operating am automobile
dealership, Mr. Larson hosted a jazz music radio program for WJLK in Asbury Park.
As early as 1949-80 Paul Larson began collecting material on New Orleans trumpeter Bunk Johnson.
A member ofthe legendary Eagle Band from ca. 191 Oto 1914, Bunk reputedly had a strong Influence
on Louis Armstrong and a number of other musicians before drifting into obscurity in the 1930s. By
1934, forced into retirement as a practicing musician by dental problems, Bunk had settled in New
Iberia where he taught music and did odd jobs for a living. While researching a chapter on Louis
Armstrong for the 1939 book Jazzmen, historian and collector William Russell became acquainted
with Bunk's work; shortly thereafter Russell and Johnson began a lifelong correspondence and
friendship. Believing Bunk's music to be some of the most authentic early jazz worthy of preserving,
Russell created his own American Music label in an attempt to market Bunk's work and revive his
career as a musician. Bunk Johnson's brief comeback in the 1940s initiated great interest in
exploring the murky history of early jazz.
Seeing Bunk as a link to the origins of the music that he so loved, Paul Larson set out to document
every aspect of the trumpeter's life. Mr. Larson's meticulously compiled scrapbooks include
photographs, newspaper clippings, and other memorabilia relating to Bunk's comeback and the
revival of New Orleans-style jazz. Among the extensive subject files in the collection is one entitled
"New Iberia" which contains correspondence from Larson to the mayor's office asking that
photographs be taken of Bunk's various residences in the area and that his former music students be
located. Audio tapes of Bunk's performances, a broad assemblage of records, a substantial library of
biographies and discographies, and obscure jazz periodicals enhance Mr. Larson's donation.
Mark Cave

THE SIXTH ANNUAL BILL RUSSELL LECTURE
by Bjorn Bamheim
On April 8 The Historic New Orleans Collection arranged the Sixth Annual Bill Russell Lecture. This
year the subject was "Celebrating a Jazz Master's Centennial" as Bill Russell should have been
celebrating his 100th birthday February 36.
The lecture enticed about a hundred persons to the reading room at Williams Research Center on
Chartres Street. A panel discussion was arranged for the evening. It was led by Dr. Bruce Raeburn,
director of Tulane University's Hogan Jazz Archive, at which Bill Russell was the first curator
between 1988 and 1968. Dr. Raeburn was assisted in the panel by Bill Russell's brother Dr. William
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Wagner, Don Gillespie and Barry Martyn.
Dr. Raeburn opened the lecture with a brief introduction of Bill Russell and his unique and valuable
contribution for nearly 60 years to preserve the New Orleans jazz traditions to future generations.
Dr. William Wagner talked about his brother's background and childhood. He also mentioned how
devoted and serious Bill Russell made his research work. He further gave the audience examples of
some personal memories of his brother.
Don Gillespie talked about Bill Russell's early work as a composer. It was in the 1980's that Bill
Russell showed Mr. Gillespie some of his compositions from the 1930’s that had yet to be performed.
That led to the idea to organize a concert that would present Bill Russell's entire compositional
output. The concert was held in New York February 34, 1990 and has been released on a CD. Some
examples from the CD was played.
Barry Martyn, who produced the CD output for GHB Jazz Foundation of Bill Russell's original
American Music recordings, talked about his personal memories of the close work together with Bill
Russell in the preparing of the CDs.
The Historic New Orleans Collection is to be congratulated to the Initiative to arrange these annual
lectures based on the material housed in their Bill Russell Jazz Collection, the enormous heritage
that Bill Russell collected during his lifetime about New Orleans and its musicians.

BILL RUSSELL CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION (SWEDEN)
Bill Russell (1905-1998), who should have been 100 years on February 30 this year, devoted over
60 years of his life to preserve the history of the jazz traditions in New Orleans. The Museum of Jazz
in Stromsholm, Sweden, celebrates this unique man with a special Centennial Exhibition this year.
The exhibition presents Bill Russell and his background as well as his career as a composer,
researcher, record producer and the Bill Russell Jazz Collection now housed at the Historic New
Orleans Collection in New Orleans.
The exhibition has been prepared by Bjorn Bamheim at the Museum of Jazz with valuable help from
Dr. William Wagner (Bill Russell's brother), the Hogan Jazz Archive, the Historic New Orleans
Collection, the GHB Jazz Foundation and Claes Ringqvist.
On July 13 there will be a special concert celebrating Bill Russell and George Lewis (his 105th
birthday) played by the Swedish band Gota River Jazzmen. The first half of the concert will be
devoted in speech and music to Bill Russell and the second half to George Lewis.
The Museum of Jazz was opened in May 1999 and has an exhibition area of about 500 square
meters. It displays the history of jazz from Buddy Bolden over the different styles to the history of
jazz in Sweden. From mid May to the end of August there will be about 00 concerts held at the
Museum of Jazz, which also includes the Royal Garden Cafe Se Restaurant.

For more information about the concert program see wwwjazzmuseum.com

<http://www.lazzmus.eum.CQm>

BUNK AT THE BBC
I've been doing some research in the BBC's Written Archives and found a memo from the assistant
Director of Variety dated 16 November 1945, where they had planned to 'record Bunk Johnson and
the New Orleans Veterans in place of Benny Goodman’ as part of a series on their Home Service the
following January. They arranged to broadcast a special concert with Duke Ellington as a 'super
trailer1 to the series on December 28. As far as can be discovered Bunk’s contribution never
happened. Perhaps due to the changing situation at the Stuyvesant? The series, starting on January
4, in which he would have appeared, was to include 'Django Reinhardt live to start the series in
week T followed by British bands and, according to the memo,'We will then place the New Orleans
Veterans as the second American contribution, and end the series with the second performance of
the Duke Ellington programme.’

Mike Pointon
Editor's note: Part of the confusion might have been that the BBC discovered
finsh at the Stuyvesant on January 3rd and were not aware that the
extended until January 12. (See the opening page of Bunk in New York, Part
second programme was due to for transmission (January 11) the band were
However, the real reason was probably that relationships within the band
point that Bunk would have refused the offer anyway.

that band were due to
engagement had been
5). Certainly, when the
still at the Stuyvesant.
had deterioted to the

NOBILITY RECORDS ON CD
by Per-Olof Karlstrom
In the 1900s and the early 1970s Preservation Hall was not the only haven for great traditional jazz
in New Orleans. On Bourbon Street Alfred Grayson "Al" Clark operated Dixieland Hall where you
could enjoy many of the top New Orleans bands of those halcyon days. Al, who was bom in
Alexandria, Louisiana and came to New Orleans to study law at Tulane University, also formed his
own record company to permanently preserve the Dixieland Hall musicians. The name of the
company, Nobility, came quite natural since Al, a former cryptographer of the U.S. Army, was a
great fan of the comic strip Prince Valiant. Very few LP records were pressed and most of them were
sold right in Dixieland Hall. Today they are of course collectors' items, veiy hard to get. But now we
all have a chance to complete our record collections. Al Clark's niece Pam Clark has re-issued 10 out
of 11 Nobility LPs on CD. The name of her label is Aesthetics and the CD numbers are the same as
the original Nobility LP numbers. Here we find the bands of Papa French (702 Vol. 1 and 702 Vol. 2),
Louis Cottrell (703), Frog Joseph (704), Blanche Thomas <&? Papa French (705), Kid Howard (700),
Paul Barbarin (707), Onward Brass Band (709 = Nobility 708 and 709), George Lewis (710), and
Emma Barrett (711). If you can't get the records through your usual channels, contact Pam Clark's
Aesthetics, 2031 General Pershing Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70115.
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Left: The final leaflet from Bunk’s first
Stuyvesant engagement. When the
closing date was extended Gene
Williams altered each leaflet by hand.

DOWNBEAT- 15 September 1945

Bunk Johnson Bringing
Band to NYC For Job
by Ralph J. Gleason
lans to bring a New Orleans band led by Bunk
Johnson, 65-year old legendary trumpeter, to this
city for an engagement are about set, according to
Gene Williams. Latter is sponsoring band in a scries of
dances at Stuyvesant Casino in Manhattan’s lower
east side, beginning September 28.
Present plans call for dances Tuesday through
Friday nights and Sunday afternoons for at least a
month.

P

Personnel of Band
Personnel will be roughly that of the band Bunk used
on American Music records: Bunk, George Lewis,
clarinet; Jim Robinson, trombone; Lawrence Marrero,
banjo; Alcide Pavageau, bass. Bunk is trying to get
Baby Dodds as drummer.
In
an
exclusive
Down
Beat
interview,
announcing his plans, Williams said the reason he is
bringing the band to New York, is “There seems to be
a lot of discussion about Bunk Johnson and his music
- all we want to do is give everyone a chance to hear
it.”

First N.Y. Appearance
This will be Bunk’s first appearance in new York
except for a session at Jimmy Ryan's played just
before opening in Boston with the short lived Sidney
Bechet band. And it will be the first appearance in
New York for the rest of the members of the band.
Bunk has been back at his old job as a truck
driver in the rice fields of New Iberia since he left the
Bechet band early last spring.

THE NEW YORKER - November 17, 1945

hat is happening these evenings at the
Stuyvesant Casino, down on Second
Avenue at Ninth Street, is as rigidly stylized as
the dismal pageant at the Club London, but it
refers back to a much earlier tradition. The
Casino, one of those neighborhood catchalls
customarily devoted to weddings and political

W

rallies,
has
recently
installed
upon
its
bandstand a group of New Orleans hot
musicians led by Bunk Johnson, a trumpet
player as far along in years as the Casino and
much more of a legend. Except for a brief
appearance
in
Boston
last
winter,
Mr.
Johnson, so far as I know, has never before
been visible in this part of the world. He is, as
I have said, a very old man, and occasionally
his powers of invention, which seem as fresh
as ever, run a little ahead of his executive
ability. One or two of his compatriots are as
white-haired as he is, and they, too, falter now
and then. These inconsequential lapses are
easily excused, and they are overcome, too, by
the drummer, Baby Dodds, whose fancy it is to
work in his shirtsleeves and whose thumpings
keep the band in stride. Mr. D’s tremendous
doings with his drums seem to me one of the
events of the season. The men like best to play
the music they grew up with, and they are at
their best when playing it, especially that Early
American monograph on frustration called "I
Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate.”
And, as jazz bands did thirty years ago, when
the boys have finished playing a piece, they
stop, wait modestly for the applause, and then
do a reprise. The Casino indecorous - the
audience is mostly well-behaved youngsters and simple, in ornamentation as well as in
operation. You pay a dollar at the door, go
upstairs, sit at whatever table or bench is
vacant, and listen. If music is not sufficient
food, there are beer and sandwiches, which
you fetch for yourself from the bar or buy from
the Casino’s only waiter, the politest and most
thoughtful
man
of
his
breed
1
have
encountered in some time.
There are, in fact, only two real
drawbacks to the whole thing. The piano on
the stand is in such a state of decay that
Carmen Cavellero shouldn't even have to play
"Till the End of Time" on it, and on some
nights there is a gathering of intelligentsia that
is so intense and audible about this careful
reconstruction of another way of life that it is
a considerable handicap to those who would
rather just listen to the music. Watching these
dedicates, 1 was moved to wonder again why it
is that people who know more about hot music
than the men who make it can’t keep time to it
when they get on the dance floor.

TIME - 5 November 1945

Jazz? Swing? it's Ragtime
In tall and feathery words, an ecstatic aesthete
in the New Republic called it "New York's most
important musical event of several decades.”
The music of Bunk Johnson was not as good
as all that, but by last week it had become
Manhattan’s undiscovered hot jazz sensation
of the year.
Four nights a week, in a barren, gym
like
hall
called
Stuyvesant
Casino
on
Manhattan’s tawdry Lower East Side, Bunk
and his six fellow jazzmen from New Orleans
gave out with rocking hymns like “When the
Saints Go Marching In”, drum-heavy parade
music like "High Society” and “Maryland, My
Maryland", and the quick-paced "I Wish I
Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate” (“she
shakes like jelly on a plate"). Their tunes were
old; their playing was steady beat, banjoplunking, authentic New Orleans - and meant
to dance to. Bunk and his bandmen couldn’t
understand why almost no one got up to
dance.
Instead, the audience of three or four
hundred sat with mouths agape, listening.
Mostly the audience was in its thirties; they

didn't swoon and scream, like bobby-soxers;
they talked about the art of it. Many had the
conspiratorial smugness of insiders.
Willie (“Bunk”) Johnson is a 65-yearold steel-wool-haired Negro cometist who was
a New Orleans hit 30 years ago when the great
Louis ("Satchmo") Armstrong was just a kid
following him around, carrying his comet,
getting lessons from him. Bunk played in the
sporting houses on Basin Street, in the
saloons above Canal Street, and in the band
wagons that rode around town with the
slidehoms hanging out over the tailgate. He
went barnstorming for as little as $5 a week
and tips. Twelve years ago Bunk lost his teeth
and gave up playing. A Pittsburgh jazz fan
found him, a toothless stooped laborer in the
rice fields at New Iberia, La., got him some
false teeth and raised money for a hom (Time
May 24, 1943). Said the New York Herald
Tribune’s highbrow critic Virgil Thompson:
"(Bunk) is the greatest master of blues or offpitch
notes
...
an
artist
of
delicate
imagination.”
Clarinetist George Lewis, 45, who
stopped the show with long cadenzas that few
contemporary jazz clarinetists could match,
has been working as a longshoreman in New
Orleans about five days a month - when the
coffee
boats
come
in.
Trombonist
Jim
Robinson, 53, a crack tailgate man (he calls it
“cellar-playing”) worked in a New Orleans
shipyard during the war. His last job: picking
up nuts and bolts. Drummer Warren (“Baby")
Dodds, New Orleans alumnus, played drums
for 20 year s in Chicago, helped teach such top
drummers as Gene Krupa, George Wettling,
Ray Bauduc, Dave Tough, and quit steady
work because It gave him high blood pressure.
Together, without rehearsals, they get
through a nightly repertory of about 20 old
pieces, along with an occasional unfortunate
stab at such contemporary favorites such as
“Bell Bottom Trousers". If the audience - or
the band itself - likes a number, Bunk plays it
again, sometimes for a third time, each version
entirely different. Bunk calls their style of
playing ragtime (“they call it jazz, swing, they
change the name. It’s ragtime”).
Last
week
the
two
white
jazz
aficionados who brought Bunk to Manhattan
(they have barely broken even on their
investment) rented the hall for six weeks.
Bunk signed a recording contract with Decca.
Bunk Johnson, at 65, was apparently about to
discover that there was money in his music whatever the longhairs wanted to call it.

/A hand-painted advertising sign used during Bunk’s first engagement at the Stuyvesant Casino

Simott
I WISH I could have heard Bunk Johnson play when he was
in his prime. They say he was pretty sensational then.
Naturally, at his advanced age, lie’s somewhat less than that
now, but thirty years ago he must have been magnificent
because (1) he must have had better control of his horn, and
(2) by the standards of thirty years ago he was a modem
trumpeter whose playing very likely was unrivaled then.
These nights he’s playing not in his native
Louisiana but in New York where he is being bravely spon
sored by Gene Williams, his most ardent booster, in a mag
nificently run-down meeting-hall on the Lower East Side
called the Stuyvesant Casino, whose atmosphere must be
somewhat like that to which Bunk and his compatriots were
limited in their hey-day.
Bunk’s seven-piece band gives you an excellent
idea of what jazz must have sounded like twenty, thirty and
even forty years ago. And, serving as a museum-piece, Bunk
and his men must be credited with doing a superb job.
Unfortunately, however, some folks are trying to
credit the Bunk Johnson band with much more, and by doing
so I think they’re missing the idea of its being entirely. While
1 was listening to the band, some frantic character came up
to me, cognisant of the fact that I was reporting for
Metronome, and started insulting not only me but just about
every modem swing band. All the others were just nothing;
this was “the real thing, the REAL jazz, the ONLY REAL
jazz.”
To me he was completely wrong on several counts.
In the first place 1 have tremendous respect and admiration
for bands like Ellington, Herman, Goodman, etc., and to say
that they are “nothing,” is a stupid way of dismissing them
with prejudice.
In the second place, the Bunk Johnson type is not
the ONLY REAL jazz. There arc other types of jazz that arc
every bit as REAL. What my insulter should have said, and
what I believe most of the intelligent followers of Bunk
Johnson mean, is that his type of music is the only ORIGI
NAL jazz. With that statement 1 have no argument because
(1) the music Bunk plays certainly sounds about as primitive
as anything I’ve heard in jazz, and (2) I don’t profess to
know the various origins of jazz anyway and don’t believe
anyone living today does either.
And, in the final place, 1 don’t think it’s either nec
essary or even possible to compare the two types of jazz and
arrive at any sensible conclusion. Columbus, if you’ll recall
your third grade history, sailed the Atlantic in a sailboat called
the Santa Maria. Recently most people in travelling across the
Atlantic used boats like the Queen Elizabeth. The Santa
Maria and the Queen Elizabeth are both ships, one somewhat
more modem than the other. For all I know, some people
would still prefer sailing across the Atlantic. It’s certainly
more glamorous. But just because you prefer sailing across,
that doesn’t mean that the Queen Elizabeth isn’t a boat.
It’s just that sort of fallacious reasoning that has
widened the breach between the followers of modern, more
advanced jazz and those who prefer the original.

And just as man went ahead and discovered steam
and other types of engines and put them to use, so have musi
cians gone ahead and produced more advanced types of
music which they have applied to jazz. Personally, my lean
ings are all toward the latter group, but I must say 1 have no
argument to find with those who honestly and for some sane
reason prefer the former type.
1 do, however, have much fault to find with most of
the Bunk Johnson lovers, who refuse to listen to modem
bands, who know nothing at all about the basic ingredients of
music, and who worship at his shrine just because they think
it’s the thing to do. At the Stuyvesant Casino there are so
many of those adolescents present that you can’t help feel
un-comfortable. Instead of listening to Baby Dodds drum,
they want to watch Baby Dodds drum. They like Lawrence
Marrero, not because he happens to play good banjo, but
because he plays banjo. Their inability to judge (because
they know no music and therefore possess no standards) and
their appropriate demonstrations remind me very much. I’m
sorry to say, of the antics of the bobby-soxes.
For Bunk Johnson’s band, judged musically, is cer
tainly not great. Bunk, himself, now and then phrases with
tremendous feeling and he has certain drive to his playing
but he is handicapped by an inability to get everything
through and out of his hom. Baby Dodds, when he plays for
the band instead of for the crowd (which is very seldom) is
the great drummer I’d always heard he was. But even more
so than Krupa ever did, he goes through all sorts of antics
and gyrations, constantly messing up the beat with all sorts
of explosions of tom-toms, cow bells, rims, etc., that detract
tremendously from the basic drive that characterizes the
music Bunk and his band are trying to play. To me, the most
impressive man in the band is the banjoist (much as 1 hate the
sound of the instrument), because Lawrence Marrero, more
than anyone else in the band, produces a truly infectious, pul
sating drive on his instrument. There has been a great deal of
talk about clarinetist George Lewis and I give you my word
I did my best to like his playing, but he played so consis
tently flat all night long that despite flashes of real feeling, 1
couldn’t be convinced. It’s quite conceivable that playing flat
is part of that style, but if it is, then that’s one phase of the
ORIGINAL jazz that I’il never be able to stomach. The rest
of the band impressed me not at all, Slow Drag slapping his
bass morbidly and Jim Robinson playing uninspired trom
bone. In defense of pianist Alton Purnell 1 must state he was
handicapped by a horrible piano.
That, then, is an appraisal of the musical worth of
the Bunk Johnson band. I admit that musical proficiency
isn’t nearly so important in a band of this type as in those that
play more advanced jazz. For the spirit and the feel of the old
days is there, and though fifteen-minute versions of the same
tune in the same key may pall on people like me. Bunk’s
group is a genuine museum-piece, and as such, worth raving
about.

George Simon, Metronome, November 1945

presented by me known as....... ^B^Snlp...New...DrXfli.*.t'.?-B.ftfld.................................................and any and all orchestras
which I may conduct, present, use or be the leader thereof at any time during the term of this agreement being known by
said tiume or any other name. The term of thiB agreement, and subject to Paragraph 6 hereof, shall bo for a period of
................... Ona.............

(not exceeding three years)

......year COO.

2. You hereby accept said employment and agree to use reasonable efforts to perform the following duties: To advise, aid and
guide me with respect to my jirofessional career, interests, services and talentB, and with respect to my orchestra; seek to
promote publicize and commercialize the name, taleuts and artistic qualities of myself and also those of my orchestra;
In my behalf to negotiate the terms of engagements and agreements offered for myself and/or the orchestra; carry on
business correspondence; and generally to assist and advise me in managing and handling the business affairs of myself
and/or my orchestra. You may render Blmilar services to others and you may also operate other businesses and ventures at
all times,
3. I hereby irrevocably and exclusively authorize you, while this agreement is in effect, to execute and deliver all contracts
In my Behalf for the services or appearances of myself and/or the orchestra. You are not to accept any engagements for
me and/or the orchestra without my prior approval, which approval, however, I agree not to unreasonably withhold. All
verbal or written communications or requests relating to the services or appearances of myself and/or my orchestra Bhall
be referred promptly by me to you.
4. In consideration of the services agreed to bo performed by you hereunder, I agree to pay you a sum equal to 10% of the
net monies or other considerations earned or received by myself and/or my orchestra directly or indirectly, and in instances
wherein said net monies or other considerations amount to at least double the Federation scalo or more, I agree to pay
you an additional 6% of the said net monies or other considerations. However, I agree to pay you a sum equal to 20%
upon any and all engagements to be performed by myself and/or the orchestra at one or move places for three days
or lees. These percentages are to be paid you, as and when said not monies or other considerations are received By
me or the orchestra or by anyone else on myoehalf upon any and all contracts or engagements now existing, entered Into or
negotiated during the term hereof or any extension thereof, and Bald percentages are to be paid you thereafter for so long a
time as I and/or the orchestra receive payments upon such contracts or engagements and under any modifications, substi
tutions, extensions or renewals thereof. Said percentages to he paid you nereunder shall bo computed upon the net
contract prices, including any and all other monies received for the services or appearances of myself and/or my orchestra.
However, commissions arc not due you on any engagement If the payment of samo would result In myself and/or the
orchestra receiving less than the Federation scale for our services.
6. You shall have the right to use or permit others to use, during
the term of this agreement, the name and likeness of
myself as well as
that of my orchestra. In any advertising or publicity matter regarding our services or appearances
in such manner asyou may deem advisable. During the term hereof, I will not permit anyone else to
submit, use or
advertise my name
or that of the orchestra, or any name which I may hereafter adopt with respect to the services or
appearances of myself and/or my orchestra, witho. L your written consent. 1 agree not to engage during the term of this
agreement, in any competitive business with you except by and with your written consent. I agree not to engage any other
manager, representative or agent in any way relating to tho interests, services, appearances or publicity oi myself and/or
the orchestra, or to engage any person, firm or corporation to perform any or all of the services to be performed by you
hereunder, except by ana with your written consent. I hereby permit you to advertise the fact that you are my exclusive
manager and representative, and make such fact known wherever possible. 1 agree that neither I nor the orchestra will
perform or appear or offer or agree to perform or appear, in any professional capacity or otherwise, except through you or
with your written consent first had. I acknowledge that you are entering into this agreement by reason of the special, unique,
unusual and extraordinary character of the talents of myseff individually and in conjunction with said orchestra.
6. In the event that I and/or the orchestra are not offered or you do not execute contracts for engagements on behalf of
myself and/or orchestra as provided in Paragraph 3 hereof either for:
(a) At least twonty (20) cumulative weeks of engagements, to be performed during each of the first and second six
months of the first year hereunder, or
(b) At least forty (40) cumulative weeks of engagements, to bo performed during the second and during tho third year
hereunder, or
(c) If during either such specified period both the orchestra and I wore able, ready and willing to perform then this
agreement may be terminated, either by me or you immediately after the expiration of u periocT in excess of seven (7)
consecutive or cumulative weeks of unemployment under (a) above or Immediately after the expiration of a period
In excess of thirteen (13) consecutive or cumulative weeks of unemployment under (b) abovo, provided either of us give
written notice to the other to that effect by registered mail by no later than two (2) weeks after the expiration of the said
total required number of weeks of unemployment as ahove specified. Failure to give said notice of termination within the
times aBove stipulated shall constitute a waiver of any and all right to terminate thiB agreement under (a) or (b) abovo
for any previous unemployment.
7. For the purpose of computing employment under paragraph 6 (a) and (b) above, any of the following shall constitute
a full week's work during the entire calendar week that the engagement or engagements are performed, or are offered to
be performed:
(1) During the week that I and/or the orchestra are to perform an engagement or engagements for at least four consecutivo
or cumulative days or more;
(2) During the week that I and/or the orchestra aro to perform an engagement or engagements for leas than four days,
and the gross contract price or prices for said engagement or engagements total an amount equivalent to at least the
minimum gross weekly earnings of mysolf and/or my orchestra during any one woek of the preceding six (6) weekB;
(3) During the week that I and/or the orchestra are to perform only a commercial radio, concert or television engagement or
engagements and the gross contract prices for Pime total at least three times the Federation scale then prevailing therefor.
8. You agree that you are uow and will at all times, during the life of this agreement, remain a licensee of the American
Federation of Musicians as provided in Standing Resolution No. 61 of said Federation and that otherwise thiB agreement
shall terminate upon the cancellation of such license by the Federation or its surrender by you, and my orchestra and I are
thereby to be released of and from all obligations and liabilities to you under this agreement for any contract and
engagement made therounder except as to commissions already accrued and which became payable before tho date of such
cancellation or surrender.
9. Neither this agreement or any provision hereof can be temporarily or permanently modified excopt by mutual agreemont,
subject to the constitution, by-laws, rules and regulations of the American Federation of Musicians. If you are a Corporation
any temporary or permanent alteration or waiver of this agreement or any provision hereof mutually agreed upon shall be
ineffective unless signed by your President, or by one of your Vice-Presidents. Tho entire agreement shall enure to the
benefit of vour successors or assignees and to any Corporation resulting from your reorganization, consolidation or merger.
Wherever tho term “year1' Is used it shall be deemed to mean fifty-two (62) weeks commencing with the month and day
mentioned in Paragraph 1 above.
10. I represent that I and all members of my orchestra are members In good standing of the American Federation of Musicians
and will remain in such good standing therein during tho term of thiB agreement. The by-laws, rules, regulations and
resolutions of the American Federation of Musicians, now or hereafter existing, are hereby made a part of this agreement,
and any stipulations herein in conflict therewith shall be null and void.
Your signature herein below shall constitute this a bindlug agreement between us.
1J A .
Accepted and agreed to:

,

This form of contract is drawn and approved by the
American Federation of Musicians.
Printed In II. B._jggt,. 44

The Victor contract that was signed and mailed by Bunk to Gene Williams on January 23 1946

Dated:
Rsaaraber ...21, ...194B
Dear Sir (or Sirs):
The following is the agreement between ub:
1. I hereby employ you as my Bole and exclusive manager and representative, and also for my orchestra, throughout the world,
with respect to the services, appearances, and endeavors of myself or my orchestra, or both in all matters and things
in any and every capacity as a musician. This agreement refers to and includes the orchestra now conducted and being

■ NIGHT IN NSW ORLEANS
Under the auspices of the American Committee
for Yugoslav Relief

SAM JAFFE - CHAIRMAN GREENWICH VI LLAGE COMMITTEE
ORSON WELLES - Master of Ceremonies

PART I
BUNK JOHNSON'S NUN ORLEANS BAND-Street Parade
a.
Maryland, My Maryland
b.
Darktown Strutters Ball

Storeyvillo and Jellyroll Morton
ALBERT NICHOLAS TRIO
Hank Duncan, Albert Nicholas, Freddie Mooro
a.
Uilnoburg Joys
b.
Blueblood Bluos
BUNK JOHNSON'S NEW ORLEANS BAND-Spirituals
a. 0 Lord I'rn Crippled (Slow Spirit.)
lime. Ernestino B. Washington----------------- 'Gospel Singer
BIG BILL ■----- Bluos

I N T E R M I S S I O N

-PART IJ
SAMUEL L,M, BARL07/
CLARENCE WILLIAMS WASHBOARD BAND
Ed Allon, Albert Nicholas, Freddie Mooro
Slow Drag Marrero, Williams
a.
Baby Won't You Please Como Home---------------Freddie Moore
b.
Sugarfoot Stomp
c.
Everybody Lovos My Baby
JOSH WHITE—Of Cafe Society Downtown
a.
House of Rising Sun
b.
Careless Love
HENRY "RED" ALLEN RIVERBOAT BAND
"Red” Allen, Ednund Hall, Kaiser Marshall, Hank Duncan,
Wellman Braud
BUNK JOHNSON'S NEW ORLEANS BAND
a.
Sister Kate
b.
Careless Love
c.
Saints Go Marching In
d.
High Society
George Lewis
Ed Hall
Omer Simeon

The typed running order for the “A Night in New Orleans” concert at New York's Town hall, January 1 1946

CHARITY BAILEY—Creole Concert & Congo Square
a.
Lolotto
b.
Aurore Pradnro

BUNK BACK AT CASINO
On April 10, Bunk Johnson re
opened at the Stuyvesant Casino in
New York and began stomping 'em
down, much to the delight of the Hast
Side Chowder Eating, Jazz Apprecia
tion and Marching Men’s Society.
Bunk has the slite of it these days and
he really goes.
The New Orleans band’s personnel
has been somewhat altered since its
dispersal in January. However the
great front line remains intact with
Jim Robinson on trombone and
George Lewis on clarinet. Aleide
Pavageau (Slow Drag) also made the
trip up from New Orleans. He lays
down the beat on his string bass, and
the youngsters pick it up.
A newcomer to the group, Don
Ewell, whose home is slightly north of
New Orleans, but whose piano style
isn't, plays very raggy, deriving his in
spiration from Jelly-Roll Morton.
Drummer Kaiser Marshall joined the
band in New York. Lawrence Marrero
had to be left behind due to the pennypinching policy established by the new
entrepreneurs who figured that if Art
Hodes could have a six man band,
why should Bunk have seven. Just
wait until Stuyvesant manager, Sam
Augenblick, hears about the King Cole
Trio. Look out, pops!
Willi the return of Bunk Johnson to
New York, the various companies who
recorded the band a few months ago
are issuing their discs. The Victor
album is already out. Jubilee is issuing
I he records of Sister Ernestine Wash
ington accompanied by the band,
which is something new in the record
ing activities of Bunk. Decea will soon
come out with their sides and these
should hold the second-liners for a
while.
It is regretted that Williams-Russell-Gleason are not in charge of the
dances any more. Further it is hoped
that the present manager will see his
way clear to sending Marrero carfare
up to New York.
At any rate, the stuff is there and
every one loves it. You know that if
it’s exciting enough to make even jazz
collectors dance, then as Louis Arm
strong once said, "It’s (jot to be a
groovy affair.”
Mr. & Mrs. Johnson, Bunk & Maude.
18
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Above, Leadbelly sits in with Bunk's band.
Below, the New Orleans band now playinq at the
Stuyvesant Casino (Photos by Bill Gottlieb).
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A jazz trumpet virtuoso for
fifty years, Bunk Johnson
knows lie’s good. “Me
Louis Armstrong, ”
he says, “are the only
men that succeed on
this horn.”

OLD MAN JIVER

BY JAMES DUGAN

of jazz trumpet playing. The way lie played a half
century ago is the way Louis Armstrong, 20 years his
junior, has been playing all these years,
Bunk is a spare, erect, gray-haired figure with a stomach
as tight as a drum, who got himself discovered on the
he latest item in jazz discoveries is a thin gent
golden anniversary of his career in music.
named Bunk Johnson who started to shave four
The Johnson family of Louisiana doesn’t run on the
years ago. A few months ago Bunk blew into New
York from New Orleans carrying a trumpet held togethersame timetable as the rest of the human race. “I’m
halfway through my life,” says Bunk. “The Lord say I’m
by tire tape. On this dented machine he magically plays
going to live my other 66 years. Ma grandma, Rose
a repertoire drawn from the hit songs of 50 years ago, as
Jefferson, live to be 114 years of age. My mamma,
well as more recent works like Ice Cream! Ice Cream!
Theresa Johnson, passed a hundred. Grandma Rose had
We All Scream for Ice Cream!
eleven boys and eleven girls. My mamma had seven and
When the patrons have pulled up their bobby sox and
seven. I got six and six. My papa skin me by two so far.
rushed forward to congratulate the artist he is usually
But I can’t tell yet.” Bunk scratches the gray shoots on
found reassembling his collapsible instrument and
his chin and hints that when he comes of age much can
shaking the moisture out of it. All he will say is, “Me and
be expected of him. “I only start shavin’ when I was
Louis Armstrong are the only man that succeed on this
sixty-two,” he explains.
horn.”
Bunk has been an All-American trumpet player for
William Gary “Bunk” Johnson is a rather bewildering
fifty
years, as well as a discoverer and teacher of three
discovery. He is sixty-six years old. He is also the father
At sixty-six, Bunk Johnson, for fifty years
one of the great trumpet players of the jazz
age, has finally been “discovered”.

generations of jazz greats including King Oliver, Louis
Armstrong, Tommy Ladnier, and Sidney Bechet. During
the thirty years since the Original Dixielandcrs arrived at
Reisenweber’s Cafe on Columbus Circle, Bunk’s native
stuff has been arriving at regular intervals in the music of
his pupils. Now the original has arrived in person.
Bunk hasn’t been hiding. William Russell, the man
who discovered him this time, had been hearing about
Bunk for years. Sidney Bechet, the clarinetist, talked
about Bunk’s playing in the Eagle Brass Band before
World War 1. Miff Mole heard him play in Missouri in
1931. Baby Dodds, the Chicago drummer, talked about
Bunk. Louis Armstrong, if you stirred deep into his big
memories, would say, “Bunk Johnson! That’s the man
they ought to talk about!” Wherever Bill Russell went on
his extensive travels there was an old-timer whose eyes
lighted up when he talked about Bunk.
The Secret of the Jazz Trumpet
Bunk plays the fundamental New Orleans trumpet
style, which King Oliver and Louis Armstrong have
made famous. It is simple, clear and melodious, not at all
like the tortured growling and screaming off-key stuff
that passes for trumpet virtuosity today. Bunk always
plays with the orchestra, leading and driving the band.
He plays around the beat, hesitating and getting behind
the pulse. The secret of the jazz trumpet is this
continuing suspense, in which the listener unconsciously
anticipates the coming note. Bunk uses no mutes. His
tone is not forced. It is plain, poetic trumpet playing,
without stunt solos. You have to listen to Bunk, not
overhear him. His inventiveness is legendary among the
old-timers.
Bunk’s band averages nearly 50 years of age. Nathan
“Jim Robinson, fifty-three, the trombone player, is a
former shipyard worker, who learned his instrument in
an Army band in France in 1918. George Lewis, fortyfive, clarinet, is a New Orleans stevedore. Lawrence
Marrero, forty-five, the little banjo player, is a pants
presser and furniture mover. Warren “Baby” Dodds,
forty-six, is the model of many famous jazz drummers,
including Gene Krupa, George Wettling and Dave
Tough.
The bass player is a gray-haired “Slow Drag” who
is fifty-seven years old. A roofer and slater by trade.
Slow Drag learned his rhythm in “Rootin’ Tootin’”
bands - street serenaders who played on homemade
instruments. His real name is Alcide Louis Pavageau.
The baby of the band is a piano-pounding moppet named
Alvin Purnell, who is only thirty-four. Purnell is an ex
newsboy who has been playing the piano in New
Orleans tanks the last few years.
The preposterous scene when these seven gaffers
mount the stand resembles a blue-ribbon jury going into
the box. Dressed in street clothes the dignified gray
haired men take their places. Bunk, in a tasteful brown

tweed and high-top shoes, does some last-minute spot
welding on his eccentric instrument. His lean left hand
with its three gold rings fixes a white handkerchief in
place around the piston. No New Orleans trumpet player
could make a sound without a handkerchief around the
pistons.
Bunk’s skinny elbows rise, he leans stiffly back on
his chair, and he beats his long foot three times on the
stand. The riot starts on the third beat.
If the crowd likes the tune, which is standard
operating procedure, the boys play another chorus of the
same with variations. If the crowd likes the encore. Bunk
signals another round. Bunk believes in pleasing the
customers.
The library of tunes, filed in their seven gray heads,
is a startling farrago of rags, marches, hymns, pop tunes,
blues and stomps. I Wish I Could Shimmy Like My
Sister Kate, a tune King Oliver wrote thirty years ago,
comes on top of You Always Hurt The One You Love, a
Tin Pan Alley creation. The Sheik of Araby follows We
Will Walk Through the Streets of the City, a venerable
hymn. Bell Bottom Trousers, one of Bunk’s
contemporary favorites, is coupled with Maryland, My
Maryland. The estimable feature of Bunk’s music is that
any tune comes out like a strutting street-parade tune of
fifty years ago. For Bunk Johnson fans, this is all any
tune needs.
Likes Dance Music Best
Bunk is baffled by the jazz intelligentsia in New
York. He maintains that he plays “dance music”, not
jazz, or swing, or hot jazz. When the ensemble opened in
the beginning, nobody got up to dance during the first
set. It rattled the artists. They thought nobody liked
them.
The clients sat frozen in rapture as though they were
listening to the Gettysburg Address. A little later several
unreconstructed nations arouse out of the assembled
statues and set foot to Muskrat Ramble. Bunk plays best
when fifty couples are weaving about and clashing in
mid-air.
William Russell, the instigator of the Bunk Johnson
revival, started looking for him six years ago, while
digging facts for a chapter on New Orleans music in his
book, Jazzmen. The old-timers had eulogized Bunk but
did not remember his last name. Russell asked Louis
Armstrong if he knew Bunk. Louis did. In his dressing
room at the New York Paramount, Louis cupped his
hands and hummed through them, demonstrating how
Bunk played. “He has my style,l” Louis explained. “My
tone, my vibrato.” Furthermore Louis had seen Bunk
alive and well at a dance in New Iberia, Louisiana, the
previous year.
The old-timer sat on the bandstand beside Louis. He
could not play because his teeth were gone, but he
hummed and stomped happily beside his star pupil.

Russell wrote to the postmaster of New Iberia, enclosing
a letter to be delivered to “an old trumpet player named
Bunk.”
A week later Russell received the first of an
outpouring of exuberant letters telling him about the
early days of jazz and signed, Willie ‘Bunk’ Johnson.
Excited by the slim chance that the old man could still
play, Russell raised money among his friends to get
Bunk some store teeth and a trumpet.
The teeth were made by Dr.Leonard Bechet of New
Orleans, whose brother Sidney, the noted clarinet player,
had been given his first band job by Bunk Johnson. Bunk
says, “I went to Sidney Bechet’s mother’s house and ask
her to let him play clarinet with me in the Eagle Band.
She told me yes, but here is what 1 would have to do.
‘You’ll have to bring Sidney home after he is through
playing each and every job. That would be the only way
1 could let him go in your care.’”
Russell visited Bunk in New Iberia in 1942 and fund
him living in his own home, driving sugar-cane trucks
and teaching music to Negro school children in the
parish. The teacher of Armstrong is proud of his newest
class. “You should hear Edna Mae Thompson on
trumpet,” exclaims Professor Johnson. “She’s in the
New Iberia Elementary School Band. She’s only
seventeen but, man, can she go!”
Bunk is the only Negro Mason in the parish. One
of his rings signifies the thirty-second degree of the
order. “I’m a qualified truck and trailer driver,” he says.
“I was the first Negro in Louisiana to drive a motor car.
1 have an old car back home 1 have a lot of fun with.
“Saturday afternoon I’ll be out in the back yard
grindin’ the valves. My monkey - 1 got a Cuba money will help me. He’ll hand me tools and parts. When he
can’t figure out the right tool he’ll run up the pecan trees
and bring nie down some nuts. I got seven pecan trees
and six acres of land of my own.
“I been in two wars, the Santiago War and World
War I. Bandmaster both times in the Army. In the
Santiago War, 1 was with Teddy Roosevelt at San Juan
Hill. Teddy say to me, ‘Bandmaster, blow the charge!’ I
blew, 1 blew the charge and them soldiers went up San
Juan Hill like cats with mustard on their seat.
“In World War 1, I was bandmaster with Company
A in France. One hundred and seventy-six pieces. I don’t
remember what division except they was formed at Fort
Leavenworth.
“When you know so hell-fired much as 1 know, when
you try to remember, one object gets in another object’s
way. My band played for the soldiers to drill. Then 1 had
a twelve-piece band out of the big one. We played dances
all over France. I was the first man to bring dance music
to France.
“They wouldn’t take me in this war although five of
my sons is in the Navy — all bandmasters. I could go up
to Great Lakes right now as bandmaster.
“I got many pupils in this war. Ernest Cornier play

the bass drum in the Army. Clifton Davis - 1 taught him
at Jeanerette Junior High - play the trumpet in the Navy.
Carlton Peceau - a mighty fine drummer - lie’s in the
Navy. Warren Dixon - lie’s just eighteen - play a world
of trumpet. Then there’s Rima Yober, a girl trumpet
player. All good, real good boys and girls. I gave the
Army and Navy many a good musician this time.”
The Teeth Did the Trick
After Bunk’s store teeth had been delivered, Russell
was delighted to find that the old master’s embouchure,
his dental pressure on the mouthpiece, was firm as ever.
Bunk practiced for a long time to get back his prowess.
His first appearances were in Boston and San Francisco.
When he was six years old, Bunk got his nickname.
His father was then a teamster for Jax’s Beer in New
Orleans. One day he and young Willie met an Irish
drayman named “Bunk” Flynn in a New Orleans pub.
Flynn surveyed the bright-eyed boy and said, “You
should call that kid ‘Bunk’ on account that he is going to
be as powerful as me when he grows up.”
Bunk was born two days after Christmas, 1879, in
the rowdy Irish Channel district of uptown New Orleans.
Both of his parents were former slaves. Within sixteen
years after emancipation his mother had acquired three
restaurants. His grandmother. Rose Jefferson, the
matriarch who died at 114, was an American Indian who
had been a slave of the Landry family.
Professor Wallace Cutchey, a Mexican teacher,
started giving Bunk music lessons when he was seven.
Soon Professor Cutchey advised Theresa Johnson to buy
her talented son a comet. When he got his first cornet
Bunk was an excited tot. He told Russell, “When 1 did
get the slite of it, oh, boy, I really went!”
When skinny Willie Johnson was still a youngster,
his fame was so great that he was invited to join the
Adam Olivier Band as second comet.
Then at sixteen Bunk joined the big league - the
electrifying brass band of Buddy “King” Bolden
himself. Buddy Bolden was barber, bookmaker, scandal
columnist - and in his spare time the greatest corner
player of the nineties.
New Orleans was a city that enjoyed itself. Music
was everywhere. Brass bands were as prevalent as Juke
boxes are today. The world’s first jazz bands were
uniformed semimilitary brass bands - The Diamond
Stone Brass Band, the Old Excelsior Brass Band, the
Algiers and Pacific Brass Band, Henry Allen’s Brass
Band, and the greatest of them all, the Eagle Band,
Bunk’s alma mater.
Hymns, Marches and Stomps
The players were as famous as football stars in a
college town. Bandmasters tried to lure ace musicians
from one another like football coaches finagling for

players. The bands played for all the good times parades, picnics, boat excursions, concerts in the park,
Mardi Gras, dances and funerals. They played marches,
stomps, rags, hymns, dirges and semiclassical music.
The three musical elements which make up jazz came
together in New Orleans - the European hymn and
march, and the stomp rhythm of Arfrican inspiration.
In the early 1900s Bunk played with John Robichaux’s
orchestra, the society ensemble of the Crescent City,
which played French quadrilles as well as native rags for
the white people in Antoine’s world-famous restaurant.
Bunk is the only member of his present band who reads
music.
In his room in Greenwich Village he keeps a music
stand near his bed. On it is blank score paper for ideas
which may strike him in the night. He is the author of
one published tune, Spicy Advice.
The chorus goes:

“Needles and pins, needles and pins,
When a man marries his troubles will end —
Sugar and spice and all things nice.
Get a girl in your arms — is spicy advice. ”
“All the school children in Iberia Parish know this,”
says Bunk.
In 1913, Bunk, Sidney Bechet and the pianist,
Clarence Williams, took the first New Orleans jazz band
into Texas.
The same year also saw Bunk fathering the career of
Louis Armstrong. Thirteen-year-old Louis was a recent
graduate of the Waifs’ Home, a corrective institution, in
which he had been placed to cool off after he was caught
firing a gun into the air during the New Year’s
celebration of 1913. Louis had run along beside Bunk in
the street parades, begging to carry the great man’s
instrument even before he was “corrected” in the Waifs’
Home. Bunk had taught him Ballin’ The Jack, Circus
Day, Take It Away, Salty Dog and the blues. In the home,
Louis had learned to read music from Captain Jones.
Now he was ready to finish his apprenticeship under
Bunk. And he learned so well that he took. Bunk’s place
when the master left Tony’s.
“I’m descended from Congo royalty,” says Bunk.
“Nobody can take advantage of me. Back home in New
Iberia they know Bunk for a respectable workingman.
Ask anybody. When I’m not doing blackboard work for
the U.S. government I drive truck and trailer. Man wants
to hire me to haul cane I say, ‘Don’t curse me: don’t hit
my children.’ I’ll never work for a man that curse me.
“You should see some of those old fellows down in
New Orleans I grew up with. My, they’re old! Shuffling
along, can’t remember nothin’.Couldn’t play a chorus to
save their life. Whisky got some of them.” Bunk pauses
in his imitation of the old musicians shuffling along, and
looks back over his shoulder.“Whisky heads are all dead!
Bunk is still here!”

“Of my degrees and diplomas I could mention B.M.
— Bachelor of Music from Tuskegee. I taught at
Tuskcgcc around 1900. Run the band, coached baseball,
I’m a good stickman. Could run like the devil around the
bases. Still can.
Time Out for Reminiscing
“When I look back over the objects in my life, why I can
remember back to when there was no discrimination in
Louisiana. When 1 was a boy you got on a mule car in
New Orleans and walk up and put your nickel in the
bandbox and sat down. Discrimination came in in 1889.
Too much prejustry in the South since then.
“When I was out in San Francisco, Harry James
was playin’ at the Civics Auditorium. 1 knew his papa, a
fine man, bandmaster in the circus.
“Young Harry say to me, ‘Pops, I don’t have to
tell you. You and Louis, only man that can play this
horn.’ That was right nice of young Harry, but he play
real good trumpet himself. 1 told him so. Never catch a
real good musician knock a musician.
“1 ain’t no bigshot. Boys in the band live
together here in New York and hire a cook. I don’t need
no cook. Bunk can cook for hissclf. I go out and buy fish
and rice. 1 make my own sauce. I’m independent.
“Met John L. Sullivan in New Orleans. He like my
music. Met Joe Louis in Sedalia, Missouri. He like my
music. I’ve played for ’em all. I’ve seen ’em all. All my
good friends.
“Take my boy Louis. Anybody in this world knows
any more about playin’ that trumpet than Louis
Armstrong - show him to me. And I’ll show that
doubter! I’ll run ’im!
“And if I can’t run ’im - Man, I’ll sure talk him
down!”

Reproduced from Collier's magazine. New York.
9 February 1946

so much to what's happen
WEing in music
today that we're likely
listen

to forget that there was a yesterday. A
lot of yesterday’s jazz can stand up and
be counted right now . . . today. Yes,
we're likely to forget that—after all,
you hardly hear any of it, except on oc
casion, like when company comes, and
you drag old gramp out, dressed up.
I know one can’t hear music by read
ing words, but let me spin this tale about
a bit of yesterday, about some music
and a musician.
Bunk Johnson and his band were to
open at the Stuyvesant Casino. Of
course I’d been hearing about this be
cause I was very close to the scene. The
Jazz Information boys, Gene Williams
and Ralph Gleason, were involved; Bill
Russell was in there.
Those were the days when it wasn’t
enough to just follow jazz—-'if you didn’t
do more, it wouldn’t be there when you
turned around. Jazz Information editors
did all they could to further this music.
Besides putting out the magazine, they
reissued records that were dandies, plug
ging away for the music and musicians
they believed in.
The word had gone out. Bunk John
son, the last link between the past and
the present. Bunk Johnson, who’d
worked alongside the legendary Buddy
Bolden, reputedly one of the greatest of
trumpet blowers. Bunk, who’d in
fluenced Louis Armstrong.
The publicity had been terrific; the
bandwagon was crowded. Stuyvesant
Casino was—may still be—a Jewish
catering hall on the east side of New
York City. Why this place? I’d guess
that it was the best deal available. As I
recall, the promoters were to get the
admissions; the income from drinks
went to the house.
Stuyvesant Casino . . . one flight up,
a great big hall, bandstand at the oppo
site end of stairs ... old type of band
stand . . . four feet high. And don’t tap
your foot—I mean dust. But you could
get hundreds of people into that hall,
and Bunk did.
Six nights a week they came. They
came and they danced. I know; I sat in
the balcony night after night. I came
to listen—and I heard. Old Bunk, with
his store teeth plus a new horn. Here
was a man who’d been working days,
in the fields, and hadn’t been playing
professionally when “rediscovered.”
How old was he? Don’t know. Close to
68, I’m sure. He didn’t sound old.
How’d it happen? Bunk wasn’t a
popular attraction, a poll winner, no hit
record. No 10 percenter dug him up,
but it didn’t just happen.
There was a guy out on the West
Coast, Dave Stuart. Back in ’42 he’d
been writing to Bunk, At that time
Dave had a record company and was
interested in seeing that B.J. was reDown Beat - February 28, 1963

corded before he died. In June, 1942
Stuart and several other jazz lovers
drove to New Iberia, La„ and visited
Bunk, talked with him, listened to him
play. Within days they were in New
Orleans, hunting musicians and a studio
(and if you think this last bit was a
breeze, you’ve got another think com
ing), finally improvising by turning a
loft into a studio and settling for what
ever equipment was available. No re
takes or overtime . . . “Let ’em roll.”
The job got done. Bunk was recorded.
(Editor's note: see page 28 for a review
of the recordings, which recently were
re-issued.)
The engagement at Stuyvesant Casino
was a follow-up. They keep telling me
that our forebears saved, preserved
things for us, and I keep taking it all
for granted. . . .
So there I sat. Opening night. Looked

sittin 9 in
By ART HODES

BUNK JOHNSON AT THE
STUYVESANT CASINO
like Baby Dodds on drums . . . added
attraction. Who’re the other guys? I
never saw them. But listen; clarinet
sounds awful good. George Lewis? He’s
all right, sings it right out. Banjo? Well,
I’m not a banjo fan, but this guy fits
the band. Marrero? Yeah. That trom
bone . . . sensible, no wasted notes. If
he’s anything like he plays, he must be
a real groovy guy. Jim Robinson? Never
heard of him.
I get a kick out of how these New
Orleans bands set up—drums at one
end, piano at the other, band in be
tween. That’s the way Baby and Johnny
Dodds set up at Kelly's Stables back in
Chicago. As usual, the piano leaves
much to be desired. I mean the instru
ment itself. So they don’t dust it, shine
it—but it can be tuned.
Piano player’s doing his share. Bass
man seems to be telling the truth. And
the repertoire.. . Is nothin’ sacred? Not
to New Orleans bands. Like the tune
they’re playing now; You Scream, I

Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream,

People are dancing to it Haven’t seen
this in New York for a while. The beat.
. . . They could keep this up all night.
The people ain’t gonna get tired. Isn’t
that Tiger Rag? How about that—I
mean the tempo. And listen to the
crowd applaud. They're going to play
it again. . . . I’m learning.
Yeah, I’m pretty sure I didn’t miss a
single performance. Up there on that
balcony, listening. Never sat in but once
that I recall. It was happy birthday
night (could have been Bunk’s). Red
Allen was there. Big Bill Broonzy and
Leadbelly did a duet on The Saints.
But aside from that occasion, I felt that
this band was a together thing . . . made
me feel like I was listening to a streetparade band. A sound * 1 all its own.
Couldn’t compare them to any other
group I'd heard. And I had no desire
to “experiment.” I dug them as a group
—no one should change that sound by
sitting in.
I don’t know what night it happened,
but I was listening and suddenly realized
that they were playing without a lead
horn. No Bunk. A quick look. There's
Bunk, all right—sitting (they used
chairs), chair tilted back and sound
asleep. Band playing away, and the
leader asleep onstage. It was something
to see.
Nobody was sweating it. I didn’t
know somebody’d been sent for, not till
Wild Bill Davison got there. Wild Bill
stood up and blew, and Bunk still sat
there sleeping—right through to the end.
The damnedest thing I ever saw. No
question about it—Bunk could sleep,
anytime, anywhere. (One time I caught
him sleeping two rows from up front
where Red Allen and band were per
forming. And let me tell you something,
Red and his band, with J. C. Higgin
botham and Don Stovall, could be

heard.
Bunk Johnson.... Like the song says:
“he's been here and gone." Tough man.
Yes, sir, if I have as much to say
and am as able to say it as he was at
his age. I’ll be all right. Wish you could
have heard Bunk whistle his chorus on
down, then pick up his horn and play
the same bit on out.
You know there are lots of people
who play music but can’t play by hear.
Yeah, 1 said by hear. I mean it’s doubt
ful if they’re hearing it coming out—or
even before. Bunk Johnson heard his
music. It sang out of him, from inside
out. All he had to do was put the horn
to his mouth. The stuff was there. I
know, there’s more to it than that—you
have to be able to play the horn. But
please, not if you’re speechless.
So you ask, “What was dad like?”
Son, he was quite a man, one hell of a
blowing man. You need never be
ashamed of him. He certainly enriched
many of us.
EE
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The LOUIS ARMSTRONG HOUSE AND ARCHIVE
This interview between Jens Lindgren and the Curator of the Louis Armstrong House, Michael
Cogwell, took place on October 31st, 3008 at Queens College, New York. Transcription by NilsGunnar Anderby.

Jens Lindgren: May I ask when and where you were horn?
Michael Cogswell: I was bom September 13, 1953 in Buffalo, N.Y.
J.L.: What did you do before you were put in charge of the Louis Armstrong House and Archives?
M.C.: Well, that’s a long story. I’ll see if I can put it in a few sentences. Basically, at nineteen years
of age I dropped out of the University of Virginia to play saxophone for a living, and did that for ten
years. And then went back to school and fell in love with musicology, and libraries and archives,
and eventually ended up getting a Masters in Jazz History and a Masters in Library Science and
working in academic music libraries, especially with archival materials and especially with jazz
materials.
J.L.: So you were well qualified for this task.
M.G.: Actually I feel very lucky, because I pursued these dual loves of jazz and of libraries and
archives ... I mean, I worked my way through graduate school still performing and I didn’t know
whether there would be a job for me, so when this job was advertised I said: "Gosh, that’s my
dream job. That’s exactly what I would like to do”. I was very fortunate to be given this
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responsibility.
J.L.: So can you tell me a little about the house, the archives and when it opened?
M.C.: Louis and Lucille Armstrong bought this little house in Corona, Queens, in 1943 and lived
there for the rest of their lives. Louis passed away in 1971. Lucille continued to live in the house
and she passed away in 1983. Aiter Lucille passed on the house was discovered to be a treasuretrove of material - 5,000 photographs, 85 scrapbooks, 650 home recorded tapes, five gold-plated
trumpets and on and on and on.
The Louis Armstrong Educational Foundation is the organisation that controls the
Armstrong estate. They had the good sense to realize something needs to be done to preserve this,
the house and the contents, so they arranged for Queens College to do that. They gave Louis'
scrapbooks, tapes and photos, trumpets and so forth to the college under the provision that the
college preserve the material and catalogue them and make them available to the public.
They gave the house to the City of New York and arranged for Queens College to administer
the house, so the college administers the house under a long term licence agreement.
All that happened during the 1980s. As for the Archives, I was actually hired in 1991 and
my first day of work was in July of that year. I came into the archival centre here and this whole
place was empty, except for a couch and a desk, and there were 72 shipping cartons of
Louis'materials piled up. I had to borrow a pad of paper and a pencil to begin work and that’s
were we started from, and we opened three years later.
The Louis Armstrong Archives opened to the public in May 1994 and now most of my
efforts go towards opening the house as a museum. If all goes according to schedule, the house will
open in fall 2003. [The Louis Armstrong House opened on October 15, 2003],
After Lucille Armstrong passed away in 1983, the house remained unoccupied - frozen in
time - all the furnishings, the linens on the bed, everything, remained exactly as it was on the day
Lucille died.
The housekeeper that used to work for Mrs. Armstrong, Bessie Williams, has continued to
work at the house. At first the Armstrong estate paid her and when Queens College took over,
Queens College paid her.
So the house has been preserved all that time. Today [2002] we are in the middle of
construction works that are needed to convert what is essentially a private home to open it to the
public as a museum. So the first thing that happened was to have fine-art shippers come in and
pack up every piece of furniture and every oil painting and every chandelier and take it all to a
climate-controlled warehouse, so, as of today, right now, the house is totally empty.
After the construction work is completed, everything will come back to the house and be
reinstalled and it will open to the public as a Historic House Museum.
J.L.: When the work is finished and it opens, what can we expect?
M.C.: Our primary program will be the Historic House Tour. People in small groups of no more
than eight people can go through the house with a guide and see how the Armstrongs lived. The
House will be furnished exactly as it was when the Armstrongs lived there and it’s very moving you really get a sense of who Louis was and how he lived his life. Louis off stage, Louis at home.
One of the really neat things we’re doing as part of our Historic House Tour, as you know,
we have hundreds of reel-to-reel tapes that Louis recorded himself. Half of those tapes are spoken
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word tapes, Louis visiting with friends and neighbours and telling jokes and stories. We are
incorporating those spoken word tapes into the Historic House Tom*. In three rooms, the living
room, the dining room and Louis' den there will be a hidden audio system, with speakers hidden in
the ceiling and plastered over. The tour guide will bring a group into the room, give them an
orientation to the room and then move a hidden switch and you will hear Louis in the room telling
jokes and stories. So that promises to be a very exciting part of our house tour.
J.L.: Louis Armstrong sure means a lot to us who saw him and remember him as a live
entertainer, somebody entertaining our generation, but how will you attract future generations?
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M.C.: We wdl do targeted outreach to schools In the region. We already have a very successful
school program called “Pops is Tops". Every spring we bring in children from the neighbourhood
into the beautiful garden of the Armstrong House and give them a free jazz concert.
We do two shows a day for three days and at each show we can seat two hundred and fifty
children, so that’s 1,500 schoolchildren that we bring in over the course of three days to the
Armstrong House. There’s a beautiful garden - they sit in the garden and they hear the music.
The band that we’ve been using for the last five-six years since I’ve been running the
concerts is Arvell Shaw and the Louis Armstrong Legacy Band. Of course, Arvell was Louis 'bass
player on and off for 85 years. It’s intimate enough, where the children get to interact with the
musicians. We have a question-and-answer session, they can raise their hands and ask questions
and after the performance many kids go up and get autographs from Arvell and the guys in the
band, so it’s a very lovely event. The school outreach program that we do is very successful. And
we will do more programs like that for people to come to the house.
J.L.: Like most tourists and visitors to New York, I stay in Manhattan. I must admit I had some
difficulties in getting out here. Have you any plans for organized tours from Manhattan?
M.C.: That’s an excellent question and you’re right that is important. People in Manhattan are
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reluctant to cross the East River and come out to Queens. Public transportation is not as easy as
it is in Manhattan. You can’t just walk out here, you have to come in a car or come on the subway.
Yeah, we are addressing that, we will have a “Satchmobile” - a natural gas powered van that was
donated to us by Keystone Energy Corporation and we’ve decorated it with photos of Louis
Armstrong.
The Satchmobile will make a regular loop between the subway station and the Armstrong
House and the Armstrong Archives. So that will help people, if they can just get on the Number 7
train.
Once they get to the subway stop the Satchmobile can pick them up and take them to the
House. It is also possible that we may extend the loop of the Satchmobile to go into Manhattan.
You could get on the Satchmobile at Times Square and come out to Queens to see the Armstrong
House. That’s one way of addressing that.
There is a very successful tour group now called the Queens Jazz Trail that people can
start at Flushing Town Hall and they get taken around the different jazz sites in Queens. More
than fifty great jazz musicians lived here in Queens at one time or another, and we’re one of the
stops on that tom*. We will make more collaborative programs like that with the Queens Jazz
Trail. But you’re right, we’ll have to make an effort to get people out. The problem is not unique to
the Louis Armstrong House and Archives but applies to all the other cultural attractions here in
Queens.
J.L.: As for the collections here at Queens College they are expanding all the time. I guess more and
more visitors are coming. Can you please give me a history of how this has been used throughout
these years?
M.C.: The Louis Armstrong Archives opened to the public in 1994. People who come in, show an ID,
register, fill out a little form and get hands-on access to the collections. You don’t have to be a
professor so-and-so or from this university to work with the collections.
We have public school students come in, we have photo researchers, from record
companies - we have lots of different people come to research here, but pretty consistently we get
about 35 researchers per year.
The visitorship, on the other hand, has steadily increased every year. The first year we
were open we had approximately 400 visitors. Last year our average was around 1350, and it has
increased every year from 400 up to 1350. I’m happy with those numbers. However, the Archives
are in a library on a college campus and you have to really know where we are to get here.
One of the ideas that we are exploring is to move the Archives across the street from the
Louis Armstrong House. We acquired, several years ago, an empty lot almost directly across the
street. It was covered with weed and trash and had a fence with graffiti on it. After we acquired
the property we cleaned it up and put up a nice new fence. Then we hired a museum planning firm
to do a planning study for what can go in those lots - what kind of visitor centre, what kind of
services can we have across the street, and one of the ideas we’re exploring is to move all of the
Archives over across the street and have everything on one location. At present the house and the
Archives are about ten minutes apart by car and about forty-five minutes apart by public
transort. There’s no easy way to get from the college to the house or the house to the college,
except by driving.
J.L.: But there must be a certain advantage of having it here in the academic surroundings?
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M.C.: Yes there is. We get a lot of support from the college, its nice for researchers who come here
to come into the college environment to do their research. I keep the College informed of our plans.
We're now in the planning stage trying to decide what this Visitor Centre would be and what
would best serve all the stakeholders, all the interested parties.
What may very well happen is that the Archives stays here and we have some sort of
study collection over across the street from the house where people can listen to copies of the
tapes. The people who really need to do hands-on, in-depth research, whether it's Ken Bums
making a film or Joshua Barret writing a book on Louis Armstrong or whoever, would come here to
the College and register and do work here in this reading room where we’re sitting, and that the
casual visitor who just wants to listen to some tapes and look at some photos could look at them
over there.
J.L.: Do you think that the definite book and/or work on Louis Armstrong is done by now, or is it
yet to come?
M.C.: That’s a great question. The definitive narrative biography of Louis Armstrong has not yet
been done. There are several narrative biographies and they each have their own benefits and
their own flaws. For somebody to do it would be a major project. One of the things I’ve observed
from the existing literature is that writers have trouble forming a narrative for the last decades of
Louis' life. The early decades - it’s a wonderful story. It’s a screenwriter’s dream where Louis is
bom in New Orleans and around the age of twelve he fires off a pistol in the street and goes to the
Waifs' Home, you know, and acquires a trumpet and then goes to Chicago and then joins King
Oliver and makes his first record. 1 mean, it’s a wonderful, wonderful story, but once you get into
the forties and fifties and sixties, what is your story, what’s your narrative?
Louis'life is a never ending procession of one nighters and recording sessions and television
appearances and so on. How do you make that into a story? I think it can be done, but that’s one
of the challenges that has faced biographers. I’ve noticed that in some of the biographies that the
early decades are covered in some detail and then the final thirty years of Louis' life is covered in
twenty pages.
J.L.: Yes. But if his life was of that nature, the books should be of that nature too.
M.C.: No, there is a lot of stuff to write about in the last years of his life.
J.L.: There are good things and bad things to be said about all the books that have been written.
For example, take Giddins' book - what’s good and what’s less good with his book?
M.C.: Gary Giddins'book "Satchmo" is one of the books that I first recommend to people who, if
you're only gonna have one book on Louis Armstrong, this is a good one to start with.
Gary Giddins got access to the Armstrong house after Lucille died but before Queens College
took over. So, Gary actually went through the house and opened drawers and opened cupboards
and opened closets and that’s how he found much of the material that’s in his book - the
photographs and so forth.
Queens College was given responsibility for the collection as Gary was finishing up his book. So,
many of the photographs that are in Gary’s book are now here in The Louis Armstrong Archives.
They’ve now all been arranged and catalogued and so forth; they weren’t at the time. And Gary’s
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such an insightful writer and writes so beautifully I think it’s a wonderful introduction to Louis
Armstrong. Again, it’s not the narrative biography, you know, Louis 'life start to finish hut it’s a
wonderful hook about Louis.
J.L.: Jim Collier?
M.C.; (hesitates) Well, I'm not alone in this opinion - Dan Morgenstem's review of it was - that it
is essential reading for somebody studying Armstrong's life. But in my opinion I don't think he
grasps who Louis was. I mean there are many mistakes in the book, but as far as who Louis was
as a person, I think the book misses the mark.
If I remember correctly, I can almost quote it... Jim Collier says that Louis was scarred
by a deep-seated sense of insecurity, and he was so emotionally scarred that he craved the
applause of his audience, and that's what drove him to perform and constantly be on the road and that notion is contrary to what the people who knew Armstrong say about him.You know,
Louis loved his fans, he loved to perform. He was a giver and that's what made him travel around
the world and do all these performances. It wasn't 'cause he craved the applause of the audience
through emotional scarring, it’s because he really wanted to give.
M.C.: The Ellington book had a similar criticism. One of Collier’s theses was that Ellington was not
so talented himself and that he stole the ideas of the men in his band. He recycled their ideas into
his own compositions. There is some basis to that; Duke incorporated the ideas of the guys in his
band but it was definitely Duke Ellington who made that music.
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J.L.: What’s your view of Larry Bergreen?

V

Armstrong's passport 1933
M.C.: He did quite a bit of research here, perhaps even more than is Indicated in the book. It's a
fun read but it’s filled with with mistakes, it’s riddled with mistakes, large and small. For
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example, he says that Louis on his first visit to the house in 1943 pulled up in front of a threestory brick building. Well, in 1943 it was not. It was a two-story clapboard-sided building. The
brick was added in 1971 and the third story was added in 1977, and there are many little things
like that
Just to give you one more example, he says, now all this I’m quoting off the top of my head.
He says: Astonishingly there was no music at Louis Armstrong’s funeral - well, there was music,
Peggy Lee sang, A1 Hibbler sang. This wan broadcast on the evening news, I mean there were
many many news articles about it. So if there’s so many mistakes like that in the book, then it's a
very unreliable source. It’s a fun read for somebody doesn’t know any better. Where Larry
Bergreen exeelsis in talking about the gangsters in Chicago and Louis'use of marijuana. The
subtitle of the book is "An extravagant life", and that's what Larry’s focussing on - gangsters and
marijuana and being a jazz musician, but as far as historical biography it misses the mark.
J.L.: Tad Jones?
M.C.: Tad Jones has not published a biography as such but I understand he’s working on one.
Tad’s the gentleman who discovered the baptismal certificate in New Orleans, and reportedly he’s
at work on a biography.
J.L.: But you are not cooperating with him here?
M.C.: I believe Tad has been here doing research but although we have a tremendous collection, we
really don’t have that much new information for Tad. My understanding is that Tad is focussing on
early Louis Armstrong, Louis in New Orleans. Louis'ancestry and then his early years in New
Orleans but the bulk of our collection dates from after 1943 when Louis and Lucille moved into the
house.
J.L.: Let’s talk about the Archives itself and your work here. What is your philosophy behind this
archive, what’s your idea and your vision?
M.C.: We have a mission, part of which is to arrange, preserve and catalogue and make available
all the materials we’ve discovered in Louis' and Lucille’s house. That is what we call the Louis
Armstrong Collection.
We are trying to collect and make available newly acquired material about Armstrong. We
acquire about one hundred new items per year. Louis was a prolifio letter writer; letters that
Louis has written come back to us, and anything else, you name it: Louis Armstrong dolls or the
postage stamp that came out in first-day-of issue, cachets with a postage stamp, we collect
anything having to do with Louis.
Another part of our mission is to open Louis' house as a Historic House Museum, and that
we’re also actively engaged in. In recent years most of my energy has gone to that and not here to
the Archives. Peggy Alexander is the administer of the Archives as I concentrate of the house.
We will also is to set up public programs to educate people about Louis Armstrong, to
continue his legacy, and we do that through the children’s concerts and through the exhibits,
through outreach programmes, going out to schools and clubs and colleges. As far an philosophy,
we do ask ourselves - how would Louis feel about what we’re doing? I mean, are we in fact
working within the spirit of Louis Armstrong? I like to think that we are. We are welcoming to
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people, we are helpful to our researchers. Even a Junior High School student who wants to come in
here to do research in the reading room - we give them every accommodation. You know, we want
them to feel welcome.
Same as our receptions, when we have exhibit receptions we have a soul food caterer from the
neighbourhood who lays out barbecue chicken and macaroni and cheese and collard greens and
peach cobbler, and by Golly! - you come to the Armstrong Archives you're not gonna have cheese
and crackers and a little bit of wine - you’re gonna have some food and have a good time!
J.L.: The Armstrong way . ..
M.C.: The Armstrong way, right. So I would like to think that we are headed in that direction, to
make...that Touis would approve of what we’re doing here.
J.L.: As for the music . . . jazz musicians today, they still play the trumpet, but they go in other
directions. Are you working on any educational material - Jazz Armstrong Way - to keep the
flame burning?
M.C.: That's a wonderful concept and we have discussed that in our internal meetings and
planning meetings. Right now we have our hands full with our current services and programs. I
mean, with our little staff and with the funding we get it’s all we can do to put on our exhibits, we
put on three exhibits per year. To do our outreach programs about who was Touis ant to introduce
people to Louis Armstrong and then to open the house as a Museum, that's taken a lot of energy
and a lot of money to maJke that happen.
After the house opens, it may very well be that we would have the opportunity and the
ability to do more of that: to promote his legacy and his approaoh. We’ve played a big role in this,
and the nation’s perception of Louis has evolved greatly over the past thirty years. Gary
Glddins'book played a big role in that, the wonderful writings of Dan Morgenstem have played a
role in that. Wynton Marsalis has used Jazz at Lincoln Center as a pulpit to talk about Louis. Lor
Ken Bums' Jazz series, his people did a lot of research here. I have seen the perception of Louis
Armstrong change in the last fifteen years. The Archives have contributed to that and I hope that
when the house opens you’ll see more of that too.
Of course I have a high regard of Louis as a musician. I’m a former musician myself and I
studied music and so forth BUT one of the things that we feel strongly about is interpreting the
entire Louis Armstrong. The Trumpet Player is the iconic image, that's what we think of, Louis
playing the trumpet - but the whole man is very interesting to me. I can make an analogy of Louis
being a diamond, and there are different facets. There’s the trumpet player, there’s the vocalist,
there’s the composer, there’s the writer, there’s the actor, there’s the philanthropist. I mean,
the're all these different sides of Louis, and so that's something that we feel strongly about in our
interpretation here - that people should see all those different sides of Louis and get a sense of the
man himself, to see what’s at the centre of that diamond. It’s almost like everything he touched
was great, I mean his writing and his singing and his acting. It’s all good, it’s all good...
J.L.: And what he can mean to the Black population of this country perhaps?
M.C.: Oh, that's very true. It is sometimes overlooked that Louis was keenly aware of the Civil
Rights struggle. How could he not be? He was a part of it and he contributed to it, not by
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marching and holding signs hut by being Louis Armstrong. That is evident by his tapes and by his
writings that he knew that he could do more for the struggle by being Louis Armstrong and doing
what he did, than he could by marching in a demonstration and holding up a sign.
And that's something that is clear in our programmes. One of our first exhibits here was
called "Breaking the Barriers - Louis Armstrong and Civil Rights" and it documented many of
Louis'contributions and many of Louis Armstrong’s firsts: the first to perform in some of these big
hotels in Las Vegas, the first black entertainer to stay in some of these hotels where he was
performing and so forth. And that's an inspiration, not just to Black Americans or black visitors,
but to everybody.
J.L.: It has been said that young black people have had problems feeling at home in the academic
world, and that this aspect of Armstrong could be at topic of research for some ?
M.C.: Of course, it could be a great topic. We, I’m proud that of our researchers here, not all of
them have been musical researchers. We had English Majors and sociologists coming here. There
are many facets of Louis Armstrong and many ways of looking at him. It doesn’t have to be just
music people. As far as diversity in Academia goes, we’re at an interesting college.
The borough of Queens is a subsection of the city government. There’s a New York City
government and then New York’s divided into five boroughs and each borough has its own
government and the borough of Queens is also a county, Queens County, New York State.
Queens is the most ethnically diverse of all the counties in the United States. There are
more than a hundred and twenty languages spoken in Queens on a daily basis, that's confirmed
by the 2002 census. And if you drive up Main Street, right up here by the College, in this
neighbourhood south of the college it’s all Orthodox Jewish. You can go another six or seven blocks,
it’s all Pakistani and Indian. You go another five or six blocks It’s all Chinese and Korean and the
whole borough Is like that. I tell you all this because the population here at Queens College is the
same way, I mean the population of Queens College reflects the borough of Queens and the
diversity of students is just incredible. So we can talk about Blacks and Whites but you look
around Queens and you know It’s everybody. There are students from all over the world here at
this college and they all respond to Louis.
J.L.: I could see that clearly on my way here on the train...
M.C.: Yes, yes, in fact the previous Queens Borough president designated the Number 7 train as
the International Express because every stop is a different ethnic neighbourhood. If you get off at
74th Street, that's the largest Little India in Queens, a little five block area with nothing but Sari
shops and jewellery stores and Indian restaurants, and you go the next stop It’s all Colombian. All
the signs are in Spanish and you can get empanadas off street cart vendors...
J.L.: I like that
M.C.: Yeah, Yeah, I like it too. I love it.
J.L.: Did you meet Louis Armstrong yourself?
M.C.: I never did. In 1971 when Louis died I had just graduated from high school and was just
doing my first gigs as a musician as a saxophone player. And so I never met him in person but I
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feel like I’ve been meeting him now through working in this house and working with his own stuff.
J.L.: Do you think that we have a Louis Armstrong around today, that In the future there will be a
museum or an institution like this to a person living today?
M.O.: Well, I think that requires maybe a two-part answer. I’ll answer the second part first. Of
course there’ll be other great innovators and great artists. I mean that is inherent in human
nature. That there will always be another Louis Armstrong, another Mozart, another Beethoven,
another Shakespeare, another James Joyce or whoever you want to put in there in that Pantheon.
As far as today, in my opinion there is nobody in the jazz world today, or what we consider
jazz, of the stature of a Louis Armstrong or for that matter of a Duke Ellington or a Charlie Parker
or a John Coltrane. That raises a huge issue. Why did we have this great succession of innovators
- Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington and you know, you name it- Dizzy Gillespie, Ornette Coleman,
John Coltrane and so onb, and since their days there haven’t been any figures of that stature and
that influence.
That's a huge topic and I don’t know if I have an answer for that. I have some theories on
it, but I can’t say for sure why that hasn’t happened. From what little I know about history I look
back at the eighteenth century and here you have Mozart and Beethoven and Haydn and Thomas
Jefferson and George Washington all on the planet at the same time. You know, how incredible is
that?
J.L.: Would this someone have to be in the entertainment business, to reach a broad message to
people?
M.C.: That's true, that's true. Louis arrives at a very interesting time, I mean hand in hand with
Louis 'great creativity was the birth of the recording industry, the birth of broadcast radio. During
Louis' career the rise of broadcast television, the invention and rise of the broadcast television.
J.L.: The Jazz Age ...
M.C.: The Jazz Age, right.
J.L.: The Roaring Twenties ...
M.C.: Right, and so the technology and the music all went hand in hand and again, it’s a complex
relationship that we can’t summarize in a few sentences, but with the advent of commercial
recordings you didn’t have to wait for the Count Basie Band to come to town to hear what Lester
Young sounds like, right? You could get the Lester Young 78s and memorize the solos note for note
Jazz evolved quickly and part of that was because of the availability of recordings ; you could
hear what people were doing and could copy them. So Louis was part of that, and part of why
Louis had the impact that he did was because he was on television and the recordings were
available. If we had not had recordings jazz wouldn’t have evolved the same way and Louis would
not have had the same impact that he had.
So, you know, technology has played a part of that today - it’s almost like today
everything is so homogenized that it’s hard to be an innovator. I mean, radio stations only play
what’s really packaged and test marketed. It’s hard for somebody who is an Individual and has a
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unique sound and a different sound to get that exposure.
J.L.: As for the objects here in your collection? Which ones are the most interesting to you?
M.G.: Well, that's a tough question. Now, they’re all interesting and some of them make me laugh
and some of them make me serious, some of them make me weep. Among the items that speak
very forcefully to me are the home-recorded tapes. To be privileged to listen to a tape of Louis and
Stepin Fetchit sitting in a room at the Dunbar Hotel in California swapping filthy stories and band
stories and that Louis taped it and then I can sit here forty years later, fifty years later and listen
to such a tape, that's very remarkable.
So the tapes are very strong format. They really communicate a lot, and of all the items we
have I would say the tapes would bring you closest to meeting Louis, actually hanging out with
Louis.
J.L.: I have a weekly programme on Radio Sweden called Jazz Classics, and while I’m talking to
you here it comes to my mind that I would like to devote one of the programs to this Archive.
Would it be possible for me to have examples from those tapes and then insert them in the
program?
M.C.: That's something you’d have to talk with Peggy about. I know she’s done some of that in the
past, and you should ask her about that. The reason I hesitate is that although we own the tapes
we don’t own the intellectual property rights to the tapes, and so there is a series of permissions
that need to go through and so forth.
We’re also in discussion with record companies about publishing these tapes and so...the bottom
line is, we, because of the restrictions on intellectual property rights have to really control what
samples we pass out and how they’re used. So, I know it’s do-able but you need to clear everything
with Peggy.
J.L.: You don’t have any sample or... that I could sort of... so that I could give some example?
M.C.: Yeah, we at one time had a little press kit sampler that we passed out some years back
and...again, I’ll talk to Peggy. We can FedEx something over to you ... or on the internet we have
half a dozen samples on our website <Satchmo.net> which of course you could use . We’ll give you
something on a CD so you have CD quality to key up on your program.
J.L.: Peggy visited Sweden two years ago, and she gave a lecture on your work as it was then and
she also played some recordings. I remember one recording of "Tears" which brought tears to my
eyes. That was one of the strongest musical moments of my life. Will that ever be published, or will
I ever have a chance to hear it again?
M.C.: (laughs) I’ll be happy to play it for you here. Peggy probably only played the beginning of it.
I don’t know if she played the whole thing.
J.L.: She did play the whole thing and that was beautiful. I never heard Louis play for three
minutes like that and it was absolutely creative from the beginning to the end, and the melody
that I had heard with Oliver all my life, and I could hear him . . . Well, the whole thing was
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fantastic.
M.C.: Yeah, it IS fantastic. The answer to your question is, absolutely, we want to get this
published. Peggy is working on a project that she and I started together, and she is working on it,
to publish a CD or a set of CDs of these spoken word recordings. I naively thought that record
companies would be breaking down the door to get to this stuff and it didn’t happen. I reached out
to some major labels, names that you would recognize, and they’re not that Interested. Again,
bank to what we were talking about with the industry . . . They want the next Puff Daddy that
they’re gonna put on CD and sell two million copies, you know, the first month. Whereas a good
jazz recording might sell twenty - thirty thousand copies and be a big hit.
So the record companies haven’t been that interested, although we are in conversation
with some of them, but one thing we’re exploring is to have our own CD, "Louis Armstrong House
Records" and, you know, put the best clips on there and package it and we could sell in the gift
shop at the Louis Armstrong House. We could give it to members, when you become a member of
the Louis Armstrong House and Archives you get one, and this is something that Peggy is actively
working on.
J.L.: And a final question and that deals with the future, of course. Please tell me how you want
this whole project, if I may call may it that, to develop?

Jens Lindgren
plays one of Armslrong's trumpets
Photo: M. Cogswell

M.C.: Well, I think we’re headed in the right direction. The next big arrival point for us is to open
Louis'house as a museum. We have some concerns about that, will it be financially stable? I
mean, we don’t know how many people are gonna go through that house every year, and even with
the earned income from admissions to the house, from the gift shop, we’re still gonna need
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corporate foundation support, private foundation support and so forth, to do everything we want
to do.
So that's the next big arrival point for us, but onoe the house is open I think we’ll have a
solid footing that people can come to the house and see how Louis lived. People can come here to
the Archives and see his photos and listen to his tapes, and from there it’s just a matter of doing a
little more, of better program, reaching more people, a lecture series, a concert series. I mean
there are all sorts of other possibilities, but the next big piece of the project is to get the house
open. And once the house opens I think other things will fall into place.
J.L.: Thank you very much.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Mike Pointon

(This piece first appeared in Just Jazz Magazine and appears here with permission. It has been down edited and
slightly changed)

Many of Mike’s formative years were spent in Thornton Heath, Surrey, and, together with classmate
Bill Stagg, he developed an interest in jazz by listening to the records of Ken Colyer and Chris
Barber. He became a regular visitor to Dave Carey’s Swing Shop in Streatham, and a keen record
collector.
The youthful Pointon soon became hooked on the idea of playing trombone. Mike talked his parents
into buying him a second-hand lntrument and tried to develop the sounds of such pioneers as Kid
Ory, Roy Palmer, and Honore Dutrey into a style of his own. Later influences included Trummy
Young, J.C. Higginbotham and Vic Dickenson.
Mike soon found himself in the company of other budding musicians who evolved into the Perdido
Street Six. A turning point for him was hearing George Lewis with Ken Colyer in 1957.
Around this time Mike became a member of the British Bunk Johnson Appreciation Society whose
key figure was Graham Russell.Through his influence the Society released several rare Bunk items

and also introduced Mike to other aspects of New Orleans music.
Other musical landmarks that deeply influenced his playing and appreciation of jazz as
entertainment was seeing Louis Armstrong and the All Stars for the first time in 1959 and Kid Ory’s
Band with Henry 'Red' Allen the same year.
Mike met Sammy Rimington around that time and it soon became apparent that in the wake of the
George Lewis Band's 1959 UK tour, both wanted to form a Lewis-style group. They knew of others
with similar ambitions such as Clive Blackmore (trumpet), Graham Peterson (piano), John Coles
(banjo) and Pete Ridge (drums), and rehearsals began, with various bass players added as and
when available. Pete Ridge was soon replaced by Barry Godfrey, who decided to use his middle name
of Martyn, and the new band was called Kid Martyn’s Ragtime Band.
But Mike, although a lover of New Orleans music, felt that the group was trying too hard to emulate
the precise sounds of the Lewis band, and because this view conflicted with those of the other
members, he left to join clarinettist Norrie Cox, who led the San Jacinto Jazz Band, which played in
the London area, and included Keith Smith.
Following a visit to the Crescent City, Martyn returned and selected a new group which included
Pointon, John Defferary and Bill Cole (bass), naming it his Camellia Jazz Orchestra, playing music in
the style of Armand Piron, Sam Morgan and Papa Celestin. The band made its first and only
recording in the Aeolian Hall, Bond Street.
The period sound they made was not so acceptable to ’Trad boom’ audiences at that time, so Barry
rejoined his thriving 'Kid Martin' band, which by now included Cuff Billett (trumpet) and Bill
Greenow (clarinet/alto), in Mike's opinion now producing a more original New Orleans sound. He was
first choice replacement when Pete Dyer was unavailable and the band backed visiting New Orleans
guests with whom Mike toured throughout the 60s, including George Lewis, Alton Purnell, Capt. John
Handy, Louis Nelson and Albert Nicholas.

It was while playing in Barry Martyn's band at The 51 Club in 1968 that he was spotted by Rudy
Balliu of Ghent's Cotton City Jazz Band and invited to regularly guest in Belgium. A Belgian radio
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broadcast was made In 1904 accompanying Mezz Mezzrow, in which Mike participated, followed by
a tour of Belgium and England with Kid Thomas Valentine and Emmanuel Paul with the Martyn
band.
1973 saw him back in England and becoming interested in radio and television documentary work.
An Invitation to rejoin Bill Brunskill, who still had a residency in the Lord Napier public house in
Thornton Heath, was accepted, and his playing and vocals were to feature in Bill's band for the next
14 years.
The 1980s were eventful years for Mike. Whilst still with the Bill Brunskill band he appeared with
them in 'Whatever Happened To Bill Brunskill?’, a documentary which was filmed in the Lord
Napier, and also continued to work occasionally with Ken Colyer until Ken's death in 1988. Along
with Ray Smith he was involved with the Tomas Omberg/Bent Persson European Classic Jazz Band,
with festivals in the UK and Europe; in 1985 he met Dick Laurie and played in the Elastic Band
alongside the renowned film animator, cometist Dick Williams, who was later replaced by Bryan
Jones, then by the late Ray Crane; 1989 saw Mike accompany Wild Bill Davison on Bill's last ever
UK tour (N. Ireland) with Art Hodes; there were guest appearances with many bands including the
Apex Jazz Band (Belfast), Cuff Billett's All Stars, and Andy Dickens’ Louis Prima-style band, Jump
Jive and Wall.

Complementing Mike's playing is his skill as a writer/broadcaster, and as well as contributions to
Dick Laruie's 'Allegedly Hot News International' and 'New Orleans Music' (not forgetting 'Just Jazz'),
magazines there have been BBC radio documentaries such as 'Swingtime For Hitler', describing how
jazz was used as propaganda by the Nazis; 'Bunk &> Bill', the story of Bill Russell's re-discovery of
the legendary Bunk Johnson, (CDs of these 4 acclaimed programmes were recently donated to the
Bunk Johnson Jazz Collection at Iberia Parish Libraries) and also, in association with Campbell
Rumap, TOO Not Out!', the story of The 100 Club, which was produced by Mike.
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In 1993 Mike was invited by Andrew Simons, then curator of the Jazz Section of the British
Library's National Sound Archive, to record a number of interviews as part of the Archive's oral
history of British jazz project. Mike has additionally donated 10 horn’s of taped interviews with jazz
historian Bill Russell, made in New Orleans. These latter tapes formed the basis of a book which
Mike and Ray Smith have compiled, with a working title of 'Bill Russell: Father of he New Orleans
Jazz Revival'.
Mike Pointon's trombone style has been variously described as 'passionate' and 'trenchant' and,
besides being influenced by the great players already mentioned, perhaps he also owes something to
the likes of Joe ‘Tricky Sam' Nanton, Sandy Williams and Lawrence Brown. But his sound can most
certainly be identified as very much his own, which is as it should be after almost 50 years of
playing the music he loves, and his great enthusiasm remains undiminished.

WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS & BUNK JOHNSON
By Claes Rlngqvist

The eminent poet William Carlos Williams (1883 - 1903) was a precursor and trendsetter for the
whole Beat Generation of poets and writers, like Allen Ginsburg, Jack Kerouac, Gregory Corso,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti,Gary Snyder et al. He spent almost all his life in and around the small town of
Rutherford, New Jersey, where he was a doctor (a pediatrician and G.P.) Rutherford was not only
the setting of his life, it was an ingredient in his poetry, which was to be pant of a truly American
literature, rooted in its place of origin - unlike the 'rootless' cosmopolitanism of his friend Ezra
Pound.
The following passage is an excerpt from a book, written by Mike Weaver, lecturer in American
literature, University of Exeter in 1971, called "William Carlos Williams - The American

Background” (Cambridge University Press):
MAN ORCHID
For more than a decade Williams' closest friend and ally was Fred R. Miller, un unknown young
writer who edited the American radical story-magazine Blast till the late thirties when his
commitment to proletarian life gave way to a musical and social concern for the Negro. He had
taught himself to play the piano and at the same time has amassed one of the best collections of
early jazz records of his day. He was in the vanguard of the white man's interest of classical jazz
which was to enjoy a popular revival in the forties.
The revival of classic Jazz found its centre in Bunk Johnson. Encouraged by collectors Bunk had reemerged from the obscurity of a small Lousiana town and, with a new set of teeth provided by his
benefactors, began to play again in 1942. In the spring of 1945 the New York public heard him at a
Sunday afternoon session at which it is likely Miller was present.. Williams ordered some of his
records. Miller's plan to educate 'Joe Square', among whom he would have surely numbered his
friend Williams, was to offer him something good but modem, and work back to New Orleans jazz by
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stages; 'The longest way “round to Basin Street is the shortest way home” - from New York 1948'
His task was soon to he made easier; Bunk Johnson was coming to town for a season and Williams
responded enthusiastically .Then a handbill advertising Bunk's opening in New York came through
the post and Williams, not sure that it had come from Miller and not wishing to be slow, quickly
informed him that he was going to the opening on Friday, S8 September 1945.
On S3 November Williams re-visited the Styvesant Casino with his daughter-in-law, Virginia. That
second evening there was some discussion of an inter-racial literary magazine. They spoke of buying
the established but failing South Today, but also of what it would mean if with the best of intentions
inferior black writers should find themselves beside better white ones. For Miller it was a
dissapointing evening as tutor; Williams had waited in vain for Bunk to 'get hot':
He did, after you left! Towards the end of the evening he and the band kicked off with the St Louis
Blues and it was so good the customers wouldn't let them quit; dancers stopped dancing to crowd in
front of the stand for a better listen, and Moon and Dorais and I grabbed up our beer mugs and
joined them. The St Touis went on and for about SO minutes and it was too bad you weren't there to
hear it.
Nevertheless, Bueklin Moon and Bill Dorais would blossom as characters in two stories based on jazz
themes; Moon as the hero of 'Man Orchid' , um unpublished and unfinished collaborative novel by
Williams and Miller, and Dorais as one of the two protagonists in Miller's short story, Outbucket and
Gossamer, eventually published in 1950.
Williams was always keen to collaborate on joint projects.../../. Now Miller proposed the idea of a
novel written without a plot; they would write alternate chapters. Within a week Williams sent him
a draft of the first chapter:
In his person he was the contract (one might almost say the expanse!) between classic 8e New
Orleans music.
To resolve such a person would be to create a new world, to resolve him in the mind lucidly,
dramatically, or as he is - in the flesh - to make the flesh mindful - or the mind fleshful. His flesh the surbubs of his mind - informed.
Why should a novel not wear its skeleton on the outside - our bones open to the air - like a crab. An
intelligent crab - a fat intelligent crab - what an advantage it would be.
Next Williams invited a third person to participate in the novel. Lydia Carlin had been brought up in
Florida, and was 'told to imagine herself as a fat, light yellow nigger boy and tell us some factual
stuff about her childhood background', which she did. But by now Miller was in a quandary. He
could not go on with the hero; he felt he did not know enough about him: 'And I can't fake what I
don't know. That last is bad. In jazz “faking” is a name for playing by ear or improvising. If I can't
fake, what'm I doing trying to help out on a verbal improvisation ?' Williams had only met Moon
once and therefore felt free to improvise, since he was only superficially commited to his hero's real
identity. He suggested Miller should leave Moon to him and that he should develop a separate novel
not to touch the Moon novel just yet but to be merely aligned with it: Miller would develop a novel
about a woman,' She, the white, impossible queen'
In June 1946 Williams inter-cut all the available material and sent it to the typist. Miller went on to
develop his romance in a jazz setting, Gutbucket and Gossamer. Nearly a year later Williams was
-
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still thinking of their collaborative effort:
the “novel”, for that might easily be a magnificient thing
if we can ever get to the writing - the composition; the beauty of the form we are inventing would be
its adaptability, something to make the ordinary “story” just a piece of stodge'. Nine years later he
was still speaking of reaching a novel-length script: 'It excites my imagination'.
The hero of 'Man Orchid' is Cholly Oldham, publisher's reader and trumpet player. As Williams
conoieved him he was an extremely light-coloured Negro, bom of a Greek father and Negro mother.
During the day he reads and writes the pseudo-scholastic jargon of the day, and in the evenings he
tries to write a novel. But as the 'contract'- or expanse - between classical music and Negro jazz he
is profoundly frustrated. The mixing of the blood has resulted in an impediment in his speech. Cholly
stutters. As Williams rendered the theme much earlier: “White blood and colored blood don't mix”
said he nursing his injury. “Doc, I got a hemorrhage of the FLUTE”, he said. Similary, Cholly's
problem is one of inarticulateness in the face of literary ambitions. The instrument of his language is
inadequate; Bunk Johson is a pure antelope by eomparision: ' Orchids grow on trees, flaunting (a
good word) their complex sexual devices. There it is again, the fluted and bulbous mechanism'.
Sitting at the stuttering type-writer, he thinks of Bunk Johnson's 'autochthonous horn' growing
like an orchid on the trunk which is his band. Cholly's wife catches him among these thoughts: 'You
know you're not waorin working on any pay writing. You're working on play writing. And when I
say PLAY writing I mean your just playing with yourself. I said playing with yourself. You know
what I mean?'
In the essay in In the American Grain, 'The Advent of the Slaves', Williams suggested that the
quality of life that the Negro had brought to America consisted in a poise which no authority could
threaten. In Williams' view, the Negro owed his potency to his freedom from the narrow bonds of
white morality. He enjoyed the privilege of the damned. It is an attitude which finds sensitive
expression in Paterson, in the Negress of the scarred belly - a black contrast to the impossible white
girl, Phyllis, and the queen of the Unicom Tapestries. The Negro is nothing, which leaves him free to
be something. Cholly Oldham embodies the belief that death is a meaningless blank, and that the real
danger, and the cause of our irrational existence, is that the blank should be in our lives. As Cholly
says:
And there's religion for you. They know you can't prove nothing so you gotta believe. You gotta
believe. And who says you gotta believe? The one who don't eat, don't drink, don't sleep, don't have
his woman. You gotta believe. That means all you got don't mean nothing. That means all the laws
you got to hold you down is made to make you believe there's something. Yes,sir, SOMETHING!
That's what you got to believe, that there is something - because all you got that you think you got is
just nothing because your Pappy was a Greek restauranter and your mammy did some cooking.
The ideom of this sermon against religion is very close to the first-draft conception of the sermon in
Paterson - originally delivered by a Negro preacher and in the printed version by the immigrant
evangelist. The Negro preacher in the early version betrays his orchidean inheritance by being
convinced that there is a transcendental something, whereas Cholly knows, as do the coloured girls
in Paterson, that potency of being consists in movement. To enjoy oneself at the typewriter, as
Cholly's wife sees it, is to be deviant. In Dora Madsen's terms, It puts both the virgin and the whore
out of business. Yet Cholly has no other aim than to appease his primitive hungers by writing
-Si-

In the second chapter of 'Man Orchid', Williams returned to a favourite theme; the setback to
American poetry which he considered The Wast Land to have been in the twenties. He compared it to
the setback Negro jazz had suffered with the success of swing in the thirties. In drawing an analogy
between the course of American poetry and New Orleans jazz, Cholly - for Williams - gives voice to a
dogma current in 1946, which attributed the submergence of classic jazz to the rise of 'sweet
music'- the white man's orchestrated version of the black's authentic material. Rudi Blesh's
Shining Trumpets, written while Bunk Johnson was still at the Styvesant Casino, epitomises such
an attitude; it was the intellectual culmination of the New Orleans revival. It took no account of the
development in moden jazz which Charlie Parker first recorded under his own name at just that
time, and to whom Robert Creely would later turn for an anthology for poetry, but with purist zeal
strictly limited itself to the age of Bunk Johnson. Cholly is equally zealous, assigning the somewhat
extreme date of 1906 for the displacement of the classic jazz by sweet music. Rather like the jazz
revivalists of the early forties with their recording-machines, Williams tried to find what American
poetry had escaped the blight of The Waste Land. It had been on his mind for some time. He had
spoken of a private antology, 'an ideal anthology of singing American poems',. But had no leisure for
its selection.

or BUNK'S Band
by William Carlos Williams
These are men! The gaunt, unforesold, the vocal,
blatant, Stand up, stand up! The
slap of a bass-string.
Pick pmg! The horn, the
hollow horn
long drawn out, a hound deep
tone Choking, choking! while
the treble reed
races - alone, ripples, screams
slow to fast to second to first! These are men!
Drum, drum, drum, drum, drum
drum, drum! the
ancient cry escaping crapulence
eats througn
transcendent - tom, tears, term
town, tense,
turns back off whole, leaps
up, stomps down,
rips through! These are men
beneath
whose force the melody limps to
proclaim, proclaims - Rim and
he down,
in slow measures, to rest and
not never
need no morel These are men!
Men!
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EDITORIAL
Due to difficulties and circumstances which wouldn’t interest you one iota, SBJS couldn’t publish a
Fall 2006 issue, but here we are again with a number that we hope will please you. If so, this is
mostly due to friends of the society, who, when in a distant future they are called to their maker,
will be supplied with golden wings (if there is any justice in Heaven).
The annual meeting held its usual high standard. Main speaker was Chris Hillman who’s theme
was HIDDEN TREASURES - New Orleans in Chicago in the ’30s. 1 have included his speech notes
totally unedited, to let those of you who weren’t present know what happened, but I am unable to let
you hear the great music Chris played. I have also included a page of some of the great number of
illustrations that accompanied his speech. Thanks, Chris, and welcome back.
Another very pleasant surprise was the appearance of Jack Stanley, who was involved with Bunk’s
Minneapolis concert. To honour Jack I have chosen him as this issue’s Meet a prominent member.
See ”Jaek Stanley remembers”. In the selection of material from Bunk in Chicago that I promised in
last issue you will also find a press cutting from the Minneapolis concert with some comments from
Bunk himself.
Thanks also to Sven Gustafsson who waved his magic ladle in the kitchen and produced some long
remembered creole food and furthermore reported from a recent visit to New Orleans. And let us not
forget Jan Lorentzon who’s jazz quiz added a number of grey hairs to those who still had room for
them.
We were saddened to hear about William Gottlieb’s death this Spring. Bill was featured as
Prominent Member in B.J.I. # 14 (Autumn 1999). His excellent photos of Bunk should be in
everyone’s collection. They can be downloaded from the net. Floyd Levin has written an obituary.
In last issue we asked for more detailed directions to the Louis Armstrong House. Such directions
can now be found at www.louisarinstronghouse.org.
For those of you who film to add to your knowledge of jazz, SBJS recommends Laurie Wright’s new
book on Preston Jackson. The price is £26 + p&?p. Write to 66 Fairway Drive, Chigwell, Essex, IG-7
6H8, UK.
Thanks to all of you who contributed to our call for money in order to be able to publish what we
think will be as close to the final Bunk Johnson discography as we think is possible. We now have
enough money to go on and think that the project will be finalized in September.
The uncredited pictures from the annual meeting were shot by Conny and Sonja Svensson.
The Swedish Bunk Johnson Sooiety is as an organization member of the Center for Blaok Music
Research. GBMR is now pleased to announce that two more books in the Music of the African
Diaspora series, co-published by the CBMR and University of California Press, are now available for
purchase at a special prize for CBMR Associates.
Music and Revolution: Cultural Change in Socialist Cuba, by Robin Moore ($ 17.48 hb, p&p
inch)
From Afro-Cuban Rhythmes to Latin Jazz, by Raul Fernandez ($16.68 hb, p&p inel)
For Order Forms, please contact Claes Ringqvist <Claes.Rina~avist@comhem 3e>
As an expression of our appreciation of your participation and of general decentralisation we leave
the pagination of this issue to you.
HH

JACK STANLEY remembers...
hearing the ODJB ‘Dixieland One-Step’ and ‘Palestina’ on his parents’ wind-up Victrola phonograph.
(He had to stand on a chair to reach the turntable.)
His mother and father singing him to sleep with ‘Beautiful Dreamer’, ‘You Tell Me Your Dream’ and
‘Down by the Old Mill Stream’ in close harmony.
When he was sixteen he got his first radio announcing job on WMIN in his home town of Minneapolis,
and soon had his own three hom’jazz program, ‘Jazz Unlimited’. The year was 1943. At first he
featured big swing band music, but after being introduced to Louis Armstrong’s sound by a young
lady in a local record shop, Jack soon started spinning Louis, Fats, Jelly, Bechet, Muggsy’s
Ragtimers, et al.
While radio paid his way through the University of Minnesota, Jack was also very busy on campus.
He was a founding member of the University Hot Club and jazz critic for ‘The Minnesota Daily’.
During Christmas break at the end of 1945 he travelled to New York to catch Bunk Johnson’s band
at the Stuyvesant Casino, where he spent several nights in ‘heaven’.
Two years later on another winter holiday trip - this one to Chicago - Jack was put in touch with
Bunk and Don Ewell, then making Chicago their base. They were with a friend of Bunk’s, David Bell,
who invited Jack and his to join them at the Victory Club, a smoky ‘barrelhouse’ on the Near North
Side, where Lee Collins was playing. They sat at a small table at the rear of the long bar, shoes
covered by the sawdust on the floor. It gave them a good view of the local ‘ladies of the evening’
coming and going, with customers. There were no brawls that night, but it was an exception.
At the end of the bar, a tiny bandstand held ‘Pork Chops' Smith’s drums. Bunk suggested that he
and Don join Lee Collins and ‘Pork Chops’ for a set. It turned into hours of what Jack calls ‘the
greatest two-hom jazz since King Oliver and Louis’. In fact, they played some of the Oliver Band’s
numbers with consistent brilliance. Bunk’s lip and his sense of freedom surpassed even what Jack
had heard him do in New York. Alternating solos, teacher and student played most of Bunk’s N.O.
favourites, along with a prime collection of ragtime and jazz standards. Both trumpeters played
with joyous chive and a relaxed, singing quality; and Don Ewell’s piano lent a Jelly Roll tinge to the
proceedings. ‘Funny thing was. Jack says, ‘the customers at the bar were totally oblivious. It was
our private party - and what a party! ’
A few months later, Bunk and Don answered Jack’s invitation to come to the University for a
concert. The Hot Club arranged for Friday afternoon, May 3rd, in the big ballroom of Coffman
Memorial Union on the campus. The room was huge, holding well over a thousand people, and Hot
Club members were worried it might end up half empty. On the morning of the conoert. Jack
arranged for Bunk to talk to Professor Tremaine Mac Dowell’s classes in American Studies on the
origins of jazz and his part in it. Jack was disappointed to miss Bunk’s lecture because of last
minute concert arrangements, but he heard that it was great. Bunk of course, loved the attention,
particularly from the courtly professor. It was a highlight, both for Bunk and for those who hear
him speak.
Concert time arrived, with students packing the auditorium. Jack, fortunately, had set up Ms new
tape recorder backstage, asking a friend to run it, while he served as master of ceremonies. Some of
the music, along with Jack’s interview with Bunk, was issued in the late 1960’s on Paragon
PLE-M102.
After receiving Ms MA degree, Jack left Minnesota for Southern California, where he carried on Ms
radio career. Shortly after arriving in 1960, he found and recorded Dink JoMison on piano and
vocals at Dink’s home in Santa Barbara, California. (Also later issued on Paragon.) Jack was lucky
to hear the Ory, Lewis and Celestin bands in Los Angeles. Yet he insists that the two jazz peak’s of
Ms life were Bunk’s Band at the Stuyvesant in 1945, and that magmficent Mght at the Victory Club
■with Bunk, Lee Collins and Don Ewell.
In the late 1950’s Jack moved into advertising with several New York agencies. The offer of a
creative director’s job in England brought him to London m 1966. He liked London so much that
he’s made it Ms home, raising five sons there. His eldest son, Brian, a bass player, entered the
music field in the 1970’s, with a group led by New Orleans style clarMetist, Sammy Rimington.
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Chris Hillman speaks at the SBJS Annual Meeting
The 19S0s was a golden period for classic jazz, particularly as it flowered under the influence of
musicians from New Orleans who had moved north to Chicago; King Oliver, Louis Armstrong, Jelly
Roll Morton and Johnny Dodds to name just a few. As the twenties gave way to the thirties, some of
those musicians who had come to the north from New Orleans were able to get places in the bigger
bands which were becoming the new thing in the popular music industry; but many of them were not
so fortunate, or so able to change their way of playing. Among the trumpeters, while such as Louis
Armstrong and Red Allen took the music forward in the new style, others faced a less prosperous
future on the fringe of the big band scene or hustling for work in the smaller clubs or cafes. In
Chicago, recording opportunities were few for individual horn players in small Jazz groups, but
gradually jazz instruments became in some demand to enhance the basic urban blues sound
featuring singers originally from the rural south but grown cynical and knowing in the big city. Some
of these additions were relatively unsophisticated, but there were also occasional opportunities for
some superior musicians, including a few from New Orleans. Most of the examples of these that I am
going to play are taken from my own ?8s, so 1 apologise for some minor imperfections. 1 also
apologise for the fact that some of the pictures accompanying them are not as clear as they might
be.
One of these musicians was Lee Collins, a splendid trumpeter much influenced by Bunk Johnson and
probably also by Buddy Petit, who had hinted at great things with his work back in New Orleans
with the Jones and Collins Astoria Hot Eight. He did, in fact, make it into the Luis Russell Orchestra
as a substitute for Red Allen, but his reading ability was not adequate for their complex
arrangements and it was soon back to the mean streets for him. He made an adequate living leading
small bands hi lowish dives, and mainly disappeared from the larger picture; not entirely, however,
for he did turn up on a handful of blues band sessions, their number probably limited by his
aversion to playing with non-union musicians, who were very much in the majority in this roughand-ready scene. His first appearance was on Deoca in mid 1936, in a group led by a lady who had
once played piano with King Oliver and who had worked in Lee’s small band earlier in the thirties;
this was Lil “Diamonds” Hardaway, whose Gems of Rhythm probably also had Lee’s New Orleans
friend Edgar Saucier on alto. This is a humorous song called Back In The Country with vocal by
Diamond Lil herself.
Lee’s next session was a complex date for Bluebird on which he joined the well-known New Orleans
pianist Riohard M. Jones, with John Lindsay on bass, to accompany the risque singer Leonard
“Blue” Scott and also to support Jones’s own singing of two of his compositions. Oddly enough, a
group of non-union men was also recording that day backing Scott himself on two other sides, and
also the entertainer Tampa Red. In Ins book “Oh, Didn’t He Ramble”, Lee recalled jamming with
Tampa’s guitar in the studio, which must have been on this occasion.. This is Riohard M. Jones,
singing his famous composition Trouble In Mind.
A month later Lee Collins was in the studio again, Vocation this time, backing the obscure but prolific
blues singer Lil Johnson, with the famous boogie pianist “Mr. Freddie” Shayne and Lindsay again on
bass. Allowing for the rather informal ciroumstances of the session, Lee’s blues playing fully lives up
to the promise of his work with the Jones and Collins Astoria Hot Eight, particularly on this title,

Can’t Bead, Can’t Write.
A much better known singer was Victoria Spivey. Alongside Collins on this session was Arnett
Nelson, a clarinettist from New Orleans who had worked in Lee’s father’s band. He was in Jimmy
Wade’s orchestra in Chicago and New York in the twenties, but had latterly become very much
involved in the blues band recording scene. Lee did not fancy Arnett’s style much, thinking him an
exhibitionist, but they got on well enough on this Spivey date which produced four titles including

Detroit Moan.
Arnett Nelson was a mainstay of the classic blues band jazz group, the State Street Swingers. This
normally included a trumpeter known as “Mr. Sheiks", notable for his erratic technique; why Lee
took his place on this occasion is not known, but he raised the tone of the group immeasurably, this
is Battlesnakin’ Daddy, with Myrtle Jones on piano and John Lindsay on bass substituting for the
usual Black Bob and Bill Settles, presumably to allay Lee’s reservations about non-union musicians.

The vocal is by Mary Mach of Billy and Mary Mack’s Merrymakers, the touring show which brought
many New Orleans musicians to the north, including Punch Miller and Johnny Dodds.
Decca’s equivalent to Vocalion’s State Street Swingers was the Harlem Hamfats,
subject, Herb Morand. He had Odell Rand on clarinet, Horace Malcolm on piano
Joe and Charlie McCoy representing the blues fraternity. They made a long series
well as backing other singers. This is one of their earlier sides, Move Your Hand
Joe McCoy singing some rather risque lyrics.

led by our next
with the brothers
of recordings as
from 1936, With

The Hamfats accompanied the popular singer Rosetta Howard on records on several occasions This
is If You’re A Viper, with fine work from Morand, who recorded it under his own name after he
moved back to New Orleans.
The Hamfats also backed the cheeky entertainer Frankie “Half-Pint” Jaxon, and he and the band
really get going on this one. Riff It, from 1938.
On the same day. Herb Morand made his final instrumental recording with the Hamfats, whom
had moulded into a good simulation of a New Orleans band through his dedication to the style of
home town. When the group moved over to Vocalion, he was no longer with it, perhaps because
attention to detail and style was not considered commercial in the “race” recording field. This is
own composition The Barefoot Boy, his tribute to his mentor, Buddy Petit.
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After the Hamfats were dropped by Decca, Herb Morand recorded just once for Bluebird, with
Washboard Sam. This is Washboard Swing, with splendid playing from Morand and also, on piano,
by Black Bob Hudson, another luminary of the Chicago Blues band scene.

INTERVAL
Guy Kelly recorded only one session with Oscar Celestin in New Orleans before moving north. He
made only a small contribution to Chicago recordings in the thirties, and that mainly in a few short
weeks around the beginning of 1936. An earlier session with Frankie “Half-Pint” Jaxon in 1933 was
with a seotion of the Carroll Dickerson orchestra in big band style and, as one of three trumpet
players, his contribution was not very prominent. His small group recordings, although not really in
the blues band style, at least gave him a chance to make himself felt and to show his feeling for the
blues. The first of these is an obscure title by the pianist Art Tatum, who normally preferred to play
solo. This one was never issued, and has only turned up via a test pressing. On examination, it
seems to be the same group as the one in which Kelly recorded a month later with Albert Ammons,
though with the pianist and leader replaced by Tatum. That would make Delbert Bright his partner
on clarinet and alto, with Ike Perkins guitar, Israel Crosby bass and Jimmy Hoskins on drums. The
title Take Me Baok To My Boots and Saddle indicates that the vocal is not to be taken seriously.
The Ammons group’s official Decca recordings took place over two days in January 1936 (although
most discographies say February). This is Early Morning Blues from the second day. If you are
familiar with this item you may notice some minor differences, as this is the B take - from a test
pressing; although my picture shows the issued take A,
On the next day, Guy Kelly recorded in a Jimmy Noone group, with his friend Preston Jackson on
trombone. It was recorded by Decca but originally for the British market for issue on Parlophone.
This is He’s The Different Type Of Guy - Whether it was included on the session in his honour or by
coincidence I do not know, but he certainly plays a prominent part in it.
We now move on to Punch Miller, yet another of Buddy Petit’s followers; a high-flyer in the twenties
but afflicted by a wanderlust. He was at a low ebb in the early thirties and even considered suicide,
but he picked himself up and returned to Chicago where he got a job with Walter Barnes’s Royal
Creolians - fortunately he left again before a number of the musicians perished in the notorious
Natchez fire in 1940. The blues singer Big Bill Broonzy, the central figure of the Chicago Blues band
scene, recalled Punch accompanying him and, indeed, a few recordings from the thirties can be
identified by his idiosyncratic style. Here he is with Bill in 1938 on Why Did You Do That To Me?
Punch’s next date was with a singer called Merline Johnson, better known as the “Yas Yas Girl”,
alongside a fine blues tenor sax player called Bill Owsley, with Blind John Davis on piano. Running
Down My Man is a splendid, spirited performance by all concerned, with Punch really letting rip at
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the end.
Punch also recorded with Tampa Red; two earlier possibilities are not characteristic enough for
absolute certainty, but there can be no doubt about the session which produced Rods It In
Rhythm, again with Bill Owsley and Blind John Davis.
On the same day. Punch also recorded with Washboard Sam, including the New Orleans standard
Bucket's Got A Hole In It. This is When My Love Change, with piano by Black Bob, guitar by Big
Bill (who was half-brother to Washboard Sam) and a powerful ride-out from the trumpeter.
Finally, Punch recorded again with the Yas Yas Girl including one title where he merely sang,
leaving the instrumental work to Bill Owsley. He was in unmistakeable if sober form on Don’t You
Leave Me Here while, on Separation Blues, only come to light through a test pressing, anyone
familiar with Punch’s singing from his later years will have no difficulty in identifying the “Louisiana
Kid”. I shall play these two straight through.
To finish on a high note, we return to Lee Collins, once again with the Yas Yas Girl, in a session
recorded near the end of the thirties. The alto saxophone player is probably again his friend Edgar
Sauoier, who was working with him at the time at the Derby Club in Calumet City, a suburb of
Chicago. Merline’s version of Fine And Mellow, though not quite on a par with Billie Holiday’s, has
its own homely appeal, especially with Lee’s deeply lyrical playing to enhance it.
None of our four trumpet players emerged from the thirties to claim prominence as household
names. Guy Kelly died in early 1940 possibly, like his fore-runner Buddy Petit, of the results of
excessive drinking. Lee Collins found regular work at a dive called the Victory Club and was,
eventually, discovered by the revivalist enthusiasts. He made two European trips with Mezz
Mezzrow and then succumbed to the disease of emphysema, the most ironic fate possible for a
trumpeter. Both Herb Morand and Punch Miller extended their playing careers back in their home
town, the former briefly in company with such as George Lewis before succumbing to obesity and the
latter, after a further period of wandering, playing in carnivals and rock-and-roll shows, to record
quite prolifically up till his death in 1971.
While, in a sense, what I have played to you has been crumbs from under the table of the banquet of
Crescent City jazz, I am only too glad that these recordings were made, for whatever dubiously
commercial reasons, to fill in our knowledge and understanding of the careers of some important
New Orleans musicians. These recordings and others lilm them have for too long been ignored by
jazz collectors because they are basically blues, and by blues lovers because of the jazz on them
which malms them impure. Now they are beginning to find some favour, and I hope I have been able
to help you to realise that not only are they an important addition to our knowledge of New Orleans
jazz and African-American culture in general, but an enjoyable one too.
J t vn* wt <
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DON MARQUIS INTERVIEW
New Orleans, IB October 2002 . Interviewer: Jens Lindgren.
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JL: It is October IB, 8002 and I am sitting in the kitchen of Don Marquis on 1312 Royal Street in
New Orleans. When and where were you bom?
DM: I was bom on May 4th 1933 in South Bend, northern Indiana, it's about a hundred and ten
miles east of Chicago. It's almost up to the Michigan border and sort of between the states of Illinois
and Ohio, and my interest in jazz came from the fact that I had an older sister who had pretty good
taste in music and she used to buy records back in the mid 40s of people like Stan Kenton, Woody
Herman and bands like that. And I had a neighbour who bought a 78 album of Louis Armstrong Hot
Five and that was my introduction to Louis Armstrong and when I heard that I thought, well, this is
my type of music. And we had a record store in town, it's a small town of about 12, 000 people.
JL: Was there a live scene?
DM: Not in my home town, we had to go to Chicago. South Bend had a few things. Little resort lakes
when in the summer bands would play. The Kenton Band and The Herman Band... swing bands,
bigger bands. But Louis Armstrong used to come through occasionally. And then I started buying
records. You could go down and pick out a 78, play it, you know. That was the hang-out for the kids.
And the oloser I got to New Orleans the more I found that was my type of music. I bought some King
Oliver, Jelly Roll, read some books and learned a little bit about the music. And then I got closer to
New Orleans with people like Bunk Johnson and George Lewis.
The biggest thrill of my life probably was in 1961 when I graduated from high school. A
couple of nay friends and I went to The Blue Note Chicago where Louis was playing and somehow I

got back in his dressing room. He was walking past the table on his break, so I followed him a little
way and he disappeared along a long hallway and 1 looked down there and there is a big black guy
standing there and I thought: oh, ohl he’s gonna tell me to get out. He said: "You wanna talk to
Louis?" and I said "yeahl" He said, "Gome on back" and Louis is just sitting there! It was a little
dressing room, much, much smaller than this kitchen and very simple. 1 didn't know what to say,
but had been reading Down Beat magazine - they used to cover the jazz scene - so I said: "How are
you coming along on your book, Louis?" And he said "How can you know I am working on a book?"
"Well I try to keep up on what you are doing". That sort of opened up the conversation and I had the
entire 16 minutes of his break to be sitting there and talk to him.
What we talked about I don't remember but he was suoh a great friendly man and he
brought each one of his musicians, The Ail Stars, in the dressing room and introduced me. There was
Jack Teagarden, Barney Bigard, Cozy Cole, Fatha Hines, I think Velma Middleton was the vocalist.
The bass player Arville Shaw was away studying somewhere. He was gone from the band that year
and they had a guy called Dale "Deacon" Jones on the bass. Anyhow I got introduced to them and
they all autographed a little thing for me. And then Louis’s wife came in. And he said: "Brown Sugar,
this is one of the ‘cats'". Oh boy, to be called a “cat” by Louis Armstrong, that's somethingl And then
it was about time to go out and as we are leaving the dressing room the top photographer came by
and I said "Gan we have a picture taken?" "Sure!" so we had a picture taken. I walked back to the
table and there are three guys standing there. I was just out of high school, the other three guys
were a couple of years older, they were in college. My mother had given me permission to go if they
watched after me. And of course I had disappeared for 16 minutes. They said: "Where in the hell
have you been?!", "I said: "I have been talking to Louis!" They wouldn’t believe me. Shortly after the
club photographer comes by and slaps this picture the table - a picture of me and Louis! I couldn’t
help bragging:"... if you buy me a beer I'll introduce you to my friend Louis!" Meeting Louis was
quite a thrill.
Shortly after that I enlisted in the navy. This was the Korean war. They call it a police action but...
just about everybody I graduated with at my age were going in the service. I went in the navy for
four years. I was stationed in Boston, and I saw Louis about a year later at Storyville in Boston
which is one of George Wein's night clubs. And I had the picture with me and he autographed it for
me. So, Louis can do no wrong!
JL Did you have
devoted your life to?

any

musical
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DM No. I had no direct connection to music although my grandfather, August Marquis, made
violins and he played violin and he had in that little town I think a trio or quartet that played for
dancing and things...
JL ...and you yourself you are not a musicologist or anything like that?
DM I am not a musician. He gave each one of the grandchildren a violin and I took a couple of
lessons but I wasn't very good so I had play but I do have the violin that he made for me. I mostly
read about music and when I got out of the navy in 1966 I started at college. I spent five years in
college and I got a job at the Highbrow Studio in Cleveland as an idea writer and that was
69...60...61. And there was a place in Cleveland called the Empress Boom of the Tudor Arms Hotel.
The music director of that place had come to New Orleans and visited Preservation Hall.
JL ...it was in the 60s then?...
DM ...this is ....see... I guess it was 61. Anyhow, he started bringing the bands that were playing
at Preservation Hall up for two week gigs. The first band was Kid Sheik and I didn't see him but the
next band I think was Kid Howard who had a band with Punch Miller, Noon Johnson and his
bazooka and I was over there every night and I talked to the guys and I brought my record player.
We'd go up to the room after their set. We would listen to music and drink beer. And they were so
friendly and it was so amazing to me sit there and talk to these guys that grew up, that knew King
Oliver, the Dodds, Kid Ory.
I remember sitting there one night and there is a banjo player named Emanuel Sayles. He looked at
me and said: "What are you doing here in Cleveland? You belong in New Orleans!" So this was 62
and I liquidated my assets (which weren’t much) and moved to New Orleans in March of 62 and I
didn't know what I was going to do. 1 just thought New Orleans was the place I wanted to be, and if I
could ever do anything connected with the music, I did't know what, but anyhow I moved here and

the musicians I had met there introduced me to around and made me feel at home.
JL Just before we go further: Did you have any profession before?
DM I had a degree in English and I didn't know what I was gonna do with it. I always thought I
had an ability to write. But my early days in New Orleans were mostly interviewing musicians and
pretty much hanging out with them. There were three halls then: Preservation Hall, Dixieland Hall
and Icon Hall. Icon Hall was run by the guy that started Preservation Hall, Ken Mills. So there was
choice of three halls to go to every night. I usually hit all three and then we’d all end up at Buster's
and sit around a table. In those days I didn't have a tape recorder or anything. The stories those
guys had were amazing. I tried to take notes of them.
I finally decided I couldn't make a living just free lancing so I got a job at a news paper, in
the production department which was a night job which paid me money. And also gave me time
during the day to interview, just learn the city and visit the jazz archives, the jazz museum learn as
much as I could. Eventually I got to write some liner notes and started working on a book on the
whole history of New Orleans jazz. Well, that's pretty overly optimistic and I was working with a
guy named John Bentley from California. He had moved here, he had the same idea so we were
gonna collaborate but we got about six chapters finished which was mostly background of the
history of the city and pre-jazz music.
We got to the point of the early days of jazz and we decided that we would have to take two
different directions. One would do Papa Jack Laine and the white jazz and one would do Buddy
Bolden and the early days of the black music. And for some reason I would take Buddy Bolden. I had
written about twenty pages and I went over it and I thought, well this is not very good, it's just
paraphrasing. I decided that there had to be more to Buddy Bolden than that he was just a loud
trumpet player and drank a lot, had a lot of girlfriends. I started looking through some police arrest
records because somebody said: well he had been arrested for insanity and I went through these
microflm records and I came across an arrest for Charles Bolden in 1906. And they said he was 8?
years old, I believe, and he was a musician, he could read and write, he was married, which
confirmed that he had actually lived. So there was a Buddy Bolden. About a year later he was
arrested again except his age was given as 36. He was arrested as a labourer, who couldn’t read or
write. So he underwent a drastic change in his life and then there was a third one which I found
winch is shortly before he was committed. Then I found the commitment records and I went to all
the city directories and traced the Bolden family. And then I got a job at the New Orleans Public
Library which had just become custodians of the city notorial and archives and vital statistics
records which were out of bounds previously for research because people had been going into them
destroying traces of coloured ancestry or illegitemaoy. So this was a whole new area of research.
And I found the commitment papers. There were lots of little pieces of a puzzle that I found and
eventually they came together and I talked to my colleague John Bentley and I said that I think that
our original idea is out of the question. And I said that 1 am going to concentrate on Buddy Bolden
and he said "that’s fine with me".
And I worked off and on for IS or 16 years not intending originally to write a book about it. I
became pretty good friends with Dick Allen and he gave his blessing to what I was doing. I asked
him, at one point, I asked if anybody else doing any serious research on Buddy Bolden. And he said:
"There is a guy in New Jersey that has been supposedly doing something for a long time but", he
said, "all he does is to write questions to me to ask people and", he said, "I don’t think he is ever
gonna get It done.” That was Fred Ramsey. I said then: "Do I have your approval to go ahead?" and
he said "definitely". So that was the beginning of an attempt to make a book.
JL: Where you working on any other projects while you were doing your Bolden project?
DM: Well, I was doing some writing, I guess I had a couple of tilings published in magazines and
some album liner notes. In the mid-fOs, Myra Menville, who was editor of The Second Line, asked
me if I’d be a contributor. So I started writing articles for her, mostly based on things leading up to
Bolden. I sent the Bolden manuscript to University of Illinois Press and they kept it for about six
months. I thought this was a long time so I wrote to them. The executive director said: "I have been
trying my best to get it accepted but it just isn’t scholarly". I didn’t understand what The University
Press meant and I said "What does that mean?" It’s got to be documented with a bibliography and
all that and I thought there are two things to do: to give up or go back to the beginning and do it
over. So that was when I really realized what it took to write a University Press Book.
JL: You are not a trained scholar, so to speak, but you have done it in a scholarly way then?

DM: No, I wasn’t a trained scholar. Anyhow, Lloyd Lyman visited me one day. He was the executive
editor and he was the guy I was dealing with and he called me one day and said the he and his wife
would he in New Orleans on the weekend. He wanted to come by and talk. We were sitting right here
at the table and I said to him: "What do you think?" He said: "I’d be 99% sure that it will be
accepted, but first of all it has to go through two or three readers, people who are knowledgeable or
are scholars and who know the academic process.” So, about a month later he said: 'You can put the
champagne on ice I It’s accepted!" Then I was assigned an editor and she sent me first of all thirty
pages of instructions on doing a bibliography, thirty pages of instructions on footnoting! A lot of the
research that I did nobody had ever done before, they had never used this type of documentation. Of
course I looked at other books to see how they did it, but nobody had ever done the sort of
documentation that I was doing.
So, you have to do like now what you did: interviews, I am going through all the City
Archives and material like that, so it took a while. At first I thought it was a pain in the butt, an
awful lot of work. But the more 1 woi’ked on it the more I was happy that I did it because the book
came out in the fall of ‘78 and there weren’t many complaints. Nobody said: "This is wrong". If they
doubted where I came across the information it was right there.
And at that time Myra Menville was dying of cancer and she called me, she was up in
Chicago and she wanted me to take over as editor of Second Line Magazine.
And I said I’ll do the best I can. I said I had never been an editor. So, I became an editor. I
had my book published, became an editor and at the same time I got a call from The Louisiana State
Museum and they had just taken over The New Orleans Jazz Museum. And they had finished a six
milllion dollar renovation of US Mint.
The Jazz Club had this fabulous collection but they just didn’t have the money or the
facilities or the space. So, there is the meeting of the minds and the collection was turned over to The
State. And they asked me if I would be interested in a one year federal grant to catalogue and
assemble the collection. They said there is no guarantee of a job after a year. I said tin's is how I
have worked all my life and if I can’t prove myself in a year ... so that one year federal grant
turned into 18 years and I was curator of the jazz collection at the Louisiana State Museum and life
began for me at the age of 48!
JL: A late bloomer... ? Have you done any writing for the jazz press, apart from Second Line?
DM: I’ve done a number of things: there was a magazine called “Jazz magazine” out of New York,
I’ve written for “Mississippi Rag”, “Jazz Journal”, “Footnote”, which is now “New Orleans Music”,
“Jazz Report" - I guess most of the major jazz publications. A few tilings like Northwest Airline’s
magazine, “Passenger”, asked me to do something. So 1 did a little hokey article - they don’t care
about historical acouracy - they just want something for someone who sits on a plane for a couple of
hours can pick up, grasp and read in a very short time. It has to catch their interest quickly.
JL: About the other researchers that were around - how about Ralph Collins who wrote a book on
New Orleans jazz? Did you ever meet him?
DM: Yes. He was working at the Tulane archives with Dick Allen and Bill Russell on the interviews.
When I met him he was at the end of his period here and he was very disillusioned about a lot of
things. For instance, they would interview ten people and ask the same question and he said we
would get ten different answers. Ten different dates or ten different personnels or something. He said
it was hard to get a scientific process if six people said this and four people said that, you’d be
weighing ten different ideas. He found it difficult. I think he was having some health problems and he
moved to Canada and I lost track of him. But to get what you’re probably asking: what I thought of
Ms book? I read it very carefully and I understand some of the things he was trying to do. He was
trying to make an academic book, but I don’t think it was a, scholarly book. He would use some
documentation, but when it didn’t fit Ms ideas he would just give Ms own opinion. I found a lot of
glaring errors. He would mention an event or a time and he would give Ms source and say where the
information came from. It was just supposition on Ms part, but he put it in like it was actual
documentation. I had a little trouble with that.
JL: How about Danny Barker’s book? (“Buddy Bolden and the last days of Storyville”)
DM: Danny Barker and I eventually became pretty close friends. When I was worhmg on my book I
read Ms “Buddy Bolden and the last days of Storyville”, wMoh was originally published M the
“Evergreen Review” before my book came out. I said to him, “I’ve got to ask you tMs ... ”, as he
wrote about being M a barber shop and the guy cutting Buddy Bolden’s hair and I asked, “ is tMs
was really true?” He said, “Well, that’s some of the stuff - you know me - that I made up.” I said,

“Well, people don’t know that.” So I took it from what he said it gave me approval to say that it was
not true. He was honest enough to say he’d made it up. So I didn’t mention his hook in my credits.
I’ve read every book on jazz and at one time I was going to do a chapter on putting down all
the books that hah started the (New Orleans) myth. The most disappointing book was “Shining
Trumpets” because that was the first book that ever I read. When I read it I thought, “Man, it would
be great to have that knowledge”. But he (Blesh) picked up on some false stuff from the book
“Jazzman” of a place called ‘"110 Type Hall” which did not exist. He elaborated on it, he described it
and said it was a morgue during the morning. I lost all respect for Rudi Blesh after that because he
just made all that up. I pretty much dismissed anything that he’d written after that.
My book got extremely good reviews. I was amazed ... I said ‘did I really write that?’ The
“Jazz” magazine hi New York gave it to Diok Sudhalter to review. Supposedly he got credit for
writing a book on Bix Beiderbecke with Phil Evans and they found out later that he has little to do
with it. In his review he said that may book did not “swing” because I did not use my imagination!
So I took that with a grain of salt.
There was some guy from Germany who wrote in “Footnote” that I had “bitten off more than I
can chew" because the band picture on the cover was backwards and it had the musioians wrong.
That really klnda bugged me. I didn’t do the cover, I just wrote the book. If anybody knows anything
about publishing the author doesn’t have anything to do with the cover. My original title was “In
search of the Bolden legend”, but the publishers said, “We’ve got to get the word Jazz in there
because not that many people would know who Bolden was, so they added The First Man of Jazz’. I
didn’t say that.
JF: Neither did Buddy Bolden himself because he wouldn’t have known the word “jazz”.
DM: The tiling was he (KgH) tried to indentiiy who the clarinet players were by the way they were
holding their instruments. I call that fuzzy picture researching because I interviewed at least six
people who knew them personally and indentified them. Because they knew them 1 think that’s a
little more authentic than the way they are holding their clarinets. So those two minor negative
reviews were the only ones I got, so I just ignored them.
JF: Have any other books been written since using your book as a pattern?
DM: I’m gonna brag a little. I think it started a whole new era of jazz research in that people realise
that you just don’t go to the archives at Tulane, which, incidentally were very helpful to me, but
some researchers - all they do is go up there and read a couple of
interviews and base a book on
that. I think the other thing is that any authentic book on jazz that
deals with the early stages has
to mention In Search of Buddy Bolden. I’m not bragging, I just think it has to be mentioned. So I
usually get a credit hi many jazz books. Every once in a while I read something that makes it clear
they have used my material but they don’t give me credit. It used to bother me but I really don’t
care any more. People say well, you can sue them but what good would that do?
JF: How about the climate for jazz research in this city? Do you co-operate? Is there a friendly
atmosphere? Is there competition? Is it easy to work here?
DM: When I first came here I was sort of amazed. I thought everybody who loved jazz was one big
happy family but I found there were some rifts between the New Orleans Jazz Club and
Preservation Hall - they all had their own agendas. They were all
trying to make money to keep
going. I think one of the things I might have accomplished is
that I got the Jazz Club and
Preservation Hall and the Museum and the jazz archives all sort of talking to eaoh other and
realising they were all trying to do the same thing in a slightly different way. The meat of the Tulane
archives is oral histories and the meat of the New Orleans Jazz Museum are the three dimensional
objects, the instruments, in fact. So I stay in touch with Bruce and every once in a while he calls me
and I call him and we have a very good working relationship. The Historic New Orleans Collection
has come into the game fairly recently with the Bill Russell collection and they’re always very co
operative so it’s not a question of one person trying to outdo the other, it’s much better for the
overall jazz scene to co-operate.
JL: How about the National Parks Service?
DM: This was something that I was very happy to see in the city. I remember when they were trying
to set it up. 1 had a couple of meetings with them. At first they were very disappointing because the
majority of people who were there to lend support and give advice came there with their hands out,
not to shake hands but to say “What have you got for me?” and there was a lot of that, because they

felt that the Parks Service came In with a lot of money and were handing it around indiscriminately,
which they weren’t. But I think the Parks sei'vice is going to grow and has been a real blessing. They
do a lot of lectures and seminars and they are very supportive. They have live music and I just
think it’s a damn good tiling for the city.
JL: It’s a good shop window and I hope the right people will join them.
DM: They will have their headquarters over at Armstrong Park. The park really needs to come to
life and they’ll have a building possibly not next year but the year after that (3006?).
JL: I think it’s tragic that you have such a fantastic environment with the Quarter and the Park,
but many people dare not go there because of the security situation. For example, me, I hesitate in
going there.
DM: Well I think in the early days of the park it was dangerous. There was a lot of animosity from
the Treme neighbourhood and the people who are displaced there and there was a lot of muggings
and I think there was even a murder there but I don’t hesitate to go over there any more today. For
one thing, there’s more people around. It’s just a different atmosphere. I think a few things on
Rampart Street have opened up. There's more public traffic.
JL: But there are many tourists who would like to go but dare not.
DM: Well I think there are hotels that warn people not to go there but 1 think those days are getting
over. Once the Parks Service gets there they’ll have Rangers and people around giving tours. 1 think
it will open up.
JL: So, are you in contact with researchers like Jack Stewart and John McGlusker?
DM: Jack and 1 have done a couple of projects together and John McGlusker and I have been
working together for a long time. The End of the Beginning, he did that series in the Picayune where
he interviewed a lot of the old musicians and he’s doing some work on a book on Kid Ory, I believe. I
think I have a pretty good working relationship. I oan’t think of any major jazz person in the city
that 1 don’t get along with.
JL: Do you listen to much music in this town?
DM: I probably listen to more live music. I’ve got CDs but I very seldom play them. A lot of people
say, well what’s the difference in living in Goshen, Indiana and living in New Orleans? I say, it’s
very simple. I used to put records on. Now I walk down the street. The main place 1 go these days is
the Palm Court because I think it’s pretty authentic over there and it’s nearby and it’s a friendly
place. When I came down here Preservation Hall was a hang-out. When anybody came to town they
were welcome there and you could meet people but now they don’t really want people hanging
around. They want tourists in and out as quick as possible.
JL: It’s like a church service. You have to be quiet...
DM: It’s still a very good thing for the city but I seldom go there. There’s still a few places - there’s
Fritzels, Can Gan, Maison Bourbon still has good music. For some reason a lot of local people don’t
like it - they say it’s too expensive but as far as I know they still have two bands a day and they’ve
been doing that since the early seventies. I go down there once in a while. 1 like to patronise a place
but I have to watch my money. Jackson Square - there’s often some good music there. I think it’s
still worth listening to the live scene here. Donna’s sometimes has some good music and there’s a
new place in the last couple of years called the Spotted Gat. It doesn’t have all jazz, only on a couple
of nights a week. There’s a place on the comer called The Matador. It has good jazz occasionally.
There’s planes out of the Quarter where I very seldom go. The Parks Service has concerts every
week and the Louisiana Music Factory usually on Saturdays they have live music. It’s not always
jazz but there’s always something on.
JL: Isn’t it strange that most dedicated jazz fans and musicians, collectors and researchers are
from outside and are all white?
DM: Yeah, I’ve often wondered about that. I was one time talking to Doris Marsalis (she is a big fan
of my book) and I said I was amazed that more black people didn’t take an interest. She came up

with a good reason -1 can’t remember it exactly but she said they don’t have the education.
JL: They don’t feel at home in the academic world?
DM: I guess so but you’ve got Michael White who’s got a PhD. but he does lectures but I don’t think
he has the time to do any long-term research.
(End of tape)

WILLIAM P. GOTTLIEB, ACE JAZZ PHOTOGRAPHER
by Floyd Levin
The news of William Gottlieb’s death on April 23, 2000 rippled through the jazz world like a flash
from his old Speed Graphic camera with which he recorded some of jazz’s most memorable images.
He was 89 years old.
The scores of expressive photos he took in smoke-filled clubs diming the ’30s and ’40s remain as
historical references to a memorable era.
Gottlieb’s lens captured the anguished sensuality of Bilie Holiday at a 62nd Street club in the late
’40s, and the intensity of pianists Willie "The Lion” Smith and James P. Johnson that almost
explodes off the pages. His unforgettable shot of cometist Muggsy Spanier’s hands on the keys of his
muted trumpet has appeared in jazz publications for many generations.
The sounds of his subjects are preserved on recordings, but those black and white photos retain a
visual perception of the music being created when the players were at their prime. For years, they
have graced the covers of LPs and CDs and on posters. Jazz calendars, coffee mugs, and T-shirts.
Gottlieb’s first book, ’’The Golden Age of Jazz”, includes about 200 of his best photos. The first edition
appeared in 1979 and It is currently available in its twelfth re-printing.
In 1997, William Gottlieb received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Down Beat Magazine; many
of his early photos were shot to illustrate his articles in that publication.
Over the years, he has achieved many commendations, but he was very proud of the Jazz
Photographers Association’s Milt Hinton Award for Excellence in Jazz Photography presented to him
in 2002.
A photo I took of Bill Gottlieb dining the L. A. Classic Jazz Festival when he received the above
reward is proudly hanging over my desk. It is a shot of him wearing a T-shirt bearing his photo of
"Satchmo”. Bill is happily holding his camera to his eye while taking a picture.
The framed photo of my friend bears his hand-written caption, "Floyd -1 love your action shot of me
- the best I ever had! Bill."
I looked at it often while sadly writing this piece.
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HYMN TO GEORGE Updated Ccont’d)
The latest CD from Delta Records in Japan is the Delta DLCD-100B, “CAPTAIN and GEORGE", which
/almost/ completes the two Lewis U S air base sessions from 1966. It also contains some

interesting and previously unissued Kid Sheik/C apt John Handy material recorded in Tokyo
in 1967. (9 titles)
All 6 Deltas are available and from Blood &? Tears Productions. For ordering details, send an e-mail
to “lekamalce.falt@swipnet.se”

GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND
65-08-06 Yokota U S air base, Fussa, Tokyo, Japan
Kid Thomas Valentine(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Charlie Hamilton(pno) Placide Adams(sbs) Alonzo Stewart(dms)
Basin Street Blues
George Lewis Talks
Royal Garden Blues
Bill Bailey
Tin Roof Blues
Say Si Si
Hello Dolly(PA)
Yellow Dog Blues
Tiger Rag

Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Delta:DLCD- ■1003
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta
Dan:VC2 012.Delta

:DLCD-1003
DLCD'-1003
DLCD'-1005
DLCD--1003
DLCD--1003
DLCD--1005
DLCD-■1003
DLCD--1003

GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND
65-08-07 Yokota Q S air base, Fussa, Tokyo, Japan
Kid Thomas Valentine(tpt) Louis Nelson(tbn) George Lewis(clt)
Charlie Hamilton(pno) Placide Adams(sbs) Alonzo Stewart(dms)
Basin Street Blues
Hindustan
Bill Bailey

Dan:VC2 011 Delta:DLCD-1005
Dan:VC2 011 Delta:DLCD-1003
Dan:VC2 011 Delta:DLCD-1003

Tin Roof Blues
Tiger Rag

Dan:VC2011 Delta:DLCD-1003
Dan:VC2 011
Delta:DLCD -1003,DLCD-1005

Hello Dolly(PA)

Dan:VC2 011

Say Si Si
Yellow Dog Blues
St Louis Blues
When The Saints
Muskrat Ramble

Dan:VC2011
Dan:VC2011
Dan:VC2011
Dan:VC2011

Delta:DLCD-1005
Delta:DLCD-1005
Delta:DLCD-1003
Delta:DLCD-1005

Dan:VC2011

Delta:DLCD-1003
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The following reproductions were given to Mike Hazeldine by Bill Russell or by his brother, Bill Wagner.
The exception being the pages from the "Jazz Session" magazine and the two photographs from the Moose Lodge
concert. These were kindly given to Mike by Don Ewell’s biographer, Eugene Kramer.
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Still Haunts Modem
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Prior to Bunk’s arrival in Chicago this article appeared on the
front page of The Chicago Sun - Sunday, September 1, 1946.
(Bunk arrived on the evening of the Orchestra Hall concert on
September 6.)
When the complete article was reduced to fit this page, the
typesetting is to small to read, so we have split the article into
three parts and reproduced it same size (with a little overlap) as
it originally appeared. Parts 2 and 3 appear overleaf.
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That's How Jazz Was Born

By Charles Lcavclle*

N A Sunday night in 1801, all New Orleans throbbed
with a pulsing rhythm. From Congo Square, just out
side the ramparts at Orleans at., it spread through the older
town and across the great open canal to the beginnings of
the new city.
Far out on the Mississippi and in the depths of the
swamp it was both heard and fell. The swelling rhythm
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Bunk Johnson ond trumpet.
rose out of the rude drums fashioned by the slaves from
calf skins stretched across the open heads of casks and
barrels and beaten with beef hones.

Bunk Johnson and trumpet.

This first holiday gathering of
the city's slaves for recreation and
fun was a sign of the changing
times under the new govemmem
of the United States which the
year before had bought Nouvelle
Orleans and ail Louisiana from
Napoleon.
Behind shuttered windows in
the old city the French and Span
ish Creoles listened to the drums
in stern disapproval. No good
would come of jhi|, jhey said.
F1E thing that did come of

bamboula dances in Con
Tthese
go Square, during the 80 years

they lasted was not what the Cre
oles feared. It was American jazz
music. Toward the end of. ' the
19th Century the barrel drums
had given way to more conven
tional ones.
The weirdly exciting b l u e s
melodies were carried by horns
and strings, as well as by chant
ing human voices. But they still
were based upon tribal music,
colored by the sufferings of bond
age, and just a little by the con
ventional 'music of Europe. Until
then, there had been no American
music.
In a quarter of a century of
freedom, these people had been
quick to develop their aptitude
and great musical talent. By 1880,
while the thudding rhythms of
Congo Square still pulsed through
the expanding city there were a
score or more of Negro brass
bands and orchestras.
They played for dances, for pic
nics, in the lively street proces
sions after funerals, in bawdy
houses, on the palatial Mississippi
River steamboats, and in the thou
sand' and one street parades and
Mardj Gras processions for which
the city is famous.
This amazing new music influ
enced the music of ail New Or
leans. The French, bands and or
chestras took it up, or tried to.
Touring bands returned to the
North from New Orleans with an
exciting something they hadn’t
had before.
***

critic, found Johnson on a New
Iberia (La.) rice plantation in
1938. Fie bought Bunk a set. of
new teeth and a new trumpet. The
two ends of the jazz riddle were
tied together.
LL this is by way of explain

ing why the American public,
Awith
the exception of a compara

tive fe\w doesn t know what true
jazz is. Those who Ihink all popu
lar dance music is jazz are as
wrong as those who think that all
phonographs are victrolas.
Swing, of which Ben Goodman
became the recognized king, ap
proached jazz closely at times, but
was not jazz. Neither is the re
cent scourge known as “rebop.’1
The thing most people have ac
cepted as jazz is a noisy hybrid
which burst upon the country
along with World War I.
Later, activated by Paul Whiteman, the thing pul on plush pants
and became known as symphonic
jazz, It was neither symphony nor
jazz.
There was nothing actually
wrong with this music, from the
public’s viewpoint. It certainly
could be danced to and as Eddie
Condon once remarked, if you
were drunk enough you could
listen to it. It was just that it
sounded utterly flat after, for ex
ample, Jelly Roll Morion’s “Dr,
Jazz," with Omer Simeon on the
clarinet. ^ * *
ONG before the big names in

recognized this
Landdancetriedmusic
to take for their own

bands the essence of the real jazz.
Much jazz was unrestrained; loud.
So the plagiarists made their
bands to give with cataclysmic
bangings and screechings. Much
true jazz was in lively tempo and
the plagiarists tried that. The resuits in both instances were ter
rible.
Mr. Whiteman, a fine musician
and an inspired showman, set out
intelligently to take jazz into camp
and nail up its hide'. The thing he
evolved was so much belter
ND king of ail the Crescent musically than what had gone be
City’s bands in 1390 was fore that the plagiarists turned
Charles “Buddy” Bolden. As hisaway from the real masters to
rowess grew, he became Kid copy Whiteman.
olden, then King Bolden, whose
What Whiteman had done, of
comet could be heard clear acrosscourse, was to have high-priced
town from the banks of the Mis arrangers set down on paper the
sissippi, to the shores of Lake brilliantly intricate patterns that
Fonfcnartrain.
welled spontaneously from the in
Unhampered b y stereotyped struments of the Now Orleans and
melodies and the knowledge that Chicago jazzmen. Then he hired
the instruments they played had dexterous musical mechanics who
definite limitations, all these mu could play the resulting arrange
sicians were kings of improvisa ments. And mighty nice some of
tion. The music they played came them were, loo.
out of their souls and it came to
be called jazz.
UT in the end, it was the hide
In King Bolden’s band there ap
and nothing more that Mr.
peared in 1895 or thereabouts a
Whiteman nailed to the door of
kid in knee pants named Willie
Aeolian Hall. The spirit, the spon
taneity, Die humor, and the ex-
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tne instruments tney piayon IIHU iiiexicrcms musical mechanics who
etcfinile limitations,' alt these mu I could play Ihe resulting nrrangesicians were kings ot improvisa 1 merits. And mighty nice some of
tion. The music they played came them were, loo.
out of their souls ana it came to
be called jazz.
UT in the end, it was the hide
In King Bolden’s band there ap
and nothing more that Mr.
peared in 18115 or thereabouts a
Whiteman nailed to the door of
kid in knee pants named Willie
Aeolian Hall. The spirit, the spon
taneity, the humor, and Ihe ex
citement of jazz music is not for
anyone who' doesn’t feci it. As
Bunk Johnson put it, not so long
ago:
"You don't learn to play Ibis
music. You learn the fundamentals
of Ihe horn and if it’s in you. it'll
come out. No sir, you don’t leam
to play New Orleans. It has to be
born in you.”
As for Whiteman, it was not
until the undefiled music of Bix
Johnson, who in the years that Beiderbecke, J a c k Teagarden,
followed absorbed all the great Frankie Trumbauer, Eddie Lang,
Bolden could teach him about the Joe Venuil and others rose above
cornet and who in a short time Ihe ponderous Whiteman arrange
had acquired a nickname of his
in the last days of the
own, a tribute to his fantastic abil ments
1920s that he could with any
ity to improvise and invent. They justification
(lie title by
named him "Bunk” Johnson. He which lie hadaccept
been acclaimed in
didn’t rend music.
for years.
From then on until 1931— the ternationally
The title? "The King of Jazz.”
year in which old King Bolden How
the
ghosts
of Congo Square
died — Hunk JohnsQa toured the must have whooped
over that
country, his playing always influ one!
,
encing others with his New Or
$
*
♦
leans style, in that year of depres
sion he quit music and disappeared XT7 MICH brings us back to Bunk
inlo the rice fields of western VV Johnson. After William Rus
sell found him in Louisiana, Bunk
Louisiana.
There were two reasons. He was started on the road back, playing
losing his teeth, and his famous just as he had played on Raintrumpet had been smashed in a part st., in Mahogany and Per
fight. For years he was presumed severance Halls, with King Bolden
to"be dead.
a, the turn ot Ihe century.
Russell and his associates saw
jN TUB middle 1030s, meanwhile, (o it that Bunk got to New York.
With
men old in the New Orleans
1 Ihere came the so-called rebirth
of jazz. The Benny Goodmans, the tradition, many of whom he had
Dorseys and many others made influenced or taught directly,
fortunes. Serious research was be Bunk filled recording dales and
gun into the origins ot jazz—the playing engagements.
Next Friday night. Bunk and
real jazz.
It was discovered shortly lhat tiis New Orleans band will be
resented at Chicago's Orchestra
the missing Bunk Johnson was a
[all by Jazz International head
link between the Congo Squareed by John T. Schenck, William
King Bolden days and the era
shaped in the early 1920s by the . 1. Paige and Bill Lougborough.
great jazz, musicians who found ! Schenck and Paige are also di
their way to Chicago and the rectors of tlie Hot Club of Chi
nnrlh from New O leans. These cago.
were Joe "King” Oliver, I.miis The band will include Lee Col
Armstrong, Johnny and Warren lins, trumpet; Darnell Howard,
"Baby" Dodds, Sidney Bechet, Ed clarinet; Preston Jackson, trom
ward "Kid” Ory, Jimmie Nnnne, bone. John Lindsay, bass; Don
Zutty Singleton, Honnrc Dutfcy— Ewell, piano; Cliff "Snaggs”
to mention only a few.
Jones, drums and Lonnie John
William Russell, jazz writer and son, guitar and blues.

A few years ago Bunklnformation included the reproduction of the printed program for the Orchestral Hall concert.
(Have you still got your copy?) Using similiar graphics to the program, the front and back of the publicity leaflet
(shown above) was published to sell the concert tickets by mail.

1'key Cculd^ifiuraij
'JwtnSunk J UtuJic...'

JAZZ INTERNATIONAL
JOHN T. SCHENCK

WILLIAM J. PAGE
Presents

TIME:

"Hot Jan sensation of the year..."
PIC:

"Hearing Bunk Johnson in person is a rare and pleasant experience. It's
one that shouldn't be missed if the opportunity to hear him is presented
by anyone who genuinely loves our native music."
MADEMOISELLE:

"At the age of 66, still the greatest trumpeter in jaxz.”

New Orleans Band

VCGUE:
"Bur.!: . . . great on records, greater in person."
EBONY:

"One of the truly important sources of our still growing folk culture."
CHICAGO TRIBUNE:
"Following the current excitement over the legendary Bunk Johnson in
New York, we are hoping soon Chicago will hear this great star in
person."
COLLIERS:

" , . . for firry years one of the great trumpet players of the jar: age."
JAZZ INTERNATIONAL
1041 N. Rush St.
Chicago II, III.

TICKETS:
$1.20, $1.80, $2.40
$3.00, $3.60

Gentlemen:
Please send me ........ .................__tickets to the Bunk Johnson New Orleans
concert at Orchestra Hall at $
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

each. Enclosed is

name........................................................................ .............................. ...

STREET AND NUMBER_________________________________

September 6,1946 ... 8:30
ORCHESTRA HALL
220 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago

Bos Office Opens September 3
Tickets by mail NOW from

CITY

......... ZONE......... STATE__________________

JAZZ INTERNATIONAL
1041 N. Rush Street
Chicago 11, Illinois

i rs a lot of SHMH
PLSJ5
The inside pages.
It is interesting to note that Baby Dodds was originally booked for the concert,
but was later replaced by Cliff “Snags” Jones.
The “Guest Stars” (Jimmy and 'Mama’ Yancy) had not been confirmed at this stage.

The men who made jazz history—from New Orleans to Chicago '—
together in a revival of the greatest of American folk music.

LEE COLLINS
"A trumpet find in a million. He's a modem version of King Oliver
and the old Louis."

*WARREN"BABY" DODDS
"Greatest of all living New Orleans drummers. Brother of the late
Johnny Dodds."

DARNELL HOWARD
"His feeling for New Orleans jazz leaves nothing to be desired. Truly
a great musician."

PRESTON JACKSON
"From New Orleans 'tailgate' to Chicago's south side, always the
tops in jazz trombone."

LONNIE JOHNSON
"The 'Roamin' Rambler’ of jazz. His guitar playing and blues singing
set the pace for the others."

JOHN LINDSAY
"One of the pioneers of New Orleans music. With his bass, a rhythm
section can't help but drive."

DON EWELL
"His New Orleans piano style is a rare find. He sparked Bunk's
Stuyvesant Casino band."

ALSO
GUEST STARS
Great names from the history of jazz as added attractions.

"Despite the popularity of the by-products of jazz—swing and rc-bop
—the real jazz remains the only form of native American music with
artistic merit. ”

7rm JfJfice Jidd U Orchestra
Hall...SunkHtteu> the Way...
Born 66 years ago in New Orleans, Willie "Bunk" Johnson is a
living symbol of the great tradition of New Orleans jazz. He
learned to play trumpet at the age of six and began his profes
sional career in 1894 with Adam Oliver's band. Since then he has
played with Buddy Bolden and practically every leading New
Orleans band famous in the history of jazz. He traveled all over
the world, playing everything from medicine shows to circuses.
In 1931, after he had returned home to New Orleans, Bunk
retired from music. His hom was destroyed in a fight and he was
rapicly losing his teeth. He went to work in the New Iberia rice
fields. Later he was a music teacher for the WPA and worked as
caretaker on a Louisiana plantation.
William Russell, jazz critic and writer, re-discovered Bunk and,
after a series of letters, sent Bunk money for a set of teeth and a
new trumpet. Bunk made a recording and sent it North. This rec
ord, when heard by Sene Williams, editor of Jazz Information,
Dave Stuart, Los Angeles record store owner, and jazz collector Bill
Colburn, prompted the trio to go to New Orleans and record the
music of Bunk. As a result. Bunk was featured in concerts in Los
Angeles and finally opened with his New Orleans band at New
York's Stuyvesant Casino under the guidance of Sene Williams.
During his New York engagement, Bunk was the subject of
feature articles in such magaines as TIME, NEW YORKER,
EBONY, PIC, MADEMOISELLE, CUE, VOSUE, JUNIOR
BAZAAR, ESQUIRE, and COLLIERS.
The revival of Bunk Johnson and his music is one of the
greatest steps in the revival of true jazz music. His Chicago
appearance wili mark one of the rare occasions Chicagoans have
the opportunity to hear real jazz music. The high powered, loud
and frantic re-bop boys will take a back seat when Bunk comes
to town.

Bunk’s music is ’’thepurest, most un-commercial, most creative
musical art in A merica or in the world today. ”

IM

Bunk at the Moose Lodge concert (22 September 1946) with unknown man
- possibly the owner of Moose Lodge Hall.

Left to right: Mike Mitchell (clt), William J. Page of Jazz International (concert organiser),
unknown G.l. and Bunk (Moose Lodge concert - 22 September 1946).

Front cover of "Jazz Session" - a monthy magazine produced by many of the people (John T. Schenck,
William Page, Catherine Jacobson et al) who were associated by Bunk in Chicago.

JAZZ SESSION
Jazz .Session is published monthly at. 1041 Hush Street, Chicago 11, Illinois, by the Jazz
Session—
L’ublishing Company. English Ofliee located at 208 Harlcsdcu,
London, X.W. 10, England. Jazz Session Magazine is $2.50 per year; $3.00 per
year in Canadian and foreign nations.
All material appearing in Jazz Session is fully protected
and under no circumstances may any of it be reprinted, either
wholly or in part, without special permission.
John T. Sehenek.................. Executive Editor Ray Grow...................................Managing Editor
Herman Rosenborg...... Advertising Manager

assistant editors . . .
William Page makeup
Catherine M. Jacobson production
Charles F. Hinder production
John S. Lucas articles
Ward 15. Silver photography

represc n ti! tires . . .
Robert H. Reynolds, Xew York City; Charles Payne Rogers. Philadelphia; Cy Sham, Sau
Kmneisco; Michael Paul, Los Angeles; Lucilla Simonsen, Jazz Club de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo,
Brazil; Carlos De Radzitzky, Hot Club De Belgigue, Brussels, Belgium; Ernest Zvvonicck,
Swiss Federation of Jazz, Geneva, Switzerland; Emanuel Cgge, Graxuoklub-Pralm, Prague,
Czechoslovakia; William II. Miller, Melbourne, Australia; Gaston Criel, Hot Club l)c France.
Paris, France; Charles Harvey, London.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ESTABLISHED TO GUARANTEE
JAZZ SESSION’S FUTURE
SUCCESS AS THE LEADING
“JAZZ BIBLE”
May 20, 11)46; A list of prominent persons,
including musicians, has been drawn up for
the approval of the Directors-Eleet. The fol
lowing persons will aid and render sugges
tions as to the continued improvement of
Jazz Session Magazine. Miss Frances Smith,
Ken Ward, Business Manager Ray Grow,
Associate Editors Charles ‘Bud’ Hunter,
Catherine M. Jacobson, William Page, John
Lucas and Ward Silver, Others chosen in
clude guitarist Dick MePartland, bassist Jim
Lannigan, cometist Bill Stapleton, Frank
Marshall Davis, David W. Bell and Robert
White, former co-editor of Music and Rhythm.
Thirty seats are available to complete the
Board. Ollier nominees will be announced
in a future issue,

JAX DITCHES DOWN
BEAT FOR JS
John “Jax” Lucas, formerly chief,recordreviewer and Best Tunes of All composer for
Down Beat, departed from that magazine tho
hitter part of May for an Associate Editor's
position with Jazz Session. His widely-read
column, Jazz Jive by Jax, will be renamed.
Jazz Wax by Jax and will appear monthly in
Jazz Session, commencing with the August is
sue. His informative jazz-tunes column. Best
Tunes of All, appenrs in this issue of .18,
page 2.
His writings are most welcome to Jazz Ses
sion readera
10

It is interesting to note that the Advertising Manager was Herman Rosenberg, one of Bunk’s early
correspondents and one of the few receipants of a Mary Karoly message from Bunk in 1942.

HUNK JOHNSON MADE HISTORY
HERE! A l’amiliar sight to New Yorkers
that patronized Sluyvosanl Casino to witness
the lively New Orleans hand of old Hunk.
tin I'd rails wcn'-n’ I

(JEN B W I Id. I A.MS, HI HI, H USSR Id, AND
HUNK JOHNSON \ND UR I END.

Tlw, two sponsors ircrn jilnisnl.

A page about Bunk’s New York activities to publize his forthcoming Chicago visit.

Jazz concerts by Earl Ilinos’ Swing
Sextet, Darnell Howard’s New Orleans
Stampers, Jack Teagarden's Uig Eight,
George Znck’s Windy City Five, Floyd
Bean’s' Toddlin’ Town Quintet, Hoy
Eldridge's Little Jazz Ensemble, Doe
Evans’ Dixieland Jazzbaml, Jimmy MaeI’artland’s Austin High Gang, and
Charlie Barnet’s All Stars .,.
Jazz lectures by John Lucas, Boyce
Brown, Ernest Borueman, and Frank
Marshall Davis . .,

will continue to present

Regular Monthly

Jazg Concerts
and

Jazz Lectures 1

:

JOIN NOW FOR ONLY

$1.00

i

You will receive a membership card j
by return mail j admission to concerts at {
:
20% reduction of regular price; and ad- i
mission to lectures free of charge, thus :
saving 25c each lecture!
If you attend the Hot Club of Chi
cago’s concerts and lectures for just two
months, your membership will pay fur
itself!
So send §1.00 to Hot Club of Chicago,
1016 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 10,
Illinois.

The outside back cover of The July edition of “Jazz Session”.

JAZZ SESSION

has presented

1041 HO. RUSH ST.

Ho! Club of Chicago

CHICAGO 11, ILL.
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Now Bill thlo Concert wia a big Ham.an aiBo tho one
That wo played this Sunday gone at the oamo plaoe,
the Twin Terrace Cafe.with a New Band.
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BONK JOHNSON HITS A HIHII ONE
GumdtUuhly 0/jazs musicians «fcompns concert

PERSPIRING* AND BLASTING AWAY

Swing It Hot, Bunk!
He Does Just That

.

The University of
Minneapolis concert
was reported in the
Minneapolis Tribune.
Bunk mailed this press
cutting to Bill Russell
and added his own
typed comment above.

V.v str

*

. ■:

Minneapolis Tnbune Iho-j by I’hll JJaritiuion
era, doesn’t if?” squealed a sivoet
young thing wfio couldn't possibly
have known another era.
The music got hotter. The mu
sicians perspired more,
I'luned to draperies on the
stage rvero toy balloons—drC.
oration* left over from a dance

By WILL JONES
MlnccApoU) ‘Xtlbsre Sf»fl WiUrr

Things got awfully hot at Bunk Johnson’s concert in Coff
man memorial union Haturdny afternoon,
Part of It was due to the spring weather.
Part of it was due to the Dixieland jazz.
Part of it was dun to poor venti
lation on tile stage.
Bunk, 67, Ihe grand-daddy ot ah
Jazz musicians, was hut before his
concert started.
He sat In a study cubbyhole
backstage mopping bis forehead
nervously and tootling his trum
pet.
HALE-HOUR, LATK
Tlio concert got started about a
half-hour
late.
First
Warren
Thewls, tho drummer, had to noil
Ills drums down to the stage ftoor.
There was moro waiting until
Harry Yhlonskl showed up with
his clarinet.
When Doe Evans’ jazz band
finally got assembled, about 300
fans applauded the perspiring
Johnson out of the wings.
He’d never played with tho band |
before. Thore was no written
music on the stage.

to know about, music.”
Tho audience, mostly stu
dents, tilth n sprinkling of pro
fessors, confined itself to polite
foot-topping
nililo
Johnson
played.
After numbers like "The Sheik
of Araby” and 'When the Snlnls
Co Marching in,” there were ear
drum-piercing v,-)ilslles,
•TAKES ME BACK'
There was the some kind of ieeeptlon foe snlo planb work by
Don Ewell,, who came from Chi
cago with Johnson for the con
cert. Ewell, said those who knew,
played just like one Jelly-Roll
Morton.) ‘
"This takes ya back to another

Left hand column continued here

music on the stage.
He named his first number—
"'Way Down Tender In New
Orleans”—and they started in.
If didn't go too well. But after
a few numbers, Johnson and tho
band began to get together. In
side half an hour the whole bunch
Was perspiring, grinning happily,
and blasting away.
There was n pause while Bunk,
mopping Ids brow, talked abqut
the old days In New Orleans.
FLAYED AT FUNERALS
"We had a marching bnhd that
played at lodge Initiations and for
funeral processions,” said Johnson.
"Louis Armstrong used to follow
us around. He was just a little
shaver then.
*'X told him anylldng he wanted !

Front and back cover of the publicity booklet for the Twin Terrace concert. Bill Russell has confirmed the year on page 1.

years* Use to

sit in at the old Subway in the Frank
Snyder Band, where clarinetist Bud Jacobson was working
at the tune. Schaefer's stature as a trombonist could
be summed up as an "undiscovered genius".

WILLIAM MANUEL "BILL1' JOHNSON, bass: Born August 10,
1872 in New Orleans. First played guitar, but later
switched to bass. Played at Tom Anderson's Annex aidwith the Excelsior, Eagle, Uptown and Peerless Brass
Bands. Formed the Original Creole Band around 1913 in
California which featured Freddy Keppard. Later he
played with Oliver, Johnny Dodds and other famous bands.
Credited with being the musician who brought both Oliver
and Keppard to Chicago.

John T. Schenck presents
.The Great New Orleans Trumpeter..
BUNK JOHNSON and his DIXIEIAND 3AKD
with
Don Ewell, piano
Lonnie Johnson, guitar-vocals
Bob McCracken, clarinet Ed Schaefer, trombone
Bill Johnson, bass
Freddy Flynn, drums
and
Bertha "Chippie" HiLl, famed blues singer,
accompanied by Lovie Austin, legendary pianist

FREDDY FLYNN, drums: Bom September 11, 1905, in
Chicago. Played with Doc Watson in 1925 and other local
bands. Played with Jelly Boll Morton in 1926, Freddy
Keppard*s Creole Jazz Band in 1928 and later with the
Harlem Hamfats. Recorded with Harlem Hamfats, Peetie
Wheatstraw and James "Badblood" Gordon. During the
war, he played numerous USO shows in the South Pacific.

Sunday afternoon, April 27th, 2:30 P.M. TT.TN
TERRACE CAFE
3 N. Clark St.
Chicago
•^program—

THUMBNAIL BIOGRAPHIES - FEATURED SOLOISTS
BERTHA "CHIPPIE" HILL, blues vocalist: Bom March 15,
1900, in Birmingham, Alabama. Started professional sing
ing in NYC at LeRoy's Cabaret with David Johnson, Pian
ist. Chicago in 1915 and worked at the Royal Garden,
Dreamland, and later jobs at the Club DeLLsa with Flet
cher Henderson. Recorded with Lil Armstrong, Louis Arm
strong, Richard la. Jones, Lonnie Johnson, Lovie Austin
and others.
LOVIE AUSTIN, piano: Born in Chattanooga, Tern. One of
her first professional jobs was with the Dudley Sere—
naders ill Norfolk, Va. Resided in Chicago over 35 years,
and was leader of Lovie Austin's Orchestra at the Mono
gram Theatre for 20 years. Managed Irving C. Miller's
Blue Babies Show, and was pianist in NYC for the Club
Alabam Revue. Managed her own shows. Sun Flower Girls
and Lovie Austin's Revue, and in her famed Blues Sere—
naders Recording Band, Lovie accompanied Ma Rainey,
Louis Armstrong, Tommy Ladnier, Charlie Green, Buster
Bailey and other jazz greats.

PART I BUM JOHNSON and his DIXIEIAND BAND
PART II CHIPPIE HILL and LOVIE AUSTIN
PART HI BUNK JOHNSON And his DIXIEIAND BAND,
featuring LONNIE JOHNSON, Guitar and vocals.
PART IV CHIPPIE HILL and LOVIE AUSTIN
PART V DON EWELL and "RUMPUS RAG"
PART VI - Finale
.BUNK JOHNSON and his DIXIEIAND BAND

INTRODUCTION
BUNK'S Hew Orleans music is dance music. Throngs of
people danced to it at the Stuyvesant in NIC., and found
it "the easiest music to dance to." Unlike the modern
scourge Rebop and its variations, now becoming passe.
Bunk's music is standard and will never die. It was
played before his birth, and will carry on after his
death. His music is danceabie for it employs a decidedly
strong beat, and doesn't get lost in a series of endless
and beatless riffs. His music is based on closely knit
ensemble work, not loose and undecided solo work#

The two inside pages

His rhythm section is strong, consisting of a bass
slapper, unlike present day exhibitionists that meekly
pluck the bass; a famed guitarist, whose plangent guitar
needs no amplifyer and makes an amplified guitar sound
like a stringless kleenex bex; a pianist, with the intri
cate style of Jelly Roll plus creative ideas of his own,
playing piano with both hands, not fingering the keys
with one while searching his pockets for a cigarette with
the other; and a drummer whose consistency needs no great
er comment than the highest mention. And in Bunk's front
line, the low register clarinet playing in the traditional
vein gives the backseat to the scaly-wild technique ideas
of the modern boys; and the trombone...a tailgate that is
equal to only the best. It's a dance band, a jazz band, ,
and a standard band. For this is a band for the genius
of one Bunk Johnson, a band that can play anything, any
where, anyplace.

THUHEH4IL BIOGRAPHIES
BUNK JOHNSON and his
DIXIEIAND BAND
William Gary "Bunk" Johnson, trumpet—leader: Bom Decem
ber 27, 1879, in New Orleans. At the early age of seven.
Bunk was taking comet lessons from Professor Wallace
Cutchey of New Orleans University. First professional job
was with Adam Olivier's Band, and later jobs included 3uddy

Bolden's Band, Eagle Band, Superior hand, Royau Eaija,
Columbia Brass Band, Excelsior Band, John Rcbichaux, Bab
Frank, Algiers and Pacific Bands and others followed#
Bunk retired in 1931, only to be brought back ten years
later to spotlight fame. Pew jazz musicians have re
ceived the amount of good publicity from leading critics
in leading magazines as Bunk has obtained.
DONALD TYSON EUELL, piano: 3orr. November Ik, 1916, in
Baltimore, Maryland. Studied classical music for four
years, before becoming interested in jazz. Played in
local bands, and went into the army in 19kl» 'where he
remained for four and a half years. TShen discharged,
he went to NYC and wound up playing piano in the band of
the man he admires. Bunk Johnson. Recorded for Circle
Records with the Baby Dodds Trio, and one solo number,
his own composition, Manhattan Stomp. Recorded, unre
leased, another composition. Rumpus Rag.
LONNIE JOHNSON, guitar-vocals: Born in 18#9 in New
Orleans. Played for many years in N.O. as guitarist
and singer. Played with Louis Armstrong, in 1919, and
later with Charlie Creath, Eddy Lang, Blind Tfillie Bunn.
Recorded for many record firms, chiefly Bluebird and
Disc, and with Armstrong's Band, McKinney's Cotton
Pickers and his own New Orleans Footwarmers.
BOB MCCRACKEN, clarinet: Born in Dallas, Texas# Played
with the Southern Trumpeters at the age of 15, and var
ious other Texas bands including Doc Rcss and the Orig
inal Deep River Band# Later jobs included Frankie
Trunbauer*s Band, Joe Venuti and in Chicago with Wingy
Uanncne when he opened the Brass Rail in 'L2 with his
band. Jim KcPartlar.d and Bud Freeman jobbing dates
followed. Jobbing around at present.
ED SCHAEFER, trombone: Born April 20, 1912, in
Streator, Illinoisc Played with Sleepy Hall in Wash
ington, D. C., in 1930, and later bands in Chicago
included Henry Busse, Lou Breese, Don Pedro at the
Edgewater Beach and Clyde McCoy at the Drake. Has
been playing chiefly Theatre dates for a number of

Bunk Johnson.
% David Bell.
50 E Schiller.
Chicago( 10)ILL.
9/29/46.
Dear Bill.
Just a Few lines.to let you here from me.Im well an do
hope that this letter.will find you an your Brother the
same.an also his dear Family.
now ole pal.Im planning on leaving here.about next Sunday-.
an go back home.as I had planed on staying here an work,
but the Union will not alow me.to work on a 3tudy Job in
Chicago.
so I think that it is the best.for me to go back home,
an wait untill I here.from Gene Williams.about the Job
playing.over In Oakland California.for dances every nite.
now have you got any hereing.from Gene lately about that
playing in Oakland.an if so will you let me know.when you
answer this letter.before I leave here.Sunday coming.
now Im playing a dance here.this friday nite coming.at the
moose hall.an I want to leave here.about Sunday morning,
an go back to new Iberia.so you write me at once an let .
know Just what you know.about the Oakland deal.
say Sill.our friend Ralph Gleson.stop in here for one
nite.on his way to california.with Bill Colburns.an he
called me up:.a.t the hotel como.an talk with me a while,
saying that he is planning on moving to California,
an he also says that new york is real ded now.
and I also see a
but Don and I.we
but I think that
that cornet book

letter here.for Bill Colburns.from you.
donot know Just where.to send it to him.
he is gone to new york.and I also found,
of Joplin.an I returned it back to Eiger.

now that little delagate.Bill Ondrew.he is the one that
had it.so he gave it to me.when I went to the Union.that
monday after the concert.an John Schenclt.he have the rest
of the books,at his home.so every thing is safe abou t the
whole set of books.now I will close.looking to here from
you this week Bill.so take it real easy.an good luck,
an good day.an donot fail to write me.
SIncerly Yours.
Willie(Bunk)Johnson.

Bunk’s letter to Bill Russell mailed just before he left Chicago

Chicago, September 23, 1S4S
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Bunk’s Concert a Miserable Mess
it was this ignorance that left For those who were there and practice of most of the perform
them unable to salvage any could see and hear, the name ers to disregard what had been
thing of the concert once Bunk Bunk Johnson lost its magic and announced for them to perform.
When Tampa Red, set for four
appeared was that Bunk had not its meaning.
played trumpet by his own ad
The 45 minutes Bunk was on tunes, failed to coax the audi
mission, since his band broke up stage was something his blindest ence for enough applause after
in New York last spring, and for worshippers could not ignore— his second he was reft stranded
a 66-year old musician the lay that here was an old man tired off stage. The rest of them made
off was an insurmountable obsta and lost, completely incapable of up the program as they went
playing as he once could, who along. The band’s selections were
cle to playing.
close to the elaborately
In the few brief moments, all was even failing to capture a nowhere
printed program.
too fleeting, that Bunk played fragment of his past glory.
Lonnie Johnson, guitarist and
coherently, Tie showed a beauti
Bad Production Throughout
By DON C. HAYNES
ful tone and a suggestion of the Adding to the general confu blues singer, failed to put in a
schedulea appearance and no
phrasing that makes New Or
Chicago—A review of Bunk Johnson’s Orchestra Hall con leans trumpets great. But it sion was some very inadequate apology or explanation was of
fered. Also not made clear was
cert Sept. 6 turns out, tragically, an almost impossible task. wasn't enough for those who production and the annoying
the snafu of Bunk arriving late.
Bunk was a good two and a half hours late for his own con stayed through the first part of
Considering the pretentiousness
the evening Just to hear him.
cert, and once he did appear on stage his lip was in such bad
Approach
Scott
For
of the affair, it was inexcusable.
The picture of the old trumpet
condition that he could molt play i— --------------------- ■---------------------- ,—:—’--------------7; ~
And it’s probable that the Or
player sitting in the little group 'Lute Song' Score
coherently, in the meantime, four 1 Schenck Struggled heroically If .
_
chestra Hall directors will think
bewnaerecuy,
.... _____
|>tunist», four vocalists (including a Dewnderealy,
JDUtT
their ____
Jazz ___
In- of musicians on the huge Or
San Francisco — R a y m o n d at least twice before booking an
drunk in the boxes who gave out ternational, which sponsored the chestra Hall stage bewildered
other Jazz concert in their hal
Scott,
at
the
Palace
hotel
here
loudly
through
two
numbers),
a clambake, all but died a bitter and confused, snakingly mop
ping his sweating face and blow with his band, has been ap lowed hall.
half
dozen
musicians
under
the death in the utter confusion of
ing desperately through his proached by Dr. Fabien Sevitzky, Advertising to the effect that
leadership
of
Darnell
Howard
(who the evening.
mouthpiece in- an attempt to conductor of the Indianapolis the concert would be “ a lot of
saved what was left of the concert
Bunk Inactive Too Long
work
ms lip into condition, while Symphony on Scott arranging ; Bunk" proved a little more to
from complete ignominy) and a
One quite basic, fact the pro- Lee Collins took his soios for his lute Sony score for sym the point than was comfortable
bashful master of ceremonies moters of the affair ignored,rand
i to alt concerned.
him, was a pitiful and tragic one. phony performance.

His Ork Hall lash
k Complete Snafu

wound up a completely disarrayed ---------------------------------bill of fare.

Bunk, who started from his
New Iberia farm in Louisiana in
a slow coach two days after he
was first to have been in Chica
go, arrived in town after ten
o’clock on the night of his con
cert. When he finally walked on
stage—barely in time to save the
box office from a run of cus
tomers demanding refunds—his
lip was in such weak condition
that what he managed to play
on the final couple of numbers
was still wholly Inadequate.
As the Daily Neics said of the
concert: "Why no master of
ceremonies threw the towel into
the ring nobody could figure. . . .
It was an exhibition of exceeding
gallantry on Bunk s part and oT
toyal sympathy on the part 'of
Jhe^apdience to a grand old dieHoward’s Group Excellent ____________

fair's^ duS1 fS‘c
neTI Howard and
leans group he assembled sup
posedly IQ accompany. Bunk’s /
trumpet. The group was com
posed of New Orleans men, with
the exception of Howard himself /
(Chicago) and Don Ewell (Baltignore), Bynkig ‘fay pianist in, his /
Stuyvdsanf Casino mandi They
played everything from Body /
Ana. Soul to, Ja Da in excellent
fashion, with J.ohn Lindsay s
solid
solid bass
bass leading
leading aa steady
steady
rhythm section. Preston Jacksons big-toned, gutty trombone
was probably the most consist
ently exciting of the soloists. For

AeSe^aPFfealffiu§fi0®pffe®fen 1
. _ portion /
of, t&e’concert through sp
drilyCfaltere'd’vv¥en”Buni?joinecl
ed whe
the group and failed to suggest
□rums,, were __
d this brief men’ -ution is not

“Martin Freres tone is more brilliant...
its intonation is right on the head”,
says JERRY WALD, Wizard of the Clarinet.
Jerry Wold, top-ten clarinetist and bandleader, has switched his
preference to Martin Freres. This femous soloist now uses .
Martin Freres (Made in France) Clarinet exclusively.
Musicions everywhere are renewing their acquaintance with Martin
Freres Woodwinds , . . are rediscovering the superb tonal qualities

, Also appearing were Jimmy
and Mama Yancey^Baby Dodds
.and several others thrown, into I
the breach when Bunk failed fo
appear: Albert Ammons, Tampa 1

iKeddtlwimithbibasefind our' /

and flawlessness of action which ploced Martin Frdres instruments among
the most widely used makes before war interrupted their production.
Ask your dealer to arrange trial of a Martin Freres Clarinet today.
Mail the coupon for your copy of "Jerry Wald—Wizard of the
Clarinet", a folder covering the highlights of Wald's musical caieer.

The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
SKIVFYND JAZZ A BLUES

Box 8003
S-104 20 STOCKHOLM
Street addr: Scheelegatan 12
Tel/fax: +46-(0)8~652 92 91
e-mail: skivfvnd@comhem.se
http://www.skivfvnd.com
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Bunk. Johnson.Information is an international
for members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
Editorial office:
Hakan Hakansson
Tillemoravagen 26
18491 AKERSBERGA
V,

newsletter "\

President:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL
<bunkinfo@telia.com>

given by Pam Loughborough Allochis at
Library, New Iberia, LA ,15 October 2002
Talk

the

Bunk

Room,

Iberia

Parish

Well hello all. I’m very happy to be here. They called me and said would I like to be
one of the speakers at this great occasion. And of course I said ‘Yes.’
So I got on the train at Albany, Oregon Saturday afternoon and got to New Iberia
at 4.30 Tuesday morning [Laughter} Fortunately I had booked a room so I could
sleep, and they have wonderful food on the train as you know, so I was fine. . But I
worried a little about being met at this ungodly hour and I called Susan from San
Antonio and told her ‘Well, we’re five hours late now.’ And so they kept track of
the train getting later and later from San Antonio to here. And finally you know it
was almost 12 hours late. And there they were in the dark, as I and one other
person got off the train at New Iberial
So, I knew Bunk very well for the three or four month period that he was in New
York City. I had returned to New York from Chicago. I had met him in Chicago
earlier in that year, 1947, and then moved back to New York where I was from,
with my soon to be husband [Bill Loughborough], And both of us had met Bunk in
Chicago by that time. We were big fans already. And so when he came a month or
two after we returned he had some other friends in New York who put him up in
-I-

various places for a couple of weeks and then he was out of a place to stay. So it
worked out that we had enough room in our little apartment. We had a day bed in
the living room which became his room. And he moved in and stayed through the
rest of his time in New York City, which was about three months.
And we got to know Harold, Harold Drob, at that same time, and Harold put on the
dances, the weekly dances, and Bunk got a band together to play at those dances
at the Stuyvesant Casino. There’s photographs downstairs of Bunk and other
band members of that time. But anyway finally they made the records at the very
end of the year and there was this terrific blizzard that week. It was Christmas
week and New York had 18 inches of snow overnight one time. So there was no
transportation and cabs weren’t really running, but we had to get to uptown from
30th Street to 57th Street where the Carnegie Recital Hall was. And so we had to
fmd cabs and we had this enormous box of recording equipment which was all
that was available in those days, which we rented. We finally all got up there and
made the records over a three day period right around Christmas.
And then Bunk didn’t get any more work after that. It just dried up. And the
recording band has started at the beginning of 1948, so after a few weeks of
January he decided that he’d better go back home. And his wife was getting
anxious for him to get back home too, so he left in the middle of January and that
was the last time I saw him.
But we continued to write to each other. He was a very good letter writer, he loved
to write letters and he typed. He had his own manual typewriter. He was a pretty
good typist. And over the years I kept all those letters and generally I don’t keep
letters, I don’t collect things very much. But I kept all of those letters and I don’t
really know, I can’t tell you why, except something told me that I should. So about
ten years ago I sent them down to Harold. I had kept in touch with Harold, and
knew that he was finding out everything he could about Bunk’s life, and his family
and New Iberia and all that.
And I sent those letters to Harold and they are part of the collection now. I was
looking at them yesterday and they tell about his [Bunk] having a hard time with
finances when he got back home here. So we sent him money from time to time
just by Western Union, just to help out some. And then he had a stroke later that
year and the following year had another stroke, and then died. All that material is
available to all of us now in this collection, and I do want, just before I tell
2

anything else, to thank the library and to congratulate them on the wonderful,
pretty room that they have created for keeping these things, down around the
corner there. You must all go down at look at it before you leave tonight, it’s really
nice.
So at our little apartment Bunk cooked his dinner every day in the afternoon. He
had coffee in the morning and cooked in our little kitchen and then he always
made sure he was finished with the kitchen before I came home from work. I was
still working then and it was so nice that he was so considerate to be out of my
way when I got home and needed to be in the kitchen too.
And Harold would come down and spend the afternoon talking with him a lot;
probably five days out of seven he did that. And telling stories, he loved to talk
about early jazz and whatever you were interested in; he liked to talk about it.
He was very fond of my black kitten. We’d gotten two kittens when we moved in.
One was ‘Black Joe, ’and that was the one that Bunk liked a lot. He talked to him
and he gave him bits of food and so forth.
He smoked a lot. He smoked Kool cigarettes, always, and sometimes he’d ask one of
us to bring him home a pack of Kools when we were going to the store.
He didn’t practice much. He really didn’t need to. His embouchure was set. He knew
exactly what he was doing playing all the time. But he’d take out his horn, and
sort of noodle around once in a while. And he’d go up town some evenings. This
was during the week. The dances were just on Fridays as I remember, maybe
Fridays and Saturdays. Anyway, he had other nights that he was free so he’d go up
to the midtown where there were a lot of jazz clubs and a couple of bars where
musicians hung out and he would go there to talk with other musicians and just
spend the evening.
Sometimes he drank too much. I must tell you that. He did get...[she laughs]
But he never drank on the job on those dances. He was very serious and
businesslike as a band leader. The dances were very interesting and fun.
Unfortunately not a lot of people came to them. So Harold lost money every week
putting these dances on. But it got the band all rehearsed so that they could make
that record, the L a s t T e s t a m e n t record and they sounded like a real band by that
-
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time because they had played together for six weeks or so. If you haven’t ever
heard that record it’s now on a CD and there’s a copy of it downstairs too.
And I was at that recording session sitting up in the balcony at this small recital
hall.
It’s not Carnegie Hall, that’s a big symphony hall. It’s next door to it, and it’s
about the size of a small movie house. They had a balcony so we set up the
recording equipment and the mike in the balcony, right at the front of it, and
that’s where I was sitting. I wasn’t running the machine, but I was there
watching.
There was so much snow that we were worried that some of the other band
members wouldn’t be able to make it coming from uptown. But they all did, on the
subway mostly, and I remember Wellman Braud who was the bass player. One day,
this is at the recording session I’m talking about, one day he showed up and he
had high boots on, like wading boots that people go fishing in, because the snow
was so deep.
And he was standing up playing bass wearing these wading boots.
Oh, the drawing.............
There’s a drawing on the wall downstairs of Bunk .It was made with pencil. It was
made by my brother and I’ll explain how that happened.
My older brother was an artist, a painter. And he had used the apartment that we
got from him as a living studio type place. And so he was still painting some
afternoons in our apartment. He would just come over and, you know, set up his
easel and start working, and he and Bunk
got to be friends of course because Bunk
was there too. And they’d talk back and
forth and got to know each other. And
then one afternoon Bunk dozed off, as old
people are prone to do, and Phil quickly
made this pencil sketch of him. It’s of his
head with his eyes shut as he’s dozing.
And he [Phil] kept it and I got it when my
brother died in Oregon. We were living in
the same place and I found it in among
-
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his things and I told Harold that I had this, the original. My brother had made a
copy for Harold but he wouldn’t give him the original. But now that I had it, I gave
it to Harold. So Harold had it before he died, he did see it. But I’m not sure who
framed it, whether you people did?
Yes, okay, so it’s hanging on the wall and you can see that and that was made at
that apartment on 20th Street in late 1947. Bunk was 68 at that time. I was very
happy to find it because it’s the original drawing itself. His trumpet’s down there
now and there’s an explanation on the wall of how Harold got that. And the
photographs are very nicely displayed . They’ve enlarged some of them. They’re
really very nice.
So I’ll take any questions, if anybody has any question maybe I can answer them?
About Bunk’s time in New York or how he dressed?
O funknown mani: Did Bunk ever talk about Louis Armstrong?
PA: Oh, a lot. He talked about Louis all the time. Yeah, he was a big fan of his and
vice versa. Actually it was Louis that pointed the first people that came down to
see Bunk. They came because Louis had recommended they come down and talk to
Bunk about early New Orleans jazz And so they were very close. There’s a picture
of Louis down there that he’s written a dedication to Bunk, his good friend, so you
go down and see that.
Q funknown mani: It is my understanding and you might be able to correct me,
that Louis Armstrong learned some of the music that he did from Bunk Johnson.
PA: Well, I don’t know how much of that’s true. There’s lots of stories to that
effect. It’s hard to say really.. I think Bunk would have been happy to have people
believe that, you know. [Laughter] Bunk was not terribly modest. [Laughter]
O funknown woman): Did he have a sense of humour?
PA; Oh yeah.
O j womanj: What type of humour?
PA: Oh he used sarcasm sometimes. And he would imitate people. He could mock
people by imitating them, he was very sharp. He could read people very quickly,
although he was very nice with people who were fans and people who were at the
dances requesting tunes or something. He was always very polite and nice to talk
to.
.5.

Unknown man: You mentioned Bunk’s dress. Sometime in the middle ‘40s he came
home, I don’t know if he came when he finished his engagement in California or
after but I walked into the old State Bank here on Main Street one morning about
10.30 or so, Bunk had come back in town. And he was standing at one of the high
desks they used to have in the old
banks where you could write cheques and so
forth. And he had on black shoes, spats, a complete morning wear outfit. Stripe
pants, a grey vest, a great coat and a derby. Amd this was 10.30 in the morning
and he was whistling some solo that Armstrong had played thirty years ago.
PA: He was a very good whistler.
Unknown male: He did, he whistled all the time.
PA: Yeah, and he liked to. On another CD that’s part of Barry Martyn’s book he’s
included on that CD an excerpt of Bunk whistling to demonstrate how Buddy
Bolden sounded and it’s quite amazing. He’s a very good whistler and he does
about four choruses of how Buddy Bolden would have played that tune. So, any
other questions?
Recording and photo by Jens Lindgren
(Editor’s note: There were several more questions but they were without relevance
to members of the SB JS and have been deleted here).
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MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

PEK

OLVAEUS
It's one of the "first autumn days
in Stockholm when I meet Per in
his flat in the southeast part of
the town. Per's flat certainly tells
you of his main interests: music
and painting. Records, books,
paintings
and
photos
cover
almost every available spot. Most
of them are on music, especially
African-American music. Many of
the paintings are made by Per
himself who has attended four
different
art
schools
in
Stockholm. Now and then Per has
been working as a drawing
master but since a couple of years
he earns his living by a day job at
Nostalgipalatset.
In
this
big
second hand store you find
nostalgia of different kinds from the 40's, 80's, 60's and 70's. In the record
department there is one of the largest stocks of second hand vinyl records and 78
rpms in Sweden, around 100 000 LPs Per tells me. Per's special responsibility is of
course the jazz and blues records.
When I enter Per's flat he enthusiastically shows me extracts from Jamaican
newspapers he has found on the web. And why on earth would anyone be looking
for Jamaican newspapers? In Per's case the answer is simple. He seeks
information on a Jamaican tour scheduled for Professor Longhair in 1959. The
7.

tour was cancelled but Per wants to include information about the tour in the
scrapbook on Professor Longhair that he is preparing. Per's work with the
scrapbook started in the mid 70's when he heard and got fascinated by Professor
Longhair in Stockholm. At first Per planned a discography but over the years the
discography has been extended into a scrapbook. Right now. Per tells me.
University of Mississippi Press has shown some interest in publishing the book.
Lhe scrapbook on Professor Longhair will not be the first work published by Per.
In 2000 he published an article about Spencer Williams' days in Sweden in
Noterat, the official magazine of Lhe Centre for Swedish Polk Music and Jazz
Research. Spencer was living in the Stockholm area from 1951 to 1957 and Per
got interested in researching those years. Per also contributes to magazines such
as Lhe Jazz Archivist of Ransom-Hogan Jazz Archive, Lulane University, Lhe
Mississippi Rag, Blues &> Rhythm and New Orleans Music. In the next issue of New
Orleans Music you will find an extensive article on the somewhat controversial
Alonzo Stewart by Per. Since Per's mother tongue is Swedish, he is very grateful
for all the help with correcting his writing in English he gets from Brian Wood of
the UK.
And why this interest in studying, researching and writing about New Orleans
music? It all started, Per tells me, because of his older brother's interest in New
Orleans revival jazz, especially George Lewis. Per got interested too and in 1958
at the age of twelve he bought his first jazz record, an EP reissue from the George
Lewis 1953 Jazz Man session on the Danish label Storyville. But Per's interest in
African-American music was not only limited to jazz. He also liked musicians like
Fats Domino and Little Richard but was forbidden to listen to them by his
orthodox older brother.
48 years later Per doesn't care about this ban if it still exists and enjoys all music.
In African-American music he listens to all kinds of jazz from early New Orleans to
Be Bop as well as he is a devoted fan of blues, rhythm 'n' blues, zydeco and gospel
to name a few. Per also is very interested in Caribbean music and in how
musicians from New Orleans have influenced musicians of the Caribbean islands
and vice versa. Not only Professor Longhair but also Fats Domino and other New
Orleans rhythm 'n ' blues artists were very popular among Caribbean musicians.
In the 50's and early 60's Fats Domino was definitely the most in demand New
8

Orleans act on Jamaica.
And how did Per start playing himself? In the early 60's, Per tells me, he was a
fan of Imperial Band, one of the leading New Orleans revival hands in the
Stockholm area. Per got to know the members, among others Lars Edegran and
Orange Kellin. They inspired him to start learning how to play the clarinet and
the alto saxophone. Per didn't take any lessons but tried hard to sound like Emile
Barnes, Harold Dejam, Albert Delone and so forth. But Per didn't learn to play the
instruments in the correct way he tells me. Anyhow Per formed a band, Harmony
Serenaders, circa 1965 with his pals Freddy John on the trombone and Sven
Stalberg on the drums. Per was still playing the clarinet and the alto then but
later on switched to the drums. Maybe as a result of his ambition to learn the
clarinet and the alto all by himself Per found it wise to take drum lessons.
From 1976 to 1981 Per lived for a short period in Copenhagen and for the rest of
those years in the Scania town of Lund working as a drawing master. He also had
a lot of gigs there and even toured Holland and England with Paul Strandberg's
Scanjazz. In 1982 Per had the opportunity to tour Holland again, this time with
Bent Persson. In the late 90's Per lived for a year on Ireland, where his girlfriend
of those days and mother of his now twelve years old daughter was doing
anthropological studies on Irish music and musicians. On Ireland Per played in a
New Orleans style jazz band at least once a week. Today Per is jamming with
friends now and then but there are very few opportunities to play in public.
Although the drums are Per's main instrument today, he still is very interested in
playing the clarinet.
In October 1966 Per went to New Orleans for the first time. He and Orange Kellin
flew from Glasgow to New York and from there they went by bus to Leonard
Brackett of Center Records in North Carolina. Leonard drove them by car to New
Orleans where a lot of great jazz musicians of the older generation still were
active. Among others Per listened to Captain John Handy, Kid Thomas Valentine,
the Pierces and the Barnes brothers. As a matter of fact Per even was scheduled
for a gig with Emile Barnes at Preservation Hall. Per also remembers socialising a
lot with the friendly Johnny Wiggs and great garden parties with many
musicians. Per was living with Clive Wilson and other music friends in a flat on
Royal Street and returned to Sweden by boat in December 1966.
-9-

In the autumn of 1969 Per returned to New Orleans where he joined his friends
Freddy John and Sven Stalberg from Harmony Serenaders. Per stayed in New
Orleans until January 1970 and from this trip he especially remembers a party at
John Handy's, where the three Handy brothers were jamming. He also heard
Albert Nicholas and Don Ewell, who both were in the city at that time. Nicholas
was visiting relatives and sitting in at Preservation Hall. Nicholas also was
sitting in with The Dukes of Dixieland with Don Ewell in the piano chair. At the
Handy party Per didn't dare to play but later on he got more guts and jammed on
the alto with Andrew Morgan at Preservation Hall.
In 1979 Per attended New Orleans Jazz &? Heritage Festival for the first time. This
was an overwhelming experience Per says. It was more or less like being in
heaven listening to all the wonderful music you can hear at that festival: jazz,
blues, New Orleans rhythm 'n' blues, swamp pop, gospel, cajun, zydeco, brass
bands and the Mardi Gras Indians. In 1987, 1989 and 1991 Per returned to New
Orleans Jazz <&? Heritage Festival and certainly hopes to do so soon again. In the
meantime Per, who also is a dedicated cook, can always revive pleasant memories
by cooking one of his favourite dishes - red beans and rice of course.
P-0 Karlstro'm

George Lewis on DVD
Available in a few days time,
featuring the George Lewis Band
recorded for the TBS Television in Japan in 1963.
For further information and ordering details,
please contact
Lennart Fait, Blood & Tears Productions
e-mail: lekamake.falt@swipnet.se
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OPENING NIGHT AT STUYVESANT CASINO

The following pictures have circulated on the net among musicians and other
friends of Bunk Johnson and his music.
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DAVE NELSON

AND OTHERS
Essays In Historical and
Discographical Jazz Research
by

Christopher Hillman
and
Roy Middleton
with
Richard Rains
Cygnet

Productions

SOFTBACK, A5 size 82 pp, illustrated in B&W, with Foreword by Laurie Wright.
Includes Biographies of Dave Nelson (in Chicago and New York) and his associate Vance Dixon,
in-depth study of Recordings, Discography including selected CDs. Also includes Additions and
Corrections to our previous Publication: “Richard M. Jones - Forgotten Man of Jazz”.
“A fascinating discographical detective story”
Price £10 (including P&P in UK and EC). Enquiries to Cygnet Productions, P.O. Box 4,
Tavistock, Devon, PL19 9YP.
TeFfax. 01822 617313. E-Mail gooferdust@hotmail.con]
ALSO AVAILABLE CDs (Price £10 including P&P in UK and EC)
Cygnet CYG 1001 The Memphis Night Hawks and Chicago Rhythm Kings, featuring Roy
Palmer
Cygnet CYG 1003
The State Street Ramblers 1928 - 1931, featuring Jimmy Blythe
Cygnet CYG 1004
Bennie Motcn’s Kansas City Orchestra: the Okeh sessions etc.
We can also supply
Gannett CJR 1003 The State Street Ramblers volume 1 (complementary to CYG 1003)
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Bunk’s arrival in San Francisco

Bunk’s first letter to Bill Russell from San Francisco explaining why he decided to go.
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now 1 will close looking to see you real soon out here with us,
so write me and let me kpov at oncejhere is my best wishe'a and good,
luck to you and your brothre and his Family,
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now if you can come out here, to San franclsco,please do so, and let,
me know in your next letter when you write me,so please let me here,
from you real Boon out here, if you will be able to make that trip,
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Reset from the "San Francisco Shopping
News” supplement, Monday 3 May 1943

‘Bunk’ Johnson S SS
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by ROSS RUSSELL
Sunday afternoon an overflow crowd wailed in the San
Francisco Museum of Art for one of the important recent
events of American folk music - the resumption of his public
playing career by the last remaining survivor of the great New
Orleans tradition of Negro trumpet players, Willie Bunk
Johnson.
Two weeks before, this same audience of San Francisco
music-lovers had raised enough money to enable Bunk
Johnson to quit his job in a New Iberia, La., rice field and
come West for yesterday’s single concert.
Despite his 63 years and the 2000-mile journey just
completed, this fabulous New Orleans musician proved to be
no ghost. After a brief introduction by Rudi Blesh, whose
scholarly lectures have awakened here a lively interest in
American folk music, the platform and the crowd were
completely Bunk’s.
With that warmth and simplicity which is the charm of any
great peoples’ artist, Bunk Johnson spoke of the historic days
when the creative spirit of the Negro people began
spontaneously to overflow and jazz, or rather, ragtime, was
bom. The language in which Bunk spoke had the timbre and
rhythm of folk music itself:
“Handy wrote many famous blues, but they was
‘Memphis blues’,” Bunk pointed out, paying his respects
to the well-known composer. “But New Orleans was the
home of the original low-down blues. At First it was called
ragtime and later it was called jazz, and after that, swing,
but always it was the right way of playing anything.
“I played with Buddy Bolden in 1894, 1895 and 1896, and
together we helped make many more blues. Buddy never
leamt to read a note, but he played a good stiff lead and he
would ‘knock any man down flat’ who did not know his
instrument. The King would have you in maybe six sharps
before you finished up, but I could always go anywhere that
King Bolden went and we played parades and advertising
wagons and fast places and, excuse me for the expression,
‘honky-tonks’. Until Buddy went crazy we ‘killed’ all the
other best bands that was in New Orleans.”
Bunk told of the rivalry between Bolden and Papa
Robichaux of the formation by Negro musicians of the first
union local, of such early giants as Kid Ory, Papa Mutt Carey,
Johnny Dodds, Freddy Keppard, King Oliver, Jelly Roll
Morton, Sidney Bechet, Louis Satchmo Armstrong and others.
Previously, Blesh had read a letter just received from
Armstrong himself, voicing enthusiasm of the return to an
active playing career by Johnson.
“I used to follow Bunk all over New Orleans when he
played a parade or an advertising wagon,” Armstrong wrote.
“And nights I used to sneak down to the red light district
when Bunk was playing in one of the fast places.” Armstrong
sent his congratulations to music-loving people of San
Francisco and expressed a hope that he and the man who
taught Louis the “true original old ragtime comet style” could
get together for a jam-session in the near future.
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“Folks down South is funny,” Bunk explained during his
30-minute talk. “They don’t seem to understand the
colored man. I do thank God for this opportunity to meet all
you folks and I surely want to try to give you some little idea
of how we used to play when Buddy Bolden was the king.”
Then, with the help of a San Franciscan who played piano
with King Oliver and other great early Negro bands, Bertha
Gonzoulon, Bunk unlimbered his trumpet and started his oneman concert with five choruses of the “Maple Leaf Rag.”
History turned back 40 years and music was heard played as
it was in the beginning.
Bunk’s lower register is full and lusty, equal in power to any
of the “killer-diller” trumpets playing today. In the upper
register, his tone is thinner, but marvellously clear. It is a
more sensitive tone than the veiled and husky vibrato of
Armstrong, a more thoughtful music. A rich and happy music
with no lack of depth or feeling.
THE REAL THING
But the accent is the rare thing - as is the touch and accent
of any maestro whatever the instrument. Bunk plays behind
the beat, relaxed and perfectly sure, unlike the frenetic young
musicians with their thousands of notes and the accent is
something that must be heard or rather felt. It gets down
inside of you and before Bunk has played a dozen bars you
know it is the real thing.
On “High Society” he started out in the upper register, soft,
almost thin and you thought you heard, at a great distance, the
old Superior Band marching into Rampart Street. Then the
tone went down into the lower register, big and brawling and
lusty and there was jazz the way it used to be when it was
closer to the people who had created it.
Bunk played “Maple Leaf Rag”, “Ain’t Gonna Study War No
More,” (a spiritual), “Tiger Rag”, “Blues” (seven choruses),
and, for the finale, “Oh Lord I’m Crippled and I Cannot Walk.”
No excuses he made for the obvious handicaps, the long rail
journey and the lack of other voice instruments. New Orleans
music is essentially collective improvisation with the trombone
supplying the lower foundation and the clarinet adding off-beat
runs and accents to the trumpet lead. But yesterday the tone and
the accent and Bunk were enough.
If Rudi Blesh’s plans materialize, Sunday’s affair will prove
only a prelude to a full-scale concert here within the next few
weeks. He is endeavouring to line up a band of authentic New
Orleans instrumentation (trumpet, clarinet, piano and drums)
and the men he has in mind and who are available are some
of the greatest names in early jazz history. Details will be
announced as soon as arrangements are completed.
Meanwhile, Bunk will remain here and, if various
difficulties can be overcome, may form a band of his own to
bring back the old jazz, which he says is the “right way of
playing anything.”
Thanks to Blesh’s work and the splendid response of
music-lovers in the Bay Area, the center of true American
jazz music may be said to have shifted to San Francisco.
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S.F. Pop eyed Over ‘Hot Jazz Lectures'
Sunday Series on
Origin of Music
Arouse Interest
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BY EMELIA MODEL
Gracie Allen made Carnegie Hall,
Mickey Mouse made the New York
Museum of Modern Art and now
in San Francisco hot jazz has been
recognized as an art form and pre
sented In a series of illustrated lec
tures at the San Francisco Museum
;of Art.
I And tiie museum is pop-eyed with
I amazement. For the fourth floor
portals in the War Veterans Me
morial Building have been beseiged
'by "cats."
I They don’t stomp and Jiggle and
’peck and waggle fingers, but they
I are "cats” in every essence of the
[vernacular.
1 A’ very meek little announcement
was sent forth, via the usual month• ly museum calendar, a few weeks
[ago that Rudi Blcsh, who is an in
terior designer, was going to give
a Sunday lecture series on hot jazz
—a scholarly but not academic pres
entation of the origins of today’s
popular music.
| Seventy people' attended the first
llecture.. Seven hundred attended the
second one, and'from then on they
were SRO, with parties from as
Tar away as Salinas.
1 Many of the audience were young
folk—hep to jazz. But there were
Must as many adult and even elderly
[folk—all of them completely en
grossed In this novel scries.
WILLIE C. (Bunk) JOHNSON, daddy of "low-down" New Orleans
One of the originators of true
Blues music, wipes his brow after conclusion of “Tiger Rag" at the
Jazz, Willie C. (Bunk) Johnson is
San Francisco Museum of Art. On his right is MISS BERTHA
a San Francisco visitor these days,
GONSOULIN, pianist.
having finally conie here from New t
white men trying to play like the
Iberia.
quadrilles and true spirituals.
Of the real Jazz musicians, only
Mr. Johnson, who is 63 and "feels N roes. They tampered with the
and
replaced
the a Jew remain. The San Francisco
like living 63 more years,” arrived nstrumentation,
just in time to give an impromptu trombone with the saxoj>hone, which Museum of Art, together with the
concert at the Museum of Art, to- I can’t begin to give the rhythmic detective.work of Mr. Blcsh and Bill
impulse that the trombone has to Colburn, local authority on the mu
; gether with Miss Bertha Gonsoulin, j
sic, a truly super fare is to be of
pianist with the famed King Olives give.
Mr. Blcsh defined jazz as "a fered May 9 at the Geary Theater
I Band.
music of the American Negroes go in a’concert given by those remain
I Bunk Is the granddndd.v of all Jazz,
ing back to Africa racial origins, ing few jazz masters. They are
jthe originator of New Orleans "low:down" blues music, and the teacher
with rhythmic, melodic and har being imported from various sec
monic characteristics uniquely racial tions of the country. Three whose
I of Louis Armstrong,
in character,” and employed in work names are familiar arc Bunk John
j "Why I remember Louis,” Mr,
songs, blues, hollers and stomps.
son, Kid Ory and Papa Mutt Carey.
Johnson said in his soft, gentle, voice,
I "He was Just a little fellow, about 10
'years old. He’d follow around be
hind me In ‘porades’ Just to carry
my instrument.
"He’d put It up to his lips and pre.lend to blow. He begged me to teach
Ihlm. And 1 did.”
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BUNK JOHNSON COMES BACK
Sunday afternoon, April 12, an overflow crowd
of 700 persons waited in the San Francisco
Museum of Art for one of the important recent
events of American jazz music—the resumption
of his playing career by the last-remaining sur
vivor of the New Orleans school of trumpet
players—Willie Bunk Johnson.
Importing Bunk to the West Coast was the
final step in a long campaign to get Johnson
out of the New Iberia, La., rice fields and back
where he belongs, on the bandstand. Several
years before dozens of jazz fans, among them
readers of this publication, had kicked in dollar
bills to buy Bunk a set of store teeth. After the
teeth came a trumpet, and after the horn a re
cording junket
(Gene Williams, Bill Russell,
Dave Stuart, etc.) to New Orleans to put Bunk
on wax for the first time. The climactic move
in the campaign was made possible by a popular
subscription of San Francisco jazz lovers who
have rallied around the monthly music and lec
ture sessions given by Rudi Blesh at the Museum
of Art. The previous meeting had seen enough
money raised to enable Bunk to quit his job and
leave New Iberia. As can be believed Bunk's
appearance was awaited with tremendous expecta
tion.
The 65-year
old man who stepped
off the
California Limited and
went at once to the
Museum proved himself no ghost. After a brief
introduction by lecturer Blesh. the platform was
turned over to Bunk and for nearly two hours
this erstwhile mythical character talked and played
—and the painstaking ground work laid by Mr.
Blesh came to life in a very flesh and blood sort
of way.
"Yes. I played with Buddy Bolden in 1894
and 1895 and 1S96 and until the King went
crazy we killed all the other best bands in New
Orleans,” related Bunk Johnson. "Buddy could
not read a note but he surely played a good
stiff lead and would have you in maybe six
sharps before you finished but 1 could always go
anywhere the King went. We played parades
and advertising wagons and, excuse me for the
expression, honky tonks, and together we made
many famous blues."
It was the language of folk music itself. It
was jazz history right off the griddle, straight
from the source. For forty minutes Bunk talked
about the days when jazz was born. Then he
unlimbered the trumpet and with the assistance
of Bertha Gonzolon, who played piano with King
Oliver way back when, he launched his one-man
concert with five choruses of Maple Leaf Rag.
History turned back 40 years and jazz was heard

played as it was in the beginning, when the
creative spirit of the Negro people began spon
taneously to overflow and a new music was bom.
Bunk's lower register is full and lusty, equal
in power to any of the killer horns playing to
day. In the upper register his tone is thinner,
but marvelous clear. It
is amore sensitivetone
than the veiled and husky vibrato of Armstrong,
a more thoughtful music. A rich and happy music
that has no lack of depth or feeling.
But the accent is the rare thing. Bunk plays
behind the beat, relaxed
andperfectly sure, un
like the frenetic modem disciples of glittering
technique, and that accent is something that
must be heard, or rather felt. It gets down inside
of you and before Bunk has played a dozen bats
you know it is the real thing.
On High Society Bunk started out in the
upper register, soft, almost thin, and you thought
you heard, at a great distance, the old Bolden
band marching into Rampart street. Then the
tone dropped down and
there was jazz theway
it used to be, before it
was jazz, before itwas
swing or jive or jump music—ragtime, right
out of the tonk.
Bunk played Maple Leaf and High Society,
Ain't Gonna Study War No More. Tiger Rag.
seven choruses of Blues, and. for the finale. Oh
Lord, I Am Crippled, 1 Am Crippled and I
Cannot Walk.
Miss Gonzolon's piano was. I am afraid, a
weak substitute for the proper accompaniment
and at times Bunk's lip failed him. But these
are picayaune-ish criticisms. The April concert
was only another step on the rehabilitation of
Bunk Johnson as a playing musician.
Bunk is remaining in San Francisco and his
new career is under the energetic management
of Bill Colburn who realizes fully the pork
chop aspects of any musical comeback. By the
time this issue reaches the press San Franciscans
will have been treated to a concert done
in
authentic New Orleans style with a five or six
piece band built around Johnson. Among those
being contacted to appear are Papa Mutt Carey,
now a Southern Pacific porter; Buddy Scott and
Kid Ory, gigging around Los Angeles, and Wade
Whalley, that neglected New Orleans clarinetist
whom the West Coast cats hjve been digging
the last several years. Already Bunk has sat in
with local groups, notably the remnants ot the
Lu Watters band, and his lip is now fully
capable and his music better than ever. Colburn
wants to
launch Bunkprofessionally with
a
real non-commercial New Orleans combo.
The twenty-odd years eclipse of Rank, the

From The Jazz Record, No. 7 -15 May 1943

By ROSS RUSSELL

postponement until 19-13 <>t his reappearance on
the j azz firmament is of course a shocking com
mentary on our culture—which has created the
most unique native music in the world, and yet
permitted so many of the creating spirits to
eke out shabby ends as economic cripples. The
list is long and dismal—Johnny Dodds, Jelly
Roll Morton, Tommy Ladnier, Bessie Smith,
King Oliver, a gang of others ad infinitum (and
ad nauseam). Bunk's own case is more monstrous
even than the Jim Crow murder of Bessie Smith
and the sordid end of King Oliver, cleaning
spittoons in a Savannah pool hall. It differs in
this respect—that the future does hold some
hope (if militant jazz lovers succeed, a rather
bright hope) for a 63-year old rice field worker
with a gift trumpet and a set of store teeth—
and a head full of the music of what made jazz.

Right: Announcement in Time (July 6, 1943) of Harry
Bridge's plans for the opening of the C.I.O. Hall with
Bill Russell’s handwritten dating of the article.

Left: Conclusion of article from the
previous page.
The Jazz Record, No. 7, 15 May 1943

Berth for "Bunk"

In San Francisco, Harry Bridges, fiery,
Australian-born longshoremen's union lead
er, was pleased to announce that under
his auspices fellow jazz addicts could now
regularly hear the resurrected, 03-year-old
New Orleans trumpeter Willie ("Bunk”)
Johnson and other barrel-house veterans
who played with him at a San Francisco
jazz concert in May (TIME, May i()*
Time: every Sunday afternoon. Place:
the. C.I.O. hall. Admission: six hits and a
membership card in the Hot Jazz Society.
Said Bridges: “That Bunk is an American
institution.”
■meJ-lr £"-«
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Ifot Jazz Soctetu
of San Francisco
150 Golden Gafe Avenue
Tho astounding musical fonts oi Willie "Bunk" Johnson,
"genius of tho horn", arc well-known—how ho inspired
and taught many jazz groats, including Louis Armstrong;
how he was selected by I.ouis and other crillcs as tho
"greatest of all time;" and how a I 61 ho was brought
out of retirement to astound tho musical world.
Besides teaching. Bunk has been honored with degrees from New Orleans University, Salem
Alabama College, and Tuskcgno Institute. In Now Iberia, La., he took over tho music dopt. of tho
3 schools and .soon every kid In town played an instrument, until music bocnino as common as
speech. In San Francisco, Bunk amazed mombors of tho S. F. symphony orchestra with hLs
knowledge of every instrument.
And now wo announce Bunk's roturn to teaching. Whether you're a beginner or advanced,
and no matter what instrument you prefer or play. Bunk can toach you with easo, pationco and
rapid improvement.
If you are interested, phono Bunk at PRospect 6104. or talk with him this Sunday afternoon,
2:30. in tho Chamber Jazz Room, 150 Golden Gato Avenue, whore ’no will bo fronting tho famous
Hoi Seven in tho regular Sunday jam session.

Undated publicity postcard from the Hot Jazz Society advertising Bunk's availability as a teacher.

The most historic jam session in the annals of
jazz took place one hot day last week in San
Francisco’s Geary Theater.
Some 1,500 devotees thronged to hear it from
all over northern Califmia, from Los Angeles, even
from the East. They raised the roof — hut in a solid
manner: they were no mere swarm of jitterbugs
buzzing before the latest of the many swing band
sensations. They were mostly seasoned jazz tasters
who had gathered to sample vintage New Orleans
music produced by a group of the Negroes who had
been in that city when jazz was young.
The venerable band that played for them
consisted of long-silent musicans gathered from
Louisiana rice paddies and the Pullman cars. Its leader,
spare as a lath, was 63-year-old, silver-haired Willie G.
(“Bunk”) Johnson, onetime teacher of Louis
(“Satchelmouth”) Armstrong, and the greatest jazz
trumpeter of his not quite bygone day. When Bunk and
his old friends rode out on the classic New Orleans
stomps, the San Francisco crowd knew it was getting
the fragrant, free-style syncopation it had come for.

WILLIE (“BUNK”) JOHNSON
He had more in his haid.

For nearly 15 years Bunk Johnson had not
played. His story had followed a familiar pattern
among U.S. Negro musicians. In the spacious days
before World War I, Bunk used to “call his people
home” with his own New Orleans boys - the Original
Superior Band. Louis Armstrong, who followed Bunk
TIME, May 24, 1943

around, carrying his trumpet, was only one of the many
Negro trumpeters and cometists (Tommy Ladnier,
King Oliver, Freddie Keppard, Buddy Petit, Punch
Miller) who learned from Bunk. And Bunk, who could
play any tune in any key without stopping to think
(“sharps and flats they never bothered me”) was the
greatest of them all. Bunk, they said, “had more in his
haid.” He had played ever since his mother had bought
her kid a battered comet. “She told me,” he said later,
“if 1 learn to play real good, she get me another, and 1
did leam to play real good and she did.”
He COUId Whistle. When the Navy closed
down Storyville (New Orleans’ red-light district)
during World War I, Bunk Johnson left his band and
toured with circuses and minstrel shows. As the years
went by and the demand for New Orleans jazz died
away. Bunk took other kinds of work to support his
growing family. In 1933 he lost all his teeth and could
not play any more even if he wanted to. “And besides,”
says he, “I loan my comet to a man and he never come
back.” Bunk tried trucking, at $1.50 a day. He found it
too strenuous and became a stoop laborer in the rice
fields. “But,” says he, “I always whistle. 1 can whistle
real good.”
About five years ago a Pittsburgh jazz
enthusiast named William Russell heard from Louis
Armstrong that Bunk Johnson was still alive
somewhere in the Deep South. Once Bunk was found
at his old home in New Iberia, La., he beame a voluble
correspondent. He slowly pecked out his careful letters
on an old typewriter. Says he: “You can sit down with
a cup of coffee and a cigaret and be sure you won’t go
to sleep beause that little bell keeps waking you up.”
Bunk kept insisting in his letters that if he had a
trumpet and a good set of teeth he could play “as good
as ever.” Russell took up a collection and bought Bunk
a set of store teeth. Today, before Bunk eats he removes
his teeth from his mouth, carefully wraps them up “to
keep them nice and clean.”
Last summer William Russell and some
friends made a trip to New Iberia to find out whether
Bunk was really as good as he said he was. They came
away determined that Bunk should he heard. Finally an
offer came from San Francisco, where an interior
decorator named Rudolph Pickett Blesh was lecturing
on hot jazz at the San Francisco Museum of Art. Blesh
wanted Bunk to illustrate a lecture.
He Can Play. The Museum directors had a
still more ambitious idea. They decided to surround
Bunk with colleagues from the New Orleans past. They
found Papa Mutt Carey, famous “dirty” trumpeter,
working as a Pullman porter on the Southern Pacific.
They got Kid Ory, greatest of oldtime tailgate* trom
bonists, from Los Angeles, where he had been raising
chickens. They tracked down Clarinetist Wade Whaley
at the Moore shipyards on San Francisco Bay. Ringing
doorbells in San Francisco’s Negro section, they finally

Note: the conclusion of this article could not be found. This artical has been reset as the original was too faded to reproduce.

Bunk Johnson Rides Again

* On New Orleans bandwagons, the trombonist usually sat
by the tailgate, where he had room to extend his slide.

Thursday, August 12, 1943

‘Bunk ’ Beals It Out In
The Great Tradition
Uy (iiiAUAM WHJCKLKK

has the beautiful tone in lhe low
register, hut lie's now much mure
imaginative in In is playing, less
inhibited, and, praise the Lord, he
has
finally
learned
the
wonder
ful clarinet solo on lhe old New
Orleans march tune High Society.
As 1 talked lo Bunk on Sunday,
1 commented on the fact that Ellis
had finally learned to play litis
very difficult solo, and Bunk just
said yes, with a sly smile. When
1 said, "yfni made him learn it,
didn’t you?" he smiled again, and
admitted Hint yes, maybe he’d sug
gested that Ellis learn lhe solo.
If Ellis Horne continues to im
prove
as
he
has
in
the
past
HUNK ARRIVES
months, he will stand in the same
Hut earjy in 1943 an old man
relationship
lo
the
late
Johnny
was brought from the rice fields
Dodds, as Turk Murphy does lo
of Louisiana lo (he cold and fog
Kid Ory.
of
San
Francisco.
At
first
the
Also silling in Sunday, singing
great Willie "Bunk" Johnson, did
and announcing the numbers was
n’t like il here. It was too cold, Bob Best, who is, next lo Louis
rnd lie had lo work too hard at Armstrong
and
Jelly-Role
Morton,
his warehouse job in between his the best jazz, singer I have heard.
playing dales. But now he won If
He >vould probably lift his eye
to stay here, and to get a steady
brows if he were referred to ns a
job playing with his own band. .
treat
leider
singer,
and
maybe
Bunk plays every Sunday witli : you would too. but you must hear
his “Hot Seven" at the CIO-HJS him Sing A Good Mon Ic Hard to
Chamber uhzz' rtooin' lii the CIO .Find. He is fine on lire fast numBuilding. 150 Golden Gale Avenue. j tors, too, and his Milenburg Joys,
And Bunk Johnson is lhe greatest with
wonderful
support
from
the
trumpeter in jazz today. The for
hand, was, for me at any rate,
mer
greats—Louis
Armstrong,
Rex the higli spot of an afternoon de
Stewart—have
gone
commercial, voted exclusively to high spots.
hut Bunk, today, in San Francisco,
But the star, after all, of these
is slill playing the pure jazz of the
birthplace
of
jazz.
Bunk
Johnson
and
the
Hot
Seven
are
playing
New Orleans jazz at its best.
One
is
impressed
particularly
by
Bunk's
beautiful
clear
tone,
lie's f>6, an old man to be playing
bn
instrument
like
the
trumpet,
which requires a lot of wind anti
lips
like
saddle
leather.
Someone
once wrote, "If he plays like this
at 6fi. what was lie doing at 25?"
if he was doing any better at 25
I this wiiter will personally eu’
' every trumpet, in San Francisco.

‘People’s World", Thursday August 12, 1943

A secretary of war, for juslifi-,
iihlc re i.x-ns, took jazz out ol Now
Orleans in 11117. The swine hands,
and an indifferent public took it
out of Chicago circa 1930.
In the 13-year Interval between
1930 and 1943, the grout jazzmen
kicked around, making a few rec
ords,
playing
n
few
engagements,
but
largely
bowing
to
the
slick
commercial
machinations
of
the
Whitemans,
Lombardos,
Garbers,
and the fake or doctored iazz, for
the most part of the Calloways,
Ellingtons, Goodmans.

SUCCESSOR TO onv
Silting in with Bunk Sunday
! were two of my favorite jazz
I players, Turk Murphy and Ellis
I Horne, both of the old Lu Watters
I band. Turk, t think, has always
been a fine tailgate trombone
I man, in fad a hair-raising tromi bone man, the only adequate subj stitute lor the great Kid Ory,
I now holding forth in Los Angeles.
; He’s got the fine throaty tone, and
I the "beat hell out of that brass"
I style requisite for the New Orj leans trombone man. He's also
got an are in the hole in that
he is a very good blues singet.
, Sunday, he gave out with Basin
j Street Bines, in a very acceptable
I manner.
El its Horne has improved about !
' cue million per rent since tHo old j
; tV'vr. with Lu Walters. He still

j joyous Sunday afternoons, is the
.venerable Bunk (not to be con■
fused with the Venerable' Bede,
1 who may have played a hot rani’s
j horn). Bunk is the most versatile
j trumpeter we know. At times he
: is cracking down, like Louis Arm*
! strong at his greatest, and at other
J times he Is fluttering around with
' u beautiful silver lone, and offj the-beat introspective improvisa1 tion which actually reminds one
‘ of the lote-and greatly-lamented
j Bix.
Bunk is the professor; the other
' six boys arc the very willing and
[extremely able pupils. If you like
1 music at all, you will like the
; wonderful jazz of Bunk Johnson
and the Hot Seven. If you don't
j know jazz, don't be afraid to hear
| some, and if you're strictly H
. Byrd-Each-Beethoven-Mozart man
! you'll still get a tremendous lift
from listening' to the great Bunk.
! 1 know this through deep and
{abiding
persona]
experience.
It’s
• nol incongruous to listen to Bach
■ suites in the morning and hot
j jazz in the afternoon. Some of the
I nicest people do it. And if the
! thought ot venturing out into the
| sunlight on Sunday afternoon is
I too chilling, remember that the
CIO's Burma- Bar is in the next
! room from the Jazz Room. The
way our Sunday, schedule is arj ranged, beer tastes just wonderful
1 from three to six p. m.

________ ADMIT ONE_________

Sunday Swing Session
ooo

109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Jazz and Swing Music
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A

My N a m e

A d d r e s s .........................................................................................

Bob Uan Alen, Mgr.
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Above: Unused member’s ticket for a C.I.O. session.
Below: "People’s World”, Thursday August 19, 1943. Writer Graham Wheeler was obviously a fan!

BACKGROUND ON ‘BUNK’
“Callin’ my chillun home” was what
Buddy Bolden used to say back in the
90s in New Orleans. When a rival
band was playing down the street,
Buddy would stick his cornet through
a hole in the fence in Lincoln Park
and his devoted followers would soon
flock in.
Buddy was the first hot cornettist
anyone knows about. Unfortunately we
can’t tell how good he was. Legends
spring up through the years especially
in this field of hot jazz and soon the
pictures are extremely col-orful, but
very inaccurate. Still, we know that
Buddy Bolden must have been good.
He had to be. He founded a whole
school of jazz playing, a school which
is still going strong in San Francisco.
Buddy was the first, then came the great
Freddy Keppard, Mutt Carey, Bunk
Johnson, Joe Oliver, George Mitchell,
and, Louis Armstrong.
Of these, three are still playing: Carey,
Johnson and Armstrong and of these
only two are still playing real jazz, and
they are Mutt Carey and the great Bunk
Johnson. We said a week ago that if
Bunk, at 25, played any better than he
does today at 65, we would eat every
trumpet in San Francisco. It seems now
that there is somewhat of a shortage of
brass instruments due to wartime cur
tailment of production, so we will also
eat every trombone in San Francisco.

MOST POWERFUL
The more we hear of this Bunk
Johnson, the more we think he’s one
of the most versatile and powerful
jazz musicians we’ve ever heard.
Some will no doubt disagree and
we’ll listen favourably to those who
insist that Armstrong was greater, or
even that Bix and Muggsy Spanier
deserve more of a break, but just
between ourselves, we shall never
forget Bunk Johnson and the Hot
Seven giving out on Milneburg Joys.
We mentioned this tune last week and
the fine performance given to it by
Bunk and the boys and singer Bob
Best. As time has elapsed and given
us time to cool off and gain a broad
and inclusive historical perspective,
we find our brow still becoming
feverish when we think of this tune.
Another that has been faring
exceptionally well at Bunk’s hands
has been the fine old march tune High
Society. This was one the boys in old
New Orleans used to play on the way
home from a funeral. On the way out
they wore black aprons and played a
slow dirge, but on the way home they
would turn the aprons around, so the
white side was out, and give out with
something like High Society or the
famous Oh Didn’t He Ramble.
This Oh Didn’t He Ramble, by the
way, is the source for one of the

University of California team songs.
It indicates, if nothing else, that UC
exercised more judgement in stealing
its school songs than my own alma
mata did.
THE PEOPLES’ART

Hot jazz is part of America’s folk
music. It is definitely a music of the
people. The people play it and the
people listen to it. And by the people,
we do not mean a “great beast”. By
the people and especially the people
of America we mean those who are
strong, and those who are free and
those who fight and produce, those
who think and dream and those who
make this a democratic country. The
hot jazz concerts Sunday at the CIO
Building are one more phase of
democracy in action. The Robeson
concert was part of the same phase.
This is music presented by the people
and for the people.
Bunk Johnson and the Hot Seven
play every Sunday afternoon from
2:15 on, for members of the Hot Jazz
Society, and for anyone else who
wants to come. Lubrication is
supplied at the CIO’s Burma Bar,
within pouring distance of the CIOI1JS Chamber Jazz Room. And beer
still tastes wonderful on Sunday
afternoons
- Graham Wheeler.

RE-BIRTH
OF THE
BLUES!
BY ALICE THOMPSON
A “king” was driving a truck in the
Louisiana cotton fields about a year
and a half ago. This man, Willie (Bunk)
Johnson, was once king of New
Orelans trumpeters, back in the famed
rowdy days of New Orleans’
Storeyville, that colored section of the
town where the free and easy ways, the
laughter, the music and the girls were
the town’s high spots in the late
nineties and early nineteen hundreds.
Those were the days of the Creole
queens, the rollicking street parades,
when little Louis Armstrong rode a
coal cart; the beginning of jazz music.
Bunk Johnson has been heralded as one
of the history makers of jazz, yet in the
summer of 1942, forgotten by most, he
was working as a day laborer. He didn’t
even own a trumpet, and as to making
music. Bunk explains: “Ah jes
whistled.”
One day Bunk came home to find San
Francisco jazz devotees. Bill Colburn
and Hal McIntyre, sitting on his
doorstep, wanting to find out more
about the original jazz music that Bunk
and the boys played in New Orleans.
Through the efforts of William Russell,
noted New York music critic, a horn
and a pair of store teeth were provided
Bunk and he spun tales, played,
whistled and made records. The upshot
of the meeting was Bunk’s coming to
San Francisco to play at the Museum of
Art, and at a Geary Theater concert.
The story about Bunk is only part of
the tale of the renaissance of New
Orleans jazz in San Francisco.
For those uninitiated into the
mysteries of this potent “original” jazz,
let us explain: New Orleans jazz was
the first jazz. The popular music that
we know now by “swing”, “sweet”, or
any other name had its roots in that gulf
port city. The chief difference between
this and the music that is played by
most of the bands today, is in the
rhythm or the “beat”, the instruments
used (New Orleans men favored brass),
and the tunes played.
The most exciting thing about this
music, when played by experts, is the

BUNK JOHNSON and admirers
subtle blending of several melodic
variations on a theme into a pattern - in
other words, playing one variation
against another.
Local interest in this music grew out
of the first Hot Jazz Society of San
Francisco, formed by Pete Tamoney at
the 1939 Fair. Although this group did
not confine its interest to New Orleans
jazz, it was through its lively sessions
that the idea for a real New Orleans
jazz band was bom.
Credit must be given to one Bill
Colburn, not only for organizing the Lu
Watters Yerba Buena Jazz Band, but
for his consistent efforts to unearth and
to revive this art form. The Watters
band first playe at the Dawn Club in
the little alley, Annie-st, in the fall of
1940. Attendance was poor at first, and
the band’s financial condition shaky,
but by the spring of 1942 crowds
packed the dimly-lit basement nitery,
the band was recorded and was
discussed by leading musicians and
critcs in the country - pro and con.
The war broke up the Watters band.
Many of the fans were drafted, too,
leaving the Dawn Club as far as jazz
was concerned, a ghostly place, full of
memories of raw throbbing rhythms
and the battle cries of the defenders of
the original jazz.
At that point, things looked bad for
N.O. jazz. However, the San Francisco
Museum of Art came to the rescue last
March and instituted a series of lectures
on the fine points of that music, pepp
ing up the programs with illustrations
by “live” musicans and climaxing the
series with the now famous jazz concert
at the Geary Theatre.
It was to play in this concert that

Reset from the San Francisco News, November 18, 1943

many of the ageing New Orleans boys,
such as “Kid Ory” and "Papa Mult”
Carey, came from far points, and the
indefatigable Mr. Colburn brought
Willie “Bunk” to town.
Their interest, piqued by the too few
lectures, politicans, professors, lady
welders, gold braid and just plain “jazz
lovers” clamored for more of this music.
One problem after another presented
itself, but the cause was saved by Harry
Bridges, who offered the use of his CIO
clubroom. Thus was formed the second
Hot Jazz Society of San Francisco,
presenting Bunk Johnson and his Hot
Seven every Sunday afternoon to ever
growing audiences.
Playing with Bunk are some of the
boys from the Watters band. The
clarinetist, Ellis Horn, and tuba player,
Squire Gersbach, are among the
regulars, while Turk Murphy, trombone
tailgateman, and Paul Lingle, ragtime
pianist, will be found “sitting in”.
Under Bunk’s leadership, the seven
men have found the way back to the
original expression of New Orleans
free-handed ensemble improvisation . .
. They are writing an important chapter
in the history of basic American music.
Not only New York, but Chicago and
Los Angeles are way behind us in this
... in fact their musicians and critics
arc cheering the city that brought back
a music that is not only pure delight for
dancing but a definite cultural
achievement.
As for the word cultural, the New
York critic, Virgil Thomson, and the
guy who sweeps out the joint might not
SAY the same things about Bunk and
the Hot Seven, but do they both like
them? Just ask ’em!

DOWN BEAT
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Jazz vs.
Swing9 Battle
Draivs Crowd

Chicago, June 1,1943

New Orleans
Jazz Revived
For One Jam
San Francisco—A jam packed
jam loving audience crowded into
San Francisco’s Geary theater
last month to witness and thrill
to a jazz concert that should go
down in the books os the greatest
jazz achievement of this signifi
cant year. Sponsored by the S. F.
Museum of Art, the concert
brought together the scattered but
mighty jazz originators of New
Orleans who at the turn of the
century in that cradle of jazz un
knowingly were creating Ameri
ca’s new and exciting art form—
"jass.”
Lined up on the stage in tradi
tional New Orleans formation—
four rhythm, two cornets, trom
bone, and clarinet—the impressive
Negro men, all past 50 and still
great artists, were headed by Bunk
Johnson, greatest horn man of the
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rounded out the ensemble and in
cluded men who headed their own
Dixieland jazz bands in New Or
leans. The rhythmen whose unique
New Orleans accents gave the
soloists and ensemble an indis
pensable kick included Buster Wil
son, piano; Frank Pnsley, guitar;
Edward Garland, bass and Ever
ett Walsh, drums.
And let’s not forget the soloist
and added highlight of this great
afternoon of le jazz hot. After a
long search for the girl who played
ragtime piano with Jelly Boll Mor
ton and King Oliver, Bertha Gonsoulin was found right here in
San Francisco teaching classical
piano.
Itudi Illesh and jazzophile Bill
Colburn were responsible for the
concert.
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Portion Broadcast

Bunk Johnson

90’s, who was young Louis Arm
strong’s teacher ana idol. Bunk
was discovered driving a truck
in Iberia, La., and fitted out with
some new store clothes, new teeth
and a new horn, was brought
across ti.e country to prove he was
much more than a legendary char
acter. Second cornet was handled
ably by Papa Mutt Carey, a lead
ing New Orleans stylist.
Kid

Ory

on

Hand

They found Edward Kid Ory
in Los Angeles, and this trom
bonist demonstrated he hasn’t lost
a thing since the immortal records
he made with King Oliver and
Louis Armstrong. Wade Whaley,
N.O. clarinetist, improvised with
great imagination and his weaving
counterpoint was a lesson to young
modern riflf men.
The four man rhythm section

The austere surroundings of a
concert hall at first put the un- |
accustomed jazzmen ill at ease,
but when the first couple of num
bers received a- terrific response
from the crowd, the men grew re
laxed.
The program included many
original numbers, and started off
with Panama and continued with
the melodic and classic New Or
leans Hunk's Illui'*, Some of The.
Drips, 1919 Hug und Sister Kate.
Miss Gonsoulin played Jelly Boll
Morton's Kansas City Stomp with
authenticity and charm. Jazz con
tinued with That's a Plenty, Girls
Go Crazy about the JFa.i/ / Love,

Kid Ory's Creole Trombone, Dow\
by the'Riverside, two encores of
dry’s Savoy Blues and My Mary
land.
Then, over the Blue coast to
coast network. Basin Street Blues,

Muskrat Ramble, High Society,
Wolverine Blues and a day of his
tory came to an end with Vippermouth Blues.

BY ALICE THOMPSON
Bunk Johnson and his Hot Seven
and Saunders King's Orchestra
played off a thing called "Jazz
Versus Swing” at the Geary Theat
yesterday, before an audience of ab
proximately 1500. The word versu
might as well be forgotten right now
for we can’t see how much of a b a t 
tle could be or was Involved yester
day, since one man manages both
bands.
B u n k and the Hot Seven were
the exponents of the “Original Nejv
Orleans Jazz,” while Saunders Kir
and his five men played the swing
best described as resembling the
style of Lionel Hampton or Count
Basie.
Tile freehanded improvised Jazz
style was adroitly handled by the Hot
Seven. The last chorus of “My
Maryland” was the best example
of this style and they played the
old favorite, "Tiger- Rag,’* in their
best form.
Saunders icing's carefully re
hearsed music shows imagination,
but It seems that a great deal of hi
music is based upon showmanship
and weird or novel effects. His
trumpet man, Sammie Deane, and
Pianist Johnnie Cooper show tech
nical ability, but we will be most
happy when the era of “mugging”
drummers has passed.
With Hie exception of an able
chorus on a tune called “Careless
Love,” Bunk Johnson’s famed blue
notes were not much in evidence.
Usually one of ihc finest trumpet
men to be heard. Bunk was slight
ly under par yesterday.
Turk Murphy, trombonist of the
Hot Seven, took an exciting lend ih
"Ory's Creole Trombone" and the
ensemble "filling in” that he did
was Just as fine. Ellis Horne, clari
netist, and Pianist Bert Bayles
worked with exceptional ability.
Sister Lottie Poavay, imported i
from Fillmore District's Emmanue
Church of God in Chvist sang whalt
she calls “spirituals," but what ac
tually were the real old blues, in
a manner comparable to that of!
Bessie Smith. Her voice is rich and'
powerful. She has the feeling and
tiie timing for the music. Sister
Pcavay’s religious songs add cred
ence to the belief that jazz music
was born out of Just such a back
ground.
P. S.: Both sides claim victory.

Down Beat’s review of the first Geary Theatre concert and the San Francisco News’ review of the second.
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in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
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THE ANNUAL MEETING 3007
The annual meeting started as usual with about half an hour’s mingling until the President
summoned the congregation for his welcome speech which as always was blessed short and mainly
contained greetings from members that couldn’t attend, mostly for geographical reasons. He ended
with an invitation to get some nourishment before the intellectual part of the meeting would start.
Again the food was made by the talented Sven Gustafsson, so the rush was considerable. If Emperor
Ceasar had been present, he would have nodded encouragingly. The guys attacked the pots with
total disregard of their waistlines.
After dinner it was time for the three guest speakers. First out was Mike Pointon. Here is how our
President describes it:

Mike Pointon
Photo: H. Jansson

The topic of Mike’s talk was “My life
long love oJN. O. music &• the people I
have worked with”. Mike, musician,
producer, author, you name it, gave
a fascinating resume of his long
career, starting in the late ‘60s and
lasting up to this very day, when he
is very much in demand as a diligent,
devoted
and
highly
competent
trombone player. He is also an MC at
a huge bunch of jazz festivals and
concerts.
He talked about his many tours and
co-operations
with
such
eminent
people as George Lewis, Barry
Martyn, Ken Golyer, Cuff Billet, Bent
Persson etc, starting in the middle of
the ‘60s.

He illustrated his speech with some
very good music, like Bunk Johnson’s
Tiger Bag from July 31,1944 at San
Jacinto Hall (AM212) and Darktown
Strutters Ball, the Victor version
from December 19, 1945 in New
0A York. He also gave an example from
the Mary Karoley collection with the
solo version of Maple Leaf Bag
recorded in New Iberia February 2,
1942 (AMGD-41) more than four months prior to the legendary Jazz Man session at Grunewald
Music Store.

Not only Bunk but also Kid Rena’s Low Down Blues from the Delta session 1940 and an extremely
good Sleep, Come On and Take Me (Victor 13875-l-Vo-2881) with Joseph Robichaux and his New
Orleans Rhythm Boys from 1933, with the magnificent trumpeter (underrated to say the least)
Eugene Ware, Many in the audience would have guessed Lee Collins or Punch Miller. (GR)
After Mike it was time for Jack Stanley to tell us about his encounters with Bunk. His speech is
quoted below, it only needs to be said that Jack managed in his performance to communicate the
deep impression Bunk made upon him.

Jack Stanley
at SBJS annual meeting
Photo: Hakon Jonsson

If my voice had not changed early I
would have never met Bunk Johnson,
and jazz would not have played such
an important part in my life.
It was 1943. I was sixteen, just going
into my final year in high school in my
home town, Minneapolis. I was also
the owner of a mature sounding
baritone
speaking
voice
and
an
ambition to be a radio announcer.
Thanks
to
the
draft,
a
large
percentage of announcers were in the
army, contributing to the ease with
which I landed a job on a local station,
WMIN.

The job was a teen-age music lover’s
dream. In addition to my regular
announcing duties, I was given a three
hour program in which I could play
any music I liked. I called it “Jump
Town” and played Tommy Dorsey,
Harry James, Artie Shaw, Benny
Goodman - the popular bands. That is,
until the local appreciators of jazz
latched onto me. They were led by
John ‘Jax’ Lucas, a college professor
and writer for ‘Downbeat’. He had a
lady friend working in a record shop, who forced me to put my ear into a loudspeaker to compare
the sounds of Harry James with those of Louis Armstrong. That, more than anything else did it. I
was converted; changed the name of my show to ‘Jazz Unlimited’, playing only jazz, and learning
about it in the process.
In 1945, having read about Bunk Johnson’s stay at the Stuyvesant Casino in New York, I decided to
make the trip during my Christmas break from the University of Minnesota. It wasn’t easy to get to

New Your. The train journey from Minneapolis to Chicago was smooth, on the streamlined Burlington
Zephyr. Chicago to New York was a different story. Just about all the rail-coaches were being used
to transport troops, and I was put on something that looked like it dated from the time of Abraham
Lincoln’s funeral. There were gaslight fixtures on the wall between every other window, and the
windows themselves had frost and ice on the inside.
But the sound that greeted me when I climbed the old wooden stairs of the Stuyvesant Casino was
anything but frosty. I’d never heard real New Orleans jazz in person, and Bunk, George Lewis, Jim
Robinson, et al, lifted me to a new ‘heaven’. The hall itself resembled what I imagined the old New
Orleans dancehalls must have been like: the floor was crowded with dancers, and the entire wooden
bandstand shimmied along with Baby Dodds, when he shook over his snares, bells and ratchets. I
spent three wondrous nights at the Stuyvesant, managing to introduce myself to Bunk, who, though*
polite, didn’t seem much in the mood for extended conversation.
Before leaving New York, I managed to get to Eddie Condon’s new club in Greenwich Village, and
Nick’s, where George Brunis got me to stand on his chest while he played trombone. (I can’t
remember the name of the tune - I was too occupied with keeping my balance.) But I remember he
called the manoeuvre ‘footnotes from a shoehorn’.
The following year, 1946,1 heard through friends that Bunk was in Chicago, and they gave me the
names of a few people who could get me in touch. It worked. Bunk and Don Ewell invited me to join
them ‘on the town’. I experienced my first pizza, and then they prepared me for the next adventure,
the Victory Club, by telling me that it was a ‘pretty rough place’. That was an understatement: it
resembled what ‘barrelhouses’ must have looked like: sawdust on the floor, a very long bar
stretching down the poorly lit interior, crowded with noisy drunks and frequently departing-andretuming whores. At the far end was a small bandstand. The Bunk Jonson-trained New Orleans
trumpeter, Lee Collins, had a trio there, and he and the drummer, ‘Pork Chops’ Smith, asked Bunk
and Don Ewell to join them for an informal session.
Though the customers paid little attention, that session produced some of the most exciting jazz I’ve
ever been privileged to hear: Bunk and Lee played what must have been two-trumpet playing to
compare with Louis and King Oliver: both horns blazing for nearly three hours without a real break
- not competing, but blending, harmonising, and never missing. And Don Ewell at the piano seemed
transformed into Jelly Roll himself. By that time I’d heard some of the best recorded New Orleans
jazz, and knew that this should have been included. Sadly, it wasn’t recorded.
When I told my fellow Hot Club members at the University of Minnesota about my Chicago
adventure, we decided to invite Bunk and Don to play a concert at the University. To our delight,
they accepted. We arranged to get Doc Evans, the best local jazz band to join them. The concert was
set for Friday afternoon, May 3rd, 1947 in the big auditorium of Coffman Memorial Union.
A few of us from the Hot Club met Bunk and Don at the train station when they arrived the day
before the concert, and proceeded to the Radisson Hotel in downtown Minneapolis. Don signed the
register first, and was given a room. When it came Bunk’s turn to sign, the clerk said, “Oh, I’m
afraid that was our last room!” We were thunderstruck! This was Minneapolis, not Alabama,
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Mississippi, or New Orleans. I remember placing my hand on Bunk’s shoulder and asking if he’d like
to stay at my house.
Naturally, I was pleased when he said, “I'd be grateful." And he was. He stayed with my family for
the two days he was in Minneapolis. We had a finished playroom on the basement floor, where Bunk
slept on a convertible sofa. When I came down in the morning, I found that Bunk had tidied up the
entire room, along with the furnace room next door. He was like a member of the family, chatting
with my mother, and being a perfect guest.
On concert day Bunk worked hard. His day started at 11 a.m., lecturing to Professor Tremaine Mac
Dowell’s class in American Studies on early New Orleans jazz and his part in it. He was a living,
talking phenomenon out of a past the students had barely heard about. Bunk seemed to enjoy
enormously the experience of talking to a university class. He had great respect for learning and
academia; mentioning in the interview I conducted with him during the concert, that one of his
daughters had two degrees. And he stressed his own musical schooling in New Orleans under a
Professor Wallace.
There was little doubt that Bunk considered the Minneapolis experience a high-point, and he
displayed great dignity and self-confidence at all times. He also seemed vigorous, and physically in
command of his powers, musical and physical.
Those musical powers were well displayed in the concert, which was attended by a large,
enthusiastic crowd, and covered by the press of Minneapolis and St. Paul newspapers. Doc Evans’
Band accompanying Bunk and Don included Evans, comet; Don Thompson, slide/valve trombones;
Harry Blons, clarinet; Cliff Johnson, bass, Warren Thewis drums. I was asked to m.c. the concert,
and was able to record it. Records were issued some years later on the Paragon and Purist labels.
The interview I conducted on stage with Bunk during the concert appeared on the Paragon LP and
three minutes of it were released on the American Music label.
The evening after the concert. Bill Chamley, one of the Hot Club members, threw a party at his
home. Bunk and Don both hit the bottle(s) for the first time since their arrival in Minneapolis, and
tried in vain to rehearse the tune, ‘Heartaches’. While the results were far from successful, it
remains vividly in my memory. It was recorded and some of you might have heard it.
Shortly following Bunk and Don’s visiting Minneapolis, I changed jobs, winning a berth on the
announcing staff of WCCO, one of the most powerful stations in the country. But alas, my jazz
program could not accompany me. Also, my post-graduate studies occupied the rest of my time, until
I got my master’s degree in the autumn of 1950. I then decided to seek my future in radio on the
West Coast.
I loaded the last stack of my precious old jazz records into the trunk of my new Chevy and hit the
road West - Minneapolis to LA, with a passenger to help pay the gas - a born-again, tight-faced oldtimer who says, ‘I want to see the promised land before I die.’
The ‘West’ begins where Mt. Rushmore’s blank presidential eyes stare out over empty brown
-4-

canyons, and the road spools out - South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Utah, Colorado. Cold nights in
dank wooden tourist cabins; griddle cakes, burnt bacon and overcooked coffee in faceless Main
Street diners, with red-faced farmers in red flannel shirts and blue overalls.
Wyoming, and rain. A sudden mountain curve. The car careers out of control, swerves toward the
precipice of a thousand-foot drop, orchestrated by the old man’s scream, ‘Lord Jesus, save us I’ Time
holds its breath until the edge of eternity.
When the car stops rocking, I turn the key - and like a dutiful donkey, the Chevy soldiers on. Over
mountain and river, canyon and desert - until a strange, sweet perfume caresses my dusty nostrils:
orange blossom, wafting from the orchards of the valleys of California! I pull into a two-pump Mobil
gas station, where emerging, I see my passenger down on his knees, giving thanks for our
deliverance.
Only with effort do I refrain from saying, “You’re right! We were delivered. By Satchmo, Jelly Roll,
Bunk, Bessie, et al - a quarter ton of shellac ballast in the trunk.”

Thank you, Jack. A wonderful speech.
Finally it was time for Fred Eatherton to launch his Bunk Johnson discography, made with the
assistance of Mike Hazeldine and produced in co-operation with Bunk. Johnson.Information and
Blood 8e Tears Productions.

Fred told us about the whys and hows of his project and distributed books to the almost 60 members
that had prepaid it in order to make the printing possible.

More about the discography in another page.
The meeting closed following the usual formula; a quizz by Jan Lorentzon that puzzled all but the
brightest followed by live music and beer. (HH)

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

Rolf Carvenius
"How on earth did you get the
idea to open up Jazzens Museum
(The
Museum
of
Jazz)
in
Stromsholm, a small village more
than 130 kilometers west of
Stockholm,” I ask Carvan.
’’Well as far as the place is
concerned
I
moved
from
Stockholm to Stromsholm in the
early 1970's, Carvan says. And
the idea of a jazz museum I got
when visiting the Museum of
Music in Stockholm in the early
1990's. There was not even a
trace of jazz to be found I So I
started
searching
for
jazz
museums in Sweden as well as in
Europe and found out that there
was none on this side of the
Atlantic Ocean. And then 1
thought we can't have it this way.
There must be a place for
documenting,
archiving
and
researching this wonderful music.
And at the same time visualize
the music and the musicians as
well as make younger generations

interested in the cultural heritage of genuine jazz music.”
Carvan contacted a number of institutions and influential persons about the idea of a jazz museum.
They were all very positive but to contribute with money.................. no! Finally he got the local and regional
authorities interested in contributing as well as the EU and a Swedish bank. Carvan got enough
funds to buy an old rehabilitation center in Stromsholm and convert it into a functional jazz
museum, Jazzens Museum, that opened up in May 1999. The museum consists of an exhibition
6

space of about BOGh^livided into twelve separate rooms, an entrance with Charlie's Boogie Bar
and about 60 seats. Charlie's Boogie Bar is named after the great Swedish piano player Charlie
Norman (1920 - 2005), who often performed at the Jazzens Museum.
In the museum you’ll find permanent exhibitions as well as temporary ones, primary on
centenarians of jazz, e g George Lewis, Louis Armstrong and Bix Beiderbecke. The number of objects
of the museum have now reached such an amount that an extension of the area would be suitable. It
is possible to use the attic of the premises but then there is of course the question of money. Even if
there is a lack of space for the moment, Carvan is very grateful for all objects that have been and
will be donated to the museum. Sooner or later there will be space for everything.
Connected to the Jazzens Museum you find the Royal Garden Cafe where Carvan runs an extensive
concert and restaurant business during the summer months. From the opening in 1999 he has
arranged about 600 concerts and there are more to come. From June 27 to August 28, 2007 you can
enjoy great Swedish and international jazz musicians five days as week at the cafe including a
special Traditional Jazz Week in the end of July. And as usual the motto for all Caravan's music
events this summer is "It must swing!",
- To run the Jazzens Museum is of course not a one man show, Carvan points out. The museum is
run by a foundation with Benny Hegbart as chairman, Bjom Bamheim as vice chairman and
Carvan as secretary. There is also a supporting society, Jazzmuseets Vanner (Friends Of The Jazz
Museum), run by Bjorn. The efforts of the foundation and the supporting society is invaluable,
Carvan says.
Then Carvan enthusiastically tells of one on the museum's latest projects ■ an Anita O'Day
Scholarship. Lady Day, who died in 2006, is certainly one of the great ladies of jazz. The initiative to
a scholarship was taken by two members of Jazzmuseets Vanner, Mona and Anders FI Pers, who
donated SEK 10 000. Then Jazzens Museum and Jan Ekendahl donated SEK 10 000 each, so now
the fund for a scolarship is SEK 30 000 (Euro 3 400). And of course further contributions to the
Anita 0 'Day Scholarship are welcome.
For his efforts in keeping the interest in good old fashioned jazz alive Carvan has gained not fortune
but honor. In 2003 he was awarded the Swedish Event Academy's Jester Prize and in 200B he was
appointed "Arets Vastmanlanning" (the person of the year in Vastmanland) by the readers of the
region's daily newspaper. And good old fashioned jazz certainly is Caravan's cup of tea. Some of the
music that today is called jazz Carvan will not even call jazz, rather "contemporary modem music".
Carvan's interest in historical jazz dates back to 1965 when he in his early teens attended a
concert with three of best traditional jazz bands in Stockholm of those days: Hep Cats, Black Bottom
Stompers and Storyville Creepers. Then his older brother borrowed a trumpet which Carvan tried
without success. In 1956 he bought a clarinet painted blue for SEK 40 from a class mate and this
turned out to be his instrument. In the late 1960's he founded his own band, The Lords, which
lasted for about five years. With the Lords as well as his quartet Carvan had regular gigs at Nalen,
the number one jazz place in Stockholm from the 1930's to the early 1960's. There he even got the
chance to play with J C Higginbotham.
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Higgy said "I like that clarinet man" Carvan tells me with a smile. In the late 1960's there was not
very much demand for traditional jazz bands so Carvan played in other surroundings, with the Rock
n' Roll singer and accordion player Burken (The Can) and one of the most succesful pop groups of
Sweden in those days, the Shanes. He also made a tour with the singer Agnetha Faltskog, who later
gained fame as one of the members of ABBA. In the 1970's and 1980's Carvan worked as an artist
promoter and even started a production company with his friend Selle Femholm. In those days he
was also busy introducing English theatre in Sweden and even owned a third of the shares of a
theatre in Stockholm. In 1986, shortly after the Prime Minister of Sweden Olof Palme was murdered,
Carvan sold his shares and hah to find a new way of living.
And a new way of living Carvan certainly found. He took his clarinet, went to the city of Orebro and
persuaded a big food producing company to cooperate. Carvan's idea was to play clarinet in malls
accompanied by a recorded rhythm and thus attract customers to the food stores buying the
company's products. The idea worked so for a year he traveled around the country and made five
performances a day. During these performances Carvan discovered that many youngsters were
interested in the music he performed but totally unaware of that it was called jazz. So that's why
one of the aims of the Jazzens Museum is to wake up youngsters' interest in jazz.
Later on Carvan extended his one man band show to a whole concept of New Orleans evenings for
private parties, personnel meetings of companies and others. The concept included food, decoration
and music, all genuine New Orleans style. Today Carvan still does his one man band show and the
New Orleans concept now and then but most of his time is devoted to the Jazzens Museum, the
Royal Garden Cafe and his orchestra of today, the Tuxedo Jazzband.
P-0 Karlstrom

REAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ - 504 RECORDS
Compact disc, cassette and LP issues of new and previously unissued old
recordings of New Orleans music, including material from the Larry Borenstein
Collection. Dance bands, brass bands, rhythm-&-blues, gospel, and traditional
jazz. Punch, Pajeaud, Kid Thomas, Billie & DeDe, Lewis, Sheik, Sadie, Barbarin,
Mild-, Love, Nelson, Ferbos, Tuts, Fountain, Colyer, and many more.
Back catalogue and a steady flow of new releases.
Wholesale, retail, mail order and free catalogue from the producer:

Mike Dine, 504 Records & Dine-A-Mite Jazz
20 Clifton Road, Welling. Kent, DAI6 1QA, England.
Telephone: +44 (0) 20 8303 9719

NANCY RUCK
Interview given by Nancy Ruck, Manuscripts Cataloguer at the Williams Research Center of the
Historic New Orleans Collection, to Jens Lindgren, probably 22 May 2002, in which she discussed
the William Russell Jazz Collection.
Transcribed by Fred Eatherton.

Ruck: My understanding, and Alfred [Lemmon] can fill you in on this a little more fully, is that he
[William Russell] felt strongly that the material should stay in New Orleans.
He came to functions at the Collection, for example workshops on how to take care of your own
personal papers, that kind of thing. So he had a relationship with the Collection and that pretty
much made his choice. There are really only two places he could have left it in New Orleans [the
Williams Research Center and the Hogan Jazz Archive], so he chose us.
The Smithsonian wanted the collection very badly but, as I said, and they had a lengthy
correspondence which is in his papers with him about that, but he really believed that he was
collecting information about New Orleans musicians only, and it belonged in New Orleans.

Lindgren: What kind of a collector was he, according to what you have seen?
Ruck: He was omnivorous. He collected everything he could about New Orleans musicians. There
were certain musicians he was particularly interested in. He was particularly interested in Bunk
Johnson who he helped to rediscover in the 1930s. He spent much of his life writing a book about
Jelly Roll Morton. He also, because of his friendship with Warren and Johnny Dodds, had a lot of
information about that and also a lesser known musician, Fess Manetta, who he was using as a
source for information about jazz in Storyville because Fess Manetta had been a piano player in
Storyville.

Lindgren: Did you ever meet him personally?
Ruck: Unfortunately I came to the Collection right after we got it, which was a couple of months after
he died, so I just missed meeting him. Having seen pictures of him and having lived in the French
Quarter, I know that I saw him on the street but I never met him, no. Alfred, as I said, had a sort of
working relationship with him.

Lindgren: Had he treated the material well, according to you?
Ruck: As well as material can be treated in a non-professional atmosphere in a city that has
frequently 90% humidity and it rains all the time; and the heat. So, yes, there are some things that
have a bit of mildew. I don’t think you could find a house in New Orleans that didn’t have some
things that had a bit of mildew. He kept things in boxes and bags. For example, he kept a lot of
things in shirt boxes and also those bags. He would save those plastic bags that you use for
vegetables in grocery stores which are not ideal. As I said though, he did come to workshops here to
find out more about preserving his material.
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The records were kept in very good condition, the albums, because he was something of an authority
on basically how to keep them. A lot of the paper was a little fragile from....
he didn’t have an air conditioner. So, as I said, I mean, the weather in New Orleans does not lend
itself to things holding up well.

Lindgren: Were there any problems in preserving the material?
Ruck: We had to get it fumigated to kill off the mildew and make sure there weren’t any insects, but
we probably have to do that with half the collections we have, that’s not unusual.

Lindgren: Could you just mention one particular item or one part of the collection that sticks out one
way or another?

Ruck: Oh, absolutely I This is my favourite thing in the entire Historic New Orleans Collection. There
is an envelope that none of us has ever had the courage to open. It’s stuffed about an inch thick and
it says on the outside in red crayon ‘Red brick voodoo dust.’ [Laughter]

Lindgren: How did you treat something like that?
Ruck: We’re just hoping no researcher gets it in their mind to try to open it because Lord only knows
what’s in there!
Lindgren: Thank you very much.

ALFRED LEMMON
Interview given by Alfred Lemmon, the Director of the Williams Researoh Center of the Historic New
Orleans Collection and Curator of Manuscripts, to Jens Lindgren on Z Z May 8002.
Transcribed by Fred Eatherton

Lindgren: What I am mainly interested in is the jazz archive in here. You have one jazz collection
in particular. Can you give me a little history of it?

Lemmon: Yes, we acquired the William Russell Jazz Collection in September of 1992 so it is nearly
10 years here. At the time of the acquisition we believed it had 16000 items in it, but now we know
it has 56000 items in it and we have completed all the cataloguing. Our major challenge now is to
put all of the catalogues on the internet so that researchers can access the material from wherever
they are. It will better prepare researchers to come here to do research or to request information by
mail.

Lindgren: So how do you feel about external researchers? Are you happy to have them here?
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Lemmon: We exist to serve external researchers. [Laughs] If we would not have them, we would be

disturbed!
Lindgren: What kind of a collection was this according to you, the Bill Russell Collection?

Lemmon: It was a collection of exceptional value that we actually had began .... discussions with Mr
Russell in 1984. We wanted it because it is a very finely assembled collection. Mr Russell was a very
highly trained musician and he stayed focused his entire collecting career. So the combination of his
being a very finely trained musician, he had a deeper understanding of the musical structure of jazz,
the influences of jazz, than a person who had no musical training whatsoever, that was simply just a
tremendous lover of jazz. Also by his being a private individual, he was able to stay focused
exclusively on his particular collecting interests. In other words, if he had been working for a
university he may have left the university and someone may not have succeeded him with the same
interest. The president of the university may have changed and decided not to give money, so he was
his own boss which made him not lose sight of the goals that he had.
Lindgren: This was his passion.
Lemmon: You could say that simply, it was more than a passion.
Lindgren: And besides, that’s a standard complaint when it comes to jazz research that jazz

research is mainly being done by amateurs and by enthusiasts who just want to prove their thesis
or........
Lemmon: Right, and that was the wonderful thing about his being a very highly qualified musician.
He could understand better the musical structure of the music. It also gave him the insight to put
everything in its proper context. You know, the importance of being able to understand the music in
the time period that it was created.
Lindgren: Since you got the collection here, how has it been used by researchers?
Lemmon: Any number of ways. It’s a wonderful jazz collection, but it’s also a very wonderful

document of the city of New Orleans. For example, he documented many things that were associated
with jazz that we now have no image of whatsoever. For example, the trees on Claiborne Avenue;
that was associated with people going there for picnics and listening to jazz. He documented the
trees being cut down for the expressway to be put through, but as a result of his doing that to
document a venue for jazz, that is some of the few images we have of something that was very
important to the city.
Likewise he has photographs of the old train stations, they’re all gone. So what we are finding is
that do have the serious scholars that come here to use the Russell collection for jazz, but we also
find many people that come here to use the collection not because of jazz but because of it containing
so much information about New Orleans.
For example, he did many hours of interviews with Manuel Manetta in Algiers, across the river, and
he went and photographed many of the buildings Manetta talked about. Now people are very much
interested in restoring the historic district of Algiers and one of the few sources they have is the Bill
11
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Russell Jazz Collection. Yet they’re not using it for the study of jazz , they are using it for something
else. But it only shows you how important it is as a tool for documenting the ongoing developing
profile of New Orleans.
Lindgren: What is your personal role in this collection, were you the one who negotiated with him

about getting it?
Lemmon: I first knew Mr Russell, he gave a lecture here, [and] he attended a lecture that I gave. Of

course, he would sell records at Preservation Hall in the evening and for his 80th birthday, they did
a retrospective of his work as a composer in New York City.
Of course Mr Russell was eccentric, he had no telephone. Here are these people trying to honour him
and make better known his own musical compositions which were very significant. So they would
call me up at 11 o’clock at night [and] I would go down to Preservation Hall and ask him all the
questions that they had, and then I would call them back the next morning. So that is one way I
knew Mr Russell.
About two years before his death, he introduced us to his brother, Dr William Wagner, and we
remained in contact with his brother. Then about two weeks after Mr Russell’s death, Mr Russell’s
brother , William Wagner, known in jazz circles as ‘Brother Bill,’ came and met with us and we
therefore addressed the transfer of title of his collection to the Historic New Orleans Collection.
After that I became the person that sort of designed the formula for how we would present this
collection to the public. But there were several people, particularly Nancy Rock and later Tad
Hershom, who is now the archivist for the Institute of Jazz Studies at Rutgers, who did most of the
actual cataloguing along with Mr Richard Jackson, who is the retired curator of American Music at
Lincoln Center who still comes to work for us three days a week.
Lindgren: As for you, do you have a personal interest in the music?
Lemmon: My personal interest in the music right now is that while I personally appreciate it, my

personal interest is preserving this collection, making it more well known. At the same time,
especially with the unpublished music, making it available to a larger audience, while at the same
time respecting the rights of the musicians, the composers.
Lindgren: Is there any singular item in this collection that you appreciate more than the others?
Lemmon: I think that there’s not one singular item, but I appreciate the most is Mr Russell as an

individual. He made such conscious efforts to preserve everything he could, not to take advantage of
the musicians. He would always pay them for anything he received from them, and I guess the item
that impresses me the most is the spirit of Mr Russell.
Lindgren: Thank you.
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IN' MEMORIAM - DICK ALLEN
by P-0 Karistrom

On April 12, 2007 our distinguished member Richard B. “Dick” Allen passed away at the age of 80.
After Bill Russell's death in 1992 Dick was second to none in the knowledge of New Orleans jazz.
Bom and raised in Georgia, Dick first visited New Orleans in 1945 when doing military service in
Gulfport, Mississippi. Dick continued to visit New Orleans when studying psychology at the
University of Georgia and got so fond of the city that he settled there for good in 1947. Dick then had.
two ambitions - to leam how to play the trombone and to get a psychology exam at Tulane
University. Getting more and more involved in researching New Orleans jazz Dick changed his path
and left those ambitions.
In the early 1950's Dick and Bill Russel began recording interviews with old New Orleans jazz
musicians in an oral history project. In 1958 the project had grown into the William Ransom Hogan
Jazz Archive at Tulane University. Dick was associate curator of the archive from 1958 to 1965 and
curator from 1966 to 1980. After his retirement in 1992 Dick continued to write numerous articles,
liner notes and program notes on New Orleans jazz. He was also a consultant, instructor, production
adviser and curator or producer for many institutions, including the Smiththsonian Institution.
Dick was one of the original founders of the New Orleans Jazz And Heritage Festival, still the
number one jazz festival for all friends of traditional New Orleans music. In 2003 Dick had to leave
New Orleans for health reasons and spent his last years in a nursing home in his native Georgia. Of
course Dick, sadly missed by us all, now will take his rightful place in the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society's Hall of Fame.

*'l ___
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CHANGELIN' CHILD
About twenty years ago (1987) I sat talking with Bill Russell at his home on Orleans Street In New
Orleans. We were talking about Bunk Johnson, not a very unusual topic when we met. When Bunk
died July 7, 1949, in New Iberia, Bill got a huge suitcase fdled with sheet music from Maud, Bunk’s
widow. He still had it in his possession, intact, and he showed it to me. The suitcase was filled with
sheet music of the 30s 8e 40s, popular times and songs, old ragtime pieces etc. But also there were
some songs and compositions of his own. Among them “Spicy Advice”, to my knowledge the only tune
he wrote himself and recorded (1944). He also got it published during his life time.
But right there among the piles of music there was a strange document: A tune Bunk must have
composed around the beginning of the 30s. It was called “Changelin’ Child” - and Bill had never
heard it played. When I later talked to Harold Drob, he remembered he had heard Bunk and the
pianist Don Kirckpatrick try to rehearse it backstage Styvesant Casino in New York 1946. But the
band never played the tune in public.
Harold Drob said that Bunk tried to get Sidney Bechet interested in this tune before the (in)famous
Boston tour in 1945 - but for some reasons unknown to Harold (and probably Bunk as well) Sidney
turned it down.
According to Harold Drob, Bunk never played this tune in public.
And why this strange title “Changelin' Child”? Bill showed me some clippings from the New Iberia
press at the time, early 30s. There was a movie with exactly the same title that was popular in
Lousiana at the time. It could be possible that Bunk went to see that movie - and gave name to the
tune after it. Any other explanation Bill Russell couldn't give me. BUI kindly gave me a xerox from
the original - and that is what you can see here. With Bunk's own handwriting.
The only existing recording (so far, to my knowledge) of this tune was made some year after I got
the copy from Bill. It was made by Barfota Jazzmen in Sundsvall, November 1991. (Barfota
Jazzmen “If Ever I Cease to Tove” FOTA-CD003) All possible royalties from the recording were put to
Emily Mae Evans, Maude Johnson’s daughter (and Bunk's step-daughter), at Providence Place in
New Orleans.
Claes Ringqvist

BARBERQUS PROCLAMATION!
Know all men by these presents, that I,
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WHY SHOULD I BUY THE DISCOGRAPHY?
Beoause it is the perfeot companion to "Bunk Johnson - Song of the Wanderer” by Hazeldine/Martyn.
Because it in all probability will be the final Bunk discography.
To help the Bunk Society to keep producing this publication. As from this number we have no longer
access to a friendly copying machine and our costs will double. We need financial help.

WHAT DOBS IT COST?
For members:
SEK 200
GBP 15
EURO 25
USD 30
All prices include p&p.
Non-members will have to pay a higher price. Information on request.

HOW DO I ORDER?
Contact P-0 Karlstrom,
Storvretsvagen 105
163 47 SPANGA, Sweden
<per-olof.karlstrom@,glooalnet.net>

HOW DO I PAY?
Definitively NOT by personal check. Swedish banks do not accept foreign personal checks, and if
they would the charges would be three times the value of your check. If you visit Sweden spend some
time outside a bank. Sooner or later you will see someone enter to ask for some simple service. Wait
awhile and you will see him exit with all pockets turned inside-out and with that glazed look that
you get from being grabbed by your ankles and shaken as if you were a dry martini ordered by
James Bond. The last thing they remember is the teller saying: “There will be a small charge”.
The easiest way to pay is sending cash subtly hidden in an ordinary letter. If you think this is risky,
contact your bank. Europeans can pay by EU payment (from your" bank of your PC) to Mr
Karlstrom’s account. You will need the following information:

NDEASESS
IB AN SE46 3000 0000 0321 4003 8061.

The discography will be continously updated in Bunk.Johnson.Information. Here is what Fred has
come up with for this number:
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BUNK JOHNSON DISCOGRAPHY
Corrections and additions - by Fred Eatherton
Corrections

Page 42,1.26, this is a two CD compilation called ‘The Golden Era of Jazz - Volume 7.’
The index is correct.
Page 62, below ‘Spicy Advice’ add ‘St Louis Blues’ (fixed in 2nd printing)
Page 67, Disky D0250302 should read ‘As Good As It Gets - Black Gospel.’
Additions

Cassette:

6 December 1946 D5VB-888-1 Snag It also appears on BMG 66753-4 (me).
New CDs:
Title: River Walk - Bring Back The Dixie - Vol. 1:

Label 8e No: Weton-Wesgram KBOX3468A-C
This is a Dutch three CD compilation in a box-set. It contains the following title on Disc -C;
18 May 1946
900 Just A Little While To Stay Here
Title: The Dixieland Collection:

Label &> No: ZYXMusic & Melody MUSI 0014-8
This is a German two CD compilation in a box-set. Its packaging originally had a photograph of the
ODJB on its outer sleeve. This sleeve has been redesigned and the illustration is now a paddle
steamer. This compilation includes the following titles;
19 December 1946 D8VB-996-2 When The Saints
D5VB-998-2 Darktown Strutters
Ball
D5VB-999-2 Franklin Street Blues
Title: History of Jazz Volume 2 - Okres Formatywny: New Orlean (The Formative Years-New

Orleans):
Label 8e No: Multimedia-Polska SDS JAZZ 008
This is from a Polish 28 CD set called ‘The History of Jazz,’ an audio limited edition based on three
books written by the Polish author Andrzej Schmidt. CD 2 includes;
2 October 1942
4660-4A Thriller Rag
Title: The Gospel Truth:

Label 8e No: Castle Pulse PLSCD 387
This CD is a compilation of gospel recordings and includes;
2 January 1946
D709 Where Could I Go But To The Lord
Title: New Orleans Festival:

Label Se No: ZYX06187-8
This German CD is a 17 track compilation that includes the following titles;
19 December 1945 D5VB-996-2 When The Saints
2. December 1947
151 (2A3) The Entertainer
Title: New Orleans Jazz Festival:

Label &> No. ZYX 110008
This German two CD compilation is based on ZYX 06187-8 above, but with nine additional tracks.
This compilation also includes;
19 December 1945
D5VB-996-2 When The Saints
2 December 1947 161 (2A3) The Entertainer
Title: That Devilin’ Tune Volume 3 (1934-1945)
Label &? No: West Hill Radio Archives 6005
This is a 9 CD boxed set based on Allen Lowe’s book ‘That Devlin’ Tune’ (sic), published by Music &■
Arts Programs of America, Berkeley, Cal 2006. CD 9 includes;
21 November 1945 W73149-B Alexander’s Ragtime Band
1 7-

W73152-B You Always Hurt The One You Love

Title: The History of Jazz -100 Ragtime, Dixieland and Boogie Woogie Greats
Label &? No: Deja Vu DEJB 038
This is a five CD boxed set that includes just one Bunk track;
6 December 194B
D5VB-888-1 Snag It

Title: Dixieland Jazz - This Was The Jazz Age
Label 8e No: Membran 888689-381
This is a German ten CD box-set that includes on disc nine;
18 May 1945 900 Just A Little While To Stay Here

Title: Old Time Jazz
Label &? No: Membran 831144 MP3 CD
This is a German MP3 CD and it is identical to Membran 888689-381 above.
Thus it includes;
18 May 1945 900 Just A Little While To Stay Here

Title: TrSsors New Orleans - Les Plus Grands Themes Du Jazz New Orleans
Label & No: RCA Viator (SonyBMG) 88876676888
This is a French four CD box-set that includes on disc three;
19 December 1945 D5VB-996-2 When The Saints

Bunk Johnson - A Discography
Compiled by Fred Eatherton
with the assistance of Mike
Hazeldine. Published by "Bunk
Johnson Information”, 2006
fThe Swedish Bunk Johnson Society^
Ever since I was invited to become a
member of the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society 1 have been impressed by the
amount
of
fresh
information
they
regularly
unearth
about
this
still
controversial
figure.
They
continue
a
noble
tradition
started
by
the
Bunk
Johnson Appreciation Society in Britain
in the '50s which pressed rare material
on its Purist label. If Graham Russell (a
leading light of the society) was still
around, he would have been delighted
with
this
production.
Their
latest
publication, following in the footsteps of
Hakansson and Fall's pioneering work,
promises to be a definitive one. It follows

a familiar formal and Its 80 A4 spiralbound pages provide a treasure trove of
information
covering
everything
Bunk
recorded during his brief window of
fame, from the first exploratory discs by
Mary Karoley at his New Iberia home in
February 1942 (available on AMCD-41)
to his last Interview in 1949
with Alan
Lomax, which unfortunately appears to
be lost. There are many black and white
reproductions of labels interwoven with
fascinating background notes to many of
the sessions and some of Bill Russell's
beautifully idiosyncratic AM LP sleeves
are also illustrated. There Is even one of
Bill's studio floor plans taken from his
notebook
the
Decca
session
and
. , areof given
of
his
few
al a
infortunately silent - film appearances,
indices of musicians & tune titles are
provided, together with those of CD
releases.
Fred Eatherton is to be commended
for
meticulously
bringing
all
this
essential reference material
together,
drawn from such authoritative sources
as Mike Hazeldine. the
dedicated
Swedish members of the Society, and its
ever-supportive President,
Claes
Ringqvist.
As
Fred
rightly
points
out.
discographies never stand still so he
would be grateful if readers help keep
things up to date but In the meantime
this will certainly stand as a landmark in
Its specialist field. (A case in point here is

the controversy mentioned on page 50
regarding the Identity of the trumpet
player on the 1947 Caravan Ballroom
recording of St Louis Blues, which is left
open. There is no doubt whatever that it is
Bunk playing. Just listen to his recording
of il on the Bunk brass band sides. If you
don't have these, see NOM 11.5, page 19.
Ed)

Taken from
New Orleans Music
Vol 13 No.3

Mike Polnton
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PETER TAMONY

Sunday Afternoon
JAZZ SESSIONS
Featuring

BUNK JOHNSON
and his
“Hot Seven”
(Former Lu Watters Stars)
--------------------- --------in the---------------------

CIO HJS CHAMBER JAZZ ROOM
150 Golden Gate Avenue

EVERY SUNDAY 2:15 P.M.
Commencing July 11,1943

The opening announcement for Bunk Johnson’s Hot Seven at the C.l. O. Hall, July 11, 1943
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BOB BEST
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‘Hot Jazz Society

HARRY BRIDGES
BILL COLBURN
ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN

of San Francisco

RAY GERALDO
DON HAMBLEY

9

EWELIA MODEL
TED LENZ
HAL MeINTYRE
H. IRVING ROSENBERG, JR.

Louis Armstrong and Bunk Johnson

PETER TAMONY

"This is Jazz!" exclaimed moderator Rudi Blesh, as the mighty New Orleans creators of

1'

le jazz hot"

stomped the all-out chorus of Bunk Johnson's traditional "Down by the Riverside." San Franciscos Geary Theatre
was packed that hot, lazy Sunday afternoon in May, and from coast to coast jazz enthusiasts wore waiting to
listen to the now historic program of jazz over the Blue Network. "Now don't you think," continued the moderator,
"we ought to find a place in the right atmosphere for these artists to keep this, the real jazz, alive?" From
the terrific response that greeted this happy thought, was born the "Hot Jazz Society" of San Francisco.
The 'Hot Jazz Society" of San Francisco is extremely happy to announce that America's only original
contribution to the arts—"jass" will

not die,for commencing

Sunday afternoon thereafter, devotees

of the "Hot Jazz Society”

2:15Sunday afternoon, July II, and every
will have a place to sit, sip, dance, discuss

and listen to the real jazz, played by

its oncelegendary creator,

BunkJohnson and his "Hot Seven," many of

whom were members of fire erstwhile Lu Watters band. The "atmosphere" will be in the CIO HJS Chamber
Jazz Room at 150 Golden Gate Avenue.
Only persons possessing a membership card will be admitted to the Sunday "jam sessions." Your name
has been recommended as one who is interested in preserving this country's progressive folk jazz music, and
the membership card entitles you to the privileges of the Society as outlined below. The charter membership
fee of $1.00 will entitle you to a membership card which also is good for one free admission. After this
initial charter fee no dues will be collected. The first Sunday session opens July II, 1943.
The "Hot Jazz Society" is intended tobe exclusive—not

opento the public in general—and catering

to its members' non-commercial and artistic tastes. The membership drive may be closed after the first
session. At any rate new members will be required to pay a substantially higher fee. The following is an idea
of the general program of the "Hot Jazz Society," listing some of the privileges members enjoy:
(1) Admission fee at each session to members only will be 75c.
(2) Prize drawings will be held at each Sunday session. Valuable prizes will include the great books
of jazz, “Jazzmen," by Ramsey and Smith and "This Is Jazz" by Rudi Blesh, as well as collectors' hot record albums.
(3) Space for dancing will be provided for those members moved by the spirited rhythms.
(4) Surprise guest artists will drop in from time to time and "sit in."
(5) A part of the proceeds will be given to United Nation causes.
(6) ... lost but not least, a word about the famed Bunk Johnson, teacher of Louis Armstrong, trumpet
wizard. Armstrong recently said at the Warfield Theatre that "trumpet players may come and trumpet players
may go, but no one can, or ever will, play a horn with the ideas and imagination of "my boy Bunk." Bunk,
the great inspircr of musicians and the once legendary man of jazz was found in New Iberia, La., and was
brought out to San Francisco for the Geary Theatre concert. The rest is history that can be read in the pages
of "Time" and "Down Beat,” as well as in the columns of art and music critics,
But let the music sing out for itself. Remember! The opening session is Sunday afternoon. July II. at
2:15 in the CIO HJS Chamber Jazz Room at 150 Golden Gate Avenue. Become a charter member of the
"Hot Jazz Society" of San Francisco now, by filling out the enclosed instruction sheet and mailing in your
charter membership fee today.
"This Is Jazz!"

The first HJS Newsletter announcing the opening of the CIO HJS Chamber Jazz Room-mailed early July 1943
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VERNON WHITE

July 19,1943
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Dear Follow I'embor Tho second soasion of the ilot Jazz Sooiety of San Francisoo is history —
or historic we should say — and tho exoiting melody, rhyt'ums end oountorpoint
that filled tho Chamber Jazz Room at 150 Golden Gato Avenue shewed that tho goniuG
of tho horn, Villio "Bunk" Johnson, and his ex-Lu Wattors' non have progressed as
a unit. Tho improvement in the stomps, rags, drags, and blues assures us that
future Sunday afternoon sessions can only bring more thrilling jazz.
Very apparent too ’was the improvement of the "atmosphoro" in tho Chamber
Jazz Room, which camo in for some nico oorrmxmts from the assembled devoteos.
The addition of a P»A. improved the aooustios no end, and a new lighting effect
next vnsok will oontributo oven more to tho neooaoary relaxed fooling.
Both our sessions wero attended by the national press with representative
photographers on hand to get pioturos of Bunk, his "Hot Seven," and you. So look
around and maybe you'll find your likeness botwoen the oovors of somo pio mag.
All this national attention showered upon our HJS Sunday aftomoon sessions proves
what many enthusiasts have been 3aying» That is, 'with Bunk in our midst the now
jazz center of tho United Statos - and that means the world - aright in our own
Chamber Jazz joint. Visiting musicians have oomo to U3 to sing tho praisos of the
remarkable 3unk and hi3 "Hot Soven," and also have added that our sessions are not
only moro authentic than tho join sessions of Hew York, Chicago and Los Angelos,
but tho audlonoo participation makes those other hamlets sound flat in comparison.
And beforo we sign off this week let's give credit to the selected personnel
comprising tho "Hot Soven" who surround Bunk. The inventive geniuses inoludo:
Ellis Homo, olnrinetj Bill Barden, trombonej A1 Jahnigen, pianoj Squire Girsbaok,
bassj Pat Patton, banjo} Bill Dart, druma, AIuo a mention of the nioe stomp
singing of Bob Bosi and the fine blues rendition of Stella Brooku - shades of
Bessie. That man with the tight pants - U»S, Navy to you - who blows that imag
inative tailgate horn, was Turk J&jKphy who lias an enviable reputation as a trom
bonist.
Romombor next Sunday afternoon's clambake again includes drawings of valuable
oolleotor' o rooord albu&a wad booko. Count Baaiij who open* at tho GO this week
has written up from Loo Angelo* that he 1* onxioue to sec Bunk, and ho and hia
jump men no doubt will be on.hand to "dig1* the maotor* And romomber, show your
membership oard at tho door to got into the Chamber Jazz Room at the member's re
duced admission. We'll "dig" you Sunday,
uopwa 34
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Daar Follow limber The Hot Jazz Society of San Francisco welcomes you into its select fold of
devotees of le jaaz hot. Tour membership card now entitles you to enjoy each Sunday
afternoon jazz session in the Chamber Jazz Room at ISO Gclden Gat* Avenue at tho re
duced admission price of six bits.
And speaking of last Sunday's opening session, no attempt at words is necessary
to desoribe the exciting musio that poured out of Vfillie "Bunk" Johnson and his exLu ".Tatters' stars—beoause of course, you were there! After hearing Bunk, the real
man of jazz, it is easy to understand that chapter on Louis Armstrong from tho book
"Jazzmen" that quotes as follows:
"....and Loui3 had talked a lot about Bunk, his idol of earlier days,
had tried to tell how beautiful Bunk's tone was, how intense his vi
brato, and had sung phrases to Lil (Armstrong) to show the faoilej
imaginative way Bunk had of embellishing them. Somehow Louis had
felt things the same way as Bunk, had tho same inborn sens6 of beauty,
the same melancholic and exuberant accents, and naturallyA adopted a
similar mode of expression. A lesson of inestimable importance which
Louis absorbed more than anyone else was the way Bunk had of hesitating,*
always a little behind tho beat, a lazy yet moat dynamic way of play
ing which is at the core of all hot jazz,"
The inspired "Hot Seven" who jazz it up with Bunk, inoluding former members of
ths renowned Lu hatters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band, are all record collectors and stu
dents of jazz, and talented enough to refuse enticing offers from overlarge name
bands to play tho real jazz that bums within them. Besides Uillic "Bunk" Johnson,
the personnel of the "Hot Seven" includes Ellis Home, clarinet; Bill Barden, trombonej Ray Jahnigen, pianoj Pat Patton, banjo? Squire Girsbaok, bass; Bill Dart,
drums.
Bunk himself shared our "high" feelings after last Sunday's clambake, and the
stomps, rags and blues of his "Hot Seven" satisfied him. "That was Jazz," said its__
creator Bunk, "but wait until a f6W more sessions and my boys will really do it up
like gravy." Ar.d with this happy thought in mind, let's treat cui selves to the
habit of being present at the next and every Sunday afternoon session for more and
better jazz.
Luoky members a gain will 'win valuable prizes, inoluding eolloeter's record alo'.;mo and books inoluding "This is Jazz" by crar own Rudi Slash - a four bit must item
that describes the music and is selling like mad at all tho musio counters. Your
friends too ars invited to beoome members of the Hot Jazz Society of San Freneisco
and enjoy the privileges of danoing, sipping, discussing and listening to "that
ge.a’us" Bunk Johnson - as Louis Armstrong describes him. Bring them along with you
?r.l educate them to the righteous jazz, and if you want them to receive the general
Hoc Jazz announcement, mail their names to the Secretary, Hot Jazz Society, 1317
Grove Street, Son Francisco, 17, California, and we'll be glad to do the rest. Also,
your comments and criticism of our sessions are weloomo.
•or.wa 34
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Doar Follow Uombor Lust Sunday afternoon tho "Jump King of Swing" sauntered from his five-a-day
at tho Goldon Gate into tho CIO KJS Charnbor Jazz Room right smack into tho middle
of Vfillio "Bun!:" Johnson's famous solo on "Sister Kate*" Count Basie was agreoaoly otartlcd and tho expression on his faoe indieatoe that his oars had long
been virgin to tho real jazz that came cut of Bunk's horn. This was the first
timo Basio had hoard Bunk in 13 years, and Bujik's playing obviously brought back
momorios of a past ora when Basie and other members of the Benny .Moten band in
Kansas City would at every opportunity cut out to the Yellow Front Cafe where tho
master Y/illie "Bunk" Johnson was KLov/ing that same oxoiting trumpet,
"That Bunk hasn't lost a thing, and he vms tho best then," said the Count,
"and to think of my young trumpet section always complaining of 'beat lips,’ V/e
can all stand a lesson from Bunkl"
And Basio was brought forward to the Charnbor Jazz Room's podium where photo
graphers v/oro waiting to catch him and Bunk together. But then the theme "Dorm
by the River" sang out, and tho "Jump King" oarried his tribute further to in
clude the young jazz students who surround Dunk (tho Mossrs. Horne, Bardon,
Jahnigon, Girsback, Patton and Dart), and he concluded thou in his wide travols
there is no place - except in our own Chamber Jazz Room - %/hero people can listen
to a real authentic jazz band.
So thanks to Count Basio for adding his prai30 to tho many other visiting
musical notables who have been amazed by Bunk Johnson, his *Hot Seven" and the
equally remarkable audience participation and appreciation.
And all this brings us to tho unnecessary reminder that at 2:15 next Sunday
and every Sunday you members are invitod to "dig" more of Bujk, his inventive "Hot
Seven" and moro surprise guests. The record departments of T.te V/hite House, Sherman
Clay, and Rowlands at 38 Mason St. will again give valuable oollectors* items to
lucky mcmibors, as woll as oopics of Rudi Blesh's must book "TAis is Jazz" which
desoribos tho musio Bunk plays.
Because pross photographors have boen taking shots all ovtr the Chamber Jazz
Room, many membors have indicated a desire to get souvenir pictures of personal
ities in tho Hot Jazz Society's historic sessions. Next Sunday membors interested
in securing pictures may buy them from the hat oheok room at 50sf each.
Bring your membership cards for the reduced admission, and your friends too
are invited to bocomo odueatod into the real jazz as expounded by professor Willie
"Bunk" Johnson - tho great toneher and inspirer of such scholars as Louis Armstrong,
King Olivor, Tommy Ladnior and the "Hot Seven."
uonvra 34
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(Teach*f)

Dear Follow Hombor Your weekly jazz bulletin has been claiming that the Sunday afternoon .ids?,
aoasi*' s foaturing the groat Villie "Bunk" Johnson and his new-famous "Ilot .ever
liko the vats of tho choicest vines get hotter and better with age. You who
witnessed last Sunday* sosGion heard Bunk driving his liom with added rhytlraic
savagery and giving his surrounding jazzmen suoh inspiring kioks that v:hon the
theme "Down by tho River" signaled the end of another historic session, tho many
dovotees thronged around Bunk asking for "just one morel" . That ono, and many
more, is the hope for the future that will be realized next and every Sunday af
ternoon at 2:15, in the Cham or Jazr. doom at 150 Goldon late Avenue*
Added last Sunday to the distinguished visitors who have attended our ses
sions was the son of the Egyptian Ambassador, Hosuhi Artegun. Mr. Ertegun said
"You ieoplo in San Francisco don't realize how lucky you are to havo an artist
like Bunk .Johnson, and bo able to listen to hi’ backed by a pure jazz onsomblo
regularly in your grand Society* I had to travel 3800 miles to be here — and
it was 'worth itj" And sitting beside the foreign connoisseur was Marili Stuavt
who took a leave from her famous "Jazzmen Record Shop" in Los Angeles to join
in tho stomping and cheering for encores of "Bunk's Blues" and "Tiger Rag."
The guest stars that "sat in" included Turk Murphy easily recognizable by
his "tight pants" and mad trombone; Johnnie .milerson, a pianist of no mean abil
ity; and Pappy Van and Gcno williaims kicking tho b and out on drums - the lattor
nov/ leaving tho navy to join Charlie Barnett's swing band.
Covering Count Basie' ; visit to the Chamber Jazz Room and quoting his .on
erous slice of sincere praise, v.e overlooked in tho last jazz bulletin a human
interest yarn. It happened over 20 years ago during tho golden ora of jazz.
The late King Oliver, fronting tho then great jazz orch in the land, wanted a
certain alto sax man in his section who was doing amazing things on his instru
ment in the south. Tho muse of this sax star was Million Baker* The King wrote
to "tho best of 'em all," his friend Bunk Johnson, and asked him to locate Baker
and send him up north. Bunk searched diligently but without result until fi
nally - 20 years after - ho caught up with million Baker who cano in from Kansas
City to listen to Bunk in the Chamber Jazz Room! And you should have listened
to those two reminisce - they did it up like gravyl
And tho filial rominder of this coming Sunday afternoon's sossion, which will
include Freddie Clack, the boogie nan who will lcavo his piano at the Goldon
Gate Theatre to "dig" -and kick out with Bunk and his jazzmen. .More valuable
collector's prize items "/ill be given by tho record departments of Gherman Clay,
The 'hito House and Rowland's to lucky ticket holders. Bring your membership
cards Ibr tho reduced admission - and your friends too, and let Bunk educate
them to the righteous jazz.
uopwe. 34
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■ Adah Ill
Through no fault of ours, or Charlie Spivak* s, the Hot Jazz Society "suffered" its
first disappointment last Sunday in its long list of famous guests—Count Basie, Freddie
Slack. Paul Robeson, Saunders King, Turk Murphy, and others—artists who have boen attrac
ted to the Hot Jazz Society Sunday afternoon sessions to see and hear '.Villie "Bunk"
Johnson, the fwnous jazz creator, and his "Hot Seven,"
Spivak, billed as tho "sweetest trumpet player in the world" was an attentive member
of the audience in the early part of last Sunday's session, but was interrupted by a
messenger from the Golden Gate who ad\rised him that the Sunday sohedulo had been altered
to squeeze in an extra stage show. But gracious Charlie took time out to say "Allah be
praisedt Thst extra stage show probably is the best break I ever had, I heard and read
a lot about Bunk, but you have to hear him to appreciate his great soul. I'm afraid had
I been able to jam with him he would have cut me to the quick. Praise tho six-a-dayl"
Tnteresting to note that all our famous guests, without exception, single out for
praise the Chamber Jazz Room audiences. They marvel at the large turnout compared to
eastern jam sessions as well as tho devotees easy recognition and response to such right
eous tunes as "ShimeshgWabblo", "Sistor Kate" and "Dippermouth," Why San Francisco has
taken tho place of New Orleans as tho now moccn of lo jazz hot can bo attributed to a
number of factors, but this v/eek we want to make mention of one of our sponsors, who
through his weekly two hour radio program,
contributes to tho Bay Area reputation as the
"greatest 'hot' audience in tho country,"
The mikeman isVernon Yfhite who carrys on
each Saturday afternoon from Is30 to 3s30, Just listen to this informative ad lib jazz
show, and vie know you'll liko it.

The Hot Jazz Society with the great Yfilllo "Bunk" Johnson was host last Sunday to
throe distinguished visitors, Darius Milhaud recognized as ono of the throe greatest
modern classical composers ’Was seen ohatting v/ith Rudi Blash, and wo v/ondor if Rudi was
"digging" him for a "reaction" story for his column in tho Sunday irWorld" section of tho
Chronielo. From Chicago came Horaeo Cnyton of the Chicago Sun staff, and ho said ho came
to do a feature about us. And Jim Mooro, local radio personality, and record collector
returned home on a furlough as Sergeant Jim Moore,
A letter from Rd5’ Bauduo, famous Hew Orleans drunmer, with tho Bob Crosby band,
reveals that Ray isn't sure he can get a pass from tho
211th Coast Artillery this Sunday
or the following ono to sit in Y/ith Bunk.
Bauduc, winner of many "Dcrv/n Beat" polls,
cut a myriad of records with tho Crosby Bobcats, most notable being "Big Noise from
Winnetka," We* re looking for drummer Ruy Bauduo oither this Sunday afternoon or noxt
as ono of our most important guest stars—tho other is Stan Kenton, notod orchestra
loader.
Sherman Clay promises new valuable collectors albums to lucky ticket holders this
Sunday afternoon, and if you drop into Sherman Clay you should note on the counters tho
best book that descrioes what all tho shoutins* about,—tho book "This i3 Jazz" by Rudi
Blesh on sale at 50A« This intelligent and interesting item talks about tho music you
will hoar Sunday afternoon in the ChEunber Jazz Room, 150 Goldon Gate Avenue, at 2:15.
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Dear Fellow Member Jazz commenced promptly a t 2*15.1ast Sunday afternorn. Willie "Bunk" Johnson
and his "Hot Seven" lost no time plunging into Inspired Jazz. It was remarkable that
the "Hot Seven" without any "warming up" could play that first group of classics with
so much spontaneity, rhythm ar.d feeling. Brother Jack Carmody, who hasn't missed a
session, wouldn't allow himself to enjoy that exciting group to its fullest, la
menting that he had no recording set to preserve the memorable rausio on wax.

o
Vie-are all familiar^ith the special genius of Willie "Bunk* Jchnoon, The
music that Bunk with his "rpot Seven" played last Sunday afternoon - and this Sunday is the pure, unadulterated Q-iginal. Jazz that he and other New Orleivrv* men created to
express the Negro heart, soul and hope, in a new musio wo now call "Jnzz," Jazz is a
much misunderstood word meaning differed things to different people. The spontane
ous real jazz that was born in New O&eansGQ the turn of the oentury, and which is
played now in the Chamber3azz Roog, is*f£j£>different from the manufactured, pscuderotr.antic swing tunes of Tin Pan Alley.
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Dear Fellow Member In following these HJ3 jazz bulletins, you have noticed when the name of Willlic
"Bunk" Johnson is mentioned, we mince r.o words in referring to the jazz creator and
teacher f Louis Armstrong as "great,” "exciting," "imaginative," "genius," To the
uninitiated, these superlatives, no doubt, are as meaningless BB the commercial blurbs
announcing a forthcoming super-collosal Hollywood production. For those skeptios,
the best advice we can pa3s on is to listen attentively to 3unk's horn, and the mu
sic will speak for itself—it doesn't lie. However, if the ncr.-b el lever nust bo fur
ther impressed we can refer him to national publications like "Time" and "Down Heat,"
as well as to the words of music critics, and musicians like Count Basie, Jimmy Dor
sey,- Louis Armstrong, King Oliver, etc., all of whom speak of Bunk as one of the few
great jazz artists of all time.
And now, the Hot. Jazz Society is proud to announce that Willie "Bunk" Johnson ha
been singled out for world-wide attention. He and the greatest REAL jazz band in the
land, the "Hr, * Seven," will appear this Saturday afternoon, 2 to 2:30 p.m., over the
LI3C coast to coast Red network (KPO), as well as over the 3ritish Broadcasting Com
pany net. The program, "An Englishman Look3 at San Francisco"—the Englishman being
Jeffry Bridson, writer and producer for the British Broadcasting Company. Mr, Bridsc
will attempt to cover all of San Francisco in half an hour, which obviously, will lii
it Bunk and his inventive students to possibly a ohorus or two. However, Mr. 3ridsor.
managed to successfully convince the NBC executives that Bunk Johnson ar.d the Hot
Seven were indispensable to the broadcast. Reason; One Sunday afternoon a couple of
weeks ago Mr. Bridson took time nut from his search for material, and came down -to tlis
Chamber Jazz Room with Rudi 31esh to relax and listen to some real American jazz. The 1
inspired music that poured out of the instruments of the Messrs. Johnson, Herne, Bardenj Bales, Patton, Girsbaok arid Catalano, aroused suoh entliusias t ir. response from
Mr, Bridson that he made up his mind on the spot to secure Dunk and the Hot Seven for
tho worldwide broadcast.
Our gueBt star last Sunday afternoon, by popular demand, was Sinter Lottie Pcavay, who sang out with an almost unbelievablo rich mclodio feeling—quite a welcome
contrast from some of the pseudo-sentimental ballads muttered by the Sinatra stylists,
Thi3 coming Sunday afternoon our guest star will be Wade Whaley, who for this
Sunday only replaces Ellis Horne in the clarinet ohair. Very few white clarinet
players oan fill the shoes of Ellis Horne, noted for his improvisations on the Lu
'Tatters records, and who has received the critical approval of Alfred F rankenstein,
the Chrcr.iole's famous music critic. However, the musician Sllis Home greatly ad
mires is Wade ".'haley, and he should amply fill the clarinet chair to weave beautiful
and imaginative Hew Orleans patterns around Bunk's solid horn. Of course, rne3t of u;
remember Whaley as the l'egro clarinetist and bandleader from New Orleans whr played
with 3unk and tho other jazz greats at the historio Geary Theatre concert in May.
So we expect to see you again this Sunday afternoon ir. the Chamber Jazz Room,
150 Colu'en Cate Avc., where jazz with the fabulous Bunk Johnson ar.d his famous Hot
Seven stomps out at 2:15. Don't miss this ohar.ee to see the two Hew Orleans men,
Bunk
and
Wade,
playing
together
again.
And
of
oourse,
there
are
those
valuable
priz
record collector's albums donated to
lucky members by 3hermar.-Clay, Tho Shcrman-Cla
Record Dept, is featuring now a nrh/ly-arrived batch of that racy disc, "S.
!C, Blues"
sung and played by Saunders King and his
orch. And as a
preview
for this ccming Sun
day afternoon, listen Saturday p.m,, 2
to 2; 30, KPO, for a
3nateh
of .Bunk’s theme "Down By the River," which will be
heard as well, by our
traeps
ar.d Allies in merrie
olde England.
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The Hot Jazz Society has received a welcome letter of interest. The letter
comes frem William Russell, personal friend of Bunk Johnson, and probably the most
noted authority on Hew Orleans Jazz, Bill Russell is the author of the most vital
and interesting portion of the best book written on jazz, "Jazzmen," It was also
he, who with Bill Colburn, Hal McIntyre and Dave Stuart, made the famous oilgramage to Hew Orleans to "rediscover" Willie "Bunk11 Johnson, and check and
affirm Louis Armstrong's statement that Bui k was "the greatest of 'em all,."
Bill Russell writes: "Ever since July when Bill Colburn sent me the announce
ment of the Hot Jazz Society, I intended to send in a § for membership, even
though I won't be able to hear any of your wonderful sessions until next year at
the earliest. I never realized you were continuing your weekly news letters
until Geo Hoefer mentioned it in his "Down Beat" column 2 weeks ago, I wonder if
you have any spare copies of "back" letters. Since Bunk is in S. F., I really
get hungry for nov/s land his music), although I have heard remarkable reports of
the Sunday sessions. Thank ng you and wishing everyone the greatest success in
your undertaking, sincerely. Bill Russell."
Note: Bill "*ussell has been supplied with jazz bulletins, his buck has been
returned, and the HJS has presented the man who has exercised such a remarkable
Influence) in jazz with a No* 1 honorary lifetime membership card.
The significance of Bill Russell's letter is that although eastern jazz
centers are available for his enjoyment, he nevertheless is envious of any and
all jazz lovers who are in listening radius of Bunk's horn, and that jazzband
tagged the "Hot Seven," We received the same response too from other guests and
visitors, including Count Easie, Paul Robeson, Earl Robinson, and Freddie Slack,
who have registered surprise and extreme approval at the Sunday sessions. So
hio you downj you lucky people, this caning Sunday afternoon to the Chamber Jazz
Room—the only place in the land where the classic roal N,0. jazz patterns are
woven regularly.
Also this coming Sunday you will moot the entire sizing orch of Saunders King,
who will snare the Geary Theatre stage with Buni: and the Hot Seven, in the
sonsashunal "Jazz vs. Swing" concert, Sunday afternoon, December 12, Saunders
will also come on with a preview and give out with somo of the lyrical blues that
ho has ae successfully recorded. This will bo also your last chance to get eho ee
seats at members' reduced rates for the Geary clambake, whore Sister Lottie Peavay's
spirited singing will also add to shako the theatre's aristocratic walls. Mod
erators at the concert will bo Vomon White, KSFO’s disc jockey, whoso Saturday
afternoon "Hot and Swing Session" enjoys a tremendous "hot" audience, and the
returning Tod ?,Jive at Elevon~Fivou Lonz,
At every Sunday session Sherman Clay's valuable prize collector's albums
have boon a feature, and this coming Sunday afternoon will bo no exception* So
we'll see you Sunday in tho Chamber Jazz Room at 150 Golden Gate Avonuo, whero
commencing at 2:15 Bunk will stomp out those joyful Now Orleans sounds.

"Hot Jazz Society” Newsletter - December 1, 1943

P.3.1 only picked a few of our weekly jazz bulletins to send you,
because they are more of a reminder to attend a session rathern
than comprehensive real jazz nev/s.

San Francisco, California
Deoember 17,1943

Dear Bill:- Enclosed please find life-time membership card
in the HJ3 of SF, a returned buck and some literature. It
•was a real pleasure to hear from'you, and we hope, as you
no doubt will, be out here soon to visit with your boy
Bunk.
We had a lot of fun at that Jazz vs. Swing
thing, but Bunk it seemed had a little too much. During
rehearsals Bunk's lip was up and his imagination and ideas
drove the "Hot Seven" to produce the most beautiful music.
Bunk, too, was all-serious about the concert—until the
night before. I received a call from Bunk around 11 am on
Sunday morning and Bunk's voice on the other end of the
line muttered"Sfcay Dave, Dis ish Bunky-etc." The old man
had been drinking all night,' Well v/e got him to the Ceary.
He v/ouldn't take ooffee but insisted he was Going to play
the greatest horn of his life. But Bunk was too happy to
know what he was doing. He was mugging all over the stage;
ran off threetimes and I was praying his fly would be olosod
when he returned; he played when he felt like it and stopped
in the middle of a chorus; nobody knew when the all-outs were
coming; he'd stomp ono out in the middle of the moderator's
announcement------- yet half of the house of 1500 people gave
him a tremendous ovation and liked the jazz as well as the
super-polished and sober King outfit. The old man is just
the old man—there's no explaining him. Even now he thinks
ho wowed 'em when he was actually 80# off. Age and sentiment
were really the only things that carried him through. And
this week, to a much smaller orowd in the Chamber Jazz Room,
Bunk no doubt will play the greatest horn in the world. You
should hear him now. The reviews were very kind to New Orleans.
They were written by two journalists who are partisan to the
real jazz-------and who ain't. However, all agreed that Bynk was
under par. Because Bunk had a real chance to shcwWuruly
great is collective Now Orleans improvisation to a multitude
who have never been exposed to it—I bawled him out when he
still felt he waved 'em. I used his own arguments because he's
always lecturing about hew music and drinking don't mix, and
that playing comes after the performance. But Bunk is Bunk and
we've got our fingers crossed. Incidentally, Bill, if you
write to Bunk I would keep the above confidential because he
is very fond of you, and it would hurt him to have you know
about the fiasco—that is a £±kin\KlJX fiasco „to mealthough .
some people thought He was great. Incidentally nnuk said He.was
antie-;ating with eagerness a~scbtt Joplin bookF'tSeo you and
thanx for the letter. Sincerely A *.A Rosenbaum,lol7 ''rove A .,
J

"t S. F.

W'v

Postscript letter to Bill Russell from David Rosenbaumaccompany the selection of HJS Newletters shown on the previous pages.

BUNK JOHNSON’S HOT SEVEN

Ellis Horne Emerges As
Promising Hot Clarinetist
But this young man has other tricksin the spotlight. There is no room for
by GRAHAM WHEELER
A few weeks ago we said that some too. He’s developed into a wonderful this sort of thing in the small jazz
group. I think jazz is reaching its
blues clarinetist, with a deep, rich
day the great Bunk Johnson would
latter-day pinnacle in San Francisco,
have to share the limelight of his tone of the Johnny Dodds school.
exalted position in hot jazz circles You will see what I mean when you with Bunk Johnson and the Hot
with his young clarinetist, Ellis hear him play Bunk’s Blues, and Seven, in New York, with the small
bands playing with Eddie Condon,
Horne. Now it looks as if the day is Basin Street Blues.
Another artist who has come to our and, no doubt, in Los Angeles, where
approaching even faster than we
Barney Bigard, Kid Ory, and Mutt
thought it would, for Ellis is fast attention at the Sunday afternoon
becoming one of the greatest of hot sessions, is Bob Best, a particularly Carey are distinguishing themselves.
It is no mere coincidence that there
clarinetists. We have written at lengthheroic lieldentenor. We are are
of the feats and musical exploits of awfully glad that Bob decided to sing is a growing interest in jazz in
Bunk, so let’s deal for a few minutes jazz instead of Wagner, because jazz America at the same time that the
is more of a going concern with us. United States and the United Nations
with Ellis Horne, who plays with
Bunk every Sunday at the CIO-HJS Now this Bob Best is a real jazz arc growing in strength. “As a nation
sings,” says Warren D. Allen, “so is
programs in the CIO building.
singer, no “bedroom” stuff of the
it.” Allen points out in his new book,
We heard Ellis for the first time Sinatra type, no drooling, no
when he was playing clarinet with Lu crooning. He throws everything he’s “Our Marching Civilization,” that
Watters at the Dawn Club. For a long got into his singing, and we might just before Pearl Harbor, the
American hit tunc was “I Don’t Want
time many of us thought, to put it add that he’s got plenty.
to Set the World on Fire,” a banal and
bluntly, that he was the weak link in
defeatist tune if there ever was one.
the band. He sounded pretty good in NO STARS
In the last year, however, there has
ensemble
playing,
which
is
At first we thought that Bunk
somewhat of a distinction itself, for Johnson and the Hot Seven was been a remarkable growth of interest
the clarinet is very important in the going to be a small combination with in folk music of all nations, and,
New Orleans ensemble, but his solos one star, Bunk, and a bunch of guys particularly in such industrial centers
were unimaginative and thoroughly to provide some background for his as San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
mechanical.
playing. But we see that we were New York, a growth of interest in hot
You can imagine our extreme joy quite wrong. Bunk is tops, all right, jazz.
and delight, when, one Sunday about but the band he has around him is a
three or four weeks ago, announcer cooperative affair, and they are ail HEALTHY MUSIC
Jazz does not deal in tears of
Ted Lenz announced that Bunk and good. We never did care much for the
star system in hot music; it led chagrin at unrequited passion. Quite
the boys would now play High
Society. Sure enough, when the trio always to something like the bands of the contrary, it is much more often
in
people
which
came, little curly-haired Ellis Horne Harry James, Gene Krupa, and the involved
stood up, pink checks glowing, and like, with one big star, with a bunch psychologists would find free of
played that wonderful and difficult of musical adolescents knocking those neuroses which are rampant in
themselves out while their hero was the music of the popular dance
clarinet part without a hitch.
orchestras.
It is not just an interesting
coincidence that the Axis dictators
include American jazz on their
verboten lists. Jazz, remember, has
flourished in the United States, and
in England, France, and, in an
archaic form, in Russia, and one
great French-American composer,
Darius Milhaud, has, as successfully
as possible, incorporated jazz into the
more “serious” forms of his ballet,
“The Creation of the World”.
"People’s World" -17 August 1943
We hope our readers will be among
the newcomers to the Sunday
afternoon sessions at the CIO
building. There’s always room for
one more devotee.

The Chef and the Treasurer of The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society at Bunk's grave in
New Iberia, April 2005. Photo Pelle Wisten.
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INSTEAD OF AN EDITORIAL
by P-0 Karlstrom
Yes, you are reading quite right. This is instead of an editorial. Our Chief Editor Hakan
Hakansson can't compile this issue of Bunk. Johnson. Information, so he has given me the Treasurer of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society - the honorable task. I hope you will
find the contents as interesting as usual even if you may have a point of view or two on
the lay out. And Hakan surely will be back in the spring of 2008.
We start this issue with a most interesting article by Peter Haby from Australia on Doc
Souchon and the 6 & 7/8's String Band of New Orleans (p. 3). Sam Charter's 1954
recordings have recently been reissued on American Music AMCD-125/126 along with
other material by this wonderful group. This double CD is highly recommended as well as
504 CD28 with the group. Next our new member clarinetist Joe Muranyi remembers
Bunk from New York in the 1940's in a very personal way (p. 14). A brief presentation of
Joe by our President Claes Ringqvist follows (p. 20) and Fred Eatherthon has some
corrections and up to dates of 'Bunk Johnson - A Discography' (p. 21). By the way the
discography is still available. The price for SBJS members is SEK 200/GBP 20/Euro
30/USD 40 including p & p. If you haven't got it, contact DerrQlof-karlatcom@alocainet.net
for methods of paying. Finally we are proud to present part three of Bunk in San
Francisco (p. 22).
We also proudly can tell you that once again members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society have been awarded the Louis Armstrong Memorial Prize. The prize is awarded
annually since 1971 to deserved Swedish jazz musicians in the old fashioned tradition by
Foreningen Tradjazzens Vanner (Friends of Trad Jazz) in Stockholm. Among four prize
winners 2007 are our members Anders Aim (cl) from Vasteras and Hans Ingelstam (tb)
from Helsingborg.
The Annual Meeting 2008 of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society will take place
January 12, 2008, 5 p m at Svenskt Visarkiv, Jazzavdelningen, Torsgatan 21, Stockholm,
Sweden. If you are a member outside Sweden and want to attend the meeting, please
contact Claes Ringqvist, phone +46-60-17 12 85, e-mail claes. rinaavist(d)comhem. se or
claes. rinaavistfal.lvn. se. Members in Sweden will get an invitation by mail and respond
according to that.

DR. EDMOND SOUCHON M.D. <& THE 6 <& 7/8's
STRING BAND OF NEW ORLEANS
by Peter Haby
One of the most fascinating and popular sessions of New Orleans music to be
released in the mid 1950’s was the Folkways recording of the 6 & 7/8’s String Band. I
bought my first CD at Jazzfest in 1989. For fans, historians, collectors of New
Orleans music this new method of packaging music saw the advent a flood on
reissued and unissued sessions. One favorite session puzzled many, why it took
almost 20 years before the 6 & 7/8’s was reissued on CD. For the fans of this band,
the wait was almost worth it. 2006 saw the release of two CD’s, AMCD 125/126 and
504 CD28. Not only was the complete Folkways session issued for the first time but
there was much more, unissued recordings from radio, concerts and private
gatherings. Pure delight for the aficionados of this much loved group. What follows is
a reflection of my discovery of this band and the importance it would take on
providing for me, and my friends, the many hours of enjoyable listening they have
given us.
During the mid 1960’s most Saturday mornings I would search the record shops in
Melbourne hoping to find some new examples of the music from New Orleans, Bunk,
George, Jelly, Oliver or Fats Domino. One favorite shop called Discurio, downstairs in a
small basement room, stocked mainly Folk & Blues music, which today would be known
as a World music shop. One particular morning, Peter Mann the proprietor, also the
Australian Agent for Folkways Records pointed to the new arrivals box. A pink colored
LP cover with the unusual title the 6 & 7/8’s String Band of New Orleans caught my eye.
I was familiar with only one name in the group, Souchon and some of the song titles.
The cover notes complied by Sam Charters indicated this could be something special.
Sam Charter’s book 'Jazz New Orleans 1885 - 1963’ had been a source of inspiration
for a number of years. Local New Orleans authority, Tony Standish had related many a
Charters story having met him in New Orleans during Mardi Gras in 1957 and later in
England when Tony was editor of Jazz Journal and the New Orleans Music magazine
Eureka.
The record in my hands, Folkways FA 2671, was destined to become one of my real
favorites, a disc that I have played often through the proceeding years. The musicians,
Bill Kleppinger, mandolin; Bernie Shields, steel guitar; Frank Mackie, string bass; and
Dr Edmund Souchon, guitar, now seem like old friends. They play a beautifully
balanced and integrated ensemble sound with the mandolin so like the styling of a New
Orleans clarinet, which continues to trill me.
Jazz Histories tell us that string bands were the fore fathers of the accepted
instrumental line-up of what we now know as a New Orleans jazz band. Yet if one
wishes to seek oul more information about these string bands we find that there is little
in the way of documentation of this musical evolution from New Orleans. Ralph Collins'
book 'New Orleans: A Revised History’ helps, giving an interesting account of the
evolution and the role of the brass band in the day to day affairs from 1850s through to
1900. Mentioned also are the activities of the string bands. A number of the brass
bands, The Union and the Onward had string bands affiliated with them. Other string
bands mentioned, A L Tio’s and C Doublet’s Big Four, the Silver Leaf, Professor
Poncho’s celebrated ensemble, and the string bands lead by Professors Martin,
DQepnge, T V Baque and Adolph J Moret.
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The Family Album lists three early groups. In the chapter 'A Jazz Band Ball’ The Razzy
Dazzy spasm band (1890s), under the leadership of Stalebread Lacombe, The
Invincibles string band (1912 - 1921), and the 6 & 7/8’s string band (1910-1971). Sam
Charters in his book mentions four, The Big Four string band (1890s), The Excelsior
string band, lead by violinist Prof Henry Nickerson, The Tio & Doublet string band and
the Union string band, managed by R Labonier (late 1880s).
Reading the various musician interviews at the Hogan Jazz Archive in New Orleans, we
learn that many of the musicians from early on in their careers started out on a variety
of stringed instruments. As youngsters they formed both spasm bands and string
groups for their own entertainment. Playing on street corners, pleasure boats, lawn
parties and any other function that called for music. We know New Orleans was a hive
of musical activity from it's earliest days, with many a young boy seeking the
considerable social prestige of being able to play a musical instrument. Young friends
started playing in string trios gaining the musical foundations to be able to advance to
the established dance orchestras.
The origins of the 6 & 7/8’s was no different, a group of young boys getting together to
play music for their own entertainment. A leading participant in the organization of this
delightful group was Dr Edmund Souchon.
Souchon was born October 25, 1897, in New Orleans on St Charles Avenue, at First
Street in the affluent Garden District. His family was recognized as one of the most
distinguished groups of medical practitioners in the city. His father, Dr Marion Souchon,
was a famous surgeon and one of the founders of the Pan American Life Insurance
Company. He also was a respected, internationally known oil painter, which he took up
at the age of 65. His Grandfather, Dr Edmond Souchon Snr., was at one time the
Professor of both Anatomy and Surgery at Tulane University. Souchon himself later
became an eminent surgeon, gaining fame in the pioneering of Intravenous
Anaesthetics in 1946. One of his daughters also became a Doctor, Mrs Broox Garrett of
Shreveport, La.
Souchon’s earliest musical memory is the singing of the family cooks while they worked
in the kitchen. The cooks, Aumontie and Adele, both had fine contralto voices, and sang
hymns in a similar style to Mahalia Jackson. He also remembered the funeral parades,
which the cooks would take him to watch. The parades started at the Bull’s Club and
passed Terrell’s grocery, where a young Souchon and the cooks would join the second
line on First Street on their way to the cemetery on Washington Avenue. He recalled
being impressed by a young Joe Oliver, who played cornet in theses parades, along
with Louis Keppard on tuba. Keppard’s guitar playing, at a later date, would inspire
Souchon.
The Souchon home was full of music. He enjoyed listening to his mother playing
waltzes and mazurkas on the piano. His father played guitar and sang a little. At
Souchons' Grandfather’s house, there was a player piano and a phonograph. One of
the favorite cylinders was a tune called The Iceman', sung by Billy Jones and Ada
Murray, which Souchon would sing along with. His Grandmother also played piano and
encouraged him to join in and sing with her. One favourite song was 'Oh, my baby, my
curly hired baby’. An aunt bought him a small ukulele from Hawaii, which Souchon
experimented on, learning to play by ear. At the age of eight, he took formal lessons on
guitar, from the sister of a doctor friend of the family, Marie Cazenavelle. He has a fond
memory of being featured with Bernie Shields at a concert 20 years later with his
teacher in the front row.
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As a part of the society that he was growing up in, Souchon was sent to dancing
classes at the Victor Grima Studio. Initially reluctant to attend, he was soon first to
arrive for lessons so that he could listen to the music provided by an elderly white lady
who played in an early ragtime style to be later replaced by a black trio who played
piano, guitar and bass. They stimulated Souchon’s interest in guitar even more.
Before the advent of air conditioning, the well to do in New Orleans would escape the
heat of the summers by taking extended holidays at the coastal towns nearby. The
Souchon family vacations were spent at the home of George Clay in Bay St Louis,
Mississippi. To Souchon’s delight he discovered that one of the sons of the host,
George Clay Jnr, played piano and mandolin. The Folkway’s cover notes show
photographs of Souchon on holidays there. George Clay Jnr. And Souchon endeavored
to play duets together. Holidays at Bay St Louis, continued for a number of years and at
the family parties, the Clay family chauffeur, Armand, led a band of 8 or 9 pieces for
dancing. Encouraged by this, Souchon took lessons from the bands guitar player.
During these lessons, his teacher played mandolin accompaniment.
Further musical inspiration was on hand. At the bay side resort of Pass Christian,
Mississippi, Souchon would listen to a spasm band of four young black musicians, who
preformed each evening on the pier. They played harmonica and comb accompanied
with a homemade guitar and bass. Souchon learnt to play 'Yonder came the Hoodoo
Conductor Man’ listening to this group, which he sang throughout his own career. The
Family Album tells us that Eddie Watson, a guitar player from Pass Christian, born July
13, 1904 taught Souchon guitar and that Watson played in a spasm band with his three
brothers, that later merged with Captain John Handy’s band. Although seven years
younger than Souchon, it is possible Watson was in this group. Souchon also heard the
Buddy Petit band when they were employed to play for the Clay family.
When Souchon was about 11 or 12 he was invited by the Reynold brothers Bob and
Harry who played guitar and mandolin, to their house on Prytania Street to play music
together. Souchon at first left his guitar outside so that he could find out how good they
were. Encouraged by what he heard, he soon joined in. Other young boys were invited
to play. They began playing sessions every Sunday afternoon. The final instrumentation
became two guitars, mandolin, banjo, two violins and ukulele. There were seven
members. Because Hilton ‘Midget’ Harrison, one of the violin players was so short in
height, that became the reason for the name of the group, the 6 & 7/8’s string band.
Harrison was a classically trained violinist, having been taught by his mother, herself a
leading violinist in New Orleans society. Souchon compared his style similar to that of
Joe Venuti and Eddie South. Roland Rexach, also a classical trained violinist, with his
own individual style, played second violin. Bernie Shields, banjo and mandolin, played
melody with Harry Reynolds, mandolin, Bob Reynolds and Souchon, guitars and
Charlie Hardy, ukulele providing the rhythm. Bernie Shields and Souchon continued to
play together until Shields died in 1978. They can be heard together in the 6 & 7/8’s line
up that was recorded in 1949.
Prior to playing with this group, Souchon had already met Charlie Hardy at Grammar
School. They also became life long musical buddies. Hardy carried his ukulele
everywhere. Souchon would accompany him on guitar. Continuing their schooling at
Isadore Newman, they found many other willing young musicians who played a variety
of stringed instruments. Hardy and Souchon, were selected by Prof. Henri Wehrmann,
Instructor of Music to perform at their schools graduation. They were featured on
ukulele and guitar, singing duets together. In later years, a privately issued LP 'Charlie
& Sou’ recorded December 1955 gives us an indication of what they may have sounded
like. The recording consists of sixteen tunes; Ukulele Marmalade, ODJB One Step, At
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the Story Book Ball, being excellent examples. Hardy’s playing is a delight, with a
wonderful, delicate yet busy feel for melody.
Other musicians who joined in with the 6 & 7/8’s at odd intervals were Shields
O'Reardon, Clifford Favrot, George Clay Jnr, Bill Kleppinger, mandolins; Bill Gibbons
guitar & mandolin; Howard McCaleb, Alton Nall, Percy McCay, guitars; Thompson
McCay, guitar & bass; Earl Crumb, banjo & drums; Albert Moustien, ukulele; Red
Mackie, bass; Wilfred Sancho, Ed Pinac, violins; and Marie Souchon, piano & vocal.
Percy and Thompson McCay’s family had a plantation in Amite, La. and they would
take Souchon out to the plantation to listen to the black guitar players who played using
their thumbs and forefingers. The McCay brothers became very proficient playing in this
country blues style.
The band continued to practice most weeks for three years. At about the average age
fourteen, they began to play in public and go together to hear other musical groups.
Saturday and Sunday evenings were spent playing at house parties. At one of these
sessions, Souchon met his future wife, Marie Estoup. She was a classically trained
pianist, taught piano, played good ragtime and sang. She can be heard singing and
playing piano on private recordings done in the late 1940s. To attend these parties one
had to be able to sing and play an instrument.
There were a lot of string bands in New Orleans, in the years between 1910 and 1925.
The main competition to the 6 <S 7/8’s came from a group called The Invincibles. Bill
Kleppinger, who in later years married Ninon Mares, the sister of Paul Mares who
played trumpet with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, and Joe Mares who owned a
recording company that issued New Orleans Jazz on the Southland label, lived across
the street from the Reynolds family. He was considered a better musician than any of
Souchon's group. Souchon was always puzzled as to why the Reynolds brothers never
invited Kleppinger to play with them, as he would be seen often practicing alone on his
front porch. Kleppinger eventually put together the group called The Invincibles.
Frank 'Red' Mackie, bass, banjo; Rene Gelpi, banjo; Eblen Rau, violin; Rollo Tichenor,
guitar; and Monk Smith, guitar & ukulele made up The Invincibles. Others that played
from time to time were, Johnny Wiggs, Frank Ferrer, Ed Pinac, Donald Coleman, Benjy
White, violins; Fred Overing, banjo, mandolin; Ernest Guildry, 6-string banjo; Charles
Hardy, ukulele; Lorimen Neff, guitar; Mose Ferrer, Earl Crumb, drums. A photo of The
Invincibles can be seen in The Family Album, 3rd ed., p. 172, from 1916. In later years
Kleppinger and Mackie would become members of the 6 & 7/8’s and recorded with
them in 1949. The Invincibles were considered much better than Souchon's group
musically. Their ideas on harmonies and cord progressions were more advanced, but
the The 6 & 7/8’s were more popular with their earthy vocals and the drive and pep that
they generated.
In the 1920’s with dance bands more in demand, most of the members of The
Invincibles switched to other instruments reforming as The New Orleans Owls. They
were considered one of the most popular dance bands in the city. A photo of an early
version of this group, 1924, at the Sazerac Ball Room, can be seen in The Family
Album, 3rd ed., p, 268. Monk Smith took up clarinet, saxophone and also played guitar.
Rene Gelpi continued on banjo, Benjy White changed to saxophone and clarinet with
Red Mackie moving to piano and bass. Kleppinger tried out on clarinet but decided to
stay with his mandolin.
In 1925 and 1927, The Owls recorded for Columbia in New Orleans and Atlanta. Two
tunes, West End Romp and That’s a Plenty, provide a glimpse of how the Invincibles
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may have sounded. On the recording of ‘West End Romp’ Columbia 688, one hears the
delightful guitar work of Rene Gelpi behind the clarinet solo, on 'That’s a Plenty’
Columbia 1547, Monk Smith switches to guitar and Rene Gelpi to tenor guitar and they
play two delightful string choruses. Also of interest, the Brunswick recordings by Monk
Hazel and his Bienville Roof Orchestra have three solos by another guitarist, Joe
Capraro, who played in a similar style to Monk Smith.
The 6 & 7/8's and The Invincibles modeled a lot of their playing after the string groups
that played in the bars like Tom Anderson’s. Souchon and his pals would often venture
to hear the 3-piece string orchestra there, mandolin, guitar and string bass. For the
price of a round of drinks for the Orchestra, they could receive a private lesson.
They would also try and emulate the popular black trumpeters and their bands. At the
High School dances, the 6 & 7/8’s members heard George McCullum on cornet with
Louis Warnick, saxophone, and A J Piron on violin. At La Louisiane Restaurant, John
Robichaux led the house band. He was a left-handed violinist, with all his men reading.
Manuel Perez and Lorenzo Tio, Jnr. would play the hot choruses. Musicians like Joe
Oliver, Sidney Bechet, Zue Robertson and Clarence Williams played at the Tulane
University dances. Oliver was extremely popular, Happy Bolton’s smutty vocal
renditions on 'Mammas baby boy' and “Camellia Gaspergon’ being a highlight. Often
the 6 & 7/8’s members didn’t dance, but would just hang around the stage listening to
Oliver, Kid Ory, Johnny Dodds and Ed Garland. Bill Kleppinger is quoted as saying ‘I
watched Johnny Dodds so hard I could tell the shape of his fingernails’. Johnny St Cyr
who played a home made 6-string banjo was greatly admired. Souchon received
informal guitar lessons by watching and talking to St Cyr. They became good friends
and corresponded with one another down through the years. The 6 & 7/8's would also
go by the Big 25 to hear more of Oliver and his band. In later years Souchon believed
the Ory band on the West Coast, with Mutt Carey, Bud Scott and Ram Hall was the
closest in style to the earlier Oliver band.
Some of the white bands that were spoken with reverence by the 6 & 7/8’s were Tom
Brown, Fischer's Brass Band, Happy Schilling, Johnny Steins, ODJB, Brownlee’s
Orchestra, Abbie Brunies and Larry Shields. Snoozer Quinn was by far the best
guitarist any of them heard. An extraordinary talent, he could play lead, accompaniment
and bass simultaneously, a marvelous violin player and good singer. Quinn often was
hired at the Tulane University dances to play solo. Souchon spoke with great admiration
of Quinn’s later playing with Earl Crumb’s band, when they played at the Suburban
Gardens. Quinn featured on both guitar and violin with this group, which was a tenpiece band. Al Hessemer later to replace Souchon in the 6 & 7/8’s recalled playing
duets with Quinn at the Silver Slipper Night Club, on Bourbon Street. Johnny Wiggs
recorded Snoozer Quinn in the twilight of his life in hospital during 1948 and this
fascinating session was issued on Fat Cat FCJ104.
The 6 & 7/8’s became a very popular band about town when not too noisy, but hot
music was wanted, the college groups and the silk stocking set both adopted them.
They played many weekends aboard Admiral Ernest Lee Jahncke’s houseboat ‘Aunt
Dinah’. A photo can be seen of the band on board the 'Aunt Dinah’, in the summer of
1915 in the notes for Folkways FA2671. From 1912 until America entered World War 1
in 1917, the 6 & 7/8’s played for social and charitable functions, weddings, including
engagements in country Louisiana and Mississippi, receiving little in the way of
remuneration always playing for pleasure. Many of these functions were at the Young
Men’s Gymnastics Club out at Bayou St John or at the old Tulane Theatre on Baronne
Street. The band’s greatest triumph came when an invitation was received to play at the
Queen’s Supper and Dance at the Stratford Club on Mardi Gras night.
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When America entered World War 1, in 1917 which started in Europe in 1914, Bill
Kleppinger, the mandolin player with The Invincibles, found himself in the same Artillery
Battery when he joined the Army with Souchon and two others from the 6 & 7/8’s,
Charlie Hardy and Roland Rexach. The four played together until reassignments
separated them. When Kleppinger returned home after the war in 1919, most of his
musician associates had dispersed. Souchon was in Chicago studying medicine with
Bernie Shields in South America working.
Souchon returned to New Orleans to marry Marie Estoup (previously mentioned) and
then continued his medical studies in Chicago for another two years. Whilst in Chicago,
Souchon sort out his favorite music, jazz, listening Joe Oliver at the Lincoln Gardens.
In his opinion Oliver changed to his style becoming a far more polished outfit. He heard
Bix with Charlie Straight’s band. Jimmie Noon at the Nest, Coon Sanders at the Night
Hawk and went to Kelly’s Stables to listen to Dodds. On trips back home, Souchon
would get together with the 6 & 7/8’s to play. A second photo of the band on board the
‘Aunt Dinah’, this time from 1921, which includes Howard McCales, Charles Hardy.
Midget Harrison, Souchon, Bill Gibbons, Bob Reynolds, Shields O’Reardon plus
Admiral Jahncke is on page 261 in the Family Album, 3'd ed.
Returning back home permanently in 1925, Souchon joined his father’s medical
practice. While Souchon was in Chicago, Kleppinger played in a small group with
Charlie Hardy in an off shot of The Invincibles, using Red Mackie, Monk Smith, Rene
Gelpi, Eddy Rau when they were not required by the Owls. Souchon who was
practicing medicine in the city now, called him and the two began to play again for
pleasure.
In the late 20’s, Bernie Shields returned home and to the 6 & 7/8’s after touring for five
years on the Vaudeville circuit. He was always connected with show business. His
family were actors, including his parents. His sister Sidney was Walker Whiteside’s
leading lady on Broadway for many years. Shields started on banjo followed by the
mandolin then ukulele before switching to steel guitar. He first saw to this instrument,
being played by the black field hands who used either a knife-edge or a bottle neck to
slide on the strings to create the melody with the guitar tuned to a cord. Shields also
played very good rhythm guitar and was considered to have a huge repertoire of songs.
A magician with his own act on the Orpheum Circuit for many years, he still did magic
tricks for charity organizations. In his youth he was an outstanding tennis player winning
many trophies. He also spoke excellent Spanish and French.
Red Mackie joined them on base in the early 30’s, replacing Thompson McCay. Mackie
was considered the best all round musician in the 6 & 7/8’s. He could play any
instrument that you could name, string bass, ukulele, tuba, guitar, clarinet and
trombone. The only reason he hardly touched the trumpet was because his brother
Dick, played a very fine cornet, considered one of New Orleans best. Red also played a
very extraordinary ’quiet’ experimental, investigating piano continually searched for new
cords. He played professionally with the Owls, but left because he didn’t like people
directing how he should play. In later years, he seldom played unless the 6 & 7/8’s had
a session. He owned a successful business manufacturing pine oil and wax coatings for
vegetables.
Charlie Hardy, a regular with the 6 & 7/8’s moved to Pittsburgh to further his mechanical
interests, then onto Chicago where he became the Vice President of the Kelvinator
Division of General Motors. Hardy found no musician confreres in Chicago. He
continued to play for himself, purchasing one of the finest baritone ukuleles that he
could find to serenade his new bride. Being alone, he gradually forsook the rolling, full

chord accompaniment style and developed a finger picking guitar style playing the
entire melody at the same time accompanying him self with chords. Twice a year Hardy
and his family would visit New Orleans. The band always got together Kleppinger,
Mackie, Shields, Souchon and Hardy were the unit that stood so steadfastly over the
years gaining the reputation of one of the bands with the longest record of having
played together. Hardy and Souchon recorded a remarkable collection of duets
(mentioned earlier), which the New Orleans Jazz museum now holds in their archives.
From these sessions in 1955, 200 private pressings were made for friends and family,
which have become collector items. The 6 & 7/8’s by now were all very active business
and professional men, raising families and they were finding only limited opportunity to
play together.
Souchon became a co-founder of the short-lived National Jazz Foundation, 1944-46.
The broad aim of the Foundation was to try and create an awareness to the city of New
Orleans what a valuable gold mine for tourism if New Orleans Jazz was recognized as
an historical significant art form. To be able to stand alongside such celebrated
treasures as The Vieux Carre, the Sugar Bowl, Mardi Gras and the Spring Fiesta, New
Orleans jazz could become a major tourist attraction for the city. Preservation Hall, the
Jazz Fest and the French Quarter Festival are shining examples of what could have
happened much earlier.
Perhaps gaining some inspiration from the National Jazz Foundation, the New Orleans
Jazz Club was established on Mardi Gras Day, 1948. Souchon was to become a key
player. He served two terms as president, was editor of the Club magazine The
Second Line’, 1952-1968, produced the weekly radio programme for more than five
years and was a driving force in the establishment of the New Orleans Jazz Museum.
Around 1945 Souchon encourage the 6 & 7/8’s to be more active. They recorded for the
first time on the New Orleans Original label on March 20, 1949. Bill Kleppinger,
mandolin; Bernie Shields, steel guitar; Edmond Souchon, guitar, vocal; Frank ’Red’
Mackie, string bass. Four titles, High Society, Clarinet Marmalade, Tico-Tico and Tiger
Rag later to be re issued on two Circle 78’s D5001 and D5002.
Sam Charters who moved to New Orleans in 1950 to pursue his dream of researching
and documenting the music of the city resulting in his pioneering book, Jazz New
Orleans 1885-1963. He also organized a significant series of recordings, which included
the Eureka Brass Band, Charlie Love, Kid Thomas and the Mardi Gras Indians. These
sessions were released as a five volume LP set on Folkways.
Charters, was impressed by the original 78 records of the 6 & 7/8’s with their tight
ensemble sound and rhythmic drive. He finally met Souchon in 1954 and set in place a
recording session for the 6 & 7/8’s. The four members of the band assembled at
Souchon’s house in Metairie and recorded 22 titles. To quote Charters, The four of
them were each intensely inventive and creative, and with an ensemble sound that
never became louder than an ordinary conversation they still generated more swing
than any other New Orleans style band I ever heard. The aim was to try and document
their entire repertoire’.
This important session was to be released on Folkways FA267 being the record I
discovered in the mid 60’s. Seventeen tunes can be heard. Kleppinger and Shields
teamwork and subtle understanding for the melody is a continuing highlight. The
mandolin playing of Kleppinger is magnificent, particularly on 'High Society’. The
interpretations of the old pop songs ’Tico-Tico’ and ‘Donna Clara’ display great
sensitivity and charm. The ‘Medley in D’, one of the earliest tunes they played back
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when they first started in the teens, gives an opportunity to listen to Souchon’s rhythmic
accompaniment on guitar.
The 6 & 7/8’s continued to play for private parties and for charity but were rarely heard
in public. The Jan/Feb 1956 issue of The Second Line gives a report of a public concert
played for the Baton Rouge Jazz Club on December 12. They followed nearly two
hours of brassy big band jazz, a little nervous at first the band completely captivated the
audience. Here was the melody, the swinging rhythm, the drive and warmth of the finest
in New Orleans music’. This was followed on December 18 with a national hook-up on
the television show, ‘Monitor - The Voice of America’ seen right across the USA.
Popular demand saw the band perform four more times on this programme.
Another string group that Souchon played and recorded with was The Banjo Bums.
John Chaffe and Malcolm Genet, both born in 1938 started playing banjo together as a
duet in 1952. Originally they limited themselves to High School and other amateur
engagements. In 1956, Dr Souchon and Sherwood Mangiapane, joined to make a
quartet. They recorded for Golden Crest in the spring of 1957. A photo of the group
playing at the 1958 Spring Fiesta can be seen in the NOJC Concert Programme for the
Fiesta. Souchon went on to make an LP under his own name for Golden Crest
Records, CR3065. It is an interesting collection of songs by Souchon from his youth. He
gives intriguing narratives to most songs of where he first heard them and who was
playing the song. ‘Give us a drink bartender’, is a tune he heard his father sing when he
was about 8 years old and had just got his first guitar. To his amazement and joy, his
father picked up the new guitar and sang ‘Give me a drink....’ Souchon is not the
greatest of singers, somewhat gruff but he does possess a certain charm that fits in well
with his guitar chording, particularly when Raymond Burke and Armand Hug join in.
Souchon was becoming so active in local bands beside the 6 & 7/8’s, which was really
an amateur group, that it became necessary for him to join the Musicians Union. This
enabled him to play gigs, concerts and play with the professionals. He recorded with a
large number of musicians including Paul Barbarin, Tom Brown, Raymond Burke, Ken
Colyer, Sherwood Mangiapane, Harry Shields and Johnny Wiggs.
On February 12 1961, Edmond Souchon was honored with his appearance on 'This is
Your Life’ with Ralph Edwards. This was an undoubted highlight in his career in jazz,
screened on national television. A photo in the summer 1977 issue of The Second Line
depicts Souchon and the 6 & 7/8’s playing on the programme. A large celebration was
held after the show at the Hollywood - Roosevelt Hotel. The band immediately took to
the stage and were joined by Merl Kock, piano; Bob Havens, trombone; Matty Matlock,
clarinet; Ray Bauduc, drums and Muggsy Spanier, trumpet. A great time was had by all,
the horns playing really softly so that the strings of the 6 & 7/8’s were not drowned out.
Spanier was so overjoyed with this session that he wanted to organize a professional
recording playing with them.
The NOJC had been sponsoring Sunday Afternoon Jazz Concerts most years since the
organization started. On May 24, 1964, the 6 & 7/8’s shared the stage with Billie and De
De Pierce in the chandeliered lushness of the Grand Saloon of the Royal Orleans Hotel.
Papa John Joseph and Cie Frazier completed the Pierce group. Scoop Kennedy in the
July/Aug 1964 issue of the Second Line reported 'both groups, so seemingly dissimilar
issued identical overtones. They played unmodified music from another era. The
audience heard music that was played 50 years ago. The difference, half a century ago
the audience didn’t sit and listen, it danced to the music. It was an epochal afternoon’.
This was to be the last time this line up of Shields, Mackie, Kleppinger, Hardy and
Souchon would perform publicly together.
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Charlie Hardy passed away on September 22, 1966. Souchon wrote a moving tribute of
his friend’s life featured in the Second Line Jan/Feb, 1967. A unique part of the
delightful ensemble sounds of the 6 & 7/8’s was lost. Hardy’s wife Helen donated his
beloved baritone ukulele to the Jazz Museum. In the obituary notices in the Chicago
and New Orleans newspaper, Helen asked 'in lieu of flowers contributions may be
made to the Charles J Hardy Musical Scholarship Fund’.
In 1967 Souchon together with Al Rose published the critically acclaimed award winning
book, ‘New Orleans Jazz - A Family Album’. This book was revised in 1978 and 1984,
one of the most important publications for New Orleans Jazz devotees since Sam
Charters ‘Jazz New Orleans, 1885-1963’. The book endeavored to include all musicians
from New Orleans regardless of race, the musical venues, the brass bands and where
possible the band line-ups. Red Mackie, a 6 & 7/8’s colleague commented on the
Family Album, in his tribute to Souchon in The Second Line Sept/Oct, 1968 issue, ‘I
don't know anyone but Doc who could have done it. It’s hard to conceive the amount of
time that went into the project. He collected pictures of practically every musician who
ever played in New Orleans. For instance, I played in a string band in the 'teens and
thought we never had a picture taken but some years back I was looking through some
of Doc’s old pictures albums and there we were, a fine group picture with us all there’.
On Saturday, August 24, 1968, Souchon died suddenly at his home in Metaire, La. His
unexpected passing brought a close to a long life of distinction in two different careers medicine and jazz. He collapsed as he was enjoying his music playing his guitar with
his friends, Raymond Burke, Bill Gallaty, trumpet; Sherwood Mangiapane and George
Clay at the piano. He was in good humor and was playing guitar to one of his favorite
tunes 'Bill Bailey’ when he was suddenly strickened. A major source of musical
leadership in New Orleans was no longer and the 6 & 7/8’s had lost its main driving
force.
On November 24 1968, a special tribute concert to pay homage to the memory of Dr
Edmond Souchon was held by the NOJC. Sharkey and his Kings of Dixieland and the
Louis Cottrell Trio preformed playing tunes associated with Souchon. A dignified tribute
was given for Souchon and flowers were presented to his daughter, Dolly Ann
Souchon, who received them on behalf of Mrs Souchon.
A year later, Frank ’Red’ Mackie who had began with The Invincibles and became the
bass foundation of the 6 & 7/8’s passed away in 1969 on August 11. Bernie Shields and
Bill Kleppinger who only played his mandolin as a hobby got together for informal
parties but the music was not the same without Souchon blue tinged intonations on
Spanish guitar and Red Mackie supplying the bass.
There was cause for rejoicing when in November 1971, the then president of the NOJC
Helen Arlt persuaded Shields and Kleppinger to play an informal session at her
apartment in the French quarter with the guitarist Al Hessemer. The Spring 1972 issue
of the Second Line reported, ‘ What a thrill it was to hear the 6 & 7/8’s back in action
again. Their delightful, relaxed melodic yet swinging music still possessed that
wonderful, nostalgic charm, reminiscent of carefree New Orleans of yesteryear'.
Al Hessemer, born Jackson, January 21, 1909 seemed a logical successor for the late
Dr Edmond Souchon. One of his first professional jobs in 1925 was with Gerald
Martinez, piano; 'Big Eye’ Burke, drums; with Hessemer on violin at a cabaret near
Bucktown. In 1926, he switched to banjo playing at the Fern Dance Hall on Burgundy
Street. The late 20’s he was playing with the Jung Hotel Orchestra alongside Johnny
Wiggs. He played duets with Snoozer Quinn at the Silver Slipper. During World War 2
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he directed The Higgins Shipyard Band where Al Hirt played his first job on trumpet. In
1946 he was gigging with Louis Prima but stayed in New Orleans when Prima left for
New York. He began teaching guitar and related string instruments. He played with
Bobby Douglas at the Monteleone Roof and with Stu Bergen’s band that included
Raymond Burke. The Second Line goes on to say that if Sherwood Mangiapane would
bring his string bass into the group, the new edition of the 6 & 7/8's would be up and
running. I have not been able to find out if in fact anything came out of Helen Arlt’s
efforts.
The continuity of the 6 & 7/8’s enabled it to arrive at an easy familiarity with the New
Orleans repertoire, as well with their favorite popular songs. It gave the group a
homogeneity that can be lacking in many combinations regardless of whether horns,
reeds or strings are played. Aside from these considerations the 6 & 7/8’s created
something with a timeless quality of an earlier music, which they polished with loving
care. It is an attraction that belongs to them and we are grateful that they have been
willing through their recordings made originally for their own satisfaction, to share it with
others.
End Notes:
The Second Line, Spring ed. 1978 noted that Bernie Shields, steel guitar player
with Dr Edmond Souchon’s 6 & 7/8’s passed away at the age of 84, on February
20, 1978.
Bill Kleppinger, the innovative mandolin player passed away on May 27, 1982.
Thus ending the last link of the 6 & 7/8’s and The Invincibles.
Charlie Hardy’s baritone mandolin, donated by Helen, 'Midget' Harrison’s, the
pint sized violinist for The 6 & 7/8’s undersized violin along with Monk Smith’s
guitar, formally of The Invincibles and The New Orleans Owls can be seen on
display at the New Orleans Jazz Museum, The Old Mint on Esplanade.
This is not intended to be a full career piece on Dr Edmond Souchon, only that
surrounding participation of the 6 & 7/8’s, a fuller documentation may follow.
Suggested Reading:
Samuel B Charters: Jazz New Orleans 1885-1963
Al Rose & Edmond Souchon: New Orleans Jazz - A Family Album
Al Rose: Storyville New Orleans
R. Collins: New Orleans - A revised history
Charles Suhor: Jazz in New Orleans - The post-war years
Brian Wood: The Song for Me
The Jazz Archivist, vol VII, 1-2 (December 1992)
The Second Line Magazine
William Hogan Jazz Archive Interviews: Edmond Souchon Feb 17 1962, Charlie
Hardy Dec 16 1961
Cover Notes: Folkways FA 2671, Circle D 5001/5002 (album)
Suggested Listening:
Circle D-5001 The 6 & Ill's Band
Circle D-5002 The 6 & 7/8’s Band
Folkways FA 2671 The 6 & 7/8’s String Band of New Orleans
Private Issue Charlie & Sou - New Orleans 1955
- VJM VLP21 The New Orleans Owls
VJM VLP22 The New Orleans Owls/Half Way House Orchestra
VJM VLP40 N O's in the 20’s/ monk Hazel’s Bienville Roof Orchestra
Fat Cat FCJ 104 The Legendary Snoozer Quinn with Johnny Wiggs
Golden Crest 3025 Visit New Orleans with the Banjo Bums
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Golden Crest 3065 Dr Souchon recalls early N O’s Minstrel Days & Blues
Riverside RLP379 Peter Bocage (example of violin)
MONO MNLP3 Peter Bocage: Creole Serenaders / Quartet
MONO MNLP10 Peter BOCAGE: Creole Serenaders / Quartet
MONO MNLP Louis James String Band
AMCD-66 Albert Jiles Onzagh Owls with Louis James
AMCD-125/126 The 6 & 7/8's String Band
504 CD28 6 & 7/8’s String band of New Orleans La
Private Tapes Wiggs-Burke Big Four with Marie Souchon (pno & voc)

The Six and Seven-Eights String Band
of
New Orleans

Photo from Folkways FP 671
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I REMEMBER BUNK
by Joe Muranyi Oct., 2007
It was the fall of 1945, I was eighteen years old and still in high school (or had I
finished?). That’s dim in my memory but that first night at the Stuyvesant Casino in
New York is pretty clear. I was very interested in classic, Twenties jazz. I already had
a small collection of 78RPM discs: mostly reissues but there were some scratchy,
worn, junk-shopped originals. I listened to Fred Robbins on the radio; he played
some of the old classics and talked about the jazz scene in New York. Playing
clarinet, I took lessons and studied classical music. But I noodled along with the 78s
trying to get hot and sound like Johnny Dodds!
I had only heard one live jazz band. That was a year or so before when I somehow
snuck into Nick's in the village and heard the Muggsy Spanier band with PeeWee
Russell and Miff Mole. I was underage to be in there! My friends from my high school
jazz club and I were now excited by the news that Bunk Johnson was coming to town
with a Black, real New Orleans Band. Wow! I saved my money for the entrance fee.
The big night arrived and I took the subway down to Astor Place and walked to the
Stuyvesant Casino on Second Avenue, near 9th Street. Generally, they held big
weddings and had Saturday Night dances and affairs there. I marched upstairs and
there was Bunk and the band. They soon climbed up onto the raised bandstand, sat
down and warmed up their horns. They didn't tune up I noticed. Bunk had a music
stand in front of him. It had a very deep shelf and on it stood a thick pile of sheet
music. On top was Bell Bottom Trousers, a World War Two song. I hoped they
wouldn't play that one! (They didn't). As a matter of fact I didn't see Bunk look at any
of the music for the whole night. I assumed that he was expecting requests for
popular dance tunes. After all, the Stuyvesant was a ballroom; with a mirrored ball
that revolved; it hung down from the ceiling reflecting the light of a little spotlight
aimed at it.
I stood in front of the band-stand in great anticipation. It happened: Bunk, his lips
scarred by his mouthpiece, stomped off the tempo and the band was off! I've read
that the first tune was You Tell Me Your Dream but I don't remember that fact. Bunk
called the tunes; they were a mixture of old standard pop songs and New Orleansy
jazz classics like The Saints, Snag It, High Society, Maryland My Maryland, Careless
Love and See See Rider. My crowd preferred the old, jazz stuff. Actually the band
played all of their tunes in the same style: improvised ensembles and solos. The outchorus always built to a climax. I loved it all and thought that this was the real thing!
I went as often as I could (afford)! As time went on the crowds got bigger and bigger
and more and more people danced. There were two, tall, thin, black dancers who
were always there; they were just called Leon and Al. Great dancers, they had an air
about them that I now perceive was a gay kind of thing. Who knew from that in 1945?
They danced with each other ( a hands off Lindy Hop kind of thing) and with female
customers who were white. There was no trouble, everything was cool. The whole
scene: Black band, mostly White customers, integrated dancing, two maybe gay
black dancers and all fun, had a left wing, liberal aspect that, looking back, was quite
pleasant. The whole scene was very much of its time- the mid Forties. I don't
remember a fight although drinks were sold and much beer was tossed down.
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There was a lot of press coverage of Bunk and the music; critics abounded.
Everybody came to hear Bunk and dig the scene. This was the early Bebop era and
the clash between the old jazz (Dixieland, New Orleans and Swing) and the new,
modern jazz (Bebop/Rebop) was becoming clear. In later times there was an
upstairs, Times Square record store run by a very fat (huge!) pleasant guy who was a
little hard of hearing: Big Joe. He'd often put his hand up to an ear and ask: "Huh?"
Outside his shop he had a sign that advertised: "From Bunk to Monk!!" "Bunk" was
etched into the average jazz fan's psyche! Like him or not everybody knew about
Bunk Johnson. His appearance on the scene was a romantic event that the media
loved. It had great human interest. A still viable, old, Black jazz musician from New
Orleans; he was there at the beginning of jazz music; and still with us! Coming to
teeming Manhattan from the rice fields of Louisiana! Man, what a story! A reporter
couldn’t have dreamed up a better one.
I listened to the band carefully for many nights. I came to the following conclusions:
I thought that Alton Purnell had a strange piano approach - he seemed to be
unsuccessfully trying to play a swing style piano. He swung, in his way, but he was
sort of homemade. I wasn't taken by his playing. It wasn't stride, Jelly Roll or boogie
type bass or anything like that. He wasn't traditional in any understood sense and his
attempts at a swing style didn't make it for me.
Bass player Alcide "Slow Drag" Pavageau generated a swing but he was obviously
very limited harmonically. He didn't talk much and was sort of distant and not too
verbal. Don't you love that "Alcide" name? Shades of Mr. Nunez! But his friends left
of the "Slow" and just called him "Drag."
Lawrence Marrero was an odd case. He was often out of tune and his chords were
rather primitive if not wrong. He plunked away nicely and didn't get in the way. But I'd
heard much crisper and better time on records. A genial guy, he'd sit there on the
bandstand between tunes and pick his nose! Really! He seemed a nice, gentle guy.
Jim Robinson was a genial soul whose personality shone like the sun. Friendly,
laughing he was a special cat. He had some gold teeth that shone when he laughed;
which was often. He had a marvelous sound and could swing very hard. His tailgate
trombone licks were very authentic and he was easy to enjoy. However I noted after
a while that sometimes he’d get a repeated, good lick going and just stay on it when
the chord changed; a "no-no" it created a very noticeable clash. But I loved Jim.
Years later when I played New Orleans with Louis Armstrong I was invited to visit him
at home. Alan Jaffe and I went. Big Jim was sitting on the steps of his little, wooden
New Orleans style house when we arrived. We all sat on those steps and he brought
out beers. We talked about Bunk, jazz and things. Much to my surprise Jim
expressed a great fondness for Jack Teagarden; one of my all time favorites. He said
that he kept a photo of Tea in the house. He volunteered to show it to us so we went
inside. He took us to the wall where it hung. I looked; it was a photo of Tommy
Dorsey! To paraphrase Louis Armstrong: I guess all Ofays looked alike to dear Old
Jim? I think of him with fondness
George Lewis, when he first came to New York, was a very quiet, seemingly shy
person. I think he was a little afraid to talk openly with White people. I don't think he
did much of that in NOLA! I chatted him up for a time and we got comfortable with
each other. Then one evening, when we were in the men's room, the subject of Bunk
came up. George exploded into anger and out came a stream of obscenities about
Bunk. "That dirty, no good mother fucker...." and he went on from there. No more shy
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George. He hated Bunk. The whole band disliked Bunk. He was a tough cookie.
Again, after listening to George with the Band for many nights I detected clay feet. He
could be very out of tune and like Robinson he missed an occasional chord. On
balance George had an original style, could really swing and had an intensity and
gentleness that breathed "soul." I loved him and his music but he certainly wasn't in
the Bechet, Dodds, Noone or Omer Simeon class. George also had a marvelous
singing quality in his playing that I loved and never got tired of. Years later I visited
with him too in New Orleans. He was smoking a cigarette in a long holder and wore
an elegant dark suit and an expensive Panama hat. George had come a long way
from 1945! I used to play Al Hirt's Club with the Village Stompers in the mid Sixties.
We had long breaks between shows so I'd go over to Preservation Hall and sit in with
George. We played many a nice set together. Somewhere I have some photos of the
two of us blowing, a duet. I liked George.
Baby Dodds was a wonder. I never tired of him. The more I heard him the more
perfect I found him. He and Bunk were the real heavyweights in the band. Baby
carried the rhythm section. His snare drum was marvelous. His Chinese tom-toms
accents were right "in there." Near the end of a solo or ensemble chorus he'd always
play a marvelous "turn around" that lifted the next chorus. He played his snare rims
and the woodblocks with a wonderful zeal and sense of time. His bass drum was in
tune (he tuned it) and just loud enough; it never dragged. George Wettling tuned his
drums the way Baby did. His snare press-rolls were classic. Often, when things
started to really cook he'd do what he called his shimmy beat; he'd slightly lift himself
up from his drum stool and grind his mid-section around like a strip teaser; playing all
the time. Funny, great and done in perfect rhythm. He wore a dark belt that had a
shiny buckle right at his solar plexus, maybe with his initials in the middle. Gene
Krupa and my uncle Frank wore one like it. It was a 1930s style. When he did his
shimmy the buckle would move around hypnotically. I guessed that many a gal had
succumbed to his gleaming belt buckle! Baby drank but he handled it infinitely better
than nasty old Bunk. I think it helped his playing and shimmy beat! After hearing the
band and him many times I ended up in love with the man and his drumming. I heard
him do the after-beat cymbal on beats one and three during an out chorus by Bunk
and the band; like he did behind Louis Armstrong on the old Okeh version of Willie
the Weeper. Man! What a thrill; a joy forever. He'd given the original cymbal he'd
used behind Pops to Wettling; George treasured it. Baby was world class;
unforgettable!
Bunk was the king of the band! As was Louis Armstrong. The longer I listened to
Bunk the more I heard and appreciated. I never tired of him. He had everything plus
an old time integrity. He swung, wasn't dated but you could hear and feel that he
came from another era. He worked his improvisations off the melody but he was very
aware of the correct chords. He always was right. He must have been the only one of
the old New Orleans pioneers who knew what a diminished chord was. He'd clearly
outline it every once in a while - at exactly the right spot. He knew what he was
doing. There's a place near the end of Just a Closer Walk With Thee where all the
New Orleans bands play a minor chord where there should be a diminished one. It's
just in the song and belongs there. Bunk used the diminished chord correctly when
he did the tune. He made a big thing of the King Oliver breaks on "Snag It." The
crowd would wait for it and let out a big roar after Bunk crisply (and perfectly)
declaimed it on his trumpet. On The Saints the crowd would make a long line and do
a snake dance around the hall. It was the height of the evening when this happened.
Bunk liked to play for dancers. He claimed that was when a band was at its best, in a
groove, as one, with the rhythm of the dancers. And the people on the floor could feel
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that the band was as one with them. When the lights went low, the little mirrors would
gleam in the revolving globe above sending abrupt rays of light into the dancing
throng and the ceiling, that's when the music and the dancing got good.
I remember the way Bunk would hold up his left hand and indicate one more chorus
with his outstretched index finger while he held and played his trumpet with his right
hand. It usually happened when things were going well.
There was another thing that he and the band did when a number, usually a fast one,
went well. They'd repeat the last chorus or a part of it with the same tempo and
intensity they'd just used; usually to the same burst of applause that greeted the last
performance. I'd never heard of this before. I assumed that it was an old New
Orleans custom. But maybe it had another source? I've never heard any discussion
or read anything about the phenomenon. Armstrong in the Fifties did it; you can hear
it on his live recordings with his All Stars. Curiously, by the time I joined him (in 1967)
he no longer did it. Could it originally have had something to do with just wanting to
hear a good thing again? Like when you replay a good section of a record, tape or
CD. Orchestras play encores; but this was an encore of the same piece. Interesting.
Bunk made a point of stating the fact that he didn't care for his group! He called them
his "Wartime Emergency Band!" It didn't help his relations with them; they didn't like
him either. He drank and couldn’t handle it; everybody knew it as one often saw him
tipsy. He just couldn't control his drinking at all. He'd do things like not play much, be
late, argue and have scenes with the band; driving the management and band crazy.
Bunk often just wasn't a nice guy. He was irresponsible, selfish, a liar, a braggart,
self- destructive and not above using people badly; not a very charming package. But
when he wanted to he could be pleasant indeed. You wouldn't want to be in business
with him! But when he was in the mood and physical shape to do so he could play
marvelously! That's the side of him that I like to remember.
Bunk made enough records to get a good idea of what he sounded like. But my
impressions and opinion of him are based on hearing him live. To me he was better
live than he sounded on his recordings. To my surprise I find myself defending him to
musician friends I respect who don't care for Mr. Bunk. I guess it's because they
never heard him live. I think that his Decca and Victor Records somehow aren't very
good. Maybe it's because of his band? I like the ones he made on the West Coast
with the Lou Waters crowd. The intonation of those guys was better than his New
Orleans band.
The session issued on Columbia that was recorded during the New York snow storm
also leaves me unsatisfied. The band doesn't come together somehow. At the time I
was told, by people who were at the sessions, that these sides captured the real
Bunk. They were different from his other records but to me they're stiff and not too
comfortable.
George Lewis and I got pretty friendly. My high school buddies got together with him
and encouraged me to bring my clarinet and sit in with Bunk and the band. I was a
little leery but my buddies were insistent so I twice brought in my horn and sat in. I
was a little scared but I did it. The first time, I blew the usual "A" to tune up. I heard
that I was very flat; warming up didn't help much, I was still very flat. Bunk perked up,
carefully listened and proclaimed "You're sharp. Pull out!" I did so, making me even
flatter! I was very disappointed that he didn't hear that I was flat. Not being correctly
in pitch kept me from playing my best. I sat in on another occasion. Both times I just
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played the last song of the set. But it was fun. This was my first experience playing
with a live jazz band. Even though I was flat!
The second year that Bunk was in New York at the Stuyvesant was musically
different; Don Ewell filled the piano chair and it was a big improvement. He was a
better musical fit with Bunk than Alton Purnell. The absence of Baby Dodds was a
serious loss. I remember one night when Bunk was drinking he fell asleep on the
stand. It was a downer to see him irresponsible and so self-destructive. I figured that
was it for Mr. Johnson for that night. After the break the band got on the stand and
there was no trumpet. In the house was young Wild Bill Davison in Army uniform. He
got up on the band-stand, took over and the music came to life with a vengeance. I
don't know whose trumpet Bill played. Anyhow after a tune or so who should come
running up onto the stand but Bunk; seemingly sober now. He took over with a
vengeance and sounded very good. Strange but true.
There used to be a famous photographer named Weegee who specialized in shots of
crowd scenes, crimes sites, odd characters and just plain people - mostly in New
York. He photographed a lot at the Stuyvesant. In one of his books (I used to have a
copy) there were shots of the band, the two tall dancers and the crowd. There were
pictures too of friends of mine with whom I would go to hear Bunk. They were Dante
Bolletino who ended up founding the Jolly Roger record label, Harry Newmark and
Sanford Edelstine. I never made the cut. I thought that his photos very well captured
the scene and the free, joyous feeling of hearing Bunk and the band in those days at
the Stuyvesant. Harry and Dante liked Bunk and New Orleans music so much they
went down to NOLA in the early Fifties when a lot of the greats were alive. I envied
them as I couldn't go. They got to know Bunk very well and were involved in the
Caravan Hall, New York concerts. I was listed as playing on some of the records
made there but I was never at the hall! I was in the Air Force at the time.
Bunk Johnson at the Stuyvesant Casino was a watershed event. The fact that New
York was at the center of the American media empires made his extended New York
appearances most important. It helped crystallize the whole New Orleans and
traditional jazz revival that triggered a world- wide interest in the old music. The
revival never died. Louis Armstrong gave up his big band and used a smaller, All Star
formation because of it. As a youth at the Stuyvesant Casino I saw and met such
people as Gene Williams, Drob and Stone (Harold Drob was built funny; he sort of
didn't have shoulders!), Bob Maltz, Gene Williams, Ralph Gleason, Jack Crystal and
oh so many people who became figures in the jazz world. There were many
musicians that came there too. Unfortunately I was too shy to talk to Baby Dodds
about his brother Johnny. As a lad I very much tried to imitate him. The Stuyvesant
was a sort of club where people interested in the old jazz met, talked and listened to
the old master Bunk Johnson.
A while back I was at a party given by Ryoichi Kawai in Japan. He had a little
magazine put out by a California bookstore: City Lights. Anyhow, there were many
photos in the magazine that were taken at the Stuyvesant when Bunk played there.
Looking through it with relish I did a double take. There was a photo of a youthful me
with my first wife to be, sitting on my knee with a caption: "some of the crowd at the
session." Amazing, there was photographic proof that I hadn't hallucinated it all.
Great fun. I'd made the cut at last, some fifty years later.
I met and got to know Harry James when he'd come to see Louis Armstrong. Harry
was a friendly guy and I liked talking with him very much as I was a great fan of his
when I was in my early teens. After Louis I played for twelve years with Roy Eldridge
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at Jimmy Ryans. Harry used to come in there to hear Roy. He had great taste in
trumpet players! So we hung out some more. One night we were talking about Harry
playing in his father's circus band as a young man in Texas. Out of the blue he said
"Yes I learned a lot from that good trumpet player Bunk Johnson who played in my
fathers band as I sat alongside of him!" I looked at Harry: "Wait a minute you don't
mean the Bunk Johnson from New Orleans who went North later in life and became
sort of a success?" Harry told me yes it was the same Bunk Johnson. I found it
amazing. A guy as unlikely as Harry having known, played with, admiring and
learning a lot from Bunk way back in the Thirties! Coming from such an adept and
able trumpet player this was quite a compliment and tribute to Bunk. It was such a
wild and unlikely thing!
I also love the early Thirties letter that I'm sure still exists somewhere. It's from King
Oliver in New York to Bunk in Electra Texas. In it he asks Bunk to write out some of
his great blues and send it to him. He could record and sell it to Clarence Williams for
(I think he says $50). So King Oliver knew and respected Bunk and thought he could
create great blues melodies.
A good friend of mine, now long gone, was the fine trombonist Dick Rath. He was in
Ed Hall's small band (after Louis) and played with Eddie Condon's road bands and
was in the know and part of the "in" crowd. He once told me that (at some
unspecified time in the Forties) Bunk Johnson appeared in Youngstown Ohio at a
fairly modern jam session. I doubted it but Dick knew about Bunk and was certain
that it was he at the session. Bunk was passing through Youngstown; he held his
own at the session of young guys playing late swing, early modern music. I could find
nothing about this in the Hazeldine book about Bunk. He was a wanderer with many
surprising sides.
My good friend Red Balaban used to have a house on the Caribbean island of St.
Martin. We'd go fishing there. Benny Goodman also had a house on the island and
when we had a good day we'd visit him and take some fish. One day he had his
clarinet out and a big basket of reeds next to him. He'd been looking for a good one I
guessed. I carefully looked at his horn and mouthpiece. He nodded, smiled and said:
"Go ahead, try it if you want to." I took off the cap and decided to play some "Bashful
Baby" one of his first recorded clarinet solos. I struggled a bit as the reed was too
soft and the mouthpiece opening too close. He thought of the tune and said
something like "There's a baby in the title. No?" I said yes and apologized for my
performance as the reed/ mouthpiece set up was too close for me. He got a little
angry and took the horn out of my hands and said something like "Well you guys who
want to play like George Lewis!" George always sounded as if he played a very hard
reed. Benny heard it too. I was very surprised at his knowing about George. I 'd
guess he knew about Bunk too. It's a small world!
Yes, those days at the Stuyvesant Casino listening to Bunk and band were
marvelous. I saw and experienced them through youthful eyes, ears and soul. It all
had a wonderful influence on me. Perhaps that's why I became a jazz musician.
Yes, I remember Bunk Johnson!

Copyright by Joe Muranyi 2007
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RE THE AUTHOR - JOE MURANYI
by Claes Ringqvist
Joe Muranyi - born in Martins Ferry OH, January 14, 1928. Clarinetist, soprano
saxophonist and singer. He studied with Lennie Tristano and later played clarinet for
three years in an air force band. After his discharge he worked in New York with
many prominent Dixieland groups, including those of Jimmy McPartland, Yank
Lawson, Max Kaminsky, Bobby Hackett and Eddie Condon. He recorded with the
Red Onion Jazz Band (1952-54) and in a quintet with Danny Barker (1958), where
his playing may be heard to good effect. In 1963 he formed the Village Stampers, a
traditional jazz group that toured the USA and Japan. He also toured extensively with
the Louis Armstrong All Stars (1967-71) and was the last clarinetist to perform and
record regularly with this group. After leaving Armstrong Muranyi returned to New
York and recorded with Roy Eldridge. In 1975 he played and sang with the World's
Greatest Jazz Band, and in 1977 he recorded with Cozy Cole and Lionel Hampton.
Muranyi has also worked as a producer for several major record companies.
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BUNK JOHNSON DISCOGRAPHY CORRECTIONS
& ADDITIONS ETC # 3
by Fred Eatherton
Correction:
Page 48, BUNK JOHNSON and MARY ELLA FONTENETTE should read:
I’ve Got Everything

Bunk Johnson Book CD#7

Additions:
LP:
Title: Bunk Johnson - Una leyenda
Label & No: Dial 56039
This Argentine LP is identical to Mainstream M56039 and contains the same twelve
tracks from the Jazz Information recordings of 2 October 1942
New CDs:
Title: Funeral Songs - Dead Man Blues
Label & No: Membran 222617-311
This is a German double CD and is identical to Documents 7374995. Thus it
includes:
29 July 1944
110
Lowdown Blues
2 August 1944
408
Lord Lord You’re Certainly Good To Me
Title: Best Of Gospel
Label & No: Wagram WOT 3120672
This is a French five CD compilation and is very similar in content to Wagram
3096142. It includes:
Jan-Feb 1944 LK 190-2 When I Move To The Sky
2 August 1944
408
Lord Lord You’re Certainly Good To Me
2 January 1946
D708
The Lord Will Make A Way Somehow
D710
God’s Amazing Grace
Title: Trompette
Label & No: BMG 841952.2 (see ‘page 66)
This is a French compilation that includes tracks by Louis Armstrong, King Oliver,
Henry ’Red’ Allen, etc. and one track by Bunk.
6 December 1945 D5VB-888-1 Snag It
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Program conceived and written by.David Rosenbaum
Art..................................................................Irving J. Root
Moderators........................Vernon White and Ted Lenz
The above are all members of the Hot Jazz Society
This souvenir program donated through the courtesy
of the Hot Jazz Society and Sherman Clay
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Difference of opinion exists
in every art-form.
In literature there is
conflict between the realist school represented by writers like John Stein
beck, and the romantic-sentimental school of a James Hilton. The debate
goes on in painting too, for connoisseurs argue the relative values of realism
vs. surrealism vs. modernism vs.
Rennaisance art, ad infinitum. Thus in
each art-form there is conflict, resulting in an exchange of ideas—all of
which is healthy and stimulating for the good life.

To define and clarify the "Jazz vs. Swing" theme, we should first
prefer to dismiss from consideration the unrelaxed, super-arranged, power
house, mechanical units of the James' and Millers', as well as the mean
ingless, horribly sweet bands of the Kaye's and Lombardo's. The tunes
these bands play too, all about lots of love under the moon in June, are
manufactured by tin pan alley ovemite, and last about as long.
In this afternoon's "Jazz vs. Swing" concert we are limiting ourself
to men comprising the bands of jazzman Bunk Johnson and swingman
Saunders King, all of whom are sensitive and imaginative artists having
certain things in common. These musicians create as they play. They
play without a score. They play as the spirit moves them. They play
the music as it was not written. And they hardly ever play the same
piece twice in exactly the same way. They take a simple melody, a well
known tune. They elaborate it. They improvise. They fake. They
syncopate.
Yet there is a distinct difference between the original jazz, and modem
swing. Intellectuals on both sides argue the issue pro and con. You can
find stories in books and periodicals by such respected critics as William
Russell, Eugene Williams, Rudi Blesh and Bill Colburn, explaining why
the real original New Orleans style of Bunk Johnson, Buddy Bolden, King
Oliver, Jelly Roll Morton and Louis Armstrong represents the one and
only real jazz. But continue the reading and you will meet up with equally
famous authorities as John Hammond, George Frazier and Leonard
Feather, who laud the swing of Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellington, Count
Basie, and the smaller swing units of Benny Goodman, Teddy Wilson
and Saunders King.
However, there does exist a middle of the road school of criticism
headed by the most famous of all jazz authorities—the Frenchman Hughes
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The native American art—jazz—is no exception, for jazz is an art.
Indeed, European intellectuals recognize it as
the only original art-form
that America has ever contributed to the world. Wherever you meet
connoisseurs of le jazz hot, you will hear discussion and dispute on the
merits of one recording over another; argument why a favorite band is a
more exciting unit than another band; insistence that one soloist is
better than the other; and why
the original New Orleans jazz style is
superior to the modem swing form—and vice versa.

An interesting distinction between the two bands on the Geary stage
this afternoon is that while Saunders King's band plays with an inborn
sense of natural swing, it is carefully rehearsed to achieve its closely knit,
and outstanding harmonic effects. Bunk Johnson's band, on the other
hand is spontaneous and unrehearsed, for New Orleans jazz allows its per
formers greater room for collective improvisation to achieve its diverse
rhythmic and harmonic patterns.
The Hot Jazz Society asks one indulgence from the audience. The
concert atmosphere of the Geary Theatre is not the conducive environ
ment for the playing of relaxed jazz, Jazz music is performed at its best
in an intimate atmosphere, such as, the CIO-HJS Chamber Jazz Room at
150 Golden Gate Avenue, where every Sunday afternoon, one can listen,
discuss, sip and dance to the righteous jazz.
The artists on the program will do their very best if the audience will
cooperate with them by creating an atmosphere of informality and interest.
The most memorable hot music comes when the performer can feel his
audience. May we ask that you forget you are in the Geary Theatre.
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Panassie. In his book "The Real Jazz," he describes how truly wonderful
is the New Orleans style of collective improvisation, but continues: " . . .
Though I find ridiculous the notion that jazz must represent an incessant
progress, I do feel that the attitude of numerous jazz fans and collectors
is equally ridiculous. To them all interpretations based on the New
Orleans style of collective improvisation are necessarily superior to all
interpretations arranged for swing orchestras . . . certainly I prefer the
work of King Oliver and Louis Armstrong . . . with a small orchestra,
however, it is no less true that when a swing orchestra is in the groove
and has taken a good tempo it swings in collosal fashion and produces
far better jazz music than could a New Orleans orchestra improvising
in a bad tempo without inspiration.”
What critic Panassie means is that both jazz and swing are good—if
played right. Although yoii will be the final judge—for yourself—we will
consider Mr. Panassie's quote as the keynote for this afternoon's "Jazz vs.
Swing" concert. For in Bunk Johnson's "Hot Seven" we have truly a great
New Orleans combination—in fact a band so rare and so good as to attract
world attention and arouse the envy of such cities as New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles, who are impoverished for some real New Orleans jazz.
With Bunk Johnson in our midst, “New Orleans" has moved to San
Francisco. And in Saunders King, San Francisco is blessed with a swing
combination that is second to none—good enough to excite Louis Arm
strong himself when he and S. K. were playing alongside each other at
the Aragon Ballroom in Los Angeles.

// unJi jjoJui
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When critics and jazzophiles were assembly material to write the
story of jazz for the book "Jazzmen", they heard from the lips of present
jazz greats like Louis Armstrong, that "the greatest of 'em all" was one
Bunk Johnson who used to play comet for the Buddy Bolden band in New
Orleans at the turn of the century. Bunk was subsequently written and
talked up as a legendary character, who influenced the whole jazz style,
and the man who taught and inspired the great Louis Armstrong.
Then one day came the discovery that Bunk Johnson was still living,
driving a track in New Iberia, La. Immediately jazzophiles started a
pilgrimage to New Iberia. They found Bunk without teeth, and learned he
had not touched a horn in 10 years. However, Bunk startled his admirers
by insisting if he had a set of teeth and a horn "I could play like my boy
Louiel" For sentimental purposes, Bunk was litted out with a set of store
teeth and new horn. When Bunk brought the new shiny trumpet to his
lips, amazed listeners stood by and heard magic jazz pour out of that
horn. They now felt, as well as understood, that chapter on Louis
Armstrong in the book "Jazzmen" that quotes as follows:

" . . . and Louis had talked a lot about Bunk, his idol of earlier
days, had tried to tell how beautiful Bunk's tone was, how
intense his vibrato, and had sung phraBeB to Lil (Armstrong) to
show the facile, imaginative way Bunk had of embellishing
them. Somehow LouIb had felt things the same way as Bunk,
had the same inborn sense of beauty, the same melancholic
and exuberant accents, and naturally adopted a similar mode of
expression. A lesson of inestimable/ importance which Louis
absorbed more than anyone else was the way Bunk had of
hesitating, always a little behind the beat, a lazy yet most dy
namic way of playing which is at the core of all hot jazz."
(Continued on page 7)
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The average "genius" is an impoverished and lonesome man during
his lifetime. And then, after his eyes are closed and his ears stilled, a
new generation unearths his special talent, pays him homage. It seemed
the story of Willie (Bunk) Johnson would be no exception—until things
began to happen to the fabulous Bunk at the ripe age of 60.
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(Vernon White—Moderator)
DOWN BY THE RIVER (theme)
MILENBERG JOYS (vocal Bob Best)
SOUTH
CARELESS LOVE (vocal Clancy Hayes)
KID ORY’S CREOLE TROMBONE
SISTER KATE
TIN ROOF BLUES

SISTER LOTTIE PEAVAY
sings
"It's Nobody's Fault But Mine"
"When I Move To the Sky"
MUSKRAT RAMBLE
(10 minute intermission)
II
SAUNDERS KING RHYTHM
(Ted Lenz—Moderator)
S. K. GROOVE (theme)
JIVE AT ELEVEN FIVE
SUMMERTIME (vocal Saunders King)
VAGABOND LOVER

The joyful driving horn of Dunk Johnson fronts the Hot Seven posing for the photographer. Person
nel: Willie "Bunk" Johnson, trumpet; Ellis Home, clarinet; Turk Murphy, trombone; Pat Patton,
banjo; Squire Girsback, base; Bill Dart, drums. (Bill Bardin, trombone and
Lefty Benjamin, drums, are also "regulars" not In picture.)
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WILLIE "BUNK" JOHNSON
and the Hot Seven

Puuyi&M
RIDE ON (vocal Saunders King)
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
DARK EYES (vocal Saunders King)
TAKE THE A TRAIN
(10 minute intermission)

III
"Jazz vb. Swing"
(Moderators -Vernon White and Ted Lenz)

BUNK JOHNSON’S HOT SEVEN
SAUNDERS KING RHYTHM
(Interpretatie,n)
ST. LOUIS BLUES
BIG FAT BUTTERFLY

ST. LOUIS BLUES

(Specialty]1
MY MARYLAND

(Blues)
S. K. BLUES

BUNK’S BLUES

(Killer)
TIGER RAG

TIGER RAG

■Mi
Saunders King leads his Rhythm swinging and looking completely relaxed in the recording studio.
Personnel: Saunders King, guitar; Sammy Deane, trumpet; Eddie Taylor, tenor sax;
Johnnie Cooper, piano; Joe Holder, bass; Bunny Peters, drums.
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Saunders King organized his first group in San Francisco's "Little
Flarlem" about eight years ago. In so doing he sacrificed a lucrative NBC
radio contract as featured vocalist on the "Crosscut" program originating
from San Francisco. On the show Saunders was known as "Waterboy",
and when it was once announced that "Waterboy" was celebrating his
birthday he received more than'3200 fan letters. Although King possessed
a lyrical and thrilling voice he loved best to express his musical ideas
through his instrument, the guitar, and like most musicians he too looked
forward to the day when he could fulfill these ideas with his own band.
The first Saunders King orchestra consisted of a modest little three
piece outfit of Vernon Alley on bass, Bob Barfield on tenor sax and
Saunders handling the "git box" and vocals. Both Vernon and Bob sub
sequently were sought by and accepted chairs in the Lionel Hampton band.
In the years that Saunders played in "Little Harlem" he experimented
with many combinations—from three pieces to fourteen—searching and
strivipg for his ultimate idea and style. His search, he believes, is achieved
with the present Saunders King Rhythm.
The nucleus of the present Saunders King band was established in
1941 at Jack's, the little jazz joint out on Sutter Street. The King unit had
by now accomplished its four part harmony swing, and those in the
know—like visiting critic John Hammond—predicted a national rep for
the boys. First break came when the band cut four recordings that sold
fast. Followed then a contract with the Backstage doing so-so biz, but after
the King opening the nitery turned overnight into a gold mine. From
there the band went to Hollywood and crashed the pictures. Then it began
pulling crowds to the Aragon ballroom and the Mocambo club.
King started to get offers from New York, and recently, after playing
a one-nite stand in the bay area, theatre people wanted him for appearances
at the Orpheum in Oakland and Warfield in San Francisco. But King
said no to all of them.
Instead he brought his band back into Jack's, the little jazz joint out
on Sutter Street. Reason: Facing his final physical examination for a date
with Uncle Sam, S. K. wanted to play his last engagement in the spot that
gave him his first break. However, Saunders has since been reclassified
and the groovey rhythm swings on.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 3)
In 1941 Bill Colburn and Hal McIntyre, two San Francisco jazz authori
ties, joined Bill Russell and Dave Stuart in New Orleans for the express
purpose of preserving the beauty of Bunk's horn on records. The record
ings, although acoustically inferior, demonstrated to a wider audience
the artistry of Bunk and his New Orleans cohorts.

But the aftermath to the Geary concert looked gloomy as Bunk's
glorious horn remained silent, and it looked like San Francisco would
lose Bunk. Stirred
by this disheartening
thought, enthusiasts created the
Hot Jazz Society ol San Francisco, and its weekly Sunday afternoon jazz
sessions in the Chamber Jazz Room at 150 Golden Gate Avenue are now
featuring Bunk Johnson with the former Lu Watters' stars comprising the
"Hot Seven". The
sessions have gained the envy
and highest admiration
of critics from every metropolis causing the Chamber Jazz Room to
become a mecca for the real jazz.
The backbone
of the Bunk Johnson
and his "Hot Seven" repertoire
comprise blues, stomps, and rags. The instrumentation is authentic with
Bunk's great trumpet playing the lead, Ellis Horne's sensual clarinet,
weaving, pushing, nudging around the melody, and the tailgate trombone
of Bill Bardin or Turk Murphy filling in with syncopated passages. The
specialized rhythm section of Bert Bales, piano; Pat Patton, banjo; Squire
Girsback, bass, and Lefty Benjamin, drums, strikes a relaxed rhythmic
beat that infuses the ensemble with emotions and ideas. The tunes too
are important, for though following a simple but tuneful melodic line, are
complex in structure, involving in the whole an intricate understanding
of every instrument for the other—each artist creating something different,
yet playing with imagination, relaxation, feeling and complete harmonic
understanding.
SawtdeAA. Kituj.
Supporting Saunders King, the guitarist leader who brings back memories of Benny
Goodman's late Charlie Christian, are Sammy Deane, trumpet, who received praise from the
Down Beat critic for his work on the S. K. Rhythm Recordings, and prefers the Roy Eldridge
groove: Eddie Taylor, tenor sax, whom the critics label as a cross between Basie’B Lester
young and the Dukes Ben Webster, which is about as good as a sax can swing; Johnnie
Cooper, piano, admired lor his rille shot attack and blue slurs, and looks up to Art Tatum;
Joe Elolder, as solid on the bass as he was on the football field who likes the former
Ellington bass picker, Wellman Braud; and the "mad" drummer Bunny Peters who sez the
king is dead since the late Chick Webb passed away.
Followers ol the King band like best to describe it as "groovey." Saunders King's
ensemble style is emphasized by a four part harmony—guitar, tenor, trumpet and piano—
swinging and changing riff patterns with solid precision. Solo work Is ample and a jumping
rhythm section supplies the authentic beat.
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Sponsored by the San Francisco Museum of Art, Rudi Blesh com
menced his lectures on New Orleans jazz early in 1943 before a small
group of enthusiasts. Inspired by the growing interest and attendance,
the Museum ambitiously invited Bunk Johnson himself from Louisiana to
be present at the final lecture. Bunk accepted and his presence in San
Francisco culminated by bringing together all the famous original New
Orleans jazz greats
to join Bunk in the
concert, "This is Jazz," at the
Geary Theatre on May 9. At last Bunk had received the neglected recog
nition due him, for critics glorified him in reviews, and Time magazine
devoted a full page to the "genius of the horn."

9i

Sister Lottie Peavay, who sings this afternoon backed by Bunk
Johnson's "Hot Seven", was "discovered" in San Francisco by a Hot Jazz
Society enthusiast who, twirling his radio dial, suddenly became "knocked
out" by an irresistibly moving voice. Of course, thought the enthusiast,
this must be a rare recording of possibly the great Bassie Smith or Ma
Rainey. But no, the announcement revealed a live broadcast emanating
from the Emanuel Church of Christ in God on Post Street.
Sister Peavay was promptly approached, and graciously assented to
appear as the guest star in a Hot Jazz Society Sunday afternoon session.
The overwhelming response that her singing aroused brought her back to
the Chamber Jazz Room time and again.
Sister Peavay sings in the grand blues tradition. She is blessed with
a great spirit that is revealed in her singing. The beauty of her emotionally
alive voice is that it swings unaffected, real and true, carrying with it the
message of a people and the hope for the future. The poignant richness
of her voice and the sincere perfection of her inflections makes the modern
"hot" singer sound disappointing.

*7he. MotTenxUoAA.
Well-versed both in the art ol eloquent language and In the art of jazz are the moderators.
Vernon White, who will act as Interpreter for Bunk Johnson and the "Hot Seven", can boast
of a top Crosley rating from his two hour Saturday afternoon "Swing and Hot Session" that
emanates over station KSFO.
Ted Lenz has just returned from Atchison, Kansas whore he managed station KVAK. But
Lonz, too, is no stranger to local listeners, having enjoyed a wide following in his programs
"Listen with Lenz” and "Jive at Eleven Five."
As in any art, the best in jazz is appreciated by the minority. But the public's apprecia
tion too has been growing, particularly in the bay area whore statistics show that more
"hot" records per capita are sold than in any other section of the country.
Greatest credit for this appreciation must go to radio commentators such as Vernon
White and Ted Lenz, and we can't overlook Don Hambley of Berkeley’s KRE, who through
experience have a wide and intimate knowledge of the better recordings and artists.
The Hot Jazz Society says thanks to its moderators, Vernon White and Ted Lenz, for
expertly guiding the public's tasfe in the appreciation of America’s creative and inventive
music—jazz,

.vidSk,; Iz?
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featuring the "genius of the horn"

Willie, "feusth" fjoluiAo*\
and the Hot Seven playing the real jazz
EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 2:15

Spenda'id.:
Bob Best
Rudi Blosh
Harry Bridges
Bill Colburn
AHrod Frankenstein
Ray Geraldo
Don Hambley

Emella Hodel
Tod Lenz
Hal McIntyre
Alice 1. Rivers
H. Irving Rosenberg, Jr,
Sarah Sherman
Peter Tamony
Vernon White

in the Chamber Jazz Room
150 Golden Gate Avenue

Guest stars have included Saunders King, Paul Robeson, Earl Robinson,
Freddie Slack, Count Basie, Sister Lottie Peavay, and others. Added feature:
valuable collectors' record albums given away every Sunday afternoon
through the courtesy of Sherman Clay Record Department.
Two famous music critics review the HJS Sunday jazz session:
Alfred Frankenstein, S. F. Chronicle: -"The stage was filled with a
small band of hot jazz stars assembled about the old timer. Bunk Johnson,
who played his famous trumpet in a brilliant and mellow fashion. . . . The
fantastic rhythms, virtuoso improvisations, and rhapsodically flung tone
colors of the old style have the soundness, positiveness and integrity of
authentic art. . . . The audience which stood and sat, drank, and smoked,
danced and clapped and stomped, was an exhilarating show in itself A
little of that at the Opera House on Friday afternoons would be a very
good thing."
Virgil Thompson, N. Y. Herald Tribune:—"He's (Bunk Johnson) an
artist of delicate imagination and the greatest master of blue or off pitch
notes it has been my pleasure to encounter. . . . This music is as cultural
an activity as any and more than most."
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Don't miss the

at Sherman, Clay's Record Department
you'll find recordings of:
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Rhythm

New Orleans Jazz
Alia:

SfxeauU attention
Copies of Mr. Rudi Blesh's authentic
Book describing and analyzing
New Orleans Jazz

50£

Sherman, Clay covers the entire Held of record music. Every
thing from a 40 cent album of children's records to the finest
complete symphonies and operas. Complete libraries of
Victor, Columbia. Decca, Capitol classical and popular records.
Charge accounts invited ... 25 comfortable listening
rooms for your convenience

Keamy at Sutler Streets
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Most complete stock in San Francisco of Commodore
. . . Bluenote . . . Climax . . . Brunswick Collectors
Series . . . and other hot records to your taste,
including Work and Play songs by Leadbelly.
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Bunk. Johnson.Information is an international
for members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
Editorial office:
Hakan Hakansson
Tillemoravagen 25
184 91 AKERSBERGA
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President:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL
<bunk.info@.telia.com>

The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
SKIVFYND JAZZ & BLUES

Box 8003
S-104
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THE ANNUAL MEETING 2008
by P-0 Karlstrom

WALKING WITH THE LEGENDS
Barry Martyn’s New Orleans Jazz
Odyssey
Ed. Mick Bums
Louisiana State University Press
138 pages.

On Saturday 12, January 2008 about 50
members gathered at Svenskt Visarkiv,
Jazzavdelningen (The Centre for Swedish Folk
Music and Jazz Research) in Stockholm for the
annual meeting of the Swedish Bunk Johnson
Society. President Claes Ringqvist opened the
evening by reading greetings to the meeting
from absent friends all over the world.
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The work is
Burns from
audiotape and
that
is
b
entertaining.
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After the usual formal society matters we could
enjoy the Society's own Chef Sven Gustafsson’s
superb Cajun Salad and then Bo Lindstrom
entered the stage to give a most interesting
lecture on the subject "The Independence Band
Of Mandeville". This band from the north shore
of Lake Pontchartrain led by the Fritz brothers
Isidore and Louis and their father Joe had an
important role in the development of jazz
around the turn of the centuiy 1899/1900. So
jazz was not only a business for musicians from
New Orleans Bo's conclusion is. If you are a
reader of the British magazine New Orleans
Music you can find articles by Bo on the
Independence Band in Vol. 12 No. 6 and Vol.
13 No. 1.
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It is hard to imagine a person within the
New Orleans jazz world that doesn’t
know something about Barry Martyn and
his
work
as
musician,
band
leader,
record producer and historian. This book
is a rather fast overview of his life with
at least as much focus on the musicians
he has worked with as on Barry himself.

It is an addition to the documentation of
the history of the revival period, by Barry
called “the last flowering” (Barry’s father
was a gardener) mainly covering the ‘60s
but stretching up to the present times.
1961 Barry left England for Canada and
spentenough time
there working to get
$3000
which
he
intended
to
spend
recording
both
known
and
previously
unrecorded musicians. Via New York he
left Canada for New Orleans and started
his documentary work that resulted in
numerous interviews and the records on
his
label MONO, now
owned by the
Jazzology Foundation.

During a short intermission I had the pleasure
to show a video tape from Danny Barker’s Jazz
funeral. The tape was given to me by the
friendly Francis Silvester of the Back Street
Cultural Museum on St. Claude Avenue in
Treme when I visited New Orleans last fall. This
small museum has specialized in the Mardi
Gras tradition and Jazz funerals and is highly
recommended when you visit New Orleans.
After the intermission it was time for Bo to
enter the stage again. This time his subject was
"Jazz research on the Internet". Bo's knowledge
on this subject too is impressive and surely
inspired many a participant to do Iris/her own
research on the Internet. Next on the stage was
one of our latest members, Bjorn Englund, who
gave a short lecture on the role of the
mellophone in jazz, for instance in Bunk's Brass
Band. Bjorn had brought his own instrument to
demonstrate the sound, which was so appealing
that Reverend Lars Sundbom immediately
bought Bjorn's mellophone!

Through his recordings at least one new
star was bom; Captain John Handy,
whos phenomenal altosax playing
rendered him a contract with RCA Victor.
In the early ‘60s segregation was still in
full force and there were many dangers
to avoid and difficulties to overcome.
Read about it in this book.
Barry writes with respect and sympathy
about
the musicians he
met and worked
with. There is also a lot of anectotes that
will amuse and interest any fan of New
Orleans music.

And now the time had come for the usual Jazz
Quiz by Jan Lorentzon, extremely difficult as
always. Winners this year were Christer Fellers,
Per Oldaeus and Paul Strandberg, all of them
devoted jazz musicians and researcher's in the
New Orleans tradition. The meeting was
concluded by live New Orleans jazz performed
by Christer Fellers & Friends. And this certainly
was a suitable end of a most enjoyable evening.

This
is a book that will naturally fit into
any members book shelves. If you’re a
non-reader,
the
photo
collection
alone
should motivate a purchase.
HH
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impression on Ake long before he heard of
Bessie Smith. From the end of the 1940's Ake
also happily remembers other bands in the New
Orleans revival style from his old school Nona
Latin such as Bunta Horn's Jazz Band and
Lasse Mattson's Black Bottom Stampers.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER -

Åke Sahlberg

The first years as a jazz fen Ake did not
know of Bunk Johnson. The records he listened
to were the classic ones of King Oliver's Creole
Jazz Band, Jelly Roll Morton's Red Hot Peppers
and Louis Armstrong's Hot Five & Seven. The
music of Bunk Johnson came into Ake's life
around 1947 when he on the Swedish Radio just one channel in those days - heard the Victor
recording of Just A Closer Walk With Thee from
December 1945. From then on Bunk is Ake's
musical hero number one. Ake and his younger
brother Olle even joined the now defunct Bunk
Johnson Appreciation Society in Great Britain,
which had only a few members from Sweden.

m

In 1978 Ake made his first trip to the US. - A
little late in life, Ake says, due to the fact that my
wife of those days was not the least interested in
jazz. Ake went from coast to coast by Greyhound
bus - an excellent way of traveling in his opinion
- and spent a couple of weeks in New Orleans.
Being in New Orleans Ake naturally wanted to
visit "the holy city” of New Iberia, just to walk
around in the footsteps of Bunk. Arriving late
one night Ake went to a restaurant to have
supper. There an elderly gentleman asked if he
was German. - No, Ake said, I am a Swede. Ake
also told why he was in New Iberia; his interest
in New Orleans jazz in general and Bunk in
special and the possibility to see Bunk’s grave
and his home from 1943 to 1949 on 638
Franklin Street

Who could be a more prominent member of the
Swedish Bunk Johnson Society than one of the
founders? And a founding member Ake
Sahlberg, a retired English and Gennan
teacher, certainly is. The idea of a Bunk Johnson
Society was brought up by the President to be,
Claes Ringqvist, and a friend of his at the Breda
Jazz Fest in 1986. Ake got in touch with Claes
after seeing a call-over in a Swedish jazz
magazine and in January 1987 the first annual
meeting of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
was held at Ake's home in a northern suburb of
Stockholm. The meeting was attended by a
dozen Swedish Bunkophiles and today the
Society has 172 members living all over the
world. The annual meeting still takes place in
January, as close as possible to Bunk's birthday
on December 27 after the Christmas and New
Year holidays.

The gentleman turned out to be the chief of New
Iberia's fire department and could tell Ake that
Franklin Street had been renamed as Malain
Street He also took his time to drive Ake to
Bunk's house in the dark southern night The
next morning the gentleman returned to the
hotel where Ake was staying and drove him to
Bunk’s grave in St Edward Cemetery and to
Conrad Rice Mill where Bunk used to work now
and then.
In 1978 Bunk's home on Franklin Street/
Malain Street was a boarded-up old house, soon
to be tom down. Ake met the new owner living
across the street and asked if he knew that a
world famous trumpet player once had lived
there. - Yes, I can understand that since a lot of
people are coming here, even from Japan, the
owner said. Then Aire asked if he could spend a
night in the house. - Of course the owner said
laughing and thus Ake slept on the floor in
Bunk's empty house shortly before it was tom
down. - It was an amazing experience. In the still

Ake’s interest in New Orleans jazz awoke in his
teens in the mid 1940's. The leading revival jazz
bands of Stockholm in those days were Nisse
Nas' New Orleans Band and Grav-Olle's (Olle
Grafstrom's) New Orleans Band. Ake's best
friend knew the trombone player in Grav-Olle's
band, Sven LindahL This way Ake got first hand
information where the band was playing and
also had a possibility to attend the rehearsals.
Ake even attended some of the amateur
recordings the band made. Sven Lindahl's sister
Britta, a very god blues singer, made a deep
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BUNK JOHNSON DISCOGRAPHY - IV
corrections and additions

of the night I could almost hear Bunk's trumpet,
Ake says. When leaving the next morning he
took with him two doorknobs and some soaps
of old wallpaper as souvenirs. Alee later on
suggested Bill Russel to try to make a museum
of the old house but it was too late.

My thanks to Maurice Leakey and
Lennart Fait for spotting some of
my omissions.

After this first trip Ake has returned a number
of times to both New Iberia and New Orleans,
where he has met Bill Russel, Dick Allen, Bruce
Raeburn, Mark Cave, Harold and Pearl Drob,
Austin Sonnier and others involved in the world
of Bunk and New Orleans jarz. Ake also has
met Bunks stepdaughter Emily Mae Evans but
she seems a little reluctant to talk about Bunk.

Corrections

Pages 6 8s 7: All references to Guilde de
Jazz J717 and J1013 should read
‘Guilde du Jazz’
Pages 14 8s 15: 11 July 1944: note that
Jazz Bird Jaz2018 includes only four
tracks from the ‘Spicy Advice’ session
and the references against Low Down
Blues, Ballin’ The Jack, Arkansas
Blues and Spicy Advice should be
deleted.

Ake has done a lot of Bunk research, especially
in the collections of Bill Russel and Harold
Drob. Bill's collection you find at William
Research Center, 410 Chartres Street, New
Orleans and Harold's at Iberia Parish Library,
445 East Main Street, New Iberia In New
Orleans Ake walks around without problems in
historical jazz areas tourists normally are
advised to avoid. And why is that? - Well, Ake
says, I always cany around a book -eg about
Bunk or Buddy Bolden or George Lewis - to
show people what I am looking for. And that
surely works. In most cases people never have
heard of my heroes but they immediately get
interested and want to help as good as they can.
And if possible I thank them afterwards by
sending a postcard from Sweden.

Additions

Title: los grandes del jazz: Jimmy
Noone Bunk Johnson : Reyes De
Nueva Orleans
Label & No: Pamasso PXE 23008
This is an Argentine LP and is
identical to Avenue International
1010 and Ariston 12005.
11 July 1944
Mama’s Gone
Goodbye
Careless Love Blues
I Ain’t Gonna Give
Nobody -2
Panama
6 January 1946 I Can’t Escape
From You
The remaining six tracks are by the
Jimmy Noone Quartet and were recorded
at the

On July 7, 1999 Ake was in New Iberia to
celebrate tire 50th anniversary of Bunks death.
Also present at the ceremony were Bunks
granddaughter Gloria Andrew; New Iberia City
Council
member
and
former
trumpet
apprentice of Bunk, Louis Brown Jr., Maiy
Bashay, president of the New Iberia Bunk
Johnson Society and Jane Breaux, executive
director of the Iberia Parish Tourist Commission.
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At the ceremony Ake made a speach of a
quarter of an hour about Bunk's importance
and placed a wreath from the Swedish Bunk
Johnson Society on B units grave with the
tasteful headstone donated by Harold Drob in
1979. The ceremony was covered in the local
newspaper The Daily Iberian with a large
picture of Ake on the front page. Ake now hopes
to return to New Iberia this year and definitely in
2009, 60 years after Bunks death. The main
reason for this wish is that Bunks music and
simply moving around in the areas where he
lived and played has made my life richer Ake
finally says.
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Yes Yes Club, Chicago, 17 July 1941.
Title: Classic African American Gospel
from Smithsonian Folkways

Label 86 No: Smithsonian Folkways SFW
40194 2008
This is a compilation made up of various
Folkways gospel releases and includes just

P-0 Karlstrom
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one Bunk track featuring Sister Ernestine
Washington.
2 January 1946 D709 Where Could I Go
But To The Lord

Martyn’s book Walking With The Legends
(see front page) because we were asked by
Louisiana State University Press to do so.
If you have done something and you want
a group of the most informed people you
could possibly ask to find, tell it to B.J.I.
HH

Title:

Label & No: Decca (E1_BM^9257_
This EP is identical to Brunswick (E)
OE9257.
21 November 1945
W73149-B Maryland My Maryland
W73150-B Alexander’s Ragtime Band
W73151-A Tishomingo Blues
W73152-A You Always H u r t The One You
Love
Fred Eatherton

EDITOR’S COMMENTS
Spring was certainly late this year, at least
if you judge by the arrival of this issue. It is
harder and harder to find some new
material, and so we offer a new series of
reprints from The Record Changer.
T h o u g h B u n k i s o u r Paragon, our
members are normally interested in the
whole New Orleans jazz scene. B u n k
wouldn’t be the Bunk we know without the
musical community he lived in. Therefore it
is interesting to read material from the
time he was musically active. This helps to
get a proper perspective on the man and
his place in the jazz fans’ eyes.
As been said before, B.J.I. does not do
reviews. That is the rule. The exception
from the rule is when one of our members
release something, be it a book or a record.
And if the member asks for it. In this
number we give you a review of Bariy
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REPRINTS FROM

THE RECORD CHANGER

record

Record Changer ms a monthly magazine that was published in New York between the early '40s to
the early ‘50s. It was initially a collectors' publication for the buying and selling of vintage 78s.
(A crude drawing of Bunk Johnson appeared on the cover of the November 1942 issue and copies
were offered for sale at $15 - far more than Bunk earned driving a rice truck for a month!)
By 1944, articles on the New Orleans revival and pioneer musicians began to appear and (like Art
Hodes' The Jazz Record) it championed the promotion of traditional jazz.
After 1947 it became The Record Changer. From the 100s of articles published in The Record
Changer, we offer some classic articles and record reviews of Mutt Carey and Dink Johnson.

BY BILL RUSSELL

The Record Changer - November 1948

remain in Chicago, where he replaced Joe
Oliver at ihc Dreamland Cafe.
After the war Mult returned to New Or
leans to play music, at night and to run a
cleaning and pressing shop wilh clarinetist
Wade Whaley in the daytime. In 1919 Kid
Ory sent for Mutt and Wade to rejoin him
in I.os Angeles, and California became
Mult’s home for l he rest of his life. Al
though Papa 'Mutt had other business inter
ests (principally real estate) and served as
secretary of AFM Local 767, in addition to
working as a Pullman porter during the last
war, he was always active as a musician,
even during the depression. At times Mult
worked with Ory; on other occasions lie led
his own dance orchestra and even organized
brass hands for parades.
Several years ago Mutt advised his son
not to take up a tough instrument like the.
trumpet because "nowadays they expert you
to play clarinet parts on the trumpet.” He
realized that a horn that should he played
simply and naturally must he forced and
strained to play what would conic easily on
another instrument. Mutt never made the
mistake of trying to imitate the clarinet or
piccolo ou his trumpet. He knew that (lie
trumpet is the leading melodic voice in the
dance orchestra, just as he knew that above
all the people like to hear a beautiful melody
played or sung. Mult also knew that melody
and rhythm are inseparable and he had in
exceptional degree the rhythmic punch to
drive and swing a hand. He was a master
of the relaxed light swing and soft volume
that Jelly Roll insisted is so essential to a
good heat. Carey disliked blasting and most
enjoyed playing “light-weight swing,” and
even as Bolden and Oliver did at times, Mutt

n
NEW ORLEANS
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he unexpected death of Papa Mutt Carey,
due to a heart attack, during his sleep on
the night of September d, is of course a
great loss to the. music world. Indeed it is a
tragic loss to the countless thousands of
people who would have found happiness
dancing and listening to his music, had Mutt
lived. To some record collectors Mult may
have been only a legendary figure—one of
the immortals of the “good old days” in
New Orleans. But the real tragedy of Mutt’s
untimely death lies in the fact that he. was
still in the prime of life—in his mid-fifties.
He apparently enjoyed excellent health and
certainly was in full possession of his mu
sical powers.
Mutt Carey was more than just a fine
trumpet player and well rounded musician.
He was an inspirational leader and wise
teacher, and even more important—Ite had
the rare ktuno lur,o of pulling his music
across to the general non-jazz public. Mult
understood that music, to he successful and
to survive, must he “commercial.” lie knew
that New Orleans music could he sold to the
public and lie knew how to present it. It was
this special knowledge, in addition to his fine
musicianship, that makes his loss especially
unfortunate at this time.
Mutt’s musicianship and knowledge of the
music business was not only the product of
his keen mind and native ability hut came
naturally as the result of long years nf ex
perience. 'Pom Carey was horn in 1892 in
New Orleans. At first he did not intend to
become a professional musician. There were
already musicians in the Carey family of 17
children and Mutt wanted to he a fireman
an ambition he later realized. That he finally
decided on a trumpet was due principally to
his brother Jack, who needed a trumpet in
his hand, and who reminded young Tom of
the way all the women flocked around Kcppard and fanned him while he played
trumpet.
Another experience helped Mult settle for
a trumpet. Once after he’d played drums all
night at a dance he had to walk home all the
way across town, carrying his heavy load.
The other musicians could ride the street
car, hut drums weren’t allowed on board.
So Mutt look up the horn ami soon he
learned two pieces, The Rooster and the Hen
Hod a A i</ht and The Titles. Then he sat in
with the hand and immediately came up with
a badly swollen lip. However, in a few years
Mull was ready lo enter into friendly com
petition with Keppard, Bunk, Oliver, Perez
and the other trumpet kings of New Orleans.
Before the first World War Mint joined
Kid Ory’s band—the beginning nt an asso
ciation that continued ou and o|T for over
thirty years. When Manuel Perez went to
Chicago, in 1915, Mull look his place in the
Imperial Brass Band and added their parades
to his other musical activities with Ory—
dances, lawn parties, wagon advertising, pic
nics and cabaret dales. Two years later Mull
left New Orleans with Johnny Dodds to lead
a four-piece hand in Billy Mark's road show.
But after only a few months he. decided to
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occasionally played so softly when the Kind
got rocking that the shullling beat of the
dancers’ feet all hut drowned out the band.
Papa
Muir’s
characteristic
tone,
often
muled or “choked,” did not appeal to every
one. Possibly because of his tone quality
Mutt, like his friend Joe Oliver who had a
similar tone, did not always show to ad
vantage on records. But those who heard
Mutt in person know that he possessed a
beautiful open tone ns well as novel “freak”
effects. And anyone who heard him sing the
If mo Ltmtj Tines realized that he was prob
ably the i)est "vocalist” the Ory hand ever
had.
Mutt Carey understood the true nature of
ensemble playing and the meaning of ivorkintj tof/ciher. Although the trumpet is tradi
tionally the leader of New Orleans groups,
he was not ambitious. With characteristic
modesty he remained in the background for
years, serving as sideman more often than
not. Although he sought and received little
publicity, Carey was a good enough show
man to be a successful leader. He was full
of friendliness and good humor. Everyone
seemed to have a good word for Papa Mutt.
There was no place in his disposition for
bitterness or criticism of others, and no one
was ever more dependable. With his intelli
gence and understanding of so many phases
of the music business Mutt, if given half a
chance, could have helped straighten out the
deplorable mess into which, as almost every
one admits, the music racket lias fallen today.
After Mutt’s tiip to New York last winter
he organized his own seven-piece dance hand
in the spring of 1918. After a successful debut
in Pasadena in May the group was inactive
during the summer, when Los Angeles night
club and dance hall business fell off by more
than 50%. A few months earlier, when Mult
had no hand, he'd had chances at engage
ments, but as Mutt observed, “when you’ve
got nothing everybody’s interested, blit when
you get something there’s nobody around."
Although Mutt was not over-optimistic lie
looked forward with a good deal of faith in
the future. The night before his death the
hand rehearsed for the opening dance of
their new season, scheduled for September 5,
and they'd hoped to go to San Francisco
later in the month.
Mutt Carey's sudden passing from the
musical scene should he another reminder
that some of us arc not acting soon enough
or working hard enough to promote and en
courage the music we profess to love.

"... there are today musicians
. . . deserving of support, who may
rot in appalling jobs unless they are
helped^-A. J. McCarthy, Record
Changer, July, 1946.

Dink Johnson was a member of the
first jazz band to leave New Orleans;
he. played on the first recording of
Negro Jazz. Yet today, almost forgot
ten, he runs a cafe in Los Angeles.
The years between formed a long
road to obscurity, traveled by so
many other Creole Jazzmen . . . one
small job after another until there
were no more. Now he is waiter, dish
washer, manager, in his cafe at 4229
Avalon Boulevard in Los Angeles.
Dink has been living in California
since he arrived with the Original
Creole Orchestra, which included
Freddie Kcppard, George Baquet,
Eddie Venson, Jimmie Palau, and
brother Bill Johnson. The Original
Creoles left the "dear old city” in
1911—the first important band to do
so.
Before that Dink had been thor
oughly incubated in the Jazz cradle.
JJe had learned to play the family
piano by sneaking in practice when
ever his sister was out. She always
“whupped” him when he played it.
... "It wasn’t like nowadays,” says

DINK JOHNSON
Dink, "when you get whupped if you
don't!” Dink also learned to be a
drummer by' beating on the porch
rails with chair rounds. The picture
of the Original Creole Orchestra in
"Jazzmen” shows Dink at the drums.
When Dink settled in Los Angeles
he organized his Louisiana Six
which included Buster Wilson. Dur
ing World War I Dink played in
brother-in-law Jelly-Roll Morton’s
band, long before Jelly had made any
of his great records. In the band be
sides Dink and Jelly Roll were Buddy'
Petit and Frankie Dusen. One night
at a giant war benefit dance at the
Shrine Auditorium, they were the
sensation of the evening, playing in
competition with some of the best
known popular bands in town.
Dink also taught himself to play the
clarinet during this period by accom
panying phonograph records. When
the Spikes Brothers, a couple of
Negro music publishers, still active in
the city, decided to record Kid Ory’s
OCTOBER, 1946
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By Gene Deitch and Hy Wakstein

Brown Skinned Babies on their Sun
shine Label, Dink played clarinet on
the date; the first waxing of Negro
Jazz.
Since that date Dink had not re
corded for 25 years, a period of grad
ual decline of public interest in Jazz.
But Dink has always played real New
Orleans music. And about three years
ago, rather than adulterate his style,
he had to open his small cafe, where
only occasionally he gets time to
knock off an original rag or two, some
lowdown blues, and tunes that Jelly
taught hint. Dink comes to life when
he sits down at the piano. He pro
duces a profound and exciting brand
of New Orleans music and blues singiug.
We arc at last able to hear Dink
on records, thanks to the indefatiguable William Russell'. He re
corded four sides for American
Music aptly titled “Dink's Good Time
Music.” The titles are “Stomp de
Lowdown,” "Grace and Beauty' Rag,”

“So Difrcnt Blues,” and “Take Your
Time”; the first and third of which
are originals. Dink is accompanied by
a vigorous. New Orleans bass and
guitar. These are the kind of records
every lover of real Jazz music will
want to have.
Although reminiscent of Morton,
Dink’s style is marked by' an infec
tious and refreshing originality.’ Dink
uses his voice to complement his play
ing on everything he does; even rags.
It seems perfectly' natural and. unaf
fected for him to do this. It’s as if the
piano can’t say all he wants it to say
and he must sing and hum along with
it to intensify an already intense beat
•—to complete his musical expression.
The neglect of Dink Johnson and
his talent is not only a waste of his
art, but a great disservice to the New
Orleans tradition. The lovers of Jazz
and the students of its history and
lore must see that Dink and his music
are not permitted to wither with neg
lect.
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DINK JOHNSON
Grace and Beauty
Stomp de Lowdown
Take Your Time
So Difrent Blues
American Music 515 and 516

Dink Johnson is a New Orleans
musician of remarkable versatility
who has been professionally inactive
for many years. He first played drums
and toured with Freddie Keppart be
fore 1920. For over two decades he
has been living in Los Angeles. The
only time he ever recorded before, as
far as 1 know, was on the famous Kid
Or}' session for Nordskog-Sunshine
where he played clarinet. Everyone
thought he had retired permanently
from music; it is therefore a surprise
to find him on the American Music
label, in the capacity of ragtime and
stomp pianist.
The musicianship displayed on
these records is not of a high order.
None of the three men (Dink plus
unknown guitar and bass) seems to
have a real mastery of his instrument.
Yet they are able to achieve a wonder
fully , relaxed and gay mood. The
bassist and guitarist may actually be
much better musicians than is appar
ent here; it is difficult to judge them
accurately because of muddled, indis
tinct recording. The bassist has a ter
rific sense of rhythm but doesn’t
always seem to play on pitch. The
guitarist doesn’t have a particularly
remarkable beat, and his short solo on
Yo Difrent Blues is disappointingly
vague. It is very possible that the poor
recording of their instruments hides
the real value of these musicians. The
most important thing about these rec
ords, of course, is the playing of Dink
Johnson himself. Technically Dink is
not an accomplished pianist. Espe
cially on the two rags (Grace and
Beauty and Take Your Time) his
fingers don’t move with the required
confidence and agility. The breaks are
played awkwardly. A beautiful tune
like Grace and Beauty’ must be per
formed not only with the proper
spirit, which Dink has (although his
tempo is too fast), but with precision,
which Dink 'doesn’t have. Rut in spite
of his purely technical shortcomings.
Dink plays with such vigor and joy
that he always holds your attention. I
thought that he was at his best on
Stomp de Lowdown, a charming and
very simple melody taken at an easy
tempo. A tune like this one requires
none of the pyrotechnics that are so
essential for a completely satisfactory
performance of such a difficult rag as
Grace and Beauty. Dink’s constant
humming throughout the four sides I
found quite unnecessary. It simply
adds tb the confusion of the record
ing. It should have been recorded
either more clearly and strongly or
not at all. For all these reasons this is
a disappointing session. But still Dink
manages to communicate the happi
ness and the carefree gaiety of his
music. There is so much freshness
and inventiveness in his playing that

he would be one of the most ad
mirable pianists in jazz if he knew his
instrument better. However, there are
few you will enjoy more.
(Why is William Russell so care
less about his labels? No composer is
shown for Grace ami Beauty ana Take
Your Time; neither the instruments
that accompany Dink’s piano nor the
musicians who play them are listed.
For a man who has impressed every
one in the jazz world with his meticu
lous thoroughness, this is inexcus
able.)

Left: Review of two American
Music 78s by Dink Johnson.
The Record Changer August 1946

Dink Johnson
Rag Bag Rag
Yeah Mari'
Las Vegas Stomp
The Stella Blues
Jelly Roll Blues
Indian Rag
Dink's Blues
Frisco Dream
ink Johnson's talent, though spread thin
to cover these eight sides, is a worthy
one in the direct line of the early piano
entertainers. Bill Russell’s release some time
ago of four Dink Johnson titles marked the
first word of the erstwhile drummer of the
Original Creole Orchestra since he had re
corded (as clarinetist!) on Kid Ory's Sunshine-Nordskog records. He was, as Russell
notes in a brief bulletin accompanying these
records, the brother-in-law of Jelly Roll,
Morion, and played for many years in his*
orchestra (presumably as a drummer) after
leaving the pianos of the Storyville honky
tonks.
It is as Morton's in-law and as a pianist
of the red light school that Dink is heard
here. The emphasis on his relation to
Morton should not be made too strong, but
undeniably there is an element of the Great
One’s playing in Dink’s own work, and the
resemblance to Jelly Roll's vocal manner
isms is sometimes quite startling (although
Dink sounds much more, all in all, like
Montana Taylor in his more breathless
moments). The closeness to Morton breaks
down entirely when one bears Jelly Roll's
own Jelly Roll Blues, in which Dink fails to
come up to the Morton standard in any way,
and does not add anything of his own to the
piece beyond some jiving that falls flat here.
Very flat indeed.
Dink’s piano playing is so simple and bare
that it will scare some people and please
others. In fact, it will do both to many. Try
The Stella Blues; you can’t break the blues
down much more than that. The stomps,
frankly, tend toward monotony, and Dink’s
habit of humming may be very carefree and
natural, but it often is distracting. At its
best, it's fine to have, but one usually feels
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he could do without it. Indian Raft is thus
lire most pleasing of the fast sides, but an
other good side, Rail Bat/ Ran, would have
been bet ter with less jive. This side, by the
way, is tire only one in which Dink is ac
companied, and the drummer on tire record
is startling. He turns in an uneven per
formance that runs the gamut from subtle
drive to the most obvious vaudeville breaks,
hut whether it’s good or not I leave up to
you.
I like [lie slower sides best, with Dink's
Blues particularly outstanding for its narra
tive singing and casual manner—at one point
Dink lias to clear his voice, so he coughs
discreetly. (Any oilier record company
would have had the lights flashing at that
point, hut not Bill Russell!) You’ll find you
won’t mind in the least. The reverse, Frisco
Dreams, is a rigid pretty tunc, and Dink
plays it lovingly. Veali Man, despite die title
(which calls forth memories of the frantic
Henderson number of that name), is another
slow blues very much like Dink's Blues, with
some of tile wordage repeated, although in
different context. Dink’s habit of following
up his own vocal line by repeating lyrics is
rather curiously interesting, and even more
so is his impassioned intoning, from time to
time, of die line “When the sun goes down."
After all, though, it has a universal appli
cability that reminds one of die old tag,
"between the sheets.”
A final note. Dink now runs a place in Los
Angeles called, oddly enough, Dink's Place.
Chances are that these sides were cut right
in die cate itself. That's a most appropriate
tiling, because dial’s the way they sound.
And I'm sure that's what Bill Russell anil
Dink Johnson wanted when they made these
records. (American M u s i c 523-4-5-6)
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Above: Review of four American Music 78s by Dink Johnson.
The Record Changer - November 1948

CRESENT WAXES
By FREDERIC RAMSEY
Kid Dry's Creole Jas2 Bond
Maryland
Oh Didn’t He Ramble
Down Home Rag
1919

Crescent 3
Crescent 4

If Father Gullickson gets his jazz
justic publication on the newsstands
early this month, its appearance will
coincide with an anniversary. Just
twelve months ago, late in 1944,
Ncsuhi Ertegun arrived in New York
bearing the tests of his first Crescent
sides, the now famous South, Creole
Sony, Blues for Jimmy, and Get Out
of if ere. These records, released early
in 1945, touched off a year of lively
activity in hot jazz circles. In the East,
we've had Bill Russell’s Bunk Johnson-American Music issues. And now,
late in 1945, two more discs are off the
west coast presses.
In the two new records Crescent’s
previously established standards of
sparkling high fidelity are maintained.
There’s a shade of difference in the
placing or recording of Carey’s trum
pet, however, which brings out a sharp
tone, like that of Dominique in the
Chicago Footwarmers on Okeli. It’s
debatable if this is an improvement;
on first hearing, the tendency is to
reach for the treble control to cut it
down. The balance is generally excel
lent as it was for the previous sides.
Personnel for this new batch of
Crescents is slightly different, with
Darnell Howard taking Simeon’s place
on clarinet, and Minor Hall drumming
instead of Alton Redd. Ram Hall is
an absolutely first rate drummer with
a long service' record in the jazzranks.
Howard is more than adequate with
the Ory group, yef his music runs
along in a smoother, sweeter vein than
that of the band in general. Nor does
he seem to have the knack for collec
tive improvisation which Simeon dis
played on the first session. He plays
like Jimmy Noonc; there is more vir
tuoso work, more slashing of high
notes across the carefully built struc
ture of the ensemble, than there is of
thoughtful integration. Like Noone,
Darnell could probably accomplish
miracles in a small orchestra which he
dominated as star clarinetist and
leader. With Ory, his work is a little
disappointing.
There’s a continuity and homogeneity
in the music Ory’s band keeps turning
out. Generally speaking, it’s charac

terized by a sparkling rhythm section
that kicks along whatever sort of
music, slow or fast, sweet or hot,
which the melody men are playing.
There’s lots of vigorous, fulsome brass
work; Ory’s mellow, slippery trom
bone contrasts nicely with Carey's
staccato stabs in the varying patterns
which they create. The reed work bal
ances the brass with a mellow, woody
fullness. Dominating the whole picture
is Kid Ory’s delicious sense of humor,
Ory has somehow instilled his own
fun-loving mischievous spirit into the
group to such an extent that it's a real
musical trademark. And after several
months of on-the-job playing together,
the band can put down a lively, realis
tic performance on record. Theirs is
that grand, confident relaxation which
comes to a group of musicians after
hours of striving to accomplish a de
sired effect. That’s the spirit Ory’s
men bring to a recording session for
Crescent, and that’s the way it comes
out of the grooves.
In Didn’t He Ramble, they pay Jelly
Roll Morton the compliment of close
imitation. In some ways, it might have
been better to have another funeral
selection, since Jelly has already done
a bang-up job for this song, with
mourners on the way out to the grave
yard, and the same hot jazz on the
same way back. The Crescent record
features a vocal by Ory, however,
which makes up for some of the dupli
cation. His warm, pleasant voice, with
its hint that his listeners are being
kidded, gives a new twist to the old
song. He also sings a verse that’s first
cousin to the Smoky Mountain ballad
about an intoxicated rat, which John
A. Lomax says has been sung in
America ever.since it came from Eng
land in the early days of colonization.
So if there’s anything mouldy in this
melody, it’s at least a hardy growth
that has withstood the test of several
generations, and will probably outlive
this one.
On the day in September, 1939,
when Jelly Roll cut his Victor version
of this tune. Kid Ory was in New
York. Jelly wanted him for the session
and asked Brand to get him for the
date. Unfortunately, Ory didn’t have
clearance with the union. It’s certainly
one of the great missed occasions of
jazz that Ory and Jelly couldn’t have
teamed up on this original date—but
we can be thankful that Ory has had
THE RECORD CHANGER
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his crack at Didn't He Ramble, at long
last.
Maryland, My Maiyland is kicked
off by a call from the trumpet, a roll
from Hall's snares, and a trill from
the clarinet. Carey's parade lead paces
them down the wide avenue as the
band steps in lime to the lively tempo
of Hall’s drum rolls. As the instru
ments sway back and forth in time
with the compulsive march-step, reflec
tions cast from their shiny nickel and
brass surfaces flash for a brief second
across the faces of spectators lining
the sidewalks. Ory is marching with
his trombone, and it's a parade in the
Crescent Studios, .with the Crescent
City in every slide of the long brass
horn and roll of the drums. There's a
Turkish standard waving in the breeze
at the head of the procession, and two
men with beards and a dachshund are
tooling flageolets in the second line.
The dachshund . is there because he
thinks he’s hearing a version of Tanneitbaum, O Tannenbaum that he pro
nounces " hacks! wunderschoh ! "
With the procession well under way,
Ory and Carey open up with another
thumping march, titled 1919. It’s set
in motion by a succession of short
solos from trumpet, trombone and
clarinet. As with all the Ory records,
these emerge from an accompanying
fabric that provides a counter-texture
for each instrument. Thus when the
trumpet plays, the trombone and clar
inet are busy in the background, filling
in with earthy runs and vivacious
trills. I f the clarinet comes forward,
then trumpet and trombone take their
share of the supplemental role. Tt’s
that way from start to finish, and the
listener isn’t even in the running if he
can’t or won't let his ears be paced by
the fleet changes of this fluid music.
In 1919 the string bass plays the
tuba part and there are some very
lusty passages exploiting Ed Garland's
ability to make strings sound like a
horn. Buster Wilson’s light piano darts
in and out of the melee like an agile
puma. It's not strictly “ pure ” band
style (Did you ever see a piano walk
ing?) but it forms a nice bridge for
the ensemble passages in which the
parade is more or less left behind
while the boys jam it out in the back
room. Darnell Howard’s tone in the
long solo (trio part) following the
string bass interlude is pleasing and
mellow. This sort of fat tone when
rendered by a special process comes
out as the anaemic by-product blown
bv musicians who follow Artie Shaw.
Wilbur Swealman’s, Down Home
Ray rounds out the set. Trumpet and
clarinet carry the burden of the intro
duction. The spirit of the Original
Dixielanders is evoked by some Edwardsian runs from Ory. The rag
DECEMBER,
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melody emerges from a neatly inte
grated, fast blending of the three
voices. Howard blurts out a phrase to
warn that he’s coining in, then rides
through a low register solo which he
works up to a shrill treble before giv
ing way to Ory. The latter’s trombone
repeats a simple phrase four times,
each time with a slight variation of
inflection. Carey follows him with
four versions of another phrase, while

KID ORY
Do What Ory Say
Careless Love
Ory's Creole Trombone
Original Dixieland One-Step
Crescent 5 and 6

The routine criticism levelled at
New Orleans jazz goes something
like this: it’s a hopeless attempt to re
capture the spirit of the past, all you
can get arc pale imitations, that kind
of music is dead and gone. If any
thing is still needed to disprove that
theory, these records are it. Here is
real jazz, interpreted by musicians
every one of whom is a complete mas
ter of his instrument, full of fresh
ness and invention and imagination
and joyous vigor. When musical ex
pression reaches this very high level
it goes beyond the categories of style
ana simply becomes great music.
The Ory band has no weaknesses.
The melody instruments play with a
cohesion and a sense of mutual under
standing that is unequalled today.
Mutt Carey’s lead is strong, simple
and perfectly executed; he also has
punch, an amazing sense of timing,
and uses a variety of sounds that add
to the richness of his part. Ory’s
trombone is flawless in every respect;
his tone is incredibly beautiful. Both
Omer Simeon and Darnell Howard
fit nicely into the band, and Howard
has never played as well with any
other group. With a rhythm section
always steady and driving like mad,
the picture is complete.
Do What Ory Say opens with an
exposition of the delightful theme.
Ory's break is terrific. Then Ory goes
into his vocal, joined by other voices
in the background. There’s a fine
Simeon solo, followed by more of
Ory’s singing, partly in English,
partly in Creole. The last all-out
chorus will knock you out with its
power. Careless Love is taken at a
nice tempo (not too slow). There is
more solo work here than is usual
with this band’s records. Simeon is
quiet and meditative, Carey’ is in his
very’ personal blues style, but Ory’
takes the honors with a magnificent
chorus. Buster Wilson’s piano isn’t
heard enough and what y’ou hear
makes you wish for more. Ed Gar

Howard contributes heated interpola
tions from the clarinet. For finale, they
punch out the melody in the same
emphatic ensemble which opened the
record. The rhythm section gives them
everything that can come from key
board, strings and drumbeats. There’s
a hot tune in the old wax before Ory’s
boys bow out to the studio's red light,
and another Crescent session comes to
an end.

Left: Conclusion of Fredric
Ramsey’s review of Crescents 3
and 4 from The Record Changer
- December 1945.

land's bass underlines the beat with a
big tone. Orlj/inal Dixieland One-Step
is the best recorded version of that
famous tune which T have ever heard.
The band is really sharp, and carried
along by the strong, y’ct relaxed,
rhythm, it does more with the melody
than you would think possible. Dar
nell Howard’s solo on this is out
standing: i n s p i r e d improvisation
around the theme of the tune, with
the melody never forgotten and al
ways serving as a basis for his ideas.
Ory's Creole Trombone is the Kid’s
famous showpiece. This third version
is as good as the former ones and
sounds better because of the improve
ment in recording techniques. Ory
lakes all his witty and complicated
breaks with assurance, and the en
semble parts arc gorgeous. Minor
Hall’s difficult role is accomplished
with consummate skill and he keeps
the beat going with no hesitancy de
spite the many’ breaks. The recording
on these four sides is fine, except that
Biid Scott’s guitar can be felt more
than it can be heard.

Left: Reprint of the William
Purcell’s review of Crescents 5
and 6 from The Record Changer
- October 1946.

Below: Cartoon by Gene Deitch
from The Record Changer December 1945.

HERE I HAp A COMPLETE COLLECTION. AND THEN WHAT HAPPENSI—THEY HAVE
TO GO AN DISCOVER BUNK JOHNSON!"

by arnold stilwell

ohtfitfn t he ramble

; “Yes indeed, somebody must be dead.”
"Ain’t nobody dead, somebody must be
dead drunk.”
“No, I think there’s a funeral and lookey
here the’is a funeral. I believe I hear that
'trambone—phone.' ”

urning from the darkened vestibule of
Lulu White’s Mahogany Hall, I walked
dejectedly down the steps with nothing
but a splinter from the doorway and a peck
into the musty interior through a hole in the
wall as a memento of this famed establish
ment. I had been in New Orleans only an
hour on this August afternoon and, with a
map of Storyvillc as it had been prior to the
first World War, was trying to seek out
some of the still remaining “houses” and sa
loons of this old district. In the section be
tween Basin and Claiborne, and from Canal
to St. Louis, Lulu White’s and the saloon on
the adjoining corner arc about the only re
maining well known places. Gone are Tom
Anderson’s Annex, The Frenchman's, the
101 Ranch and the hundreds of other places
which had given birth to and fostered jazz.
In their place stand rows of neat well-kept
brick homes of a recent housing develop
ment.
Still not satisfied that all was in the dim
past I continued up Basin Street, crossed
Canal and into Saratoga. Nearing Perdido
the sound of a hell tolling mournfully struck
a responsive note, and I recalled the Jelly
Roll Morton record of "Dead Man Blues”
with its descriptive dialogue—
“What’s that I hear at twelve o’clock in
the daytime, church bells ringing.”
“Man, you don’t hear no church bells
ringin'...
.”

T
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As 1 pushed my way nearer I could see
that it was indeed a funeral and the unmis
takable sound of- a New Orleans band play
ing the melancholy strains of “Nearer My
God to Thee.” The street was so packed I
was unable to get through to the front of
the church, from which the procession was
beginning to emerge. Circling the block and
coming in from the other side I finally got
up close enough to see emblazoned on the
side of the bass drum the words "Tuxedo
Band of New Orleans.” Shades of Celestin,
Tio, Filhe, St. Cyr, and all the others who
had been members in the past of this same
group! As I edged nearer I recognized an
old friend on clarinet—George Lewis, whom
I had first met at the Stuyvesant Casino in
New York hack in the days when he had
played there with Bunk Johnson. Surpris
ingly enough, he remembered having seen me
there, and during the few minutes' lull before
the procession began he introduced the other
members of the band. There was Elmer Tal
bot on cornet, who plays with George at
Manny’s on week-ends; and also the legen
dary Kid 1 Toward. Of the others I caught
only nicknames or a last name—all older
men mostly who have been carrying on with
the type of music they have played since
boyhood. Two or three younger ones were
also playing with the group.
e were interrupted by the signal to start
the march to the cemetery. Thus began
one of the most satisfying three hours
I have ever experienced since I began col
lecting jazz. The man who had died was the
Zulu King of Mardi Gras and every one in
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New Orleans had turned out for this com
bined sad and festive occasion. Led by an
older member in full regalia of the "Zulu
Social Aid and Pleasure Club” the band
struck up the funeral dirge and the cortege
crept up Perdido to Claiborne at a snail’s
pace. Leaving Claiborne and turning into
Poydras the snare drum alone marked the
cadence for a faster tempo. About an hour
later we reached the cemetery on Liberty
Street, and amid much wailing the body was
put to rest in this old walled burial ground
with the graves in sepulcres above ground.
hree bands had been in the procession—
the Tuxedo, Red Allen's Band of Algiers
(with Paul Barbarin), and another un
identified group with its followers of girls
in festive dress and flamboyant parasols.
Now came the climax of the afternoon—the
traditional return march from the cemetery,
with the band playing "Oh Didn’t He Ram
ble.” For two hours they paraded up one
street and down another, turning wherever
the surging throng urged them. Soon hun
dreds had joined the seething, jubilant mass
of music-mad followers. The baud had
worked itself into a frenzy with every well
known jazz tune loved by collectors. When
The Saints Go Marching In, Just a Closer
/ Talk with Thee, Panama, High Society and
all the others were in their element this
afternoon.
As dusk approached the swirling group
suddenly filed into the doorway of a corner
saloon. Never had beer tasted so much like
champagne! Thus ended an experience I had
never hoped to witness on such a tremen
dous scale. Local residents said it was one
of the largest funerals ever held in the city.
Although I had failed to find Storyville’s
landmarks, I had stumbled by chance on one
thing which made up in part for the destruc
tion of those buildings—the realization that
jazz is not entirely dead in New Orleans.

T

Treemonisha
by R. J.
A hot summer’s day, forty odd
years ago, found me working in a
drugstore in Gulfport, Mississippi.
Drug stores had begun their mod
em trend, and the place had its soda
fountain, with tables and chairs for
the customers’ convenience and com
fort, and also an upright piano, at
which the musical patrons might en
tertain themselves—and possibly oth
ers. At that time, a local music
teacher made the store his headquar
ters, spending considerable time at or
near the piano. On this particular
day he was knocking off a few tunes
and finished his playing with a very
fine number which was new to me.
Upon asking its name, I was intro
duced to the Maple Leaf Rag by Scott .
Joplin. At that time I was familiar
with some good rags and many rag
time songs, but the Maple Leaf spoke
a language of its own, demanding that
I obtain a copy at once and get to
work at learning its intricacies.
A little later I went to New Or
leans, carrying my prized popular
music with me. Once established in
the Crescent City', I lost no time in
seeking out the music stores, and soon
found myself the happy owner of
more Joplin rags—Weeping Willow,
Something Doing and Sunflower
Slotu Drag. From that time on there
were no two way's about it, I had to
acquire every' one of Scott Joplin’s
compositions that was published,
which proved to be a pleasurable oc
cupation for the next fifteen years.
During that time I acquired over
forty Joplin numbers, practically all
of a high standard, mostly rags, but
there were also some songs, marches
and waltzes, as well as the Mexican
serenade, Solace.
Through buying the Joplin num
bers I became familiar with the cata
logue of John Stark & Son, St. Louis,
and acquired many fine rags from
them. The Starks became so aware of
my enthusiasm for Joplin, that on oc
casion, they sent me complimentary
copies of Joplin numbers published
by other houses. For many’ years
these compositions have provided me
great enjoyment; there have been few
moods, indeed, wherein 1 could not
find a sympathetic response from
Scott Joplin’s music.
OCTOBER, 1946
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It was about 1916 that I discovered
that Joplin had written an opera,
Treemonisha, Of course, I was at
once impatient to secure a copy. For
some time in those years I had been
getting considerable music from the
Myrcx Music Company’ in New York,
and after exhausting New Orleans
and St. Louis possibilities, I wrote
Myrex for a copy' of the opera. The
reply came back that Treemonisha
' had been published a few years be
fore by' Mr. Joplin personally, and
since only a limited edition had been
issued it was doubtful if copies were
available. However, they' would try'.
I continued to look for it myself, and
hoped to find a copy’ for some time,
but finally' had to reconcile myself to
the fact that I would have to get
along without Scott Joplin’s crowning
effort.
In the summer of 1944, Donald E.
Fowler, of Portland, Oregon, called
on me to discuss early' ragtime in gen
eral and Joplin ragtime in particular.
As a result of some very pleasant re
search, we were able to give Joplin
and his compositions some of the
credit due them in an article which
appeared in the Record Changer. A
little later, 1 had the pleasure of hear
ing from Joplin’s old friend from the
Sedalia days, Mr. S. Brun Campbell,
who was probably the first white man
to play the Maple Leaf. Coached on
the number by' Joplin himself, the
Campbell recording of the Maple
Leaf as Joplin played it in Sedalia is
an historic item. From Mr. Camp
bell’s recollection of the pioneering
days of ragtime, plus some more re
search, we were able to furnish more
about Joplin’s early' experiences in an
article, " Sedalia, Missouri, Cradle of
Ragtime,” which also appeared in the
Record Changer for May and June,
1945. We were happy to learn that
these articles were a source of some
pleasure to Joplin’s widow, Mrs. Lot
tie Joplin, who is still living in New
York.
Not so long ago the postman left a
flat rectangular package inside my
screen door. "A rather heavy package
for its size,” I thought, as I tore off
the wrappings. With the excess paper
out of the way I found myself with a
prize in my hands. Yes, it was a copy

of Scott Joplin’s opera, Treemonisha,
autographed by Mrs. Scott Joplin. My
thirty-year search for the work had
finally ended. S. Brun Campbell
wrote me shortly afterward that he
had suggested to Mrs. Joplin that she
send me a copy' of the opera. Needless
to say, I am exceedingly grateful to
Mrs. Joplin and Mr. Campbell for
their kindness in this matter.
It is regretted that Treemonisha
has never been presented by' compe
tent performers before an audience of
capable critics. Joplin worked many
years on the opera, and it seems to
me that it furnishes abundant proof
of his genius as a composer, and
shows that he was more than a super
ficial thinker. He recognized one of
the evil forces that his race had to
overcome, and he had the vision to
work out salvation by the Negroes
themselves. In the June 1911 issue of
the American Musician, there is an
editorial containing what seem to be
competent and pertinent comments on
Treemonisha. In writing of Joplin’s
perception, the writer calls him a
“ scholar and an optimist with a mis
sion.” As to the music of the opera,
the writer describes it with such
phrases as “splendidly performed”
. . . ''an entirely new phase of musi
cal art” . . . “an original type of
music ... of that peculiar quality' of
rhythm which Dvorak used so suc
cessfully in the New World Sym
phony, ’ ’ and states that "fine harmonic
progressions are a feature of the
score.” Comment is also made that
“although the composer has a decided
leaning toward the chord of the di
minished seventh, his skill in handling
it in innumerable ways frees it from
what otherwise might be monotony.”
Possibly it is hoping too much, but
it may be that some day there will ap
pear on the American musical scene
someone great enough to “find” Scott
Joplin, and bring his music to the
American people. There can be little
doubt it would freshen the musical
atmosphere where it is much needed.
RECORD SALE
To dear V. V/R and V/N records from my slock.
Bin,; and Bid) Crosby, Basic, T. Dorsey, E. KifzK«Tald,
(Joodman,
Merman,
Kirk,
Luncefurd,
.Miller,
Slaw, Waller, Wrbb and other groups. Send your re
fines is.
PRICE: 75c ra. (sm. groups—90c)

GOROON BLACKBURN
‘228 N. W. 22nd Avenue, Portland JO, Oregon

COLLECTOR'S ELECTRIC VICTROLA
Excellent Order—Special Reproducer
Best fidelity player for acoustic and most early
tric recordings, as well as many late discs.
$50.00 Expressed C.O.D. Inspection Allowed

elec

J. K. KAUFMAN
1021 Ho. Si. Louis, Tulsa ,5, Okla.
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The State of Jazz in San Francisco
By LESLIE SMITH

hunk Johnson and His Hot Seven

(left to right) Bill Bardin, trombone; Willie

Bunk" Johnson, trumpet; Ellis Horne, elarinet; Squire Girsbaek, tuba; Pat Patton

The lights are dimmed. The audience
adjusts itself as comfortably as possible
on the straight-backed chairs. The
musicians take a drag on their cig
arettes or a sip of ther drinks, adjust
their instruments to their mouths and
wait for the stomp of Willie “Bunk”
Johnson's foot. A moment of great
tenseness is felt by all. Bpnk holds his
trumpet low and reflects for a moment,
his eyes on the ceiling, feeling for the
exact tempo. He taps his foot two or
three times softly indicating his de
cision in this all important matter. The
drummer feels for it; moves his sticks
to the beat. Then Bunk’s foot comes
down sharply. The first notes of the
first tune for the afternoon strike clear
and true. The audience gasps as the
unbelieving thrill comes once again.
The tune wears on through improvised
choruses and brilliant counterpoint.
The audience relaxes and another great
Sunday session begins in earnest.
To people who do not live here, San
Francisco has always seemed a poor
place indeed for authentic jazz music.
San Francisco had become conspicuous,
in fact, because apparently it was a
non-supporter of jazz. The sweet music
of Henry Bussy, Henry King and
Harry Owens was always to be heard

at the hotels. To the outsider this ex
emplified the music spirit of the na
tives.
However, there are groups in San
Francisco which insist that the center
of jazz definitely has moved from New
Orleans to San Francisco and that San
Francisco has been a center of jazz for
a long time. They point with justifiable
pride to the Lu Watters band which
played in the Dawn Club previous to
the war and, of course, always cinch
their arguments with,".. . and where
else could you possibly hear anything
to equal the music of Bunk Johnson
and his Hot Seven?”
When our shellack imports were sud
denly cut off because of Japan’s suc
cesses in the South Pacific and war
production was thrown into high gear,
necessitating the use of the existing
supply for purposes other than phono
graph records, the record industry was
faced with an acute problem. How to
obtain the vital shellac? Various solu
tions to the problem were considered
and the logical one, which was chosen,
has been given so much publicity that
almost everyone knows of it. The
answer was salvaged shellac from the
millions of old records lying in attics
and basements of American homes.

I’ho to by Leslie So 1 tli.
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banjo; Bill Catalano, drums; Bert Bales, piano.

extended beyond its schedule. A high
point was reached at the last lecture
when Rudi Blesh walked onto the plat
form leading a stringy and graying
negro, whom he introduced as Willie
“Bunk”Johnson.
Jazzists who had read of Johnson,
and others who had heard of him, were
stunned with the realization that here
15%.
in front of them stood the greatest
There is another angle to this, how
figure of them all, the originator of the
ever. Record collectors and jazz en
jazz trumpet style and the teacher of
thusiasts, and most jazz enthusiasts are most of the great players, including
record collectors, grew panicky at the
Louis Armstrong. A man whose in
thought of having no more scrap piles
fluence on all popular music of today is
through which to rummage. The very
unbelievably tremendous.
fact of the small decrease in record
When asked to speak, Bunk first said,
production was disheartening informa
“I’m right proud to be here as I know
tion to the jazzist. It meant that scrap
you all must be proud to have me . .
drives had been successful. It meant
Bunk now considers himself as the
that his chances of finding rare and
savior of jazz. Fie may well be.
valuable jazz records in the dwindling
A natural outgrowth of the Blesh
scrap piles were almost void. Over
lectures was the great Geary concert
night the realization hit the alert own
of last summer. A white band, consist
ers of these discs that at last their col
ing largely of men from the Lu Wat
lections were really valuable. Prices
ters group, played introductory and
soared. Dealers who had been experi
intermission music from the pit, while
on the stage, under the leadership of
encing a slump for some months re
fused to sell their stock until the market Bunk Johnson, an all-colored jazz band
settled. Dilettantes became exacting
played the real stuff for three solid
critics and shrewd traders. Magazines
hours, a half-hour of which was broad
devoted exclusively to the exchange of cast coast-to-coast over NBC. Bunk’s
jazz records were issued.
band, patterned after King Oliver’s
Creole Jazz Band, had two trumpets,
It was into this scene that Rudi Blesh
the second trumpet played by Papa
and a small gathering of devout jazz
fans gathered, one rainy afternoon last
Mutt Carey, one of the famous mu
winter, in San Francisco’s Museum of
sicians of the old New Orleans days
who is now a Pullman porter. Kid
Art to listen to and discuss "The Real
Jazz.” Some publicity was given the
Ory, who has complimented many New
lectures on placards posted in San
Orleans trumpet players with his fine
Francisco’s municipal transportation
tailgate trombone work, was there and
System, but the greatest publicity came
he played as good as he ever has. It
from those who attended the first lec
is an interesting sidelight that the last
ture. They talked enthusiastically and
time Kid Ory and Papa Mutt Carey
the word spread like fire throughout
played together was at the session when
the city that here was something.
"Ory’s Creole Trombone” was waxed
Jazz had already been rescued from
for the obscure Nordskog label, that
a seamy fate in the honky-tonks and
record which is now one of the most
barrelhouses but seldom before had
coveted of all collectors items.
organizations so prominent as San
There are many'avid jazz collectors
Francisco’s museum sponsored lectures in the bay area. This region has be
exclusively on Plot Jazz. The jazzists
come recognized as a center in the
felt that history was being made.
collecting field, The collectors range
The remaining Blesh lectures were
from adolescent girls in high school to
solid business men, labor leaders and
highly successful. At each one, people
stood quietly in the aisles for two hours
designers of warships. Mjany of these,
to be sold on authentic jazz by the
pnfortunately, are collectors of the
same type as the postage stamp or
quipy and academic dissertations of
match cover collector. They attempt
Rudi Blesh. The lecture series was
6
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Scrap drives were organized by many
agencies, charitable and otherwise.
Citizens were urged to turn in their
unused and broken records. The real
success of this program is not generally
known to the public, but according to
figures given in a recent issue of Downbeat Magazine, actual record produc
tion has only been decreased by about

Reproduced (slightly enlarged) from “The Record Changer", March 1944, page 7.

No account of San Francisco jazz
to “complete” their collections, to fill
would
be complete without a mention
in the blanks and gather together all
of Saunders King and his band, who
the odd and obscure labels and are
are very well known on the Pacific
often willing to go to great expense
Coast. They play, expertly, a type of
and trouble to procure these. Others
music best called swing, but swing of
collect records for the music they con
a high calibre incorporating jazz ideas.
tain, rejecting those musically inferior
Willie "Bunk” Johnson and his Hot
to the standards of jazz. Still others
Seven hold the fort on Sunday after
build their collections around the mu
noons at 150 Golden Gate Avenue in
sical evolution of jazz and are most
the city of the bridges and the ship
eager to play for you records designed
yards. What these people are doing
to illustrate different "periods" in this
is vital and important. You couldn't
evolution and have arguments to prove
find a more absorbed and hard working
that jazz is a native American art
group in the music field. The fact
form, and a highly important one too.
that these sessions have attracted jazz
The new collector or thq (jasual ob
critics, musicians and students of
server of the jazz field is greatly in
Americana from all over the country
fluenced, in most instances, by the pro
is proof enough of this. Neshui Erte
grams of the so-called disc jockeys,
gun, the son of the Turkish Ambassa
those nocturnal champions of the jitter
dor and a prominent Washington, D.
bug and somebody's ready-to-wear
C, jazzist, traveled across the conti
clothing. The young hopeful’s collec
nent expressly to “dig" Bunk and his
tion is usually built around recommen
band. Others have traveled like dis
dations of his particular radioland hero.
tances to hear Bunk. One of Bunk’s
San Francisco is particularly lucky
in having a discriminating, musically - staunchest admirers is a young man
from Iceland visiting in this country
capable and, yet, entertaining M C of
the discs, who praises authentic jazz
for the duration.
The others in the band feel as keenly
and refuses to play a commercial tune
about the importance of what they are
on
his program. Vernon
White's
"Swing and Hot" program on KSFO
doing as Bunk does.
Turk Murphy, who plays trombone
Saturday afternoons is without peer
with the hand while on liberty from
any place else in the country. There
Naval duties, is an admitted student of
is more authentic jazz played on this
Kid Ory, but brings to us a more schol
two hour show than over any other
arly technique and a youthful vigor
station during an entire; week. The
that climaxes all the things that Ory
influence of the "Swing and Hot" is,
without doubt, tremendous.
did.
'Fhe band, as it now stands, is fairly
There are many spots in San Fran
stable around the pictured group. Bar
cisco where good jazz may be heard.
din is working hard and picking up
During these war times, Saturdays have
ideas from Bunk. His playing shows
replaced Mondays for jam sessions,
marked improvement with each session.
due to so many musicians being in the
Ellis Horne and Squire Girsback are
services and the relative availability
dependables from the old Lu Watters
of week end passes. If you know where
band. Occasionally, Bill Dart, of the
to look, you can always find a group
old Lu Watters band, sits in for Cata
of musicians, civilians and servicemen,
lano on drums. Catalano, however,
white or colored, playing beaten down,
does a marvelous job, considering that
improvised versions of rags and blues
he earns his living by playing in a
themes.
Rhumba band in a Latin night club.
On Sunday nights Sister Lottie PeaHe seems to. have a natural flare for
vay spellbinds the few jazz enthusiasts
jazz percussion work. Bert Bales is
who know of her and who seek her
consistent and solid on the piano. Quite
at the Einanual Church of God in
often we are favored with Paul Lingle’s
Christ on Post Street in the heart of
phenomenal piano work. Paul Lingle
San Francisco's harlem. She sings
is one of the truly great jazz piano
spirituals and blues with all the emo
players. Jelly Roll Morton playing
tion and fervor of the late Bessie Smith
piano at the World’s Fair in San Franand has a fresh vigorous style that
Continued on page 39
makes her a great singer.

CONTINUED

cisco in l‘J15 fascinated Paul Lingle,
then a boy in knee pants. His influ
ence on Lingle’s work shows, even to
day. Although possessed of an ability
that would enable him to play with
the best bands in the country, he pre
fers to play true jazz in relative ob
scurity here in San Francisco.
Before the audience realizes it, the
afternoon has worn on and the band
is playing the last bars of Bunk’s clos
ing theme, "Down By the Riverside.”
Bunk looks over his group and stamps
his foot sharply for the final chorus.
The people gather up their coats and
hats and prepare to leave. One person
says to his neighbor, "Surely this can’t
go on. Bunk will add some-saxophones
and sign with a booking agency and
go on tour." But happily he never
does. You can always count on hearing
good authentic jazz music in San Fran
cisco these days.

Reproduced (slightly enlarged) from “The Record Changer”, March 1944, page 39.

JAZZ IN SAN FRANCISCO

J(ot Jas :z Society
of San Francisco
150 Golden Gate Avenue
Dear Fellow Member:
Every Sunday Afternoon at 2:15

iisjKiiatitilidiMt
LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND "SUNK" JOHNSON

JAM SESSION
with the "genius of the horn"
WILLIE "BUNK" JOHNSON
and his "Hot Seven"
playing tho real jazz in the CIO-HJS Chambor Jazz Room

THIS SUNDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 28
EXTRA!
EXTRA!
Guest stars will include Sister Lottie Peavay and her overwhelmingly
beautiful voice, jazzman Clancy Hayes, versatile NBC artist—and possibly
Artio Shaw, who is in San Francisco awaiting Navy orders. Sherman. Clay's
prize record albums is an added feature—and you can still got good seats from
the hat check girl at members' reduced prices for the "Jazz vs. Swing" (Bunk
Johnson-Snunders King) concert at the Geary Theatre, Sunday afternoon,
December 12.

Postcard advertising the “Jazz versus Swing” concert at the Geary Theater this coming Sunday.
The complete concert souvenir programme will be included in the next issue of Bunklnformation.
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Bunk’s handwritten orchestration for trombonist Bill Bardin to learn " Mairzy Doats".
Bill told Mike Hazeldine, "At that time it was a very popular number and was on the radio all the time. Bunk liked it
and Ellis knew it, but I wasn’t sure, so Bunk wrote out the melody for me to take home and learnt it. I practised hard
as I expected Bunk to call it for the following week, but he never did. When he eventually called for it Pat Patton was
so disgusted at being asked to play a "pop" tune that he left the stand and wouldn't play it. This made Bunk call for it
all the more!"

1363 Columbus Are
.Son Francisco 11
December 27 1943
Dear Bill:
Hold on to your hats, men; hore we gollSl
Willie Bunk Johnson is celebrating the 64th anniversary of his natal day,, lie.
began the celebration at roughly 10:00 yesterday morning. He continued the Joll
ities by coraralting cold-blooded and premeditated murder on the stage of the CIO
Chamber Jazz Room ( and if that name does not give you the ofhorribles, what
possibly can?) in the full view of 500 people; he ended the party by being not
only acquitted but acclaimed a public benefactor and getting himself gloriously
and hilariously drunk,...
I suppose burden of the guilt is actually upon me rather tlian Bunk for in the
morning I asked him if Bigard was or was not a Negro. He replied that Bigard v/as
and i n no uncertain terms. Then I told him of Bigard suing to get into the white
L. A. local alleging that he is not a Negro, For the first time I have seen Bunk
angry, and Pops, he was mad, and I mean mad. Ho said, "No, he aint no Negro, he's
a god damned nigger..Bill, of all the things tliat Bunk is proud of, he is proud-,
est of being a Negro.
The billing at the Golden Cato theatre this week reads, "Jack Teagarden, King of
the Blues Trombone". Idr. Tea was born in Texas.... raised in Tehenohsee-ee. Big
Gate has with him in his band, Joe Sullivan, the king of the ivories, (white div»
ision. King dept)j and Floyd O'Brien, a likeable guy, given a little too much to
the bottle. Kr, Bunk made himself known to the band in 3hort order, he always does.
Bunk has probably told you that he considers himself quite a fisherman. He is,,,
I had gotten well acquainted with the band, a miscellanous collection of moth-eaten
4fs and pink-cheeked youngsters. One of the 4fs, a tenorrnan, however intrigued me;
immediately upon being introduced eh to me, he asked m© if I could tell him any
thing about the Geary theatre affair inijay; it seems the band was playing Spokane
that week and he had gotten the broadcast thru accident between shows, he thot
Jade was wonderful, etc... So I asked him to come to the concert yesterday and
bring any of the fellows he cared to. Then I gave a half-dozen of then a good dose
of Klngle, not enough to put them out, just enough to deaden their senses. So
Sunday dawned fair and clear with brilliant sunshine, and no hint in the air of
dark happenings to come,...

Hr, Johnson and his little group assembled on the stand at roughly 2:30 and stomped
of on Down by the Riverside and lb?, was hot, nan, he was really raggin'it. And with
all the appropriate flourishes. The rhythm section was terrific, C-irsh is playing
bass you never heal'd from a white boy before... and Ellis was the best I have ever
heard him, and Bill you are going to got a hell of a surprise when you hear him; i
that Johnson does things to a man, and Ellis is playing man sized clarinet now...
The kid, Bill Bardon is catching on that trombone mighty fancy these days, too.
But "Cloes-Get-01d-Not~Bunk" Johnson was the man... Pops and his scholars.,.. The
big St. 3emard and the puppies..... The greater part of the "Old iban Blues Him
self" band was there. Hr, Rudolf o Blesh was also there. Well, when Rudy spotted
me talking to none other than the aforraentioned Nr, O'Sullivan, he pooped right on
over and whispered in my ear, "Isn't that Joe Sullivan?" I had to introduce him,
and in no time at all he has talked them into coming up on the stand and saying
hello to the gates assembled. Then he urges the yokels to urge the guys to play,
the old radio announcer squeeze play; zinrmg and the guys are sittin' in on
TigerRag, no less. Bill,I am sincerely sorry that happened; I happen to like both

One of several enthusiastic letters to Bill Russell from Bill Colburn.

Ployd and Joe; 'they are nice guys if you don't talcs them seriously about Biusic;
and Rudy should be kicked in the pratt. But, be that as it my. Bunk took cars
of both them sitting down and comfortable like, Kell O'Brien can't play a lick
of jazz trombone and neither he nor Jpe knov/s where the beat is; how could it be
otherwise? So they staggered thru the two numbers they always Have to play and
gratefully left the stand,.,
Hell I was buzzin' around aeoin’ how the fellows liked it' and the old man .man
had 'em, one and all really frothing at the mouth. Yes indeedy. Pops was killin'
them cats. They were a little embarrassed about the way Bunk was raggin' that
Tiger, you know, roessin' him up some pin awful, v/hile Floyd sat there and sweated
and tried so hard to get in there with Ellis and Pops, and ho never did make it,,;
and about Joe> floundering around over there at the piano trying to find the beat
and it was there and so solid,,., but Pops was killin' 'em. And when Dunk got
on St. Louis the tenorman cried. And Ellis put a big lump in my throat with his
ohorus, but tho,Pops was still fishing you know and tho he was killin' them I had
heard it too often to be too much affected.
The guys all had to go back to the theatre but said they'd be back and the tenornan said he was going to make Jackson come on down, he just had to hear Bunk, The
band took a rest, -when they started to play Turk was sitting in and the party got
rough, IV, Johnson was having the time of his life, God,was he having a good time I
Well the band stomped the hell out of a few old classics; All The Whores, Margie,
( wait until you hear Bunk make that baby hop around),Muskrat, etc,, and played
'em a couple of blues.. Then they took a rest again and that crowd was really in
a mellow mood. Bunk had the happiest room full of people you have ever seen. And
was he busy, talking, signing autographs etc, find laughing; hyoh, hyeh, hyeh?
They finally managed to get back up on the stand again. In the meantime, two drumm
ers beside the first one had sat in and Wally Rose had played tiro or three tunes
with the guys and they all had done passably well.. And Teagarden's men couldn't
get over the beat, that beat, man, that beat... So they were all back but no
Jackson. The band played three tunes and were cooling off between numbers when Big
Gate walked in,.-.. Bunk spotted him right now and grabbed the guy who was doing
the announcing; "Theys Jack now, tell Jack Bunk Johnson wants to see him. Ask him
to come up heah". So Lenz the announcer got busy and in no time at all IV, Johnson
and IV. Teagarden were exchanging jolly little reminiscenses in front of the micrphone. (Bunk will never play in front of a mike again if I can help it; he played
away from it yesterday and is so wonderful without the thing.) Eight of IV. Tea's
merry men were sitting down in the first few rov/s just having a hell of a tine,
find IV. Johnson has a four-foot, razor sharp knife up his back, murder in his
heart, absolutely no mercy and a full knowledge of IV, Teagarden's mentality ."Yeah,
them niggers play pretty good' } \nrt'Ti\rmrstOVTflTlr.rtlmIntijQ. Bunk had him on his hook
now but he didn't pull him in EtghtsMuyz immediately. He decided on a production
landing of his fish. Go he says, "Play a tune wid us, Jackson, yeah",Jadkson said,
"Sure, Pops" and Pops said, "What you like to play. Jack, d'blues? find Jack said
W "Yeah, lets play the blues" and Bunk asked him what key he liked 1 em in and Jack
says b flat and Bunk says, "Fine) yeah, yeahl"So the announcer announced a real
treat for all youse cats, the great IV. Tea was gonna sit in with Bunk and the boys
and they were gonna play Bunks Blues.....
Bunk gave 'em the beat and the band took it at a nice easy blues tempo, and Pops
was dirty, so dirty that IV. Tea was so startled he did not get in for 4 or 5
bars. But he did get in and for 3 or so did not soimd too bad, then he went all
to hell. He began to 3tick out like a sore thumb, everything he did sounded bad.
He did get thru the three enseirJbles, then Burt Bales took two at the pianoA and
Burton is getting to be quite a fancy piano player ( Lingle is the only white boy
out in front of him); then Ellis played two of the* most wonderful, beautiful blues
choruses I have ever heard. His tone is getting so big, so mellow, and he has the

knowledge of what he is doing; the blues to him is the most beautiful of all
music; ho plays those beuutiful slurred and off-pitch tones. And then it was
time for the old master himself, Mr, Tea, Yes, suhj
Well, Jackson sang two, bawn in Texas, raised etc,, and then playod two chorus
of the blues he has alvrays played, tho blues he has recorded, and the reason for
his being theming of the Blues Trombone", He played rather soft,considering the
volume of the band. He got a terrific hand and not a man in the house suspected
what ms coming. Pope had his fish off the hook and in the net and right up there
on the bank. So now was the time for the kill. The house was rocking, Bill it was

rocking, Ed Rubin was out of his mind, S33cixxKi3frroaait&xx3JmaH£2x^
togekxxxxxx as were a few more of us,.. The boys from Jacks band were a little
disturbed; Ellis was so wonderful and behind Jack's two vocal choruses. Pops and
Ellis sounded, as wonderful as Louis and Johnny ever did; Bill I mean every word
of that.,,.,.,; but they didn't suspect a thing. And Pops was up there grinning,
roll! ng them big eyes and bouncing with that loose-jointed bounoe of his. The
beat came. Quick as a flash Bunk whipped out that four-foot Selmer knife and lot
him have it. He slashed Jack this way, he cut him that way, he stuck the knife in
him a nd turned it round, he cut him light, he cut him deep. The bloOdwas everywhere;
people were going stark raving mad; it was so complete a job that every man, woman
and child knew v/hat he was doing, and everyone but the members of Jack's band trad
ms laughing with tliat hysterical glee you laugh with when something is that wonder
ful, The men from Tea's band sat there, every one his face a dead chalk-white,,.
And Jackson stood on that stand, a look of disbelief on his face; he trembled. And
the old man played everything that Teagarden had played; he played it this v/ay, he
played it that v/ay. Four choruses he did it, just to show SsiarcksxEH Tea he could
do it forever.... And Jackson was a pitiful sight Bill, I just couldn't look at
him.
They played the emsembles out. Jack sounded much poorer than Floyd had previously,
but he still couldn't get away... Everyone whooped for more, Bunk left the choice
to Jack and he picked on Panama, god knows why. When that was just plain sad. Jack
can not only play you absolutely no blues at all, he cannotplay you one lick of
jazz. Even the kid. Bill Bardon can play rings around him, Panama was so sad the
people were glad to let Jack go, then Murphy took over, Lon he shook that bldg, and
to make it all perfect, opened with (Sareless Love, Hurphy plays a real mean lowdown blues using a waterglass mute. Then they did a Dusty Rag that had the whole
building bouncing and finished the day with Dovra by Riverside that vras a honey.
Y/hen those boys stand up and stomp out those last choruses, oh boy,' .'III
My friend who played the tenor was so out of his mind he could not say two coher
ent words, Floyd told Bunk he just couldn't go back to that theatre, "All I want
to do", he said,"Bunk, is go out to that house with you and Bill and stay there
forever. This has been the most wonderful day of my whole life". Someone asked
Tea how he liked Bunk and he said in a horror-stricken voice, "I never heard any
thing like him in my whole goddam life"...
Bill I was so up in the air I couldn't come down; spent the rest of the evening
listening to Paul; he is wonderful, too. Bunk was so busy I didn't bother him, just
went up and told him he vras a murderer, He said, "How you like dat? Bat bawn in
Texas crackuh didn't have no mo' brains dan to git up and try to play cohnet on
a trombone, and wid a cohnet playuh in d’bann"...... ft .Then he whispered in
my ear, "'Specially wid a cohnet playuh leJc me, hyeh, hyeh, hyehj "
Your letter to Hal came the day before Y/cas so I have not been able to deliver it
as yet. Will see Hal tonite tho and give it to him,, I will also tell him a tale,
he missed the gore....
The union here is convinced that any recording Bunk did was pre-Petrillo ban.
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‘Hot Jazz Society
of San Francisco
e

RUDI BLESH
HAfcRY 8RIDGES
BILL COL8URN
ALFRED FRANKENSTCIN
RAY GERALDO
DOM HAMBLEY
EMELIA HOOEL
TED LENZ
hal

McIntyre

H. IRVING ROSENBERG, JR.

San Francisco n California

SARAH SHERMAN
PETER TAMONY
VERNON WHITE

2/29/44.
Dear Bin.
Just a few lines to let you here from me.I'm well an do hope that this
letter will find you the same.an enjoying the very best of life at
this present time.
an X also thank; you for the #5.00.note, that you inclosed with you very
fine letter.and I ware more then glad to here from you Bill old boy an
you must excuse me.for not answering your letter.rite back Bill now
that is becouse.iiiy mind is all up set.about geting back home so I can
get .back on my schgol Job again.as the supt want's me on that Job again
and X would like very much.to be back home.about the toth.ar the 15th.
of March or no later then the 20th.of March.

so you can see by that Bin.that I'm not doing a dam thing here in
San Francisco.and they alnt nothing to be done.here at all in the line
of Music.for a Colored Musician.as I told you before in my letters that
it is only the White Musicians.that is making the big money here in
San FranciBco.and what Bill Colburns.an Hal McIntyre.was trying' to do
it did not work out at all here.now they thought that they could get a
Dance Hall here.to give Dancing here.three times a week.Excuseing the
Sunday Dancies.but they ware out of luck.becouse they can not get a
Hall here or no other place.so do not pay any mind to what they saying
becouse it is all big thought's.an in other words it spells bull frfrfr'ffr
so you and Gene can get to gather.as soon aB you all can.an get my
Train Fare out here to me.becouse I'm a worred sole.and dls pleased
and my Mind is unsettled.and would like very much to get back home,
to my Family.now 31H.I have been out here almost one year.and they
aint nothing happen yet.but a lots of big talk.an I'm full of that
now.an want to get away from here.just as soon as I can.
now Bin about Jelly Roll Morton.X will be more able.nn glad to tell
you all that you want to know.aoout. Jelly Roll.after I get back home
but at this present.my Mind is upset.becouse I alnt made any money
out here in San Francisco.and I realy hate to return.an havent made
any money at,all.to pay the People that I owe.in New Iberia.and I know
that every one.is looking for me to pay them.what I owe them when I
would return back home.from California.so you please answer this letter
at once so I will know.Just what to do about sending my things home by
Express an by mail also.now Bill I have all of my things.packed to go
an I'm only wating to here from you an Gene.so I will close for this
present time.looking to here from you.by return medOl. so good luck an
good day.untill we meet on the New Orleans End.
Blncerly Yours .
Willie(Bunk)Johnson .

One of many similar letters to Bill Russell (2/29/44). Bunk is disillusioned with San Francisco and wants to go home.

They need never know different.... But the thing now is, Billj Bunk is ready for
anything, and will go anywhere. The guy will just naturally go, anywhere,,., His
little Sunday afternoon group will run any group in the vrorld, put him where he
Belongs, with Geo, Lewis and co« and they will just naturally give 'em all hell.
If vre can devise some method of getting him to the people, I mean the people, all
the people, he is in.... What is known as middle-class, middle-aged America is
gonna go nuts about that guy, I see it happen every Sunday..
I must chop this off now. Because of what was happening to the mails, Xmas you
know, I put off sending the pkg of clippings etc, until now. Sou'll have it
■l'ight away..,.. I'll see Mac tonite and will report on the situation....
Everyone had a merry, merry Xmas , and I know you did too, listening to your

g Jim bl...,
I have a million things to say to you Bill, dammit all I wish I could go on and
on and on with this thing,,.,. But I will snatch some more time tomorrow and
go with a little more...
Until then...

Chloe and Bunk just naturally send their best, too. Ellis told
too.

to

to say hello,

Compare this to Bunk's own view in his sad and despondent letter written less than 2 months later - see overleaf.

SF o|a i Sessions ;
Fw%“FirstYear j
San Francisco — The Sunday ■'
afternoon sessions of the Hot
Jo.?:/, Society here took a well- '
earned summer vacation after
one solid year, of continuous
jamming. The closing session of (
the season, July 9, was augment- <
ed by the surprise guest appear- (
ance of Louis Jordan, who, mid- ,
way in the session, moved in
with his orch to relieve Bunk
Johnson’s all-star jazz band.
The Society was created just
one year ago. It was stimulated .
by the appearance of Willie <
(Bunk) Johnson in San Fran- 1
cisco. Bunk, who taught and in- I
spired Louis Armstrong, Tommy
Ladnier and Sidney Bechet, when I
he played first horn with Buddy i
Bolden’s New Orleans jazz band,
developed the S.F, sessions into a l
rare atmosphere of classic New
Orleans jazz.
Numerous guest stars, attract
ed by Bunk’s presence and the
“rebirth” of. jazz, included Count ]
Basie, Omar Simeon, Sister Lot- l
tie Peavy, Paul Robeson, Freddie j
Slack, Jack Teagarden, Joe Sul- .!
livan, Floyd O’Brien and Louis !
Jordan.

Left: The announcement in Downbeat (8/7/44)
that the opening season had finished at the
CIO Hall and was closing for a summer
break.

1

]
In fact, as the postcard shows below, Bunk’s
participation had already finished and by
Easter, Wade Whaley and Bertha Gonsoulin
were the main attractions.
Why the postcard insists on spelling mis
spelling Bertha's name is a mystery.

*Hot Jazz Society
SUNDAY AFTERNOON JAM SESSION
150 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
The Hot Jazz Society returns to its Sunday
sessions — after an Easter holiday — with TWO
inimitable jazz artists as guest stars with
the Hot Seven this Sunday afternoon, April 16.
(1) The greatest clarinet player on the coast and one of the few masters of the jazz
clarinet, Wade Whaley, who proved the sensation of the April 2 session. (2) Bertha
Ghonsulin, the only living pianist who studied with, and assimilated completely the style
of the immortal Jelly Roll Morton, as well as the remarkable woman who played and recorded
with King Oliver and Louis Armstrong.
Besides the regular jam session you will hear both Wade and Bertha playing together
again such exciting stuff as "Froggy Moore", "Wolverine Blues" and "Farewell Blues"!
BEST BET: Two of our "Hot Seven", Clancy Hayes and Bert Bales, are daily featured as
the "Tempo Twins" on KPO, 9:00 — 9.15 A.M. The boys are just about ready to land a sponsor
and your appreciative "fan" postcard will do the trick for this terrrfic rhythm team.
See you Sunday at 2.30 for the JHS best session, with the Hot Seven, Bertha
Ghonsulin, Wade Whaley, Sherman Clay's prize albums, and additional words and music by Bob
"Rock My Soul" Best!
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The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society

Brother Bill with Jennie, Russell and Lenore
Chicago 2006

Bunk. Johnson.Information is an international newsletter
for members ■ of the ■ Swedish Bunk- Johnson Society
President:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen • 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL

Editorial office:
H&kan-H&kansson
Tillemoravagen 26
184-91 AKERSBERGA
<bunk.info@telia. com>
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The only shop in Sweden 100 % specialized
in jazz, blues and gospel. Thousands of new
and second hand CDs and LPs in all styles.
Also 78s and jazz literature. Lots of BUNK
and all kinds of New Orleans music. Send
two IRCs or SEK 10 in Swedish stamps for
our latest mail order news list.
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EDITORIAL
1. Changes in the society that will be implemented as from NOW.
The Swedish Bunk Johnson Society has now existed for more than 20
years with
today
more than 170
members living all
over the
world. In July
2008 the
Executive Committee
met to discuss the future
of the society. Our
conclusion was to carry on with some changes in the policy of the society.
The
annual
meeting
has
this
far
taken
place
in
Stockholm
in
early
January, as close as possible to Bunk's Birthday on December 27. One
problem
with
the
annual
meeting
in
January
is
that
the
weather
of
Stockholm is not exactly like the weather of Louisiana. Stockholm in
January is
quite
dull: dark, cold,
rainy or full of snow andBunk definitely
would have disliked that. We therefore decided to let the annual meeting
take place
later
in the year when Stockholm is
a
much friendlier town. And
if possible combine the meeting with the visit of someone of interest for the
society.
We will
continueto release two yearly issues
of Bunk.
Johnson.
Information. Mike Hazeldine
has generously offered to
act as a
co-editor,
an offer
we most gratefully
accept. As you probably know
Mike
is already
the number one
contributor to
our magazine with
all the
interesting and
unique material about Bunk. By mistake the last issue was printed with
only the first
two pages
in
the traditional yellow color. Anyhow we found
the mistake to be a successful one, so we will continue with only the first
to pages in yellow and the rest in white.
Only members
in Sweden pay a
membership fee of SEK
250 (about
Euro
25, USD 30 or GBP 20). A considerable part of the membership fee is used
to
finance the printing
and distribution
of Bunk. Johnson.Information.
If a
member
living outside Sweden
would like
to contribute to the economy of
the
society by donating
for instance Euro
10, USD
10 or GBP
5, we gladly
accept that. If
you think it is
too risky to just send a bill
by ordinary mail,
contact
P-0
Karlstrom
(per-olof.karlstrom@glocalnet.net)
for
methods
of
donating. Finally we decided
that if a member living in
Sweden has not
paid the
membership
fee
within the
stipulated
period of
paying,
the
membership is lost for that year without a reminder.
The Executive Committee
2.

We publish an interesting letter from our member Jack
the missing tape, Mike
Dine says that Tom
Stagg has the
New Orleans.
3.
Finally, let me point
out that almost
all of the letters
were edited in Mike’s
Bunk book. Here
all the letters are
and several origins are shown for the first time.

Editor

Stanley. About
master tape in
reproduced here
totally unedited

30 HO WITT ROAD LONDON NW3 4LL
■co.uk
HSkan Hakansson
Tillemoravagen 25, 184 91 Akersberga
08 - 543 544 23

30th June, 2008

Dear Hakan,
Thank you for the latest Bunk Johnson Information. I found of particular interest the
article about Dink Johnson, which I originally read in ‘The Record Change if nearly
62 years ago. It was of even greater interest, as I was probably the last person to
record Dink.
The taping took place at Dink’s house in Santa Barbara, California on November 12,
1950.1 had only recently moved to the Los Angeles area to work in radio, and having
heard that Dink was living in Santa Barbara, drove up one day and found his house quite
easily by asking people. Dink’s lady answered the door and said he was out, but would
be home shortly. She permitted me to set up my recorder and mike on Dink’s old upright
piano in the parlour of his small home.
Sure enough, Dink arrived about ten minutes later, and was happy to record. Owning a
set of the Lomax Library of Congress Jelly Roll sides, I suggested a couple of the tunes
that Jelly had played and sung on them, such as: ‘Animule Ball’ and ‘Pretty Baby’. Dink
liked that idea, and said he’d add some other tunes he liked playing. The recording went
smoothly, without interruption; after which I recorded a short interview with Dink.
When I left the U.S. for England in the middle sixties, I took the Dink tapes with me,
along with the Bunk tapes, that, as you know, I recorded in 1947.1 turned the tapes over
to a group of enthusiasts in London, who hadthe NoLa record label, and they released
the Dink recordings as NoLa LP12. The No La people, as you my read on the photocopy
of the LP notes, included sound engineer Charlie Crump, Tom Stagg, Mike Dine and
Alan Ward. I have been trying to get in touch with one, or more of them, but thus far,
have not succeeded. One of them may still have the master for the LP, though I doubt if a
CD has been released. As Mike Dine is a BJS member, he might be the logical one to
contact if any members are interested in getting the recording. (I myself, own only one
copy,)
Incidentally, my new poetry book, ‘Reckoning’ has just been published. It contains
(among 64 poems), a half dozen ‘tribute’ poems to famous jazz greats, including Bunk.
The jazz poems are getting a warm reception at poetry readings I have been doing.
Best wishes to all’EIJS members, and personal regards,

.

QdJ

Jack ^tamey

cc: Claes Ringqvist

William Frederick Wagner
Born: Canton, MO, 13 September 1916; died Chicago, III, 31 October 2008.
illiam Wagner was the youngest of four
brothers of whom Russell Wagner (aka.
Bill Russell, 1905-1992) was the most
famous. Like
two of
his older brothers,
Homer
(1903-1976)
and
Russell,
William
was
attracted
to
chemistry
and
after
graduating from the University of Chicago in
1939 and the University of Illinois in 1947,
went
on to
enjoy a
distinguished academic
careeras Professor of Chemistry
at the
University of Lexington.
Although Bill Russell had a close
relationship
with
Homer
in
the
1940s
(Homer built Bill’s first recording machine),
it was the younger William who showed the
most interest in Bill’s jazz activities and,
later in life, was the most supportive. Never
attempting to rival Bill Russell, William was
happy
to be referred to
as “Brother Bill” for
the past 20 years or more.
William got to know many of the
Chicago jazz musicians from the end of the
1930s. He also
photographed a number of
them
for publication in Jazzmen. As
a
student he saw
Johnny Dodds perform in
the
University lecture
theatre and, on
a
family holiday in
the summer of 1940, he
met Bunk Johnson in New Iberia - two years
before Bill Russell! In 1944 he accompanied
Bill to New Orleans to record the legendary
12”
78
recordings for American Music.
William
operated
the
“back-up”
recording
machine,
which
occasionally
provided
the
master copy. Bunk was often temperamental
that week (drinking, and not even showing
up for one session when Kid Shots replaced
him), and it was William’s diplomacy which
often diffused potential problems.
I first met “Brother Bill” (BB) in 1988
when he accompanied Bill to Ascona and
over the next few years I saw them together
on
many
occasions.
He
understood
his
brother’s
eccentricities
and,
for
instance,
tried to reason with Bill why he needed
twenty electric shavers that he had been
buying in
charity shops over the years.
“You’ve got to have spares” complained Bill,
“sort out the best three and maybe I can sell

the rest!” BB understood the situation, and
with a knowing smile, quitely packed away
the surplus shavers. Despite his general
grumpness,
Bill
was appreciative of
his
has never
been
younger brothers
help. It
been appreciated how much
really not
effort
many hours that
Brother Bill
that how
put
into
organising
collection
Bill’s
and
providing help in him in
completing Bill’s
unfinished projects.
After Bill’s death, BB drove to New
Orleans
every
September
and
October
to
spend time with Barry Martyn and me. His
friendship,
kindness
and
generosity
were
overwhelming and it was always interesting
to see the respect that everyone had for him,
from musicians and fans to the curators and
academics
at
the
Historic
New
Orleans
Collection. BB’s generosity and real interest
in jazz and the work his brother pioneered
was demonstrated when he invited me to
meet his family in Chicago. He and his wife
Jean entertained Ruth and I at their home
where we met two of his three children,
Russell and Jennie, Bill’s nephew and niece.
After I had mentioned how much the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson
Society
would
welcome him at their annual conference, he
immediately asked me to arrange the visit to
the1996 conference. A few weeks
before he
was due to leave the USA, he rang me. He
was concerned if he should ware an Evening
Suit
at the
conference? Happily, I was able
to reassure him that his precence, whatever
he wore, would be welcome.
Sadly Jean died in 1999. BB is
survived
by
his
three
children
(Jennie,
Lenore
and
Russell)
and
three
grandchildren.
Jennie
is
a
noted
violinist
with
the
Chicago
Symphony
Orchestra,
Lenore, retired from a medical career, is a
free
lance
violinist and Russell has
an
international
reputation in restoring cellos
Bill Russell’s influence lives on! “Brother
Bill” will be remembered as a good friend to
jazz and jazz
lovers, and we
send our
deepest condolences to his family.
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A TRUMPET AROUND THE CORNER
The Story of New Orleans Jazz
by Samuel Charters
University Press of Mississippi 2008
380pages including index.

our society that if we spend our time bemoaning the
fact that some jazz writers dismiss Bunk Johnson’s
music without even listening to it then we perhaps
owe it to the white pioneers, not least the ODJB, to
listen to their recordings with open mind. There are
some delightful surprises here!
Not least valuable in this book is how
Charters consistently uses recordings and reports in
rewarding detail about what we hear. It could almost
be said that a distinguishing feature of this book is
that you cannot read it very long without wanting to
put it down - to listen to the music.
And you’ll get more than just a close-up of
the music scene. As you read you’ll get a generous
description of the New Orleans that existed before
the beginning of jazz, with much detail and some
angles that you will not encounter in other books
about jazz. Other subjects covered are how the name
“jazz” appeared, about early writings on jazz up to
and including the book “Jazzmen”, about musical
praxis in composition and copyrighting. And Charters
does not play down the racism that was an an ugly
feature of the society that saw jazz bom, even if he
doesn’t give it a major part in the narrative
Among the things that I found fascinating
was the author’s account of how the pioneers used
the word “Blues” as a general term with a broader
definition than I had understood it to have. There is
also an explanation of the availability of musical
instruments in late 19th century New Orleans that
seems to me to be more plausible than the prevailing.
And look out for facts about the origin of music
funerals for the common man!
A few words about the literary style of this
book. Charters knows a lot about persons and
localities in New Orleans from the time he lived in
the city in the 1950s and he is not an author who is
afraid to let himself into the story with memories of
conversations with musicians or with a report on the
current, pre-Katrina, state of some landmark. As
anyone who has read his many earlier books will
know, he really knows how to write, and his careful
poet’s prose is effective and evocative, but is never
allowed to get in the way of the subject. An aspect of
his professionalism is that all the facts that are
deemed worthy of inclusion are in the main text, and
not relegated to endnotes. The endnotes in this book
just give the source of infonnation.*
There is danger in mastery of style though. It
is easier to be persuaded by the man of words than
the mere enumerator of facts, and this leads me into
the sad duty to point to some passages in the text

his is the story of our beloved music from its
conception some time around the beginning of
the 20th century and on to the present. Charters takes
us from that beginning through its development into
the full flowering of the twenties and partial neglect
in the thirties into the second wave of revival and on
until today. His ambition is to cover it all and to give
a fair picture of two traditions that existed side by
side, the African American with its Caribbean
influences and the European Anerican heritage
which in Charters view principally found its fonn
from Italian and Sicilian retentions in the musical
vocabulary. This thesis, that there were parallel styles
also gives him an opportunity to avoid the common
and tiresome debate about who stole from whom.
In alternating chapters we are given the story
of the pioneers and how they came to spread their
music across the United States. For quite some time
now the emphasis has been on the black musicians
and the greats have with reason become known to us
all. Here is the chance to make room for some new
gods in each private Pantheon, and to names like
Oliver, Keppard, Morton, Armstrong and Bechet add
those of Larry Shields, Eddie Edwards, Leon
Roppolo, Sidney Brown, Ray Lopez and not least
that of Papa Jack Laine, the white bandleader and
entrepreneur who in this history is depicted as
perhaps the most important person of all in the
growth and development of jazz. Charters
conclusions are well presented, and regardless of the
amount of knowledge we carry to this book I can
promise much infonnation that is new or given new
interpretation.
There can be no doubt about the fact that the
music and the importance of The Original Dixieland
Jazz Band and The New Orleans Rhythm Kings have
been unfairly neglected by earlier chroniclers and
that many other white practitioners are virtually
unknown today. We should remember,though, that it
was not always so. During the first tumultuous
decades it was the black musicians who were
relegated backstage. When the scales tipped the other
way, it lead to unfortunate partisanship It is hard to
forget (or forgive) Turk Murphy calling the music of
NORK “shallow”. If I may be permitted a personal
reflection I would make the point to the members of
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where the information is wrong. These really should
be corrected in future editions of the book. Some
others have been brought out in other reviews of this
book and I will add a few points that I feel should be
made.
In the illustrating photos the captions are not
always correct. The photo of New Orleans Rhythm
Kings has the saxophonist given as Jack Pettis, when
it is in fact Volly deFaut. The “unknown” banjoist in
Piron’s Orchestra is John Marrero and Leon, not
Louis, Prima can be seen in the Sharkey-Prima Band.
Buddy Bolden is bom 1877 in one instance
and 1868 in another. In many cases that type of
mistake is cleared up if you keep on reading, but
others may need to be corrected . Bass player A1
Morgan is said to have played in Cab Calloway’s
band 1936-1939, when his tenure was really from
1932 through 1936, and Mary Lou Williams was
never the regular piano player in John Kirby’s band. I
do not feel that it is very useful to hunt for typos or
misspellings, but one instance may not be so easily
detected, and I suspect that the musician concerned
would have wanted it corrected. Drummer Jack Laine
had a son, Alfred, who played comet in his father’s
band from an early age. He was nick-named “Baby”
or (according to both Doc Souchon and George
Brunis) “Pantsy” for still wearing short pants. In this
book he is Alfred ’’Pansy” Laine.
There are many instances here when Charters
presents facts or opinions that I have been surprised
by, and in a few cases felt rather upset about. It is my
guess that many readers will feel the same way, but
we should remember that Samuel Charters knew
many of the musicians personally and that he has
been in the picture for over fifty years by now. It
might be a useful approach not to immediately reject
any ideas that do not fit into the opinions that we
have formed for ourselves over the years.
Having said that, I shall raise two points
were I feel Charters can mislead, and where I do not
hear what Charters suggests.
First: in the pages concerning Armand J.
Piron’s Orchestra Charters writes enthusiastically of
the recordings from 1923-24 that give us a chance to
hear a high-class Creole Orchestra. But Charters
states that there are two arrangements (one of them
“Mama’s Gone Goodbye”) where we can hear violin
duets by Piron and Peter Bocage. I am quite
convinced that there are no moment of two violins on
these recordings. What we hear is Piron’s violin and
Lorenzo Tio’s clarinet in intertwined parts!
Those of you who feel cheated of the

romantic notion of two violins in an early recording
of New Orleans music might lend an ear to Jelly
Roll Morton’s 1926 recording of “Someday
Sweetheart”.
A second point arises when Charters
discusses the last recording session by King Oliver’s
Creole Jazz Band. That he attributes it to Gennett
when it was made for Paramount may be a small
thing, but as he goes on to comment in detail about
the masterful playing of Armstrong on the two takes
of “Southern Stomps”, it soon becomes clear that the
tune he describes must be “Mabel’s Dream” (also
recorded in two takes on this session). In fact,
Armstrong is virtually inaudible here - it is Oliver
we hear from beginning to end. I can only sunnise
that Charters wrote about these recordings from
memory, and may have been mislead by the
recording the band made for Okeh of the same tune.
There Armstrong’s exuberant second part dominates
in duet with Oliver!
The examples above should in no way lead
anyone to conclude that this is not an essential book,
which gives us many new insights. If it is a sad fact
of nature that no book can make man wise, this
book will at least leave him much better informed.
What about Bunk? I imagine that the
members of the SBJS will want to know how our
hero fares in this narrative. Well, to Charters Bunk
was bom in 1890 (or possibly 1889) and there’s an
end to it. In no way does he intimate that there
should be any doubt concerning this, and it is
naturally his right to have that opinion. But if that is
his right I consider it my privilege not to be totally
convinced. And it is always a good thing to
remember that chronology is not the same thing as
specific weight.
Another thing: It may not be exactly in the
frame for my review of this book, but I feel that it
would be wrong not to recommend - and
recommend strongly - the chronicle Charters wrote
about New Orleans after Katrina. The title is “New
Orleans. Playing a Jazz Chorus” and it was issued
2006. Here you get a firsthand perspective from the
ground about how the ordinary citizens of the city
try to find their way back to their lives and the
community that had existed before the Hurricane.
Charters also finds space for his own thoughts about
music and heritage, and a chapter of conversation
with the drummer Johnny Vidacovich is illuminating
and memorable. I am told that this latter book will'
be issued in Swedish this spring. We can only hope
that “ A Trumpet Around The Comer” will also be
5

understanding he has for the subject. I cannot
imagine that you would want to be without them.

made available in this manner.
In conclusion: If you have decided to read
only one book about New Orleans jazz my strong
recommendation to you is that you reconsider. Other
people have written, and will write, about this
subject with broader or narrower scope, and we can
listen to their opinions as we listen to various
members of an orchestra. The two books by Sam
Charters that I have written about above should
definitively be read by all people with an interest in
this music and both show the deep love and

Nils Gwmar Anderby
*It is wicked and wrong to include facts in notes that
are relegated at the end of a book or a chapter. If the
author feels that he wants to include information but
does not want to break the flow of the narrative, then
that information belongs in a note at the bottom of
the relevant page - a footnote.

MEET A PROMINENT MEMBER

BO SCHERMAN
says. “My mother was musically gifted, often singing
at home, listening to music on the radio and on the
record player. My father had less musical talent but a
very good sense of rhythm. They had no special
interest in jazz but listened to all kinds of music from
the pop tunes of those days to classical music so that
was what I heard as a small boy.”
The family had a piano and Bo started to
play by ear when he was around four years old. Then
a couple of piano teachers succeeded in killing his
interest and he stopped playing the piano at the age
of nine. Two years later Bo's interest in jazz was
awakened by a classmate, Kjell Soderberg and his
older sister. And Bo soon found his musical heroes:
Bunk Johnson, Sidney Bechet, Louis Armstrong,
Jelly-Roll Morton, King Oliver, Johnny Dodds and
all the rest of the great New Orleans musicians.
Especially Dodds’ playing fascinated Bo so much
that he tried to learn the clarinet.
“Maybe I wanted to be too good too fast, so I
lost my patience and let the clarinet go after some
years” Bo says. “But of course I continued to listen
to jazz and my interest got even deeper when in my
new school I made friends with the jazz fans
trumpeter Eddie Bruhner and multi instrumentalist
Kjell Westling. Still it was the old New Orleans style
I found most fascinating. In the early 1960's however
my jazz interest broadened as I became member of
Club 78, a society devoted to the classic jazz of the
1920's, 1930's and 1940's.”
At Club 78 Bo learned to appreciate the
music of Luis Russell, Duke Ellington and many

Bo Scherman with Louis Armstrong (photo - Leif Wigh)

n almost every issue of Bunk. Johnson.
Infonnation you can read an ad for Jazz & Blues
Skivfynd - the only shop in Sweden 100 %
specialized in jazz, blues and.gospel. Owner of the
shop is Bo Scherman, a long time jazz fan with a
special place for the traditional New Orleans style in
his heart. Bo bought the shop in January 1988 after
working in the jazz department of a record store for
some years and before that in the advertising and
graphic businesses. Buying the store was to fulfill an
old dream - to work with his number one interests:
jazz, blues and gospel music. Today the shop on
Scheelegatan is closed but Bo still continues his
business from his home as you can see by the ad.
“My interest in music started very early” Bo

I
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others from the swing era. At the club's weekly
meetings, still going on, there is always a jazz quiz
and that fascinated Bo. To identify different
musicians and their musical personalities Bo found
most developing and soon became the quiz star of
Club 78. From there the step was not far to quizzes
on the national level arranged by the Swedish
National Jazz Society which led to quizzes on the
European level arranged by EBU, the European
Broadcasting Union. And this way Bo finally became
the jazz quiz master of Europe in 1986.
Back in the 1960’s and early 1970’s Bo
attended jazz seminars by the French jazz critic
Flugues Panassie who became Bo's mentor even if he
didn't always share Panassie's opinions. Panassie 'for
instance severely criticized Bunk whom Bo always
has regarded highly. And Bo sometimes found
Panassie’s views about jazz and its musicians too
narrow-minded. But they agreed on many points, and
the charismatic Panassie was very important for Bo's
musical development, especially the ability to really
listen to the music in depth.
Bo spent a lot of time in France in the early
1960's and in 1964 met Mezz Mezzrow in Paris. So
when Mezz later the same year came to Stockholm,
Bo, Christer Fellers, Orange Kellin, Goran Soderwall
and some other guys got the opportunity to interview
him. Mezz turned out to be a very interesting person intelligent and charming, far from the negative picture
we often get. “Fie may have been a technically limited
clarinet player” Bo says, “but his ability to inspire and
engage other musicians cannot be questioned.”
In 1968 Bo made his first trip to New York.
The public interest in jazz was rather low at that time
but Bo anyhow listened to a lot of jazz music and
met many musicians, some of them becoming long
term friends, for instance the great Benny Carter. In
1972, 1973 and 1974, Bo returned to New York
where the jazz scene had dramatically changed to the
better. George Wein had moved his Newport Jazz
Festival to the city and jazz could be heard all over
the town. Listening to the musicians in their native
environment gave an extra dimension to the music,
quite different from festival scenes in Europe. In
New York Bo also got to know Jack Annitage from
London, who became one of his best and most
influential jazz friends, and the British jazz critic
Albert McCarthy, who even invited him to several
recording sessions he produced with swing era
veterans. Another new acquaintance and long term
friend from one of those New York trips is the
Swedish jazz photographer Anita Westin.

In 1974 George Wein started the jazz festival
in Nice that Bo visited every year from the start to
1983. The Nice festival offered the best of American
and European jazz in the lovely French
Mediterranean milieu.
In 1979 Bo made his first trip to New
Orleans. The circumstances could have been better:
Bo had recently started a new job that he didn't quite
like and the weather in New Orleans was lousy so he
couldn't fully appreciate the Crescent City. But one
memory from that first visit still makes him happy the original cast of One Mo' Time at Toulouse
Theatre with Vemel Bagneris, Topsy Chapman, Thais
Clark and Sylvia Williams on the stage and the
Swedish New Orleanians Orange Kellin and Lars
Edegran in the pit band. The next year he saw One
Mo’ Time in both New York and Europe although the
European version was not the original cast.
In 1984 One Mo' Time returned to Europe,
this time with almost all the original cast including
Sylvia Williams. And in Stockholm it suddenly
happened — Sylvia and Bo became a couple. At first
by distance with Bo visiting Sylvia in New Orleans
and then Sylvia moving to Stockholm to live with Bo.
But life in Stockholm turned out to be rather tough for
an American actress and singer. To find a way of
living in a new country is not easy. Sylvia struggled
with the Swedish language, got some singing
engagements in Europe and even got parts in a couple
of plays in Sweden but finally decided to return to
New Orleans where she passed away in 2001.
“My relation with Sylvia is one of highlights
of my life” Bo says. “We got many fine years together
and the New Orleans she showed me is a lovely town,
quite different from the one I first saw in 1979.
“After many years in the record business I
still love music” Bo finally says. “Many colleagues
in this business have lost their interest in music but I
have definitively not. I still like listening to both live
and recorded music - Bo's private record collection
consists of around 15 000 LPs, CDs and 78’s- as
well as meeting friends interested in music. I also
still enjoy working with discographies and jazz
history, really research and digging deep. And I still
contribute to OrkesterJoumalen, the Swedish jazz
journal founded already in 1933, even if not to the
same extent as in the 1980's when I had a part time
job there as co-editor. And my number one musical
interest is still the traditional New Orleans style even
if I today appreciate all the jazz styles that have kept
their links to the original African-American roots.
P-0 Karlstrom
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Note: The letters are part of of the William Russell Collection at the Williams Research Center, New Orleans and may not be reproduced without
the permission of the Historic New Orleans Collection. Other items are from Mike Hazeldine’s Collection or in the public domain.

One of the earliest references to Bunk Johnson appeared in the British dance band magazine Ballroom and Band
(March 1935). Preston Jackson was commissioned to write a couple of articles on his recollections of early jazz
and the current American music scence.

40

March, 1935

But after three or four years there
were four New Orleans bands in
Chicago. This started a fight between
Chicago and New Orleans musicians
that lasted about ten years. The New
Orleans boys had everything sewed-up.
PRESTON JACKSON
but then they made the mistake of
fighting amongst themselves. This was
the famous trombone player, well-known through his records with Louis
just what Chicago musicians wanted,
Armstrong's Orchestra, talks about the old days in New Orleans
and they cashed in on their oppor
tunity.
People in Newr Orleans believe in
EW ORLEANS has often been
But New Orleans still plays its part
called the birthplace of jazz, and advertising. Every Sunday you could in jazz for you will find boys from
rightly so, for it was there that see four or five bands advertising Louisiana in every band of note.
the first real jazz band was formed, and different dances and balls. These bands Duke Ellington has Bigard and Braud ;
there too that many of the greatest would meet at certain cornel's, usually Cab has A1 Morgan; Luis Russell
jazz musicians were born. It is these ones where there was a saloon ; then has Pop Foster, Albert Nichols, and
facts that make me proud of being a the fun would begin. The best baud Paul Barbarin ; Carroll Dickerson has
got the best jobs, a fact that made Kelley, A1 Wynn, and myself; Mills
New Orleans man.
One of my earliest musical memories competition keen. They would tie a Blue Rhythm have Henry Allen ;. and
of New Orleans was the occasion on rope to the trucks or waggons, and if it Noble Sissle has Bechet. These are just
which I first heard Louis Armstrong. got too hot they just had to stay there a few that I can think of ; there are
That was right back in 1913 when both and take it. I have seen .Joe Oliver plenty more.
I could write a book on New Orleans,
he and I were at school. At that time chase another band all over the town,
I was attending Thorny Lafon School, while sometimes a band would have to and New Orleans musicians, and some
while Louis was at another school in jump out of its waggon and hide in a time I hope to have the opportunity
the city. He was playing cornet in house from the pursuing outfit. Louis of telling you some more about the
the school band and it was this band was so feared that no cornet player old days.
Perhaps, before I finish, you would
that was invited to come out and play w'anted to meet him in these bucking
at the dedication of Thorny Lafon or cutting contests ns they were called. like to have a little news about Chicago,
You could hear all the hot music you for there is plenty of good music there.
playground.
Louis was playing more jazz then wanted in those days. When a Earl Hines is on tour at the moment,
than the average fellow is now. You musician or someone prominent died, a and Carroll Dickerson is in his placo at
would be hired to piny hymns at the Grand Terrace Cafe. With him he
couldn’t help noticing him. There was band
something about him and his playing the funeral, but as soon as the body was has Leon Washington, Sherod Smith,
and the band got out into the and Delbert Bright, saxes; Harry
that was out of the ordinary. Everyone buried
had their eyes on Louis, he was so street again they would start up a song Gray, bass ; Keneth Peterson, drums ;.
" He Rambled Round the Town Arthur (Rip) Basset, guitar; Kinky
wonderful. I remember that the band called
Colm, piano ; Guy Kelley, Pearce, and
played “ My Maryland,” in which Louis Until the Butcher Cut Him Down.”
Joe Oliver left New Orleans in 1918 Leon Scott, trumpets ; and A1 Wynn
took a cornet obligato that set the and
came to Chicago to play at the and myself, trombones.
people on fir e. There was also another Dreamland
Cafe. Just across the
Sidney Catlett is with Lyle’s Band,
outstanding boy in the band by the street at the De
Luxe Cafe was another while, that other grand drummer,
name of Henry Rena. He was good, boy from Louisiana—Freddie
Kepard. Zutie Singleton, has his own orchestra.
but he was not a Louis.
They were shooting at one another all Francois and His Louisianians are at
Louis was a nice fellorv in those days, night 1
Dave’s Cafe, while Jimmy Noone is at
and ho still is to day. What I like
When Joe left New Orleans Louis the Midnight Club.
about him most is the fact that his took his place in Edward Ory’s Band.
You may not be familiar with some
head is still the same size. His success Believe me, Joe wasn’t missed. All T of these boys for we don’t get the
has gone to his heart; not to his head.
could hear then was “ You ought to hear chance to record in Chicago so often as
However, to return to New Orleans Louis now.” Then, in 1920 or 1921, Joe in New York. But all the players I
in those early days. There were a sent for Louis to play iii his band at have mentioned are first-class, and
whole lot of good cornet players around the Lincoln Gardens in Chicago. there are many other good boys whose
at that time, some of the best being Jimmy Noone was there then, with names you may not know, like Cnssino
Buddy Tetite, .Toe (King) Oliver, Mutt Braud, Duke Ellington’s bass player ; Simpson, piano, and Dave Young,
Darcy, Celcstin, and a fellow' called and so was the first band to leave New tenor.
Bunk. Louis often spoke of Bunk as Orleans, in 1911.
The last time I recorded myself was
being a wizard and claims that he got
This was the Original Creole Jazz with Half Pint Jaxon about two years
a lot of ideas from him.
Band and its personnel was: Bill ago. We made “ Fifteen Cents,”
T did not see Louis again until 1920, Johnson, bass violin; Edward Polla, • " Mama Don’t Allow It,” “ Baby Hot.”
though I heard a lot of him, and of violin ; Cottrell, drums ; E. Vincent, and some other numbers.
trombone ; Freddie Kepard, cornet;
Jimmy Noone and Earl Hines make
Henry Rena. Buddy Petite was hold
ing his own, too, but his reputation was and George Balmy, clarinet. I don’t records, of course, though not very
bad. He would take three or four gigs remember the guitar player’s name. often, but Carroll Dickerson, whose
for the same night and not play any This outfit toured all the principal band is wonderful—and I don’t say
of them or send anybody in his place. cities in the North and people were that because I am in it — bits
Naturally in time most people refused crazy about them, their playing being not done so yet. Maybe be will
though.
something new.
to hire him.

WAY DOWN YONDER

N

Louis Armstrong Orchestra’s tour of the souther states in 1938 included a date at the gymnasium of the New Iberia
Training School on Monday 27 September. The band had been booked to raise money for the local Board of
Education. During this evening Bunk renewed his aquiatance with Louis Armstrong. Louis was glad to see him and
allowed Bunk to sit on the stand with the band and ‘scat’ a number. When the bandbus had left, Louis (who travelled
by car with future wife Alpha and 'strawboss/driver') stayed behind to talk with Bunk. Louis showed him his Selmer
trumpet - gold plated and specially made for Louis as part of his advertising deal - and told of how Selmer sent him
the latest trumpet every year. Bunk probably suggested how he would like to play again and Louis (the most
generous of men) offered to sent him one of his old trumpets. Of equal importance was the signed photograph below.
This was given to Bunk that evening and confirmed Louis’s admiration for him and remained one of Bunk’s most
treasured pocessions. This endorsement was the start of Bunk’s comeback.
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Dr. Bechet - Correspondence 1939
From National Jazz Foundations “Basin Street” magazine
Vol. 2, No. 4 - New Orleans, April 1946 (Pat Spiess, Editor)
Page3-Jazz Flashbacks
illiam Russell, C.F. Ramsey, Chaz. E. Smith and a few
other jazz enthusiasts decidedd aboutApril 1939 that
maybe if Bunk Johnson had some false teeth he might still be
able to give out with some music as he did in the old days.
They had found the “forgotten man” in New Iberia who with
a gleam in his eye still felt he could play if he got some teeth.
They mentioned the case to Sidney Bechet who was up east
and he immediately recommended his brohter, Dr. Leonard
Bechet, a New Orleans dentitst. They wrote Dr. Bechet who
replied “that the work could be done, if it was a practical case,
in a week’s time.”
A letter was sent to Bunk in New Iberia informing
him of the plan to get him some “store teeth” and he replied as
follows: (courtesy of Dr. Bechet) (addressed to Dr. Bechet).

W

Accordingly I’m enclosing a money order for $60 in this
letter made out in your name. Within the next 2 or 3 days, UPII
send Bunk some money so he can get into N.Or. I know he is
very anxious to get the teeth as soon as possible so he will
probably come in some time pretty soon. We all certainly
appreciate your share in doing this for Willie Johnson so he
can get back on his feet again and earn some money playing.
Would you mind sending me a note acknowledging the
receipt of the money when you get it, as I want to be sure you
do, and that everything is all right.
Very sincerely yours,
C.F. Ramsey Jr.

New Or Ians La, May 9, '39
Mr. C.F. Ramsey Jr.
348 East 46th St.
New York City

4123139
My Dear Friend:
Only a few lines to let you hear from me and to let you know 1
received a letter a few days ago from my friends in New York
Dear Mr. Ramsey;
about you taking me in charge to make me a set of teeth. Now
I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant
Leonard, old boy, I’m sure you have forgotten me by now as I
and money order for $60, for which 1 thank you. I am making
have been away from home so long and times has changed
very satisfactory progress with the dental work for Willie
everything so it is pretty hard for a poor man to make a living
Johnson, all of which will be completed by Wed. of this week.
down South. Now Leonard, I would like to know very much if
When that has been done, I am sure he will again be able to
you have received any mail at all from Mr. William Russell and resume his work as a musician.
Mr. Frederick Ramsey, or Mr. Charles Edward Smith about the Again thanking you and assuring you of my kindest regards, /
job of fixing my mouth and if you hear, please let me know at
am. Yours very truly.
once when you answer this letter. Now I was told by Mr.
Dr. L. V. Bechet
Ramsey in his last letter to write you and find out just when
you want me to come to New Orleans. Now Dr. Bechet I am all Work on Bunk’s teeth was completed 5/10/39 and he left to go
ready to come to you at once. Just set the date, and Mr.
home to New Iberia 2 days later, where he patiently waited for
Ramsey will send me the money for my trip, so please answer
Fate to call him out of hiding. (Fate being partly his 3 fairy
this letter at once so I can write Mr. Ramsey and let him know
godfathers. Smith, Ramsey and Russell). Bunk was deeply
that I am ready to go at once. I will say excuse me. Hoping you grateful to Dr. Bechet and praised his skill to all who would
and your dear family are enjoying the veiy best of health, this
listen.
is from an old friend as ever,
Sincerely yours,
Willie G. Johnson,
New Iberia, La.
Better known as Bunk the Old Superior Band Cornet Player,
July 29, 1939
and the man who first asked your mother to let your kid
My Dear Dr. Leonard V. Bechet:
brother, Sidney to play with him in the Old Eagle Band.
/ am writing you this letter to let you hear from me and to thank
you for all that you have done for me, and your kindness will
never be forgotten and I will always remember you. Now Doc,
May 3. 1939
you are really great and cannot be beat and I have in my mouth
Dear Dr. Bechet,
a good job and every white and colored dentist that has seen
Pm sony I haven’t been able to write you sooner about Bunk's
my job, they all tells me that my job cannot be best and they all
teeth. We all think the price you name is extremely fair, and we wants to know from me if you are a white man and this is what
have raised enough money to get him a set of new teeth.
I tells them. Yes, you are really white in your heart. But in race

your are a true colored man and a great dentist. You are one of
New Orleans best and all of the dentists here in this town gives
you the prayer and thinks a lots of you an says too Dr. Leonard
Bechet is some great. . . .
(signed) As Ever, Bunk
The rest of Bunk’s history is now well known. He came out of
musical hibernation and through his Eastern friends he
recorded fr various companies such as Commodore, AM,
Victor, etc. As for example we quote the following:

Oct. 2, 1941
Dr. Leonard Bechet:
. ... I am writing to you Dr. to let you know that I received a
letter from your brother, Sidney asking me to come to NewYork
on the 19th of this month to play with his band. He is working
for the Victor Records Co. making records. He is in need for
me and depending on me coming on the 19th of this month.
Sidney have arranged everything for me.
Willie Bunk Johnson
(The letter goes on to request that Dr. Bechet take the money
enclosed and get Bunk a union card as there was no union in
New Iberia and he had to be a Union man to join Sidney).
In Oct. 1944 the Nat. Jazz Foundation staged their 1st concert
and for advertising purposes it hired a band in an open wagon

to stay out front of the local auditorium and play to people as
they stood in line to buy tickets for the B. Goodman show
inside - At the 2nd N.J.F. concert in 1945 John Hammond
suggested that Bunk and Geo. Lewis, Jim Rob. etc. be put on
stage to add to the gala show. The N.J.F. paid the union dues
for the band and Bunk in one part of the show got to play with
his “pupil” Louis Armstrong. As most of the boys in Johnson’s
Band were behind in their dues the local union ruled no dues
.. . no band, hence the N.J.F. paid and settled the fuss and the
show went on. - In the Spring of 1945 Sidney Bechet who was
at the Savoy in Boston sent for Bunk to join him. Happy-golucky Bunk once more appealed to his “Jazz Foundation
Friends” and received “backing” to make the trip. Slowly
Bunk began for the second time to make a trip up the ladder
of fame. He has had, with his same band, engagements at the
Stuveysant Casino in N.Y. and because of his revival he and
the Band and have received wide publicity.
Bunk claims his good health is because he eats plain
food such as Beans and rice, gumbo, greens, stew, spaghetti,
etc. “That’s why I live so long. I eat the right kind of food,
none of that fancy stuff for me.”
But alas, Bunk likes his “stuff and has sort of grown
out of his custom of sticking just to plain pop. What will
happen to him? The wheel of Fortune is now spinning for
Bunk, “around and around she goes and where she’ll stop
nobody knows.”

Letter to Bill Russell from Leonard Bechet - 1939
This is an additional letter not included on the above article
New Orleans La
April 11, 1939
Mr. William Russell
348 E. 46St
New York City

upper and lower set of false teeth. This I will do for $60. It is
not customary to give a definite estimation without the proper
examination but I know Bunk has a practical case which this
amount will cover to complete this work.
Write in advance just when he is coming to New Orleans.

Dear Mr. Russell
Hopng to hear from you soon.
I received your letter and wish to extend my thanks and
appreciation to you and Mr Smith for the condsideration
You can rest assured that 1 shall do all in my power to give him
entire satisfaction for a perfect fit.
This work can easily be done in not more than one week. New
Iberia is not very far from New Orleans; he will only have to
remain in the city for this short period. Now as to the cost for

Give my regards to Mr. Smith and Sidney also Mr Ramsey
Sincerely yours
Dr. Leonard V. Bechet
1402 St. Bernard St
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NEW IBERIA. LA__________________________________ 193.

Dr. J.H. Flinn, Jr.
103 Canal St. * 113 Royal St.

MMLUe Johnson .

._____________________
IN ACCOUNT WITH

DR. T. E. CONRAD

7 Dentists to serve you

DENTIST

Out of town patients get 1 day Service in
most cases

Terms may be arranged, pay in small
installments, weekly or monthly.

Above is the the text of a card that Bunk included
in his letter to Louis Armstrong.
Bunk wrote at the top of the letter “This is what I
really need” and beneath the card he wrote
“Louis, show this to the Boys."

OTflCB IHONI ist

orriet ROOM* Move
TAHOI’fl DKIIC STORK
DEBIT

To Professional Services;

5^ Luxens Set will oost
Trubyte set, rubber
Famous set
Upper & lovter sets.
received

CREDIT

150 ,0C
75 .OC
50 .OC

Payment-

Dr. Conrad was undoubtedly part of Dr. Flinn’s dental practise,
as this is the ‘estimate’ was included with the letter

After Bunk had replied to Bill Russell he wrote to Louis Armstrong and Luis Russell about the promised trumpet and
funds to enable him to obtain a set of teeth. The full text of the two letters (reproduced for the first time) are below.

3/1- 39
Mr. Louis Armstrong, My Dear Kind Friend.
Only a few lines again to let you and the boys hear from me. Now Louis, I am well and also my
family and me. Do hope that this letter will find you and your family the same, and all of my Home
Boys in the very best of health. Now Louis old Boy, 1 would be very glad indeed to hear from you at
once. I have been looking for a long letter from you ever since the month of December or the month
of January, But have not got any hearing yet from you. Now, Louis, Please write old [Bunk] at once
and let him hear from you and that will make
him feel real good. Now your old Boy is down and
in
real deep need for an upper plate
and also abottom plate and can not
make money enough hereto
have my mouth fixed. Now, Louis, 1 am here only making out now for work. We have work only when
the rice han>est is in and that over, things goes real dead until cane harvest which is called grinding
and I drive a truck and trailer and that only pays me a $l.75<t a day and that do not last very long
so you all know for sure just about how much money that 1 makes now. Louis, I made up my mind
to work hard until I die as 1 [have] no one to tell my troubles to and my children they can not help
me out in this case. I have been real down for about five years, my teeth went bad in 1934 so that
was my finish playing music. I wrote Dr. Flinn some time ago to advise me about my mouth and he
did. He told me that 1 would be able to play trumpet just the same as ever with a set of teeth which
would be top plate and bottom plate and I have been trying to [save] me a $175.00 For three years
and I can not make that kind of money here, Louis, so now 1 am just about to give it up now and
haven’t got no other way to go but put my shoulder to the wheel and nose to the grinding stone and
put my music ability’s down for good and work. Now Louis, that trumpet that you told me you would
make me a present of, please send
it to me so
1 will have something to
remember you and sooneror
[later] some of my old good friends
mightfall in
here and pick me up and put me on my feet by having
my mouth fixed. So you write me, Louis, at once and let me hear from you and from all of the boys
and do tell them to drop me a few lines sometimes and you tell my old friends my condition, I mean,
Clarence Williams and tell Sidney Bechet. Now Louis tell Clarence to write me so 1 can get this
address now buddy boy, do write at once.
Say Louis, by the way, I got a letter from Mr. William Russell. He told me that you all had
given him some information about me and he says in his letter that they are writing a book about

early New Orleans music and they would like very mutch [to] print my picture [in] their book if I had
one. So I wrote him a letter and mailed it to day telling that I do not [have] one and I am out oj work
so he told me in the letter
if I was unable to send him
one by not having
any
at all that they would
send me the money to have
one taken. Now Louis I am trying to get him topay for six which will cost
$5.00 and I will be able to give you, Clarence, Bechet and Foster and the one for Mr. William Russell
and one for me, so do try Louis and see him and ask him to pay for the six and I am out of a job
now, old Pal. Please write
me and let your friend Bunk
hear from you as
I do
not blow any more. I
am down in need for teeth
now. I will close. Looking to
hear from you soon. I
remain
Sincerely yours,
Willie G. Johnson,
251, School Alley,
New Iberia La.

3-1-39
Mr. Lids Russell. My dear kind Friend.
Only a few lines to let you hear from me. Now this is from Bunk. I am well and also my Family and
we do wish that these few lines will find you in the best of health.
Now, Mr. Russell, I am writing you and I would like very much to get you to help me in this tight
fight. Now I am asking you to
tell all
of my friends my condition,
as you do know that
I am really in
need for a set of teeth and a
thoughtcame to me about asking you to help
me by asking my boys to
get all together and put a little money down in your care every week until they would have me the
price of a set of teeth. Now Mr. Russell, I really believe that [with] my old home boys and your help
and all of the others real good musicians help I do know that 1 will be able to play trumpet again
and help my self. Now Mr. Russell, 1 am really down and have been down since 1934 and I am
asking you to attend to this
as you
are a [Mason logo drawn]
and I am a [Mason
logo] so I am
leaving this little job up to you now. Start with my home boys
and I do know that
my boy Louis
Armstrong will not turn me down, Mr. Russell. I like very much to be with you all and I do know I
would be with the cream of New York City. Now you get my boy Paul [Barbarin] and Geo. Foster,
also my old friend Clarence Williams, Bechet, and you write me at once and let me hear from you
and tell Red Allen to please get in with you all and help me because I can really go now. I am looking
to hear from you, Mr. Russell, at once and please give Clarence Williams my address. Tell him to
write me so I will be able to write him. Now you all do your very best for your old uncle Bunk now.
I am closing. Looking to hear from you real soon, Mr. Russell,
I am, sincerely yours,
Mr. W. G. Johnson.
251 Scholl Alley,
New Iberia, La.
P.S. I am out of work and I'm trying to get on my feet to play music again and teeth is what I need
now. For a trumpet, as I told Louis, and he said that he would send me one as my trumpet got
wrecked when Evan Thomas got killed in Rayne, La. I was playing with him. His band was the
Black Eagle of Crowley, La. so you do your best for me, Mr. Russell and write me.

1939, the film Going Places,
Powell and featuring Louis
Armstrong and liis Orchestra opened at the
Strand Theatre on Broadway. Louis and Bill
Robinson, along with the Dandridge sisters,
were booked into the show which ran between
the screenings. Bill, who was not only
researching his Jazzmen chapter, but was also
helping Paul Eduard Miller to compile an
Armstrong discography, took the opportunity
to speak to Louis during the long intervals
between
shows.
Armed
with
a
windup
gramophone, Bill played a number of old
records for Louis to identify his presence. He
then asked about Bolden, Perez and Keppard.
Louis answered patiently but then said,
"The fellow they ought to write about is Bunk.
Man, what a man! They should talk about that
man . . . that alone.” As Louis talked about
Bunk, Bill recalled “he became excited and
incoherent."
"We saw him all evening this fall in New
Iberia,” said Louis, and added that Bunk had
lost his teeth and didn't play any more. He
recalled how he used to follow Bunk on
par1 ades - "he could play a funeral march that
would make you cry." When asked about
Bunk’s style, Louis fingered the air, “His tone!
His fingering! Man, what a tone he had. He
used his hand like I do. Used the same kind of
fingering. I might say he played a swing lead”

S E T T I N G - T H g P A C E F O R . T H E B I G G E SOnT January 7
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and Louis sang a chorus to demonstrate.
Bill wanted to know his full name. “What name do they say he has?” asked Louis. Bill was unsure
- he didn’t know if it was Campbell, Robinson or Johnson. “Well, it’s Johnson - Bunk Johnson" said Louis,
emphatically.
Other 1939 endorsements

Richard M. Jones: “Bunkplayed more than any one
else like Buddy Bolden. There have been only three
cornetists, Buddy, Bunk and Louis. Louis came right
in behind after Bunk with fast fingering, runs, high
notes. Louis learned all his stufffrm Bunk. He even
used to whistle it before he took up cornet."
Pops Foster: “Bunk's tone was the same as Louis
Armstrong's. He had the same phrasing, same
fingering, exactly the same tone. He’s about fiftyeight years old now."
Luis Russell: “Bunk was Louis’ greatest inspiration,
not King Oliver.
Clarence Williams: “Bunk was tops of them all. He
could really pull a crowd."

Preston Jackson: "Bunk inspired Louis Armstrong.
He had lots of execution and a certain amount of
sweetness. Seemed to be kind of behind until the
end of the phrase. A lazy style. ”
Lee Collins: “I used to follow Bunk on parades. I
thought nobody in the world could play like him. I
placed Bunk on a star. Played like he was missin ’
all the time, like Louis ’ early style."
Natty Dominique: “On cornet, Bunk was a tough
man, very tough. Everybody looked up to Bunk. He
played like Louis Armstrong. ”
Sidney Bechet: “Bunk was the greatest cornet that
ever played. He's a fine man."

Dictated by Bunk, the letter is in Maude’s handwriting.

251 School Alley
New Iberia, La.
Aug. 2, 1939
Mr. William Russell
Dear Sir, Your letter was received a few days ago, and I was certainly glad to hear from
youto know that you are in good health. As well as myself and my family send their
best regards to you and I thank you ever so much for the enclosed bills you send me,
and I’m still living in hope of my getting a trumpet of some kind. Now Mr. Russell, here
my idea about a trumpet. I know that Louis could have give me a trumpet of some kind
as I had ask him to give me one of his old ones, and I know that he must have one that
he doesn ’t use as he is able to get a new one ever year, and I would like for you to
write him and ask him to try and send me a trumpet of some kind as I am waiting to
make a start. My teeth is fine and I know that I am able to play again, so please write
him and have him to write me, as I can not get to hearing from him. I wrote him in care
of Joe Glaser and have never got any answer. Now that second hand trumpet, here
what I located, he is still holding it for me and he want $25. OOfor it, and he will let me
have it on these terms, $15.00 down and $10.00 in the next payment. So you can
advise me at once so I will know just what to tell him. Now please let me know by
return mail and be sure to write Louis and tell him let me here from him and you can
send me a Down Beat. 1 haven’t any, as you ask me did I have one. Now Mr. Russell,
can you tell me what cause Paul Barbarin to be away from Louis. He is in New Iberia
regular. He has a little jump up band of his own and they lay around here 3 to 4 weeks
at the time, doing nothing. Now when you write Louis, tell him to send me a Derby rack
and mute holder and a wa-wa mute. Tell him the whole outfit of the mute and derby
lines.
I am sincerly yours,
Bunk
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Bunk’s first letter to Bill Russell (2/28/39). Most of his early letters were cheated by Bunk and written by Maude, but this is written in Bunk’s own hand

This is the receipt for the 6 photographs Bunk
recieved.
The published “Jazzmen”photo is on the
introductory pages of this feature and the two
below were taken at the same session as the
suit, tie and pen in top pocket are indentical.

This is the text of the extra letter which Bunk sent to Bill Russell on the 28th February and mailed March 1st.
Dictated by Bunk, the letter is in Maude's handwriting.

251 School Alley.
New Iberia La.
Feb 28, 1939
Mr. William Russell.
Dear friend, your letter was received and was more than glad to hear from you,
and the rest of the boys that I haven’t seen in a number of years.
Now Mr. Russell, I takes great pleasure in writing you this letter to let you and
all of my friends herefrom me. I am in the best of health. Hoping these few lines will
find you all the same. Now Mr. Russell, a picture of mine is what you want and that is
something I haven’t got.
Now the last picture that I had, my oldest son in New Orleans worried me for it,
until I just had to let him have it. So I haven’t any at all. And I am out of work at the
present time and things is real dead here in the country.
After rice and cane season is over, they ain’t no money to be made and as far
as music, I have been unable to play trumpet for the last five years.
Now I have been in need for a set of teeth witch would be an upper plate and a
bottom portion plate, and then I will be able to help my self better.
Now Mr. Russell music has always been my biggest demand. Ever since I came
out of New Orleans university up to five years ago, and failed to prepare for that day.
Not thinking that my teeth going to fail some day. So I am down and would like to be
pulled up by my old New Orleans home boys. So you mention this to Louis Armstrong
and he was to send me a Trumpet and I haven’t received any letter from him yet.
Yours truly
Willie G. Johnson
or Bunk Johnson
251 School Alley.
New Iberia La.
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Lars Edegran (clt) with Young Tuxedo Brass band (Permission by Lars Edegran)
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"BUSTERS’”

A tribute to the late restaurant owner Clarence
“Buster” Holmes, plus various observations
about relevant music, occurrences, friends, and
including some slight digressions from the
subject.
By Per Oldaeus.
One of my cherished memories from New
Orleans in the fall of 1966, are the more or less
daily visits to Holmes’ Bar & Restaurant in the
French Quarter, on the comer of Orleans and
Burgundy, pretty close the Morning Star Baptist
Church (910 Burgundy), where Annie Pavageau,
Slow Drag’s wife, used to lead the choir and play
the piano. At that time this part of the “the
Quarter,” still was an African American area.
“Busters” consisted of two rooms, a barroom and
an even smaller restaurant and kitchen part. A
slot machine for condoms occupied one of the
light-green painted wall in the men’s room.
Buster’s was a rustic little place, which mainly
catered to the local black population, and the
musicians. 1 loved its food, especially the red
beans and rice, at 26 cents for a (plastic) plate.
The musicians and the customers who came
there fascinated me, and on the whole the
darkish, pretly exotic atmosphere of the place,
with its pungent smell of tobacco and alcohol. I
used to look at the framed Punch Miller photo on
one walls behind the oak bar-desk.
And in the same room (the barroom), a jukebox
usually blasted out soul music and one of the
most popular 45” that particular year was Lee
Dorsey’s Working In The Coalmine, a song
composed and arranged by the great Allen
Toussaint and one of his most successful chart
hits. He had made his first recordings in Cosimo
Matassa’s studio.
From 1947 to circa 1956, the musicians who
recorded at Matassa’s J&M Recording Studio
(comer of N. Rampart/ Dumaine) usually went to
Buster’s during a break, to have something to eat
etc., a couple of minutes walk from the recording
studio. ”We always went next door to Buster’s.
Best red beans and rice in the city”, the
ingenious drummer Earl Palmer once
recalled. Matassa also recorded jazzmusicians such as Papa Celestin (1947) and
Fats Pichon, etc.

“Buster” Holmes, photo by Larry Lucas.
The late singer and bandleader Tommy Ridgley,
recounted that. “Cos [Matassa] was one of the
boys. We were all a closely-knit bunch of guys.
When we had a break, we’d go over to Buster
Holmes ’ Restaurant because it was just behind
the studio, and it was the cheapest place to eat.
You’d always see plenty of musicians hangin ’
around Buster’s; there was always a chance
they’d need another trumpet or guitar player,
and there would surely be somebody over there
to fill in (I Hear You Knockin The Sound Of New
Orleans Rhythm and Blues, page 111, by Jeff
Hannusch.). Ridgley had family connections to
trombonist and bandleader Bebe'Ridgley. In a
Barry Martyn interview in Brian Harvey’s Kid
Howard book (page 93) it comes out that the
place was almost like a musicians’ booking
agency, and “there were no hours to the place,
just whenever Buster got there. When he left, it
closed.”
Holmes’
Times-Picayune
obituary
adds that Holmes often invited the poor and
homeless to eat for free, and the newspaper
also claims that: “you can usually spot them the servings on their plates are just a little
bigger than those of paying customers.” Two
years prior to 1966, it would have been
technical illegal for a white person to enter
Buster’s.
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Buster’s barroom around 1968, left to right Harold Dejan, two
unknowns, Andy Ridley, John Simmons and the ever present
Kid Sheik “Sheik’ used to keep his band cap on his head all day,
after he had done a brass band gig. Photo by John Simmons,
courtesy Song Of My Fathers by Tom Sancton.

In the mid 1960s, many musicians from
various generations still used Busters’ as a
hangout, among them Harold Dejan, Kid
Sheik, Kid Howard, Punch Miller, Louis
Nelson, Slow Drag Pavageau and so forth.
Just about every time George ”Kid Sheik”
Cola (1908 - 96), heard Working In The
Coalmine (Amy Records) on the jukebox,
he bent down and began a fake: shovelling
coal on the floor, chuckling as only he
could. That is: working in the coalmine.
I also recall a very precious night when we
ended up at
Buster’s,
after the
Preservation Hall’s closing hour. Among the
night
owls were Sheik and
Capt. John
Handy, who had played at the Hall that
night. When inside the small restaurant,
which one entered from Orleans Street, we
all sat down at a table and after a while
Handy packed up his sax and started to
play all by himself, which indeed brought a
lot of joy and cheer. Another factor, which
helped, was the booze supplied by Holmes.
I can still feel the taste of that pretty awful
red and very sweet ”L 8s J” wine, which
could cause a bad hangover.
Sometimes
Holmes
showed
up
at
recording sessions with his famous dish,
especially if his very dear friend Kid Sheik

was involved. I recall a November 3, 1966,
session that occurred across the river at
the old Hopes Hall, on the comer of Verret
and Homer Streets in Algiers. (The same
old
wooden
dance
hall,
which
Kid
Thomas’s AM recording took place 15 years
earlier.) Sheik was hired on trumpet, and
the rest of the lineup was: Polo Bames
(featured on alto), Earl Humphrey, Lars
Edegran,
Chester
Zardis,
and
Barry
Martyn. In the Martyn liner notes of the
Dixie Records LP 3, he states: About 2 p.m.
Buster Holmes brought some hot sausage
and red beans over from his restaurant
with some cans of Dixie Beer. We all got in
there and ate the whole lot inside ten
minutes.
After
lunch
we
opened
the
afternoon with Indiana and Paul started to
sing... I took a whole lot of photos and at
the end I gave them to Barry Martyn, who
paid for the undeveloped roll of fdm; and
once in a while the photos creeps up in
various books, and so forth and so on.
For a couple of musicians Buster’s was
more or less a second home, especially for
Kid Sheik, and also bass player Alcide
’’Slow Drag” Pavageau (1888
- 69),
although he resided at 932 St. Ann Street,
that is, pretty close to Buster’s. “Sheik”, on
the other hand, didn’t live that close to this
hangout, since 1940 he had lived in a small
house at 939 Deslonde St., in the Lower
Ninth Ward, pretty close to the Industrial
Canal, and the river. Nowadays, a house
marked with a plaque, commemorating the
musician
who
lived
there.
Pavageau’s
’’second home” is actually mentioned as
“Slow Drags’ hangout” in George Lewis’s
superb
1953 Jazz
Man
version
of
“Burgundy Street Blues,” where Monette
Moore part talks, part sings the lyrics.
According to Floyd Levin, who attended the
session, the
words
were
created
in
Hollywood’s Capitol Recording Studio. On
the Jazz Man (U 331; a 10” LP), the
composers are listed as Lewis, Marrero,
Moore.
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the mock-rrverboat Mark Twain, where she
actually looks a bit like Ma Rainey. Moore
performed with The Young Men Of New
Orleans: Louis Armstrong, Kid Oiy, Polo
Barnes and Johnny St. Cyr etc., Armstrong
was only a temporary guest; the regular
trumpeter was Mike DeLay. Monette Moore
died Sunday, 20 October 1962 of a heart attack
on Main Street in Disneyland shortly before her
regular performance. Reportedly, she had
sung with the band since its June 1960
organization.

Monette Moore
Working In The Coalmine and June
Diminutive singer, actor and songwriter Moore
is relatively unknown, hence the following
lines. She was bom in Gainesville Texas, 1902,
and she recorded around 55 songs during her
career, which stretched more than 40 years.
Her husky voice was heard in bands like
Charlie Johnson’s and James P. Johnson’s. In
the early 1930s she had a Harlem nightclub,
where 18- years old Billie Holiday performed.
Moore sang with Judy Garland in the film “A
Star Is Bom” and she was also seen with Tony
Curtis in “The Outsider.” In the early 1940s
she had moved to Los Angeles. Mss Monette
had a flair for wearing flashy, tight-fitting, sequin
covered gowns and very high heeled shoes
while
singing.
Her
animated
style
and
exuberant delivery brought a large following
among the Los Angeles area Dixieland friends.
(sic) The Press-Telegram, Long Beach, Cal., 22
October 1962, reported. To save the costly bills
for the George Lewis band while in Los Angles.
Cal., gigging at the Beverly Cavern, members of
Southern California Hot Jazz Society arranged
inexpensive housing. Our friend Monette Moore,
a prominent blues singer in the ‘20s,
volunteered her large home... Floyd Levin stated
in his book: Classic Jazz. Levin also recalled
that Moore held several parties, which warmed
the relationship with Lewis’ aggregation. In
same year as the Burgundy St. Blues recording
took place, Moore could be watched on the TV,
in the all-black: Amos ‘w Andy-show.
As a singer she appears in the film Disneyland
After Dark (“a musical night-time tour of
Disneyland”A, shot on 30 September 1961 on

Gardner
Working In The Coal Mne was recorded in the
beginning of 1966, and the foundation of the
tune is a variation of the characteristic New
Orleans parade/second-line beat pattern, as
many other of Toussaint’s 1950s and 60s
songs. Albert “June” Gardner (bom 1930) was
responsible for the intricate drumming, with
second and third beat accents on the ride
cymbal bell, anchored by Walter Payton’s
parade beat fender bass-lines, which actually
sounds pretty close to a sousaphone. There’s
also an unknown group of brass and reed
instruments, most likely Alvin ’’Red” Tyler, bar.
sax; Deacon John Moore, guitar; Allen’s big
brother
Vince
Toussaint,
guitar
and
percussion, that is, he struck a drumstick on a
microphone stand as an imitation of the sound
of pickaxe in a coalmine. Working In The
Coalmine was recorded in Matassa’s Governor
Nichols Street studio, situated in the French
Quarter pretty close to Decatur Street. Actually,
in the same recording studio where “Atlantic”
Record’s and their Jazz At Preservation Hall
series took place. Payton is the father of
trumpet player Nicholas Payton, who was
employed by Toussaint for various gigs in
2009. Walter Payton toured Europe in 1974
with Kellin’s and Edegran’s New Orleans
Ragtime Orchestra
Gardner once told that Toussaint had met
people in New York who believed that there
were three drummers on Working In the
Coalmine. Gardner was one of many New
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Orleans drummers who had once played with
Lionel Hampton’s big band, which toured
Europe in 1956, including Peter ’’Chuck”
Badie on fender bass. “June” is generally
associated with his drumming for legendary
singer Sam Cooke. Gardner was very proud of
his participation on the Working In The
Coalmine track, which became evident when I
met him 1989 in his hometown. At that time
he played in a trio for very little money, at a hole
in the wall place on Bourbon Street

The building that once housed "Busters”. In the 60s, it had white
painted walls, and the lower parts of the walls were green- grey.
The restaurant was to the left, and usually entered through the
comer door where the barroom was situated. Fhoto © Per
Oldaais, September 2008.

When I returned to New Orleans in the fall of
1969 Buster’s had changed, mainly depending
on its new type of customers, the hippies and
the tourists who had discovered the place, thus
creating a different kind of atmosphere. One
day, a woman who worked at Buster’s attacked
her employer, which caused • the TimesPicayune headline: “CLEAVER HITS BUSTER’.
Luckily, Buster wasn’t badly hurt and he was
soon to recover.
In the summer of 1970, jazz festival producer
George Wein brought Buster Holmes and his
“soul food” to the Newport Jazz Festival “along
with 18 of New Orleans’ best musicians,”
among them: Billie & De De Pierce, Handy,
Willie 8s Percy Humphrey, possibly Punch
Miller, Jim Robinson, Cie Frazier, New Orleans
Ragtime Orchestra, Eureka Brass Band (well,
sort of!), and Mahalia Jackson. For Holmes,
the festival was the ticket to fame and he
became known as “the king of red beans and
rice”. The New Orleans musicians opened the

festival (Fnday, 10 July) with a salute to Louis
Armstrong, who sang with the band. It was
said that a kidney ailment prevented Louis
from playing his trumpet We all know that
Louis sometimes signed his letters as: ‘Red
beans and ricely yours., .’’which tells it all! Red
beans and rice is indeed a mythical dish,
mentioned
in
numerous
songs,
closely
associated with many of the early New Orleans
musicians, among them Joe “King” Oliver. In
an interview (Lowell Sun, June 28, 1970) a
couple of days before the Newport Jazz
Festival, Armstrong stated, when looking at a
photo of Stella Oliver (Joe’s wife): She did so
much for me when I was a kid. He'd [Joe Oliver]
take me then and we’d eat red beans and rice
together. She was a good cook I saw herwhenl
was in New Orleans last year [1965], I got off
the bus and there she was.

7iin 1979 the king of the red beans and rice’s
eatery closed, but his name was franchised to
a riverfront restaurant. Holmes’ died Sunday,
2 February 1994, and his Times-Picayune
obituary states that the self-taught cook, once
prepared food for President Johnson at the
White House. The memory of Holmes still
lingers on, partly on many people’s taste buds,
including mine.

Acknowledgements and sources:
BACKBEAT, Earl Palmer’s story, by Tony
Scherman; BILLIES BLUES, by John Chilton;
CLASSIC JAZZ, by Floyd Levin; the Newspaper
Archives website; “Far Across the Rived’- Dixie
Records, D1X3; Orange Kellin; The KID
HOWARD STORY, by Brian Harvey, The
Times-Picayune Holmes obituary: 03-01-1994.
I strongly recommend Tom Sancton’s book
SONG FOR MY FATHERS, chapter 19, for
more information on Buster’s. Also check:
Youtube, for a dose of Armstrong, Monette
Moore with the Young Men Of New Orleans
1961; and in addition some fine footage from
Newport Jazz Festiixd 1970 with Billie 8s DeDe,
and Armstrong etc.
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LARS BDEGRAN - A NIGHT
WITH THE BUNK SOCIETY

vO
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On May 28, 2009 the Bunk Johnson
Society
arranged
a
special
meeting
because Lars Edegran was in town.
Lars has had an exceptional career
in New Orleans since he arrived in
1965. The meeting was well prepared
by Christer Fellers, who had made
an extensive picture show using a lot
of previously unknown photos from
Lars’ collection and including music.
The
meeting
took
place
in
the
Swedish Jazz Archive and it’s boss
Jens
Lindgren
had
prepared
the
premises
for
the
unusual
occasion
but
unfortunately
the
interest
was
bigger than the venue could swallow.
So with the help of Christer and Jens
Lars told his story from the time he
and
Orange
started
the
Imperial
Band at 17 years of age up to the
present. Lars’ story have beep told in
The Mississippi Rag June 1993, so
there is no need to repeat everything
here. But as a short reminder we will
list some of the initiatives that has
had a great influence on the New
Orleans music lovers all over the
world.

coco
"-j

1972

1978

1981

1983

The Center LP with DeDe Pierce and George Lewis
Started The New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra
First professional studio recording for Arhoolie with The New Orleans
Ragtime Orchestra
Started and toured worldwide with The New Orleans Joy Makers (Percy
Humphry, Louis Nelson, Orange Kellin, Father A1 Lewis, Louis Barbarin,
and Chester Zardis)
The New Orleans Joy Makers with Kid Thomas and Preston Jackson
New Orleans Joy Makers with Ernie Cagnolatti on trumpet and toured
Europe with The New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. Made two albums for
Sam Charters of Sonet Records in London
Did the music for the movie Pretty Baby.
Vemel Bagneris came to Lars with an idea for a little musical show. The
development of the show where everybody involved threw in what ever they
thought would help. The show had its first performances at the Toulouse
Theatre in New Orleans. The show was called One More Time and ran for
sex and a half years at the Toulouse Theatre. The show and Lars moved to
New York in October of 1979.
The One More Time show went to Europe. In London they even played a
performance for the Queen of England, and here Lars met his future wife
Kathy. At one time One More Time was so successful there were 5 different
companies touring with the show.
After returning to New York Lars decided he wanted to further his musical
education, so he spent two years at Juilliard, studying theory, harmony,
counterpoint, orchestration and composition.
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1986 Lars took The Blue Serenaders out again on tour in Europe. They played in
Breda Holland and in Switzerland. Back home again they recorded two
classic albums for George Buck - The New Orleans Blue Serenaders Vol
One & Two (GHB-221 and GHB-222). Then Lars got a job at the Riverwalk
in New Orleans - a big shopping mall that is built right on the river.
There he became the nominal leader and banjo player of a four piece
band (banjo, drum, trombone and trumpet) and there he played for many
many years.
Around that time Lars met up with Bill Rusell again who was anxious to
restart up the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. They did so which
resulted in two recordings, one for George Buck and in 1987 another for
Stomp Off ’’Pickles and Peppers”. Then they went on an European tour
with the band.
Later he got involved working with Vemel Bagneris in a follow-up to On Mo
Time, called Further Mo. They did two productions in New Orleans and
took it for a week to Milan, Italy, but for some reasons they couldn’t repeat
the enormous success of One Mo Time.
At this time Orange Kellin was living in New York on more or less
permanent basis so and he went separate ways but worked together when
both of them were in The Big Easy.
Since then Lars has been fully occupied in New Orleans, playing frequently
and regularly at the Palm Court Cafe, Preservation hall and other places.
He has over the time got more and more involved in the GHB Foundation
and is a member of its "Board”, producing records, books, concerts etc. His
wife Kathy is also involved into the planning of the musical programs at the
Palm Court Cafe.'
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Bunk outside his home in School Alley (1941)
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PART TWO------------------ 1

939-41

HOYTE D. KLINE & THE CLEVELAND CONNECTION
Note: The letters are part of of the William Russell Collection at the Williams Research Center, New Orleans and may not be reproduced without
the permission of the Historic New Orleans Collection. Other items are from Mike Hazeldine’s Collection.

In September 1939, the Lu Watters
band donated their band fees for
an evening (totalling $25) to send
Bunk the money for the purchase
a trumpet. On receiving the gift,
Bunk immediately travelled to New
Orleans to purchase an
instrument.
In his letter to Bill Russell
(September 17, 1939 reproduced in the last issue), Bunk
added a postscript on the
envelope he had received from Lu
in the previous week (September
10, 1939) and gave details of his
purchases. It reads:
Sept 17-39,
I had to start huss(t)Hng my fare to
N. O. & back home & I had real
good luck & made a good bargain.
I got 2 Inst, for $25.00.1 got a Cor
& Tpt at Mr Finks Pawn Shop on
S. Rampart near Perdido St.
Th(e)y are 2nd handed cheap
mod Inst & I can play real good & I
am looking to play much better
after my lip get in good shap(e)
Pedler- 1275- 95
Cor- 150-5-95
Now these Suit me to a T

On the 6th of November 1939, Bunk dicatated (to Maude) this double sided letter to Bill
Russell ...
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... thinking things were
not progressing as fast
as he would like, Bunk
(via Maude) also wrote to
Hoyte Kline on the same
day.
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Below: Bunk’s house at
251 School Alley

Who was Hoyte D. Kline?
by Mike Hazeldine

Hoyte Kline was a young jazz collector who
had the good fortune to be heir to one of the
major drug companies in the United States.
The Kline company was based in Cleveland,
Ohio
Hoyte’s interest in the recordings of
King Oliver, Johnny Dodds, Jelly Roll Morton,
et al, soon put him in touch with Bill Russell
who, in the late 30s, had established a
reputation as a trader and authority on the
vintage black records. With the painter Steve
Smith, Bill had founded the Hot Record
Exchange, a mail-order company dealing in
jazz records from the 1920s and 30s. One
should not forget that in the 30s and the early
40s, discographies did not exist and collectors
relied on people like Bill Russell to inform them
of what records to buy, the personnel and thier
rarity.
Being a person of some means, Hoyte
was able to sponsor and fund several jazz
projects and musicians. The following letters
show that Bunk Johnson was often a recipient
of Hoyte’s generosity and Hoyte was also the
principal organizer (“chairman”) of the fund to
buy Bunk a trumpet. (The actual purchase was
made by Cleveland trumpet player and Bunk
fan, Bill Rosenberg.) Bunk was never happy
with the Selmer (he would have preferred a
cornet), but as this was the trumpet Louis had
promised to send to him, it was assumed that
this was Bunk’s preferred choice.

When I discussed Hoyte Kline with Bill,
he admitted that Hoyte had a better record
collection, which was no doubt due to the fact
that Bill was trying to live on $1.50 a day!
However, Hoyte insisted that they made a pact
that whoever died first, the other should inherit
the deceased’s collection.
Not having Bill’s pacifist convictions,
Hoyte enlisted for the U.S. Army and was
commissioned as an officer and later promoted
to Major. He served in Italy and after the
surrender volunteered fora mission. (“He didn’t
have to go” protested Bill Russell, fifty years
later, “the war was over. He could have been
the greatest record collector in the World”.)
Hoyte was killed when the jeep he was
commanding ran over a land mine.
Hoyte’s widow was happy that the pact
should be honoured, but Bill sold most of the
records and shared the proceeds with her. The
share that Bill received of the sale was used to
sponsor “Bunk’s Brass Band” which is
dedicated to “Hoyte D. Kline”.
(The New Orleans Style book contains
a letter addressed to Hoyte Kline from Johnny
Dodds. The clarinetist is enquiring about the
possibility of work at the World’s Fair due to
take place in New York in 1939. Hoyte was not
a booking agent, but musicians recognised his
connections with the entertainment industry.
Further letters from Hoyte Kline will appear in
the next issue.)

The Cleveland Connection
“The Collector's Outlook” by George Hoefer
From "Esquire's 1946 Jazz Book" (A.S. Barnes & Company - New York, 1946)

There was a sad note among collectors when
they heard of the passing of Major Hoyte Kline,
in a motor accident while serving in Italy. Kline
was a prominent Cleveland collector before the
war and possessed one of the finest collections
of Armstrong in the country.
In 1940, Heywood Hale Broun, the 22-year-old
son of a newspaperman whose column ran

regularly in the Cleveland Press, went to New
Orleans to record some early jazz pioneers.
Among others, he found Willie “Bunk” Johnson,
but Johnson refused to record, saying he
needed some new teeth and a decent trumpet
before he would try to make records in the old
style.
A group of jazz fans organized a campaign to

raise money to buy Bunk false teeth. Among
them was a Cleveland resident named Hoyte
Kline. Cleveland jazz guitarist Fred Sharp told
me Kline was a wealthy Cleveland jazz
enthusiast who had an enormous jazz record
collection. In the book, Kline wrote a letter
saying he organized "The Bunk Campaign" in
Cleveland. He listed six donors. A student
named Bill Russell then persuaded the dentist
brother of saxophonist Sidney Bechet to provide
dentures for Johnson at a bargain rate of $60.
As the Bunk Johnson mystique grew, a 36-yearold employee of RCA Victor Records named
Mary Karoley, who reportedly lived in
Cleveland at one time, went to Johnson’s home
in New Iberia, Louisiana in 1942 and persuaded
him to play his beat-up old trumpet with sticky
valves for her crude disc recorder. She also
recorded several personal messages from
Johnson-to Russell, to Kline in Cleveland, and
to Bunk’s old New Orleans musical friend
Sidney Bechet. In the recorded message to
Bechet, the cagey old musician said, "The horn
that I have here is just a little better than a cow
horn... I need a good trumpet."
Three months later (April 1942), Cleveland
trumpeter William "Wiz" Rosenberg, who had
apparently contributed to Kline’s "Cleveland
Bunk Campaign," wrote that he had found a
trumpet for Bunk, a shiny, gold-plated Selmer
trumpet. The Cleveland musician mailed the
trumpet to Johnson at his home in Louisiana. At
the time, Rosenberg was playing at Julian
Krawcheck’s Hot Club of Cleveland jam
sessions. Krawcheck, a retired editor and
columnist at the Cleveland Press, remembered,

"Rosenberg played a wonderful trumpet and
Louis Armstrong was his idol." Krawcheck told
me Rosenberg was playing with a group called
the Dixie Dandies which included Sam Finger
(clarinet), Kenny Amerson (trombone), Fred
Sharp (guitar), George Quittner (piano), and
Orly May (drums).
A month after getting the trumpet from the
Cleveland musician, Johnson used it to make
his first records. Russell and two other jazz
researchers went to New Orleans in June of
1942 and made a series of records of Bunk
playing with a band that included George Lewis
(clarinet) and Jim Robinson (trombone). The
researchers also interviewed Johnson, who
claimed he had taught Louis Armstrong and Joe
"King" Oliver. He said his claim was supported
by a letter he had received from Oliver. "That
letter is in Cleveland," said Johnson. "Miss Mary
has that." He frequently called Mary Karoley
"Miss Mary."
With the help from the Clevelanders and the
new records, Johnson set off on a wild sevenyear jazz history odyssey, playing in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston, New York, New
Orleans, Chicago and Philadelphia, being
praised by the press, and making dozens of
records that were said to be authentic
recreations of the earliest forms of jazz.
Kline, the Cleveland resident who had helped
raise money for Bunk’s new teeth, went into the
Army during World War II and was killed in Italy.
Kline’s wife gave his huge record collection to
Russell, who sold it and used the money to help
finance Johnson’s band.

Reminiscences of Bill Russell and Hoyte D. Kline
by Ross Russell.
Extracts fromhis presentation at the 1994 IAJRC Conference in London.
Transcribed by Horace Meunier Harris

“The one thing that kept our group going was a
visit, once or twice a year, by a man called Bill
Russell. I’m sure that most of you are familiar
with Bill Russell. He had a job with a touring
Chinese puppet show, The Red Gate Players,

and Bill supplied all the musical effects.
Basically Bill was a violinist but he played a lot
of other things - gongs and things to go with the
puppet show. This show, during the years of the
Depression, did quite well, with the sort of

people who read the wrong books and liked the
bad poets. They went for this kind of thing, so
The Red Gate Players did pretty well and toured
back and forth across America for all these
Depression years.
This gave Bill a wonderful opportunity to look for
jazz records. Wherever he went he spent all
his spare time looking for jazz records. He did
go door-to-door, but he was also on the look-out
for unsold stocks, sitting in a warehouse
somewhere. Well, Bill kept us going, kept our
spirits up, told us what to look for, even before
Delaunay’s Hot Discography came out.
This is Bill Russell who worked with The Red
Gate Players and came to visit us. First, Bill as
a child, Bill as a young man, Bill recording Bunk
in New York, and Bill in New Orleans with Vic
Dickenson. As you know, Bill spent the last
years of his life at Preservation Hall. He had an
instrument repair shop and a book shop, in the
same building as the Hall.
This picture is the man who would probably
have been the world’s biggest collector, but he
got killed during the war, in a Jeep accident - a
man named Hoyte Kline. On the back he has
written,

‘The legendary Kline worrying (note furrowed
brow) about the 23 Armstrongs he lacks. 24
hours after this photo was taken he had news of
Oliver’s Okeh Riverside, Chippie’s Lonesome
Lovesick, and Red Onion Nobody Knows were
on the way. Too late to call in brow uncurved,
so posed that way. Leica, taken with 300 watt
lamp. Not bad. ”
As you probably know, Bill Russell and Steve
Smith started something called The United Hot
Clubs of America - UHCA. While Bill was
travelling Steve saw to everything. Steve was
an artist. I don’t know whether he was a real
painter or a commercial artist. Anyway, they
ran UHCA and as we know they were the first
jazz auction house, in America at least. They
put out the UHCA Rag, which gave New Orleans
musicians ongoing publicity, they reported on
discovered rarities, and so on. Then they
started the UHCA label, issuing great rarities at
the time. The first issue was Louis’ Cornet
Chop Suey, which is a wonderful record.
Anybody listen to that lately? There are enough
ideas on that record for six or eight jazz
compositions. The man was so creative - it just
came out. What a wonderful title.”

Vic who? Did Bunk really want Vic Dickenson?
by Mike Hazeldine

Ross Russell’s reference to Vic Dickenson was
not the first time the Ohio trombonist had been
associated in print with Bunk Johnson.

have seen transcripts of other interviews of Bill
which simply mention Vic Dickenson, without
correction!

Shortly after Bunk’s first recordings, he was
asked (probably in San Francisco) to list the
musicians he would idearly like to record with.
Only Baby Dodds made the list of those he
later worked with. On trombone he mentioned
Vic Dickenson, although Bill Russell is certain
he meant to say Vic Gaspard. A highly
respected Creole trombonists, Gaspard was
still alive at that time (he died in 1957), but he
had ceased playing many years earlier.

Vic Dickenson was probably known to Bunk
from his hundreds of recordings and as a
sideman in two of Sidney Bechet’s bands that
recorded in 1941 and 1944.

When Bill told me the story, he was careful to
mention that it was Gaspard rather than
Dickenson that Bunk had intended to say, but I

Having worked in many small bands, Dickenson’s
relaxed style would not have been out-of-place
in a post-George Lewis-Bunk Johnson band.
Incidentally, the trombonist who Bunk and
Sidney Bechet recorded in New York (1945)
was Sandy Williams. It was Williams who Bunk
suggested for the second Styvesant engage
ment. Louis Nelson was also mentioned.
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Dear Bill*
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. l.may have told you. Pope, pub. man of the local
Palqa theatre jiad a "picture of Louis and Bill. Rosenborg taken
,£or purposes, of planting it in a local paper, Aoso showed
Louis seated, in dressing gown pen in hand autographing a
record for. (gill. Tha record happened to be CHIMES BLUBS.
Bill Was standibgg looking down atMjuis, The picture turned
out fine even showing very plainly Louis* six pointed Jewish
:-star around his neck#, ( ?)
:

'■?'' _*.» .* ** • ■ •• ■

It did not appear in a paper but Sill got a
copy of it and took it to Louis* dresssing room, for an
autograph. This he did. I was along with my copy of. JAZZMEN
undor the arm. I showed it to L0uis and he was so pleased
with it that gave^t to him. I got a chanco to ask him
and this is the whole point of thi3 latter aside from the
fact that I enjoy writing you, “was Bullk as good as they
say?'* Louis said and ■*- shall not attempt to reproduce tha
nccjmtji"Bunk, why man he wqsjKhe beSLl used to borrow
old.^ants when I was thirteen so i could"go~oyer to whore
Bunk was playing and hoar him. Ho used to drink Wine and got
high and 1 used to stand below him and take it all in and say
Bunk just you blow on me. And * would stand there and take it
all in, wine an* all.“ He pointed out Bunk s picture in the
book, the band picture not tho full page and said “Right there, jf
on tho side of his mouth was h#-iembouohuro. there’s whore he
used to play." It v/as quite apparent just as you said last
Bpring that the very thought of Bunk and his playing awakened
memories in L0uis. Big oyos shone and heAwigglod the finger*
on his hand every time he mentioned 3unk s name. And smiledl
j I’ nCvor saw f?<mis smile so broadly and if you dont think I*$i
going off tho deep end.tenderly too. Ho said further, "l*m
supposed to send Bunk a horn but I aint got around to it yot.‘£
Alpha interjected with, "You boys got no idea how many horns
he’s give away, all the trumpet players always postering ifouis
for his old horns," Louis said, "I can got a good Second hand
trumpet from Muck (Rudy Muck mfgrs) whgi I got back homo but
I got Solmors free from tho Selmer (jo.*1

Y’

:t

Louis was delighted with tho book and made us give him
our addresses and promised to write us. Ho is really a terrific
guy. Ti’o were lucky to gat in the dressing room as he sleeps
between shows« His valet guards him. Fopo Foster came in and Louis
showed him his picture and Henry Aldan’s father's band, l.ops began
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AH in all it was a good kick as Bill said* Ho also autograohod a
picture for rao. One tho first trip back stage when B i l l R,
was, alone ha.sang tho Chimes Blues for Bill and that did
knock Bill out* ?/hen wo left Louis Was due -on the stage in
fifteen minutes and he had the Seiner out and was blowing
some licks to warm.up* Ho is playing marvellously with a
beautiful but hot tone. His singing was never bettor and his
whole demeanor on.the stage is bettor than it over was* In
short 1 thinkA-oure is entering a swell period, Ko is obviously
pleased with Catlett s work and rides right along with him.
The records have been a little short of inspired playing but
when you consider tho big band he has to work with 1 guoss
ho does ok*
r-
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HOYTE D. KLINE
3454 INGLESIDE ROAD
Shaker Heights. O.

. Nov. 27th 2 y
Dear Bill:
Catching up on the mail. Bov/ier’s address is:
2218 Austin St., Houston, as. Have hStfecme letter
from him and he seems to he settled and reasonably happy.
I mentioned the stoE?e in Houston, and reminded'
him of the Bigeou records. Hope he connects.
Had a card from Bunk last week w ich was just
about what you would’ expect’. "Both Bill R. and 1 think
a recording session would he swell, I have been curious
about Big Kye Louis for some time. I’don.t -.know about Bill
but I "ill be glad to pay a share of the recording venture
if I can have la set of the records.
Steve issued the Ashcraft McPartlands last
month and 1 think they're pretty sad altho I dont intend to tell
him I think so. Guess there just wasnt anything around.that
he felt like doing and he had a chance to put them out.
Finally got the auction things. Got the Bondarson
BOELAR ST* 12th St,'tho Perry Bradford and the LRK BAILIN’
THE 1 ACKi m
it : A :
W hat's the dope on the Vocalion Louis ROCKIN’
CHAIR? We've played it and the Okeh and they are the same.
Could there have been a coast issue which wasnjs issued here?
You might let me have the master number on the Vocalion
so I can compare it with the ones, we’ve picked up. A card
will do.
Ross is in NY for the winter. Pick R. has gone
to Washington for his co. A new dealer has bobbed up in
Syracuse 'who sold me the Pixie Rhythm Kings CHANT- completing
that set. Also provided me with some more Pukes and a few
othere odds and ends* Bond is silent altho Blacks tone still
writes and -.he got me the Nolan Welsh at long last.
Nothing much doing. Would appreciate- - any of the
other negatives you. think would be of interest to me. Win
take good care of the ones you sent and any others. In fact hetfe
better care than you have taken of them from the seraelhe.s or Gfi
did Hare our t. do them?
No more news'.
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1940 - Bunk and the W.P.A. School bands
by Mike Hazeldine
Bunk worked whenever he could at Conrad's Mill and also as a “yard boy” for Mr. Lloyd Porter, who was the local school
superintendent. Impressed by Bunk’s hard work and knowing he was a musician, Porter suggested to Bunk that he
could coach the pupils at two schools in the area. Although the Iberia Parish School Board itself had no extra funding
for music, Porter was able to employ Bunk under the W.P.A. Music Project program. Bunk had previously been critical
of the W.P.A., saying that it only benefitted white people. Now of course, he was pleased to accept, but urged Porter to
ask “Mr. Conrad” for his release first.
Bunk began teaching on Thursday May 2, 1940. He was intially employed for two days a week, each day at a different
school - the Iberia Parish Training School (aka. Iberia Negro High School) on Corrine Street and Jeanerette Colored
Elementary, 12 miles away. At first Matthew Polk, the head teacher at Jeanerette (who lived in New Iberia), drove Bunk
to his school, but later Bunk acquired an ancient Model-A Ford and drove himself. By August he claimed to be working
at three schools and this caused him to decline the opportunity to make his first recording.
Below is his reply to Heywood Broun and is a copy of the letter received by Broun in August 1940.

251 School Alley
New Iberia, La
Aug 18 1940
Mr. Heywood Broun,
Dear Sir: just a few lines to let you hear from me to let you know that I received both
Telegram and was glad to hear from you. Now I am unable to come to New Orleans
because I am working W.P.A. work. Instructing school band and can’t take take any other
job. while working W.P.A. work. I very sorry I am unable to come on your job. and I would
have wrote you before now but I arived to New Iberia Sunday evenin real late. Now I have
118 scholars and it keps me working real hard. I have three schools in charge, Wo in New
Iberia, La, and one in Jeanerette, La. So you can imagine just about How much I have
before me daily. But anyway I would like to keep in touch with you. in case this job close
out with me. Now please tell Picon to write me and also Louis and give Dr. Bechet my best
regards, and you also drop me a few lines sometime. I will close for the present time.
Yours truly
Will G. Johnson
251 School Alley
New Iberia

-JOB
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Right: The first School band that received tuition
from Bunk in 1940.
Bunk’s work with the W.P.A. project was
terminated on July 3rd, 1941 for the Summer
recess and he was not re-engaged in the Fall.
»

In the book Bunk Johnson, Song of the Wanderer,
I was able to establish the correct date of the Kid
Rene session from the correspondence of
Heywood Broun - August 20th 1940.

Bunk’s Letter to Hoyte Kline acknowledging Hoyte’s wish to visit him
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A postcard reply confirms the time and date.

In late October 1939, Louis wrote to Bill Russell to congratulate him on his Jazzmen articles and added:
“Concerning the Trumpet for my boy Bunk -1 haven’t forgotten it at all... I just hadn’t the time to go over to
Rudy Muck’s Place, and ‘Intercede’... ’Urn - ‘Diddat Come Outa Mee? ... Ha...Ha... That’s a $5.00 Word
isn’t it?.... Anyway I usually go to my boy Rudy Muck’s because my Credit [is] good over there...Savy?...
I’ll have Muck send a Trumpet right away ...
“Say -‘Russ’- I want you to thank all the boys whom helped you to help Bunk to go to the Dentist
and get his Chops fixed, for me as well as for Bunk ... That was very nice of you boys ... Honest - ’Gatethat’s something that we will be talking about the. rest of our lives ... And you boys can bet all the Tea in
China, that Brother Bunk is also more than Grateful to you all ...”
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Let’s be honest, Louis Armstrong was not only the greatest musician in the history of jazz, but, by his
humility and generosity, was (and is) probably the most admired and loved person in music (I would say
ever!)
He was probably embrassed by some of Bunk’s claims as being his teacher, but he did whatever he could
to help Bunk’s archieve his goal.
On the next two page are two of Louis’s promotions of Bunk. In 1941, during August in Downbeat and
October in The Baton, he used his fame to promote Bunk.
Can you imagine any top musician doing this today?
Finally, we show the page from the November 1941 Jazz Information confirming that Bunk will record.
In the next issue we will see transcriptions of Bunk’s recorded messages sent to Bill Russell, Hoyte Kline
and Herman Rosenberg.
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Chicago, August IS, 1941

60 - year • old Ihixik’ Johnson,
Louis’ Tutor, Sits in the Band
«by LOUIS ARMSTRONG
I belieyejdsi’Hse musleiana
Hello, Cats! It’s OP Satclimo apeakinL Down Beat asked what
record„ftve mAh'ataed' thesis, a day
me to dish out the jive ns I see it while gypsying around the with: trimmln’o.
joy spots over the land.
' ;■
To tell you I feel honored would'k—“—,—:--------------=>«*=— —
be ;puitjng:Jt mildly, as ! knpw| Red.Ijeans^end IJica A
Also found that,'-N. 0. still :©tlbg«m*isiw
fiari hardly hope - to hit the high
Serves the best of .my favorite
C’s as a scribe. However, I’ll 'do
dish, red beans and rice. And bow
my : best to day it for you ori th«S
the cats In the band do jrub me,
from ballrooms, theaters,
Chicago—Margie Gibson, former
saying If I doh’t.cut clown on'this
ariny campspete; Y
Goddmanf Harry James
dish Til be as big as toy old Chi -Benny
Satefi Judges Buglers Contest
Coleman
Hawkins arranger and
pal. Tiny Parham, who still holds
author of Take It and Lef th e
Speaking- of army camps re
Door, Knob Hit’cha, has formed
minds me of the contest for chantan arranging team with Bill Grey,
ion bugler at good old: Uncle
am’s Philadelphia Navy Yard,
nationally known? arranged and
held at the Earl Theater In Philly
Margie’s tutor,,
V.'
S couple of weeks back. \
Margie and Bill are free-lancing
All navy buglers at this yard
here and feel that Chi is ideal
were invited to compete for champ
spot for the handling of their ma
horn man. Audience applause made
terial. Moat of their scores to date
the decision and I was the lucky
are being used by , Boyd Raeburn's
and proud cat who presented the
Chez Parse bind and .that ' of
prize in cash.
Andv Kirk.
Koopln* Hep
Lota of new ideas circulating
the Aug, 1 Dourii Beat but there
and I try. to keep hep to the iive,
happened to be a slight error
because if I live to be as old as
about my age. I’m 19. not 24.
“Old Man Mose” I’d like to bo up
Please correct this. Thank you,
to the minute. Which reminds me
Wendy Bibiiop
that, older musicians were: better
.soloists and, individualists, but the
O'Connell, Eberly,
musicians of today are much hep
ter trained,
and Accompaniment
Satchmo and Pal, Tmy Pm.
leak Johnson
Kansan City, Kan.
ham, are shown here engaging To the Editor*!
Had a big surprise in New Ib
In a' recent issue you anld that
eria, Louisiana, when my GO year in a smell bil of jiving banter.
Jimmy Dorsey was the hottest
old former teacher. Bunk Johnson, In ills accompanying gab col
band
in the field, ‘ ?.
umn,
Armstrong
say*
Parham,
sat in and went to town on a solo
I haven’t heard It in person vet,
Chicago
piano-organist,
is
with the band. Hope I can still the
play like that cat when I’m his the only man he knows who but from back here ?lt sounds tike
age. His lip work is tops and he eats “live meals a day with all an accompaniment to two good
vocalists. I!H take Miller, every
the iriinmbi's,”
still has original ideas aplenty.
time.
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The 1941 Downbeat feature that Louis used to help Bunk’s comeback.
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AN, X had a real surprise not
long ago when somebody re
minded i me it’s been Just 25
years since I started but in the music
business. Twenty-five years since I
was working at the GJoverland Dairy
in New Orleans. Quarter of a century
since I picked up my comet again and
sneaked out nights to dig "Papa Joe”
....... King Of tver—and tried to play his
style. My, that’s a mess of time.
I guess the only other guy around
New York now that can remember
those first gigs I played would be.
Sidney
Bechet.
Me
and
"Bash"
used : to Jolf around together after King
Oliver had Started to give me lessons.
People figured if the King took up his time
. frying to: teach me to Wow, maybe little
Louie was somewhere*, himself when it
came to pushing down those valves.
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his first 25 years In jazz:.

Made First Records With Oliver
It was with the King that I made my
first records in 1923, playing second trump
et. Somebody played me a copy of one of
those old platters the other day, the one
called Dipper Month phlox. Then be fol
lowed if up with the last record 1 made of
the same tune accompanied by Jimjjfy . Dor
sey's band. Man, that really knocked me
mn to dig the difference between those two
discs and all the changes that took place in
jazz during those long, long years. They,
call the tune. Sugar Pool Stomp nowadays,
but tin my record we still used the old name
for sentimental reasons. The King has gone
now, and so have many:of the other cals
I used to swing out with, but their music
shall never die.
Well, I've been asked what were (liemost important things that happened to me
during these 25 years. I guess the first one
was when Pops Glaser booked me lor my
first commercial program over the NBC for
FIteshmans Yeast (1: guess that's the way
you spell his name—ha . . ha . ,.),
Pictures Were Important
Then.^too, those pictures—Pennies Prom
Heaven. Artists V Models, livery Day's A
Holiday, and that fine Coin' Places—
" Jcept-t sCrecpcrs- i > Speaking''-they s were
. all mighty important to me. ■
c
Talking about how times have changed,
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
[ remember the days when there was so.
much work in New York that 1 was hold: ing down three jobs. One was downtown
in the Hudson Theatre, I’d rush imtnedi-.
playing with Connie's Hot Chocolates, the
utely uptown and do a show at the Lafay
musical comedy. - 1 was the hot trumpet
ette Theatre up in Harlem. Then from
man in tire pit at that time, playing under
there !*d wind up downstairs af the Con
the direction of the then famous Leroy
nies Inn Cabaret. That’s w-fiat one might
Smith ... oh boy, whatta show!
cal! slinging a whole lot of chops into oneI used to feature, the theme song of the;
trumpet, hull ?'.
show. Ain't Misbehavin'. 1 played this solo
I - Now, regarding my best recordings- * 1
during die intermission between the first
wish ! had time to name a whole gang of
and second act—and take it from me, gate,
them, that 1 personally thought were kinda
it was really in there!
not had. Now if anybody disagrees with
Doing Shows At Lafayette
me, just tell them to foiget it; I'm talkin’
to myself and J don’t want any answer!
Now, that was one job. The other two
were-*1—after I’d finish the show downtown.
Personally 1 like Memories Of You, West

Hud Blues, OP Man Most, Contestin',
Lazy Rarer—sivl plenty more; hut then
every old <row thinks her children are white
as snow; that’s the way 1 feel about my
own records. But, 1 always remember that.
1 am the public too; 1 criticize myself
when 1 find it necessary.
Meets Some Old-Timers Again
I saw quite a few of the old timers in
New Orleans recently; they came to my
dance, which was really something unusual
for a fe-ilow like Picou, Manuel Manctta,
Maurice Durant, Recon, and many more of
the. good, good boys from tire old school,
i saw Bunk Johnson again; you know, that
cat is over sixty years of age and he looks
like, anybody's chippie. Hope I can kyep
: breathing that long—and 1 think I’m gonna
make it.. After all, a man's no older than
lie feels, and most of that lies in his mind.
And goodness knows 1 keep a young mind;
that's why I say my trumpet even sounds
good to me most of the time!
Bunk said he heard from Bechet and
expected to join him soon in New York to.
make some recordings of the -odd old
days; brow if this happens, it ought to be
real good. Bunk was telling, me that: he
still, remembers those good old good ones:
that were written by Scott Joplin. You
know — Gracin’ Beauty, African Pas,
/Maple Leaf ling, etc,. 1 used to play 'em
all.
■—
"Swingin' Twenty Yeats From Now"
It's a grand feeling. I’m telling you. to
have the health to still live, and urn into
the boys whom you used to swing with 25
years: ago. And if I’m not still swingin'
myseif twenty years from now, i'll be a.
disappointed man! And you can bet I mean
it—I'll be swingin' when I'm 60!

..............Brief Notes........................
That, popular Sunday night Band
wagon: show gets an unusual co-op
effort: front. Columbia Records and will
present the record of the week played
by the band of the week under Us own
label. . ... Bert Shefter goes WORMutual Monday nights with his Swa?is
ky-tanks, eight musicians in modern
. design. Bert first gained fame ns half
of the Sheftcr-Morton Gould piano duo
a few years back. He is also the
composer of The Lamp Is Low and a
tcries of modem impressions S. O: $,':
: Locomotive and The Aeroplane and
the Bee. Bert will introduce a new
gal find: Jeanne .Carr.........Coolie Wil
liams will not re-sign. .Withy Benny
Goodman after his year contract it up.
....... Jimmy Dorsey's, record royally
statement is the largest ever enjoyed
by a band, approximately $40,000,
... Recommended: Carla 6 Fernan
do, Spanish dancers at the HavanaMadrid.
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BUNK JOHNSON
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The almost legendary New Orleans cornetiat, still hale and hearty at
almost 62, is expected to come to New York soon to record some New Or
leans music for victor with his old friend Sidney Bechet.
This sensational news was a trade secret until Louis Armstrong
the story in an article written for The Baton, a music magazine.

broke

Armstrong wrote that he had met Bunk and other old friends on a recent
visit to the home town. Bunk told him he'd heard from Bechet about
making "some recordings of the good old days1' . Louis added: "Now, if
this happens, it ought to be real good."
And good it should be, if the stories we've heard of Bunk are true. In
New Orleans from 1895 Bunk was known as a marvel on the horn. Playing
with Buddy Bolden and later the Eag- ______________ _______________
le Band, he won the admiration of a
whole generation of musicians. The
-‘3V
■. J ',' j
old-timers
still
say
Bunk
didn't
have Louis' power, or his range *—
but in other respects he was Arm
strong's
equal.
Playing
a
light,
matchlessly rhythmic lead, he really made the band go.
IK it
The new photographs of Bunk on this
page were taken by George Sabback,
San Francisco corns tist who is now
in New York. Sabback visited Bunk
this
summer,
talked
with
him
and
heard him play a little. He reports
that Bunk is still a fine man and a
fine musician. The top snapshot shows
Bunk
trying
out
Sabback's
horn
in
the back yard of his home in New
Iberia, Louisiana.

5 Bunk Johnson discography: corrections and additions

I have received an email (via the Society’s president) from SBJS member Bjorn'Englund,
which contained valuable discographical advice and a number of amendments to the
discography. 1 shall be including some of this in formation in future listings.
Additions
Title: The Story of Jazz

Label & No: Folkways Records FC7312
Narrated by Langston Hughes with musical examples that include one excerpt from a
Bunk recording.
II June 1942 MLB 133 Down By The River(side)

Vv7312IvMKWMrsc«V!0«X.

Title: A Trumpet Around The Corner - A Companion CD to Samuel Charters
Fabulous Book.

(A Trumpet Around The Corner - The Story Of New Orleans Jazz, was written by Samuel
Charters and published by the University Press of Mississippi in 2008 ).
Label & No: GHB BCD-158
This is a compilation of largely unreleased material which includes one previously
unissued Bunk side. Curiously this track is referred to in the liner notes of AMCD-16
(Bunk Johnson in San Francisco) where it states that ‘.... the acetates of these blues titles
have disintegrated, so we can never hear then again.’ Let’s hope for another miracle!

10 May 1943

22 Bunk’s Blues in F

Title: Dixieland New Orleans

Label & No: Regis FRC 6128
This 24 track UK compilation also includes recordings by King Oliver, Kid Ory,etc.
Spring 1944
LK232 Down By The Riverside
10 March 1945
BN-223-1 Milenberg Joys
19 Decemberl945 D5VB-998-2 Darktown Strutters Ball
19 Decemberl945 D5VB-996-2 When The Saints
Title: Bunk Johnson - Mr Johnson VolJ

Label: Acrobat Music Group Ltd
This compilation is currently only available as an mp3 download.
19 December' 1945 D5VB-998-2
Darktown Strutters Ball
6 January 1946 JDB-14-D6TC-1 Can’t Escape From You
5015-1
11 July 1944
L-50597
Arkansas Blues
L-50594
Ballin’ The Jack - take 1 (false start)
L-50596
Careless Love - take 1 (incomplete)
L-50593
Low Down Blues - take 1
L-50595
Mama’s Gone Goodbye
L-50599
Panama
L-50600
Spicy Advice
21 November 1945 W73150-B
Alexander’s Ragtime Band

Title: Bunk Johnson -Mr Johnson Vol.2

Label: Acrobat Music Group Ltd
This compilation is currently only available as an mp3 download
19 December 1945 D5VB-999-2 Franklin Street Blues
D5VB-997-2 High Society
6 December 1945 D5VB-887-2 Just A Closer Walk With Thee
21 November 1945 W73149-B Maryland My Maryland
6 December 1945 D5VB-889-2 One Sweet Letter
D5VB-886-2 Sister Kate
D5VB-888-1 Snag It
21 November 1945 W73151-A Tishomingo Blues
19 December 1945 D5VB-996-2 When The Saints
21 November 1945 W73152-A You Always Hurt The One You Love
Title: New Orleans Jazzmen

Label & No: American Music AMVD-Four.
April 1947, 50 East Schiller, Chicago - the home of Marilyn and David Bell
Silent film featuring Bunk, Marilyn & David Bell, Marilyn Maguire, Catherine Antrobus,
Bill Loughborough, Bud Weil and ‘Binnie’! However, Careless Love, [10 May 1943 AM24] plays behind the film.
This collection of rare footage also includes clips of Punch Miller, Kid Howard, Kid
Thomas, George Lewis, Manuel Manetta and others.
Title: New Orleans Jazz

Label & No: Fantasy (ZYX) FANCD 2019-2
This 18 track compilation also includes tracks by George Lewis, Kid Thomas, etc.
11 June 1942 MLB 133 Down By The River(side)
MLB 134 Storyville Blues

Title: Bunk’s Blues

Label & No: Upbeat URCD 235
11 Jun 1942 MLB 136 Bunk’s Blues
MLB 139 Ballin’The Jack

2 Oct 1942

4657-1B
4662-6A
4660-4A
Spring 1944
LK206
LK190-2
LK232
10 Mar 1945 BN-226-0
BN-227-0
3 April 1945

21 Nov 1945
6 Dec 1945
19 Dec 1945
6 Jan 1946
8 Nov 1947
23 Dec 1947
24 Dec 1947
26 Dec 1947

Big Chief Battle Axe
When I Leave The World Behind
Thriller Rag
Ory’s Creole Trombone
When I Move To The Sky
Down By The Riverside
Days Beyond Recall
Porto Rico (Dabneyj
Sobbin’ Blues
Willie The Weeper
W71350-B
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
W71351-A
Tishomingo Blues
D5VB-886-1 Sister Kate
D5VB- 889-2 One Sweet Letter From You
D5VB- 996-2 When The Saints
JDB-14-D6TC-5015-1 I Can’t Escape From You
-5016-1 Snag It
Peg O’ My Fleart
152(3B2) The Minstrel Man
156(5B 1)
Kinklets
162( 11 A)
Maria Elena
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Bunk. Johnson.Information is an international newsletter
for members of the Swedish Bunk Johnson Society
Editorial office:
Hakan Ha°kansson
Tillemoravagen 25
184 91 AKERSBERGA

President:
Claes Ringqvist
Baldersvagen 14B
852 34 SUNDSVALL

<bunk.info@,teha.com>

EDITORIAL
We start this year with the sad realisation that New Orleans Music is no more. I am of course
referring to the excellent little magazine that was born God knows when (my copies are not dated)
as a rather unattractive baby christened Footnote but soon grow
up under the care
of Terry Dash
to a very appealing young thing and bloomed under the editorship of Mike Flazeldine to a
attractive bed companion, indeed. You might say it died of starvation. The difficulty of finding
relevant material became too much for it.
I am lucky to have every issue and they take up more than a meter of book shelf space. It is an
enormous well of facts, life stories, pictures and discographic information. One only wishes that
someone would put it all on the net for easier accessability.
Bunk.Johnson.Information
suffers from
decided that one issue a year is what
annual meeting in April, this year on the 2nd.

the same trouble. The Exective
we might be able to do. We have

Committee
has therefore
also decided to have the

In the last
issue we featured Lars Edegran, so
it was natural to present Orange
Kellin (nee Orjan
Kjellin) this time. The
article within
these pages was earlier published in NOM,
based on an
interview by our esteemed President Claes Ringqvist and is meant to be continued in our next
issue, again based on an interview by Claes on his visit to New Orleans this Spring.
Our efforts
which you
work.

since you last heard from us
should visit, commentate and

have been concentrated on building a
supply with material. Parallell

a Kid

Bunk home page,
Ory site is under

The cover picture on last issue was taken by Bjorn Bamheim.
Per Oldeus has sent me the following complement to his article about Buster’s in the last issue:
"Mike Dine rang me to say the the two unknown musicians in the Buster’s Bar photo were Pete
Douthwaite (brother of Dick) and Alan Ward. Do you remember Alan Ward? I knew him fairly well
- he didn’t smile a lot but he was a good photographer who took 1000’s of photos of N.O.
musicians. With one of the early portable
tape
recorders he recorded the Eureka
on a parade in (I
think) the late ‘60s. Percy couldn’t make the job, so Kid Shiek led the band. Oh dear - shambles!!
Alan died a year or so later. He couldn’t have been more than in his early or mid-30s.”
HH

"New OrCeans Jam Session "
Monday, March 1st, 7:15pm
at the Lucille Lortel Theater in Manhattan.
It's the guaranteed fastest way to hear a sizzling Hot New Orleans Jam
Session without getting on a plane!!!
With:
Orange Kellin, leading this concert, on clarinet, in town from New Orleans!
Jon-Erik Kellso, the fantastic trumpet player
Ricky Gordon with his classic washboard & drums
Ruth Brisbane, blues diva on vocals

Scott Robinson, on reeds & oddities
Matt Munisteri, guitar & banjo
Ken Salvo, banjo & guitar
Kelly Friesen, bass
Lucille Lortel Theatre, 121 Christopher Street, NYC

ORANGE KELLIN
in an interview with Claes Ringqvist
Claes
Ringqvist
is
a
doctor,
musician
and
President
of
the
Swedish
Bunk
Johnson
Society. Earlier this year he interviewed his fellow countryman, Orange Kellin, at the
Palm Court Cafe, New Orleans. This interview was taped on 10 March 1991 and has been
re-edited from a translation supplied by Claes.

CR:
Can we take it from the very
beginning,
from
when
you
were
a
teenager growing up in Bromma on the
outskirts of Stockholm?
OK:
It’s just an ordinary story. I
remember
seeing
The
Benny
Goodman
Story and I was deeply impressed. I was
about thirteen and I immediately decided
I wanted to start playing the clarinet, so I
began taking lessons. I was interested in
all kinds of music. Some years later I
happened
to
hear
a
radio
programme
where they played Shake It And Break It
with
Wooden
Joe
Nicholas
and
Albert
Burbank.
It
was
like
a
bomb
had
detonated in my head; it was by far the
best music I had ever heard. At once,
everything
else
became
quite
uninteresting
and
I
started
to
collect
every record of black New Orleans music
that I could get my hands on.
CR:
So you didn’t choose the Johnny
Dodds or George Lewis path at that time?
OK.- I was never a big Lewis fan. Of course
I like George Lewis very much, but mostly
what he did in the 40s. But he was never
on the top
of
my
list. Albert Burbank
became my first big hero. Then there was
also
Alphonse
Picou,
‘Big
Eye’
Louis
Nelson
and, to
some
extent, Albert
Nicholas. And of
course,
Johnny Dodds
and Jimmy Noone, I listened to everybody
and I still do.
CR:
Can we talk
about your first
orchestra in Sweden, the
Imperial Band.
This
became a kind
of legend amongst
trad freaks in Sweden. Along with the
Original Optimus
Orchestra;
the Imperial
Band was an institution, a cult in those
early days in the 60s in Stockholm. You
really
did have a
special, characteristic

sound,
very
genuine.
There
wasn’t
any
straw hat
type
of thing.
How and when
did you start with this band?
OK: We
were
a bunch
of friends with
similar interests in music. We used to
meet just outside Stockholm on an old
ship which
was
also a jazz club. We
jammed a lot and discovered that we all
had the same feeling about New Orleansstyle music, so we decided to form a
band.
There
was
Lars
Edegran,
the
trumpet
player
Christer
Fellers,
myself
and a few more. That was about the end
of 1961,
and
after that
everything went
quickly. We made a couple of recor
dings the following year in 1962, and I
hadn’t yet
turned
18. George Buck has
bought
the
rights
to
those
recordings,
and he ’’threatens” to release them some
sunny day.
We
continued to play with
the Imperial Band until 1965, when Lars
Edegran left for New Orleans. I followed
the next year.
CR: Now, you have been a professional
musician for a quarter of a century. In
those days back in Sweden, did you ever
think this would become your living?
OK: Oh no. I could never imagine music
would
becoming
my
profession.
Not
at
all. When I arrived in New Orleans in
1966, my plans were to stay a few
months
and
just
listen
to
the
music.
After that, I was expected to go back
home
to
Stockholm
and
begin
some
aimless
studies
at
university.
When
I
arrived in New Orleans I just had my
clarinet, a sleeping bag and a few other
things. I just bought a one-way ticket, so
in the back of my head there must have
been
something
Freudian.
Now
I
understand.
CR: I ve heard you say that it was good
fun to play back home in Sweden, but
when
you
got
here,
it
was
something
completely different?
OK: It was on account of the rhythm. I
had never heard anything like it before.
The ’’swing”, the ’’beat”. It was completely
different to what I was used to. It was
both power and relaxation at the same

time.
Another
thing
was
the
emotional
message in the music. There was quite a
different
’’feeling”.
The
social
function
was
also
different.
You
played
for
dancing, at parties, at funerals and for
many other aspects of life. This is folk
music and it is something really genuine
when played by its creators.
CR: Tell us something about your first
time
here
in
New
Orleans,
about
the
’’struggle” to live on two dollars a day.
OK: Yes, it only cost that to live here at
that time. I rented a sofa in the livingroom at the home of Clive Wilson, who
had come to New Orleans a few years
earlier. That sofa cost me one dollar a
day. The other dollar covered all other
expenses: food, reeds for the clarinet and
some other things. New Orleans was a
cheap place in which to live at that time.
I remember you could eat for 25 cents in
some
places.
If
you
really
wanted
to
celebrate, you could get a big beefsteak
for 45 cents.
CR: How did you get into the
‘right’
society from the very beginning? In those
days perhaps it wasn’t that common to
find European musicians?
OK:
It
wasn’t
anything
that
I
was
concerned with: it just happened. I came
down
from
North
Carolina
with
Leonard
Brackett, the
owner of Center Records.
After a month
or so, he wanted
me to
record with
De De
Pierce
and
Earl
Humphrey.
So
I
joined
the
union,
the
black union,
primarily
for ideological
reasons,
but
it
was
also
much
cheaper
than joining the white
union. I got a little
work, but not enough to make a decent
living at it.
But that never bothered
me.
My intention
was still
to go
home some
day, back to those
’’fascinating” studies
at Stockholm
University.
Every
time I
thought about
it, something
always
happened - a recording
session
or
something else. In the end, I couldn’t find
a good enough reason to go home.
CR: How long was it before you went
back?
OK: Six years. I went back in 1972 with

the New Orleans Joymakers.
CR: Did you ever think of going home
before that?
OK: Yes, I really did. I was on my way
several
times.
But
when
I
come
back
with the Joymakers in
’72,
I hadn’t
realized that life had changed so much.
What I
had thought about as ’’home”
and
”at home”, didn’t exist anymore. It was
only a memory. Everything had changed.
Most of my friends had quit playing and
their attitude and approach to the music
had
changed
from
the
way
I
remembered. I realized I couldn’t go back
because,
in many ways, there was
no
’’home” to go back to. But I don’t always
feel very much at home here in New
Orleans either...
CR: How long did you rent Clive’s sofa?
OK: After I had been here six months, I
managed
to move
away from the sofa
and I got a
room next
door to Bill
Russell’s
shop
opposite
Preservation
Hall.
CR: Bill Russell is one of the great heroes
in this city - a real ’’saint”. How did you
first get in contact with him?
OK:
He
was
one
of
the
fixtures
at
Preservation
Hall.
Everybody
connected
with this
kind of music
knew he was
down there everynight. I
felt it was a
great honour just
to speak to him. If
he
knew you
liked the music,
he washappy
to talk with you and did so continuously.
He still likes that kind of interest.
CR:
Lars Edegranand yourself left
Sweden pretty
soon after each
other.
Lars in 1965 and you the following year.
People back home think you left together
and thatever since then you
have
worked together professionally.
OK: No, we live completely separate lives
down here. As
yousaid, Lars left
in
1965, the
year before
me. We had played
in the same band in Sweden, and when
we arrived here we gave each other a job
whenever
we
could during the
early
years.
But
these
days
we
have
no
organized work together.
CR: You
have
been
here for 25 years -

that
is
a
long
time.
So
much
has
happened
in
the
city,
not
only
topographically,
but
musically.
Last
year
when I was here, in this very room I was
talking
to
Chester
Zardis
and
Louis
Nelson.
Now
both
of
them
are
gone.
Similar things have happened all the time
since you first arrived. How do you feel
about that?
OK: I look upon it as a continuum something
been going on
that
has
, is
going on and will continue to go
on.
When
I
some
first
came
down here,
any
people
told me
that there wasn’t
been
music left. They said I should have
here twenty years earlier, when Kid Shots
and Wooden Joe were
playing, and how it
had been
all
very different. Recently I
read an article about someone who had
come here in the 1940s: he too met the
complainers,
who said he
should have
been here twenty odd years earlier, when
King Oliver and
all those
guys were
playing!
Today
you
hear
the
same
lament, but to a greater extent. Maybe we
should
be more alert to the
changes in
the music, and accept that it will never be
the same again anyway.
CR: When you arrived here in the mid’60s, who else was here from abroad? You
have already
mentioned Clive
Wilson,
but, for example, was Barry Martyn living
here then?
OK: No, he
didn’t come here
to live until
the
mid-‘80s.
Of
course,
he
had
been
here many times in the early and mid‘60s to record. Chris Burke came to live
here before
Barry. Morton
Larsen
has
been
here for
several long periods and
Trevor Richards has
also been
here
for a
few years. In addition Andrew Hall, John
Simmons, Les
Muscutt,
Jacques
Gauthe
and a few other have all made their
homes here.
CR:
Another
European musician
who
came here for
a visit much earlier was
Ken Colyer. I think
he was the
first
oneto
record with
local musicians.
What about
him?
OK: As far as I’m concerned, he didn’t
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leave
any
musical
tracks
behind
other
than
the
recording
you
mentioned.
You
never
hear
musicians
or
other
people
talk
about
him
today.
I
get
the
impression that when he was here things
didn’t work out for him in the strictly
musical or the personal aspect.
CR: Can you tell us a little about the New
Orleans Ragtime Orchestra?
OK:
Lars
had
been
out
to
the
Jazz
Archive
at
Tulane University looking for
old original
arrangements. He got copies
of
a whole
bunch of them. They
were
arrangements
from
the
turn
of
the
century.
This
would
have
been
around
1967, and every now and then we would
get together with
a
couple of
other
musicians who could read and play these
arrangements. We
had a lot of
fun and
really
enjoyed
ourselves.
This
was
something
new. True, Charlie
Love and
Albert
Jiles
had
their
ragtime
orchestra,
but that didn’t last too long.
CR:
Who was in
the
New Orleans
Ragtime
Orchestra
at
the
very
beginning?
OK: It was kind of different: it depended
very much on who was in town and if
they could read. I remember once, when
we
were
rehearsing
at
Preservation
Hall,
Allen Jaffe (who played tuba with us)
came up
with the idea
of asking Bill
Russell to
join us.
Bill
wasa violinist
with classical training. We
never thought
he would accept, but to our surprise he
did. He was very
enthusiastic from the
start and as you know, still is. With Bill
Russell
in
the
orchestra,
the
activities
became more legitimized, so to speak. By
the end of 1967,
we had recorded for
Pearl Records,
but at
that
time Bill
wasn’t in the union, so we couldn’t put
our
names
on
the
record
cover.
The
musicians
were
Andy
Anderson
(tpt).
Paul Crawford (tbn), Clem Tervalon (sbs),
Cie Frazier (dms), Bill Russell (vln), Lars
(pno) and myself. Shortly after that, Andy
Anderson
suffered
a
cerebral
haemorr
hage and was replaced by Lionel Ferbos,
who is still going strong. George Wein

brought us to the Newport
Jazz Festival
in
1970 andthat gave
us further
opportunities to
record and tour.At that
time the
movie The Sting
was very
popular
with
its
lead
theme
The
Entertainer,
and
the whole world suffered
some kind
of ”ragtime-o-mania”. We
still
put
the
New
Orleans
Ragtime
Orchestra
together
every
now
and
then,
but
not
often enough in my opinion.
CR:
The idea
of the New
Orleans
Joymakers, was that yours?
OK: Yes,
I had already made
small tours
with different kinds of bands and I was
interested
in using musicians
who had
notbeen playing
too much
and weren’t
all that well known to many jazz fans people
like
A1
Lewis,
Preston
Jackson,
Louis Barbarin and others.
With the
Joymakers,
the
musicians differed every
year. The big tour we made of Europe in
1972
had
Percy
Humphrey
(tpt),
Louis
Nelson (tbn),
A1 Lewis (bjo),
Chester
Zardis
(sbs),
Louis
Barbarin
(dms),
Lars
(pno) and myself on clarinet. The next
year we went back with Kid Thomas and
Preston
Jackson in
place of Percy and
Nelson.
come to work with
CR: How
did you
Jabbo Smith?
OK- I
had heard rumours
that Jabbo had
settled way up in
Milwaukee
and was
working for Avis Car Rentals. He wasn’t
playing very much and, on the few jobs
that he did have, he mostly sang. He’d
made some trips to Europe for festivals,
but that was something very few people
over here knew about. I thought I would
phone him up, ask him how he was doing
and see if he might be interested in
coming down to New Orleans maybe to
rehearse and test his embouchure. I had
few
expectations,
but
he
was
very
interested. I rented an apartment for him
and
shortly
afterwards
he
arrived
with
his trumpet, his valve trombone, a bag
full of mouthpieces and three sets of false
teeth! On the first job we had, he sat
there
alternating
between
the
trumpet
and valve trombone and was almost on

the edge of a nervous breakdown, just
watching him. I realized this couldn’t go
on, so we decided to meet, take our time,
and test all the different combinations of
mouthpieces
and
teeth.
Then
he
could
make up his mind which went best with
what, and
then
stick to
it. When he’d
done this, he deposited his collection of
mouthpieces at my house - and they are
still there.
He acquired
quite a
good
embouchure
during
that
time.
We
only
made
one tour with
Jabbo and
the
Joymakers.
This was during
the
winter
of 1978, when
we also
did a recording
session. After that we had our hands full
with One Mo’ Time.
CR: What about the great success of One
Mo’ Time?
OK: The author, Vemel Bagneris, had an
idea that he presented to me. He said he
would like to make a show with New
Orleans music. So
we started work
on it.
We listened to a lot of music and decided
which
tunes to use. We
also thought
of
what type
of
band to
use, how
many
pieces and what type of singers. By the
end of 1977 we thought we could discern
some kind
of shape
to the
project. I
wanted
the music more
arranged,
so I
got Lars involved.
Hehad quite a
lot of
experience of that
with the
New Orleans
Ragtime Orchestra.
We had the
opening
night in New
Orleans on January 1978
and it proved to be a very good show. We
got off to
a flying start,
and were flying
more than
we had
expected.
Our first
intentions
were
to
tour
around
the
universities in
the south - maybe earn
some money and just make it go around
a while. But
the project became far
bigger than that. We were working on the
show
continuously,
adding
more
songs
and taking others out. In the spring of
1979, some producers from
New York
came down
to New
Orleans and wanted
to take the whole show to New Your. We
opened there
in October 1979
and
everything
began
moving
in
quite
an
amazing way.
Later there were
five
different
productions
of
One
Mo’
Time

touring all over the world.
CR: How long did the show tour?
OK: It closed in New York in the spring of
1983 and in Canada the year after. That
was the year we took it to Europe.
CR: What about the Blue Serenaders?
OK: After One Mo’
Time,
I was thinking
about starting
something similar, but
maybe, not as
big,
perhaps something
more flexible.
This was a five-piece
orchestra with
two singers and the
intention
was try
and reach a
wider
audience.
The idea
made
some progress
and we opened at Michael’s Pub
in New
York, where Woody Allen used to sit in on
Monday
nights.
We
then
brought
the
show to Europe and played a couple of
festivals
Breda,
Ascona
and
some
others. We also made some quite good
recordings that
have just been reissued
on CD by George Buck.
CR: Then you launched the follow-up to
One Mo’ Time called And Further Mo’.
OK: The aim was to
makea continuation
of One Mo’
Time. That show was
supposed to take place in 1926 and we
had the idea to devise a new show that
would
take place ten years later,
in the
mid-thirties.
But
Vemel
Bagneris
didn’t
want to
deal with
the depression period
in America and those very hard times. So
we made another roaring twenties show;
but this time a year later, in 1927. This
was the
year the
Lyric Theatre in
NewOrleans
burned
to
the
ground
in
very
strange
circumstances.
We
opened
in
New York and
we got a very good press
reaction
- far betterthan One Mo’
Time.
We
had
great
expectations
for
another
long run. But the economic situation in
New
York
became
very
uncertain
and
during
autumn it was evenworse.
It was
shortly
after the crisis in the Gulf
and in
November the show closed.
CR: What about any future plans?
OK: I
really don’tknow at all.
I had
expected
more from
the show in
New
York, so I hadn’t bothered that much.
But I
realize it’s
about time I
started
thinking about it.
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CR: If you can summarize a quarter of a
century,
have
thing
turned
out
as
you
expected, or differently?
OK:
Things have turned out quite
different, completely different. I never did
expect anything like this. As I said, I
planned to stay a couple of months, and
I didn’t have the slightest idea of making
my living playing New Orleans music.
CR: So you’re going to stay here another
25 years?
OK: No, definitely not. But I don’t think
it’s worth making any long-term plans. If
you start making plans, life goes in quite
another direction. So why plan things?
CR: But you don’t regret coming here in
1966?
OK: Oh no, I never really regret anything.
The only negative aspect of this music is
that it is so restricted. It appeals to a very
limited
audience.
It’slike dealing
with
medieval
madrigals,
or
collecting
beetles
or
something
like
that.
In
this
music
there’s
a
kind
of
resistance
against
innovation.
You
cannot
play
things
too
differently from how people are used to
hearing it. If
you do,
then people are no
longer interested.
CR: What about re-growth? Does such a
thing exist?
OK: It
seems
to me
that there are
two
different groups, and actually I think this
has always been so. You can find some
kind of re-growth amongst the blacks musicians
who
grew
up
in
the
brass
band
tradition.
Some of them are very
good, but not
too many or
enough to talk
of some kind of major re-growth. Then
you have a bunch of white musicians some who grew up here, but in the main,
they came from other parts of the US or
from
Europe.
Generally
speaking,
they
are
re-creating.
They
look
upon
themselves
as
bearers
of
a
great
tradition, something blacks don’t do. The
black,
very
gifted
and
talented
trumpeter
Wendell
Brunious,
for
example,
looks
upon
this
as
a
job
nothing
more,
nothing less. I doubt if he even likes to
play
much
traditional
jazz.
The
driving
force for most blacks is to make their

living
playing jazz music. This is a
job,
and you don’t
go home
and
play Bunk
Johnson
records
after
you’ve
finished
work.
The
black
musicians
are
more
involved in what’s going on in the field of
music today. Most of
them
are quite
uninterested in
whathappened yester
day. The exception is Michael White, who
is very interested in the history of New
Orleans music
and its
traditions. Many
white
musiciansknow their history, they
know
about all
the old recordings
and
they have an ambition to recreate how
the music once sounded - in the most
extreme cases,
note for
note. Sometimes
I am
very pessimistic
about the future
of
traditional New
Orleans jazz. The
old
form is less seldom heard, and the bunch
of
executors is
getting smaller
and
smaller.
Many
of
those
who
are
still
playing play either a kind of corruption of
the music or
some sort of hybrid with a
completely different
emotional message.
Sometimes I look on this problem in a
more optimistic way. I try
to look upon it
as a continuum
and hope that
New
Orleans
will
always
come
up
with
something new.
That is characteristic
of
New
Orleans, just the way things
have
happened in the last hundred years.
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SOME UNUSUAL INSTRUMENTS IN JAZZ
Bjorn Englund
"In 19221 spent the winter with Hollis Peavey playing the Arcadia Ballroom in St. Paul. ...
Peavey went on to become Mayor of Huntington Park, California. He might have gone even further
if he hadn 't played C clarinet"
(The Eddie Condon Scrapbook of Jazz, 1973, p [15])
Rereading Condon’s book reminded me that in early jazz bands the instrumentation was not so
fixed. Edmond Hall (Hear me talkin' to ya, 1955, p 33) tells us that around 1900 the clarinetists in
New Orleans had to have four clarinets: in E-flat, C, B-flat and A (Charles McCurdy can be
seen having three clarinets in a photo of the John Robichaux orchestra from 1896, page 180 in
New Orleans Jazz. A Family Album, 1973). Studying photos of early bands we can see that the
C clarinet was often used (for instance by Louis “Big Eye” Nelson, ibid p 134-135, 164). Sidney
Bechet studied for
a short while with Nelson and on a photo with Benny Peyton’s Jazz Kings
taken in London in 1920 and
available on Mark Berresford’s Internet
site, he
is holding what
both Mark and
I
have identified as a C clarinet. Now the question is, was
he still playing this
instrument when
he made his early recordings with
Clarence Williams? The C clarinet seems to
have been common in
dance
bands before 1920. Johnny
Dodds can be seen
in photos
with
Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band 1923 and with Fate Marable’s Band 1918 with two clarinets (ibid, p
167, 238). They are almost certainly Bb and C (the A clarinet would only be used by “classical”
musicians*). Alcide “Yellow” Nunez used the C clarinet on his recordings with the Louisiana
Five. On photos taken in New Orleans in 1910 and 1915 and with Stein’s ODJB in Chicago in
1916 (ibid, p 185, 179, 162), he has
a Bb clarinet, but with ODJB later that year (ibid, p 159)
he has a C clarinet! Jimmie Noone is
seen in 1914
playing a C clarinet
(ibid, p 263). Tony Coe
is a late jazz musician favouring the C clarinet.
In 1980, when reedman
Kenny
Davem visited our archive, I played him my copy of the H
8s D
Pathe' 22122 containing
the 1919 version of At The Jazz
Band Ball performed by the
Synco
Jazz Band on our contemporary Paramount gramophone (which is capable of playing both
lateral and vertical
discs). Immediately when he heard Joe Samuels he exclaimed
“He is playing
C clarinet”, and Davem with his good ear and experience ought to know (he was also one of the
few who revived the C-melody saxophone). Nathan Glantz was another musician using the C
clarinet. Since Rudy Wiedoeft played C melody sax one would expect him to play C clarinet
also, but he played the regular Bb instrument with the Frisco Jazz Band on its Edison
recordings in 1917.
The small E-flat clarinet has,
of course,
often been used in New Orleans brass bands for the
highest part since they never
(?) use a
flute. John Casimir is holding this
instrument on
page
25 in the New
Orleans Jazz book. Norman Field
suggests that the E-flat clarinet was adopted
when the brass bands added
woodwind
instruments and dropped the high
E-flat comet.
John
New Orleans Jazz)
states (in Jazz Record,
A. Provenzano (bom 1890, not 1878
as given in
unknown issue, reprinted in From The
Gutter, 1977, p 72): I
bought a
comet... and ... got stuck
with an E-flat and didn't know until Emanuel Perez ... discovered the mistake. I decided to keep
on pumping the
E-flat in parades, and use the
B-flat for dance work. He signs his letter
Jazzland’s Only E-Flat Trumpeter! John Chilton reports Freddy Jenkins occasionally doubling
E-flat comet during 1934 (Who’s Who of Jazz, various editions). May I add that the sweet
sounding Swedish Eb and Bb comets are really very small fluegelhoms. Midget sized Odell
Rand played Eb clarinet with the Harlem Hamfats in the 1930’s and still in the 1950’s with
Natty Dominique’s Creole Dance Band (Bill Russell, New Orleans Style, 1994, page 157).
The bass clarinet
was a doubling instrument in
many dance orchestras in the 1920’s (CoonSanders, The Virginians and
others). Omer Simeon
played this instrument
with Morton
1926
and Clifford King
with Eddie South 1931. Many
modern saxophonists double on
it, inspired by
the virtuoso playing of Eric Dolphy. The contrabass clarinet was used by Chuck Gentry on
Dizzy Dialogue (with Lyle Murphy, 1955). Swedish arranger Gunnar Lunden-Welden made an
LP with many rare woodwinds including alto clarinet and basset hom.

Clarinetist Woody Walder with
“kazoo effect”. There was no
drinking glass. (And Jack Teagarden
drinking glass.)

the Bennie Moten orchestra supplied what Rust describes as
kazoo involved. He just played his clarinet mouthpiece into
used
to play with
just the slide of his instrument into a

a
a

On page 63 in the New Orleans Jazz book we see Noon Johnson with a “bazooka”, a primitive
home-made trombone first played by Bing Crosby side-kick Bob (“The Arkansas Traveller”)
Bums in the Crosby Kraft Music Hall radio show in the 1930’s.
Albert
Glenny and probably
other jazz pioneers played a
three-string bass. (Ed Garland: Henry
[Kimball] showed me how to use the E string, which I had taken off the bass, too many strings,
that was my way .... New Orleans Style, p 95) By doing so he followed, without knowing it, in
the footsteps of early double bass virtuoso soloists like Domenico Dragonetti (1763-1846) who
also left off the low E string.
Chubby Jackson, on the other hand,
fifth string was high C.)

was the pioneer of

the five-string bass in the 1940’s. (The

Blues singer Jesse Fuller had a wooden box with six bass strings operated by the feet which he
called the footdella and which he used at the same time that he played guitar.
Lonnie Johnson played 6-,
9- and 12-string guitar and
may have
played the 12-string with
Johnny Dodds in the 1930’s. I only
knewJohnson as performer on 6or 12-string, but Richard
Lieberson (Jazz Guitars, 1984, p 65
says: Performing on
a guitar with two or three of the top
strings doubled in the manner of a twelve string, Johnson spins out long lines... This refers to
his duets with Eddie Lang. Of
course blues singer Big Joe Williams had a
home-made ninestring guitar, but there were also factoiy-made nine-string instruments. On page 149 in the
New Orleans Style book we find a rare example of a 12-string in a jazz band setting with Kid
Ory in
1905. (This photo also shows Oiy still playing valve trombone.
He changed to slide
trombone later.) Jack Penewell (1897-1973) had a “twin-six” guitar in the 1920’s with two
necks with six strings each but with different tuning. He also had a four-neck 24-string steel
guitar ( 4 x 6 strings) constructed by Lyon 8s Healy. Before the introduction of the electric
guitar, the resonator guitar
was used to achieve better
volume by Will
Johnson with
Luis
Russell
and Eddie Durham with Bennie Moten among others. Tampa Red
was a master of this
instrument early in his career.
The taropatch is an 8-string ukulele
(four
courses with
double unison strings). It was launched
by the
Martin Company in
1918 at the same time as their ukuleles.
Two such
instruments can
be seen in the photo of the 1921 line-up of the Six and 7/8 String Band (New Orleans Jazz, p
238). Tiple is the name for several different string instruments in South America, but the one
used in blues and jazz was constructed in 1920 by the Martin Company and has ten steel
strings in four courses in the old ukulele tuning (A, D, F#, B). The first and fourth course have
two strings tuned in unison, the second and third have three strings each, with the middle one
tuned an octave higher. The popular group The Five Spirits of Rhythm hade three tiple players
(Wilburand Douglas Daniels and Leo Watson). Elmer Snowden also used
this instrument in his
band’s sign-off tune with flute (Wayman Carver), bassoon (Garvin Bushell) and muted trumpet
(Roy Eldridge). When Duke Ellington heard this “his mouth came open. He couldn't figure how
we got that sound” (S Dance, The world of swing, 1974, p 59). The octo-chorda was an eight
string steel guitar constructed by Harry Skinner around 1920 and first used by Sam Moore
(1887-1959). He recorded
Laughing Rag (a composition by Skinner and himself) for three labels
in 1921. Two of the versions were with Horace D. Davis on harp-guitar, which has six regular
fretted strings and 10-12 unfretted bass strings. This instrument was popular at the beginning
of the 20th century and can be seen in James Reese Europe’s mammoth Clef Club orchestra
(three in the
photo on
p 58-59 in Kimball/Bolcom, Reminiscing with Sissle
and Blake, 1973)
and was also used by Wilson Myers when he was with King Oliver. Roy [: Leroy] Smeck later
performed on the octo-chorda (if I recall correctly even in the very first “music video” a Warner
Brothers shortfrom 1926, restored by the Vitaphone Project a few
years
ago).The Swedish
medieval folk
instrument
nyckelharpa (keyed fiddle) was used in a jazz
setting by a few

musicians (but not on record as
nyckelharpa in his jazz improvisations.
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I think many of us still consider Casper Reardon the outstanding jazz harpist (I remember I
“flipped” when I first heard his 1934 recording of Junk Man with Jack Teagarden), but in the
1930’s there was also Adele Girard with husband Joe Marsala’s group and later we had Corky
Hale, Alice Coltrane and Dorothy Ashby (the number one after Reardon) and the Belgian David
Bee. Multi-instrumentalist Gunhild Carling is best known as a trumpeter and trombonist, but
also a capable performer on harp.
Early in his career Jack Teagarden doubled on double-bell euphonium. The smaller bell was
used to get an echo
effect (by
playing a phrase
via the regular
bell, then repeating it via the
smaller bell). Happy Schilling can be seen holding such an instrument on page 153 in the New
Orleans Jazz book. (There
werealso double-bell
comets, but they
are not known to have been
used in dance/jazz bands.)
Thumbing Condon’s book we find other interesting facts. On page [67] we see Bechet holding
what seems to me a shorter soprano sax than the one he is holding on page [73]. Could it be a
C soprano? Elmer Snowden claimed he [Snowden] used to play a C soprano.
On page [77] we find two well-known valve trombone players, but look closer: Juan Tizol’s
instrument is shorter
than Brad
Gowans’. In fact, he plays a
C instrument instead of the
regular Bb version. Gowans of course later played a combination valve/slide trombone which
he called a Valide.
Such
instruments existed already
in the 1840’s. The Holton
Company in the
1970’s launched the TR 395 MF Superbone which was of the same type, constructed in
collaboration with and used by Maynard Ferguson. (A comment on the Internet: 7 have always
said: The Superbone is the worst valve trombone and the worst slide trombone that I have everplayed, combined into
one instrument. The main
complaint seems
to be the very narrow bore,
making a true full slide trombone sound impossible.) On the original model the slide was
played by the right and the valves by the left hand. This was later changed so the right played
both. The Holton Company also produced a combination valve/slide trumpet (ST 303 Firebird)
for Ferguson, but this only has four positions for the slide (as opposed to the regular seven).
The slide can be played by the right or left hand. It has a slightly upturned bell. This large-bore
instrument is generally praised on the Internet, the only complaints being about the thin metal
used for the slide
(the
same can be said of the
Getzen instruments (see next paragraph). I
know. I have a Getzen slide trumpet). Ferguson
also had a
four-valve trumpet, but
I don ‘t
know the function of the fourth valve. On Don Ellis’ four-valve trumpet the fourth valve lowered
by a quarter-tone, he wanted to get that effect! On page [85] we find Wild Bill Davison holding a
shorter valve trombone, pitched
in E-flat.
He doubled on this
during his
Milwaukee years
(1933-1941) and on one track on the Wild Homs LP (Paramount CJS 102).
In a well-known photo of the King Oliver band (New Orleans Jazz, p 167) Louis Armstrong is
kneeling and holding a slide trumpet. He is not known to have played it on any recordings.
Freddy Keppard is shown holding a slide trumpet in two photos taken in Chicago in 1918 (ibid,
revised edition, 1984 p 320), but it is probably only a studio prop. Jimmy Dorsey in his early.,
years played slide trumpet and doubled on
it as
late as when he was a
member of Jean
Goldkette’s orchestra 1924-1926. This is confirmed by photos (see the cover of VJM # 138). (He
of course occasionally played regular trumpet on
record.) In late 1939 Will
Osborne
and His
Slide Music recorded for Varsity. This meant he
had a full
trumpet section
of slide
trumpets,
but this seems to have been a
shortlived
novelty. In 1959 the
Getzen company revived this
instrument and both Armstrong
and Bobby Hackett could
be seen in ads
in Down Beat
praising it! But they were never known to have
performed on it in public.
Getzen also made
slide comets and slide fluegel horns. Cat Anderson played a regulation army bugle (thus no
valves) on recordings with Paul
Gonsalves.
Sam De Kamel inNew Orleans
played bugle to
attract customers to his
waffle wagon and also recorded
on this instrument
with local jazz
musicians.

In the 1920’s there were two different instruments called Jazz trumpets. The first was a
German instrument which had a handle by which a metal plate could cover and uncover the
bell, making it possible to get a wa wa effect. One such instrument is in the Music Museum in
Stockholm. The
other was
probably made by Ahlberg & Ohlsson in
Stockholm and was a
trumpet in the
form of an
alto saxophone! It was used by the Swedish
trumpeter Allan Olsson
who recorded with the Gustaf Egerstam orchestra for Odeon. The instrument was revived in
the 1980’s when
the German Julius
Keilwerth firmmade about 100
instruments under the
Tone King brand.
The late John R. T. Davies played a beautiful cornopean, a 19th century circular comet with
Stolzel valves. Some cornopeans (but not Davies’) have an “erect” bell, preceding Dizzy Gillespie
by a century. Don Cherry played another 19th century invention, the pocket comet, which has
been revived in recent years as pocket trumpet.
Discographies list
Isidore Barbarin
as playing E-flat
alto hom on the
recordings with
Bunk
[JohnsonJ’s Brass Band on American Music. However, a photo of the group (ibid, 1984, p 212)
shows that it is actually a mellophone. Johnny St. Cyr says: 7 played alto horn with the Tuxedo
Brass Band (New Orleans Style, p 69). However, the photo of the Fate Marable band on the
same page shows that St.
Cyr and Dave Jones have mellophones,
not alto horns, in front of
them. (Norman
Mason is shown holding a
C-melody sax and has his trumpet in
front of him
and Armstrong his slide trumpet!) It is usually built in E-flat and with piston valves, but there
are also instruments pitched
in F and with a separate Eb crook and
rotary valves.
I once had a
1921 Buescher mellophone
that could be retuned from F to Eb,
to D to C!
This type of
instrument can be seen in photos the Fess Williams band. It has two switches and two extra
crooks to make the retunings possible. Of course Dick Cary played the regular E-flat alto hom,
and very well! He also had a rare ’’alto” trumpet in F.
Dudley Fosdick in the 1920’s and Don Elliott in the 1950’s were two performers who showed
the musical possibilities of the mellophone. Red Nichols often used mellophone in his studio
groups (at times a trio of two mellophones and a trombone). In the 1930’s many trumpeters
doubled on mellophone, including. Max Goldberg, Nat Gonella and Hot Lips Page. My favourite
mellophone solo is that by Goldberg on Ray Starita’s Wake Up, Chilian, Wake Up (Columbia
5380; 4.5.1929). (In later years trumpeters
have used fluegel horns
instead when
they want to
get a more mellow sound. When using a four-valve instrument they can reach an octave lower
than the trumpet.
Joe Bishop was
the pioneer in the
use of this instrument, first noted
in the
Victor files for
the August
17, 1932 Isham Jones session. He also used
it backing blues singers
Cow Cow Davenport and
Jimmie Gordon in 1938. Shorty Rogers
“resurrected”
the instrument
in the 1950’s and after Miles Davis started using it, it became a “must” doubling instrument for
many modem trumpeters. Art Farmer switched to it exclusively and later had an Austrian
instrument maker construct for him a “flumpet” with a bore midway between trumpet and
fluegel horn. The
King flugaboneis a bass fluegel hom,
never used in
jazz? However,
Frank
Newton used the even rarer bass comet! Cy Touff was the best-known performer on bass
trumpet which has the same range as a valve trombone.)
In the 1950’s the C. G. Conn company introduced the mellophonium which has a forward
facing bell (the mellophone bell faces downward and the player has his left hand in it in the
manner of the French hom). Stan Kenton had a full section of four such instruments in his
1962-1963 orchestra. Ray Starling was the soloist and also recorded with Johnny Richards.
If we look at the photo of the 1924 Doc Cook orchestra (A Pictorial History of Jazz, 1955, p 36)
we see a mellophone in front of Elwood Graham, but Freddy Keppard has a French hom
(rotary valves, played by the left hand). Now, it is very hard to imagine hard-blowing Keppard
performing on this delicate instrument and he never did so on records. In 1924 Paul Whiteman
had a full hom section in the “concert” version of his orchestra. Leroy Smith’s orchestra had a
hom in its recordings of Rhapsody In Blue and St. Louis Blues in 1928 and Artie Shaw used
Jack Cave’s hom effectively in April In Paris (1940). The first jazz band to have a hom section
was Claude Thornhill’s in 1942, which was the basis for Miles Davis’ “tuba” band in 1948.
John Graas was one of the horns with Thornhill and in 1953 he made the first LP as a featured
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Swedish trumpeter Bengt Emiyd played comett (note the spelling, is not a comet but the
medieval wooden trumpet called Zink in Germany) on an LP. There are three sizes, he played
the treble comett.
Snub Mosley is one of the
few jazz performer on the
slide saxophone
(the Swede
Mats
Gustafsson also recorded on this instrument in 2005, Firework Ed. Rec. FER 1054**), of which
there are many versions. Most are sopranos, but there also was an alto which was played by
turning a handle! This would make it veiy difficult to make a quick change from a high to a low
note and vice versa. According to a note on the Internet, a slide tenor sax only reached the
prototype stage. From a 1922
ad for the Royal Slide Saxophone: The Slide
Saxophone
is the
latest sensation in the musical field - if you can sing a melody you can play this instrument.
Orchestra leaders and musicians who are in the close contact with the public taste in music say
that the Slide Saxophone will be used as a solo instrument supported by the regular saxophone
in the most up-to-date orchestras before too long. It really didn’t turn out that way, did it? But
on April 25, 1928, the Paul
Specht orchestra in a radio
broadcast over WOR, New
York,
performed the tune Just A Little Different with slide saxes, slide comets and six-string violins in
addition to the regular instruments to get “quarter-tone effects”. Unfortunately this tune was
never recorded by Specht. It has often been stated that Mosley constructed his slide-sax
himself, but sax authority Paul
Cohen says in his
article on the Royal Slide
Saxophone
that it
was one of these from the 1920’s Mosley used throughout his career (as a doubling instrument;
he was of course primarily a trombonist).
The alto saxophone was introduced in New Orleans music in
Ramos (1865P-1931; New Orleans
Jazz,
p 230). Louis Wamick
Orleanian who played this instrument, at least from 1912 (ibid, p 285).

1885 by the Mexican Florenzo
seems to be the
first native

Barney Bigard early in his career concentrated on the tenor sax and was one of the few in New
Orleans to play
that instrument in
1922-1924.
He was a member of Albert Nicholas’ band at
Tom Anderson’s from late 1922 and on the photo of this group in New Orleans Jazz, page 225
(misdated 1919) we can see his clarinet, soprano and tenor sax, but he himself is absent! While
with King
Oliver in Chicago he was featured
on tenor
sax, but after joining Duke Ellington he
concentrated on clarinet and became one of the finest jazz performers on that instrument. He
once recorded a solo on soprano sax (with Albert Wynn in 1926), but was not very good on this
instrument. The
Eb sopranino sax
was
used
in the Jean Goldkette and Roger
Wolfe Kahn
orchestras among others.
Straight alto saxophones were quite
common in the 1920’s.
The Julius Keilwerth
firm
(Germany) and
L.A. Saxophones (USA)
have
made straight altos but also tenors
for the past
two decades or so. Joe Lovano has a straight L.A. tenor. L.A. Saxophones are also available in a
large range of colours including Midnight Purple, my own favourite. In 1993, inspired by a
saxophone playing president named
Bill
Clinton (remember him?),
they produced a
red, white
and blue sax! In
the 1920’s band leader and
showman
Benny Meroff custom ordered a straight
baritone! I
believe he had to stand on a chair
to play it.
This instrument is now owned by Vince
Giordano.
The C melody saxophone (really a tenor saxophone pitched a whole tone higher than the
regular Bb instrument) of course had Frank Trumbauer as its most famous jazz performer. But
to regular (non-jazz) performers it was the virtuoso Rudy Wiedoeft’s (1893-1940), recordings
1917-1927 on C melody sax that
inspired many not only in the
USA but also in
Europe. In
for 10 saxes with Russ Cheever on the
1961 Pete
Rugolo arranged his novelty piece Saxophobia
solo C melody
sax. Benny Krueger and
Jack
Pettis were others who played this
instrument in
the 1920’s. George “Hooks” Tilford is shown in discographies as playing C melody with Philips’
Louisville Jug Band. However, the photo of the group shows a much larger sax so it must be a
regular Bb tenor. Charles “Cane” Adams played walking cane flute with this group! As
mentioned above Kenny Davem took up the C melody sax in 1977. The Swede Gilbert

Holmstrom played this sax exclusively for many years and a present-day soloist is Anders
Ekholm. The E-flat contrabass sax was used by Anthony Braxton and also by John Lowe on a
1966 Bud Shank
session. Tubax, a
German present-day variant
of
the contrabass
sax is used
by a number of jazz musicians, including the Swedes Dror Feiler and Mats Gustafsson.
Nowadays most baritone saxes reach (written) low A (previously low Bb) and
have been made since the 1950’s. A real rarity is the Buescher 1920’s bass
is a very huge instrument. The mezzosoprano in F (a whole tone above
became popular, but now there has been constructed a mezzosoprano in G!
of the three last saxes have been used in jazz.

alto saxes to low A
sax to low G! This
the alto sax) never
I don’t believe any

The sarrusophone
and
rothphon are both double reed versions
ofthe saxophone, the former
French, the
latter Italian. Most readers
will know of the fantastic playing of
Sidney Bechet in
Clarence Williams’ Mandy Make Up Your Mind (OKeh 40260) from 1924. The story that he
picked up the bass sarrusophone in a pawn-shop on the way to the studio is hard to believe. It
seems probable that he played it with a single saxophone reed, not a double reed. Willie Lewis
is seen in a photo of the Sam Wooding orchestra with an alto rothphon. It is not known if he
used it in
any recordings. Like the
saxophone these instruments were built
in various sizes
from sopranino to contra bass.
Elmer Snowden says of his 1925 band (S Dance, The world of swing, 1974, p 54): Everybody
was coming to listen
to this band, because I had some symphonic
arrangements. We were all
doubling on instruments, and we used
bassoon and English horn. When you
walked downstairs
into the room the band sounded like a big organ.
The photo of the band (P Bradford, Bom with the blues, 1965, p 72) shows no bassoon or
English horn, but the rare Heckelphon, a baritone oboe first launched in 1904 and used and
praised by composer Richard
Strauss. This is played by Ernie Bullock
and we also see
Snowden’s C soprano sax and trumpeter Gene Aiken also has a slide trumpet. The other
trumpeter is Horace Holmes,
not Bubber
Miley as Bradford states. The
pianist is Leslie
Hutchinson.
The Heckelphon is also seen in a publicity photo for
Ross Gonnan c. 1919 along
with many other instruments
including a set of bagpipes. This instrument was
used by
saxophonist Rufus Harley and is played today by multi-instrumentalist Gunhild Carling.
Sidney Arodin used the tin whistle on a 1928 recording by the Halfway House Orchestra (I’ll Go
Back To That Dear Old Pal Of Mine, Columbia 1959-D). The slide or Swanee whistle was of
course used by Jimmy Bertrand on two titles with Blind Blake and by Louis Armstrong on the
Hot Five
Who’sit
(sic!), but opinions are still divided as to whether it
is Armstrong
or Baby
Dodds who plays
this
instrument on King Oliver’s Sobbin’ Blues.The Hoosier Hot
Shots was a
novelty group, not a jazz group, but they are always fun to listen to and in Paul (“Hezzie”)
Treitsch (1905-1979) they had
the only real virtuoso on slide whistle that
I have heard on
record. He also
had
eight bicycle horns attached to his washboard.
So he had
a richer
vocabulary
in this field
than Harpo Marx! (There are no fewer than 13
CD’s available by this
group!) Buford “Whistler” Threlkeld played nose-whistle with his jug band as did Harvey Jones
with his Charleston Four. This toy instrument is still being sold today.
Trumpeter
Sepians.
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Stovepipe No. 1 (Sam Jones) appeared on 31 titles for Gennett, Columbia and OKeh (also with
King David’s Jug Band) playing stovepipe. (But Daddy Stovepipe - Johnny Watson - did NOT
play this “instrument”!)
Henry Johnson played hurdy-gurdy on his 1927 Gennett recordings.
Percussion instruments
offer unlimited possibilities for strange sounds.
I will only
mention
here the suitcase played with brushes as used by Virgil Scoggins with the Five Spirits of
Rhythm and Josh Billings with the Mound City Blue Blowers. (It seems that it was professional
drummer Herb Weill and not George Means who played the suitcase with the Mystery

Orchestra
at the unissued 1929 Victor session.) I
like composer
Leroy Anderson’s use of
sandpaper of two different strengths in his Sandpaper Ballet and the typewriter as a
percussion
instrument in - you guessed it
- The
Typewriter. Then
there were the Whiskey
Bottle Boys who played
partly-filled bottles with two hammers each (Bluebird B 5428;
April 12,
1933). Did they half-empty the bottles themselves at the session?
I guess the reader is already familiar with the oboe playing of Don Redman, Bob Cooper, Yusef
Lateef and others, not forgetting Benny Goodman, who studied
the instrument
seriously while
with Ben Pollack but never used it on any records, the bassoon work of Garvin Bushell, Frank
Trumbauer and Illinois Jacquet, the goofus and hot fountain pen playing of Adrian Rollini, the
comb tooting
by Red
McKenzie and the kazoo work of innumerable musicians
beginning with
ODJB’s Tony Spargo,
who had one built like a comet. (I once had a Spanish
kazoo in metal
built in
the shape of
and as large as an alto saxophone.) Australia’s Ade Monsbourgh used the
humble recorder effectively
as
did the Swedes Ake Hasselgard - early in his
career -, Goran
Eriksson in Kustbandet and Gunhild Carling. The whisky jug was of course used in jug bands,
never better than by the virtuoso Earl McDonald and never worse than by Clarence Williams!
Writer Geoffrey Wheeler
has a novel idea
why there were so many washboard band
recordings
in the
depression years of
the
early 1930’s: since the washboard was not considered a musical
instrument, the players
could not belong to
the Musicians’ Union, and thus the record
companies could pay them much less than Union scale. Flarmonica players were also excluded
and were
thus able, like singers, to make recordings during the
first national Petrillo ban
1942-1944, but not during
the second from
Januaryto December 1948, because by then they
were members! Of course
the
supreme jazz harmonica player is Jean “Toots”
Thielemans and
prior to
him there was Eddie Shu, who
was also a professional ventriloquist!
In recent years
trombonist Steve Turre
has placed high
in polls under miscellaneous instruments
for his
playing of con shells. Harry Lookofsky was the first to use the rare tenor violin (tuned an octave
below the regular violin) in jazz. It was also occasionally used by Svend Asmussen. John
Steiner wrote that Frank Melrose used to play a violin with viola tuning! Anthony Barnett
reports that it IS possible to tune it so low, but the result can hardly be pleasing to the ear!)
I have not touched upon the electronic instruments such as the Lyricon and MIDI
which are a whole different chapter (which frankly doesn’t interest me).Nor have I
the many “ethnic” instruments used by Yusef Lateef and others.

converters
mentioned

(The Condon book is not paginated which is why I have put the page numbers in [ ].)
*
After I had written the article I reread the Edmond Hall interview in New Orleans Style, p 209
and found a rare example of the use of an A clarinet in jazz (most certainly because the tunes
were in sharp keys). He is worth quoting in full: I used an A clarinet when I made the recording
with Mutt Carey playing those Joplin rags #. I had to use an A clarinet. I had a [hard?] time
finding one but Ifinally got one.
The redbooks [: The “Red Back Books” of rags arranged for orchestra and published by John
Stark] belonged to Bunk, you know. Mutt went over and borrowed them. This is interesting
information. Later that same year (1947) Bunk Johnson of course recorded five rags from these
books at his “last sessions” (not issued until 1952, Columbia GL 520). The clarinetist was
Garvin Bushell and as far as I know he played a regular Bb instrument.
# Joplin's Sensation / The Entertainer (Century 4007) and Chrysanthemum (Century 4008).
** Mats Gustafsson also plays
flute with a saxophone mouthpiece!

a

homemade

instrument

he

calls

the

fluteophone,

which

is

a

A note on the Buddy Bolden photo.
Ever since the only known photo of a Buddy Bolden band was printed in Jazzmen (published
on October 5, 1939), there have been many misunderstandings regarding its date and
“meaning”. First, it was reversed in Jazzmen (and often in later printings).Second, the 1895

date given in that book and the 1894 date in New Orleans Jazz just cannot be correct since the
bassist Jimmie Johnson was born in 1884!
1906 or 1907 would
be more likely. Jazzmen also
had confused the two clarinetists: the man
standing
(holding a Bb instrument)
is Frank Lewis,
Orleans Jazz: A
the man sitting is Willie Warner (holding
a C instrument).
R. Collins, New
Revised History, 1996,
p 33, 35: The strange appearance
of two clarinets in such
a small band
has perplexed jazz writers ... As we now know the regular personnel of the Bolden Band always
included a molinist playing the lead part so it is evident that Warner, sitting in the violinist’s
chair, was substituting for the violin. Warner was a good reading musician who played with the
John Robicheaux Orchestra. He would have been quite able to play the violin lead parts with the
band. Of course the
use of a C clarinet meant that
he could play the violin
part without
transposition. Alcide Frank, Bolden’s regular
violinist,
had left by the time the
photo was taken
and his replacement
Manuel Manetta had not yet arrived. Contrary to
general belief the
members could read music. (It
is very doubtful if Bunk
Johnson ever played with
Bolden as he
claimed.) This photo may have lead to the use of two clarinets in the 1940 Kid Rena recordings.
Acknowledgement: Anthony Barnett, Norman Field,
Westin have all made many valuable additions to the article.

Coen

Slide saxophone
Heckelpon
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Howard Rye and Lars

PART THREE
Bunk on Bunk
and
the missing “Jazzmen” letter

Note: The letters are part of of the William Russell Collection at the Williams Research Center, New Orleans and may not be reproduced without
the permission of the Historic New Orleans Collection. Other items are from Mike Hazeldine's Collection.

/

Bunk on Bunk and and the missing * Jazzmen ’ letter
bv Mike Hazeldine

In the last issue I stated that It was my intention to continue with Bunk’s comeback and
the help and generosity of those enthusiasts from Cleveland, e.g. Mary Karoly, Bill
Rosenberg, Heyward Broun and Hoyte Kline and using more of Hoyte Kline’s letters to
Bill Russell.
However, checking out Bunk’s early 1939 letters it is clear that Bunk was still uncertain if
he had established himself as a pioneer jazz musician. Other musicians (including Louis
Armstrong) had endorsed Bunk’s reputation, but had this been enough to convince
Jazzmen’s editors and authors?
Bill Russell collected every Bunk letter he could find - often purchasing other collections
from Gene Williams, Dave Stuart, Bill Colburn, et al. Bill filed everything very carefully
and could find the most obscure item immediately. Even so, I have always been intrigued
why letter 1C was missing.
Bill’s file numbering confirmed that this was written after letters to Louis Armstrong (1 A)
and Luis Russell (IB). ID and IE are present - although not in Bunk’s hand. These, like
the previous letters, are mainly autobiographical and, as such, are the most interesting of
all Bunk’s letters. What we do know is that the letter was 8 pages long and we can only
guess at the information it contained.
When I asked Bill about the missing letter, he remembered filing it as one of three letters
that Bunk had mailed on March 3rd, 1939. The other two (now listed as #1D and #1E)
are reproduced here. But #1C is missing. It is unlikely that Bill would have mislaid it and
it was possibly loaned to another researcher and is now lost. What we do know is that
Fred Ramsey used some of the material in later articles. Therefore we reproduce the
1942 article that Fred wrote quoting Bunk’s letters, then I have edited in those passages
that appeared in Jazzmen - these appear in italic type. I have included other Fred
Ramsey articles based on the #1C letter, namely the article that appeared in the short
lived magazine ‘Jazz’ (Vol 1, No 1 - June 1942) and Trumpet for America’ which
appeared in Jazzbook 1947 (Edited by Albert McCarthy, published by Editions Poetry
London).
The letters #1D and #1E (dictated to Maude) of Bunk’s reminisances have not
reproduced well and are just about readable. I thought you rather see the originals rather
than a typed version.
Some of Bunk’s dicated letters are said to been written by his daughter Emily Mae, but
Emily Mae has denied this and they were probably written by Maude’s sister Georgia
Dickson.
On the opposite page is a verbatim copy of Bill Russell’s index of his 1939 letters. This
has been retyped due to the faint appearance of the original.

EARLY BUNK LETTERS

This is a complete list of letters received (or, in the case of Armstrong and Luis Russell,
copied) by Bill Russell in 1939. No letters were received in 1940 (while Bill was studying
in California) until he returned to Canton. The next letter from Bunk (filed as #12) was
sent in January 14, 1941
#1

12/28/39 [Dicated to & written by Maude] 4 small pages,
address typed envelope
“List” (Intro to Jazzmen) [Writen by Bunk] 1 small sheet - both sides

#1A

(31/1/39)

#1B

»»

To L. Armstrong [Copy] 3 pages (Orig. listed as
To Luis Russell [Copy]

2pages

#1C

(3/17/39)

[Dicated to Emily Mae]

8 pages (Orig. listed as 2B)

#1D

n

»

#1E

it

[Maude]

3 pages

[By Bunk]

2 small sheets, 4 pages

#2

(3/21/39)

n

n

it

4 pages *

2B)

"

(+ envelope with dentist
+ photo information)
(4/21/39)

[Maude]

#4

(4/24/39)

it

#5

(5/7/39)

[Emily M]

2 pages

#6

(7/20/39)

[Bunk]

2 pages, small

#7

(7/21/39)

[Maude]

3 pages

#8

(8/21/39)

n

2 pages, small

#9

(9/17/39)

[Bunk]

2 pages, small

#10

(11/6/39)

[Maude]

2 pages, small

#11

(12/8/39)

w

#3

6 pages, large
2 pages

»

n

n

* This historic self addessed envelope is reproduced in this issue.
Some other 1939 letters have already appeared in previous editions of Bunklnformation

Fred Ramsay’s article on Bunk that appeared in ‘Jazz’ - Vol 1. No 1. - June 1942
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by BUNK JOHNSON

Willie Bunk
Johnson, who
wrote
the
lines above, is a pioneer
whose
influence upon the development of jazz
music cannot be
overlooked. He
iscne
of two people alive today who played
in Buddy Bolden’s Ragtime Band, which
was the talk of Hew Orleans in the
nineties.Musicians
who
remember ’way
back to the early days of jazz all re
fer
to Bunk as among the first and
greatest of jazzmen.
In
New York, Louis Armstrong’s eye
gleamed when asked if he knew of Bunk:
’’Bunkl Man! He’s the one they oughtto
talk about. What a man! I usecf to
hear
him
in
Frankie
Dusen’s
Eagle
Band. Did that band swing! How 1 used
to follow him around! He could play
funeral marches that made me ory.” In
Chicago, Richard M, Jones, who' took
many
Hew Orleans musicians into
the
old Okeh recording studios(The labels
read Jones’ Jazz Wizards), was glad
to speak of an old friend: "I think
there
have been only
three cometists.
Buddy Bolden, Bunk, and Louis, Louis
leemed
all his stuff
from Bunk." In
New Orleans, Hat Dominique said: "On
comet. Bunk was a tough man,very tough
everybody looked up to Bunk."
What was Bunk’s own story then?
Where was he, and how could he be rea
ched?
Some thought he was In Klectra,
Texes,
other knew he .
had dropped out
of sight in the South,but they could
not tell where, Louis Armstrong finally
said he thought Bunk might be in New
Iberia,
Louisiana,A
long
shot,
then,
would be a letter to the postmaster of
New
Iberia,requesting
that
he"deliver
the enclosed letter
to
a
Negro oornetlst known to all musicians in New
Orleans,whence
he
came,as
’Bunk’.
"
The
postmaster
was
conscientious.When
Villle S. Johnson replied* he might
justly
have
begun
with
the
opening
words of one of Bessie Smith’s famous

letter
wiHi FREDERIC RAMSEY JR.

I ve got a sad,sad,story

to

"I am; here only making out now.
For work we have work only when Rice
Harvest
is in,
and that over,
things
1
goes Real ded until Cane Harvest. 1
drive a
truck
and trailer and
that
*
only Pays me a #1.75 a day and that
do not last Very Long.So you all know
for sure just about now mutch money
that I makes now.I made up my mind to
work Hard until
I die as I
have no
one to tell my troubles to and my
children they can not Help me out in
this case, 1 have been Real Down for
about Five years. My teeth went bad
In 1931 so that was my finish playing
music. 1 am just about to give it up,
Now I haven't' got no other way to go,
but
put my Sholder to
the wheel and
my noise to the grinding Stone andput
my music down.«„
"Now for the taking of the picture
of mine you can have one or six now
six will cost #5.00 and if you careto
pay for the six I will be glad because
Armstrong wants
one. I would
like to
give Williams one, Foster one, Bechet
one, and I would
like
to keep one
which 'would be
the six. Mow
if you
only want me to take one 1 will do so.
So you can send me what you think
about it
for one or
six.
Now if thare
is some things that you would want to
knoiv about music please let me know
when you answer."
Bunk received the answer he weeded.
But there was
a long wait
for
next letter,and for the pictures:

his 5

"My dear
kind Friends
only a
few words I went to say to you about
my
delay in sending you these pictures
and
these letters. Now
I’m pretty
!
axive that you all know just how us very- j
thing is
down
south ' with the poor I
colored man.
Theservice
here is j
really poor for
Colored people we
1
have no colored studios. This a
oajun town and in these little 1
country towns you don’t have a chance
i
like the white
man
so you
just have J
to stand
hack
and wait until
your 1
turn come. That is
just the
way here j
so please do not think hard of me,you J
think hard of the other fellow.

2 pages (in italic type) from 'Jazzmen

For the letters, See The original Number 33

24

NEW ORLEANS

Bunk said:
"Do you think I'm a fool? I can't play that." Bunk describes his
early musical training in the following
words:
We will begin, first thing is where I was born. I was born in the city
or dear old New Orleans some years ago on December the 27th,
1879.1 was born uptown on Laurel Street between Peters Ave. and
Octivia St., so now all of you know just where my home is. When I
was seven years I started to taking music lessons. After one year I
was doing so good that Prof. Wallace he then told me to tell my
mother to come over to the school because he would like Very
much to have a good talk with her. I did just as he told me and my
mother went over to the school and seen him. He told her that he
could make a real cornetist out of me if she would get me a cornet
just good enough to take lessons on and when I became good on
the old one then she could get me a real cheap brass cornet. Now
me and my old cornet, when my mother got it, night and day I
puffed on it and when 1 did get the shte of it, Oh boy, I really went.
Then my mother saw just what headway 1 was making with the old
comet. Then she told me, "Son, mama saw a cheap cornet and a
new one and as you are doing so good I got to get it for you if you
will be a good boy." Now I was that and my dear mother got it for
me.
My Prof, was a Mexican; his name was Mr. Wallace Cutchey. He
told me that I had a long way to go and a short time to make it in.
Boy I got busy and I really made the grade. When I became the age
of fifteen years old I was good to go and I really have been going
ever since. Now for faking and playing by head I was hard to beat.
The first band I played with was Adam Olivier's and it played by
music; that was in the year of 1894. My friend Tony Jackson start
ed playing piano with Olivier's Band. 1 stayed with them about one
year until I got a good chance to get with King Bolden. Bolden
heard me play with Olivier's Band. Then he wanted me to jump
Olivier's and come with him because he had the most work and the
biggest name in New Orleans. It was the town's talk, King Bolden
Band.
So I told Mr. Olivier that I think I could do better with King

NEW ORLEANS MUSIC

25

Bolden so he told me to suit myself and so I did and went on with
King Bolden in the year of 1895. When 1 started playing with
him Bolden was a married man and two children. He must of
been between 25 or 30 years old at that-time. Now here are the
men in the band when I went in to it: Cornelius Tilman, drum
mer, Willy Cornish, trombone, Bolden, cornet, Bunk, cornet,
Willie Warner, clarinet, Mumford, guitar, and Jimmie Johnson,
bass. That was the old Bolden band when I went in to it. They
were all men; I was the only young one in the Band, in short
pants.
The picture you have of Bolden's first band was taken just be
fore I started playing with his large band. In those days he only
carried a five piece band. In the late years Bolden's five piece
band became so great in the city of New Orleans that he had to
make his band bigger by putting in drums and cornet which
made it a seven piece band.
I stayed with Bolden until 1898 and then I left and started to
playing with Bob Russell Band. I did not stay very long with it
because they could not play very much. I went back to Bolden
and when I started playing the second time he had taken Frank
Duson in the band in place of Willy Cornish. I stayed about
seven months and then I left and went on the road for two years
with P. G. Loral and then I came in and started playing with first
one band and then another. That was the year of 1900.1 went to
playing with a little band in Tom Anderson Dance Hall.

In later years, before he finally left New Orleans to settle in
the western part of the state. Bunk played occasionally with
John Robichaux's Orchestra. Robichaux's was for years the class
"name band" of New Orleans and was in demand for all the bet
ter parties. It played for socials of the whites and had the most
desirable spots in the city, the Grunewald (now the Roosevelt)
and Antoine's. They played all styles of music and everything
from quadrilles to rags. Monday night Robichaux gave balls in
uptown New Orleans, at the Masonic Hall, also known as the
Odd Fellows' Hall.
Bunk, however, reached the zenith of his career between 1911
and 1914, when he played regularly with the Eagle Band. It was
Bunk who got Sidney Bechet to join this band:
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Clarence Williams was glad to send
ing house in New York, while several
fund for hie teeth, and a trumpet. He
quested:

B 3
CB

o3 o ^

3Jou all do your Tory
Best for
mo and try and get me on my feet once
more la
life. How here is Just
what 1mean whoa I say the
word oa ay feet
1 mean this, I wants
to Become stole to
play trumpet once
more as
I' know.
X can really stomp
trumpet yet.Now
here is what It takes
to stomp trumpet,
that
is a real good set of teeth
and that
la justwhat
I am In
deep need
for.
Teeth and a good
trumpet and then
old Bunk
can really go.
Now my
friends the shape "that 1 am in at the presenttime I cannot help myself so
you all oan judge
that.
Now as X said before that this town is wary dad
and
it is real tuff oa a poor man when he do get in the shape that
I am in.
Now X
have the very Best of health
and nothing tout
good clothes. Old Bunk
is only
in need for ’a set
of teeth and a good" job.
Now I truely thank you
for the
treat of the
money. They come
in need time, I
did not
have a
penny in my house or no place else. Do tell my dear old
pal Clarence Williams
to write me and to send
a few late numbers of his. Now I oan not play them
tout I can think thorn. Oh Boy that will make me feel good anyway if X have
not got no teeth X oan have some
thing to look at when
I get to thinking
about the
shape I am in and have
no good way to
go but work just as Xcould
get it, some weeks
nothing at all. Now you
tell Louis to
please send me a
trumpet
as he told me that he would and you all doyour best for
me. From
a ola good kind Friend as ever and will all ways be so answer me at once,"

The first band
X played with was Adam Olivier s and
it played by music;
that was
In the
year of 1894. My friend Tony Jackson
started
playing with
Olivier’s
Band, X
stayed with them about one year until X
got a good
chance to get with King Bolden, Bolden heard me play with Olivier’s Band,
Then he
wanted me to jump Olivier’s
and come with him
because
he had the
most work and the biggest name in New Orleans. It was the town's talkhing
Bolden Band."
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The history of the different bands with which Bunk played (most impor
tant-after Bolden were the lagls Band and the Superior Orchestra), and of
hia influence
upon the
jazz
music that was developing contemporaneously,tee
bees published elsewhere,* Bunk's personal history, which is in Ms words
is concerned
with “the
shape I m
in at the present tine", has not been
published.

Bunk Johnson

It is hard to tell
what will happen
to Bunk.Unfortunately,the position
of the Negro jazz musician, is at best an Insecure one,Sven the more famous
among them who are working in New jfork could hardly be said to be making; a
very good living at this moment. And Bunk is not ' famous,except to the gawp
of musicians
vdho“followed
him around", and who as children slipped into
the
New Orleans
hoaky tanks
to listen to himplay; and listening, derived
in
spiration for
their own playing, which
in some
cases took them far
from
New Orleans, drew them up the river to Chicago, thence on to New Tor k, where
records, broadcasts, publicity, gave them International reputation#.

IQrf

The following three pages
contain Fred Ramsey’s article
- Trumpet for America’ which
appeared in Britain in
‘Jazzbook 1947’.
It is likely that the article first
appeared in one of the
popular American magazines
(e.g. New York’s Herald

Tribune, New Yorker, Time or
The New Hupublic etc.
Albert McCarthy (the best
jazz writer/editor I ever knew)
loved Bunk and promoted his
activities whenever he could.
For many years he was editor
of Jazz Monthly, the best
jazz magazine ever published.
‘Mac’ knew everybody and
was confidant to hundreds of
international musicians.
Mac lived on his wits and
edited/published dozens of
jazz magazines when there
was little demand for jazz
publications during the
1940s. With Dave Carey he
compiled the Jazz Directory,
setting a new standard in
Jazz Discography.

Frederic Ramsey, Jr,
Trumpet for America
DEAR Friend, your letter teas recicvcd sad was more than
glad to hear from you and the rest of the hoys that I haven’t
seen M a number of years. N«w I take great pleasure in writing
yon tin's letter t«> let yon and all of my friends here from me.
Now a picture of mine is what yon want and that is some
thing I hav’st got..
Willie ” Bunk ” Johnson, who wrote the lines above, is a
pioneer whose influence «poa the development of jara music
cannot he overlooked. He is one of the two people alive to-day
who played in Buddy Bolden’s Ragtime Band, which was
the talk of New Orleans in the nineties. Musicians who
nimoaiicr ’w ay hack to the early days of jars all refer to Bunk
as among the first and greatest of jaazmem
What was Bonk's own story, .hen ? Where was he, and
how could he he reached ? Some thought he was in Eleetra,
Texas, others knew he had dropped out of sight in the South,
hut they couldn’t tell where. Louis Armstrong finally said he
thought Book might he in Key? Iberia, Louisiana, A Song shot,
then, would he a letter to the postmaster of Few Iberia, re
questing that he “ deliver the enclosed letter to a Krgro
comet list known to all musicians In New Orleans, whence he
came as * Bunk,’ ” The postmaster was conscientious and
Willie G, Johnson replied ;
“ I am here only making out now. For work we have work
only when the like Harvest is its, and that over things goes
Real ded until Cane Harvest, I drive a truck and trailer and
that only Pays me a $1.15 & day and that do not last Very
Long, So you all know for sate just about how mutch money that 1
makes now. 1 made ap my mind to work Hard until 1 die as I have
no one to tell ay troubles to and my children
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Trumpet for America
they can not Help me out in this ease. 1 have beets. Beal
Down for about Five years. My teeth went had in 1 §34 so
that was my finish playing music. 1 am just shout to give
it. up. Now I haven’t got no other way to go hut put my Sis older
to the wheel and my nose to the grinding Stone and put my
muse down...
“ Now for the taking of the picture of mine yon can have
one or six now six will cost §5.00 end if you care to pay for the
six I will he glad because Armstrong wants one, I would like to
give William* one, Foster one, Bechet one, and. I would like to
keep one which would be the six. Now if yon only want me to
take one I will do so. So you can send me what you think about it
for one or six. Now if there is some things that you would want
to know about music please let me knots when you answer,”
Bunk received the answer he w anted. But there was a long
wait for his nest letter, and for the pictures :
** My dear kind Friends only a few words I want to say to
you ahont my delay in sending yon these pictures and these
letters. Now I’m pretty sure that you all know just how
everything is down south with the poor coloured man. The
service here is really poor for Coloured people we have no
coloured studios. This is a cajun town and in these little
country towns yon don’t have a chance like the white man
so you jost have to stand back and wait until your turn come.
That is just the way here so please do not think bard of me,
yon think hard of the other fellow.
“ You ail do your Yery Best for me and try and get me cm
my feet cnee more in life. Now here is just what 1 mean when
1 say the word of on ray feet, I. mean this, I wants to become
able to play trumpet once more as 1 know I can reaily stomp
trumpet yet. Now here is what it takes to stomp trumpet,
that is a real good set of teeth and that is just what 1 am in
deep need for. Teeth and a good trumpet and then old Bank
can really go. Now my friends the shape that T am in at the
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Frederic Ramsey, Jr.
present time I cannot help yourself so yon all can judge that.
Mow as I said before that this town is very ded and it is real
tuff on a poor man whoa bo do got in the shape that 1 am in.
1 did not .have, a penny in my house or no place else. Do
tell my dear old pal Clarence- Williams to write me and to
send a few late smashers of his. Mow I can cot play them bat
I can think them.”
Clarence Williams, who now has a made publishing house in
Mow York, was glad to scad sheet music, while several of Bunk's
friends set about raising a fund for his teeth, and a trumpet.
He continued to send the information requested
We will begin first thing is where I was bora. I was horn in dear
old New Orleans on December the 27th, 1879. 1 was horn uptown
on Laurel Street between Peters Avenue and Octivia St. so now
all of you know just where my home is. When I was seven years
I started to taking music lessons. I took music lessons for about
one year or a little better. I was doing so good in that short time
Prof. Wallace be then told me to tell my mother to come ever to
the school because he would like very much to have a good
talk with her. Said I really had a good head for music and that
he could make a retd cornetist out of me if she would get me a
cornet just good enough to take lessons «« and when 1 became
good on the old one then she could get me a real cheap Brass
Cornet .Now me and my old cornet when nay mother got it
night and day I puffed on it and when I did get the slite of it oh
hoy I really went. Then my mother saw just what headway I was
snaking with the old comet. She told me. Son mama saw a
cheap
comet and a new one »»d as you are doing to good I got to get it
for you if you will he a good boy.’ Mow-1 was that and my dear
mother got it for me.
My Prof, . . . told me that I had a long way to go and a

short time to make it in. Boy I got busy and I really made the
grade. When 1 became the age of fifteen years old I was good to
go and 1 really have been going ever since. Now- for
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Trumpet for America
faking and playing by bead I was hard to heat. Assy band I
played with It was all right with me by music or bead.
“ The first band I played with was Adam Oliver's and it
plaved bvy music; that was is the year of 1894. My friend Tony
Jackson started playing with Olivier’s Band. I stayed with
them about one year until I got a good chance to get with
King Bolden. Bolden heard me play with Olivier’s Band. Then be
wanted me to jump Olivier’s and come with him because be had
the most work and the biggest name in New Orleans. It was
the town's talk. King Bolden Band.”
The history of the different bands with which Bank played
(most important after Bolden were tbe Eagle Band and the
Superior Orchestra), and of his influence upon the jazz music that
was developing contemporaneously , has been published
elsewhere , (Jazzmen , edited by Frederic Ramsey , Jr. and
Charles Edward Smith, Hareourt Brace.)
His friends managed to act ape together enough money to
pay a dentist for a set of teeth. Soon Bunk wrote again :
” My new set of teeth fits me to a T and I will be able to
play trumpet again. I am blowing a mouthpiece at the present
time as I can’t do any better. Now I can’t tell about playing
because I don’t have any trumpet,.,
** Just a few line* to let you here From me and also to let
you know that 1 did Received the money order, . , . Here
was the thing I bed to do to got something to play on. Now
I had to start out hassling my Fare to New Orleans and I did
Real good and made a good Bargain with the money that
was sent to me. Now I got two instruments . I got a comet
and a trumpet . Now they are cheap made instruments 1
bought them at Fink’s Pond Shop on South Rampart near
Perdido street, second handed. Now I m able to make my Start.
Now Tin able to Play at borne Everday until my lip get* in Shape
Since be- wrote these carefully pencilled words only four year*
ago, Bunk Johnson's history has been a succession of surprising
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revelations* cox;pled -with steady progress towards new goals.
As a resale of the publication of bis story is the book Jazzmen,
a slow trickle of enriom pilgrims made the long, complicated
journey to New Iberia to talk with Bank, and to bear him play
bis born. 'William Russell was among the first to seek him
out, and to take the picture of Bank as be stood with bis
“ stomp trumpet ” m his Louisiana backyard.
Other* came with recording machines ; it was not long
before Bank was a regular visitor in New Orleans, where
informal sessions were arranged. And as Bunk returned to
“ dear old New Orleans,” as be calls the city of his birth, the
wonder of Ms playing came slowly back to him. At first, it
wasn't quite what everyone had hoped for. Those who beard
the records issued by Dave Stewart under bis Jazzman label
knew they beard the echo of a mighty horn, one that might well
have bees all that his early pupils, like Louis Armstrong,
claimed. Those record* still make 'good listening, especially
when Bunk plays his version of Storyville Bines, Weary Blues and
Bunk's blues. But mere surprises were in store, as Bunk began
to get the “ feel ” of his embouchure.
It was easier going after the first records . Bunk still
appealed to ** special *’ audiences, merely because these were
the only ones attainable at the time. Our large record com*
panics, networks and filns-eiakers are reluctant to touch aay
indigenous American art until the gilt edges have began to
grow. That didn't bother cither Bunk or his friends. The next
job was to get him to play for a wider audience.
The long-awaited opportunity came on May 9th, 1943,
when the San Francisco Museum, moved to action by a series
of lectures delivered early this year by Rudi Blesh, presented a
programme featuring Bush Johnson, entitled This Is Jazz. The
title-cue came from Bleak's lectures and the privately printed
booklet of. the same name which appeared on the day of the
concert. On that Sunday afternoon . Bunk, sur- rounded by a
picked group of New Orleans musicians who
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knew and understood him, play d for ' first radio premiere at the
age of 64
His tone was coming back. Those who heard him on that
day, and on days to follow, knew that Bsmk was a figure to he
reckoned with. This time, his music was not ©My carried ©» an
NBC West Coast hook-up, it was also recorded by OWI and osed
is same of its overseas broadcasts . Setae Americans were
becoming proud of Bunk, and wished to spread more of his
music abroad. Echoes began to drift hack front England, from
the little magazines devoted to America ’s hot jazz . The
Bulletin of the Jazz Musis Sociological Society, published in
London, reviewed Bank’s first recordings soon after. And the
jaaas enthusiasts all rushed to Saa Francisco.
I imagine Virgil Thomson was not amongst those who
rushed. But one Sunday in August, he tells of what he
found, in paragraphs opening under an auspicious heading.
Hot Jazz and the CIO.
“ Mr. Harry Bridges, regional director of the CIO and long
a patron of cultural activities . . , came to the rescue of hot
art by arranging a place for it in M* own union elubroom* . . .
Bunk Johnson himself is an artist of delicate imagination,
meditative in style rather than flashy, and master of the darkest
trumpet tone I have ever heard. He is also the greatest
master of x blue,’ or off-pitch, notes it has been my pleasure to
encounter. Nothing could he less sentimental or speak more
sincerely from, the heart:, less jittery or move around more
freely- This music is as cultural an activity as any and mors
than most.”
Where does Bunk stand now ? Certainly, he is potentially
a best candidate for any honest musical film to come from
Hollywood dealing with the Negro and his music is America.
But will melt a film really come? Treatment of the Negro
such as that i.a Stormy Weather and Cabin in the Sky doesn’t
point to much in Bunk’s direction. As it stands. Bunk is for
America if America can take him.
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EDITORIAL
I’m honoured
to take
over as editor of this
esoteric little newsletter. An important task,
especially since the NOM magazine ceased to
exist. At the moment, The Jazz
Archivist (of
Hogan Jazz Archive), which I urge you to read,
and
Bunk.JohnsonJnfonnation
are
the
main
sources for information about the roots of New
Orleans music. My intention is to publish this
newsletter in the A 5 format, with a new cover
design etc., beginning with the next issue.

It would surprise me if you didn’t already know
that our esteemed member Mike Hazeldine
passed through the veil on September 21st 2011
at the age of 71.
1 first met Mike in January 1991 when he
came over to Stockholm as guest speaker at
our annual meeting. I had offered him a bed
in my home during his stay without having
any idea of what I might come across. As it
turned out,
we found each
other almost
immediately and
stayed very
good friends
until he died.
We made a point of meeting at
least once a year in Stockholm or in London.
Our interests dovetailed far beyond jazz and
we
never
seemed
to
miss
something
interesting to
talk about- that
is not saying
that we always had the same opinions. I miss
the guy a lot.
We published a presentation of
#17, ’’Meet a prominent member”.

Mike

in

My interest
in
Crescent City music begun in
the early sixties - my art school days, and it
soon grew
to love. Myinspiration was partly
the music (and members of) the Imperial Band,
writings of
music critic Lennart Stenbeck (of
the magazine
Orkester
Joumalen). I considered
Sam Charters’ book JAZZ NEW ORLEANS
1885-1963,
as
some
kind
if
Bible
and
treasured allissues of
theEureka magazine
(UK). In the 60s, I also tried to play the clarinet
(inspired by Emile Barnes)
and alto sax
(inspired by Harold Dejan & Albert Delone).
Yet,
later
finally
decided
for
the
drums
(inspired by
AlbertJiles & Alex Bigard).
Nowadays,
my interest covers nearly all
aspects of New Orleans music, and many other
music genres
as well.
Fortunately, the music
scene in
New
Orleans is very much alive, and
it’s still exiting to go there and soak up the
sounds.

B.J.I

Ruth Hazeldine has decided to donate all of
Mike’s material about Bunk to the Swedish
Bunk Johnson Society, a gift for which we
are truly grateful, We take the responsibility
to see to its safe future.
After more than
15 years of editing, the
backside of my trousers
shine like those of a
London bus driver
and it is
time to pass the
responsibility to someone new. As from this
issue Per
Oldaeus takes the
helm, assisted by
the formidable jazz connoisseur Bo Scherman.
Their knowledge
of
NewOrleans music
is
second to none and I am sure they are the
right men
for this job. 1 am looking forward to
see their ideas in the future.
Hakan Hakansson

My very first visit to the source took place in the
fall of 1966. (Orange Kellin, plus Lars Edegran,
Leonard Brackett, and I arrived early Wednesday,
October 12.) It was an overwhelming experience
to hear and meet all musicians, whom I was
familiar with (well, not all of them), through
recordings etc. It was also exiting to visit their
homes. One of them was Emile Barnes. In
general, to feel the atmosphere, and the smell
etc., of this important Mississippi delta city. I
came back to Sweden a couple of days before
Christmas
1966.
Lots
of
impressions
from
that visit still linger in my mind. My next visit
took place in the fall of 1969, but I won’t bore
you all with...

As some kind of tribute to the former editor,
I, his successor. Per Oldaeus, choose to
publish
the
photo
below.
°
Hakansson,
clarinet,
with the
EagleBand, Stockholm
1963. The band included pianist Per ’’Slim”
Notini, tuba player Bo Juhlin, and trombonist
Jens Lindgren.

1

If you care about Facebook, feel welcome to
join the NEW ORLEANS MUSIC - FOR ALL
GENRES group, where we discuss musicians,
interesting
YouTube
stuff,
recommend
recordings, and display photos etc. I’m looking
forward to our annual Bunk meeting here in
Stockholm, four o’clock, Saturday, May 26,
2012, at the Jazz Archive.
Per Oldaeus
Our president asked me. Bo Scherman, to join
the editorial staff of Bunk.Johnson.Infomnation,
and I agreed with pleasure.
I started listening to jazz actively in 1953, at
the age of 11. During my school years, it was
almost
exclusively
traditional
New
Orleans
jazz, other types of jazz from the 1920s, and
prewar vocal blues. My first important live jazz
experience was in 1956, when I heard Kid Oiy
at Konserthuset in Stockholm. Over the years,
my views have broadened considerably, and
today I can appreciate all kinds of genuine
jazz
with
roots
in
the
African
American
tradition. New Orleans jazz has always been
close to my heart, although it wasn’t until
1979 that I first visited the Crescent City. Last
October I made my sixth trip to New Orleans.
In my teens, my mother bought a clarinet for
me,
and for some
years I made half
hearted
attempts at mastering it but didn’t have the
patience for practicing enough and learning it
properly.
After
that
I
concentrated
on
becoming a good listener, doing research in
jazz and blues discography and history and
occasionally
writing
articles
and
record
reviews.
Professionally, I’ve been involved with jazz
since 1981, when I became assistant
editor of
Orkester Joumalen
(the world’s oldest jazz
magazine, founded in 1933) and stayed for the
rest
of the 1980s. At the same time I
took a
part
time job in a
large record
store,
Skivfdhstret, where I was responsible for the
jazz department. In 1988 I took over the
specialist jazz record shop Skivfynd Jazz och
Blues, which I closed a few
years ago. I kept it
going from home for some
time but am now
retired andwill finally have
more time to listen
to my huge record collection.
Ill be happy to work with my old friend Per
Oldaeus. It’s an inspiring challenge to keep up
Hakan’s great work, but well do our best to
continue
offering
our
members
interesting
articles.
Bo Scherman

DILL PICKLES
Excellent reed player Joe Muranyi (born 14
Jan. 1928) died 20 Apr. 2012. Check Ricky
Riccardi’s
Louis
Armstrong
blog
for
more
information
about
Muranyi.
Bo
Scherman
states that Riccardi gave the wrong birth year
(“1926”), the correct year was: 1928. http: / /
dippermouth.blogspot.de /2012 / 04 / in-loving-________
memorv-of-ioe-muranvi.html
You’ll find an interesting
Bunk.Johnson.Information,
autumn 2007, pages: 14-19.

Muranyi article in
number
29,

Trumpet
player
Gwyn
Lewis
e-mailed
the
following sad news: “Just to update you on
the UK / New Orleans scene. Jim Holmes has
both bowel
cancerand emphyzemia. He
is not
playing at the moment and must be doubtful
of playing again in the near future. Pat Halcox
is suffering from Parkinsons disease and can
play no more. Norman Thatcher, ex Ken
Colyer Trust band leader, died suddenly this
week whilst on holiday. We played a festival
this Easter and
shared the gig with
Norman,
he played well
doing a repertoire of
rags. It
came as a
shock
to us all. Well that is the
updates, not happy news. Gwyn Lewis”. (Sun,
22 Apr 2012).
“New material emerging after the publication
of Bo Lindstrom-Dan Vernhettes’ Traveling
Blues in 2009 can be found at
http: / / tommvladnier. mono, net/.
You can find
a complete discography with
comments, corrections to the book, as well as
some
complementary
additions
and
clari
fications. Other
subjects added are:
a study
of
Mrs
Tommy
Ladnier’s
life.
Tommy
Ladnier’s 1937
Connecticut sojourn,
an item
on violinist
James Boucher, a correction to the
identification of the musicians in the 1930
Noble Sissle film clip, and a list of Chicago
Jazz venues
1915
- 1930. All text files can be
downloaded
as
pdf
files.
Bo
Lindstrom
welcomes views and wishes”. bolmfgtelia cpm________
Feel welcome to get in touch.
Yours truly
Per Oldaeus

MIKE HAZELDINE
John Michael Dorrian Hazeldine. Bom: Widnes, Lancs. June 1st 1940. Died: Highgate, North London.
September 21st 2011
When I spoke to Ruth last week, after hearing
the news about Mike’s death she asked me if 1
would say a few words about Mike at the
funeral. I was touched and readily agreed.

Mike had a love of New Orleans Music from
his teenage years - indeed he started to learn
to playthe trumpet, trombone
and clarinet
but retired
hurt! During the 1960s Mike was a
major force in the North
West promoting a
variety of
concerts featuring the
musicians of
New Orleans who toured with Bariy Martyn’s
bands.People like
Kid Sheik, George Lewis
and Louis
Nelson. In the 1970s Mike started
to visit New Orleans on a fairly regular basis.

I'm going to start with a question. What have
Max Miller, Bunk Johnson, Wilson, Keppel &
Betty,
Max Wall, Little Titch,
George Lewis,
Jim Robinson, Big
Eye
Louis
Nelson and
George
Robey got in common? The answer is
really veiy simple - my late friend Mike
Hazeldine. Many of you here today will have
known
Mike asan
authority and aficionado
of New Orleans Music. But that was only the
half of it. Mike’s knowledge of British Music
Hall was second to
none. I have to say
now
that
Mike
was
responsible
for
my
now
complete collection
of the known movie
shorts of Wilson, Keppel & Betty. Over the
years 1 had collected five of them, but Mike,
bless him, put me onto the missing two - one
of which was only Wilson & Keppel. As the
“They’ve
late
Eric
Morcambe
once
said....
been through more Betties than I've had hot
dinners.

Mike had trained as a graphic artist and
eventually opened his own advertising agency
on Manchester’s Oxford Road in 1977
- to
specialise in theatrical work. In 1989 the
agency expanded and together with a new
partner - Paul Coltas - became HazeldineColtas.
They
continued
their
theatrical-based
work
posters,
programmes and flyers.
However, in 1993 Mike
“retired” from the
agency
to
concentrate
on
writing
and
researching his beloved New Orleans Music.
The agency continues to this day.
Mike had
been a
contributor to Teriy Dash’s
“Footnote” magazine which charted all the
news about New Orleans Music - its players,
recordings,
festivals,
tours
and
books
from
1971 to 1989 - a run of 18 years. However,
Teriy decided to 1 and business pressures,
close the magazine due to persona

Mike was not only a friend but a business
partner. As in many partnerships we had our
differences. We were united in our love of
New Orleans Music, but divided by our
sporting interests - Football, Motor racing
and American Football I just couldn’t get
what Mike saw in his beloved Manchester
United, and equally, he couldn’t see what
was so clever about Formula One - “Lots of
over-grown boys with big toys" was one of his
ripostes. His views on
American Football
certainly can’t be repeated here to a mixed
audience.

The successor to Footnote - “New Orleans
Music incorporating Footnote ” was born in
October 1989. Published by the Bayou Press,
a company run by Alyn Shipton and Caroline
Richmond with Mike as Editor. As a subscriber
I started to correspond
with Mike by phone and
letter and was invited to join the reviewing
panel. In 1991 Bayou Press relinquished the
ownership and publication of the magazine
which then became a joint venture with Mike
and the late Peter Horsfield. It’s fitting that the
place where I actually
got to meet
Mike and
Pete face to face for
the first time was New
Orleans in 1992.

Mike and 1 were Northerners - from Manchester
and its environs. Mike was born in Widnes, and
had a peripatetic father - a professional engineer
who moved around in the Lancashire region. 1
had started to play jazz music and was vaguely
aware of his interest and activities in the area
before my family moved to North London in
1958. (My late father
was promoted to Sales
Manager from North-west
sales representative
- hence the move to be near Head Office). In
fact, as the years rolled on I discovered that
Mike had attended some of the veiy concerts
that 1
had been to at
the late lamented Free
Trade
Hall - and he
not only attended but
was responsible for some of them being
recorded. Originally released
on “White Label”
LPs they have subsequently been released on
CD - officially!

In addition to the magazine Mike was working
on several writing projects - the first of which
came to fruition in 1993 with the publication
of his ground breaking work “Bill Russell’s
American Music". This was followed in 1994 by
a
collaborative
editorial
work
with
Barry
Martyn - "New Orleans Style by Bill Russell ”
Peter Horsfield died in 1995 and I was invited
to become the publisher of the magazine - a
position that I enjoyed over the years. Mike
had met Ruth and moved to Highgate that
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Mike’s health had started to deteriorate and in
2001 he stepped back from the Editor’s chair,
but continued to act as the production editor.
Despite this setback, Mike was still active in
the
world
of
Victorian
Music
Hall
and
continued
to
research,
publish
and
present
works on the subject. Additionally he worked
with Ruth on the Highgate Historical Society
publications.

>£
o

year. He continued his writings and in 2000
the definitive ‘‘Song of the Wanderer” a history
of Bunk Johnson was published - a joint
venture again with Barry Martyn. It’s fair to
say that without Mike’s production skills the
Jazzology
Press
would
not
have
published
their ten books.
The world of Jazz is international - In Sweden
a
cardiologist
and
trumpet
player
Claes
Rinqvist named his hospital in Sundvall “The
Bunk Johnson Memorial Hospital ” He also
founded the Swedish Bunk Johnson society
which meets once a year in Stockholm. Mike
was a founder member and presented papers
at their sessions. He was also instrumental in
the preparation of their newsletter.

phone. I'll no longer hear "Helloo Louis". Hell
be sadly missed!
Louis Lince.

ORANGE KELLIN
In an interview by Claes Ringqvist - Part II - April 13, 2011

CR: In the
autumn of
1991 we sat
in New
Orleans, at the Palm Court Cafe, which was
empty in the afternoon. Nina Buck gave us
permission to use the premises. We talked
about
whathad happened in your
life and
careerup till then.
Thisresulted in an article
in the
1992 spring issue of Orkester Joumalen
in Sweden (the world’s oldest jazz magazine
still around). Now,
20 years have passed, so 1
suggest we just go on where we ended then.
So, what happened
in 1992? Did you move to
New York?
OK: Yes, I lived
in New York
more or less
permanently from
the One
Mo’ Time period
and on. New York was my base, but there
was a lot of travelling. But in 1994 I moved
back to New Orleans to take a job six nights
a week at Can Can Cafe on Bourbon Street
(Hotel Royal Sonesta) which lasted up to
1997. I had lots of other jobs too. There were
plenty of
jobs at that time. 10-12 gigs
per
week. After the Can Can period in 1997,
1
returned to New York where I was based for
ten years
until 2007. Then back to
New
Orleans and here I am now.
Before 1994
1 went
back
and
forth a lot
between New York and New Orleans, but that
wasn’t so
smart. You gota reputation
for
never being in town. Everybody took for
granted you were somewhere else. I realized
it was better to concentrate on one place at a
time.
CR: But you founded the Manhattan Ragtime
Orchestra when in New York. When did you
start that band?

OK: I think it was around 2004. It wasn’t that
easy. However, for such a project, it’s generally
much easier to find suitable musicians in New
York than in New Orleans due to the much
larger
population
and
thus
output
of
musicians. In New York there are lots of veiy
good musicians who can improvise and read
music fluently. So I had kind of an A-team
plus lot of substitutes on each instrument maybe half a dozen on each instrument. We
had a steady Thursday night for a long period
at the Cajun Restaurant on 8th Ave., between
16th and 17th streets, until it closed in 2006
when the whole block was demolished to
make way for a high rise.
CR: Yes, I heard
incredibly good!

you

there

once. It

was

OK: We had a great
time playing there.
on.
especially when most of
the A-team was
Plus the customers loved it and we had a
steadily increasing number of regulars. But
there were times when I was the only
permanent member. All of the others were
substitutes - seven
subs
and me (laughter).
That’s how it can happen. The money at
Cajun wasn’t veiy good, so you had to have
other jobs as well.
CR: But
there you used different
among them Morten Gunnar Larsen.

pianists -

OK: Yes, but Morten was
in only at special
occasions. He wasn’t in New
York for longer
periods. We started with Teny Waldo, but that
didn’t work.

CR: Strictly for musical reasons?
OK: Not particularly for musical reasons but
more
due to personal
chemistiy.It became
easier
for everybodyconcerned to use other
pianists, and I tried a few. But when we were
to record our second CD, it so happened that
Morten Gunnar was on his way to the US to
play a festival. I asked him if he would
consider stopping in New York for a few days,
which he did. On the session he just sightread from the sheet music - with no problem
whatsoever. He is a hell of a player. I think he
may have sat in just a couple of times with us
before
the recording
to warm up, so to
speak.As if he needed to.
CR: How is the situation right now? Can you
still put together MRO in New York?
OK: Of course. It’s only a question of which
musicians are available at the moment and
what the engagement pays. Everybody plays
music
professionally,
so
there’s
always
an
economic aspect of the situation. If you have
guys who have other jobs and play just for fun,
that’s
quite
another
equation.
Professionals
have to be offered descent money to be
interested. And there is not much to say about
that.
CR: Did you have plenty
Manhattan Ragtime Orchestra?

of

work

with

the

OK: From the beginning
it was once a
week,
Thursdays
at The Cajun.
During a
long period
we also had Sunday brunch at La Belle
Epoque restaurant and later at Iridium jazz
club. There were other gigs but not a whole
lot, corporate parties, concerts and such. And
we did some touring in Europe, a week in
Switzerland at the Jazz Festival in Bern and
another week at the Edinburgh Festival. And
we also toured here in the US on what used to
be called the Community Concerts series, in
smaller
cities
that
had
different
kinds
of
concert series.
CR: Did
festival?

you go to

OK: No, we were invited, but
out.

Sedalia at

the Joplin

it didn’t work

CR: The magnificent ragtime pianist Peter
Lundberg
from
Gothenburg
visited
Sedalia
recently.
His report
from
there wasn’t so
encouraging.
Straw
hats,
striped
jackets,
pianists
who competed in playing as fast
as
possible - a kind of circus if I understood him
correctly.
OK: I tried to interest some of those ragtime
festivals,
but nobody could afford us. I
was

told that our
minimum salary requirements
would consume half
or more of their budgets,
so that never worked out. Anyway, I prefer the
general concert
series for a non-specialized
audience where
the audience is offered, at
different
concerts,
for example
a string
quartet,
a theatre
group, an opera
singer or
two, Chinese acrobats, etc. But I also had
other
projects going on in New York
at that
time,
like yet another
edition
of the New
Orleans Blue Serenaders. This was a New York
basedquartet I
formed after the
Broadway
version of One Mo’ Time closed in 2002. I had
Vernel Bagneris vocal & dancing, Conal Fowkes
on piano and Chris Tyle on drums - all
veterans of
the
Broadway
production. We
toured
a lot with this
for several seasons
during 2003-2007. We also made a live CD
from one
of our concerts
which sold
tremendously.
CR: But didn’t
you
work a lot
the old legendary pianist Red Richards?

together with

OK: Yes, I played a lot with him in New York
and on
tour until he passed
away when he
must have been well past 80 years of age. He
was a diabetic and just collapsed right after a
gig. Until then,
he
was in remarkably good
shape. When
we toured Europe several times
with Trevor Richards’ trio,
he always declined
help in carrying
his suitcases up
the stairs in
those cheap
no-elevator hotels. People then
often thought Red and Trevor were brothers.
Pretty funny, I think.
CR: What about Michael’s Pub in New York?
OK: Michaels’s Pub was located at 55th Street
near 3rd Ave. Iused to sub
on
Mondays for
Woody Allen, when he was unavailable. Often I
also
worked
during the
week in smaller
programs that lasted a couple of weeks or
more - one
time an entire summer. Sometimes
I had my own programs; sometimes I worked
for others, such as Eddy Davis (banjo) or Teriy
Waldo (piano). I started with that at the end of
the 80s and worked there off and on for about
15 years or so. This, basically, was a good
place to work and to
playwith good musicians.
It was a veiy well known place where you got
reviewed in the major press and that often had
famous people in the audience.
CR: Was it generally hard to get work in New
York at that time period?
OK: No, it wasn’t particularly difficult getting
work
in New York during those years
probably averaged 5-6 jobs a week, not all of
them great, but... Then I also had quite a bit
of touring.
CR: Did you have any contact with Vince Giordano?

OK: Yes, in quite a few different contexts,
however, I never played in his big band. 1 don’t
play the saxophone which is required there.
But we played together in smaller groups and
different projects every now and then.
CR: He is supposed
collection of sheet music.

to

have

an

enormous

OK: That collection, surely, must be unsurpassed.
Some years ago Eddy Davis and I went to his
house. We were looking for some obscure
tunes and we realized that it was at
Vince’s
house we should search. He has
two houses
next to each other in Brooklyn, one of which is
completely filled with sheet music. The other,
where he lives, is almost filled
up. In the
basement are two guys employed sorting the
material out. Vince calls everybody working
for him “Mike”.
CR:
That’s amazing!
But, isn’t it doubtful that
he could get all necessary income from just
playing music?
OK: I really don’t know how his finances work,
but it appears he makes ends meet some kind
of way. Nowadays he is working a lot with film
and TV sound tracks and such things. If
anybody wants a segment of “Vintage Jazz”
they will phone Vince - often
with veiy short
notice. "... we need that and that
tune with a
12 piece band in the studio tomorrow at 2
p.m.” Well, Vince will be there with the entire
band, some of the greatest musicians in NYC,
orchestrations and everything.
CR:
When you came
down to New Orleans a
few years
ago, you had been away for a while.
Was it easy to find work?
OK: Not
so easy to begin
with. It was like
starting from the beginning again - substituting
for
other musicians
and step by
step come
back. I still meet
musicians in
the street,
people with whom
I played
with pretty often.
They ask me, “Hey, how long are you in town
for?” Ill tell
them, “I am
here on apermanent
basis. I have been here for 4 years by now”. 1
suppose, I still have that reputation of not
being here... But things have gotten a lot
better.
CR: Much work around here today?
OK: There is plenty of work, I find, but also
plenty of
musicians asking for it.
But it was
even better in the
70s jobs everywhere. But
today I am slowing down a bit. I am a bit older
and I am not hanging around, socializing,
jamming and the like so much anymore. And 1
am not that
interested in too many jobs. For
me it is OK
with 5-6 a week. That worksjust
fine.

CR: How is it with the jazz in New Orleans
today? The same style? Is there the same
interest in the old style of this music?
OK: The
style of traditional
New Orleans jazz,
the subject of
many influences, is
slowly and
continuously evolving in the home city, as
evidenced by
the recordings
from the earliest
days up to the present. Lately, for example.
I’m finding that the new brass band style is
having
some influence. But
American culture
at large,
needless to say,
would always have
exerted its influence through the years. As far
as interest goes, my impression is that it is
still here.
People come herefrom near and far,
they know jazz started here, and they want to
hear the old style jazz. And they stroll
Bourbon
Street up and
down and
they finally
find a
little place where
Dixieland is being
played at maximum volume and tempo. And
they think: “This is the thing, this is the real
thing.
This is how
it should sound”. Not jazz
buffs, just ordinary people, but they like the
sound of
the old style jazz
music in its
many
forms.
CR: The new young musicians that are
moving
here - are they
familiar with the
tradition? Do they know anything about the
old jazz? Do they know about Kid Ory, for
example?
OK: Not
that much 1 would say, with some
exceptions. They are not sitting at home
playing records all day, like we used to, but
may sample a recording or two by Morton,
maybe some by George Lewis and other
legends. But I don’t think they are listening
through the history of jazz, like we did.
CR: Yes, that’s curious. 1 have been down to
the Jazz
Park and the seminars there.
There
are a bunch of guys who are studying the
reference books.
They
know
everything about
Jack Laine and the guys around 1910. But if
you ask them
what
is going on here
in town
right now, they
haven’t got the slightest
idea.
They don’t know what music is played right
here
during
the
French
Quarter
Festival.
There seem to be totally separate worlds.
OK: Yes there are definitely separate worlds even within the various idioms. There is a
great strip along a few blocks of Frenchman
Street that’s a
world of its
own, too, with
clubs, restaurants, bars and a lively street
scene.
There are
many musicians, mostly
younger, playing in different genres in the
often packed clubs and bars, including a lot of
traditional jazz in various forms, New Orleans,
Swing, Django,
etc.
- and blends thereof.
Quite an exciting
scene, in fact!
Nobody
knows, or cares much, about what’s going on
at Preservation Hall, Palm Court Cafe or with '

the older New Orleans musicians (and vice
versa), and I doubt anybody knows who Jim
Robinson was. But this is a scene were
traditional jazz is thought of as current rather
than historic or passe.' I think it is great that
something
is
happening
with
the
younger
generation. New blood. Might be good even for
old foxes like me.
CR:
You
have come up with many projects
over the years, anything new?
OK: NewOrleans DeLuxe Orchestra is an 8
piece group
that I put together last year with
some ofthe best musicians in
New Orleans
playing in the
traditional
idiom, to
play a repertoire from the heyday of
Classic Jazz (roughly teens trough
’20s)
in
a
semi-arranged
fashion
with an emphasis on New Orleans
related material such as
composed,
or made famous, by King Oliver,
Jelly Roll Morton, Arman d Piron,
Papa Celestin and others. The New
Orleans DeLuxe Orchestra
project is
not an
academic exercise,
or an
attempt to duplicate recordings, on
the contrary, this showcases N.O.
style
loose
interpretations
with
each
musician
contributing
their
substantial talents
withimprovised
sections mixed in to make this
fresh andalive. We will often
use
arrangements
based
on
stock
arrangements from the era, tailored
to the group by John Gill who also
has an
enormous collection of sheet
music, in addition to being a great
musician
and
band
leader.
(For
those who are interested, there are
three fan uploaded clips on YouTube
of the group from JazzFest 2011.
Just search on New Orleans DeLuxe
Orchestra).
Currently,
first
call
in
the group, besides me, is: Mike
Harvey (violin), Leon “Kid Chocolate”
Brown
(trumpet), Ronnell Johnson
(trombone), John Parker (banjo),
Steve Pistorius (piano), Kerry Lewis
(bass) and Herman LeBeaux (drums).
CR: I
heard you the
other day at
Legends Park on Bourbon. Most
impressive, indeed! 1 do love this concept of
yours.
You played Piron’s Kiss Me Sweet,
Tony
Jackson’s Some Sweet
Day and more.
Magnificent!
I do hope you will persuade
Bob
Records) to make a record.
Erdos(Stomp Off
Honestly I don’t think that this will meet with
any difficulties,
knowing his admiration
of the
MRO
and your other projects. Perhaps
the
problem will be
to get those guys together
for
a recording session. How is it going?

OK: Well, this is still a work in progress and a
labour of love but considerably harder than in
NYC because I don’t have subs yet and all
these top guys are in such demand that it’s
veiy difficult to get everybody together for gigs.
I’ve had to turn down several offers from both
Preservation Hall and Snug Harbor because I
could only get about half the band together.
Got to start working on subs... But we’ve
played both JazzFest and the French Quarter
Fest the last two years and some other gigs
around town and we’ve been getting great
responses. We will be playing those festivals
again in April 2011.

Kellin and record label owner, the late Leonard
Brackett, New Orleans Oct. 1966. Brackett’s
responsible for Kellin 's very’ first New Orleans
recording. Photo: Per Oldaeus
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Danny Barker and ’ Blue Lu ” Barker, (Louise Dupont 1913-1998) at home, photo by Bo Scherman, 1985
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White: I know very well who you are, but
would you like to state for us your full name
and...

Repository: Archives
of American History.

White: Middle name?

Center,

National

Barker: Whole name is Daniel Barker.

Museum

Barker: Sometimes. Most times, not. Moses.
Daniel Moses Barker.

Note: Expletives have been deleted from this
Web version of the transcript, and are marked
thus:
[expletive deleted]. An unaltered
transcript is available for use by researchers
at the Archives Center, National Museum of
American History.

White: Can you tell us when and where you
were born?
Barker: Born in New Orleans, Louisiana, in
the
French
Quarter,
1027
Chartres
Street,
January 13, 1909.
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White: Could you
tell me a little about
parents? Were they from New Orleans?

your

Barker: Yes. Parents were from New Orleans.
White: What occupation did your father have?
Barker: My father was a drayman, that is, he
was a deliveryman for a wine company.
New Orleans is a
French town.
They’re veiy
fond of wine. Most of the restaurants have big
displays of various sorts of European wines.
He worked for a special concern that delivered
these
wines to grocery
stores and the many
fine restaurants they had here.
White:
bom?

Do

you

know

when

your

Barker: Father was
born? I can’t
date. He was 20 when I was born.

father

was

Barker: It was a honor because you were
celebrated. All kids want's to be celebrated. He
wants to be noticed when he walk the street.
That’s why they nickname
kids after movie stars and football stars. Give
them
some kind
ofidentification that he’s
somebody.
White: Did your mother get into music?
Barker: No. My mother didn’t
None of the girls went into
cousins into music. Talented.
was a superstar way back then.
Esther Bigeou. You heard of her?

get into music.
music. We had
One especially
Her name was

White: Oh yes. I’ve seen those beautiful
pictures of her. Nice looking. What did she do,
Esther Bigeou?

pinpoint that

White: What was his name?
Barker: Moses Barker. Pet name was Sweetie.
White: How did he get that name, pet name?
Barker: Pet names. They give youngsters
names according to
the mother’s
feelings. She
would call him
“my little sweetie baby,”
“my
little honey child,” little cute names. That’s a
common thing in the South, especially in New
Orleans. If you
look in obituaries of the
New
Orleans Times-Picayune you will see, when
they
list all the people
that have passed away,
they
always put that
nickname there, because
some people in
your life never knew your
real
name. They knew you by your nickname.
White: And your mother?
Barker: My mother was named Rose. She
was of the Barbarin family. It was a huge
family,
Barbarins.
My
mother
had
four
brothers and four sisters.
White:
The Barbarin family is
one of
the
most popular names
in New Orleans music
with
names like Paul
and Louis and Isidore.
How is your mother related to them?
Barker: That’s her brothers you call. Paul’s a
brother. Willie’s a brother. Lucien’s a brother.
Paul,
Willie, Lucien [drummer:
b. Jan.
8,
1905, d. March 27,1955] and Louis. They all
played music, because my whole
family... We
were encouraged to play music, because it
added
to
the
poor
folk’s
moneybag.
By
playing music, you added on weekends or
anytime, you added to the moneybags in the
family.
White: So it was an honor to be a musician.

Barker:
She was a singer. Sang creolesongs.
There’s some records out available. Her and
Lizzie Miles were
rivals here. Esther Bigeou
[circa: 1895-1936] was
from the seventh ward,
and Lizzie Miles was from the sixth ward. They
had many concerts
they played, as their
fans
would come like two prizefighters are going to
fight. Same idea.Lizzie brought
her gang, and
Esther brought her gang. Singing. They wore
beautiful gowns, because
their mothers were
seamstresses.
They
had
a
big
group
of
beautifulgowns that
they carried
with them.
People came there
to
see. They might change
between
twoperformances,
likea miniature
fashion show, an artistic show of talent. That’s
Esther Bigeou.
White: Where were some of the
Esther Bigeou would perform and sing

places

that

Barker: All over. Church affairs. All the
churches, they had
halls, most of them,
and
did charitable things for the church. On saint
days, they’d
have parties. St.
Joseph Day,
they would have parties. Christmas eve.
Christmas day,
they
would
have
parties.
There was a abundance
of places that they
could perform, because New Orleans is a
many
conglomerate of
varieties of
racial
strains
of people.
There’s
Hindus
here.
There’s
Turks
here. There’s
Italians
here.
Spanish people here. Black
people
There’s
here. All sorts of white people here. Everybody
celebrates
their
holidays.
I
think
they
celebrate more holidays in New Orleans than
any place I’ve ever been. You have a
Decoration Day and you also have a All Saints
Day. That’s two days dedicated to the dead. So
New Orleans is the place where a performer
could play. Outdoors in the summer they
have gazebos out in parks where they have a
classical group or a military group playing
martial music, celebrating the 4th of July and
Labor Day and those days. Ain’t no end to the

White: What
about
types of halls did you...

places in NewOrleans where you will find
music. They even celebrate
the dog’s birthday.
We got a dog, Fido. Say, “We have Fido. Bake a
cake for Fido”. You ever heard of a pork chop
cake?

What

Barker: I called the names for you. In the
sixth ward there was the Economy Hall, the
Globe Hall, the Cooperators Hall. All of them
had significant names. They had the Veterans
Hall, which
was
next to Emile
Labat’s
Undertaking
Parlor on St.
Philip Street. Itwas
a small hall.
These was the veterans
of the
civil war. They had their hall. A nice little hall.
It’s there, and they tore it down, and they
built
a
library,
like
that,
attached
to
Charbonier... Labat’s Undertaking Parlor.

White: No.
Barker: Put a pork chop on top of a cake.
That’s for Fido. [laughter] You get a laugh?
White: That’s pretty good.
Barker: All right. Keep ’em laughing.
White: That’s pretty
good.So
heard in New
Orleans,
learned how to talk or walk, huh?

inblack society?

White: This was a black hall, the veterans?

you must have
music before you

Barker: Black hall. All these black halls we’re
speaking of
now. In the seventh ward below
Esplanade Street, you had the Jeunes Amis
Hall. That was the great educator who gave so
much money to the city. His picture used to
be there. 1
don’t know what happened to
the
picture.
What’s
his
name?
Had
this
plantation. Had all this money.

Barker: Oh yes. That’s interesting, because in
New Orleans there were a dozen or more big
halls. Economy Flail. Cooperators Flail. A new
hall, which was Charity Hall. Perseverance Hall.
That’s downtown. That’s a
church now. That’s
not the one in Armstrong Park. The old Funky
Butt Hall. There was two halls in the ninth
White: It wasn’t Touro Macdonald [? (spelling)]?
ward. All of them had names, significant names.
The ?Kitty Hall, the Francs Amis Hall, the
Barker: You’re getting close. Anyhow... It’s a
Jeunes
Amis Hall.
Those were
the creole
shame I can’t think of... It’s what happens at
halls. About a dozen of them.
There was
the
Longshoreman’s Hall.
There
was
the Screwman’s83 years old. Jeunes Amis. The Francs Amis
was a hall on Robertson Street, next block
Hall. The Masonic Hall. The Pythian Temple.
from my house. Jeunes
Amis. Around the
Eveiy level of society had their hall, so they
corner
was
the
Perseverance
Hall.
Two blocks
were together.
away was the New Hall. See, I’m surrounded
by halls.
People knew how to get together in those days.
People were more conscious of being together,
belonged to productive, active groups, all levels
of society. And the
racial strata was all
over
the place amongst the white and the blacks.
That’s the
thing that
people divide themselves.
You’re a native of New Orleans, but you’re
Irish American. Let you know they’re Irish
American.
That’s St. Patrick’s Day. When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling. Then there’s Italian Day. St.
Joseph’s
Day, when they’re singing Cany On.
[Barker sings a phrase of melody],
1 don’t know the rest of that. I have to have a
Italian here to sing that for you. When you
sang those songs, everybody got attention,
because it was dear to the heart. Irish songs,
Italian songs, Greek songs. The Greeks, they
phased out. They stay to themselves. They
don’t know
what they want to be, if they’re half
Italian or
Greek or what or
who’s who. They
just cool it.
Lizzie Miles (bom Elisabeth Landreaux)
White: German?
her
They had what
they
called
banquets
[Barker gives a
French pronunciation.
‘bahnfour
kay.”] Sometime
there were three or
had
societies. Before
they
life insurance
companies, they had benevolent societies.

Barker:German Hall is
there too.
The
Germans, I’m not too familiar with them,
because they’re sort of secretive. They always
want to be
behind closed doors. You don’t
know what the Germans are doing.
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After the Civil War, and the slaves were all
turned loose, the blacks who were free were
organized, so they assisted the less fortunate
brothers and sisters into forming life insurance
companies
and
called
them
benevolent
associations. If you go into old cemeteries,
you 11 see all these benevolent society tombs.
All the members are dead. Some of them have
12, 14, 8, 10 vaults where they buried their
members. They looked out for one another.
You don’t have that today no more.

Barker: There was rivalries. Everybody was
proud of themselves. We got people that wants
to be isolated from other people and they’re
particular about who they associate with. Like
in our case they had many reasons why they
didn’t want to associate with you. A little
comedy comes in there. Maybe your lip’s too
fat. Maybe your hair is too curly or your hair is
too kinky. We have about a hundred different
colors we’re involved with. Light brown. All
them different browns. Everybody wants to be
with that color thing. So if you wasn’t welcome
in this society, you got together with people of
your identification that you all look like one
another, could be cousins or brothers. Lots of
times you were cousins and brothers and
sisters, but you didn’t know it. A lot of finagling
went on in those days. You go home, and you
tell your mother you’re going to see a girl, say
“Who that girl’s name? You cannot go see that
girl no more, because that’s your sister.” “flow
do you mean that’s my sister?” “Don’t ask the
questions. Shhhh.
Keep it quiet. That
is your
sister.
You cannot go
with that girl. You
wouldn’t want to many your sister, would you?”

So we had all these halls. Uptown there was
the Olympia Hall. I’m not too familiar uptown
with all the halls. There were many halls up
there. Somebody should do some research on
all those halls, because if you weren’t welcome
in this society, you told them where to go and
what to kiss, and you went over and joined
some other people and formed your own
society.
White: Was there
these different...

a

lot

of

rivalries

between

White: Sounds pretty involved.
Barker:Yeah. All
that
goes with life. I’m
involved with lots. That’s why I like to throw in
these little
situations, to
let people know that
eveiything that looks like roses ain’t roses. It
could be a lily.
White: In your
family, coming up
house,
did you...which languages
speak?

in your
did you

Barker: My grandmother spoke French. My
grandfather spoke French. They also spoke
Creole, that is,
a broken French.
In the
countiy they had another French, was called
Cajun
[Barker
pronouces
it
“ki-jeune.”]
Different varieties
of French. There
was, say,
bread in different... about five different ways of
saying
bread
or
of
saying
meat,
saying
vegetable, saying potatoes, different varieties of
the broken-off language of the French. The
French once controlled this area, and naturally
they spoke French here.
White: So you spoke French in the house?
Barker: I heard
it,
but we weren’t encouraged.
No-one would say,
“[?]Venez ici. Allez.” It
means, “Get outof here.” “[?]Venez
ici.” “Come
on.” Can you imagine that? You know all them
things, but you weren’t encouraged. Can you
imagine a little hip
black cat going around the
streets speaking French? So that’s a part of
that scene.
Esther Bigeou, the Creole Songbird

White: What type of music did you hear?
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Barker: No. None of them recorded. He didn’t
record. Only one or two bands recorded here.
That was Sam Morgan that came through,
and somebody else. I think Sharkey [Bonano],
That’s all. Maybe Louis Dumaine.

Barker: You hear music, all kinds of music,
all day. You heard all kinds of people passing
by
singing.
They
had
these
machon
[?
(spelling)] ladies that was selling things. They
have a basket on their head, and they
wouldn’t hold thebasket. It would
be the
blackberry lady or the strawberry lady or the
pie lady. People sell all kinds of bartering to
make some money to survive. Old ladies used
to sell calas. You know what a cala is? Cala is
a rice cake. It had rice and flour, and it looks
like a round doughnut, like a brown biscuit.
Each
church
you
see
these
old
women
standing there with a
basket. Have on ’em
slave clothes. Big skirts. They’re from way
back there. These are old people, see. I’m a
little boy, four, five years old, and I see these
old ladies standing up there, and I’d go and
look. One particular at Chartres [Street] and
I'd look at her, because I was mystified by her,
because the lady
was jet black, but she had
blue eyes, and I couldn’t understand that the
least bit. They had a nickname for her. I can’t
think of
the nickname.
The lady with theblue
eyes. I’d go and
stand and look at her, and she
would look at me, and I wouldn’t say a word.
She would shake her head. “Pauvre. Pauvre
petit.” You know what that means?

White: Louis Dumaine and Cel...
Barker: Here [in
about recording here.

New

Orleans],

White: ...and [Oscar] Celestin
numbers.

I’m

talking

did a couple of

Barker: Here?
White: Yes. And Jones-Collins in the late ’20s.
Just a few.
Barker: But [Armand] Piron
New York. Studio.
White: New York, mostly. When
hear...

done his thing

in

did you first

Barker: So
I'm hearing this music all the time.
My
grandfather
works
for
Emile
Labat
Undertaking Parlor, and
he worked for
Blandin, and
he was a coachman. You see,
before they
had taxi
cabs, and you’re going to
take your old lady out, you
call up Labat or
one of them undertakers, and they sent a
buggy there to get you. They have a funeral
buggy that would take you to the opera or
wherever you was going if you had money or
you made money. They picked up your old
lady... picked
up you, and you
went by and
picked up
your girlfriend.
A young man picked
up his
girlfriend, and you’re in
this carriage,
and the carriage is
open. Sometimes people
want a
closedcarriage. You went
to the opera.
The drayman sat on the wagon. Went to sleep
’til you come out. Saw a two-hour
show or
three-hour
performance,
according to
how
long you hired this
wagon... this buggy
they
called it.
That was it.
That was before they
had taxi cabs. When the taxi cabs come, they
came in,
that eliminated all of this,
because
the cabs didn’t
have to
stay there. You specify
a time,
and they come back
and get you.
There’s nowhere
for the horse
to go, nowhere
but just stay there and
wait.
My grandfather
worked on
that. He’d come home and
relate all
the people
he saw, all the diplomats and who
was at this affair, most of the political affairs
and musical affairs
and big weddings,
big
anniversary
celebrations.
You heard all
that
when you went home. I’m a little kid. I’m
four
or five years old. I’m hearing
all this. And
there was
discipline inthe house, where
you
listen. They tell you, “Do you hear what he’s
saying? Listen good now you.” They tell you.
You listen to what they’re telling the older
boys. Stay
out of trouble and don’t
go into

White: Poor little thing. So people like this
lady used to sing. What about the music like
your relatives played or music in the streets?
Barker:
Oh,
my uncle was
beating them
drums
around
the
house
all
day
Paul
[Barbarin], he was the oldest. Paul would be
beating. After I joined Cab Calloway’s band,
and Cozy Cole
would stay in the dressing
room
all
day,practicing ratamacues,
flamamadiddles,
flamaramadiddles,
all
them
kind of drum movements,
and I’d look at him.
I heard my uncle. I had four uncles. All of
them played drums. They was doing that
[expletive deleted]. But doing it with a feeling,
not just a military thing like Cozy was doing.
Cozy had a rubber pad in
the room, you know,
the drum pad, and beat that thing all day after
he’d get off. I never
saw him go out andhave
dinner. He stayed
in the dressingroom. I think
that must have killed him, because you don’t
play a show all day
and you get off theshow
and you go in the dressing room and rehearse
that hour and a half you have off. When is he
going to
eat?
Maybe he’s taking some kind of
pills that was a dinner. So that wasn’t nothing
new to me, because I had these two great
drummers, my two uncles. Louis... and Lucien
[Barbarin] was great.
He was a
greatdrummer
too. He had more showmanship than Paul
Barbarin.
White: Did Lucien... Louis and Paul were veiy
famous
and
well-known. Did
Lucien
ever
record or did he stay in New Orleans?
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White: How many sisters and
you have?

CD CO

3

horn,

a*

Barker:
My grandfather used to
mellophone
horn,
the
alto
walked the alley toward his home.

this, because it was so easy. When you’re poor
and you ain’t got nothing and you’re scuffling
to make it, but you live a peaceful, good life,
but they’re always warning the boys and the
girls not to get in trouble. Don’t listen to what
strangers tell you. They went through all that.

White: Isidore Barbarin?
Barker: Isidore Barbarin. And he walked at
home, and we listened. He used to play a little
melody or something, and he’s watching. He’s
pacing hisself, because you can get rusty. You
get out of the pace, you get out of the pace of
the rhythm that you’re playing, because them
bands march at a certain tempo and a certain
pace, and that’s what he practiced.

brothers did

Barker: No
sisters,
no brothers. I’ve
got a
brother somewhere, but he ain’t supposed to
be my brother. I went to school with him. Sort
of looked like me. But my great aunt told me,
she said, “That’s your brother.” I said to
myself, he doesn’t know me. I don’t know him.
You don’t like to mention that. If I started to
ask him, tell him we
was brothers, I thought
we would havea fight, because
his daddy
come around there and want to kill me. Make
me prove. So you keep your mouth closed.

White: So he played in...
Barker: He played in the greatest of brass
bands, the Onward Brass Band. The mighty
Onward.
That
band
was
Freddie
Keppard,
Manuel Perez. What you going to do with that,
huh?

White: Do you know if he’s living today?
White: Some great names.
Barker: No. I never checked out on him. Last I
saw him in
Chicago.
We played the Sherman
Hotel, and he was one
of the
waiters in
the
Sherman
Hotel.
We played there for seven
years, seven
seasons,
seven New Years’ Eves.
We’d open there with Cab’s band on a New
Year’s Eve, and we’d play there for a month.
We’d
be broadcasting. Then
we went
to
Milwaukee, and you played there a week. You
went to
Green Bay,Wisconsin. We’d
play
there, and we’d come back and play the Regal
[Theater,
also in Chicago], That’s uptown, for
the colored people, on the South Side, for a
week. Next week you go downtown and you
play at the
Chicago
Theater or the Oriental,
and you play a week there for whites. From
there, you go from there to maybe Cleveland.
You go to Cleveland, or you go to Des Moines,
Iowa, and you play the Midwest for about a
month. Then you go west. Minneapolis. Go to
the West Coast. Sometimes you didn’t go to
the West Coast.
White: You said your
grandfather was
coachman
for a funeral home, so was that
way that
you were exposed to hearing a lot
music around...

Barker: Yeah. Manny Perez or [Vic] Gaspard,
trombone. [Tom “Oke”[ Gaspard’s brother.
White: Was Baquet in that band?
Barker: Earlier. Before my time. Baquet was
in that band. All them greats had been
through that band. Papa Celestin. What’s his
name? Bad man. Great trumpet player. His
name phased
out, because he
was very
unpopular,
because he had a
temper. King
Oliver played in that band. Bunk Johnson
played in that band. Before that Alcibiades
Jeanjacque, he
played in that band.
He was a
virtuoso trumpet player. Cornet player. Played
in the circuses. He was supposed to go with
Ringling Bros, in Ringling Bros.’s band, but
they weren’t ready for racial mixture then. All
them people was in that band.
I saw my grandfather marching. Each one of
those societies had
what you call a commissaiy,
a woman or a man. Instead of buying stamps to
mail out, they didn’t have time. You’d die.
Sometimes they don’t keep your body but one
day or two days before the embalming. They’d
bury you in a hour, you see. The commissary
would bring the notices out and knock on
your door and give you this notice. Lucille
Brown died,
passed
away. The undertakers
say they
plan to bury her such
and such a
date, we’re going to have funeral service for
her, we expect you there... That’s what the
notice said. Fine print, nice. If you don’t, you
will be fined 50 cents, if you don’t attend. So
that’s how you got the word. You see them
commissaries be passing them lists, you know
he was...
some of those guys belonged to three
and four societies. That was a business, like.

a
a
of

Bunk and Cab Calloway, circa 1939. A rarely
seen photo, taken by Calloway’s bass player Milt
Hinton
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respectable, in other words. The South is
great for
that, all that “Good evening.
Good
morning. How’s your family? How’s Rosie?
How’s the baby?” Ten minutes they ask you
about the family.

He got so much out of that 50 cents to deliver
the notice, the bereavement notice. He would
tell
you.
They
ask
you,
“How’s
Emile
Jackson?” I say, “Doctors say he ain’t here for
long,” because tuberculosis was prevalent in
this town. For some reason a lot of people died
with TB. And there was yellow fever. It would
spring
up,
but
it
wouldn’t
spread.
They
learned how to vaccinate people to stop that,
because
that
would
kill
whole
blocks
of
people, that yellow fever.

White: A lot of those values also went into
the music. You talked about the Onward
Brass
Band. Tell me about that group, some
of the better musicians in this city. At the
time when you first saw them, were they
reading or playing jazz, improvising?

You
see
the
people
pass,
bringing these
notices. Everybody down there belonged to
some
benevolent
society.
Sometimes
whole
families. The women in the family belonged to
the Ladies of Veterans... Ladies of Venus Star.
If you go
in a tomb, you
see the names of all
the benevolent societies. Not all of them got
involved with this procedure. Some of them
were well off, better, and more intimate,
maybe interrelated.
A bunch of
families got
together. When you saw these people delivering
these notices, you asked them, “Who died?”
They tell you, so and so. “We’ve been expecting
the guy to die. He suffered a long time.” A real
sentimental speech, how they’re going to buiy
him with music, it was so sad. His family... “I
don’t know if his family wants music. Maybe
they do. If
they don’t...” They
have music.
They have a
lot. And you see
another one,
and he’s
delivering notices. You ask
him,
“Oh, yeah, they’re going to put him away in
style.”
That’s
why
they’re
waiting
till
Saturday, so that people be off from work.
That’s where
you have them
big second
lines,
on Saturday.
That
was that procedure. I
told
you some of them halls, like the Jeunes
Amis, but
you never hear
about them.People
want to be exclusive. They don’t want to
mingle with nobody
else.Everybody else is
dogs. You say, “Good evening.” They don’t
even answer you, because they don’t want
your good evening. You learn... I learned that
first. I’ll tell you a good evening. You pass a
bunch of people sitting on the stoops, and
respect... well
the people telling
you all the
time to respect
the people. When you pass
through, “Good evening.” It don’t seem right to
pass people, don’t say, “Good evening.” That
is a Southern custom. Sometime you get a
grunt. They give you a little grunt, like a
whore would
do. “Idon’t want you.” It means,
“I don’t want your ‘good evening.’ What is he
talking
about,
‘good
evening’?”
When
you
never
pass
there,
you
never
say
‘good
evening’ to those people no more. Or you tip
your hat. Old folks, you pass, and
you don’t
tip your hat,
“What
you got a bird under
your
hat?” they’d tell
you. It means if you raise
your hat, you’re going to lose the bird. Them
old
people,
they’re
teaching
you
manners,
you understand.
How to survive
in this
world. You don’t say, “Good evening.” Be

Barker: Oh yeah.
They had a bag,
put
around
your neck.It was a
chart bag.
It had
the music on cards. You get the arrangement,
and there was a card on a thick piece of
paper. You put it on
your lyre on your horn.
You read
as you went along, but the
great
mans, like Arnold,
after they learned
them,
they didn’t need that bag. Some of them just
carried it
anyhow. You went by... If
you’re
going to
play in aparade, you go by,
or a
funeral,
you go by who’s house
you’re taking
his place, and get his bag. Throw it over your
shoulder, so when they call a number, you
wouldn’t have no problem, coppin’ out.
White:
What were the
funerals like? What
kind of music did
they play and what
was the
funeral ceremony?
Barker: They play
those dirges.
Flee as a
Bird, What a Friend We Have in Jesus, if it
was solemn. Some people didn’t want no
inspired, in
fact they didn’t play
no spirited
music
until
they
turned
the
body
loose.
That’s what
they call the turning
loose. You
know what that is.
White: Yeah, but
turn the body loose?

what

is

that,

when

they

Barker:
“Goodbye.” Everybody that passes,
say, “Goodbye, Willie. Goodbye. You’re going
to heaven.” So, that was the thing. You see
them do that now.
White:
Right. To thehearse. What
after they cut the body loose, with the music?

happens

Barker: What happens... In olden days they
would wait
until the band, the
second line,
all the people wait until the funeral cartage is
gone about their business and they go far
enough
that
they
don’t
hear
what’s
happening.
But
they
know
what’sgoing
to
happen. Time to get out the distance, and
some of the leaders would say, “They can’t
hear this. Strike up the band.” Be Glad When
You 're Dead, You Rascal You. What? Some of
them other...
White: Didn’t He Ramble.
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Barker: That’s
what it was, a celebration. You
caught hell, man. You caught hell, so you’re
going to gloiy.
The Bible don’t
say youcatch
hell. Why other people don’t catch hell like
you catch hell?

Barker: “Didn’t he ramble? He rambled so...”
That’s fun, because the
veiy
theory of this
was,
he’s
going
to
heaven.
Every
black
person, they’re going to heaven, because they
caught hell already. You dig?
Everybody say,
you can’t catch no more hell than you caught
on this earth. There’d be a ex-slave and all
that business, and Depression and all that,
so he’s going to glory. The Bible tell you,
“Suffer and come unto me.” That’s one of the
big statements in the Bible. “Suffer. Suffer
little children, and come unto me.” So you
suffer. You put that a advantage, so when
you’re born in this world with a color the day
you... you got a
little difficulty. Everybody
going to watch and see who you are, if you
ain’t one of us. You have to go through this
racial thing. It’s all
over. In
Brazil. Anywhere
we’re at, they got a problem. I don’t know.
They could be the most sweetest person in
the world, they can drop the hype on you.
The Smithsonian. They will drop a hype on
you [laughter]. You go to the Smithsonian
office, and you might see one or two of us
there, way over in the comer. 1 shouldn’t say
that about this great organization, [laughter]

White: In
jazzing up?

bands,

they

were

improvising,

Barker: That’s
what it was. They put that bag
of arrangements
they had in a
case, thatthing
they hang on the side of them. And they would
swing out. They got a big joy after that one or
two hours of solemn sadness, screaming and
hollering, “Joe’s gone. We ain’t gonna see him
no more,” and all that business. Here’s a
refreshing thing. Everybody got a smile on their
face. It was nice to see that Sam Brown died in
the bed. He didn’t die in a wreck or die in the
ocean. He wasn’t drowned. The casket was
open. You could see him, how he was well
cared of until he died. That’s a highly
sentimental thing. That’s his last appearance
on the face of the earth. Your understand?
How you evaluate him. He wasn’t shot. He
wasn’t killed. He was a family man. He didn’t
hang in
bars wasting his money, or he didn’t...
He got all his kids, and all his kids are ciying.
They’re all grown. Now they can take care of
their self. He’s a man in his seventies or sixties,
and that was it. It’s
nice to see him put
away
in style. A lot of funerals you see, they
wouldn’t never open the casket, because the
body
was too disfigured or chopped up
or
whatever. So you had all them cases, all the
time, at
all levels of societies. You had it with
the rich
whites, with the well-to-do blacks. You
don’t know how you’re going out of this world.

White: After they would cut the body loose
and they would play the up-tempo numbers
like...
Barker:
spirited.

the

Not never... not up-tempo. Just

White: Spirited?
Barker: You wouldn’t say up-tempo. Bombastic.
A lot of... more noise than there would be
when the body was there.

White: Let me ask you this: did they have jazz
funerals for whites when you were coming up?

White: About what tempo would they play?

Barker: No, they never... They had military
funerals for whites. If he was a general in the
army, or he was a navy man, or he belonged to
one these artillery... They had a whole lot of
artillery,
batallion
societies
that
they
kept
going
all the time.
Different branches of
service. The brigade. They did something. They
honored...
they was
fighting the battle of
Jericho and the walls came tumbling... All
that... So they
have
a nice
sweet
military
funeral. The navy or the marine band or the
army bandwould come
from out of town,and
they blow the taps. It’s sweet. I followed one
once. I thought they was going to kick him up
after they played that... [expletive deleted].
They packed their horns and didn’t say nothing
to nobody. Got in their automobiles and went
on about their business. Me and a bunch of
other youngsters, we’re looking, waiting to see
if they, when the band’s going to swing out.
That band, they didn’t know how to swing out.

Barker: Ain’t no, ain’t nobody in no hurry.
Ain’t nobody in no tempo. Just a laid back,
funky beat, so everybody can get down.
White: How would that sound?
Barker: Raunchy. [Barker sings a melody.]
On the bass drum Black Benny or Ernest
Trepagnier.
Great
bass
drum
beaters.
They
be hitting
that drum, and them figures in the
snare drums and the rim shots. They don’t
do that no more. See the rhythm section
would be
there right in the middle of the
band, see? They be cutting loose there, in the
second
line.
It
was
something
different,
something
exciting. You’re free. The man is
gone. He lived a full life, and he’s dead and
he’s gone, and his troubles is over. Let’s have
a joyous noise unto the Lord.
White: So you’re celebrating this?
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White:
You mentioned a lot of legendary
people in the brass band: Manny Perez. Black
Benny,
who
Louis
Armstrong
talks
about.
Jelly Roll [Morton] talks about him. Who were
some
of the people
you
saw that had
eventually come to have big names, because 1
imagine
you saw a lot of these people before
they left New Orleans for good, before the late
teens.

South, he knew how to record, and he was,
other
than
that,
he
was
a
businessman.
Clarence Williams would get to those people
and they would listen to what he said, because
he had a foresight and he was a brilliant man,
and he was a great composer. He wrote some
great music. And he stole a whole lot of music.
Louis Armstrong wrote 1 Wish I Could Shimmy
Like My Sister Kate. Armand Piron taken that.

Barker: Red Allen. Guy Kelly. 1 didn’t see
Jimmie
Noone, because he left around 1917,
1918, ’19, ’20, and
I wasn’t old enough to
realize what I was looking at, knew
who these
people were. But I
knew of them,
that they
wentaway. 1 heard
of the
Baquet family. 1
heard of Sidney Bechet.
He was a legend. He
went when he was around 16 years old. He
started
traveling
with
carnival
shows
and
minstrel shows. He was such a phenomenon
at that time. People had never heard nobody
blow a horn like that. He was a frustrated
trumpet player. Couldn’t master that trumpet
the way he wanted, so he got that clarinet,
and he
was amaster of that.
Big Eye [Louis
Nelson Delisle],
they
all of them put their
horns down and listen to him when he come.

White: You saw a lot of people here, musicians...
Barker: Sure. You see them when they leave
town. They come to visit, and you don’t know
who they are. “Oh, what you say? Man, when
you get in town?” Sugar Johnny. I saw him
once. Great trumpet player, but you never hear
nothing, because he didn’t record. Ain’t got
nobody to pull for him. I think he made a few
records.
White: I’m not sure. Ill have to check.
Barker: Johnny Dodds, man?
White: Sugar Johnny. Ill have to check and see.
I’m working on a Dodds thing right now.
Barker: Dodds was in Chicago. He was the first
one in Chicago to keep the New Orleans
tradition other than King Oliver and Louis
Armstrong. There were other musicians, like
Charlie Elgar and Hypolite Charles... no, not
Hypolite. Was head of the Chicago union. Him
and his wife played piano. Can’t think of their
names.

White: Sidney Bechet.
Barker: Yeah, he come on the bandstand.
“Hello fellows.”
Everybody idolized
him. It’s
like you’re looking
at God, man, hear that
little bastard come
with that horn. Let
him
play. They had
never
heard nobody play like
that. Nobody played the
clarinet like
that. He
was frustrated. He still
had a small, shrillish
tone.
He wanted something
with a bigger
tone. So
he
got
the soprano saxophone,
which was as close
as he could get to
the
trumpet. Hewanted to
be the leader. He had
a hell of a career, but he had a whole lot of
ups and downs, because this country never
appreciated,
didn’t
know
too
much
about
him, and
he
didn’t
record here. Only one
record you had, you always heard,
so in the
later
years, in the ’40s, he started recording,
that you never heard of. You
heard of him,
but if you
had a
record, like [Frankie]
Trumbauer and
Bix
[Beiderbecke] and them
people, they had records, in ’27. They made
those
records. The record, you could
learn
something from a record. That’s why Freddie
Keppard say he didn’t want to record.
White: Those
things
that Sidney
recorded with Clarence Williams in ’23...

White: Did you see people like... and hear King
Oliver and them perform before they went up to
Chicago?
Barker: Yeah, second line with my uncles.
White: In the parade?
Barker: That’s right. See King Oliver. In those
days we’d have maybe six or seven guys
following right within hearing distance, not to
disrupt the second line, to listen to King
Oliver blow, wait until he play his chorus,
and he’d blow it at them. “Hey Joe, put that
riff in there.” Him and Kid Rena, he had his
followers, and Buddy Petit had more followers
than anybody.

Bechet
White: Why was that?

Barker: It was Clarence Williams. It wasn’t
Sidney Bechet.
It was mostly, they
were
accompanyingsingers.
That’s what Clarence
Williams was great for. All these dozens of
singers that the companies would get him to
record with them, because he’s from the

Barker: The whole seventh ward would be
listening to Buddy. He played them dimished
chords. They had never heard nothing like
that. Playing Indian Sau Wau [or Indian
Sagua\. You know Indian Sau Wau?
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White: Right, and Bunk’s horn got smashed,
and he stopped playing, because he couldn’t
get
another horn. The stoiy goes
that the guy
came after he stabbed Evan Thomas. I think
his name was something like John Gibley,
[Guilloiy] or something like that, and he came
back...

White: Let’s see. [White tries to sing it.] Let’s
see. It had a minor thing in it. I know. I know
it. 1 heard... Bunk Johnson I think recorded it.
Barker: That was one of Buddy’s things.
White: Bunk played it. I think Punch [Miller]
and George Lewis or somebody recorded it.

Barker: Looking for Bunk.
Barker: Kid Howard.
White: Maybe it was Kid Howard.
really liked that. I want to start playing that.

Yeah.

White: ...with a gun and stuff, and he smashed...
All
the musicians ran. Jumped outthe window,
and he smashed all the instruments. Bunk’s
trumpet was on the chair or something, and it
got
smashed up. Let me ask you this,
Mr.
Barker. Who were some of the better that you
heard in New Orleans before you, before the
’20s, before you were a kid? Like some of the
better clarinet players and trombone players.

1

Barker: It was dimished chords, and Buddy
Petit run changes all on top of changes.
[Barker sings a melody of that ilk.] He’d do all
that,
and they would [?
(inaudible)] whoever
was there [? (inaudible)], because they say he
had fidgeties of the fingers. I heard [?
(inaudible)]
tell somebody, “a fidgety
of the
fingers.” Say, “His fingers is...” “Man, practice.”
They thought it was, everybody. Wooden Joe
[Nicholas] was pressing on one valve at a time.
Here come Buddy Petit, making triplets.
White: Who was considered
player in New Orleans?

the

best

Barker: There was a gang of them. Adolphe
Alexander playedthe [expletive
deleted] out
the clarinet, but
he
never was
featured. Hell
of a musician.
He
had two
brothers. One
played drums. One played piano. The old man
played baritone horn
with my
grandfather in
the Onward Brass Band. There was Chris
Kelly, a great trumpet player. It was funky. Had
a following. A lot of people liked his music. At
night he played a funky blues, nine different
blues in nine different tempos. He played yard
parties. There were a whole lot of
yard parties,
and he played at the
little funky halls like
Perseverance Hall and New Hall.
That’s all in
the seventh ward.
Each
one of these benevolent
societies, getting back to that, used to have
the
annual
banquet,
“bahn-kay.”
They
had
potato salad and a chicken and
agumbo.
Good cooks in the kitchen. They’d have
the
dinner. After the dinner in the
hall, they’d
move allthe tables.
Then the band would
strike up, and they’d let the members in with
invitations. If they
had
excess food, you were
obliged to go to the table and get
what they
had. That’s where you heard them bands.
That’s why kids could advance,
because they
could hear Kid Rena
in the daytime. Sam
Morgan in daytime. Ricard Alexis was a hell
of a trumpet player before they broke his jaw
in a fight.

trumpet

Barker: It was Buddy Petit. I’ll tell you that. I
never heard Bunk at his heights, but I don’t
think Bunk... My uncle Paul said Bunk was
the greatest, but I think maybe Bud had taken
some of the... younger than Bunk. Maybe he
hadsomething he
snatched from
Bunk,
because Bunk disappeared around
1918,
1919. You know why?
White: Why?
Barker: Them Jefferson City Buzzards. He
blew them up on a Mardi Gras day. He forgot
the
dates, but took the deposit, and they
paraded without a band. They swore that if
they caught him, they would put him in a
sack and throw him in the Mississippi River,
and the word got back to him. Bunk split. He
went to New Iberia. He had a friend out there,
that band out there. What’s his name?
White: The guy you mentioned had a band,
but I don’t know if he came out later. Hypolite
Charles? He was out there.

White: Did he end up playing bass?
Barker: That’s right. Was a hell of trumpet
player. He and Rena were buddies from kids.
All them people were friends. Come out the
seventh
ward.
There
was
Wooden
Joe
[Nicholas], He could play. Of that time, see,
but time marches on. Wooden Joe. Then there
was Manny Perez. There was Milford Piron. I
seen him a couple of times, but he phased
out.

Barker: Hypolite Charles was out there?
White: And some of the...
Barker: The one that got killed.
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White: ...Evan Thomas.

went out there to play
was supposed to be there White: What did he play?
got killed. That’s all
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Barker:
Played trumpet. [Armand] Piron’s
brother. He got one of those mustaches like
Custer. Confederate. Big circle round. Liou
Lejeune [? (spelling)] could play. A youngster.
Could play with many people. Duleo [?
(spelling)], Joe [Duleo], He could play. Little
Lawrence Toca could play. Man, it’s all kinds
of musicians. A whole slew of them could play
and then pass for white. They jumped the
fence, and there ain’t no way to see them. 1
played theater andlooked down in the pit,
seen a guy do this at me. It was Elliot Taylor
at the Chicago Theater. You ever heard of
Elliot Taylor?

White: George Guesnon, the banjo player?
Barker: Yeah. Frog’s two brothers [Ferdinand
& William Joseph]. They were in the school.
Quite a few people I later knew were in the
school. It was veiy unpopular for the educated
black people in those days, so when you went
to school in the morning, first day, Mr.
Medard sat you down and told you, “When
you leave here this afternoon, I want you to go
straight to your residence.” He used words I
had
never
heard.
He’d
say,
like,
“your
residence.” I know my house. Huh? “Your
residence.”
Say,
where
the
hell
is
that?
Residence. Is it a doghouse or something
special? [laughter] He said, “I want you to go
straight home, but if you don’t, 1 will know,
and 1 don’t want you to wait for nobody. Don’t
wait for your friend. You go straight home,
because I’m going to find out, and if 1 find, I’m
going to take this rattan, and I’m going to
teach you better.” The rattan was a stick. See
the size of that leg on that little table there? It
was a bamboo reed thing. It was full-bodied. It
didn’t have no center to it. You could bend it
and tie it like a rope. See that bucket there?
He had about 15 of them in that bucket.
When you was wrong, you did something in

White: No.
Barker: Was a hell of a young clarinet player.
He looked like Valto [? (spelling)]. You know
Valto?
White: Yes.
Barker: He looked just like Valto. Eveiytime I
see Valto, I think of Elliot Taylor.
White: Did
musician?

you

know

his

father

that

was

a

Barker: Who?
Creole George Guesnon (1907-1968), and Israel
Gorman, at Ken Mills' Icon Hall, a.k.a. Perseverance
Hall, 1962. Photo: Eric J. Brown

White: Paul Valto, Sr.
Barker: I heard of him.
White: His father was a
an old picture. It’s got
he was about 17 in it.
yard. I’m not sure what
was either trumpet or
that. Valto.

musician. He gave me
Willie Humphrey when
They’re playing in a
his father
played. It
violin, something like

When you came up
as a kid, what kind of life
did you have? Where did you go to school?
Barker: It was a private school. Nelson Medard
school. There’s a public school named after
him back here. He had
a private
school at
Burgundy and Barracks [streets]. They send
exceptional kids there, extra talent. They send
some kids who are
imbeciles, who had a bad
understanding. They had some kids who were
really insane. People brought them there. They
sent special kids to learn Spanish, to learn
French, and just, in other words, to learn
English. It wasn’t too scientific. Mr. Medard
would straighten them up. People come there,
he’s
busy all the
time. Come there with
lawsuit problems. They came to Mr. Medard to
get some advice. I
went to school with Emile
Labat. He was in the school. George Guesnon
was in the school.
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the school, and he’d tell you, “You come here
to study, not to talk.” He give you this lecture.
“1 want you to keep your head in these books
and listen to the directions that I give you, so
you will learn as you will become educated.”

White:
Sixth?

You were in there through what?

Barker: I went all the way to ninth grade. I
have a little experience there. So he called
George
Guesnon.
Beat
his
behind.
George
Guesnon couldn’t keep his
mouth closed.
But
me, I closed
my mouth after
I saw that
whipping.
Cut my lips with my teeth. Make
sure I wouldn’t talk. He sent the girls to his
wife, and says,
“You don’t want to understand
and keep your mouth
closed. Now you go to
my wife, and
tell her to
do her duty.” And the
girl goes, says,
“Mr. Medard said for you to do
your duty.” Wife take them in
there, and she
had some of them rattans too. She’d raise up
them girls’ dress and put their head between
her legs, underneath that
big sheet, and
smother their ass and bust them across their
ass. You’d hear them screaming. It was a
muffled scream, because they was under that
skirt. I
happened to
see that
one day.
[laughter]
I asked to go to thetoilet. Inquisitive.
I heard this squealing, and I went to peep. I got
my behind bust for peeping. They saw me.
[laughter] So
that was a part of that scene. He
taught Spanish and French.

1 didn’t know what the hell “educated” means,
[laughter] You learned the lesson. Then he
would call out somebody. He’d call you and
he’d bring you around there. He had a desk.
Maybe it was a little higher than this thing
here. They have a dispatch desk in businesses
in the back where they ship off things, a
shipper’s desk. He sat up on his high stool,
and he could look over everybody over their
head. He was high enough to see who’s
talking. He told you, “Don’t talk.” Said, “You
don’t open your mouth.” He called up Emile
Labat or George Guesnon, one of them, for
talking,
because
they
couldn’t
keep
their
mouth closed. Emile Labat’s sister... pretty
girl. She started crying. Later on I was to find
she cried quite a few times, because Mr.
Medard would whip her brother’s backside.
Emile Labat was about what? 12 years old.
Mr. Medard, when he call you, you go to him.
You go to him crying. He’d bend you over. Put
your head between his
legs like that, see?
He’d
take
that
rattan,
zhaaaat,
zhaaaat,
zhaaaat,
and every time
doing that Emile Labat’s
sister
would scream, “Ow, ow, ow.” Beat him across
the behind. Turn him loose. “Get back in your
seat, you brat.”
He called
him a brat.
1 didn’t
know what the
hell that
was. What’s a brat?
I’m seeing this
thing. He
bust his behind and
set him down, and she cried. Myrtle.

White: So you studied both of those.
Barker: I had a little French. I heard a little
Spanish,
because when
he was
talking to
them other kids, he’d give them a test, ask
them
a
question,
examination
through
the
book. Read
me fromso-and-so, and they
would read, so you listen to that, and you’re
young. You absorb that too.

There’s girls in the class. Smart chicks. If a girl
was in the class, he would send them to his
wife. His wife wore a big skirt that dragged the
ground. They’d be back there cooking, because
you got a meal
there for a nickel. Red
beans
and rice. Small piece of pickled pork on it.
Little hot meal.
Don’t have to
bring no lunch
there, if you want. They give you a little piece of
pudding. It’s enough to hold you ’til evening.
He didn’t want you to get overfat. He explained.
“Let’s talk about vitamins,” and the food, all the
mechanisms of the body, of the food, and what
you eat, and how much vitamins. I didn’t
know what the man was talking about, and I
stayed there almost two years.

White: As part of your environment coming
up, you also,
in addition to
the brass
bands
and stuff, and hearing
music in the streets,
vendors, and your relatives at home playing,
did you hear other things that they talk about
in New Orleans music on the streets, like club
parades?
Barker: You saw parades all the time. It was
advertisements.
A guy open
a new
grocery
store, he’d get a brass band to parade. You
hear this big brass band coming, you think it’s
a gang of people, they ain’t nothing but a gang
of people. It’s about seven guys screaming and
blowing, and
a big bass
drum, a
grand
marshall, a midget, a middle-sized guy, or a
giant, with a streamer on and a big high hat on
his head. People would hollar that song, “I ove
a parade.” People run out to see the parade.
When
it
gets
there,
they’re
disappointed,
because there ain’t no parade. They’re just
people carrying a big sign, one holding the back
pole, and saying “Bargain at Smith’s Butcher
Shop.” “Bargain at Vincent Domingo’s” or
whatever his name is. Grocery store, put on a
sale. So you heard that music all the time.

White: Two years? Two years in that school?
Where did you go after that?
Barker: Went to Marigny School.
White: Where was that located?
Barker: On Marigny Street between [North]
Villere [Street] and [North] Robertson [Street],
There’s a little project-like building up in there
now.
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Then you heard these guys, these peddlers.
Some of them had beautiful voices, and they
could sing what they had. Sing a sad song, or
say something foolish.
White: Like what?
Barker: Say anything foolish. “Hey, mademoiselle,
come vier, come vieu, vier.” How you say, “Come
see”?
White: Venez ici?
Barker: Yeah, “Venez ici.” “Come see Sam and
me.” Then you had the junk man. He had
them cowbells they used to put on a cow’s
neck. Everybody had a song. This was music
all the time. They had these guys pushing
them organs on wheels. You seen that?
Barker, mid 50s, with his six string banjo, dest
royed during the Katrina disaster

White: Yeah.
Barker: Organ. Looked like a piano.

get no publicity in the paper. Some people live
off of publicity. But here’s a chance, if you had
a relative.

White: So music was like a part of life in New
Orleans.
Barker: That’s right. Every day there was
something out there for you to see. The junk
man, he had a story. The milkman, he didn’t
say nothing. The ice man, he had a story. He’d
tell you, selling ice. But it was always something
in the street. When the city woke up, they had
all this [expletive deleted] going on. Oh. 1
shouldn’t say
that
on... That’s the jazz...
So
what?

White: What was your first instrument?
Barker: First instrument? I fooled around with
the drums. They let me play the drums. I can
play a little drums. But the drums, I discussed
that from
the start. It’s
too much to
haul
putting
All
around.
Cymbals,
and
this...
helper. So my
drummers had a
uncle Paul
[Barbarin] said, “I want you to take the clarinet
up.” He had me going. He owned one. He had a
clarinet. He let me blow it. Showed me how to
blow it, wet my lips and all that. It was all right,
but next day my lip feeling all funny.

White: How did you first get into music?
Barker: How
did
1 get into music? 1 was
destined. They’d be telling you, “What’cha
going to play? When you gonna...” Looking at
you all the time. Old folks start to say, “When
you going to
play
something? What’cha want
to play?” Say, “I’m going to play the drums.”
“Aw, they got enough drummers in this
band... in this family. They got Lucien, Willie,
Paul, Louis. That’s enough drums. You got
Joe over there. You got Sam over. Enough
drummers.” Say, “All right. Maybr I play
clarinet?” “That would be nice of you. We
need a clarinet player in the family.” That’s
the way they discussed it, which. So they’re
waiting to see what you’re going to be.

White: How long did you play clarinet?
Barker: Didn’t play. I just took some lessons. I
took lessons from Barney Bigard.
White: How long did you take lessons
Barker: About three or four months. I
young.
My
mind
wasn’t
deeply
on
instrument.

was
that

White: About how old were you?
Barker: I was about 14, 15. But I wasn’t
interested
like
I
should
have
been,
over
enthused, because I had... I could have been a
baker. Stepdaddy would take me with him and
show me how to become a baker. That’s how
you learned. You didn’t go to school. Somebody
in he neighborhood or the vicinity would take
you on. When you come up, they start you by
wrapping bread. First thing they show you.

White: So they encouraged you to...
Barker: That’s what you... you’re celebrated. It
was proud of you if you was a member of the
family. See, people pass, say, “That’s Manny
Perez’s wife. That’s Manny Perez’s daughter.
That’s Manny Perez’s sister. That’s Kid Rena’s
cousin.” Everybody wants to be identified with
somebody of importance, because you didn’t
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White: In your
the Boozan Kings.

autobiography,

you

talk

or half, a quarter a week.” I said, “O.k.,” so I
gave her a dollar, I think, and I owed her the
rest, and 1 brought it to her, ’til I finished
paying.

about

Barker: It’s a hustle. The word “boozan” means
a good time. Boozan and booza, or baza.

I went around to... The boy’s named Ashton
Murray. He’s been dead about ten years now.
Ashton, maybe
not that long.
He was a highclass boy,
or kid. Sophisticated, nice.
I went
around to
him, and he tuned
it up for me and
showed me a few chords, Ain't Gonna Rain No
More . Ilearned that. 1 was
enthused. Then it
went out of tune, and 1 was in trouble. So I go
back, and he
tunedit up again.
I guess his
mother and father got tired of me knocking on
the door, asked me to tune up. So a old
musician told me, said, “You got to listen at
the sounds in relation to one another.” That’s
what he said.
“Thenyoull
be able to tune your
instrument up.” So I did what he said. Next
thing you know, I
was playing and I
was
singing. I
was still watching them
two, and I
become quite accomplished. I figured I could
be putting some monkey shine on that thing.
That’s how I started with the ukulele.

White: Baza. What is baza?
Barker: Baza’s a good time.
White: I hear that all the time.
Barker: Or a fight.
Baza.
What they call that
thing where the Arabs have their marketplace?
Got a word similar to that. Ba what? Where
they sell things at. [Bazaar] Anyhow, I used to
see kids go around and hustle. They used to
go in the French quarter and make little
make-shift drums. Save the tops on a lard
can
and make two cymbals.
White: Like Kokomo Joe?
Barker: Yeah. That’s it. He’s one
of the last of
that. He’s my age. He was out there with us,
the Boozan Kings. They was from the sixth
ward. Him and Joe Torre [? (spelling)]. His
mother had this famous sporting house.
Joe
Torre,
he was
a dancer
and he
was a
performer. He was a little old man when he
was a kid. Act like a old man. You saw them,
and they
was making money, and people
was
talking to them. Other people would talk to
you when you played. They played some kind
of,
something to
make, anything tomake
money, they would stop and
talk to you. Ask
you a
person’s private business.
So
I went
through that b.s.

White: So you had a banjo-uke first.
Barker: Yeah. That’s how I started with the
music business. Joe Presser’s son, ’round the
corner, who was my
good friend, he could
blow
a kazoo. He was interested in Kid Rena.
He knew
KidRena’s riffs. He
knew Buddy
Petit’s riffs, Chris
Kelly’s riffs.
He
had that
kind
of mind. He was
destined to
become a
musician, but he never was. He come around,
we standing on the corner, he start playing
this... I start
playing
the ukulele Ain't Gonna
Rain No More et cetera, and he fell in, and he
starts singing while I was playing. So I start
singing too. We sing a duet, and people are
liking it,
drawing a crowd, because
people
want any
kind of entertainment
here. Theyll
pay for it. So the people in the block heard us,
and said, “Tell them boys to come down and
play some music. Well give them something to
drink, and we got a lot of cake and stuff here.
Have some fun.” So we went down there, me
and Joe, and Russell was with us, when we
got inside. Russell asked for two forks. The
woman gave him two forks, and he started
playing. He followed
our
key,
because I
couldn’t play but in one key. Me and Joe, and
they
was dancing and
playing the
blues. I
guess there was, lot of the sounds was wrong,
but people didn’t care what it was. They say,
“I like having a band.”

The ukulele craze came on. This was 19... 22.
Yeah. ’21
or ’22. I’m looking around. I see this
little kid in the neighborhood named Herman
Ennison [? (spelling)], and
there was another
one who wasa teacher. His daddy
was a
mailman. He was well-to-do. He played the
ukulele. Played
it beautiful.
I’m listening to
him playing ukulele.
I saw my aunt had a
ukulele, a banjo-uke. And
she’s laying around
the house. She wasn’t doing
nothing.
She had
bought
it, because ukuleles
was the craze in
that period of time.
So, something told meto
say, ask her if she want to sell it. 1 seen
Herman playing it, about my age, a couple of
blocks from me. And
this little boy around the
corner, he was playing one in the evening. So 1
said, I
looked, watched him,
and 1
said, you
are moving your fingers, pressing down. So 1
asked her would she want to sell her ukulele.
She said, “Yeah, I’ll sell it.” I said, “What you
pay for it?”
Said, “I paid $12 for it.”
It was
pretty good. Things wasn’t that expensive like
they are today. Said, “Ill sell it to you for $8.” 1
said, “I ain’t
got 8.” She said, “Youll have to
pay me once a week. Give me 50 cents
a week

White: What kind of stuff did y’all play? What
songs?
Barker:
Careless Love. Played What Will
Become of Joe. Tunes that was popular of that
time. We never done The Saints. The Saints
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behind his
head. People had never
seen that.
That come
out of the minstrel
shows. He
became the
talk of the town. But he
was
studious, and he advanced. He was a great
man, no nonsense from him at all. He don’t
even laugh at jokes, [laughter]

didn’t
get popular
’til
later. That was
considered religious. You didn’t fool with that.
That’s it. I’m playing the music, so they start
hiring us for parties. So Russell got a set of
drums.Made a set
of drums out
of a
washboard...
two
washboards,
one
on
each
side,because there
were always washboards
on the garbage cans. He could take his drums,
zzzzzhhhhh, make a rachet sound on the
drum. Had a big old lard can. Remember them
big lard cans? Made him two cymbals. It was
like a little
band. People
singing with you.
Everybody singing. I’m always tiying to get
them tunes that make people laugh. That was
it. We was in business. From then on... from
the beginning. That was amateur, because as
soon
as you accept some money, that means
you’re a pro.

Barker: No nonsense. I know him real well,
like I wanted to call
him some time to talk. I
didn’t know
what to talk to him about,
so I
just don’t... Let’s forget about it.

White: You
mentioned you
got started with
The Boozan Kings. Did you ever have banjo or
guitar lessons?

White: So
you were playing, but
you were
mainly playing by ear. You weren’t reading
music.

Barker: Yeah, I’ve taken guitar lessons...
wouldn’t say it was lessons, from George
Augustin, who was supposed to
be a good
banjo player.
I took some
lessons from him,
eveiy Sunday for about a summer. Got the
basics, but I was getting the basics of playing
by ear, because none of them, rarely any of
them knew anything about no music. Maybe
Charlie Bocage or John Marrerro or [Narvin]
Kimball. Kimball was a youngster then too. So
you just
learned
enoughto play and watched
those guys. They had a limited number of jazz
tunes
they played, the
jazz repertoire.
Just
veiy few
bands brought
in
a new innovative
tune. Kid Rena was the one who when I heard
him would bring out a new tune, a popular
tune,
but jazz wasn’t
as complicated as
singing. You go and play it, you learn a dozen
songs and you was in business. You was a
pro. You did more posing, like you meant
maybe you was playing,
than what you
was
playing. There were a lot of these guys
[laughter], sit up and hold the instrument and
play it like it was veiy important what they
was doing, and there wasn’t nothing coming
out of the banjo. That was a big shuck
instrument,
in other words. Because they
didn’t expect much of you, because you was in
the rhythm section, and they wanted three
horns and
three rhythm, and
they wanted you
to give them a straight beat. You hear like, in
George Lewis’s band, or Lawrence Marrerro,
he played just a straight beat.

Barker: No.
Nobody was reading, unless Piron
and band, Robichaux, and they was playing,
reading music. They put the
music up there,
because
they
could
remember
that
limited
repertoire they had. They put the music up
there just to make sure. There was reading
bands.
Piron’s band, Sidney
Desvignes’s band,
Robichaux’s band. Papa Celestin’s band, and
a few other bands that just played old ancient
orchestrated arrangements.

White: That’s true. I just
weeks with him on the road.

came

off

of

three

Barker: Yeah. Stays all to hisself.
White: Pretty much. Pretty serious.

White: What were some of those songs? You
mentioned Careless Love.
Barker: What Will Become of Joe?, My Baby’s
Loving Arms, I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles. We
have to get a repertoire. Dig up Robichaux’s or
Piron’s discography. Wish I Could Shimmy Like
My Sister Kate, Mamacita, Robert E. Lee. They
played them plantation songs and riverboat
songs,
but
the
music
business
wasn’t
aggressive in putting out new music then. The
market was limited,
because
in those days
they sold piano copies. You went and if a new
song came out and they heard it on the way
to... it wasn’t no talkies then... on a place they
heard if somebody was in vaudeville and they
came
through on the Orpheum circuit
and
sang one of them songs. They had a whole lot
of vaudevillians who were singers, who were
put on a circuit by the record companies, just
so that they could introduce their songs into
eveiy town they went to.
White: Did you see any of those type singers
here, vaudeville singers?

White: Make 4/4.
Barker: That was it. That was the body of the
band. No piano. They had no piano in them
bands. So you went along with that. As you
went along, you learned some solos, like
Kimball did, some solos and playing the banjo

Barker: Yeah, I used to go to Orpheum
Theater. Went to the Orpheum and went to the
Pitt.
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The Lyric Theatre, 207 Burgundy Street, destroyed by fire in 1927. Courtesy: Historic New
Orleans Collection

White: Lyric?

States always tiy to hide what rap singers are
singing. Well they’d go to a nightclub and they
would hear that same type of thing. Shock
treatment. Got a girl. She’s kind of cool and
she’s too calculating. You want to break her
spirit down. You bring her to one of them
joints. Show her it’s just fallacies.

Barker: Went to the Lyric Theater. They were
mostly blues and old love ballads, and there was
a whole lot of cabaret songs they sang, which
were risque.
White: Double-entendre.

White: Did you see some of the betterknown
people that played, like Bessie
Smith and Ma
Rainey?

Barker: Yeah, all that goes with it. That was a big
thing in those times, double-entendre. You’re
supposed to read between the lines. If you don’t
be too rash or too bombastic, people will accept
it. They had burlesque shows that done nothing
but that type of material. Eveiy town had its
burlesque show, eveiy big town, other than the
sanctimonious states that was strict on them
kind of laws, but they got people in the world
who wants to hear that type of material. They go
out for a good time. They want to laugh at
themselves and laugh at the world. That’s why
you have clowns on the stage, you have people
playing drunkards’
parts, play fallen women by the wayside, and all
that. That’s life. But today they got veiy
sanctimonious. But the French people were
outspoken with that. They had lesbian’s clubs
and all kinds of... whatever it was, you went
there if you liked that kind of stuff. But United

Barker: They all came to the Lyric Theater.
White: Yeah. So you saw them?
Barker: Came to the Lyric Theater and played
there a week, and they went to Lafayette and
played. They went to Baton Rouge and played.
They went to Pensacola and
played. Mobile
and played. And they come back. They didn’t
come back to the Lyric. They came
to that
little theater on South Rampart
Street. I can’t
think of the name of it. They came there, and
they did a week, two weeks, and jumped from
there to Baton Rouge. From Baton Rouge they
went to Shreveport or Alexandria. From that
on they work their way over to Texas. Go to
Houston, Dallas, and all them towns in Texas.
Galveston.
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White: What was the next
music after the Boozan Kings?

step

for

you

Barker: No, I seen different bands do that
around here. Caffrey Darensbourg. Seen him
do that with Manny Perez’s band. You can
spark the
whole, you can pull the whole band,
not by
the tempo, but you can give it a whole
lift as
a feeling
if you jazz that
rhythmup.
Banjo players could do that, because they
didn’t have pianos in the band.

in

Barker: You’re around there. You see bands,
so you’re going to decide whether you’re going
to play music for a living or you’re going to cop
out and
do it pastime. But it’s kind
of rough
playing, always was playing
music for a living
in New Orleans, because there’s so many
musicians
and so many clubs. And
then the
juke box
came in, and that
killed off a lot of
work. Man don’t need you only if he got Louis
Armstrong on the juke box.
White:
What was your
after the Boozan Kings?

nextmusical

White: I noticed you did just that
thing onmy
favorite
recording of Summertime by Sidney
Bechet. It’s one
that you played. You were
on
the record. Do you remember that recording?
Barker: No.

group

White:
You recorded Summertime
other things. It’s on a
record called
of Sidney Bechet.

Barker: 1 left that as kids. I started playing
professional,
rehearsing
with
different
musicians around town. Little small musicians,
but I’m listening
to bigtimers and watching
what
they’re doing. Everywhere
Kid Rena
played, sometimes
Buddy Petit, Sam Morgan, 1
went by and watched the banjo player all night.

and some
The Genius

Barker: I’m on that?
White: Yeah.
Barker: How it sound?

White: Who were some of those banjo players
that you listened to?
White probably referred to Bechet's Quintet
recording of “Summertime ”, cut in New York on
June 8, 1939 with Meade Lux Lewis, Teddy
Bunn, Johnny Williams & Sidney Catlett
There is a version of Summertime with Sidney
Bechet and Danny Barker in the This is Jazz
broadcast from March 24, 1947. It has been
issued on numerous LPs and CDs, most
recently on Jazzology JCD-1027/28.

Barker: Johnny Dave was with Sam Morgan.
Son Thomas was
with
Kid Rena. MacLean,
Richard MacLean, great banjo player. George
Guesnon.
John
Marrerro.
Lawrence
Marrerro
| Marrero], Caffrey Darensbourg was working
the Alley Club
downtown, and he... I’d go to
the club, and
he’d see me out front by
the bar.
1 was
on long pants then, and he’d say, “Want
to play a little
while
for me,
man? Lay
something on.” I’d say, “Yeah.” So I’d go back.
The band relished me, because 1 think I had a
little more spark than he had. Then I was
trying to impress them too. Playing. Trying to
jazz up the band. That’s what 1 do now. 1 put
that figure-eight stroke on them bands. 1
rigamarole like I did on that record, and that
spices up the bands.

To be continued.

White: You call that a figure-eight stroke? How
do you... where did
that come
from? Is that
your...
Barker: It’s
a eight. See? That’s
called. Figure-eight stroke.

what that is

White: So
you play.

rhythm

that

makes

all

those

that

Barker:
Rigamarole. That’s the rhythm.
There’s the
one rhythm.
You generate.
You
throw a car in another shift. You’re going at
ten-mile. You jump. You’re in the same
position, but you generate the music.

Bechet on his second Swedish tour: Castle Hotel,
Stockholm, 1949. Per Oldaeus ’ archive

White: Did you develop that?
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